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The Canada Lumberman is published in the interest of the

lumber trade and of allied industries throughout the Dominion
being the only representative in Canada of this foremost branch of

the commerce of this country. It aims at giving full and timely

information on all subjects touching these interests, discussing

these topics editorially and inviting free discussion of them by others.

Especial pains are taken to secure the lates f and most trustworthy

market quotations from various points throughout the world so as

to afford to the trade in Canada information upon which it can rely

in its operations.

Special correspondents in localities of importance present accur-

ate report not only of prices and the condition of the market but,

also of other matters specially interesting to our readers. But cor-

respondence is not only welcome but is invited from all who have

any information to commuiv'cate or subjects to discuss relating to the

trade or in any way effecting it. Even when we may not be able to

agree with the writers we will give them a fair opportunity for free

discussion as the best means of eliciting the truth. Any items of

interest are particularly requested for even if not of great import-

ance individually they contribute to a fund of information from
which general results are obtained.

Advertisers will receive careful attention and liberal treatment.

We need not point out that for many the Canada Lumberman
with its special class of readers is not only an exceptionally good
medium for securing publicity but is indispensable for those who
would bring themselves before the notice of that class. Special at-

tention is directed, to Wanted " and For Sale" advertisements
which will be inserted in a conspicious position at the uniform price

of ten cents per line for each insertion. Announcements of this

character will be subject to a discount of 25 per cent, if ordered for

three successive issues or longer.

Subscribers will find the small amount they pay for the Canada
Lumberman quite insignificant as compared with its value to them.
There is not an individual in the trade or specially interested in it,

who should not be on our lis; thus obtaining the present benefit

and aiding and encouraging us to render it even more complete.

The failure of the attempt of the two great railways

of Canada to come to an amicable mutual understand-

ing not to fight one another will hardly cause regret

among the lumbermen. The want of success of the

attempts of the officials of the respective roads to arrive

at such an arrangement, and of the efforts of the

shareholders to urge upon them the adoption of such

an agreement, will give a check to the possible forma-

tion of a huge monopoly. A little fair competition is

not a bad thing, and railways which must from their

very circumstances be always somewhat of the nature

of a monopoly, want this wholesome stimulus to

make them value custom and exert themselves to

serve their customers. In some respects the lumber-
men have too often just grounds for complaint against

the railway companies. With one great railway monopo-
ly the situation would be still worse.

F ROM recent advices from Vancouver we learn that

the lumber trade is being rigorously pushed in that

quarter, two new mills having been erected during the

summer and arrangements having been made for the

construction of others. The local demand in British

Columbia is rapidly increasing as the towns grow, and
lumber is also being shipped by rail to the prairies of

the Northwest Territories. A little lumber has been
shipped to China, but Australia is the chief foreign

market, with which there is a considerable and growing
trade that promises to be still more largely developed
in the near future as commercial relations and inter-

course of all kinds are facilitated. Ontario and Quebec
men who have extended their operations to the Pacific

coast are said to be well satisfied, so it is expected that

their example will be followed by others.

President W. B. McMurrich and his directors

have had an interview with Attorney-General Mowat
and other members of the cabinet, regarding the pro-

posed railway to James Bay. As the proposed new

line is of particular interest to the lumber trade, a few

words regarding it in these columns will not be out of

place. The traffic of the Upper Ottawa has hitherto

gone the way of Montreal and Quebec, but should the

James Bay line be constructed, a strong competition

would be brought about. Many prominent Ottawa

lumbermen and merchants say that their supplies

would be sent over the new line, as being the most ex-

peditious and least expensive. Lumber merchants

have hitherto taken their mills to the limits and sent

cut lumber direct to the frontier. If this road were

built it is probable that they would establish mills on

Lake Temiscaming. Last year's cut from Pembroke

to Sudbury, north of the C. P. R., was 750,000,000 feet,

two-thirds of which was transferred by rail over the

C. P. R. to whatever lines ran southward. There

seems no doubt but that there are large stretches of

red and white pine in that northern country, as well as

valuable hardwood, such as beech and maple.

An action has been issued by Messrs. Cook Bros.,

timber merchants of Toronto, against Singleton, Dunn

& Co., timber brokers and commission agents, Glas-

gow, Scotland, for the payment of $75,000. The de-

fendants acted as agents for Cook Bros., in the sale of

timber and wood goods. Between the years 1872

and 1875 several large consignments were made for

sale on commission, and on each of these pursuers say

there was a profit due to them. The savings on the

various consignments amount together to the sum sued

for. They claim that they have frequently asked the

defendants to furnish them with an account in order to

get a final settlement, but they declined to do so. The

defence is that both parties had transactions with the

late A. F. A. Knight, a timber merchant of Quebec, and

as a result of such transactions there was due to the

defendants in December, 1885, the amount of $63,270,

at the time he became bankrupt, and that they could

not recover the amount. The balance due by the de-

fendants in respect of the consignment after deduction

of expenses, was $28,740, and they claim that the

plaintiffs acquiesced in the transference of Knight's

account, and therefore they are barred' from raising

this action. The case is now being fought out in the

courts.

The Ontario mining commission has now suspended

its operations for a time after having collected a great

mass of valuable information in its peregrinations

through the province. The result of their labors, when

they have completed their investigations, will no doubt

be embodied in an official report, which will be of great

value to those interested in our mineral resources.

The information published from time to time of the

proceedings of this commission is of a nature to cause

regret that the other proposed branch of this provincial

stock taking was not also favored by the govern-

ment. If it is advisable to know the extent and locality

of your mineral property it is at least as important that

a similar course should be adopted in regard to our

forest wealth. The nature and locality of our remain-

ing public forests and the approximate amount of the

timber still left with other connected circumstances

which would occur to the minds of such commissioners

as have been enquiring into our mines, should be made
public and the report would be of great utility. The

officials would thus have a better knowledge of the

property they have to administer, the lumbermen would

have a valuable guide for them in their oixrration-j and

the community at large would learn the truth as to the

extent and probable duration of the forests as to which

so many different opinions are heard. A forestry com-

mission, something like the mining commission, would

be would all it would cost.

Hon. W.m. Macdougaee, it is stated, is at present

endeavoring to put a new phase on the question of the

export duty on logs. This Hon. gentleman hav-

ing had considerable to do with framing the British

North America Act, of 1867. points out that sec-

tion 124 of that Act appears to specially prohibit the

levying of export duties on timber or lumber by any

authority. After extending to the province of New

Brunswick the special power which has since been

commuted; of collecting export dues on logs, the sec-

tion referred to winds up by saying " But the lumber of

any of the provinces other than New Brunswick shall

not be subjected to any such dues.'' A New Brunswick

paper in commenting on the above holds that it is im-

possible for the federal parliament to levy export duties

on logs without subjecting the timber of the provinces

to such duties—unless by special enactment relating to

the territories which, generally speaking, have no

timber to export. If the closing proviso of the 124th

section of the B.N.A. act was inserted merely to pre-

vent the legislatures of provinces other than New

Brunswick from levying export duties on logs, it would

appear wholly superfluous, because the legislature pos-

sess no such power. If the provinces generally had a

right to levy export duties upon timber why was special

provision made for granting such a right to the legisla-

ture of New Brunswick ? Lumbermen will await the

outcome of Mr. Macdougalls investigation with a

great deal of interest.

" Peril to the Lumber Industry'" is the suggestive

heading of a leading article in a recent issue of the

JV. IV. Lumberman. Thes torm signal is flying, it says,

and a crisis is approaching, that if not checked, will be

brought about by producing beyond the requirements

of the demand. In former years the manufacturers of

white pine lumber had it all their own way. They had

all the territory they desired to cover. They went

west, south and east, and only in the latter direction,

and then not till they were well toward the seaboard,

did they meet with competition : then they came in

contact with Maine and Canada lumber. During these

years population in the western states was rapidly in-

creasing, and in those states the demand lor building

material was large and constant. The territory so

prolifically worked by the white pine men has gradually

become smaller, and is growing smaller every day.

Notwithstanding this the high water mark in the white

pine states was reached in 1884. when the output was

7,935,033.054 feet. A year or two earlier than this,

however, it was seen that the mills were running too

fast, and an association was formed for the purpose of

bringing about a curtailment of the log cut. The

movement in great part was success ul. In 1SS5 the

cut of the mills dropped nearly 900.000.000 feet. The

brakes were then removed. In 1S86 the output increas-

ed about 400.000.000 feet. In 18S7 it was 7, 7
5 ".016.-84

feet, and there is every indication at the present writ-

ing that the footing for 1SS8 will exceed those of the

preceding year. There are unusually heavy stocks at

many of the producing and distributing points, and the

operators are as eager as of old for a big stock ot logs.

The result of such a condition as portrayed ab;>ve

cannot be satisfactory. The outlook is not bright. It is

time that the wheels of many a mill were permitted to

take a rest.
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The Ottawa river lumbermen have come to terms

with the Inland Revenue Department with reference to

the arrears of rent for the water power of the Chaudiere.

The lumbermen agree to pay all arrears, about $59,000,

on condition that their leases, which expire next year,

are renewed for 21 years. This matter of arrears has

been going on almost since the time when the Ottawa

lumbermen settled at the Chaudiere, and although the

yearly rental is but a small amount, the total for so

many years has amounted to a good round sum. When
the question of settlement was pressed the lumbermen

were unwilling to pay up unless recouped for improve-

ments put in by them years ago in order to enable

them to utilize the water power. Then they offered to

settle if given renewals of their leases for 99 years ; fin-

ally they decided to accept renewals for 21 years, and
now it is understood they will pay the arrears, with a

small deduction for improvements, which were neces-

sary to bring the water power to some of the water lots.

We have now in course of preparation the third

annual Statistical Edition of the Canada Lumberman,
five thousand copies of which will be issued February

1st, next, and circulated among the trade throughout

Canada, the United States and Great Britain.

Arrangements are being made by which even- province

in the Dominion will furnish a complete budget of news
of interest to even- man engaged in the lumber, wood-
working and kindred branches of trade. The result of

the past years operations and the prospects for the

coming season, will be fully set forth, while the list of

technical contents will be unusually large and complete.

We sincerely hope that even- reader of The Lumber-
man will consider it a personal duty on their part to

send in whatever items of information with which they

may be familiar, either as regards their own operations,

that of their neighbor, or any matters that would prove

of interest to the trade in general. We beg to remind
advertisers that during the months of February and
March Canadian lumbermen are fitting up their mills

for the season's trade ; discarding old machinery and
putting in new ; and for this reason, at no other season

of the year will an investment in advertising pay as

well. For rates and other information we would direct

attention to the advertisement on another page of this

issue.

The supplies for the shanties is a very important
factor in a lumberman's operations and one of the most
important articles is pork, so the recent interview with
the Minister of Customs on this subject is of consider-
able interest. The pork-packers had already been to

Ottawa asking that they should be given further pro-
tection by increased customs duties, so about the
middle of the month a very influential deputation
waited upon the Minister asking that the duties should
remain as they were at least, even if they were not re-

djced. One strong point made by the speakers was
that the '"heavy mess pork," which was the grade
chiefly used by the lumbermen, was not produced in

sufficient quantities in Canada to supply the demand,
and therefore the porposed protection was useless to
the farmer, while adding to the cost of the lumberman's
commissariat. Between the somewhat different inter-

ests of the farmer, the packer and the lumberman,
the Minister seemed puzzled how- to act and
would not commit himself. From some of the
questions he asked it may, however, be reasonably
anticipated that he will move at least some way to-

wards the views of the trade without being afraid of
interfering with the farmers. While discussing this

subject it was evident that the minds of the members
of the deputation were busily engaged on another
theme, for it kept coming to the surface. This was the

\

question of the increase of the export duty on saw logs.
'

There seemed to be no objection, but the contrary, to
the change in itself, but some of the deputation feared
that our neighbors might retaliate by raising their im-
port duty on sawn lumber, while others stoutly main-
t lined that they did not care if the duty of lumber were
riised. There seemed to be a general agreement that
the export of our pine logs must be stopped, and one
gentlemen who had recently visited Michigan described

how he had seen thousands of Canadian saw logs being

converted into lumber on the Saginaw. Suggestions

were made that the Provincial Government might

stipulate in their leases that the logs must be sawn in

Canada, when an export duty would become unneces-

sary. To show the weight of this deputation a journal

calculates that its members represented an invested

capital of twenty million dollars.

Xo definite answer has yet been given by the Do-

minion Government to the application to them to put an

export duty on elm logs. The case is similar to that of

pine logs, the export duty on which has not only

been maintained, but has been substantially raised by

the Ottawa, authorities in pursuance of their policy of

preventing the exportation as logs, and forcing the

manufacture and consequent employment of labor to

be retained in Canada. The application of this sensi-

ble theory would demand an export duty on elm logs

just as much as on pine logs. Foreign mill owners are

carrying off this timber abroad to supply their mills,

thus taking from the Canadian mill owner his material,

giving the employment and profits to foreigners, while

in some cases these elm logs come back again to

Canada to be used in a manufactured form. There is

no good reason why this advantage should be given to

! foreign competitors with our own people. More op-

position is, however, offered to an export duty in this

case, because the elm timber is largely in possession of

private land owners, while the pine is chiefly owned

j

either by the government or by their lessees, the lum-

bermen The farmer having on his farm a compara-

tively small quantity of elm timber now sells it to the

United States mill owners, and he finds that a export

duty would put an end to this business leaving him in

the hands of the Canadian mill owners with the pros-

pect, as he thinks, of his being able to obtain only a

I lower price. This, however, is not the case, for the

Canadian mill owners are willing to purchase at fair

rates, and when they no longer saw the logs carried

abroad before their eyes they will be encouraged to

extend their operations, so the farmer would not be

victimized, and he would gain more than any other

portion of the community by the presence of a flourish-

ing industry close at hand and increasing the demand
for his produce. We hope the government will stand

,

firm, and will put their policy into effect in regard to

elm logs.

One very important occurrence of the past month
has been the delivery of the judgment of the Judicial

Committee of the Imperial Privy Council in the great

case of the Queen vs. The St. Catharines Milling and
Lumber Company the judgment of the Supreme Court

of Canada being confirmed and the appeal of the de-

fendants below being dismissed w ithout costs. Thus
this long litigation carried from court to court is at

length terminated, the highest tribunal of the realm

and the final authority having decided that the Domin-
ion of Canada does not own the land and timber in the

disputed territory of Northwest Ontario and had no
right to grant licenses, the Province having the

beneficial interest, subject to the Indian title and there-

fore to the cost of extinguishing the claims of the abor-

iginal inhabitants. The Privy Council in fact took the

view that the Indians only enjoyed the right of use for

hunting, fishing and so forth, their title being only an
incumbrance on the Provincial property. The company
is therefore left without any valid right to its limit. Of
course it is too early yet to know how the Provincial

authorities will deal with the company in these circum-

stances and with others in the same plight, for this was
a test case determining a number of others. It is

certainly a case in which there is a moral claim for

liberal treatment and for recognition of the position of

the company which acted in good faith, dealing with

the authorities who were in possession of the property.

There is the more reason for fair and even
generous treatment as the refusal of the Privy Council
to award as usual the costs of the appeal against the

unsuccessful party is an acknowledgment that it was a

moot point and one that ought to be brought to the
courts to determine, so laymen might well be at fault

when lawyers and even judges were doubtful. It

should also be taken into consideration that for a time

at least there was an understanding that the titles giv-

j

en by the unsuccessful authorities should be recognized

by those who gained the day, all pecuniary benefits

j

being of course transferred to the party ascertained to

j

be the rightful owner. It may of course be anticipated

!
that now the Province of Ontario has secured its rights

to this property it will as soon as possible proceed to

apply its usual laws and regulations to this district.

I

There is a likelihood too that no very long time will

elapse before a public sale will be called of the limits in

this region, and.as there is some fine timber still left, this

I opportunity of acquiring a limit at first hand will be

awaited with considerable interest as there will not be

many more such chances in Ontario.

SPLINTERS.

A Happy and Prosperous New Year.
*

.,
*

The Dominion Parliament has been called to

meet on the last day of January.

***
The town of Owen Sound, Ont., has voted a bonus

of $15,000 to the Poison Iron Works Co., of Toronto, to

assist them in enlarging their dry docks and ship-yard

at that place. The company have among their present

list of contracts the building of a new steel steamship

for the Canadian Pacific railway.

Mr. R. R. DOBELL, a leading lumberman of Quebec,

is at present engaged in organizing a company with a

capital of $2,000,000 to undertake the laying of a

telegraph cable from Blanc Sablon at the Straits of

Belle Isle to a point on the coast of Scotland or

Ireland.

* *
*

We overlooked drawing attention last month to the

advertisement of Messrs. W. R. Thistle & Co, of Pem-

broke, which appears in another page of this issue.

This firm have already commenced winter sawing in

their Chalk River timber mills, and are open to receive

orders for building and dimension timber, ship decking,

red pine, car lumber, flooring, etc.

* ,.
*

A recent change in the tariff will be of considerable

benefit to one of our Canadian industries. An Order-

in-Council has been passed placing upon the free list

hickory felloes, sawn to shape, but not urther manu-

factured. As it has been difficult to get this class of

wood in Canada of late years, manufacturers of carriage

woodwork have pressed this change upon the govern-

ment.

*
A Report has been received from the Inspector of

Mounted police in charge of the patrol now stationed on

the Manitoba frontier to prevent timber stealing by

Dakota settlers, in which he States that already five

Dakotans have intimated to him their intention to settle

in Manitoba in the spring, as they cannot continue to

live in Dakota without fuel, which the)- have hitherto

been in the habit of helping themselves to in Canadian

I

territory without saying even as much as by your leave.

*
The exports of lumber last year formed twenty-six

per cent, of Canada's total export trade, the figures

being in round numbers, total exports $77,cco,cco

;

products of the forest, $2o,oco,oco. Of these $20,cco,-

000, some $9,353,000, or forty-five per cent., went to the

United States, and about an equal amount, or $9,454,000,

was exported to Great Britain. Last year lumber form-

ed twenty-eight per cent, of Canada's total exports to

the United States.

Notice is given of the proposed incorporation of the

Ottawa and Montreal Boom company, to improve the

navigation of the Ottawa river from the Chaudiere falls

at Ottawa to the northeasterly end of the island of

Montreal, and either by one or other or both of the

channels to the northwest of the said island, to facilitate

the transmission of rafts, timber, saw logs, railway lies,

cedars and other timber on the said river and the

various rapids thereof, with power to construct, pur-

chase or acquire any booms or piers in the part of the

said river, etc.
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THE NEWS.
—Mr. Hepburn is extending his saw mill at Picton, Ont.

— H. B. Ward, lumber merchant Canning, N. S., has

assigned.

—A. W. Brown & Bros., planing mill, Spring Hill, N. S.,

have assigned.

—Edy 6c Edy, saw mill and general store, Oil Springs, Ont.

have sold out.

—Bulmer & Co., Rat Portage, are taking out six million feet

of logs this winter.

—Cockburn's mill at Gravenhurst, Ont., recently destroyed

by fire, will be rebuilt.

—Hili & Berry, lumbermen, of Fred^rickton, N. B., have

made an assignment.

—Waiter Ross is erecting a saw mill near Keewatin, in the

Lake of the Woods district.

—The shipment of lumber from Parry Sound, Ont., during

the fall was smaller than usual.

—McLaughlin Bros, of Arnprior, pi opose erecting extensive

saw mills near Papineauville, Quebec.

—H. Crowe & Co., lumber dealers, of Winnipeg and Car-

berry, are opening a branch at Glenboro'.

—Wm. G. Empey, operator of a saw, shingle and lath

mil!, at Berwick, Ont., has made an assignment.

—P. McConnell, has been appointed local Crown timber

inspector for the Turtle Mountain district of Manitoba.

—The Minnesota and Ontario Lumber Company, of Rat

Portage, contemplate a cut of ten million feet next season.

—W. T- Mathers now continues the lumber business of

Wade & Mathers, of Deloraine, Man., the firm having dissolved.

—Brown, Rutherford & Neilson, of Selkirk, Man., have

sold out their entire stock of lumber to the Selkirk Lumber

Co.

—Gauthier & David, saw mill, Valleyfield, Que., have dis-

solved. The business will be continued by Gauthier k
Lalonde.

—The saw mill at Macleod, Alberta, which some time ago

closed down for the winter, has resumed operations owing to

the mild weather.

—The present winter's cut of timber in the Parry Sound

district promises to be large. So far work in the camps has -

progressed favorably.

—A by-law will be voted on at Rat Portage, on January 9th

next, to grant a bonus of $15,000 to Ross, Hall & Brown, to

establish a saw mill in the municipality.

—The Collins Bay Rafting Co., expect to handle 1,000,000

feet of lumber at Belleville, during the season of 1889.

Last season they handled 300,000 feet.

—The saw mill in the New Sweden Colony, north of

Minnedosa, Man., has been burned. This will be a heavy

loss to Mr. Hemmingsen and the colony.

— Messrs. Bronson & Weston and Pierce & Co. have a large

number of workmen engaged constructing an overflow dam at

the mouth of the upper channel on the Ottawa river.

— Messrs. T. 6c W. Murray of Pembroke, Ont., are having a

large supply house erected at North Bay. About three hundred

tons of supplies will be stored as soon as the building is com-

pleted.

— Mr. David Eidt and Mr. Henry Eidt, of Phillipsburg,

Ont., have purchased Mr. P. Knechtel's saw mill at Hanover,

Ont. The business will be carried on under the name of Eidt

Bros.

—Mr. Sam. Sloan, of Tilbury Centre, Ont., will enlarge

h.-
1
laning mill. He wi'l put in a sixty-horse power boiler I

ar.>. engine, adding saw mill and other machinery for wood-

working.

— Mr. R. E. Steeves, of Hillsboro, N.B., has purchased an

eog rie and the appliances for a new rotary steam saw mill he

i- r.ow building at that place. The mill will saw about two
mil'ion a year.

—Two hundred car loads of luml)er, about three million
j

feet, have !>een shipped this season by the Royal City Planing
1

Mill- at Westminister, P.. C, to Sir John Lister Kaye's farms

in the Territories.

—Tail and his men have already taken out 26,000 spruce
|

logs in the Riding Mountain district of Manitoba, and expect I

to take out 80,000 during the winter. Some of the logs have

to be drawn al<out three miles to the river.

'' •rs. Davidson & Hay, of Toronto, have purchased a

l.rr. • north of Lake Nipissing, and are about erecting a mill at

CaBender. Mr. C. S. Smythc, who had charge of their mill
j

at'Orr f/ake, has accepted the management of the new mill.

—The Sabaskong Mining and Lumber Company has re-

ceived its charter from the Dominion Government. The

company has among its stockholders several Rat Portage men.

Its object is to develop the mining and lumbering industries of

the district.

—The old saw trill at Moodyville, B. C. ,
opposite Van-

couver, which was established about 2C, years ago, will be fit-

ted up with modern machinery, and will soon be closed down

for that purpose. The mill has done a large export business

in past years.

—Christie's new mill building at Brandon, Man,, has been

completed, and is ready for the machinery Christie is

preparing to bring down a lot of spruce logs from the Riding

Mountain in the spring, via the Bird Tail Creek and Assin-

iboine river.

—During the first eight months of 1888 there was a decrease

of 20 per cent, on the price and 24 per cent, on the quantity of

boards, deals, plank etc., imported into Canada from the

United States during that period, as compared with the cor-

responding period of last year.

—Lumbering operations on the North Shore of Nova Scotia

are being so extensively carried on that men who have not gone

into the woods for years are now wielding the axe, tempted

by the increased pay. One operator recently brought a num-

ber of men from Newfoundland.

—Eastern capitalists, it is said, are about taking hold of the

steam saw mill at Emerson, Man. An immense quantity of

lumber is sold in Emerson annually, and as a supply of pine

and oak logs can be had up Red River, there is no reason the

lumber should not be manufactured there.

—The Rathbun Co's big mill at Deseronto, Ont., closed

down on the 12th Dec. the latest date during that month that

it has ever run. The Tribune says that the Big Mill did

splendid work this season and Supt. Dexter and his army of

associates may well feel proud of the record made by their great

establishment.

—The report is current that Messrs. Gilmour & Co., the

big lumbermen of Trenton, Ont., are talking of carrying out

an important scheme for conveying their logs over the lakes in

the northern townships. Mr. Gilmour states that he intends

building a railway down to the waters edge and hoist a tug on

a car and take it back north.

—Ottawa lumbermen are said to believe in the possibility

of building up an interprovincial trade in lumber, which will

render them independent of the United States markets. The

local consumption in Montreal in 1880 was 45,000,000 feet,

which in 1 886 ran up to 120,000,000, or about 20 per cent, of

the cut of all the mills in Ottawa and vicinity.

—Their supply of logs having run out, says the Port Arthur

Sentinel, Graham, Home & Co's shingle mill has been closed

down for the season. The total cut is slightly in excess of

3,000,000 shingles, and represents just that much money's

worth of a staple article manufactured at home, instead of, at

formerly, being imported from the Northwestern States.

—Mr. Robertson, builder of the Joggins raft, has beeij pay-

ing a visit to Moose river in New Brunswick, and is reported

as being very much impressed with the facilities which that

place affords for the storage and shipment of lumber. He is

said to have offered M. L. Tucker $10,000 in cash for his

mill property there, and if this offer is accepted he will build

two rafts a year at that point.

—The new Government dry dock at Kingston, Ont., will

have a bottom area 280x40 feet, and the coping 300X

72 feet. It will be thoroughly equipped with pumping

machinery, so that the 350,000 cubic feet of water it will con-

tain can be emptied in three and one half hours. It will take

two years to build the dock, and the probable cost will be

$300,000 or $400,000.

—Mr. G. W. Stokes, of Windsor, has been in the lumber

trade nearly all his life, and has now large tracts of timber in

different parts of Canada and the United States. Speaking

about the Dominion Government's export duty on logs, he

says :
—" It is only a square deal, but instead of $3 it ought to

be $10. If the Americans want Canadian logs let them bring

along their mills, cut the logs up and spend a little money in

the country from which they derive their revenue."

—The Madawaska Improvement Company have a gang of

over one hundred men engaged on the Madawaska river put-

ting in the remainder of the improvements which will enable

lumber firms to bring timber and logs from limits which before

were inaccessable owing to the Madawaska not being navig-

able. The works will be completed by next spring. Last

winter one hundred and fifty men put up works costing $200,-

000. This year the works will be completed at a cost of

$150,000. The works consist of a series of dams, piers and

slides. A line of steamers has been placed on the lake near

the head waters of the Madawaska.

—As far as can be learned the Lake of the Woods mills are

preparing for a big cut next season. There will l>e a consider-

able increase in the sawing capacity on the lake.

—Pensacola's annual report shows that the exports of yellow

Pine during 1887-88 exceeded those of the past two year^.

The total exports amounts to 253,699,152 superficial feet, an

increase of 39,063,200 feet over the exports of the )ear pre-

vious. The greatest ratio of increase has been to the con-

tinent of Europe and has been almost exclusively in sawed to

South American ports, and the increase timl^er.

—A statement of the receipts of the Crown Lands department

of Quebec, for the current year to date shows they have in-

creased to $786,771 against $450,926 in 1886-7, or against an

average of $472,719 per annum for the last five years. The

government estimate that crown land collections will reach

one million dollars when the accounts for the current fiscal

year are closed.

—The supreme court at Ottawa has delivered judgment in

the suit of Cameron et al. v. Tale et al. It was a case where

the defendants failed to execute an agreement to supply mach-

inery for a lumber mill at Rat Portage to cut logs lying on the

shores of the Lake of the Woods, and the plaintiffs obtained a

verdict for $25,000 in the lower court, which was reversed 1 y

the court of appeal, and the plaintiffs appealed to the Supreme

court. The appeal was dismissed with costs.

—Denny, Mott & Dickson, in their London Wood Circular

of Dec. 4th, in their reference to Canadian woods say : Some
shipments of Square and Waney Pine, Oak and Elm came to

hand last month, but are mostly already disposed of, so great-

ly does the demand for Yellow Pine and Oak exceed the sup-

ply. Consumers cannot just now err in promptly securing any

freshly landed Quebec goods, as every thing points to still

further increased prices ; so moderate is the supply both here

and at the shipping ports.

—The British Columbian says : Twenty tons of saw mill

machinery, arrived from the Hamilton Manufacturing Com-

pany, of Peterborough, Ont., imported by Messrs. F. G.

Strickland & Co., of this city, for A.'J. Bovill, who is building

a new saw mill at Langley. This consignment is the com-

plete machinery for a saw mill—not a bolt, nut or screw being

absent, and it is the first complete mill ever brought into the

province. Mr. Bovill's mill will have a capacity of about

30,000 feet per day.

—At a recent meeting of the Upper Ottawa Improvement

company, the following gentlemen were elected to office for

the ensuing year :—Mr. Hiram Robinson, president ; G. B.

Greene, secretary ; J. W. Wardrope, treasurer ; Board of

Directors—E. H. Bronson, Hiram Robinson, E. B. Eddy, G.

Powell and T- R. Booth. The Secretary's annual report was

adopted and showed the organization to be in a flourishing

condition. The object of the company is to bring all logs cut

on the Ottawa and its tributaries down to the Long Sault

rapids, for which they have the privilege of charging so much

per log.

—Seven vessels cleared from Burrard Inlet, B. C, with

lumber, during November, six of these being from the

Moodyville mill and one from the Hastings mill. The lumber

went to Australia, four loads ; South America, two loads ; and

China, one vessel. During the month, four vessels arrived to

load at the mills, three for the Hastings and one for the

Moodyville mill. Robert Ward & Co., ol Victoria, in their

last shipping report quote the following rates on lumber from

British Columbia to the ports named. To Hobson's Bay. S7>.

per M ; Melbourne Wharf, 55s to 57s. 6d. per M ; Sidney,

45s. per M; Shanghae, 50s. per m. ; West Coast South

America, 45s. to 50s. per m.

CASUALTIES.
A man named Watson, employed in one of Rathbun's shan-

ties, was curious to know what was in ^he medicine chest of the

shanty, and took a dose from one of the bottles that caused his

death.

One of McLaughlin Bros, shanties at Bark Lake, Ont., was

recently the scene of an accident by which a young man named

Maxwell Thompson lost his life. He was struck by a falling

tree and died two hours afterwards.

An accident occurred in the woods in one of Gilmour A:

Co. 's shanties, near Madoc, Ont. Peter Carl and Joseph Sofa

were felling a large tree ; the tree lodged in another tree ;

when they freed it they found the tree was coming the wrong

way and tried to get out of the way. In running away Sofa

fell, and his axe struck Carl in the calf of the leg severing an

artery. Before a doctor arrived Carl bled to death. The

same axe after cutting Carl was struck by the falling tree and

flew back and struck Sofa, cutting a big gash in his leg above

the knee. Sofa is likely to recover.
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Part III.

LUMBER AND ITS MANUFACTURE.
By Anson A. Gard.

SQUARES.

Around even' saw mill there is always a lot of odds and

ends of walnut to be found, which can be cut into squares to

good profit, since they cost but the time and labor of sawing

them. Small logs and large tops of trees may also be cut into

squares, and if carefully sawed, will pay for the labor of col-

lecting. To saw squares to advantage, a mill must be pro-

vided with a small saw bench with rip and cut-off saws. The

latter should be arranged to swing.

Squares must be in a manner perfect, free from sap and

knots, and cut true and full thickness. If, however, a small

knot or a little sap appear on the corners, or where it will

turn off, it will pass, but there will always be a question as to

how little or how much will be allowed. Therefore, to be sure

of a sale in the one case, cut off the knot and make the square

one length shorter, and in the other, cut off the sap and make
it the next size smaller.

They should always be made a little longer than the length

to be used, in order that the ends can be squared

All short lengths and sizes under 4 inches should be bundled

and tied with tarred twine, as the time it takes at the mill

where labor is cheap is far more than made up where it costs

25 to 40 cents an hour to handle them one at a time.

NEWELS.

In cutting newels, never leave ihe heart in any piece, with

the impression that it can be bored out and serve as well as

thought it had been clear. It is possible you may find a buyer,

hut the chances are that it will take so long to find him that

your newels will be worthless from splitting by the time he is

found. This is true also of lumber. Never cut heavy lumber

from the heart. It will split in drying.

SIZES OF SQUARES.

Some sized squares are used the same lengths in all

markets, while again other sizes, are peculiar to particular

markets.

NEW YORK SIZES.

Chair ami Lounge Stock.

\%\\%, 16, 18 inches, Walnut.

lY2\\y2 , 18, 24 "

2x2, 14, IS, 24 inghgs Walnut and Cherry.

2%x2%
x
12, 24 » >i

2}Zx'2'A, 13, 24 ** "

BALUSTERS,
Walnut, Cherry, Ash.

,1 vi 14 one-fourth, 28, three-fourths, 32.

2 X2,

3 x3> " ,,

Any multiple of the above lengths will do if allowance is

made for cutting off to the proper length.

TABLE LF.GS.

Walnut, Cherry, Ash.

3x3, 28.

NEWELS.
Walnut, Cherry, Ash, Poplar.

4x4, 12, 14, 16 feet long.

5x5, " " " "

6x6, " " "

7x7," " " "

PHILADELPHIA SIZES.

This market differs from New York in two particulars. The
balusters run one-fourth 32 in. and three-fourths 36 in., and

will take newel posts 4 feet long ; i. e., it does not object to

them that length, while New York does. Other markets use

about the same as the two given, with possibly some miner

differences. Of all the sizes, the balusters are the best, since

the proportion used is so much greater than the other dimen-

sions.

SIZES FOR THE ENGLISH MARKET.

The following are the prevailing sizes called for in the

English markets :

2 \2 and 2§.

2}{\2%\ioy2 , i6j£and 28.

2'
/4x2>4xl6y2 and 28.

3 .\3 xio}4 and 28.

3K X 3/^ X26, 5 per cent.

4 .\'4 .\26, 45 per cent.

4^x4^x26, 20 per cent.

5 X5 X26, 12 per cent.

5K X5K X26, 9 per cent.

6 x6 X26, 9 per cent.

The demand for the first three sizes is always good, the next

size is fair and for the others I have followed each by about

the per cent, of the demand for that particular size.

In sawing, bear in mind that these lengths or any multiples

will be taken. The longer the square can be cut the better,

and the larger the more valuable it is.

SI7ES FOR THB GERMAN MARKET.
This market is a distributing point for Russia and all the

surrounding countries of Germany.

The following are the prevailing sizes :

I^xlj4x28 and 32.

2 x2 X28, 30, 32 and 36.

2j^x2X x " " " "

3 X3 x " " " "

3'^ x3^ x " " "

4 X4 x " " " "

4#*4>4x « " «

5 X S x36-

Very little demand for the first two sizes, and good demand
for the zVi and the 3. The best lengths are 30 and 32 in.

GARD'S DECIMAL SQUARE RULE.

The following rule will be found indispensable to all mill

men who cut out squares, and to yard dealers who sell them.

By means of the decimal, much time and work are saved.

EXPLANATION OF THE TABLE.

In the left hand column will be found the length in inches,

or further down the length in feet, and at the top column

you will find the size of the square, and beneath the decimel

of each length. When you wish to find the contents of

--y number of squares you multiply this
;uimbgf

the decimal opposite the length of the squares and point off as

many figures as there are decimals. The amount before the

decimal point will be th« contents in feeb

EXAMPLE.

How many feei are there in 655 pieces 3x3x30? The
number opposite this dimension will be found to be I "875, i.e.,

one foot and eight hundred and seventy-five one thousandth of

a foot. Multiply first by the whole foot—655 feet, then by

the decimal "875= 573,12=; ; mark of the 125 and you have

573- 655 and 573, contents, 1,228 feet. If the decimel begin

with a o, as '092, you multiply by the 92, but mark off

three figures just the same.

L.

&L
1% x \% iVt x lH iMxi'/S iKx 1% 2x2 '2% X 2% 2V2 X 2% 3x3 VA x 3

lA 4x4 4>A x & 5 x ; S
lA x s'A 6x6

Dec. Ft. Dec. Ft. Dec. Ft. Dec. Ft. Dec. Ft. Dec. Ft. Dec. Ft. Dec. Ft. Dec. Ft. Dec. tz. Dec. Ft. Dec. Ft. Dec. Ft. Dec. Ft.

12 013 0'22 0187 0255 o-333 0-421 0-52 0-75 I '02 i'333 1-687 2-083 2-52 3-
'

13 0 -

l4I 0238 0-203 0-276 0361 0 457 0-564 0812 1 -105 1-444 1-828 2-256 2 -

73 3-25

14 0151 0-256 0218 0-297 0388 0-492 0607 0-875 1-19 1-555 1-968 2'43 2 94 3
'5

15 OT62 0-275 0-234 0319 0-416 0-527 0651 0-944 1 -276 1-666 2-109 2-604 3-I5 1 375
16 0173 0293 0-25 0-34 0-444 0-562 0-695 I 1-361 i'777 2-25 2-777 3'36i 4"

17 0185 0-311 C265 0361 0-472 0-597 0739 I '062 1 -446 1-888 2
'39 2-951 3-571 4-25

18 0195 0'33 O-281 0-382 0-5 0-632 0781 I-I2> 1
'531

2- 2 -53i 3121 3-78I 4-5

19 O -206 0348 0297 0404 0-527 0667 0-824 I-I87 1 -616 2-III 2-671 3-298 3 '99

1

475
20 0-215 0366 0-312 0-425 Q'555 0703 0.868 1-25 1 -701 2-222 2-812 3'472 4-201 5"

21 0227 0-385 0-328 0-446 0-583 0-738 0-91

1

I -312 1-786 2'333 2'953 3-645 4-411 5-25

22 0-238 0403 0-343 0-467 0'6i 1 0773 0-954 1
'375 1-871 2'444 3 '093 3'8i 9 4-621 5'5

23 0-249 0422 0-359 0.489 0638 0-809 0-998 1
'437 i'956 2'555 3 '234 3 '993 4'83i 575

24 0-26 ' 0-44 ^"375 051 0666 0-843 I -041 i'S 2-041 2-666 3'375 4-166 5-041 6-

25 0-271 0-458 039 0531 0-694 0-878 1-085 1 '562 2 126 2-777 3'5i5 4 '34 5-251 6-25

26 0-282 0-476 0-406 o-553 0-722 0-914 i -128 1-625 2 -

2I

I

2-888 3'656 4-5I4 5-461 6-5

27 0-292 ' 0-495 0-421 o-574 075 0-949 1-171 1-687 2-296 3 3-796 4-687 5'67i

28 0303 0-513 0-437 0-595 0-777 0-984 1-215 175 2-381 3-in 3 '937 4-861 5-881 r"
29 0314 0-531 0-453 o -6i6 0-805 I -019 1-258 1-812 2-467 3-222 4-078 5 '034 6-092 7'25

30 0325 0-55 0-468 0638 0833 1-054 I -302 1-875 2-552 3333 4-218 5-208 6-302 7'5

31 °'33& 0-568 0-484 0-658 0861 1-089 1 '352 1-937 2637 3 '444 4'359 5-38I 6-512 775
32 o'347 0-586 0-5 068 0-888 I -125 1-388 2 - 2-722 3 555 4-5 5'555 6-722 8-

33 0358 0-605 0515 0701 0-916 I 16 1 '432 2-062 2-807 3-666 4 '64 5-729 6-932 8-25

34 0369 0623 0-53' 0723 0-944 1-195 1 '475 2-125 2-892 3777 4-781 5-902 7-142 8-50

35 o'379 0-641 0-546 0-744 0-972 1 23 1/5*9 2-I87 2-977 3-888 4 '927 6-076 7-352 875
36
ft

:

0-39 066 0. 562 0-765 f 1-265 1 -562 2*25 3-062 4' 5-062 6-25 7-562 9"

4 0-52 088
|

075 I -02 ''333 1-687 2-083 3' 4-083 5 '333 675 8-333 10-083 12-

5 0651 1 -091 0-937 I-276 1-666 2-109 2-604 375 5-104 6 666 8'437 10-416 1 2 -604 I5 -

6 0-781 1-32 1-125 1
'531 2- 2-531 3125 4'5 6-125 8' 10-125 12-5 15-125 18-

7 091

1

1
'54 1-312 1-786 2'333 2 953 3'645 5'25 7-145 9'333 1 1 -812 i4'583 17-645 21

•

8 1 '041 1-76 15 2-041 2666 3-375 4-166 6- 8-166 10-666 T 3'5 16-666 20-166 24'

9 1-171 1-98 1-687 2-296 3' 3-796 4-687 6'75 9-187 12- 15-187 1875 22-687 27-

10 1 -302 2-198 1-875 2-552 3 333 4.218 5-208 7-5 I0'208 13 333 16-875 20833 25-208 30-

1

1

I-43I 2419 2-062 2-807 3-666 4-64 5729 8-25 I I -229 14-666 18-562 22-916 27729 33"
12 1 -562 2 64 ,

2 25 3-062 4- 5-062 625 9" 12-25 16- 2025 25- 30-25 36-

THE SAWDUST DIFFICULTY.
The Halifax Nora Scotian, a usually well-informed journal,

has the following on the sawdust question, which we consider

worthy of reproduction :

It is quite impossible to avoid a lively interest in the subject

which is now engaging so much attention from parties in this

province. It is not a matter which can be settled as yet in

any scientific or mathematical manner, but it is one which is

capable of discussion and will admit of much more light than

has ever yet been thrown upon it.

First, let us see what it is all about ? The minister of marine-

and fisheries, who, by the way, is a young inexperienced and
rash person, has undertaken to put in force the law which en-

ables the government to compel mill owners to stop putting

sawdust in rivers or else close their mills. Some persons have
said that it was, of course, the duty of the minister to put the
law in force. But this does not follow. At the instance of
the government legislation was passed some time ago giving

the governor-in-council enabling powers in this regard. That
is, when parliament was asked to legislate it was not quite

certain whether it would be a good thing or a bad thing to

prevent mill owners from putting sawdust in rivers ; it was
only affirmed that such a power was necessary for the protec-

tion of our river fisheries, and a law was passed placing in the
hands of the governor-in-council the power to exercise th se
provisions if deemed wise.

The very question at this moment is, does the necessity of
any such enforcement now exist? Has anything developed in

the meantime which changes the position of matters ? The
onus is upon the minister of marine to establish this.

In the consideration of the rights of mill owners on the one
side, and the interests of river fisheries on the other, much
doubt and perplexity seem to exist, even among those who
would most likely be informed. And this, so much to be re-

garded, namely, that the two interests involved are the most
important of any in the country. The trade returns for the

year ending 30th June, 1887, show that the total export of the

products of the forest amounted to $20,484,000, and of the pro-

ducts of the sea to $6,875,000. The exports of lumber is the

largest of any in Canada except animals, and their produce,

which amounted in that year to $24,246,000. In Nova Scotia

the figures stand as follows in regard to exports for the year

1887 :

The fisheries
The forest " 1,1

Agricultural products "'

It will be seen f

53.S99-077
1,505,224
1,146,(327

this table that fish and lumber are the

Sreat f
..,tple products ot this province, and together constitute

more than three-fiths of the total exports.

Nothing should be done to injure either. On the contrary

both should be protected. But it must be borne in mind in this

connection that the fisheries which formed this great export

were not river fisheries. It is not likely that the total produce

of the inland fisheries amounted to anything of any conse-

quence at all. If it were purely a question between sacrificing

our lumbering industry and our river fisheries, there cannot

be a doubt as to which interest would prevail.

But it is alleged in defence of the crusade which has just beent

inaugurated in behalf of river fisheries, that the sawdust

question effects adversely not merely the fish who usually in-

habit the rivers and go up there to spawn but that it is the pre-

sence of numerous fish in our rivers which draws the fish to our

shores. If this be so, it is an important argument. But we are

bound to say we never seen this satisfactorily demonstrated.

Then, again, there are many persons who claim that saw-

dust in rivers is not fata'ly injurious to fish, and statistics are

given to show that no greater falling off has occurred in the

catch of fish in streams on which saw mills have been situated,

and those which have been free from sawdust altogether. If

this could be demonstrated it would settle the whole question.

The balance of reaso'ning seems to be with those who claim,

that large quantities of sawdust in rivers tend to injure the fish

and drive them away.

But we come back now to the most vital question :
" Where-

does the balance of interest lie?" The putting in force of the

regulations which Mr. Charles H. Tupper has undertaken tO'

make is bound to have a disastrous effect upon the lumbering

industry of this country. Will it have a corresponding advan-

tageous effect upon the fishing industry of the province ?

Who feels certain that if all the saw mills in Nova Scotia were

closed to-morrow and kept closed for the next five years there

would be any great boom in our river fisheries ? Who is pre-

pared to demonstrate as a scientific fact that all the falling off

in the number of salmon in our rivers- is due exclusively to

sawdust ? These are questions of vital importance, and if

the minister of marine can answer them, or any person

on his behalf, we should be glad to hear it. No clear and

definite information has yet been afforded.

Again, will some one be good enough to inform us who
has been clamoring for the shutting down of saw mills?

Has this demand come from men actually engaged in the
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fishing industry of the country ? Has the enforcement of the

law been sought from the active fish men of the province as a

safeguard to their industry ? Or has the whole tempest been

raised by a few devotees to sport who never contributed a

dollar to the development of the fishing industry of the pro-

vince, and only seek to preserve their own pleasure ? Those

are the questions we should like to see sifted. We do not

know that the lumbermen of this country are a unit in resisting

the enforcement of the severe regulations recently adopted.

We would like to know the business weight of those who are

pushing it.

It is also to be noted that these blue laws are only sought

to be put in operation in Nova Scotia. We are not aware of

any honest attempt made to guard the fish of Ontario

and Quebec. There is some talk of regulating the emptying

of sawdust into the rivers in the upper provinces on the

ground that the accumulations are likely to interfere with

navigation, but nothing is heard about fish. Here the very

gravamen of the whole charge is that the fish are being des-

troyed. We think the same principle should apply every-

where, and while we have no desire to dogmatise on the

point we certainly think there is a great lack of definite in-

formation in this matter, and a total lack of scientific know-

ledge to justify a wholesale crusade against one of our most

important industries.

THE BOUNDARY DISPUTE.

Full Text of the Judgment by the Privy

Council.

Following is the full text of the judgment delivered by the

Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in the case between

the St. Catharines Milling and Lumber Co. and the Crown,

as represented by the Attorney-General for Ontario :

—

After a preliminary statement of the facts of the case the

judgment of their Lordships proceeded as follows :

—

Although the present case relates exclusively to the right of

the Government of Canada to dispose of the timber in question

to the appellants, yet its decision necessarily involves the de-

termination of the largest question between that Government

and the Province of Ontario with respect to the legal con-

sequences of the Indian treaty of 1873. I" these circum-

stances, her Majesty, by the same order which gave the ap-

pellants leave to bring the judgment below under the review

of the board, was pleased to direct that the Government of the

Dominion of Canada should be at liberty to intervene in this

appeal or to argue the same upon a special case raising a legal

question in dispute. The Dominion Government elected to

take the first of these courses, and their Lordships have had

the advantage of hearing from their counsel an able and ex-

haustive argument in support of the claim to the part of the

ceded territory which lies within the provincial boundaries of

Ontario.

The capture of Quebec in 1759, and the capitulation of

Montreal in 1760, were followed in 1763 by the cession to

Great Britain of Canada and all its dependencies, with

the sovereignty, property, and possession and all other

lights which had at any previous time been held or acquired

l>y the Crown of France. A royal proclamation was issued on

the 7th October, 1763, shortly after the date of the Treaty of

Paris, by which His Majesty King George erected four distinct

and respective governments, styled respectiv^y Q liebec, East

Florida, West fiorlda, arid Grenada, specific boundaries being

assigned to each of them. After reciting that it was just arid

reasonable that the several nations and tribes of Indians who

lived under British protection " should not be molested or dis-

turUd in the possession pf such parts of our Dominion and

territory as, not having ceded to or purchased by us, are re-

served to them as their hunting ground/
-

it is declared uVt no

Governor or Commander-in-Chief in any of the new colonies

Of Quebec East Florida, or West Florida "do presume,

on any pretence, lo grant warrants of survey, or pass any

patents for lands, l*yond the grounds of their respective Gov-

ernments, or until our further pleasure be known upon any

land* whatever which, not having been ceded or purchased as

aforesaid, are reserved to the said Indians or any of them."

It was further declared to.be "oui Royal will for the present

as aforesaid, to reserve under our sovereignty, protection, and

dominion, for the use of the said Indians, all the lands and

territories not included within the limits of our said free new

Governments, or within the limits of the territory granted to

the Hudson Bay Company." The proclamation also enacts

lhat no private person shall make any purchase from the

, Indians of land, reserved to them within those colonies where

settlement was permitted, and that all purchases must be on

• alf of the Crown in the public assembly of the Indians by

the Governor or Commander-in-Chief of the colony in which

Ibe land* lie.

The territory in dispute has been in Indian occupation from

the date of the proclamation until 1873. During that interval

of time Indian affairs had been administered successively by

the Crown, by the Provincial Government, and, since the

passing of the British North America Act, 1867, by the Gov-

ernments of the Dominion. The policy of these Administra-

tions has been all along the same in this respect, that the

Indian inhabitants have been precluded from entering in'-, nj

transactions with a subject for the sale or transfer of their

interest in the land, and have only been permitted to surrender

their rights to the Crown, by a formal contract duly ratified

in a meeting of their chiefs or headmen, convened for the pur-

pose. Whilst there have been changes in the adminstrative

authority, there has been no change since the year 1763 in the

character of the interest which its Indian inhabitants had in

the lands surrendered by the treaty. Their possession, such

as it was, can only be ascribed to the general provisions made

by the Royal Proclamation in favor of all Indian tribes then

living under the sovereignty and protection of the British

Crown. It was suggested in the course of the argument for

the Dominion, that inasmuch as the proclamation recites that

the territories thereby reserved for Indians had never been

ceded to or purchased by the Crown the entire property of the

land remained with them. That inference is, however, at

variance with the terms of the instrument, which shows that

the tenure of the Indians was a personal and usufructrry right,

dependent upon the good will of the Sovereign. The lands

reserved are expressly stated to be parts of " our Dominion "

and territories ; and it is declared to be " the will and pleasure

of the Sovereign that for the present they shall be reserved for

the Indians as their hunting grounds under his protection and

dominion." There was a great deal of learned discussion at

the bar with reference to the precise quality of the Indian

right, but their Lordships do not consider it necessary to ex-

press any opinion upon the points. It appears to them to be

sufficient for the purpose of this case -that there has been all

along vested in the Crown, a substantial and paramount

estate, underlying the Indian title, which became a plenum

dominium whenever that title was surrendered or otherwise

extinguished.

By an Imperial Statute passed in the year 1840 (3 and 4

Vict., cap. 35) the Provinces of Ontario and Quebec, then

known as Upper and Lower Canada, were united under the

name of Province of Canada, and it was inter alia enacted

that, in consideration of certain annual payments which her

Majesty agreed to accept by way of civil list, the produce of all

territorial and other revenues at the disposal of the Crown

arising in either of the united provinces should be paid into

the consolidated fund of the two provinces. There was no

transfer to the province of any legal estate in the Crown lands,

which continued to be vested in the Sovereign, but all moneys

raised by sales or in any other manner became the property of

the province. In other words, all beneficial interest in such

lands within the provincial boundaries belonging to the Queen,

and either producing or capable of producing revenue, passed

to the province, the titles still remaining in the Crown. That

continued to be the right of the province until the passing of

the British North America Act, 1867, transferred to the

Dominion all interest in Indian lands which had previously

belonged to the province. The Act of 1867, which created

the Federal Government, repealed the Act of 1840, and

restored Upper and Lower Canada to the condition of separate

provinces under the titles of Ontario and Quebec, due

provision being made by sec. 142 for the division be-

tween them of the propeity and assets of the united

provinces with the exception of certain items specifi-

ed in the fourth schedule,

held by them jointly. The

provisions f.r the distribution of legislative powers and of

revenues and assets between the respective provinces included

in the union on the one hand and the Dominion on the

other. The conflicting claims to the ceded territory main-

tained by the Dominion and the Province of Ontario are

wholly dependent upon the statutory provisions. In con-

struing these enactments, it must always be kept in view that

wherever public lands, with its incidents, is described as the

property of, or as belonging to, the Dominion or a province,

these expressions merely import that the right to its benefical

use, or to its proceeds, has been appropriated to the Domin-

ion or the province, as the case may be, and is subject to the

control of its legislature, the land itself being vested in the

Crown ; section 108 enacts that the public works and under-

takings enumerated in schedule 3 shall be property of Can-

ada. As specified in the schedule, these consist of public

undertakings which might be fairly considered to exist for

the benefit of all the provinces, federally united, of lands and

buildings necessary for carrying on the customs or postal ser-

vice of the Dominion or required for the purpose of national

defence, and of lands set apart for general public purposes. It

I is obvious that the enumeration cannot be reasonably held to

,
include Crown lands which are reserved for Indian use.

which were still to be

act also contains careful

The only other clause in the Act by which a share of what

previously constituted provincial revenues and assets is direct-

ly assigned to the Dominion in sec. 102. It enacts that

all duties and revenues over which the respective Legislatures

of the United provinces " had and have power of appropria-

tion, except such portions thereof as are by this Act reserved

to the respective Legislatures of the provinces, or are raised

by them in accordance with the special powers conferred upon

them by this Act, shall form one consolidated fund to be ap-

propriated for the public service of Canada." The extent to

which duties and revenues arising within the limits of Ontario,

and over which the legislature of the old province of Canada

possessed the power of appropriation before the passing of the

Act, have been transferred to the Dominion by this clause, can

only lie ascertained by reference to the two exceptions which

it makes in favor of the new Provincial Legislatures.

The second of these exceptions has really no bearing on the

present case, because it comprises nothing beyond the reven-

ues which Provincial Legislatures are empowered to raise by

means of direct taxation for provincial purposes in terms of

section 92 (2). The first of them, which appears to compre-

hend the whole sources of revenue reserved to the provinces

by section 109, is of material consequence. Section 109 pro-

vides that "all lands, mines, minerals, and royalties belong-

ing to the several provinces of Canada, Nova Scotia and New

Brunswick, at the union, and all sums then due or payable for

such lands, mines, minerals, or royalties shall belong to the

several Provinces of Ontario, Quebec, Nova Scotia and New

Brunswick, in which the same are situate, or arise, subject to

any trusts existing in respect thereof, and lo any interest other

than that ol the province in the same." In connection with

this clause it may be observed that by section 1 17 it is declared

that the provinces "shall retain their respective public pro-

perty not otherwise disposed of in this Act, subject to the

right of Canada to assume that land or public property

required for fortifications or for the defence of the coun-

try." A different form of expression is used to define the

subject matter of the first exception, and the property which

is directly appropriated to the provinces, but it hardly admit*

of doubt that the interests in lands, mines, minerals and roy-

alties, which by section 109 are declared to belong to the pro-

vince, include (if they are not identical with) the duties and

revenues first excepted in section 102. The enactments of

section 109 are, in the opinion of their Lordships, sufficient to

give to each province, subject lo the administration and con-

trol of its own Legislature, the entire beneficial interest of the

Crown in all lands, within it* boundaries, which at the time of

the union weie vested in the Crown, with the exception of

such lands as the Dominion acquired right to- under section

108, or might assume for the p»rpose specified i» section 117.

Its legal effects is to exclude from the duties and> revenues ap-

propriated to the Dominion all the ordinary territorial

revenues of the crown arising witshin the province*. That con-

struction of thestatute was accepted by this board- in deciding

Attorney-General of Ontario v. Mercer (8 Appeal! Cases, 767),

where the controversy related to kind granted rut fee simple to

a subject before E867 which became escheated, wche Crown

in the year 187T. The Lord Chancellor, Earl Selborne, in

delivering judgment in that case, said (8 Appeal Cases, 776):

—

" It was not disputed in the aigument for the Dominion at

the bar that all territorial revenues- arising within each pro-

vince from landsv in which term must be comprehended all es-

tates in land which at the time of union belonged to the

Crown, were reserved to the respective provinces by section

109; and it was admitted that no. distinction could in that

respect be made between Sands then ungranted and

lands which had previously reverted eo the Gown by

escheat; but it was insisted that a line was. drawn at

the date of the union, and that tbe words, were not

sufficient to reserve any lands afterwards escheated which

at the time of the union were in private hands and did not

then "belong to. the Crown."' Their Lordships- indicate an

opinion that the escheat would not in the special circum-

stances of that case have passed to tbe provinces as "lands,"

but they held that it fell within the class of rights reserved to

the provinces as "royalties" by seciion 109.

Had its Indian inhabitants been the owners, in fee simple of

the territory which they surrendered by the treaty of 1S73, the

case of the Attorney-General ot Ontario v. Mercer might

have been an authority for holding that the Province of On-

tario could derive no benefit from the session in respect that

the land was not vested in the Crown at the time of the union.

But that was not the character of the Indian interest. The

Crown has all along had a present proprietary estate in the

land, upon which the Indian title was a mere burden. The

ceded territory was at the time of the union land vested in the

Crown subject to any interest other than that of the province

in the same, within the meaning of section 109, and must now

belong to Ontario in terms of lhat clause, unless its rights have

been taken away by some provision of the Act of 1S67 other
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than those already noticed.

In the course of the argument the claim of the Dominion to

the ceded territory was rested upon the provisions of section
j

91 (241, which in express terms confer upon the Parliament of

Canada power to make laws for M Indians and land reserved

for the Indians." It was argued that the exclusive power of

legislation and administration carried with it, by necessary im-

plication, and patrimonial interest which the Crown might

have had in the reserved lands. In repiy to that reasoning

counsel for Ontario referred us to a series of provincial statutes,

prior in date to the Act of 1S67, for the purpose of showing

that the expression " Indian reserves " was used in legislative

language to designate certain lands in which the Indians had,

after the royal proclamation of 1 763, acquired a special interest •

by treaty or otherwise, and did not appeal to land occupied

by them in virtue of the proclamation. The answer might

have deserved consideration if that expression had been adopt-

ed by the British Parliament in 1867, but it does not occur in

section 91 (24) : and the words actually used are, according to

their natural meaning, sufficient to include all lands reserved

upon any terms or conditions for Indian occupation. It ap-

pears to be the plain policy of the Act that, in order to ensure

uniformity of administration, all such lands and Indian affairs

generally shall be under the legislative control of one central

authority. Their Lordships are, however, unable to assent

to the argument for the Dominion, founded on section 92 (24).

There can be no a priori probability that the British Legisla-

ture, in a branch of the statute which professes to deal only

with the distributation of legislative power, intended to de-

prive the provinces of rights which are expressly given them

in that branch of the Act which relates to the distribution of

the revenues and assets. The fact that the power of legislat-

ing for Indians and for lands which are reserved for their use

has been entrusted to the Parliament of the Dominion, is not

in the least degree inconsistent with the right of the provinces,

to a beneficial interest in these lands, available to them as a

source of revenue whenever the estate of the Crown is dis-

encumbered of the Indian title. By the treaty of 1873 fne

Indian inhabitants ceded and released the territory in dispute

(in order that it might be opened up for settlement, immigra-

tion, and such other purposes as to Her Majesty might seem fit)

to the Government of the Dominion of Canada, for the Queen,

and her successors forever. It was argued that a cession in

these terms was, in effect, a conveyance to the Dominion Gov-

ernment of the whole rights of the Indians, with consent of the

Crown. That is not the natural import of the language of the

treaty, which purports to be from beginning to end a transac-

tion between the Indians and the Crown, and the surrender is

in substance, made to tne Crown. Even if its language had

been more favorable to the argument of the Dominion upon

this point, it is abundantly clear that the commissioners who

represented her Majesty, while they had full authority to accept

a surrender to the Crown, had neither authority nor power to

take away from Ontario the interest which had been assigned

to that province by the Imperial Statute of 1867.

These considerations appear to their Lordships to be suf-

ficent for the disposal of their appeal. The treaty leaves the

Indians no right whatever to the timber growing upon the

lands they gave up, which is now vested in the Crown ; all

revenues derivable from the sale of such proportions of it as

are suitable within the boundaries of Ontario being the pro-

perty of the province. The fact that it still possesses exclusive

power to regulate the Indians' privilege of hunting and fishing

cannot confer upon the Dominion power to dispose, by issuing
'

permits or otherwise, of that beneficial interest in the timber

which has now passed to Ontario.

Since that benefit of the surrender accused to her, Ontario
j

must of course relieve the Crown and the Dominion of all

obligations, involving the payment of money, which were un-
[

dertaken by her Majesty and which are said to have been

fulfilled in part by the Dominion Government. There may
I

l>e other questions behind with respect to the right to deter-

mine to what extent and at what periods the disputed territory I

over which the Indians still exercise their avocation of hunting

and fishing is to be taken up for settlement or other purposes. '

But none of these questions are raised for decision in the pre-

sent suit.

Their Lordships will therefore humbly advise her Majesty

that the judgment of the Supreme Court of Canada ought to

be affirmed, and the appeal dismissed. It appears to them
|

that there ought to be no costs of this appeal.

Power for Saw Mills,

The Manufacturer and Builder has been comparing band

and circular mills as a means of sawing logs. Regarding the
j

power necessary for these different types of mills, it says :

It is unfortunate that, owing to the question of power being

so little considered in America, and to the fact that the appli-

cation of the band saw for log? is comparatively new, no au-
j

thentic tests as to the power required by the latter machine

have as yet been made with the indicator ; but by comparing

the engines usually employed to drive both the band and

circular mills, an approximate idea on this point may be

arrived at. To drive a circular mill with a six-foot saw, an

engine with a cylinder 18 inches in diameter, a piston travel

of 500 feet per minute, and an average pressure on the piston

of 40 pounds to the square inch, is generally employed. Such

an engine develops 154 indicated horse-power. To drive a

full sized band mill, a cylinder 12 inches in diameter, working

under similar conditions as to piston, speed and average

pressure is recommended. This would develop about 6S in-

dicated horse-power, or considerably less than one-half that

required to drive a circular mill.

A Good Tally Book.

One of the greatest conveniences that a hardwood lumber

manufacturer or dealer can possess is a practical and conven-

ient talley book, such a one is advertised in this issue by A.

A. Brown of Cincinnati, Ohio, U.S.A. It is specially design-

ed for tallying hardwood lumber, is bound in calf, heavy board

covers, and has a long joint in back so that the covers may be

turned backs together without breaking the binding. This

feature cannot but be appreciated by lumbermen. It contains

100 pages, each page being a complete record of a transaction

upon which may be recorded the car, its number, date of

transaction, from whom purchased, route shipped, tally of

each board or piece, total tallies, name of inspector, &c. It

also contains a synopsis of Doyle and Scribner's log rule, and a

ready calculating table so that the sum of the tallies may be

instantly calculated. No lumberman can afford to do without

these books. Read what R. M. Williams, a public lumber

inspector has to say :

Nashville, Tenn. Dec. 4, 1888.

A. A. Brown, Esq.

Dear Sir.—Your sample Tally Book came to hand this morning.
I like the book very much. You will find enclosed my check for

$4.50 in payment of one dozen. Yours truly,
R. M. WILLIAMS.

Also what a few hardwood manufacturers think about it.

Cincinnati, O., Nov. 26, 1S88.

A. A. Brown, Esq.

Dear Sir,—We have been using your Tally Book for the past eight
months, and our Inspectors report them very satisfactory. When
we are in need of some more will send vou the order.

Yours truly, LEWIS, WIBORG & HANNA.
Cincinnati, O., Nov. 30, 1888.

A. A. Brown, Esq.,

Dear Sir,—We have for some time used your Tally Book, and
like it very. Yours truly,

JOHN STREIGHT.
Cincinnatti, Dec. 5, iSSS.

A. A. Brown, Esq.,

Dear Sir,—We are using your Tally Book and regard it as by far

the best for all purposes that we know of.

Yours very truly,

M. H. GARRITY & Co.

Cincinnati, Nov. 30, 1SS8.

A. A. Brown, Esq.

Dear Sir,—In reference to the Tally Book you make we are glad
to say that it meets our approval in every respect as convenient in

size, of best paper and binding, and the arrangement could not be
improved in any respect that we can see. We wish you would send
us a dozen as soon as convenient. We are anticipating our needs,
having a few on hand now, but we suppose your orders keep you
pretty well cleaned up. Therefore we will get them in about the
time we will need them. Yours truly,

CHAS. C. BOYD & CO.

Wood-working by Machinery.

The question often arises why is it that there are not more

competent men in charge of the machintry in many of the

wood-working establishments throughout the country, says

The Timberman. Manufacturers of this class of machines

assert that one of the principal difficulties which they have to

contend with in rendering their machines satisfactory to their

customers, arises from the ignorance and incompetency of the

men who have the charge of running them and keeping them

in order, and where complaints have been made, in the

majority of cases the fault is traceable to the carelessness or

incompetency of the foreman in charge. This arises partly

from the fact that heretofore, and to a certain extent now, the

care and management of wood-working machinery, especially

that of the planing mill, is not looked upon as a regular trade

or profession, and one that requires a regular apprenticeship to

qualify and fit one for that position.

Any man about the mill after a few days practice, by some

mill owners, is considered qualified to " run the machine." It

is true that a very few clays practice with a man of ordinary in-

telligence may be sufficient for him to learn to start and stop a

machine and change it from one to one and a-quarter inch

stuff and perhaps sharpen the cutters after a fashion, when he

finds they will not cut ; but to take charge of a planing mill

and run it successfully and properly requires something more

than this. The proprietor of a machine shop or foundry

would never think of employing a man to run a lathe or take

any other responsible position in the shop unless he had learn-

ed his trade in the regular way as an apprentice, yet to oper-

ate wood-working machinery successfully and profitably

requires as much mechanical skill and experience for one as

the other.

NYood- working is a trade that can not be learned in a few

days or a few weeks. A young man who is about to adopt

some regular business in life, if he prefers wood-working by

machinery, should enter some good factory of this kind, where

all kinds of machinery is used, as an apprentice, and work

under the instruction of some good practical mechanic until he

has not only made himself perfectly familiar with the working

of all the different machines, but should also understand their

care and management. He should also study all the different

classes of wood-work that are required of them, and their

adaptability for them so as to know that when such work is

got out it is done in a neat and workmanlike manner.

When he has thus qualified himself, whether it takes two or

four years, he will then be competent to take chnrge of a mill

and successfully direct the work of those under his charge, and

command that respect from his men which a competent fore-

man is entitled to.

But the great trouble has been as we said before, that wood-

working by machinery has not been looked upon as a trade by

mill owners, and the majority of young men who have engag-

ed in that business seem to look upon it in the same manner

and have taken it up only as a temporary employment and,

like Mr. Micawber, are waiting for something else to turn up.

Another reason is that there are many mill owners who under-

take to run their mills too cheaply and are not willing to pay

a sufficient salary to make it an inducement for a competent

man to offer his services. They seem to lose sight of

one important fact that the cheapest is not always the

best, for while a competent man who thoroughly under-

stands his business will keep everything in good work-

ing order by doing the small repairs himself, an in-

competent one will either let his machines run down
so that in a short time they will need extensive repairs, or he

will run to the machine shop for every small matter which he

should attend to himself, and in either case the extra bill for

repairs at the end of the year will more than make up the dif-

ference in salary, to say nothing of the time lost by machines

standing idle while these repairs are being made.

If mill owners would adopt the plan of engaging no one to

take charge of their machinery who has not had sufficient ex-

perience whether as an apprentice or otherwise to render them

competent for that position, and to thoroughly understand the

working of all kinds of wood-working machinery, they would

find it more profitable for them in the end, and they would

also find that a competent man at a reasonable salary would be

the most economical for them in the long run.

Lumber Insurance.
Owing to the peculiar hazard inseparable from their business,

lumbermen, are, to a great extent, deprived of the protection

afforded by fire insurance. A movement is on foot in the

North-west that promises to relieve the situation in this re-

spect. The Mississippi Valley Lumberman says :

" The hopeful feature of the recent inaugurated movement

for the organization of a mutual insurance company upon the

plan of Ihe New England factory mutuals, to carry saw milt

lumber risks, is that it had its origin among the mill men

themselves. The Middle Mississippi lumbermen have taken

hold of the matter because they have gradually awakened to

an appreciation of the fact that whatever improvement may
be made in their risks they themselves must make, and that

whatever saving may be accomplished in the cost of their in-

surance must be due to their own effort?. The movement is-

a spontaneous one, and there was great u.ianimity of opinion

among the gentlemen in attendance at the meeting at

Winona upon the importance and the entire practicability of

what they have undertaken to accomplish. The New Eng-

land factory mutuals had their origin in much the same way.

No outside influences were brought to bear. The factory men
undertook the task and made their organizations mutual in

fact as well as in name. The Mississippi Logging Company,

fortunately, affords an excellent nucleus about which the new

organization may gather. Co-operation has done a great

deal for the gentlemen comprising that organization—and they

appreciate the fact fully. The same spirit, if it shall pervade

the new insurance company, may accomplish a great deal in

not only better insurance rates, but better insurance risks.

Nor need it interfere with the existing mutual insurance com-

panies, which are doing an important work. The interest

which is likely to attach to the advent of the new company,

as well as its plan of operation, and the improvement in the

nature of the risks which it is to command, is calculated to

widen the field of usefulness of all the mutual fire companies

now doing business in the West."

The fine sawmill of L. L. Hotchkiss & Co., at West Bay

City, Mich., which had just closed its season's operations, was

burned Dec. 6th ; loss, $60,000 ; insurance $50,000.
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TRADE REVIEW.
Toronto, Ont.

Toronto, Jan. 1st, 18S9.

The cargo market is about as brisk as circumstances will

warrant. We are still without snow, which fact accounts to a

great extent for the lumber trade being a little languid.

Among the retail yards, however, there is a good demand, the

contractors taking advantage of the mild weather to push for-

ward building operations. If the trade succeeds in making a

more amicable settlement with the railway companies, the

prospects are good for a properous winter and spring trade.

Trices remain unchanged.

CAR OR CARGO LOTS.
iKand thicker clear picks. American inspection $34 00635 oo
i!4 and thicker, three uppers. American inspection. .' 40 00
\% and thicker, pickings. American inspection 3000
1x10 £-12 dressing and better 20 00 2200
lxioi- 12 mill run 1500 1600
ixio s 12 dressing 1600 iS 00
ixio * 12 common : 1200. 1300
1x10 a- 12 spruce culls 1000 11 00
1x10 ft 12 mill culls... ., 900
1 inch clear and picks 24 00 2600
1 inch dressing and better 1800 2000
1 inch siding mill run 1300 1500
1 inch siding common 12 00 13 00
1 inch siding ship culls 10 00 11 00
1 inch siding mill culls 800 900
Cull scantling S 00 900
1 % and thicker cutting up plank 2200 2500
1 inch strips 4in to Sin mill run 14 00 15 00
1 inch strips, common 11 00 12 00
iA inch flooring 14 00
15? inch flooring 1400 1500
XXX shingles, sawn 2 40 250
XX shingles, sawn 1 40 1 50
Lath, Sawn 1 So

YARD QUOTATIONS.
Mill cull hoards & scantlingSio oo Dressing stocks 16 oo(5j20 00
Shipping cull boards, pro- Picks Am. inspection 30 00
miscuous widths 12 oo Three uppers, Am. inspect. 40 00

stocks 13 00 B. M.
Scantling& joist, up to 16 ft 13 00 ij-i-in. flooring, dres'd2j 00 30 00

" 18 ft 14 00 iy2 " " rough .. 14 00 15 00
" 20 ft 15 oo \\{ " " dres'd .. 23 00 25 00

22 ft 1600 .

" undres'd 14 00
" 24 ft 17 00 " " dres ?

d... 16 00 20 00
" 26 ft iS 00 " " undres'd 12 00 14 oo
" 2$ ft 19 00 Beaded sheeting. dress-

Soft 20 00 ed iS 00 20 00
" 32 ft 21 00 Clapboarding. dres'd 12 50
" 34 ft XXX sawn shingles

22 ;o®22 50 per M 2 75 2 90
" 36 ft 24 00 Sawn Lath 2 25
" 38 ft 27 00 Red oak 20 00 25 00

40 to 44 ft 30 00 White " 25 00 30 00
Cutting up planks iA and IBasswood. No. 1 & 2 18 00 20 00

thicker dry 25 00 26 00 Cherry. No. 1 & 2. .. 50 00 60 00
" board is oo 20 00 White ash. 1 & 2 25 00 30 00

Black ash, 1 & 2 20 00 25 00

Montreal, Que.

Montreal, Dec. 31st, 1888.

Business, a-; is usual at this season of the year, is quiet, with

very little lumber moving. The open weather, and the un-

favorable condition of the roads has had a very bad effect on

business in general. Stocks in the city are full, and although

sales have been small, prices remain steady. The prospects

are that as soon as a good snowfall comes there will be

increased stir in the lumber yards. There is great activity in

the woods, and lumbermen have pood expectation for the

coming season's trade.

Following are the ruling quotations in the yards :

Pine. 1st qual'y V M $35 00 40 00 Basswood.run of log
Pine.2nd " 2100 23 ooj culls out per M... $1300 iS 00
Pine, shipping culls [Oak. per M 4000 5000Vm 1300 1; 00 Walnut, per M 5500 9500
Pine. 4th quality Cherry, per m 75 00 90 00
deals i?M 1000 12 00 Butternut, per M. . . 3000 4000

Pine, mill culls,^ M S 00 10 00 Birch, per m 1600 2500
Since, per M 1000 11 00 Hard Maple, per M 2200 3000
Hemlock, per M.... 900 10 00 Lath, per M 180 190
Ash. run of log culls Shingles, ist.per M 200 390
out per M 1600 20 00 Shingles. 2nd. per M 125 20c

St. John, N. B.

St. John, Dec. 31st. 1888.

Trade at this point is fairly prosperous there being a steady

demand for the various grades of lumber usually handled in

this market. Operations in the woods are being conducted on

a large scale throughout the province this winter, and next

season will see the mills unusually active.

Qjolations remain alx>ut the same, as under
;

Deals, Hoards, Scnatlng, etc.

Spruce deals $12 oo'Spruce boards - - - - 1200
Pine 15 00 Pine " - - - 12 00640 00
Deal ends ...... 0 00 Oak " 40 00
Scantling 10 00 Ash " - - - 15 006.25 00

Hemlock ''
7 50

Shingles.
Spruce, extra $3 50 No. 1 1 25

" clear 3 00 Pine 1 25
" No. 1 extra - - - 22;,

Clapboards.
Pine, extra 35 00 Spruce, extra 24 00
" clears 45 00' " clears 23 00
** ad clears 35 00 " No. 1 - - - 15 00

No. 2 - - - 10 00

Flooring, Dressed.

6in-.No. 1 12 004 in.. No. 1 1200
No. 2 - - 10 09, *' No. 2 10 00

Miscellatuous.

StaTe« 3 00^ 4 ;o Laths 1 80
Hcadirijf. 17 in. per pr. 04 Pickets 6 506^15 00

1? in. 04^ 05K Railway ties - - 15
** 22 in. 045^ 06

Ottawa, Ont.

Ottawa, Dec. 29th, 1888.

The past has been one of the most successful seasons in the

history of the Ottawa lumber trade, and all things considered,

it may be a good many years again before they have another

as good. The winter of 1887-8 was a remarkably good one

for logging, and with plenty of water to float the logs to the

mills and a ready market, the mill men had truly a happy lime

of it.

The cut in the Ottawa Valley was the largest on record,

and although the yard; are still full, yet the shipments of the

past season have greatly exceeded those of former years.

The following is about as accurate an estimate of the cut

as can be arrived at, and the division of its destination is

as near correct as can be procured, all of which will make in-

teresting rending for those who desire to keep posted on the

lumber trade :

E. B. Eddy Manufacturing Co., 70,000,000; Bronson &
Weston Lumber Go., 65.000,000 ;

Perley & Pattee, 55,000,-

000; J. R. Booth, So. 000,000 ; Grlmour & Co., 50,000,000;

Robert Hurdman & Co., 60,000,000 ; James McLaren & Co.,

30,000,000: W. McClyment & Co., 10,000,000; Pierce &
Co., 30,000,000 ; The Rathbun Co., 5,000,000; W. C. Ed-

wards & Co., 45.000,000 ;
Buckingham Mill.-,, 30,000,000:

Hamilton Bros., 50,000,000; Ottawa Lumber Co., 10,000,-

000 ; R. & W. Conroy, 1 5.000,000.

Besides the above amounts, there is a cut on the CP. R.

which amounts to about 125,000,000, which would make a

total cut in the Ottawa Valley, with some small scattering lots

not above enumerated, of about 750,000,000 feet, the value of

which figures up to the handsome sum of eleven and one-quarter

million dollars.

Dimensions, Inches. PerM.
Mill culls k

12 1 (

12 1V2
[

12 '2 J
selected 16 ft. long, above dimensions

Cull strips, 1 in. thick, 5 to 7 wide
Mill cut outs 12 x 1

11 i lA

Scantling 2

3
" culls 2

Laths
Stock shorts, 12 x 1

1 inch siding outs, i%, lA, 2
" outs From shorts. 1%, iA> 2

Outs from stocks 12 x 1

A)
Shingles, X

,p XX
XXX

" cedar, No. 1

" cedar, culls

Difference in planed lumber, in waste and planing
Ditto, on average good stock

8.50 to q.oo

7.00 to S.00

4.00 to 5.00

7.00

1.25

10.00

15.00

6.50 to 7.00

10.00 tO 12.00

1.25

2.00

3.00
2.00 tO 2.

1.25

5.00
20.00 tO 25.00

Philadelphia, Pa.

Philadelphia, Dec. 28th, 1888.

Very little will be done in the lumber business here until

the advent of the new year, when it is expected business will

take a jump. Virginia white pine is being introduced into

this market quite freely, and is a grade that meets with ready

sale, as it comes much cheaper than fine common for the same

purpose.

But little can be said regarding this market at present, fur-

ther than that the season so far has not been as encouraging as

usual.
White Pine.

Mich, uppers, 1 to 2 to 2 in. plank,
in., dry $45 00(650 00 barn quality 23 006)25 00

2%, 3 & 4 in 57 00 65 ooCommon plank 20 00 22 50

S'lcts, ij£ to 2 in. 4250 45 00]% box boards, wide.. 1600 17 50

2'A 3 & 4 in 47 5o 52 50 Vs siding, selected .. 3c 00 32 50
Culls, 12 in 16 00 iS 00

Wide 17 00 18 00
Narrow 13 50

No. 1 moulding 37 50 40 00
Cargo Lots.

Scantling and plank 20 00 22 00

12 in floorg & shelv'g 30 00 35 00

12 in. barn 19 00 21 00

Edge barn, all widths iS 00 20 00

Yellow pine edge bds 14 00616
Heart face boards .. . 1900 21 00:

Hemlock Boards and Scantling
Edge boards 10 506:11 5o|Scantling. 2x3 & 2x4,

12 in. stock 1150 1200 16 & iS ft 12 oo@i3 00
Fencing. 6 in., 16 ft.. 11 50 12 oo 1 3X4,to 12,12 to 20 ft. 11 00 11 ;o

Shingles ana Posts.

Cypress shingles, 24 (Cedar shingles, 30 in.

in. heart, d&b.. 1300&1800! hand dressed 35 00 4000
24 in. sap. d & b. 1000 12 ooiChestnut posts, 9 ft. 3200

I
7 ft 28 00

HARDWOOD.
Walnut.

Nos. 1 & 2, 1 in., good IReject or common, 1

dry, Indiana $S7 506 95 °o in., \A and up 60 006 6; 00

iA & up 9250 100 00 Culls. 1 in 3500 37 50

Nos. 1 & 2, yt in 7250 77 5o| iA in. & up 3500 4000
Poplar.

Nos. 1 & 2. % in. good
wide, Indiana 25 00627

1 in 28 00 32 50

Nos. 1 & 2, iA in. &
1 up, good wide, Ind. 32 50 36 00
Columns. 5x5 & up
clear 35 00 35 50

Oak.
Nos. 1 & 2, 1 in., good I

^os. 1 & 2, \A in. &
western, straight.. 32 5"635 °o U V, g°od western,

quartered 49 00 50 00 straight 35 00 37 50
quartered 52 50 55 00

Ash.
Nos. 1 & 2, 1 in., good |Nos. 1 & 2, iA in. &
western 350064000! up, good western . . 3250 4250

Yellow Pine— Yard and H 'holcsale.

Sc'tlg, 2x4 to 12x14 . 220062300 Flooring. 1 in. Va. . 17 00 1900
Plank. iK to 2 in. .2300 2750 1.& 1% in.Ga. &
Fl'g, 1 & i'A in. No. 1 27 50 3000I Fla. cargo run .2200 2400

Cherry.

Nos. 1 & 2, 1 in., good 62 50 70 oolNos. 1 & 2, i
lA in. &

|up, good 65 00 75 00

$8 oCVa 8 5°
12 00
16 00
12 00
16 00
16 00
16 00
14 00
14 00
25 00
26 00
27 00

35 00
1 So

.11 50 12 00
11 00

Goderich, Ont.

Goijerich, Dec. 31st, 1888.

There is really nothing new to report regarding lumber

operatious in this section. Prices of all grades remain as last

reported. The demand is steady, without any particular sign

of activity. The outlook for the spring trade is good.

PRICES IS CAR LOTS.

I inch Mill Culls

1x6-8-10 & 12, common
ix6-8-ic & 12, dressing

! 1x14, and wider, common
1x14, " " dressing

\% dressing

iVz "

1% Norway pine flooring

i',

1 inch clear and picks 4 to 9 inch ....

1 inch " " 4-in. and up . .

.

1 inch " " 9-in. and up . .

.

1% and clear and picks

Lath 1 J4x4 feet

2 inch pine joist

2 inch Norway joist

Saginaw, Mich.

East Saginaw, Dec. 29th, 1888.

Reports from this point go to show that the quantity of

lumber carried on dock this winter will be as large, at least,

as last year, approximating 340,000,000 feet or more. The
market is quiet, although firm, and indications point to an in-

crease in prices towards spring. The yaids on the river must

carry at least 200,000,000 feet, exclusive of the stocks on mill

docks. Lumber is held, straight measure, at $12.50 to $20,

the average price being $15.50 to $18 for fair to good, and

$12.50 to $14 for common.
CARGO LOTS.

Uppers 36 0063S oo Norway 8 006 9 25
Common 16 00 20 00' Box . . 10 50 11 ;o
Shipping Culls ... 8 50 10 od Straight measure . . 12 00 iS 00
Mill Culls 6 00 Hemlock 7 50 8 09

YARD QUOTATIONS—CAR LOTS DRY.
Drop Siding.

Clear, % in 42 00 C, % in . . . 30 09
A 3S 00 D 19 09
B 36 00

Flooring and Siding—Dressed.
Flooring, clear, d & m 40 00 Siding, clear, lA in. . 22 oo

No. 1 . . . . 33 00 A ... ... . 23 00
No. 2 . . . . 30 00 B 17 00
No. 3 . . . . 20 09 C 14 00
No. 4 . . . . 13 09 D 12 09

Finishing Lumber—Rough.
Three uppers, 1 in. . 42 00(5:44 00 Fine common, 1 in. . 32 00632 oo

1A & i'A 44 00 4° 00 iK & 2 in. . . 33 09
Selects, 1 in. . . .3600 37 00 C. 7, S & gin. . 2509

iK&2in. . . . 3S 00 Base. 2 to 9 in. No. 1 4000
No. 2 . . . . 30 00
No. 3 20 00

Coffin boards 16 in. and over iS 00
Joist, Scantling and Timber.

12 to iS feet ... 10 00] 22 feet 12 00
20 feet .... 11 ool 24 feet .... 13 00

Plank and timber. 12 inches wide. $1 extra.
Wide Select and Common—Rough.

C (No. 1 com.) 13m. and up 2S 00 D i.commonl 14 in. and up . 16 00

Lath, Shingles and Pickets.

Lath. No. 1 .... 1 50 Country brands XXX 3256 335
No. 1 . . . '. 1 09: Clear butts . . 2 25 2 35

Shingles.river brands P'kts,2 to 2% in rough 12 00 1309
XXX ... .3 40® 3 5o| Dressed 20 00
Clear butts ... 2 40 2 50I1 54 in. square.dressed 14 00 19 00

Oswego. N. Y.

Oswego, Dec. 2Sth, 1S88.

There is no change in prices. Trade dull, as it generally is

at this season ol the year. The outlook is good for spring

trade.

Pine.

1%, 1%, 2 and thicker uppers $45 00(646 00
" " " pickings 35 00 36 00
" " " No. 1 cutting up 3200 3900
" " " cuttings up pickings

and uppers as run. ... 35 00 42 00

1 inch selected sidings 25 00 3000
IX " " " 30 00 35 00

I & 1 Yz box or No. 2 culls 11 00 1200
I & 1*4 sidings No. 1 dressing and better 17 00 25 00

ixio & 12x12 to 16 feet dressing and better . . 26 00 30 00
,; " " shipping culls 16 00 17 o:i

" " " No. 2 " 13 00 15 00

1 & 1% in. strips 4 to 7 wide selected 20 00 30 00
" " " dressings 16 00 17 00
" " " box 9 00 12 oo

Brown Ash.

I iX I^ 2 & 3 in. 1st & 2nd quality 17 00 21 00
" " " culls 900 11 00

Bassii'ood.

I & lf( 1st & 2nd quality 20 00 21 00
culls 900 1200

Shingles.

XXX iSinch pine standard thickness 5 to 2"% $3 80

XX " " " " " 250
X "

XXX " cedar " " " 3 00

XX " " " " 225
XXX 16 pine " " " 3 25
XX " " " " " 1 90

Lath.

No. 1 iy&, i'/2 1 So 2 10
" 2 " 1 40 1 80
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Hamilton, Ont.

Mill cull boards ai.d
scantlings f 9oo@iooo

Shipping cull boards
promiscuous widths. 10 00 12 ool

Snipping cull stocks. 14 ool

Scantling and joist up
to 16 feet 13 oo|

do up to iS feet 13 50
do up to 20 feet 14 00
do up to 22 feet 15 00
do up to 24 feet 16 00
do up to 26 feet 1700I
do up to 2S feet iS 00
do up to 30 feet 20 00
Cutting up plank ijf
and thicker dry. . . . 20 00 25 00

Cutting upboards. ... 2000

Hamilton, Dec. 29th,

Dressing stocks $16 00

1 % flooring, rough... 1600
1 'A flooring, rough... 1600
1 % flooring, dressed .

i'A flooring, dressed .

1 flooring, dressed . 21 50
Beaded sheeting 1. ..2500
Picks, Am inspection 32 00
Three uppers Am. In.

XXX sawn shingles.. 260
Sawn Lath
Red Oak 20 00
White Oak 2? 00
Basswood No. 1. & 2.. i&oo
Cherry No. 1 & 2 60 00
White Ash No. 1*2. 25 00
Black Ash No. 1*2. 26 00

1S8S.

iS 00
iS 00
iS 00
25 00
3200
23 00
30 00

3400
4c 00
2 70
2 25

25 00
30 00
20 00
70 00

30 00
25 00

New York City.

New York, Dec. 31st, 1S88.

The white pine market shows considerable improvement of

late, and the outlook promises well. Recent shipments of

spruce have been very light, and there is a better feeling

among buyers of this wood. Hemlock is very dull, but will

likely improve after the holidays. North Carolina Pine is

scarce, but prices firm. The white pine trade is comparative-

ly dull, with only a few large orders in the market, Reports

from all over the city and vicinity indicate that the hardwood

business is very slow. The indications for a good spring trade

in hardwood are fairly good. Ash is in fairly good demand,

but with no great amount of good stock offering. There is no

active demand for cherry ; of rejects there seems to be an over-

supply. Strips are scarce, with a good demand ; culls do not

improve ; but little chestnut lumber is offering ; the stock of

cypress is limited ; trade is also dull in maple ; in oak the de-

mand is steady but small. Redwood is gaining friends ; wal-

nut very dull ; the demand for whitewood is greatly in excess

of the supply, and as a result prices are firm.

Black Walnut.
82 oc|Culls, 1 inch $3? oo@ 37 00

37 00 39 00

22 50

fs in., all clear $78oo<_
1 and i'A inches 92 00 97 oclCulls, thick
i'A and thicker 9S 00 105 oo|Counter tops, 18 in
Rejects 52 00 55 00' and over no 00 150 00

Poplar, or While Wood.

yB in. 10 inches and 'i}^t0 2 inch 29 oo@3o 00
over 23 oo@24 00 2'A and thicker 31 00 32 00

yt in. coffin boards .. . 27 00 2S 00 Common 1 to 2 inch 21 00
1 inch. 10 inch and ISaps. 1 inch & thicker 22 00
over 28 00 30 00 Culls, all thickness.. 16 00

1 inch. 8 in. and over 26 00 28 50I

Dressed Poplar.

'A inch panel 24 5o@2j 00; 54 in. clg. 4 to 6 in..

Y% inch panel 27 00 28 00 5£ in. clg. 4 to 6 in..

Yi inch panel. 29 00 30 001H in. clg. 4 to 6 in.

.

31 oo'Ji in. clg. 4 to 6 in..

33 00 % in. clg. 4 to 6 in .

.

Ash.

00 Strips, clear 26 oo@ 28 00
38 oolBlack ash, good 26 00 30 00
41 oo|Black ash. culls 10 00 12 00

Oak.

1 inch plain sawed. 36 oo@ 39 0. 1 inches and over... 46 oo@ 48 00
i'A to 2 inch 37 00 40 oc Thicker 48 00
Thicker 38 00 41 oo'Strips under 6 in 38 00
Quarter-sawed, white, all clear, 6-1

Cherry

in., white &- clear.. 65 oo@ 70 o.H'A and thicker 88 oo(£

1 inch 76 00 80 oc Counter tops, 18 in.

1 inch strips 40 00 42 00! and over 100 00
i'A to 2 inch 80 00 85 ooCulls. all thickness 18 00

Miscellaneous.

Chestnut, clear 33 006; 35 ooHickery, old growth 50 00

4, 5, 6 inch casing 30 00

7, 8, 9, 10 inch casing 32 00

1 inch, white 36 00%
i'A to 2 inch 37 00

2'A to 4 inch 40 00

21 00f<

24 00

27 00

29 00
30 00

21 50

24 50
28 00

30 00

31 00

Chestnut common .. 2000
Basswood white 30 00
Basswood common.. 20 00
Maple, clear 25 00
Birch, clear 32 00
Birch. isand2S 26 00
Cottonwood 20 00

23 00 Hickery, 2nd growth 70 00
32 00 Elm 20 00
23 00 Sycamore 24 00
30 00 Sycamore quartered 35 00
36 00 Gum 36 00
30 00 Butternut . . . . 45 00
22 ool

50 00

40 00

95 00

115 00
20 00

60 00
80 00
22 00
27 00

40 00
41 00

50 00

Detroit, Mich.

Detroit, Dec. 29th, 1S88.

Uppers, Selects, Stocks, etc.

Uppers. 4-4 $43 'hop, 5-4, 6-4 & 8-4 $28 50
5x4. 6x4 & 8x4. .., 43 oc Fine common, 4x4 31 00
3 & 4 in 50 00 5x4, 6x4 & 8x4 33 00

Selects. 4x4 38 00 Stocks, 1x12 & 1x10, No. 1... 19 00
5x4. 6x4 & 8x4 38 oo| 1x12. & 1x10, No. 2 16 00

Shop. 4x4 2400 1x12, & 1x10, No. 3 1300
Flooring, Siding. Ceiling, etc.

Flooring, select common.. . 22 00 Roofing. D & M 16 00
No. 1 common 18 00 Siding, clear 21 50
No. 1 fencing 16 501 A 20 50

Ceiling, select common 25 00 B 18 50
No. 1 common 22 00 C 13 50
No. 1 fencing 20 oo|

Bill Stuffand Culls.

Bill stuff, ordinary sizes: 26 to 28 ft 14 00
12 to 16 ft 1200! 30 to 34 ft 1600
18 to 20 ft 12 50 Ship culls 1200
22 to 24 ft 13 00 Mill culls iooo

Shingles and Lath.

Shingles, clear. 18 in. Ex.. . 3 25I 6 in. stocks clear, Ex
10 in. clear. j8 in 3 ool 5 in. stocks clear, Ex
6 in. clear. 18 in 2 oo'Lath

Add for surfacing one or two sides, $1.

4 00

4 80

and as a good trade is expected after the holiday season is

1 over, the dealers feel buoyant.

At Tonawanda trade is quite brisk in all grades of lumber,

and dealers confidently expect to do an increased business

during the winter. Lumber will advance all round within the

next ninety days if the expression of leading lumbermen here

are to be taken as a criterion.. Stocks are heavier than last

1 year, and fairly well assorted. Prices remain firm and an ad-

vance is noticed in shingles. Trade is better than at the same

time last year, but not so heavy as some of the hopeful ones

have been anticipating for the month past.

Norway Pine—Rough.
No. 1, 1 & ij£ in.

No. 2, 1 & i'A in.

No. 3, 1 & 1% in.

Buffalo and Tonawanda, N. Y.

Buffalo, Dec. 27th, 1888.

Trade the past week has been very quiet, but as little was
expected none were disappointed. The prices for all kinds

of stock keep well up to former quotations, with little or no

change. Stocks are not large though the assortment is good,

20 00@22 00
15 00 15 50
II 50 12 00

Stocks No. 1,1 & i'A in 2200
No. 2, 1 & i'A in. 17 00
No. 3, 1 & 1% in. 12 00

Scantling 2x4 to 2x12 12 to 16 ft 13 00
Timber, 4x6 to 12x12 16 00 25 00

While Pine—Rough.

Uppers, 1 in. . . .$44 0064? 00
i'A, i'A and 2 in. 44 00 46 00
2'A. 3 and 4 in. . 5400 5600

Selects, 1 in. . . .36 00 38 00
i'/i,i'A and 2 in. 37 00 40 00
2'A. 3 and 4 in. . 44 00 46 00

Cuts, No. 1, 1 in. . . 27 00 29 00
i'A,,i'A and 2 in. 3200 3300
z'A, 3 and 4 in. . 37 00 40 00

No. 2, 1 in. . . . 17 00 19 00
i/f. i'A and 2 in. 21 00 22 00

Moulding, 1 in. . . 30 00 31 00
i'A- i'A and 2 in. 30 00 31 00

Siding strips, 1 in. . 38 00

Shelving, No. 1, 13in.

and up
No. 2, 13 in. & up 22 00

Fine common, 1 in. .

I'At i'A and 2 in. 30 00
Common, 1 in. . . 1600

i'A and i'A in. . 17 00
2 in 20 00

Coffin boards . . . 16 00
Box, 1 in. . .

i'A in. & thicker
A stocks, 1x10 . . .

1x12
B stocks, 1x6 to 16 .

C stocks, 1x6 to 16 .

Dressed Lumber.
No. 1.

Base and Casing under 6 inches $33 00
Base and Casing, 6 inches 34 00
Base and Casing, 6, 7 and 8 inches . . . . 35 00
Flooring, 1 and i'A inches, 2'A to 5 in. wide . 32 00
Ceiling, Vg in., 2'A to 5 inches wide . . . . 33 00
Ceiling, -y8 in., 2'A to 5 inches wide . . . . 28 00
Ceiling, 'A in., 2'A to 5 inches wide . . . . 24 00
Philadelphia Fencing 36 00
Bevel Siding, 6 inches 23 00
Bevel Siding, 5 inches 23 50
Bevel Siding, 6 inches 23 00
Novelty Siding, 6 inches and over . . . . . 34 00

Shingles and Lath.

No. 2.

$23 00
25 00
27 00
20 00
23 00
22 00
18 00
25 00
21 00
19 00
19 00
21 00

Shingles. 18 in.XXX
X .

'. '. '. '.
".

Shingles, 16 in. XXX
XX
X

3 85
2 80

1 25

325
2 25

90I

Lath, pine No. 1

No. 2 . . .

Norway . . .

Hemlock . . .

30 00
24 00
30 00
33 00
19 00
20 00
22 00
19 00
13 5°
13 5°
27 00
28 00
17 50
13 50

No. o
$16 00
17 00
20 00
14 00
16 00
14 00
13 00
17 03
II 00
14 00
14 00
16 00

I 60
1 80
I 60

Boston, Mass.

Boston, Dec. 28th, 1888.

Business naturally eases up at the close ot the year, but

prices are firm, with good seasonable demand for hard woods,
and not much doing in pine. The election results made us

feel good, and there is a hopeful feeling throughout the trade

n reference to the coming year.

Uppers, 1 in $48 oo@5o 00
I 'A, 1 'A & 2 in .... 50 00 52 00
3 & 4 in 55 00 60 00

Selects, 1 in 42 00
i'A, i'A & 2in 44 00
3 & 4 in 48 00

Moulding boards, 7 to
II inch clear 37 00 41 00

60 per cent clear 35 00 37 00
Fine common 1 inch 37 00 42 00

i'A, i'A & 2 inch ... 40 00 42 00

Western Pine—by car load.

Fine com.. 3 &
No 2, 1 in. F:

45 00
46 00

52 00

me com.
i LA, i'A & 2 in

No. 1 strips, 4 to 6 in
No. 2
No. 3

Cut ups, 1 to 2 in ...

.

Coffin boards
Common all widths .

Shipping culls

46 00(1

29 00

31 00

41 00

37 00
25 00
26 00
22 00
20 00

17 00

Nos.

Eastern Pine— Cargo or Car Load.

, 2 & 3 40 00&.43 ool Clapboards, 4 ft., sap

Ship'g bds & coarse
Refuse
West'rn pine clapbds

4 ft. sap extra .. ..

28
23 00

30 00

1

26 ool

16 00
12 00

clear
Sap, 2nd clear
Heart extra . .

.

Heart clear. .

.

40 00

30 00

Scantling and plank,
random cargoes . .

Yard orders, ordin-
ary sizes 13 50

Yard orders, extra
sizes 15 00

Clear floor boards . .

No. 2

43 00 45 ool

Spruce—by Cargo.

Coarse, rough .... 9 00
12 oo@i3 00 Hemlock bds., rough 10 00

" " dressed
14 50 Clapbds., extra, 4 ft. 28 00

Clear, 4 ft 26 00
Second clear ... 20 00
No. 1 12 00

16 00

19 00
16 ool

Lath.

J50 00

30 00

33 00

43 00

38 00
27 00
30 00
26 00
25 00
19 00

42 00
32 00

55 00
50 00

12 00
11 03
12 00
30 00
28 00
22 00
15 00

Spruce 1 g0@ 2 00
Shingles.

Spruce 1 40@i 50
Pine, 18 in. extra ... 4 50 4 75
Pine, No. 1 3 50 3 70

Cedar, sawed, extra
Clear
Extra, No. 1 . . .

Cypress, No. 1, iS in.

3 30@3 5o

3 00 315
2 85 3 00
5 00 5 25

New Brunswick Matters.

Madawaska, N. B., Dec. 19, 1888.

Editor Canada Lumberman.

We may expect an average output of spruce and pine from

this and Victoria county the ensuing season, provided the

weather proves favorable, which, however, at the time of

writing does not promise well. There has been very little

snow as yet, which makes it almost impossible either to push

the work forward or portage supplies for the camps. Ameri-

can operators in our cedar forests are making large prepara-

tions as usual to keep up their stock, which amounts to from 25

to 30 millions of shingles per year, besides the clapboards and

boards which are shipped duty free across the lines.

I am pleased to observe that at last there is a likelihood of

steps being taking towards enforcing the payment of duty on

timber going into the United States from this province. As

matters stand at present the Dominion Government should

derive a revenue of from ten to eleven thousand dollars per

year on shingles exported from this province, besides a pro-

portionate amount from other lumber exported.

It is indeed a pity that considering our great natural

facilities for the economical manufacture of the products of the

forests in this province, that we should be compelled to see

our resources destroyed by aliens to be manufactured by .them

in a foreign country. But such, unfortunately, has been the

case, and its effects are noticeable on every hand. It is a

crying shame for public men, whom the people place in power

to protect their interests, allowing year after year a premium

to Americans to rob us of our most valuable resouices. It

is depriving Canada of that protection under the National

Policy promised by Sir John, and I hope that ere very long

our esteemed veterin premier will remedy the evil once and

for all.

The Salmon River mills have been sold to an American

party, the price realized being about $3,000. The new pro-

prietor is putting in six shingle machines. The Salmon river

is seven miles below the Grand Falls on the provincial side.

The mill will give employment to about 75 hands the year

round.

P. O. Byram.

PERSONAL.
Henry Mack, lumberman, Mill Village, N. S., is dead.

Mr. R. R. Dobell, one of Quebec's largest timber mer-

chants, delivered a very able lecture in that city recently on

the subject of Imperial Federation.

Mr. G. B. Pattee, of Perley & Pattee, Ottawa, is reported

to have struck a rich silver mine in Arazona. The Lumber-
man offers its congratulations. Shake.

Mr. A. H. Campbell, president of the Muskoka Mill and

Lumber Co., has been elected a member of the council of the

Toronto Board of Trade, to fill the vacancy caused by the

death of the late Hon. James Patton.

Mr. E. H. Bronson, M.P.P., for Ottawa, is spoken of as

likely to be offered a portfolio in the Mowat Government as

soon as one becomes vacant. Mr. Bronson is among Ottawa's

wealthiest and most extensive lumber operators, and is an old

and able politician.

The Lumberman offers its congratulations to Mr. E. J.

Price, lumberman, of Chicoutimi, Que., on his recent promo-

tion to the Senate. Mr. Price's wide business experience, and

extensive knowledge of public affairs will do him good service

in the onorous duties of his new office, and we have no doubt

but that he will prove a worthy representative in this most im-

portant branch of the government of the Dominion.

Mr. Jos. McCraken, formerly of Amherstburg, Ont., has an-

nexed his interests to the United States and is engaged in the

lumber business in Carning, Ark. His specialties are square

oak timber, staves and lumber. He is located on Black and

Current rivers and finds there a fine quality of oak, ash, rock

elm and satin wood. The square timber is rafted and the

staves are carried in barges down Current to the Big Black

river, thence to Jacksonport, Ark., then on the White river to

Terene, Miss., and clown the Mississippi to New Orleans.

From here it is shipped to Liverpool, London and Greenock.

He employs between 50 and 60 men.

FIRE RECORD.
The saw mill at Scandinavia, Man., has been burned.

Hemmingson's sawmill at Scandinavia, Man., was destroyed

by fire Dec. 13th, through a spark falling on the roof. Loss

$2,000.

The shingle mill owned by Mr. Marshall and operated by

Brady & Hartley, at Washago, Ont., was totally destroyed by

fire about the mid'dle of December. Most of the machinery in

the mill was quite new and was not insured. The loss to

Brady & Hartley will be about $800. Mr. Thomson is also a

loser, having some of his planing and pump-making machinery

in the buiding. The mill will likely be re-built.

— Messrs. Cornwal, Hayward and Bell of the Bellingham

Bay and British Columbia Railway Co., say they will im-

mediately cause to be erected at Sehome, a saw mill to cut

100,000 feet in ten hours ; that the railroad in early spring

will go to the Nooksack River Coal mines, and eastward

through the Cascade Mountains. Mr. Cornwal predicts

50,000 people for the city on Bellingham Bay within five

years.

— It is estimated that about 700,000,000 feet of logs have

been got out in the Puget Sound district, W. T., this year,

and although there is a large over supply, it is expected there

will be a considerable increase next year, owing to numerous

new milling enterprises.
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THEY WILL FIGHT THE RAILWAYS.

A Representative Meeting of Ontario Lum-
bermen.

A meeting of the lumbermen of the province was held

in the Board of Trade rooms in the city of Toronto, on

the 28th ult. The meeting was called solely for the

purpose of taking into consideration some plan of

action regarding the unsatisfactory tariff rates on the

Grand Trunk and other railways.

The attendance was not as large as it doubtless would

have been had the meeting been called either before or

after the holiday season.

Among those present were the following : Messrs.

Flatt & Bradley, per Mr. Patterson), Hamilton ; Geo.

Cormack, Whitby
; J.J.C. Thomson, of R. Thomson &

Co.. Hamilton ; A.H. Campbell, president Muskoka

Mill and Lumber Co., Toronto: A. K. Mcintosh,

Toronto : Robt. L. McCormack, West Toronto June. ;

Tennant & Co., Toronto : T. W. Walker, Agt. The

Rathbun Co., Deseronto., Toronto ; C. W. Burns, Jr.,

South River : Donogh & Oliver, Toronto ; S. C. Kan-

ady & Co., Toronto ; M. Brennan & Sons, Hamilton :

Patterson Bros., Hamilton ; J. R. Yanfleet, Brantford
;

T. H. Willmott. for Willmott & Mcintosh, Toronto
;

McCraney, McCool & Wilson, Toronto ; A. G. Mor-

timer, Editor Canada Lumberman, Peterboro. ; W.

J. Holliday. Toronto ; N. Dyment, Barrie ; W. P.

Hartney, Stouffvillle ; F. A. Bowden, Toronto ; D. La-

plante, Toronto : J. Scott, Georgian Bay Lumber Co.,

Waubaushene
; Jas. Tennant, for Christie, Kerr & Co.,

Toronto ; W. D. Matthews. President Toronto Board

of Trade.

Mr. A. H. Campbell was unanimously called to the

chair. Mr. A. K. Mcintosh opened the meeting by

reviewing the work that had already been done towards

securing a satisfactory redress of the grievances the

lumbermen of the province were laboring under through

the one-sided action of the railway companies. He
said that every effort had been made for years to induce

the Grand Trunk railway to amend its present unfair

system of charging by weight at the point of destina-

tion, but all their efforts had so far been unavailing.

Matters had now arrived at a crisis, and concerted

action was necessary to press the lumbermen's claim,

if not by fair arbitration, then through the medium of

the courts. Some weeks previous they held a meeting

and decided to present their grievances to the Hon.

O. Mowat, and ask him to attempt their redress.

The Premier after four weeks consideration has ac-

cepted a retainer, and has instilled into the lumbermen

sauguine expectations of the outcome of the coming

struggle.

Mr. John Donogh, of Messrs. Donogh & Oliver, next

took up the question in detail, showing that the

lumbermen's grievances of to-day had extended over a

period of twenty years, in fact ever since the car trade

commenced to develop. The pressure was now becom-

ing intolorable. Deputation after deputation had wait-

ed on the representatives of the Grand Trunk railway,

but their demands had invariably been ignored.

Bad as their trouble had been before in bringing

lumber over the Northern railway, it had materially in-

creased since the Grand Trunk assumed control. It is

with the G. T. R. that the lumbermen's grievances

mainly lie, as this road annually handle nine-tenths of

the lumber going into Toronto. The general system

adopted by American railways, was a rate per thousand

feet, and this was all that was asked for here. They
did not desire to dictate prices to the railways, as they

were quite willing to pay good value for all they receiv-

ed. So long as the present system was in vogue, neither

the manufacturer, the wholesaler or the retailer, had

any way of determining the freight charges on a car of

lumber. The lumbermen wanted one of two things

—

either that a scale of rates per feet be adopted, or that

the railway companies make provision for the weigh-

ing of both cars and lumber at each point of shipment.

The lumbermen's counsel, Hon. Mr. Mowat, had laid

his views before them in writing, and it was evident

from the information therein contained, that the lum-

bermen's case was a strong one. In fact information

had been furnished that was almost sure to lead to vic-

tory. If Mr. Mowat's advice proved correct it would

revolutionize the carrying trade, not only of lumber,

but of all other classes of freight.

A general discussion ensued, in which representatives
j

from different points took part. The question of the

almost continuous scarcity of cars, and the consequent
J

stagnation in moving lumber from one point to another,

was also touched upon, the opinion being that there :

should also be some means of relief found to over-

come this difficulty.

The feeling of the meeting was in favor ofavoiding the

courts if possible, and the making of one more

effort to arrive at an understanding with the railway

authorities, failing in which legal proceedings would at

once be instituted.

It was thereupon resolved, "That this meeting ap-

prove of the engagement of Hon. Oliver Mowat as

counsel, and that a committee nominated by the meet-

ing be appointed to act with Mr. Mowat to wait upon

Mr. Hickson and Mr. VanHorne with a statement ofour

grievances, and failing a prompt and proper remedy

from this source that such steps be taken,, under the

advice of Mr. Mowat, as may be necessary to secure

our proper rights.

The following committee was then appointed :

Messrs. Scott, Brennan, Thompson, Ferguson, Dyment,

Donogh, Willmott and Mcintosh.

It was understood that the above gentlemen were to

act as convenors of the deputation, with power to add

to their number. After a vote of thanks being ten-

dered to the chairman, the meeting adjourned.

SPLINTERS.

Some interested parties at Port Arthur, attempted to

boom a big demonstration in commemoration of the

Privy Council's recent decision re the disputed territory.

The effort appears to have been a failure, however.

The Lumber Trade Journal, of Chicago, has pur-

chased the subscription list and advertising patronage

of Lumber, Chicago's youngest lumber journal, recently

conducted by A. H. Hitchcock. With four lumber

papers the metropolis of the West certainly had one too

many, and the yearling, though a healthy child for its

age, had to succomb.
* *

*

Owing to the action of the Dominion Government

in lowering freight rates on the Intercolonial railway,

Quebec shippers are now sending large quantities of

deals forward from Quebec to Halifax, a distance of

678 miles, at which point they are shipped to Europe.

Although it makes a pretty long haul, shipments of

lumber over the Intercolonial to the seaboard increased

from 116,000,000 to 161,000,000 feet in 1887 as com-

pared with 1886.

In the official report of the French Forestry Depart-

ment the countries of Europe are classed as follows :

Those in which the production were less than the con-

sumption are the United Kingdom, France, Belgium,

Holland, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Greece and Denmark.

Those in which the production is equal to or greater

than the consumption are Russia, Sweden, Norway,

Austria, Hungary, Germany and Switzerland.

* *
*

A month or two ago The Lumberman published

an article from the pen of Dr. Otto Hahn, of Reuth-

agen, Germany, on the manufacture of pulp out of

sawdust and pine fibre. It is interesting to know that

the patent on this side of the Atlantic was transferred

the other day to American capitalists for a cash con-

sideration of $1 50,000. It is said that previous to this

patent being procured several Canadians knew of the

means of working up pine fibre into pulp for the pur-

pose of paper manufacture, but they allowed the chance

to go by. It is now known that excellent paper can be •

made out of sawdust, and in Germany operations on a

very large scale are being pushed forward.

* *
*

The revenue obtained by the Dominion Government

from the sale of timber and mineral leases in the dis-

puted territory claimed by Ontario was small. The

regulations were the same as those in vogue in Manito-

ba and the North-west. Private parties could not

secure timber properties unless the properties were first

put up for competition. The limits went to the in-

dividuals offering the largest bonus. In addition the

Dominion collected a ground rental of $5 per square

mils per annum, in addition to a royalty of 5 per cent,

on all lumber sales.

A TIMBER berth, consisting of 14 square miles, being

No. 2. Ballantyne, was sold by the Ontario Government

by public auction, on Dec. nth. Donald McMaster, of

Alexander, bought it at $2,750 per square mile. The
area being small, lumbermen had ample time to inspect

it, and' the result was that the bidding was spirited and

did not slacken untill the price had risen $400 per

square mile over the highest bid for the same limit a

year ago. The following are some of the lumbermen

represented : Cook Bros., Mr. Maxwell, John Waldie,

McArthur Bros., Toronto ; James Rayside, M. P. P.,

Lancaster
;
Klock, Hale & Booth, A. Fraser, Ottawa

;

Mr. Pack, Cleveland ; M. McCoy, Renfrew: Mr. Thos.

Murray, M. P. P., Pembroke ; Beck & Co., Penetan-

guishene.

UNWISE CANADIAN LEGISLATION.

Under the above caption, Edward Jack,of Frederic k-

ton, N. B., writes to a New York journal as follows :

—

"The writer is not sufficiently well acquainted with

the state of matters in Ontario to discuss the question

of the propriety or impropriety of the export duty levied

there on Canadian logs, but, in so far as this duty

affects the St. John, full acquaintance with its situation

and circumstances enables him to say that it has been

a great injury to the people residing in New Brunswick,

adjacent to its banks, as well as the railway and other

interests of the Province of Quebec.

Commencing at a point three miles above the Grand

Falls of the St. John, for nearly seventy miles, the

center of that narrow river is the boundary between the

United States and Canada ; above this, in Maine, as

well as in Quebec, there are vast forests, the timber

from which must be driven down the St. John.

For thirty-three miles of the distance, where the St.

John is the boundary, the New Brunswick railway

skirts its shores, and there would be no difficulty in

this railway crossing into the State o Maine, to carry

manufactured woods sawn from lumber cut in the

Province of Quebec, did not this unwise law virtually

forbid it.

The residents along the river in the locality referred

to being nearly all Acadian French, they are one in

everything but nominal nationality, more especially as

the river is bridged by ice for a considerable portion of

the year.

Anything approaching the effectual earning out of

an export duty law in this great country of torests is

impossible ; hence its only effect is to reduce the value

of the standing trees, as well as that of labor in the

country adjacent, because, however, everyone may
know the impossibility of carrying out this law. Cap-

talists will not invest large sums of money in mills

on the American side to manafcture wood cut on the

English side, in dread of the terrors of the existing law;

and thus it is that the United States is the gainer by

$2 per M on spruce and $3.50 per M, B. M., on Cedar

logs, being the amount of duty levied on the same in

the United States. While the New Brunswick Rail-

way, the land holders in Quebec, and the habitants on

the river are the losers of this.

After all, the whole question is whether the saw ing

shall be done at one point along the river or on the op-

posite bank, at the distance of a few hundred feet, and

thereby save the sums mentioned ; the difference in

benefits to the people on either side being but a trifle, no

matter where such mill was erected, for they are French,

and brothers, wherever their residence may be.

[We don't know who Mr. Edward Jack, of Frederick-

ton, N. B., is, but from what we can glean from the

above, and other letters from the same source, we have

formed the opinion that though the writer assumes to

live in Canada, his interests lie more in the United

States than they do in this country. His arguments, if

arguments they be, certainly do not correspond with

the views of the lumber trade of New Brunswick, but

will doubtless find favor across the lines.

—

Ed. Lum-

berman.]
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THE TIMBER TRADE OF QUEBEC.

Messrs. J. Bell Forsyth A" Co. Review tlie Trade of the

Past Twelve Month-.

We have again the pleasure of laying before the

trade the usual statements of supply, export and stock

wintering, together with prices current, tonnage em-

ployed, etc.

In Ocean Steamships the steady increase often

alluded to in these circulars has not been realized this

year, while the decrease in sailing ships so greatly felt

in this port is alarming : and of schooners, colliers, &G.,

from the Gulf and Lower St. Lawrence the increase

continues to be satisfactory.

We are happy to state for the benefit of all concerned

in our trade, that an amicable adjustment has been

arrived at between the Merchants of Quebec and the

Ship Labourer's Society, by which rules detrimental

to the trade and onerous to ship-owners have been an-

nulled. This barrier to vessels loading here, especially

steamships, having been removed, great results may be

anticipated for the benefit of the employee as well as

the employer.

The statement of supply handed to us by the Super-

visor of Cullers, shows a slight increase in the quantity

measured over the very limited manufacture of 1SS7,

with a corresponding increase in the quantity exported,

and in some woods. White pine especially, the most

diminuitive wintering stock on record. The total of all

woods measured this year is 6,035,269 feet, while 8,551,-

840 feet have been exported, and only 5,617,723 feet

are wintering in the Coves.

Prices generally opened at slightly advanced rates,

which continued all season with a further marked in-

crease toward the close.

WHITE PIXE.—The supply has been unusually

small, although slightly above that of 1887, and it is a

remarkable fact and worthy of record that the entire

stock is held by shippers, and the manufacturers for

once have sold out all their stock in this market, and in

many instances their entire manufacture for delivery

next year. Such a healthy state of things is unprecedent-

* ed we believe, and while the production this winter will be

on a larger scale than during the past two or three

seasons, it will not be in any way excessive, and in our

opinion is warranted by the healthy demand in Great

Britian as well as in this market. The enhanced value

of Pine Timber Limits is very significient and a sure

index of the scarcity of this great staple of our trade.

WANEY—Has been in better request than Square

all season, and sales were readily effected as lots

arrived, and in many instances were contracted for last

spring or in early summer. The supply though light, has

been unusually good as to quality. In the stock re-

maining, just one-half of that of 1887, some old and

inferior wood is included. The production this winter

is likely to be on a moderate scale—clean, large, girthy

•wood being more difficult to procure than ever.

SQUARE.—The few new rafts manufactured last

season were readily disposed of at good prices, but old

timber was not so easily placed until towards the

autumn, when the short supply and favorable accounts

from Great Britain caused this wood to be more and

more appreciated until finally every stick passed out of

the manufacturers' hands into those of the shippers,

The local demand has been steady all season and is

likely to continue.

The Square wintering is less than last year by 1,714,-

260 feet, and contains the usual proportion of common
and inferior wood unfit for shipment, culls, &c.

Simply. Export. Stock.

g88 I Square. .

.
I.79I.U31

6,020,000 j
2>&°'S9l Square.

(Waney... 2,029,043! '
\ 1,226,900 Waney.

88 \ Square... 1,168,5471 - / 4,294851 Square.
1887 /Waney... 2.060,083/ >' I27 'oSo

\ 2,440.403 Waney.

RED PIXE.—This wood has been in good demand,
especially for fresh parcels. The supply, though small,

has been sufficient and the stock very light, yet slightly

in exeess of last year. The Irish demand, once
so enormous, is at present very limited, and this

wood does not command the attention it formerly did.

Supply. Export. Stock.
i8S3 5S2.305 465.360 464,691
1887 591,646 405,720 404,124

OAK.—Good and choice lots have been in fair re-

quest all season. Prices have advanced and the stock

wintering though sumewhat heavier than last year, is

under average. From all reports the manufacture will

be light this winter. There is little wintering at Garden

Island or Collins Bay.

Supply. Export. Stock.

1888 1,139,252 1.178,920 824,283

1SS7 746.243 1,012,160 748,673

ELM.—The supply of this wood has greatly fallen

off, the export exceeding last year, and the quantity in

stock fully one-half less. Standing Elm is difficult to

procure in large quantities, and present prices leave

little margin for profits to the manufacturer.

Supply. Export. Stock.

188S !7io88 504,080 241,571

1S87 221,358 405,040 502,773

ASH.—Both the supply and shipment have been

light, and the wintering stock, composed to some ex-

tent of old and inferior wood, is less than last year and

under the average.

Supply. Export. Stock.

18SS 150,361 217,720 275,191

18S7 114,282 191,840 287,174

BIRCH— Is completely shipped out, the stock being

nil. Contracts have been freely made at our quot-

ations.

Supply. Export. Stock.

1S88 168,562 165,760 1,422

1S87 112,990 192,680 12,935

STAVES.—There is nothing encouraging in this

branch of our trade which was once such an important

and profitable item of shipment. Not only was the

great demand for the British Isles a leading feature in

the past, but Spain Portugal and France formerly drew

considerable supplies direct from this port.

Supply. Export. Stock.

'

\ Puncheon.

1S87
fPipe.

3S6 112 118

44 220 41

(Puncheon. 156 306 33

DEALS

—

Pine— Have been in fair demand all

season, though the advance in freights and scarcity of

tonnage militated considerably against the export,

which would otherwise have been much greater owing

to the demand in Great Britain, especially towards the

autumn. Our figures show only a small portion of the

Deal tracle of Canada, the bulk of the Ottawa "cut"

and other mills West being shipped from Montreal.

Prices have been well maintained, the demand being

stronger than usual for the lower qualities. Michigan

Deals have been received and shipped as heretofore,

one cargo only being included in our wintering stock.

The excitement now prevailing in Ottawa and else-

where regarding lumber for the South American mar-

kets will likely lead to large transactions, in which case

the manufacture of Deals will be considerably curtailed.

Supply. Export. Stock.

1888 1,545,565 1,189,490 827,416

1887 1,487,138 i,365,5io 670,341

DEALS—SPRUCE—Have been in good request, and

both supply and shipment fully up to the average.

Prices have advanced, as will be seen by our quotations,

at which rates contracts have been freely entered into

for next season's delivery.

Supply. Export. Stock.

tS88 2,739,993 2,448,156 1,132,428

1887 2,301,996 2,399,489 990,591

SAWN LUMBER—Has been in good request

both for export and home consumption. The quantity

of this lumber for shipment to the United States being

greatly on the increase, and the lower grades formerly

neglected being now in active demand. We quote

Pine at $15 to $18 per thousand feet b. m. and Spruce

at $10 to $12, according to specification and quality.

Freights opened at iSs. to 20s. for Timber, and

42s. 6d. to 45s. Deals, and continued at about these rates

up to July, when they advanced, and finally closed at

25s. to 30s. for Timber, and 80s. Deals, with tonnage

very scarce.

Rat Portage Protests.

Editor Canada Lumberman :

Sir, —As chairman of a public meeting held this evening, I

am directed to write you on behalf of the citizens of Rat

Portage, in order that through your columns the public at large

may become aware immediately of the hardship we are likely

to suffer.

Our district rejoiced exceedingly upon obtaining a decision

of ihe great constitutional question involved in the St.

Catharines Lumbering and Milling Company's case. We

thought that the settlement of this question by the Privy

Council would put an end to the many drawbacks and

disadvantages we have had to suffer for the last eight years.

But no sooner has the decision been made public than we are

informed that orders have been issued from the Department of

Crown Lands of Ontario to compel the cessation of certain

legitimate lumbering operations in our district. A petition (a

copy of which is enclosed to you herewith) has been sent to

the Department of Crown Lands, which will, -we hope, grant

us relief. But it was thought advisable to ask the co operation

of your assistance.

The relief that we ask for in the petition is only of a tempor-

ary nature, and for this winter ; and our district is not at all

desirous of interfering with whatever policy in the timber

interest may be deemed as the best for our province by our

Legislature. .

The effect of the carrying out of the present order of the

Crown Lands Department will not only deprive several hun-

dreds of families in our district of their means of support, cer-

tainly for this winter, and possibly for next summer, but also

cause to be shut down two large mills here that will distribute

$10,000 a month in wages alone between them.

This seriously embarrasses the merchants of Rat Portage,

and through them, possibly, the wholesale houses who deal

with them.

We therefore think that the whole matter should be made

known to the public, and trust that you will assist our com-

munity in making known our grievance, as we believe that,

as soon as realized, our Government will at once take the

necessary and proper steps to remedy the same.

Yours, etc.

WM. R. GERRIE,
Rat Portage, December 21st, 188S. Acting Reeve.

THE PETITION'.

To the Honorable the Commissioner of the Department of

Crown Lands of Ontario :

The petition of the undersigned, the citizens of the munici-

pality of Rat Portage, begs leave to show as follows :

1. That it was with feelings of great pleasure that we learned

that the title question of our lands and minerals in this district

had been decided, and we are now looking forward to an era

of prosperity and the development of our district.

2. That at present our commercial interests are largely de-

pendent on the operations carried on in our midst by the dif-

ferent lumbering camps and saw mills, all of which employ a

large number of the workingmen.

3. That certain of the lumberingmen applied, as has been
the custom fqr the last several years, for licenses or permits to

go on this winter as usual and cut logs for the next summer's
supply foi their mills, but were unable to obtain any permits

or licenses until after the decision of the Privy Council.

4. That such lumbermen, though being unable to obtain any
permits, were given to understand that your honorable depart-

ment of the Government would not object to their going upon
the limits in question, and build the camps and make the

necessary arrangements for the getting out of their logs.

5. That in pursuance of such permission large numbers of

meii have been, and are now engaged for the winter's work,

and still are in the different lumbering camps.

6. That also large amounts of money have been expended,

and plant and supplies contracted for from the different mer-
chants of our town, the security for which is mainly dependent

upon the due completion of the season's work.

7. That we have just learned with great dismay that it is the

intention of your department to order the cessation of all

further operations of the above lumbering men for this winter,

which also includes the closing next summer of certain large

saw-mills in our municipality.

8. That the compliance with such an order involves the loss

of employment of about three hundred men, now at work, and
at a time in the midst of winter when the channels of labor

are closed.

9. That the majority of such men, with their families, will

be thrown upon our municipality for support for the balance of

the winter, if such an order is enforced.

10. That the fact rf having a large number of men suddenly

brought into our midst, without employment and without

money, and who will have to be fed either by the municipality

or by the Government, will also be dangerous and prejudicial

to the public peace.

11. That though the said lumbermen are desirous of getting

out this season's supply of logs for the next year, yet they are

not in any way desirous of avoiding the timber regulations of

your Government or the payment of all dues for such timber.

Your petitioners therefore pray :

L That you will be pleased to take into immediate consid-

eration the gravity of the situation, and the financial loss that

will follow from enforcing the order to desist from further lum-

bering operations fr.r this season.

II. And make such arrangements for this winter that the

interest of the province will be guarded and all proper dues

collected, but also that the above lumbermen of our district

who have camps established may be permitted without hin-

drance to complete their season's cut, and so make provision

for the due operation of the saw mills in this district, some of

which would otherwise be closed down.

And your petitioners will ever pray.

—George Bracket! has started his new mill on the Snoho-

mish, near Victoria, B.C. The mill will have a capacity of

40,000 feet per day.
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THE DUTY ON PORK.

A deputation representing the Canadian Pork Packers'

Association waited on the Minister of Customs recently and

urged him to recommend the Government to increase the duty

on pork in order to further protect the Canadian packers.

Two days afterwards the Customs Department was besieged

by about twenty representatives of the lumber trade in the

Ottawa Valley, protesting against any change in the import

duty on pork, but on the contrary urging for a reduction.

Were the deputation measured by its financial standing it

would be a heavy and solid one indeed, the aggregate capital

represented being estimated at not less than twenty

million dollars. There were present :— Messrs. E. B. Eddy;

E. H. Bronson, M.P.P., J. R. Booth, G. B. Pattee, Wm.
Mackey, E. C. Barnett, Robert Skead, J. B. Klock, W. H.

Rowley, Hiram Robinson, W. R. Thistle, \V. H. Hurdman,

A. Gilmour, jr., Berkeley Powell, F. Bronson, John Gilmour,

G. H. Perley, and others.

The objects of the deputation were stated by Mr. Booth.

He referred to the deputation of the l'urk Packers, they had

asked the Government to place the import duty on mess pork

at one cent a pound and on- all other pork at two cents, or

else make the rate of duty a uniform one of two cents a pound,

lie said the lumbermen used annually in their shanties a very

large quantity of pork, and the peculiar qua'ity required

—

heavy mess pork—was not produced in this country, and they

were compelled to import it. To increase the duty would be

an additional, tax on the lumbering interest.

Mr. Eddy said the lumbermen contributed largely to the

developement of the country, and he failed to see why they

should be taxed on any article which could not be produced in

Canada. He had always considered two dollars a barrel too

high a charge on salt pork.

Minister Bowell said the Government did not desire to fur-

ther tax the lumber industry, either by the duties on pork or

in any other manner. The question was as to how a plan

could be arrived at which would meet the views of not only

the deputation but of the Pork Packers, as well as to help the

Canadian farmer. He understood the practice in this coun-

try was not to fatten the pork as heavy as in the United

States, and that the lumbermen did not consider it profitable

to buy lean pork. As suggested by the packers, a duty

of one cent on mess pork, and two cents on all other pork,

would not materially affect the lumberman, seeing that what

they imported was mess pork.

Mr. Gilmour said that was the pork used.

Mr. Booth said there was another matter he would like to

mention, which was somewhat on a par with the peach basket

duty. He had always considered it a hardship that the lum-

bermen were charged a duty of twenty per cent, on each

barrel.

Hon. Mr. Bowell said that brought up the question of the

package clause in the tariff. If packages were made free

altogether some invoice of goods would contain a package

item for two or three times its value. Mr. Booth had referred

to the duty on peach baskets. Well, that looked a small

thing, but under the law he (Mr. Bowell) thought the Cus-

tom officers were right in their interpretation. If our own
fruit growers had to pay duty on the baskets in which they

packed their fruit, where was the justice in allowing the bas-

ket containing fruit grown in the States to come into Canada

Iree? For instance, a Canadian fruit grower who had ten

thousand baskets of peaches to place on the market would,

if he imported the baskets supposing them to cost five cents

each, and have to pay a duty of $125, while the American

grower would not only import his peaches free but the bas-

kets also, thereby having an advantage over the Canadian

grower to the amount of $125.

Mr. Robinson suggested that the duty on pork should be

placed at 8 mills per pound, so that the government could

maintain its principle of taxing the packages and relieve the

lum!>ermen.

Mr. Bronson -aid the question of increasing the duty on

pork was one which affected the working classes, and it was

in the interests of the lumber trade that the working-man

should be enabled to live as cheaply as possible. He be-

lieved to increase the cost of living in this way would have a

tendency to drive our people to the United States.

Hon. Mr. Bowell— I have always found that the working-

man could live as cheap or cheaper in Canada than in any

part of the United States.

Mr. Bronson -The policy of the Government is protection

to home industries, and the deputation is simply asking for

protection to the lumljer industry.

Mr. IbsAh said that a calculation had been made recently

which showed that only 33 per cent, of the men who had gone

into the lumber industry had teen successful.

Hon. Mr. Bowell—All that I can say to the deputation is

that in making any recommendations to my colleagues I will

endeavor not to interfere either with the lumberman or the

pork packer. If Canada produced the pork required for the

shanties I would have no hesitation in recommending that the

duty be increased two or three cents per pound, but knowing

that it is not produced in Canada the matter is one for serious

consideration.

THE EXPORT DUTY ON SAWI.OUS.

Mr. Booth said there was another matter which he desired

to bring before the Minister. Since the Government had in-

creased the duty on saw logs to $3 a thousand an agitation

had arisen in the States in favor of increasing the import duty

on lumber, and he had learned that a bill was now before

Congress with that object in view. If the duty on lumber

were increased by Congress it would be a serious matter to

the Ottawa lumbermen.

Representations had been made to the Government

that large qualities of lumber were being taken from the

Georgian Bay district to a greater extent than ever before and

being towed in rafts or booms to the Michigan side, and that

this practice should be put a stop to. If the export of logs

.
was to be prohibited at all or the duty placed at such a figure

as to induce the American lumbermen to manufacture in Can-

ada it became necessary to increase the duty.

Mr. Eddy said he would not be one of the delegation to

the Government to ask them to rescind their action. He
thought an export duty of $3 a thousand was not too much.

If the Americans wanted to increase the duty on lumber,

let them. He thought our Government had done perfectly

-right in increasing the duty on sawlogs.

Mr. Robinson—The lumbermen have been informed that

the American Government was now considering the propriety

of raising the duty on lumber to $4 a thousand.

Mr. Eddy—Well, let them make it four dollars.

Mr. Bronson said the lumbermen had to pay the intermed-

iate charges between Ottawa and their market, and they

themselves would have to pay the duty of four dollars.

Mr. Eddy said he had visited Michigan this fjdl, and around

Alpena and Saginaw had seen the lumbermen cutting up

thousands of Canadian logs.

Mr. Bronson said the Ottawa lumbermen's strongest com-
petition came from the Southern States. Southern pine was

working further north every year, and it looked very much as

if Canadian lumbermen would soon have to accept lower prices

for their lumber than in the past.

After some discussion, regarding the talked of retaliation by

United States lumbermen, which was generally considered of

but little account, Mr. Booth expressed hims.lf of the opinion

that if the Ontario Government would only make it cumpulsory

on purchasers of their limits to - manufacture in Canada, that

would be the simplest way out of the difficulty.

In reply to an enquiry from Mr. Perley, Hon. Mr. Bowell

said that if the local Government were to sell their limits con-

ditional only on the timber being manufactured in Canada,

there would be no occasion for an export duty, as the duty

was not imposed for revenue purposes, but simpiy to induce as

far as possible, its manufacture in Canada.

The deputation, after thanking the Minister for his courtesy,

retired.

Evolution in Logging
There has been a very decided evolution in the methods

of getting logs out in the white pine states of the north-

west within the past few. years. Plenty of snow, a good

bottom and lots of cold weather used to be regarded as

the first requisite for a successful logging. But experience

has shown that the logger who does his skidding early,

without much regard to whether there is snow or not,

generally comes out on top. The occasions are rare when

logs once put on the skids cannot be got to the bank.

The ice road pretty effectually surmounts the difficulties

which used to surround seasons in which the snow fall was

light. But it is entirely evident that the acme of success has

not yet been attained in logging. The time was when the

ponderous ox team and a pretty substantial sled was deemed

sufficient for hauling logs. But oxen have almost universally

given way to the four and six-horse teams, and the old-

fashioned bobs to the immense bunks, as wide as a house,

and capable of carrying a load quite as large. The primitive

sprinkling cart, which trailed its double line of water in

the tracks of these immense bunk sleds, was regarded, when
it was first put into service, as a model of efficiency, and no

camp even yet is complete without one, or something which

will accomplish the same result. But the sprinkling cart is

gradually giving way to the steam road maker, which

accomplishes the same result as the sprinkler with the aid of

a series of runners, super-heated with steam.

In many localities where the timber is compact, the log-

ging railroad and the steam logger have made their advent,

and even cold weather is not regarded as necessary to their

successful operation. The merits of these appliances, their

I
limitations and adaptability to particular localities are too well

I known to require comment. The latest contribution to the

equipment of the logging camp is the steam log hauler, with

!
which it is proposed to supercede horse flesh, and at the same

time cheapen the cost of getting logs from the slump to the

bank. This latest invention can not be said to h*.ve fairly

passed the experimental stages yet, but the men who control

the invention, have such confidence of its successful operation,

that they have made twelve 01 thirteen contracts to haul logs

I
this winter, and in this way will put into service all the

machines they have yet turned out. Of course if they can

demonstrate, by the practical application of their invention,

that money can be saved, they will have no difficulty in either

leasing or selling their traction sleds—for such in reality are

the new steam log haulers. Because the steam log hauler

may work a revolution in logging, the numerous experiments

which are to be tried with it this winter will be watched with

a great deal of interest.

Who knows but that the time will come when steam will

furnish the greater pait of the power employed in the woods,

and supercede to a large extent the muscle, human and

animal, which has heretofore been employed ? Why not a

steam traction engine to haul the logs, a steam saw to cut

down the trees and cut up the logs, light traction engines to

do the toting over lines of travel which cannot be traversed by

the railroads, steam to do the skidding and to pile the logs

high upon the banks. Inventive skill will continue, undoubt-

edly, to offer new appliances from time to time, and the things

already mentioned, and many more not even dreamed of, are

among the possibilities in the near future. Ten years ago the

farmers of the country would not have thought it possible that,

say a thousand acres of grain could be harvested without the

help of a small army of men. Now it is accomp'ished with

two or three men to each self-binder. The time may come

when vast logging operations may be carried on without filling

the camp with an army of men, the "hovels'' with a retinue

of horses, oxen and mules, and the supply camp with pro-

visions enough to stock a wholesale grocery and a commission

house. --Mississippi Valley Lumberman.

EXCHANCE ECHOES.
Northwestern Lumberman.

The tariff bill now before the senate leaves the duty on

lumber as it now is—$2, but in spite of the late actirn of

Canada upon the export log question, a pressure is being

brought to bear to reduce the United States customs duty

—

that is, the democratic senators are sticking for what they can

get of the free trade principle. It is hardly to be expected

that much will be accomplished on the protection line until

the incoming administration is established. By that time the

question of retaliating against Canada will be ripe for agita-

tion.

Quebec Chronicle.

We are glad to note that during the latter part of the

summer and fall a quantity of lumber has been shipped here

for British ports. Some seven or eight steamers have loaded

here entirely mixed cargoes of lumber and deals, and a

number of steamers entire cargoes of deals. This is a change

we are pleased to see ; so much carrying trade being now done

by steamer, it bodes well for the future that they have com-

menced to load here. The change is owing to alterations

made last summer by the laborers, who then agreed, that they

would work in steamers using their own steam winches ; this

the laborers had previously declined to do, in consequence of

which considerable quantities of lumber had been sent to

Montreal, but this we hope will not be necessary in future,

and that the money spent in shipping will go among our own

citizens instead of those in another port. Had it not been for the

alterations to which we have alluded, it is extremely unlikely

that one of the above named steamers would have loaded here,

or done more in this port than change pilots as she passed

from Montreal to sea. There were other changes made by

the laborers society which we understand have worked well

and several vessels have been loaded under the altered ri les

with satisfaction to the owners of the vessel, shippers of the

cargo, and ship laborers. Before the alterations in their regu-

lations were made by the Ship Laborers' Society there were

several conferences between some of the shippers and the

officers of the Society, and it is satisfactory to know that the

efforts made by both parties resulted thus favorably in benefit-

ing the trade of the port, and we shall be glad if more such

conferences are held when all sides of the question can be con-

sidered.

—G. A. Buchanan of Revelstoke, B.C., has secured some

timber lands and will erect a saw mill at Xelson, a new min-

ing town at the junction of the Ainsworth Knotenaw Railway

and steamboat navigation on the Columbia and Arrow Lake.

The mill wll be in operation early in the spring.
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Representative CANADIAN Manufacturers.

C. C. CLEVELAND. G. F. CLEVELAND.

L. GOO I)II VIC & CO..

MANUFACTURERS OF

AND

L*ace Leather.

JOHN BERTRAM & SONS,

Canada Tool Works,

DUNDAS, ONTARIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

WOOD-WORKING
MACHINERY,

MACHINE TOOLS, ETC.

Write for Prices and Catalogues.

GEORGE BRUSH,
MACHINIST, FOUNDER & BOILER MAKER,

EAGLE FOUNDRY,
1-4 to 3^ ZEfZIIfcTGr STIRIEIET,

MONTREAL, QUE.

RAILROAD, BANK & OFFICE

ESKS
TIEIBS £z CO_7

300 ST. James Street, MONTREAL.

PATTERSON & HALL

Lumbar LI Balers
Manufacturers of Dressed Lumber,

2VEZTJ)ZL,^X-I5, .
... OlbTT

T. H. GRAHAM & Co.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

FILES
YORK STREET, TORONTO, ONT.

J. J. TXTZR-InTIEIR,,

Sail, Tent and Awning Maker,
251 George: and 154 King Streets,

PETERBOROUGH.
Canoe, Yacht and Boat Sails made to order.

Peifect Fits guaranteed.

Every description of Lumbermen's Supplies
and Vv'atcrproof Clothing.

THE BEST ENGLISH OAK TANNED

LEATHER BELTING, ETC.
JAMES LESLIE,

JTJ-XTCTIO^Sr CF CEAIG ST- -A-IsTTOHSTE SHEETS.

P.O. box 996 MONTREAL, QUEBEC.

ELECTRIC LIGHTINa
The Royal Electric Go.

SOLE OWNERS OF
The Thomson-Houston Systems for the Dominion.

MANUFACTURERS OF
Dynamo Machines and Lamps, Motors and Generators, Contrac-
tors and Builders of Electric Light Plants throughout the Dominion,

stimates and all information on application.
OFFICE, FACTORY AND LIGHTING STATION, 54, 56, 58, 60, 62 AND 64 WELLINGTON STREET

CHAS. W. HAGAR, Manager MONTREAL, QUE.

Jas. ShGppard & Son.

WINTER HA WING,
Ship's Decking, Bill Timber, Dressed

Lumber, Mouldings, Etc.

MILLS, - SOREL, QUE.

THIS AND OTHER BLANK SPACES

FOR SALE.
For Terms Apply to the Publisher.

F. G. BECKETT ENGINE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

SAW * MILL * ENGINES * AND * BOILERS

AND ALL KINDS OF MILL MACHINERY.

Steam Launches and Tug Boats a Specialty.

— Hamilton, Ojstt^s.x&io —
%,? SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND MENTION THIS PAPER %°

t?

Mona Iron Works, Hamilton, Ont.

OSBORNE-KILLEY MANUFACTURING CO.

Manufacturers of all Kinds of

SAW MILL MACHINERY,
ENGINES AND BOILERS, ETC.

Send for Catalogue and Mention this Paper.
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= 9th Year of Publication. $i Per Annum. =

I *THE I CANADA I LUMBERMAN*
=

Statistical Editiou, 1BBB.

I CIRCULATION 5,000 COPIES. |
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I The Lumberman

Job Department
]

1 -#A WORD TO ADVERTISERS*^

E No better opportunity has yet been offered Manufacturers of

E Saw Mill and Wood-working Machinery and Appliances,

s Wholesale Lumber Dealers, Etc., to introduce their business

E to the trade in general. The tariff of advertising rates for this

=. edition are sufficiently low to commend the publication to all

E judicious advertisers.

E From the rates specified below, advertisers will note that if a

E series of insertions are ordered, they will gain all the benefit of

E the special issue at contract rates, which will be furnished on

E application.

E TARIFF OF KATES FOR SPECIAL ISSUE:

$45.00Two Pases - $45.00
|

Quarter page, $8.50
One Page - "25 Eighth page, 4.50
Half Page - 14 Five inches, 4.00
Third page 11 |

Four inches, 3.50

Three inches, $2.75
Two inches, 2.00
One inch, 1.25

E Advertisers contracting for displayed advertisements can

E have descriptions of machinery and illustrations of same insert-

E ed among reading matter at the rate of $7 per column.

As the work is large and time short, intending advertisers

IE will please let us understand their intentions at the earliest

rE possible date.

E Address all Cummunications to E

I THE CANADA LUMBERMAN, §
E Peterborough, Ontario. E

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir;

= ^(^Je desire to announce to our patrons and the =

E JLumber '(jrade in particufar, that our facilities for I

E the execution of aff classes of E

I PRINTING I

I are not surpassed by any office in Canada, !$)ith a E

E knowledge of the business that is born of long exper- E

E ience ^ffle feel confident of giving those ^ho may favor E

E us Ix'ith their patronage the best fcorhy at the lowest =

§ possible prices.

The Lumberman Job Dept. 1

E SEND FOR PRICE LIST BEFORE LOOKING ELSEWHERE
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THE ORONO GANT DOGS.
j| Strongest and Lightest in the Market.

NEW STYLE-COMPLETE
Socket is in one piece and

extends above hook, adding
strength. Drop Forged Hook
and Round Bill

;
easily disengaged

Maple Handle, specially bored.

NEW STYLE-ALL STEEL

OLD STYLE.

Iron Bands,

Steel Hook.

Pick, with shoulder. Selected Rock

m

OLD STYLE—COMPLETE.
Wrought Norway Iron Socket and Band . Steel Hook. Long Pick. Drop

Forged Hook, Round Bill. Rock Maple Handle.

HANDLES.
Selected Straight-Grained, Split and Turned Rock Maple
Handles. Extra Fine Quality

; 5, 5>i and 6 feet long.

LUMBER DRIVER'S BOOT CALKS
.Made from the best Refined Tool Steel and forged. The method used in tempering leaves every one of
the same temper, rendering them stronger and more durable than any other Calks.

Ask your dealer for our make, and see that our Labels are on the boxes.

SEND FOR PRICES.

T. McA VITY& SONS, ST. JOHN, N. B.
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THE MANUFACTURERS'
LIFE. INSURANCE CO.

0

>

MANUFACTURERS' ACCIDENT INSURANCE COMPANY
are two separate and distinct companies with full Government deposits. The combined

authorized capital is oyer

$3,000,000.00
President—RiGHT HON. SIR JOHN A MACDONALD, P.O., G.C.B.

Vice-Presidents—GEORGE GOODERHAM, Esq., President of the Bank of

Toronto; WM. BELL. Esq., Manufacturer. Guelph.

J. L. KERR—Secretary and Treasurer. GEO. STIRLING, Cashier.

F. SANDERSON, B. A., Actuary.

The most progressive Company in Canada. Applications for Agencies will be received

from live men who are willing to work. Splendid contracts. Apply to

J. B. CARLILE. or WILSON & MORRISON,

PETERBOROUGH,
Managersfor Eastern Ontario.

ONT.

DESERONTO, ONT.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

•TERRACOTTA* FIRE-PROOFING *

For Use in Old and New Buildings.

Endorsed by Leading Architects. Absolutely Fire. proof. About as Cheap as

Wood or Brick. Weight One-Third that of Brick. Does not

Crack on application of Heat or Water.

Deadens Noise. Gives Warmth in Winter; Coolness in Summer.

COLUMBIA # REFINING * CO. Y

CYLINDER.
ENGINE AND

MACHINERY OILS.

Sole Manufacturers of the

Royal Lubricant and Royal Crank

Pin Lubricant,

Which is specially adapted for engines and shaft-

ing, and is a saving of 50 to 75 per cent, over oils.

JOSEPH HARTON & CO.,

29 Church-St., Toronto,
SOLE AGENTS FOR CANADA.

Telephone 806.

as
Electric lightingApparatus

57, Adelaide St.w
TORONTO

ONT.
S3

FRICTION PULLEY BOARD
The Best Material Ever Used for Frictions of all Kinds.

ThE Dominion Leather Board Co.
MONTREAL, - - - QUEBEC.

Asbestos A I i 1 1 Board * Steam Packing
Samples Furnished. Correspondence Solicited.

PLEASE MENTION THIS PAPER.

ng attai

Hiking frame, which does away with the old, loose

type-dates, some of which were continually get-

ting lost, and it does away with the necessity of

any pad. as the pad is attached to the stamp. It

is truly the coming Dater for accuracy and con-
venience. The bands are self adjusting, and it

has a new catch to hold the die. and dates down
while setting the dates or inking the pad. See cut.

AV. A. CARK & CO.,
1 T(> Simcoe St., - Peterborough, Out,

SGRiBNER'S

LUMBER

LOGBOOK

M
Over une Mill ion Sold.

OST complete book of its kind ever published.
Gives measurement of all kinds ot Lumber,

Logs, Planks, Scantling; cubical contents of square
and round Timber ; hints to lumber dealers ; wood
measure ; speed of circular saws ; care of saws ;

cord-wood tables : felling trees ; growth of trees ;

land measure ; wages, rent, board, interest, stave
and heading bolts, etc. Standard book throughout
the United States and Canada. Get the new illus-

trated edition of 1SS2. Ask your book-seller for it.

Sent post-paid for 35 cents.

G. W. FISHER, Kox 338, Rochester, N.V.,

or A. G. MORTIMER, Peterboro', Ont.

THE

Trade Review.

DEVOTED TO KEEPING A COMPREHENSIVE
RECORD OF THE TRANSACTIONS OF THE

MONETARY, MERCANTILE AND
MANUFACTURING INTERESTS

OF CANADA.

I33TJED

The Trade Review will be mailed to any
address in Canada, United States or Great

Britain at $2.50 a year in advance.

The Trade Review is circulated exten-

sively amongst Wholesale and Retail Mer-

chants, Jobbers, Bankers, Brokers, Manufac-

turers, Hotel Keepers, Insurance and Loan
Agencies throughout the Dominion of Canada,

United States and England.

HENRY HARVEY,
publisher and proprietor.

47 ST. JOHN ST., - - MONTREAL.

FOR SALE, i

TWO LOCOMOTIVES, Second Hand, suit-

able for construction purposes.

One Locomotive Boiler, in good order.

One Blast Furnace, suitable for burner.

Second Hand Rails, for sidings.

JOHN J. GARTSHO RE,
49 Front St. West, Toronto.

WANTED.
SALESMAN FOR TORONTO; MUST BE0 thoroughly acquainted with the requirements
of the city trade. McCraney, McCool & Wil-
son.

J, K. PDST & Co.,

/. ( .1/BER MERCHANTS
And Shipping Agents.

OSWECO, N. Y.

T. H. REYNOLDS,
Solicitor of Patents and Exfcrt in Patent Cases.

Timber Marks, Trade Marks,

Copyrights and Designs Registered.

1 56 St. James St., Montreal.
E?*A ge ncies in London and all foreign capitals.

TIMBER BERTHS
Estimated and plans carefully prepared.

Experienced men, References given.

Address,

J. .B BENSON,
Front Street, Orilla.

timbep limits for sale,
TIMBER LIMITS FOR SALE IN ONTARIO

Quebec and Manitoba. \\ .]. Fenton & Go.
50 Adelaide Street. East Toronto.

PINE TIMBER LIMITS FOR SALE.

Two choice Timber Limits in Northwest Terri-
tory Canada 100 square miles each : great bar-
gains Also limits in Georgian Bav Algoma and
Muskoka districts for sale. JOHN 'SCULLY Tor-
onto dealer in Pine Land- and Lumbermen's
plant and supplies Light iron and steel rails in

stock

.

ScientificAmerican
ESTABLISH ED-1845.

Is the oldest and most popular scientific ard
mechanical paper published and has the largest
circulation of any paper of its class in the world.
Fully illustrated. Best class of Wood Engrav-
ings. Published weekly. Send for specimen
copv. Price $3 a vear. Four months' trial, $1.

MUNN A: CO., PUBLISHERS, 3>;i Broadway, N.Y

ARCHITECTS & 1UILDER0
Edition of Scientific American. O

A great succpss. Each issue contains coloreo
lithographic plates of country and city residen-
ces or public buildings. Numerous engraving;
and full plan? and specifications tor the use 0!
such as contemplate building. Price $2.50 a year
25cts. a copy. MUNN & CO., Publishers.

I maybe seour-
led by apply-
ing to MUNB

I & Co., w h 1

have had nvei
40 years' experience and have made ovei
100.UOO applications for American and For-

' eign patents. Send for Handbook. Corres-
pondence strictly confidential.

TRADE MARKS.
In case your mark is not registered in the Pat

ent Office, apply to MUNN & Co., and proeurt
immediate protection. Send for Handbook.

COPVRIGHTS fur hooks, charts, maps
etc., quickly procured. Address

MUNN & CO., Patent Solicitors.
GENEUAL OFITCE SOI BUOAUWAV, N. 7

|j DEVOTED TO THE. ||

"industries'or THE.^
• DOriiNJON • If

20pAGE5 10x14 MOIST HQ'

AdvlrtkingRate/ ^
n \

A.6.H0RTIMER. Wisher

fLTEfp)R0U6h ont.
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B. F. STURTEVAJiTS PATENT PROGRESSIVE LIMBER DRV KILN.
SELIAELIE HAPTD I

GUARANTEED
TO DRY

—IX—

Best Manner Possible

ALL KINDS OF

HARD and SOFT
WOOD L UMBER.

WRITE+FOR+CATALOGUE,

115 Liberty Street,
NEW YORK.

3HEAP !

v 0 WA /.' P TNG,
CH ECKING

AND BLUEING
-WITH THE-

STURTEVANT
Patent Hot Blast

team Heatiug

Apparatus,

3 1 N. CANAL STREET,
CHICAGO.

B. F. STURTEVANT, Patentee and Sole Manufacturer, 34 Oliver Street, ( corner of Franklin street i BOSTON, Mass.. U. S. A.

OLDIE & 'CULLOCH

It? fiALTSAFL- WORKS
Fire and Rmylar-Proof
i % O Burglar Proof% © o

O © O O Fire Proof $ © $ ©

k A jft AAAAAA J

SAFES
V V V wwwww w~w www wwv wwwwwwwwwww

$ © Jewelers' o o

© © Bankers' © ©

# s* © House © © o

4 4

^vv V WWWW WW WWW WWVWWwww www

Bank Vault Burglar Prosf Linings, Burglar-Proof Vault Boors,

- Firo-Proof Vault Boors. —€>-

REGULAR $ AND I SPECIAL i SIZES $ IN * STOCK I AND $ TO I ORDER.*?

WE MAKE ONLY THE BEST IN MATERIAL AND WORKMANSHIP.

A Large Variety always in Stock at our Warerooms

2-4= ZFzkoiltt St. "\a7est, Toboitto7 Ountt.

G. F. BOSTWICK, Representative.

ROBT. BRAMMER

THE CLIPPER" SHINGLE MACHINE

Victoria Foundry, Orillia, Ont.
Manufacturer of Every Description of

IRON © AND o WOOD-WORKING © MACHINERY,
SAW, PLANING, SHINGLE AND SAWING MACHINES, ENGINES BCILERS. &x.

The special attention of lumbermen is directed to the accompanying illustration of

With all the Latest
lprovements, and undoubt-
dly the best machine in

the market.
PRICK LIST : Shingle Machine, $300.00 ; Drag: Saw. complete. $90.00 ; Jointer. $40 :

Knot Saw Machine, $2 7.

Longford Mills, Ont., Nov. 24th, iSSS.
Mr. Robert Brammer. Orillia.

Dear Sir:—The two Shingle Machines we got from you are diinggood work. They are the
best machines we have ever had anything to do with. They are both fast and do good work and
give every satisfaction. We have no hesitation in recommending your machines to any person in
want of a good shingle machine. Yours truly. The Longford Lumber Co.. Wm. Thomson. Pres.

Orilla, Dec. 4th, iSSS.
To Whom it may Concern :—This is to certify that I consider Mr. Brammer's make of Shingle

Machines has no superior. .1 have used the first one he made of the kind called the "Clipper."
and several more since. The firm of Heath, Tait & Turnbull, of Huntsville, recently sawed in
one day of eleven hours, one hundred and three and a half thousand with two of the machines, and
the average during the season has been over seventy-two thousand per day. A. Tait.

Orilla. Nov. 7th. iSSS.
To Whom it may Concern . —I purchased of R. Brammer his latest improved patent Clipper

Shingle Machine, and have great pleasure in bearing testimony to its vast capacity and durability;
and fhave no hesitation in stating that it is the best machine I have ever worked, or have ever
seen. Thos. B. Tait, Gravenhurst.
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~R EFRESENT ATI¥E (3 T .
UMBER FIRMS

TENNANT & CO.
Wholesale Dealers in

I
UMBER,
2 1MH & SHINGLES

Dressing and Better Pine.

Also Hemlock in all sir.es a Specialty.

NO. 3 DOCK, FOOT OF BATHURST ST TOZESOZLSTTO.

DONOGH & OLIVER,
Wholesale Dealers in

L
OFFICE :

Nos. 16 and 17 Imperial Bank Buildings,

Wellington Street East.

TORONTO, ONT

Thos. H. Wilt.mott. A. K. McIntosh.

willmott k Mcintosh.
Wholesale Dealers in

slumber!
*i\ ti? 10" *5W tlH- OH" li? ">i? tit- tt? 10- Wft? *>\?

44 <m<? 46 Front Street East,

TOZEBCOSTTO^ - - OZTSTT-i^ZKIO.
i| Lumber Shipped to all Parts by Rail or Vessel. %

Agents for the Celebrated

LUFKIN BOARD AND LOG RULE.

IS"

Prompt Delivery in all Cases.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

Christis, Kerr & Co.,
Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in

PINEi&lHARDWOOD ILUfflBER

Office: 9 Victoria Street,

TORONTO.
Lumber Shipped to all parts.

Manufacturers of and Wholesale Dealers in

WcGRANEY, McCOOL & WILSON, Sgott, Sgott & Co
Manufacturers and Wholesale dealers in all kinds of

PINE and HARDWOOD LUMBER
LATH -£L.2>TTD SHIITG-IjES.

Ship Plank, Decking and Long Bill Stuff, a Specialty.

Mills at Burlington, Bronte and Huntsville.

Head Office: 16 UNION BLOCK, corner Toronto and Adelaide Sts., Toronto
Branch Office: 208 Wellington Street, Ottawa.

TORONTO and OTTAWA,

^IXjXjS _£^T ^£EX302sTTE, SIMCOE CO.

Otfve: Union Loan Buildings, 28 <fc 30 Toronto St.,

* TORONTO. %

The Gutta Percha and Rubber Mfg. Company
OF* TOlONTO.

Offices
: 43 YONGE STREET, TORONTO. Fa^tortes r PARKDALe, GNT.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF "MONARCH," "RED STRIP," AWD "LION"' BRANDS OF—
) '***"* fc-iwi^ unnnuo UP

RUBBER BELTING
PARTICULAR ATTENTION GIVEN TO SPECI,VL BELTS FOR LUMBER Mil**

Our celebrated ''Maltese Cross » Rubber; "Baker Fabric" and Ajax Cotton
1 Giant and Light Linen. Fire Hose constantly in stock.

LUMBERMEN'S HEAVY RUBBER CLOTHING, OUR OWN MANUFACTUREAddress all Communications to

THE GUTTA PERCHA & RUBBER MFG. CO. OF TORONTO, 43 Yonge St.
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TO MILL OWNERS, MANUFACTURERS
AND ALL WHO ARE USING

I A A A A i

LEATHER* BELTING

THE LEADER 3 9

IS.

' VWWW V V V V VVWWVWWWU V V V V

IF ITQXJ WANT BELTING

Which will Run Straight on the Pulleys,
Which is Thoroughly Well Stretched,

Which will not Teat' at the'Lace Holes,
Which will give Complete Satisfaction,

SEND TO

P. E. Dixon &> Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

PATENT LAP-JOINT STAR RIVET

-i-LEATHER IBELTING*
jo King Street East, Toronto.

Sole Agents in Canada for the

CELEBRATED PHCENIX OIL
The Dnly Perfect Belt Dressing.

All our Belting is sold at the Canadian price list. Please compare be-

fore purchasing. Send for Discounts and our Pamphlet on Belting.

CROSS-CUT SA W,
Manufactured only by

ZEE. SZ^ITZErl Co. Li
ST. CATHARINES. ONTARIO.

be

be

o

- X

X g

The above Saws are made from the best Double Refined Silver Steel, warranted fout

gauges thinner on back than front, and the only Saws on the market that are a perfecr

taper from the front of the teeth to the back.

They are tempered by the Simonds Patent Process, insuring a perfect uniform temper
throughout the plate, and stand without a rival as the best, fastest and easiest-cutting Saw
known. For Sale by the Trade generally.

NOTICE TO SHIPPERS TO SOUTH AMERICA.

J). M. RENNIE,
Formerly of Toronto, Now in Buenos Ayres, South America.

Is prepared to accept Agencies for the Argentine Republic and Uruguay from the Manufacturers

and Shippers of Canada. Particulars as to Customs Tariff, Shipment of Samples,

etc., maybe obtained at the office of NICOL KINGSMILL, ESQ.,
Toronto, Consul for the Argentine Republic,

REFERENCE? BY PERMISSION. ^-SlfflftOri Jones Dominion Commissioner to the Argentine

Republic. St. John N.B. : N: K _ ill Consul to the Argentine Republic, Toronto ; W. B. Hamil-

ton (of \Y. B. Hamilton. Son & C0.1; Hon. Frank Smith (of Fiank Smith & Co.); W. R. Brock & Co.;

Wvld Grasett & Darling : Smith & Keighley ; Eby. Blain & Co.. Toronto ; Hon. James Turner (of

lames Turner & Co..; Lieut.-Col. J. M. Gibson. M.P.F. Hamilton ; Will. Darling & Co., Montreal.

CEMENT COMPANY
LIMITED. 1

MANUFACTURERS OF

THE VERDIC
Vwwww C^) '

f—
'' VWW

Eitgineei's and Sate Mill Owners, after using our Crown
Lubricants the whole season, is fitly expressed by one of

them as follows ;—

"Ifs worth its weight in Gold."

" We couldn't do without it."

b Hydraulic Gementj
PARTICULARLY adapted for Dams, Smoke Stacks, Foundations, Cul-

verts, Cisterns, Cellars, etc.

ENDORSED BY LEADING RAILWAYS AND CONTRACTORS.

For Building. Plastering, Gas Purifying, Paper Making, &c.

Gait-:- Machine* Knife* Works,

o

ill
HI KTfS

MACHINE KNIVES
y^mk OF EVERY DESCRIPTION FOR

'/' Planing, Moulding & Stave Cutting.

3S1TE FOE PBICE LIST.

PETER HAY, - - GALT, ONT.

ETffi

HAY

X IK NOTED SPECIALTIES.
J

. *

CROWN LUBRICANTS.
CRANK PIN LUBRICANTS.

RED GIANT CYLINDER OIL 'J'***4

IMPERIAL VALVE <UGHT>

Correspondence solicited. Shafting and Engine Cups supplied. We Manufacture

a full line of Oils for all purposes.

Ontario Oil Co.,
SOLE CONSIGNEES OF SOUTHWICK'S OILS,

7 CHURCH ST., TORONTO.
A. GOOEBY, Manager.
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the POLSON IRON WORKS CO.
(Successors to Wnt. Poison & Co., Toronto, and Thos. Worswick & Co., Guelph.)

Limited.

VVm. POLSON, President and General Manager. T. F. MACKLEM, Vice-President. F. B. POLSON, Secretary-Treasurer.

Brown ^AllanAutomatic Engines
Marine Engines

AND BOiLERS.

HOISTING* ENGINES*

AND BOILERS.

STATIONARY! VERTICAL

ENGINES.

BOILEES

Builders ok
STEAM

YACHTS
Launches

and Tugs.

GENERAL

MACHINERY
DEALERS.Of Every Description.

OFFICE AND WORKS: ESPLANADE STREET EAST, (FOOT OF SHERBOURNE STREET),

Toronto, Ontario,

DOMINION SAW WORKS !

JAS. ROBERTSON & CO. JAMES ROBERTSON
253 to 267 King Street West, Dalhousie and William Streets,

Toronto Ontario, Montreal,

r
Qno.

ANUFACTURERS OF ^jAWS
{

1 9

EVERY SAW FI LL) WARRANTED.
Prices on Application.

l^^ZZZ ^!1_J
Circular, Shingle, Gang, Cross Cut, Concave, Mulay, Drag, Grooving.

Thurber's Royal

ANTI-FRICTIONtBABBIMETAL.
Importers and Dealers in

Band Saws, Emery Wheels Saw Sets,

Saw Swages, Rubber Belting, Iron Pipe,

Saw Gummers, Leather Belting, Files, &c.
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MANUFACTURERS

PETER GERLACH & COMPANY
Alligator Chisel-Bit Saws,

THE CHAMPION STAVE. HEADING AND SHINGLE MACHINES,
— — !CE TOOLS AND MILL SUPPLIES.

OHIO.CLEVELAND,

Sherwood's Steely Harness.
ALL PI RPOSE ni^P v
iarness. w!k i§X A
Reduction in

tf/C'f\
^'-^

\ Prices. j? / ^^misM

Syracuse, N. Y Take the Agency.

Winter Sawing,

Ships' Decking, Etc.

Our TIMBER MILLS at Chalk River,

C.P.R.R., will commence Sawing

early in December.

BUILDING andDIMENSION TIMBER,
SHIP DECKING, RED PINE, CAR

LUMBER, FLOORING, Etc.,

In Large Stock at Pembroke Mills and Cut

to Order at Winter Mills.

Orders Solicited.

W. R. THISTLE & CO.,
PEMBROKE, ONT

FOR SALE.

FOR SALE.-One-Half or Two-Thirds Interest
in a SAW MILL. BRITISH COLUMBIA

to a party or parties willing to Purchase and to
Operate same, on shares, by the thousand, or
otherwise, as may be agreed upon. Good Har-
bour and Shipping Facilities.

Address S. W..
Office of Canada'Lumberman,

Peterborough.

CANADA PATENT FOR SALE.

No 30 065 Dated Oct 30th. 1B88-

SAW
MILL

DOG

Will pay 250 per cent. Is entirely
new. with no infringements. Sold
cheaper and js less complicated than
any other, either in the United States
or Canada. The principal feature of
this Dog is that by the motion of an
eccentric lever the log. or cant. Is

drawn up square against the stand-
ard. Working model can be seen at
Patent Office. Other patents are now-
pending. Will sell cheap. For fur-

ther particulars, address

J H MINER, Baton Rouge. La., U.S.A.

THE MONARCH BOILER

PATENTEO AND HERCULES ENGINE.

ROTWSAWMILLds
"

Guaranteed
to Saw Lumber

Perfectly Smooth and
^xj-r " T?Tr*>D in thickness.

^Portable from 6 to 70 horse power. S-jrpas?
portab e »tram po ver hrrttcfore produced for
•treneth, durability, compactness, and the easeW

'-fv
*"'ch th-y can be rroved.

*«t ? J'" ri|" power can be taken overtberouph-WWMi wlnto the forest, and Bet up as ea-iiy
•ri'i 'jalckly as an ordinary 20 h' rve t» w.-r port-
a <Je engine. Hn'\ 81 firm an a brick-wet stationary*\Qnt Engine* and boil. ' s of <-v< r y'v/i anddr-K-< jptwn. K^/'ury Saw Mills. Hhin-jJe and Lath
ivr'iirica, L-i-v Grind'?™, Planers, etc. Mil]
"miii' rv a ,-1 mirplies of i-vi-i v d< «eript :on.

t£jnjLi
Inatjred agairnt explosii by the

v .' .
"ir'-n'-i: <ic Inspection Co. of Cai.ada.writs for circulars*

A ROBB & SONS,
I

Amher ;t Foundry andAmhtr.t, NS.
, Mach ne work..

CtT<itl»,ME5 OVt» 40 »E*B».

MACHINERY FOR SALE
List of Miscellaneous Machines for sale by H.

W. PETRI E. Branford.

ONE Richmond Bran Duster.

PORTABLE Forges. Genuine Buffalo make.

ONE Eureka Smut Machine.

ONE Dederick Perpetual Bailing Press

.

ONE Steam Reck Drilling Machine.

ONE Clover Huller and Thresher.

ONE French Filtre Rapide.

ONE Soda Water Fountain.

ONE Wiard Sulkey Plow.

ONE Card Cutter.

POWER Meat Chopper, American make.
LOT of School Desks and Seat Castings

.

ONE Hundred Press Plates.

FIFTEEN" Knitting Machines.

OXK Leather Rolling Machine.

SET of Box Nailing Machines.

RUN of 40-inch Chop Stones.

ONE Corn Husker, Sells' make.
TWO Steam Jacketted Kettles.

TEN Thousand Rubber Grain Drill Tubes.
NEW Hand Corn Shellers, only $4.

ONE Cockle Seperator.

ONE Blanket Hemming Machine.
CENTRIFUGAL Pumps all Sizes,

ONE Snow Plow, weight 25 tons.

ONE Machine to make Wooden Bowls.
ONE Union Leather Splitter 45-inch knife.

ONE Shooting Gallery Tube.
ONE Clay Crusher. Gait make.
PAPER Bag Machine, New York make.
DIAMOND Mill Stone dresser.

STURTEVANT Pressure Fans, all sizes.

ONE Set of Biscuit Machines.
ONE Bark Mill.

FOUR Green Corn Cutting Machines.
ONE Large Iron Band Wheel.
ONE Self Binder, A. Harris, Son & Co. make.
T\\ O Conical Buhr Stone Mills.
ONE Wool Washing Machine, Gait make.
BOTTLING Table. Matthews make.
SE'I of Heavy Vault Doors.
ONE Cast Iron Kettle, small size.
NO. ; Rotary Pump, Waterous build.
41 Feet of 14-inch Leather Belt double.
NEW 50-inch Double Exhaust Fan. Sturtevant

make.
ONE Large Letter Press and several small

ones.
ONE Power Paint Mill.
ONE Hone Mill.
ONE Bobbin Winder. Georgetown make.
ONE Cider Mill and Press.
TWO Sets Cable Wheels and Wire Rope.
SE 1 of Flax Machines. Gait make.
( IN F. Silsby Steam Fire Engine.
ONE 1 Ton Weigh Scales, Wilson make.
ONE Hand Fire Engine.
ONE Sugar Can Mill. Cincinnati build.

TND fcr Descriptive Lict giving full parti

culars and mention wants, to H. W. PETKIE,
Brantford and Toronto.

GRATEFUL- COMFORTING.

EPPS'S COCOA.
BREAKFAST,.
theBy a thorough knowledge of the natural

laws which govern the operations of digestion
and nutrition, and by a careful application of the
fine properties of the well-selected Cocoa. Mr.
Epps has provided our breakfast tatJles with
a delicately flavoured beverage which may save
us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious
use of such articles of diet that a constitution may
be gradually built up until strong enough to resist
every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle
maladies are floating around us ready to attack
wherever there is a weak point. We may
escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves
well fortified with pure blood and a properly
nourished frame.''—" Civil Service Gazette."

Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
only in packets, by Grocers, labelled thus :

l \-. BPP8.A CO., Homoeopathic Chemists,
London, England.

THE IMPROVED

BOILER FEEDER,
With McAVITY'S Patent Improvement.

PATENTED APRIL 6th, 1336.

Automatic and positive in its action by moving a simple handle
or lever. No regulation of water or steam. Works at any pressure.
Lifts as well as a pump. No open overflow. A boy can start and
stop it as well as an engineer. Simple and effective. Suitable for
all kinds of boilers.

To start the Boiler Feeder.—1st Raise the handle or lever to open
overflow. 2nd. Open globe valve in steam pipe to give it «,ti-am.

:ird. When water flows through overflow, close the over-
ftanuiia flow Dy pressing down the lever, and the Boiler Feeder
is at work. Ask your dealer for it.

FOR SALE BY

T. McAvity & Sons, St. John, N. B.
;
Rice, Lewis & Sons, Toronto, Ont.

;
McKelvey k,

Birch, Kingston, Ont. ; S. Fisher, Montreal, Que. : W. L. Leonard & Co., Vancouver.

wanzer sensible SAD [RONS.
* COLD HANDLE

Simple and Strong - - Cheapest Iron in the

-ij Market I-
Send for Catalogue.

R. M. WANZER & CD.,
HAMILTON !

manufacturers ONTARIO.

THE RATHBUN COMPANY,
BESEROXTO, - - ONTARIO,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Doors, Sash, Blinds, Stairs
AND ALL KINDS OF WOODEN HOUSE FINISHING MATERIALS,

Cedar Oil for Purging Boilers.
correspondence solicited

[) MANUFACTURER OF

Leather Belting
X A AA A AAAAAA AA.AAA AAA ft A.AAA A_A AA AA AAAA ftAAAA ftAA ftAAAA A^.AAAJ&

I VISITATION STREET, I

jjvLDNTRE ILL, Q UEJ
Mill Owners will do well to write for estimates before placing their orders.

This 3Mew lnvL-^rRo^riECD

PEAVEY CANT

DOG,
THE LIGHTEST, STRONGEST AND MOST PRA

Send for Catalogue and Pr

LEWIS BROS. & CO.,

CTICAL CANT DOG MADE.
ice List O

AGENTS FOR CANADA.
MONTREAL. QUE
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Jiii 1 OciHO Your Gut
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BY USING IX YOUR MILL A

Gaskin Pat. Saw Bench ^Jointer.
PATENTED IN UNITED STATES AND CANADA, 1888.

TUIQ MflPHINF
saves 25 per cent - ot

I n 10 111HU II 1 1 1 L you r sa ws ; in creases

your cut, and effects a saving in the wear of

your machinery. It enables your saws to tarn
oat smoothes' and more even Lumber titan

when hand pled.

F YOU CARE TO KNOW
1
HOW IT WILL DO WHAT
IS CLAIMED FOR THIS

MACHINE, SEND TO US

FOR A FULL EXPLANA-

TORY CIRCULAR.

Robert Gaskin. Jr

THE FOLLOWING TESTIMONIALS SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES:
Marble Cove, Portland, N. B., iSth Aug.. 1S8S.

Dear Sir,—Having given your " Gan.5 Saw Jointer " a fair trial, I am now sitisHii tint it w'.U d) all you claim for it. It has certainly increased
the quantity sawn by my gang per day
it. The machine is very simple in com

ix tho isan 1. and will increase it still furthsr when the fiber is more accustomed to the machine,
and the principle so easily understood that no mill owner need hesitate about putting it in his mill.

Yours, truly, W. H. MURRAY.
T Whom ii may Concern .-—This may certify that we have used one of Gaskin's Saw Jointers in our mills for some months past, and find it of

great advantage in the preparation of our Gang Saws for doing good work. The principle of straining the saw as it is in the gate, while under prepara-
tion, we deem an important and correct one. ana most cheerfully recommend " The Gaskin Saw Jointer" to mill owners.

St. John. N.B.. April 16th. iSSS. ANDRE CUSHING & CO.

Robert Gaskin, Esq. Union Point Mill, Fairville, St. John Co., April 16th, 1888.

Dear Sir.—The Saw Jointer you placed in our mill has exceeded our expectations'. We can confidently recommend it as doing all you claim for
As the saws are keyed to the same teusion in the Jointer as in the saw gate it makes them perfect, both as to straight face and uniform overhang.

Respectfully, yours, WM. L. WARING, Supt.

T, McAVITY& SONS.
MANUFACTURERS
UNDER ROYALTY. ST. JOHN.N.B.

Tally Books
NO MANUFACTURER OF OR DEALER

IN HARDWOOD LUMBER CAN DO

WITHOUT THEM

BECAUSE '
THEY C0NTAIN ORIGINAL INSPECTION, SHIPPING

— - INSTRUCTION, ROUTE, ETC., BY WHOM INSPECTED,

GRADES. TOTAL FEET OF EACH GRADE, TOTAL NUMBER OF FEET OF

THE WHOLE, AND TOTAL MONEY PAID. : : : : : : : :

Also

.
" J^eady (Jaleulator /

PUBLISHED BY

A. A. BROWN, 62 and 64 Longworth St., Cincinnati, Ohio, U.S.

TRICE, jO CENTS EACH; $4.30 PEE DOZEN.

Sl'OON ER»S ^GOPPERINE.

A NON-FIBROUS ANTI-FRICTION BOX METAL for Machinery Journal Bearings.
;

** Guaranteed Copper-Mixed, and to do work that no other metal can. Hardware
Stores all keep it : if not order direct.

ALOXZO W. SPOOXEE, Patentee and Manufacturer, POET HOPE, ONT.

GEO. BISHOP ENGRAVING .

.... AND PRINTING f,0.
LIMITED.

On Steel, Copper, Stone and Wood.

LITHOGRAPHING,
PLATE PRINTING,

BOOK and JOB PRINTING

PHOTO-ENGRAVING,
BOOK-BINDING,

ELECTROTYPING.
Illustrated Catalogues and Kepoi-ts a

Specialty.

Estimates Furnished.

169 St. James Street, Mnotreal.

gckardt, Kyle&Co-

Importers and

Wholesale Grocers.

We beg to call the attention of buyers

to our complete stock of

TEAS, SUGARS, SYRUPS,

TOBACCOS, ETC.

INSPECTION INVITED

WW

No. 3, FRONT STREET EAST,

TDRQNTQ.

Established IS71.

J. W. LANG & CO.

Wholesale Grocers & Importers,

33, Front St. East, Toronto.

We shall be pleased to have you write to ns

for samples and prices of

TEAS, TOBACCOS, SUGARS,
SYRUPS, RICE, Etc.

We can and will cut pricesfine to large buyers.

We have a

GOOD, SOUND, FINE FLAVOURED TEA
at 12^2 cents.

Writefor sample chest. Address,

J. ^T. IL.^LTG- <Sz CO.,
TOEONTO.

THIS YEAR'S

MYRTLE
CUT and PLUG

SMOKING TOBACCO
FINER THAN EVER.

See

T & B
ON EACH PLUG AND PACKAGE.
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Advertising Rates Furnished on Application.

We very much regret that through being unable to

secure from the manufacturers in time for this issue a

sufficient quantity of the special size and style of paper

on which The Lumberman is printed that the present

edition is much smaller than was intended. As a re-

sult we have been compelled to hold over several pages

of important matter, consisting of contributed articles,

editorial news, an exhaustive report touching upon the

stumpage question of the province of New Brunswick,

statistics of the lumber shipments of Nova Scotia and

New Brunswick etc., etc. We trust our readers will

accept our apology for the non-appearance in our

columns this month of these important matters, and in

return for the indulgence asked we shall endeavor to

make up for the omission in our next issue.

In many parts of Ontario the scarcity of snow had

caused much inconvenience and in some cases a serious

check had been put upon lumber operations. It looks as

if there would be a short cut. and even that many of

the logs that had been prepared could not be got to

their destination so that some of the mills were threat-

ened with a short supply. The recent falls of snow

have, however, altered the aspect of affairs ; in most

districts we learn that they have now all they want and

are no longer experiencing any difficulty. This being

the case there is every probability of the output being

up to the average, and indeed in some cases the oper-

ations that are being conducted are on an unusually

extensive scale.

The determination that the Canadian authorities

have formed not to apply the increased scale of export

duties to logs that had been already cut before the an-

nouncement of the increase, but to exact only the old

rate, will not be considered unreasonable. In these

cases of international transactions it is well to avoid

even an appearance of harshness and unfairness and to

act in a liberal spirit. Ofcourse they had notice before-

hand of the possibility of an increase being made, for

they would not have made the investment without

acquainting themselves with our laws, but there would

have been grumbling for which there now will be no

excuse. It would be well for our lumbermen if some of

our Provincial Governments were as considerate of

thr-ir own people. The Quebec Administration is mak-
ing a boast over increased receipts from the forests

when they are due to a rising of the dues allowable

by the law, but very far from fair in view of investments

that had been made on the faith of a continuance of the

existing practice.

UNITED States Consul Hotchkiss has prepared a

report for the United States Secretary of State regard-

ing the question of the recent increase in the export

duty on log,. His report, the figures of which were

obtained from the trade and navigation returns, shows

that the value of American logs brought into Canada
from 1880 to 1888 inclusive was $4,319,850, representing

;./5//,ooo feet. The Canadian logs taken into the

United States from Canadian limits during the same

period reached 19,932,000 feet, valued at $156,741.

The American pine logs imported into Canada with the

existence of an export duty of $3 per thousand feet like

that of the Dominion would have added $1,648,797 to

the United States treasury. For the same period the

export duty collected by Canada would have reached

$59)79°- The major portion of the American logs

which reached Canada were felled in Wisconsin and

Minnesota. Duty being free they were raised or trans-

ported to mills in the Rainy river country in the pro-

vince of Ontario. Large quantities of the cut were

shipped to Winnipeg during the .boom.

The public accounts for Canada for the fiscal

year ending June 30th, have been issued. The

total ordinary revenue for the year amounted to

$35,908,463, and expenditure to $36,718,494 leaving

a deficit of $810,031. The total revenue of the

year was the largest on record, exceeding that of

1887 by $154,000, and that of 1883 by $114,000. while

compared with 1878, it shows an increase of $13,000,-

000. Dominion lands returned $217,083 during the

year, an increase of $25,000, while interest on invest-

ments gave $932,025, or a decrease of $58,000. From

the Post Office service the receipts reached $2,379,241,

a gain of $360,000 over 1 887, or more than half the en-

tire receipts at Confederation when they reached

$525,700. The total earnings of the Intercolonial

Railway in 1887-88 amounted to $2,912,783, and the

working expenses reached $3,276,441, leaving a de-

ficit of $363,043, compared with a deficit of $232,105

"in the preceding year. The Prince Edward Island

Railw ay earned $158,363, and the cost of operation was

$229,639, a deficit of $71,275, against a deficit of $48,934

in 1887. The Customs revenue was $22,105,926.

Excise returned $6,071,486, or about $1,200,000 more

than last year.

A DISPATCH from Washington under date of Janu-

ary 17th, says that Mr. Farquhar, of New York, has

introduced into Congress a bill that may to some extent

prevent the importation of Canadian timber if it be-

comes law. It is evidently aimed at the Joggins rafts

in particular, but its effect is likely to be a little more
far-reaching. The bill provides that after the passage

of the Act no raft of large logs or lumber shall be

brought into or taken out of any harbor, port, or place

in the United States on the Atlantic, Pacific or Gulf

coasts, nor shall any raft of logs or timber that may be

brought into and upon any of the great lakes from any

river, stream, port or place in the Dominion of Canada,

or any . other foreign port, be towed, navigated, or in

any manner propelled in or upon any of the great lakes

or navigable streams connecting the same within the

jurisdiction of the United States." The penalty fixed is

the forfeiture of the timber or logs contained in the

raft. The bill referred to, if passed, will in no wise cause

any dissatisfaction in this country. In fact so far as we
can see the objects of the bill is in furtherance of the

move already taken by the Dominion Government in

increasing the export duty on logs. As far as we are

aware Canadian lumbermen have looked upon the

carrying of Canadian logs across the lines in rafts as

they do the cutting of Canadian timber and floating it

to American ports in the usual way. There is prac-

tically no difference except in the mode of transit. We
have only to reiterate the off-repeated statement that

Canadians desire to see our timber manufactured at

home and not in a foreign country, and any move by

Congress in furtherance of this object w ill be looked

upon with favor, not only by the Dominion Govern-

ment, but by the great majority of our own people.

The petitions to Congress from some of the lumber-

men of the northern States, asking or retaliation for

the increased export duty on logs, contains much that

is suggestive. According to their own showing there

is such a failure of their own forests that it is absolutely

necessary for them to hav e recourse to ours to obtain

the raw material for their mills. If this is even approx-

imately near the truth the necessity for the increased

export duty is established, for without it there would

be such a rush for our saw logs that it is our own mills

that would soon be without raw material. Of course

their suggestions of its being proposed absolutely to

prohibit the export of saw logs is unfounded, and in-

deed such a step would not seem to be necessary, as

from the bitterness of their complaints they evidently

regard the new duty as sufficient to frustrate their de-

signs. That they had already made large investments

in Ontario limits has been denied, but even if it had not

been incontestable it is now plainly avowed. The cool-

ness with which they claim the right to strip our forest

is amusing, as if Canadian lumbermen thus to be de-

prived were quite unworthy of consideration. If our

neighbors want our forest the least they can do is to

set up their mills here and put themselves in the same

position as our people. Their threats of retaliation are

loud, but before they can be carried out there are other

people to be consulted.

v
SPLINTERS

The Wood Pulp News is the name of a small weekly

paper just started in New York. As its name implies

it is devoted to paper making fibre interests. The

industry is growing and the new paper will doubtless

grow and prosper w ith it.

* *
*

We are in receipt of a useful little hand book, issued

by Mr. H. R. Hardy, of the Crown Lands Department,

Toronto, giving the Land, Lumber and Mining Regul-

ations of Ontario with Notes. Anyone seeking infor-

mation on any of these subjects can find it on a glance

at its pages.

*

The opinion seems to be freely expressed that in the

event of Congress refusing to add an additional duty

on Canadian lumber that Americans owning limits on

the north shore of the Georgian Bay in Ontario will

likely be induced to erect mills at the south shore ports,

provided the G.T.R. would give satisfactory rates.

The cost of towing logs would be about equivalent to

the cost of shipping lumber down.

The Monetary Times commends to the sawmill

owners who are w restling with the sawdust problem the

action of Maine millmen, who ship large quantities of

that material for use instead of sand in njoi'tar, as well

as for the making ofmoulding and cornice work. Ifsome

enterprising Canadian would enter into the business of

the economic disposition of the sawdust that accumu-

lates around the mills of that province he would reap a

fortune as well as nsure the blessing of all concerned

in the fisheries.
* *

*

Particular attention is directed to the different

spaces in this issue of The Lumberman occupied by

Messrs. T. McAvity & Sons, of St. John, N.B. This

firm have for many years had a wide reputation

among the lumber trade for the many specialities

manufactured by them, and their standing for fair and

liberal dealing is too well known to need comment here

They call particular attention this month to the Orono

Cant Dogs, lumber driver's Boot Calks, an improved

Boiler Feeder, and the Gaskin patent Saw Bench and

Jointer.
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A Michigan lumberman is credited with saying

that the action of the Dominion government on the

export duty question would tend to increase stumpage

on the American side. Mill men short of timber and

having extensive plants on their hands would be forced

to pay more for timber when deprived of Canada as a

source of supply, and the stumpage owner would not

be compelled to lie awake nights to size up the

situation. He regarded the increase of duty on logs in

the rough as a retaliatory act, but inasmuch as the

American people had declared for a high protective

tariff, it was but natural that the Canadians should

protect their own pine trees with both hands and feet if

necessary. And they seem inclined to.

* *
*

"The question arises. If Canada does not want

America to have Canadian logs except at an excessive

export duty, why should America want Canadian lum-

ber at an import duty that will bring it in direct com-

petition with the American product ? America is in

great shape to supply all the lumber she needs."

—

N. W. Lumberman. Our contemporary should be

aware by this time that the policy of the Dominion

ijovernment is not to encourage American enterprise,

but to foster the industries of our own country. We
have the advantage in this country over the Americans

in the way of timber, and we want to make the most

out of our opportunities. To do this our timber has to

be manufactured at home, and, our contemporary's

assertion to the contrary notwithstanding, we feel satis-

fied that the demand for the United States will not only

continue but increase every year. Being in such a

happy state of mind Canadian lumbermen can afford to

rest their souls in patience.

THE FUTURE OF THE TRADE.

Those who are not content to take things as they

find them at the moment, but like to look forward in

order to influence the course of events if possible, or at

least to be prepared for them, often give serious thought

to the future of the lumber trade in this country.

Evidently the present style of operating cannot con-

tinue indefinitely in the older Provinces. The capabil-

ity of our forests to stand the drain now going on can-

not last for ever and in the absence of authoritative

information some men are inclined to place the ex-

haustion they foretell at a very early date. In Ontario

the lumbermen are now seeking their timber further

back till it is difficult to get the logs to the mills the

same season. The limits yet to be put on the market

are inconsiderable by comparison, and upon those

already in private hands great inroads have been made
in most cases. In the province of Quebec the situation

is very similar, and the same may be said of the Mari-

time Provinces which at all events show no such heavy

output of pine. In Manitoba and the Territories the

forests have never been more than sufficient for local re-

quirements and cannot last very long. It is very differ-

ent when we cross the Rockies foi the forests of British

Columbia are so extensive and heavily timbered that in

ordinary parlance they may well be called inex-

haustible.

With the forests of old Canada being thus rapidly

depleted it is very natural that some persons, and lum-

bermen among them, should be impressed with the

wisdom of a Conservative policy for the future. There
is not only the question of a future scarcity of lumber in

this country, a fear that has not much restraining in-

fluence upon the present generation, but as the timber

grows scarcer it becomes more valuable, and this' rising

<>: values will go on with continually accelerated speed.

Evidently then it will be well for those possessing pro-

perty of this kind to refrain from forcing their

lumber into the market obtaining only a bare pro-

fit, as has sometimes been the case. Those who can
afford to hold back will probably realize more by so

doing whether they dispose of the limit or the lumber.

The great objection to thus holding the forests is the

ris'c of fire, and in some cases where the danger is very

;/reat and is increasing this motive will undoubtedly

force an early cut. In other cases the prospective in-

crease of value should want a greater expenditure on

protection against fire.

It must be taken into consideration in estimating the

duration of our forests that our neighbors, at least

in the northern States, have been going ahead even

more rapidly than ourselves in forest depletion. In a

recent petition to Congress the Michigan and Wiscon-

sin mill owners speak plainly of no longer having logs

to supply their mills. Even without this confession the

fact however would be obvious from the extensive pur-

chases that they have been making of Ontario limits,

the great preparations they were making for transport-

ing logs, and their intense disgust at having their plans

frustrated by the recent increase of the export duty.

This brings us to the consideration of the markets

for lumber in the future. The mill owners of the northern

States are making strenuous efforts to induce the

Washington authorities to "retaliate" for the increased

Canadian export duty of logs by raising the import duty

on lumber. If, however, half they say is true about

their being driven by scarcity to obtain our logs, there

seems little likelihood that the United States con-

sumers would long submit to duties which in that case

they would have to pay. Even if the duty were

increased there would soon be an overwhelming agit-

ation for the reduction again. But even if the higher

duty were maintained it would not be so formidable as

it would have been a few years ago. Other markets

are increasing in importance. Fresh efforts are being

made to extend some of these such as the West Indies

and South America. When we see that these are being

largely supplied by the United State there is room for

a shrewd suspicion if not a certainty that the lumber

really comes from Canadian forests, and that we might

as well supply these customers directly instead of

through a middleman. Another feature of this trade

is that the demand is chiefly for a more highly finished

article than mere rough lumber, and the further profit

of the additional manufacturing would be secured. Then

again the home market is assuming a greater relative

importance. As the country progresses the local de-

mand steadly increases. Already some of our lumber-

men are availing themselves of this increased home
consumption and are selling in this country as much of

their cut as possible. Even one firm which exports

largely, having its mill in an old settled agricultural

district, has a yearly sale of all its culls and inferior lum-

ber which sells at very satisfactory prices to the

neighboring farmers and to small jobbers. Thus the

cost of carrying an inferior article long distances is

avoided, and the superior grades being so closely

selected bring an exceptionally good price with rapid

sale. In other mills or subsidiary factories the rough

lumber is being more highly manufactured, and every-

thing that can be used is turned to some account in

both these ways adding greatly to the profits from a

given number of logs. One firm especially have little

or no mill waste, everything, even to the sawdust, being

utilized and much of the cut being used as raw material

for further manufacture.

Another feature of the trade of the future is the

greater attention that is being paid now, and will be

even more in coming years? to other kinds of timber

as pine forests diminish. We have many excellent

woods in larger quantity that may well be used for

many purposes to save our pine, besides other uses for

which they are specially adapted.

There can be little doubt that in the trade of the

future there will not be the same haste as in the past

to cut down a pine tree, saw it into lumber and rush it

off to a foreign market thus to be sold for little more

than the wages expended in the production^- Greater

caution in cutting, more regard for conserving the

forests, a search for the most remunerative markets,

closer ulitization of the raw material, and manufacture

carried to a more advanced stage, will be more and

more the order of the day.

THE EUROPEAN TIMBER SUPPLY.

The Timber Trades Jourjtal under date, December
29th, last, says :

" As this is the last opportunity we
shall have of noticing the distribution of our timber im-

ports this year, it may be well to point out the contrasts

they furnish and the peculiarities by which they are

distinguished, as these form a sort of index to the direc-

tion the trade is likely to take when the new season

commences. London, which for awhile appeared disin-

clined to be convinced that trade was really improving,

and imported during the first half of the year with a

sparing hand, seemed all at once to rouse itself to the

occasion and to enter the arena of competition for the

stock of timber goods abroad like a giant refreshed

with wine, and of the excess of importation this year

over the last (exceeding 500,000 loads) London has

absorbed since June 193,649 loads, c nearly two-fifths

of the whole surplus throughout the three kingdoms.

Liverpool which has been doing a good trade, and im-

porting freely all the season, is 77,000 loads in excess;

Hull, also great in capital and enterprise, and pushing

its trade in all directions, is but 18,000 loads over its

last year's figures to 30th November ; and Cardiff, also

doing an immense business in coal, metals, and timber,

has a surplus import of the latter represented by about

66,500 loads ; while Newcastle, the most ancient and
celebrated of all our coal and shipbuilding ports, one of

the first to feel the benefit of the revival of shipbuilding,
and now in full trade, has not ventured any greater
depth into the wave of timber importation than an extra

sale of about 2,000 loads would equalise.

Thus the port of London has imported more largely

in excess, after being almost regarded as out of the
running, than the four next great centres of trade on
the English coast, east and west, by no less than 8o,coo
loads.

We must not, however, overlook the spirited efforts

of Grimsby and Hartlepool to push themselves into the
front rank of our timber emporiums, each of them hav-
ing imported about 65,000 loads more than they did to

same date last year, with no small quantity yet under
charter to these ports and some of the ships overdue.
With regard to the London market it is difficult to

say what has been fairly imported and what has come
forward for sale to take the chance of the saleroom. It

does not follow that ships consigned to our leading
brokers contain cargoes ordered by them. Their
business is to accept consignments of timber ships and
to do the best they can for the shippers according to

instructions, whether it be to hold the goods for a raise

or throw them on the market at once for what they will

fetch, and where the option is left to their own dis-

cretion they may be relied on to keep the shippers
interest in view, which is, in fact, coincident with their

own.
It may even happen that they have been consulted

as to the cargo to be shipped beforehand, and they
have advised a postponement of the shipment. Never-
theless they deal with it, if consigned to them, just the
same, though not by any means responsible for its

coming forward. But in comparatively small pro-

vincial centres of the trade this system is not likely to

be adopted to any considerable extent, and we may,
therefore, from the figures before us, set down the strik-

ing enlargement of our importation to an equally ex-

panding demand, or to the belief of the importers of

these excesses that such a demand is impending.
It is remarkable too that in the excess of importation

of timber goods London and Liverpool have absorbed
more than all the other ports of England, Scotland,

and Ireland together, or as thus :

—

Excess of London over last year. . . . 193,649 Ids.

Ditto Liverpool 77,004
"

270,653
"

which being deducted from the difference on the whole
excess up to the end of November leaves 202,565 loads

for the excess in all the other ports of the three king-

doms.
The Scotch ports also show for the most part a con-

siderable increase up to date on what they did last year,

and Leith appears equally remarkable for what it did

in this way. In October she had imported 7 1,530 loads,

to which if we add what has come forward since, viz :

11,809, we have to credit that great fishing town with

83,339 loads, against 71,230 loads at a corresponding
date last year, We are sorry to see that the two great

Irish ports, Dublin and Belfast, are both behind their

last year's importation, though the last named still

keeps the lead of the metropolitan city in its timber
supply.

We took occasion in the summer to congratulate the

trade in Ireland on its evident and general revival, and
we are glad to see that, with the two rather remarkable
exceptions mentioned, the other chief centres of im-

portation, Cork, Derry, Sligo, Calway, Limerick, and
Waterford, are all doing a larger business than they did

in 1887. So that in fact, if no untoward event inter-

rupts the course of trade, no political or financial crisis,

we may look forward to a steady recovery of all the

ocean trade we lost between the years 1S84 and 1886,

and a time when every man w ho devotes himself stead-

ily to the pursuit he follows may look for a good return

for the diligence he bestows on it, and especially the

timber trade, which is full of hope engendered by its

present surroundings.
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NOTES FROM THE NORTH.
[From our Own Correspondent.]

MIDLAND.

The mill commonly known as Cooks, but which for the

last two years has been owned and run by Messrs. Miscamp-

bell & Dickinson, again did good work during the season of

1S88,having turned out, as usual in good shape, eleven million

feet. They are in a heavy contract to cut for the Emery
Lumber Co'y, of Saginaw for some years, and with some few

alterations they purpose making in the mill this winter, antici-

pate cutting at least fifteen millions in 1889.

The logs of the Emery Lumber Co., are taken out on the

Wahnipatae river, and are towed from French river to Mid-

land. Their log crop from this point this winter will foot up

some seventeen millions.

The Ontario Lumber Co. 's mill here cut about three and

a half millions during 1888, but were sadly hindered by the

frequent disasters to rafts on the Bay. They purpose getting

through with some six millions this coming season.

Messrs. Peters & Cain have again to shake themselves by

the hand after another successful season. This is a live con-

cern—all workers—and their little mill pushed through the

season without a day's stop. Their logs are obtained princi-

pally from the Parr)- Sound district and looks a really nice

stock. It is their intention to stretch things a little and put

up for 1889 between four and five millions. They are happy

in the possession of such an able and experienced a manager

for their mill as Mr. William McCIuichy.

Chew Bros, had a successful season and cut about three

millions including half a million hardwood. They expect to

cut the coming season about four millions with the same pro-

portion of hardwood. They are at present moving their mill

to the site formerly held by Tait & Wylie here and whose mill

was burned down. This change will add greatly to their room

and it is to behoped correspondingly to their wealth. They
are hard working and deserving men.

PENETANGUISHEN E.

Messrs. C. Beck & Co., had a good season and man-

ipulated some ten million feet at their two mills. They will

put up at least twelve millions this coming season. The logs

are brought chiefly from Strawauaga and French rivers. I

understand that they have a contract extending over some

years to cut for Smith & Co., Tonawanda, and with such

machinery as has been put in their two mills at an immense

cost they cannot fail to do good work.

Mr. D. Davidson, who is possessed of fully as much
decency as push, put together last year about three million feet,

one-third of which was hardwood. He makes a specialty of

red oak, and prides himself on his good sidings, for which he

always obtains the highest price. He expects to cut about

three millions this season. C. McGibbon, like his neighbor,

has a slight "penchant" for hardwoods, and cuts about the

same proportion out of his stock. He put together last year

in good style between two and a half and three millions and
will cut about the same this season.

STURGEON BAY.

In this hamlet we find the well-appointed circular mills

owned by James Playfair & Co. Last year proved a good

season for them, and they turned out without a hitch some
four and a-half millions. Their limits are very handy to the

mill, and at the present time they are rushing in the logs with

the intention of cutting at least five millions this season. The
mill is expected to start about February 15th, and for a send

off will cut some (2oo,oo<)) two hundred thousand feet of tim-

ber intended for the addition which is to be immediately made
to the G. T. k. elevator at Midland. (The Georgian Bay

Lumber Co., will furnish the remainder of the material for

thi.-. work.) The shingle mill will be again stocked to her

fullest capacity. In visiting this mill one is struck with the

"pull together" feeling which seems to pervade the place, and

Mr. Playfair must make a success of his business when he is

so fortunate as to have the assistance of such men as Mr. F,

M';Nabb for the mill, Mr. Henry Shields for the bush, and

Mr. Fred Cameron in the yard.

FRENCH RIVER.

Considering the late start the mill had, the Ontario Lum-
ber Co. did a good year's business. Their total cut was

about two millions, and they arc to be congratulated on hav-

ing shown a vast improvement in manufacture on previous

years. Messrs J. Shaw, of Forest, and Simon Fraser, of

Amherstl/urg, purchased from the Company in the neighbor-

hood of seven million feet, which was cut and put up under

the supervision of their agent, Mr. Frank R. Weston. The
Ia*t two millions of their purchase was taken from logs cut in

the Oommanda district, and the sidings from those would

gladden the heart of any lumberman to look at. This branch

</ the Ontario I^umljer Co. 'a business has been carefully hand-

led by Mr. C. W. Pitt, and the mill has for its foreman the

worthy old stayer Mr. William Thompson, It is the inten-

tion to make material changes in the mill for the coming sea-

son, and which alteration will be pushed forward after the 1st

February. The cut for 1889 will reach ten million. During

the past year the Company shipped by vessel a little over a

eleven million feet.

PERSONAL.
Mr. Little, manager of the Ross- McLaren Lumber Co.,

has left Ottawa for British Columbia. This Company expect

to cut 80,000,000 feet of lumber next season in the Pacific-

province,

From the municipal election returns for the Province of

Ontario recently published, we recognize the names of a num-

ber of well-known lumbermen who have been elected to re-

present the interests of their respective municipalities. There

are no doubt omissions in our list, as it would be next to

impossible to make it complete from memory. Among the

mayors we find Messrs. Isaac Cockburn, Gravenhurst, and

Mr. Graham, of the firm of Graham, Home & Co., Port

Arthur. Reeves: Messrs. A. McAuslan, Gait; Chas. McGib-

bon, Penetanguishene ; R. Truax, Walkerton, and J. Lennox,

Parkdale. Aldermen : Messrs. Robt. Cruickshank and Thos.

Patterson, Hamilton ; William Hepburn, Stratford. Coun-

cillors : Messrs. D. Vansickle, Geo. Ball and August Hertel,

Barrie ; Luther Cheyne, Brampton ; Thos. Basset and John

Chamberlain, Collingwood ; G. Kress, Durham ; H. J. Hurl-

burt, Mitchell ; George Hughes and John Cringle, Mount

Forest ; W. Joy, Napanee ; C. Beck, Penetanguishene ; Dun-

can Fisher, Paisley; Wm. McDonald, Lucknow ; Wm. Lucas,

Markdale
; J. Anient, Brussels ; Thos. D. Duncombe, Water-

ford ; A. A. Morden, Wellington ; Arthur Jones, Wiarton ; R.

Beckett, Smith's Falls ; Robert Smith, Tilsonburg ; L. Pea-

cock and John A. Bain, Woodstock ; S. Gillies, Ailsa Craig ;

Abner Nichols, Carleton Place ; Jos. Davenport, Midland ;

J. D. Baptie, Peterborough ; Geo. Augustine, Port Colborne.

AMERICAN NOTES.
—The official figures of the input of lumber at Tona-

wanda, N.Y., have been compiled by United States

Collector, T. H. Chapman, and show an increase of

52,000,000 feet over the business of last year. The
receipts by lake were 569,522,850 feet, and by rail

15,000,000, giving a total of 584,000,000 feet, against

532,000,000 in 1887.

—Of the 2,020,000,000 feet of lumber received in

Chicago during the past year it appears that 1,136,324,-

000 feet, of 56V per cent, of the whole amount, went

into local consumption.

—The output of the saw mills at Muskegon amount-

ed to only 550,000,000 feet the past season despite the

fact that the season was an exceptionally long one.

The cut in 1884 was about 700,000,000 feet. The cut

of logs this winter wil be about 100,000,000 less than it

was last.

— P. W. Scribner, Tonawanda N.Y., lately opened a

bonded yard, in which he will keep 2,000,000 feet of

Canadian lumber.

— It is estimated that about 700,000,000 feet of logs

were gotten out in the Puget Sound district, W. T.

last year.

—Alpena shipped this season 212,425,000 feet of lum-

ber
; 12,102,000 shingles ; 6,557,000 lath ; 382,000

cedar posts
; 218,900 railway ties

; 775 cords of cedar

and 220 cords of match timber.

—During 1888 the Alpena mills produced about

200,000,000 feet of lumber, against 202,000,000 the pre-

ceding year. There was also produced 43,348,000 lath,

and 33,960,000 shingles. The concerns are carrying

over about 30,000,000 feet of lumber, and there is about

100,000,000 feet of old logs in the river, mostly all in

boom limits.

—The water shipments of lumber from Muskegon,

Mich., for 1888, are given as follows : April, 34,946,-

000 feet ; May, 72,299,000; June, 64,222,000; July,

50,480,000 ;
August 63,616,000 ;

September, 66,493,000:

October, 69,022,000 ;
November, 59,716,000 ;

total,

480,794,000 teet. The total water shipments of shingles

for the same period were 169,113,000.

—An Ohio stave manufacturer says :
" All the

staves used in this country are made in Indiana,

Michigan, Northwestern Ohio and Canada. Indiana

turns out about 75,000,000, Michigan 600,000,000,

Canada 200,000,000, and Northwestern Ohio makes a

big third of all the staves used in the United States.

In Northwestern Ohio there are more staves made to-

day than ever before, and I believe the business has

doubled within the past ten years, and we look for a

greater increase in the years to come."

—During 1887 37,507,579 feet of lumber, valued at

$501,244, was shipped from Puget Sound, W.T., ports

to Australia, Melbourne taking 26,623,449 feet. The
Hawaiian Islands took 13,697,096 feet, Chili 11,617,797,

and Peru, China, the Argentine Confederation, Mexico,

Brazil, Uruguay and the Samoa Islands a total of 8,870,-

911, making the aggregate exports 71,693,383 feet.

The total shipments from Puget Sound ports for the

first six months of 1888 were as follows : January,

30,644,000 feet
;
February, 27,480,937 ; March, 27,293,-

334 ;
April, 23,028,991 ;

May, 38,252,816 ; June, 27,-

221,090; total, 173,921,168; feet, valued at $2,273,612.

The foreign shipments show an increase over the same
period of 1887, especially in valuation, the total being

55,007,089, feet, valued at $705,583. Of this amount

38,575,733 feet, valued at $504,651, went to Australia,

Melbourne taking 24,055,761 feet, valued at $314,225.

Theforeign shipments for thefirst half of 1888 were as fol-

lows, by months : January, 8,108,359 feet ; February,

11,188,588; March, 3,879,862 ; April, 9,014,589 ;
May,

12,824,767 ; June, 9,991,015.

—On the basis of the whole railroad system of the country

aggregating 160,000 miles, the total annual consumption of

ties, taking into consideration the average life and destruction,

is estimated at about 422,000,000, equivalent to 3,200,000,000

feet of lumber.

—The mill docks of the Saginaw river hold 356,865,000

feet of lumber. It compares favorably with a year ago, at

which time there was on dock 339,565,951 feet. The quan-

tity unsold this season is estimated at 298,975,000 feet, and the

quantity on dock sold at 57,890,000 feet, against 64,230,195

feet a year ago. The rail shipments from the valley for 1888

amounted to 320,000,000 feet, against 261,500,000 for the

preceding year.

—Messrs. Flatt, Bradley & Co., of East Saginaw, Mich.,

and Hamilton, Ont., report that the outlook for the coming

year is considered exceptionally favorable. At vessel points

in Michigan staves have brought prices as follows : Canada

pipe, $180 a gross; white oak, West India, $50; barrel

staves, $35 ; oak timber, 25 cents a cubic foot. Flatt, Brad-

ley & Co., have handled during the season 150,000 cubic feet

of oak timber; 25,511 Canada pipe staves and 11,944 barrel

staves.

Cutting an Oak 1 ,000 Years Old.

The old oak in Woodbridgetown, Conn., remarkable

for its huge dimensions, was felled to the ground the

other day, after five hours of chopping by four men.

The trunk was 27 feet 6 inches in diameter, and con-

tained over. 1,100 layers or rings, showing that it was

above a thousand years old. The tree was said to be

the largest in New England. So grand and beautiful

was it that R. R. Wiseman, of New Haven, made an

etching of it some time ago, copies of which are now in

o-reat demand. In October, 1882, the Quinnipiac Oak

Tree Association held a celebration around the old tree,

about one thousand people being present. The oak

was decorated with hundreds of large American flags,

and speeches commemorative of the occasion were

made.

CASUALTIES.

Alfred Falardeau, in the employ of the Georgian Bay Lum-

ber Co., of Waubaushine, Ont., while crossing Matchedash

Bay some days ago broke through the ice and was drowned.

A young man named W. J.
Borer,was nearly cut in two by a

saw and instantly killed recently while at work in his father's

saw mill near Dundas, Ont.

lames McKenzie, employed in Lewis' mill, near Essex

Centre, Ont., was badly injured some days ago, through fall-

ing under a log. His right arm and leg were broken, and he

also sustained internal injuries.

FIRE RECORD.

A fue broke out in the engine house of Brown .V Ruther-

ford's lumber mills, Winnipeg, Man., recently, and damaged

the premises to the extent of $500.
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New Forestry Laws.

The New York State Forestry Commission in their

annual report mention particularly three things as

absolutely necessary for a basis of future action.

First, they urge that additional forest lands be acquir-

ed by the State by purchase. Those now in its possess-

ion have been acquired at tax sales. They are in isolated

parcels, many of them, and are very difficult to take

care of. Their boundaries in many instances are almost

impossible to define. They are subject to constant
|

encroachment. If the intervening lands could be ac-

quired so as to make one, or even three or four or half

a dozen large tracts, they could be much more easily

and economicallv managed.

In the second place, the laws relating to prevention

of fire need to be made more stringent, and new laws

need to be passed to encourage tree planting and forest

culture. Lands once made bare of trees can be made

valuable again by the judicious planting of forest saplings

and a partial remission of taxes in favor of owners of

land who plant trees systematically is recommended by

the commission.

In the third place, the commissioners are very decid-

ed in their opinion that railroads should be kept out of

the forest regions. They say that these roads are the

curse of the woods : that they start more fires than any

other agency, and cause more destruction of timber

than any other. A forest preserve and a railroad can-

not possibly co-exist contemporaneously. The State

must choose which it will have. If it wants a forest

preserve it must keep out the railways.

There are other matters considered in the report,

which is an able and thorough presentation of the sub-

ject ; but these three are fundamental, and, as the

Commissioners say, "without such legislation any

scheme of forest preservation will, it is believed, prove

to be a mockery and end in disastrous failure."

Maclaren-Ross Lumber Company.
The Canada Gazette contains an application for in-

corporation from the Maclaren-Ross Lumber Company.
It is stated that the purpose for which incorporation is

sought are to carry on the business of lumbering in all

its branches and all other incidental business ; to

manufacture furniture, doors, sashes, blinds, and any

other articles of which wood shall form a component
part, and to build and operate grist mills and saw mills,

and to carry on all business usually connected' there-

with, with power to purchase, sell and deal in grain,

flour and breadstuffs generally throughout the Do-

minion ; to work mines, riiineral and mining right's, to

crush, smelt and otherwise render marketable the pro-

duce of any mines, whether belonging to the com-
pany or not ; to purchase and vend general merchandise

and to carry on in all its branches farming and stock

raising, as well as generally to do all such other things

as are incidental or conductive to the attainment of the

above objects. The chief place of business of the

company is to be at Ottawa. The intended amount of

capital stock is $500,000 ; the number of shares is to be
one thousand and the amount of each share to be the

value of $500.

The incorporators of the company are given as fol-

lows : James Maclaren, Buckingham, Que., lumber
merchant ; Frank Ross, Quebec, merchant

; John
Theodore Ross, Quebec, merchant ; Leonard Creen-

hain Little, Montreal, merchant ; William Henry
Higgins, of New Westminister, B. C, lumberman

;

Charles David Rand, of Vancouver, B. C, estate

broker ; David Maclaren, of Wakefield, Que., merch-
ant

; John Maclaren, of Buckingham, gentleman, and
Alexander Maclaren, Buckingham, gentleman, of

whom James Maclaren, F. Ross, J. T. Ross, L. G.

Little, W. H. Higgins, C. D. Rand and David Maclaren
are to be the first or provincial directors of the

company.

The Proposed Algonkin Forest.

A movement has been started to induce the Canadian
government to establish a forest and reserve on the

water-shed between the Lake Huron and Ottawa River,

in the picturesque and, as yet, well-wooded region

round Island Lake, thesourceofthe Muskoka River,which

flows into Lake Huron. Otter Slide Lake from which

flows the Petewawa.a feeder of the Ottawa,is only about

a half mile away. The proposed reservation will in-

clude some 330,000 acres of land and 60,000 acres of

water surface, or about 600 square miles in all. If in

the form of a square it would be nearly twenty-five

miles on a side. The government will be asked to cre-

ate a public forest, define its boundaries, appoint a

forester and assistants who shall be empow ered to cut

mature timber, under suitable regulations. The mani-

fest advantages of maintaining a forest cover on the

headwaters of these important streams, that will supply

permanently and regularly a considerable output of

lumber, furnish a model of scientifically managed

woodland, and at the same time preserve a healthful

region, now well stocked with game and fish, as a resort

for those seeking recreation.

Firing with Sawdust.

I see that one of your correspondents wants to know-

something about firing with sawdust. I will explain

how I fired a saw mill boiler. I fired and run the engine

for three years. The engine was 16x24, cutting off at

% stroke, and the boiler was 5x18 feet, with 58 four-

inch flues, engine running 100 revolutions per minute.

There were two band saws, edger, trimmer and other

machinery. At first I had considerable trouble with

the firing, and tried everything I could think of without

success, until I hit upon the method which I will now
describe. I got from a mill near by two wheebarrow-

fuls of hard cinders, about the size of a hen's egg, and

spread them upon the grate, putting most of them upon

the sides, and in the corners, and just enough to cover

the grates in the middle. I then put sawdust on about

five or six inches thick evenly. I then gave the night

watchman instructions how to arrange the furnace in

the morning before starting the fire. I told him to

scrape the cinders back and forth until the fine stuff

had all fallen through, and then to put in cinders

enough to keep up the same amount. After that I had

no more trouble in keeping up steam, and most of the time

I had to keep the bottom doors nearly closed, or the

steam would be blowing off. This may seem strange

to some before trying, but I found it to be the most

economical way to fire a sawdust boiler. I forgot to

say that five minutes before dinner I w ould fill up the

furnace pretty well with sawdust, and shut all the doors

of the furnace, and the damper, about one quarter, and
open about five minutes before starting.— H.B. in Powej

.

Our Lumber Exports.

Every year from 1 50,000,000 to 200,000,000 feet of

the lumber cut in the Ottawa Valley is shipped to South

America, West Indies, Australia and the Cape of Good.

Hope. It goes principally by the large lumber export

firms, such as Shepherd, Morse & Co., the Canada Ex-

port Co., New York Export Lumber Co. and Messrs.

Bronson & Weston, and Dunham of Burlington, N. Y.

That so much Ottawa lumber should go to South

America, is at the first sight rather a remarkable state-

ment. As it is well known that the Amazon and La

Platta countries of South America, are noted for the

large quantities of valuable hardwood timber taken out

and exported from Buenos Ayres, Rio Janeiro, and

other ports to all parts of the civilized world.

An agent of one of the largest export lumber firms in

this city speaking to a reporter said : "South America

is one of the largest markets there is for certain classes

of lumber cut in the Ottawa valley. A large percentage

of the lumber cut at the Chaudiere every year is

shipped by rail and boat to New York, Boston and

other American shipping ports, where it is loaded on

sailing vessels and taken to Buenos Ayres, La Platta

and other large ports on the Atlantic coast of South

America. It is very interesting to note the manner in

w hich the lumber is carried to its destination after leav-

ing the vessels. The firms to whom we sell this lum-

ber at these South American ports in turn ship it to the

interior of the continent. In fact some of it is taken

right across the continent to the Pacific side of the

Andes mountains.

Upon the arrival of a ship load of lumber at Buenos

Ayres for instance, the lumber is unloaded from the

vessel and simply dumped upon the docks where it is

loaded on the backs of mules for transport inland. Re-

member they have no railroads in that country. The
lumber is carried in that primitive manner far into the

interior of the continent, through immense forests, over

mountain ranges, through morasses and swamps and

along narrow footpaths over the mountains, which in

this country it would be considered exceedingly danger-

|
ous for a man to pass over on foot. These mules take

a load of from 400 to 500 feet of lumber. " They carry

this load far into the interior for a thousand miles or

more."

"What is the lumber used for ?"

"It is used almost entirely for building purposes, and

I am told that in almost every part of that vast conti-

nent, even in the very interior on the large plateaus or

steppes of the country, may be seen houses and build-

ings constructed of lumber cut on the Ottawa River and

its tributaries, taken as I have told you to its destination."'

"Why is not the lumber of the country used for

buildings purposes ?"

"Well the lumber cut in South America, chiefly 111

the Amazon country, is mostly hard wood such as

mahogany, rose wood and other fine heard w oods, which

although peculiarly adapted for some purposes are

entirely unfit for building, as they will not stand the

weather and are very hard to work. Our Canadian

lumber is light, stands the weather far better than any

of their domestic lumber, and is soft and easy to work,

I

consequently it is used almost entirely."

"What class of lumber is chiefly used ?"

"What is known as good stocks—that is, lumber

with sound knots and cut from the hart of the tree.

What is known as sidings or the soft clear outsidings

of the logs, is of no use for the South American market,

as it is more liable to warp and will not stand the

weather."

" This lumber must be very valuable in South America

after such shipment as you describe."

"Yes it is. For instance lumber that costs here from

$14 to $18 per thousand feet, would cost from $25 to

$30 at Buenos Ayres or La Platta, and from $50 to $60

in the interior."

"Is the South American market an extensive one?"

"It is one of our best foreign markets, as Canadian

lumber is much preferred to the Michigan lumber, or in

fact to any other kind of lumber simply because ours is

better manufactured, sounder knotted and stands the

weather better. The market is very large and is

increasing year by year."

—

Ottawa Journal.

Lumber Shipments from Ottawa.

The following returns furnished by the United States

Consul at Ottawa show the total quantities of lumber

shipped from the Ottawa district to the United States in

the last three months of 1888, and the values as com-

pared with the returns for the same months of 1887 :

Value in 1SS8. Value in 1887.

$621,301.91 $542,413.98

45.604-67 12,789.16

17-368.39

Pickets .5.85I-05 4-953-43

Bark 5.565-00 6,283.00

1,046.63 6,451.56

625.30 2,049.70

318.50

96.00 355-75

60.75

581.90

$691,549.93 $593,246.S7

Feet. Value.

Lumber in bond for export in 1888. . 9,882,584 $151,545.84

Lumber for duty and consumption. .35,139,124 469,756.07

Other for consumption 70,248.02

$691,549.93

Lumber shipped by rail 28,355,436 feet

" " " water 16,666,272
"

The quantities shipped during the last three months

of 1888 were as follows : Sawn lumber, 45,021,708 feet
j

laths, 9,172,250 pieces ;
bark, 1,113 cords

;
railway ties,

5,216 ;
shingles, 429,000 ; match blocks, 9 cords ; tele-

graph poles, 120; pickets, 575,400 ; firewood, 13.^

cords ; fence posts, 204, and box shooks to the value of

$45,604.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Export Duty on Saw Logs.

Editor Canada Lumberman :

There is. perhaps, no subject which deserves greater

consideration at the hands of the lumbermen of Ontario

at the present moment than the possible, or perhaps

more correctly, the probable, effect on the trade of the

recent action of the Federal Government in increasing

the export duty on saw logs from $2 to $3 per thousand

feet.

Without stopping to consider the right of the Federal

Government to depreciate the value of timber limits, the

property of the Ontario Government, and those to whom
they have sold them, by putting an export duty on the

products of the forest, it is sufficent to show what results

may be expected to flow from the action, to prove that

it is unwise. It may be safely assumed that the small

additional income to be derived from the. extra duty is

not the moving cause o the increase, as that would be

no justification for a step which may produce dire

results to an industry, next to agriculture, by far the

most important to the prosperity of Ontario. What
then is the motive ? That generally stated is to force

the sawing of the logs into lumber in Canada, and thus

provide occupation for an additional number of work-

ing men. This, if there was a market for the additional

quantity of lumber to be manufactured, might have

weight ; but there is far more lumber already made in

Canada than can be sold there, or exported to England.

It is evident that the closing of the United States mar-
ket, by an increase in the duty on sawn lumber, which

will probably follow the rise in the export duty on logs,

would cause a glut fatal to the interests of those en-

gaged in the trade, and instead of giving additional oc-

cupation to workmen, would throw many out of em-
ployment.

The Georgian Bay is the locality more immediately

affected by the action latelv taken, and it is to prevent

lumbermen owning mills in Michigan, who have in good
faith purchased extensive limits in that section, with the

avowed purpose of towing the logs to their mills at Bay
City, Saginaw, and other points, from carrying out their

intention, that this export duty has been imposed. So
long as the export duty did not exceed the duty levied by
the United States on sawn lumber, there was nothing

manifestly unfair in the impost, but when that duty is in-

creased 50 per cent., and amounts to over 40 per cent,

on the value of the raw material, whilst the United States

duty is only 20 per cent, on the manufactured artice, it

would not be surprisingif thedutyon lumber was doubled

as a sort of retaliatory measure, for what will be con-

sidered an unjustifiable act.

The effect of this must be patent to every one con-

nected with the business. A large proportion of the

lumber manufactured on the Georgian Bay is of a grade,

which might at the present rate of duty, be exported to

the United States without loss, if without profit. If the

duty is raised a loss to the extent of the increase in duty

must inevitably be incurred, a loss which the lumber-

man, burdened as he is by heavy taxation, causing a

large increase in the cost of production, without one

counter-balancing advantage, is unable to bear.

But the disastrous effects of an increase in the duty

levied by the United States would not rest here. Al-

though the Georgian Bay district might suffer the most,

every lumberman would participate. The United
States market being closed to the lower grades of lum-

ber, Canada must be made the sacrifice market for

what would otherwise have been turned into American
gold. Its very limited market would be at once glutted,

values demoralized, credit shaken, and ruin overtake

many whohave been for years toilingfor a livelihood, mills

would be shut down or run on half time, and a large

number of men depend-ent on this industry for the sup-

port of themselves and their families would be driven to

seek employment elsewhere, and swell the numerous
and ever-growing colony of Canadians, now resident in

the United States.

That the trade with our neighbors is of vast import-

er,"- 1.0 Canada 1-. shown by the published returns, and
any blow aimed at the lumber trade would be felt all

MR 'he Dominion. During the seven years ending in I

1887, the e/por' . of the products of the forest amounted
|

to no less than $162,642,015, being more than one-fourth

of the whole exports of the Dominion for the same

period. The lumber represented by nearly one-half of

this large sum was exported to, and paid for, by the U.

S. whither, in spite of a duty averaging 20 per cent, it

was sent as being the best market to be found. Any
interference with or additional obstacles thrown in the

way of such a trade,, must be fraught with disaster to

the lumberman, and through him to every other in-

dustry of the country.

It has been suggested that instead of an export duty

on logs, the Ontario Government should pass a regula-

tion requiring the manufacture within Dominion terri-

tory of all pine timber cut on the Crown domain in the

province ; but this would manifestly be a breach of faith

with those to whom they had sold limits without any

such condition attached, and could not be supported on

any principle of law or equity, whilst any appearance of

unfairness in dealing with American purchasers, would

only have the effect of intensifying the feelings of bitter-

ness which at present, unhappily, exist. This might be

made a condition of sale when any new limits are offer-

ed to public competition, but cannot be put in force

against those already licensed.

„ Let not Canada be accused with truth of sharp

practice in this matter. Her action, if persisted in, will

be detrimental both to her charactc for honesty and. to

her commercial interests. It is earnestly hoped that the

Order-in Council increasing the export duty will be re-

scinded and the rate left as it has been for the past.

The United States will not be driven into admitting

lumber free by Canada levying export duty- on logs.

They can do without our lumber far better than we can
|

do without their gold, and instead of throwing difficulties
'

in the way of trade with the South, it is Canada's

interest to clear away every obstacle which prevents the

fullest and freest interchange of commodities between

the two countries. - - .

A. H. Campbell.
Toronto, Jan. 10th, 1889.

New Brunswick Matters

Editor Canada Lumberman.

Dear Sir,—Every number of your independent and

valuable journal demonstrates your untiring watchfulness in

the interest of our Dominion, and the lumber trade in parti-

cular, which is so much exposed to foreign capital and influence.

I note your remarks in the last issue of The Lumberman
regarding the export duty on logs with pleasure.

Mr. Edward Jack's communication to a New York journal

reminds me of Oliver Wendall Holmes' remark : "Good feeling

helps society to make liars of most of us—not absolute liars ;

but such careless handlers of the truth that its sharp corners

gets terribly rounded." Mr. Jack has rounded the sharp cor-

ners of truth so much that our imagination need not be

stretched to think he is mistaken, for a gentleman and a

scholar will not lie. He says that he "is not sufficiently well

acquainted with the state of matters in Ontario to discuss the

question of the propriety of the export duty, or impropriety,

levied there on Canadian logs ; but so far as this duty effects

the St. John, full acquaintance with the situation and circum-

stances enables me to say that it has been a great injury to the

people residing in New Brunswick adjacent to its banks, as

well as the railway and other interests of the province of

Quebec.

"

If Mr. Jack has any proof of the above assertion He should

show it by some facts and figures. To my certain knowledge

no export duty has ever been exacted above Grand Falls, con-

sequently it will be difficult for him to show where any injury

has been sustained. But if he had said that a very great

injury had been sustained to this Province by the present

unfair system of allowing aliens to cross the lines, rob our

forests and float the logs therefrom past our own mills to

build up American capital and labor instead of our own, then

he would be stating facts which we can prove. He further

says :
" Commencing at a point three miles above the Grand

Falls of the St. John for nearly seventy miles the center of

that narrow river is the boundary between the United States .

and Canada ; above this, in Maine, as well as in Quebec,

there are vast forests, the timber from which must be driven

down the St. John. For thirty-three miles of this distance,

where the St. John is the boundary, the New Brunswick rail-

way skirts its shores, and there would be no difficulty in this

railway crossing into the State of Maine, to carry manufactured

woods sawn from lumber cut in the Province of Quebec, did

not this unwise law virtually forbid it."

Mr. Jack seems to lie well posted as to the lxmnds of our

country and the line of the New Brunswick railway ; but he

does not seem to know that the Messrs. Merchies have bid

out many thousands of dollars in the erection of extensive mills

on the Little Madawaska, at Edmunston, the terminus of the

New Brunswick railway, with the express intention of man-

ufacturing this same Quebec lumber he s]jt-aks of. In addition

to this I may say that from Edmunston to St. Francis, all

along the boundary line on the New Brunswick side, more or

less mills are Guilt on streams draining the Queljec lands, and

the lumber can be manufactured on these streams equally as

well as on the American side. Perhaps Mr. Jack's drift is to

kill the milling industry on our own streams and play into the

hands of American capitalists and the monopolists of our wild

lands, the N. B. R. R. Co. It is easy to see through Mr.

Jack's veil and perceive the effort he is making in favor of

American capital as an offset to that of Canadian enterprise.

The New Brunswick Railway Co. own nearly all this upper

country bordering the State of Maine for nearly seventy miles.

Some of its stockholders have invested aljout $30,000 in erect-

ing saw and shingle mills on the American side with the

object of manufacturing Provincial logs into lumber. They
have done this in order to avoid paying the import duty on

manufactured lumber, and also, if possible, the export duty

on the logs. The railway stockholders referred to and the

members of our Provincial Government seem to have worked

together admirably, and as a result the little scheme has

worked to a charm. The average cut of shingles annually

shipped is in the neighborhood of from 25 to 30 millions, "as

well as a large output in all kinds of lumber. This is a rough

estimate of the" amount of timber' taken out of one parish in

tRis province to feed American mills. Presuming that the

Dominion Government charged but 35 cents per M. feet on

the shingles manufactured yearly out of Canadian timl>er by

thfe'"Vanburin Mill Co. it would amount to about $9,500

export duty, and that would only be equivalent to what

Americans charge as import duty on a similar quantity of
" shingles. '

~

But few are really aware of the loss to this province through

the failure of the "Government in enforcing the export duty*

What is wanted is the active interest of an independent press

to bring this matter home to the Government, but unfortunately

it seems as ifcapital not only holds the press by the throat,

but the members of the House of Assembly and the Legislative

Council as well.

.•• -r~ P. O. Byram.
Madawaska, Jan. 19th, 1889.

The Duty on Lumber and Logs.

Editor Canada Lumberman.
" During the last quarter of 18S8 the Ottawa Mills exported

over 35,000 feet of lumber, for consumption, to the United
States. The American duty on this shipment amounted to

$70,000 ; but the duty not only takes money out of the
pockets of the Canadian lumbermen, but injures the industry
by rendering the export of a great deal of lumber unprofitable.

None but the best lumber can stand the import of $2 per
thousand ; the inferior grades are shut out and become a drug
on the home market. The Americans obtain about 1-20 of
their gross annual consumption of lumber from this country."
—Mail, Jan. 9, 1889.

" The local consumption in Montreal in 18S0 was about
45,000,000 or about 20% of the cut of all mills in Ottawa and
vicinity."

—

Canada Lumberman, Jan., 1SS9.

In the whole history of the agitation for Commercial Union,

Reciprocity or Annexation, the terms are covertable, not a

more complete answer is to be found to the arguments set

forth by the advocates of this transparent fraud.—C. U.

The whole force of the arguments used by the promoters of

this impracticable scheme lies right here, that it is not pro-

fitable to ship the poorer grades of lumber paying the $2 per

M. duty, and, as a consequence, these become a drug on the

home market.

A more misleading statement cannot be made, equalling

that made by Mr. Campbell in his speech to the C. U.

Club, Feb. 8, 1888. Read: "Since the abrogation of the

treaty (reciprocity) until the end of 1SS6, a period of 20 years,

Mr. Campbell paid about $350,000 to place his goods upon

the American market." Vide Mail, Feb. 9, iSSS. Query:

Has Mr. Campbell a yard or yards in the United States, or is

he directly or indirectly interested in one or more ? Is not

Mr. Campbell an exporter in Canada and an importer in the

United States?

The extract from H. H. Cook's speech in parliament :

—

" The U. S. will also be gainers thereby, because at present

they have to pay very high prices for coarser grades of lumber.

I f we were at liberty to ship the coarser grades of lumber,

the Americans would be benefited by that to a greater extent,

and then our lumber coming into competition with theirs, the

prices would be somewhat reduced." See Globe, May 11, 1S88.

At present the Yankees are paying very high prices for

coarse grades, but the moment the duty is taken off by means
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of C. U. down go their high prices. In plain English this

means that the duty off the price of lumber will drop and at

low prices it will be profitable to ship the coarse grades to the

U- S. A questionable argument. It is well known in the

trade that the consumption of lumber of all grades in Canada

has increased, is increasing and will continue to increase,

until evidently with the constantly decreasing supply, and the

greater demand both for home and foreign trade, we shall be

in the condition of the Eastern and North-Western States.

In the discussion on C. U. no notice has been taken of the

quality of lumber consumed at home, but of that which is sent

abroad. This is an important matter, much more so than is

known.

We are not compelled to look to the American market

alone, nor do the Canadian lumbermen pay one cent of the

duty. The truth is the Yankees must have our lumber, and

it is just as important that they pay us our prices, inrespective 5

of any duty imposed by the U. S. government. We refer the

advocates of C. U. to the memorial and remonstrance of

the American lumbermen presented to Congress some

years ago. These same men seeing an end to their forests in,

the near future are investing largely in Canadian timber limits,

and notwithstanding an export duty on logs, are shipping

their logs to the American mills and there manufacture them

into lumber.

Let us clearly and distinctly understand and keep in view

when discussing C. LT
. this undeniable fact that the Americans

must get their supply of white pine lumber from Canada,

bearing in mind the above fact, and at the same time not for-

getting that the home consumption is constantly increasing

and in fact becoming a strong competitor with American con-

sumption, also the demands for the British, South American,

and West Indian markets, ever on the increase and the supply

each year becoming less, we cannot understand how it can be

maintained that we Canadians are such fools to pay $2.00 per

M. duty on lumber to one of many consumers, while the others

will and do take the same class of lumber at figures equally as

good, and no duty ; this one customer at the same time com-

pelled through necessity to purchase ourlumber. .

The Americans cannot do without lumber, anA it is frojn

Canada and Canada alone that they can obtain white pine.

Duty or no duty they will buy our lumber.

The prices of the coarser grades have advanced very

materially during the past few years, and have now an upward

tendency. All dealers know the difficulty there has been in

the spring to get any quantity of these very grades.

To sum up—the Canadian lumbermen do not pay one cent

of the Yankee duty on lumber, large quantities of the coarser

grades are sent to the U. S. each year, and the demand is on

the increase—these grades are not a drug on the home mar-

ket—the lumber industry is not, nor never was, injured by the

American industry and still more, never will be.

Canada.

A New Kind of Tree Destroyer.

Editor Canada Lumberman.

Dear Sir,— In company with a friend, who operates on a

limit covered with spruce, hardwood, balsam, hemlock and other

kinds of timber, I took a ramble over about 1000 acres some

days ago. I was much surprised to find so much dead spruce

where but four years ago the timber all stood green and

healthy. To-day at least half of these trees are dead, and it

is safe to say that fully two-thirds of the value of the whole

area is worthless. On enquiring the cause I was told that a

small fly, about % inches in length, with four wings of a

brownish color, had attacked the spruce in the States of Ver-

mont and New Hampshire, and that part of the province of

Quebec situated near the boundary. As it is the first time I

have met with this new destroyer during my twenty years ex-

perience in lumbering, and as it seems to be something new

in this province, I would like to see someone who is better

posted than myself ventilate the subject through the columns

of The Llmberman. It is a matter affecting many who

hold limits along the 45th boundary, and it is a pest which

calls for speedy action if the timber is to be saved at all. In

the case I mention it came on like a thief in the night, and

the owner was not aware of anything wrong with his limit

until he had his attention called to it by others who were

looking up localities to carry on lumbering. The pest had

crept in so gently that the owner was not aware that there was

more dead timber than usual.

Hoping that you will insert the above, and I hope with

your assistance and that of your readers that some solution

can hi arrived at whereby this new enemy to the lumberman

may. by exterminated.

One of your Quebec subscribers.

S. Barbie.

WlCKHAM, Que., Jan. 15th, 1889.

From the Longford Lumber Co., Longford, Ont.

The three mills of the Longford Lumber Co. have

made another successful year. Our two mills at

Longford have sawn in about five months, 14,500,000

feet, and our shingle mill at Orillia has cut fully

10,000,000 of shingles. The stock of logs were fully up

to the average quality, and about two-thirds were taken

out 13 feet in length, the balance 16 feet. Sales have

been satisfactorily made to dealers in Ogdensburg and

Boston of fully one-third of the stock. The balance,

which comprises most of the good lumber, is on hand

at the mills for sale. We have felt, as others, the un-

settled state of the market, largely owing to the Presi-

dential election, which affects the lumber interests of

the country more than any other. Our stock of

shingles were sold early in the season, and -shipments,

were made from the saw and consequently our stock is

completely closed out. Our operations in the woods

have been progressing favorably. On account of bush

fires we are cutting and expect to have on the skids by

the new year fully 20,000,000 feet. At present we have

375 men in the woods beside 46 span of horses. Our

experience during October and November on account

of the shocking state of the roads was, that it taxed our

woods manager's energies to keep our camps supplied,

but now that the frost has fairly set in he seems to be

able to breathe freer. The outlook for the trade we

consider favorable, and we expect after the New Year

to see our American neighbors anxious to make invest-

ments in Canadian pine lumber, and should they feel

so inclined they cannot strike a ' better point than

Longford.
. [The above was crowded^ouHast' i-ssue.-^ED.]

From John VanNostrand, Aurora, Ont.

The season has been so unfavorable for want of

«

snow, I think our stock of logs must be very small.

We have about one million feet prepared, but are un-

able to draw.

Ft om f. Hadden &* Sons, Foxmead, Ont,

We find sales brighter this month than usual. Snow

is very scarce, and as a result the cut this season will

in all probability be much lighter than usual. Our out-

put of bill stuff will be about 2,000,000 feet, somewhat

short of previous seasons.

From A. Caldwell Son, Almonte, Ont.

Replying to your circular ofthe 1 5th inst. we may say

that the lumber operations in this part, which is princi-

pally confined to small mills, is about the same as last

year as far as the manufacturing is concerned, but a

slight falling off in the demand for the goods, par-

ticularly in the local demand.

From IV. R. Thistle <§r= Co., Pembroke, Ont.

Our own operations this winter are somewhat limited

as we stuck 40,000 logs in the Indian river last season.

We have two shanties on the Indian river which wVl

take out about 30,000 logs this season. The timber

mill near Chalk river is running full blast, although

having to shut down for some time for want of snow.

The want of snow so far this season has made it very

expensive for lumbermen. So far we have not drawn

any logs on the Indian river.

From Chas. Ashby, Pontypool, Ont.

We have eight mills usually in operation in this

vicinity, consisting of six saw and two shingle mills.

Some of these mills have undergone considerable im-

provements during the past year, and as a rule are in

good working order. Trade has been fairly good with

us, the demand being fully up to the production. We
ship our lumber principally to the Toronto market.

This has been a good logging country in the past, but

the lumbermen are fast encroaching on all available

timber.

From B. F. Kean, Parry Sound, Ont.

The Parry Sound Lumber Co. shut down their mill

hereon Dec. nth. At the present time we have but

little snow. The recent cold snap has frozen over the

small bays and the south channel. On Parry Island,

over which I have charge for Mr. R. Power, of Barrie,

we are taking out 1,500,000 feet of pine and 500,000

spruce logs for Peters & Cain, of Midland. In the

summer season we take out a large quantity of hemlock

logs, oft which we peel the bark.

From Flatt S-= Bradley, Hamilton, Ont.

We have cut and skidded at our Casselman limits

about our usual quantity of logs, being in the neighbor-

hood ot 10,000,000 feet, and as we have only a short

haul do not anticipate any difficulty in getting our logs

to the river. Although we have had no snow at pres-

ent, we anticipate fair prices and a good season's work.

From J. M. Green & Co., St. Thomas, Ont.

In reply to your enquiry we can only say that our

local trade in lumber is good, and the prospects for a

large trade with the opening of spring are favorable.

Building operations are being pushed forward, and as

a result both the retail lumber dealer and the planing

mill operator look forward to a busy season.

From W. Sutton, Walkerton, Ont.

My mill at Cowichan Bay B.C.,has not donemuch saw-

ing for some months back. My timberlimit isat Cowichan

lake, but owing to obstructions in the Cowichan

river, logs cannot at present be safely run down same

to the mill. I expect the obstructions will be sufficient-

ly removed next summer to admit this being done.

The mill will then be employed sawing lumber for

foreign markets. The shipping and harbour facilities

for a business of this kind are first-class. The present

capacity of the mill is 40 to 50 thousand—will be in-

creased to cut 75 to 100,000 feet per day.

From McKillop cV= Sons, West Lorne, Ont.

Stocks of logs are very light so far in this section,

and mill-men generally expect to have light stocks of

lumber for the coming trade. At present all the mills

are idle for want of stock to cut. Holders of timber

are ready to sell, and if sleighing should, come it will

not take mill-men long to fill up their usual supply.

The outlook seems to shape at present as follows :

Limited supply, though good demand for chestnut,

white oak, hickory, white and brown ash. In other

classes demand quiet, with fair supply of stocks in

various yards.

From Arthur Jones, Winton, Ont.

Although the mills are small in this vicinity they are

numerous, and a large trade in lumber is being done.

For my own part I confine my business to cutting cedar,

having cut upwards of 1,000,000 feet of square timber

for railway purposes last season, together with about

1 5,060 ties and 2,000,000 shingles. My cut for next

season is intended to be in excess of last season. The

demand for cedar shingles seems to be increasing as

they become better known. I find a large demand for

them in Western Ontario at renumerative figures. You

will hear from me again at greater length in the near

future.

From R. Bryan, Lindsay, Ont.

I am taking out this year a large stock for my Kin-

mount mills, where I manufacture different varieties of

shingles for the American market, as well as all kinds

of pine and hardwood lumber. I have been so far suc-

cessful in getting my logs drawn to the ice, and if the

present snow remains firm I do not anticipate any

trouble. My manufacture during last year amounted

to 12,000,000 shingles, together with an average output

of lumber. The coming year's operations w ill probably

far exceed the above estimate. The prospects are that

prices will rule high the coming season. I have al-

ready sold at a good figure 10,000,000, shingles to be

manufactured this year to go to the Eastern markets.

My lumber yard at Lindsay is doing well.

From IV. R. Thistle &° Co., Pembroke. Ont.

This business is making some 30,000 pieces of white

and red pine logs, about one-half of which is dimension

timber. With some 3,000 pieces which were stuck on

Indian river last year, it will give them about the usual

complement required for the Pembroke mill supply of a

cut of about 8,000,000 feet. In the timber mill at

Chalk river in connection with this business the want

of snow till within the last few days has been a serious

drawback, the soft weather preventing the making of

ice roads by sprinkling. As the operations of this mill

are confined solely to the production of dimension tim-

ber for all purposes, as well as building and decking

woods, the winter yet to come, with the ordinary snow

fall for the next two months, will enable them to fill

'their orders for one and a-half to two million feet, which

is their usual cut.
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From Thomas Oucllcttc, Gordon, Ont.

There is a large quantity of logs cut in the bush, all

skidded and ready to be moved as soon as snow comes,

being chiefly ash, oak, balm, maple and elm. The

mill men are getting a little discouraged on account of

the openness of the winter, but should we have three or

four weeks of snow all the logs cut would be put out.

Prospects for this year's business is very fair with prices

moderately good.

From Macpherson cr1 Schell, Alexandria, Ont.

Our sawmill cut is basswood, ash and hardwoods,

principally maple. Expect to saw about 2,000,000 feet

for sale. In cheese boxes we make more than any firm

in America. Our "Allan Grove Combination " under

Mr. D. M. Macpherson makes more cheese than any

three concerns combined in the world. We cut more

cheese box veneers and heading than any firm in

Canada, and manufacture the best cheese box machin-

ery and factory furnishings in America.

Ftom Jos. S. IVallis, Port Car/ins*, Ont.

The winter logging operations in this vicinity are

limited. Snow at the present date is very limited,

what there is being of little use for bush work. The
prospects for the coming season promises to be brisk

so far as stocks are concerned. Have just extended

my mill twenty feet and put in a new lumber edger.

Mr. R. C. Massey ot this neighborhood had a narrow-

escape a few days ago while chopping in the woods.

He went up to a small tree and hit it with his axe to

jar the snow oft", and stepping back to get clear of the

falling snow was struck on the head by a falling limb,

rendering him insensible for some time. Strange to

say he did not lose his balance, and when he came to

himself he was standing on his feet leaning on his axe

handle. As he expresses it himself ; "The next thing

I knowed 1 woke up and found myself leaning on my axe."

From Bui-ton cr Bro., Barrie, Ont.

Our cut this season will be 12,000,000 feet of logs on

the Maganettawan and Beaverton Rivers. The season so

far has been very favorable for getting out our cut.

We have had plenty of snow to get around com "ortably

with, but how this last thaw will effect the snow in our

locality we do not know just at present ; we have been

more fortunate than most of our neighbors in this re-

pect. We think that the want of snow will lessen the

cut all around considerably, and should have a good .

effect in the end in advancing the price of lumber,

which we think even- manufacturer will admit we

should have in order to make any money. At the

present time we are of the opinion that only middle-

men are making money and that the manufacturers are

doing all the work for the glory of it and only getting

back the value of their standing pine. Our mills are at

Byng Inlet, Georgian Bay.

From Kingsbury, /'. Q.

Want of more snow has greatly retarded lumbering

operations here. The Pierreville Mills Co. have four

camps, and will get out 60.000 spruce and hemlock logs.

Williamson & Crombie have also four camps, and will

cut 30,000 spruce and hemlock logs. They are also get-

ting out 400 cords of bark and 10,000 railway ties.

From Apple River, A*. -S'.

The cut of lumber in this district this winter will

probably be about eight million. C. J. White has

about 200 men in the woods and will put in about 400

or 500 thousand feet, and about four schooner loads of

piling. There will be about 25 cargoes of piling to be

shipped out of this port during the months of May,

June and July to New York. We have no snow yet,

and if it don't come soon it is going to be a great draw-

back to the lumber trade.

From Little Br-ns d Or, Cape Breton.

The timber in this part of the country is pretty near-

ly exhausted. All the principal towns in Cape Breton

import large quantities of lumber annually, especially

pine lumber, cedar, shingles and laths. The winter of

1 8^7-8 was a remarkably good one for logging. The

ice on the lakes could not be better and just enough

snow to make good roads, consequently the mills did

more than an average season's work, still none of the

mills could do more than supply the local demand.

The prospects for lumbering the ensuing season does

not promise well. No snow as yet.

From the McKellar District.

The Midland & North Shore Lumber Co. are tak-

ing out 1 2,000,000 feet in McKellar and Spence. The
Georgian Bay Lumber Co. are taking out in Carling

and Christie, 10,000,000 feet ; Burton Bros., 6,000,000

feet ; C. Beck. 6,000,000 feet ; Moore Lumber Co.,

6,000,000 feet ; Ontario Lumber Co., 8,000,000 ; Chew
Bros., 3,000,000 ;

Congor Lumber Co., 10,000,000. S.

& J. Armstrong, of McKellar, have contracts from Mid-

land & North Shore Lumber Co. for 2,000,000 feet in

the township of McKellar, and 2,000,000 feet in Parry
Island, for Powers. They have also contracts for small

local lots upwards of 10,000,000 feet. The winter so far

has been unfavorable for most of the camps, but has

not affected the workings of S. & J. Armstrong's in the

least.

THE NEWS.

ONTARIO.

—Chew Bros., of Midland, are putting up their new mill on

the site of the old Wylie mill.

— Mr. Daniel Campbell, formerly of Orr Lake, has erected

a new shingle mill near Vasey.

—The Wroxeter planing mill has been purchased by Messrs.

Smith & Malcolm, of Brussels.

—Wages to axemen on the North Shore are reported

twenty-five per cent, higher than last year. ,

—The value of exports to the United States, from Prince

Edward County during 1S8S was $435,731-59-

—The machinery for the new mill of Ross, Hall & Brown,

at the west end of Norman, Rat Portage, has arrived.

—Messrs. Hay Bros., of Listowel, Ont., have sold the

machinery of their saw mill at Henfryn, Ont., to a party in

Muskoka, for $1,300.

—The Messrs. Barnes & Co. 's shook factory on the Chau-

diere have douhled the number of their employees, having

started to work by night.

—Messrs. Pierce & Co., of Ottawa, have completed some

extensive repairs to their mills, and are now in good shape for

opening operations in the spring.

—The Sabaskong Mining and Lumber Company has been

chartered by the Dominion Government to develop the mining

and lumber industries of the Rat Portage district.

— Messrs. Gilmour & Co., of Trenton, have about 500,000

feet of logs cut in the woods and have only about 50,000

drawn out. The absence of snow and the soft bottom has

been the cause.

—At Goderich, a lumber schooner is being built by William

Marlton and Joseph Williams. The craft is to be a three

masted schooner, 144 feet long, 27 feet beam and 16 feet

depth of hold. She will have a capacity of 320,000 feet.

—J. E Gemill, of Ottawa, will apply for an act to incor-

porate the Ontario, Manitoba and Western Railway Company,

with power to construct a railway from Port Arthur to Winni-

peg, crossing the narrows of the Lake of the Woods, with

branch lines westerly from Winnipeg.

—When the Madawaska Improvement Co. complete the

present season's improvements on the Madawaska river,

lumber firms will be enabled to bring timber and logs from

limits which were inaccessablc. The new works consist of a

series of dams, peers and slides. A line of steamers have been

placed on the lake near the head waters of the Madawaska.

—The mild weather has practically suspended operations in

the lumber districts of North Hastings. The Ontario says

that a gentleman who came in from the back townships said

nearly all the men and teams were leaving the woods. Ik-

saw over fifty teams and several loads of choppers who had

been paid off. There is no snow and it is impossible to get

through the marshy places. The Carcallen camp in Marmora

has been closed entirely.

—There is at present somewhat of a lull in the lumber trade

at Toronto, many of the dealers are complaining of the scar-

city of orders, although prices remain almost unchanged. The
United States demand seems to have fallen off somewhat

lately, but it is not thought that this will continue any length

of time. The city demand continues fair, but retailers are

buying cautiously to avoid over-stocking. A noticeable

feature of the city trade is a steadily increasing demand for

hemlock joists and scantling instead of pine, chiefly because

the former sells for $2 a thousand less.

QUEBEC.

—The new car shops at Montreal, are intended to give

employment to 1000 men.

—Messrs. J. McLaurin & Son have sold their East Temple-

ton mills, and Mr. A. McLaurin goes into the Charlemagne

Lumber Co.'s mills at Charlemagne.

—Messrs. R. Hurdman & Co.'s new scow is al>out ready for

launching. She will navigate the waters of the Ottawa be-

tween the provinces of Ontario and Quebec, forming an inter-

provincial line.

—Mr. D. Chevier, forest ranger for the Quel.>ec govern-

ment, who recently returned from a tour of inspection to the

different limits on the Lievre, reports a great scarcity of snow

in the woods. He says that owing to the lakes still lacing

open that it is impossible to communicate with the shanties.

Unless a considerable quantity of snow comes the majority of

the men will have to return,

NONA SCOTIA.

—Messrs. J- B. Chipmen & Co., a lumber firm of Kentville,

have dissolved.

—The Halifax, N. S., Chronicle, estimates the output of

E. D. Davison & Sons' mill on the La Have River, for the

past year, at 10,500,000 feet, and 500,000 feet cut in Queen's

count)'

.

NEW BRUNSWICK.
—Mr. Malcolm Mackay, of St. John, shipped during the

past year 2,271,388 superficial feet of deals from Halifax,

1, 145,538 feet from Pugwash, 1,418,599 feet from Spencer's

Island, and 136,693 feet of deals and 198 tons of birch from

Yarmouth. His shipments for the year were 162 cargoes,

101,323,062 feet deals, 4,404 tons birch and 489 tons pine.

—The shipping returns of New Brunswick for the year

just ended, which we find in the St. John Globe, show that

there has been another falling off in tonnage, greater than that

of last year, but the outlook being now better than it was at

the corresponding date in 1888, on account of the great im-

provement in freights, the shipping interest may be said to be

again assuming a hopeful aspect, notwithstanding that it is all

in the future.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.

—The exports of lumber from Yictoria to the United States

during the past year amounted to $57,437-33-

—Reports from Eastern Michigan mills show a generally

increased cut this season as compared with last, nearly even-

mill increasing its output

.

—The Royal City Planing Mills Company, of Westminster,

B. C.j will construct a large tug suitable for towing sea-going

vessels. The tug will be one of the largest and strongest in

British Columbia waters.

—A Wisconsin lumber firm is applying to the provincial

Government of this province for extensive lumber leases.

They are also purchasing large tracts of timber land. It is

understood extensive mills will soon be erected on the island

about 50 miles north of Yictoria.

—The total cut of the Yancouver mills last year is placed at

70,000,000 feet. The number of men directly and indirectly

employed was in the neighborhood of 1500. The total ton-

nage of. foreign vessels arriving at this port during the year 188S

was 134,450. There were 32 coasting vessels taking lumber

from this port, the total tonnage equaling 116,185.

—The Chemanius saw mills, Yancouver Island, owned by

Croft lV Angus, have been sold to a syndicate composed of

Wisconsin and British Columbia, lumbermen. The price

paid for the mills and a large acreage of timber land is said to

be in the neighborhood of $700,000. It is stated that the

new proprietors will rebuild the mills and add largely to their

capacity.

MANITOBA AND THE NORTHWEST.
—Lumber operations have been much retarded for the want

of snow.

— It is probable that the saw mill recently destroyed by fire

at New Sweden, Manitoba, will be re-built.

— It is expected that a saw mill will soon be erected in the

Lake Dauphin district, where good spruce timber is plenty.

—At Tait's camp on the Bird Tail there are now upwards

of 40,000 saw logs cut and skidded. The total cut for this

winter will be between ninety and one hundred thousand saw

logs.

—The following are the prices charged for lumber at Ed-

monton, northern Alberta : Rough lumber per M. $20

:

stock boards, per M, $25. Dimensions—Up to 16 feet. $20:

for each additional foot, $1 : plank, rough. $20: dressed on

one side, $30; dressed on both sides, $35 ; flooring per M,

$40 ; siding, per M, $40 : rough battens, per M, $25 : fence

pickets, rough, per bundle, $3 ; dressed and pointed, $4 ;

shingles, per M, $4 ; lath per bundle, $7 ; base, per M. $40 :

panel, per M, $35 ; shelving, ixio, per M, dressed sides,

$32,50 ; inch lumber, dressed on one side, per M, $30 :

wainscoating, 1x3, dressed one side and beaded, per M. $40,
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ONTARIO VS. FRANCIS.

The Case Involving the Definition of Certain Indian
Reserves and the Riyrht to Cut Timber Decided

in Favor of the Dominion.

The important case of the Attorney-General of

Ontario vs. Francis, in which the issue concerning

certain timber limits on White Fish lake, affecting both

the Dominion and Provincial Governments, was decid-

ed on the 19th ult. by Mr. Justice Ferguson in favor of

the Dominion. The question was one of unusual

interest, involving, in addition to the dispute as to the

boundaries of the reserve, the question as to whether

the Ontario or Dominion Government had the right to

issue licenses, enter upon and cut timber. The judg-

ment, which as above stated was decided in favor of

the Dominion Government, is given below. Though

rather exhaustive it will no doubt be read with a great

deal of interest.

THE JUDGMENT.

The action is brought by the Attorney-General of the

Province of Ontario, on behalf of her Majesty the Queen,

against James Harvey Francis, Allan Francis and
Theophile Rochon for, amongst other things, an injunc-

tion restraining these defendants from trespassing by
cutting timber on certain lands situated in, and, as is

alleged, the property of the Province of Ontario, lying

near Whitefish Lake, in the district of Algoma : the

lands referred to being described as lands known as cer-

tain timber limits of Ontario, Nos. 69, 70, 75, 76, 77, 83 and

84, it being alleged that these defendants had entered

upon these lands without permission from the Crown or

from the Province of Ontario, and cut pine, timber

therefrom upon limits Xos. 69, 70 and 76 'amounting to

about 10,000 logs and 1.000 pieces of timber. The
Attorney-General, for the Dominion of Canada, was
made a party defendant. The first-named defendants

claimed to have the right to cut the timber in question,

under the authority of certain licenses so to do, granted

bv the proper department or officers of the Government
of the Dominion of Canada to certain persons from or

through whom these defendants claimed by purchase

for valuable consideration. The defendants John
Dorid Smith, James Gueot, Williams and George
Henry Graham McYitty are executors and trustees

under the will of the late Robert Charles Smith, who
was, as they allege, at the time of his death the owner of

limit or berth No. 69, one of those above mentioned, by
virtue of a sale thereof by the executive Government of

the Province of Ontario.

The defendants James Balfour and William John
Menzies claimed to be entitled to limit or berth No. 70,

also one of those above mentioned, by virtue of a

license granted to them by the Province of Ontario.

The defendants the Quebec Bank claim to be entitled

to or have some right in respect ot limit or berth No. 76
by virtue of a sale thereof to one McRae by the Gov-
ernment of the Province of Ontario, saying that this

limit is now standing in the name of one Walker upon
certain trusts.

The defendants Thomas Laing and John Laing have
been added by an amendment as having some interest

in limit or berth No. 84, one of these above mentioned.
These do not seem to have filed any statement or de-

fence, but they were duly represented by counsel, who
appeared for all the defendants interested under
licenses issued by the Government o r the Province of
Ontario. One does not readily perceive any sufficient

reason for making persons claiming under licenses

from the Government of Ontario parties defendant in

the action, for it could scarcely have been expected that

in matters of so great importance as one involved in the

action substantial and material relief could probably be
granted in favor of some defendants against other

defendants without any pleadings between them
or any specific issues being raised by one or any of

them against the other or others of them, and so

far as any of the defendants might appear to be
entitled to any relief against the plaintiff, this could

not be obtained in this action, or as was contend-
ed, and I think rightly, in any way except by a petition

of right.

Besides the relief that I have already mentioned, the

plaintiff asks that it may be declared that the defend-

ants, the Francis's and Rochon, have no legal rights in

respect of the timber cut from and on any part or por-

tion of the area covered by the above mentioned timber
limits, and that the timber that has been cut should be
delivered up to the plaintiff, also an injunction against

the removal of the same as well as an order or the pay-

ent of the damages alleged to have been sustained.

The plaintiff asks, in addition to the foregoing, that

the defendant by the Attorney-General of the Dominion
of Canada may be restrained from laying out or inter-

fering with the lands as the reserve for the Indians on
the timber limits before mentioned, or any part thereof,

and that the true locality of the Indian reserve describ-

ed by the treaty, mentioned in the second paragraph of

the statement of claim, be declared, and such directions

given as may be thought proper. The treaty was made

with the Indians inhabiting the eastern and northern
shores of Lake Huron, from Penetanguishene to Sault
Ste. Marie, and thence to Botchewaning Bay, on the
northern shore of Lake Superior, together with the
islands in these lakes opposite to the shores thereof,

and inland to the height of land which formed the

southern boundary of the territory covered by the
charter of the Hudson's Bay Company, whereby t he-

whole of such territory, save and except the reservations

set forth in the schedule to the treaty annexed, was
surrendered and ceded to her Majesty, her heirs and
successors forever. This treaty was made in the year

1850, and is known as the " Robinson-Huron Treaty,"
the representative of her Majesty in the treaty having
been the late Honorable William B. Robinson.
The treaty was signed and executed by Mr. Robinson

and a large number of chief and head men of the
Indians, and in the schedule are mentioned seventeen
reserves or reservations to chiefs and their respective

bands of Indians. It provides that these reservations
should be held and occupied by the chiefs and their

tribes, in common for their own use and benefit, and
that should the chiefs and their tribes at any time
desire to dispose of any such reservations or of any
mineral or other valuable productions thereon, the same
should be sold or leased at their request by the Super-
intendant-General of Indian Affairs for the time being,

or other officer having authority so to do, for their sole

benefit and to their best advantage. The reserve men-
tioned in the plaintiff's statement of claim and in

respect of which the present difficulty and contention
seems principally to have arisen, is the one No. 6 in

this schedule and is thus mentioned therein.
" Sixth Shawenakishick and his band, a tract of land

now occupied by them and contained between two
rivers called Whitefish aud Wanabitaseke, seven miles
inland." other than this change there does not seem to

have been at the time any other or further description

of this reserve, and the others of the seventeen reserves

are mentioned or described in the schedule to the

treaty in a manner somewhat similar, if not in the same
manner, or at all events with great brevity. The
evidence shows that it was intended and that it was
promised to the Indians that the reserve should soon
after the treaty be surveyed by the Crown and their

true boundaries marked out, and I think it sufficiently

appears that it was uuderstood that when the Crown
surveyors were sent for the purpose of making the

surveys, the Indians were to point out and show to them
the lands that they claimed and had claimed as such
reservations. Many years ago these reserves were
surveyed by the Crown, as was contemplated, excepting
this one, No. 6 in the schedule and, as was stated at

the trial, another one. The reason why all the surveys
were not completed at the same time does not appear
in the evidence, but it was said that the survey stopped
before completion for a reason personal to the Crown
Surveyor who was engaged in the work.

In the year 1872 the Executive Government for the
Province of Ontario, for the purposes of timber sales in

the region or tract ceded by the above mentioned
treaty, projected on a plan into an area of six square
miles each, berths which were numbered and sold ac-

cording to the regulations prescribed by the Govern-
ment of the province on the 1 5th day of October in that

year, and among others then sold were the several berths

aforesaid and in pursuance of such sales licenses to cut

timber on the timber berths were in consideration of

certain payments, and to continue in force for one year,

issued to the purchasers by the Crown Land Depart-
ment of the province, and it is not disputed that these

licenses have been renewed every year since, either by
the purchasers or those to whom the licenses have been
assigned, according to the provisions of the statues in

that behalf.

Early in the year 1884 the Dominion Government
caused a survey of this Reserve No. 6 to be made by
Mr. Aubrey, a provincial land surveyor.

In July, 1885, the same Government obtained from
the* Indians through their chief and head men or

principal men, a deed whereby they surrendered,

released and quitted claim to her Majesty the Queen,
her heirs and successors forever all and singular the

whole of the merchantable timber on the reserve in

trust, to be sold for the joint benefit of the band on such
terms and conditions as to her Majesty's Government
of Canada should seem proper, and as therein mention-
ed and on the 14th of October, 1886, the timber licenses

were issued by the Dominion Government. These
have been regularly renewed, according to law, and the

licenses under the authority of which the defendants
Francis' and Rochon were professing to act in cutting

the timber on this Reserve. They had been assigned
in the meantime by the original licensees but I need
not, I think, say anything further as to this. The
plaintiff, in the statement of claim complains that

although the sales made by the Ontario Government
in 1872 had been widely advertised, and plans of the

territory and berths thereon distributed snowing that

the berths covered the territory now claimed by the

Government of Canada as Reserve No. 6, yet that no
notice was given by the Superintendent-General of

Indian Affairs, or by anyone on behalf of the Govern-
ment of Canada to the Crown Land Department of

Ontario, of any reservations lxing required within that

area or the Indians, or of any Indian reservation or of
any right to lay out such reservation, and that no action
was taken by the Indian Department or the Govern-
ment of Canada for twelve years or thereabouts after

the sales made by the Province of Ontario. The
argument based upon this complaint do not go the
length of asserting that any right additional to the
rights such as they were was gained by what had been
done by the Ontario Government and what was. said to

have been left undone by the Indian Department of the
Dominion Government, and it was somewhat difficult

for me to see why the contention was raised at all.

The evidence of Mr. Yankoughnet, a gentleman who
has been 28 years in the Indian Department of the
Government, and the correspondence between that

department and the Department of Crow n Lands at
I Toronto seem to put the matter in this shape. The
Department at Ottawa were not aware that the Crown
Land Department at Toronto had made the sales of
these limits till long after the fact ; that the knowledge
of the fact was gained accidentally : that before any
sale was made by the Dominion Government of this

timber, or, rather, the licenses to cut it, the Indian De-
partment had communicated with the Crown Land
Department of the Government of Ontario : that, in

I consequence of not having received an answer to a
certain letter on this subject, Mr. Yankoughnet, acting
for the Indian Department, endeavored to see the
Commissioner of Crow n Lands at Toronto but failed in

so doing at the time, but had instead an interview with
the Deputy Commissioner on the subject, who said it

was a mistake to sell the timber on the reserve. Mr.
Vankoughnet, in his evidence, says that Mr. Johnston,
the Deputy Minister of Crown Lands, said it was a
mistake of some of the officers of the department in

not having noticed the reserve on the plans ; that he
asked him what he proposed doing, and the answer
was to the effect that the Provincial Government would
have to settle with the purchasers of the licenses The
witness further says :

"I think he said he would bring the matter before the
commissioner." He also says he came from Ottawa to
Toronto expressly for the purpose of this interview.

The letter of the 27th August, 1886, refers to this

interview. It seems to me that what really appears is

that, after this interview, Mr. Yankoughnet thought
that the Ontario Government would simply settle for

the consequences of the mistake, and that the depart-
ment, of which he w as the deputy superintendant, in

this view proceeded to a sale of the timber, or the right
to cut the timber, a surrender of w hich has been ob-
tained by the Dominion Gov ernment from the Indians,
and I repeat that I do not see why there was so much
contention on this subject. I do not see that either
Government was in a position to blame the other in the
matter. I do not see that this or the contrary of it

would make any difference in regard to the rights to be
determined. As the locality of the reserve had to be
determined, and as it had to be found as a fact whether
or not the cutting of timber complained of had taken
place upon the reserve, it was thought for various reasons
that it would be convenient to take the evidence of the
Indian witnesses at or near the place in question, and
this evidence was so taken.

During the time of the taking of the evidence I was
led to think that the only question to be determined
between the contending parties was as to whether or
not the timber, the cutting of which was complained of,

had been cut upon land outside of the boundaries of the
reserve, it being, as I thought, conceded that if it had
been cut upon, the reserve the cutting was done under
proper authority so to do, but if done upon land not
part of the reserve, it was wrongly done without any
authority, these statements were certainly more than
once made by counsel. Upon the final argument, how-
ever, counsel dissented from this as being the sole

matter and contended that whether the cutting was
done upon the reserve or not the property in the land
and timber being (as was contended) vested in the
Ontario Government, the cutting complained of was
wrongful and could not be justified under any licenses

issued under the authority of the Dominion Govern-
ment. The plaintiff asks, as I hav e said that the true

locality of this reserve should be declared. This is

similar to asking for a declaration of right, and my
duty in this respect is to fix the boundaries of the reserve

as well as I can upon the evidence.

His Lordship then went exhaustively into the ev idence
given by the Indians as to the boundaries of their

reserve, and decided as follo.ws :

In my opinion it became entirely plain at the con-
clusion of the evidence upon the subject that the survey
made by Mr. Abrey for the Dominion Government in

the early part of '84 (I think ^ and the boundary lines

laid down by him show the location of this reserve ex-

cepting that the true boundary on the northerly side or

limit is the line of the waters called sometimes "White
Fish River" and sometimes "White Fish branch."' Th :

s

line of water is also sufficiently designated by the nanus
of objects on the ground that I have before mentioned.
The part of Mr. Abrey's survey lying northerly of this

line of waters does not, I think form any part of the

reserve. The reason why this area ot land was em-
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braced in the survey was shown by the evidence. It is

this : when the survey was being made the agent of the

Hudson's Bay Company being there and taking or feel-

ing some interest in the Indians suggested that they

might as well have this piece of land as it was in

parts better adapted to cultivation such as they do than

most of the land in the neighborhood, saying that they

might as well have it as not and that the Government
would not object to it. The Indians, and it appears

the surveyor, fell in with the idea and the survey was

made so as to comprehend this piece of ground. From
the manner in which other surveys were made long

before this time and soon after the treaty, so far as

appears by the report of the same and the evidence and

the spirit of liberality that seems to have pervaded the

dealings of the Government with the Indians, it can

scarcely be doubted that if this piece of land had at an

early day, and perhaps, at any time before the

occurence of the facts giving rise to this contention,

been asked by the Indians as part of their reserve it

would have been given them. Nevertheless, my find-

ing and decision is that it is not part of or belonging to

the reserve. There is also another point at which
there is some difference between Mr. Abrey's boundary
line and the line reasonably drawn through or by the

objects or places before alluded to ; this difference is

however but trifling. -Mr. Abrey's line falling at the

place inside of the other line, but the Indians are

manifestly satisfied to adopt at this place Mr. Abrey's

line and as there is not any material or valuable or

substantial, or I may say appreciable difference I think

that Mr. Abrey's boundary line may reasonably be
adopted at this place.

I am of the opinion, then, that Mr. Abrey's survey

varied by making the line of the water that I have be-

fore mentioned in this connection the northerly boun-
dary, and, casting out the part of the survey lying

northerly of this water line, will show the location and
boundaries of this reserve. This, to my mind, has
been shown and placed beyond reasonable cavil. This
survey has been manifested upon a chart or upon
charts, and there is a written description of the lands
included in it, and unless it is considered necessary for

the purposes of the Public Records, I do not see any
grave necessity for directing another survey varying

this one, as before stated. Counsel in this case will be
good enough to offer me such suggestions as may occur
to them or their clients on this subject before the for-

mal judgment is drawn up.

The next question is to whether or not any timber
was cut by the defendants, licensees, or rather claiming
under licensees of the Government of the Dominion out-

side of the boundaries of what I have determined was
and is this Indian Reserve. The answer to this ques-
tion is, that it has not been shown by the evidence that

these defendants or any of them did by themselves or

their agents cut or remove any timber upon any land
lying outside of the boundaries of this reserve as I have
found and decide such boundaries to be. All the tim-
ber cut or removed by these defendants that appears at

all by the evidence has been shown to have been upon
and from the lands of the reserve as I find it to be.

None was shown to have been cut upon the lands lying
north of the water line before mentioned and within the
boundary laid down by Mr. Abrey in his survey.

Some reference is here made to dry timber or wood
cut for firewood, which his Lordship did not consider
material.

The findings and conclusions ot fact upon the evid-
ence are against what was contended for on behalf of
the plaintiff during the course of the triaj, so far as the
locations and boundaries of this reserve and the cutting
of timber by the defendants, who claim under the author-
ity of licenses issued by the Dominion Government are
concerned, for which the plaintiff sought to show in re-

gard to the latter was that these defendants had cut
timber upon lands not being lands embraced in

this reserve, and hence public lands, belonging to the
Province of Ontario, although the fee thereof was in the
Crown, and in regard to the former what the plaintiff

sought to show was that this reserve is not located at
all where I decide that it is located, and even if so, that
the boundaries were different from what I decide that
they are.

It was not at the trial disputed that there was an
Indian reserve in this neighborhood somewhere, and
until the argument near the close of the argument I

think; it was, as I thought, fully understood that unless
the plaintiff succeeded in showing that these defendants J

had been cutting timber upon lands outside of the I

boundaries of this reserve, this case against them must
fail. The pleadings of some of the defendants, who I

claim by virtue of licenses issued by the Government of
Ontario, seem to place the matter of contention in this
way, and until very near the close of the trial I thought
that the only question would be whether or not these I

defendants had cut timber outside of the boundaries of
the reserve.

The plaintiff, however, and as an after-thought I

think, contended, as did also counsel for the defend-
ants, claiming by virtue of licenses from the Ontario
Government that whether the cutting of timber that
was proved or admitted was within or without the
boundaries of the reserve the plaintiff was entitled to

succeed, placing the contention on the ground that the

property was vested in the Province of Ontario, under
the provisions of B. N. A. Act, and that the Govern-
ment of the province were trustees for the Indians of

the amount of money that that Government had receiv-

ed tor the timber. I was then of the opinion that this

contention could not prevail These lands are un-

doubtedly lands reserved for the Indians. The right

and power to legislate in regard to the Indians, and
lands reserved for the Indians, is clearly given in and
by the distribution of legislative powers made by the

B. N. A. Act to the Parliament of the Dominion, which
Parliament had and has this power and authority.

That Parliament did during its first session by 31 Vic,
c 42. legislate in regard to lands reserved for the In-

dians by providing, amongst many other things, for the

manner in which any surrender of lands by the Indians
should be made.
From time to time the same Parliament passed var-

ious Acts dealing with the subject of the Indians and
lands reserved to them. By 39 V., c. 18, enacted by
the same Parliament, it was provided amongst many
other things (sec. 25), that no Indian reserve or portion
of a reserve should be sold, alienated or leased until it

had been released or surrendered to the Crown for the
purposes of the the Act and by 43 V., c. 28 if not earlier

provision was made for granting lisenses to cut trees,

etc., on the Indian reserves.

I am not aware of any objection ever having been
made or any unfavorable comment having been spoken
or written in respect of such legislation or anything
that was done in pursuance of it, and there seems to me
to be reason for thinking that it was a view entertained

by both Governments that the Government of the Do-
minion had the right and power to legislate respecting
and to administer the affairs of and appertaining to the
Indians and the lands reserved for the Indians ; there

being however, a difference of opinion as to what lands
were " lands reserved for the Indians."

As I have said there can be no doubt that in any
view of this latter question these lands are and must be
considered lands reserved for the Indians. This can-
not be otherwise if there exist any such lands at all

;

and what the Dominion Government did by obtaining
a release or surrender of this timber (the timber upon
this reserve) and issuing licenses for the cutting of it,

the money arising to be for the benefit of the Indians,

appeared to me to be a simple act of administration of
the affairs of this little band of Indians and the lands re-

served to them, done in pursuance of or in accordance
with the legislation on the subject which the Dominion
Parliament seemed to me to have the undoubted power
to enact ; and in accordance with the idea expressed in

the Treaty of 1850. See the remarks of Air. Justice

Patterson in The Queen v. St. Catherines Co., 13 A.
R. 173

For these and the like reasons I was at the close of
the argument of the opinion that the Dominion Govern-
ment had the power and authority to do as they did,

and that the defendants claiming under such licenses

from the Dominion Government were justified in cut-

ting the timber that they did cut upon this reserve, and
that it was a matter with which the Province of Ontario
had or has at the present time no concern, no matter
what might be considered to be the right that would
arise, if any, to the province upon the lands of this re-

serve being ceded by the Indians to the Crown, or the
reserve becoming w holly unnecessary by reason of the
bands of Indians becoming extinct, etc.

I then thought that the relief that the plaintiff should
have was the declaration as to the reserve and its

boundaries to w hich I have before referred, and that, in

other respects, the action should be dissmissed, for I

did not see that the defendants claiming under licenses

from the Ontario Government could in this section

have any relie against the plaintiff and I thought that

they were entitled to none against their co-defendants.

It was then said, however, that in the case The
Queen v. St. Catharines Co. (supra), which was pend-
ing before the Privy Council upon an appeal it was
likely or probable, from the nature of some of the
arguments before that court, and some remarks that

were reported to have been made by some of the learn-

ed judges that there would be an expression of opinion
regarding the "quality" as it was called of the Indian
title, although that action was upon a subject and in

regard to right or supposed rights quite different from
the matter involved in this action. For this reason this

judgment had been delayed to the present time.

I have now had an opportunity of perusing the judg-
ment of the Privy Council in that action upon the

appeal to them. They have not seen fit to discuss or

decide anything as to the quality of the Indian title,

considering that unnecessary for the determination of

the appeal before the Council ; and after a careful per-

usal of the whole ot the judgment, I am of the same
opinion as at the close of the argument. I think the

decision does not and cannot effect in any degree in

favor of the plaintiff the rights and matters in conten-
tion in this action; but, as some of the statements or

expressions in the judgment might be thought at first

view to have some bearing upon the matters of this

action, I will refer to these and say very shortly why
they have in my opinion no such bearing.

One of these is : ''The enactments of section 109 are,

in the opinion of their Lordships, sufficient to give to

each province, subject to the administration and con-
trol of its own Legislature, the entire beneficial interest

of the Crown in all lands w ithin its boundaries which at

the time of the union were vested in the Crown, with
the exception of such lands as the Dominion acquired
right to under section 108, or might assume for the
purposes specified in section 117. Its legal effect is to

exclude from the " duties and revenues " appropriated
to the Dominion all the ordinary territorial revenues of

the Crown arising within the provinces." The court

then refers to Attorney-General v. Mercer.
The comprehensive language must, in my opinion, be

applied to the subject matter of the case then under
consideration. The lands in that case had been ceded
to the Crown by the Indians by the Treaty of 1873, and
had thus been disencumbered of the Indian title. If

there were doubt as to this way of looking at our con-
struing the passage, it is made, I think, plain by the
concluding part of that portion of the judgment in

which their Lordships decide against the contention on
behalf of the Dominion Government in respect to the
ceded territory, rested on the provisions of sect-

ion 91 (24). The passage is: "Their Lordships
are, however unable to assent to the argument
for the Dominion founded on section 91 (24).

There can be no a piiori probability that the
British Legislature in a branch of the statute which
professes to deal only with the distribution of legistative

power, intended to deprive the provinces ofrights which
are expressly given them in that branch of it which re-

lates to the distribution of reserves and assets. The
fact that the power of legislating for Indians and for

lands which are reserved for their use has been en-
trusted to the Parliament of the Dominion is not in the
least degree inconsistent with the right of the provinces
to a beneficial interest in these lands available to them
as a source of revenue whenever the estate of the Crow n
is disencumbered of the Indian title."

In that case the lands in question has been disen-
cumbered of the Indian title, as before stated by the
Treaty of 1873. ^ n the present case the lands have not
been ceded and have not so been disencumbered, be-
sides the latter part of the passage discloses the view
of the court as to the period at which the beneficial in-

terest spoken of becomes available to the province as
a source of revenue, namely, when the estate of the
Crown is freed from the Indian title, and seems to me
not to consist with the arguments before me respecting
a trust existing in the Province for the benefit of the
Indians. Then afterwards the court said : "The treaty

leaves the Indians no right whatever in the timber
growing upon the lands which they gave up, which is

now fully vested in the Crown, all revenues derivable
from the sale of such portions of it as are situate within
the boundaries of Ontario being the property of that

province," indicating in addition to what I have before
said that the Indians had before the treaty or surrender
rights in respect of the timber, a consequence of w hich
w ould seem to be that it may be used by them or for

their benefit until such time as their title becomes ex-

tinguished by cession, surrender or otherwise.

A careful perusal of the judgment of the Privy Coun-
cil shows, I think, that it does not militate in any degree
against the contention of the Dominion Government
here, and portions of it indicate that the Dominion
Government is right in legislating for these Indians and
their lands (a reserve which has not been ceded or sur-

rendered in any way) and in administering their affairs

correspondence with parties in England on the

manner in w hich their doing. The rights of the Indians

in respect of this land, and the rights that they had in

respect to the timber thereon, were rights and interests

other than that of the province in the same to say the
very least, and 1 do not desire to be understood as in-

dicating any opinion as to w hat, if any, right the pro-

vince has in respect to such lands.

The plaintiff is entitled to the declaration that I have
before mentioned, but I am still of the opinion that the
action must in all other respects be dismissed, with costs

to the defendants claiming under the licenses of the

Dominion Government and to the defendant the Attor-

ney-General for the Dominion Government. I do not

see that I can give the other defendants any relief, but

I am willing to hear their counsel on the question of

their costs.

It is years since the lumber trade has suffered so

severly for want of snow for skidding. The present

open winter is working havoc with lumber operations

in almost every section of the country. Unless snow,

and a considerable quantity of it, makes its appearance

soon there will be a big break up in the shantying, the

crews will be dispersed, and operations cease entirely.

In many localities there is hardly a stick drawn to the

ice. About the only exception is found in Muskoka where

fifteen inches of snow fell the first week in January.

There is now excellent sleighing in that locality and

lumber operations are being pushed forward rapidly.
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GEO. F. HAWORTH & CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

GANADIAN HEMLOCK TANNED

LEATHER BELTING
ALSO, SOLE AGENTS FOR

Hoyt's Pure Oak Tanned American Leather Delting

11 JORDAN SiT TORONTO

M y LeverH

c

op Cutter
^li"^ ^'4W^'4W «?'«•W «M{.-?t\-^'4W^'^if^^5^-^i^'i

Is an Iron Machine on timbers, capable of cutting from 75
to 100 hoops a minute. Makes the tap while cutting. I also

make Pointer, for pointing planks before they are cut.

Planer for finishing hoops, and Coiler for coiling, all simple

and substantial. Mill owners whose supply of merchantable

timber is becoming scarce, will find this set of Machinery a

great addition to their business, as it works that useless stuff.

Swamp Elm, into an article, the demand for which is almost

unlimited—A BARREL HOOP. Write for particulars

violin C Shepherd
GUYSBORO, ONT.

^LHEN^PORTERJ
MANUFACTURER OF

Thib nsfE^T^ Improved

Leather Belting
j

peavey

PATENT
VISITATION STREET,

*
» A/1 £

niJVlDNTRERL, QUE.

Mill Owners will do well to write for estimates before placing their orders.

DOG,
THE LIGHTEST, STRONGEST AND MOST PRACTICAL CANT DOG MADE.

Send for Catalogue and Price List-—
LEWIS BROS. & CO., AGENTS FOR CANADA.

MONTREAL, QUE
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TRADE HEVIEW.
Toronto, Ont.

Toronto, Jan. 27th, 18S9.

CAR OR CARGO LOTS.
er clear picks. American inspection $34 oo@.35 00
er. three uppers. American inspection.
er. pickings. American inspection
•sing and better
I run

Montreal, Que.

Montreal, Jan. 27th, 1889.

IXIO i I J

1X10 i 12

IXIO & 12

: mill culls.

Cul
iK and thicker cutting up plank

i5i inch flooring

40 00
30 00

20 00 22 00
15 00 10 00
16 00 iS 00
12 00 13 00
10 00 11 00

9 00
24 00 26 00
iS 00 20 00
13 00 15 00
[2 00 13 00
10 00 11 00
S 00 9 00
8 00 9 00

22 OO 25 00
14 00 15 00
II 00 12 00

14 00
14 00 15 00
2 40 250
I 40 I 50

1 So

Pine. 1st qual'y V M $35 00 40 00
Pine,2nd " 21 00 23 00
Pine, shipping culls

V M 13 00 15 00
Pine. 4th quality
deals Vm 1000 1200

Pine, mill culls,y M S 00 10 00
S^'uce. per M 1000 11 00
Hemlock, per M 900 1000
Ash. run of log culls

out per M 16 00 20 00

Basswood.run of log

culls out per M. .

.

Oak, per M
Walnut, per M.
Cherrv. per m ....

Butti
Bird
Hard Maple, per M
Lath, per M
Shingles, 1st. per M

per M...

Shingles, -2nd. per M

5i3 00
40 00
55 00
75 00
30 00
16 00
22 00

1 So
2 00
1 25

iS 00
50 00
95 00
90 00
40 00
25 00

36 00
1 90

3 9°
2 oc

Uppers . . .

Common . .

Shipping Cul
.Mill Culls . .

Saginaw, Mich.

Saginaw
cargo lots.

36 oo(rt 3S oo[Xorway • •

16 00
S 50

27th, I<

. S 00(8:

. 10 50

. 12 00

7 5o

9 2}
I I 50

iS 00

S 00

XX shingles, sawn
Lath. Sawn

. YARD QUOTATIONS.
Mill cull hoards & scantlingSio 00 Dressing stocks 16 oo@2o 00
Shipping cull boards, pro- Picks Am. inspection 30 00
miscuous widths 12 00 Three uppers. Am. inspect. 40 00

stocks 13 00! B. M.
Scantling & joist, up to 16 ft 13 00 I'A-in. flooring. dres'd25 00

iS ft 14 00 1
lA " *' rough .. 14 00

" 20 ft 15 00 iK " " dres'd .. 23 00
" 22 ft 16 00 " undres'd

24ft 17 00 " " dres'd... 16 00
26 ft iS 00! " undres'd 12 00
2S ft 19 00 Beaded sheeting, dress-
30 ft 20 00 ed iS 00
32 ft 21 00 Clapboarding. dres'd

34 ft XXX sawn shingles
per M50'« 22 50

36 ft 24 oo Sawn Lath

thicker

3S ft 27 00 Red oak 20 00
40 to 44 ft 30 00 White " 25 00

Basswood. Xo. 1 & 2 iS 00
26 00 Cherry. Xo. 1 & 2. .. 50 00

board iS 00 20 oo White ash. 1 & 2 25 00
Black ash. 1 & 2 20 00

Cutting up planks ij£ and
dr

30 00

15 00

25 00
14 00
20 00
14 00

20 00
12 50

2 90
2 25

25 00

30 00
20 00
60 00
30 00

25 oo

Ottawa, Ont.

Ottawa, Jan.

Dimensions, Inches.
Mill culls 10 xi 1

12 1 .

12 1%
" 12 2 ;

selected 16 ft. long, above dimensions
Cull strips, 1 in. thick. 5 to 7 wide
Mill cut outs 12 x 1

11 iK
12 2

Scantling 2 4 )

3 4 S

" culls 2 4 I

3 4 5

Laths
Stock shorts. 12x1
1 inch siding outs, i'A, l /4, 2

" outs from shorts, 1%, i
lA, 2

Outs from stocks 12 x 1

" 12 iH
" 12 \%.

Shingles. X
•p XX
" XXX
" cedar. No. 1 :

" cedar, culls

Difference in planed lumber, in waste and planing
Ditto, on average good stock

29th, 188

PerM.

S.50 to 9.00
7.00 to S.00

30 00

19 00

22 00

23 00

17 00
14 00
12 00

0 00 Straight measure
6 oo'Hemlock ....

YARD QUOTATIONS—CAR LOTS DRY
Drop Siding.

Clear, % in 42 ooj C, 7A in . . .

A 38 00 D
B . . 36 00:

Flooring and Siding—Dressed.
Flouring, clear, d & m 40 00 Siding, clear, lA in. .

No. 1 . . . . 33 oo
(

A .....
No. 2 . . . . 30 03 B
No. 3 . . 20 03 C
No. 4 . . 13 .03 D

Finishing Lumber—Rough.
1 in. . 42 oo@44 00 Fine common, lin.

. . 44 00 46 ooj \% & 2 in.

, . . 36 00 37 00 C, 7, S & 9 in. . . . 25 00
... 3S 00 Base, 2 to 9 in. No. 1 40 00

No. 2 . . . . 30 00
No. 3 . . . . 20 00

Coffin boards 16 in. and over iS 00
Joist, Scantling and Timber.

10 oof 22 feet
. . . . 11 ool 24 feet ....
Plank and timber, 12 inches wide. St extra.

Wide Select and Common—Rough.
C (No. 1 com.) I3in. and up 2S oo|D (common) 14 in. and up

Lath, Shingles and Pickets.

Lath, No. 1 .... 1 wjCountry brands XXX 3 25® 3 35
Clear butts . . 2 25 2 35

P'kts,2 to 2Y2 in rough 12 00 13 00
Dressed 20 00
1 Vi in. square.dressed 14 00 19 00

Three uppers.

Selects, 1 in.

iK & 2 in.

12 to iS feet
20 feet

No
Shingles, river brands

XXX . . . .

Clear butts . . .

32 00@32 00

33 00

12 00

13 00

16 00

3 40@ 3 5o
2 40 2 50

Mich, uppers, 1 to 2

in., dry $45 oo@5o 00

2Y2, 3 & 4 in 57 00
S'lcts, iji to 2 in. 42 50

2% 3 & 4 in 47 '50

4.00 to 5.00
I

12 in floor'g & shelv'g 30 00

12 in. barn 1 1

Edge barn, all widths 1

7.00

1.25

10.00

15.00

6.50 to 7.00

10.00 to 12.00

1.25

2.00

3-oo
2.00 tO 2.

1.25

5.00
20.00 tO 25.OO

Philadelphia, Pa.

Philadelphia, Jan. 29th, 1889.

White Pine.
1% to 2 in. plank,
barn quality 23 00(6)25 00

Common plank 20 00 22 50
Vs box boards, wide. . 1600
% siding, selected .. 3c 00
Culls, 12 in 16 00

Wide 17 00
Narrow

65 00

45 00

52 50

35 00
21 00
20 00

No. 1 moulding 37 50
Cargo Lots.

Yellow pine edge bds 14 oo@i6 oolScantling and plank 20 00
Heart face boards .. . 1900 2100!

Hemlock Boards and Scantling.
Edge boards 10 $o@n 5o|Scantling, 2x3 & 2x4,
12 in. stock 11 50 12 00 16 & 18 ft 12 001

Fencing, 6 in., 16 ft.. 11 50 12 ool 3.\4,to i2,i2to2oft. 11 00
Shingles and Posts

17 50
32 50
iS 00
18 00
13 5o

40 00

22 00

213 00
11 50

Cypress shingles, 24
in. heart, d &b .. i3oo@i8oo

24 in. sap, d & b. 10 00 12 00

Hamilton, Ont.

Mill cull boards ai:d
scantlings $ 9 0o@iooo

Snipping cull boards
promiscuous widths. 10 00 12 00
Shipping cull stocks. 14 00
Scantling and joist up
to 16 feet 13 00

do up to iS feet
do up to 20 feet
do up to 22 feet .-.

do up to 24 feet
do up to 20 feet
do up to 28 feet
do up to 30 feet
Cutting up plank \

lA
and thicker dry

Cutting up boards. ...

13 50
14 03

1

15 00
16 00
17 00
18 00
20 00

25 00
20 00

16 00

21 jo

25 00

Hamilton, Jan. 29th,

Dressing stocks $16 00
l'A flooring, rough. . . 1600
iK flooring, rough. .

\'A flooring, dre-sed
1Y2 flooring, dressed
1 flooring, dressed
Beaded sheeting 1. .

Picks, Am inspection 32 00
Three uppers Am. In.
XXX sawn shingles. . 2 60
Sawn Lath
Red Oak 20 00
White Oak 25 00
Basswood No. 1.42.. 16 00
Cherry No. 1 a- 2 60 00
White Ash No. 1*2. 25 00
Black Ash No. 1 4 2. 20 00

18 00
1800
18 00
25 00

32 00
2300
30 00

3400
4c 00
2 70
2 25

25 00
30 00
20 00
70 00
3o 00
25 00

St. John, N. B.

St. John, Jan.

Deals, Boards, Scantling, etc.

Spruce deals $12 oclSpruce boards - -

Pine 11
15 oo!Pme " - -

Deal ends 6 00 Oak " - - -

Scantling 10 oo Ash " - -

Hemlock " - - -

Shingles.
Spruce, extra $3 50, No. 1 - - -

'* clear 3 00 Pine
" No. 1 extra - - - 2 25!

Clapboards.

!9th, 1889.

- - 12 00
12 oo@40 00
- - 40 00
1 5 00(5,25 00
- - - 7 50

Pine, extra -

" clears -

" 2d clears

35 00
• 45 00

35 00

Spruce, extra 24 00
clears 23 00

No. I - - - 15 00
No. 2 - - - 10 00

Flooring, Dressed.

6 in ..No. 1 12 00I4 in.,
" No. 2 - - 10 00

"
No. 1

No. 2
12 00
10 00

Staves - -

Heading, 17

Miscellaneous.

3 ooig 4 ;o ! Laths
in. per pr. 04 Pickets 6 50© 1 5 00

04^ 05^ Railway ties - - 15

04K 06 I

Nos. 1 & 2, 1 in., good
dry, Indiana $87 50® 9500

1 \i & up 92 50 100 00
Nos. 1 & 2, Vz in 72 50 77

Nos. 1 & 2,H in. good
wide, Indiana 25 oo(£

1 in .. .. 28 00

Cedar shingles, 30 in.

• hand dressed 35 00 4000
Chestnut posts, 9 ft. 32 00

7 ft 2800
HARDWOOD.

Walnut.
Reject or common, 1

in., \\{ and up 60 oog 5j 00
Culls, 1 in 35 00 37 50

1 Vi in. & up 35 00 40 00
oplar.

Nos. 1 & 2, ili in. &
up, good wide, Ind. 32 50 36 00

Columns, 5x5 & up

„ L
clear 35 00 35 50

OaH.
Nos. 1 & 2, iK in. &
up, good western,
straight 35 00 37 50
quartered 52 50 55 00

Ash.
Nos. 1 & 2, 1 in., good |Nos. 1 & 2, \

lA in. &
western 35 oo@40 ool up, good western . . 32 50 42 50

Yellow Pine— Yard and Wholesale.
Sc'tlg, 2x4 to 12x14 • 22 00 @23 ooJFlooring, 1 in. Va. . 17 00 19 00
Plank, 1% to 2 in. .2300 2750 i&i^in.Ga. &
Fl'g, 1 & 1Y1 in. No. 1 27 50 30 ool Fla. cargo run .2200 2400

Cherry.

Nos. 1 & 2, 1 in., good 62 50 70 oolNos. 1 & 2, 1% in. &
lup, good 65 00 75 00

',5°

Pot

'.27 ?o

32 50

Nos. 1 & 2, 1 in.,

western, straight.. 32 5o@35 oc
quartered 49 00 50 00

Detroit, Mich.

Detroit, Jan. 29th, 1889.

Uppers, Selects, Stocks, etc.

5hop, 5-4, 6-4 & 8-4 $28 50
Fine common, 4x4 31 00

5x4, 6x4 & 8x4 33 00
Stocks, 1x12 & ixio, No. 1.. 19 00

1x12. & ixio, No. 2 1600
1x12, & ixio, No. 3 13 00

Uppers, 4-4 $43 01

5x4, 6x4 & 8x4 43 oc

3 & 4 in 50 00

Selects, 4x4 38 00

5x4, 6x4 & 8x4 38 00

Shop, 4x4 24 00

Flooring, Siding, Ceiling, etc.

Flooring, select common.. . 22 00 Roofing, D & M 16 00
Siding, clear 21 50

A 20 50
B 18 50
C 13 5o

No. 1 common 1800
No. 1 fencing 16 50

Ceiling, select common 25 00

No. 1 common 22 00

No. 1 fencing 20 00

Bill Stuffand Culls.

Bill stuff, ordinary sizes

12 to 16 ft 12 00

to 20 ft 12

26 to 28 ft 14 00
30 to 34 ft 16 00

ihip culls 12 00

22 to 24 ft 13 oolMilt culls 10

Shingles and Lath.

Shingles, clear, 18 in. Ex.. . 3 25I 6 in. stocks clear, Ex.. . 400
10 in. clear, 18 in 300 5 in. stocks clear, Ex.. . 480
6 in. clear, 18 in 2 oolLatn 2 10

Add for surfacing one or two sides, $1.

New York City.

New York, Jan. 31st, 1889.

Black Walnut.

Ys in., all clear $7Soo(ffij 82 a. Culls. 1 inch $35 oo@ 37 00
1 and l'A inches— 92 00 97 0; Hulls, thick 37 00 39 00
iH.and thicker 9S 00 105 00 Counter tops, iS in.

Rejects 52 00 55 oo
1

and over no 00 -150 00

Poplar, or While Wood.

Yt, in. 10 inches and |i5i to 2 inch 29 oo@3o 00
over 23 oo(S,24 03:2% and thicker 31 00 32 00

Yx in. coffin boards. . . 27 00 25 oojCommon 1 to 2 inch 21 00 22 50
1 inch, 10 inch and Saps, 1 inch ci thicker 2200 2500
over 2S oo 30 00 Culls, all thickness.. 16 00 18 00

1 inch, 8 in. and over 26 00 2S 501

Dressed Poplar.

24 ;o(&2j oo!-H in. clg. 4 to 6 inY2 inch panel
inch panel .'

Yi inch panel
4, 5, 6 inch casing. . .

.

7, 8, 9, 10 inch casing

21 oo(«2i 50
24 00 24 5027 00 2$ 00 % in. clg. 4 to 6 in

29 00 30 ooj 5-S in. clg. 4 to 6 in. .. 27 00 2S 00
30 00 31 oo;K in. clg. 4 to 6 in . . . 29 00 30 00
32 00 33 00>s in. clg. 4 to 6 in ... 30 00 31 00

Ash.

1 inch, white 36 ooft; 3S ooiStrips. clear 26 oo(&; 28 00
\Yi to 2 inch 37 00 38 00 Black ash. good 26 00 30 00
2Y2 to 4 inch 40 00 41 or

I

Black ash, culls 10 00 12 00

Oak.

1 inch plain sawed, 36 oofj; 39 0 I inches and over... 46 oo@ 4S 00
i!4.to 2 inch 37 00 40 0; Thicker 48 00 50 00
Thicker 38 00 41 ooiStrips under 6 in 3S 00 40 00
Quarter-sawed, white, all clear, 6-'

" Cherry

^ in., white & clear.. 65 oo@ 70 0 \iY2 and thicker SS oo@ 95 00
76 00 80 oc Counter tops, iSin.
40 00 42 ooi and over 100 00 115 00
80 00 85 00 Culls, all thickness iS 00 20 00

Miscellaneous.

33 oofe 35 oo Hickery, old growth 50 "00 60 00
20 00 23 oo Hickery. 2nd growth 70 00 80 00

32 00 Elm 20 00 22 00

23 oo|Sycamore 24 00 27 00
30 oojSycamore quartered 35 00 40 00
36 oolGum 36 00 41 00
30 00 Butternut .... 45 00 50 00
22 ool

1 inch
1 inch strips

lYi to 2 inch

Chestnut, clear
Chestnut common

.

Basswood white. .

.

Basswood common
Maple, clear 25 00
Birch, clear 32 00
Birch. isand2s 26 oo
Cottonwood 20 00

30 00
23 00

Boston, Mass.

Boston, Jan. 29th, iS

Western Pine—by car load.

Uppers. 1 in $48 oo@5o 00
iK. 1 Y2 & 2 in .... 50 oo 52 00
3 & 4 in 55 00 60 00

Selects, 1 in 42 00 45 00
1%, 1% & 2in 44 00 46 00

3 & 4 in 48 00 52 00
Moulding boards. 7 to

11 inch clear 37 00 41 00
60 per cent clear 35 00 37 00 Common all widths . 20 00

Fine common 1 inch 37 00 42 00 Shipping culls 17 00
l

lA & 2 inch ... 40 00 42 ool

Fine com.. 3 & 4 in . . 46 oo@5o 00
No 2, 1 in. Fine com. 29 00 30 00
\%, \Yi & 2 in 31 00

No. 1 strips, 4 to 6 in 41 00
No. 2 j 37 00
No. 3 25 00

Cut ups, 1 to 2 in.. .. 26 00
Coffin boards 22 00

33 00

43 00

38 00
27 00

30 00
26 00

25 00
19 00

Eastern Pine—Cargo or Car Load.

Nos. 1, 2 & 3 40 ooS?43 00] Clapboards, 4 ft., sap
28 00

23 00

Refuse
West'rn pine clapbds

4 ft. sap extra .

.

30 03
26 00
16 00
12 03

clear
Sap, 2nd clear
Heart extra . .

.

Heart clear. .

.

40 00

30 00

Scantling and plank,
random cargoes . .

Yard orders, ordin-
ary sizes 13 5o

Yard orders, extra
sizes 15 00

Clear floor boards . .

No. 2

43 oo 45 00

Spruce—by Cargo.

Coarse, rough .... 9 00
12 oo@i3 00 Hemlock bds., rough 10 00

" dressed
14 50 Clapbds., extra, 4 ft. 28 00

Clear, 4 ft 26 00
16 00 Second clear ... 20 00

No. 1 12 0019 00
16 oo

1

42 00

32 00

55 00
50 00

12 00
11 00
12 00
30 00
28 00
22 00

15 00

Lath.
Spruce . . .• 1 90® 2 00

Shingles,

Spruce 1 40@i 50
Pine, 18 in. extra ... 4 50 4 75
Pine, No. 1 3 50 3 70

Cedar, sawed, extra 3 3o@3 50
Clear 3 00 3 15
Extra, No. 1 . . . 2 85 3 00

Cypress, No. 1, 18 in. 5 00 5 25

No. 1, 1 & 1% in

No. 2, 1 & \\i in

No. 3, 1 & 1% in

Buffalo and Tonawanda, N. Y.

Buffalo, Jan. 27th, 1889.

Norway Pine—Rough.
Stocks No. 1,1 & 1% in 2200

No. 2, 1 & 1% in. 17 00
No. 3, 1 & 1% in. 12 00

Scantling 2x4 to 2x12 12 to 16 ft 13 00
25 00

20 00(C

15 00
II 50

(22 OO

15 50
12 00

16 00Timber, 4x6 to 12x12

White Pine—Rough.

I4S 00 Shelving, No. 1, 13 in.

46 00 and up
56 00 No. 2, 13 in. & up 22 00
38 00 Fine common, 1 in. .

40 00 1%, \Yz and 2 in. 30 00
46 00 Common, 1 in. . .1600
2900 ij^ and i%in. . 1700
33 00 2 in 20 00
40 00 Coffin boards . . . 16 00
19 00 Box, 1 in. . .

22 00 1% in. & thicker
31 00 A stocks, ixio . . .

31 00 1x12
38 00 B stocks, 1x6 to 16 .

C stocks, 1x6 to 16 .

Dressed Lumber.
No. 1. No. 2.

Base and Casing under 6 inches $33 00 $23 00
Base and Casing, 6 inches 34 00 25 00
Base and Casing, 6, 7 and 8 inches . . . . 35 00 27 00
Flooring, 1 and 1% inches, 2Y2 to 5 in. wide . 32 00 20 00
Ceiling. % in., 2Y2 to 5 inches wide . . . . 33 00 2300
Ceiling, Ye in., 2%. to 5 inches wide . . . . 28 00 22 00
Ceiling, Y2 in., 2Y2 to 5 inches wide . . . . 24 00 iS 00
Philadelphia Fencing 30 00 25 00
Bevel Siding, 6 inches 23 00 21 00
Bevel Siding, 5 inches 23 50 19 00
Bevel Siding, 6 inches 23 00 19 00
Novelty Siding, 6 inches and over 3400 2100

Shingles and Lath.

Uppers, 1 in. . .$,44 ood
1%, i'A and 2 in. 44 00
2Y2, 3 and 4 in. . 54 00

Selects. 1 in. . . .36 00
iK. i/^ and 2 in. 37 00
2Y2, 3 and 4 in. . 44 00

Cuts, No. 1, 1 in. . . 27 00
iK, i

lA and 2 in. 32 00
2Y2, 3 and 4 in. . 37 00

No. 2, 1 in. . . . 17 00
i
lA, 1V2 and 2 in. 21 00

Moulding, 1 in. . . 30 00
1%. 1% and 2 in. 30 00

Siding strips, 1 in. .

Shingles. i8in.XXX

X .
'.

'.

Shimjles, 16 in. XXX
X .

'.

3 S(

2 So

1 25

325
2 25

90

Lath, pine No. 1

No. 2 . . .

Norway . . .

Hemlock . . .

30 00
24 00
10 00
33oo
19 00
20 00
22 00
19 00
13 50
13 50
27 00
28 00
17 5o

13 50

No. o
$16 00
17 00
20 00
H 00
16 00
14 00
1300
17 03
11 00
14 00
14 00
16 00

1 60
1 So
1 60
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B.F. STI R IT.V W I S PATENT PROGRESSIVE LUMBER DRY KILN.
EELIABLB I BAPTD I

GUABAXTFFD
TO DBY

—IX-

Best Manner Possible

ALL KINDS OF

HABD ((ltd SOFT
WOOD LF3IBEB.

WRITE*F0R*CATAL05UE, -' 1

1 1 5 LIBERTY STREET,
NEW YORK.

F. S TURTEVANT S ^=^r^-
Hot Blast Lum2FrDry Kilm USSjjflf

NO WARPING,
CHECKING

AND BLUEING
—WITH THE—

STURTEVANT
Patent Hot Blast

Steam Heating

Apparatus.

31 N . Canal Street
,

CHICAGO.

B. F. STURTEVANT, Patentee and Sole Manufacturer, 34 Oliver Street, (corner of Franklin street > BOSTON, Mass.. U.S.A.

G 1 "" *ft
'CULLOCH

fi ALT SAFE WORKS
Fire find Bart/far-Proof

o Burglar Proof# & f

t$l9 Fi re Proof 0000

lAA Aft&AA A AA AAAA AA AAA

SAFES
41 # # # Jewelers'1 g # o o

# # # # Bankers' m S # #

# # # # ^ House m s S # #
7-

Bank Vault Burglar Proof Linings, Burglar-Proof Vault Boors,

- Fire-Proof Vault Boors. —g^

REGULAR I AND I SPECIAL I SIZES I IN I STOCK I AND I TO * ORDERS

WE Make only the Best in Material and workmanship.

A Large Variety always in Stock at our Warerooms

2-4= ZLT^oisrT St. "West, Toikohstto^O^tt.
G. F. BOSTWICK, Representative.

ROBT. BRAMMER
xiic special attention 01 lumrjermen is directed to the accompanying ill

CLIPPER" SHINGLE MACHINE

Victoria Foundry, Orillia, Ont.
Manufacturer of Every Description of

* IRON o AND o WOOD-WORKING o MACHINERY, #
SAW, PLANING, SHINGLE AND SAWING MACHINES, ENGINES BOILERS, &c.

The special attention of lumbermen is directed to the accompanying illustration of

With all the Latest
Improvements, and undoubt-
edly the best machine in

- the market.
R
Knot

L
Saw MavhSie |

r
*
a
~
c,,ine '

$

300 -00
'
DraS San

,
complete, $90.00 : Jointer. $40:

„ „ .... Longford Mills, Ont., Nov. 24th, iSSS.
Robert Brammek, Orillia,
Dear Sir—The two Shingle Machines we got from you are doing good work. They are the

best machines we have ever had anything to do with. They are both fast and do good work and
give every satisfaction. W e have no hesitation in recommending your machines to any person inwant of a good shingle machine. \ ours truly. The Longford Li mber Co.. Wm. Thomson, Pres.

-7 ii/j r . . .,- ...
'• _ , Orilla. Dec. 4th, iSSS.

Jo Whom it may Concern -—This is to certify that I consider Mr. Brammer"s make of ShingleMachines has no superior. I have used the first one he made of the kind called the •Clipper"
and several more since. The firm of Heath, Tait & Turnbull, of Huntsville, recently sawed inone day of eleven hours, one hundred and three and a half thousand with two of the machines and
the average during the season has been over seventy-two thousand per day. A. Tait.

~ ,,,, . „ , Orilla. Nov. 7th. iSSS

C-L- 1 «»
,'"'' may Concern :—\ purchased of R. Brammer his latest improved patent Clipper

Shingle Machine, and have great pleasure in bearing testimony to its vast capacity and durability
and I have no hesitation in stating that it is the best machine 1 have ever worked or have ever
seen

- Thos. B. Tait, Gravenhurst.

Mr.
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Representative CANADIAN Manufacturers.

C. C. CLEVELAND F. CLEVELAND.

GOODHUJE & ( <>..

MANUFACTURERS OF

AND

Lace Letitliei".
zD^.ZNr-sriz_,zijE - - - queeec.

GEORGE BRUSH,
MACHINIST, FOUNDER & BOILER MAKER

EAGLE FOUNDRY,
aro 3-4 T^HsTO- STREET,
MOXTHEA L, O IE.

RAILROAD, BANK & OFFICE

DESKS
TIEIES cfc CO.,

300 ST. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL.

JOHN BERTRAM k SONS,

( 1nutria Tool Works,

DUNDAS, ONTARIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

WOOD-WORKING
MACHINERY,

MACHINE TOOLS, ETC.

Write for Prices and Catalogues.

PATTERSON & HALL,

Liimtmrll Balers
Manufacturers of Dressed Lumber,

T. H. GRAHAM &Co.,
Manufacturers and Re-cutters of

HAND % CUT m MILL @ SAW
FILES

PRICES AND QUOTATIONS GIVEN

110 YORK STREET, TORONTO.

MANUFACTURERS
OFPETER GERLACH & COMPANY

Alligator Cliisel-ESit Saws,
THE CHAMPION STAVE, HEADING AND SHINGLE MACHINES,

m — !CE TOOLS AND MILL SUPPLIES

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

J. J. TTJZ^lSrEET^,,

Sail, Tent and Awning Maker,
251 George and 154- King Streets.

PETERBOROUGH.
Canoe. Yacht and Boat Sails made to order.

Peifect Fits guaranteed.

Every description of Lumbermen's Supplies
and Waterproof Clothing.

THE BEST ENGLISH OAK TANNED

LEATHER BELTING, ETC
JAMES LESLIE,

XTJTC-TICIK" OF CBAI& ^.3STX3 ST. ^.iTTOISTE STEEETS.

p.o. box 996. MONTREAL, QUEBEC.

THE MONARCH BOILER

(PATENTED) AND HERCULES ENGINE,

./..ROBB&SONS
CELEBRATED

ROTARY SAW

w
to Saw Lumber

Guaranteed

Jas. Skeppard & Son.

WISTEE SAWING,
Ship's Decking, Bill Timber, Dressed

Lumber, Mouldings, Etc.

MILLS, - SOREL, QUE.

ELECTBIC 3E I G- TEC T 1 1ST O-

The Royal Klectric Go.
SOLE OWNERS OF

The Thomson-Houston Systems for the Dominion.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Dynamo Machines and Lamps, Motors and Generators, Contrac-
tors and Builders of Electric Light Plants throughout the Dominion.

Estimates and all information on application.

OFFICE, FACTORY AND LIGHTING STATION. 54, SS, 58, 60, 62 AND 64 WELLINGTON STREET,

CHAS. W. HAGAR, Manage* MONTREAL, QUE.

Perfectly Smooth and
E^en in thickness.

Portable from 6 to 70 horse power. Surpass
portable steam power heretofore produced for
strength, darabi lity, compactness, and the ease
with which they can.be moved.
The 70 horsepower can be taken overtherough-

ost roads, or into the forest, and set up as easily
md quickly as an ordinary 20 horse power port-
able engine, and as firm as a brick-set stationary
engine. Engines and boilers of every size and des-
cription. Rotary Saw Mills, Shingle and Lath
naehines, Law Grinders, Planers, etc. Mill
naehinery and supplies of every description.
<lvery boiler insured against explosion by the
toiler Insurance & Inspection Co. of Canada.
Write for circulars.

Amherst Foundry and
Machine works.

ESTABLISHED OVER 40 YEARS.

A. ROBB & SONS,
Amherst, N.S.

THE IMPROVED

BOILER FEEDER,
With McAVITY'S Patent Improvement.

PATENTED APRIL 6th, 1886.

Automatic and positive in its action by moving a simple handle
or lever. No regulation of water or steam. Works at any pressure.
Lifts as well as a pump. No open overflow. A boy can start and
stop it as well as an engineer. Simple and effective. Suitable for
all kinds of boilers.

To start the Boiler Feeder.—1st Raise the handle or lever to open
overflow. 2nd. Open globe valve in steam pipe to give it steam.

3rd. When water flows through overflow, close the over-
reaTBfiiLsi flow bv presS ing down the lever, and the Boiler Feeder
is at work. Ask your dealer for it.

FOR SALE BY
T. McAvity & Sons, St. John, N. B.

;
Rice, Lewis & Sons, Toronto, Ont.

;
McKelvey &

Birch, Kingston, Ont. ; S. Fisher, Montreal, Que. ; W. L. Leonard & Co., Vancouver.

THIS AND OTHER BLANK SPACES

FOR SALE.
For Terms Apply to the Publisher

F. G. BECKETT ENGINE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

SAW*MILL* ENGINES ^ AND v BOILERS

AND ALL KINDS OF MILL MACHINERY.

Steam Launches and Tug Boats a Specialty.

— EE^-i^xT.iX'oisr, Ontabio —
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND MENTION THIS PAPER Vtf

Mona Iron Works, Hamilton, Ont.

OSBORNE-KILLEY MANUFACTURING CO
Manufacturers of all Kinds of

SAW MILL MACHINERY,
ENGINES AND BOILERS, ETC.

Send for Catalogue and Mention this Paper
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TnGrease Yovir Gvit Q
BY USING IN YOUR MILL A

Gaskin Pat. Saw Benched Jointer.
PATENTED IN UNITED STATES AND CANADA, it

THIS MACHINE
saves 25 per cent, of
your saws ; increases

your cut, and effects a saving in the wear of

your machinery. It enables\your saws to turn

out smoother and
when hand filed.

more even Lumber than

F YOU CARE TO KNOW
HOW IT WILL DO WHAT
IS CLAIMED FOR THIS

MACHINE, SEND TO US

FOR A FULL EXPLANA-

TORY CIRCULAR.

THE rOUOWrUG TESTIMONIALS SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES:
Robert Gaskin. Jr.

_ _
Marble Cove, Portland, N. B., iSth Aug., 1888.

Dear Sir,—Having given your "Gang Sawjwnter " a fair trial, 1 am now satisfied-that it wil^do ail you claim for it. It has -certainly increased
the Quantity sawn by my gang per day from five to six thousand, and will increase it still further when the fiber is more accustomed to the machine
it. The machine is very simple in construction, and the principle so easily understood that no mill owner need hesitate about putting it in his mill.

Yours, truly, VV. H. MURRAY.
To Whom it ma y Concern .—This may certify that we have used one of Gaskin's Saw Jointers in our mills for some months past, and find it of

great advantage in the preparation of our Gang Saws for doing good work. The principle of straining the saw as it is in. the gate, while under prepara-
tion, we deem an important and correct one. ana most cheerfully recommend "The Gaskin Saw Jointer" to mill owners.

St John. N.B., April 16th, 18SS. ANDRE CUSH1NG & CO.

Rcbert Gaskitt. Esq. Union Point Mill, Fairville, St. John Co., April 10th, 1S88.

Dear Sir,—The Saw Jointer you placed in our mill hasexceeded our expectations. We can confidently recommend it as doing all you claim for

As the saws are keyed to the same teusion in the Jointer as in the saw gate it makes them perfect, both as to straight face and uniform overhang.
Respectfully, yours, WM. L. WARING, Supt.

T. McAVITY & SONS, MANUFACTURERS
UNDER ROYALTY. ST.JOHN.N.B.

Tally Books
NO MANUFACTURER OF OR DEALER

IN HARDWOOD LUMBER CAN DO

WITHOUT THEM

jfjPQ/lUSE ' THEV C0NTAIN ORIGINAL INSPECTION, SHIPPING

INSTRUCTION, ROUTE, ETC., BY WHOM INSPECTED,

GRADES, TOTAL FEET OF EACH GRADE, TOTAL NUMBER OF FEET OF

THE WHOLE, AND TOTAL MONEY PAID. : : : : : : : :

Also

J^eady (Jaladator /
PUBLISHED BY

A. A . BROWX, 62 and 64 Longworth St., Cincinnati, Ohio, U.S.

PRICE, 50 CENTS EACH; $4.r><> PER DOZEN.

S 1" O O N E R'S OOPPEHINE.
ft II fT (I

S PJD O N g-R S v.

7 r r r
ANON-FIIJKOL'S ANTI-FRICTION BOX METAL for Machinery Journal Bearings.

Guaranteed Copper-Mixed, and to do work that no other metal can. Hardware
Stores all keep it : if not order direct.

ALONZO W. HPOONER, Patenter and Manufacturer, PORT HOPE, ONT.

WANTED.
A SITUATION AS SUPT. OF SHANTIES

and Drives, Wood-Ranging, Culling or any-
thing connected with lumbering. The Subscriber
has worked for the past 17 years for James M.
Irwin. Esq., of Peterborough. Ont., and for the
past 12 years have been in charge of the Woods
Department of his business. Address

GEO. S. THOMPSON.
Lindsay. Ont.

FORSALL
PLANING MILL

AND LUMBER YARD,

IN BERLIN,

(the most prosperous community in Canada.)

Centrally Located, Well
Equipped with Machinery,
Dry-Kiln and Stables.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

EEELIM, <Z~-~-

fiEO. glSHOP RNGRAYING .

0... AND PRINTING fiO.
LIMITED .

On Steel, Copper, Stone and Wood.

LITHOGRAPHING,
PLATE PRINTING,

BOOK and JOB PRINTING

PHOTO-ENGRAVING,
BOOK BINDING,

ELECTROTYPING.
Illustrated Catalogues and Keports a

Specialty.

Estimates Furnished.

169 St. James Street, Montreal,

Established »8ti.

J. W. LANG & CO.

Wholesale Grocers & Importers

33, Front St. East, Toronto.

We shall be pleased to have you write to us

for samples and prices of

TEAS, TOBA CCOS, SUC. 1RS,

SYRUPS, RICE, Etc.

We can and will cut pricesfine to large buyers.

We have a

GOOD, SOUND. FINE FLAVOURED TEA
at \2% cents.

Writefor sample chest. Address,

j. -w. z_,^isro- dc co.,
TOEO^TC.

THIS YEAR'S

MYRTLE
CUT and PLUG

SMOKING TOBACCO
FINER THAN EVER.

See

T & B
ON EACH PLUG AND PACKAGE.
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~P EFRESENTATI¥E |^ C^^Ni O T .
TIMBER FIRMS

TENNANT&CO. THOS. H. WlLLMOfT. A. K. McIntosh.

Wholesale Dealers in

UMBER, S.TH & TjHIN&LES

Dressing and Better Pine.

.11 st} Hemlock in all sixes a Specialty.

Opfice:
NO. 3 DOCK, FOOT OF BATHURST ST. TOZKOnSTTO_

WILLMOTT & McINTOSH)
Wholesale Dealers in

Ilumber!
44 and 46 Front Street East,

TOEOITTO, - - OlSTT^IESICX
j| Lumber Shipped to all Parts by Rail or Vessel. j|-

~

Agents for the Celebrated

LUFKIN BOARD AND LOG RULE
Prompt Delivery in all Cases. ^

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

DONOGH & OLIVER,
Wholesale Dealers in

LUMBER
OFFICE :

Nos. 16 and 17 Imperial Bank Buildings,

Wellington Street East.

TORONTO, ONT

Christie, Kbit & Bu.,
Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in

PINEMIHARDWOODILUMBER
Office : 9 Victoria Street,

TORONTO.
Lumber Shipped to all parts.

Manufacturers of and Wholesale Dealers in

McCRANEY, McCOOL & WILSON, Sgott, Sgott & Go.
Manufacturers and Wholesale dealers in all kinds of

PINE and HARDWOOD LUMBER ,a
EATH .i^ETED SEEIETG-IEES.

Ship Plank, Decking and Long Bill Stuff, a Specialty.

- Mills at Burlington, Bronte and Huntsville.

E_j

T
EE

1ST
ED

LUMBER
s
EE
I
ET
Gr
T_j

71

J
MILLS AT 1vCE3D03nTTE, SIMCOE CO.

Head Off.ce: 16 UNION BLOCK, corner Toronto and Adelaide Sts., Toronto Office: Union Loan Buildings. 28 & SO Toronto St.,
Branch Office: 208 Wellington Street, Ottawa.

TORONTO and OTTAWA. It? TORONTO.

BELTING

J/J****

PURPOSES.

The Gutta Perctia and Rubber Mfg. Company
OF TORONTO.

Offices : 43 YONGFl STREET, TORONTO. Factories : PARKDALE, ONT.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF " MONARCH," "RED STRIP," AND "LION" BRANDS OF

RUBBER BELTING
PARTICULAR ATTENTION GIVEN TO SPECIAL, BELTS FOR LUMBER MILLS.

Our celebrated " Maltese Cross " Rubber ;
" Baker Fabric " and Ajax Cotton

;

' Giant " and Light Linen. Fire Hose constantly in stock.

LUMBERMEN'S HEAVY RUBBER CLOTHING, OUR OWN MANUFACTURE.
Address all Communications to

THE GUTTA PERCHA & RUBBER MFG. CO. OF TORONTO, 43 Yonge St.
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TO MILL OWNERS, MANUFACTURERS
AND ALL WHO ARE USING

A A AAAAA A. AA ft AA A A A AAA AAA A A

LEATHER
IF TOI7 ""vV^nSTT BELTING

Which will Run Straight on the Pulleys,
Which is Thoroughly Well Stretched,

Which will not Tear (ft tlte Lace Holes,
Which will give Complete Satisfaction,

SEaSTI3 TO

F\ E. Dixon &» Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

PATENT LAP-JOINT STAR RIVET

^LEATHER tBELTIN&*
jo King Street East, Toronto.

Sole Agents in Canada for the

CELEBRATED PHCENIX OIL
The Drily Perfect Belt Bresslng.

All our Belting is sold at the Canadian price list. Please compare be-

fore purchasing. Send for Discounts and our -Pamphlet on Belting.

NOTICE TO SHIPPERS TO SOUTH AMERICA,

]). M. K KN X I K„
Formerly of Toronto, Now in Buenos Ayres, South America.

I? prepared to accept Agerjcies for the Argentine Republic and Uruguay from the Manufacturers

and Shippers of Canada. Particulars as to Customs Tariff, Shipment of Samples,
etc., may be obtained at the office of NICOL KINGSMILL, ESQ.,

Toronto, Consul for the Argentine Republic.

REFERENCES BY PERMISSION.—Simeon Jones. Dominion Commissioner to the Argentine
Republic, St. John N.B.; Nicol Kingsmill Consul to the Argentine Republic, Toronto; W. B. Hamil-
ton (of W. B. Hamilton, Son & Co.); Hon. Frank Smith (of Fiank Smith & Co.); W. R. Brock & Co.

;

• \Vyld, firasett & Darling; Smith & Keighley : Eby. Blain & Co.. Toronto; Hon. James Turner (of

James Turner & Co.. 1 Lieut.-Col. J.-M. Gibson. M.P.P. Hamilton : Wm. Darling & Co., Montreal.

CEXlENT company
' LIMITED. 1

MANUFACTURERS OK

^HydrauliG Gement
IaXTICULARLY adapted for Dams, Smoke Stacks, Foundations, Cul-

verts, Cisterns, Cellars, etc.

ENDORSED BY LEADING RAILWAYS AND CONTRACTORS.

For Building, Plastering, Gas Purifying, Paper Making, &c.

Gait* Machine* Knife* Works.
c p rj-\r~imm
J MACHINE KNIVES

OF EVERY DESCRIF1 ION FOR

r ' \ Planing, Moulding & Stave Cutting

PETER HAY, - - -

Wm
U- Li

Otii

u

GAL 7] ONT.

THE LEADER
C3 i* oss-c it rr SAW,

5 5

Mamilact u n*<! only by

S T. CA THA I! IXES , <)W / \ i L' I O.

CUD
4)

X! bJD

bJD

THE LEAMJL - GO

O up

GO g

The aboye Saws are made from the best Double Refined Silver Steel, warranted four

gauges thinner on back than front, and the only Saws on the market that are a perfect

taper from the front of the teeth to the back.

They are tempered by the Simorids Patent Process, insuring a perfect uniform temper
throughout the plate, and stand without a rival as the best, fastest and easiest-cutting Saw
known. For Sale by the Trade generally.

THE VERDICT
Engineers and Saw Mill Owners, after using our Crown
lubricants the wJtole season , is fitly expressed by one of

them as follows :—

"It's worth its weight in Gold"

" We couldnt do without it."

GUR NOTED SPECIALTIES.

CROWN LUBRICANTS.
CRANK PIN LUBRICANTS.

RED GIANT CYLINDER OIL (L^>
IMPERIAL VALVE (LIGHT- )

Correspondence solicited. Shafting and Engine Cups supplied. We Manufacture
a full line of Oils for all purposes.

Ontario Oil Co.,
SOLE CONSIGNEES OF SOUTHWICK'S OILS,

7 CHURCH S T., TORONTO.
A. GOODBY, Manager.
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CANADIAN * RUBBER * CO.
Corner Front and Yonge Streets, Toronto, Ontario.

PATENT PRESSED » RUBBKR BELTING * DOUBLE STRIP
-# \

Talves, + Gaskets, * Car + Springs, * Etc. .it.

ENGINE, HYDRANT,

7/ suctionHOSEa Hi

5'C S'S Ji" $i£ Cv'i" nm ^i*. ggg gjO&^i£^g^g£^g^|&^g&^!&^S&

57^4 J/, I fERS y

and FIRE HOSE

A AAA A A A A A ft A A A A A AAA A A A A A A A A A A A

RUBBER BBANKETS,

CARRIAGE CLOTHS
AA A A A AA A &AA A A A A AAAA A A AAA AAA AA AA A
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WRINGER ROLLS,

STOPPLES, ETC

EUBBEE HOESE CILOIEZIIbTGr-

I MOULD + GOODS + OF * ALL * DESCRIPTIONS I

CANADIAN RUBBER COMPANY
J. H. WALKER, Manager, - - - Toronto, Dntaria.

DOMINION SAW WORKS!
JAS. ROBERTSON £ CO.

253 to 267 King Wtreet Sest,

Toronto, - - Dntaria.

JAMES ROBERTSON
Dalhousie and William Streets,

Montreal, - - Qno.

EVERY SAW FULLY WARRANTED.
Frices on Application.

Circular, Shingle, Gang, Cross Cut, Concave, Mulay, Drag, Grooving.

Thuber's Royal

ANTI-FRICTION *BABBIT*METAL.
Importers and Dealers in

Band Saws, Emery Wheels Saw Sets,

Saw Swages, Rubber Belting, Iron Pipe,

Saw Gummers, Leather Belting, Files, &c.
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WANZER SENSIBLE SAD [RONS.
COLD HANDLE

Simple and Strong - - Cheapest Iron in the

Market /|-

MAcmx 1: i; yfo 1: s t l /;

fci^ Send for Catalogue.

R. M. WANZER & CD.,
HAMILTON )

MANUFACTURERS
j ONTARIO.

THE RATHBUN COMPANY,
DESERONTO, - - ONTARIO,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Honrs, Sash, Blinds, Stairs
AND ALL KINDS OF WOODEN HOUSE FINISHING MATERIALS.

nproved Turbine Water Wheel,

jmpson Turbine,

impson Turbine Wheels. 42 inch run

Cedar Oil for Purging Boilers
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

FRICTION PULLEY BOARD
The Best Material Ever Used for Frictions of aii Kinds.

TIib Dominion Leather Board Co.
MONTREAL, - - - QUEBEC.

Asbestos A I i 1 1 Board * Steam Packing
Samples Furnished. Correspondence Solicited.

PLEASE MENTION THIS PAPER.

The Bathbuit Ccavc^^r.
DESERONTO, ONT.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

* TERRA *COTTA* FIRE-PROOFING*
For Use in Old and New Buildings.

Endorsed by Leading Architects. Absolutely Fire. proof. About as Cheap as

Wood or Brick. Weight One-Third that of Brick. Does not

Crack on application of Heat or Water.

Deadens Noise. Gives Warmth in Winter; Coolness in Summer.

List of WATER WHEELS for sale by H. W.
PETRIE, Brantford and Toronto.

ONE 60 inch Turbine. Goldie & McCulloch
Builders.

ONE 60 inch Tyler.

ONE 60 inch Sclater.

ONE 48 inch Lefell.

ONE 4S inch Tyler in Scroll case.

ONE 48 inch Sclater.

ONE 45 inch I

ONE 42 inch S

PAIR o)

together.

TWO 40 inch Leffels.

ONE 36 inch Sclater.

ONE 35 inch Leffel.

ONE 33 inch Little Giant.

ONE 30^ inch Leffel.

ONE 30 inch Burnham.
ONE 26 inch Leffel.

ONE 24 inch Leffel.

ONE 20 inch Leffel.

ONE 21 inch Little Giant.

ONE 17% inch Leffel.

ONE 15 inch Archimedian in Globe Case.

ONE 12 inch Little Giant.

ONE 10 inch Leffel, all .brass, Springfield Ohio
make.
WATER WHtEL GOVERNOR. Gait make.

Full particulars regarding any of the above
wheels, sent on application, Address H. W.
PETRIE, Brantford.

List of WOOD-WORKING MACHINES for
sale by H. W. PETRIE Brantford. branch o
Yonge St. Toronto.

ONE 24 inch Surface Planer. Rogers maker.

THREE side Moulder, Rogers make, Con-
necticut.

BROOM Handle Lath with wood frame, cheap.

NEW No. 2 three side molder, Gait make.

SHINGLE JOINTERS 3, 4 and 6 knives.

SAW ARBORS all sizes, Gait make.

FOOT Wiring Machine, Gait make.

ONE 12 inch Diagonal Buzz Planer.

ONE Automatic Handle Lathe.

NEW 30 inch Band Saw. Gait make.

NEW Dovetailing Machine, Tyreil's patent.

ONE Set of Hop Machines, American make.

ONE Hub Turning Lathe.

BROOM Handle Lathe, Lockport. N. V. make.

MATCHER, Kennedy & Sons make, Owen
Sound.

ONE Doherty Swing Shingle Machine.

ONE car load of new Wood-working Machinery
Gait make.

ONE Laws Patent Swing Shingle Machine.

GOLDIE & McCULLOCH Stave cutter, set

Equalizing saws, cic.

NO. 2 three side Molding Machine. Gait make.

SET of Box Nailing Machines.

UPRIGHT SHAPER, Gait make.

ONE Gauge Lathe, Bailey make.

ONE Planing Machine Knife Grinder.

ONE Blanchard Spoke Lathe, Fay & Co. make
ONE New Axe handle Lathe.

POWER MORTICER. Goldie & McCulloch
makers.

ONE set of Spoke Machines, Foy & Co. make.

ONE Smallwood Shingle machine. Waterous
make.

4 POLE Road Cars.

ONE Self Feed lath Machine. Waterousjmake

ONE set of Box Nailing Machines.

NEW Gang Lath Machine.

Sand Paperers new and second hand.

ONE Saw Mill Head Block. Gait make.

ONE Fairbanks Timber Gauge.

HEADING TURNER. Goldie & McCullocb.

ONE Shingle Edger with Frame Work.

ONE Power Scroll Saw.

TWO Self Acting Shingle Machines. Quebec
make.

TWO Shingle Packers all Iron.

POWER MORTICER with Boring Attachment.

DOUBLE Cope Tenoning Machine. Dundas
make.

WOOD Turning Lathes Several Size-.

Drag Saw Machine. Goldie & McCulloch.

POWER MORTICER. Gait make.

NEW Blind Slat Tenoner. Gait make
NO. 4 Cant Gourlay. Planer and Matcher.

ONE 24 inch Pony Planer. Cowan make.

ONE 24 inch Planer and Matcher. Dundas make,
PLANER and Matcher. Michaels make. I)

NEW Eclipse Planer and Matcher, Gait make.
NO. 5 Planer and Matcher. Gait make.

NEW Pony Planers and Matchers only $175.

SEND for Descriptive List giving full parti-

culars and mention wants, to H. W. PETRIE-
Brantford and Toronto.

COLUMBIA * REFINING * CO. Y

CYLINDER.
ENGINE AND

MACHINERY OILS.

Sole Manufacturers of the

Royal Lubricant and Royal Crank

Pin Lubricant,

Which is specially adapted for engines and shaft-

ing, and is a saving of 50 to 75 per cent, over oils.

JOSEPH HARTOX & CO.,

29 Clnivrh-St.. Toronto.
SOLE AGENTS FOR CANADA.

Telephone Soo.

ELECTRIC LlGHTiNCAPPARATUS
57, ADELAIDE ST. W.

TORONTO
ONT.

THE ORONO GANT DOG
WE W S

Strongest and Lightest in the Market.

Pick, with shoulder

TYLE—COMPLETE
Socket is in one piece and

extends above hook, adding

strength. Drop Forged Hook
and Round Bill

;
easily disengaged.

Maple Handle, specially bored.

OLD STYLE-COMPLETE.
Wrought Norway Iron Socket and Band . Steel Hook. Long Pick. Drop

Forged Hook, Round Bill. Rock Maple Handle.

HANDLES.
Selected Straight-Grained, Split and Turned Rock Maple
Handles. Extra Fine Quality

; 5, 5 '

3 and 6 feet long.

OLD STYLE.

Iron Bands, «

Steel Hook.

"'^A'_l B*LL

VEO 11-LL LUMBER DRIVER'S BOOT CALKS
Made from the best Refined Tool Steel and forged. The method used in tempering leaves every one of

the same temper, rendering them stronger and more durable than any other Calks.
Ask your dealer for our make, and see that our Labels are on the boxes.

SEND FOR PRICES.

T. McA VITY& SONS, ST. JOHN, N. B.
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BAND SMN LOG SCKV-t • CUT AMD EX «

V NTEREST COST « HkUQY TYUNGS
TO KHOVJ • C\PV\ER WtSS^tS •

LUMBER \USPEGT\OVA • LUMBER TABLES*
THE BOOK fOR \.\iVABERMEH • *;

Va • &Ml G-HMW , NEC VLD r\H ,W \ S> • 1

THIS WORK
contains tables for over

4000 sizes and lengths

from 1 x 1 to 30 x 50 inches

and from 1 to 50 feet in

A table for every size, and

, size indexed. Tables give
from I piece to any number of pieces
without figuring. Bound in Flex-
ible covers, round corners. Suitable
for the desk. Handy for the pocket.
The finest work published.

in size

length,

every

-Jtv" -7iV-W ttf f,v* -?iv- -Jiv- ^iv> -^iv* tsf

HMBEfi LIMITS FOK SALE,
TIMBER LIMITS FOR SALE IN ONTARIO

Quebec and Manitoba. W.J. Fextox & Co.
;o Adelaide Street, East Toronto.

PINE TIMBER LIMITS FOR SALE.

SAW
MILL

DOG
J. H. MINER, Baton Rouge. La., U.S.A,

AH

J DEVOT£D TO THE. ||

DOHINJON • If

THE,

20^5 10/14 monthly

AdvlrtkingRate(- ,^
nC

' \

X-
J

OH*?***

A .G.MORTIMER. R,bi isKer

PETERBOROUGH on7.as

J. K. POST & Cd.,

L I MBER MERCHANTS
And Shipping Agents.

Two choice Timber Limits in Northwest Terri-

tory Canada 100 square miles each : great bar-

gains Also limits in Georgian Bav Algoma and
Muskoka districts for sale. JOHN SCULLY Tor-
onto dealer in Pine Lands and Lumbermen's
plant and supplies Light iron and steel rails in

stock

.

TIMBER BERTHS
Estimated and plans carefully prepared.

Experienced men, References given.

Address,

J. B. BENSON,
Front Street, Orh.i.a.

FOR SALE.

FOR SALE.—One-Half or Two-Thirds Interest
in a SAW MILL. BRITISH COLUMBIA

to a party or parties willing to Purchase and to

Operate same, on shares, by the thousand, or
otnerwise. as may be agreed upon. Good Har-
bour and Shipping Facilities.

-Address S. W„
Office of Canada Lumberman,

Peterborough.

FOR SALE.
TWO LOCOMOTIVES, Second Hand, suit-

able for construction purposes.

One Locomotive Boiler, in good order.

One Blast Furnace, suitable for burner.

Second Hand Rails, for sidings.

JOHN J. GARTSHORE,
49 Front St. West, Toronto.

CANADA PATENT FOR SALE.

No. 30,065. Dated Oct. 30th, 1888.

Will pay 250 per cent. Is entirely
new. with no infringements. Sold
cheaper and js less complicated than
any other, either in the United Stctes
or Canada. The principal feature of
this Dog is that by the motion of an
eccentric lever the log, or cant, Is

drawn up square against the stand-
ard. Working model can be seen at
Patent Office. Other patents are now
pending. Will sell cheap. For fur-
ther particulars, address

OSWEGO, N. Y.

RATENTS SECURED
Trade Marks, Timber Marks,

lyrights and Designs Registered.
Adrhe oil Patent Laws, etc.

Electrical Cases a Specialty.

F. H. REYNOLDS,
SOLICITOR AND EXFERT

156 St. James St. - - Montreal.

Winter Sawing,

Ships' necking, Etc,

Our TIMBER MILLS at Chalk River,

C.P.R.R., will commence Sawing
early in December.

BUILDING and DIMENSION TIMBER,
SHIP DECKING, RED PINE, CAR

LUMBER, FLOORING, Etc.,

In Large Stock at Pembroke Mills and Cut
to Order at Winter Mills.

Orders Solicited.

W. R. THISTLE & CO.,
PEMBROKE, ONT

SCIENTIFICAMERICAN
ESTABLISHED 1845.

Is t lie oldest and most popular scientific ard
mechanical paper published and has the largest
circulation of any paper of its class in the world.
Fully illustrated. Best class of Wood Engrav-
ings. Published weekly. Send for specimen
copy. Price $3 a year. Four months' trial, $1.
MUNN & CO., Publishers, 3K1 Broadway, N.Y.

ARCHITECTS & BUILDERC
Edition of Scientific American. V

A great success. Each issue contains colored
lithographic plates of country and city residen-
ces or public buildings. Numerous engravings
and full plans and specifications for the use ol
sucli us contemplate bnil ding. Price $a.5(l a year,
25cts. a copy. MUNN & CO., Publishers.

IATIHTS;
I maybe seeur.

I
ed by apply-
ing to MUNJi

I & Co., whe
have had ovei

40 years' experience and have made ovei
100.UOO applications for American and For-

' eign patents. Send for Handbook. Corres-
pondence strictly confidential.

TRADE MARKS.
In case yout mark is not registered in the Pat

ent Office, apply to MtJNN & Co., and procun
immediate protection. Send for Handbook.
COPYRIGHTS for books, charts, maps

etc., quickly procured. Address
MUNN & CO., Patent Solicitors.
General Office 301 Broadway, N. Y

GRATEFUL- COMFORTING.

EPPS'S COCOA.
BREAKFAST,

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural
laws which govern the operations of digestion
and nutrition, and by a careful application of the
fine properties of the well-selected Cocoa, Mr.
Epps has provided our breakfast tables with
a delicately flavoured beverage which may save
us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious
use of such articles of diet that a constitution may
be gradually built up until strong enough to resist
every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle
maladies are floating around us ready to attack
wherever there is a weak point. We may
escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves
well fortified with pure blood and a properly
nourished frame."—" Civil Service Gazette."

Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
only in packets, by Grocers, labelled thus:

JAS. EPFS & CO., Homoeopathic Chemists,
London, England.

THE"^

Manufacturers
L ife insurance Co.

FULL DEPOSIT WITH THE DOMINION GOVERNMENT,

AUTHORIZED CAPITAL & OTHER ASSETS

OVER $2,000,000.

This Company's six months' business just ter-

minated is the largest ever done by any Company
in the Dominion.

Accepted business over S3.000.000, or over $5.-

500,000 in the Ten Months since its organization.

It has the Largest Stock and Paid up Capital
of any company in the Dominion.

Its Plans, Rates and Policy Contract are un-
equalled.

The business of the Manufacturers'- Accident
Co. (Capital over $1000000) is also very large.

Agents wanted in unrepresented districts.

Apply to

Messrs. WILSON & MORRISON,
Managers for Eastern Ontario, Peterborough.

& THE $

Trade Review.

DEVOTED TO KEEPING A COMPREHENSIVE
RECORD OF THE TRANSACTIONS OF THE

MONETARY, MERCANTILE AND
MANUFACTURING INTERESTS

OF CANADA.

ISSTJED EVEET F^XTi^lT.

The Trade Review will be mailed to any
address in Canada, United Slates or Great
Britain at $2.50 a year in advance.

The Trade Review is circulated exten-
sively amongst Wholesale and Retail Mer-
chants, Jobbers, Bankers, Brokers, Manufac-
turers, Hotel Keepers, Insurance and Loan
Agencies throughout the Dominion of Canada,
United States and England.

HENRY HARVEY,
PUBLISHER AND PROPRIETOR.

47 ST. JOHN ST., - - MONTREAL.

OR SALE -White Pine Timber
E Georgian Bay District. Two Limits, 36

sq. miles each. Heavily Timbered. Ex-
ceptionally well located on large streams.

Very accessible. For particulars, estimates,

etc., address, C. C. COKEFAIR, 44 Broad-
way, N.Y.

pur mm

$§itibI3

SCRIBNER'S

LUMBER

LOGBOOK
Overune Million Sold.

OST complete book of its kind ever published.
Gives measurement of all kinds of Lumber,

Logs, Planks. Scantling; cubical contents of square
and round Timber ; hints to lumber dealers : wood
measure

; speed of circular saws ; care of saws ;

cord-wood tables : felling trees : growth of trees ;

land measure; wages, rent, board, interest, stave

and heading bolts, etc. Standard book throughout
the United States and Canada. Get the new illus-

trated edition of 1882. Ask your book-seller for it.

Sent post-paid for 35 cents.

G. W. FISHER, Hox '438, Rochester, N.Y..

or A. G. MORTIMER. Peterboro', Out

RUBBER-STAMPS

This cut represents our New No. 4 Midget Band
Dater, which is the most compact, simple and
complete Dating Stamp yet offered.

It is on the same principle as our large
"Standard" Self-Inking Band Dater. or the old
reliable " Model " Band Dater, with the new and
great improvement of being attached to a self-

inking frame, which does away with the old. loose

type-dates, some of which were continually get-

ting lost, and it does away with the necessity of

any pad. as the pad is attached to the stamp. It

is truly the coming Dater for accuracy and con-
venience. The bands are self adjusting, and it

has a new catch to hold the die and dates down
while setting the dates or inking the pad. See cut.

W. A. ( AKK & CO.,
170 Siincoe St., - Peterborough, Out,

Varranted to be all we claim.
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THE CANADA LUMBERMAN
PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY

ABTHUS, Gr. Ib^OZR/TIlvdllEIR,

Office : Simcoe Street, Peterborough, Ontario.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
One Copy one Year, in Advance, - $1.00
One Copy six months, in Advance, - - 50

Advertising Rates Furnished on Application.

The Canada Lumberman is published in the interest of the

lumber trade and of allied industries throughout the Dominion
being the only representative in Canada of this foremost branch of

the commerce of this country. It aims at giving full and timely

information on all subjects touching these interests, discussing

these topics editorially and inviting free discussion of them by others.

Especial pains are taken to secure the latest and most trustworthy

market quotations from various points throughout the world so as

to afford to the trade in Canada information upon which it can rely

in its operations.

Special correspondents in localities of importance present accur-

ate report not only of prices and the condition of the market but,

also of other matters specially interesting to our readers. But cor-

respondence is not only welcome but is invited from all who have

any information to communicate or subjects to discuss relating to the

trade or in any way effecting it. Even when we may not be able to

agree with the writers we will give them a fair opportunity for free

•discussion as the best means of eliciting the truth. Any items of

interest are particularly requested for even if not of great import-

ance individually they contribute to a fund of information from
which general results are obtained.

Advertisers will receive careful attention and liberal treatment.

We need not point out that for many the Canada Lumberman
with its special class of readers is not only an exceptionally good
medium for securing publicity but is indispensable for those who
would bring themselves before the notice of that class. Special at-

tention is directed to Wanted " and ForS^ale" advertisements

which will be inserted in a conspicious position at the uniform price

of ten cents per line for each insertion. Announcements of this

character will be subject to a discount of 25 per cent, if ordered for

three successive issues or longer.

Subscribers will find the small amount they pay for the Canada
Lumberman quite insignificant as compared with its value to them.
There is not an individual in the trade or specially interested in it.

who should not be on our list thus obtaining the present benefit

and aiding and encouraging us to render it even more complete.

We take the first opportunity of correcting a typo-

graphical error which appeared last issue in the adver-

tisement of the Hart Emery Wheel Co., Hamilton,

Ont. Under the illustration of their Saw Filer No. 3,

the price was given as $72 net, when it should have
been $75 net. Intending purchasers will please note

this correction.

It was generally conceded at one time that the cut

of logs in the Ottawa and Gatineau districts would be
considerably under the average this winter, owing to

the scarcity of snow in the woods. The Chaudiere
lumbermen, however, now claim that such will not be
the case They say that so far the season has been
most favorable for operations in the woods, and in all

probability the cut will be a little larger this year than
last.

AT Manistee, Mich., there seems to be a good de-
mand springing up from the Canadian side of the line

for waney board pine timber to be gotten out during
the winter for next season's shipments. As this is

something of a new venture for mill men at this point,

they are a little chary of taking hold of it at first, as
they are not well posted as to the requisite specifica-

tions, but as soon as they can see any money in it, they
will be in the market for large quantities. The price
offered for that class of timber is about $23 at Manistee,
which ought to be good enough.

THE avid.ty with which the Saginaw mill owners
seized upon the report from Ottawa that the increased
< /port duty on saw logs was not to be exacted on those

previously cut, which they interpreted as a total

abrogation of the increase, shows the great importance

they attach to this matter. They triumphantly boasted

that now they would be able to raft logs from their

Lake Huron limits to their mills, which they otherwise

seemed at a loss to supply. Now they will still find

that they must either do without Canadian logs or must

erect their mills in this country.

The provincial report of the Crown Lands Com-
missioner of Quebec for the fiscal year ending on the

30th June last, shows that the total revenue of the

department during the twelve months was $710,123,

that 104,654 acres of public lands were sold for $43,995,

and that $41,862 were received on accounts or arrears

on previous sales. The number of acres subdivided

into farm lots and ready for sales amounts to 7,015,498.

Of clergy reserve lands 2,606 acres were sold for

$1,217.33. The present extent of these lands is 136,379

acres. The Jesuits' estates yielded $43,713, the mines

$839 and the inland fisheries $6,530, while woods and

forests $600,000.

The stock holders and managers of the Eau Claire

and Bow River Lumber Co. of Eair Claire (WisT^arrd

Calgary, Northwest Territory, held a consultation

recently in regard to the recent decision of the Privy

Council nullifying the leases of timber lands by the

Dominion Government to American lumbermen alleged

to involve about $60,000,000 of American investments.

The officers of the company say they have no apprehen-

sion on account of this decision. They claim that it

does not legally affect the large tracts which this com-

pany has leased. They are in the Northwestern

Territories, and they propose to build new mills there

in the spring.

An interesting case was decided at Ottawa on the

5th day of Feb. in the Exchequer Court. Magar vs. the

Queen. It appeared that for several years the plaintiff

had been supplying the Grand Trunk Railway with oak

timber and lumber from Michigan for car building, and

on it has paid $75,000, under protest, as customs duty.

The customs duty claimed it was subject to duty because

sawn to certain sizes. Section 726 of the act relating

to the importation of lumber says that "lumber or

timber, plank, boards, sawn, or otherwise manufactured,

free." Justice Burbridge decided that, although sawn

to certain sizes, it could not be classed as manufactur-

ed, because it was shown that further treatment and

dressing were required before it could be used for the

purpose intended. Therefore ordered judgment in

favor of the plaintiff for the full amount, with costs.

The Northwestern Lumberman scribe claims to have

been interviewing one Daniel Cream, of Quebec, on the

annexation fad, and reports that gentleman as saying

that the feeling among shippers and business men
generally is strongly in favor of Canadian annexation

to the United States. He does not say whether the

" feeling " referred emanates from Canadians or

Americans. If the former we beg to differ ; but so far

as our neighbors are concerned we do not doubt the

assertion. Public sentiment in this country is as much
opposed to the idea of political and social union with

the United States as our neighbors are favorable to it.

While there are a few disloyalists among Canadians,

who fancy they can see pecuniary benefit to themselves

in political union, the great majority of the Canadian

people are nevertheless satisfied to remain as they are.

Canadians feel that should a perpetual colonial relation-

ship to England be impracticable or inexpedient, there

is ample room for an independent Canadian nationality

on this continent, peacefully and in friendly alliance

with England and America, to build up a nation

second to none, not even the "great American Union."

Possibly when our neighbors fully realize Canadian

sentiment a desire to be annexed to Canada may
spring up in every sensible state of the American

Union. So mote it be.

The Minister of Customs and Finance have been

interviewed by an influential delegation of saw manu-

facturers, consisting of representatives of the Montreal

Saw Works
;

Shurly & Dietrich, Gait : The R. H.

Smith Co., St. Catharines ; James Robertson & Co.,

Toronto
; J. Robinson & Co., Montreal ; Paumperju

& Bro., Sorel, Que^ The delegation represented that

the present "system of imposing an ad valorem duty-

enabled the American saw men to send their products

into Canada in such a way that by not being regularly

branded and not quoted in the price lists, certain

classes of American saws could be imported at a low

rate, and the Canadian manufacturer unfairly dealt

with in what should be his own market. The Govern-

ment was urged to change the present duty by impos-

ing a specific one per lineal foot, as well as an ad
valorem duty. If this was done, it was represented that

the price of Canadian-made saws would not be increas-

ed to consumers, but, on the other hand, that the unfair

competition against the manufacturers would be re-

moved.

The returns show that last year in British Columbia
the timber output amounted to a hundred and
forty million being an increase of forty million

feet over the preceding year. From the new mills

that have been erected and the limits that have been

secured it is anticipated that in the current vear

the output will be nearly doubled. This is in a con-

siderable measure due to lumbermen, who, hold a lead-

ing position in Ontario and Quebec, having taken an
interest in operations on the Pacific coast, and under

the circumstances their example is likely to be followed.

There is not much danger of the forests beyond the

Rockies being exhausted in a hurry and there is an
increasing business both for shipping, for local demand
and for supplying the dwellers on the prairies, so even

if the output is doubled within the year the market is

not likely to be overburdened. British Columbia is to

be the great lumbering region of Canada in the future.

Mr. G. O. Tyler, of Burlington, Vl, travelling re-

presentative of the Shepherd-Morse Lumber^ Co,

speaking of the agitation going on among United

States lumbermen for an increased duty on Canadian

lumber, while in Ottawa recently, said :
" The agita-

tion will amount to nothing. The Michigan and Wis-

consin lumbermen are not politically strong enough to

get such a bill through Congress. Sensible men m
both Canada and the United States know that each

country is more or less dependent on the other in the

matter of many products, and the exchange of these

products is only the natural order of things, and wisdom

dictates that it is for the best interests of both countries

that the channel for mutual intercourse should be as

free from barriers as possible. The sensible business

men in the United States do not want to handicap trade

with Canada. Of course, with the Western lumbermen

the higher the duty the better for their interests, as

they would more or less monopolize the market : but

they are only one section of the people and their

weight is not sufficient to overbalance legislature in

favor of their particular interests. Anything that inter-

feres with trade between the two countries is not

popular with the American people as a whole, despite

all the talk of retaliation."
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We learn that Yellow Pine. Oak and Elm from this

country, though light in stock, has not moved off freely

in England of late. Prices do not appear tempting to

consumers : but the high freights and scarcity of winter

stocks in Quebec made prices in England compare

very moderately with those asked by Canadian ship-

pers for next season's supplies. Merchants over the

water seem very reluctant to face up to the advanced

rates demanded for the next season s spring shipments,

and business cannot fail to be difficult all round,

although shippers seem to show adequate reasons for

the hitrh figures demanded.

Colonel George Tyler, of Burlington. Vt.. who

represents a large American lumber company, gives it

as his opinion that there will not be an advance in the

price of lumber got out in the Ottawa Valley. He states

that there are large stocks of such on hand in all the

lumber States, especially among the western men.

Their money, he says, is invested in better lumber than

is manufactured at Ottawa, and they rely for their pro-

fits on the first quality. There is stock enough carried

over to prevent any corner in the market, and the de-

mand could not catch up with the supply for two years,

even if there was not a log cut in the bush during all

that time.

Petition after petition is being presented to Con-

gress urging retaliation on Canada for imposing an

extra duty on logs. They hail from all over the States

but notably from New York and Michigan. They want

a duty all the way from $3 to $6 per M. on Canadian

lumber. In the face of so many different requests the

Government will find it a difficult matter to act, if they

act at all. Now that the feeling of the Canadian lum-

ber trade is drifting towards the abrogation of the

export duty on logs our American friends will have less

cause for complaint, and will by degrees settle down to

the belief that their wishes will be complied with with-

out the interference of Congress. It is gratifying to

know that our commercial relations with our neighbors

on the lumber question at least are likely to be less

strained than in the past.

The timber trade of Quebec, it is pleasing to observe,

is looking up, and the prospects are that the coming

season will be among the most successlul for many

years. The timber trade has been steadily on the wane

for some years, the principal cause of which is

that the English market has been taking its principal

supplies from Norway and Sweden, the pine of the for-

mer country being considered both cheaper and better

than the Canadian article. From the number of

charters already made for the present season's stock,

however, it would appear as if producers on this side of

the water were going to realize a change in the wheel of

fortune. We hear of several more charters for Greenock

at $6 per load for timber ; also some vessels have been

fixed to the east coast ports for timber, but rates have

not transpired. It is also stated that some of the liners

have been taken up from Montreal, Three Rivers and

Quebec to Liverpool for the season at $13.20, and sev-

eral large steamers have been chartered for spring

loading, to a range of ports, at $14.40. One steamer is

reported to have been fixed from Montreal and Quebec

to different N. B. ports for deals (or) timber at $15.60

per standard all round. From St. Lawrence mills

several vessels are also reported to have been taken up

to a range of ports at $14.40, and from Miramichi and

other New Brunswick ports chartering is going on at

$14.40 to $15.50. Our English exchanges appear to

foreshadow a revival in the timber trade of that country,

which if realized will prove good news to Canadians.

Undoubtedly the main issue under discussion at

the present time by both Canadian and American lum-

bermen, is the question of the export duty on logs.

During the past month decided action has been taken

in the matter on both sides of the boundary line. The
result of the recent conference at Toronto of the

Ontario Lumberman's Association caused great sur-

prise to many engaged in the trade, and we must con-

fess that The Lumberman was not an exception. The
old maxim that there are " two sides to every question "

has been fully exemplified in this case It has been

but recently discovered that while Canada's exports of

logs to the United States from 1880 to 1888 amounted

to $156,741, the imports from the United States during

the same period amounted to the large sum of $4,319,-

850, on which there is no export duty. Figures of this

description are certainly calculated to dispel all feeling

of prejudice in favor of our export duty, and in its

stead formulate a desire among the trade to see this

one-sided duty removed. While the LUMBERMAN was

so unfortunate as to endorse the recent action of the

Federal Government in increasing this duty to $3 per

M it was clone without the knowledge we now have.

On investigation we find that upwards of 25,000,000 feet

of timber will be brought into Canada this year from

the Rainy River district, all ot which will be manu-

factured in this country. For some two or three years

past this timber has been coming in by millions ; and

it is given that there are still from two or three billion

feet of logs to come into Canada from that country.

What if Congress should levy an export duty on this

immense quantity of timber, where would Canada be ?

To do so would only be an act of justifiable retaliation,

which would militate much more adversely to the Domin-

ion than does our present duty to the United States.

We have but little doubt but that by the time the next

issue of The Lumberman appears the Canadian ex-

port duty on logs will be deeply buried, prehaps never

to be revived.

The case of Simson & Mason (Limited) v. New
Brunswick Trading Company was recently tried before

Mr. Justice Field and a special jury, in the Queen's

Bench Division of the High Court of Justice, London.

The question was whether the plaintiffs had waived any

rights they had in respect of certain alleged misrepre-

sentations, on the faith of which they said they took

shares in the defendant company. The plaintiffs were

a limited company formed for the purpose of taking

over a wood business, the defendant company being

formed to take over the businesses that had been car-

ried on at Miramichi by Messrs. Guy, Bevan & Co.

and Messrs. R. A. & J. Stewart. The action was

brought to recover damages for fraudulent misrepre-

sentation, the plaintiffs alleging that they were induced

to enter into a contract, to purchase 1,500 ,£10 prefer-

ence shares in the defendant company for which they

claimed ,£15,000 damages. In the alternative they

claimed on the same ground the return of the .£15,000,

the cancellation 0/ the contract to purchase, and the re-

moval of the plaintiffs names from the list of share-

holders of the defendant company. The only question

to be considered was whether the plaintiffs were

entitled to a recision of the contract. When the de-

fendant company was formed to take over the businesses

of Messrs. Guy, Bevan & Co. and Messrs. R. A. & J.

Stewart, at Miramichi, the members of those firms

received payment in the shape of ordinary shares in

the company, and a prospectus was issued offering a

large number of preference shares and some ,£50,000

was subscribed. The plaintiffs alleged that they were

led into the transaction upon the representation of Mr.

C. Benn, who was at that time in the employ of the

company. Simson, Mason & Co. had branches in

Paris, Spain, Portugal, Algiers and London, and they

were anxious to become the agents of the defendant

company, Messrs. Stewart Bros., and Messrs. Guy &
Co. The latter had written to the plaintiffs informing

them that if they took 1,5000 ,£10 preference shares in

the defendant company they would be appointed their

agents, and to finance the shares, the plaintiffs were to

be at liberty to draw upon them to the extent of ,£7,500

each. Agreements were finally entered into on the

1 5th of February securing to the plaintiffs the agency

of the defendant company in London and different

parts of Europe, and also enabling the plaintiffs to draw

drafts on Messrs. Guy & Co., and Messrs. Stewart

Bros, suspended payment and became bankrupt. It

was proven in evidence that misrepresentation had

been made, and that fraud had been committed. His

Lordship summed up the whole case, and the jury

found that the plaintiffs were entitled to the relief

sought for, namely, to have their ,£15,000 returned and

the agreement cancelled.

SPLINTERS.
The statement has been published that the order-

in-Council has been passed prohibiting the owners of

lumber mills from throwing sawdust and other mill

offal into the Ottawa . river, but the report has been

officially contradicted.
* * * •

The tariff bill passed by the Senate reduces the duty

upon lumber from $2 to $1.50 per thousand, but

Canadian lumber must pay the old rates so long as the

increased duty on logs is maintained by the Dominion

Government.

*
The McArthur Bros. Co., of Quebec and Toronto,

have given up shipping direct to Europe, and their

stock will hereafter be handled by Messrs. Smith,

Wade & Co., of Quebec, whose English house is

Messrs. Walcot & Co., 17 Gracechurch street, London.
* *

*
Messrs. Ross & Co. have got some very fine limits

in the Nipissing District which they are offering for

sale on another page of the present issue. Anyone
desirous of viewing a drawing of these limits and the

section of country in which they are located, can do

so by calling at the office of this journal.

*

It is now almost a foregone conclusion that there

isn't the slightest probability of the United States

Congress passing the Senate bill, and as a result the

tariff on lumber is likely to remain, at least for some

time to come, as it is at present. All the anxiety and

discussion bestowed on this subject will evidently prove

so much time wasted.
* *

Robin & Sadler, the well known Leather Belting

manufacturers of Montreal and Toronto, have just

finished a large driving belt for the new double engine

of the Royal Electric Co., in Montreal. This belt,

which is of double leather, is 28 inches wide and 100

feet long, and is now running in that first class style

which is the rule with belts of Robin & Sadler's make.
* *

*

The St. Catharines Milling and Lumber Co. are

about presenting a claim to the Dominion Government

for compensation arising out of the company's expen-

diture under Dominion license in the disputed territory.

At the time of writing the directors have not decided

on the amount of damages to which they claim to be

entitled, but it is expected that the amount will shortly

be fixed.

*
The British & American Timber Co., (Limited),

which has a capital of ,£2,000,000 or $10,000,000 is re-

ported to be in the market for 4,000,000 acres o' Southern

timber lands. Mr. Preston Ashbridge, the agent of the

company, has already purchased through W. H. How-
cott, of New Orleans, 500,000,000 feet of standing tim-

ber, including white pine, poplar, cherry, etc., in West

Virginia, and 200,000,000 feet of yellow pine in Florida,

Georgia and Mississippi.

*
Edward E. Manhard, of Toronto, is in jail at

Oswego, N. Y., charged with defrauding John K. Post

& Co., lumber dealers, out of $2,500. The accused was

a member of the insolvent firm of Manhard & Co.,

lumber dealers Toronto, of whom Post & Co., bought

considerable lumber. In September Manhard drew on

Post & Co. for $2,000, alleged that his firm had

shipped Post & Co. a cargo of lumber. The lumber

never came and the Toronto firm failed. Post & Co.

claim to have lost about $6,000.

* *
*

There passed away at Port Hope during the last

month one of Canadian pioneer lumbermen, in the

person of William A. Spooner, aged 79 years and 7

months. Deceased moved to Canada with his family

in 1849, locating at York on the Grand River, where he

engaged in lumbering. Probably no man in Canada,

in his time, used up more of the forest of pine in the

now older settled country. Years later he was engaged

at Bell Ewart for H. W. Sage & Co., and with A. G. P.

Dodge, of Waubaushene ; also at Midland. Sincere-

tiring from active business he has been spending his

reclining years with his son, Mr. A. W. Spooner, at Port

Hope, where he made many warm friends.
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THE LUMBERMEN AND THE EXPORT DUTY.

The annual general meeting of the Ontario Lumber-

man's Association was held in the Board of Trade

rooms in the city of Toronto on Feb. 7th last. Not-

withstanding the heavy snow storm that was raging at

the time the representation of lumbermen from every

part of the province was large. Mr. A. H. Campbell,

the president, took the chair, the all-important question

of the export duty on logs being the first business

brought up.

A very lengthy discussion on this subject ensued, but

it was evident from the first that the meeting was in

opposition to the recent action of the Dominion Gov-

ernment in levying an additional one dollar export

duty on logs cut in Canada and then taken into the

United States. From the figures contrasting our im-

ports ot timber with our exports it is not surprising. that

the resolutions which follow were put to the meeting

and passed almost without a dissenting voice. The

resolutions are as follows :

Resolved, That the export trade in long, round timber is

an advantageous one for Canada. Timber of this class is not

exported for the purpose of being converted into ordinary

sawed lumber, and its preparation and deliver)- at the place

of shipment involves the outlay of more money in Canada, as

a rule, than its conversion into lumber would ; besides the

waste in squaring the timber is avoided. The round timber

trade is at least as desirable as the trade in boards, in the pre-

paration of which the hollow butted, the shaky and the knotty

portions of the tree are left in the woods to rot, while in the

preparation of long round timber small hollows in the butt,

and the rough portions at the top of the tree are not cut out of

the stick. There is as little reason for the imposition of export

duty on long round timber as there would be on square or

board pine.

That as the exportation of saw logs from the United States

to Canada is not obstructed by a duty, the duty on pine and

s-'-uce logs exported from Canada to the United States seems

unreasonable, from the fact that the exportation of pine saw

logs from the United States to Canada greatly exceeds their

exportation from Canada to the United States, the value of

logs of all kinds exported from the United States to Canada
from 1S80 to 1888 having been $4,319,850, while the value

of those exported from Canada to the States in the same

period was only $156,741.
That the small export of pine saw logs during the term of

years when the export duty was only $1 per thousand clearly

indicates that the danger of towing short logs on the great

lakes will always act as a check on the business of exportation,

and leave the export trade, as has hitherto been the case,

almost wholly confined 10 long, round timber, which can be

rafted in chains and towed with much less risk than short logs.

That the export duty produces irritation and bad feeling,

and the movement in the United States to have it removed,

and its amount added to the import duty on lumber, will in all

probability prove successful at the next meeting of Congress,

if not in the present session. That if a plenary duty is once

imposed it may be a work of time and difficulty to secure its

removal even after the repeal of the export duties. The
amount of export duty collected in Canada on pine logs in

1888 was $935.80 while the value of the pine lumber exported

to the United States during the same period was in round

num!>ers $7,500,000, and to risk the increase of duty on the

entire export of pine lumber for the paltry pittance of export

duty, or for the purpose of preventing the small export trade

in logs which might be developed if the duty were removed,

seems in the highest degree useless.

That the secretary of the association be instructed to draft a

copy of the resolutions, and thai such a copy, duly attested by

the president and secretary be placed in the hands of a com-
mittee who are instructed to wait on the Privy Council at

Ottawa for the purpose of presenting it, and of urging the

views of the association regarding these matters on the Gov-
ernment.
That the committee shall consist of E. B. Eddy, J. Charlton,

F- It- Booth, W. E. Edwards, Jas. MacLaren, X. Dyment,
jas. Scott, E. H. Bronson, A. M. Dodge, W. C. Caldwell,

Jno. Waldie, Wm. Caldwell, D. Gilmour, A. McLachlan, H.
H. Cook, P. White, A. Eraser, J. Bryson, J. B. Miller, J.

Gilmour, H. Robinson, A. Thomson, J. Steward, Jno. Price,

I. Gillies, G. B. Hall, J. Cameron, H. K. Egan A. Baptiste.

W. R. Thistle, R. Blackburn, Col. D. Tisdale, H. McCallum,
A. 11. Campion and J. L. Burton.

After the resolutions had been read and adopted the

following members of the association were elected as

the board of management for 1889 : M. M. Boyd, J. M.
-N'iven, D. Gilmour, A. H. Campbell, J. McLaren, J.

Waldie, J. Charlton. J. L. Burton, E. H. Bronson, W.
C. Caldwell, H. H. Cook, N. Dyment.

Acting upon instructions contained in the above
resolutions a large and influential deputation waited on
the Government on the 21st ult., and urged the abro-

gation of the export duty. The deputation consisted of

E. B. Eddy, H. K. Egan, Wm. Hurdman,
Hiram Robin-.on. Wm. Mackie, W. R. Thistle, E. H.
Bronson, J. A. MacLaren, J. R. Booth, Ceo. Perley and
John A. Cameron, Ottawa ; Alex. Fraser, Westmeath

;

H. W. French, Quebec ; Dr. Sprague and G. H. Brad-
bury, Winnipeg

; J. L. Burton and N. Dyment, Barrie
;

James Gillies, Carleton Place ; T. B. Colville, Lanark :

and A. H. Campbell, Toronto. The following members
of Parliament were also present : Messrs. McCarthy,
Waldie, Charlton, Cooke, Edwards, White ("Renfrew),

Cargill, Gilmour and Hale. The interview with the
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Government took place in the Privy Council Chamber.
The Ministers present were : Sir John A. Macdonald,
Sir Hector Langevin, Sir Adolphe Caron, Sir John
Thompson and Messrs. Abbott, Carling, Costigan,

Foster, Haggart, Dewdney, Tupper and Bowell.

The deputation was introduced by Dalton McCarthy
and Mr. A. H. Campbell, who acted as spokesman, in-

formed, the Government that those present were a

committee appointed by the Lumberman's Associ-

ation to lay before them the resolutions recently

adopted with reference to the export duty on
saw logs. He then read the resolutions as print-

ed above. Proceeding to urge upon the Govern-
ment the vifew taken, he said that the export duty was 1

not put on for the purpose of raising revenue. It was
doubtless imposed in order to encourage the manu-

|

facture of lumber in Canada and afford additional em-
ployment for artisans. This anticipation had not been
realized. The result had been that a petition had
recently presented to the United States Senate re-

questing that the duty on lumber coming from places

where there was an export duty on logs be raised.

This would strike a severe blow at the lumbering trade

of Canada. Thus far an important -part of the lumber
manufactured in this country has been exported to the

States. With an increase of duty the trade would be
destroyed. A large portion of the lumber manufactured
here was of a grade that could not be profitably ex-

ported to any other place than the United States on
account of the cost of transportation. If the United
States levied higher duties upon lumber, the production

of this class would have to be greatly reduced. The
effect would not be confined to lumbermen, but would
strike a blow at Canada. Our own market was a very
limited one. The credit of the lumbermen would be
injured, and upon credit a great deal their business de-

pended. With the decrease of production, a large

number of men in the mills would be compelled to seek
employment elsewhere, and would probably go to swell

the colony of Canadians in the United States. That
this trade was of great value was shown by the fact thafc

the exports of forests and mines during the past seven
years reached $162,642,000 more than a quarter of the

whole export for the same period. Lumber was repre-

sented by about half this sum. This paid two dollars

per thousand or twenty per cent, of its value, on enter-

ing the United States. It was scarcely fair to place
what was practically a prohibitory duty upon the exports

of saw logs, when it appeared that of the 550,000,000
imported from the United States from 1880 to 1888, and
in the manufacture of which Canada made all the pro-

fit that was to be made, whilst on the small quantity of

twenty million feet taken from this country to the

United States a heavy export duty charged. He felt

it w ould be a wise action on the part of the Government
to take the export duty off sawn logs and lumber alto-

gether.

Mr. Charlton, M.P., said that Mr. Campbell's stand-
ing in the business and long acquaintance with lumber
interests would make his utterances of value. It would
be readily perceived that there was no political com-
plexion to the movement to have the export duty
abrogated. It was purely business. The export duty
was asked for by the lumbermen of Canada. It was
asked for, he presumed, under a misapprehension of the

true state of the trade between the two countries, and
now it was seen that business would benefit by the
removal. The bill before the Senate of the United
States provided that the duty upou lumber should be
$1.50 per thousand, but that, when imported
from a country having an export duty upon logs,

it should be $2 per thousand. This would subject

Canadian lumber to a duty of fifty cents per thousand
more than any other country. The bill introduced a
few days ago by Senator Baker provided that the duty
upon lumber imported from a country that which im-
posed an export duty should be increased in proportion
to the export duty levied. Strong influence would be
brought upon the Senate to secure the retaliation upon
the Canadian lumber trade. The lumbering interests

of Michigan and Wisconsin and the Southern States
would seize upon the opportunity to move the United
States authorities in this direction. It was altogether
likely that the matter would not be dealt with till Pre-
sident Harrison was inaugurated. There was very little

difference of opinion among the lumbermen as to the
desirability of abolishing the export duty on logs. If

matters were different the export duty might be favored,

but the threatening aspect in the States changed the
position entirely. There was a general impression that

the Americans must have Canadian lumber, no matter
what duty they pay on it. This was a mistake. South-
ern poplar was becoming a formidable opponent in the

' market. These trees grew so rapidly that forests were
said to reproduce themselves in 30 years. The tend-
ency was towards making the position of Canadian
lumber more and more unfavorable. Hence it was felt

that there was great danger to Canadian interests if the
course recommended were not adopted. At the meet-
ing of the lumbermen in Toronto only two voted against
the abolition of the export duty. All who composed the
deputation were in favor of the removal of the duty if

the Government would concede it.

Mr. J. R. Booth said that a few years ago that he

was one of those who asked the Government to put an

export duty on logs. At that time he was not aware of

the large number of American logs that were brought

into Canada to be manufactured into lumber. Having
heard the real state of things, he thought the duty

should be removed. It would certainly be in the in-

terests of the trade, and he could hardly think the Got -

eminent put the duty on to raise revenue.

Sir John Macdonald—We were convinced by your

arguments Mr. Booth.

Mr. Booth said things had changed, and as the Gov-
ernment had put on the duty in the interest of the trade,

they could now remove it with the same object.

Whether it would be in the interest of the Dominion
he was not prepared to say.

Sir John Macdonald—How would the remov al of the

duty affect the small mills which are not owned by lum-
bermen ?

Mr. Campbell—This would affect the Georgian Bay
district more than any other part of the Dominion.
That is the only part from which we export logs to any
extent. I do not think there are any mills there which
are not held by large owners.

Mr. Eddy next addressed the Government. He said

that before the meeting in Toronto he was perfectly

willing that there should bean export duty on logs. He
did not know the extent to w hich Canada imported logs.

He then changed his views, and now believed it would
be better if the duty were abolished. He saw no pros-

pect of Canadian lumber ever controlling the American
market.

Mr. Bronson said he had supported the export duty,

but now recognized that it should be abolished. Canada's
market for lumber was the United States, and we should

do everything to encourage that trade.

Sir John Macdonald, replying to the deputation said

—

This is a very grave question. I do not think we are to

be prevented from changing our policy with reference

to it, if it is for the good of the country. That is the

only question we have to consider. We are aware that

this is an important question, and have received repre-

sentations from both sides and from various quarters.

We have the strong authorative opinion of this associ-

ation. All that I can say is that we will give full weight

to all the remarks made by the gentlemen and the

various considerations laid before us, and will act

according to the best of our judgment. The result o r

our deliberations will be communicated to you through

the ordinary way of Parliament. I desire to repeat that

we will be guided altogether by the consideration of

what we think best for Canada under the citcumstances,

and considering our present relations with the United
States. The Premier's remarks were applauded, after

which the deputation withdrew.

Why the Old Man Crew Suspicious

An old fellow who was running a saw mill down in

the southern part of Tennessee had considerable

trouble in getting a man who understood the business

of sawyer. Finally, when the owner of the mill became

wholly discouraged, a respectable fellow came along

and asked for a situation. He showed a paper from

one of the leading mill men of the country, stating that

the applicant was one of the best of saw yers. He w as

engaged, and when he had been at work about three

weeks the proprietor called him one morning and said :

" Mr. Collier, you needn't go to work to-day.'

"Are you going to shut down ?
'

" Yas, so fur ez you ere consarned.
"

" What ! you don't wan't me any longer ? "'

" Yas, that's it.''

"Why, havn't I been giving satisfaction ?"

" Oh, yas, so fur ez yo' work goes."

" Then what is the'matter ?

"

" Wall, I have noticed that you put on too many shirts."

"
I don't understand you. "

" Wall, yo, change yo' shirts too often. You have

been working here now three weeks, an' I notice you

put on a clean shirt about every eight days."

" But, my goodness, is there anything wrong in that ?"'

" To some folks there mouten't be. but thar is to me.

A fellar cam along here once and changed his shirt

every 12 days."

" Well," said the sawyer, " what else did he do ?"

" Run away and married my daughter, that's what he

done. Then thar came along a fellar that changed his

shirt 'bout every ten days. He ran away with my w ife.

Then another fellar changed his shirt 'bout every nine

days, an' he run away with my pocket book that con-

tained 15 dollars. So I find that the oft ner a man

changes his shirt the whrse he is, an' afearin' that you

mout run away with my mule colts. I reckon you'd

better go now, while I've got my eyes on you." —Arkan-

sas Traveller.
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LUMBERING IN BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Lumbering operations in this province have been

carried on with great vigor during the past year, with

the result that the cut of iSSS is the largest in the

history of the province. The total cut of the province

during the year is placed at 140,000,000 feet, or

about 40,000,000 feet in excess of last year. On
Burrard Inlet .Vancouver), the mills have been kept

cutting actively during the season, the demand, both

local and for export, being good. The Moodyville

Mill Co., on Burrard Inlet, cut 29,182,960 feet for the

year, and exported 35 ship loads, distributed as fol-

lows :—South America, 8,028,454 feet ; China, 4, 1 57,-

684 feet; Australia, 15.958,493 feet: Japan, 146,869.

The balance of 897,460 feet was taken by local dealers.

The Hastings Saw Mill Co., Vancouver, cut [4,048,-

S54 feet, of which 13,567.783 was exported to foreign

markets in 17 vessels. The company also turned out

3S2.322 pickets, and 21.787 bundles of lath, which was

mostly exported.

The Vancouver mill of the Royal City Co., cut about

10.000.000 feet, besides lath, shingles, etc. The pro-

duct of this mill is mostly taken by the local trade.

There is a sash and door factory in connection with

this mill. The Commercial mills, Vancouver, owned

by Leamy & Kyle, cut about 9,000.000 feet, consumed

by the local trade. G. F. Slaters shingle mill, Van-

couver, cut about 75,000 shingles daily, and is now
increasing the capacity of the mill to. 115,000 daily.

The sash and door factory of Geo. Cassidy & Co., is

a new institution put in operation during the year, and

giving employment to 25 men. A shingle mill with a

capacity of 40,000 per day, is being added. Fader

Bros., who own a small mill at Vancouver, are erect-

ing a mill of a capacity of 85,000 feet per ten hours.

The total cut of the Vancouver mills would therefore

be in the neighborhood of 64,000,000 feet of lumber

besides a large quantity of shingles, lath, pickets, etc.

At Westminster are located the mills of the Royal

City Planing Mill Co., and the Brunette Saw Mill

Co., the former mill the largest in the province. The
Royal City mill cut 22,000.000 feet of lumber, 5,000,000

feet of moulding, 6,000.000 lath and pickets and 7,500,-

000 shingles. There is a sash and door factory in con-

nection with this mill in which 25,000 sash and 15,000

doors were manufactured. The mill employs 425 men
in the mills, and in connection with its tugs and boats.

Five vessels loaded at this mill with lumber for export

during the year. This was a new feature of the trade,

as heretofore no exports of lumber were made direct

from the Fraser river. The company shipped a con-

siderable quantity of timber to the United States for

car manufacturing. This company also owns the saw
mill and sash and door factory at Vancouver. The
Brunette Mill Co. has increased its capacity during 1888.

The output of this company was 7,000,000 feet of

lumber, 2,500,000 feet of moulding, 3,500,000 shingles,

r.000,000 lath and 50,000 salmon boxes.

At Chemainus, the mill of Croft & Angus cut

16,000,000 feet, a portion of which was exported. W.
P. Sawyard, Victoria, cut about 12,000,000 feet, sold

altogether in the local trade. There are also five sash

and door manufacturing establishments at Victoria.

The total output of the thirteen mills named would

amount to 121,231,815 feet of lumber alone. There are

a number of smaller mills at coasts and interior points,

which would bring the total up to about 140,000,000

feet. Exports of lumber from the province to the

United States for the year were valued at $57,437.

The outlook for lumbering during the present year

gives promise of even greater development. British

Columbia is now attracting attention in Eastern

Canada and the United States. During the past year

lumbermen from the East and from Wisconsin and
Michigan and elsewhere have visited the province, and
the result is that several new schemes are in course of

development. The capacity of each of the West-
minister mills will be increased, and two new mills are

projected, one of which will have a daily capacity of

300,000 to 500,000 feet. At Vancouver, Fader Bros',

new mill, now nearly completed, will be put in opera-

tion, and the old Moodyville mill will be overhauled in

such a way as to make it practically a new mill. Over
$10,000 worth of new machinery is on the way tor this

mill. The Chemainus mill has lately been purchased

by a wealthy syndicate, and the capacity of the mill

w ill be largely increased. The Vancouver Lumber Co.

are erecting a mill which will have a capacity of about

25,000,000 feet yearly, and several small mills are in

course of erection or projected. One noticeable feature

in the lumber industry is the trade that has sprung up

during the past year or two with the prairie country

east of the mountains. Eastern shipments now form

quite an item in the local trade. Cedar shingles

especially are in demand from the East, and shipments

of these have not only been made to Manitoba and the

Territories, but to points further east, in the old pro-

vinces of Canada. There is also a growing demand
for our fine grained fir and cedar from the east, for

finishing purposes for the better buildings. The bulk

of the lumber cut in the coast mills is fir, similar to the

Puget Sound fir, and it is procured along the coast of

both the mainland and Vanvouver Island, for a

distance northward from the international boundary of

about 300 miles. This fir frequently dresses 100 feet

long, with scarcely a knot. One tree cut at the Moody-
ville mill recently scaled 27,000 feet. A stick of timber

was shipped from the Hastings mill which was 28 in.

square and 1 12 feet long. A stick 120 feet long and 20

inches square was taken out last week at the Royal

City mill, Westminster. The foreign export trade by

water, has been done largely by the Hastings and
Moodyville mills at Burrard Inlet, with a few shiploads

from Westminister and Chemainus. About sixty

vessel loads were exported altogether, going to Aus-

tralia, Asia, South America, and some to California,

though the duties prevent extensive shipments to the

latter place. Eastern shipments are made mostly

from Westminster mills. On the west coast of

Vancouver Island, nothing has been done in lumbering,

but a mill for this coast is projected. Altogether, the

results of the past year's operations and the prospects

for the present year are very satisfactory. The
attention which has .been given of late to the great

timber wealth of the province, points almost to a boom
in lumbering operations in the near future.

—

Exchange.

THE NORTHWEST TIMBER SUPPLY.

The question of timber supply for Manitoba and the

Territories is an important one. With our present

small population, local manufacturers have no difficulty

in supplying the requirements of the country, but with

the larger population which this country will have in

the future, it will not be so easy to fill requirements.

Though there are considerable tracts of timber land in

sections of the country, yet with such vast areas of

prairie land which comprise a great portion of Western

Canada, it is evident that when the population of the

country becomes at all numerous, the question of

lumber supply w ill be an important one.

Our principal source of lumber supply at present is of

course the Lake-of-the-Woods district. The mills of

that district have a capacity of forty to fifty million feet

annually, and this is being steadily increased. A con-

siderable portion ofthe logs cut in these mills, however,

are brought in from the state of Minnesota, and it

would be a matter for surprise should the United States

government at any time- stop the exportation of logs

from the state to Canadian mills. In the event of such

a move the timber available at the Lake-of-the-Woods

would be very greatly curtailed.

There is a vast section of country between Winnipeg

and Lake Superior, say 400 miles in length, which may
be called a woody country, but in population to the

area, a very small portion of this timber is suitable for

lumber. The greater portion is only fit for fuel. Owing

to the rocky nature of the country, the growth is small,

and the variety of wood found—tamarac, poplar, jack-

pine, white birch, etc. — are not very valuable for,

lumber.' There is some good pine tributary to the

Lake-of-the-Woods, in Canadian territory, and patches

of pine in other sections of this region, but the quality

of good timber is not as large as might be imagined,

when the vast extent of country covered, is taken into

consideration. There is plenty for present, require-

ments, but with a large population in the prairie region

to the west, the timber resources of the district, especi-

ally for the better class of lumber would soon be
exhausted.

In the northern portions of Manitoba and around

Lake Winnipeg, there is a good deal of timber suitable

for lumber, sufficient to supply the present average

requirements of the country for a long time to come.

Every year, however, the quantity of lumber required

will increase, and in a few years a big hole w ill be made
in this timber area. At present the annual cut of

lumber on Lake Winnipeg is under 10,000,000 feet.

Riding Mountain country supplies about 2,000,000 feet

annually, from the southern and western slope of the

mountain. The more northern timber areas of Manito-

ba have not yet been dev eloped to any extent. There
are several other smaller timber districts, which supply

a limited quality of lumber, for local use in the im-

mediate vicinity. Spruce is the most valuable lumber

furnished by the Manitoba forests, so that it will be

seen the supply of fine lumber is limited to the pine

timber in the districts to the east of Manitoba.

The vast territory of Assiniboia has very little timber

suitable for lumber, though there are patches of forest

which furnish a little lumber for local use in some
districts. The Cypress Hills is the principal timber

district. The population of this territory is very

limited, but with the settlement now going on, there

will soon bea large demand for lumber from Assiniboia.

The more northern territory of Saskatchewan is

fairly well supplied with timber for local requirements

for its present very limited population, and the supply

is probably sufficient for many years to come. The
full timber resources of^this territory are not well

known. The northern half of the territory, being the

portion north of the Saskatchewan river, is supposed

to be timbered to a considerable extent, but the country

has not been sufficiently explored to determine its full

timber wealth. At any rate it will be some time in

the future before this district will have a sufficiently

large population to call for any very large quantity of

lumber from outside sources.

The territory of Alberta has a large supply of timber

in and along the Rocky Mountains, which bound the

territory on the west and southwest. The country in

the vicinity of the mountains is well timbered, with

very good qualities of timber in some sections and all

through the mountains there is considerable timber

wealth. Several mills are established along the line

of the Canadian Pacific railway at and along the rail-

way between Calgary and the mountains. There are

also a number of mills at points on the railway in the

mountains, on the British Columbia side. The small

population in the Territories, and the high freight rates

charged by the C. P. Ry. Co., has prevented the

development of the lumbering industry in the moun-

tains to any great proportions. The freight rates are

too high to allow of the profitable shipment of lumber

eastward as far as Manitoba. In time, however, as the

population of the Territories increases, and the freight

rates are reduced, as they doubtless will be, a large

lumbering industry will be established in and along

the Rocky Mountains, in Alberta and British Columbia.

To British Columbia, however, must Manitoba and

the Territories look for a considerable portion of their

lumber requirement in the future. As the Territories

settle up and the local supply of timber grows less,

there will undoubtedly be a large market in the great

prairie region for British Columbia lumber.

British Columbia has a great source of wealth in her

forests of fine timber. Already there is some demand

in Manitoba and the territories for the fine qualities of

lumber produced in British Columbia mills, and the

deficiency here, especially in fine qualities of lumber,

can be abundantly made up in the Pacific province.

What is required is a low freight rate from the moun-

tain and other mills of British Columbia. At present,

and for years to come, the need of British Columbia

lumber will not be keenly felt here, though the demand

for the finer qualities of lumber and large dimension

stuff, which are hard to supply here, may be expected

to increase right along. But as the population of the

prairie country increases, and the local supply of lumber

decreases, the movement eastward of lumber from

British Columbia may be expected to assume large

proportions.

—

Commercial.
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THE STUMPAGE QUESTION IN NEW
BRUNSWICK.

Prominent .Lumbermen Talk Over the Situation with
Members of the Provincial Government.

During the early part of January a committee repre-

senting the lumber interests of the North Shore had a

conference with the Attorney-General and several

members of the local Government, at Frederickton, on

the question of high stumpage dues exacted in that

province. Owing to the crowded state of our columns

last issue we were compelled to hold over the report of

this meeting until the present, but it will not be of less

interest on that account. This is the first occasion on
which the lumbermen have been able to lay their claims

before the proper authorities, and no time was lost in

going thoroughly into the subject at issue. The pro-

ceedings lasted from eight p. m. to two a. m., and the

discussion was of the most animated description. The
arguments brought out by the various speakers was

convincing proof of the hardships under which the

lumbermen—especially in the South Shore of New
Brunswick—were laboring, owing to excessive stumpage
dues.

The grievences spoken ofare concisely but thorough-

ly enumerated in the following memorial to the Gov-
ernment which was read at the meeting :

•'In the interest of the North Shore of New Brunswick,
the prosperity of whose people generally depends mainly on
that of the lumber trade, the facts and conclusions set forth in

the following memorial are respectfully submitted for the con-
sideration of His Honor the Lieutenant Governor and the
Hon. the members of the Government.

Th.- unprofitable and discouraging condition of the lumber
business on the North Shore, which was the stumpage conference
between members of the Government and representatives of the
trade, at Frederickton early in 1886 ; of a resolution of the
Municipal Council of Northumberland, addressed to the Lt.
Governor-in-Council in January of the same year ; and sub-
sequently, of a memorial appealing for the relief in the form
of a rebate in the Stumpage charges imposed under the Crown
Lands Regulations,— still continues, and imperatively urges
another call upon the Government for the consideration which
has, up to the present, been withheld.

Those actively engaged in the business submit, that for the
past six or seven years, they have continued their operations
in the face of the discouragements and reverses which have
been marked features of the trade during that period. They
have been impelled to this course by the fact that many of
them had every dollar they were worth, and even more, in-

vested in mills and other property, to prevent which from
lying idle, going to decay and becoming valueless, they had
no choice but to continue business, even at a loss.

They were, however, not without hope from year to year
that the business' would regain some of its former activity, but
in this they have been disappointed, the result being that
although the greatest economy has been practiced in all

departments of their operations, the outlook affords no hope of
the trade continuing, in this section of the province, to exist

in even its present condition, unless such reductions are made
in the stumpage charges as will place the North Shore opera-
tors on Crown Lands nearer on an equality than they are with
their Quebec and Nova Scotia competitors in the British and
continental markets.

The statistics of the lumber trade between Great Britian
and the countries from which she draws her wood supplies,
show results which suggest that the excessive stumpage impost
of the New Brunswick Government is having a very damaging
effect on this the most imjxjrtant industry of the Province.
They show that while the Baltic ports are increasing their out-
put for the British market and Nova Scotia and Quebec are
aljout holding their own, the imports from New Brunswick are
sharply declining, the relative decrease of trade from the North
Shore_ being much greater than from St. John and other Bay of
Fundy port-,.

The fact that the shipments of the Miramichi have steadily-

declined since 1883, when they were 149,000,000 superficial

feet, until they were only 68,000,000 less than one-half—last
year, and that a corresponding decline has taken place in

Bathurst, Dalhousie, Kichibucto and other North Shore ports,

is proof of the startling wane of this important industry, and
of the necessity for special effort to avert its gradual ex-
tinction.

We submit that the importance of this industry as a con-
tributing factor in the maintenance of the general business of
the country, demands for it fostering regard and treatment,
rather than excessive taxation, at the hands of the Govern-
ment. The supplies which go so largely into the production
of our lumlxrr are furnished very evenly all over New Bruns-
wick and if—owing to the fact that lumber can be obtained as
a mercantile commodity more cheaply in Quebec and Nova
Scotia than in this province—such capital now employed here
a« is floating, Ix; transferred to those provinces or elsewhere,
it follows that the whole of New Brunswick must suffer. In

these days of easy and rapid communication and transit and of
Keen competition, no business that is fettered by state restrict-

ions or handicapped by discriminating, excessive or special

government imposts, can hope to survive. It is for this reason
that the protection of manufactures has Ijecome a recognized
\0A1ry of l<oth the great governments of the North American
continent. Not only SO, but in Germany, France and other
lea/ling countries in Europe, the attention of their statesmen is

occupied with fostering and protecting every industry within
their boundaries. Those that are threatened with competition
from abroad are protected ; others that are weak and strug-

gling are encouraged to continue and extend by bounties and
having extra facilities afforded to them. May we not urge,

then, that the lumber industry of the North Shore, which is

being paralyzed by the enormous burden of the Crown Land
tax, is worthy of the prompt and considerate attention of the
Government.
We earnestly desire to impress upon the Government the

fact that the natural and geographical disadvantages against

which the North Shore counties have to contend are not recog-
nized in the present, even to the meagre extent they were in

the earlier stumpage regulations ; not only so, but it has, un-
fortunately for us, been the practice and policy of Provincial
administrations in the past, while they were ever ready to meet
the demands and facilitate the operations of the trade in other
sections of the province, to withold from the North shore
equally fair consideration. The effect of this policy is seen to-

day in the fact that while the North Shore Crown Lands are
held and administered as if all the Province were equitably en-
titled to a common interest in them, those of the Central and
Southern counties have, for merely nominal considerations,

and to aid local enterprises, been transferred to private and
corporate owners who, in turn, have influenced public senti-

ment in favor of excessive Government stumpage rates, in

order that their own cheaply-obtained areas might have im-
parted to them a high value, which is acquired almost entirely

at the expense of the Northern section of the province, para-
lysing its most important industry, destroying the investments
embarked in it, and giving the people cause for discontent and
despondency which are gradually leading to the depopulation
of the country.

Even if it were not true that the Crown Lands of the Cen-
tral and, Southern portions o the Province had been trans-

ferred as stated, and that the government parted with the
greater portion of them avowedly for the purpose of promoting
the local interests of the counties in which they are located,

the fact that the northern ports are closed to navigation for

seven months of the year, while the great Atlantic port at the
mouth of the St. John is open all the year round, ought to en-
title the northern counties to compensating consideration at

the hands of the Government. Atlantic freights from our
Northern ports are from 5 to 7/6 per standard higher than from
St. John and Nova Scotia, while we are practically shut out of
the great American market for our small lumber, because
coastwise freights are from $2 to $2.50 per M higher than
those ruling from the Southern ports.

Instead of these adverse natural and geographical condit-

ions being recognized and acted upon by the Government in

our behalf, the hardships of our position have been intensified

by our being forced to bear the burden of the revenue necessi-

ties of the whole province, which the Government would be in

I
a position to so adjust as to make the necessary taxation fall

I

more equitably, but for the discrimination that has always been

I

made in favor of the south and central sections, to the prejudice
of the north.

As an illustration of the trend of governmental policy by
which the North Shore lumber interest has been most unfairly

prejudiced, we beg to remind you that when the Export Duty
of 20 cents per M was levied, that impost bore equally upon
the trade throughout the Province, the four Northern counties
contributing about one-third of the revenue under that head.
By pleading the interests of the lumbermen of the Province at

Ottawa the Dominion Government—largely with a view of
relieving the trade—was induced by the New Brunswick Gov-
ernment to grant to this Province an additional subsidy of

$150,000 a year in perpetuity, in lieu of the export duty ; and

J

the local Government of that day is on record as having claimed
the abolition of the export duty as a boon to the lumbermen,
obtained by their efforts. Subsequent events, however, have
proved that only the corporate and private holders of provincial

lumber-lands outside of the North Shore were benefited, and
while the Government continues to receive the export subsidy,

it has laid upon the North Shore trade alone a new burden in

the form of the stumpage-tax greater in amount than that of
which the whole lumber interest of the Province was relieved
with the implied understanding that it would never be re-im-

j

posed in any form.

We also beg to direct attention to the fact that while nearly

$2,000,000 of provincial money has been given in aid of merely
local railways in other sections of the Province—without at all

reckoning the aid given to such important lines as Eastern
Extension, Western Extension and New Brunswick and
Canada Railways—only about one quarter of the sum has been
expended in like manner in the four Northern Counties. If in-

terest on the enormous cash subsidies, and stock subscriptions

paid by the province in aid of many of the roads named, and
stumpage derivable from the land grant of over 1,700,000 acres

of Crown Lands to the New Brunswick Railway—in the bene-
fits of which works the Northern Counties in no way partici-

pate—were available for the public services of the whole
province, as the revenue derivable from the stumpage tax is,

the lumber industry of the North Shore would not now be
threatened with extinction by reason of the excessive taxation

placed upon it under the plea of the revenue necessities of the
province ; and we respectfully but firmly state our conviction
that so long as the relative positions of the two sections of the
province, in this regard, are ignored, and the injustice of the
treatment accorded to the North unrecognized, we will feel

that the central and southern counties—because they are

numerically the stronger, and against right and equity—are
abusing their constitutional privileges by working wrong and
oppression upon the people of the North.

We recognize the fact that the revenue of the provinces is

not as large or elastic as full justice to all the public services

requires, but we claim that it is unjust to impose upon one in-

dustry alone the burden of making up for all the deficiencies

in the various sources of income. Moreover, •may we not

fairly suggest that, in view of the new and extraordinary ex-

penditures recommended by the Government and authorised

at the last session of the Legislature, the revenue of the Pro-

vince is sufficient lo maintain its ordinary services, without the

excessive stumpage-tax l<eing continued.

In view of the experience of our operators, mill-owners
and shippers during the last six or seven years, we are im-
pressed with the conviction that the question of the continued

existence of the lumber business of the North Shore must l>e

settled by the inexorable laws of demand and supply, and it i>

being settled to our loss and that of the whole country. True
wisdom suggests that threatened extinction can only be aver'

ed by the Government assisting the natural tendency of busi-

ness to advance in the direction of the least resistance. If,

however, the alleged necessities of revenue are superior to the

claims and demands of our commerce in this competitive age,

we shall see in the end of the conflict, what Ls rapidly coming
to pass, that both trade and revenue, so far as lumber is con-

cerned, will disappear together; for with a mileage tax of $4 on
New Brunswick Crown Lands, against $3 in Quel<ec, a stump-
age tax of $1.25 per M on spruce logs in New Brunswick
against only 65 cents in Queljec—while the Nova Scotia trade

pays neither, but claims its logs at a cost of about 40 cents per

M., coupled with the lact that the Quebec scale is fully ten

per cent, more favorable than that of New Brunswick to the

operator, no result other than a gradual decline and final ex-

tinction of the business of those depending on our provincal

Crown Lands for their logs can be reasonably expected.

We beg, in conclusion, to appeal for relief because the ex-

cessive stumpage rates of the Crown Lands Department are

more than double those in competing provinces. We urge the

claims of the large capital invested in mill and other property

connected with the w orking of the lumber industry at the North
Shore—representing, in many cases, the results of years of in-

dustry and self-denial on the part of the investors, many of

whom, we regret to know, have been forced to go out of the

trade, having lost all they had in it, while others are engaged
in a constant struggle to avoid being driven into actual bank-
ruptcy, and others are obliged to introduce new branches of

business in connection w ith their luml>er operations to make
up for the losses they sustain in the latter. We claim that the

investment of this capital has imparted to the lumber lands of

the Crown a value that they would not otherwise have acquir-

ed. We direct attention to the comparatively large number of

our idle and decaying, or only partially worked mills as proof

of the position to which the trade at the north is driven. We
appeal for the consideration asked in the interest of a popula-

tion that is waning, not only because the accustomed w ork of

the lumberman is diminishing, but also because the decline of

the trade affects the usual employment of the agricultural and
laboring classes—especially of our young people, who have no
other recourse but to leave the Province and seek, beyond its

borders, the means of livelihood which they have ceased to find

within them. We ask for relief, not only because we are

handicapped by ice-closed ports for the seven months, while

St. John and other ports of the south side of the province are

open all the year round, and have at all times, the advantage

of us in Atlantic freight-rates
; but, also, because, for the same

reason, we cannot at all compete in the American market,
' even during our short shipping season, with those ports. We
appeal for consideration in order that the feeling that we are

oppressed because of the undue influence and in the interest of

other sections of the province, which have already secured the

lion's share of our common revenue and public heritage, may
not continue until it becomes a serious element of discord,

bitterness and strife between the two great sections of the

Province. We claim that we have, in the past, given the

Government of the day no reason to complain of our attitude

towards it, notwithstanding its having failed to give tangible

effect to the friendly assurances and implied promises, with

which it has met our former appeals. We therefore, again

present our case, relying on its justice for the favorable con-

sideration heretofore denied us, and earnestly expressing the

hope that immediate relief from the existing excessive stump-

age impost will be granted."

This memorial was signed by the committee representing .

the North Shore lumbermen consisting of Messrs. Geo.

Burchill, (Chairman,) J. B. Snowball. K. F. Burns. H. S.

Miller, Allan Ritchie, Scott Fairley, J. D. McKay and D. G.

Smith (Secretary.)"

From the very exhaustive discussion which ensued after

reading the above memorial our space w ill only permit of our

dealing with a few of the principal arguments adduced.

Mr. K. F. Burns, M.P., was the first speaker. We extract

the following from his remarks :

The average difference between the New Brunswick and the

Quebec scale on spruce lumber is at least 15%. A log 11

inches by 20 feet, which by the N. B. scale measures 100 feet

only measures 83 feet by the Quebec scale. The Ontario

scale is even more favorable to the lumbermen. The average

size log in N. B. would be about 16 feet by 12 inches.

Not only is the Quebec rate 60 cents per M. less than that

imposed by the Government of New Brunswick, but the

scale is about 15% lesson the average. That would reduce

the actual amount paid when comparing it with N. B. to about

55 cents as against $1.25. It is therefore impossible for the

New Brunswick operator on the North Shore, where the trade

has so many difficulties to contend w ith, to compete in the

markets of the United Kingdom or the Continent with the

producer and exporter in Quebec.

In Quebec lands are held in perpetuity. There the opera-

tor can improve his streams, can build his roads, can improve

his property in any way he pleases and he is not at the mercy

of any competitor who may choose to put in an appearance at

an annual sale or sale at any stated time. So that not only in

respect of the amount of stumpage levied is the Quebec opera-

tor in much the more favorable position, but also in the matter

of the tenure of his lands, which are a remarkable commodity,

which can be sold outright, passing from one to another, or

w hich can be pledged to a Bank or any other monetary- institu-

tion for the advance necessary to carry on the business incident

to the operation or establishment.
• New Brunswick has also to compete with Nova Scotia,

where the lands were acquired some years ago at almost nom-
inal prices—prices, which rarely exceeded 60 cents an acre.

Most of the lands which are now being operated in Nova
Scotia were purchased at about 40 cents an acre. There, then.
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the operator has no stumpage to pay ; he bought his lands at a

minimum price. He has also this advantage over the New
Brunswick, at all events over the North Shore operator ; he

can get his freights at a less rate. It is a much shorter run

across the Atlantic from Nova Scotia ports, as a general thing,

than it is from Northern New Brunswick. At all events they

get them at a very much less rate.

Latterly an effort has been made to induce the International

management to give reduced rates on lumber to St. John and

Halifax, in order to admit of ocean shipment from those points

in winter, but so far the efforts have been unsuccessful. While
the rate of freight on lumber from St. John to Boston rules

from $2.50 to $3 and averages not more than $2.75, the ruling

rates from the northern ports range from $4 to $5, averaging

about $4.50 per M. The freight on laths from St. John to

Boston is from 40 to 50c. per M. The rate paid from Bathurst

last fall was So to 90c.. practically double the rate paid from

St. John.
Referring to the New Brunswick and Nova Scotia deal trade

the speaker said that for the same specification the Nova Scotia

exporter gets as good if not a better price than the New Bruns-

wick exporter, while at the same time he has the advantage in

freight and stumpage. We are not here, he said, to ask you

to discriminate between the southern parts of the Province and

the Northern parts. But we are here asking you to reduce the

rate of stumpage, and in support of our application we cite the

disadvantages under which the trade at the north is carried on

compared with the advantages enjoyed by the people of the

southern sections of the Province. We use that as an argument
in support of our application. We tell you in a word, that the

trade cannot afford to pay $1.25 per M. There is capital lost

in the business every year and unless something is done in the

way of giving relief to the trade more capital w ill be lost and
more financial miser}- will be felt in the country. We ask you
to place us more on even terms with our competitors. We ask

you to allow us to live in the business and not to allow us to

be driven out of it, as we are being fast driven out. I repeat

that the trade cannot afford to pay $1.25 per thousand, and we
say it is the duty of the Government, having regard to the

general interests of the Province, not of the North Shore par-

ticularly, but having regard as I say to the interests of the

whole province, to come to the relief of the trade, and I think

we have shown you by this memorial, and in a very crude way
by what I have stated, that the trade needs relief, and we have
shown you to our satisfaction that we believe it is your duty to

grant that relief. I am sure you have no desire to see the

trade of the North Shore continue in its crippled condition.

One of the arguments that has been used in opposition to the

application of the trade for relief is that you need the stumpage
for revenue purposes. Well, we say you should adjust your
expenditure in such a way as to prevent the necessity of im-

posing on one industry of the Province alone the maintenance
of the public services. The trade of the North Shore is in

earnest in this matter. It is a matter of financial life and
death to them. It is a matter of dollars and cents, and unless

the Government grant relief there can be only one opinion,

one feeling in the minds of those engaged in the trade, namely
that they are unjustly dealt with and we will not cease to urge
upon this Government or any other Government the necessity

for relief. I do not propose to take up any more of the time.

I feel very earnest about the matter ; I wish I could present

the case in as clear a way to you as I feel in earnest about it.

I am largely engaged in the trade ; my all is in it, and I feel

with my brethren in the business that we have a very strong

case and that the Government should come to our relief and
reduce the rate of stumpage to figures nearly equal to those

paid in the Province of Quebec and elsewhere.

Mr. J. B. Snowball said : We can prove that on the North
Shore our business has been very diversified, that few, if any,
that have prosecuted the timber business on the North Shore
have prosecuted it as a sole business. In my case I invested

$117,000 in the timber industry, which I made in other ways,
and I do not consider it worth 25c. on the dollar now. There
has been a gradual impoverishment of timber shipping interests

of New Brunswick for the last 13 years. But it is upon us
on the North Shore that the burden falls particularly strong.

Where does the timber tax of New Brunswick come from ? I

find according to the returns of the Province of New Bruns-
wick for the year 1887—the last season for which any report

has yet been issued—that in that year you collected the sum of

$87,155, from the lumber interests of the Province. Where
did that sum come from? Why, gentlemen, nearly one-half of
that amount or $40,864 came from the county of Northumber-
land, alone. The exports of the Province of New Brunswick
in lumber that year amounted to 250,000,000 feet of which
amount Miramichi only exported 68,000,000 and yet Mira-
michi paid nearly one-half of the entire stumpage tax and the
other half came out of the remainder of the Province. Now,
does it not look glaringly and appear an outrage that Mira-
michi must pay upon 68,000,000 of logs, half the tax upon an
export from the Province of 20,000,000 ?

You talk about the stumpage on private lands being $1.50
per M.! But what is the stumpage now collected on Crown
lands ? It has always been said that we agreed a few years ago
when the regulations were changed to pay $1.25 on certain
conditions. I maintain that we never did agree to anything
of the kind. We asked for a long lease, the long lease was
granted us, and it was made a condition by the government,
not by our consent. It was not a bargain with us, but an
arbitrary act on the part of the government. They raised it

then in 1884 from $1 per M. to $1.25 per M. and in 1883
they retained what we had paid as mileage rates, in addition
to the stumpage rates. In 1883, when the stumpage was 80c.
and mileage was added, the exports of lumber from the Pro-
vince paid, as seen in the Public Accounts, a total of $1.12^
per M to the government. The second year, under $1 stump-
age we paid, including mileage, $1.15^. In 1885 was $l.49V
the stumpage and mileage combined. In the year 1886 it was
$1.48 and in 1887 it was $1.55^, and for this year we have
not the returns. Where does the value of the timber lands
owned by the government come from ? It comes from the im-
provements we have made on the streams and on the mills we
have built on the tributaries. If it had not been for those

mills who would ever have paid you $1.25 or $1.50 for

Mumpage? By the building of those mills we gave a value to

Crown Lands of the Province that they never could have
possessed ; they never could have possessed it but for the vast

' amount of capital we put into the country, never supposing

that such a tax would be placed upon us. The Crown Lands,
you will yourself admit, are getting very much cut away, and,

in my own case, to get 20,000,000 off the lands held by me, I

have to cut them to their utmost capacity consistent with the

outlook for future years. The fact is I am doing just as little

business as I can possibly do, consistent with the plant and
facilities and capital invested that I have about me. The fact

is that the lumbermen of the North Shore are just staggering

along, making now the last desperate effort, and that is just

what has brought usj here ; we want to see whether you are

determined to crush us right out at once and finally, because

that is just the position this thing is in.

It is very well for shippers on the North Shore to complain
and say that they are paying $1.50 per thousand stumpage,
but we are very easy and don't make returns for more than

about one-half of what they cut. I am prepared to state that

on the North Shore as a rule we do pay in full. To show
the injustice of any such statement as that, we under pay, that

the exports of the last year of which we have the official re-

turns, 1887, show that there were 68,000,000 of lumber cut on
the Miramichi. There was 32,700,000 feet that paid stump-
age, and 30,708,000 feet were cut off private lands and
probably a few million more concerning which I could not get

information. Out of the 68,000,000 shipped in 1887 9,000,-

000 were deal ends and small stuff, leaving only 59,000,000 of

merchantable lumber shipped. Out of that 59,000,000 of

merchantable lumber we paid the government stumpage on
32,700,000 at $1.55^ per M., and there was 30,708,000 that

to my knowledge came off private lands—making a total of

63,408,000 that we can prove came off private lands and
. off Crown Lands on which stumpage was paid, against 59,000,-
000 of merchantable lumber actually shipped.

Mr. Burns when he was addressing you, was questioned
about the value of deals. I would ask if Miramichi deals are

inferior to St. John deals ? Take up any English circular and
you will see to-day that St. John deals are quoted at 5 shillings

a standard above Miramichi deals. If that is so are we not
entitled to some consideration ? If the North Shore deal

when it is manufactured and put into the English market,
under the circumstances Mr. Burns describes, is to be handi-
capped with 5 shillings less price in addition to $1.35 ad-

ditional freight upon it, have we not a claim for consideration?

St. John has an open port all the year round ; they are not
confjned to five months in the year for making shipments.

They have the opportunity of getting winter freights ; we have
no such opportunity. We cannot get our deals carried to a

port to be shipped in the winter time at any price that would
possibly give us "a profit. How can we take advantage of
low freights ? Do you know that the southern part of New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia have the advantage of ships com-
ing out to the United States with cargoes from the other side,

and, which want'n^ return freights, run into St. John and load

up with deals at from 7/6 to 1 2/6 a standard lower than we
can get them carried from the North Shore ? They can load

them on the scows in St. John and then load the ships just as

cheaply as we can. They can load steamers in St. John
cheaper than we can ; but in Quebec they cannot because of

the high rates of labor, but in Montreal they have cheaper
labor than we have.

Another item of importance is that there are no pilotage

regulations with regard to these inlets from the sea on the Bay
of Fundy, no tonnage or dock dues, but the fisherman will take

your vessel in for $1.50 or something like that, while ours is a

long river that must be carefully navigated, where pilotage

dues and every conceivable charge must be paid.

With reference to the value of deals, Mr. Snowball said:

Parsboro deals are worth as much as Miramichi deals are, and
the deals that come from Sheet Harbor and Ship Harbor have
as good a reputation as those that come from Miramichi or

from St. John. The low freights to the American markets en-

able the producers of Southern New Brunswick and Nova
Scotia to ship laths at say 50c. a thousand into the New
England ports, while we are entirely excluded by the high

rates of freight. We are excluded from the United States

market entirely, we are handicapped when we go to the

European market by freights ; our deals are quoted in the

English market at a lower price than those of St. Tohn, and
as we cannot ship our laths to the English market nor take

advantage of the American market for them and our other

stuff, we are compelled to saw our logs shorter.

Mr. McLellan : What do you do with the 30 foot log ?

Mr. Snowball : We got two fourteen foot deals, and have to

[

lose the large slabs on the other side.

At this point of the proceedings a lengthy discussion fol-

j

lowed between Messrs. Blair, Snowball, Smith, McKay and
McLellan as to the understanding on the part of lumbermen
at the time the ten-year's lease was arranged for. Mr. Mc-
Lellan said : when we talked of long leases I asked what the

terms of the agreement were, and I was told by the Surveyor-
General that the first year there would be sharp competition
for licenses, and consequently the stumpage would be only

$1.00, and as the licenses would be renewed at the small

figure of $4 per mile that, then, the stumpage would be
increased to $1.25.

Mr. Burns : I know this that in agreeing to any arrange-

ment proposed the trade were influenced by a fear that a

syndicate was being formed for the purpose of buying up nil

the lands and it was Hobson's choice with them to accept the

arrangement offered. It was stated at that time that if the

trade did not agree to the terms of the Government for an
arrangement of that kind that certain people in the trade were

I prepared to come in and buy the lands. This syndicate may
have been appeased or may have changed their minds when
they got the ten-year's lease of the lands. I don't know what
prevented them at the time ; I can only surmise that they were

I

appeased or influenced by the fact that the ten-year's lease was
; agreed to.

I Mr. Snowball : Mr. Burns was asked if he did not know

I that there were more failures in Nova Scotia than in New
. Brunswick. I would like to add my opinion or statement to

what he has said, that they have not been so many failures
;

I

for this reason and a good reason it is : that the timber trade

I" of Nova Scotia is scattered over the country in small propor-

tions, and, to a large extent is carried on by country traders

and grocers and is not a business of itself, with the exception

of a few instances at Parsboro, where it is distinctly carried on.

Mr. Burns stated that they sold lands in Nova Scotia for

40c. an acre well up to a short time ago.

Mr. Blair : Mr. Fielding told us they had no lands left.

Mr. Snowball : In 1883 they sold 35,000 acres, in 1884
37,000 acres and in 1885 13,000 acres, making 85,000 acres

sold in three years. I asked for information and they made
return to me as stated. The time has come when you should
know that having battled with this stumping tax for the past

13 years we find -ourselves utterly unable to compete with it

any longer, and we are here appealing for instant relief from
this tax that is so burdensome that it is receiving completely

what is the staple industry of the Province of New Brunswick.
The question was further discussed at some length by

Messrs. Blair, Snowball, Burns, Mitchell and McLellan.

Mr. H. S. Miller then took up the question and said : I have
here a contract entered into for this fall for getting logs up the

Bay of Fundy. To deliver to the mill at the mouth of the

Quoddy River where the logs will be sawn, the contract is

$3.50 per M ; the cost of sawing these logs, putting the deals

on the wharf and into wood boats and bringing them to St.John
is $2.90 per M., so the total cost of the deals alongside ship is

$6.40 in St. John. Mr. M. continued at length and then said :

I hardly think I need take up any more of your time. The
necessities of the case have been put very clearly before you.

Two years ago we told you plainly what would happen unless

redress was given ; to-day that necessity exists, and I think

the gentlemen who have spoken to-night have put the case

before you as strongly and fairly as they possibly could. We
are in earnest in the matter ; either we must close our mills

very soon and the people must leave the North Shore, or some
redress must be given in order that some profit may be made.

Mr. McLellan—Mr. Snowball seemed to exult in the fact

that they got deals so much less in St. John than at the North ;

you see when you come to ask Mr. Miller you find that they

cost $8.

Mr. Miller—But the $8 deals from Nova Scotia and Bay of

Fundy points, come from lands in the same position as lands

at Martinshead, on which there is a profit. The man who
gets the logs at $3.50 per thousand will make a profit on it,

and so will the man who saws it, also the wood boats. With

us there is no profit at all, it is all loss from the word go.

Mr. D. G. Smith was the last speaker of the Committee.

After a few introductory remarks he said : The statistics of the

trade show that capital which is floating—and which can be

invested in other places—is leaving the country, and the

natural consequence of that is manifested in a declining

business. I refer in the first place, in this connection, to the

shipments of deals to the United Kingdom from the Province

of N. B. to demonstrate the manner in which they have

declined. Take the four North Shore counties, and what do

you find ? In 1883 we shipped 217 millions, in 1884, 158

millions, in 1885, 126 millions, in 18S6, 120 millions, in

• 1887, 115 millions, and in 1888, 107 millions. Down we
went steadily during that period on the North Shore. From
the other ports of the Province there has also been a constant

decline. These figures bear out those of the British

Board of Trade, but the British Board of Trade figures show

that in the import of wood-goods, generally, into the United

Kingdom from the Baltic ports—from Russia, Sweden and

Norway—there has been a decided advance in recent years,

while, on the other hand, there has been a relative decline, or

hardly an appreciable increase from British North America

ports. As to the equity of the proposal, to reduce the stump-

age, alluded to by the Attorney General, you may remember

that when the export duty was levied on the lumber shipped

from the Province it was a tax which fell generally upon the

whole Province ; it made no difference whether the lumber was

produced on private lands or on Government lands ; that

which paid mileage on Government lands and that which paid

stumpage on private lands, alike, when it was shipped, paid

this export duty, and the revenue of the Province was derived,

in that way, equitable and bore evenly upon all the trade. At

that time the North Shore paid proportions ranging all the

way from a sixth to a third on the duty ; but a change was

made. The Government of that day, largely induced by rep-

resentations that the export duty was a burden on the lumber-

ing industry, and for other reasons, decided to abolish it.

$24,813.20 was the<total.amount collected for mileage in the

year 1874—the first year after the abolition of the export duty

—and that was the total government tax for the year on the

lumber industry of the province. In conclusion Mr. S. said :

I hope that our appearance here will not simply be a monu-

ment, and the phrasing of our claims the epitaph of the North

Shore trade ; and that nothing will come of it—we have been

here have been before the cabinet here—by memorials and

resolutions— I think I may say that when we where here

before you did hold out some inducements that our wishes

would, in part at least, be met—you have hinted at the

necessity of the revenue, but we do not see that the necessities

are such that the exhausted state of the lumber trade does not

outweigh them, and I think you will see from what has been

presented to you that we. urgently require some consideration,

in order to keep our mills from going to decay, to keep the

capital that can be removed from being transferred to other

places, and to keep the people in the country who are engaged

in farming and lumbering.

Some discussion followed the delivery of Mr. Smith s

address, Rafter which the ^interview closed, having lasted

from 8 p.' m. to 2 a. m. Mr. Blair saying that he hoped,

! after the meeting of Council, to be in a position to let them

know what conclusions the Government had arrived at.

—Mr. R. D. Wood, Baie Verte, N. B., has begun the

manufacture of hardwood butter tubs.
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QUEBEC FOREST RESERVES.

Notwithstanding the sweeping changes brought

about last year by the Quebec government in the tenure

of timber license holders by abolishing the forest re-

serve act, says a writer to an exchange, it appears that

outside members of that legislature must needs try

their hands at curtailing the rights of the limit holder

to the profit of a class of men who have, in the past,

proved a curse to the country. I mean the pretended

settlers. When the forest reserve act was passed a

few years ago an end was put to the frauds and

consequent damage previously perpetrated under pre-

tense of settlement.

It will be remembered that last year the government

brought in a bill which passed the lower house abolish-

ing the forest reserve in toto, and thus placing the limit

holder at the mercy of speculators, who. under the

guise of settlers, could go into the heart of a man's

limit, select the lands on which the choicest timber

grew, and then, in the names of a sufficient number

of his employes, buy the lots (each sale being limited

to 200 acres to one man) making one payment on them.

And. as this bill provided that all timber cut on sold

lots, previous to the issue of the deed by the govern-

ment, should be subject to the payment of the same

rates of dues as if cut under the timber license, and

that the dues on such timber should be credited

against the purchase price of the land, the government

were thus virtually giving away not only the land, but

the timber on it, and consequently the revenue which

they would have derived from it. had the license

holders rights been protected, but offering a premium

to men of small means and elastic consciences to

invade the timber country ostensibly as settlers, but

really as despoilers of those who, at considerable

expense, had fostered the timber and allowed it to

grow while paying the government all the time a ground

rent for the privilege of cutting it when suitable for pro-

fitable marketing. These points being properly repre-

sented at the time, the upper house passed the bill with

an amendment that the license holder should have

thirty months after the sale of a lot to cut the timber

on it, which in a small degree remedied the graver

faults of the bill as first presented ; but even this

involved serious results both to the revenue and the

limit holder, for naturally as soon as a lot was sold, the

limit holder would immediately proceed to take the

Pine timber off without regard to size, and thus timber

which in a few years would be of great value to the

country would be cut down when of little or no value,

practically speaking, in comparison. The lumberman

would, in a manner, be forced to this course, for,

as he had a right to the timber for two years and a

half, the settler would have no object in preserving it

if left standing : consequently in making the improve-

ments required by the terms of his purchase, he would

not care whether it was burnt or not by fires made to

clear his land, and thus not only the timber on his lot

destroyed, but for miles around, as has been frequently

the case in years gone by, involving incalculable loss to

the country and not infrequently ruin to the pioneer of

a prosperous settlement, the lumberman. It appears

strange that men occupying high positions of trust

should be led away by specious arguments of interested

individuals or political exigencies, instead of being

guided by the experience of years of men whose whole

energies have been devoted to solving the problem ofhow
to deal with the public lands and timber, so that the

interests of the government, which means the public

at large, the lumber merchant and bona fide settler

should be each justly and fairly dealt with without

detriment to any of the three. The nearest ap-

proach to this solution was the forest reserve act, which

protected the government revenue, because as it was

all under license, as the ground rent was always coming

in. when the timber was cut the dues on it were paid,

and consequenlly the public got all that the law allowed

them for their timber. It protected the settler because

he was prevented from going into a country known to

be undesirable as agricultural land, spending money in

fruitless efforts to hew out a house for himself and

family where he would at best but eke out a scanty-

existence while the lumbermen worked in his vicinity,

and be compelled, after years of useless toil, to leave the

place where the best years of his life were fruitlessly spent)

to return to a more populously settled district, and take

his chance of succeeding in what he might have secured

had he settled there first.

It protected the lumberman, because he knew that

his rights were secure. He was interested in protect-

ing the timber, by using every precaution against fire,

and by only cutting such timber as it was profitable to

produce, letting the smaller timber grow till it was

suitable to cut. But the Quebec government did not

think it a just law. Therefore it was abolished, and

the sorry substitute which I have described adopted.

Now it seems as if even this will be driven out of exis-

tence at the desire of a class of men who have no

practical knowledge of the subject, and none but per-

sonal or political ends to serve, to gain favor with the

farming community, who are in the majority. It would

look as if the best interests of the country, because the

lumbering interest is undoubtedly the best, are to be

sacrificed and frittered away to the benefit of no body or

class in particular, but to the detriment of the country

at large for no other earthly reason than that the lumber

trade has been prosperous for a few years, and a party

strengthened in its hold on the office.

Ontario Exports.

The following table, taken from the Trade and

Navigation returns, shows the exports from the

Province of Ontario for ten years, from 187S to 1887, of

pine logs, planks boards and joists :

Pine Pl"ks, bds.
Year. legs Value, and joists Value.

M. ft. M. feet.

1878 106 $ 673 292.435 $ 2,805,703

1879 72 7S4 282.247 2,579.838
18S0 2,020 13,298 491.276 4.137,062
1881 2,632 2o;2o8 473,78S 5,396,702
1882 1,243 15,323 500,685 6,094.001

18S3 1,641 11,397 445o6o 6.145.520

1884 964 7,906 448.406 6,160.057

1885 378 2.284 463.167 5,058.035

18S6 2,864 24,429 420,122 5,201.795

1887 6,349 49-237 390.169 5.199.374

Total 19,269 $155,539 4-207.655 $48,778,087

Ottawa Exports.

Total values.

The following summary of the exports of lumber from

the city of Ottawa during the year 1888 has been com-

piled by the Free Pfess of that city :

South
.
United Local,

Manufacturers. English American States chiefly
Market. Market. Market. Montreal.

E. B. Eddy Mfg. Co. . 30,000.000 5.000,000 20,000.000 15,000.000

Gilmour & Co 20.000,000 20.000,000 10,000,000

Bronsons & Weston
Lumber Co . 2,000,000 20.000.000 25,000,000 iS,000,000

R. Hurdman & Co 20,000,000 25,000,000 15,000.000

Perlev & Pattee 20.000,000 3,000,000 19,000,000 13,000,000

J. R. Booth 45,000,000 5.000,000 15,000.000 15,000.000

.1. McLaren & Co 3,000,000 12,000,000 15,000.000

W. McClyment & Co.. 1. 000.000 2.000,000 3.000,000 4,000.000

Pierce & Co 6,000.000 10,000.000 10,000.000 4.000.000

W. C. Edwards & Co... 20,000,000 2,000,000 13,000,000 10,000,000

The Rathbun Co 3,000.000 2,000,000
Hamilton Bros 20,000,000 20,000,000 10,000.000

Ottawa Lumber Co 3.000,000 7,000.000
R. & W. Conrov 5,000.000 5,000,000 5,000.000
Buckingham Mills 10,000,000 5,000,000 15,000,000
C. P. R. Line 5.000,000 50,000,000 50,000,000 20,000,000
Scattering 2,000,000 1,000,000 5,000,000 12,000,000

187.000.000 123,000.000 250,000,000 190.000,000

$3,740,000 $2,214,000 .£3,750.000 $1,520,000

Of the above quantity, what goes to the English

market is almost entirely carried by barges to Montreal

and Quebec, of the South American market lot about

30,000,000 feet are carried in barges to Montreal, about

20,000,000 feet by rail to Portland, and the balance by

rail to" Boston. Of the 250,000,000 that go to the

United States market the following division may be

made : 75,000,000 carried direct to Albany and New
York in American boats, 50,000,000 by barge to Burl-

ington, 30,000,000 by boat and barge to Oswego and

the balance by rail ;
or, in words, about 512,000,000

feet are removed by water, 218,000,000 by rail and

2.0000,000 used in local consumption.

Some Things Worth Knowing.

Always lace a belt so that the ends tie in the middle,

and not at one edge.

To clean zinc, moisten a cloth with kerosene and rub

well ; afterwards rub with a dry cloth.

Tf> remove rust from steel, take one-half ounce ot

emery powder mixed with one ounce of soap and rub

well.

Where a heater is used, a pump is more economical

as a boiler feed than an injector ; but an injector is al-

ways preferable where there is no heater.

If you ascertain the thickness of a boiler shell in

decimals of an inch, and shift the decimal point three

places to the right and then divide the number thus found

by the diameter of the boiler in feet, the quotient

obtained is the safe working pressure in pounds for that

boiler.

Remember, in arranging belts, to have the slack side

on the top ; it is the proper as well as philosophical

way to have a belt run.

To make a flange joint that wont leak nor burn out

on steam pipes, mix two parts white lead to one part

red lead to a stiff putty
;
spread on the flange evenly,

and cut a liner of guaze wire—like mosquito net wire

—

and lay on the putty, of course, cutting out the

proper holes ; then bring the flanges, "fair," put in the

bolts and turn the nuts on evenly. For a permanent

joint this is Ai.

. A new process has been devised for cleaning lubricat-

ing oil that had once been used, so that it can be used

again. The oil is poured gently over a bed of iron

which is strongly magnetized. The heaps of iron

fragments constitute a magnetic sponge which stops

all the particles of metal, especially those of iron. The
oil is then passed through two hair filters, and comes

out perfectly clean.

PUBLICATIONS.
The annual number of The Commercial, published at

Winnipeg, is out, and is brim full of interesting matter.

It is the only purely commercial paper in Manitoba and

is a credit to the rising and progressing constituency

it represents.

We take pleasure in acknowledging receipt of a copy

of Mr. J. L. Stanley's " Handbook for Hardwood
Lumbermen," containing rules for "inspection, etc. It

is a handy little volume, and from a careful perusal of its

contents we judge it is just about what the hardwood

dealer has been looking for for some time. Our

readers interested in hardwood would do well to send

for a copy to J. L. Stanley, 236 Superior St., Cleveland,

Ohio.

The Office, published from 66 Duane street, New
York, is one of our most valuable and interesting ex-

changes. It is devoted to accounting and business

management and has made hosts of friends throughout

both the United States and Canada. The paper is

conducted by Mr. A. O. Kittredge, long connected with

the Metal Worker and Carpentry and Builder.

Sample copies of this excellent publication will be sent

free on application.

The Canadian Furniture Dealers and Undertakers'

/ournal, the inital number of which came to hand last

month, is still another addition to the trade journals of

the Dominion. The new paper is issued by the Sterling-

Publishing Co., Brockville, Ont., and makes a good

typographical appearance. Advertisers seem to

have given it an exceptionally good " send off" and if

they continue as they commenced and pay a reason-

able sum for the privilege, the new paper ought to

bloom like a green bay tree. It has the best wishes of

The Lumberman at all events.

The celebrated "Hanging Gardens of Babylon"

were within the precincts of the palace called "The
Admiration of Mankind." They consisted of gardens

of trees and flowers on the topmost of a series of arches

75 feet high and built in the form of a square, each side

of which measured 400 Greek feet. The city of

Babylon, with its famous gardens, was razed to its

foundation, 690 B. C. Two Thousand, Five Hundred

and Seventy-Nine years later we find the celebrated

gardens of James Vick in Rochester, New York. For

description, Catalogue of seeds, advice how to obtain

free a copy, of Vick's Floral Guide and also of the

famous new rose, called " Vick's Caprice," address,

James Vick, Seedsman, Rochester, N.Y.

FIRE RECORD.
The planing mill belonging to R. H. Chandler,

Markham street, Toronto, was totally destroyed by fire

the early part of February.

The shingle mill near the village of Feversham, Ont.,

owned by John Hudsorr, has been destroyed by fire.

It was insured for $600.
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J. B. SNOWBALL'S MIRAMICHI WOOD TRADE CIRCULAR.

The past year's business has been on a moderate scale compared with that pre-

vious to 1885. The shipments show an increase from Miramichi and St. John over
those" of 1887, and a decrease from nearly all the other New Brunswick ports, the
total shipments from the Province to trans-Atlantic ports being 277 million superficial

feet, and from Nova Scotia 85 million superficial feet. The stock of wood goods on
hand at this port is computed to be 30 millions superficial feet, or about an average,
and the stock of St. John is said to be small. The production for the present winter
will be about the same as last year. The season, so far, has not been favorable, but
the prospects at present are more encouraging for a fair winter's work. The large
advance in value of provisions and a corresponding advance in the labor market are
making stock cost more than for some years past. The general business outlook for

this country appears good and business people, as a whole, are more hopeful.

The year has not been an eventful one on the timber trade of the province. The
great advance in freights, coming, as it did, so late in the season, fortunately found
the bulk of the contract cargoes delivered. The loss to shippers was, therefore, much
less than might have been expected ; still it has been severe enough to make them
very cautious about cost and freight sales for the coming season.

The export to the United States ports has been large and the demand for South
America unusually active. A number of f. o. b. contracts have been placed for South
America and full prices are being offered for further business.

Shipments trom Miramichi for 12 years from 1877 to 1888 inclusive, were as follows:

OTHER NEW BRUNSWICK PORTS.

ST. JOHN SHIPMENTS, l888.

No.
Shippers. of

Vessels.

A. Gibson 105
W. M. Mackay 62
Geo. McKean 19

J. & L. B. Knight 3
A. F. Randolph & Son 1

McLaughlan & Wilson 1

Sup. ft deaU.
scantlings, ends
and boards.

97.34M3'
44,070, 367

9,345.196
1,253,840

907,339
266,314

Totals 191 153,184,187

DISTRIBUTION, BY PORTS, OF ST. JOHN SHIPMENTS, l888.

Timber, tons.

Birch. Pine.

1,690

2,711 457

32c

4,721 457

1877- [50 Million sup. ft. 1881

1878— [06 do do 1882

1879- 114 do do 1883
1880— [55 do do 1884

-128 Million sup. ft.

-117 do do
-149 do do
108 do do

1S85-

1886-

1887-

1888-

-87 Million sup. ft.

-72 do do
-68 do do
-73 do do

The Shippers from Port of Miramichi, Season of 188S, were:

T. B. Si

D. & J.
New Br

W. M.

\Ym. Richards

E. Hutchison
Ceo. Burchill & Sons.

Cieo. McKean. .......

Totals: 117

No. Sup. ft. deals. Timber.
of Tons. scantling, ends Palings.

Vessels and boards Birch. Pine.

35 23,156 21,048,887 1,525,804 25
18 10,615 9,964,233 108,400 9 ...

17 12,124 9,778,210 267,752 407 104
10 s,9s 5 9,040, 1 18

12 7,587 6,996,883 6,000

7 5.479 4,936,683 1 1,900

9 4,Si9 4,870,224 49,000

S 4,603 4,397,000 12,000

4 2.269 2,178,718 1,464

117 79,637 73,210,956 1,982,320 441 104

DISTRIBUTION OF ABOVE SHIPMENTS.

Country.

(ireat Britain.

Ireland

France

Russia. .

.

Australia .

Spain
Italv

Totals 117

No. Sup. ft. deals,
of Tons. scantling, ends

Vessels and boards.

64 48,241 43.477.985
38 22,375 21,177,078

7 4.544 4.4I9.075

4 2,438 2,240,594
1 '953 1,016,788
1 692 575.769
1 174 103,325
1 220 200,^2

117 79,637 73,210,956

Palings.

1,872,991

109,329

Timber.

Birch. Pine.

416 104

25 ...

1,982,320 441 104

DISTRIBUTION, BY PORTS, OF MIRAMICHI SHIPMENTS.

GREAT BRITAIN.

Ports.

Appledore
Ayr
Barrow ......

Birkenhead
Bowling
Bristol Channel
Cardiff

Fleetwood
Glasgow
Garston
Liverpool
London
Maryport .2
Mumbles fo

New Port

Penarth fo

Plymouth
Sharpness
Silloth Dock
Swansea
Whitehaven

Totals

Ballinicura .

.

Belfast

Clare Castle . ,

Dublin ,

Dundalk
Dundrum
Larne
Londonderry.

.

Warren Point

.

Oueemtown .

.

Total* 38

I^,r-I.;aux. . .

Celte

Marseilles .

.

Si. Nazairc.

Totals

Other ports.

No. Sup. ft. deals.
of Tons. scantling, end

'essels and boards.

1 322 309,657
1 459 407,227
1 679 688,068
1 606 562,572
1 694 823,720
I 377 " 369,856
6 3,9oi 3,547,385
2 2,126 2,103,977

1,466 1. 108,584
8 6,246 5,399,327

9,974 9,466,441

4 3,806 2,812,991

„ 2 897 852,627
1 794 591,226
2 1,132 976,841

5 3,28? 3,000,368
1 398 373,726
10 7.857 7,128,491

1 530 512,007

? i,897 1,675,683
1 799 767,21

1

64 48,241 43,477.985

IRELAND.

1 267 278,150
22 14,783 13,990,377
1 332 343,256
6 3,225 2,93 ',59o

1 438 395,837
1 21 I 240, 1 05

3 1,342 1,301,835
1 509 •489,991
1 578 552,128

690 653,809

38 22,375 21, 177,078

FRANCE.

1 349 329,3n
1 577 431,813

4 3,269 3,339,6o9

I 349 3i8.35i

7 4,544 4,419,075
8 4,477 4,136,818

Paling*.

7,500

9,000

1,498,075

95,416
256,000

1,000

6,000

Timber.

Birch. Pine.

407

9

104

1,872,991 416 104

109,329 25

109,329 25

I

I

4
26

No.
Ports. of

M Vessels

Africa

Australia

Barrow
Bristol Channel
Garston • 3
Liverpool 59
London ; 12

Ireland 46
France 4
Scotland 7
Wales 17

Other Ports 11

Sup. ft. deals,
scantling, ends
and boards.

512,689

1,049.356

4,109,364
21.563.547
1,708,173

62,009,774
7,068,360

27,532,654
2,705,891

3,288,968

13,125,603

8,509,908

Timber, tons.

Birch. Pine.

4,401 457

Sh

1S79.

1S80
1881

1882

1883

1884
18S5

1886

1887-

18S8

Totals : 191 153,184,187

ipments From St. John to Trans-Atlantic Ports for the Pas'

Total Sup. feet
deals, etc.

I53.279.357

215,485,000

v 210,281,730

201,413,717
•• '•• i8i,5I7,932

164,829,825• 152,543,026
Ij8,934.392

118,450,590

153,184,187

4,721 457

r 10 Years.
Timber.
Birch.

Tons,
Pine.

11,548

16,035

5. '34
7,576

11,778
14,006

13,769

7.354
5.197
4.721

3.237
2,441

1.734

3,332
3,883

3,836
3,686

4-313
1.587

457

Shippers.
No.
ot

Vis.

John McNair 4
Geo. Dutch 2
Tohn Curran 1

Geo. Moffat & Co 4
Wm. Richards 9
N. B. Trading Co 1

J. D. Sowerby 1

J. P. Mowat 1

H. O'Leary 3

d.Tlhousie.

Tons.

1,253
481

731
2,365

4-/04
816

434
671

2,662

Sup. ft. deals,
scantling, ends
and boards.

1,137,000
452.OOO
642.OOO .

1,974,000

4.349.000
707,000

379,000
292,000

2,439,000

Bch.

5

140

119

Timber.

Pine. .'

1

1

Palings.

3.000

Total. 26 14,117 12,371,000 264 11 322

Sackville and outport of Bay Verte.

Geo. McKean

.

Copp Bros

W. M. McKay
H. Copp

Totals

Geo. K. McLeod
J. & T. Jardine . .

Edw. Walker

Total

J. D. Irving.

E.
J.

Smith . . .

Jos. L- Black

.

Geo. McKean.
W. McKay . . .

Totals 21

W. M. McKay....

Totals 19

10 4,497 4,863,000

3 1,634 1,342,000
2 762 769,000
2 780 774,000
1 507 494,000
1 3i6 327,000

19 8,496 8,569,000

Richibucto.

11 5,166 5,005,000

4 3,179 3,024,445

3 1,136 1,122,156

18 9,481 9,151,610

BUCTOUCHE

4 631 667,287

Shediac.

3 1,124 1,004,075

3 1.479 1,366,000

8 3.719 3,340.000

7 2,9-8 2,768,952

21 9.300 8,479,027

Bat hurst.

14 9,So9 8,524,661

4 2,596 2,123,000

1 919 815,060

19 13.324 1 1,462,661

14.000

54.000

3.000

3.000

231,953 Hardwood Plank.

51,953

The total trans-Atlantic Lumber
B88, were as follows :

—

shipments of New Brunswick in 1SS7 as compared with

Ports.
No.
Vis.

Miramichi 126

St. John 155
Bathurst 29
Dalliousie 41

Richibucto 37
Shediac 20

Cocagne 2

Sackville 19

Tons

.

75,548
136, 107

15,676
20,976

•5.956
8,769

595
8,393

bup. teet

deals, etc.

68,121,629

118,450,590
13,589,769
18,059.828

14,751,000
S,I22,SS2
635,5S0

8,555.000

Tons
Timber

157
6, 7S4

92S

No.
Vis.

117

191

19
26
20
21

Tons.

79,637
170,943
I3,324
14,117
IO.II2

9,300

Sup. feet.

deals, etc.

73,210,956
153,184,187

1 1,694.614
12,371.000
9,Si8.S97

8,479,027

Tons
Timber

545
5,1/8

597

19 S,496 S. 569.000

Totals 429 2S2,02o 250,286,278 7,S69 413 305,929 277,327,681 6.320
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EDRRESPDNDENCE
.

Editor Canada Lumberman.

Dear Sir, — The present winter in this part of

Manitoba has been one of great activity with lumber-

men, and operators look forward to a fair legitimate

trade the coming season. Stocks on hand, as a rule,

are light. Payments so far have been well met, and

upon the whole the present season opens up with the

best look-out since the time of the great collapse.

The snow has been late in coming, but we have now
the best hauling weather I have seen for twelve years.

Teams are able to take from r.ooo to 2,500 feet on

fairly good roads.

The Whitemouth Mills have been re-built from the

ground up, and are now second to none in this part of

the province.

David Ross.
Whitemovth. Man., Feb. 18th.

Editor Canada Lumberman.

Dear Sir.—We are still hard at work in the woods

in this district, and I thought that a few notes regarding

our operations might be read with interest.

There are three firms taking in their supplies from

Eau Claire, viz : Messrs. Hale & Booth, Rayside, Mc-

Master & Co., and Mr. Wm. Mackay, all of whom are

taking out lumber which will come down the Amable

du Fond river. Hale & Booth will manufacture 350,000

feet of square and waney
;
Rayside, McMaster & Co.,

125.000 : and William Mackay, 165,000 feet. Mr. John

Mackay is also making a raft of 165,000 feet in Soul ier,

but which he is taking by rail to Belleville. He will

have 3.000.000 feet or more of logs coming to his mill

at Eau Claire from the same townships. Messrs.

Perley & Pattee, of Ottawa, intend putting in supplies

for next year's operations on this stream.

The early part of the winter has been anything but

favorable, on account of the thaws raising -the streams

spring high. It looks now, however, as if we were going

to have plenty of snow and hard weather, so that every-

thing will likely be got out all right.

Woodsman.
Eau Claire, Ont., Feb. 10th.

Editor Canada Lumberman.

Dear Sir.—Logging operations in this vicinity is

being pushed forward now that we have abundance of

snow and frost for all it is worth. Although the fall

and first of the winter was bad for logging, there will

be an average cut in this vicinity, with good prospects

for a market, especially for spruce, both in England,

South America and the United States.

We shall get out this winter by sleds, and next sum-

mer by rail, about 5,000,000 feet of spruce, hemlock,

ash and basswood : and about 300,000 feet of birch for

clothes pins and lumber.

Eldridge, Phelps & Co.
Eastman, Que., Feb. 18th

Editor Canada Lumberman.

DEAR Sir,— I presume that it is not often you get

news from this section of the country. There are two

feet of snow on the Quinze, but the ice on the Kippewa

lake in bad though the weather is very cold now.

Messrs. Bronson and Weston are making some of the

finest logs that will go to market this season, sixty per

cent, of them are 16 feet long and will average 21

inches in diameter. This firm have over 45,000 logs

made now, but will have 6o,coo. These logs are made
on their limit number six in the second range of Block.

A. Gillies Brothers, of Carleton Place, will have 70,000

fine logs cut on the same river, and the Messrs. Klock

have 15,000. Both these lots will average 19 inches.

All the logs are cut in the neighborhood of the recent

trespass on the Quinze, and it is reported that the forest

rangers have discovered that other trespasses have

been committed.
Lumberman.

Baie de Paris, Ont. Feb. 10th.

The LUMBERMAN had a pleasant visit during the
month from Mr. R. Nagle, one of Ottawa's lumber
kings. He looks as hale and hearty as ever, and can
talk lumber lore with all his old vim, aided by his ex-
tensive knowledge of the business.

THE NEWS.
—There is now abundance of snow in the Ottawa district.

— Mr. Paynter is about to erect a saw mill at Little Rapids,

Ont.

—W. C. Wells, of Palliser, B. C. has 2,000,000 feet of logs

on the skids.

—William McRae & Co., Port Alma, Ont., have assigned to

H. H. Flagler.

—W. C. Wells, of Palliser, B. C. . has 2,000,000 feet of

logs on the skids.

—There is plenty of snow throughout Manitoba, and lum-

bermen are happy accordingly.

—Mr. Geo. C. Miller, lumber dealer, of Trenton, Ont.,

has made an assignment.

—The receipts from the Crown lands departmen* of

Ontario for 18S8, amount to $1,436,454,58.

—John Stephen's saw mills at Fall River, Waverly, N. S.

,

was burned a few days ago. Loss $5,000.

—A steam saw mill is to be erected at Sturgeon Falls,

which will give employment to sixty employees.

—The E. B. Eddy Manufacturing Co., Hull, Que., will

erect a two story wood pulp mill 25x200 feet,

—D. Clarke & Son, proprietors of a sawmill at Carleton,

N.B. , have suspended with liabilities of $^o,ooo.

—The firm of Booth & Hale are said to be taking out two

fine rafts of square timber on the Amable du Ford.

—Work is being pushed at McLaren & Co. 's shanties on the

Gatineau, there being sufficient snow for all purposes.

—Mr. Eliot Thompson, of Meaford, Ont., has sold the

Train Steam Saw Mills to Messrs. Chambers Bros.

—Operations in the Algoma district are reported to be very

active, the weather being all that could be desired.

—Mr. A. G. Henderson, of Huntingdon, Que., is making

extensions to his furniture and planing mill business.

—One of the uses for which spruce is imported into the

United States from Canada is for manufacture into wood pulp.

—In northern New Brunswick, where the winter has been

very favorable to lumbermen the snow is two feet deep in the

woods.

—Mr. Gordon's new saw mill at Kingsford, Ont., is being

rapidly pushed to completion and will soon lie in running

order. ffc

—Mr. D. Brown's new saw mill at Forrester's Falls, Ont.,

to take the place of one burned last August, is almost com-

pleted.

—Mr. C. Young has finished his lumbering operations in

the vicinity of Burleigh Falls. He has taken out over 6,000

pieces.

—Mr. Robert Simpson, of Collingwood, has completed a

new saw mill at Thessalon, Algoma District, for Mr. Dyment,

of Barrie.

—Malcolm Thompson has sixty men in the Riding Moun-

tains, Manitoba, cutting ties for the Northwestern Central

Railway.

—The Shepard-Morse Lumber Co. is shipping large quantities

of sawed lumber to Boston from Ottawa for export to South

America.

—McLaren & Co. will have a big cut of both square timber

and logs on their Maniwaki limits. Reports from that district

are encouraging.

—If the present weather continues for a short time longer

the whole season's cut in the Ottawa district will be got out

successfully.

—The Georgian Bay Consolidated Lumber Company paid

out at Gravenhurst, in February, ten thousand dollars to job-

bers and contractors.

—Pierce <Xr Co. are, making extensive improvements in their

saw mills at the Chaudiere. They are putting in twin circulars

to edge their logs.

—Albert Allen, the lumberman, was killed last month at

Spencer's Island, Parsdoro. N. B., while cutting away the

support of a brow of logs.

—The Eau Claire Lumber Co.. of Calgary, Alberta, has

contracted with the Gait Railway for at least half a million

feet of lumber for this season.

—At Hurdman's shanties, on the Kippewa, the output will

not be so large this winter as last, owing to scarcity of snow in

the vicinity of the limits.

— It is reported from the Pacific coast, that it is very diffi-

cult to charter ships for lumber, owing to the advance in grain

rates from California points.

—A fire in Rutherford's saw mill at Cote St. Atnoine,

Montreal, Feb. 1st, did damage to lumber and machinery

to the extent of $5,000.

—Bronsons, Weston & Co., of Ottawa, have sold between

15,000,000 and 20,000,000 feet of the present winter's cut.

The price has not yet been made known.

—Steps are being taken to supply the extra dock room and
tramway, at Spanish River, Ont. , rendered necessary by the

introduction of the new gang saws.

—The Ontario Sawmiller's Association, at a meeting held

recently at Palmerston, took steps to obtain equitable freight

rates from the two railways.

—The Gaspe Board of Trade is petitioning the Quebec Gov-
ernment to give it the right of cutting all timber required for

public purposes on government lands.

—A small mill is being established on the northern slope of

the Riding mountains, Manitoba, and will be the first in the

region. The cut will be for local use only.

—The recent cold snap and fall of snow in the Upper
Ottawa has made everything boom in the woods, and teams

are hauling logs to the streams in great shape.

— Latest advices from Quebec state that the expected out-

put of square timber will be fully up to the estimate, while the

shortage in the log crop will not be very great.

—The Alberta Lumber Company have about completed

their mill in the Red Deer district, north of Calgary, and logs

are being taken out for next season's cutting.

— Bennett's steam saw mills at Mountain Chute, Riviere

Rouge, Harrington. P. Q., were destroyed by fire in February.

The loss is estimated at $15,000 insured for $5,000.

—Mr. Samuel Smith, foreman for the Canada Lumber
Co., supervised the cutting of 20,000 logs in the Mississippi

district during the first three months of the present season.

—The estate of W. H. Carpenter, insolvent lumberman of

Fort William, Ont. , will come under the hammer on the 2nd

inst. There are some fine timber lands in the property.

— Mr. Saml. Sloan, Tilbury Centre, Ont., will increase the

size of his planing mill ; put in a sixty-horse power steam

engine and considerable new wood-working machinery.

—At Spence's camp Parry Sound, a few days ago, one small

team handled thirty-five logs at one load and the smallest log

measured fourteen inches on the slant. Hard to beat.

—Work in the north and east of Severn Bridge, Ont., has

been greatly interfered with, owing to an epidemic of distem-

per in horses. Several teams have been compelled to return

home.

—The river banks and lake shores near Cooper's Falls, Ont.,

are said to be fringed with timber, ready to come down as

soon as the ice leaves. The season's product is unusually

large.

— It is estimated that 100,000,000 feet of pine timber was

destroyed by fire in the Thunder Bay district, Lake Superior,

between the Canadian Pacific railway and the Minnesota

boundary.

—The improvements to the mills of McLaren & Co., and

McClymouth on the Rideau river near New Edinburgh, Ont.,

are about completed. They are putting in some new mach-

inery and repairing the old.

—Messrs. Bronson & Weston, lumbermen, have sold to the

Shepherd & Morse Lumber Company, of Burlington, Yt.,

between 15,000,000 and 20,000,000 feet of the present winter's

cut of lumber for about $250,000.

— It is estimated that 395,000 ties will betaken out between

Winnipeg and Lake Superior, along the C. P. R. line, this

winter. In the Rocky Mountains on the C. P. R., about

200,000 ties are being taken out.

—The largest load of logs, says the Picton Times, that was

ever drawn in Canada on one pair of sleighs, was drawn by

Mr. Burrows Colden, from Roslin, being 127 logs of a 13 inch

average, being 8,382 feet, board measure.

—H. Shaver, of Hamilton, the proprietor of a saw mill and

a coal and wood yard, has assigned to Townsend & Stephens,

of that city, for the benefit of his creditors. His liabilities are

estimated at $20,000, and assets at $23,000.

— It is said that hard wood is being shipped from the

vicinity of Ottawa to the Quebec market. The demand for

such stock is very limited in Quebec and it is doubtful if ship-

pers will be able to protect themselves from loss.

—A party of eastern capitalists, consisting of Messrs. W. A.

Humbird, John E. Glover, E. J. Palmer, and W. H. Phipps,

of Wisconsin ; W. F. McKay, Mount Yernon, W. T. ; W. J.

Macauley, Victoria, B. C. ; and Mr. Peabody, are reported as

looking into the lumber resources of B. Columbia with a view

of investing. They represent several millions of capital and are

all experienced lumbermen.
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—Mr. Prince, of Calgary, X.W.T., manager of the Eau

Claire and Bow River Lumber company, had an interview

with Hon. Mr. Dewdney recently, in reference to securing

additional land for booming grounds for his company.

—A Mr. Lennox, working in Kent County, N.B.
,
recently

placed his axe on the limb of a tree, the axe fell and striking

him on the nose cut that member nearly in twain. The
unfortunate man will likely be disfigured for life.

—The Lumber and shingle mill owned by Lawrence Bros.,

situated in the township of McMurrich, Muskoka, was

destroyed by fire on the 12th ult. with 75,000 shingles and a

quantity of lumber. Loss $2000 ; insurance $600.

—G. O. Buchanan has been granted the timber limits he

applied for near Xelson, Man., in the Toad Mountain country,

and has a saw mill lying at Spokane Falls, which he intends

shipping in as soon as transportation can be had in the spring.

—The Shareholders of the Muskoka and Nipissing

Navigation Company have applied to the Lieutenant Governor

in Council, for permission to change the name of said Com-
pany to that of the Muskoka and Georgian Bay Navigation

Company.

—As an example of how the sawdust regulation is affecting

the lumber business in Nova Scotia, one Bridgewater firm

which formerly employed 300 men now employ only 30, and

their output will only be one million feet instead of ten

million.

— It is reported that a staff of men are already at work for

the Canadian Pacific Railway in the Crow's Nest Pass of the

Rockies, exploring a route for a road to run through Southern

Alberta to British Columbia, with the intention of making it

their main line.

—It is reported that the Fort Ellice (Man. | saw mill, which

is in good order, will be started in the spring to cut bridge

timber and other lumber required by the Northwest Central

railway, which it is expected will be completed to the Assini-

boine river.

—Owing to the unusual absolute void of Birch in the Que-

bec market, contracts have been made for considerable

quantities for early delivery, and as in most cases the timber

has to be taken to market by rail, it is being got out in old

settled districts.

—Lumbering operations have been lively on the River

Rouge this winter. Messrs Weldon Bros., E. Cook, John
Wade. D. Williamson and R. Mclntyre are each taking out a

raft of square and flat tamarac, pine and spruce for the

Lachine market.

—Octave Cossete, an extensive lumber dealer at Valley-

field, P. Q., has assigned, with $47,000 liabilities. Mr.

Cossette was burner out in the spring of 1886, when the town

voted him a $2,500 bonus and a loan of $5,000 to assist him
in rebuilding his mill.

—Mr. B.W.Washburn, of Deseronto, Ont., has applied

for the patent right of a new cross cut saw of his own inven-

tion. It will be known as the " King of the Forest " and

there will be five members, two for soft wood, two for hard-

wood and one for general purposes.

—The following are the values of the various lumber exports

from the Consular District of Orillia to the United States, for

the year 1888 : Lumber, $23,385.62; shingles, $27,358.72;

telegraph poles, $22,053.75 ; lath, $461. Mr. Charles

Corbauld is Consular Agent here.

— Mr. J. A. Christie will have his new mill at Brandon,

Man., ready for cutting in the spring. It will cost about

$20,000 when completed. He will cut this season about

20,000,000 feet of logs, which will be brought down the Bird

Tail creek from the Riding Mountain dfstrict.

The Royal City Mill Company, of We>tminster, B. C, has

lately established a machine shop in connection with the mill.

About $15,000 worth of new machinery is being added to the-

machine shop plant. The company is also establishing a ship

yard at its mill, and is building a new tug for its own use.

— Bronson, Weston & Co. are cutting some fine timber on

the Quinze this winter, 60 per cent, of which will run 16 feet

in length and 21 inches in diameter. They have about 45,000

logs already cut, which will run up to 60,000 before they shut

down. Gillies Bros, are cutting 70,000; and Klock & Co.,

15,000 log-> on the same river. There is about two feet of

snow in this district.

— Mr. Joseph E. Doak, of Doaktown, N. B. has fitted up

and run, by himself, two small circular saws, a small jointing

saw suspended on the principal of the trimmer in some of the

large mw mills. He has adopted the plan of employing large

heavy balance-wheels in the arrangement of his machinery,

and a* a result it runs with perfect ease and regularity of

motion, has recently purchased a new engine, which

when ready for operation, will enable him the more readily to

nil his orders.

—A Washington Territory paper says : We have the best

authority for saying that an enormous lumber mill will be

erected at the mouth of the Squalicum creek, this territory,

within a short period. Among the persons interested are John
Hendry, of the Royal City Planing Mills, New Westmin-

ster, B. C.

—The Eau Claire & Bow River Lumber Co. has already in-

vested $175,000 in the Bow River District, and it is said that

if it secures the privileges asked for from the Government as

regards water power it will employ 400 men within five years.

The company has put in 3,000,000 logs this winter, and had a

cut of 2,000,000 last year.

—The $15,000 bonus passed by the municipality of Rat

Portage to the Ross, Hall & Brown saw mill, fias not yet been

satisfactorily arranged, some trouble as to terms having arisen

between the town and mill men. It is also claimed that the

bonus conflicts with the laws of Ontario, governing munici-

palities.

—The Bishop of Three Rivers and others asking for a

charter for building a railway from Three Rivers on a direct

ine through the interior of the Province of Quebec to the

western limits of the Ontario boundary. The mineral and

lumber resources on the line of the proposed railway are very

rich and extensive.

— It is expected that the St. Catharines Milling and Lumber

Company will present a claim to the Dominion Government

for $200,000, for the privileges of which they are deprived by

the recent Privy Council decision giving the control of the

timber and minerals in the disputed territory to the Ontario

Government.

— Letters patent have been issued incorporating the M.

Brennan & Sons' Manufacturing Company of Hamilton,

capital $100,000, in 1000 shares of $100 each. This firm have

large saw mills at Tioga, Ont., and do a wholesale and retail

lumber trade at Hamilton, as well as operate an extensive

planing mill at the same place.

—H. McCauley, who goes by the name of " the millionaire

lumberman of Minnesota " on the Pacific coast, has let a con-

tract for the erection of a $20,000 residence at Victoria, B. C.

—Kaye's big farming company on the Canadian Pacific

railway, west of Winnipeg, has used up about 3,000,000 feet

of lumber, imported from Westminster, B.C., the past season.

—The following are the wages paid in British Columbia for

working in the woods and saw mills : Mill hands $35 to $65

per month ; axemen and swampers, $35 to $45 ; axemen and

swampers, green hand, $30 to $40 ; teamsters at mills, $2 to

$2.50 per day : teamsters in the woods, $60 to $65 per month;

longshoremen, 20c. to 30c. per hour ; board is from $8 to $10

per week.

—W. A. Adsit, of the Cypress Hill saw mill, says that the

logs now boomed at the mill will probably be sawed this

season, which will turn out about 2,000,000 of lumber. Louis

Sands, proprietor of the mill, is now in Europe, and will return

to his Michigan home about the middle of March. This

mill is located in the Cypress Hills, south of Maple

Creek, Assa.

—The Hawkesbury Lumber Co., Rockliffe, Ont., are

taking out three large rafts of square timber on the Dumoine,

The timber is said to be large, well made and of a superior

quality. Last month one hundred teams were engaged for-

warding supplies from MacKay's station to Black river and to

the Big Lake on the Dumoine for the E. B. Eddy Mfg. Co.,

and for the Hawkesbury Lumbering Co.

—The Manitoba Colonist says:— In the Thunder Bay district

of Lake Superior there are about four hundred million feet of

pine, white and red, tributary to the Pine, Arrow and Pigeon

rivers, and it was estimated that one hundred millions were

burned over last year. This lies in the square from the lake

to Savanne, on the Canadian Pacific Railway, and south from

that line to the International boundary.

— In British Columbia, the Moodyville Saw Mill Co., have

j

decided to overhaul their present large mill and greatly

increase its capacity by the introduction of the latest improved

machinery. This is the oldest mill in the province, having

been established in 1863. The mill has done a large export

trade for years and at present has a capacity of about 100,000

feet in eleven hours. It is located on Burrard Inlet, opposite

j

the city of Vancouver.

—The Barrie Lumber Co., Barrie, Ont., have purchased

the Bradford saw mills, and also the township of Oakley and

1

Hindon, upon which there is a large quantity of pine and

1
other timber. The property cost $150,000, and the timber

' isofeasey access to the Black River. They are taking offthis and

j

their other limits 40 million feet of saw logs this winter, anil

to do this they have 1,000 men and 400 teams employed. Last

season the Company ran eight saw mills, and with the addition

of the Bradford mill, they mill have nine running this season.

—Victoria Colonist : Returns from the mainland and island

show that the timber output of British Columbia for the past

year amounts to about 140,000,000 feet. This is an increase

over last year of 40,000,000 feet. With the erection of sev-

eral mills for which timber limits have been secured, the end

of 1889 will see another large advance in the timber industry,

which will bring the yearly output up to fully two and a

quarter million feet.

—The amount involved in the transfer of the saw mill at

Chemainus B. C, owned by Croft & Angus, is over $600,-

000. A large timber limit on Vancouver Island goes with the

mill. The purchasers of the mill are Humbird, Glover

Phipps, from Wisconsin and W. J. Macauley, who went to

British Columbia last spring. The capacity of the mill will be

increased to about 150,000 feet daily, which is over three

times its present capacity.

—The prospects are that quite an addition will be made the

coming spring and summer to the sawing capacity of Manitoba

mills. The saw mill burned at Scandinavia will be replaced.

A mill will also likely be established in the Lake Dauphin
district, where there is a considerable area of good spruce tim-

ber. Christie's new mill at Brandon will be ready to com-

mence sawing by the time the logs can be got down in the

spring. Mills at Birtle, Emerson and Selkirk, which have

not been operated for a few years, may also be put in motion

next season. The most important new mill will be the one

now in course of erection at Rat Portage by Ross, Hall

& Brown. The machineJy for this mill has arrived.

—The steam saw-mill belonging to the Gaspe Lumbering

and Manufacturing Company, Gaspe Bay, Que., done very

good work last season ; the output of shingles boards, &c,
having far exceeded the output of former years. A large

quantity of shingles, boards and telephone poles was shipped

to Prince Edward Island, and large and increasing local

demands were supplied. The owners have several camps
in the woods preparing for next season's work. It is also

reported that other parties intend to get out white birch for

the manufacture of spools. White birch is one of the most

abundant woods of this part of the country, and when the

railway reaches that point it will doubtless be largely utilized.

—The Shepard & Morse Lumber Company has recently

purchased a large tract of land along the Rideau river, which

it will in future make its piling ground, abandoning its old

yards in Hull. The Canada Atlantic will run a siding into the

new yard. The company has made a contract wherebv its

entire Canadian lumber receipts will reach Boston over the

New Vork and New England railroad, and the large freight

piers utilized for loading vessels of large register, with lumber

consigned to ports on the River Plate in South America, a

move which brings into use a piece of Boston wharf property

which is one of the best in the city and has been practically

idle ever since its construction. The shipments of lumber to

South America have been enormous, and the Boston & Maine

railroad had its wharf facilities over-taxed. Before the season

is over the Shepard & Morse Company will have shipped over

25,000,000 to the River Plate.

AMERICAN NOTES.

— It is estimated that New York city lumbermen
handle one thousand million feet of lumber annually.

—The movement of American lumber during the
past season, shows that shipments are being diverted
from the waterw ays to the rail routes, and the pros-
pects are that lumber will continue to be handled
chiefly by rail.

—One of Michigan's lumber kings has under-
taken to show the value of pine roots for fuel. He has
these roots cut up into eighteen inch lengths to use in

grates instead of soft coal. This suggests an important
industry in the pine timber regions after trees are cut

away.

— It is remarked that Maine is now a greater spruce
than a pine tree state, with regard to the production
and sale of lumber. Since 1853 the cut of pine timber
on the Penobscot has declined from 123.000,000 to

29,000,000 feet annually, while that of spruce has
increased from 78,000.000 to 120,000.000 feet. There
is still plenty of big pine in the northern part of the
state.

—So much timber has been destroyed in New York
i State by fires started by sparks from locomotives that

the State forest commissoners are recommending that

the construction of railways through State forest lands
be not permitted, and stating that unless this step is

taken all other measures designed to preserve the
forests will be futile. In addition to the destruction of
forests by fires started from locomotives, the construc-
tion of railways through a timber region affords such a
ready market for ties and wood of all kinds that the

forest is soon cut away.
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CANADIAN * RUBBER * CO.
-» OF ILvdZOHSTTIRIE^I-j -»

Corner Front and Yonge Streets, Toronto, On tario.

IMI.S.IS'TTIF.ft.CXTXE.EES OF

PATENT PRESSED « RUBBER BELTING DOUBLE STRIP

-#h Valves, + Gaskets, + Car * Springs, * Etc. #-

EXGIXE, HYDRANT,

id SI 'CTIONHOSEa 11

1
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A

STEAM, BREIVERS'

d FIRE HOSE

RUBBER BLANKETS,

CARRIAGE CLOTHS
H A A A A AA ^ ft A A _<V A A A A A A A AA «ft A AftAAA*AA* ft* A*Jt A.AA
>M^^^ *M<fr
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WRINGER ROLLS,

STOPPLES, ETC.

IRTTIBIBIEK HOESE CLOTZEEIIbTGr

I MOULD + GOODS * OF * ALL +. DESCRIPTIONS I

CANADIAN RUBBER COMPANY
J. H. WALKER, Manager, Toronto, Ontario.

DOMINION SAW WORKS!
JAS. ROBERTSON & CO. JAMES ROBERTSON

253 to 267 King Street West,

Toronto,
Dalhousie and William Streets,

Ontario. MnntrEal, Que.

ANUFACTURERS OF >|AWS
j

EVERY HAW FULLY WARRANTED.
Prices on Application.

Circular, Shingle, Gang, Cross Cut, Concave, Mulay, Drag, Grooving.

Thuber's Royal

ANTI-FRICTION t BABBITtMETAL.
Importers and Dealers in

Band Saws, Emery Wheels Saw Sets,

Saw Swages, Rubber Belting, Iron Pipe,

Saw Gummers, Leather Belting, Files, &c.
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Representati¥E ^TO ^UMBER FIRMS

TENNANT & CO.
Thos. H. Willmott. A. K. McIntosh.

Wholesale Dealers in
willmott & Mcintosh,

UMBER,
AsjL

Dressing and Better Pine.

Also Hemlock in all sixes a Specialty.

NO. 3 DOCK. FOOT OF BATHURST ST. TO^OnSTTO.

Wholesale Dealers in

•SWM. ^It .SM. «M<< 4M> vM<. JK. -S!& vM<. ^'<. £t& AM.^U^U •>'«.•>'«.»"«. *>'*» £ !& 5-—~~~~ ^ .

~

?

IE
ifLUMBER

«?5 S

44 em<2 46' Front Street East,

TOEOITTO, - - OZLSTT^ZEEIO.
Js'
Lumber Shipped to all Parts by Rail or Vessel. ~

DONOGH & OLIVER,
Wholesale Dealers in

L
Nos. 16 and 17 Imperial Bank Buildings,

Wellington Street East.

TORONTO, ONT

Agents for the Celebrated

LUFKIN BOARD AND LOG R ULE. T
Prompt Delivery in all ' a«< -

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

Christie, Kerr & Co.,
Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in

PINE t& tHARDWOOD rLUMBER
Office: 9 Victoria Street,

TORONTO.
Lumber Shipped to all parts.

McCRANEY, McCOOL & WILSON, Scx)tt, Sgott & Go.
Manufacturers and Wholesale dealers in all kinds of

PIE and HARDWOOD LUMBER n
Manufacturers of and Wholesale Dealers in

r^^Txa: ^.j.~jd szEH2srGr-T_.ES.

Ship Plank, Decking and Long Bill Stuff, a Specialty.

- Mills at Burlington. Bronte and Huntsville,

Head Office: 16 UNION BLOCK, corner Toronto and Adelaide Sts., Toronto

Branch Office: 208 Wellington Street, Ottawa.

TORONTO and OTTAWA.

iMriLnis ajt MErc::rE, simcce cc.

Office: Union Loan Buildings, 28 <C* 30 Toronto St.,

# TORONTO. #

BELTING

T

r __^_i purposes, \

hoseV

The Gutta Perctia and Rubber Mfg. Company
OF' TORONTO.

Offices : 43 YONGE STREET, TORONTO. Factories : PARKDALE, ONT.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF "MONARCH," "RED STRIP," AND "LION" BRANDS OF

RUBBER BELTING
PARTICULAR ATTENTION GIVEN TO SPECIAL BELTS FOR LUMBER MILLS

Our celebrated " Maltese Cross 11 Rubber ;
" Baker Fabric " and Ajax Cotton

;

" Giant 11 and Light Linen. Fire Hose constantly in stock.

LUMBERMEN'S HEAVY RUBBER CLOTHING, OUR OWN MANUFACTURE.
Adilress all Communications to

THE GUTTA PERCHA & RUBBER MFG. CO. OF TORONTO, 43 Yonge St.
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TRADE REVIEW.
Toronto, Ont.

Toronto, Feb. 27th. 1889.

CAR OR CARGO LOTS,
ijiand thicker clear picks. American inspection S34 oog 35 00

1% and thicker, three uppers. American inspection

1 J£ and thicker, picking. American inspection

1x104 12 dressing and Detter 2000
1x10 * 12 mill run

'I
00

1x10 a- 12 dressing 10 00
1x10 * 12 common 12 00

1x10 i- 12 spruce culls 1000
1x10 * 12 mill culls

1 inch clear and picks 24 00
1 inch dressing and better 15 00
1 inch siding mill run 13 00
1 inch siding common 1200
1 inch siding ship culls 10 00
I inch siding mill culls 800
Cull scantling 800
iK and thicker cutting up plank 2200
1 inch strips 4m to Sin mill run 14 00
1 inch strips, common 11 00

iH inch flooring

il4 inch flooring 1400
XXX shingles, sawn 2 40

XX shingles, sawn 1 40
Lath. Sawn

YARD QUOTATION'S.
Mill cull boards fi: scantlinggio 00 Dressing stocks 16 oo@2o 00

Shipping cull boards, pro- Picks Am. inspection 30 00

miscuous widths 12 00 Three uppers. Am. inspect. 40 00

stocks 13 00 B. M.
Scantling & joist, up to 16 ft 13 00 i'A-ln. flooring, dres'd 25 00

iS ft 14 00 i'A " rough .. 1400
" 20 ft 15 00.1% " " dres'd.. 2300

22 ft 16 ool " " undres'd
•• 24 ft 17 00 " dres'd... 16 00
" 20 ft iS 00 " " undres'd 12 00

2$ ft 19 00 Beaded sheeting. dress-

Soft 20 00 ed 18 00
'• 32 ft 21 00 Clapboarding. dres'd
'• 34 ft I XXX sawn shingles

22 5o@22 5o| per M 2 75 2 90
" 36 ft 24 oo'Sawn Lath 2 25
" 3S ft 27 00 Red oak 20 00 25 00

" 40 to 44 ft 30 00: hite " 25 00 30 00

Cutting up planks i'A and Basswood. No. 1 & 2 iS 00 20 00

thicker dry 25 00 26 00 Cherry. No. 1 & 2. .. 50 00 60 00

board iS 00 20 oo'White ash. 1 & 2 25 00 30 00

! Black ash. 1 & 2 20 00 25 00

40 00
30 00
22 00
16 00
iS 00
13 00
zi 00
9 00
26 00
20 00
15 00
13 00
11 00
9 00
9 00

25 00
15 00
12 00
14 00
15 00
250
1 50
I So

30 oc

15 00
25 00
14 UO
20 00
14 00

20 00
12 5O

Ottawa, Ont.

Ottawa, Feb.

Dimensions, Inches.

Mill culls 10 x 1 T
12 1

12 1

" 12 !

selected 16 ft. long, above dimensions
Cull strips, 1 in. thick, 5 to 7 wide
Mill cut outs 12 x 1 )

11 i%\
12 2 )

Scantling 2 4 )

3 4 S

CllllS 2 4 )

3 4 S

Laths
Stock shorts. 12x1
1 inch siding outs. i'A, i'A, 2
" outs from shorts. i'A,i'A.2

Outs from stocks 12 x 1 )

" 12 i%\
12 i'A)

Shingles. X
" XX
" XXX

cedar. No. 1

cedar, culls

Difference in planed lumber, in waste and planing
Ditto, on average good stock .;

29th, 1889.

Per M.

S.50 to 9.00
7.00 to S.00

4.00 to 5.00

7.00

1.25

10.00

15.00

6.50 to 7.00

10.00 to 12.00

1.25

2.00

3.00
2.00 to 2.

1.25

5.00

20.00 tO 25.00

Hamilton, Ont.

Mill cull boards ai d
scantlings $ 9

Shipping cull boards
promiscuous widths. 10

Shipping cull stocks.
Scantling and joist up
to 16 feet

do up to 18 feet

do up to 20 feet
do up to 22 feet

do up to 24 feet
do up to 20 feet
do up to 28 feet

do up to 30 feet ......

Cutting up plank \H
and thicker dry..

Cutting up boards.

16 00
16 00

21 50

25 00

Hamilton, Feb. 29th,

I

Dressing stocks $16 00
oo(&.io ooli'A flooring, rough.

.

\i'A flooring, rough.

,

00 12 00 i'A flooring, dressed
14 00 1% flooring, dressed

1 flooring, dressed
1300 Beaded sheeting 1. .

13 50 ricks. Am inspection 32 00
14 00 Three uppers Am. In:

15 00 XXX sawn shingles.. 260
16 00 Sawn Lath
17 00 Red Oak 20 00
18 oo'White Oak 2500
20 00 Basswood No. 1. 4- 2.. 16 00

Cherry No. 1 & 2 60 00
00 25 00 White Ash No. 1*2. 25 00

20 00 Black Ash No. 1 4 2. 20 00

1889.

iS 00
18 00
iS 00

25 00

32 00
23 00

30 00

3400
4c 00
2 70
225

25 00
30 00
20 00
70 00
30 00
25 00

St. John, N. B.

St. John, Feb. 29th, 1889.

Deals, Hoards, Scantling, etc.

Spruce deals ----- %\i oo!5pruce boards - - - - 12 00
Pine " - 15 oo|Pine " - - - 12 oo@40 00
Deal ends ------ 6 00 Oak " ------ 40 00
Scantling 10 00 Ash " - - - 15 00^25 00

Hemlock ------ 7 50
Shingles.

$3 5o| No. 1 ------ 1 25
3 00 Pine 1 25

extra - - - 2 25I

Clapboard's.-----
35 oo !Spruce. extra ------ 24 00

- - - - 45 00 " clears ----- 23 00
- - - 35 00 *' No. 1 00

No. 2 - - - 10 00

Flooring, Dressed.

Spruce, extra
" clear
" No. 1

Pine, extra -

clears-
2d clear

6 in.. No. 1

" No. 2
12 00:4 in.. No. 1

10 00 " No. 2

Miscellaneous.

Staves 3 oo@ 4 50 ILaths - -

Heading. 17 in. per pr. 04 Pickets -

18 in. 04% 05^ Railway tii

*' 22 in. 04}^ 06 !

12 00
10 00

1 80
50S.15 00

15

Pine. 1st qual'y V M S35
Pine,2nd " ' 21

Pine, shipping culls

V m 13
Pine, 4th quality
deals Mm 10

Pine, mill culls. ^( M 8
S'l'uce, per M 10
Hemlock, per M .... 9
Ash. run of log culls

out per M 16

Montreal, Que.

Montreal, Feb. 27th.

00 40 oojBasswood.run of log
00 23 ool culls out per M. . . $13 00

I Oak, per M 46 00
00 15 00 Walnut, per m 55 00

Cherry, per m 75 00
00 12 00 Butternut, per M... 3000
00 10 001 Birch, per M 1600
00 11 ooiHard Maple, per M 2200
00 10 00 Lath, per M 1 So

Shingles, 1st, per m 200
00 20 oo'Shingles, 2nd, per M 125

:889.

iS 00
50 00
95 00
90 00
40 00
25 00
30 00

1 90

3 90
2 oc

Uppers . . . .

Common . . .

Shipping Culls
Mill Cults . . .

Saginaw, Mich.

Saginaw, Feb. 28th, 1889.

CARGO LOTS.
36 oo@3S oojXorway 8 5o(£

16 00 19 oo|Box 10 50
S 50 10 ooStraight measure . . 12 50

6 00 Hemlock 7 50

9 25
11 00

19 00
8 00

YARD QUOTATIONS-CAR LOTS DRY.
Drop Siding.

7A> in42 00

35 00;

36 00
and Siding—Dressed.

40 od Siding, clear, 'A in.

Clear, % in
A
B . .

Flooring
Flooring, clear, d & m

No. 1 . . . .

No. 2 . . . .

No. 3 . . . .

No. 4 . . . ..

Finishing Lumber—Rough

.

Three uppers, 1 in. . 42 00644 oo'Fine common, 1 in.

tA&i'A • • .4400 4600} i'A & 2 in.

Selects, 1 in. . . .3600 37 00 C, 7, S & 9 in. . .

iK&2in. . . . 3S 00 Base. 2 to 9 in. No.
No.
No.

33 03 A
30 00 B
20 03 C
13 00 D

30 00
19 00

22 00

23 00
17 00

14 00
12 00

32 00@32 00

AS 00

25 00

40 00

30 00
20 00

Coffin boards 16 in. and over iS 00
Joist, Scantling and Timber.

12 to 18 feet ... 10 oof 22 feet 12 00
20 feet .... 11 ool 24 feet .... 13 00

Plank and timber, 12 inches wide. %i extra.
Wide Select and Common—Rough.

C (No. 1 com.) i3in. and up 2S oo|D (common) 14 in. and up . 16 00

Lath, Shingles and Pickets.

Lath. No. 1 . . . .

No. 1 . . .

Shingles, river brands
XXX . . . .

Clear butts . . .

1 50 Country brands XXX 3 25® 3 35
1 00 Clear butts . . 2 25 2 35-

P'kts,2 to 2'A in rough 12 00 1300
3 40@ 3 50 Dressed 20 00
2 40 2 50 iM in. square.dressed 14 00 19 00

Mich, uppers, 1 to
dry $48 oo@5o 00

2'A, 3 & 4 in 55 00
S'lcts, i'A to 2 in. 42 50
2^3&4in 41 5o

12 in floor'g &shelv'g 30 00
12 in. barn 19 00
Edge barn, all widths iS 00

Philadelphia, Pa.

Philadelphia, Feb. 29th, 1889.

White Pine.
i'A to 2 in. plank,
barn quality 22 5o@25 00

Common plank 20 00
Vs box boards, wide.. 1400
"' siding, selected .. 27 50

60 00

45 00

43 oc

32 50 Culls, 12 in 15 50
23 00
20 00

Yellow pine edge bds 14 001

Heart face boards ... 19 00

Wide 15 00
Narrow

No. 1 moulding 36 00
Cargo Lots.
i!i6 oolScantling and plank 2000 2200
21 oo|

22 00
16 50
3c 00
17 00
16 00
13 50

3» 50

Hemlock Boards and Scantling.
Edge boards 10 5o@ii 5o|3cantling, 2x3 & 2x4,
12 in. stock 11 50 12 00 16 & iS ft

Fencing, 6in., 16 ft.. 11 50 12 ool 3x4,to 12,12 to 20 ft.

Shingles and Posts.
Cypress shingles, 24

in. heart, d &b .. 13 oo@i8 00
24 in. sap, d & b. 10 00 12 00

12 oo@i3 00
11 00 li 50

Cedar shingles, 30 in.

hand dressed 35 00 4000
Chestnut posts, 9 ft. 32 00

7 ft 28 00
HARDWOOD.

Walnut.
Nos. 1 & 2, 1 in., good [Reject or common, 1

dry, Indiana $87 50® 95 00 in., 1 'A and up 60 oo® 55 00
i'A & up 92 50 100 00 Culls, 1 in 35 00 37 50

Nos. 1 & 2,% in 7250 77 5o| 1% in. & up 3500 4000
Poplar.

Nos. 1 & 2, Y» in. good Nos. 1 & 2, 1 'A in. &
wide, Indiana 25 oo@27 50 up, good wide, Ind. 32 50

1 in 2800 32 50 Columns, 5x5 & up
clear 35 00

OaK.
>ios. 1 & 2, i'A in. &
up, good western,
straight 35 00
quartered 52 50

Ash.
Nos. 1 & 2, 1 in., good iNos. 1 & 2, i'A in. &
western 35 oo@4oool up, good western . . 32 50

Yellow Pine— Yard and Wholesale.
Sc'tlg, 2x4 to 12x14 • 22 00 (§:23 oolFlooring, 1 in. Va. .

Plank, i'A to 2 in. . 23 00 27 50 1 & i'A in. Ga.&
Fl'g, 1 & i'A in. No. 1 27 50 30 ool Fla. cargo run

Cherry.
Nos. 1 & 2, 1 in., good 62 50 70 oolNos. 1 & 2, 1% in. &

lup, good 65

Nos. 1 & 2, 1 in., good
western, straight.. 32 5o@35 00
quartered 49 00 50 00

36 00

35 50

37 50
55 00

42 50

17 00 19 00

22 00 24 00

75 00

Detroit, Mich.

Detroit, Feb. 29th, 1889.

Uppers, Selects, Stocks, etc.

Uppers, 4-4 $43 ool 51iop, 5-4, 6-4 & 8-4 $28 50
5x4, 6x4 & 8x4 43 00 Fine common, 4x4 31 00
3 & 4 in 50 00 5X4. 6x4 & 8x4 33 00

Selects, 4x4 38 oo:Stocks, 1x12 & 1x10, No. 1.. 19 00
5x4, 6x4 & 8x4 38 00 1x12. & 1x10, No. 2 16 00

Shop. 4x4 24 00 1x12, & ixio. No. 3 13 00

Flooring, Siding, Ceiling, etc.

Flooring, select common.. . 22 00 Roofing, D & M 16 00
No. 1 common 18 00 Siding, clear 21 50
No. 1 fencing 16 50 A 20 50

Ceiling, select common 25 00 B • 18 50
No. 1 common 22 00 C 13 50
No. 1 fencing 20 00

Bill Stuffand Culls.

Bill stuff, ordinary sizes: I 26 to 28 ft 14 00
12 to 16 ft 12001 30 to 34 ft 1600
18 to 20 ft 12 5u|Ship culls 12 00
22 to 24 ft 13 ooiMill culls 1000

Shingles and Lath.

Shingles, clear, 18 in. Ex.. . 3 25I 6 in. stocks clear. Ex. . . 400
10 in. clear. 18 in 3 jol 5 in. stocks clear, Ex,. . 480
6 in. clear. 18 in 2 00 Lath 210

Add for surfacing one or two sides, $1.

New York City.

New York, Feb. 28th, 1889.

Black Walnut.

Ys in., all ..lear $78 oo@ 82 oc I ^ulls, 1 inch $3; oo@ 36 00
1 and i'A inches.... 92 00 96 oo Julls, thick 36 00 38 00
i'A and thicker 100 00 10; 00 Counter tops, iS in.

Rejects 5000 53 oo 1 and over 110-00 15000
Poplar, or White Wood.

Ys in. 10 inches and ' \i'A to 2 inch 31 oo@32 00
over 24 001R26 oo !

2!4 and thicker 33 00 34 00

Yi in. coffin boards. 29 00 30 oo'Common 1 to 2 inch 22 00 24 00
1 inch, 10 inch and ISaps, 1 inch & thicket 2500 2700
over 31 00 31 5olCulls, all thickness.. 15 00 17 00

1 inch, 8 in. and over 30 00 31 oo|

Dressed Poplar.

'A inch panel 24 5o@25 00 H in. clg. 4 to 6 in.. . 21 00(6.21 50
Y% inch panel 27 00 28 00 'A in. clg. 4 to 6 in ... 24 00 24 50

Yi inch panel 2900 30 00^ in. clg. 4 to 6 in. .. 2700 2800
4, 5^ 6 inch casing. ... 30 00 31 00 Yx in. clg. 4 to 6 in ... 29 00 30 00

7, 8, 9, 10 inch casing 32 00 33 oo 7/% in. clg. 4 to 6 in.. . 30 00 3100
A-sh.

1 inch, white 36 00^
1% to 2 inch 37 00

2'A to 4 inch 40 00

3S oojStrips, clear 26 oofi? 27 00

39 00 Black ash, good. ... 26 00 30 00
41 oo| Black ash, culls 10 00 12 00

Oak.

inches and over... 46 oo@ 48 00
t hicker 48 00 50 00
rtrips under 6 in 3S 00 40 00

1 inch plain sawed. 36 oofi; 38 0.

i'A to 2 inch 37 00 39 00
Thicker "39 00 41 00
Quarter-sawed, white, all clear, 6-

Cherry

Y% in., white 4- clear.. 65 oo@ 70 och^ and thicker 90 oo@ioo 00
1 inch 76 00 80 oc Counter tops, 18 in.

1 inch strips 43 00 45 00 and over 110 00
i'A to 2 inch So 00 85 ooCulls, all thickness iS 00

Miscellaneous. ,

Chestnut, clear 33 oo@ 35 ooHickery, old growth 50 00

115 00
20 00

Chestnut common . . 20 00
Basswood white 30 00
Basswood common.. 20 00
Maple, clear 30 00
Birch, clear 32 00
Birch, isand2s 26 00
Cottonwood 20 00

23 00 Hickery, 2nd growth 65 00
32 00 Elm 20 00
23 oolSycamore 24 00

32 ooSycamore quartered 35 00
36 oo'Gum 36 00
30 ool Butternut . . . . 45 00
22 ool

55 00
70 00
22 00

27 00
40 00

40 00

50 00

Western Pine

Uppers. 1 in $48 oo@5o 00

1%, 1 'A2 & 2 in .... 50 00 52 00

3 & 4 in 55 00
Selects, 1 in 42 00

i'A, i/4 & 2in 44 00

3 & 4 in 48 00
Moulding boards, 7 to

li inch clear 37 00
60 per cent clear 35 00

Fine common 1 inch 37 00

i'A* i'A & 2 inch.. . 40 00

Boston, Mass.

Boston, Feb. 28th, ii

by car load.

Fine com.. 3 & 4 in . . 46 oo@5o oc
No 2, 1 in. Fine com. 29 00 30 00

i'A, i'A & 2 in 31 00 33 00
No. 1 strips, 4 to 6 in 41 00 43 00
No. 2 37 00 3S 00
No. 3 25 00 27 00

Cut ups. 1 to 2 in ... . 26 00 30 00
41 oo| Coffin boards 22 00 26 00
37 ool Common all widths . 20 00 25 00
42 oo[ Shipping culls 1700 1900
42 00

1

60 00

45 00

46 00

52 00

Eastern Pine— Cargo or Car Load.

Nos. 1, 2 & 3 40 oo@43 oo] Clapboards, 4 ft., sap

Ship'g bds & coarse
Refuse
West'rr pineclapbds

4 ft. sap extra . .

.

2S 00

23 00
30 03
26 OOi

16 00
12 ?0

clear
Sap, 2nd clear
Heart extra . .

.

Heart clear. .

.

40 00

30 00

Scantling and plank
random cargoes .

Yard orders, ordin
ary sizes. .... . 13 50

Yard orders, extra
sizes 15 00

Clear floor boards . .

No. 2

43 00 45 ool

Spruce—by Cargo.

Coarse, rough .... 9 00
12 00^13 oo Hemlock bds., rough 10 00

" dressed
14 5oClapbds., extra, 4 ft. 28 00

Clear, 4 ft 26 00
Second clear ... 20 00
No. 1 12 00

42 00
32 00

55 00

50 00

12 00
11 00
12 00
30 00
2S 00
22 00

15 00

l6 03

19 00
16 00

Lath.
Spruce . 1 90® 2 00

Shingles.

Spruce 1 40@i 50 Cedar, sawed, extra 3 3o@3 50
Pine
Pine.

iS in. extra
No.

4 50

3 5°
4 75

3 70

Clear 3 00 3 15
Extra, No. 1 . . . 2 85 3 00

Cypress, No. 1, iS in. 5 00 5 25

Buffalo and Tonawanda, N. Y.

Buffalo, Feb. 27th, i{

Norway Pine—Rough.
No. 1, 1 & i'A in.

No. 2, 1 & i'A in.

No. 3, 1 & i'A in.

20 oo@22 00 Stocks No. 1,1 & i'A
m

in 22 00
15 oo 15 50 No. 2. 1 & i'A in. 17 00
11 50 12 00 No. 3, 1 ,& i'A in. 12 00

Scantling 2x4 to 2x12 12 to 16 ft 13 00
rimber, 4x6 to 12x12 1600 25 00

White Pine—Rough.
Uppers, 1 in. . . ,

i'A, i'/z and 2 in

2'A, 3 and 4 in.

Selects. 1 in. . .

i'A, i'A and 2 in

2'A. 3 and 4 in.

Cuts. No. 1, 1 in. .

1%, i'A and 2 in

2'A, 3 and 4 in.

No. 2, 1 in. . .

i'A. i'A and
Moulding, 1 in.

i'A- i'A and 2 in. 30 00
Siding strips, 1 in. .

$44 oo@45 00 Shelving, No. 1, 13 in.

. 44 00 46 00 and up

. 54 00 56 00 No. 2, 13 in. & up 22 00
, 36 00 ~3S 00 Fine common, 1 in. .

37 00 40 00 i'A, i'Ai and 2 in. 30 00
4400 46 00 Common, 1 in. . .1600

. 27 00 29 00 i'A and i'/2 in. . 17 00

. 32 00 33 00 2 in 2000
. 37 00 40 00 Coffin boards . . . 16 00

. 17 00 19 00 Box, 1 in. .

in. 21 00 22 00 i'A in. & thicker
. 3000 31 00 A stocks, ixio . . .

31 00 1x12
38 00 B stocks, i\6 to 16 .

C stocks, 1x6 to 16 .

Dressed Lumber.
No. 1. No. 2.

Base and Casing under 6 inches $33 00 $23 00
Base and Casing, 6 inches 34 00 25 00
Base and Casing, 6, 7 and 8 inches . . . . 35 00 27 00
Flooring, 1 and i'A inches, 2'A to 5 in. wide . 32 00 20 00
Ceiling, TA in., 2'A to 5 inches wide . . . . 33 00 23 00
Ceiling, Ys in., 2'A to 5 inches wide . ... 28 00 22 00
Ceiling, 'A in., 2'A to 5 inches wide .... 24 00 iS 00
Philadelphia Fencing 36 00 25 00
Bevel Siding, 6 inches 2300 iS 00
Bevel Siding, 5 inches 23 50 19 00
Bevel Siding, 6 inches 23 00 19 00
Novelty Siding, 6 inchesand over 3100 2100

Shingles and Lath.

Shingles. iS in.XXX 3 85 Lath, pine No. 1 . . 2 10

XX 2 So No. 2

X 1 25 Norway
Shingles, 16 in. XXX 3 25|Hemlock ....

XX 2 25'

X go|

29 00
24 00
\o 00
33 00
19 00
20 00
22 00
19 00

13 50
13 50
27 00
25 00
17 50
13 50

No. o

S16 00
17 00
20 OO
14 00
10 00
14 00
13 00
17 00
13 00
14 00
14 00
16 00

I 60
1 So
I 60
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Timber Limits
FOR SALE

Four valuable Limits on Lake Nipissing, containing 36 square miles

each, being Xos. 12, 20, 31 and 39, will be sold to close the Estate of the

late Hon. ]as. Ross of Quebec. The timber from these limits can be taken

to market either via French River or the C. P. Railway.

Apply to ROSS & CO., Quebec.

XOTICE TO SHIPPERS TO SOUTH AMERICA.

D. m. RENNIE,
Formerly of Torooto, Now io Buenos Ayres, South America.

Is prepared to accept Agencies for the Argentine Republic and Uruguay from the Manufacturers

and Shippers of Canada. Particulars as to Customs Tariff, Shipment of Samples,

etc., maybe obtained at the office of NICOL KINGSMILL, ESQ.,
Toronto, Consul for the Argentine Republic.

REFERENCES BY PERMISSION —Simeon Jones. Dominion Commissioner to the Argentine
Republic. St. John N.B. : Nicol Kingsmill Consul to the Argentine Republic. Toronto; W. B. Hamil-
ton (of w. B. Hamilton, Son & Co.); Hon. Frank Smith (of Fiank Smith & Co.); W. R. Brock & Co.

;

Wvld. Grasett & Darling : Smith & Keighley ; Ebv. Blain & Co.. Toronto : Hon. James Turner (of

.ames Turner & Co..) Lieut.-Col. J. M. Gibson. M.P.P. Hamilton ; Wm. Darling & Co., Montreal.

XAPANEE CEMENT COMPANY
(LIMITED.

'

— MANUFACTURERS- OF —

HydrauliG GeixientTij
Particularly adapted for Dams, Smoke Stacks, Foundations, Cul-

verts, Cisterns, Cellars, etc.

ENDORSED BY LEADING RAILWAYS AND CONTRACTORS.

For Building, Plastering, Gas Purifying, Paper Making, &c.

Ga 1 1*Mach i ne* Kn ife*W0 rks

.

MACHINE KNIVES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION FOR

Planing, Moulding & Stave Cutting.

PETER HAY, GALT, ONT.
Sherwood's Steely Harness.

Write for Circulars.

SHERWOOD HARNESS CO.,
Syracuse, >J. Y. Take the Agency.

LIST OF WATER WHEELS FOR SALE BY
H. W. Petrie. Brantford and Toronto.

ONE 60 inch Turbine. Goldic & WcCulloch. Bldrs-
" 60 inch Tyler.
" *8 inch Leffel.
" 00 inch Sclater.
" 48 inch Tyler in Scroll Case,
" 48 inch Sclater
" 4; inch Improved Turbine Water Wheel,

42 inch Sampson Turbine,
PAIR of Sampson Turbine wheels. 42 inch, run to-

TWO 40 inch Leffels, [gether.
ONE 36 inch Sclater.
" 35 inch Leffel,
" 44 inch Little Giant,
" y>lA inch Leffel,
" 30 inch Burnham,
" 26 inch Leffel,
" 24 inch Leffel.
" 20 inch Leffel,
" 21 inch Archimedian,
" 2( inch Little Giant,
•• n% inch Leffel.
" 15 inch Archimedian in Globe Case,
" 12 inch Little Giant.

r. inch Leffel. all brass, Springfield, O.. make,
" Water Wheel Governor. Gait make.
Fall particular* regarding any of above wheels

ent on application; address H. W. PETRIE,
Erar.tford. Ontario,

GRATEFUL- COMFORTING.

EPPS'S COCOA,
BREAKFAST,

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural
laws which govern the operations of digestion
and nutrition, and by a careful application of the
fine properties of the well-selected Cocoa, Mr.
Epps has provided our breakfast tables with
a delicately flavoured beverage which may save
us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious
use of such articles of diet that a constitution may
be gradually built up until strong enough to resist

every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle
maladies are floating around us ready to attack
wherever there is a weak point. We may
escape many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves
well fortified with pure blood and a properly
nourished frame."— -

' Civil Service Gazette.''''

iMade simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
only in packets, by Grocers, labelled thus:

JAJ9, EPPS li CO., Homoeopath i< Chemists,
London, Kniflaiid.

ANUFACTIJRERS' LIFE & ACCIDENT

INSURANCE COMPANIES.

Combined Authorized Capital
$3,000,000.

HEAD OFFICE, 8jAjiif; Si. West, Toronto

DIRECTORS.
Right Hon. Sir John A. Macdonald. P. C, G.C-

B.. President.
Geo. Gooderham. President Bank of Toronto.

1st Vice-President. ;

Wm. Bell, Vice-President. Traders Bank, organ
manufacturer. Guelpli, 2nd Vice-President.

J. F Ellis, Barber & Ellis, Toronto.
Alex. Manning, Capitalist, Toronto.
Robt. Archer, Capitalist, Montreal.
J. Mills, Pres. Agricultural College, Guelph.
S. F. McKinnon, Wholesale Merchant. Toronto.
R. R. McLennan. Railway Contractor. Montreal.
C. D. Warren. Wholesale Grocer, Toronto.
F. Nicholls. Nicholls & Howland. Sec. Mfrs. Assn
A. F. Gault, V.-Pres. Bell Telephone Co., Mont.
A. G. McBean, Grain Merchant, Montreal.
H. Walker, Retired Capitalist, Toronto.
J. B. Armstrong, Carriage Manufacturer. Guelph.
T. G. Blackstock, Barrister, Solicitor, Toronto.
J. A.Ouimet, Hon. Speaker H. Com.. Montreal.
R. L.Patterson, Miller & Richard's Whol . Type

Foundry. Toronto.
W. H. Storey, Pres. Manufacturers' Association.
Robt. Crean, Ontario Straw Works, Toronto.
Samuel May, Manufacturer, Toronto.
J. P. Clark. Capitalist, Toronto.
E.J. Lennox. Architect, Toronto.

Messrs. WILSON & MORRISON,
Managers for Eastern Ontario, Peterborough.

FOR SALE
FOR ACCOUNT OF THE

Joseph Hall Machine Works.

Iron Turning Lathes
Wood Turning Lathes
Sand Belt Machine
Upright Boring Machine
Emery Wheel Frame
Facing Machine
Horizontal Iron Boring Lathe
Punching Machine
Post Drilling Machine
Iron Column Drilling Machine
Gang Drilling Machine
Nut Tapping Machine
Cutting-off Machine
Set 40 inch Hand Rollers, 3^ dia.

Traveling Crane and Cranes
Horizontal Engine, with Lift Pump and

Heater, Cylinder 18 in. x 36 in. stroke, fly

wheel 10 ft. in dia., in one casting.

New Model Vibrators

Portable Engines
Horse Powers

All for sale at sacrifice prices, and may be seen in

the Toronto Bridge Building, Toronto.

JOHN LIVINGSTONE
31 York Chambers, Trustee.

Toronto, 29th Jan. 1889.

CANADA PATENT FOR SALE.

No. 30.065. Dated Oct. 30th, 1888.

Will pay 250 per cent. Is entirely
new, with no infringements. Sold
cheaper and js less complicated than
any other, either in the United States
or Canada. The principal feature of
this Dog is that by the motion of an
eccentric lever the log, or cant, Is

drawn up square against the stand-
ard. Working model can be seen at

Patent Office. Other patents are now
pending. Will sell cheap. For fur-

ther particulars, address

SAW
MILL

DOG
J. H. MINER, Baton Rouge, La., U.S.A.

XTMBEB LIMITS V0K SALE
TIMBER LIMITS FOR SALE IN OX'J

Quebec and Manitoba. W.J. Fe.vton & Co.
50 Adelaic"

'

ie Street. East Toronto

PINE TIMBER LIMITS FOR SALE.

Two choice Timber Limits in Northwest Terri-
tory Canada 100 square miles each : great bar-
gains Also limits in Georgian Bay Aleoma and
Muskoka districts for sale. JOHN 'SCULLY Tor-
onto dealer in Pine Lands and Lumbermen's
plant and supplies Light iron and steel rails in
stock

.

TIMBER BERTHS
Estimated and plans carefully prepared.

Experienced men, References given.

Address,

J. B. BENSON,
Front Street, Orilla.

EOR SATE Oli TO itEST
Saw. Planing Mill and Pump Fac-
tory, in the Village of Norw ood: also a second hand
8horse power engine : address W. C. HARRISON,
P.O. Box, 125, Norwood.

FOR SALE.
TWO LOCOMOTIVES, Second Hand, suit-

able for construction purposes.

One Locomotive Boiler, in good order.

One Blast Furnace, suitable for burner.

Second Hand Rails, for sidings.

JOHN J. GARTSHORE,
49 Front St. West, Toronto.

SCRIBNER'S

LUMBER

P LOG BOOK
Over Une Million Sold.

|\/| OST complete book of its kind ever published.
I I Gives measurement of all kinds of Lumber.
Logs, Planks. Scantling: cubical contents of square
and round Timber ; hints to lumber dealers : wood
measure ; speed of circular saws : care of saws

;

cord-wood tables : felling trees : growth of trees ;

land measure : wages, rent, board, interest, stave
and heading bolts, etc. Standard book throughout
the United States and Canada. Get the new illus-
trated edition of 18S2. Ask your book-seller for if.

Sent post-paid for 35 cents.

G. W. FISHER, Box 238, Rochester. X.Y..
or A. G. MORTIMER. Peterboro". Ont

RUBBER STAMPS

2 n

m J)

This cut represents our New No. 4 Midget Band
Dater. which is the most compact, simple and
complete Dating Stamp yet offered.

It is on the same principle as our large
" Standard " Self-Inking Band Dater. or the old
reliable " Model " Band Dater, with the new and
great improvement of being attached to a self-

inking frame, which does away with the old, loose
type-dates, some of which were continually get-
ting lost, and it does away with the necessity of
any pad. as the pad is attached to the stamp. It

is truly the coming Dater for accuracy and con-
venience. The bands are self adjusting, and it

has a new catch to hold the die and dates down
while setting the dates or inking the pad. See cut.

W. A. CARR & CO.,
176 Simcoe St., - Peterborough, Ont,

Mcop

ATENTS SECURED
Trade Marks, Timber Marks,

Copyrights and Designs Registered.

Advice 011 Patent Laws, etc.

Electrical Cases a Specialty.

F. H. REYNOLDS,
SOLICITOR AND EXPERT

156 St. James St. - - Montreal.
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TnGrease Your Gut
BY USING IN YOUR MILL A

Gaskin Pat. SawBenchd Jointer.
PATENTED IN UNITED STATES AND CANADA, /888.

THIS MACHINE
saves 2o per cent, of

your sates ; increases

your cut, and effects a saving in the wear of

uour machinery. It enables your saws to turn

out smoother and more even Lumber titan

when hand filed.

F YOU CARE TO KNOWI
HOW IT WILL DO WHA T

IS CLAIMED FOR THIS

MACHINE, SEND TO US

I FOR A FULL EXPLANA-

TORY CIRCULAR.

THE FOLLOWING TESTIMONIALS SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES :

Robert Gaskin, Jr. Marble Cove, Portland, N. B., 18th Aug., 1S88.

Dear Sir,—Having given your " Gang Saw Jointer " a fair trial T I am now satisfied that it will do all you claim for it. It has certainly increased
the quantity sawn by my gang per day from five to six thousand, and will increase it still further when the fiber is more accustomed to the machine,
i:. The machine is very simple in construction, and the principle so easily understood that no mill owner need hesitate about putting it in his mill.

Yours, truly, W. H. MURRAV.
To W hom it may Concern .—This may certify that we have used one of Gaskin's Saw Jointers in our mills for some months past, and find it of

great advantage in the preparation of our Gang Saws for doing good work. The principle of straining the saw as it is in the gate, while under prepara-
tion, we deem an important and correct one. ana most cheerfully recommend " The Gaskin Saw Jointer" to mill owners.

St. John. N.B.. April 16th, 1S8S. ANDRE CUSHING & CO.

Robert Gaskin. Esq. Union Point Mill, Fairville, St. John Co., April 16th. 1S8S.

Dear Sir.—The Saw Jointer you placed in our mill has exceeded our expectations. 'We can confidently recommend it as doing all you claim for

As the saws are keyed to the same teusion in the lointer as in the saw gate it makes them perfect, both as to straight face and uniform overhang.
Respectfully, yours,

. WM. L. WARING, Supt.

T. McAVTY & SONS, MANUFACTURERS
UNDER ROYALTY, ST.JOHN.N.B.

Tally Books
NO MANUFACTURER OF OR DEALER

IN HARDWOOD LUMBER CAN DO

WITHOUT THEM

J^Q USE ' THEY C0NTAIN ORIGINAL INSPECTION, SHIPPING

INSTRUCTION, ROUTE, ETC., BY WHOM INSPECTED,

GRADES, TOTAL FEET OF EACH GRADE, TOTAL NUMBER OF FEET OF

THE WHOLE, AND TOTAL MONEY PAID.

Also

PUBLISHED BY
.

#

J^eady (^aleulator .

#

A. A. BROWN, 62 and 64 Longworth St., Cincinnati, Ohio, U.S.

PRICK. 50 CENTS EACH; $4.50 PER DOZEN.

SPOONE R'S GOPPERINE
<< >>

s< >?

<« *?
(< »)

M<<>>
A NON-FIBROUS ANTI-FRICTION BOX METAL for Machinery Journal Bearings.

—
:

Guaranteed Copper-Mixed, and to do work that no other metal can. Hardware
Stores all keep it : if not order direct.

ALONZO W. SPOONER, Patentee and Manufacturer, PORT HOPE, ONT.

WANTED.
A SITUATION AS SUPT. OF SHANTIES

and Drives, Wood-Ranging, Culling or any-
thing connected with lumbering. The Subscriber
has worked for the past 17 years for James M.
Irwin, Esq., of Peterborough, Ont., and for the
past 12 years have been in charge of the Woods
Department of his business. Address

GEO. S. THOMPSON,
Lindsay, Ont.

FORME
PLANING MILL

AND LUMBER YARD,

IN BERLIN,
(the most prosperous community in Canada.)

Centrally Located, Well
Equipped with Machinery,
Dry-Kiln and Stables.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

J. IT. S^^-InTTS,
BEBLIN, ONT.

GEO. glSHOP RNGRAVING .

»« AND PRINTING fjQ.
LIMITED.

On Steel, Copper, Stone and Wood.

LITHOGRAPHING,
PLATE PRINTING,

BOOK and JOB PRINTING
PHOTO-ENGRAVING,

BOOK-BINDING,
ELECTROTYPING.

Illustrated Catalogues and Reports a
Specialty

Estimates Furnished.

169 St. James Street, Montreal.

Established 1371.

J. W. LANG & CO.

Wholesale Grocers & Importers

33, Front St. East, Toronto.

We shall be pleased to have you write to us
for samples and prices of

TEAS, TOBACCOS, SUGARS,
SYRUPS, RICE, Etc.

We can and will cut pricesfine to large buyers.

We have a

GOOD, SOUND. FINE FLAVOURED TEA
at \2.y2 cents.

Writefor sample chest. Address,

J. "W. T-iJLJZTGr <Sc CO.,
TOBOKTTO.

THIS YEAR'S

MYRTLE
CUT and PLUG

SMOKING TOBACCO
FINER THAN EVER.

See

T &
I0ST ERC1\"ZE

ON EACH PLUG AND PACKAGE.
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B. F. STURTEVANT'S PATENT PROGRESSIVE LUMBER DRY KILN.
PELIABLE

GUARANTEED
TO DRY

-IX-

Best Manner Possible

• ALL KIXDS OF

HAED and SOFT
WOOD LUMBER.

WRITE+FOR+CATALOGUE, *

115 LIBERTY STREET,
NEW YORK.

B. F. STURTEVANT, Patentee and Sole Manufacturer, 34 Oliver Street, (corner of Franklin street) BOSTON, Mass.. U.S.A.

AO WARPING,
CHECKING

AM) BLUEING
—WITH THE—

STURTEVANT
Patent Hot Blast

Steam Heating

Apparatus.

13 1 N . Canal Street
CHICAGO.

0
OLDIE & 'CULLOCH

[iALTSAFE-WORKS
Fire and Baryta r-Proof

'AAi

• * o Burglar Proofm $ «

c« o o m Fire Proof # a o m SAFES
v v wvvwvwvvvwvvvvvvvvvv

$ # e- c- Jewelers' # s $ #

is ^ ^ # Bankers9 # # ^ *

# ^ $ # Hoase $ f« # # #

Bank Vault Burglar Proof Linings, Burglar-Proof Vault Doors,

-a*- Fire-Proof Vault Doors. -^s^

REGULAR I AND I SPECIAL % SIZES I IN % STOCK I AND % TO I ORDER.**-

WE MAKE ONLY THE BEST IN MATERIAL AND WORKMANSHIP.

A Large Variety always in Stock at our Warerooms

2-4= IPiKOisrT St. West, Toeoitto7Oitt.
G. F. BOSTWICK, Representative.

ROBT. BRAM [VIE R
Victoria Foundry, Orillia, Oxx.

Manufacturer of Every Description of

IRON • AND • WOOD-WORKING • MACHINERY, #-

SAW, PLANING, SHINGLE AND SAWING MACHINES, ENGINES BOILERS, &c.
The special attention of lumbermen is directed to the accompanying illustration of

T HE CLIPPER" SHINGLE MACHINE
With all the Latest

Improvements, and undoubt-
edly the best machine in

the market.
I'liICK I- 1 ST : Shingle Machine $300.00; Diag Saw complete

Knot Saw Machine, $37
00: Jointer $40:

ills, Ont., Nov. 24th, 18SS.Longford
Mr. Robert Brammer, Orillia,

Dear Sir —The two Shingle Machines we got from you are doing good work. They are the
best machines we have ever had anything to do with. They are both fast and d.> good work and
give every satisfaction. We have no hesitation in recommending your machines to anv person in
want of a good shingle machine. Yours truly, The Longford Lumber Co.. Wm. Thomson, Pres.

Orilla. Dec. 4th. iSSS.
'1 0 Whom it may Concern —This is to certify that I consider Mr. Brammer's make of Shingle

Machines has no superior • I have used the first one he made of the kind called the "'Clipper,"'
and several more since. The firm of Heath, Tait & Turnbull, of Huntsville, recently sawed in
one day of eleven hours, one hundred and three and a half thousand with two of the machines, and
the average during the season has been over seventy-two thousand per day. A. Tait.

Orilla, Nov. 7th. iSSS.
To Whom it may Concern . — I purchased of R. Brammer his latest improved patent Clipper

Shingle Machine, and have great pleasure in bearing testimony to its vast capacity and durability;
and I have no hesitation in stating that it is the best machine I have ever worked, or have ever
seen. Thos. B. Tait, Gravenhurst.
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The LUMBERMAN JOB DEPARTMENT

Is fully equipped with facilities for turning out every description of

A. G. Mortimer
MANAGER

=
' U-'_UJ1Um 1 1 1 1 1 1 ' hi 1 1 1 1 1 nmm

I f-OUR WQRK-I
1 SPEAKS
1 IOUR-WDRTH)

l sed by the Lumber trade, either for use in the office, shanties or drives.

By continually adding the latest styles of material as they appear from

the type founders, and by employing none but the most skilled labor,

<§g|p|>
The Lumberman [ob Depar i \iext cannot be excelled either for quality

<B$fs> of work or prices.

As special efforts are being made to cater to the wants of the particu-

lar constituency represented by this journal the best of satisfaction can be

vouchsafed in every particular.

Send for price lists and samples of any work you may require.

Address, THE LUMBERMAN JOB DEPT. §
PETERBOROUGH. ONT. |

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiisiBiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiEtiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiir?

TO MILL OWNERS, MANUFACTURERS
AND ALL WHO ARE USING

LEATHER* BELTING
TE* -5TOTT ^T^OnTT BELTING-

Which will Jinn Straight on the Pulleys,
Which is Thoroughly Well Stretched,

Which will not Tear at the Lace Holes,
Which will give Complete Satisfaction,

F\ E. Dixon &> Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

PATENT LAP-JOINT STAR RIVET

^LEATHER IBELTING*
jo King Street East, Toronto.

.Sole Agents in Canada for the

CELEBRATED PHCENIX OIL
ThE Only Pbibcl Belt Dressing.

All our Belting is sold at the Canadian price list. Please compare be-

fore purchasing. .Send for Discounts and our Pamphlet on Belting.

THE LEADER
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CROSS -GUT SAW
Manufactured only by

SIvdZITT'EI CO. LTD.7

ST. CATHARINES, ONTARIO.
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The above Saws are made from the best Double Refined Silver Steel, warranted four

gauges thinner on back than front, and the only Saws on the market that are a perfect

taper from the front of the teeth to the back.

They are tempered by the Simonds Patent Process, insuring a perfect uniform temper

throughout the plate, and stand without a rival as the best, fastest and easiest-cutting Saw
known. For Sale by the Trade generally.
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Representative CANADIAN Manufacturers

C. C. CLEVELAND. G. F. CLEVEL. ND.

J. L. GOODHUE & CO..

MANUFACTURERS OF

Leather JJ^ltiricj
AND

Lace Leather.
jiL-E - - - QUEBEC

GEORGE BRUSH,
MACHINIST, FOUNDER & BOILER MAKER,

EAGLE FOUNDRY,
1-3: xo 34 EZinSTO STHEET,

MONTREAL. QUE.

RAILROAD, BANK & OFFICE

DESKS
TEES cz, CC7

300 ST. JAMES STREET. MONTREAL.

JOHN BERTRAM & SONS,

Canada Too J Works,

DUNDAS, ONTARIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

WOOD-WORKING
MACHINERY,

MACHINE TOOLS, ETC.

Write for Price* and Catalogues.

Sail, Tent and Awning Maker,
251 George and 154- King Streets.

PETERBOROUGH.
Canoe. Yacht and Boat Sails made to order

.

Peifect Fits guaranteed.

Every description of Lumbermen's Supplies
ana I i 'aterproof Clothing.

Jas. Sheppard & Son.

WINTER SA WING,
Ship's Decking, Bill Timber, Dressed

Lumber, Mouldings, Etc.

MILLS, - SOREL, QUE

PATTERSON & HALL

LumrjBrnEalBr,^
Manufacturers of Dressed Lumber,

Midland, -

T. H. GRAHAM &Co.,
Manufacturers and Re-cutters of

HAND $ CUT % MILL g SAW

PRICES AND QUOTATIONS GIVEN

Oltt. 110 YORK STREET, TORONTO.

MANUFACTURERS

PETER GERLACH & COMPANY
Alligator ChisBl-Bit Saws

THE CHAMPION STAVE, HEADING AND SHINGLE MACHINES,
3§ ICE. TOOLS AND MILL SUPPLIES

CLEVELAND, - - OHIO.

THE BEST ENGLISH OAK TANNED

LEATHER BELTING, ETC.
JAMES LESLIE,

r"LTC"DIOLT OIF1 CE.2i.IGr JLIsTD ST. AlNTXOIiTE STEEETS

po. box 996. MONTREAL, QUEBEC.

THE MONARCH BOILER

AND HERCULES ENGINE.(PATENTED)

IE ILL IE C T IR, IO LIG EE T 1 1ST G-

Tlie Royal Electric Go.
SOLE OWNERS OF

The Thomson-Houston Systems for the Dominion.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Dynamo Machines and Lamps, Motors and Generators, Contrac-
tors and Builders of Electric Light Plants throughout the Dominion.

Estimates and all information on application.
OFFICE. FACTORY AND LIGHTING STATION, 54, 56, 58, 60, 62 AND 64 WELLINGTON STREET,

CHAS. W. HAGAR, Man* MONTREAL, QUE.

ROTARY SAWMIL^MJkjg^p

Guaranteed
to Saw Lumber

Perfectly Smooth and
Even in thickness.

Portable from 6 to 70 horse power. Surpass
portable steam power heretofore produced for
strength, durabi lity , compactness, and the ease
with which they can be moved.
The 70 horse power can be taken overtherough-

est roads, or into the forest, and set up as easily
and quickly as an ordinary 20 horse power port-
able engine, and as firm as a brick-set stationary
engine. Engines and boilers of everv size and des-
cription. Rotary Saw Mills, Shingle and Lath
machines, Law Grinders, Planers, etc. Mill
machinery and supplies of everv description.
Every boiler insured against explosion bv the
Roiler Insurance & Inspection Co. of Canada.
Write for circulars.

A. ROBB & SONS, I Amherst Foundry and
Amherst, N.S.

| M achine works.
ESTABLISHED OVER 40 YEARS.

THE IMPROVED

BOILER FEEDER,
With McAVITY'S Patent Improvement.

PATENTED APRIL 5th, 1886.

Automatic and positive in its action by moving a simple handle
or lever. No regulation of water or steam. Works at any pressure.
Lifts as well as a pump. No open overflow. A boy can start and
stop it as well as an engineer. Simple and effective. Suitable for
all kinds of boilers.

To start the Boiler Feeder.—1st Raise the handle or lever to open
overflow. 2nd. Open globe valve in steam pipe to give it steam.

3rd. When water flows through overflow, close the over-rm r""La flow by pressing down the lever, and the Boiler Feeder
is at work. Ask your dealer for it.

FOR SALE BY
T. McAvity & Sons. St. John, N. B.

;
Rice, Lewis & Sons, Toronto, Ont.

;
McKelvey &

Lirch, Kingston, Ont.
;

S. Fisher, Montreal, Que. ; W. L. Leonard & Co., Vancouver.

THIS AND OTHER BLANK SPACES

FOR SALP1
For Terms Apply to the Publisher.

F. G. BECKETT ENGINE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

SAW* MILL* ENGINES - AND - BOILERS

AND ALL KINDS OF MILL MACHINERY.

Steam Launches and Tug Boats a Specialty.

—Ha:iiltoit, Oittaeio —
SEND FOR CATALOGUE ANO MENTION T H IS PAPER

Mona Iron Works, Hamilton, Ont.

OSBORNE-KILLEY MANUFACTURING CO.

Manufacturers of all Kinds of

SAW MILL MACHINERY,
ENGINES AND BOILERS, ETC.

Send for Catalogue and Mention this Paper.
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WANZER SENSIBLE SAD [RONS.
COLD HANDLE

Simple and Strong - - Cheapest Iron in the

-4 Market {$

Send for Catalogue.

R. M. WANZER & CD.,
HAMILTON !

MANUFACTURERS
j ONTARIO.

THE RATHBUN COMPANY,
BESERONTO, - - ONTARIO,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Doors, Sash, Blinds, Stairs
AND ALL KINDS OF WOODEN HOUSE FINISHING MATERIALS.

Cedar Oil for Purging Boilers
CORRESPONDENCE SO LI CITED

FRICTION PULLEY BOARD
The Best Material Ever Used for Frictions of all Kinds.

TLlb Dominion Leather Board Co.
MONTREAL, - - - QUEBEC.

Asbestos A I i 1 1 Board + Steam Packing
Samples Furnished. Correspondence Solicited.

PLEASE MENTION THIS PAPER.

DESERONTO, ONT.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

* TERRACOTTA*FIRE-PROOFING *

For Use in Old and New Buildings.

Endorsed by Leading Architects. Absolutely Fire. proof. About as Cheap as

Wood or Brick. Weight One-Third that of Brick. Does not

Crack on application of Heat or Water.

Deadens Noise. Gives Warmth in Winter ; Coolness in Summer.

MACHINERY FOR SALE
List of WATER WHEELS for sale by H. W.

PETRIE, Brantford and Toronto.

ONE 6 inch Turbine, Goldie & McCulloch
Builders.

ONE 6 inch Tyler.

ONE 66 inch Sclater.

ONE 48 inch Lefell.

ONE 48 inch Tyler in Scroll case.

ONE 48 inch Sclater.

ONE 45 inch Improved Turbine Water Wheel.

ONE 42 inch Sampson Turbine.

PAIR of Sampson Turbine Wheels, 42 inch run
together.

TWO 4 inch Leffels.

ONE 36 inch Sclater.

ONE 35 inch Leffel.

ONE 33 inch Little Giant.

ONE 3% inch Leffel.

ONE 3 inch Burnham.
ONE 26 inch Leffel.

ONE 24 inch Leffel.

ONE 20 inch Leffel.

ONE 21 inch Little Giant.

ONE 17% inch Leffel.

ONE 15 inch Archimedian in Globe Case.

ONE 12 inch Little Giant.

ONE 10 inch Leffel, all .brass, Springfield Ohio
make.

WATER WHtEL GOVERNOR. Gait make.

Full particulars regarding any of the above
wheels, sent on application, Address H. W.
PETRIE, Brantford.

List of WOOD-WORKING MACHINES for

sale by H. W. PETRIE Brantford, branch g
Yonge St. Toronto.

ONE 24 inch Surface Planer, Rogers maker.

THREE side Moulder, Rogers make, Con-
necticut.

BROOM Handle Lath with wood frame, cheap.

NEW No. 2 three side molder, Gait make.

SHINGLE JOINTERS 3, 4 and 6 knives.

SAW ARBORS all sizes, Gait make.

FOOT Wiring Machine, Gait make.

ONE 12 inch Diagonal Buzz Planer.

ONE Automatic Handle Lathe.

NEW 30 inch Band Saw, Gait make.

NEW Dovetailing Machine, Tyrell's patent.

ONE Set of Hop Machines, American make.

ONE Hub Turning Lathe.

BROOM Handle Lathe, Lockport, N. Y. make.

MATCHER, Kennedy & Sons make, Owen
Sound.

ONE Doherty Swing Shingle Machine.

ONE car load of new Wood-working Machinery
Gait make.

ONE Laws Patent Swing Shingle Machine.

GOLDIE & McCULLOCH Stave cutter, set

Equalizing saws, &c.

NO. 2 three side Molding Machine, Gait make.

SET of Box Nailing Machines.

UPRIGHT SHAPER, Gait make.

ONE Gauge Lathe, Bailey make.

ONE Planing Machine Knife Grinder.

ONE Blanchard Spoke Lathe, Fay & Co. make
ONE New Axe handle Lathe.

POWER MORTICER, Goldie & McCulloch
makers.

ONE set of Spoke Machines, Foy & Co. make.

ONE Smallwood Shingle machine, Waterous
make.

4 POLE Road Cars.

ONE Self Feed lath Machine. Waterous make.
ONE set of Box Nailing Machines.

NEW Gang Lath Machine.

Sand Paperers new and second hand.

ONE Saw Mill Head Block, Gait make.
ONE Fairbanks Timber Gauge.
HEADING TURNER. Goldie & McCulloch.

ONE Shingle Edger with Frame Work.
ONE Power Scroll Saw.

TWO Self Acting Shingle Machines, Quebec
make.

TWO Shingle Packers all Iron.

POWER MORTICER with Boring Attachment.

DOUBLE Cope Tenoning Machine, Dundas
make.

WOOD Turning Lathes Several Sizes.

Drag Saw Machine, Goldie & McCulloch.

POWER MORT1SER, Gait make.

NEW Blind Slat Tenoner, Gait make

NO. 4 Cant Gourlay, Planer and Matcher.

ONE 24 inch Pony Planer, Cowan make.

ONE 24 inch Planer and Matcher, Dundas make.

PLANER and Matcher, Michaels make, Detroit.

NEW Eclipse Planer and Matcher, Gait make.

NO. 5 Planer and Matcher. Gait make.

NEW Pony Planers and Matchers only $175 •

SEND for Descriptive List giving full parti

culars and mention wants, to H. W. PETRIE
Brantford and Toronto.

PROPERTY FOR SALE
TV/TILL PROPERTY FOR SALE BY H. W

Petrie, Brantford, Send for Descriptive List.

AW MILL IN BRUCE COUNTY. 80 H. P.
Engine, 2 Boilers, Double Edger, Shingle

Mill, etc. _
OOLEN MILL IN WATERLOO COUNTY
Fine Water Power, is now running.

p LANING FACTORY AND SAW MILL IN1 Haldimar.d County, we'l Equipped with Fir.,t
Class Machinery.

PULL PARTICULARS OF ANY OF ABOVE
A Mills on Application to H. W. Petrie, Brant-
ford, Ont.

J. K. POST & Co.,

LUMBER MERCHANTS
And Shipping Agents.

OSWEGO, N. Y.

w

THE ORONO GANT DOGS.
OLD STYLE.

Iron Bands,

Steel Hook.

Pick, with shoulder. Selected Rock

XKW

SMALL BALL

MED BALL

LARGE BALL

SMALL HEEL

L ARG E l-IEEL

gest and Lightest in the Market.

NEW STYLE—COMPLETE
Socket is in one piece and

extends above hook, adding

strength. Drop Forged Hook
and Round Bill

;
easily disengaged

Maple Handle, specially bored.

OLD STYLE—COMPLETE.
Wrought Norway Iron Socket and Band Steel Hook. Long Pick. Drop

Forged Hook, Round Bill. Rock Maple Handle.

HANDLES.
Selected Straight-Grained, Split and Turned Rock Maple
Handles. Extra Fine Quality

; 5, 5)4 and 6 feet long.

LUMBER DRIVER'S BOOT CALKS
Made from the best Refined Tool Steel and forged. The method used in tempering leaves every one of

the same temper, rendering them stronger and more durable than any other Calks.
Ask your dealer for our make, and see that our Labels are on the boxes.

SEND FOR PRICES.

T. McA VITY & SONS, ST. JOHN, N. B
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THE GANADA LUMBERMAN
published monthly by

Office : Simcoe Street, Peterborough, Ontario.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
One Copy one Year, in Advance, - $1.00
One Copy six months, in Advance, - 50

Advertising Rates Furnished on Application.

The Canada Lumberman is published in the interest of the

lumber trade and of allied industries throughout the Dominion

being the only representative in Canada of this foremost branch of

the commerce of this country. It aims at giving full and timely

information on all subjects touching these interests, discussing

these topics editorially and inviting free discussion of them by others.

Especial pains are taken to secure the latest and most trustworthy

market quotations from various points throughout the world so as

to afford to the trade in Canada information upon which it can rely

in its operations.

Special correspondents in localities of importance present accur-

ate report not only of prices and the condition of the nlarket but.

also of other matters specially interesting to our readers. But cor-

respondence is not only welcome but is invited from all who have

any information to communicate or subjects to discuss relating to the

trade or in any way effecting it. Even when we may not be able to

agree with the writers we will give them a fair opportunity for free

d.scussion as the best means of eliciting the truth. Any items of

interest are particularly requested for even if not of great import-

ance individually they contribute to a fund of information from

which general results are obtained.

Advertisers will receive careful attention and liberal treatment.

We need not point out that for many the Canada Lumberman
with its special class of readers is not only an exceptionally good

in edium for securing publicity but is indispensable for those who

would bring themselves before the notice of that class. Special at-

tention is directed to Wanted" and For Sale" advertisements

which will be inserted in a conspicious position at the uniform price

of ten cents per line for each insertion. Announcements ot this

character will be subject to a discount of 25 per cent, if ordered for

three successive issues or longer.

Subscribers will find the small amount they pay lor the Canada
Lumberman quite insignificant as compared with its value to them.

There is not an individual in the trade or specially interested in it,

who should not be on our list thus obtaining the present benefit

and aiding and encouraging us to render it even more complete.

Mr. Dack has introduced a bill into the Ontario

Legislature, to amend the act to encourage the planting

and growing of trees. The bill provides that the Lom-

bard y poplar be added to the list of trees regarding

which municipal councils may grant a bonus for each

tree planted on any highway. In many sections of the

province the Lombardy poplar is largely cultivated.

The act as now on the statutes includes the following

trees : Ash, basswood, beech, birch, butternut, elm,

hickory, maple, oak, pine, sassafras, spruce, walnut or

white wood.

Ll'MiirZRi.v; and mining have received little atten-

tion heretofore in Eastern Kentucky, notwithstanding

that it has long been known that a large section of

country lying between Salt Creek and the Big Sandy

River is rich in hardwood timber, coal, iron ore, &c.

Recently New York capitalists have subscribed $17,-

000.000. to.000.000 in ca->h having been paid on

account, for building two railways through the coal

fields and hardwood land of Eastern Kentucky, to con-

nect with the railroad system of South Virginia. On
one road 7,000 hands are at work. The capitalists own

5.000.000 >' res of mineral and timber lands.

Me. J.
]'>. ChakI-ESON, superintendent of forest

rangers on the upper and lower Ottawa, has laid his

first annual report before the Quebec Legislature. The

report was made up on the 10th of December last and

complains of great opposition to the new system from

the lumber manufacturers, great difficulty in obtaining

returns from them, and serious losses to the revenue in

consequence. As time grows apace we have no doubt

but matters will move more smoothly between Mr

Charleson and the lumbermen. Mr. Charleson thinks

that he is quite safe in promising a revenue of $600,000

from his district this year. He estimates that fewer

logs will be made this year, but that a large quantity of

square pine will be taken out.

SOME thirty years ago an English Land Company
obtained three hundred and fifty thousand acres of

wild land, chiefly in the county of Haliburton. The
Company ultimately failed, and the land passed into

the hands of several gentlemen of Toronto and Peter-

borough. Messrs. Lockhart &' Gordon of Toronto, J.

M. Irwin of Peterborough, A. Nevius of Haliburton, and

H. O. Leas of Lindsay, are now seeking to be incor-

porated as a company. The lands are heavily

timbered, chiefly pine, which the company intend to

operate as the means of conveying the lumber to

market are excellent. The County Council of Hali-

burton, however, are petitioning the assembly not to

grant the incorporation, but that the Crown should re-

possess itself of the lands, and administer them to other

crown lands.
'

The Commissioner of Crown Lands Bill now before

the legislature is a matter of great importance to both

lumbermen and settlers in the new districts, as it pro-

vides an easy and inexpensive method of settling all

disputes in the future which may arise between them.

It sets forth that where it is claimed that any incor-

porated company which has had confined upon it the

powers authorized by " The Time Slide's Companies'

Act," or similar powers, or that any incorporated com-

I pany, or any mill owner or other person has caused

damage to the land of any person by overflowing the

same, and it is alleged that such damage exceeds the

I

sum of $20 and not more than $500 is claimed, such

person may apply to the judge of the district or county

court or to the stipendary magistrate to determine the

claim upon the provisions of the Act. The Act applies

only to the Districts of Muskoka, Parry Sound, Nipiss-

ing, Algoma, Thunder Bay and Raaney River, to the

Provincial County of Haliburton, to the Electoral

Districts of East Victoria, East Peterborough, North

Hastings and North Renfrew, and to such other

counties or electoral districts or parts of the same as

the Lieutenant-Governor may by proclamation from

time to time determine.

The reason of circular cross-cut saws chattering in

work may arise from a variety of causes, such as

employing a saw arranged with a considerable amount

of set for soft or green wood, and then using it for

dry, harder, or curled-grain wood. Running a saw

too fast, improper setting of the teeth, packing, &c,
may also cause it. Referring to the question of cross-

cut saws in particular, these should, in the first place,

run something faster that rip-saws, as the action of the

saw is essentially a severing or cutting one, and is

more difficult than a- ripping saw, which partakes more
of a splitting action. A speed of about 10,000 ft. per

minute at the periphery of the saw may be accepted as

a standard speed for general purposes. The teeth

should be kept in first-class condition and sharp. In

the ordinary fleam tooth used for cross-cutting all the

teeth are alike in shape and sharpening, and when in

use there is nothing to clear away the sawdust, as in a

ripping saw
;
consequently the teeth become sprung

from the resistance of the sawdust in the kerf and pro-

duce rough market work and an increased difficulty in

forcing the wood through the saw. In working soft

wood the difficulties of the crowding of the sawdust in

the kerf are, of course, not so pronounced as in hard

or curly wood.

The celebrated case, Scott v. Benedict, which involv-

ed the title to 140 square miles of timber limit in Peter-

borough county, Ont., after many years of costly

litigation, was settled by mutual aggreement on March

2nd. The settlement gives the limits in question to the

Peterborough Syndicate, composed of Messrs. Geo. A.

Cox, J. B. McWrHiams and T. G. Hazlitt. The lands

are situated, in the tow nships of Cavendish, Harvey,

Sherbourne, &c, and are valued by experts at over halfa

million dollars. The limits admit of at least a cut of

ten millions a year for twenty years, and to meet the

demands of manufacturing this timber in Peterborough

new mills will have to be added to the present cutting

capacity. Eminent council were engaged on both sides

and the agreement entered into finally and for ever

settles the case, all parties to the suit signing the judg-

ment based upon the agreement arrived at.

Englishmen as a rule are somew hat slow in adopt-

ing American ideas and the more so when it comes to

reducing them to practice. It certainly seems novel to

us on this side of the Atlantic to read the following in

a London trade journal :

—"The Manchester Ship

Canal, as a means of consumption, is likely to largely

exceed original expectations, for we find that the con-

tractor for that great work, together with Mr. Leader

Williams, the chief engineer, are erecting little wood-

built villages all along the line from Manchester to the

spot where the canal enters the Mersey, a distance of

about thirty-four miles ; wherever the works are too far

distant from a town or village, a wooded village is

erected. The first village erected—close to the Mersey

—holds about six hundred people, old and young

included. The houses are strongly built, and as neat

as pins, and as dry as tinder, and the rents are about a

shilling a week for each room ; there are also schools

and chapels. Now thirty-four miles of wooded villages,

say two miles apart, with churches, chapels, and

schools improvised of the same material, as is done in

America, and running at the first start into six hundred

inhabitants, must absorb an unusual quantity of the

supply of timber brought forward, and this alone would

justify a considerable increase of importation, both on

our west and east coast, to each of which the Man-

chester Ship Canal is easily accessible. This, at any

rate, opens a new door for the trade, and will no doubt

help off the Liverpool importation this year with more

than customary expedition."

Manitoba is becoming interested in the question of

her pubric timber supply. The principal source of

supply at present is the Lake of the Woods, where

mills are already situated with a capacity of about fifty

million feet annually. A considerable portion of the

logs cut at these mills are taken from the American

side, and should the United States government at any

time stop the importation of logs from Minnesota to the

Canadian mills, such a move would greatly curtail the

timber av ailable to the Lake of the Woods, and prove

to be a serious blow to the Northwestern Provinces.

There is a stretch of wooded country, about 400 miles

in length, lying between Lake Superior and Winnipeg,

but fhe growth is small and very little of it is suitable

for timber, the amount of good pine being limited.

About 10,000,000 feet of lumber is annually cut on Lake

Winnipeg, but w ith a largely increasing population in

the prairie region west of Winnipeg the better classes

of timber would be soon exhausted. There is some

good timber in the northern portion of Manitoba, and

the Riding Mountain territory furnishes about 2,000,000

feet of lumber annually from the southern and western

slope. There is an abundance of lumber in Alberta,

and but little in Saskatchewan and Assiniboia ; but
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naturally Manitoba should get her supply of lumber

from the Red Lake reservation timber and the sur-

rounding country. High freights preclude the shipping

of lumber from the Rocky Mountain region and

British Columbia, where there is timber in great

quantity and of fine quality, and if the British provinces

are to develop, it is plain to be seen that an arbitrary

line should not be permitted to stand in the way of their

future development, for without an abundant supply

of good timber furnished at reasonable prices the

development of the prairie regions will be necessarily

slow. The interests of the British provinces evidently

lie in the direction of the repeal of the export duty on

logs, and the cultivation of amicable relations with

their American cousins, so far at least as the lumber

question is concerned.

THE question of forestry, we are sorry to say, does

not occupv the position in Canada which its import-

ance demands. Valuable wood lands in the past have

been ruthlessly destroyed, causing a dearth of timber in

some parts, as in the Province of Quebec for instance
;

and some steps should be taken by the Dominion Gov-

ernment, not only to prevent the wanton destruction of

timber but to encourage its further development. The

government holds the wood lands of Canada in

trust for the people, and it is the duty of the government

to look after them. Not only where forests are nearly

cut off should they be made again to*grow, which can

be done by proper treatment ; but trees should be

planted from time to time in all districts where timber

is scarce, and the government should take the neces-

sary steps to see that it is done and not leave it to the

settler or the farmer. To this end it should try and

create forests in the Northwest where timber is not only

scarce now but is bound to be an important factor in

the future. The cost of experimenting would not be

great, while the benefits to be derived in the future

would be incalculable. In looking after forest lands

their management ought to.be classified, and limits

should not be forced upon the market.

HON. Mr. Haggarts bill recently introduced into the

House proposes some radical changes in the postal

service. The postage on letters remains the same, and

the increasing of the weight to one ounce instead of

half an ounce as formerly is a useful change ;
but this

is more than counterbalanced by increasing the rate of

drop letters to two cents. This would entail a vexatious

burden upon merchants and others, and is a move for

which the public is hardly prepared. In matters ap-

pertaining to the public service no backward steps

should be taken. If instead of increasing the weight

to one ounce, the reduction of postage to two cents had

been made, it would have met with the general ap-

proval of the public. The objection that the rev-

enue is now much less than the expenditure, is met

with the argument that the enhanced increase in the

number of letters sent would more than make up the

loss as proved to be the case in the United States.

The subjecting of magazines and other papers publish-

ed less frequently than once a week to a postage rate

of one cent a pound, smacks too much of a tax upon

knowledge, and therefore ought not to be entertained.

It is too late in the day to recur to a system imposing

.taxes upon the diffusion of knowledge in a free and

enlightened country.

The question of getting rid of the refuse of the saw

mills without entailing considerable expense is one

which has bothered the lumbermen a good deal. It is

a well known fact that the shavings and sawdust

deposit in many of the Canadian streams has been such

a nuisance to navigation, that the government has been

obliged to take cognizance of the evil and compel mill

owners to dispose of it in some other way. Instead of

its being a source of expense to lumbermen it ought to

be utilized, and thereby converted into a source of

profit. In this age of invention we aver that ere long

all the saw mill refuse will be so utilized and put to

some profitable use. An ingenious individual out in

Minnesota comes to the fore, and claims to have devis-

ed a scheme whereby he can turn all the sawdust into

a merchantable fuel which can be readily handled, and

which may take the place of coal. We believe this can

be done, and done profitably. The experiment of mak-

ing paper from sawdust at Ottawa, from what we can

learn, has proved a success ; and though the machinery

used in its manufacture may seem to be somewhat

expensive on the start, yet the paper can be manu-

factured and sold at a reasonable profit. This is not

only a move in the right direction, but it also serves as

a pointer to the proper way of getting rid ot the trouble-

some question—and the sawdust too.

The report of the Minister of the Interior contains

some very interesting statistical information as regards

timber and lumber in the west. The gross revenue

from which at the Winnipeg Agency was $45,558.52, as

against $45,611 for 1887, the quantity of timber manu-

factured in 1888 was 17,409,136 feet B. M., which,

compared with 1887, shows a decrease of 2,710,227 feet,

while the quantity sold was 22,349,589 feet, an increase

of 5,127,568 feet over the preceeding year, the stock on

hand being replenished from lumber manufactured

from American logs. ' There were imported from the

State of Minnesota and manufactured at Rat Portage,

Keewatin and Winnipeg about 21,000,000 feet B. M.

The Crown Timber Agent for the Winnipeg district

reports that the importation of these logs has had the

effect of keeping down prices of lumber to a reasonable

figure. The prices of sawn lumber averages $2 per M
feet higher than in 1887, caused by a combine of the

manufacturers at Rat Portage and Keewatin. During

the year 1888 no lumber or other wood produce has

been shipped from this district to the United States.

In this district there are 26 saw mills, 4 being water

mills, the remaining steam, the sawing capacity of the

26 being 526,000 feet B. M. per day. There were

manufactured in the district during the year, 17,409,136

feet of lumber B. M. ; 3, 147,000 shingles, and 1,378,500

lath. Three mills
- were not working in 1888 ; one

timber berth was abandoned and two cancelled.

The report of the Commissioner of Crown Lands for

Ontario for the year ending 31st December, 1888, has

just been issued. From the report we learn that during

the year there were sold 54,267 acres for the sum of

$78,448.33,. and the collections on account of land sales

were $99,259.24, which includes payments on account

of former sales. The total collection for the year from

woods' and forests was $1,316,139.09, which includes

$748,865.34 paid on account of bonuses, leaving the

collection of ordinary revenue for the year to be $567,-

273. There was paid to fire rangers $17,854.53, besides

$6,258.55 paid on account of this service for 1887, one

half of which is refundable by the license holders. The

report says this service continues to give satisfaction to

those availing themselves of its provisions, and it is

being extended over a wider area every year. It was

inaugurated in 1885, in which 37 rangers were employ-

ed upon various limits. In 1886, 45 were employed, in

1887, 55 were employed, and in 1888 there were 70.

Although the summer was not so dry as the one pre-

ceding, yet extensive bush fires took place, notably in

the Georgian Bay regions, on the Bonnechere and

Petewawn Rivers, in the Ottawa country, and the

Nipissing country. The rangers and lumbermen were

asked, as usual, to report the quantity of timber

damaged, the quantity likely to prove a total loss, and,

generally speaking, the causes of the fires. The infor-

mation thus gathered shows about seventy-five distinct

fires ; timber damaged one hundred and~sixty millions

of feet, of which not more than ten or fifteen millions

will prove a total Joss. The principal cause of the fires

is given as the result of setting out of fires by settlers

in the process of clearing land for cultivation and care-

lessness as to the surrounding circumstances. The
fires on the Bonnechere and Petewawa were very

dangerous, as they bordered on dense pineries, and it

was only by a systematic fight and considerable ex-

penditure they were kept from spreading, in which

event the loss would have been incalculable. Under
the Free Grants Acts there are 133 townships open for

settlement. During 1888, 842 locations were made on

109,002 acres of land, 74 locatees purchased 2,797 acres,

and 523 patents were issued to locatees. Under the

mining laws 5,542 acres were sold and patented in the

Districts of Algoma, Nipissing, Rainey River and

Thunder Bay, applicants having filed surveyor's plans,

field notes and descriptions of the locations. On
colonization roads there was expended $112,273. Two
hundred and twenty miles of new road were construct-

ed, 333 miles repaired, 30 new bridges were built and
many old ones were repaired. The statement of

timber and amounts accrued during the year is as fol-

lows ; Area covered by timber license, 16,934 square

miles, timber dues, interest and trespass, $859,131.22 ;

ground rents, $58,893.83 ; and bonus, $769,990.34 ;

making a total of $1,688,015.39. The following are the

principal kinds of woods from which the revenue

accrued : White pine sawlogs, 6,364,650 pieces, 699,-

581,000 feet B. M. ; other woods, 36,684 pieces, 2,862,-

000 feet B. M. ; square white pine 52,640 pieces,

2,923,332 cubic feet
;
square red pine 1 i,486pieces, 433,256

cubic feet ; boom and dimension timber 228,524 pieces,

41,177,000 feet B. M.
;
railway ties 761,346 pieces;

hemlock 449 pieces, 21,496 feet, and cedar 363, 441

lineal feet.

The Montreal and Ottawa Boom Company applied

to the Dominion Government for articles of incorpora-

tion, subject to the provision that the " Company shall

on any part of the River Ottawa, from the Chaudiere

Falls at Ottawa to the north-westerly end of the Island

of Montreal and either on one or both of the channels tD
the northwest of the said island and on the shore

adjoining the said extent of the said river and the

islands therein, have power to purchase or acquire any

wharves, piers, slides, dams, booms, or other improve-

ments in the said part of the- said river, and to con-

' struct and maintain any dam, slide, wharf, pier, boom
or other work necessary to facilitate the transmission

and towing of rafts, timber, railway ties, cedars and

sawlogs clown the Ottawa River, and to blast rocks,

dredge or remove shoals or other impediments or

otherwise improve the navigation of the said river upon

payment of compensation to any individual injured

thereby." The introduction of the bill brought about

considerable discussion in the Ottawa district, and

much opposition to the formation of the company
;

although there were safeguards in the Act to protect

the public interests. The gentlemen applying for the

bill represent the Ottawa lumber interest and consist of

Messrs. Claude McLachlin, F. W. Powell, G. B. Pattee,

J. R. Booth and Hiram Robinson. The lumbermen
deemed it necessary that a company be formed to pro-

tect their extensive business on the Ottawa, as works

are necessary to facilitate the passage of rafts and logs
;

and to this end they seek for power to construct such

works and control them and charge common tolls, so

that without confusion they can facilitate their joint

business and enhance their interests. It was claimed

by the opposition that the lumbering interests in the

river were amply guarded by existing laws. Mr.

Girourd, who had charge of the bill, finally asked per-

mission to withdraw it, as the bill had not been pro-

perly framed and did not correctly describe the powers

desired by the company. The wording of the bill

made the company appear to ask power over the whole

of the Ottawa River, which they did not desire ; all

they wanted was power to boom at the foot of the

Carillon rapids, and' at a point north of the Island of

Montreal. Next year the bill will most likely be re-

introduced in a modified form.

Mr. HOTCHKISS, United States Consul at Ottawa,

has addressed a very interesting report to the Senate

department at Washington, treating upon the compara-

tive forest resources of Canada and the United States.

In his report he seeks to refute the prevalent idea which

prevails .on the other side of the line that Canada is a

vast forest of pine. He places the limits of the pine

region as lying between the 73rd and 90th degrees of

latitude, and practically ceasing at about the 47th

degree of longitude, an area of 1 50 by 500 miles ; com-

paratively a small area of virgin territory remaining.

The forests of Canada first undergo a system of cutting

out all the superior timber for the English market, a

practice which reduces the quality of the remainder so

low as to find a market in the United States and

Dominion only. The consul says the timber is much
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smaller than in the United States, ai\d tree for tree the

American soft woods will produce double the lumber of

the Canadian and of a far superior quality. The

quantity of pine in the States is fully equal to that in

Canada, and the available soft woods in the States are

white wood, basswood and white hemlock, all of which

are fully equal to the pine for mechanical and economic

uses. He says the quantity of standing timber of such

varieties is enormous, and may be placed at twenty

millions to Canada's one. Canada has practically no

soft wood but her pine, but the States have an abund-

ance of hardwood consisting of cherry, oak, hickory,

walnut, gums, chestnut and yellow pine. Mr. Hotch-

kiss, who appears to be thoroughly conversant with the

lumber industry, speaks of the fire-killed pine of Canada

and says that with no export duty to keep it back, the

Provincial governments can realize hundreds of

thousands of dollars by the sale of this class of timber

to the millmen of the States, to be cut up into boards

for the use of the box industry which consumes not less

than five hundred millions of feet annually. The

United States government remit 90 per cent, of the $2

dutv on proof of exportation of the lumber in the boxes,

if the lumber is sawed in Canada, and admits the logs

free of duty.

The amount of timber manufactured in the Province

of Quebec during last, season, as given in the report of

the Commissioner of Crown Lands for that province, is

as follows:—Areas under licence renewed during the

year 41,584 square miles: white pine 17 inches and

over in diameter 787.766- pieces ; white pine under 17

inches in diameter 1.507,246 pieces
; spruce, 959,703

pieces : hardwood and cedar. 3,689 pieces : small pine

logs 96.084 pieces, and 18,240 standards. Pine &c. @
$1.30 per M. feet B. M. is given at 8,014 pieces and

684,559 feet B. M. : spruce &c. (§ 65 cents per M.

feet B. M. 229,645 pieces and 19,149,333 feet B. M.

White pine 9.378 pieces containing 415,283 cubic feet :

red pine 3,426 pieces. 105.830 cubic feet ; tamarac 4,082

pieces, 141,748 cubic feet : elm 1 piece, 39 cubic feet
;

hemlock 3 pieces, 85 cubic feet ; ash 34 pieces, 855-

cubic feet ;
spruce 497 pieces, 9,681 cubic feet : birch

225 pieces, 4,196 cubic feet : cedar 183 pieces, 2,588

cubic feet. Boom and dimension timber is given at

14.569 pieces, 482^91 lineal feet, and flat and small

timber at 16,81 1 pieces, 828.442 lineal feet. There were

also produced of rails 18.994 pieces
; pickets 37,712

pieces ;
railways ties 166,314 pieces : telegraph poles

9.040 pieces : shingles 2.881 Yz thousand ; battens 1,944

pieces ; hemlock bark 902% cords. Firewood : hard

2,666>£ cords; soft 1,676% cords. Pulp and other

wood 471 cords ; cedar 2.250 cords ; white birch 2,276

cords. The amounts collected from the Crown Lands

of that province during the fiscal year were : Interest

$3,872.54; trespass and charges $3,725.37; timber

dues $447,200.87 ;
ground rents $141,549.88 ; transfer

bonus $2,315.03. making the total amount collected

from all sources during the fiscal year ending June

30th 1888, $598,663.69.

At London, Eng., a firm tone still prevails in the

market, and there is no sign of any slackening in prices,

with regard to the future there is no cause for anxiety,

either as to prices or excessive supplies. A good and

steady trade has been doing in American black walnut

both in logs and lumber. The former have been selling

freely and improved prices have been obtained owing

to their being but a small amount upon the market.

The demand for American whitewood is very active,

and is likely to increase as the stocks on hand are

light. Canadian pine deals are largely reduced in

stock, and prices have an upward tendency. The stock

of spruce is small, and high prices are ruling for for-

ward delivery. Denny, Mott & Dickson's wood

circular under date of March 5th says :
" Merchants

on this side have generally had to recognise the sound-

ness of the reasons advanced by the Quebec shippers

for the enhanced value for next season's shipments, so

that consumers would do well to secure the few remain-

ing landed parcels of oak and yellow pine, which can

only be replaced at higher figures." Farnworth &
Jardine's Wood Circular, Liverpool : "Canadian

yellow pine timber, both waney and square, have mov ed

off slowly ; red pine has been in fair demand, there is

no change in value, oak, in the log, has moved off

more freely. Considerable spruce has been sold on

contract for the coming season."

It will be a matter of surprise to a great many to

learn of the recent assignment of Christie, Kerr & Co.,

the well known lumbermen of Toronto. This is one of

the oldest and most respected lumber firms in Canada,

and as wholesale dealers, they have perhaps handled

as much, if not more lumber than any other firm in

Ontario, and in their trouble they have the sympathy

of the entire trade. The primary cause of the trouble,

so far as we have been able to learn, dates back to the

failure of the Michaels Bay Lumber Co. last fall, a

concern in which Mr. Christie was the principal. The
Michaels Bay Lumber Co. had become mixed up in the

Central Bank affairs which was the primary cause of

the failure, but it was thought at the time that their

failure would not affect Christie, Kerr & Co., which

appears, however; to have been a mistake. We have

not been able to ascertain the amount of their liabilities

and assets, but it is thought they will be able to resume

business. We hope their embarrasment will be only

temporary, and in this we only voice the feelings of

their many friends.

SPLINTERS

The lumber trade at Toronto has been slow for some

time past but it is now picking up. Spring orders are

coming in freely from both city and country. The
prospect for a good trade during the summer is good.-

Prices are unchanged.
* *

*

NEGOTIATIONS with Japan for the establishment of

a direct money order system and exchange with

Canada are progressing satisfactory. The draft of a

convention has been submitted by Canada and will, it

is expected, be concurred in.

* *
*

The Hudson Bay Company's report recently issued

speaks of more lands being sold in 1888 up to

November 1st than in the whole preceeding five years
;

and the returns from other sources show that this

increased demand is fairly good.
* *

*

We are in receipt of a business card from Messrs.

Burland & Co., wholesale lumber dealers. Church St.

Toronto. This firm has recently gone into business.

Mr. Burland has had a large experience in the lumber

business and we wish the new firm every success.

Large numbers of immigrants are constantly

arriving in Winnipeg, principally Canadians from

Ontario. The people are nearly all farmers and the

most of them intend taking up land in Manitoba, only

a few of them having decided to locate in the North-

west.

*
.

The local industries of St. John, N. B., have been

enjoying a fair share of prosperity, as lumber is

commanding a high price ; and so long as the present

rate of freights is maintained there will be a good

feeling in business circles, for the shipping interest of

St. John exceeds all others in importance.

*
Hon. Mr. Cockburn in the debate on the budget

said : "In the matter of lumber Canada shipped to

the United States between 50,000,000 and 70,000,000

of Spruce for South America. The government had

brought forward a measure to foster trade with China

direct because this trade was now assuming large

proportions."

*

The weather has been remarkably mild during the

month throughout the West and Northwest. At Port

Arthur they are looking for an early resumption of

navigation, and in some parts of Manitoba farmers

have commenced seeding. In many places building

has already begun in earnest, in the West, and with

the great influx of well-to-do immigrants better times

j

may be looked for.

The recent announcement in the Imperial Parliament

that seventy new ships of war would be built within

five years at an expense of $105,000,000 is bound to

give a great stimulus to the iron, steel and shipbuilding

industries. Thirty-two out of the seventy ships are to

be built on the Tyne, the Clyde, the Wear, the Tees,

at Barrow and at Belfast, at a cost of $50,000,000.

The timber importers of Great Britain, will to some

extent, be benefited by the expenditure.

* *
*

We acknowledge the receipt from the Dodge Wood
Split Pulley Co., 89 Adelaide St. Toronto, a special

number of Pouter and Tranmission, a journal published

at Mishawaka, Indiana, by the Dodge Wood Co.,

devoted to manufactures, mills science, arts and in-

vention. The special nnumber, is devoted entirely to

the manufactures of the Dodge Manufacturing Co.

The Canada firm will occupy, this month, their new

extensive factory at West Toronto Junction, a full

description of which will be given in a future issue of

The Lumberman.
*

The new State of north Dakota will soon be called

upon to defend its people against a serious accusation.

The last report issued by the Interior Department of

the Dominion states that for some years past the

people of Dakota " have been accustomed to supplement

their inadequate fuel supply by systematic stealing

from the public lands on the Canadian side of the

boundary." So extensive have been the American

depredations upon Manitoba timber, it has been

deemed necessary to detail a detachment of mounted

police for service along the boundary between Manitoba

and Dakota.

*

During the past year quite an impetus has been

given to the lumber industries of British Columbia,

owing to the increased demand for timber for finishing

purposes, and the result is that several new lumbering

schemes are in course of development. Eastern

shipments now form quite an item in the local trade, as

there is a growing demand for fine grained fir and

cedar. The fir cut in the coast mills, is similar to the

Puget Sound fir, and is procured along the coast of

both the mainland and Vancouver Island, for a distance

northward from the international boundary of about 300

miles.

EXCHANGE ECHOES.

Timber Trades Journal, London. Eng.

There is no doubt the recent large importation of American

lumber and other cut stuff has been a great blow to the

London saw-mill trade, producing a ruinous competition

among themselves, which has affected old and prosperous

private firms and limited companies alike. It is not Surprising

therefore, that there are rumours of a federation or amalga-

mation of saw-mills, which would be an advantageous thing

for those engaged in the business, and if nothing more than a

fair working profit were agreed on, it would probably not

meet with great opposition from the timber trade.

Mamtoulin Expositor.

Next to Sault Ste. Marie, Little Current is the most im-

portant point in Eastern Algoma. Its situation on the only

navigab e channel at this point makes it the key of the

Georgian Bay. It has a population of 700, and is the largest

milling place in Algoma, having three large saw mills and sash

and door factory. The annual output of lumber from these is

about 20,000,000 feet. Little Current is the terminus of a

projected railway which will be completed inside the next

three years ; and is the feeding point of the Manitoulin Island

which is nearly as big as Scotland and capable of supporting a

population of 150,000.

PUBLICATIONS.

We are in receipt of an elegantly gotten up Quarterly

entitled " Homes of to Day " or " Moderate Examples of

Moderate Cost Houses" It is well illustrated giving

styles and cost of building modern houses, and is just

the thing for contractors and builders, also for those

who contemplate building residences. The second

volume commences with the January number, price

one dollar per year. Published by Frank L. Smith,

Architect, 22 School St., Boston. Mass.
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THE LUMBERING INDUSTRY OF QUEBEC.
The Government has had printed and distributed to

the members of the Legislature and of the Press

Gallery, the first annual report of Mr. J. B. Charleson,

Superintendent of Forest Rangers, which contains a

great deal of information of interest to the lumber

trade and several suggestions affecting it.

Referring to the revenue of the Crown Lands

Department from the Ottawa district for the last year,

Mr. Charleson says :

—

''The total revenue estimated by me from this

district was $497,443.00, and I am happy to be in a

position to say that the amount has exceeded my estim-

ate as I hoped and expected it would ; the returns now

showing a total of $574,147.00 for stumpage dues alone.

The report of 1885, which I now have before me, shows

that on the Upper and Lower Ottawa the output was

2,425,500 logs and 524,983 feet of square pine ; this is

as near as possible to my March estimate which was,

as already stated, 2,482,000 logs and 350,000 feet of

square pine, but, in making that estimate, I took all

logs from 9 inches ; while, in 1885, none were taken

below 12 inches, so that the average should have been

much higher than in 1888. In fact I consider that the

larger average in 1885 should more than equal the

slight difference in the number of logs existing between

my estimate of March last and the report of 1885.

Now, I then estimated an output of 377,264,000 feet,

yielding $490,443.00 and $7,000.00 for square pine, or

a grand total of $497,443.00, while in 1885 on an equal

number of logs, for I repeat that the shortage in num-

ber of pieces in 1885 was more than compensated by

the larger sized logs in that year, there was only col-

lected in this district $292,758.44. In order to make a

fair comparison, however, there must be added to this

last amount the 18 per cent, increase in stumpage,

amounting to $52,696.52 and 534,983 feet square pine

at 2 cents, equal to $10,499.66, or grand total of

$355,954.62 for 1885 ; or a difference of, say in round

numbers $141,489.00 in favor of 1888."

Mr Charleson also makes a number of suggestions

in regard to the prevention of frauds upon the Govern-

ment in the matter of dues.

Mr. Charleson says :

—
" I would now take the liberty

of recommending that some system of fire ranging in

the pine sections of this Province be established ; our

rangers might act as the government fire rangers and
the lumbermen appoint as many more ; the govern-

ment to pay one-half and the lumbermen the other half

of the cost ; the superintendent of forest rangers might

also act in the same capacity over the fire rangers.

This system is in vogue in Ontario and gives general

satisfaction, costing only $9,000 per annum to that

Government. The lumbermen in my district have

expressed themselves as willing to follow Ontario's

example."

The report further says :

—
" I now strongly recom-

mend that some means be found to make it necessary

that all log cullers should have to pass an examination

as to their knowledge and proficiency in that line.

They should have a general idea of the sawing of logs

and the proper reduction to be made in the case of

"hollows" or "crooks." If this was done these men
would become more independent of the licentiates, as

proficiency would then be the test and not as now, in

many cases, ability to reduce jobbers' logs. A board

of examiners, comprised of two mill owners and the

superintendent of the Forest Rangers for the district

seeking the services of the cullers should be named,
and then, having passed such an examination, the log

culler would feel a professional pride and his oath of

office be a guarantee that the work would be faithfully

performed."

Respecting the operations of the present year Mr.

Charleson says :

—
" I estimate that fewer logs will be

made this year than last, but a larger quantity of square

pine will be taken out. I consider, however, that I am
quite safe in promising $600,000 revenue from my dis-

trict for this vear.

Range, British Columbia, in 1888." In describing the

journey from Winnipeg to the Rocky Mountains by

the Canadian Pacific Railway the lecturer said :—The
forests of the Selkirks consisted principally of Douglas

fir, cedar, spruce, hemlock, and balsam. Roughly

speaking, he had enumerated them with regard to

elevation ; the balsams, resembling our silver firs, as a

rule being nearest to the snow line. They all attained

huge dimensions, cedars eight feet in diameter being

frequently met with, and they often grow so close

together that he could not pass between their trunks.

Fires had made havoc with these forests from time

immemorial
; lightning and spontaneous combustion

caused by friction had no doubt done their work. The
Indians were known to have burned the forests for the

purpose of producing a good crop of berries on the

undergrowth in the ensuing year. It was much to be

feared that the fate of the most useful portion of these

forests, that near the railway, was now sealed, for the

destruction wrought by sparks from the engine, and by

neglected camp fires, was of too constant occurrence for

even the wonderful recuperative powers of the vegeta-

tion in these regions to stand against it.

When the trees first caught fire the flames ran wildly

through their tops and lighter branches. The
smouldering away of the trunks was an after process,

and often took a long time. Sometimes the fires were

extinguished by rain before the process was complete,

so that in the midst ot the living forest numbers
of guant charred trunks stood up as monuments of fires

that occurred years ago. These rotted slowly, and
usually fell after heavy rains, there never being any
wind in these valleys, except an occasional blast accom-

panying a thunderstorm. Beneath the living trees

thousands of prostrate trunks lay piled in every con-

ceivable position, and in every stage of decay. These
were, to a certain extent, overgrown by rhododendrons

and blueberry bushes, and, in the damper parts of the

forest, by the devil's club—a plant beautiful to look at,

with large, bright green, palmate leaves, and tufts of

coral red berries, but whose thorns if they penetrated

the flesh, produced festering sores. Picture the

lecturer with a 40 lb. pack on his back, creeping along

a slippery, fallen trunk, fending off the devil's club with

an ice-axe, wriggling under fallen trees, or eight feet

from the ground on the top of them, and the audience

wouid have some idea of what travel in the Selkirk

meant. The heaps of boulders above the forest region

formed a refuge for a variety of animals, the hoary

marmot, measuring about 3 ft. long, being the com-
monest and most useful from a commissariat point of

view.

A Flower-Collecting Animal.—The Sewellel was a

strange beast ; it, too, lived beneath the boulder heaps,

and it had the most wonderful fancy for collecting

flowers. One day, when they were ascending a glacier

Movaine, his cousin said to him, " Some one has been

here before." He said, " Impossible ! " but was utterly

puzzled by finding a bouquet of flowers plucked, with

their stems neatly together, just as though some child

had laid them down. What their particular object in

collecting flowers was it was difficult to understand, but

he had heard it suggested that it was for making hay

for winter use.

Explorations in British Columbia.

At a meeting of the Royal Geographical Society held

recently in London, Rev. \\". Spots, read a paper on
" Explorations in the Glacier Regions of the Selkirk

The Nation's Forests.

The first step in the effort to provide for the conser-

vation of the forests on the national domain should be

the withdrawal from sale of all forest lands belonging

to the nation. It will not be necessary to preserve and

maintain all these forests permanently, but the extent

of forest territory which will be required by a practical

plan of forest-preservation and management for our

Western mountain regions cannot be at once precisely

determined. A thorough examination of these regions,

and of the agricultural country depending upon them

for its water supply, will be necessary, in order to show

what forests must be retained, and what tracts of

timber can be put upon the market without injury to

the important interests involved. Until such an exam-

ination has been made, none of the forest lands now

belonging to the United States should be sold.

The second step should be to commit to the United

States army the care and guardianship of the forests

belonging to the nation. There is in time of peace no

other work of national defense or protection so import-

ant as this which the army can perform, and it is plain

that under existing conditions, the forests on the

national domain will not be—indeed cannot be—ade-

quately guarded and protected by other means. The
measures which have been tried,- including those now
in operation, or nominally in operation, have proved

almost entirely ineffective. The forests on the public

lands are pillaged by settlers, and by the employees of

railroad and mining companies, without scruple or

limit. Other instruments will have to be employed if

the forests are to be preserved. Their complete and

final destruction, with that of the soil which sustains

them, is, under the present system, or want of system,

only a question of time, and of a very short time.

The officers of the United States army are educated

by the nation for its service, and they constitute a body

of men not equalled by any other in our country in

their equipment for guarding and protecting the great

forests regions belonging to the nation. They possess

every kind of fitness for this kind of work in greater

degree than any other class of men, and if authorized

by law to undertake this service they would have the

power and the means necessary for its performance,

while everybody else is at present inevitably powerless

and incapable. As there is likely to be very little work

for the army hereafter in the care_of the Indians, it will

be available for this service of guarding the national

forests. The work can be done well by the army, and

it would cost nothing, or very little, while any other

plan would necessarily be both ineffective and costly.

This guardianship and defense of the nation's forests

by the army of the nation should be continued and

maintained until a sufficient number of adequately

trained and equipped foresters has been provided by

the national government for the administration of a

complete and permanent system and policy for the

management of the forests on the public domain.

This brings us to consider the third step. This

should be the appointment, by the President, of a com-

missioner to make a thorough examination of the con-

dition of the forests belonging to the nation, and of

their relation to the agricultural interests of the regions

through which the streams flow which have their

sources in these forests, and to report, with the facts

observed, a comprehensive plan, for the preservation

and management of the public forests, including a

system for the training, by the government, of a

sufficient number of foresters for the national forest

service.

The commissions should determine what portions of

the existing forests on the public domain should be per-

mantly preserved, and in what manner the remainder

should be disposed of. The national forests can be so

managed that they will be perpetually reproduced, and

will yield forever an abundant supply of timber for the in-

habitants of the adjacent country, and a revenue which

will more than sustain the cost of the forest service. A
National School of Forestry should be established at a

suitable place in one of the great mountain forests on the

public lands, and its equipment should be as thorough

and adequate for its purpose as is that of the National

Military Academy at West Point. — Garden and

Forest.

Logs Floated in the Ottawa River.

The following statement shows the number of pieces

of timber and saw logs which passed down the Ottawa

river and its tributaries, as reported by the chief en-

gineer of government slides and booms during the fiscal

years ending June 30, 1887 and 1888 :

PIECES. PIECES.
1S87. iSSS.

White pine timber 41,109 20,489

Red pine timber 5.5°° I2-927

Boom and dimension timber.. 61,251 3S :44

Cedars 10.944 14.493

Round 2.249 3.372

Tamarac i,9Si 1.271

Spruce 4 "5 1

Oak 10 13

Ash 7i 21

Elm : 10 5

Basswood 3° 6

Sawed transverses 89 iS

Railway ties, equal to in flat tbr 3,422 2.940

Saw logs

3,402,305

3,102,79s

The revenue derived from timber dues fell off from

$75,518 to $61,588, as compared with 1S87. In his re-

port to the government the engineer in charge says that
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shortly after the spring floods of 1887 the waters of the

Ottawa and tributary streams attained a low summer
level, after which a protracted period of drought set in,

which had the effect of completely drying up many of

the creeks and decreasing the volume of water in the

Ottawa to an extent never before witnessed by the

oldest inhabitants and altogether unparalleled in the

history of rafting in this district. Such being the case

the late drives of logs and timber were abandoned for

the season.

CANADIAN SHIPMENTS OF LUMBER TO
LIVERPOOL.

The London Timber TradesJournal in reviewing the

timber trade of Liverpool for the past year says: With
the timber trade, as with most other branches of com-

merce, the year 1888 opened with nothing to show that

there was any probability that its course would differ

to any extent from so many of its predecessors. There

were no signs ahead from which even the most exper-

ienced and sagacious of those engaged in the trade

could come to any other conclusion than that it would

be of the same dull and sluggish nature. This position

was not peculiar to the timber trade alone, for many of

the staple industries in the great manufacturing districts

of Lancashire. Yorkshire and the adjacent counties

were in a similar plight. The amount of business done

in this port with the various timber and deal producing

districts in the Dominion of Canada for the past year

has been upon a larger scale than during the two pre-

ceeding years. With the exception of a few parcels of

timber and oddments of deals, which were sent on con-

si -nment by shippers towards the close of the season,

the import was generally upon the timber merchants

account, most of whom made their purchases in the

spring on f. o. b. terms.

When the past year opened it found this market

with stocks of all kinds of Canadian timber, deals, &c,
generally within a moderate compass, but with the un-

favorable outlook that trade at that time presented the

quantity on hand was deemed amply sufficient until

the arrival of the spring fleet with fresh supplies. This

prov ed to be a correct estimate, for though there was

no great amount of business done during the first six

months, a steady drain had been maintained upon the

stocks, and when the first arrivals came to hand they

found the market in a healthy condition to receive

them.

All the first imports of deals and lumber by the

usual Montreal and Quebec steamers were upon con-

tract, and these went, in most cases, direct from the

vessel's side into the hands of the dealer and consumer,

and this was also the case in a great measure with

timber in the log brought forward by sailing ship.

Though checked in some degree by the increased cost

of importation, consequent upon the rise in freights this

summer and fall, business continued in a very satis-

factory condition, and the close of the season left us

with stocks generally moderate, and, in some cases,

light 'in quantity, a healthy demand, and a hopeful

prospect for the future.

FREIGHTS.—The great advance in freights during
the summer and fall seasons has in no branch of the
trade been felt more keenly than in the North Ameri-
can trade. From Montreal to Halifax, N. S., all ports
alike have had their share of the trouble in securing
tonnage to bring their supplies of timber and lumber
to this country. Commencing at about 23s. per load tor

timber, Quebec to Liverpool, in the spring, they finish-

ed in the fall at about 29s. to 30s. per load. Freights
per steamers from Montreal to Liverpool, commencing
at 42s. 6d. per standard, slightly receded after the first

rush of lumber was got away, to about 40s., when, in

the middle of summer, they went up with a sudden
jump to 31s. 3d. to 55s. per standard, in October they
rose to 70s., and finally closed at 80s. per standard, just

double what they had been in early summer. All other
ports were affected in the same ratio, and we believe,

though none of those who contracted for timber failed

to get their goods away, several shippers who had con-
tracted on c.i.f. terms for spruce deals were unable to
secure the necessary tonnage, and had to pay heavy
damages for breaches of contract.

Operations have already commenced for selling

. for next season's shipment the various Quebec
shippers, or their agent-, being now on the journeys
around the coast. Prices are higher than last year, and I

for this there is little cause for surprise, owing to the I

enormous increase in the value of lumber lands, their
|

remote situation, and the consequent increased ex-

penses incurred in getting out the logs and transporting
them when manufactured to the steamers for export.

Timber.—Yellow Fine.—The commencement of last

year found us with a stock in hand composed of

173,000 ft. of square and 187,000 ft. of waney board
pine

;
this, though much in excess of the previous year

(in which we had a remarkable shortage;, was still

much below the customary quantities carried over by
this market. The end of it" finds us with a still smaller
stock on hand, the quantity of square pine being only
136,000 cubic feet, and waney boardwood only 142,000
cubic feet. With every prospect of having a steady
demand upon the present available supply, which has
to suffice for the wants of the market until July next,

these quantities are moderate in the extreme. The
official statistics from Quebec show us a wintering-over
stock there of only 2,580,501 cubic feet of square pine

and 1,226,900 cubic feet of waney pine. Both these are

as nearly as possible only one-half of the average
Quantities in stock in Quebec for the past five years.

Not a foot of this is held by manufacturers, all of it

having been bought by shippers, who have had to

secure it in the face of a possible short cut owing to the

mildness of the present winter, and to fill the demand
made upon them from this country for spring shipment.
With regard to waney boardwood the supply to this

port for the past season has been principally on
merchants' account, and the quality generally has
been good. The consignments which have from time
to time come forward have mostly been of second
quality or of inferior descriptions unsuitable or putting

into contracts. From good information we believe the

supply for the forthcoming season will be moderate,
even should the winter prove favorable for logging-

operations, though this appears doubtful at present
;

but the difficulty experienced in securing prime cuttings

of clean large wood, such as is used by machinists in

this country, is becoming more intense than ever.

Red Pine.—This once favorate wood is losing its

place, the substition of pitch pine in most of the

purposes or which red pine was once so freely used is

still increasing, and is likely to do so. The import,

which has been larger than for some years past, has to

a great extent been consigned on the market by
shippers.

Oak.—The supply of oak logs to this market has
been greatly in excess of previous years, and amount-
ing as it does to nearly 450,000 cubic feet, leaves us

with a stock of about 216,000 cubic feet, or equivalent

to an average consumption for eight months. A very
large proportion of this is below prime quality, and for

which there is only a limited demand, as inferior oak
logs cannot compete in price with the American oak
cut into special sizes for railway-waggon building and
similar purposes. Prices abroad for this wood have
also advanced. The stock in Quebec is less than is

usually the case, and from reliable sources we learn

that the production during the winter will be light.

ELM.—The supply has been about the same as last

year, and with the existence of a good and steady
demand throughout the season it has, in a large

degree, gone direct into consumption. The stock on
hand is only 12,000 cubic feet, which will barely be
sufficient to meet the wants of the market until the
new import arrives. There is great difficulty in Canada
in procuring growing elm in any considerable quantity,

and with a stock in Quebec of less than one-half of last

year's there is every probability of prices on this side

ruling high for next season.

Ash.—Has been sent forward upon this market too
freely, a large proportion being consigned shipments.
Some of these were large-sized logs of prime quality,

yet the prices obtained would not be satisfactory to the
shipper. The stock appears to be sufficient until the
new import arrives.

Birch.—The import of logs during the year has been
large but has not been in excess of the wants of the

market. Throughout the season the demand has been
steady, considerable quantities going into consumption
almost as soon as landed, so that prices have been
well maintained. The stock of logs in this port is not
large, and we look for the maintenance of the present
prices. It is a noticeable fact that there is not a single

log of merchantable birch left in Quebec.

Pine Deals and Pine Lumber.—The decrease in

the quantity of sailing ship tonnage, which of recent
years has been so strongly marked in the famous port
of Quebec, is attributable, in a great measure, to the
change of base from which these goods are now shipp-
ed. This has been brought about by the improvements
which have been in progress for years past in dredging
the channel of the River St. Lawrence in its shallow
parts, so that there is now a navigable depth of from
24 ft. to 26 ft., w hich admits of the largest ocean-going
steamers proceeding up to Montreal, and there taking
in their cargoes of deals and lumber as these goods
arrive down the rivers from the Ottawa and Michigan
districts. The principal portion of supply of pine deals
and lumber is sent to this market by the regular lines of

steamers running during the season between Liverpool
and Montreal. This method affords several benefits to

the buyer. The goods can be sent forward in small

j

and handy parcels, the chance of them being injured

by damp or frequent handling is reduced to a minimum,
and they are only a few days on the passage, instead of

weeks as formerly.

The large and progressive trade now done in this

port in pine deals and lumber, especially the latter, w as

initiated only a comparatively few years ago by Messrs.
Robert Cox & Co , lumber exporters, of Canada Dock,
Liverpool and Qttawa, Canada, and under whose

j

personal supervision and fostering care it has assumed
the important place it now hold in the imports of this

! city. Their registered brand 'Cxj is a well known
mark amongst consumers.

In the beginning of the past year the stock (8,385 St.

Petersburg standards) was moderate, and, with a
stead)' demand existing, it went down until the first

season's shipments began to come to hand per
steamers. These were all under contract, and went
into consumption direct from the shipside, and as time
went on the supplies continued large, yet the deliveries

kept place with the imports, save in first and second

I

qualities. Prices ruled about ^21 to ^21 15s. per

I

standard for 1st, ^14 ids. to £14 15s. per standard for

I second, and £8 12s. to £9 for 3rd quality regulars. At
the end of July imports w ere more moderate, and with
the continuance of a healthy demand prices of the lower

I
qualities began slowly to improve, but by the end of

September prices had made a bound upwards in

sympathy with the rapidly increasing freights, and 3rds
were sold at £10 10s. per standard. Notwithstanding
a large importation in October, further advances in value

were established, arising from the same cause, and ists

were sold at £25 per standard, 2nds at £16 10s., and
3rds at £10 12. 6d. per standard, and at the end of the

year the demand had been so good that the stocks had
run down much oelow the usual point, viz., 5,700 stan-

dards, or little more than one-half the usual quantity at

the termination of the import season.

With regard to the present position of the Canadian
deal and lumber market, Messrs. J. Bell Forsyth &
Co., of Quebec, remark in their circular dated Quebec,
24th December, 1888 :

—"The excitement now pre-

vailing in Ottawa and elsewhere regarding lumber for

the South American markets will likely lead to large

transactions, in which case the manufacture of deals

will be greatly curtailed." In connection with this

point the production may also be greatly interfered

with if the mild weather experienced in Canada be con-
tinued much longer, and our readers need hardly be
told that such an event would tend to materially

increase even the present high cost of next season's

importations to this country. This is causing no little

anxiety amongst shippers of Canadian goods.

Spruce Deals.—The import for the year 1888 has
been above an average one in quantity, the total import
for the season being 66,320 standards, against 59,800
standards in 1887, and 63,200 standards in 1886.

The condition of the spruce markets throughout the

year partook of the same character as other branches
of the timber trade, though it did not suffer from the

depression of the first half of the year to the extent that

others did. Commencing with a moderate stock of

11,140 standards on hand, by the month of April they

were lowered by a steady consumption to a quantity

less than ever known before. Just prior to this consid-

erable sales on contract were made at prices above
those of the preceeding year. Early in that month a

large steamer cargo was sold by auction at an average
price of £6 10s. per standard, but, as supplies came
very freely to hand, prices receded before the month
was out to £6 5s. per standard ex quay for St. John, N.
B., and ,£6 for shipments from the Lower Ports. The
deliveries, however, became larger than the imports,

and stocks, which had begun to increase, were again
brought down to a light condition, but without influenc-

ing prices. The second half of the year brought a

heavy import to hand chiefly by large steamers, but as

their cargoes had been already sold into dealers hands,
they went largely from the ship's side. As the freight

market began to show its influence in July cargo prices

again improved, but this was not responded to by
country buyers, and consequently much of the import

went into the yards. The advance in freights still

continuing, prices went up steadily, and many
purchasers, who had hitherto been disbelievers in the

permanency of the advance, now came into the market
and paid the increase, which by this time had reached

£7 per standard " ex quay." This stimulated the

deliveries, and the import falling off prices improved in

September and October to about £7 15s. c.i.f. for St.

John, N. B., and to £j 10s. to £7 12s. 6d. c.i.f. for

lower port shipments. In November the price of St.

John, N. B., shipments rose to £8 per standard, and at

the end of the year business was done at £S 5s. per

standard c.i.f., and at the close of the season several

cargoes just arrived were withdrawn from the market
and were restored to await a further advance. These
from a position of the stock, which is at present 7,620

I
standards.

Staves, once an importent item in the Canadian
exports, is now a decaying business, these goods being
now almost entirely superseded by the productions of

the United States. Very few have been imported dur-

ing the season.
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WILL THE GOVERNMENT REPEAL THE EX-
PORT DUTY ON LOGS ?

Messrs. J. R. Booth, James McLaren, John Charlton,

M.P., and E. Bronson, M.P., recently had an interview

with the Hon. Mr. Foster, and more recently with the

Premier for the purpose of pressing upon the govern-

ment the importance and necessity of the removal of,

or a reduction in, the export duty on logs. In

determining the question it would be as well for both

the government and lumbermen to look facts squarely

in the face. An examination of the statistics of the log

trade between the United States and Canada is suf-

ficient to convince any fair-minded person that for years

the matter has been dealt with in a spirit of selfishness.

From figures brought down to the House of Commons

upon motion of John Charlton, M.P., we find that since

confederation, in 1867, logs in great quantities have

been sent down the St. John river from Maine, to be

sawed in Canadian mills at St. John N.B. This trade

is known to have amounted during all these years to

from 50,000,000 to 75,000.000 feet annually. This trade

does not appear in the Canadian export returns. A
compilation of the trade returns of Canada for the

years 1880 to 188S, inclusive, shows the following as the

aggregate amount in values of the export and import of

lo°"S. The trade in export of logs from the United

States to Canada, via the St. John river, and which

does not appear in the Canadian export returns, is

estimated to have been an average of $575,000 yearly

during the period named. The total value of export of

logs of all kinds 1 including telegraph poles) from

Canada to the United States, from 1880 to 1888,

amounts to $2,351,339 : while the import of logs of all

kinds from United States to Canada during the same

period amounts to $4,319,850, and estimating the

import of logs trom Maine to St John, N. B., same

period, at $5,175,000, makes the total value of imports

$9,494,850. This shows an export trade of logs from

the United States to Canada four times greater than the

export trade in logs from Canada to the United States.

The export from the United States to Canada is almost

entirely pine and spruce, while of the $2,351,339 expor-

ed from Canada to the United States in the nine years

ending June 30, 1888, but $156,636 was pine and

$439,642 spruce, the balance being chiefly oak, hem-

lock, and elm logs, and telegraph poles. The total

export of pine logs and shingle bolts since con-

federation, or for the 22 years ending June 30, 1888,

was but $595,448, of spruce logs and shingle bolts for

the same period $628,552, or a total export of pine and

spruce logs and bolts, for a period of 22 years, of

$1,224,000 against a log import from the United States

into Canada in nine years of $9,494,850. With this

relative state of the log trade before us, the course of

the Canadian Government is plain. As the United

States does not impose an export duty upon logs, and

as the Canadian duty upon American lumber is heavier

than the American duty upon Canadian lumber, and

taking into consideration that the value of American

imports are four-fold greater than Canadian exports,

the government manifesting a spirit of fairness ought

to do away with the export duty on logs altogether.

This would put an end to all irritation, remove a just

cause for retaliation, and relieve a suffering industry.

The lumbermen ask for the repeal of this duty, and in

removing it the government may avert impending

disaster to an immense Canadian industry.

CURRENT TOPICS.

A BILL to amend the banking law has been introduc-

ed in the Senate to which we call the attention of

lumbermen, which to some of them is a matter of con-

siderable importance. It provides that hemp and flax

be added to the articles mentioned in section 54.

Section 26 is to be changed so as to read "that if any

miller, malster or packer or curer of pork or manufacturer

of deals, boards or product ot lumber or timber grants, a

warehouse receipt or cove receipt for any cereal, grains

or hogs or any saw logs or square timber which are

manufactured, or flour or malt, pork, bacon or hams,

boards or deals or other products of timber and lumber

respectively, while held there under such warehouse

or cove receipt, it shall vest in any bank, which is or

becomes the lawful holder thereof, all the rights or title

to such article acquired under such warehouse cove

receipt to the article described in such receipt, and the

bank shall continue to hold the same and all such

right and title for the same purposes and upon the

same conditions as that upon which it previously held

such material."

The Streetsville Review is entitled to our thanks for

the following creditable notice of The Lumberman.
"The Canada Lumberman for March reflects great

credit upon the enterprising, go-ahead publisher, Mr.

Arthur G. Mortimer. This superb monthly is publish-

ed at Peterborough, contains 24 pages of well written ar-

ticles and advertisements ofgreat interest to lumbermen,

is beautifully printed on fine heavy paper, well bound,

and is issued at the very low rate of $1.00 per annum.

No person interested in our vast lumbering interests

should be without a copy." •

*

Miramichi, N.B., Advance— Representatives of North

Shore lumber interests visited Fredericton during the

past week and had interviews with the representatives

of the four north shore counties and also with the Gov-

ernment. The outcome of the matter is that it is

definitely ascertained that the Government will not

reduce the stumpage tax. The principal reason

assigned is that the demands upon the revenue are

such that any action tending to reduce it would, in all

probability, affect the Government adversely. It is

understood, however, that the members of the Govern-

ment are anxious to give the lumbermen some measure

of relief and also that a proposition to that end,

emanating from the trade will soon be submitted for

government consideration. The delegation consisted of

Messrs. H. S. Miller, Robert Ritchie, Scott Fairley,

Henry Muirhead, Geo. K. McLeod, T. DesBrisay and

D. C. Smith. They have expressed themselves well

satisfied with the manner in which the Government

received their representations and the assurances given.

The northern representatives' efforts to further the

object of their visit were also much appreciated.

* *

A GOOD sign which has recently been noted in the

United States, is that the iron ship builders are crowd-

ed with orders for large ocean steamships, and that

those orders will take two years to complete. Among
those who are inquiring after steamships, or have them

in process of construction are the Pacific Mail Steam-

ship Company, who are about contracting for two iron

steamships of about 5,000 tons each for the San

Francisco and Central American trade. The Ward
steamship line to Cuba have contracted with the

Delaware River Ship Building Works for two iron

steamships of about 3,000 tons each, while for the line

between New York, Philadelphia and Savannah two

iron steamships are in process of construction. In

addition the Delaware River Ship Building Company

have contracted for a 3,000 ton coasting steamer for

the Galveston line, at an outlay of about $350,000. This

is a good sign of prosperity with our American

neighbors, and apparently they are taking some steps to

dispute the old boast that " Britannia rules the waves"

at least in so far as concerns American waters in which

the influence of Great Britain has in the past been

very great. If, in the United States, business continues

prosperous, it cannot but be that a share ofthat prosperity

will come this way, no matter what may be the nature

of our commercial relations.

—

Canadian Trade Review.
* *

*

The shipment of wood ashes in large quantities to

the United States has been going on for some time, and

latterly this export has not only increased but it has

assumed vast proportions. Large contracts are being

made for the supply of these ashes to the United

States markets, as they are in increased demand by

American agriculturalists and fruit growers to be used

as a fertilizer. These ashes are commanding a high

price and in order to meet the demand a large amount

of lumber is being cut and reduced to ashes. The

lumber mostly cut at the present time for this purpose,

is remotely situated from our waterways and railways,

the loss of which will be seriously felt at no distant day.

Owing to the high price paid for raw wood ashes by

American buyers, the manufacturers of pot and pearl

ash find it impossible to obtain the ashes necessary to

enable them to carrry on their business ; and the prices

they are compelled to pay for the raw material almost

precludes them from the European markets, as they

are unable to compete with German and French

manufacturers of ash. In consequence of being under-

sold in foreign markets Canadians have in a great

measure abandoned the manufacture of pot and pearl

ash. In order to restore this waning industry and
stop the denuding of our forests of valuable timber, a

petition numerously signed by Montreal merchants,

has been presented to the government asking it to

impose an export duty of five dollars per ton on raw

wood ashes, to come into effect on some certain day to

allow of contracts now made being completed.
* *

A writer in the Lumber Trades Journal speaking

of the white oak supply of the world puts this pertinent

question : If it was regarded as wisdom by the United

States,|many years ago, to withhold from cash sale or

or homestead entry certain white oak or timbered lands

in the South, reserving them exclusively for naval pur-

poses, when the Government owned millions of acres

of timber lands, would it not to-day be wisdom on the

part of the manufacturing world, and the investment

seeking public, when the government has sold its acres

of timbered lands to step in and secure a white oak

reserve." What is true of America is also to a

great extent true of Canada. Perhaps it has never

occurred to the optimist, nor to the unthoughtful con-

sumer, that there is a limit to the oak supply of the

world, yet such is the case. The inroads made upon

these timbered lands in some sections is really appalling

The writer says, "great acres are falling before the axe,

there is no pause to consider the quality, the tree must

make way for the plow. So it goes day and week. I

see it continually ; I see great white oak trees girdled

to prevent the shading of new corn. Little does the

homesteader know that the giant old oak tree he so

ruthlessly killed, if reduced to staves, would return him

a greater profit than four years' crops of his new corn.

Men unlettered in timber lore do not stop to regard

timber values ;
they must be educated to it. This mat-

ter of white oak supply is one of great moment, most

difficult to comprehend, for we are without the metalic

code, figures of statistics ; but to the average mind it

must be apparent that we are destroying too rapidly the

white oak supply of America. There is danger ahead.

Men are lost in their speculations on the pine supply

—

it is the all-absorbing topic. They seem forgetful that

the pine cannot—will not—supply the cabinet makers'

wants, nor the wants of the barrel maker, the wagon

maker, the ship-builders of the world. It will be wisdom

well exercised to carefully consider these things. Bear

in mind the oak tree is of slow growth ; it cannot repro-

duce itself ; while it may attain great longevity, it grows

in compactness of grain, not in diameter. These may

be crude statements but they are honestly made. Men
may intelligently conjecture, but it adds not one cubic

foot to the timber supply. The intelligent action will

be to secure a good supply of white oak stumpage or

acreage. Hold on to it ;
you may rely upon a big-

profit."

The Export Duty on Logs.

Editor Canada Lumberman.

Dear Sir,— I notice in your report of the Lumber-

man's Association held in Toronto during February, the

statement that the. export value of logs from the United

States into Canada between the years 1880 to 1888 is

put down at $4,319,850.00. Would it be convenient for

you in your next issue to give a little more in detail the

several localities that have benefitted the most by this

importation. Also the quantity of logs in feet and the

average value per thousand at which they were es-

timated.

Yours respectfully,

Engineer.

[We refer our correspondent to our editorial columns

in this issue for the information he desires.

—

Ed.]

—The Falls City Lumber Company has been incorporated

at Louisville, K.Y., capital stock $50,000.
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—Thos. Appleyard, saw miller of Elora, Ont., is reported

to have assigned.

—Lumbering operations in Northern Michigan have been

effectually stopped by warm rains, and the cut will be light.

—Shipments of lumber from Ottawa, via C. A. R. have

become dull of late, owing to the lowness of freights caused

by competition.

—Messrs. Bronson & Weston sent a gang of twenty-five

men from Ottawa last week to their Dumoine limits to assist

in the " drive.

"

—McLaren & Co., Ottawa have been making improve-

ments to their mills which will increase their cutting capacity

to a great extent.

—Playfair & Co's mill at Sturgeon Bay, Ont., commenced

operations last week, being the first in the district. They

anticipate a lively season.

—Mr. James McLaren Jr. of Ottawa, paid a visit last

month to Messrs. McLaren & Edwards' shanties on the

Sucer and Du Moine.

—The lumbermen at the Chaudiere expect to start the mills

much earlier this year than ast, provided the winter's cut can

be got down the Ottawa.

—The lumberman at the Chaudiere expect to start the mills

much earlier this year than last, provided the winter's cut can

be got down the Ottawa.

—The Shanties at Coldwater, Ont., are preparing to

close after a most successful season. The mills will be busily

engaged around there all through the coming season.

—British trade expanded in February in exports to and

imports from Canada. The former increased ,£21,300, equal

to 5 per cent, and the latter £23,465, equal to 1.20 per cent.

—There is very little prospect of the United States Senate

passing the Senate bill, and as a result the tariff on lumber is

likely to remain as it is at present, for some time to come at

least.

—The lumber business around Keewatin is good. Eight

to ten cars are shipped daily from that point to different

points West. The new boat of the Keewatin Lumber Co., is

alwut finished.

—The Georgian Bay Lumber Company is said to have a

hundred million of Stock for the opening season's cut. The
Port Severn mill is ready for work, and the one at Waubau-

shene is being fitted up. •

—The work of repairs in connection with Perley & Pattee's

lumber mill on the Chaudiere is being carried on rapidly, and

it is expected that the mill will be ready for operation by the

20th of this month.

—The creditors of George Morley, the Detroit lumberman,

have decided to accept forty cents on the dollar for their

claims. The available assets are $56,000 and the liabilities

aggregate about $185,800.

—It is estimated that 395,000 ties will be taken out between

Winnipeg and Lake Superior, along the C. P. R. line, this

winter. In the Rocky Mountains on the C. P. R. about

200,0:0 ties are being taken out.

—G. F. Slater, of Vancouver, B. C. , is shipping large

quantities of British Columbia clear cedar shingles to dealers

in Manitoba and the Territories. Cedar shingles are coming

into general favor in Manitoba.

—A millionaire English syndicate has purchased large

timl*er interests from Robinson & Co., and the Muscogee

Lumber Company, Pensacola, Florida, together with mills, of

which the syndicate took charge March 1st.

—Theophile Rossignol, a veteran employee at McLaren's

mills, Ottawa, died on March 22nd. Me was buried on the

24th by L'Union St. Joseph Society of which he was a mem-
ber. His widow receives an indemnity from the society.

—Alex. Gibson, St John, N. B., has finished lumbering for

the season. His cut is about 22,000,000 feet, the same as

last year. Mr. Gibson has purchased from Scott Farley the

milling property at Blackville. The price paid was $22,000.

— Bronson & Weston's Lumber Co., are through drawing

logs at their kockville limit ; or in other words they are out

of the bush. Considering the amount of logs cut in this limit

and the unfavorable weather for drawing, the firm are to be

congratulated.

—The various lumber companies around Parry Sound are

getting ready to commence their "drives " and men and boats

are being forwarded to the scene of operation. Notwithstand-

ing the shortness of the seav>n the cut of logs in this district

tbi* winter will l>e unusually large As sooj) as the river opens

the Parry Sound Lumber Co's, water mill will be started

cutting.

—The Miramichi Foundry, Chatham, N.B., recently ship-

ped two large compound Edgers and one Lath machine to a

milling firm at Ottawa. The Edgers will edge 75 to 85 M.

superficial feet in a day of 10 hours. The Lath machine is

capable of cutting 50 M. of laths in the same time.

—Manitowaning is expecting a revival of trade. The

Indians on the Wekwimikong Reserve will get out about

1,000,000 of logs this year. The timber is some of the finest

in the district, and this new industry will no doubt add greatly

to the volume of trade in that town.

—Mr. James McLaren, the well-known lumberman, is

sending a large gang of men from the Ottawa district to his

recently purchased timber limits in British Columbia. The

term of engagement is two years, wages ranging from $40 to

$75 a month for choppers, teamsters, blacksmiths, &c. , with

fares paid.

—The Rathbun Company's camps on the Scott limits,

north of Peterborough, broke up and left for Coe Hill on the

13th of last month. The syndicate has taken possession of

these valuable timber limits and are now operating two gangs,

who are vigorously engaged in getting out timber before the

driving season opens.

—Lumbering has grown to be one of the leading industries

of Keewatin. The saw mills and planing mills handle

twenty to twenty-five million feet yearly at a value of $400,-

000. The barrel factory turns out 150,000 a year at a value

of $45,000. These large sums of money for lumber and

barrels mostly go out in wages to the townspeople,

—Mr. L. R. Lewis, agent for the Willsboro, Fibre Co., N.

Y., is buying up large quantities of basswood and poplar

lumber, in the Ottawa district, for shipment to that point by

the C. A. Railway. This wood abounds on the line of the

Canada Atlantic, and is wanted for converting into paper

pulp.

—Mr. Peter Shaw has three mills in the Parry Sound

District. His limit covers forty-one and three-quarter miles,

he having bought out the whole of James Dollar's limits.

His cut this season amounts to about four million feet, in

addition to a million and a half held over from last season.

Mr. Shaw has about three million shingles ready for shipment.

—The Parry Island Band of Indians is in very good

circumstances. In the year 1871 the timber on their reserve

was sold for $27,000, and since that time there has been over

forty million feet of saw logs taken off, dues on

which are $1 per thousand feet. This money is held for them

by the government, and the interest on the money is dis-

tributed annually amongst the band.

—The opinion among lumbermen in the Ottawa district

seems to be that the outlook for the coming season's operations

is a good one. The winter's operations on the Chaudiere have

been about the same as usual, and it is expected the cut of

logs from other limits will be about the same as last year.

The shortage in the cut of logs at the commencement of the

winter was made up after the snow came, and the returns from

the shanties upon the whole are satisfactory so far. The

prospects for the coming season's cut of lumber are considered

good, and will likely compare with previous seasons.

—Mr. D. A. Martin, of the firm of Bronson & Weston,

Ottawa, reports: " The best winter we have had in twelve

years for getting out lumber. Everything was just nicely

built for getting the logs cut and out to the streams. There

was just enough snow for sleighing, and not enough to bother

either horses or men. I think there will be about the same

quantity of logs got out this year as last. As for water, I

don't think there will be any difficulty. The different streams

are so much improved that we can hold the water back as

long as we like, so that there will be no lack of liquids.

I think the logs will come out flying."

—The Surveyor General of New Brunswick in his annual

report gives the receipts of the Crown Lands Department for

the fiscal year ending December 1st 1888 as follows : From

land sales, $3,317.64; labor fund, $139.20; instalments,

$39°-9S 5 sales of timber licenses, $7,178.50; renewals of

timber licenses, $16,294.00; net stumpage, $98,217.21;

miscellaneous, $9,066.67, making a total of $134,604.17

against $120,700.35 in 1887, showing an increase of $13,903.-

82. The increase, he says, from all sources above that of the

preceding year is very satisfactory when it is borne in mind

that the winter was not very favorable for lumber operations

and the market showed little signs of improvement. There

is considerable discontent with regard to the rate of stumpage,

but it is to be hoped that the improvement in prices will do

much to allay the dissatisfaction arising from this source. On
the whole we may fairly hope that the long period of depres-

sion, which has borne so heavily upon one of our principal

industries, is now over, and that we may now look forward

confidently to a period of business prosperity.

— In the House at Victoria, B. C. , Mr. Higgins, mernljer

for Esquimault, recently brought forward an imjxjrtanl

resolution relating to railway extension on Vancouver Island.

He showed that a line 175 miles long added to the. 75 miles

of railway already built would connect the straits of Fuca with

the northern end of the island, that with nine and a half miles

of ferry across the straits and a railway 210 miles in length

from the straits to Portland, the commercial capital of Oregon,

would be brought within three and a half days of Alaska, only

two days of which would be water travel. He added that there-

were 600,000 acres of arable, timber and coal lands lying

along the proposed route which would be available as a land

subsidy and urged the government to assist the project with a

money grant. Several members s]x>ke in support of the

resolution which was carried unanimously. The proposed

line if built will bring San Francisco within 5 days and

Victoria within 2 l/z days of Sitka.

AMERICAN NOTES
—At Oswego, N.V., the lumber trade is improving.

—There will be banked on Flat River, Mich., in lime for

the spring drive about 50,000,000 feet of logs.

—The Strong & Slaight Land and Company has filed

articles of association at Detroit, Mich., capital stock $100,-
000.

—Mr. George Morley, Detroit, Mich., wholesale lumber
dealer, has made an assignment. Liabilities $100,000 ; as-

sets about $70,000.

—The crop of big logs has been very large this winter in the

U. S. Northwest, owing to favorable conditions. Necessity,

good roads and ambition have combined to that end.

—Mr. Thomas Brennan, a popular St. Paul lumberman,
died at Hot Springs, Ark., last month. His demise Was
sudden, caused by an abcess which had formed at the base of

Uie brain.

—Two million feet of lumber piled on the docks at Bay
City, Michigan, awaiting the opening of navigation for ship-

ment, was burned on the 19th of last month. Total loss al>out

$18,000, pretty well insured.

—A carload of peeled, curly and bird's eye maple logs was
lately shipped from Alpena, Mich., for export to Europe.
They were cut from selected trees and brought $20 a thous-

and at Alpena.

—Some papers in the middle States complain that while
they were talking of forest conservation, enterprising

Europeans stepped in and bought all the black walnut trees,

thus ensuring immediate extinction of the most valuable kind.

—The lumbermen of Kennebec, Maine, have done better

than they expected this winter. The crop will aggregate from
100,000,000 to 115,000,000 feet, without extra men or teams.

The Penobscot cut will be over 40,000,000 or about 5.000,-

000 feet more than last year. The Androscoggin operators

have gotten out the usual amount.

—Under the heading " Has the Danger Line been Reachd,"

the Mississippi Valley Lumberman says : The total product

of white pine lumber in Wisconsin, Minnesota and Michigan,

has not varied very much since 1884, from 7,500,000,000 feet

annually. Up to 187S it only amounted to about 3,500,000,-

000 per year, but after 1878 production grew rapidly until it

reached the maximum in 1884 the total product according to

the Northwestern Lumberman was 7,935,033,084 feet. Last

year it amounted to 7.757.915-784 feet. If the measure of

increase shown is carried out throughout the entire white

pine producing region, the total will this year considerably

exceed 8,000,000,000 feet. The complete returns from Minne-

sota, western Wisconsin and the Mississippi valley shows a net

increase of 486,965,762 feet, and the fragmentary returns,

covering about two-thirds of the product of Michigan, show a

net increase of 214,448,438 feet, or a total of 701,414.101.

—The East Saginaw, Mich., Courier, gives a consolidated

statement of the lumber and shingle product of the Michigan

mills for the year 1888. The total output of all the mills of

the state is given as 4,292,189,014 feet of lumber and 2,846,-

201,000 shingles. The Saginaw river mills are first with

880,669,440 feet, and Muskegon second with 626,5SS,i66

feet. The stocks on hand January I, 1SS9, aggregated 1,436,-

226,060 feet of lumber and 335,952,256 shingles. The value

of this product will approximate $70,000,000 and upwards of

60,000 people were employed in the manufacture and hand-

ling of this product, receiving about $16,000,000 in wages.

The production of lumber for 188S shows an increase, as com-

pared with 1887, of 129,871,236 feet. The stocks on hand at

the close of the season were only 35,005,132 feet in excess of

the previous year. The shingle product for 1888 shows an in-

crease as compared with 18S7 of 168,345,250, and the stocks

on hand at the close of the season an increase over the cor-

responding year of 140,734,256.
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—Schleifaauf Bros., saw mill at Wallacetown, Ont., was

burned last month.

—Lumbering operations are said to be rushing in the

neighbofhoqd of Deux Rivieres.

—Mr. Marsh a well known" lumberman, is going to build

a large saw mill at Maple, Ont.

—Vigar Bros.. Vancouver, are about to put in a new 125-

horse power engine in their mill.

—Messrs. J. & R. Struthers, of Thessalon, Ont. have added
|

a saw mill to their planing factory.

—Mr. Ralph Casselman has sold his lumber mills at Cassel-

man, Ont.. to Messrs. Flatt & Bradley.

—No export shipments of lumber were made from British

Columbia coast mills during February.

—Mr. Tohn Duffy is running a portable saw mill at

Alumette Island and is doing a good business.

—Wm. Coon's saw mill at Belmont, Ont., was destroyed

by fire the early part of March. Loss about $700.

—Tohn McGee, of Adamston, Ont., got jammed in be-

tween frozen logs at Kennedy's camp on the Oscelona.

Geo. P. Wells, of Palliser, B.C., states that they have

enough logs out this winter to cut 2,225,000 feet of lumber.

—The Moodyville Mill, opposite Vancouver, B. C. has

been thoroughly overhauled and its cutting capacity greatly

increased.

• —The prospect for a good season's drive on the Ottawa

river and tributaries for Chaudiere lumber firms, is said to be

excellent.

^Elroy Buckner, a Canadian, was killed in the lumber

woods of Oliver township, Michigan, recently, by a log rolling

over him.

—Messrs T. White and T. Currigan of Muskoka Falls*

Ont., are each contemplating the erection of a saw mill near

that place.

—Mr. Burton, of Burton Bros., Barrie, has purchased from

the Indian Council this season's cut of pine logs at Owen

Channel, Ont.

—Messrs. Kelly Bros., of Terrebonne, lumber traders, are

financially embarrassed. The liabilities are reported to be

about $50,000.

—The English and Canadian Governments have arranged

to subsidize new lines of steamers between Liverpool and

Japan via Vancouver.

—The Union of St. John and Portland, N.B. , has been

carried by a large majority. The United City has a popula-

tion of about 50,000.

—Letters of incorporation are asked from the Dominion

Government by the Casselman Lumber Co., to have their

headquarters in Hamilton.

—McKinnon & Walsh, Little Current, Ont., are through

hauling their logs. The season in that section has been all

that lumbermen could wish.

—Hughes & Kennedy, lumbermen, Rat Portage and

Brandon, have dissolved partnership. J. H. Hughes winds

up the business of the late firm.

—It is reported that the Eddy Manufacturing Co., of Hull,

Que., will, after this year, close their saw mills, and go into

the pulp and paper manufacturing.

—Washago, Ont., has been a pretty lively market all

winter for timber and bolts. Messrs. Hartley & Brady have

commenced rnning their new shingle mill.

— Mr. William Ruttan, Picton, is engaged with another

patent saw filer. His invention is a right hand filer for which

he claims a variety of advantages.

—Dunlop Bros., Moonstone, Ont., are cutting basswood,

and piling it on the tramway, for a firm in the United States.

They have on hand a large stock of logs.

—Midland, Ont., has passed a by-law appropriating $5000

for the completion of harbor improvements in conjunction

with the Dominion Government and Grand Trunk.

—The Canada Atlantic Railway Company contemplate con-

structing a line from Rockland to Casselman during the

summer, to catch the lumber trade from that point.

—Lapranin's saw mill building, Dufterin Square, Montreal,

collapsed March 4th, burying all the workmen in the debris,

three of whom were taken out in a critical condition.

—The Royal City Mills, Westminster, B.C., are cutting a

sample order of 25,000 feet of Whitewood for the C. P. R.,

carshops at Vancouver. It will be used for car finishing

purposes, as an experiment, and if satisfactory a large quantity

of it will be manufactured.

—The Monetary Times is authority for saying that the

Lawrencetown Milling Co. is preparing for the largest drive

of logs ever floated down the Annapolis River N.S., this

spring.

—At B. Lack's ramp, near Waubaushene, Ont., two weeks

ago, a young man named J.
Morrow, while working in the

woods, was struck by a failing tree. He was taken to Port

Severn and died there.

—The lumbermen around Huntsville, Ont., have had a

very successful season in the bush. Large quantities of ties

have been taken out for the Rathbun Co. , and placed on the

railway at different points.

—Boyd's camp of the Georgian Bay Company, near Severn

Bridge, Ont., was destroyed by fire last month. Nothing

was saved, some of the men lost heavily, many of them lost

their winter's earnings.

—Samuel Ayar, a man who was employed by Debbie

Warren & Co., North Bay, Ont., was killed a few days ago

while unloading logs at Veuve river. A log rolled back upon

him and crushed him to death.

—A large fleet of steamers have been chartered for the

Quebec lumber trade this season and merchants are arranging

to load the vessels themselves under the supervision of fore-

men, disposing with stevedores.

—The amount of export duty collected on saw logs and

other lumber in 18S8 was as follows: Ontario, $15,490;

Quebec, $21,337 > Nova Scotia, $1,772 ; New Brunswick,

$465 ; British Columbia, $3 ; total, $39,067.

— It is stated on the authority of one of the members of the

firm of H. & A. Allen, that should the government accept

their proposition for a quick Atlantic service, it will entail an

outlay of 1,000,000 sterling for steamers.

—Capt. J. W. Hill, a prominent lumberman of Ship Har-

bor, died recently. He had been ill some weeks, and was en

route from Maine to Ship Harbor when he became suddenly

worse at Musquodaboit and died.

—The syndicate, which recently purchased the saw mill

at Chemainus, B.C., and timber limits, took possession of the

property on March 1st. It is understood to be the intention

of the new proprietors to largely increase the capacity of the

mill.

—Featherstone's lumber camp, about eight miles west of

Sundridge, Ont., was burned with all the contents, March

14th. One man had $60 in cash, and another $500 or $600

in notes destroyed. Mr. Featherstone has been jobbing for

Burton Bros. , of Barrie.

.—Two new companies, composed of London and Montreal

capitalists, with a combined capital of over one million dollars

will undertake the development this spring of the rich phos-

phate properties, situated eight miles north of Gatineau Point,

Ont. Messrs. Perkins & Lionais, of Montreal, will be the

respective managers. Mr. Lionais will at once build a saw

mill and dwellings for miners.

—For some time McPhee's switch has presented, says the

Orillia, Ont., Packet, a curious and busy aspect. Thousands

of cedars, from 50 to 60 feet long, are being dressed, hauled

to the cars and loaded, 25 to 30 to a car. It is wonderful to

see the ease with which they are loaded. They are destined

for Maryland and other far off regions, and worth from $3
to $5 each here.

—The Columbian, of Westminster, B. C, says : From

Mr. Higgins, manager of the Ross McLaren Lumber Co., we
learn that it has been definitely decided to build the long talk-

ed of saw mill in this city, on the site purchased by the com-

any from Senator Mclnnes. This puts all surmise at an end.

Work will be commenced at an early date. Logging camps

will be established within a few weeks, so that a large supply

of timber will be ready the moment the mills are prepared to

cut.

— Messrs. Hart Massey, Toronto ; Henry P. Coburn Ham-
ilton ; C. D. Massey, Walter E. Massey and Frederic

Massey, Toronto, are seeking incorporation as the Sawyer &
Massey Company, for the manufacture of machinery, engines,

cars, agricultural implements &c. The chief places of busi-

ness of the company within Canada will be Toronto and

Hamilton. The proposed amount of its capital stock is

$100,000.

—The Vancouver Lumber Company's new mill, Vancouver,

B. C. , owned by Anderson & Grady is rapidly nearing com-

pletion. The machinery will be of the most improved

pattern, and the engine will be 195 horse-power. The
machinery is of the Wm. Hamilton's manufacture and will

include a Cunningham steam feed, E. B. Allis' set works, 6

saws, heavy edge, adjustable feed, Allis' live rolls and a full

set of lath machinery. The capacity of the mill will be from

fifty to sixty thousand feet per clay of lumber and 20,000

shingles. The number of men employed will be thirty-five to

forty.

—The firm of McCraney, McCool and Wilson, lumber

dealers, Toronto, has been changed to McCraney & Wilson
;

Mr. McCool having severed his connection with the firm and

taken a position with A. M. Dodge & Co., of Michigan.

—The Dickson Company, of Peterborough, are sending

large numbers of men into the limits which were in question

in the case of Scott v. Benedict. They intend to get out a

large number of logs before the season is over.

—Mr. James B. Dickson, of Pembroke, whose steam saw

mill was burned last September, has succeeded in effecting a

satisfactory settlement with the different insurance companies

with whom he had insured his mill. The amount obtained by

him was $8,000 besides salvage.

—A largely signed petition from Cumberland County,

Nova Scotia, has been presented to the House praying that

the Fisheries Act be so amended as to allow mills to empty

their sawdust into neighboring streams. The petitioners con-

tend that the sawdust does not diminish the number of fish,

and the expense of burning or otherwise disposing of it would

eat up all the profits of the milling industry.

—The Columbia River Lumber Company, Limited, recent-

ly incorporated, with a capital of $30,000 has purchased the

mill business of Fred Robinson, of the Beaver sawmill, B. C.

The company are erecting a new gang and circular mill, and

expect to have it running by May 1st. The mill will have a

capacity of So,ooo feet a day, besides shingles and lath.

Already 21,500 logs are in the yard, and the company will

employ from 100 to 150 men.

—A new industry has sprung up in this country which

promises to be a success. The whole of the sawdust from one

of Mr. Bronson's mills, on Victoria Island, is now being used

for the manufacture of paper. The paper made wholly of

sawdust forms admirable sheeting and is fit for building after

leaving the mill, being tarred and dried. In providing a.

better quality of paper one quarter of waste paper is used the

remainder being sawdust. The machinery is run by water

power, and it is estimated that about 12,000 tons of sawdust

will be converted into paper annually.

—The bill respecting the inspection of timber and lumber

which will be introduced into the legislature, by Hon. John

Costigan is designed to abolish the present expensive system.

The Dominion will be divided into districts, each having a

chief inspector, with as many inspectors (now known as cullers

or measurers) as each district may require. The first named

will be paid by salary, the latter by fees. A board of exam-

iners will be appointed for each district. Under the

bill all officers, including cullers now in the service,

will be eligible for re-appointments, but provision will be

made for such officers as may have to be retired. It is ex-

pected under the new system that the receipts will, at least,

equal the expenditure. In committee of the whole Mr.

Costigan will move the following resolution providing for the

payment of a fee of $10 a day to each examiner or inspector

and an annual salary, not exceeding $2000, to each chief

inspector, each manufacturer of timber or lumber to pay to

the Crown an annual registration fee variable in amount

according to the output of their mills.

—The Colonist, of Victoria, B. C.
,

says:—Probably the

largest private transfer of property which has ever been made

in the province was affected yesterday afternoon. For some

time past Hon. Mr. Dunsmuir has been endeavoring to induce

capitalists to invest in Island timber lands in order that the

lumber industry might be fostered. He has been successful,

and yesterday completed the sale of the Chemainus saw mill

and timber limits, owned by Croft & Angus, and has agreed

as soon as surveys are completed to sell one hundred thousand

acres of timber lands within the railway belt. The whole

transaction will exceed $600,000 in value. The gentlemen

who have purchased the property are Messrs. Humbird,

Glover and Phipps, of Wisconsin, and Mr. Macauley, who

has recently taken up his residence in Victoria, and will this

year erect a $25,000 residence. All these gentlemen are men

of wealth, and have had extensive experience in the man-

ufacture of lumber. It is their intention to immediately begin

the remodeling of the Chemainus saw mill, and its cut will be

increased to a capacity of 150,000 feet daily. Possession will

be taken on the 1st of March. Two other mills will be
' erected at convenient points on the east coast of the Island as

soon as arrangements can be made for that purpose. The

terms of payment for the various properties have been arranged

on a liberal basis and every possible inducement held out to

the purchasers to enter into the work in a large way. The

sale means the introduction of a large amount of capital in the

development of the lumber industry, and will necessitate the

employment of a large army of men. This will naturally

increase the trade of the Island, the railway, and of Victoria,

and will hasten the cultivation of vacant farming lands. It is

also an indication of the prosperous era that is before us.
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TRADE REVIEW.
Toronto, Ont.

Toronto, March 27th, 1889.

CAR OR CARGO LOTS.
l'A and thicker clear picks. American inspection §34 ooiS}35 oo
ij£ and thicker, three uppers. American inspection.
i£ and thicker, pickings. American inspection
ixio & 12 dressing and tetter
ixio.v 12 mil) run

ixio & 12 common

.

mill culls.

i inch dressir
I inch siding

i inch :

i inch strips 4in t

I inch strips, con
l'A inch flooring

40 Op
,(.) I PI I

20 00

Tft
?° 16 oo

18 oo
12 00 13 00
10 00 11 00

9 00
24 00 26 00
iS oo 20 00
13 oo 15 00
12 00 13 00
IO 00 11 00
8 oo 9 00
8 oo 9 00

22 00 25 00
14 00 15 00
II 00 12 00

14 00
14 00 15 00
2 40 2 50
I 40 I 50

1 80
XX shingles, sawn . .

Lath. Sawn
YARD QUOTATIONS.

Mill cull hoards & scantling§io 00 Dressing stocks 16 oo@2o 00
Shipping cull boards, pro- Picks Am. inspection 30 00
miscuous widths 12 00 Three uppers. Am. inspect. 40 00

stocks 13 00! B. M.
Scantling & joist, up to 16 ft 13 ooiJ~-in. flooring. dres'd2$ 00 30 oc

iS ft 14 ooji^ '" " rough .. 14 00 15 00
20 ft ij oo l

i'/i
" " dres'd .. 23 00 25 00

22 ft 16 00 " " undres'd 14 m
" 24ft 17 00 " dres'd... 16 00 20 00
" 26 ft iS ool " " undres'd 12 00 14 00

" " 28 ft 19 00 Beaded sheeting, dress-
" 30 ft 20 00; ed 18 00 20 00
" 32 ft 21 00 Clapboarding, dres'd 12 50

" " 34 ft XXX sawn shingles
22 =;olf£22 50 per M 2 75

" 36 ft 24 00 Sawn Lath
" 38 ft 27 00 Red oak 20 00

" 40 to 44 ft 30 ooj hite " 25 00
Cutting up planks iYa and jBasswood. No. 1 & 2 18
thicker dry 25
" board 18

26 00; Cherry, No. 1 & 2. .. 50 00
20 00 White ash. 1 & 2 25 00

Black ash, 1 & 2 20 00

2 90
2 25

25 00

30 00
20 00
60 00

30 00

25 00

Ottawa, Ont.

Ottawa, March
Dimensions. Inches.

Mill culls 10 x 1

" 12 1

.- 12 1%
12 2 J

selected 16 ft. long, above dimensions
Cull strips. 1 in. thick, 5 to 7 wide
Mill cut outs 12 x 1 )

11 \'A\
12 2 )

Scantling 2 4 )

3 4 5
" CUlls 2 4 I

3 4 5

Laths :.

Stock shorts, 12x1
1 inch siding outs. l'A. l'A, 2

" outs from shorts, l'A, l'A, 2

Outs from stocks 12 x 1

" 1 12 . ij£

12 l'A
Shingles, X

'p XX
XXX

" cedar. No. 1 . .-

" cedar, culls

Difference in planed lumber, in waste and planing
Ditto, on average good stock

29th, 1889.

PerM.

8.50 to 9.00
7.00 to 8.00

4°.oo to 5.00

7.00

1.25

10.00

15.00

6.50 to 7.00

10.00 tO 12.00

1.25

2.00

3-oo
2.00 to 2.

1.25 •

5.00
20.00 to 2v00

Hamilton, Ont.

Hamilton, March 29th, li

Mill cull boards ai.d

scantlings $ 9 co<& 10

Shipping cull boards
promiscuous widths. 10 00 12

Shipping cull stocks. 14

Scantling and joist up
to 16 feet 13

do up to 18 feet 13
do up to 20 feet 14
do up to 22 feet 15

do up to 24 feet 16

do up to 20 feet 17
do up to 28 feet 18

do up to 30 feet 20
Cutting up plank l'A
and thicker dry.. .. 2000 25

Cutting up boards. ... 20

16 00

21 50
25 60

Dressing stocks. $16 00
1 'A flooring, rough. .. 1600
1% flooring, rough .

l'A flooring, dressed
00 1] 'A flooring, dressed

1 flooring, dressed
ool Beaded sheeting 1 . .

50 Picks, Am inspection 32 00
ooThree uppers Am. In.
oojXXX sawn shingles.. 260
oo'Sawn Lath .

00 Red Oak 20 00
00 White Oak 25 00
00 Basswood No. 1. 4- 2.. 16 00

Cherry No. 142 60 00
00 White Ash No. 1 4 2. 25 00
00 Black Ash No. 142. 2000

18 00
18 00
18 00
25 00

32 00
23 00

30 00

34 00
4c 00
2 70
225

25 00

30 00
20 00
70 00

30 00
25 00

St. John, N. B.

ST. John, March 29th, 1889.

Deals, Boards, Scantling, etc.

Spruce deals $12 oo'Spruce boards
Fine " ------ 1; oojPme "

Deal ends
Scantling -

6 ooOak
10 00 Ash

Hemlock
Shingles.

- - 12 00
12 0015.40 00
- - 40 00

15 00l&>25 00
- - - 7 50

No. 1 - 1Spruce, extra $3
" clear 3 oolPine '-'

1 25
" No. 1 extra - - - 2 25I

Clapboards.
Pine, extra 3; oojSpruce, extra - 24 00
" clears 45 od " clears 23 00
" 2d clears 35 00 " No. I - - - 15 00

" No. 2 - - - 10 00

Flooring, Dressed.

i Ho. 1 12 00I4 in.. No. 1 12 00
" No. 2 - -- -- -- 10 ool ' No. 2 10 00

Miscellaneous.

Stave* 3 oo<£ 4 50 Laths 1 80

Headtaf 17 in. per pr. 04 Pickets 6 50^15 00
1% in. 04J4 05^ Railway ties - - 15

22 in. <n'A 00

Montreal, Que.

Pine,2nd "

Pine, shipping culls

$ M
Pine, 4th quality
deals

Pine, mill culls,^) M
S"'uce, per M
Hemlock, per M
Ash, run of log culls

out per M '
. .

.

MONTREAl , March 27th. 1889.

35 00 40 00 Basswood. run of log
21 00 23 00 culls out per M. .

.

513 00 IO OO
Oak. per M 40 00 50 00

13 00 15 00 Walnut. per M 55 00 95 00
Cherry, r er M 75 00 90 00

10 00 12 00 Butternu t, per M. .

.

30 00 40 00
800 10 00 Birch, pc•r m 10 00 25 00
10 00 II 00 Hard M: pie, per M 22 00 30 00
9 00 10 00 Lath, pei M 1 80 1 90

16 00
1st. per M 2 00 3 90

20 00 Shingles! 2nd. per M I 25 2 oc

Saginaw, Mich.

SAGlNAW,March 28th 1

CARGO LOTS.
Uppers 36 oo@38 ooiN'orway 8 50^
Common 16 00 19 oolBox 10 50
Shipping Culls ... 8 50 10 oojStraight measure . . 12 w

6 00 Hemlock 7 5°

YARD QUOTATIONS—CAR LOTS DRY.
Drop Siding.

1 42 00' C, Y% in ..... 38 ooj D
5$jBS£i ... 36 oo'

Flooring and Siding—Dressed.
Flooring, clear, d & m 40 00 Siding, clear, in. .

No. it... 33 ool A .... ... ...

30 00' B
20 03 C •

. 13 00! D
Finishing Lumber—Rough.
. 42 00(544 oo'Fine common, I in. . 32 00!?

. 44 00 46 ool l'A & 2 in.

. 36 00 37 00 C. 7, 8 & 9 in. . . .

38 00 Base. 2 to 9 in. No. 1

No. 2 . . . .

I

No. 3 • •

Coffin boards 16 in. and over
Joist, Scantling and Timber.

10 oo[ 22 feet
. . . . 11 ool 24 feet ....
Plank and timber, 12 inches wide. $1 extra.

Wide Select and Common—Rough.
C (No. 1 com.) I3in. and up 28 oo|D (common) 14 in. and up .

Lath, Shingles and Pickets.

Country brands XXX 325®
Clear butts . . 2 25

P'kts,2 to 2V1 in rough 12 00
Dressed
1 'A in. square. dressed 14 00

Mill Culls

Clear.
A

No. 2 . . .

No. 3 . . .

No. 4 . . .

Three uppers, 1 in.

I'A&l'A . .

Selects. 1 in. . .

l'A & 2 in. . .

12 to iS feet

20 feet

Lath. No. 1 . ...
No. 1 . . . .

Shingles.river brands
XXX ....
Clear butts . . . 40

3 5o

2 50

889.

9 2;

iS 00
8 00

30 00

19 09

22 00

23 00

17 00

14 00
12 00

32 00

33 00
25 00
40 00
30 00
20 00
18 00

12 00

13 00

16 00

3 35
2 35
13 00
20 00

19 00

Mich, uppers, 1 to 2

in., dry $18 ooi

2'A, 3 & 4 in 55 00
S'lcts. 1 'A to 2 in. 42 50

2'A 3 & 4 in 41 50
12 in floor'g & shelv'g 30 00
12 in. barn 19 00
Edge barn, all widths 18 00

Philadelphia, Pa.

Philadelphia, March 29th, 1889.

White Pine.
l'A to 2 in. plank,

8 oo@5o 00 barn quality 22 5o@25 00
60 00 Common plank 20 00 22 00
45 00 % box boards, wide. . 1400 1650
43 oc H siding, selected .. 27 50 3c 00
32 50 Culls. 12 in 15 50 1700
23 00
20 00

Wide
Narrow

No. 1 moulding
Lot.

15 00 16 00

36.00 38 50
Cargo

Yellow pine edge bds 14 00(6)16 oo|Scantling and plank 2000 22
Heart face boards . . . 19 00 2100!

* Hemlock Boards and Scantling.
Edge Doards 10 5o@n 5o|Scantling, 2x3 & 2x4,
12 in. stock 11 50 1260' 16 & is ft..' 12 oo@i3 00
Fencing, 6in., 16 ft.. 11 50 1200 3X4,to I2,i2to2oft. 11 00 ii 50

Shingles and Posts.
Cypress shingles, 24 ICedar shingles, 30 in.

in. heart, d &b .. 13 oo@i8 ool hand dressed. ... .. 35
24 in. sap, d & b. 10 00 12 00 Chestnut posts, 9 ft.

7 ft

HARDWOOD.
Walnut.

Nos. 1 & 2, 1 in., good |Reject or common, 1

dry, Indiana $87501^ 9500, in., 1% and up 60 oo(u 65 00

40 00
32 00
28 00

1 'A & up 92 50 100 oojCulls. 1 in 35 00
Nos. 1 & 2, Ye in 72 50 77

Nos. 1 & 2. 54 in. good
wide, Indiana 25

1 in 28

'501
Poplar.

Nos

l'A in. & up 35 00
37 5o
40 00

Nos. 1 & 2, 1 in., good
western, straight.. 3250^
quartered 49 00

Nos. 1 & 2, 1 in., good

Uppers, 4-4 $43 00

5x4, 6x4 & 8x4 43 00

3 & 4 in 50 00

Selects, 4x4 38 00

5x4, 6x4 & 8x4 38 00
Shop. 4x4 24 00

Floorin,

A 20 50
B 18 50
C 13 50

No. 1 fencing 16 50

Ceiling, select common 25 00

No. 1 common 22 00

No. 1 fencing 20 00

Bill Stuffand Culls.

Bill stuff, ordinary sizes: 26 to 28 ft 1400
12 to 16 ft 1200 30 to 34 ft 1600
18 to 20 ft 12 5uShin culls 12 00
22 to 24 ft 13 ooiMill culls 1000

Shingles and Lath.

Shingles, clear, 18 in. Ex .. . 3 25 j 6 in. stocks clear, Ex.. . 400
10 in. clear, 18 in 300 5 in. stocks clear, Ex.. . 480

" th.

1 & 2, 1 'A in. &
£27 50 up. good wide. Ind. 32 50 36 00
32 50 Columns. 5x5 & up

clear 35 00 is, 50
Oak.

Nos. 1 & 2, l'A in. &
g35 00 up, good western,
50 00 straight 35 00 37 50

quartered 52 50 55 00
Ash.

iNos. 1 & 2, \ lA in. &
western 35 oo@40 ool up, good western . . 32 50 42 50

Yellow Pine— Yard and Wholesale.
Sc'tlg. 2x4 to 12x14 • 22 oo@23 oo^looring, 1 in. Va. . 17 00 19 00
Plank. 1% to 2 in. .2300 2750 i& iKin.Ga.cc
Fl'g, 1 & t'A in. No. 1 27 50 30 ool Fla. cargo run .2200 2400

Cherry.
Nos. 1 & 2, 1 in., good 62 50 70 oolNos. 1 & 2, 1 y2 in. &

lup, good 65 00 75 00

Detroit, Mich.

Detroit, March 29th, 1889.

Uppers, Selects, Stocks, etc.

Shop, 5-4, 6-4 & 8-4 $28 50
Fine common. 4x4 31 00

5x4, 6x4 & 8x4 33 00
Stocks, 1x12 & ixio, No. 1.. 19 00

1x12. & ixio. No. 2 1600
1x12, & ixio. No. 3 13 00

Siding. Ceiling, etc.

Flooring, select common.. . 22 00 Roofing, D & M 16 00
No. 1 common 18 00 Siding, clear 21 50

New York City.

New Yokk, March 28'h, 1889.
Black Walnut.

Ye in., all Jear $7800^ 82 ocJCulls. 1 inch $35 006, 36 00
1 and l'A inches— 92 00 96 oclCulIs. thick 36 00 38 00
\Vz and thicker 100 00 105 00 Counter tops. 18 in.

Rejects 50 oo 53 00 and over 110 00 1 Jo 00
Poplar, or White Wood.

Yt in. 10 inches and i'Ato2 inch 31 00^32 00
over 24 00(^26 <x>2 lA and thicker 33 00 34 00

Yi in. coffin boards... 29 00 30 ooCommon 1 to 2 inch 22 00 24 00
1 inch. 10 inch and Saps. 1 inch & thicker 25 00 2700
over 31 00 31 5oCulU. all thickness.. 15 00 17 00

1 inch. 8 in. and over 30 00 31 00

Dressed Poplar.
lA inch panel 24 50(5,25 00 H in. clg. 4 to 6 in... 21 00*4.21 50
-M inch panel 27 00 2S 00 'A in. cjg. 4 to 6 in ... 24 00 24 50

28 00

6 in. clear. 18 i 2 oolLath 2

Add for surfacing one or two sides, $1.

27 00

29 00
30 00

30 00
31 00

Yi inch panel 29 00 30 oo,^ in. clg. 4 to 6 in

4. s, 6 inch casing— 30 00 31 00K in. clg. 4 to 6 in

7. 8, 9. 10 inch casing 32 00 33 00 Vt, in. clg. 4 to 6 in

Ash.

1 inch, white 36 00% 38 00 Strips, clear 26 006. 27 00
t'A to 2 inch 37 00 39 or Black ash, good 26 00 30 00
2'A to 4 inch 40 00 41 c

;

Black ash. culls 10 00 12 co

Oak.

1 inch plain sawed. 36 00&, 38 oil inches and over... 46 ocr% 48 00
1 to 2 inch. .-. 37 00 39 oc' thicker 48 00

"
;o 00

Thicker 39 00 41 00 .''trips under 6 in 38 00 40 00
Quarter-sawed, white, all clear. 6-

Cherry

Y% in., white 4-clear.. 65 00% 70 o:|2^ and thicker 90 00&100 00
1 inch 76 00 80 oc Counter tops, 18 in.
1 inch strips 43 00 45 00 and over 110 00
\Y* to 2 inch 80 00 85 00 Culls, all thickness 18 co

Miscellaneous.

Chestnut, clear 33 oo(&; 35 ooHickery, old growth 50 00
Chestnut common . 2000 23 00 Hickery. 2nd growth 65 oo

32 00 Elm 20 00
23 00 Sycamore 2400
32 00 Sycamore quartered 35 00
36 00 Gum 36 00
30 oo:Butternut . . . . 45 00
22 OOi

Basswood white ... 30 00
Basswood common.. 20 00
Maple, clear 30 00
Birch, clear 32 00
Birch, isand2s 26 00
Cottonwood 20 00

115 00
20 00

55 00
70 00
22 00
27

40 00
40 00
;o 00

Boston, Mass.

Uppers, 1 in %

. i«, 1% &2'm ....

3 & 4 in

Selects, 1 in

i
lA. l'A & 2in

3 & 4 in
Moulding boards, 7 to

11 inch clear
60 per cent clear

Fine common 1 inch
l'A, l'A & 2 inch...

Faster

Nos. 1, 2 & 3
4

5 .. • , w
Ship'g bds & coarse
Refuse
West'rr pineclapbds

4 ft. sap extra .

.

Boston, March 28th. 1889,

'cstern Pine—by car load.

48 oo@5o oo Fine com.. 3 & 4 in . . 46 006 so 00
50 00 52 00! No 2, 1 in. Fine com. 29 00 "30 00

60 ooi lYx, i
lA & 2 in 31 0055 00

42 00

37 00

35 00

37 00
40 00

45 00 No. 1 strips. 4 to 6 in 41 00
46 00 No. 2 3700
52 00 No. 3 2S 00

Cut ups. 1 to 2 in ... . 26 00
41 00' Coffin boards 22 00
37 00 Common all widths . 20 00
42 00, Shipping culls 1700
42 00:

n Pine—Cargo or Car Load.

40 00G43 oo' Clapboards. 4 ft.. sap
28 00 30 ooj clear 40 00
23 00 26 ooi Sap. 2nd clear .. .. 30 00

16 ool Heart extra
12 oo Heart clear

33 00

43 00
38 00
27 00

30 00
26 00
2; 00

19 00

42 00
52 00

55 00
50 00

Scantling and plank,
random cargoes . .

Yard orders, ordin-
ary sizes :

.

Yard orders, extra
sizes.

Clear floor boards . .

No. 2

43 00 45 ool

Spruce—by Cargo.

iCoarse. rough ....
12 oo@i3 00 Hemlock bds.. rough

" dressed
13 50 14 50 Clapbds.. extra. 4 ft.

Clear. 4 ft

15 00 16 ooi Second clear . . .

19 oo| No. 1

16 oo i

Lath.

9 00 12 00
10 00 11 00

12 00
28 00 30 00
26 00 28 00
20 00 22 00
12 00 is 00

Spruce 1 gog 2 00

Spruce
Pine, iS in. extra
Pine. No. 1 . . .

Shingles.

1 40lffi 50|Cedar, sawed, extra
4 50 4 75 Clear
3 50 3 70] Extra, No. 1 . . .

iCypress. No. t, 18 in.

3 3063 50

3.JO 3 15
2 85 3 00
5 00 ? 25

No
No
No

1, 1 & 1 % in.

2, 1 & l'A in.

3, 1 & l'A in.

Buffalo and Tonawanda, N. Y.

Buffalo, March 27th,

Norway Piuc—Rough.

. 20 oo@22 00 Stocks No. 1.1 & 1 'A in

. 15 00 15 50 No. 2. 1 & l'A in.

. 11 50 12 00 No. 3, 1 & 1% in.

Scantling 2x4 to 2x12 12 to 16
iTimber, 4x6 to 12x12 16 00

White Pine—Rough.

.$44 oo(5 45 00 Shelving, No. 1, 13in.
n. 44 00 40 ooj and up

56 oo| No. 2, 13 in. & up 22 00
38 oo Fine common, 1 in. .

40 00 1%, l'A and 2 in. 30 00
46 00 Common, 1 in. . . 16 00
29 oo| l'A and i}4 in. . 17 00
33 001 2 in 20 00
40 oo]Coffin boards . . . 16 00
19 oo|Box, 1 in. . .

22 ooj 1Y1 in. & thicker
31 001A stocks, ixio . . .

31 00 1x12
38 ooiB stocks. 1x6 to 16 .

jC stocks, 1x6 to 16 .

Dressed Lumber.
No. 1.

Base and Casing under 6 inches $33 00
Base and Casing, 6 inches 34 00
Base and Casing. 6, 7 and S inches . . . . 35 00
Flooring. 1 and 1% inches. 2'A to 5 in. wide . 32 00

22 00
17 00
12 00

fti3oo
2; 00

Uppers, 1 in. .

iK, *'A and 2 in.

2'A, 3 and 4 in. .

Selects. 1 in. . . .

ij£, 1V2 and 2 in.

2'A. 3 and 4 in.

Cuts. No. 1, 1 in. .

lYt, iH and 2 in. 32 00
2'A, 3 and 4 in. . 37 00

No. 2. 1 in. . . . 17 00
l'A,, l'A and 2 in. 21 00

Moulding, 1 in. . . 3000
l'A- l'A and 2 in. 30 00

Siding strips, 1 in.

54 °o
36 00
37 00
44 00
27 00

Ceiling, % in., 2'A to 5 inches wide . . . . 33 00
Ceiling, Yb in., 2% to 5 inches wide . . . . 2800
Ceiling, % in., 2'A to 5 inches wide . . . . 24 00
Philadelphia Fencing 3600
Bevel Siding, 6 inches 23 00
Bevel Siding, s inches 23 50
Bevel Siding, 6 inches 23 00
Novelty Siding, 6 inches and over 31 00

Shingles and Lath.

Shingles. iS in.XXX 3 S5|Lath. pine No. 1

XX 2 80 No. 2 . . .

X 1 25 Norway . . . .

Shingles, 16 in. XXX 3 25 Hemlock . . .

XX 2 25!

X 90

No. 2.

$23 ..
.>

25 00
27 00
20 00
23 00
22 00
18 00
2S 00
iS 00
19 00
19 OO
21 OO

29 OO
24 00
30 00
33 00
19 00
20 00
22 00
19 00
13 5o
13 50
27 00
28 00
17 50
13 5o

No. o
$16 00
17 00
20 00
'.4 00
16 00
14 00
13 00
17 00
13 00
14 00
14 00
16 00

1 60
1 So
1 60
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TIMBER BERTHS
Estimated and plans carefully prepared

Experienced men. References given.

APDRESS,

J. B. BEXSOM
Front Street. Orilla.

Saw, Planing Mill and Pump Fac-
tory, in the village of Norwood, also a second hand
8 horse power engine, address, W.C. HARRISON,
P. O. Box. 125. Norwood,

ATEINTS SECURED
Trade Marks, Timber Marks,

Copyrights and Designs Registered

Ad- ice en Patent Laws, etc.

Electrial Cases a Specialty.

K. 1 1. REYNOLDS
SOLICITOR AND EXPERT

156 St. James Street, - Montreal.

fHE MONARCH BOILER

(PATENTED) AND HERCULES ENGINE.

P
I Cop

Portable from 6 to 70 horse power. Surpass
portable steam power heretofore produced for

strength, durability, compactness, and the ease
with which they can be moved.
The 70 horse power can be taken overtherough-

est roads, or into the forest, and set up as easily

and quickly as an ordinary 20 horse power port-
able engine, and as firm as a brick-set stationary
engine. Engines and boilers ofevery size and des-
cription. Botary Saw Mills, Shingle and Lath
machines, Law Grinders, Planers, etc. Mill
machinery and supplies of every description.
Every boiler insured against explosion by che
Boiler Insurance & Inspection Co. of Canada.
Write for circulars.

A. ROBB & SONS,
\
Amherst Foundry and

Amherst, N S. Machine works.
ESTABLISHED OVER 40 YEARS.

Maini/a ctiirers ' L ife

and Accident

Inslira 11 ce Coinpan ies '.

HEAD OFFICE,

83 King Street West, Toronto.

mm**

Combined Authorized Capital, $3,000,00000

" Subscribed " 739, 700 00

" Cash " 150,76000

Combined new business for 1888, 9,575,52500

Messrs, WILSON & MORRISON
Managers for Eastern Ontario, Peterborough.

AGENTS WANTED.

FOR Si*JLE
FOR ACCOUNT OF THE

Joseph Hall Machine Works.

Iron Turning Lathes
Wood Turning Lathes
Sand Belt Machine
Upright Boring Machine
Emery Wheel Frame
Facing Machine
Horizontal Iron Boring Lathe
Punching Machine
Post Drilling Machine
Iron Column Drilling Machine
Gang Drilling Machine
Nut Tapping Machine
Cutting-off Machine
Set 40 inch Hand Rollers, ^/S dia.

Traveling Crane and Cranes
Horizontal Engine, with Lift Pump and

Heater, Cylinder 18 in x 36 in. stroke, fly wheel
10 feet in dia., in one casting.

New Model Vibrators

Portable Engines
Horse Powers

All for sale at sacrifice prices, and may be seen in
the Toronto Bridge Building. Toronto.

JOHN LIVINGSTONE,
31 York Chambers, Trustee.

Toronto, 29th Jan. 1889.

THIS YEAR'S

MYRTLE
CUT and PLUG

SMOKING TOBACCO
FINER THAN EVER.

See

T & B
IN BRONZE

ON EACH PLUG AND PACKAGE.

LI.-T OF WATER WHEELS FOR SALE BY
H. W. Petrie, Brantford and Toronto.

ONE 60-inch Turbine, Goldie & McCulloch, Bldrs.
60-inch Tyler

" 48-inch Leffel
" 60-inch Sclater
" 48-inch Tyler in, Scroll Case
" 48-inch Sclater
" 45-inch Improved Turbine
" 42, inch Sampson Turbine

PAIR of Sampson Turbine wheels, 42-inch, run
TWO 40-inch Leffels [together.
ONE 36-inch Sclater
" 35.inch Leffel
'• 44-inch Little Giant
" joK-inch Leffel
" 30-inch Burnham
" 26-inch Leffel

24-inch Leffel
20-inch Leffel

" 21-inch Archimedian
21-inch Little Giant

" 17%-inch Leffel
15-inch Archimedian, in Globe Case

" 12-inch Little Giant
10-inch Leffel, all brass, Springfield, 0.,make
Water Wheel Governor, Gait make

Full particulars regarding any of above wheels
sent on application ; address, H. W. PETRIE,
Brantford, Ontario

SEALED TENDERS addressed to the under-
signed, and endorsed "Tender for Hot Water
Heating Apparatus, Lindsay, Ont." will be

received until Monday, April 1st, next, for the con-
struction of a Hot Water Heating Apparatus at
the Lindsay, Ont.. Post Office Building.
Plans and specifications can be seen and form of

tender and all necessary information obtained at

this Department and at the Clerk of Works Office.

Lindsay, Ont.. after Monday, 18th inst.

Persons tendering are notified that tenders will

not be considered unless made on the printed form
supplied, 'and signed with their actual signatures.
Each tender must be accompanied by an accepted

bank cheque made payable to the order of the
Honorable the Minister of Public works, equal to

five per cent, of the amount of the tender, which
"will be forfeited if the party decline to enter into a

contract when called upon to do so, or if he fail to
complete the work contracted for. If the tender
be not accepted the cheque will be returned.
The Department will not be bound to accept the

lowest or any tender.

By order,

Department of Public Works,
Ottawa, March 16th, 1889.

GOBEIL,
Secretary.

A. ALLAN, President. J. O. GRAVEL, Secretary-Treasurer. F. SCHOLES, Managing Director.

THE CANADIAN RUBBER COMPANY
\ OIF l^n02SrTEE.iL.X, j

"Ess?"

* SUPERIOR QUALITY RUBBER GOODS *
Our Rubber Belting is_ Unequalled in A merica

P\uTn 5A-.W.
F09. All Kinds of Rubber Packings ; Rubber, Engine, Hydrant, Stiction

Steam, Brewers and Fire Hose ; Rubber Valves; Car Springs,

J/Vri?tger Rolls, Carriage Cloths, Blankets, &c, &c.

ZMZOTTLZD GKDOIDS OF EVEET ZDZESCEIETIOIbT.

Our Garden Hose is the Best in the Market.

CANADIAN RUBBER COMPANY
Western Branch: got. Front and YnngB Sts., Toronto
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C. C. CLEVELAND. CJ. F. CLEVELAND.

J. I. GOODHUE & CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

AND

Lace Leather.

GEORGE BRUSH,
MACHINIST, FOUNDER & BOILER MAKER,

eagle: foundry,
1^ to 3-4 ZSIITGr STREET,

MONTREAL. QUE.

RAILROAD, BANK & OFFICE

DESK S
TIEIES &c CO..

300 St. james Street, MONTRAL.

J. J. TUENEE,
Sail, Tent and Awning Maker,

251 George and 154- King Streets.
PE TERBOROUGH.

Canoe. Yacht and Boat Sails made to order.

Pei feet Fits guaranteed .

Every description of Lumbermen's Supplies
and Waterproof Clothing.

PATTERSON & HALL,

LumTj Br II b alBrfj

Manufacturers of Dressed Lumber,

T. H. GRAHAM & Co.,
Manufacturers and Re-cutlers of

HAND m CUT $ MILL % SAWPILES
PRICES AND QUOTATIONS GIVEN

110 YORK STREET, TORONTO.

Jas. Sheppard & San.

WINTER 8A WING,
Ship's Decking, Bill Timber, Dressed

Lumber, Mouldings, Etc.

MILLS, - SOREL. QUE

LECTEI' LI 1 UTING
The Roijtil Electric Go.

SOLE OWNERS OF

The Thomson-Houston Systems for the Dominion.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Dynamo Machines and Lamps, Motors and Generators, Contrac-
tors and Builders of Electric Light Plants throughout the Dominion.

Estimates and all information on application.

OFFICE, FACTORY AND LIGHTING STATION. 54, 56, 58, 60, 62 AND 64 WELLINGTON STREET,

CHAS. W. HAGAR, Manager MONTREAL, QUE.

THE BEST ENGLISH OAK TANNED

LEATHER BELTING, ETC
JAMES LESLIE,

TTXZlnTCTIOIlT OIF CEAIG ST. AUTOIl-TE STEEETI

po. box 996. MONTREAL, QUEBEC.

JOHN BERTRAM & SONS,

C-S-3Sr^_TD^ TOOL WOEKS
DUNDAS, ONTARIO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY
MACHINE TOOLS, ETC.

Write for Prices and Catalogues.

F. G. BECKETT ENGINE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

SAW * MILL * ENGINES * AND - BOILERS

AND ALL KINDS OF MILL MACHINERY.

Steam Launches and Tug Boats a Specialty.

— H^2s<rilL,TOiT, Ontabio. —
%\f SEND FCR CATALOGUE AND MENTION THIS PAPER w

Mona Iron Works. Hamilton. Ont.

OSBORNE-KILLEY MANUFACTURING CO.

manufacturers of all Kinds of

SAW MILL MACHINERY,
ENGINES AND BOILERS, ETC.

Send for Catalogue and Mention this Paper.

=Ljfiri'J ii! i tiiifiiifi it i » 1 1 is 11 iiiiiii iiiti iirii iiiriiiiiiiiiiifitsifiittrt tiiiiiit!itii;4iii»iijiiiiii!iiii:fSfEifiiE)iiiPtiKii*}iiiiiiiiiiii!iitieiiJi^i9iiiiSiit t iiiiiiiiiiitiiritiiiTifiti iiiiiiiiiitikitiiiitit!

The LUMBERMAN JOB DEPARTMENT

Is fully equipped with facilities for turning out every description of

A. G. Mortimer
MANAGER

PRINTING
Eiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiimiiiiii

.... i^^EL,
=iii!iiiiiiiini 1111 11 11 minimi inmla^s

=

I
i-QUR WORK m

1 i-— 5 P E A K 5 -— ?

I >; OUR- WORTH \

l sed by the Lumber trade, either for use in the office, shanties or drives.

By continually adding the latest styles of material as they appear from

the type founders, and hy employing none but the most skilled labor,

The Lumberman Job Department cannot be excelled either for quality

of work or prices.

As special efforts are being made to cater to the wants of the particu-

lar constituency represented by this journal the best of satisfaction can be

vouchsafed in every particular.

Send for price lists and samples of any work you may require.

Address, THE LUMBERMAN JOB DEPT.
PETERBOROUGH. ONT

^miiin nun urn minium nmiimii 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ; 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 r 1 1 1 1 ? i r 1 r i 1 1 1 1 1 1 c 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i i 1 1 1 1 < 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 it 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 m 1 1 1 n 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 r 1 1 n f 1 1 it 1 1 ( 1 1 r 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 m f 1 1 1 n
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SPOONER'S G OF*FERINE
(< >)

<< >)
<< >>

s<
<< »>
It >)
CO)

<< >)

<«>>

A NON-FIBROUS ANTI-FRICTION BOX METAL for Machinery Journal Bearings.
** Guaranteed Copper-Mixed, and to do work that no other metal can. Hardware

Stores all keep it ; if not order direct.

ALOXZO W. SPOOXEE, Patentee and Manufacturer, POUT HOPE, ONT.

(panada Patent For Sale

SAW +MILL : DOG
NO. 30.065: DATED OCTOBER 30tli, 1888.

TT is the Simplest and most Effective Dog made. Can be sold on a prdfit of
250 per cent, and be much cheaper than anv other first-class Dog. Other

patents pending, including Duplex, which is novel in simplicity. Will sell
per) cheap. Address. J. H. MINER, Baton Bouse, La., U. S.

Read this Letter: Dear Sir,—Having had 15 years experience throughout
the State of Michigan in the mill business, and having used all makes of Dogs,
I do not hesitate in pronouncing yours superior to K , C , or R 's which
are the best out. Its durability, ease and simplicity of operation, makes it the
quickest Dog of the upright kind I ever saw. The draw-up of the point will be
appreciated by all sawyers in drawing up cants square against the knee.

Vouis truly, R. B. KNIGHT, Sawyer, Burton Lumber Co., Baton Rouge

Established 1871.

J. W. LANG & CO.

Wholesale Grocers k Importers

33, Front St. East, Toronto.

We shall be pleased to have you write to us
or samples and prices of

TEAS, TOBACCOS, SUGARS,
SYRUPS, RICE, Etc.

We can and will ctit pricesfine to large buyers.

We have a

GOOD, SOUND, FINE FLAVOURED TEA
at 12% cents.

Writefor sample chest. Address,

J. ^KT. LA1TG dc CO.
TOBOK"TO.

THE"

Galt+Machine*Knife*Works.
r "": V'- :

MACHINE KNIVES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION FOR

Planing, Moulding & Stave Cutting
SEHSTTJ FOE E=s.ICJE LIST

PETER HAY,

SCRIBNER S

LUMBER

LOGBOOK

Timber Limits
FOR

Four valuable Limits on Lake Nipissing, containing 36 square miles
each, being Xos. 12, 20, 31 and 39, will be sold to close the Estate of the
late Hon. Jas. Ross of Quebec. The timber from these limits can be taken
to market either via French River or the C. P. Railway.

Apply to ROSS & CO., Quebec.

NEE CEMENT COMPANY
(limited.)

MANUFACTURERS OF

Hydraulic Gement1
Particularly adapted for Dams. Smoke Stacks, Foundations, Cul-

verts, Cisterns, Cellars, etc.

ENDORSED BY LEADING RAILWAYS AND CONTRACTORS.BOACH * ZLXZMHEj,
For Building, Plastering, Gas Purifying, Paper Making, &c.

Over Une Million Sold.
IY/I OST complete book of its kind ever published,
I I Gives measurement of all kinds of Lumber.
Logs, Planks, Scantling; cubical contents of square
and round Timber ; hints to lumber dealers ; wood
measure

;
speed of circular saws ; care of saws ;

cord-wood tables : felling trees ; growth of trees
;

land measure ; wages, rent, board, interest, stave
and heading bolts, etc. Standard book throughout
the United States and Canada. Get the new illus-

trated edition of 1882. Ask your book-seller for it.

Sent post-paid for 35 cents.

«. W. FISHER, Box 238, Rochester, N.Y.,

GEO. BISHOP fl
NGRAYING .

AND PRINTING fjO.

LIMITED.

» lEItTCS-IE^^^IlNra-

On Steel, Copper, Stone and Wood.

LITHOGRAPHING,
PLATE PRINTING,

BOOK and JOB PRINTING
PHOTO-ENGRAVING,

BOOK BINDING,
ELECTROTYPING.

Illustrated Catalogues and Reports a
Specialty

Estimates Furnished.

169 St. James Street, Montreal.

The iTiE^r Impeoved

PEAYEY .

DOG,
THE LIGHTEST, STRONGEST AND MOST PRACTICAL CANT DOG MADE
^ Send for Catalogue and Price List #

LEWIS BROS. & CO., AGENTS FOR CANADA.
MONTREAL, QUE

WA
ZJm

l!li!!i|i
!

.!.!i..ii:
ll !!!:

lilillllllllllil

My Lever Hoop Cutter

Is an Iron Machine on timbers, capable of cutting from 75

to 100 hoops a minute. Makes the tap while cutting. I also

make Pointer, for pointing planks before they are cut.

Planer for finishing hoops, and Coiler for coiling, all simple

and substantial. Mill owners whose supply of merchantable

timber is becoming scarce, will find this set of Machinery a

great addition to their business, as it works that useless stuff,

Swamp Elm, into an article, the demand for which is almost

unlimited—A BARREL HOOP. Write for particulars

John C Sliei3hei-cl
GUYSBORO, ONT.
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Representative "J"(3RONTO Lumber firms

TENNANT&CO.
Wholesale Dealers in

UMHEH, E.TH & fiHINBLES

Dressing and Better Pine.

Also Hemlock in all sizes a Specialty.

NO. 3 DOCK. FOOT OF BATHURST ST. TOIROItTTO-

DONOGH & OLIVER,
Wholesale Dealers in

L
OFFICE :

Nos. 16 and 17 Imperia Bank Buidings

Wellington Street East.

TORONTO, ONT

McCRANEY, McCOOL & WILSON,
Manufacturers and Wholesale dealers in all kinds of

Pine and Hardwood Lumber
LATH ^.ISTTO SXiZIISrOrXjFS-

Ship Plank, Decking and Long Bill Stuff, a Specialty.

Mills at Burlington. Bronte and Huntsville,

Head Office: 16 UNION BLOCK, corner Toronto and Adelaide Sts., Toronto
Branch Office: 208 Wellington Street, Ottawa.

TORONTO and OTTAWA.

Thos. H. Willmott. A. K. McIntosh.

willmott k Mcintosh,
Wholesale Dealers in

PLUMBER

1

•flfft* "Ji*" -Jti" It? lie lii- -JjC- f

44 and 46 Front Street East,

TOEOITTO, - - O^TT^ZEeiO..
2| Lumber Shipped to all Parts by Rail or Vessel. £

LU

^ ~

Agents for the Celebrated
*5f^*"

FKIN BOARD AND LOG RULE. T

Prompt Delivery in all Cases

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

ChristiE, Kept & Co.,
Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in

PINE I& IHARDWOOD fLUMBER
Office : 9 Victoria Street,

TORONTO.
Lumber Shipped to all parts.

Sgott, Scott & Go.
Manufacturers of and Wholesale Dealers in

MILLS JLT MEDOITTE, SIMCOE CC.

Office: Union Loan Buildings, 28 & 30 Toronto St.

• TOKONTO. &

BELTING
\

r ^tm purposes. \

The Gutta Percha and Rubber Mfg. Company
OF TOKONTO.

Offices : 43 YONGE STREET, TORONTO. Factories : PARKDALE, ONT.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF 'MONARCH," "RED STRIP," AND "LION" BRANDS OF

RUBBER BELTING
PARTICULAR ATTENTION GIVEN TO SPECIAL BELTS FOR LUMBER 311).

Our celebrated " Maltese Cross " Rubber ;
" Baker Fabric " and Ajax Cotton :

''Giant' 1 and Light Linen. Fire Hose constantly in stock.

LUMBERMEN'S HEAVY RUBBER CLOTHING. GUR OWN MANUFACTURE.
Adilrcss all Coin in 11 n [cat ions to

THE GUTTA PERCHA & RUBBER MFG. CO. OF TORONTO, 43 Yonge St.
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WANZER SENSIBLE SAD IRONS.
COLD HANDLE

Simple and Strong - - Cheapest Iron in the

-f Market fr-
Send for Catalogue.

R. M. WANZER & CLL,
HAMILTON :

manufacturers
; ONTARIO.

THE RATHBUN COMPANY,
DESEIiONTO. - - ONTARIO,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Honrs, Sash, Blinds, Stairs
AND ALL KINDS OF WOODEN HOUSE FINISHING MATERIALS.

Cedar Oil for Purging Boilers
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

FRICTION PULLEY BOARD
The Best Material Ever Used for Frictions of all Kinds.

ThB Dominion Leather Board Co.
MONTREAL, - - - QUEBEC.

Asbestos X I ill Board * Steam Packing
Samples Furnished. . Correspondence Solicited.

PLEASE MENTION THIS PAPER.

DESERONTO, ONT.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

• TERRACOTTA* FIRE-PROOFING *
For Use in Old and New Buildings.

Endorsed by Leading Architects. Absolutely Fire. proof. About as Cheap as

Wood or Brick. Weight One-Third that of Brick. Does not

Crack on application of Heat or Water.

Deadens Noise. Gives Warmth in Winter ; Coolness in Summer.

MACHINERY FOR SALE
List of WATER WHEELS for sale by H. W.

PETRIE, Brantford and Toronto.

ONE 6 inch Turbine, Gjldie & M:CulL;h
Builders.

ONE 6 inch Tyler.

ONE 60 inch Sclater.

ONE 48 inch Lefell.

ONE 4S inch Tyler in Scroll case.

ONE 4S inch Sclater.

ONE 45 inch Improved Turbine Water Wheel.

ONE 42 inch Sampson Turbine.

PAIR of Sampson Turbine Wheels, 42 inch run
together.

TWO 4 inch Leffels.

ONE 36 inch Sclater.

ONE 35 inch Leftel.

ONE 33 inch Little Giant.

ONE i
lA inch Leffel.

ONE 3 inch Burnham

.

ONE 26 inch Leftel.

ONE 24 inch Leftel.

ONE 20 inch Leffel.

ONE 21 inch Little Giant.

ONE nV-, inch Leffel.

ONE 15 inch Archimedian in Globe Case.

ONE 12 inch Little Giant.

ONE 10 inch Leffel, all brass, Springfield Ohio
make.

WATER WHtEL GOVERNOR. Gait make.

Full particulars regarding any of the above
wheels, sent on application. Address H. W.
PETRIE, Brantford.

List of WOOD-WORKING MACHINES for

sale by H. W. PETRIE Brantford, branch a

Yonge St. Toronto.

ONE 24 inch Surface Planer. Rogers maker.

THREE side Moulder, Rogers make, Con-
necticut .

BROOM Handle Lath with wood frame, cheap.

NEW No. 2 three side molder, Gait make.

SHINGLE JOINTERS 3, 4 and 6 knives.

SAW ARBORS all sizes, Gait make.

FOOT Wiring Machine, Gait make.

ONE 12 inch Diagonal Buzz Planer.

ONE Automatic Handle Lathe.

NEW 30 inch Band Saw, Gait make.

NEW Dovetailing Machine, Tyrell's patent.

ONE Set of Hop Machines, American make.

ONE Hub Turning Lathe.

BROOM Handle Lathe, Lockport, N. V
MATCHER, Kennedy & Sons make,

Sound.

ONE Doherty Swing Shingle Machine.

ONE car load of new Wood-working Machinery
Gait make.

ONE Laws Patent Swing Shingle Machine.

GOLDIE & McCULLOCH Stave cutter, set

Equalizing saws, &c.

NO. 2 three side Molding Machine, Gait make.

SET of Box Nailing Machines.

UPRIGHT SHAPER, Gait make.

ONE Gauge Lathe, Bailey make.

ONE Planing Machine Knife Grinder.

ONE Blancliard Spoke Lathe, Fay & Co. make

ONE New Axe handle Lathe.

POWER MORTICER, Goldie & McCulloch
makers.

ONE set of Spoke Machines, Foy & Co. make.

ONE Smallwood Shingle machine, Waterous
make.

4 POLE Road Cars.

make

.

Owen

ONE Self Feed lath Machine, Waterous make.
ONE set of Box Nailing Machines.

NEW Gang Lath Machine.

Sand Paperers new and second hand.

ONE Saw Mill Head Block, Gait make.

ONE Fairbanks Timber Gauge.

HEADING TURNER. Goldie & McCulloch.

ONE Shingle Edgerwith Frame Work.
ONE Power Scroll Saw.
TWO Self Acting Shingle Machines, Quebec

make.

TWO Shingle Packers all Iron.

POWER MORTICER with Boring Attachment.

DOLTBLE Cope Tenoning Machine, Dundas
make.

WOOD Turning Lathes Several Sizes.

Drag Saw Machine. Goldie & McCulloch.

POWER -MORTISER, Gait make.

NEW Blind Slat Tenoner, Gait make
NO. 4 Cant Gourlay, Planer and Matcher.

ONE 24 inch Pony Planer. Cowan make.

ONE 24 inch Planer and Matcher, Dundas make.
PLANER and Matcher. Michaels make, Detroit.

NEW Eclipse Planer and Matcher, Gait make.

NO. 5 Planer and Matcher, Gait make.

NEW Pony Planers and Matchers only $175.

si ND for Descrptive List giving full parti

culars and mention wants, to H. W. PETRIE
Brantford and Toronto.

PROPERTY FOR SALE
TV/TILL PROPERTY FOR SALE BY H W.

Petrie. Brantford. Send for Descriptive List.

CAW MILL IN BRUCE COUNTY. So H. P.
"•^ Engine, 2 Boilers. Double Edger, Shingle
Mill, etc.

WOOLEN MILL IN WATERLOO COUNTY
Fine Water Power, is now running.

PLANING FACTORY AND SAW MILL IN
Haldimand County, well Equipped with First

Class Machinery.

FULL PARTICULARS OF ANY OF ABOVE
Mills on Application to H. W. Petrie, Brant-

ford, Ont.

J. K. POST & Go.,

LU3IBER MERCHANTS
And Shipping Agents.

OSWEGO, N. Y.

SS\ I I (/

BALL ELECTRIC LIGHT C°

Electric lightingApparatus
57, ADELAIDE ST. W.

TORONTO
ONT.

ST!

THE ORONO Cm1ST DOGS.
1 Strongest and Lightest in the Market. LD STY

Bands,

Steel Hook.

Pick, with shoulder

SMALL BALL

MED BALL

St/ ALL HEE L

LARGE HEEL

NEW STYLE-COMPLETE
Socket is in one piece and

extends above hook, adding

strength. Drop Forged Hook
and Round Bill

;
easily disengaged.

Maple Handle, specially bored.

OLD STYLE-COMPLETE.
Wrought Norway Iron Socket and Band . Steel Hook. Long Pick

pm Forged Hook, Round Bill. Rock Maple Handle.

HANDLES.
Selected Straight-Grained, Split and Turned Rock M;

Handles. Extra Fine Quality
; 5, b l/2 and 6 feet long.

LUMBER DRIVER'S BOOT CALKS
Made from the best Refined Tool Steel and forged. The method used in tempering leaves every one of

the same temper, rendering them stronger and more durable than an) 7 other Calks,

Ask your dealer for our make, and see that our Labels are on the boxes.

SEND FOR PRICES.

T. McA VITY & SONS, ST. JOHN, N. B.
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B. F. Sturtevant's Patent Progressive Lumber Dry Kiln.
RELIABLE EAPIL I

GUARANTEED
TO DRY

-IN-

Best Manner Possible

ALL KINDS OF

HARD and SOFT
WOOD LI MBER.

WRITE*F0R*CATAL0GUE.

115 Liberty street,
NEW YORK.

NO WARPING,
CH ECKING

AND BLUEING
—WITH THE—

STURTEVANT
Patent Hot Blast

StBam HeatiDj*

Apparatus.

31 N . Canal Street
CHICAGO.

B. F. STURTEVANT, Patentee and Sole Manufacturer, 34 Oliver Street, (corner of Franklin street' BOSTON, Mass.. U.S.A.

GEO. F. HAWORTH & GO.
MANUFACTURERS of

LEATHER BELTING
BELTS MADE ANY WIDTH, LENGTH or STRENGTH REQUIRED; SEWED, RIVETED or PEGGED.

ALSO, SOLE AGENTS FOR

Hoyt's Pure Oak Tanned American Leather Belting

Send for Prices Before Buying Elsewhere.

11 JORDAN ST. - TORONTO

.!%{ B all ' Ff BpOr-

ROBT. BRAMMER
Victoria Foundry, Orillia, Ont.

, Manufacturer of Every Description of

# IRON o AND c WOOD-WORKING c MACHINERY, *
SAW, PLANING, SHINGLE AND SAWING MACHINES, ENGINES BOILERS, &c.

. The special attention of lumbermen is directed to the accompanying illustration of

The "CLIPPER" SHINGLE MACHINE*^™'
J'KICE LIST : Shingle Machine $300.00: Drag

Knot Saw Machine, $27

the best machine in
the market.

Saw complete $90.00: Jointer $40 :

Longford Mills, Ont., Nov. 24th, iSSS.
Mr. Robert Brammer. Orillia.

Dear Sir:—The two Shingle Machines we got from you are doing good work. They are the
best machines we have ever had anything to do with. They are both fast and do good work and
give every satisfaction. We have no hesitation in recommending your machines to any person in
want of a good shingle machine. Yours truly, The Longford Lv.mberjCo.. \Ym. Thomson. Pres.

Orilla, Dec. 4th, iSSS.
7o Whom it may Concern —This is to certify that I consider Mr. Brammer's make of Shingle

Machines has no superior. I have used the first one he made of the kind called the "Clipper,"
and several more since. The firm of Heath, Tait & Turnbull, of Huntsville. recently sawed in
one day of eleven hours, one hundred and three and a half thousand with two of the machines, and
the average during the season has been over seventy-two thousand per day. A. Tait.

Orilla. Nov. 7th, iSSS.
To Whom it mav Concern :— I purchased of R. Brammer his latest improved patent Clipper

Shingle Machine, ana have great pleasure in bearing testimony to its vast capacity and durability:
(1 Ihave no hesitation in stating that it is the best machine I have ever worked, or haveand

seen
e ever

Thos. B. Tait, Gravenhurst.
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TO MILL OWNERS, MANUFACTURERS "THE LEADER 3 3

AND ALL WHO ARE USING

ft. AA A A A A AAAAAAA AA A AA A A A AAAAAAAAAAA&AAAA AAAAAA AA A A AA

LEATHER + BELTING
V v VWWWVVWVW WWWW V WW W W V VV VW W W WWW "W W V W W W W V W wwwwwwww^

~xTOTJ -\;^r^.:t>TT BELTING

Which will Ran Straight on the Pulleys,
Which is Thoroughly Well Stretched,

Which iriff not Tear at the Lace Holes,
Which will give Complete Satisfaction

,

GROSS -CUT SAW
Manufactured only by

IB. SMITH Co. Lm„
ST. CATHARINES, ONTARIO.

SZ1TD TO

R. E. Dixon £~ Co.
MAN LI- ACTURERS OF

PATENT LAP-JOINT STAR RIVET

^LEATHER IBELTING
jo King Street East, Toronto.

Sole Agents in Canada for the

CELEBRATED PHCENIX OIL
The Only Pefect Belt UrGssing.

All our Belting is sold at the Canadian price list. Please compare be-

fore purchasing. Send for Discounts>and our Pamphlet on Belting.

I H
A 'or,

J]

1 !»

*-^W^/THIN Kirn; *^--%^Cfi f 3

o
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o
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The above Saws are made from the best Double Reftried Silver Steel, warranted four

gauges thinner on back than front, and the only Saws oii'^the market that are a perfect

taper from the front of the teeth to the back.

They are tempered by the Simonds Patent Process, insuring a perfect uniform tempe r

throughout the plate, and stand without a rival as the best, fastest and easiest-cutting Saw
known. For Sale by the Trade generally.

DOMINION SAW WORKS!
JAS. ROBERTSON & CO.

253 to 267 King Street West,

Toronto, - - Ontario.

JAMES ROBERTSON
Dalhousie and William Streets,

Montreal

ANUFACTURERS OF >| AWS
j

QnG.

EVERY SAWr FULLY WARRANTED,
Prices on Application,

Circular, Shingle, Gang, Cross Cut, Concave, Mulay, Drag, Grooving.

Thuber's Royal

ANTIFRICTION*BABBITtMETAL.
Importers and Dealers in

Band Saws, Emery Wheels Saw Sets,

Saw Swages, Rubber Belting, Iron Pipe,

Saw Gummers, Leather Belting, Files, &c.
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The Canada Lumberman is published in the interest of the

lumber trade and of allied industries throughout the Dominion

being the only representative in Canada of this foremost branch of

the commerce of this country. It aims at giving full and timely

information on all subjects touching these interests, discussing

these topics editorially and inviting free discussion of them by others.

Especial pains are taken to secure the latest and most trustworthy

market quotations from various points throughout the world so as

to afford to the trade in Canada information upon which it can rely-

in its operations.

Special correspondents in localities of importance present accur-

ate report not only of prices and the condition of the market but,

also of other matters specially interesting to our readers. But cor-

respondence is not only welcome but is invited from all who have

any information to communicate or subjects to discuss relating to the

trade or in any way effecting it. Even when we may not be able to

agree with the writers we will give them a fair opportunity for free

discussion as the best means of eliciting the truth. Any items of

interest are particularly requested for even if not of great import-

ance individually they contribute to a fund of information from

which general results are obtained.

Advertisers will receive careful attention and liberal treatment.

We need not point out that for many the Canada Lumberman
with its special class of readers is not only an exceptionally good

medium for securing publicity but is indispensable for those who

would bring themselves before the notice of that class. Special at-

tention is directed to Wanted " and For Sale" advertisements

which will be inserted in a conspicious position at the uniform price

of ten cents per line for each insertion. Announcements of this

character will be subject to a discount of 25 per cent, if ordered for

three successive issues or longer.

Subscribers will find the small amount they pay for the Canada
Lumberman quite insignificant as compared with its value to them.

There is not an individual in the trade or specially interested in it.

who should not be on our list thus obtaining the present benefit

and aiding and encouraging us to render it even more complete.

MOST of the lumbering business in British Columbia

is being carried on in and around Vancouver, Victoria

and New Westminster, the great bulk of the timber

manufactured there being exported to other countries.

There are a few small saw and planing mill plants

scattered in different parts of the province, engaged

in manufacturing timber for home consumption ; but

these plants will be largely augmented, particularly in

places where transportation facilities are limited, pro-

viding the manufacturers of wood working machinery

would furnish small outfits at prices within the reach

of men of limited means. In view of the rapidity with

which the Western portion of the province is being

settled, and the advantageous terms upon which good

timber lands can be leased, it is to us a matter of

surprise that manufacturers of saw and planing mill

machinery have not paid more attention to the furnish-

ing of small outfits. There are hundreds of locations

where little saw" mills could be erected and a good

paying business done ; and a planing mill that will do

efficient work on all material used in the construction

of country dwellings, &c, and that could be put up and

run by men of limited means, would find a ready sale

where now no machines are used.

LUMBERING is about over and the condition of the

business is as satisfactory as could be well desired.

What is wanted now is a good supply of water. Though
late in commencing, the winter has been a favorable

or,e for operations in the woods. A large quantity of

timber has been prepared for sawing and export pur-

poses, at a less cost probably than tor some years past,

and large sales of the cut have been made in the differ-

ent districts at considerably enhanced prices over those

of last year. There is a demand by Americans for

white spruce, cut in four foot lengths, for making wood

pulp. The boom in shipbuilding in England and

Scotland opens up a demand for white oak, and as

negotiations for the purchase of all the land required

for the Manchester Ship Canal scheme have been com-

pleted, the work will be pushed forward with renewed

vigor and an immense amount of timber will be requir-

ed for that stupendous undertaking. The trade with

South American and Australian ports bids fair to be

larger than usual. From all directions we hear of

active preparations being made for a large cut the

coming season, and upon the whole the future prospect

of the timber trade is anything but gloomy.

The forests of the world so far as ascertained, com-

prise 1,201 1/2 million acres, Russia leading the nations

with an acreage of 485 millions, or more than one-third

greater than Canada and the United States combined.

Although Canada is looked upon to a great extent by

the outside world as a nation of forests, though it com-

prises a greater land area than the United States, yet

its acreage of forests is two million less than that of the

United States. The acreage of the world, leaving out

Russia, is distributed as follows : United States, 176

million acres ;
Canada. 174 : Brazil, 135 ;

Scandinavia,

63 ; Australia, 46 : Gran Chaco, 37 ;
Germany, 33 ;

France, 23 ;
Italy, 1 1 : Spain and Portugal, 8

;
Algeria,

6 ; United Kingdom, 2
;
Netherlands, \ VZ . Since 1848

the French have converted 9 million acres of waste

land into forests, producing about $2 an acre. Paris

burns the timber of 50,000 acres yearly, requiring an

area of 1 million acres to keep up the supply. In the

United States 10,000 acres are cut daily, or 3 million

per annum. There were 15,000 saw mills in the United

States and 640 in Canada in 1882. It is stated that in

Asia Minor there is not a board of any sort, or even a

plank or beam ever sawed there by any other power

but that of the human hands.

The Forestry Inspector's Report for the Province of

British Columbia, for the year ending December 31st,

1888, gives the number of saw mills in the Province at 24

in operation and one in course of construction. Twenty

six timber leases have been granted up to the beginning

of the present year, comprising 135,063 acres. The
annual rentals at which these leases were granted

amount to $15,074.73, from which is deduced the annual

rentals, as revised by the Land Act of 1888, which

amount to $5,540.83, making the reduction or amount

realized $9,533.00. The quantity of timber cut during

the first half of 1888, is given at 31,868,384 ; 10,939,040

of which was cut from Crown Lands ; 8,169,067 from

timber leaseholds ; 9.429,565 from timber limits and

3,332,352 from private property. The royalty from

this product amounted to $12,675.59 from which is

deducted a rebate from timber exported of $3,051.40,

making the net revenue derived $9,624.19. This state-

ment, says the Inspector, while showing all the timber

upon which royalty is payable, would have been more

valuable for statistical purposes had the returns receiv-

ed from the various saw mills been more complete

—

had they contained more particulars of all timber cut

from leaseholders not subject to the payment of royalty,

and of all timber cut from Dominion lands and private

property, thus enabling such particulars to have been

included. It is satisfactory to note that from present

appearances and circumstances, there is a prospect of a

very considerable increase in the timber business of the

Province taking place in the immediate future, as both

Eastern and local capital is being directed and invested

in the lumber industry. An extensive saw mill is now
being built on the eastern confines of the City of Van-

couver, and still more extensive saw mills are being

erected on the Fraser River above New Westminster.

The interests of capital and labor are not necessarily

antagonist, but they are often made so. To remove the

friction between them various methods have been re-

sorted to, but none have proved to be more successful

than the arrangement which some employers have

entered into, that of providing a bonus fund to be taken

from the proceedings of certain branches of operations

to be divided annually with the employes proportion-

ately to the amount of each man's earnings. Some
time ago Messrs. John Bertram & Sons, manufacturers

of wood-working machinery, machine tools, &c. of

Dundas, Ont , entered into an agreement of this kind

with his foreman, as representing his employes. It was

stipulated in the agreement that in case any employe

absented himself without permission, unless on account

of sickness, he should forfeit twenty-five cents for every

day he was absent, the amount to be deducted from his

share of the fund, and, should he leave without a

month's notice, he should forfeit his share. The system

has been in force for nine months, and recently the

first distributation was made. The fund amounted to

almost $1,200, and the amounts received by each

employe, including apprentices, ranged from $25 to $50.

Both parties to the arrangement have expressed them-

selves as well satisfied with the result. Other firms,

with which we are acquainted, who have followed this

system for years express themselves as eminently satis-

fied with this method of treating with their employes, as

it secures to them a good class of men, and besides, it

has proved to them far more remunerative.

UNDER the amended Land Act of the Province ot

British Columbia, leases of unpreempted Crown Lands

may be granted by the Lieutenant-Governor in Council

for a term not to exceed thirty years, to any person or

corporation duly authorized for the purpose of cutting

spars, timber or lumber, and actually engaged in these

pursuits, subject to the payment of an annual rental of

ten cents per acre, and a royalty of fifty cents per

thousand feet on the scaled measurement of the logs

cut on the leased premises ;
provided, however, that

any person may hereafter acquire a preemption claim

to or upon any part of such leased land by complying

with the requirements of the Act. The preemptor is

only entitled during the term of the lease, to cut such

timber as he may require for use upon his claim : and

if he cuts timber on the said land for sale, or for any

purpose other than for such uses, or for the purpose of

clearing the said land, he forfeits all interest in the

land acquired by him, and his claim shall be cancelled

by the Commissioner. It further provides that the

lease shall contain provisions binding the lessee to

erect in some part of the Province, as may be approved

of by the Chief Commissioner of Lands and Works, a

lumber mill capable of cutting not less than 1.000 eet

of lumber per day of tw elve hours for each and even-

four hundred acres of land included in such lease.

" Crown Lands'' mean lands which are the public lands

of the Province, and do not include lands held under

lease. Every lessee of timber land, and every person

owning or operating a mill which may cut timber

which is subject to the royalty imposed is required

to keep correct books of account of all logs brought

to his mill, stating from whom they were acquired,

where they were cut, the date received and their scale

measurement, and make monthly returns to the Chief

Commissioner of Lands and Works showing the

measurement of such logs, and such other particulars
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as the Lieutenant-Governor by Order in Council may
require. These books are to be open, at all reasonable

hours, for inspection of any person appointed for carry-

ing out the provision of the Act. On the exportation

beyond the limits of the Province of any spiles or spars,

or any timber manufactured in British Columbia

upon which royalty has been paid, a drawback or

rebate equal to one-half of the royalty is allowed.

In felling large heavy trees, where it is necessary to

cut them considerably above the roots, to get rid of the

heavy end, which would sink the butt too much in the

water when the tree is made into a raft, and in the

other cases, a foot board is sometimes used for the chop-

per to stand upon and make a higher cut. A device to

facilitate such work has been patented by Mr. Aaron L.

Stevens, of Little Falls, Washington Territory. The

foot board has an arm, beveled at its front end, to pass

into a notch in the tree, and on the inner end of the arm

are upwardly projecting points adapted to engage with

the tree. The outer end of the arm is provided with

two arms, one above the other, between which is pivoted

a tongue, having at its outer end a socket into which

fits one end of a board of suitable width and length for

the operator to stand on when chopping the tree. The
arms and pivot head of the board have roughened sur-

faces and notches, whereby the head is conveniently

held in any desired position on the arm. The board

can be moved around, to promote the convenience of

the wood chopper as his work proceeds.

Some time ago a numerously signed petition was
sent from Algoma to the Department of Indian Affairs,

praying that the Department make a rebate of interest

due on lands in Thessalon township. The request was
refused on the following grounds :

1. There has been an utter indifference on the part

of the settlers to pay up either interest or principal.

2. Other lands in that locality are held at a higher

figure for sale ; lands unimproved, distant 3 miles from
Thessalon, having been sold at $18 an acre ; and the

municipality has assessed the unimproved lands at $5
an acre, and improved at $20, and the township all

through is the best on the North Shore, except Day,
which it joins. Every assistance has also been given in

the shape of government roads ; and to ascertain the

value of the lands, a person has only to try and buy a

lot. If the settlers were laboring under any disadvan-

tages incident to a new country, there might be some
grounds for their application ; but where every facility

is to hand, such as railways, public roads,. saw mills,

flour mills, furniture factories, etc., there is no reason
why their request should be complied with, and an
injustice thereby done the Indians for whom the lands

have been sold by the Department.

The custom of weighing lumber by the railway com-
panies who transport it, at the point of destination

instead of the place of shipment, has long been a great

source of grievance to Toronto lumber dealers.

Another great source of complaint has been the almost

continuous scarcity of cars, and the constant stagnation

in moving lumber from one point to another. With a

view to getting their grievances remedied, a meeting of

prominent lumbermen of the province was held at

Toronto on the 28th of December, 1888. At that meet-

ing the points in question were discussed at consider-

able length, and the requests of the lumbermen made
known—what they wanted was one of two things

—

either that a scale of rates per feet be adopted, or that

the railway companies make provision for the weighing
of both cars and lumber at each point of shipment. As
the Grand Trunk Railway annually handle nine-tenths

of the lumber going into Toronto it is with this com-
pany that the lumbermen's grievances mainly lie. At
the meeting mentioned a committee was appointed to

wait upon Mr. Hickson and others of the Grand Trunk
Railway to see if these grievances could not be

remedied. Last month a large deputation of lumber
dealers from Toronto and Hamilton waited upon the

officers of the G. T. R. at Montreal, and laid their

grievances before them. A full discussion was entered

into, after which the deputation retired, fully impressed
that something would be done to relieve them.

K. F. BURNS, M. P. has given the assurance to the

President of the St. John Board of Trade, that the

timber inspection act is not intended to be applied to

New Brunswick and Nova Scotia. Commenting on

this statement the Miramachi Advance very justly

remarks : There is one thing which we cannot under-

stand and that is the statement made in behalf of the

author of the bill that it was not intended to have it

applied to New Brunswick. Ii that be so why were

New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward
Island expressly set apart as one inspectoral district,

and why did it expressly repeal the New Brunswick

statues relating to the survey of lumber ? We see it

stated in some of the papers that the bill, if enacted,

would not necessarily apply to New Brunswick, because

of the section which provides that nothing in it " shall

oblige any person to have any timber or lumber inspect-

ed," but, as we pointed out a fortnight since, with our

provincial survey acts repealed and the obnoxious pro-

visions compelling our lumber manufacturers to furnish

the Dominion Government with complicated returns

and pay a tax of $20 per million s. f. on their output,

the statement that the measure was not intended for

New Brunswick as well as the other parts of the Dom-
inion expressly mentioned in it, would be simply

inexplicable. Manitoba and all the Northwest territories

were exempted, because they were omitted from

amongst the provinces, especially mentioned as inspec-

toral districts, but the bill covered the remainder of

Canada. Let it be unmistakeably understood that the

Maritime Provinces do not want any such measure. If

it is required for Ontario and Quebec let them have it

by all means.

Mr. J. C. Bailley, the veteran railway engineer, and

Mr. Matthew Butler, C. E., have recently returned from

an extended trip through the wilds of Nortwestern

Ontario, where they have been engaged in locating the

line of the Nippissing and James' Bay railway from

North Bay to Lake Tamagaming. Lake Tamagaming
is 75 miles from North Bay. When five miles from

North Bay they encountered the forest and through it

they had to cut their way the greater part of the 75

miles they travelled northward. Mr. Butler who was

specially commissioned to examine the timber, found

unlimited quantities of white pine, birch, rim ash, and

tamarac in such quantities as to supply millions on

millions of railway ties. Both gentlemen are very

enthusiastic over the great wealth of timber land they

have discovered. An examination of the soil was made
and found to be very rich with a clay subsoil. This

was ascertained not only by an inspection of the trees

that grew on it, but by an actual view to be had on the

banks of all the rivers. An abundance of game of all

kinds was seen, moose are there by the thousands, and

beavers, martins, mink, foxes and wolves also abound

in great numbers. The Indians are the only trappers,

and they make remunerative profit by their occupation.

They carry their furs to the Hudson Bay Company's

post at Lake Tamagaming and there do their trading.

Mr. Bailley was surprised to find so many lakes not

indicated on any map published. Large and small

stretches of water were met with frequently, and one

lake was found thirty miles long which was not shown

on any map. In further describing the country through

which they passed, or rather had to cut their way, Mr.

Bailley says : This country, which the Nipissing and

James Bay railway will develop, is marvelous. There

j
is enough timber. there to supply the continent. On
our way up we were continually meeting large belts of

the very finest red and white pine and on our way back

we saw even more. The country is rich, too, in

minerals. At Lake Tamagaming we were shown

samples of copper ore, but being unable to carry them

back we threw them away. Across on the Montreal

river Mr. Donnelley, the lumberman, showed us

samples of lead, copper and silver ore taken from mining
1 property held in the district by some Americans. The
new line is eagerly looked for by the lumbermen who

are carrying on operations on the Montreal river, and

also by those who are interested in mining. At present

it takes a whole season to float the logs down, but

when the line is built mills will be built and the lumber

brought down in a few days. I do not notice any

difference in the temperature from that of Toronto. At
Lake Tamagaming we heard the birds singing in

March, and everywhere we went the grass was quite

green under the snow and the flowers were already

coming up through it. I thought this a rather remark-

able circumstance. The land is very rich all through

the district. In Widdifield township we were shown
fine farm products grown by Mr. Sache, formerly of

Port Hope, who has been there only 20 months.

Among them was a very fine sample of potatoes, of

which he has hundreds of bushels. There is room in

this district alone for a million people to make them-
selves happy homes.

IN this age of rapid transit any scheme which tends
to shorten distances or save time becomes a matter of

public importance. Quebec shippers are very much
elated over the commencement of operations upon a
most novel undertaking, a ship railway, across the

Isthmus of Chignecto to obviate the sea voyage of from

500 to 600 miles around the Atlantic coast of Nova
Scotia. This is a matter of great importance not only

to the shippers of Quebec, but also to the shippers of

the western lake ports who are doing a large trade with

the New England States. Upon the completion of

this work, a vessel loaded with grain or lumber may be
shipped from Chicago, or most any of the western

ports, to Boston, without breaking bulk. A glance at

the map of Nova Scotia and its surroundings will con-

vey an immediate and striking idea of the commercial
importance of the undertaking. The Isthmus of

Chignecto, which acts as a barrier to the continuous

navigation of the Gulf of St. Lawrence and Bay of

Fundy is hereafter, according to the plans of the

Marine Railway Company, to be sailed by ships on
rails. The ship railway will reduce by 600 miles the

distance to be sailed between Montreal, Quebec, the

Upper Lakes and St. John, N.B., and by 500 miles

that between the St. Lawrence on the one side, and
Portland, Boston and New York on the other. The
line of railway is straight and almost perfectly level, and
the distance is only about twenty miles. It will extend

from Cumberland Basin in the Bay of Fundy to Baie

Verte in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. At each of the

termini will be docks for the reception of the vessels to

be transported, which will be raised and lowered on

cradles by hydraulic ship lifts to the level of the rails

and hauled by powerful locomotives, the capacity of

the works being to transport vessels as large as one

thousand tons burthen. The entire work is estimated

to cost $5,000,000. In addition to its being advantage-

ous to the western shippers to eastern ports, it will also

be of immense advantage to the fishing fleets of both

Canada and the United States.

SPLINTERS.
The imports of forest products at Melbourne, Aus-

tralia, from the United States for the year 1888 were

67,082,732 feet.

* j.
*

Buna Verta timber, which strongly resembles oak, is

being imported froni Central America by parties in

New York, to be manufactured into cigar boxes and

furniture. The sticks are about twenty-four inches

square and of considerable length.

*

SAWDUST is being used by some builders for mortar

instead of sand. It is said to answer well ; as it is one-

half lighter than sand, and it has some advantages

when used on ceilings. Mortar made of quick lime

and saw dust mixed with cement, does well for brick

or stone work.

The imports of wood and manufactures thereof in

the Dominion of Canada for the month of February

1889, amounted to $82,696.00, the duty on which

(exclusive of British Columbia) amounted to $20,271.39.

During the same month there were exported of forest

products $591,705.
* *

*

T. A. WALKER, the English contractor, who has the

contracts for constructing the great ship canal from

Liverpool to Manchester, England, and the docks at
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Buenos Ayres, South America, has decided on yellow

pine as the best timber for the purpose, and their works

will require many feet of this class of timber.

* *
*

The railway statistics of the Dominion up to June

30 last year have just been completed. The total miles

of completed railway in the Dominion were 12,701.

Capital paid $727,000,000 ;
government bonuses paid,

$134,000,000; earnings, $42,159,152: working expen-

ses, $30,652,046 : net earnings, $11,500,000.

*

The Illinois legislature has passed resolutions

requesting Congress to construct a ship canal connect-

ing lakes Michigan and Superior, commencing at a

point on the Little Bay de Noc, Lake Michigan, up to

the Whitefish river, down the Au Train river to Au
Train Bay. on Lake Superior, thus saving to commerce
over five hundred miles in the round trip between

Chicago and Duluth.

Hon. Mr. Costigan has given notice of a resolution

to provide that the rates and dues payable under the

Cullers' Act and the classification therein set forth may
be changed by Order-in-Council, and to make better

provisions respecting the reduction of the number of

cullers and the annuities payable in consequence, and

to provide that culling and measuring under the Act

shall be compulsory only in respect of square and wany
timber.

A New transcontinental railway route is contem-

plated. The Spokane Falls and Eastern Railway

co :ipany has been organized with a capital of $5,000,-

000. The company will build a line east from Spokane

Falls, Washington Territory, to some point on the St.

Paul. Minneapolis and Manitoba road, connecting the

Manitoba with the Seattle and Lake Shore and form-

ing a new line from St. Paul to Puget Sound on the

Pacific.

*

The E. B. Eddy Mfg. Co., of Hull, Province of

Quebec, having leaded to retire from the wholesale

manufacture and sale of lumber and timber in order to

devote more time and attention to the other branches

of their manufacturing business at' Hull, will offer for

sale by public auction at the Russel House, Ottawa, on

Wednesday. August 14th. their immense timber limits

with all improvements. For particulars see advertise-

ment in another column.

* *

LESS than ten years ago, the treatment of drying

Yellow Pine boards by artificial means was unknown,

and considered impracticable by many, but the require-

ments of the trade demanded the adoption of some
method of more rapid seasoning, in order to produce a

finished article in the least possible time, and the result

has been in every way advantageous to the. lumber
interest and settled beyond question the doubts as to

the superiority of kiln-dried over that of air-dried

lumber.
•* *

From the latest statistics of the Colonial Office for

1889. it appears that the British Empire, India included,

embraces no less than 9,289.000 square miles, with a

population of 328.000.000 souls. Other statistics which
help one to realize the wealth of the British Colonial

Empire are those relating to railways. There have
been built in the colonies during the last half-century

45.000 miles of railway at a cost of about ,£400,000,000.

Indeed the growth of the Colonial Empire is so con-

tinuous and so rapid, that statistics of a few months
old are sure to be much below the mark.

*

We are in receipt of a business card from Albert
J.

Hili .i Co., real estate, financial, shipping and com-
mission agents, New Westminister, B. C. One of the

firm. Herbert J. Ross, was for ten years junior member
of the lumber firm of W. J. Ross & Son, Ross Mills,

V f). For the past two years he has been in B. C.

engaged in the lumber commission business and in-

specting shipments. The firm buy and sell property

for non-residents, and they are prepared to supply the

most reliable information in regard to lumber and
timber properties that can be obtained in the Province.

See their card in another column.

And now comes Dr. George Thenious, of Vienna,

who has a process for the manufacture of artificial lea-

ther from red burchwood. The best wood is taken from

50 to 60 year old trees, cut in the spring, which must

be worked up immediately, bark peeled off, steamed,

treated with chemicals in a kettle under pressure, and

exposed to several operations. From the prepared

wood strong and thin pieces are made by means of

heavy pressure, The inventor states that a solid sole

leather can be obtained which he claims is superior to

the animal leather in firmness and durability, and can

be worked up in the same way as animal leather, nailed

and sewed.

OUR advices from London indicate that the booking

of emigrants to the Dominion, show a decrease of 50

per cent, as compared with 1888. This is partially due

to the immense emigration to the Argentine Republic

under the stimulas of free passages, and also to Canada's

slackened efforts in promoting emigration. So far as

Canada is concerned, it would be better for the country

if the Government would bend its energies to the

development of a scheme to locate our worthy poor

upon the unsettled lands in the Northwest, rather than

spend money in the promoting of pauper emigration

from Europe. Our motto should be :—Our own poor

first, last, and all the time.

* *
*

Referring to the drought that is being experienced

on the other side an exchange says : Heavy and con-

tinued rains alone will be able to rescue the winter's

cut and keep the mills running the season through.

The Saginaw lumbermen estimate that the number of

feet of logs cut for their mills and now stranded will

reach 400,000,000, of which there is a fair probability

that 50,000,000 can be floated down. Bay City lumber-

men estimate that no more than 30,000,000 feet

tributary to them will fail to reach their mills. The

Cadillac lumbermen say that 100,000,000 feet are await-

ing transportation in Missaukee county,of which one-half

is in danger. While Ludington reports the greater

part of 100,000,000 feet belonging there endangered

unless heavy rains come. Cheboygan reports about

40,000,000 feet in the same predicament. Menominee

200,000,000. Alpena 75,000,000 out of 160,000,000, and

Au Sable 80.000,000. From Marquette it is estimated

that fully 1 50,000,000 feet are in the streams waiting

for water 430,000,000 feet of logs are waiting to be

driven to Muskegon, over one-fourth in side streams,

with every prospect of being "hung up" for the season.

EXCHANGE ECHOES.
Orillia Packet.

It is significant of the northwestward growth of Ontario, and

of the benefit the province is deriving from the construction of

the Canadian Pacific, that the quarter million dollars in rail-

way subsidies the Government proposes to grant are all for

lines in what is practically the new territory opened up by the

transcontinental railroad. The Ontario and Rainy River line

will benefit a mining and agricultural district at the head of

Lake Superior from which much is expected. The Manitoulin

and North Shore will increase the facilities for communication

with the fairly prosperous settlements on the Manitoulin islands.

The Parry Sound line will connect an already large industrial

center with the railroad system of the country. All these are

in what was not long since regarded as waste territory, but

which is now known to afford large possibilities of develop-

ment. Ontario is certainly going ahead, and the estimate that

at the next census she will be found to possess two millions of

people is more likely to be under that over the mark.

Ottawa Free Press.

If sawdust, slabs, edgings and other saw mill refuse can be

put to economic uses in the manufacture of paper, pails, etc.,

a problem which has caused our lumbermen much uneasiness

will be effectually solved. Down in Maine the commercial

value of sawdust is estimated at twelve dollars a ton. This

does not mean that it will bring that in the market, for it is a

drug. But it is worth twice as much as it will bring for fuel

if it is put through the process whereby wood alcohol, acid,

and other chemicals are extracted. Considerable sawdust is

baled and pressed in Maine for fuel, and a Lewiston farmer

regards the kiln-dried article worth $2 a cord to enrich the

soil, after first using it as bedding for cattle. Some day it will

be found that lumbermen who have allowed their mill refuse

to fall into the Ottawa have been throwing away gold dollars.

Some authorities contend that owing to improvements in the

methods of making wood pulp the time is not far distant when

most of the refuse of the mills may be profitably converted into

pulp. Paper for ordinary newspapers can Le made from saw-

dust and shavings. Pulp manufactured from slabs and edgings

has a longer fiber, and will coasequently produce a better

grade of paper. From two to three cords of mill refuse, not

including sawdust, will make a ton of pulp worth at present

market conditions $80.

The London Board of Trade Journal.

Never except in the wonderfully busy period comprised

within the years 1881-82-S3, has the shipbuilding trade been

so active as it is at present, and the number of men fully

employed in it is now very nearly equal to the figures of that

time. The great society which represents the iron ship-

builders has now a membership of 27,500, and of these only

1.8 per cent, are returned as out of work. Taking the

societies of all the principal branches of the engineering trades

connected more or less directly with the shipbuilding, we have

a total of 80,803 members, and of these the proportion of

unemployed is not more than 2.5 per cent. For the season of

the year this figure is unusually low, and is certainly in mark-

ed contrast to the return for the corresponding month of last

year, when the percentage was about 7 for these branches. So
great, in fact, has been the demand for men in these trades,

on the north-east coast especially, that in some departments a

positive scarcity of hands has been experienced.

PUBLICATIONS.

We have received from J. H. Brownlee. D. L. S.,

Brandon, Man., a copy of his new 25 cents indexed map
of Manitoba. The map is original and graphic. The
fourteen pages of indexing make a complete guide to

the map, which is folded into a neat cover for pocket or

office reference. Mr. Brownlee' s idea is to supply a

reliable low priced map, and we are of opinion that he

has succeeded. For further particulars, address J. H.

Brownlee, Brandon, Manitoba.

Saturday Night is one of the most popular and we
may say readable papers issued from the Toronto press.

It is a first class society paper, and its stories, thrilling

with interest, are the best that can be obtained. The
various subjects treated upon by its racy editor denote

the masterly pen with which they are written. It is a

paper which may be profitably read by every family.

Published by the Sheppard Publishing Company
(limited) 9, Adelaide St. West, Toronto, who are also

the publishers of the Canadian Fireside Weekly.

Splinters

Messrs. William Rider & Son. publishers of the

Timber Trades Journal, London. England, are publish-

ing a series of " Timber Trade Hand Books." These

books are printed on good paper and well bound. We
are in receipt of No. 3 of the series, entitled. " How to

Select Wood-Working Machinery,'' by J. Stafford

Ransome, associate member of the Institution of Civil

Engineers. The object of the work is to point out to

intending purchasers the most suitable machine for

their purpose, and the qualities to be looked for in such

machines ; while at the same time showing them the

most practical manner of making their inquiries, and

putting them in the way ot getting at reliable and

detailed particulars of their machinery before com-

pleting their purchase. The book is illustrated and

divided into chapters, being originally published in the

form of articles in the Timber Trades Journal.

Measured Lumber.

Statements of lumber measured, at the Ports of

Montreal, Lachine and Sorel, for the year ended 30th

June, 1 888: Square Pine, 6,141 pieces : Flat Pine,

5,278 ; Round Pine, 942 ; Square Hemlock, 6.472 :

Flat Hemlock, 773: Round Hemlock. 1.975 : Flat Pine,

727; Cedars, 3.510; Flat mixed. i,S66 : Round Pine,

178 ; Round Spruce. 16 ; Flat Tamarac. 2.520 : Round

Hemlock, 615; Flat Hemlock, 334; Flat Ash, 161 :

Flat Tamarac, L13S; Square Oak. 16: Hardwood,

776 ; Square Red Pine, 748 ; Waney Pine, stringed,

579 : Waney Red Oak, stringed. 43 : Flat Spruce,

(lineal ) stringed, 2S9 : Sawed lumber for exportation.

1,166,585. Total amount accrued on the above

$1,818.30.
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THE WAR OF THE WOODS.

White pine is king. It is still supreme in the north-

ern states, but its power has been weakened by the

forays of other woods, especially yellow pine. The war

between the northern and southern rivals is to be

hereafter waged with increasing zeal on the part of the

combatants. It is to be another war between the north

and south, though the fight will be along the peaceful

lines of commerce. But, though the contest must go

on, there is no danger that the northern force will be

utterly defeated until the last forest giant shall have

been laid low, and that not by the might of the

southern foe, but by the hand of its friend, who will

give the last mortal blow, instigated by selfish greed.

White pine will never be crowded out of the market by

its southern competitor. There are those who think

otherwise, perhaps, and point to the rapid displacement

of white pine in Kansas by the yellow variety as an

evidence that such a thing is possible. But conditions

in that state are exceptional. There cheapness is

greatly in favor of the Arkansas and Texas product.

There, also, the demand is mainly for building purposes.

In the older sections of the country, where the require-

ment is more varied on account of manufacturers that

consume lumber, white pine holds a place from which

it cannot be dislodged so long as a supply can be

obtained.

The peculiar advantage of white pine is in its light

weight and its softness and easiness of working.

There is no other wood that can equal it in these

repects. It is also a reliable wood when put in place,

on account of its lack of warping tendencies. Now
that the struggle is fairly on between the two great

lumber woods of the country, it is well enough to take

a fair look at them by comparison, with the view of

placing each where it properly belongs. Since white

pine is the kind that is resisting attack, let us examine

•ts entrenchments for the purpose of seeing whether it

can hold its position beyond a possibility of doubt.

There are several conspicuous reasons why white

pine will continue to be in large demand in spite of any

opposition. The qualities referred to—light weight

and softness—render it adaptable to various kinds of

manufacture. Beginning with its coarser qualities,

what can equal it for packing boxes ? Lightness of

weight commends it as a material to ship, in which it

has a great advantage in the cost of transportation.

It also works handily and easily, which is an important

consideration in a box factory, where nearly everything

is done by machinery or quick manipulation. The
profits of box making are small, and depend on cheap-

ness and adaptability of material. White pine also is

kind to tools, and the wear and tear of appliances on

that account is less when white pine is used than in the

employment of any other wood. Furthermore, white

pine can be used to the very last and lowest grade

board, so that there is no waste, and refuse does not

accumulate as in the case of yellow pine. It is fre-

quently remarked in this city that white pine lumber is

always salable, even down to and including the

foundation sticks
;
nothing is wasted. This is because

the coarser qualities are available in the manufacture

of boxes, crates and various other things that use up

cheap lumber. Coarse boards are also adaptable to

numerous cutting-up purposes, and for buildi-ng and
repairing the poorer class of structures, sheds, etc. In

fact the coarser and cheaper the stock the readier it

sells in this and all other important white pine markets.

The like cannot be said of yellow pine in the present

development of the consumptive demand.
When it comes to the medium grades, there is an

unrivaled demand for all white pine lumber from four

inches wide and upward. It is probable that in the

strip trade white pine is to suffer most from competition

with southern lumber. For flooring, ceiling and wains-

coting, yellow pine is well adapted, and it is now being

placed at all northern points at prices that undersell

white pine, when the quality of the respective woods is

considered. Still white pine has the advantage in

some respects for flooring. Where it is to be covered

by carpets in the cheaper class of houses, fencing

flooring, and No. 2 at that, answers the purpose, and it

will be hard work for the yellow pine purveyors to

undersell the lower grade of white. In all the populous

centres around the great lakes, where white pine is

received by water, or by short railroad hauls, no other

cheap strips can entirely crowd it out of market. The
sharpest rivalry between the two kinds of strips will be

in the select and clear grades. Yellow pine flooring and
ceiling, where oil treatment is contemplated, is un-

doubtedly the better, and will largely take the place of

white pine. For siding, white pine will continue to take

the lead, on account of its workableness, the ease with

which it can be put in place, its freedom from warp,

and above all its adaptability to transportation at a low

cost. This demand will use up a large portion of the

select and clear strips that are likely to be put on the

market. Car building will also continue to call for the

better grades of strips. Large quantities will also be

wanted for house finish.

There are certain adaptabilities of white pine that

will use up the upper grades of wide and thick lumber

while the supply holds out. There will always be a

demand for wide cutting-up lumber. In the east the

demand for such stock is always pronounced in com-

parison with that for other purposes. Thick clears and

selects are wanted for pattern making, scroll work, door

manufacture, etc. Consumers will continue to use

white pine because it is so easy to work. Cypress and

Pacific coast cedar and redwood are rivals with white

pine in the wood-working industry, but they can never

take possession of the demand in the great interior of

the country, or on the eastern seaboard.

Thus a few of the special adaptabilities of white pine

have been glanced at. Less of this kind of wood will

be cut into framing timber, joists and scantling than

hitherto. In fact, the supply of dimension in the lake

region is now largely norway, and hemlock is rising into

prominence for such purpose. Yellow pine can com-

mand the market where freights are not against it.

As southern lumber is pushed more and more into rcog-

nition throughout the northern states, the tendency will

be to saw white pine into boards, in case of coarse logs,

and into thick stuff in case the logs run well to clear

timber. Yellow pine will make its way in the form of

flooring, ceiling and interior finish, and that of timber,

joist and scantling where the cost of transportation is

not too high. White pine will hold its own in the door

factories, the box factories and among wood workers

generally. Thus both woods will have their sphere, and

the demand for white pine will be sufficient to absorb

the supply, while that for southern lumber will steadily

increase. The competition will go on, but each will

hold positions from which it cannot be dislodged by

the other.

—

Northwestern Lumberman.

LAKE ABITTIBI.

E. B. Borron, Esq., Stipendary Magistrate, in his

recent report on that part of the basin of Hudson's Bay

belonging to the Province of Ontario, in regard to the

cultivation of forests in the vicinity of Lake Abittibi

says :

" Whatever else this northern part of the Province

may be valuable for, no one who has ever visited it or

read the reports of others who have, can entertain any

reasonable doubt as to its fitness at all events to grow

trees. These trees may not be exactly everything that

we could wish either in respect of kind or quality, but

in the view of rapidly increasing population and con-

sumption of timber on this continent, of the equally

rapid destruction of its forests, and of the inadequacy

of the efforts made to replace them, nothing can be

more certain than that in the near future any kind of

timber whatever that this vast territory may be capable,

spontaneously or otherwise, of producing, will be requir-

ed and become of more or less economic importance.

In order to obtain the best results, however, the

judicious and timely invention of man is indispensably

necessary. A judicious expenditure in the drainage of

lakes, marshes and swamps, if not also of muskegs, in

promoting the growth of the more important trees and

plants and at the same time in repressing the growth

of those of least value, in the prevention of bush fires,

where certain to be hurtful, and in the cautious em-

ployment of fire where likely to be beneficial, as it

sometimes undoubtedly is, such an expenditure (how-

ever large) would, I verily believe, in due time be

returned to the Province many fold, in the vastly

increased extent of our forests and the better quality of

the timber obtained.

Unfortunately, though it is easy to persuade peoples

and legislatures to launch out in expenditures, the

benefits anticipated from which are immediate, it is

almost hopeless to expect them to do so if the returns,

however large, are distant or tend to the advantage
chiefly, if not wholly, of posterity. It might not be
amiss, however, to remember that while drawing so

largely on the patrimony that has decended to us in

the matter of timber it may not be either unfair or

unwise to make some such provision as I have suggest-

ed for the future, even if the benefits anticipated should

fall chiefly to the share of the children or grandchild-

ren the present generation. I know a few instances

in which the borrowing of money necessary and its

prudent and economical expenditure would be, I shall

not say as justifiable, but commendable, or which would
be fraught with greater benefits and advantages to

them, even if they should have, ultimately, to pay both

the principal and the interest.

Which are the Hardwoods?
With the majority of lumbermen the term hardwood

includes every thing except white pine, and is accepted

in that sense generally by the trade, though in reality

there are two or three woods, such as buckeye and
Southern white lynn, that are softer than white pine.

Some writer, we know not who, says :
" The relative

hardness of woods is calculated by the hickory which is

the toughest. Estimating this at 100, we get for pignut

hickory 96, white oak 84, white ask 77, dogwood 75,.

scrub oak 73, white hazel 72, apple tree 70, red oak 69,

white beech 65, black walnut 65, black birch 62, yellow

and black oak 60, hard maple 56, white elm 58, red

cedar 56, cherry 55, yellow pine 54, chestnut 52, yellow

poplar 51, butternut and white birch 43, and white pine

35-"

According to this formula woods possessing a degree

of hardness equal to only about 40 per cent., or less

than that of hickory, shall not be classed as hardwoods.

Such woods are, however, limited in quantity, and are

not of sufficient importance to justify a classification,

and the trade will continue to construct hard wood to

mean every thing except white pine.

They Cot Here.

Deputy Sheriff Jones, of Detour, arrived in Sault Ste

Marie, in a hurry early last month, and in conversation

stated that Moiles Brothers of that place, who are

largely engaged in lumbering in the vicinity, had pack-

ed up their goods to leave for Canada. Hurd &
Houenstein, of Buffalo, held a mortage of $45,000 on

the mill of the firm, and it was due in a few days.

About this time the tug Dowling, loading two vessels

from Saginaw, landed at Detour presumably for a

cargo of lumber but at night a hundred men concealed

in the boats came ashore and began removing all the

machinery of the mill and movable property on board.

At noon all was loaded except the boiler, and the work-

men began tearing down the mill. The Sheriff received

notice to stop the operations at any cost, but no author-

ity was sent. The telephone and telegraph wires were

cut in three places, and there was no communication

with Detour. At midnight all was loaded, and the tug

and vessels were soon on their way to Spanish River,

Canada, where the firm has lately purchased a site.

Blasting Holes to Plant Trees.
" Few people elsewhere in the world may ever have

heard of blasting holes to plant shade or fruit trees,''

said a cultivator the other day, " yet the practice is

common here and shows good results. In most places

there is found sufficient top soil for that purpose, but

as land has become valuable, people have cast about

for means to utilize lands where the coarse sand rock

comes too near the surface for successful tree planting.

A blast, well put in, creates a pocket for broken rock

mixed with top soil, which furnishes a basin to hold

moisture as well as a deeper and cooler hold for the

roots. It is yet to early to say what will be the ulti-

mate results of such planting, but in a climate like ours,

where a superfluity of rainfall is not likely to occur, it

will no doubt be successful."

—

San Diego, Ca/., Union.
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THE NEWS.
ONTARIO.

—Mr. I. Brennon is erecting a shingle mill at Phelpston.

—Mr. Alex. Perry is erecting a shingle mill near Terranova,

Dufterin county.

—The shingle mills at Washago have orders for about all

they can turn out.

—The Deseronto Navigation Company have started their

boats for the season.

—The output of logs up the Gatineau is said to be larger

than previous seasons.

—Fifty carloads of lumber of all kinds were shipped from

Coldwater during March.

—Two tugs will be employed during the season in towing

logs to Barrie and Bradford mills.

—Lumniis' saw mill and Robin's shingle mill, at Wyebridge,

started operations early last month.

—The planing mills of H. Williams, Campbellford, Ont.,

were burned March 28th. Loss about $1,300.

—Messrs. Sadler, Dundas & Co., Lindsay, have added a

matching and planing machine to their saw mill.

—The Ontario Lumber Company, Midland, expect to cut

about double the quantity of lumber they did lasi year.

Mr. S. Rogers, of Cedarville, has purchased machinery in

Toronto for his saw mill, which he is about to rebuild.

Xhe big lumber mill of the Rathbun Company, Deseronto,

started up April nth, twelve days earlier than last year.

The Sheppard & Morse Lumber Company are shipping

large quantities of timber dailv to the American markets.

The Magnetawan River is open, and the Muskoka and

Georgian Bay Navigation Co. have commenced towing logs.

Mickle Dyment & Son have about 75 men employed to

assist in driving their Oakley & Hindon stock of logs on Black

River.

Messrs. Gillies Bros., of Braeside and Carleton Place,

have purchased Mr. Thomas Ream's lumber business at

Morristown.

The Collins Bay Rafting Compan) have completed

preparations for timber rafting on an extensive scale at Belle-

ville this season.

A big cut of lumber will be made in Penetanguishene this

season. The two mills of Beck & Co. are expected to turn

out a very large cut.

—Mr. E. Livingston, of Blyth, is busily engaged in cutting

maple timber for the Scotch market. He has recently added

hoop machinery to his mill.

— Messrs. Perley "& Pattee, of the Chaudiere, have been

making of late large shipments of lumber, by the C. A. R. to

New York, and Burlington, Vermont.

—The C. A. railway shipments of lumber from the Chau-

diere extension have been livelier of late and are expected to

increase largely as the season advances.

—The mill owned by the Rathbun Company at Lime Lake

was burned April 9th. Some of the workmen lost their tools.

It is supposed the fire originated from the furnace.

—The net revenue derived from slides and booms for the

fiscal year, 1808, amounted to $65,403.56. The authorized

expenditure for collecting the same amounted $21,211.62.

—The firm of Patterson & Hall, Midland, has dissolved,

Mr. Patterson, 13 Victoria Street, Toronto, assuming all

liabilities. The business at Midland will be discontinued.

— Mr. YVm. Dunn, of Atwood, cut last season 1,000,000

feet of logs, mostly hardwood and pine. He has made up

18.000 cheese boxes this year and has 900,000 feet in stock.

—The car shops at Perth have closed down and in con-

sequence a great many men are out of employment. The

( . I'. R. have at present all the freight cars that they require.

— Mr. I. Cockburn, of Gravenhurst, has taken out in his

own < amps in Card well and Humphrey, and by jobbers in

Moikoka and Wood townships, an aggregate of five million

feet.

—The Dominion of Canada Manufacturing Co. is seeking

nation. The chief place of business at Toronto;

capital stock $100,000; object, the manufacture of church

furniture.

—The steam saw mill of Mr. John Urquhart at Moose

Ctpek, on the line of the Canada Atlantic, was burned on the

7th ult. The origin of the fire was unknown, and there was

xv> insurance on the property.

—The sale of the Shelburne planing mills and factory adver-

tised to be sold on April 6th., under mortgage from Thomas

Jennings, did not take place. The present owners have paid

up the amount due and the sale is withdrawn.

—The Canada Lumber Cutting Company, Belleville,

established a year ago, are largely increasing their capacity.

Engines and Boilers are being put in. A large hot blast dryer

and a quantity of other new machinery is also being added.

—The cedar mill at Deseronto has been shut down for

repairs. The engines and boilers received a thorough over-

hauling and many repairs have been effected elsewhere. The

timber, shingle and tie departments have resumed operations.

—The running of the stocks of logs from Lake of Bays and

Hollow Lake by the south branch Muskoka river, has been

let to the Muskoka Mill and Lumber Company, and from

Vernon Lake by north branch to J. J. O'Neil.

—Thompson & Co., have purchased from the Ontario

Lumber Company, French River, the steambarge Lothair and

three consorts. It is the intention of the firm to keep them

plying in the lumber trade between the upper lakes and

Windsor.

—Application has been made for the incorporation of the

Dominion Lumber Company. The chief place of business of

the company will be at Veuve City, in the Nippissing district,

and its head offices at Toronto. The amount of the capital

stock is to be $260,000.

—Simon Fraser, of Amherstburg, and John Shaw, of

Forest, have purchased over eleven million feet of lumber in

the Georgian Bay district, for this season's trade, six millions

of which are of last year's cut. They have an extensive

wholesale trade covering all the western parts of the Province,

and they report the prospects for the coming season as very

bright.

—The Lakefield Lumber Company's men have been with-

drawn from the limits, and their mills -at Lakefield have begun

sawing on their reserve stock from last season. Their present

winter cut of logs was all on their Burleigh limits near their

mills at Lakefield. The Strickland's have cut 130,000 logs

this season which involved the employment of between 150

and 200 men, and from 60 to So teams.

—A syndicate of English capitalists represented, by Montreal

lawyers, have purchased extensive property in the tenth con-

cession of Templeton, north east of Gatineau Point. It is

proposed to commence the construction of dwellings for the

miners in a few weeks, and a saw mill will also be erected

there this spring. The capital stock will be $500,000. A Mr.

Perkins, of Montreal, will be the manager.

—At a public sale of timber limits on the Kippewa, held at

Ottawa, Parcel No. I, berth 10, containing 41 square miles

was purchased by Mr. Joseph Riopelle, of Ottawa, at $665

per square mile. Parcel No. 2, berths 12, of 40 square miles,

and 13 of 33 square miles, was sold to Mr. Alexander Fraser,

of Westmeath, for $310 per square mile. The limits wete the

property of Hurdman & Co., and realized in all $50,265.

—Mr. J. W. McLaren, long the active manager of J.

McLaren & Co.'s concern, Buckingham, has retired to assume

the management of the pulp mill. Mr. Alex. McLaren, son

of the senior partner in the lumber concern, will take Mr.

1". W. McLaren's place as manager. It is said that great

improvements are to be at once made in the pulp mill, the

business of which is growing day by day. All the old

machinery is to be replaced by new of superior description.

—The saws invented and patented by Mr. B. W. Washburn

of the Cedar Mill, Deseronto, says the Tribune, have been

pronounced first-class by experts and manufacturers. As an

illustration of the rapidity with which they cut we may state

that the other day two men with one of the N. tooth cross-cut

saws, cut through a twelve inch log in fourteen seconds, and

it could, no doubt, be done in less time. A section of a log

cut by one of these saws has 'been placed on our desk, from

which it can be seen that each time the saw passed through it

cut to a depth of one half an inch.

—Messrs John Bertram & Sons, of the Canada Tool Works,

Dundas, have completed ready for shipment to the Poison Iron

Works Co., Toronto, a machine which is a veritable jumbo in

size and weight. It is a Csize punching and shearing machine,

is 15 feet long by 11 feet high, and weighs 25 tons. The two

main castings weigh %yz tons each. The main shafts are steel

8 inches in diameter. There are two fly wheels on the main

shaft which weigh 1500 lbs. each to give momentum to the

punch. It will punch a 3 inch hole through a I inch plate and

shear \ % plate and can be converted into a double punching

or double sheaving machine.

—A large deputation of lumber dealers from Toronto and

I

Hamilton waited upon Messrs. Hickson, Sargent, Wainwright

and others of the Grand Trunk Railway, at Montreal, and

laid their grievances before those gentlemen. Up to the

present time the railway companies which transport their

lumber to deep water have been in the habit of weighing it at

the point of destination instead of the place of shipment, and

I
consequently it is alleged that, in the winter season especially,

a great deal of snow and ice is included in the quantity upon

which the freight is calculated. The object of the deputation

in calling upon the officers of the company, was with a view

of having this grievance removed. A full discussion was

entered into, and the deputation retired, fully impressed that

their mission would not be in vain.

—Messrs. Mickle, Dyment & Son have complete I a very

successful season's saw logging operations The stocks taken

out are as follows:—In the townships of Oakley and Hindon

(five camps)—ten million feet; from Shcrbourne and Ridout

townships—five million feet. These fifteen millions will be

watered in Black river and taken to Barrie and Bradford mills

for manufacture. From the townships of Draper, Mar.aulay,

McLean, Ridout and Sherbourne—fifteen million feet will

be brought down the Muskoka river and lakes Rosseiu and

Muskoka to Gravenhurst for manufacture at the mills there ;

and an additional two million feet from the lakes will l>e

manufactured at Clark's mill, Windermere. With about two

million feet on Muskoka bay, left over from last year, the

firm will have a grand total of 34,000,000 feet to be cut into

lumber during the ensuing summer.

—The Algoma Advocate says that work has been resumed on

the new mill by an order from Mr. Dyment, and it i.- to be

got ready for operations as soon as the weather permits.

Mr. Dyment intends that this mill shall far surpass any

other on the North Shore, and is accordingly having all the

very best machinery erected to obtain this end. One of the

many improvements is the addition of a set of gang >aw>.

which will increase the cutting capacity to 80,000 feet a day.

Another valuable addition is the steam feeder which will have

a greater speed and a steadier motion than the old friction

feeder. The carrier has necessarily been made to have double

the carrying capacity of the old one, and is placed in a more

convenient position to the slash and trimming tables.

An entirely new and more substantial tramway is to be built

in the shape of a circle, and horses will be used in hauling

away the cut lumber to be piled. A new pump has also been

placed in the engine room to which will be connected a

two and-a-half inch iron pipe leading to several parts of the

mill for fire protection.

—Ten or twelve years ago it was no uncommon sight to

Torontonians to see huge rafts of timber being towed out of

the bay and down lake Ontario. Of late years this practice

was abandoned, and all the timber and heavy logs coming

from the north and bound to Quebec and other eastern ports

have been carried by the different railroads. This year,

however, promises to see a revival on a large scale of rafting.

For some weeks past the Canadian Pacific Railway Company
have been dumping great quantities of huge limbers into the

water between the Queen's wharf aud the old Northern

lumber dock. A boom is stretched across the water to pre-

vent these logs drifting away. The Grand Trunk Company
have followed suit, and recently a long train containing some

enormous pieces of timber, mostly white ash, many requiring

two flat cars to carry them, was side-tracked between the

Grand Trunk and Northern elevators at the foot of Brock

street, and one gang of men were busily engaged in placing a

boom, while others were dumping the timber into the water.

All of this timber comes from the north over the Midland,

Northern and Grey and Bruce roads, and is consigned to

the Collins Bay Rafting Company. Its destination is said to

be Quebec.—Empire.

QUEBEC.

—Quite a fleet of lower port vessels have been chartered for

Montreal to carry lumber to South America.

—Frank B. Howard, of Montreal, has obtained a patent

for an apparatus for manufacturing hollowware out of pulp.

—Mr. Finnan Dugas, ex-M. P. for the county of Montcalm,

and the owner of several extensive saw mills, died suddenly

recently.

—Spruce trees in Quebec are being killed in large numbers

by a small fly, said to be }i of an inch long, brownish in

color and bearing four wings.

—A number of Quebecers are applying for incorporation as

The North Pacific Lumber Co., Limited, with the chief place

of business at Ottawa and a capital stock of $100,000.

—Wenceslas Drolet, an employe who was working a circu-

lar saw in Geo. Cole's saw mill at Baie St. Paul, was recently

killed by a piece of wood which flew from the saw. fracturing

his skull and the bones of his face.

—Messrs. Dobell, Beckett & Co., Quebec, shippers of

lumber, are said to have purchased considerable quantities of

timber since the close of navigation. Amongst the lots are

the following : Francis & Bechard's raft about 125.000 pine ;

Thistle & Carswell's raft, about 300.000 pine : Gale & Booth's

raft, about 340,000; Bryson & Co.*s raft, about 100,000;

McCormack's raft, about 50,000; Hurdman's raft about 160,000.
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—Mr. E. B. Eddy is going to dispose of his large saw mill

and piling grounds in Hull, together with his valuable timber

limits on many of the tributaries of the Ottawa. On these

limits are large and well cultivated farms and depot buildings.

The whole of the property is valued at $1,250,000, and will

be sold by auction at the Russell House on the 14th of August.

Mr. Eddy is relinquishing the lumber business for the exclusive

purpose of going into manufacturing.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.

—John Frederickson will start a shingle mill near Oyster

Harbor, Vancouver Island.

—Captain Armstrong, of Golden, will build a saw mill at

Oliver's Landing on the Columbia river.

—The Chemainus Mill Company, it is said, will open lumber

yards in Nanaimo and other centres of British Columbia

—Leamy & Kyle, Vancouver, contemplate putting in

increased power and machinery in their mills, on False Creek,

including a Corliss engine.

—Mr. T. L. Ruggles, of California, and James Anderson

have bought the Vancouver Company's saw mill (late Grady

& Anderson), and are now engaged in putting in new

machinery.

—The increased traffic between Vancouver and the Orient

has necessitated additional facilities. Commencing May 1st

a steamer will arrive and depart every twelve days instead of

monthly as before.

—The new company which has taken the Chemainus mill,

B. C. , has appointed a Mr. Peabody as manager. It is said to

be the intention of the new company to erect three large saw

mills in different parts of the province during the coming

summer.

—The Royal City Planing Mills Co.,

Westminster, are manufacturing 105

land rollers for Sir John Lister Kaye,

for use on his farms in the territories

The rollers are turned ou tof fir logs and

are said to be heavy enough for all

purposes without weighting.

—The Canadian Pacific Railway has made a material reduc-

tion in the rates of freight on lumber and shingles in carload

lots from British Columbia coast points to Manitoba and the

Territories. The new schedule of rates amounts to a reduction

of about one-eighth.

—An order in council has been passed extending the time
for homesteading in the railway belt in British Columbia tc

the 1st January, 1891, and increasing the price of lands in the

belt, which are sold for agricultural purposes without conditions

of settlement, from $2.50 to $5.00 per acre.

— Truth, of Donald, says: This week Garden, a Domin-
ion land surveyor, surveyed four mill-sites on the banks of the

Columbia east of Donald. One of the four has been applied

for, and that by a gentleman largely interested in the saw
mills at the Beaver. Garden also surveyed four sites at

Revelstoke, all of which are applied for.

—A bill is before the British Columbia Legislature to incor-

porate the Victoria Lumber and Manufacturing Company.
The capital stock of the company will be $1,000,000, divided

into 10,000 shares of $100 each. The principal shareholders

are W. J. Macauley, of the city of Victoria, John E. Glover,

W. H. Phipps and J. A. Humbird, of Wisconsin.

—The new McLaren-Ross Lumber Co., which will operate

in British Columbia, has a capital of$500,000, of which $350,-
000 is paid up. The company purchased some time ago, a

site on the Fraser River, near Westminster, upon which they

proposed to build a large mill. The agent now declares that

the mill will not be built on this property, unless the council

of Westmeath agrees to locate the proposed railway bridge

across the Fraser at some point above the mill, as it is claimed

that the bridge would interfere with the passage of large

vessels to the mill. The council objects to locating the bridge

above the mill, as the bridge is to be used for general traffic as

well as railway purposes, and such a location would be too far

from the city to render the bridge valuable or convenient for

general traffic.

MANITOBA AND THE NORTHWEST.

—Mr. W. C. Larkin, Brandon, Man., will erect a planing

mill.

—Brown & Rutherford took out about 25,000 logs at Fisher

Bay, Lake Winnipeg, during the season.

—A Board of Trade has been organized at Rat Portage,

to be known as the Board of Trade of Rainey River.

—Messrs. Ackerman Bros., Westminster, are building a

planing mill and sash and door factory, having purchased
property at that place for the purpose. A small saw mill will

also be built to run in connection with the factory.

—J. A. Christie's new saw mill at Brandon will soon be in

running order. They are putting in the engine, boiler and

machinery.

—Messrs. Knight Bros., ofPopcum, are rebuilding their saw

mill, and have purchased additional machinery which will

double their output.

—Official reports from the Icelandic settlement in the North-

west Territories state that their settlers have sawed about

3,000,000, feet of lumber during the past year. They have

two saw mills, two steamboats and a number of barges, which

they are working in connection with their mills.

—The Eau Claire Lumber Company, of Galgary, says an

exchange, will be permitted to purchase the land now leased

from the Dominion Government, upon which its mill stands,

at a certain valuation fixed irrespective of the buildings and

improvements placed on the lands by the company, and the

additional value the lands may have gained thereby. The
application of the company to be allowed to construct a dam
across the Bow river, has been referred to the Department of

Public Works. The Eau Claire company contemplates the

erection of a roller flour mill at Calgary, but before doing so,

wishes to attain the ownership of the leased lands now used by

the company, and also to acquire the right to construct a dam
on the river.

Ottawa Forest Exports.

Forest products exported from Ottawa to the United
States, from the records of the Ottawa Consulate, for the
Quarter ending March 31st, 1889.

Quantity Value.
Lumber, sawed 26,326,855 ft. $387,521.67
Laths 6,747,450 pes. 7,938.71
Hemlock Bark 994 cords 5,020.00
Railway Ties 9.575 pes. 1,932.80
Shingles 562,500 1,033.20
Box Shooks 56.785.11
Poles, Hop 77,805 pes. 331.00
Posts 580 pes. 51.60
Wood 24 cords 24.00
Doors and Mouldings 822.00
Pickets 373,949 pes. 2,293.13

Total value of exports $463,753.22
The lumber as above was shipped as follows :

Lumber for Consumption 16,458,228 $232,745.70
Lumber in bond for export 9,868,627 154,775.97

Total 26,326,855 $387,521.67

The Sturtevant Portable Forge

NEW BRUNSWICK.

—George V. Hammond, general trader and lumberman, of

St. Leonard's, Victoria county, has made an assignment.

—A large number of lumber operators of New Brunswick,

recently held a meeting at St. John, to discuss the Lumber
Inspection Act now before Parliament. Nearly all the mill

men of the St. John river were represented. A resolution was

passed that the Act "is unnecessary and wholly inapplicable to

this province, and that a committee be appointed to me-

morialize Parliament not to pass the law, or else to limit its

operations to other provinces."

NOVA SCOTIA.

—Thirteen new vessels were built at the shipyards in Lun-

enburg last year, with a total registered tonnage of about 1,200

tons. The cost of these vessels when completed and ready to

sail is about $60 per ton register.

—Eight hundred men have been thrown out of employment
in Lunenburg county within the last year, by the closing

down of three of the large mills on the La Have River, the

law prohibiting the depositing of sawdust in navigable streams

having betn put into force th°re. The firms mentioned were

fined several times and finding that the law was to be enforced,
chose to shut down their mills rather than run them by

steam. •

THE STURTEVANT PORTABLE FORCE.
No establishment is fully equipped foi its work

unless provided with that indispensable article, a
portable forge. Many a dollar is saved by its presence
that would go into the pocket of the village blacksmith.
There is always some man in the mill who can tinker a
little with a hammer and red-hot iron, sometimes with
doubtful success, but as a rule the presence of such a
man and a good portable forge are a great convenience.

Mr. B. F. Sturtevant, of Boston, Mass., so well known
as a manufacturer of blowers, has well considered the
needs of the forge using public, in the design of the
portable forge presented herewith. He has produced
what is little looked for in this line, an article of
exceedingly neat design, light and graceful outline, with
the metal just where it is wanted for strength. Care in

this direction bespeaks equal thought in the design of
the mechanical arrangements. The legs which are
securely screwed into the pan are kept rigid by the tie

rods near the floor. The hood is not constructed of
the ordinary stove pipe iron, but is of
substantial steel plate. The pan, of cast
iron, is of double thickness and is lined
with asbestos, which prevents the heat
from cracking the main pan, or affecting

the running gear, which is strong, simple,
and is easily operated. The blower, the
all important part, is made in the same
thorough manner as the regular Sturte-

vant Steel Pressure Blower, so celebrated
throughout the world. The boxes are
carefully babbitted, the shaft is of steel

and the wheel of galvanized sheet steel.

The blower is guaranteed to give a

stronger blast than any other wheel made.
A three or four inch weld can be made
with ease in a few minutes. The height
of forge to the top of the pan is 31 inches,

and the size of the pan, 22x33. (A larger

size of the same design is made with the

pan 26>2X38,'^). The diameter ot the

fan is 10 inches, while the total height
to the top of the hood is 56 inches and
the total weight 157 pounds, (173 pounds
in the larger size).

It is in all respects superior in material,

workmanship, capacity and durability,

and while designed for all classes of work,
it is especially adapted to wagon and
carriage smiths, woodworking establish-

ments, job shops, on ship board, plantations, farms and
the like. Further information may be had of the maker.

JOTTINGS FROM TORONTO.
Mr. Patterson, of the late firm of Patterson & Hall,

of Toronto and Midland, is engaged in organizing a
new company (limited) for the purpose of carrying on
and extending the business of Patterson & Hall.

They are now seeking incorporation, a full account
of which will appear in our next issue. The company
as soon as they are organized, will open a wholesale
lumber yard in Toronto.

Robert Thomson & Co., the well known lumber firm

of Hamilton, have opened out a branch establishment
at 103 Bay St., Toronto, under the management of Mr.
Thos. Meaney. This is a highly respected firm and
we predict for them a good share of the trade of

Toronto. They still have on hand and for sale 25,000,-

000 of last year's stock. We call attention to their

card in another column.

The new firm of James Tennant & Co., now occupy
the premises of the late firm of Christie, Kerr & Co.,

9 Victoria Street, Toronto, and will carry on business

at the same place. Both members of the new firm are

well known to the trade.

Messrs. Burland & Co., wholesale dealers in lumber,

Church St. Toronto, are now under way and are doing
a fair share of the trade. Mr. Burland is a young man
pushing and energetic, and thoroughly up in the

business. See their card in another column.
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HOME AND FOREIGN TRADE REVIEW.

Office of Canada Lumberman, )

April 29th, 1889. /

Local trade is generally very good throughout

Ontario. During the winter months dealers throughout

the Northern and New England States expected a very

active trade but this has not be realized.

There is no scarcity of lumber or shingles, and buyers

take hold very sparingly in view of the general feeling

that prices are or will be lower. Even with a continu-

ance of the scarcity of water in many of the smaller

streams the general belief is that there will be an
abundance of logs to keep the mills of Canada pretty

well supplied.

Shingles are lower in price and only standard brands

are wanted at all. To meet the requirements of the

trade Canadian manufacturers should take more pains

in the manufacture and putting up of these goods.

Ash and basswood are this spring feeling more than

ever the competition from the states bordering on the

eastern provinces, and this is notably the case as

regards Michigan and Wisconsin.

While some sales of cuts that are above the average

have been made at even higher figures than last year,

since the views of buyers to-day average lower than the

markets closed last fall. Our correspondent from the

Ottawa district writes :
" We have thought that there

would be a steady business the whole of the season, but

do not see any prospects of an advance—indications

are to our minds a little the other way, in fact quite so.

Notwithstanding the short time we had sleighing

through the section of country north of here and Peter-

borough, still a full supply of logs has been taken out

but the cost will undoubtedly average something higher

than the year before. There is a difference of opinion

among manufacturers as to prices being sustained."

The absence of rain has created some consternation

among river lumbermen, and the indications at present

are that most ot the cut will spend the summer in the

dry beds of the smaller streams. The early and rapid

thaw melted the ice in the smaller streams, and there

being no spring rains of any consequence, there in not

water high enough to float the timber. It is estimated

by lumbermen this will be the cause of the decrease of

fifty million feet of lumber next season. This season's

cut at the mills will be covered by the logs held in

reserve. All the mills at the Chaudiere have commenc-
ed sawing and the first lumber tow of the season left for

Montreal on the 24th. Square timber, cut last winter,

is already on the way to the Quebec market. A large

raft belonging to Thistle, Carswell & Co. pulled out,

Thursday, from Klock's mills on the Ottawa. The raft

contained 160 fine cribs, and the owners expect the

lumber will be delivered in Quebec by the 10th of June.

With one exception, this is the earliest period on record

which square timber has been started for the Quebec
market.
Our correspondent at Goderich, Ont., under date of

April 27th, writes : Navigation opened here about a

month earlier than other years. Some lumber, lath

and shingles have already arrived. !t is expected the

usual quantities of lumber will be transhipped at this

port during the current season. The imposition of 3

cents per M. feet as harbor dues by, and in addition to

heavy rents paid to, the Government by lumbermen,
will not it is hoped very materially lessen the volume of

business done here, though lumbermen know 3 cents

sometimes turns the scale from profit to loss. Prospects

for business over this part of Ontario are fair. Retail

dealers, plaining mill and factory men are now in most
cases, careful and judicious purchasers and the results

are seen in prompter payments and fewer failures. The
car service has been all that could reasonably be

expected, and as regards extra freights no complaint

can justly be made.
There has been an increase in the cut in New Bruns-

wick at many of the leading points. Above Grand
Falls 50 per cent more lumber has been put in over last

year. Ice was running on the 20th in the Madawaska
river—logs mixed with it. Unless there are copious

rains many drives will be hung up, as there is not suf-

ficient snow to depend upon. As usual lumbermen lose

a few days of good driving owing to their tardiness in

getting to work in time. A very few have commenced
driving.

The agreement arrived at between the ship laborers

and the merchants, shipowners and stevedores seems
to be fairly equitable. They are to be paid from April

1 to November 1, $3 per day on sailing vessels and $4
per day on steamers : from Nov ember 1 to April 1, $2

per day on sailing vessels and $3 per day on steamers.

Employers select their own crews, and many employ
six -.eamen on ships and four on barks in loading and
discharging. The employers agree to give their work
exclusively to Union men except as above provided.

The total export of railway ties in 1888 from the

maritime provinces to the United States was 489, 146
of a total value of $92,206, and by reference to the

statistics of the trade of Moncton we find that during

the same period Moncton exported 220,805 railway

ties, practically one-half of the total export of the pro-

m showing its importance as a lumber centre.

Railway ties are admitted into the United States free

of duty, yet the trade has undergone considerable

change within the past feu years. Shippers find it hard
to make contracts at 28 cents where they were nearer

38 a few years ago. As they pay 7 cents freight by
vessel to Portland, 9 for cedar and 10 for other kinds to

Boston, and 13 to New York, besides railway freights,

labor in handling and commission charges, there is not

a large margin after paying the first cost. The fact

that the entire export of railway ties from the Maritime
provinces to the United States, admitted as they are

duty free, does not exceed the number required for

renewals on the Intercolonial railway alone, to say
nothing of renewals on other roads and the require-

ments of new lines, is significant.

Pulp wood is another article which has of late been
quite extensively shipped from Moncton. The wood
costs about $2.50 per cord, and the freight is $3.50 to

Providence, where it .is admitted free of duty. The kinds

of wood most in demand are spruce and poplar. The
latter wood is not considered of any value in this

country, and the export is a clear gain.

From the reports of sales in England and reports

from other sources, quite an impetus is expected to be

given to all branches of trade in Quebec and the great:

est boom in the lumber trade that has been experienced

for many years is expected. Freights are high and
there is a good demand for ships. Quebec trading

vessels are many of them unavailable, hav ing been
tempted to accept coal freights for South American
ports in consequence of the favorable charters offered

several weeks ago. They will undoubtedly come to

Quebec after their return to British ports, but it will be
near mid-summer before the majority of them need be

looked for. Then we may expect to see a large timber

fleet in port. The officials of the cullers' department
are making preparations for a big season's work this

year. It is stated that the quantity of square timber

coming to the market will largely exceed that for many
years past. A rough estimate places the quantity-

made during the winter at about thirteen million feet.

The following steamers have been chartered to load

deals and timber at Quebec and Montreal for the

LT nited Kingdom:—" Capulet "( 1,416 tons), " Avlona"

(1,279 tons), "Elbe" (1,748 tons), "Guy Colin" (1,463

tons), all at 65s
;
also, the " Austerlitz" (1,076 tons) and

"Thornholme" (1,101 tons), at 68s 9d.

There is a marked renewal of life in the trade in the

eastern States, and much interest is manifested in the

prospective opening of the New York canals. New
York and Philadelphia are booming in the building

trades, the consumption of lumber is v ery large, and
the lesser cities appear to be doing their proportion of

improving. At Boston their is very little change in the

condition of the market but a good demand for lumber
is looked for later on. Spruce lumber of all kinds con-

tinues firm. The export trade from New Yord is much
more active, shipments are heavy and are likely to con-

tinue for some time, as orders are in good supply and
only held in check by the scarcity of vessels. Trade at

Cleveland is dull and prices are unsettled. There is a

good consumptive demand at Chicago buttheshipping
requirement is anything but satisfactory. At Minnea-
polis the market is quiet and lumber is selling lower

than it has for a long time.

FOREIGN TRADE REVIEW.

Referring to the unusual winter shipments from
Montreal, via Boston to the London market, indicating

a desire on the part of shippers to get their goods early

in the market, a London trade journal says : These
shipments cannot leave a satisfactory result to the

exporter, and it may be hoped that this will prevent

their continuance as in the general interests of the

trade it appears undesirable to interfere with what has

heretofore been the close season for Canadian deals.

We trust that the comparative bareness of this market,

as regards pine deals, will not lead the shipping

houses to overdo us with consignments. This they

could easily do, as there is no shortage on the other

side, but it probably would not prove profitable

business. At present there is a fair demand for 1st

and 2nd quality with a sufficient supply. Considering

the scarcity of 3rd and 4th the demand for these

is remarkable for its sluggishness. Although we
anticipate a fair consumption for these qualities in the

future, this may easily be checked by high prices

(which are a necessity if shippers are to make any
profit;, freights being higher than last year, and the

forward contract prices in Canada, taking them all

over, the highest on record. When prices of pine deals

from any cause reach a very high level, consumption is

checked by the substitution of whitewood or other

goods. The accounts from the Clyde, Tyne and other

shipbuilding ports continue to be very encouraging.

It is said that it is almost impossible to make a con-

tract for a steamer in any of the well-known ports for

delivery this year. Ship-builders have their hands as

full of work as they care to undertake.

Messrs. Simson & Mason's London wood Circular

says : During March a good volume of business has

been transacted, although prices have not continued on
the adv ance as in the previous months of this year.

During the month the dock stock of pine deals has

been reduced by 135,000 pieces, and we carry forward

560,000 pieces. At this rate of consumption there will

be but an insignificant balance remaining when fresh

arrivals come forward. Prices firm.

The present supply of spruce is very short, viz., 360,-

000 pieces, against 395,000 in 1888, 716,000 in 1887,

and 880,000 in 1886, consequently prices have been
well maintained. With the good demand and high
values ruling at the great spruce centres, enhanced
freights from the spruce ports, and the continued firm-

ness of the Baltic white, this is likely to continue.

Stock reduced 90,000 pieces during the month.
Some fair lines of yellow pine and ash changed

hands at good rates. Deliveries during the month
embrace 310 loads of ash and elm and 130 loads of

birch. Of ash and elm there is scarcely a month's con-
sumption remaining on hand, the total amounts to only

390 loads ! The market is open for the new imports.

The wood circular of Denny. Mott & Dickson, under
date April 2nd, says:—The demand for Yellow Pine.

Oak and Elm has been dull during last month, but the
stocks are so bare that holders are certain of realizing

them at good prices long before the high-priced new-

season's shipments can come to hand.
A moderate amount of business in Pitch Pine has

been transacted at extreme rates for sawn logs : hewn
timber being very scarce with slow demand. The first

cargo of the new season's shipment is now in dock, and
as stocks become replenished with arrivals of steamer
cargoes, it remains to be seen if present high quotations
will be sustained in face of the recent heavy additions
to the stock of Memil Fir timber, which latter can now
be brought in at much lower prices than Pitch Pine.

Recent arrivals of fresh Fir timber from Memel by
steamers have swelled .stocks to about 9000 loads, and
more is to follow ; there are now about 4000 loads more
in the ponds than in the corresponding month of 1888.

Demand has been fairly active and may be expected to

increase as the import price of Fir now being much less

than that of saw n Pitch Pine, it should compete more
successfully with the latter than it has been able to do
for years past. Prices continue steady, and no apprec-
iable fall is to be expected until easier freights contribute
to lessen the import cost.

PERSONAL.
Mr. John C. Whyte, of the firm of F. G. Strickland & Co.,

machinery agents, of New Westminister, B. C. , paid us a visit

last month. Mr. Whyte reports business good in the Western
Province, and the lumber business rapidly increasing on the

Pacific Coast.

A representative of the firm of Porter, Robertson & Co.,

wholesale lumber dealers, 31 Adelaide Street East, Toronto,
made The Lumberman a call last week. This is a new firm

just started in business, and we wish them even- success in

their new enterprise.

John McLaren, who for three years has been head
bookkeeper of the Grape Sugar Refining Company, at Walker-
ville, goes to New Westminster, B. C, where he will manage
the finances of the McLaren Ross Lumber Company, who
have purchased a large tract of land in the western Province.

Mr. Levi Booth, foreman for Mr. J. R. Booth, luml>er

merchant, Ottawa, was recently stricken with paralysis.

He had just returned home from a tour through the lumbering
districts of the west and the southern States, where he has

spent the past winter. We understand he is in a fair way

for recovery.

We received a call last week from Mr. W. R. Rawlings,

travelling agent for the well - known firm, The R. H. Smith
Co. (Limited,) saw manufacturers of St. Catharines, Ont.

He says their saws are fast growing in favor and showed us

some fine testimonials. He reports trade good and prospects

very encouraging.

S^XjIE OF V^L-X-TJ^BILjE

TIMBER * LIMITS
SAW MILLS AND LUMBER BUSINESS.

TENDERS
Will be received by the undersigned at their OFFICE IN

KINGSTON, up to Thursday. 20th June Next.
For Valuable Timber Limits, comprising 110 square miles, situated
in the Townships of North and South Canonto, Darling and Lavant.
in the Counties of Frontenac and Lanark, in the Province of
Ontario, on the Madawaska. Mississippi and Clyde Rivers.
These limits largely contain pine, and have convenient water

ways, greatly facilitating the driving of logs.

A FIRST-CLASS STEAM MILL is situated in their centre,
equipped with modern machinery, including Dressing. Lath and
Shingle Machines, all in perfect working order. There are
spacious piling grounds, containing three sidings from the main
line of the Kingston and Pembroke Railway, giving every facility

for handling, loading and shipping to a well-established and grow-
ing retail connection^ Kingston, which has also unequaled advant-
ages for shipping by rail or water.
AT THE MILL are abont iS.ooo pine logs, which the purchaser

can have at cost. Plant and rigging for the working of the business
are all in good order, and will be *old with the properties.

AND AT ALMONTE.

A STEAM SAWMILL AND MACHINERY,
situated on the Mississippi River, together with spacious and con-
venient yard, containing about eight acres, with siding from
Canadian Pacific Railway, and a well-assorted stock for an establish-

ed retail trade.
Parties may tender separately for the Mills and Limits. Posses-

sion given immediately. Terms easy.
Full particulars can be obtained on application to the under-

signed. - A. CALDWELL & SON.
Lumber Merchants, Kingston. Ont.
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CANADA'S WOOD-WEALTH.

The Hon. H. G. Joly de Lotbiniere's Sommerville

lecture on " The Forestry of Canada " should be read

with more than passing interest, and should be taken

to heart by every Canadian.

Forestry, Mr. Joly said, was one of those subjects

which did not awaken the interest it deserved in

Canada. This was regarded in Europe as the land of

forests, and we should feel proud of the natural advan-

tages which Providence has bestowed upon us in this

respect. Two hundred years ago, under the old French

regime, the attention of the Governors was called to

the fast disappearance of wood in the neighborhood of

Quebec. He pointed to the comparative absence of

trees in the North-West of Canada, and strongly

advocated the systematic cultivation of new ones by

Government aid. The white pine, the treasure of our

forests, was fast disappearing and deteriorating in

quality, while each year they had to go farther than

ever to find it. He laid down as an admitted fact that

the presence or absence of forest land influences very

largely the water-courses.

There was aver)- unreasoning prejudice against forestry,

Mr. Joly went on to say, even among lumbermen,

who supposed that it meant the stoppage of the entire

timber trade of the country. Whereas, just the

contrary was the case. He held the true meaning of

forestry to be the cutting down of trees on a judicious

and systematic scale at a proper season, so as to

promote the growth of their fellows, by which means

they could continue to enjoy forever the advantages to

be derived from forests, instead of precipitately ex-

hausting their sources of supply. The forests of Quebec

belong to the Crown, under an ancient deed of con-

veyance, and he felt that they must look to the Gov-

ernment to be careful in their preservation and main-

tenance of this responsible trust. They were certainly

far from doing all that they ought to do
;
but, at the

same time, there was some good and hopeful features

about their administration.

He warmly approved the amended Dominion Act of

1883, by which the Governor-General was entrusted

with large powers of maintenance of the forest slopes

of the Rocky Mountains, and urged the more general

application of the spirit and intention of this law to all

the disafforested lands of Canada. He quoted the

opinions of our neighbors across the border, who

admitted that though our methods in this respect were

crude and undisciplined they strongly upheld the fact

of the title of ownership being wholly vested in the

Crown instead of being sold outright to the purchasers

of timber limits. This, he urged, should teach them

that there was still time to profit by the hard-earned

experience of the past.

Giving a number ol practical suggestions for the

guidance of those having authority over the forest lands

of Canada, Mr. Joly strongly urged that there should

first of all be a rigid classification of lands, or arable

lands, showing the difference between agricultural and

non-agricultural lands, or arable lands and those only

fit for the growth of timber, and declared it to be a

most refined species of cruelty to force the poor unfor-

tunate settlers to take up land which was wholly unfit

for agriculture. Next, he held it to be wrong to force

the timber limits on the market, saying he never saw
advertised the sale of these limits—over thousands and

thousands of miles of country—without feeling sorry
;

then he urged the regulation of the size of timber, the

discontinuance of the manufacture of square timber,

and resistance to the strong effort being made to

rjmove the export duty on logs. His final point was

the preservation of our forests from fires, and he was

g ad that the Governments both of Quebec and Ontario

were disposed to enforce this latter by calling on the

limit-holders to contribute one half the cost of ensuring

a thoroughly efficient means of protection. In Canada
they, unfortunately, possessed no school of forestry,

and he knew not when they would get one ; but it was

a healthy sign of the times that the era was now past

when the settler regarded the lumber on his holding as

his worst enemy. He was no longer obliged" to sacrifice

it to the flames ; but now that the railway system

carried the iron road to some of the remotest corners of

the Dominion he was able to dispose of his incur -

brance to more pecuniary advantage.

As to the creation of new forests, it was principally in

the North-West that we wanted them. Throwing out

some valuable hints as to the means to be taken to

re-afforest the country, Mr. Joly urged the cultivation

of such trees as the ash-leaf maple which gave almost

as large a percentage of sugar as sap-maple itself, and

the black walnut, which was even more valuable than

mahogany. This latter required a better quality of

ground than ordinary timbers, but there were vast

tracts of virgin soil, never broken by the plough, which

could be utilized for this purpose. The Government,

he urged, should make the most liberal experiments

with the view of securing the very best results for the

different localities of Canada and said this could be

done at a very little expense. The whole machinery

was practically at hand, as the Government had stations

of mounted police at various points along the prairie

which could be made into depots. If only now in the

Province of Quebec, after all its neglect and spoliation,

the vast areas of former forest land were to be properly

kept from the ravages of the cattle, it would do much
towards re-afforestation. In conclusion, he spoke

strongly in favor of the advantages already derived from

the institution of Arbor Day ; and above all urged the

duty of instituting a thorough system of education on

this subject in all the schools of Canada in order that

the young and rising generation might be drilled in a

course of moral and mental gymnastics, teaching them

all that was to be taught in connection with tree plant-

ing, and giving them practical lessons upon it, besides

inculcating the great moral truth contained in the

lesson of not living selfishly for themselves alone, but

for the benefit of the generations that were to follow.

THE TIMBER INSPECTION BILL.

The act respecting the inspection of timber and

lumber brought before the House of Commons by the

Government is in many respects very distasteful to the

manufacturers of sawn lumber. Under the meaning of

the act the terms timber and lumber mean sawlogs,

square timber, planks, boards, deals, scantlings, masts,

spars, handspikes, oars, lath, lathwood, shingles and

staves. Four inspection districts are established, the

Maritime District, consisting of the Province of

New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward

Island ; each of the three provinces, Quebec,

Ontario and British Columbia constituting a district.

Boards ofexaminers are to be appointed by the governor-

in-council, who will also appoint a chief inspector for

each district, who are to receive salaries not exceeding

two thousand dollars per annum each ; and the

governor may appoint so many inspectors or measurers

for each district as he may think necessary, but no one

will be so appointed without a certificate from the

board of examiners ofhis district representing his fitness

in respect to the classes of lumber or timber he is ap-

pointed to inspect, excepting, however, certain officials

now in the office of supervisor of cullers, at Quebec, or

who are, at the passing of the act, surveyors, cullers or

measurers of timber or lumber under the law then in

force.

Neither the chief nor any inspector may traffic direct-

ly or indirectly in any timber or lumber they are ap-

pointed to inspect, under a penalty of not more than five

hundred dollars or less than two hundred dollars,

besides forfeiture of office.

All inspectors are sworn to perform their duties

faithfully and impartially, and are to furnish bonds to

the Queen, which shall avail to the Crown and to all

persons who may be aggrieved by any malfeasance of

office.

Every inspector is to hold himself in readiness to

execute the duties of his office from daylight till dark

on all days but Sundays or holidays, and for each

neglect of duty shall forfeit eighty dollars to the person

injured by such neglect.

The governor in council may establish regulations

establishing a tariff of fees for inspection and reinspec-

tion. The board of examiners are to determine the

classification of timber and lumber for each district.

The act does not oblige any person to cause any

timber or lumber to be inspected. All inspection fees

are to be paid to the inspector for his own use, and

their fees are a special lien on the timber or lumber

inspected. When there is an inspection the party

requiring it shall be entitled to reimbursement of the

cost of inspection from the vender. In case of dispute

between buyer or seller and the inspector, the aggriev-

ed party may demand reinspection by three inspectors

duly qualified, one each to be appointed by the parties

to the dispute, and the third to be named by the two so

appointed.

The party requiring the reinspection to pay cost of

same in the first instance, and if first inspection is not

confirmed he may recover the cost from the first

inspector.

The act further defines the penalties for changing

inspectors' brands or marks, counterfeiting brands or

marks and for acting as inspector without legal authority.

It is further provided that every manufacturer of

timber or lumber shall, on or before the first day of

March, in each year, register his name in the office of

the chief inspector for the district, paying a fee therefor

of ten dollars, excepting manufacturers whose annual

output is less than a million feet B.M., or its equivalent,

each of whom shall pay a registration fee of two dollars.

Every manufacturer of timber or lumber shall

transmit to the chief inspector of the inspection district,

before the 1st day of March in each year, a statement

made up to the 31st of December preceding, and con-

taining the following details : The quantity, in tons, of

forty cubic feet of square timber ; the number of saw

logs produced, purchased and which reached the mill,

stating the slides or other public works through which

such square timber or saw logs passed : the number of

logs sawn ; the quantities of timber or lumber produc-

ed during the year, designating, as nearly as possible,

the proportion of each class of timber or lumber pro-

duced. Such statements are to be verified under oath,

and every manufacturer neglecting to furnish such

statement within the time fixed incurs a penalty of one

dollar a day till it is finished. At the time of making

this statement each manufacturer shall pay to the chief

inspector one-fifth of one cent for every thousand feet

board measure, or its equivalent of timber or lumber

manufactured by him, except square timber ; and a

sum of one-tenth of one cent for each ton of forty cubic

feet of square timber manufactured by him. The
revenue thus derived to form a fund, together with any

moneys voted by Parliament, for defraying the

expenses of carrying out this act.. It is also provided

that certain annuities are to be paid out of the fund.

The act to take effect by proclamation of the Governor

General.

The Ottawa correspondent of the Lumber Trade

Journal, commenting on the bill, says :— It will be

noticed that the inspection of lumber and consequent

fees is not compulsory, and, in fact, would be impossible

of fulfillment under existing circumstances if it were so,

as nearly all our manufacturers have different methods

of grading, very few of them agreeing as to what con-

stitutes the several qualities of lumber, excepting, per-

haps, the best grades. Therefore, there can be no

objection on this score. The great trouble is in that

part requiring manufacturers to register and pay a tax

on their output. Consequently the bill will meet with

determined opposition from the lumbermen, and unless

they can prevail on the government to modify it in this

regard, it is likely to become law, for the most of our

legislators act as if they thought the lumber trade so

prosperous and continuously profitable that it is un-

reasonable on the part of lumbermen to object to the

ridiculously low tax of one-fifth of a cent per thousand

feet, levied to meet the cost of providing an elaborate

system of inspection. Doubtless many lumbermen

will be pleased to see a staff of saw log inspectors

established, composed of men who have proved their

fitness as such by an unbiased board of examiners, who,

being sworn to perform their duties without fear or

favor, and who are, besides, liable to severe penalties

for negligence or partiality in the preformances of their

duties, and who are appointed by the government, not

as a reward for political services, but simply on their

merits. For with such a staff in the woods the con-

tinual trouble between lumberers and contractors and

with the provincial governments as to alleged shortages

in returns would be at an end.
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B. F. Stnrtevanfs Patent Progressive Lumber Dry Kiln.

GUARANTEED
TO DRY

—IN-

Best Manner Possible

ALL KINDS OF

HARD and SOFT
WOOD LI MBER.

WRITE4-F0MATAL0GUE.

1 1 5 LIBERTY STREET
NEW YORK.

AO WARPING,
CHECKING

AND BLUEING
—WITH THE-

STURTEVANT
Patent Hot Blast

Steam Heating

Apparatus.

31 N. Canal street
CHICAGO.

B. F. STURTEVANT, Patentee and Sole Manufacturer, 34 Oliver Street, (corner of Franklin street) BOSTON, Mass., U. S. A

0. F. H
MANUFACTURERS of

LEATHER BELTING
BELTS MADE ANY WIDTH, LENGTH or STENGTH REQUIRED; SEWED, RIVETTED or PEGGED.

ALSO, SOLE AGENTS FOR

Ho vt's Pure Oak Tanned American Leather Belting

11 JORDAN STREET
TORONTO.

IRON

BT. BRAMMER
Victoria KOUNDRY, ORILLIA, ONT.

Manufacturer of Every Description of

AND • WOOD-WORKING • MACHINERY, *
SAW, PLANING, SHINGLE AND SAWING MACHINES, ENGINES BOILERS, &c.

the accompanying illustration of

With all the Latest
Improvements, and undoub
ecUy the best machine in

the market.
Drag Saw complete $90.00: Jointer $40 :

The special attention of lumbermen is< ed tt

CLIPPER" SHINGLE MACHINE
I'KK'K LIST : Shingle Machine $300.00

;

Knot Saw Machine, T

Longford Mills, Ont., Nov. 24th, iSSS.
R. Robert Brammer. Orillia,

Dear Sir:—The two Shingle Machines we got from you are doing good work. They are the
best machines we have ever had anything to do with. They are both fast and do good work and
give every satisfaction. We have no hesitation in recommending your machines to any person in
want of a good shingle machine. Yours truly. The Longford Lumber Co.. Wm. Thomson. Pres.

ga To Whom it may Concern —This is to certify that I consider Mr, Brammer's make of shingl e

j^- Machines has no superior. I have used the first one he made of the kind called the " Clipper.""

^ and several more since. The firm of Heath, Tait & Turnbull, of Huntsville, recently sawed in
one day of eleven Hours, one hundred and three and a half thousand with two of the machines, and

Iggj the average during the season has been over seventy-two thousand per day. A. Tait.

Orillia, Nov. 7th. 1SS9.
To Whom it may Concern . — I purchased of R. Brammer his latest improved patent Clipper

Shingle Machine, and have great pleasure in bearing testimony to its vast capacity and durability
and
seen

have no hesitation in stating that it is the best machine I have ever worked, or have ever
Thos. B. Tait, Gravenhurst.
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TTL&EE REVIEW.
Toronto, Ont.

Toronto, April 27th, 1889.

The spring trade is opening up briskly. Although yard men

complain of orders coming in slowly and a number of large

contractors have not yet obtained work, yet a great deal of

local business is being done and many contracts are already

under way. There is every prospect that there will be no

falling off in trade this year as compared with former years.

Wholesale dealers are very busy, though a lively demand

from Western Ontario has contributed with the local trade to

produce this result.

A statement published in the city papers shows that the

contracts for buildings and works, public and private, now in

progress or to be started this year, amount to about 12 million

dollars. The expenditure of this amount of money, to which

is to be added the large outlay on residence building, will

certainly keep business from stagnation for a few years at least.

Prices generally remain unchanged but firm. The demand

for clear pickings, 1%, 1% and 2, from the United States is

still slow and prices have a downward tendency in con-

sequence. The export demand for dressing and better grades

is fair and prices are firm.

There is quite a boom in West Toronto Junction property

and a large amount of building may be expected in that town

this year. A number of contracts for stores and mills have

already been closed, and there is every prospect that the new

town will make substantial progress.

A new firm, Jas. Trennant & Co., has entered the whole-

sale trade, taking the place of Christie, Kerr & Co. It is not

known as yet what will be the final outcome of the failure of

the latter firm.

On April the 6th a deputation representing the lumber

trade visited Montreal and had a lengthy interview with

General Manager Hickson of the G. T. R.

The deputation consisted of John Donogh, A. K.

Mcintosh, James Tennant, J. G. Scott and Geo.' Gall, of

Toronto ; Robert Thomson and H. S. Brenpen, of Hamilton,

and Secretary E. A. Wills of the Toronto Board of Trade. A
full statement of the lumbermen's grievances was presented

and the General Manager was convinced that they were not

without foundation. He promised early consideration of

excess weights with the understanding that as speedily as pos-

sible weigh scales would be put in at the principal shipping

points. He also promised immediate relief in the matter of

car supply, and this has been realized during the past ten days.

The lumber manufacturers and dealers have reason to be well

satisfied with the result of this interview and it shows what can
be done by united action, a lesson which lumber dealers have
been slow to learn.

One result of the increased supply of cars has been to show
the utter inadequacy of the G. T. R. shunting facilities in

Toronto. The accumulation of only four or five days shipping
has so completely congested the Toronto railway yards that

orders have been issued cutting off the supply of cars for

Toronto. It seems to be impossible to have cars placed for

unloading in less than a week or ten days no matter how
urgent may be the demand for the material. It is strange the
Grand Trunk Company does not remedy promptly a state of
affairs which must cause serious loss to the company as well as
to all its customers.

CAR OR CARGO LOTS.
I'/iand thicker clear picks. American inspection $34 oo@35 00
ili and thicker, three uppers. American inspection. ..

~ 4000
1 \i and thicker, pickings. American inspection 3000
1x10 & 12 dressing and Detter 2000
1x10 & 12 mill run 1500
1x10 & 12 dressing 16 00
1x10 &- 12 common 1200
1x10 &• 12 spruce culls 10 00
1x10 a 12 mill culls 950
1 inch clear and picks 2700
1 inch dressing and better 18 00
1 inch siding mill run 1400
1 inch siding common £200
1 inch siding ship culls io 00
1 inch siding mill culls
Cull scantling . 8 50
l'X and thicker cutting up plank 2200
1 inch strips 4in to Sin mill run 14 00
1 inch strips, common n 00
1% inch flooring 1400
il& inch flooring 14 00
XXX shingles, sawn 2 40
XX shingles, sawn 1 40
Lath. Sawn

YARD QUOTATION'S.
Mill cull boards & scantling.Jio oo, Dressing stocks 16 00&20 00
Shipping cull boards, pro- {Picks Am. inspection 3000
miscuous widths 12 00 Three uppers, Am. inspect. 40 00

Stocks 13 00 B. M.
Scantling & joist, up to 16 ft 13 00 i^-in. flooring, dres'd 2; 00

18 ft 14 00,1% " " rough .. 18 00
20 ft 15 001% " '* dres'd .. 23 00
22 ft 16 ooi " ' undres'd

'" 24ft 17 00 " " dres'd... 16 00
" " 26 ft 18 00 " " undres'd 12 00

2$ ft 19 00 Beaded sheeting. dress-
Soft 20 oo ed 18 00

" 32 ft 21 00 Clapboarding. dres'd
" 34 ft XXX sawn shingles

22 ;o'§.22 50 per M 2 75
36 ft 24 oo:Sawn Lath
38 ft 27 00 Ked oak 20 00

40 to 44 ft 30 00 _ hite "
. . 25 00

22 00
16 00
18 00
13 00
11 00
10 00
2S 00
20 00
15 00
13 00
11 00
9 00
9 00

25 00
15 00
12 00
15 00
15 00
250

1 So

30 oc

20 00

25 00
14 UO
20 00
14 00

20 00
12 jO

Cutting up planks iM and
thicker dry 25 00 2600
" board 18 00 20 00

Basswood, No. 1 & 2 iS 00
Cherry, No. 1 & 2. .. 50 00
White ash, 1 & 2 25 00
Black ash, 1 & 2 20 00

2 90
2 25

25 00

30 00
20 00
60 00
30 00
25 00

Ottawa, Ont.

Ottawa, April 29th, 1889.

Nearly all the mills have got down to business. The whiz

and hum of machinery is heard in every direction. The pros-

pects for a good season's cut is good. Manufacturers are

somewhat apart in their views as to prices, but the general

opinion is that if an advance is not had present prices may

possibly be sustained. Much depends upon the export

demand.
Dimensions, Inches. Per M.

Mill culls 10 X 1 ~)

12 1 1

12 1 \i

12 2 J
selected 16 ft. long, above dimensions ' 8.50 to 9.00

Cull strips, 1 in. thick. 5 to 7 wide 7-oo to S.00

Mill cut outs 12 x 1 )

" 11 iK
f

4-oo to 5.00
12 2 )

Scantling ;

\ \ \ 12.00
3 4 )

" culls 2 4 ) L

3 4 \

Laths 1.25

Stock shorts, 12 x 1 10.03

1 inch siding outs, i$£, 2 15.00

outs From shorts, 1%. iK. 2 6.50 to 7.00

Outs from stocks 12 x 1 )

" " 12 1% f io.oo to 12.00
12 iK)

Shingles. X 1.25

XX 2.00

XXX 3.00
" cedar, No. 1 2.00 to 2.
'• cedar, culls 1.25

Difference in planed lumber, in waste and planing 5.00

Ditto, on average good stock 20.00 to 25.00

Hamilton, Ont.

Hamilton, April 29th, 18S9.

Prospects lor this season can only be considered fair. Prices

are stronger than they were last year. The demand for

lumber only fair—not above the average. No building of

great importance is going on—only ordinary building and im-

provements.

Mill cull boards ai:d | Dressing stocks $1600
scantlings $ 9oo@ioooli% flooring, rough. .. 1600

Shipping cull boards |iji flooring, rough. . . 1600
promiscuous widths.
Shipping cull stocks.
Scantling and joist up

to 16 feet : . .

.

do up to iS feet

do up to 20 feet

do up to 22 feet

do up to 24 feet

do up to 26 feet

do up to 28 feet

do up to 30 feet

Cutting up plank \\i
and thicker dry.. ..

Cutting up boards. . .

.

(Dressing stocks. . .

.

9 oo@Io 00 1% flooring, rough.
1 % flooring, rough...

to 00 12 00 ij| flooring, dreised .

14 00 i'A flooring, dressed .

1 flooring, dressed .

14 00 Beaded sheeting 1 . .

.

15 5o,ficks, Am inspection
16 03 Three uppers Am. In.

17 00 XXX sawn shingles..
iS 03 Sawn Lath
1903'Red Oak
20 03

j

White Oak
21 oojBasswood No. 1. & 2..

Cherry No. 1 4-2
White' Ash No. 1 & 2.

Black Ash No. 1 4- 2.

25 03
23 03

21 50

25 00

32 00

2 60

20 00
25 00
16 00
60 00

25 00
20 00

iS 00
iS 00
18 00

25 00

32 00

23 00
30 00

34 00
4c 00

270
2 25

25 00

30 00
20 03
70 00
30 00
25 03

St. John, N. B.

St. John, April 29th, 1889.

The cut of logs will be much smaller than expected. It is

impossible to make any safe predictions as to future prices.

All reports point to a very large amount of building the present

season, and we hope to see a firm and active market.

Deals, Boards, Scantling', etc.

Spruce deals
Pine
Deal ends -

Scantling -

%\2 ool Spruce boards
15 03|Pine

"

6 oopak " -

10 03 Ash "

Hemlock '

Sh inrtes.

- - - 12 00
-12 oo@40 00
- - 40 00

- 15 oo@25 00
• - - - 7 So

Spruce, extra $3 5°
" clear 3 03 Pine -

No. 1 extra - - - 2 25

1

Clapboards.

No. 1 25
1 25

Pine, extra -

clears
2d clears

6 in. .No. 1

" No. 2

Staves
Heading 17 in. per pr,

18 in.

22 in.

35 ooSpruce, extra
' 45 03!

35 03
clears 23 00

No. 1

No. 2

Flooring, Dressed.

No. 1

No. 2

12 00 4 in.

10 oo
'

15 00
10 00

• 12 00
- 10 00

Miscella)ieoits.

3 oo@ 4 50
j

Laths - - -

04 (Pickets - - •

04H OjJ^iRailway ties

04!^ 06
I

1 80
- 6 5o@i; 00

Detroit, Mich.

Detroit, April 29th,

'Uppers, Selects, Stocks, etc.

Uppers, 4-4 $43 °c
|

Shop, 5-4. 6-4 & S-4

5x4, 6x4 fit 8x4 43 ooi Fi

3 & 4 in 50 00 _
Selects. 4x4 38 oo'S

5x4. 6x4 & 8x4 3S 00j

Shop. 4x4 24 03

Flooring, Siding

Flooring, select common
No. 1 common

$28 50
31 00

33 00

19 oo
16 00

it common. 4x4
5x4. 6x4 & 8x4

icks, 1x12 S: 1x10, No.
1x12. & 1x10, No. 2...

1x12. & 1x10, No. 3 13 00

Ceiling, etc.

22 00 Rooting, D & M 16 00
18 oo.Siding. clear 21 50

A 20 50
B 18 50
C 13 50

No. 1 fencing 16 50,

Ceiling, select common 25 00

No. 1 common 22 00

No. 1 fencing 20 oo|

Bill Stuffand Culls.

Bill stuff, ordinary sizes: 26 to 28 ft u 00

12 to 16 ft 1200 30 to 34 ft 1600
iS to 20 ft 12 5^ Shin culls 1200
22 to 24 ft 13 oOiMill culls 10 00

Shingles and Lath.

Shingles, clear, iS in. Ex.. . 3 251 6 in. stocks clear, Ex. . . 400
10 in. clear. iS in 300 5 in. stocks clear, Ex. . . 480
6 in. clear, 18 in 2 00 Lath 210

Add for surfacing one or two sides, $1.

Boston, Mass.

Boston, April 28th, 1889.

There is greater activity in most all the different lines. But

little spruce by cargo has arrived, although the river mills are

all sawing. The eastern men want $1 advance over fall prices,

and in many instances they are obtaining it. Clapboards are

still in small supply and high. Both pine and spruce are

scarce. The hardwood trade is only fair.

Western Pi/ie—by car load.

Uppers, 1 in $48 03@5o oaFine com.. 3 & 4 in .

iK, iK & 2 in .... 48 03 50 oojNo 2, 1 in. Fine com
60 oo 1%, lyi & 2 in 29 00

45 03! No. 1 strips, 4 to f

45 03 No. 2

50 00j No. 3
Cut ups, 1 to 2 in

3S 03 Coffin boards

3 & 4 in 55 oo
Selects, 1 in 42 00

x\i, lYz & 2in 43 03

3 & 4 in 45 00
Moulding boards, 7 to

11 inch clear 36 oo
60 per cent clear 34 oo 36 00 Common all widths

Fine common 1 inch 37 oo 38 03 Shipping culls 15

i/i, iK & 2 inch . . . 3S 00 40 oo|

Eastern Pine—Cargo or Car Load.

Nos. 1, 2 & 3 40 03S.43 oo' Clapboards, 4ft., sap

42 00S, 4600
2S oo 30 00

3i 00

43 00

37 03
26 00

30 00
22 00

25 00

15 50

40 03

35 oo
24 00

24 03
19 03
20 03

03

Ship'g bds & coarse
Refuse
West'rr pineclapbds

4 ft. sap extra . . .

.

2S 03 33 03 clear 40 00
23 03 2& 00 Sap, 2nd clear .. .. 33 00

16 oo; Heart extra
12 33; Heart clear

45 00 50 03I

Spruce—by Cargo.
iCoarse. rough. . . .

12 00Q12 50 Hemlock bds., rough
" " dressed

ary sizes 13 oo 14 ooClapbds.. extra, 4 ft.

Yard orders, extra Clear. 4 ft

sizes 1400 15 00 Second clear

Scantling and plank,
random cargoes . .

Yard orders, ordin-

10 00
io 00

25 00
26 00
20 00

No. 1 10 00

4, 03

35 00

55 00
50 00

11 50
11 00
12 50
30 00
28 00
22 00
14 00Clear floor boards . . 19 oo!

No. 2 16 ooi

Lath.
Spruce 1 75@ 1 90

Shingles.

Spruce. 1 25(5,1 5o|Cedar, sawed, extra 3 2j@3 40
Pine. iS in. extra ... 4 00 4 25 Clear 2 75 3 00
Pine, No. 1 3 00 3 15 Extra, No. 1 . . . 2 00 2 25

ICypress, No. 1, 18 in. 5 00 5 25

Saginaw, Mich.

Saginaw, April 28th, 1889.

There is not much activity in the cargo market. Manufac-

turers adhere to quotations a little in advance of last season.

The car trade is moderately active. Yard dealers, with a few-

exceptions, report a fairly good trade. Nearly all the shingle

mills are now in motion.

CARGO LOTS.
Uppers
Common

36 oo@3S oo; Norway 8 5o@io 00

Shipping Culls
Mill Culls . . .

Clear
A
B

Selects, 1 in.

iK&2in.

12 to iS feet

20 feet

11 50
20 00
8 00

30 00
19 oo

22 00

23 00
17 00
14 03
12 00

16 00 21 OOiBoX II

9 00 11 03 Straight measure . . 12 ;o
6 ooiHemlock 7 50

YARD QUOTATIONS CAR LOTS DRY.
Drop Siding.

42 00 C, % in . . .... 3Soo| D
... 36 00:

Flooring and SiduigDressed.
Flooring, clear, d & m 40 03 Siding, clear, \i in. .

No. 1 .... 33 oo A
No. 2 . . . . 30 oa B
No. 3 .... • 20 oi C
No. 4 • .'

.
'".

. 13 oa' D . . . ...
Finishing Liiniberough.

Three uppers. 1 in. . 42 03644 00 Fine common, 1 in. . 32 oo@32 00
. 44 00 46 00 iM & 2 in. . . 33 oa
• 36 00 37 oo C. 7. S & 9.in. ... 25 00

3S 00 Base, 2 to 9 in. No. 1 40 00
No. 2 . . . . 30 00

1 _
No. 3 . . . . 20 00

Coffin boards 16 in. and over iS 00
Joist, Scantling and Timber.

10 00T 22 feet 12 00
. ... 11 oo| 24 feet .... 13 00
Plank and timber, 12 inches wide. Si extra.

H :c 1 t act! a c Cm 11.11 Rcvgh.
C (No. 1 com.) i3in. and up 28 oojD (common) 14 in. and up . 16 00

Lath, Shingles and Pickets.

Lath, No. 1 . . . . 1 5o;Country brands XXX 3 25® 3 35
No. 1 . . . . 1 oo! Clear butts . . 2 25 2 35

Shingles. river brands P'kts. 2 to 2 l/2 in rough 12 00 1300
XXX ... .3 40® 3 5o]Dressed 20 00
Clear butts ... 2 40 2 50I1K in. square.dressed 14 00 1900

Oswego, N. Y.

Oswego, April 30th, 1 889.

Trade at this point 'is good. There is no change in prices

worthy of note. Navigation opened about two weeks ago,

and lumber is coming in quite freely.

Pine.
\yi, 2 and thicker uppers £4; 00(^46 00

" pickings

35

00 36 00
" " No. 1 cutting up 3r 00 3200

cutting up pickings and uppers
as run

3

2 00 39 oo
1 inch selected sidings

25

00 30 00

\\i
" " "

35

09 42 00
1 &J lA box or No. 2 culls

13

00 14 oa
1 &*iK sidings No. 1 dressing and better 17 00 25 00
1x10 & 12x12 to 16 feet dressing and better 26 00 30 00

shipping culls

1500

1600
" " No. 2 "

13

00 14 00
I & 1% in. strips 4 to 7 wide selected

20

oa 30 00
" " " dressings

16

00 17 00
" " " box

9

00 12 00
Broun Ash.

1, lY*, iM. 2 & 3 in. 1st & 2nd quality

17

00 21 00
" " culls 9 00 11 00

Basswood.
1 & i% rst & 2nd quality

20

00 21 00

culls

9

00 12 00
Siiuglcs.

XXX iS inch pine standard thickness 5 to 2% $3 So

XX " " " " " 2 80

X " " . " " 75

XXX '• cedar " " 3 40

XX " " " " " ....... 2 10

XXX 16 pine " " 3 >5

XX " " " " 1 90
Lath.

No. 1, iM

1

So 2 10
" 2 '•

1

40 1 80
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New Works of the Dodge Wood Split Pul-
ley Co.. at West Toronto Junction.

We take much pleasure in giving special mention

and a partial description of the above enterprising

company's new works which have lately been erected at

West Toronto Junction. The site selected is on the

north side of C. P. R., track, covering an area of some

4% acres, which gives every facility for the shipping and

receiving of stock, having special sidings for that pur-

pose. The works, consisting of main butlding, 250x54,

three stories, with annex 80x60, large store house, ma-

chine and blacksmith shops, &c, all of solid brick, having

been erected especially for the manufacture of the

Wood Split Pulley, and are completely equipped in the

most modern and substantial manner.

Entering the annex we find the Engine Room, a

model of completeness in itself, and are at once

attracted by a beautiful and practical illustration of the

Transmission of Power by manilla ropes, a system now

very popular in the United States and Great Britain,

and being largely adopted in this country through the

efforts of this company who make that their specialty.

The power is taken from the 13ft grooved fly wheel of

a handsome 100 H. P. compound engine, and conveyed

to the 250 feet of main line shafting by means of 1

1

wraps of % rope running on to a 63 grooved pulley,

which with the lighter pulley on travelling carriage

and necessary idler and winder, constitute the main

drive which runs the shaft at 300 revolutions per

minute and drives all the machinery in the factory. In

addition to the main drive there is a second transmis-

sion from engine shaft upright to counter shaft, from

which is driven the mammoth Sturtevant Fan. This

fan, with the heater attachment, supplies all the hot air

necessary for the heating and ventilation of the whole

factory and dry kilns. It discharges 82,000 cubic feet

of air per minute at 250 revolutions per minute, and

requires 18 H. P. to drive it. The boiler is a " Field

Stirling " water tube safety boiler, having a working

pressure of 165 lbs and 125 H. P. capacity. In this

building we also find the dry house, which holds 60 M.

feet of lumber, all on trucks of 4 M. feet each, and

arranged so that as soon as a truck is passed out for

use, a fresh one is pushed in from the other end, there-

by keeping the kiln constantly full. The loaded truck

of dried lumber is carried on an auxiliary car into west

end of main building and deposited close to the large

endless bed surface planer and planed, then passed to

the cutting up saws. We have now passed from annex

into main building and are shown the direction in

which the lumber travels after leaving the planer. We
find that all arm and bushing stock courses down one

side of the large ground floor while the rim stock goes

down the other side. In this way the work is system-

atically classified, each man and machine having his

special portion of the pulley work to do. The pulley as

it now appears, has reached the last end of 1st floor,

and is taken on elevator to next floor, where it com-

mences to travel westwards, passing through the differ-

ent stages it arrives at west end of second floor, when

we find it a " Dodge Wood Split Pulley," ready for the

paint shop. It is now taken in on elevator (at that end

for the purpose) to paint shop on 3rd floor, where it is

throughly filled with a patent specially prepared filler,

painted and varnished, and afterwards wrapped with

special wood wrappers, size marked on end and is ready

for shipment.

The machine shop is completely equipped for all

iron work necessary in the making of Iron Centre

Grooved Pulleys for rope transmissions, turning, shaft-

ing, bolt, and nut cutting, tapping, smithing, &c.

The dust arrester and shaving service, which works

most effectually, depositing into the vault in boiler

room, is also worked with a Sturtevant Fan.

The works throughout have been constructed with a

view to being considered " Standard " by the Fire

Insurance Companies, all elevators and stairways being

bricked in from ground to roof, and all doors iron

covered. Each flat is provided with two fire plugs and

100 feet of 2 in. hose, also 3 bbls. and 20 pails kept

constantly filled with " salt " water.

The company holds eleven Canadian Patents, and

the factory has a capacity of about two hundred pulley »

per da>- without working overtime.

The article itself many of our readers have no doubt

had an opportunity to try and benefit by the

practical use of the Uodge Independence Wood Split

Pulley, now a password in almost every factory and

mill in the country. To those who have not used them

we say get the company's special guarantee, which

reads as follows :

•' Every pulley made shall be in every respect as

represented. The maple face pulley in every case to

transmit from 25 to 60 per cent, more power with the

same belt than any other iron pulley made with the

like tension of belt. The compression fastening

guaranteed to be perfect, the compression of wood and

iron guaranteed to hold stronger than set screws in

any case and to be the most perfect fastening ever

invented. To summarize : Satisfaction entire guaran-

teed. Any pulley found defective and not as represent-

ed may be returned at the expense of the company.

Any party skeptical as to the merits of the Dodge
Wood Split Pulley, and who means business, will be

allowed 30 days trial and to return at the Company's

expense if then not found satisfactory.

"

The entire construction and fitting up of this model

establishment has been under the direct supervision of

Mr. Samuel May, the President and Manager, to

whom too much praise cannot be given for his untiring

zeal in placing his company in a position to supply the

power users of Canada with an article which has long

been so universally popular on the other side of the

line.

Correspondence and orders should be directed to the

office of the Dodge Wood Split Pulley Co., which

remains at 89 Adelaide Street, West, Toronto.

Three very large driving belts are being made by

Robin & Sadler, of Montreal and Toronto, for the new-

engines of the Royal Electric Co. Two of the belts

will be 32 inches and one 38 inches wide and each

about 100 ft. long, made of double leather.

OFFICES
Hamilton. Toronto

Windsor. Gravenhurst

TELEPHONE
No. 1046

MILLS
Gravenhurst, Huntsville

Katrine, Essex Centre

ROBERT THOMSON & CO
DEALERS IN

F*ine and Hardwood

Mills Operating nil the year round. Correspondence Solicited.

TORONTO OFFICE
London Canadian Chambers

THOMAS MEANEY.
REPRESENTATIVE

103 BAY STREET,

TORONTO

HURLANI] & CD.

Wholesale + Lumber * Dealers

HANDLING ALL KINDS OF

HARD AND SOFT WOOD LUMBER
Lathi and Shingles.

B2 Church StrBBt, TDEDNTD,

zfj|iiiiiiiiiiiiii(iiitiiiiiiiiiiiigiiiiiiiiiiiii>iiiiiiiiiiiiiii:iiiiE(:ii[iiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiiii

Jas. TEimant & Cn.
Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in

PINE AND HARDWOOD LUMBER
Office: 9 Victoria Street.

TORONTO.
Lumber Shipped to all parts.

^liiiiiitiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiii^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifrr^

PORTER, ROBERTSON & CO.

STOCKS

STRIPS

SIDINGS

BILLSTUFF

WHOLESALE

LUMBER
DEALERS

HARDWOODS
HEMLOCK
SHINGLES

LATH, ETC.

Mill ichitmp's BuUdings,

31 * Adelaide * Street -*- East

TORONTO.
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A NON-FIBROUS ANTI-FRICTION BOX METAL for Machinery Journal Bearings.
•** Guaranteed Coppc-v-Mixed. and to do work that no other metal can. Hardware

Stores all keep it ; if not order direct.

ALOXZO W. SPOOXEE. Patentee and Manufacturer, POUT HOPE, OXT

(^anada Patent For Sale.j

SAW MILL ± DOG
NO. 30,065; DATED OCTOBER 30th, 1888.

is the Simplest and most Effective D03 made. Can be sold on a profit of
so per cent, and be much cheaper than any other first-class Dog. Other
:nts pending, including Duplex, which is novel in simplicity. Will sell

Address, J. H. MISER, Baton Rouge, La., U. S.

tad this Letter: Dear Sir.—Having had 15 years experience throughout
State of Michigan in the mill business, and having used all makes of Dogs,

ot hesitate in pronouncing yours superior to K , C , or R 's which
e best out. Its durability, ease and simplicity of operation, makes it the
est Dog of the upright kind I ever saw. The draw-up of the point will be
dated oy all sawyers in drawing up cants square against the knee.
Youis, truly, R. B. KXIGHT, Sawyer, Burton Lumber Co., Baton Rouge

GalHMachine* Knife* Works.
1 si liiii siiH 1111 las m

-t-£j) IcALr;

r.ff ! ONT.j

rr
;i

I
MACHINE KNIVES

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION FOR

Planing, Moulding & Stave Cutting.

m GMT
ONT

RIBNER'S

LUMBER

jD FOB P3IGE LIST

PETER HAY, C.l/.T. ONT.

Timber Limits
FOK SALE

Four valuable Limits on Lake Nipissing, containing-

36 square miles
each, being Xos. 12, 20, 31 and 39, will be sold to close the Estate of the
late Hon. J as. Ro>- of Quebec. The timber from these limits can be taken
to market either via French River or the C. P. Railway.

Apply to ROSS & CO., Quebec.

ffBUY'

^SMWLOGBOOK
Over une ""Million Sold.

]V/| OST complete book of its kind ever published,
I I Gives measurement of all kinds of Lumber.
Logs, Planks, Scantling: cubical contents of square
and round Timber ; hints to lumber dealers : wood
measure ; speed of circular saws ; care of saws ;

cord-wood tables : felling trees ; growth of trees ;

land measure ; wages, rent, board, interest, stave

I

and V fading bolts, etc. Standard book throughout
the Lnited States and Canada. Get the new illus-

trated edition of 1SS2. Ask your book-seller for it.

Sent post-paid for 35 cents.

G. W. FISHER, Hox 338, Rochester, N.Y.,

Established 1871.

J. W. LANG & CO.

Wholesale Grocers & Importers

33, Front St. East, Toronto.

We shall be pleased io have you 7vrite to us
or samples and prices of

TEAS, TOBACCOS, SUGARS,
SYRUPS, RICE, Etc.

We can and will cut pricesfine to large buyers.

We have a

GOOD. SOUND, FINE FLAVOURED TEA
at 12%. cents.

M 'ritefor sample chest. Address,

J- "W. X-L^-lxTG- «Sc CO.
TOBOK"TO.

QEO. glSHOP ENGRAVING .

»« AND PRINTING fjO.

LIMITED.

On Steel, Copper, Stone and Wood.

LITHOGRAPHING,
PLATE PRINTING,

BOOK and JOB PRINTING
PHOTO-ENGRAVING,

BOOK-BINDING,
ELECTROTYPING.

Illustrated Catalogues aiul Reports a
Specialty

Estimates Furnished.

169 St. James Street. Montreal,

"V A 1 > \ "V "FT "C
: CEMENT COMPANY

1 LIMITED. 1— MANUFACTURERS OP" —

iulie Gementl

The 3>Ts^7L7- in^EPisovEiD

Particularly adapted for Dams, Smoke Stacks, Foundations, Cul-
verts. Cisterns, Cellars, etc.

ENDORSED BY LEADING RAILWAYS AND CONTRACTORS.

For Building, Plastering, Gas Purifying, Paper Making, &c.

mm

DOG,
THE LIGHTEST, STRONGEST AND MOST PRACTICAL CANT DOG MADE

-Send for Catalogue and Price List #

LEWIS BROS. & CO., AGENTS FOR CANADA.
MONTREAL. QUE.

The Gutta Percha and Rubber Mfg. Company

IACKIHg^^tubIN
PURPOSES.

OF* TORONTO.
Offices : 43 YONGE STREET, TORONTO.' Factories : PARKDALE, ONT.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF "MONARCH," "RED STRIP," AND "LION" BRANDS OF

LTING
PARTICULAR ATTENTION GIVEN TO SPECIAL BELTS FOR LUMBER MILLS

Our celebrated "Maltese Cross' 1 Rubber; "Baker Fabric
11

and Ajax Cotton;
" Giant " and Light Linen. Fire Hose constantly in stock.

LUMBERMEN'S HEAVY RUBBER CLOTHING, OUR OWN MANUFACTURE.
Address all Communications to

THE GUTTA PERCHA & RUBBER MFG. CO. OF TORONTO. 43 Yonge St
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Manufacturers Life

and Accident

Insurance Companies.

HEAD OFFICE,

83 King Street West, Toronto.

Combined Authorized Capital, $3,000,00000

" Subscribed " 739>7oo 00

" Cash " 150,76000

Combined new business for 1888, 9,575,525 00

FOR SALE
FOR ACCOUNT OF THE

Joseph Hall Machine Works.

Iron Turning Lathes

Wood Turning Lathes

Sand Belt Machine
Upright Boring Machine
Emery Wheel Frame
Facing Machine
Horizontal Iron Boring Lathe
Punching Machine
Post Drilling Machine
Iron Column Drilling Machine
Gang Drilling Machine
Nut Tapping Machine
Cutting-off Machine
Set 40 inch Hand Rollers, y/% dia.

Traveling Crane and Cranes
Horizontal Engine, with Lift Pump and

Heater, Cylinder 18 in x 36 in. stroke, fly wheel

10 feet in dia., in one casting.

New Model Vibrators

Portable Engines
Horse Powers

All for sale at sacrifice prices, and may be seen in

the Toronto Bridge Building. Toronto.

JOHN LIVINGSTONE,
31 York Chambers, Trustee.

Toronto, 29th Jan. 1889.

THIS YEAR'S

MYRTLE
CUT and PLUG

Messrs. WILSON & MORRISON
Managers for Eastern Ontario, Peterborough.

AGENTS WANTED.

SMOKING TOBACCO
FINER THAN EVER.

See

T & B
IN BRONZE

ON EACH PLUG AND PACKAGE.

LIST OF WATER WHEELS FOR SALE BY
H. W. Petrie. Brantford and Toronto.

ONE 60-inch Turbine, Goldie & McCulloch, Bldrs.
" 60-inch Tyler
" 48-inch Leffel
" 60-inch Sclater
" 48-inch Tyler in, Scroll Case
" 48-inch Sclater
" 45-inch Improved Turbine

PAIR of Sampson Turbine wheels, 42 inch, run
TWO 40-inch Leffels [together.
ONE 42-inch Sampson Turbine

35.inch Leffel
" 44-inch Little Giant
J' 36-inch Sclater
*' 30-inch Burnham

26-inch Leffel
" 21-inch Archimedian

20-inch Leffel
24-inch Leffel

" 15-inch Archimedian, in Globe Case
12-inch Little Giant
21-inch Little Giant

" 17'^-inch Leffel
" Water Wheel Governor, Gait make
Full particulars regarding any of above wheels

sent on application ; address, H. W. PETRIE,
Brantford. Ontario

Mcop

ATENTS SECURED
Trade Marks, Timber Marks,

Copyrights and Designs Registered

Advice on Patent Laws, etc.

Electrial Cases a Specialty.

K. H. REYNOLDS
SOLICITOR AND EXPERT

156 St. James Street, - Montreal.

GRATEFUL—COMFORTING.

EPPS'S COCOA.
BREAKFAST,

"By a thorough knowledge of the natural
laws which govern the operations of digestion
and nutrition, and by a careful application of the
fine properties of the well-selected Cocoa, Mr.
Epps has provided our breakfast tables with
a delicately flavored beveraee which may save
us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious
use of such'articles of diet that a constitution may
be gradually fed up until strong enough to resist

every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle
maladies are floating around us ready to attack
wherever there is a weak point. We may escape
many a fatal shaft by keeping oui selves well forti-

fied with pure blood and a properly nourished
frame."

—

Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold

only in packets, by Grocers, labelled thus :

JAS. EPPS & CO.. Homoeopathic Chemists,
London, England.

MAIL CONTRACT.
PEALED TENDERS, addressed to the Post-

^ master General will be received at Ottawa until

noon, on FRIDAY 17th MAY, for the convey-
ance of Her Majesty's Mails on a proposed con-

tract for four years, between

APSLEY AND PETERBORO'
and

APSLEY AND CHEDDAR
from the 1st July next.
The conveyance to be made in a public or other

vehicle.
Printed notices containing further information

as to conditions of proposed contract may be seen
and blank forms of Tender may be obtained at the
Post Offices of Apsley. Lakefield, Peterboro' and
Cheddar, and at this office.

GILBERT GRIFFIN.
Post-Office Inspector.

Post-Office Inspector's Office. I

Kingston. 5th April, 1889, )

THE MONARCH BOILER

(PATENTED) AND HERCULES ENGINE.

AROBB&SffllS
CELEBPATEO

ROTARY SAWMILL

Guaranteed
to Saw Lumber

Perfectly Smooth and
Even in thiclmess.

Portable from 6 to 70 horse power. Surpass
portable steam power heretofore produced fof
strength, durability, compactness, and the ease
with which they can be moved.
The 70 horse power can be taken overtherouEh-

est roads, or into the forest, and set up as easily
and quickly as an ordinary 20 horse power port-
able engine, and as firm as a brick-set stationary
engine. Engines and boilers of everv si2e and des-
cription. Rotary Saw Mills, Shingle and Lath
machines, Law Grinders, Planers, etc. Mill
machinery and supplies of every description.
Every boiler insured against explosion bv the
Boiler Insurance & Inspection Co. of Canada.
Write for circulars.

A. ROBB & SONS,
Amherst, N.S.

Amherst Foundry and
Machine works.

ESTABLISHED OVER 40 YEARS.

A. ALLAN, President. J. O. GRAVEL, Secretary-Treasurer. F. SCHOLES, Managing Director.

THE CANADIAN RUBBER COMPANY
t/T\»

* SUPERIOR QUALITY RUBBER GOODS *

Our Rubber Belting is Unequalled in America

All Kinds of Rubber Packings ; Rubber, Engine, Hydrant, Suction

Steam, Brewers and Fire Hose ; Rubber Valves, Car Springs,

Wringer Rolls, Carriage Cloths, Blankets, &c, &c.

2vLO~XJ~TJID aOODS OIF E^TE^^T XDZESCEIZPTICO^T.

Our Garden Hose is the Best in the Market.

CANADIAN RUBBER COMPANY
WsstBrn Branch: car. Front and. Ynng-B Sts., Toronto
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Important Sale
OF VALUABLE

TIMBER * LIMITS
Saw Mill, Mill Site.

Pilhif/ Grounds, etc., etc.

Having decided to retire from the wholesale

manufacture and sale of Lumber and Timber in

order to devote more time and attention to the

other branches of our manufacturing business at

Hull we shall offer for sale

BY PUBLIC AUCTION
—AT THE—

Russell House, Ottawa

ON

Wedndsday, August 14th, 1889

At 2 o"clock p. m.

Unless Previously Disposed of by

Private Sale.

Our valuable Timber Limits comprising about

1.377 square miles, more or less, ^together with

all

Improvements, Depots, Farms,

Buildings, Supplies, Plant,

Rigging, etc., etc.

The limits will be offered as nearly as possibl e

in the under mentioned parcels :—

t. Temiscamingue Berths 437, 169. 118, say 125

square miles.

2. Fort Eddy Berths 207 S. 211-12-13-14. say 274
square miles.

3. Magnissippi Berths 216-17-1S-19. say 156
square miles.

4. Kippawa Berths 401. 423. 469. say 109 square
miles.

Lower Dumoine Berths 209-10. 215, say 71^
square miles.

6. Upper Dumoine Berths 3S7. 390-1-2. say 200

square miles.

7. Black River Berths 394-3. say 100 square
miles.

8. Coulonge Berth 220. say 50 square miles.

9. Madasvaska Berths S7.8, 104.5. r74- '76. say
1S0 sqnare miles.

10. Township of Nightingale. Berth 167, say
lYi square miles, together with the unrestricted
right, free from all stumpage charges and' crown
dues till the 15th March. 1S92. to cut the pine on
the whole of the Township of Clyde and
that poition of theTownship of Eyre falling

towards the Madawaska River no square miles,

with benefit of extension of said right for a further-
period of five years from the 15th March, 1S92. at

an annual rental thereafter of §800.00.

Al»o our Large AVater Power Saw Will,
Splitter Mill and Filing Room at Hull
with the Water and Pondage privileges, Dams,
Bulkheads, etc.. etc.. used with the same. Fully-

equipped and in first-class order : cutting capacity
thirty-five to forty millions per season, day watch ;

full complement of Lath, Picket and Shingle
Machinery.
Together with Lumber Yard " No. 5 " and the

" Point " Yard, being snfficient pilling grounds
for the said mills. These yards are wellequipped
with all necessary Tramways, Engines and
Cars, Slides, Docks, &c, are second to none in
Canada and are convenient and contiguous to the
Mill property.

Also, their valuable Steam Mill site at Nepean
Ont., 3 miles distant from Ottawa, comprising 72
acres, with brick chimney, boilers, foundations,
walls of buildings, etc.. etc.. with piers, booms,
and boomage capacity for 50 M. logs.

The terms and conditions of the sale will be
made known at the time of sale or further and
fuller particulars can be had on application to the
Proprietors.

THE

E.B. EDDY MAN'F. CO.
(LIMITED)

HILL, CANADA.
Or to

GORMULLY & SINCLAIR.
Vendors' Solicitors, Ottawa.

April 3rd, 1889.

MA C MINER 1 FOR SALE
List of WATER WHEELS for sale by H. W.

PETRIE, Brantford and Toronto.

ONE 6 inch Turbine. Goldie S: McCulloch
Builders.

ONE 6 inch Tyler.

ONE 60 inch Sclater.

ONE 4S inch Lefell.

ONE 4S inch Tyler in Scroll case.

ONE 4S inch Sclater.

ONE 45 inch Improved Turbine Water Wheel.

ONE 42 inch Sampson Turbine.

PAIR of Sampson Turbine Wheels, 42 inch run
together.

TWO 4 inch Leffels.

ONE 36 inch Sclater.

ONE 35 inch Leffel.

ONE 33 inch Little Giant.

ONE inch Leffel.

ONE 3 inch Burnham.
ONE 26 inch Leffel.

ONE 24 inch Leffel.

ONE 20 inch Leffel.

ONE 21 inch Little Giant.

ONE 17% inch Leffel.

ONE 15 inch Archimedian in Globe Case.

ONE 12' inch Little Giant.

ONE 10 inch Leffel, all brass. Springfield Ohio
make.
WATER WHEEL GOVERNOR. Gait make.

Full particulars regarding any of the above
wheels, sent on application, Address H. W.
PETRIE. Brantford.

List of WOOD-WORKING MACHINES for

sale by H. W. PETRIE Brantford, branch 9
Yonge St. Toronto.

ONE 24 inch Surface Planer. Rogers maker.

THREE side Moulder, Rogers make, Con-
necticut.

BROOM Handle Lath with wood frame, cheap.

NEW No. 2 three side molder. Gait make.

SHINGLE JOINTERS 3. 4 and 6 knives.

SAW ARBORS all sizes. Gait make.

FOOT Wiring Machine, Gait make.

ONE 12 inch Diagonal Buzz Planer.

ONE Automatic Handle Lathe.

NEW 30 inch Band Saw, Gait make.

NEW Dovetailing Machine. Tyrell's patent.

ONE Set of Hop Machines, American make.

ONE Hub Turning Lathe.

BROOM Handle Lathe, Lockport, N. Y. make.

MATCHER. Kennedy & Sons make, Owen
Sound.

ONE Doherty Swing Shingle Machine.

ONE car load of new Wood-working Machinery-
Gait make.

ONE Laws Patent Swing Shingle Machine.

GOLDIE & McCULLOCH Stave cutter, set

Equalizing saws, &c.

NO. 2 tVree side Molding Machine, Gait make.

SET of Box Nailing Machines.

UPRIGHT SHAPER, Gait make.

ONE Gauge Lathe. Bailey make.

ONE Planing Machine Knife Grinder.

ONE Blanchard Spoke Lathe, Fay & Co. make
ONE New Axe handle Lathe.

POWER MORTICER. Goldie & McCulloch
makers.

ONE set of Spoke Machines, Foy & Co. make.

ONE Smallwood Shingle machine, Waterous
make.

4 POLE Road Cars.

ONE Self Feed lath Machine. Waterous make.

-ONE set of Box Nailing Machines.

NEW Gang Lath Machine.

Sand Paperers new and second hand.

ONE Saw Mill Head Block. Gait make.

ONE Fairbanks Timber Gauge.

HEADING TURNER. Goldie & McCulloch.

ONE Shingle Edger with Frame Work.

ONE Power Scroll Saw.

TWO Self Acting Shingle Machines, Quebec
make.

TWO Shingle Packers all Iron.

POWER MORTICER with Boring Attachment.

DOUBLE Cope Tenoning Machine, Dundas
make.

WOOD Turning Lathes Several Sizes.

Drag Saw Machine. Goldie & McCulloch.
POWER MORTICER. Gait make
NEW Blind Slat Tenoner, Gait make
NO. 4 Cant Gourlay. Planer and Matcher.
ONE 24 inch Pony Planer. Cowan make.
ONE 24 inch Planer and Matcher. Dundas make.
PLANER and Matcher; Michaels make. Detroit.
NEW Eclipse Planer and Matcher. Gait make.
NO. s Planer and Matcher. Gait make.
NEW Pony Planers and Matchers only $175

.

SEND for Descriptive List giving full __pa rti

culars and. mention wants, to

Brantford and Toronto.
W. PETRIE

PROPERTY FOR SALE
ILL PROPERTY FOR SALE BY H. W.
Petrie. Brantford. Send for Descriptive List.

CE COUNTY, So H. P.
Double Edger. Shingle

SAW MILL IN* BRUCE COUNTY, So H. P.
Engine, 2 Boiler;

Mill, etc.

WOOLEN MILL IN WATERLOO COUNTY
Fine Water Power, is now running.

PLANING FACTORY AND SAW MILL IN
Haldimand County, well Equipped with First

Class Machinery.

"PULL PARTICULARS OF ANY OF ABOVE
Mills on Application to H. W. Petrie. Brant-

ford. Ont.

i 5 <T
s

:

TENDERS.
SEALED TENDERS addressed to the under-

signed, and endorsed "Tender for Indian
Supplies." will be received at this office up to

noon of THURSDAY, 9th May, 1SS9, for the
delivery of Indian Supplies during the fiscal year
ending 30th June, 1S90, consisting of Flour, Bacon
Groceries, Ammunition. Twine, Oxen, Cows, Bulls
Agricultural Implements, Tools, &c, duty paid,
at various points in Manitoba and the North-West
Territories.
Forms of tender containing full particulars

relative to the Supplies required, dates of delivery
&c, may be had by applying to the undersigned,
or to the ludian Commissioner at Regina, or to the
Indian Office, Winnipeg.
Parties may tender for each description of goods

(or for any portion ot each description of goods)
separately or for all the goods called for m the
Schedules, and the Department reserves to itself

the right to reject the whole or any part of a
tender.
Each tender must be accompanied by an accept-

ed Cheque in favor of the Superintendent General
of Indian Affairs on a Canadian Bank, for at least
five per cent, of the amount of the tender, which
will be forfeited if the party tendering declines to
enter into a contract based on such tender when
called upon to do so, or if he fails to complete the
w ork contracted for. If the tender be not accepted
the cheque will be returned.
Each tender must, in addition to the signature

of the tenderer, be signed by two sureties accept-
able to the Department for the proper performance
of the contract.
^The lowest or any tender not necessarily accept-

This advertisement is not to be inserted by any
newspaper without the authority of the Queen's
Printer, and no claim for payment by any news-
paper not having had such authority will be
admitted,

L. VANKOUGHNET,
Deputy of Superin tendan t- General

of Indian Affairs.

Department of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa, April. 1SS9.

A. J. Hill,

M. Can. Soc. C. E.

Herbert G. Ross

ALBERT J. HILL & CO.

Commission

and Shipping Agents
LUMBER bought and inspected for Foreign

Shipment. Full and reliable information
furnished on all matters connected wifh the locat-
ion, quantity and quality of Timber in B. C.
Timber limits explored and reported upon.

New Westminster, B. C,

J. K. PDST & Go.,

LUMBER MERCHANTS
And Shipping Agents.

OSWEGO, N. Y.

Electric L1GHTINCAPPARATUS
57, Adelaide St. w.

TO RON TO
G N T.

WANZER SENSIBLE SAD IRONS.
COLD HANDLE

Simple and Strong - - Cheapest Iron in the

$ Market fc——
Send for Catalogue.

R. M. WANZER & CD.,
HAMILTON S

MANUFACTURERS
{ ONTARIO.

THE RATHBUN COMPANY,
DESERONTO, - - ONTARIO,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Hoars, Sash, Blinds, Stairs
AND ALL KNDS OF WOODEN HOUSE FINISHING MATERIALS.

Cedar Oil for Purging Boilers
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

FRICTION PULLEY BOARD
The Best Material Ever Used for Frictions of a!! Kinds.

ThE nmini n LBather Board Cn.
MONTREAL, - - - QUEBEC.

Asbestos Mill Board* SteamPacking
Samples Furnished. Correspondenxe Solicited.

PLEASE MENTION THIS PAPJER.

THE IR^TIEHIIBTTIISr Comp'it,
DESERONTO, ONT.,

* TERRACOTTA* FIRE-PROOFING *

For Use in Old and New Buildings.

Endorsed by Leading Architects. Absolutely Fire. proof. About as Cheap as

Wood or Brick. Weight One-Third that of Brick. Does not

Crack on application of Heat or Water.

Deadens Noise. Gives Warmth in Winter; Coolness in Summer.
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TENNANT & CO.
Wholesale Dealers in

UMBER, ATH & SHINGLES

Dressing and Better Pine.

Also Hemlock in <tll sizes a Specialty.

Office rjn^-TZp^nV I I I
\(~*\

:k, foot of bathurst st -1- J-^w'-J-N — ^—NO. 3 DDCl

DONOGH & OLIVER,
Wholesale Dealers in

L
OFFICE :

^os. 16 and 17 Imperial Bank Buildings,

Wellington Street East.

TORONTO, ONT

Thos. H. Willmott. A. K. McIntosh

WILLMOTT & McIHOSH
Wholesale Dealers in

ILUMBER
^},;,.f _ _ _ .

- »-

1] r?!*- ^fi^ffiF^i? •ft*- ^t^^^^if^iC" -wc *>tv"*w *5wwww 7i r >
x

-/4 CMMl 46' Front Street East.

TOZKOjSTT
^ Lumber Shipped to all Parts by Rail or Vessel. |-

Agents for the Celebrated .yJT^ Prompt Delivery in all Case*,

LUFKIN BOARD AND LOG RULE, t CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

McCRANEY, McGOOL & WILSON
Manufacturers and Wholesale dealers in all kinds of

Pine and Hardwood Lumber
x-j^tee ^jzz^> shingles.

Ship Plank, Decking and Long Bill Stuff, a Specialty.

Mills at Burlington. Bronte and Huntsville.

Head Office: 16 UNION BLOCK, corner Toronto and Adelaide Sts., Toronto
Branch Office: 208 Wellington Street, Ottawa.

TORONTO and OTTAWA.

C. C. CLEVELAND. G. F. CLEVELAND.

/. L. GOODHUE & CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

AND

Lace

GEORGE BRUSH,
MACHINIST, FOUNDER & BOILER MAKER,

EAGLE FOUNDRY,
14= to 3-4 EEXnSTG- STREET,

MONTREAL, QUE.

RAILROAD, BANK & OFFICE

DESKS
TEES cio CO.,

300 ST. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL.

Sail, Tent and Awning Maker,
251 Gtoncc and 154 King Streets.

PETERBOROUGH.
Canoe. Yacht and Boat Sails made to order.

Pei feet Fits guaranteed.

Every description of Lumbermen 's Supplies
and Waterproof Clothing.

PATTERSON S HALL,

LumbEr Dealers
Manufacturers of Dressed Lumber,

ZID XTX), - 0:LnT.

T. H. GRAHAM & Co.,
Manufacturers and Re-cutters of

HAND m CUT O MILL % SAW

PRICES AND QUOTATIONS GIVEN

110 YORK STREET, TORONTO.

Jas. ShEppard & Son,

WINTER SA WING,
Ship's Decking, Bill Timber. Dressed

Lumber, Mouldings, Etc.

MILLS, - SOREL, QUE

E7_EC7EIC EIGHTIITG
The lifovj ill Klectjric Co.

SOLE OWNERS OF
The Thomson-Houston Systems for the Dominion.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Dynamo Machines and Lamps, Motors and Generators, Contrac-
tors and Builders of Electric Light Plants throughout the Dominion.

Estimates and all information on application.

OFFICE. FACTOR* AND LIGHTING STATION, 54. 56, Se. 60. 62 AND 64 WELLINGTON STREET,

CHAS. W. HAGAR, Manager MONTREAL, QUE.

THE BEST ENGLISH OAK TANNED

LEATHER BELTING, ETC.
JAMES LESLIE,

j~iTcric2T 03? cz=.jlzo ^^rj^ st. a^zcttz steeets
po. box 996 MONTREAL, QUEBEC.

JOHN BERTRAM & SONS,

DUNDAS, ONTARIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

HOOD- WORKING MACHINERY
MACHINE TOOLS, ETC.

W rit* tor Vr\<—% arid Catalogue*.

F. G. BECKETT ENGINE CO..

MANUFACTURERS of

SAW* MILL* ENGINES * AND -BOILERS

AND ALL KINDS OF MILL MACHINERY.

Steam Launches and Tug Boats a Specialty.

— EC ft "MTT rT"->>T , OntaBIO. —
i5fc >&
',,f SEND FOP. CATALOGUE AND MENTION THIS PAPER

Mona Iron Works, Hamilton, Oxt.

OSBORNE-KILLEY MANUFACTURING CO.

Manufacturers of all Kinds of

SAW MILL MACHINERY,
ENGINES AND BOILERS, ETC.

Send for Catalogue and Mention this Paper.
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TO MILL OWNERS, MANUFACTURERS ST. CATHARINES SAW WORKS
AND ALL WHO ARE USING

1 f± A A A A A A A A. AAAAA AAAAAAAA AA A AAA A A AAA AA AAA AAAAAA A A. A A AA4J
7?. H. Smith Company, Ltd.

AAAAAAAAA A.AAA^ <%

IT-1 "^TOTT ^^T^HnTT belting

Which will Ran Straight on the Pulleys,
Which is Thoroughly Well Stretched,

Which will not Tear at the Lace Holes,
Which will give Complete Satisfaction ,

SEICD TO

Finest

Material

Most
Even

Tern per

^ PI

- ,<

The

Best

in the

World

Our Circular Saws are UnequalledMAXTIFiTTIIRFRt; OF

Our Cross-Cut Saws are Unexcelled

PATENT LAP-JOINT STAR RIVET

*LEATHERIBELTIN&*
jo King Street East, Toronto.

AAA A A AAAA * A A ft.

%>

And our Hand Rip and Butcher Saws
FULLY EQUAL TO ANY MADE ON THE CONTINENT.

^Jiiifiiiiiiiiiuiitiiiiiiif iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirii iiint±

§ OUR SPECIALTIES. 1

#1 THE " SIMONDS » CIRCULAR SAW
Sole Agents in Canada for the.

CELEBRATED PHCZNIX OIL
The Only Pefect Belt Dressing.

All our Belting is sold at the Canadian price list. Please compare be-

fore purchasing. Send for Discounts and our Pamphlet on Belting.

THE "LAWSON" BUTCHER SAW |Jr*
THE " HERLING" HAND SA H i

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiniiininiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir;

THE LARGEST SAW FACTORY IN THE DOMINION.

ST. CATHARINES, ONT.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

DOMINION SAW WORKS!
JAS.ROBER CO

253 to 267 King Street West,

Toronto Ontario

JAMES ROBERTSON
Dalhousie and William Streets,

Montreal, - - Qub

L
Manufacturers of j^Aws

|

EVERY SAW FULLY WARRANTED.
Prices on Application.

Circular, Shingle, Gang, Cross Cut, Concave, Mulay, Drag, Grooving.

Thuber's Royal

ANTI-FRICTIONtBABBITlMETAL.
Importers and Dealers in

Band Saws, Emery Wheels Saw Sets,

Saw Swages, Rubber Belting, Iron Pipe,

Saw Gummers, Leather Belting, Files, &c.
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THE CANADA LUMBERMAN
PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY

^Sx-ZTZaZTJ^ Or. jVlO^TII^E^.,
Office : Simcoe Street. Peterborough. Ontario.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
One Copy one Year, in Advance,
One Copy six months, in .Advance,

$1.00
50

Advertising Rates Furnished on Application.

The Canada Lumberman is published in the interest of the

lumber trade and of allied industries throughout the Dominion

being the only representative in Canada of this foremost branch of

the commerce of this country. It aims at giving full and timely

information on all subjects touching these interests, discussing

these topics editorially and inviting free discussion of them by others.

Especial pains are taken to secure the latest and most trustworthy

market quotations from various points throughout the world so as

to afford to the trade in Canada information upon which it can rely

in its operations.

Special correspondents in localities of importance present accur-

ate report not only of prices and the condition of the market but.

also of other matters specially interesting to our readers. But cor-

respondence is not only welcome but is invited from all who have

any information to communicate or subjects to discuss relating to the

fide or in any way effecting it. Even when we may not be able to

a.rcc with the writers we will give them a fair opportunity for free

discussion as the best means of eliciting the truth. Any items of

interest are particularly requested for even if not of great import-

ance individually they contribute to a fund of information from

which general results are obtained.

Advertisers will receive careful attention and liberal treatment.

We need not point out that for many the Canada Lumberman
with its special class of readers is not only an exceptionally good

medium for securing publicity but is indispensable for those who
would bring themselves before the notice of that class. Special at-

tention is directed to Wanted" and For Sale'" advertisements

which will be inserted in a conspicious position at the uniform price

of ten cents per line for each insertion. Announcements of this

character will be subject to a discount of 25 per cent, if ordered for

three successive issues or longer.

Subscribers will find the small amount they pay for the Canada
Lumberman quite insignificant as compared with its value to them.

There is not an individual in the trade or specially interested in it,

who should not be on our list thus obtaining the present benefit

and aiding and encouraging us to render it even more complete.

Mr. D. A. Martin, agent for Bronson & Weston,

Ottawa, does not share the opinion of the many
operators, that the logs will be " hung up " in the

streams above Ottawa. He recently said, "there will

be plenty of water for any stream that there is any

quantity of logs on. These streams have been so im-

proved that we hold the water as long as we require.

The improvements are put on the streams just for the

purpose of keeping up the water supply. People who
wag their heads and predict that many drives will be

stuck, don't happen to know what they are talking

about. The logs will come down all right and they

will be out earlv too."

The Saskatchewan Herald of Battleford, complains

that of late years timber has been ruthlessly destroyed

along the Saskatchewan, and it fears the effect, if this

destruction continues, will in a few years be a deteriora-

tion in the climate of the district. The origin of the

fires is the clearing of lands. A few acres are to be

cleared, but the settler is unable to confine the fires

to this limit, and hundreds of acres are burnt over. A
remedy suggested is a return to the old law, confining

the time for clearing fires to the month of March.

Where the preservation of timber is of as much con-

sequence as it is on the southern border of the timber

belt of the North-west, the necessity of rigid govern-

mental action to prevent injury being done to public

lands is very obvious. The timber is of more or less

value, and even though trees do not perhaps increase

rainfall, their loss increases floods, secures a less

regular distribution of water to the springs, and exposes

crops to influences adverse to the growth.

In our April issue we made mention of an English

Land Company owning large timber limits chiefly in

the county of Haliburton having at one time failed, but

have since ascertained that such was not the case. The

Canadian Land and Emigration Co., finding it incon-

venient and expensive to carry on their business so far

away as London, the Shareholders and Directors con-

sented to the management of the old company being

located in Ontario. The winding up of the old company

and the reformation of it in Ontario was simply to en-

able them to move the head office from London to

Toronto. The change in no way affects the credit of

the company, and it is believed it will add strength to

its position in every respect. Messrs. Lockart Gordon

of Toronto and J. M. Irwin of Peterborough are the

active officers of the company.

Since our last issue the drought has continued over

a large area of the western and northern states and as

a consequence forest fires have been very numerous.

Wisconsin and Minnesota have probably been the

greatest sufferers, although Michigan has sustained

heavy losses. Millions of feet of logs were lost on

Willow and Apple rivers, Minnesota. It is reported

that over 1,100,000 ties, 45,500 piles, 54,000 telegraph

poles, 520,000 posts and 130,000 cords of wood have

been destroyed on eight lines of road running into

Duluth, Min.. besides two shingle mills, several small

interior saw mills, timber, logs, wood, camp outfits, &c.

Reports from fires in Wisconsin come from Ashland,

the Chippewa and Wisconsin valleys, Marinette,

Cumberland, Hudson and other regions. The Shields

saw mill, about 12 miles from Wausau, and about

1,500,000 feet of pine and basswood were burned. In

different parts of the state several towns have been

partially burned out. From East Saginaw, Michigan,

fires have been reported running through the timber in

every direction. About 5,000,000 feet of timber valued

at $50,000, belonging to one man, was burned in

Tuscola county. What with these forest fires and the

lack of water to float their logs, the prospects of the

lumber trade in those states, to say the least, are not

very encouraging. Canada has been more highly

favored, although in some districts there is a scarcity of

water yet, upon the whole we have no serious cause

for complaint, and so far we have had no forest fires

worthv of mention.

During the past winter our timber merchants had

pretty much their own way in the United Kingdom

and a great many of them have made most profitable

contracts. The present improved situation is attribut-

able to the fact that for some time past the buyers on

the other side have allowed their stocks to continue to

lessen, until they were confronted with empty timber

yards, and an increased demand for wood goods. All

trades have revived in Great Britain, especially that of

shipbuilding. Besides the orders now on hand for

merchant vessels, about ,£10,000,000 sterling is to be

spent in making additions to the Royal Navy, half of

which is to be laid out in private yards. A large

spring fleet is not anticipated, as merchants are not

inclined to charter heavily for early shipment, knowing

that, with the paucity of timber at present in stock in

Quebec, vessels would meet with considerable delay,

if not being unable to secure cargoes at all. There

will no doubt be a large midsummer fleet, and it is

stated that several charters have already been made
for that period. Vessels will soon have no difficulty in

securing cargoes, as the timber that has been made
during the past winter is now being rapidly forwarded

to Quebec. Present indications are that there will be

a considerable addition of steam tonnage, and that the

latter will increase year by year. Business may not

reach the proportions it obtained some years ago, but

there is a confident feeling that the present season's

work will far surpass that done for the last two or three

years, as the tone of the markets of Great Britain is

extremely healthy. Our timber shippers are fully alive

to the situation, as is manifest from the statement

published, that the Messrs. Price Bros, have chartered

eighty vessels for the season's trade.

Owing to the continued drought there is every

indication that a very large number of logs will be

tied up in the small streams, giving an additional value

to what may be available. The banks will be called

upon to carry so much more until another season,

thereby enhancing the cost to the lumbermen to the

extent of the amount of interest paid. The outlook in

Canada, however, is far more favorable than that of

Michigan as the copious rains in the east have relieved

the anxiety of the lumbermen, the river St. John having

reached within a couple of feet of being as high as it

was during the freshet of last year. The drives on

some of the small streams are out, and logs are coming

down with a rush. The small quantity ol snow which

fell in the state of Michigan last winter has been in the

interests of Canada, because not one saw mill in ten in

that State has a sufficient supply of logs for the coming

season's cut. It is said there are a billion logs tied up

in the woods of Michigan owing to the scarcity ot

water in the rivers to drive them to the mills. Canada

has fared much better, yet there are about forty million

logs tied up in the Algoma district. There was a large

stock of lumber on hand in Canada at the close of last

season owing to the dull trade, the result of the

Presidential campaign in the United States which

paralized the markets. The people of the United States

must have lumber, and if on account of the lack ot

water the lumbermen are unable to float the logs to

the mills, and the demand exceeds the supply, they

will have to look elsewhere for their supplies ; and it

there is not a veritable boom in the lumber trade ot

Canada this year prices will be well maintained, t

they are not better than former years. The outlook s

not tfiscouraginsr.

The creditors of Marks, Dobie & Co., Thessalon,

some twenty-five in number, representing houses in

Montreal, Hamilton, Toronto and Collingwood, have

succeeded in making a settlement with their creditors. At

a meeting of the creditors it was shown that their total

assets amounted to $105,000, and after deducting all

accounts which were at all doubtful, and outside of

an amount of $20,000 owed George Marks, the liabilities

remained $85,000, thus showing a surplus in assets to

the amount of $25,000. The firm ottered a settlement

of sixty cents, at four, eight, twelve and sixteen

months, which was reaiily accepted by the creditors,

who expressed the firmest confidence in the integrity

and business ability of the firm. The main cause of

the trouble was the wrong estimate of the amount of

timber on the limits, there being only about 15,000,000

feet where the estimate presented to the firm by the

contractors stated that there were 55.000,000. The
rough country which required an extra amount of labor

to put the roads, etc., in shape, and the lack ot snow

during the latter part of the season, was a strong hin-

drance, the men having to work during the nights io

take advantage of the frosty weather. When Marks,

Dobie & Co. promised to advance supplies to the con-

tractors the estimates promised fortunes, and the

contractors being old lumbermen, the firm accepted
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the estimates as correct, without examining the limits

themselves. It appears that there was no agreement

whatever to the effect that Marks, Dobie & Co. should

pay, or guarantee to pay, the wages of the men, al-

though there were some whose wages they did guaran-

tee and who have since received their pay. They

simply agreed to supply the contractors with provisions,

etc. It is said that in their purchase of these limits

Timothy, Nestor & Co. lost over $175,000. In the town-

ship of Morin alone, their own bush ranger estimates

that there were 55,000,000 feet where there is only 10,-

000,000. It appears that the contractors instead of pay-

ing the shantymen absconded to the States and left the

shantymen to whistle for their winter's pay. The logs

were taken out by John Rowan for Matheson & Co.,

and between Marks, Dobie & Co. and John Rowan

they got all that was coming them from the firm.

When the men found that they could not get their pay

it was natural enough for them to ask where the

537,000 paid to them had gone to. They undertook to

hang on to the logs. The improvements that Rowan

had to make and the unnecessary distance he had to

draw his supplies left him in the ditch. John Boyd was

in a similar fix, but it is said he had nothing to lose.

Rowan lost all his horses and plant, all were mortgaged,

registered at the " Soo " on the 4th of March. Marks,

Dobie & Co. were the securities for Rowan & Boyd,

and this circumstance is what caused their failure for

$75,000. It was out of these troubles that the riot-

ing at Bruce Mines grew. The shantymen, some

500 in number, took possession of the logs and refused

to allow the lumber company to take their logs down

the river. The shantymen had dynamite in their

possession with which they blew up the dams, which

will have to be rebuilt before the logs can be floated

down the river. Violence being threatened the authorities

were invoked for aid, a detachment of constables was

sent from Toronto, upon the appearance of which the

men blew up the bridge. The police at once proceeded

to rebuild the bridge, and as soon as they were able

they crossed over and charged upon the shanties. So

far no lives have been lost, but great damage has been

done to the stores. It falls extremely hard upon the

men to lose their winter's earnings, and to prevent

trouble from a like cause in the future a law should be

passed making the shantymen's wages a lien upon

the logs.

A CORRESPONDENT of the American Cultivator cites

some interesting experience showing the profits of

growing timber. Twenty years ago he bought a farm

and cut off the wood and timber which covered 12 to

15 acres. The pine was mainly on six acres—scattered

and in clumps. No trees over ten inches thick were

left uncut, yet three years ago, over 100,000 feet of box

boards were cut on this lot. In 1855 he bought a lot of

115 acres, upon which all the timber had been cut five

or six years before ; the little pieces left were too small

to make timber of any description. The growth was

mostly hardwood and poplar. In 1861-2 he netted

$1,200 from the timber taken off the new growth ; two

years later he netted $800 : and two or three years still

later he sold the soft timber for $600 and refused $1,000

for the remaining timber. The lot was presumed very

poor soil and cost only $600. An ordinary white pine,

a foot in diameter, is worth almost nothing, but in 24

years each acre will carry 100 trees at least 20 inches

in diameter and therefore worth a large amount of

money. There is little doubt that poor lands grown in

timber and carefully thinned, will produce more profit

than the same land put in farm crops of any kind.

The importation of all kinds of wood goods into

Great Britain is by no means a decaying industry, but,

on the contrary, is in a very flourishing condition as a

statistical comparison of the importations of this class of

goods during the last forty years readily shows. In

1837 wood goods were imported into Great Britain to

the value of ,£832,182, and into Ireland of £237,782, or

a total of ,£1,069,964. In 1864, the year preceding the

one in which the duty was taken off all timber import-

ed, we find that Great Britain and Ireland imported
wood goods to the value of £2,247,278, or more than
double that of 1837. On referring to the Board of

Trade returns for the year 1888, we find that there

were imported into Great Britain and Ireland wood
goods to the value of ,£14,068,000, or fully thirteen

times the value for the year 1837, when Her Majesty

ascended the throne. This sum represents an enormous

amount of material, no less a quantity than 6,220,000

loads, exclusive of fancy woods and staves. The pro-

portions given are, log or hewn timber, 1,884,000 loads;

sawn timber, deals, battens, or boards, 4,336,000 ; and

of mahogany and fancy woods and staves 164,700 tons.

These figures show that the timber trade of Great

Britain occupies no mean place in the value of its im-

ports, being now about one-thirtieth of the total impor-

tation of all classes of goods to that country. If we ex-

clude fancy woods, we find that three-tenths of the

timber imports are hewn timber, and the remaining

seven-tenths sawn goods. Hewn timber does not

therefore bear a heavy proportion of the wood imported,

the bulk' of it being in a sawn state. Taking into con-

sideration that the United States use double the

amount of Great Britain's timber imports, and the

enormous quantities exported from other countries to

her colonies, in addition to the consumption on the

Continent of Europe, we can form a good idea of how
large an industry the handling of timber has now
become in all civilized countries.

When a man undertakes to teach another he should

first thoroughly inform himself, and when a politician

sets himself up as a leader of the people and an enlight-

ener of the masses he should be prepared to enter the

field well organized with facts. Sophistry may do well

enough for the unthinking and unwary but it requires

something more tangible to elicit the approbation of

the more thoughtful and practical classes. Mr. Eiastus

Wiman, the political blacksmith, with the aid of his

striker, Mr. Benjamin Butterworth, a well known
politican on the other side, who affiliates with the pro-

tectionists in his own country and with the free-traders

in this, seeks to weld Canada and the United States

together into one political union in order to patriotically

enhance his own interests, and in doing this he shows

a determination to accomplish his purpose by ignoring

the rules of logic and the utter disregarding of facts.

In a recent communication to the North American
Review he makes this statement :

" One-half the

lumber consumed in the Western States is cut from

Canadian forests." Referring to the above, the Lumber
World, an American journal, gets on this man Wiman
with both feet in the following style : "According to the

statistics of the Dominion of Canada the total annual

log and lumber production of Canada is about 1,510,-

000,000 feet, while the Western States consume at least

6,000,000,000 feet annually. It would appear from this

fact that Mr. Wiman is at least 50 per cent, out of the

way, a very serious error, even in case the total log and

lumber production went to the Western States, which

is by no means true. To make the error still more
serious and inexcusable, it is only necessary to quote

the government statistics, which show that for ten

years past the yearly average export from Canada to

the United States has been about 490,000,000 feet, and
that about 250,000,000 feet of that total have been
bonded for export from the United States ! As the

consumption of the United States aggregates 29,990,-

000,000 feet annually, as Canada's total production is

about 1,510,000,000 feet, as the Western States consume
nearly 6,000,000,000 feet, as Canada sends to the United

States 490,000,000 feet, and as only 240,000,000 feet of

that total is consumed in this country, it is easy to

comprehend how dense, how dark, how solid, how-

hopeless is the ignorance of Mr. Agitator Wiman, who
is trying to flamfoozle 65,000,000 people into the idea

that the chief end of the existence as a nation is to

make regulations that will enrich him I It is this same
Mr. Wiman who not long ago informed the wheat-

growers that the great depth of forest in the ground in

Manitoba fitted that country most admirably for wheat-

growing. It would seem to unprejudiced observers that

this eloquent Mr. Wiman should be sat down upon in

the interest of common-sense. He has brought himself

from Canada into the United States and grown wealthy,

but now, when he proposes to carry the United States

over into Canada to make the Dominion wealthy and

prosperous, it is time to protest." This political black-

smith and his cohorts can lay the flattering unction to

their souls that Canadians are not dreaming of political

union or annexation. Canada is a great country with

as fine a climate as any country on the face of the globe,

rich in its productions, blessed with enumerable water

ways, a railway extending from ocean to ocean,

innumerable lines carrying the products of the soil, the

forest and the mine, to the various points where they are

needed. Canadians are fully capable of managing their

own affairs in their own way and to suit their own pur-

poses. They want no dictation or instruction from

unscrupulous American politicians or reckless adven-

turers.

THE EXPORT DUTY ON LOGS.

The export duty, on logs is still an open question, and
it is likely to remain so for some time to come. It has

been, and it still continues to be, discussed by our con-

temporaries on both sides of the line, and it is well

that it is so, for it is a matter of the gravest importance

as to the future of the second leading industry of the

country. The lumbermen themselves are by no means
a unit on the question, the Maritime Provinces being

largely in favor of the maintenance of the duty, while

western Ontario and Manitoba are largely in favor of

its reduction, if not in favor ot its repeal altogether.

It is a well known fact that when the duty was increas-

ed last fall, it was done so at the earnest request of

some of the leading lumbermen of Ontario, and it was
done without an actual knowledge of the facts no

sensible person will deny. In acceding to the requests

of the lumbermen, whether the government are to

blame or not, they had a precedent for their action

established in 1879, when the existing duties upon

wheat and flour were fixed by the late Mr. Gibbs after

consultation with the millers, who had practically the

making of the tariff. The action of the lumbermen in

asking for an increase of the duty was undoubtedly

stimulated by the issuing of President Cleveland's mes-

sage of retaliation—a message dictated by neither

wisdom nor statesmanship, and which no person well

informed on American politics ever for a moment sup-

posed would be carried into effect. The issuing of the

message proved to be a mistake, yea more, it proved to

be a fatal blunder to the Democratic party, when in its

zeal to catch the Anti-British vote in order that it might

be enabled to retain power, it estranged thousands of

naturalized Scotch and Canadian voters, who were

sufficiently numerous to remand the Democratic party

to a negative position, and who have since atoned for

their blunder by the loss of power.

It is now seen that the increasing of the duty upon

logs was not only an unneighborly act, but an absolute

mistake, and the more so when we consider that the

imports of American logs into Canada free of duty are

four-fold greater than the export of Canadian logs into

the United States. It is true that a small portion only

of the lumber manufactured in Canada from American

logs finds a market in this country, the great bulk of it

being shipped back to the States ; yet it brings Ameri-

cans in direct contact with our manufacturers, and while

it is a matter of convenience to them to use our water-

ways to get their products to market, the bringing of

the logs to this side in order to manufacture them into

lumber gives employment to a large number ot Can-

adian workmen, and being American products they are

again exported free of duty, the advantage being largely

in favor of the Americans.

The interests of the lumbermen are so varied that it

makes this question a very troublesome one to handle.

In order that we may be able to draw just conclusions

let us carefully examine the facts. As stated in a former

issue of The Lumberman, the export of logs from

Canada to the United States from 1880 to 1888, nine

years, was $2,251,339, while the imports of logs into

Canada from the United States during the same period

was $10,619,850. Logs exported from Canada to the

United States are principally lrom the Lake Huron

region to Michigan mills. To some extent logs are

also exported from the Maritime Provinces. It

is estimated that from 50 to 100,000,000 feet of

spruce, pine and cedar are floated down the River St.

John from the State of Maine to St. John, N. B. The
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trade in the Rainey River Valley and Southern Manitoba

is furnished with logs from Minnesota, and it is here

where the greatest amount of logs are exported from

the United States. The effect of the repeal of the ex-

port duty would be to largely enhance the value of our

timber limits, thereby making the rich timber owner

richer, while at the same time it would work to the

injury of the saw mills. The question for thoughtful

men to consider then is : shall we in order to keep a

minimum amount of logs at home debar ourselves to a

great extent from a desirable market for our manu-

factured goods ? Vet, should the Americans increase

the import duty on lumber, even up to $5, we have

nothing to fear, for a portion of Canadian timber they

must have, and in that event the extra duty would come

out of the pockets of American consumers. Another

thing. American timber lands are principally owned by

speculators, and in case of an increase of the import

duty they would take advantage of it and put up prices,

thereby putting both countries on a more equal footing.

It is not clear just what the Dominion Government will

do in regard to reducing the export duty, but the

country can rest assured of one thing, as it is conserv-

ative in its character, that it will take time to consider,

and when it is ready it will take such action as it deems

best for the interests of the country.

SPLINTERS.
The import of timber, hewn and sawn, into Great

Britain from Canada during the month of April amount-

ed to ^56,978 against ,£28,182 imported in April, 1888,

showing an increase for the month of ,£28,796.
*

Mr. Aubrey White, Assistant Commissioner of

Crown Lands for Ontario, denies that he stated that

lumbermen who held licenses from the Dominion Gov-

ernment to cut timber in the formerly disputed territory

would be able to continue on licenses from the Ontario

Government by complying with the Provincial Crown
Timber regulations.

* #
*

The timber market is quite active in Toronto this

season and prices are fair. But very little oak is being

shipped from Michigan in cubic form this season, a

large portion of the supplies coming from Northern

Ohio. Several hundred thousand feet of board pine

was put in in northern Michigan and the Georgian
Bay country last winter.

INCREASED business, and the necessity of more ample
accommodations, have caused B. F. Sturtevant, manu-
facturer of Blowers, Heating Apparatus, Engines, &c,
to move his New York branch office to No. 91 Liberty

St. where he will be better able to meet the trade. He
has also recently established a branch office at Portland,

Oregon, under the management of Mr. O. C. Gove,

who will handle the rapidly increasing trade of the

Pacific Slope.

*
The twelvth annual convention of the National

Association of Lumber Dealers, an organization which

seeks to protect the interests of retail dealers against

unfair treatment on the part of those from whom they

purchase their supplies, was held at the Tremont
House, Chicago, May 8th. The attendance was small,

and but little business was transacted. The time of

meeting was changed from the second Wednesday in

May to the third Wednesday in January. It is probable

that the next place of meeting will be held either at

Kansas City or St. Louis, Missouri.
* *

*
HUGH K. Robertson of Joggins raft fame has

recently been exploring the lumber districts of the

Pat Hk coast. He says that a company is being formed
in England to transport lumber in the form of rafts

from Canada to England. The Pacific coast has been
' ' ted as a basis of operations, because it is easier to

tut and float the logs there than on the Eastern coast.

Thf only obstacle to the plan now is the Canadian ex-

port duty, but they are working to have this removed.
In the vent of the Government deciding otherwise, the
' Knpany will confine their operations to the American
' o;i,tin Washington Territory, Oregon, California and
Alaska for shipment to the Southern states.

FOEEOWING in the wake of the Oklahoma boom
another springs up in Dakota. The boom for Sioux

reservation lands continues and the excitement is daily

growing. It is said the prospects are that before

sixty days elapse the boom will equal, if not exceed,

that in Oklahoma Let those who have a natural

hankering for cyclones and blizzards join the grand pro-

cession at once. For our part we prefer to remain in

God-protected Canada, far away from land sharks and

official plunderers.

*

Under the amended "Culler's Act" now in force

it is not compulsory to have any lumber measured,

culled or assorted, except all square and waney timber

shipped for exportation by sea. This must be either

measured, culled, or counted, at the option of the

persons interested, by a licensed culler, under the

supervisor or deputy ; and the owner or shipper of such

timber, or the proprietor or lessee of the premises from

which such timber is unlawfully shipped, shall incur a

penalty equal to the market value of timber shipped.
* *

*

The annual conclave of the Poplar Manufacturers

and Wholesale Dealers' Association was held in the

Grand Hotel, Cincinnati, beginning on Tuesday, May
7th. The attendance was large, 37 firms and com-

panies being represented out of a membership of 61.

The price list was advanced from $1 to $3 a thousand

on first and second clear rough lumber, and an equal

advance was made in rough clear saps. Advances of

25 to 50 cents were made on dressed lumber, the

design being to equalize prices as' between rough and

dressed stock, when the discounts on both classes were

considered.

*

Mr. Aubrey White, Assistant Commissioner of

Crown Lands for Ontario, and Mr. G. P. Kirkpatrick,

chief of the survey department visited Ottawa last

month, and accompanied by Mr. Bronson, M.P.P. they

called upon the [Deputy Minister of the Interior. It is

understood that the object of their visit was to make
final arrangements for the separation of the Ontario

crown timber business from the crown timber office at

Ottawa. It is expected that in the future all the

licenses will be issued, accounts kept and dues collect-

ed by the department at Toronto. It is also stated that

the bona fide lumbermen who obtained licenses from

the Dominion Government to cut timber in the formerly

disputed territory will be able to continue as licensees of

the Ontario Government on complying with the pro-

vincial crown timber regulations.

* #
*

The supply of black walnut is rapidly becoming

exhausted, and there is no satisfactory substitute for it in

this country. No other tree can approach it in value.

It is a rapid grower, and it will thrive in almost any

soil on this continent. It is a sturdy, handsome,

vigorous tree, easily grown, because no animal and only

one insect feeds upon it. The black walnut has a

trancendent value but little known, which is that the

fine European walnut grows finely on it, either stock or

top grafted. The hardier varieties of this finest of nuts

from the north of Europe should succeed top grafted

on this hardy stock in Ontario and the Northwest. It

can be made to yield a fortune by those who cultivate

it on a large scale. In twenty years a grove will have

more than have paid all expense and interest on the

investment. In fifty years at present prices the trees

would be worth at least $20,000 per acre.

*

A Largely attended meeting of the Southern Vellow

Pine Association was held, May 2nd, in the parlors of

the Exchange Hotel at Montgomery, Alabama. The
association comprises the States of Georgia, Alabama,

Mississippi and Louisiana. The question of freight

rates was discussed at considerable length, after which

the President appointed a committee on prices. The
committee reported a scale of prices rather lower than

that of last year. The explanation was made that it

was intended to be a minimun scale ; but the scale

only included flooring, ceiling and finishing boards.

Free discussion developed the fact that there was great

diversity among mill men as to the prices they receiv ed,

and considerable difference in grades. Some got more

for ceiling than flooring, others less. The price list

was adopted. The association will meet again at the

same place on the second Thursday in July next.

*
Provincial Detective Green who had charge of the

government force of officers sent to the Bruce Mines to

maintain order among the rioting shantymen has suc-

ceeded in bringing about a settlement. The company
offered to make the men a present of $2,500 and a

surplus of 25 cents a standard on 50,000 logs after the

expense of taking the logs down the river, which should

have been met by the contractors, was deducted. The
company held back certain portions of the money due

the contractors as a guarantee that the work would be

done. This amount they proposed to devote towards

paying the men, together with their denotion of $2,500.

The men, however, refused to accept the proposal, and

wild times ensued for a while. Finally, largely owing

to the tact and good judgment of Mr. Green, a settle-

ment was come to between the company and the men.

The men will get a smaller percentage of the wages

than at first offered, but will be continued in the em-

ployment of the company.

*
It is important for lumbermen to know that the

Montreal Car Wheel Company manufacture exclusively

railway, tram, and lumbermen's car wheels. In the

manufacture of these wheels the highest grades of

charcoal pig iron only are used, the wheels are run in

chills and the greatest care is given to the regulation of

the depth of chill and of the strength of iron used. By
the use of such irons and with their system of manu-

facturing, they are enabled to make a far better class of

wheel than that manufactured by the ordinary founders.

They finish their wheels so as to make them perfectly

true to circle and bore them to a dead centre, and

balance as perfectly as it can be mechanically done. If

desired they can furnish their wheels pressed on axles

and ready for use, and they can at any time supply

drawings and particulars of the wheels made by them,

and they are prepared to make any pattern called for

by purchasers. They are at present supplying railroad

wheels to the leading roads of the country. See

advertisement in another column.

PUBLICATIONS.
The Lumber Trade Journal, published at New York

City, sends us a very convenient and well gotten up

direc tory of the New York trade and those of neighbor-

ing cities. It also contains the inspection rules of New
York, Boston and Baltimore, as well as other infor-

mation valuable to lumbermen. Sent postpaid, in any

number, at ten cents a copy.

We are in receipt from Willian H. Sayward, Secre-

tary of the National Association of Builders of the

United States of America, a copy of the Official Report

of the third annual convention held at Philadelphia, Pa.,

February, 1889, for which he has our thanks.

" Merx," the financial critic of The Budget, refers to

the discussion in the House ofCommons on the customs

seizures, and expresses the belief that this will be the

beginning of a change from which radical changes may
be expected to result.

We have received from Mr. Wm. Edgar, general

passenger agent of the Grand Trunk Railway, a little

book of 96 pages with pictorial cover, entitled " Guide

to Fishing and Hunting Resorts in the vicinity of the

Grand Trunk Railway." It contains information re-

specting shooting, fishing and boating of the principal

resorts near the Grand Trunk, which will be useful to

our piscatorial friends and the pleasure-seeking public.

The Pacific Coast Wood and Iron, a monthly journal

published at San Francisco, Cal., comes to us this

month with a supplement containing two artotypc

views of the Duncan Mills Lumber C^Q?!^}'- ^s0 a

massive redwood 17 feet through, lately cut on^thpir

grounds in Sonoma County. The tree is represented

as being about half cut through with eleven men seat-

ed upon the stump and two men and a boy standing

between them and the tree. Choppers are standing

around surrounded by chips evidently sufficient to fill a

railway car. The views are from photographs taken

upon the spot.
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THE NEWS.

ONTARIO.

—An extensive furniture factory is being erected at Berlin.

Mr. T. B. McNaughton, lumber dealer, Meaford, has

assigned.

All the mills at Parry Sound are cutting and the lumber

trade is booming.

—Tames Thompson's saw mill, at Orkney, is cutting 15,000
|

feet of lumber daily.

—Thomas Batman, of Green Bay, has bought out the

Sheguiandah saw mill.

—Tohnston & Blair's shingle mill at Whitoff burned some

time ago is being rebuilt.

—Complaint is made of the interfering with navigation at

Bracebridge by saw logs.

Mr. James Dollar, of Bracebridge, has over 1,000,000

shingles ready for shipping.

The first of this season's cut of saw logs arrived at the

Belleville boom on the 13th.

Messrs. Brennen, of Sundridge, have about one and a

half million of logs at the falls.

The large saw and grist mills of George Marks & Co.

,

at Bruce Mines, were burned May 8th. Loss heavy.

Mr. A. Seaman has purchased the Sill's mill site at

Wiarton, on which he intends building a large saw mill this

summer.

The grist and lumber mills belonging to Mr. George

Marks, Bruce Mines, Algoma, were burned recently. Loss

not stated.

—Mr. Wood's mill, Fesserton, has started up for a good

season's work. The other mills are expected to commence

work soon.

—Caldwell's big lumber mill at Clyde Forks was burned

May 8th. The mill was valued at $60,000 ; insurance upon

mill and lumber $33,000.

—The saw mill owned by Mr. J.
Doolittle, near Centerville,

Middlesex county, caught fire while the men were at dinner

and was totally destroyed.

—Boyle & McCracken, have leased MacLaren & Co's saw

mill at Green Shoals, a point five miles below Gatineau Point,

and will start up for the season.

—Cradser Kraner, a German laborer, was instantly killed

in Cameron & Kennedy's saw mill at Rat Portage, by the saw

breaking and cutting his head off.

—A lad named James Found, slipped and fell on belt

in a saw mill at Long River, P. E. I. He was thrown upon

the circular saw and literally cut in two.

—Sutherland's stave mills at Harwich station were totally

destroyed by fire May 7th. The machiney used was the only

sample of the kind in Canada. Loss heavy.

—Mr. Thos. Allen, of Perth, has bought the portable saw

mill formerly used in Dickson's mill near Pembroke. Mr.

Allen intends taking the mill to near Sharbot Lake.

—McLachlin Bros., of Arnprior, have erected a large iron

crematory for burning the refuse at their saw mill. It is over

160 feet high, 30 feet in diameter at the base, and 18 feet at

top.

—The Messrs. McLachlin Brothers, of Arnprior, are having

a handsome new tug built in their lumber yard, which they

will use in towing logs from there to the mills at Goodwin's

Bay.

—Carswell, Thistle & Mackey's mill at Calabogie has

received a thorough overhauling. One of the many improve-

ments is a machine for loading logs on the cars out of the

water.

—Tohn Longeway's saw mill in Logan township, seven

miles north of Mitchell, has been burned. The loss is fully

$3,000, covered by $500 in the Perth Mutual, and $500 in the

Waterloo Mutual.

—Shipping by boat from the Chaudiere is brisk and the

export trade has fairly commenced. Considerable lumber is

being shipped by the Canada Atlantic railway to different

points in the States.

—R. W. Mutchmore's little saw mill, at Providence Bay, is

making first-class lumber this season and has this spring cut

about 700,000 feet of pine lumber. His stock of logs will

make 2,000,000 feet.

—Robert Lane, owner of a saw mill near Teeswater, while

making shingles slipped on some material that had accumu-

lated beneath the machine and fell against the saw, severely

lacerating' his left arm.

—A man named Marie was severely injured while work-

ing at a circular saw at Duncansville, May 4th, necessitating

the amputation of his right arm near the shoulder. He suffers

likewise from internal injuries.

—Mr. Campbell, of West Toronto Junction, has opened a

lumber yard in that thriving burg ; and in addition he is

erecting a large planing mill south of the C. P. R. depot,

which will give employment to a number of men.

—J. B. Smith & Sons, saw and planing mill at Southamp-

ton, burned on May 7th. The building was entirely destroy-

ed and a quantity of lumber was also burned. The loss is

estimated at $3,500 ; insured for $1000. Cause of fire

unknown.

—Mr. J. T. Harvie, having cut out all his stock of timber

in the vicinity of Doe Lake where his mill was situated, has

now removed it to Germania, where he last year purchased

additional limits, sufficient to keep his mill in operation for

several years.

—Mr. Parker Davis, of Nogey's Creek, near Bobcaygeon,

lost his shingle and lumber mill by fire. The mill was a good

one and well supplied with machinery. The property was

valued at between five and six thousand dollars, and was

insured for $3,000.

—Mr. Milton Knox, of Messrs. Perley & Pattee's lumbei

concern, has returned from Lake Temiscamingue. He says a

good winter's work has been accomplished in that district.

The Temiscamingue Colonization Co., is wonderfully improv-

ing the appearance of that section.

—Six men in the employ of Messrs. R. H. Klock & Co.,

had a narrow escape from drowning. In running the Toon

Rapids their boat was swamped, and had not a boat's crew of

Hurdman's men been in the vicinity some of them would

most undoubtedly have met a watery grave.

—Drumbo Record: Messrs. W. I .Reid and John McNnab,

of Ayr, have bought thirty acres of timber on the farm of Mr.

Walter McEwan, lot 8, Con. 5, Blenheim, consisting of

excellent pine, cedar and oak. A saw mill will be erected

and the manufacture of lumber begun shortly.

—The new planing mill at Midland will be run by a joint

stock company. The following gentlemen form the company :

D'Alton McCarthy, barrister ; John Eyer, lumberman ; J. F.

Paterson, banker ; and William Pratt, mechanic. The com-

pany will be known as the Midland Manufacturing Co.

—Timber from the Georgian Bay is being shipped in large

quantities over the Midland railway to Belleville, where it is

rafted and taken to Quebec. From Quebec it is shipped to

Liverpool. The Collins Bay Rafting Company have a gang

of men employed at Belleville, as 1,000,000 feet of timber is

to be rafted during the summer.

— Vessel building, an industry closely allied to that of lum-

ber, has been carried on to more than the usual extent at

Goderich last winter, giving employment to a number of men.

A schooner of 200.000 feet capacity has been entirely rebuilt

and a new one of about 350,000 feet capacity is nearing com-

pletion. The latter will be the best of her kind on the lakes.

—Messrs. A. McPherson & Co., Longford Mills, have

begun work at both their mills. They pulled down the old

shingle mill last fall and built a new one during the winter.

Both mills are working well.
.
Tney have a very large stock

of logs and bolts, and they are well down. The firm shipped

over one hundred and sixty carloads of lumber and shingles

during April.

—Gravenhurst Banner

:

—Mr. W. Thomson was in town on

Monday. After having had a very successful winter in lum-

bering near Torrance, he has located with his family at

Orillia. Mr. Thomson has received from the Grand Trunk

Railway Co., the contract of loading all the square timber, to

be conveyed over their northern divisions, from Waubaushene

and North Bay.

—A letter to the firm of R. Hurdman & Co., from George

Hamlin, clerk in the employ of the firm, dated from Deux

Rivieres, states that three of Thistle, Carswell & Co. 's men

had been drowned and three seriously injured while attempt-

ing to run the Roche Capitaine slides. These slides are said

to be very dangerous to run and lumbermen generally take

the open rapids rather than risk the lives of the men.

—Algoma Advocate:—At Mr. Boyd's camps things are

looking brighter, and the men are working hard to have every

log in the river before the floods decrease. It is expected

that Mr. Boyd and Messrs. Rayburn & Son will have a large

balance in their favor when the work is through. All through

the winter it has been a difficult matter for the the company's

and the contractor's scalers to agree on the measurement of

the logs cut It is reported that a deeply laid scheme to rob

the contractors by unjust measurement has been discovered,

and that when the Government scaler, Mr. P. C. Campbell,

will have finished scaling, the contractors will be many thous-

and dollars ahead.

—Norman is a thriving village situated on the main line of

the C. P. R., 130 miles east of Winnipeg and about half way

between Keewatin and Rat Portage. From a mere lumber

camp in 1886 it has grown into a place that will compete

closely with Rat Portage or Keewatin. The chief industries

of the place are three large saw mills, owned and operated

respectively by the Minnesota and Ontario Lumber Co.,

Messrs. Cameron & Kennedy and Mr. H. Bulmer Jr. The

three mills are now in full operation.

—The cedar mill at Deseronto is doing excellent work this

season and Superintendent Roach is well satisfied with results

thus far and a very successfull season is looked for. Mr. Wm.
Mitchell has introduced a friction and straight belt for driving

of Deseronto will be found more interesting to the casual and

the shingle machines and these work satisfactory. The engine

and boilers have been thoroughly overhauled and now work

much better than formerly. Few, if any, of the establishments

observant visitor than the cedar mill.

—Nipissing Times : Lumbermen of Nipissing and Algoma

are everywhere expressing fears that the unusually low water

which appears in the rivers and creeks this spring will greatly

retard, if not quite prevent, the transport to market of a large

amount of the square timber and log cut of the past winter.

Unless the timber district is favored with a heavy rainfall

soon many will suffer heavy loss. Those who are fortunate

enough to reach Quebec with timber will doubtless realize

good prices on account of the reduction in the supply called

for this year. A few seasons like this would have the effect

of transferring the chief timber transport of this territory from

the waterways to the railways.

—The Orillia Times :—The steamer Longford made a

special trip across to Longford having on board the President

and Directors of the Rama Timber and Transport Co., who

went over to attend the annual general meeting held at their

office yesterday. The secretary read a statement of the

season's operations, which was very satisfactory. After

taking dinner at the Longford Lumber Co.'s boarding house,

the officers of the company boarded their tug, Comet, com-

manded this season by Capt. John Adams, and proceeded to

inspect the works at the canal and Portage. Everything was

found in good order, and the officers and directors were very

much pleased with the look of things. They expect to

have a busy season's work, provided all the logs which are

coming that way reach Lake St. John. Owing to the scarcity

of water it is not unlikely that some of the logs will be "hung

up."

QUEBEC.

—Trembley's saw mills at Lyster have been burned down.

Loss heavy.

—Messrs. Price Bros, have chartered eighty vessels to

export their timber to Europe this season.

—The logs are arriving so rapidly that E. B. Eddy has

been compelled to start his lumber mill at Hull running at

night.

—Over one hundred thousand feet of square birch have been

made along the line of the Lake St. John railway during the

past winter.

—Mr. Telesphore Madore, of Quebec, has been appointed

general agent for Quebec timber lands of the Ottawa district.

Mr. Madore has established his office in Hull.

—Francis McCaffrey's saw mill at Riviere Neir on the

Athabasca branch of the Grand Trunk, was entirely consumed

by fire, May 7th. Loss $5,000 ; no insurance.

—The Port Neuf pulp and saw mills, belonging to an

English company and held for some time past by Messrs.

Gibson & Campbell, has been sold to another English

syndicate for $30,000.

—Mr. James Gorman has received the machinery for the

new steam saw mill which he is erecting on the Schneil a

short distance from Fitzroy Harbor. He expects to have it in

running order this season.

—One of the returned lumber merchants says that during

the past winter Quebec timber merchants have had the

business pretty much their own way in the European markets

and they must have very profitable contracts. The yards on

the other side are almost bare of timber. A large spring fleet

is not anticipated as most of this season's shipments are not

yet come to market. There will however be a large mid-

summer fleet. A heavy increase is anticipated in steam

tonnage which will for the future continue to grow larger. The

British Government is going to spend ten million pounds on

shipping this year, about half of which will be placed in private

yards.
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—Pierre Aumond, a French Canadian, lost his life last

month in Mr. P. Donnelly's saw mills, Montreal. He was

engaged in oiling a shaft when he slipped and to save himself

from falling seized the shaft around which his clothes caught

and he was whirled to death.

—To meet the anticipated demand and to keep up with the

times, Mr. Lawrence, of Lawrenceville, has disposed of his

old saw mill machinery and is getting in one of the improved

mills with rope feed, &c, manufactured by the Jenks' Machine

Co.. of Sherbrooke. He is also getting one of the new

adjustable tooth-saws manufactured by the Montreal Saw

Works.

—Mr. John Poupore reports that the cut of logs in the

Ottawa district was very large this winter. The operations of

the lumbermen have been facilitated by the heavy falls of snow

and even-thing indicates that driving will be successful. Mr.

Poupore says not only do prices remain satisfactory, but very

extensive sales have been made by our merchants in England

during the past winter.

—In April the Land Surveyors of the Province of Quebec

held their first annual dinner at the St. Louis Hotel, Quebec,

under the most auspicious circumstances. A large number of

prominent guests were present, and numerous speeches were

made. In the course of his remarks the Commissioner of

Crown Lands stated that it was his intention, as soon as the

resources of the Province would allow, to have the whole of

the valuable lands surveyed inch by inch, so as to place the

government in a position to know exactly the enormous

resources of the Province, and turn them in the near future to

the treasury.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.

—The Brunette Saw Mill Company, of Westminster, B.C.,

will add a plant for the manufacture of sash, doors, etc., to

iheir mills.

-Mr. W. P. Sayward's mill property in Victoria and his

timber limits on the northern coast have been sold to a

syndicate of local capitalists for $265,000.

—S. C. Dodge and Hughes, president and vice-president

of the Los Angeles (California) Planing Co., were in British

Columbia recently, looking for a suitable site for a planing

mill.

—The Department of the Interior advertised some time ago

for tenders for 25 square miles of timber limits in the Rocky

Mountains, B. C, slope. The successful tenderers were,

Mackenzie & Holt, of Beaver, at a bonus of $100 per square

mile.

—Vancouver World: It is believed there are more new

buildings in process of erection in Vancouver at present than

ever before in its history at one time. They are not by the

dozen, but by the hundred, and in ever)- quarter and section

of the city.

—W. D. Robinson, whose elevator was recently burned at

Carl>erry, is completing arrangements to start a saw mill at

Otlertail in the Rocky Mountains with a capacity of 20,000

feet per day. He will also rebuild his elevator at Carberry,

bin will increase its capacity to 60,000. Building operations

will begun in July.

Mr. G. O. Buchanan is selling out his mill business on

the line of the C. I'. R. and removing tc Lower Kootenay Lake

where he will open out a complete saw mill establishment and

make all kinds of house binding material. The demand

there Is entirely local in connection with the mining camps at

Toad Mountain. Warm Springs and Galena Bay. The mill

will \>e located at an intermediate point and will have easy

water communication with each of these camps. The quantity

of gold, silver, copper and lead ores in sight at these mines is

immense and four railways are projected which will have their

terminus at the Lake. There is no arrangement by which

Canadian goods or machinery (except express parcels) can be

l>onded through, nor is there any road except a pack trail

through Canadian territory. Mr. Buchanan has therefore

been compelled to buy machinery in the United States and

pay Canadian duties upon it. The supply of timber is small

in the country having been badly burnt, but Mr. Buchanan

has enough in sight to supply the local demand for some years.

—The Columbia River Lumber Company intend building a

saw mill at the Beaver, B. C, with a capacity of 80,000 feet a

day. The company has put in a boom across the Columbia

river, driven piling for a flume to convey water across the

railroad track, and erected the frame work of the mill build-

ing. Part of the machinery is on the ground, and some 50

odd men are now employed by the company. The main mill

ing will }jc 147 feet long by 42 feet wide, and two stories

high It will contain two circulars and a gang saw, besides

other machinery. Tbe motive power will be furnished by-

three 30-inch water wheels, each having a capacity of 142

horv;-power the wheels being driven by a 40-foot head of

water. Its capacity when completed will be from 125,000

to 250,000 feet of lumber or dimension stuff a day. The

company own timber limits on the Columbia and its

tributaries, from which it is estimated 300,000,000 feet of

lumber can be cut ; the last limit acquired being one of 24

square miles on the Bhckwater. The company expect to fill

a contract for 300,000 sawed ties, and will put in three tie

machines, each having a capacity of 1,500 a day.

—

Truth.

NEW BRUNSWICK.

— If the lumber gets safely down the streams, there is the

prospect of a brisk summer in the North, and an unusually

large quantity of deal will be shipped from Miramichi this

season.

—The mills are in full operation at Coatsville. Mr. J. E.

King, the chief operator, is doing a good business cutting

spruce and hardwood deals. Mr. P. King is about to start his

new rotary about three miles below here.

—The directors of the St. John River Log Driving Com-
pany for the current year are—James R. Warner, president

;

W. H. Murray, C. J. Woodman, William Tedlie, W. B.

Beveridge. J. Fraser Gregory was elected Sec. -Treas.

—The quantity of lumber of all kinds cut on the Tobique

river during the past winter is greater than for many years

past. It is estimated that 75,000 railway ties will come down

the various streams this spring. The cut of spruce logs is said

to be one half greater than last year or nearly ten million feet.

—During April there was forwarded from Moncton to U.S.

ports 26,700 railway ties and 919 cords pulp wood, of a total

value of $9,358. There was also shipped from Hillsboro in

April 496 cords fire wood, from Hillsboro and Alma 68,800

feet piling and a quantity of other stuff.

—The right to drive lumber on the St. John was sold at

Fredericton last month, when George Tedlie secured the

right at the following figures : From Grand Falls, 15 cents ;

from Salmon River, 3^ cents; from Aroostook, 14 cents;

from Tobique, 6 cents ; from Presque Isle, ]/2 cent ; from

Beckaguimic, x/z cent ; from Woodstock, )/z cent.

—A few of the mills in the region roundabout Miramachi

are in operation. The mill owned and operated by Thomas

Ramsay, Esq., of Redbank, commenced work last week and

the whiz of the circular makes (we cannot say sweet) music in

the ears of the villagers. The mill is now sawing the plank

for the new bridge at Redbank, which is being built by T.

Killam & Co., the contractors.

—St. John has 18 lumber manufacturing concerns, whose

total equipment of machinery is : 21 gangs, 24 shingle mach-

ines, 27 lath machines, seven rotaries, six single saws, three

mulays, two paling machines, 19 box machines, four clapboard

machines, eight stave machines and seven heading machines.

During 1888 St. John turned out 157,026,928 feet of deals,

58,340,000 shingles, 105,446,000 pieces of lath, 364,200

boxes, 992,000 pieces of clapboard, 3,411,819 staves and

400,800 pieces of heading. A total of 1,61 1 hands was

employed, and $395,045 was paid out in wages for the year.

—The Globe says : "A memorial has been forwarded to the

Government by Mr. Hale, of Carleton County, signed by

himself, and by Mr. Temple of York, Mr. Wilmot ofSunbury,

Mr. Baird of Queens, and Mr. Gilmour of Charlotte County,

praying the government to exempt the St. John river and its

tributaries, under Canadian control, from the operation of the

law prohibiting the deposit of saw dust in these rivers. The

reasons are set out in the memorial, and particular stress has

been laid upon the fact that on the tributaries on the American

side the mills arc in the proportion of six to one on the

Canadian. Upon these mills there are no restrictions, they

discharge their sawdust into the streams upon which they are

situated. The result, the memorial claims, would be, if the

law is enforced, to place the Canadian mills at great disadvan-

tage as compared with their American competitors. Mr. Hale

has been informed that the Government will give the matter

their best consideration."

MANITOBA AND THE NORTHWEST.

—Joseph Riley has opened a lumber yard at Cypress River,

Manitoba.

—Log driving on the Little Saskatchewan river, Man., has

commenced. It is said there is plenty of water.

—Capt. Grahame, late Dominion Government immigration

agent at Winnipeg, intends going into the luml>er business.

—D. Ross, of Whitemouth, Man., last winter took out over

3,000,000 feet of logs, and has them all piled on the river

bank handy to his mill.

—An investigation by officials of the Ontario Government

reveals the fact that the deficiency in the accounts of A. F.

Dulmage, Crown timber inspector at Rat Portage, will

amount to over $20,000.

—Christie, of the new Brandon mill, and Mitchell &
Bucknall, of the mill at Millwood, Man., have sent men of

the Riding Mountains to bring down their logs.

—The new saw mill at Brandon is now in operation and

has a capacity of cutting 30,000 feet per day, employing about

45 men. C. A. Larkin's new planing mill is also in oper-

ation.

—The firm of Whimster & Kayll. lumbermen and millers

of Strathclair has been dissolved. The partnership has exist-

ed eight or ten years, the limits being in Riding Mountain,

sixteen miles north of the mills. W. N. Whimster carries on

the business while W. Kayll will go into mercantile pursuits

at Vinden on the C. P. R.

—The Sturgeon river grist and saw mill, belonging to the

Roman Catholic mission at St. Albert was burned last month.

The fire started on the north side of the river, burning 1,300

saw logs which had been brought out from the Egg lake tim-

ber limit during the winter. It then crossed the river to the

mill, which it destroyed with contents and about 300,000

feet of sawn lumber. The outbuildings of the mill were also

destroyed, the dwelling house alone escaping. A quantity of

grain and flour in the grist mill and the saws, planer, edger,

etc., in the saw mill, were destroyed. The loss is variously

estimated at twenty to forty thousand dollars.

AMERICAN.

—The Railway Age presents tables showing that 666 new-

railway lines, with an aggregate mileage of 53'43° miles,

have been projected in the United States since January last.

—Boston parties are said to have purchased about 36,000

acres of timber land in Maine, near the terminus of the Me-

gantic railroad, and taking in the entire township of Jerusa-

lem. The tract is said to contain over 150,000,000 feet of

stumpage, mostly spruce.

—The five masted schooner "Gov. Ames," the largest

shooner afloat, sailed from Portland, Maine, for Buenos

Ayres May 1st, with a cargo of 1.896,000 feet of spruce and

pine lumber valued at $29,868. This is the largest cargo,

with perhaps one exception, ever taken by an American

vessel.

—Nicholas Petry, Rockport, Missouri, has invented a de-

vice for sawing tenons and gains and to save the time and

labor of measuring them, the heads or holders of the frame-

having slits in which the saws are adjustably held, so that one

saw can be dropped below the other, to permit cutting of

enons having one side longer than the other
;
or both saws

can be lowered, when the frame will form a gauge.

—It was not many years ago that the Cottonwood tree w:as

considered useless for the purpose of lumber. To-day it is

crowding white pine out of the market for certain purposes,

and large fortunes are being made all along the Mississippi

out of this wood, which was once despised as much in that

field as a garfish has always been amongst fishermen. In

New Orleans white pine is worth $35 a thousand, while

yellow cottonwood brings $65.

—There are 1000 mills engaged in manufacturing lumber

and shingles in Michigan, with an invested capital of $48,-

000,000 ; value of annual product, $60,000,000 : number of

persons employed by these mills, 35,000 ; wages paid them,

$7,000,000 annually ; total lumber product of Michigan for

1886, almost 3,000,000,000 feet of lumber; shingles, etc.,

283,838,000. The railroads of the state used 3.750,000 ties

in 1885, 131,250,000 feet, and at least 1,5000,000 ties were

shipped out of the State. The timber used in piling, bridg-

ing etc., amounts to about one-third of the above. It is es-

timated that Michigan originally had about 150,000.000,000

feet of pine, board measure, but now has only from 12,000,-

000,000 to 20,000,000,000 feet left. During the last five years

the average cut has been about 4,5000,000.000 feet.

—McKenzie Bros., a lumber firm at Courtright, Ont.,

have assigned.

—The lumber mill at Hinchir.brooke, owned by Jno.

Shellington, burned on the 27th. Loss $4,000. No Insur-

ance.

—A drive of 40,000 logs of last season's cut, which was

held over at Burleigh, are on the way to Mr. J. M. Irwins"

mills at Nassau. Mr. C. Young has engaged the "Man-

Ellen " to tow to the Point the logs which his shanty took out

this season. These with the timber which he has purchased,

will make a busy season's cut.

—The drive of saw logs belonging to The Dickson Co.,

Peterborough, under the charge of Mr. Fagan, passed Min-

den some days ago. They are cheifly of a superior quality,

and with the excellent gang of men he has under him, he is

making good time with his drive.
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CARE OF OAK LUMBER.
There are so many species of oak that even ex-

perienced lumbermen are frequently perplexed to cor-

rectly designate to which class a sample piece of wood

belongs. It is a wood which requires a great deal of

care in its manufacture. On this subject a writer says :

Ordinarily in the yard trade but two kinds are known

—

white and red. Among ship builders, carriage makers,

and machinists may be found live oak, a species of

wood that is peculiarly adapted to purposes where

immense strength is necessary. The average lumber-

man, when he talks about white oak or red oak, is in-

fluenced solely by the color of the wood when it

becomes partially seasoned. Again and again veterans

in the wood-working business have been known to

select red oak for white, and vice versa ; from a dozen

specimens of six different species of oak they have been

unable to correctly name a single sample.

Oak is a wood which calls for an unusual and un-

ceasing care in its manufacture. The tendency of oak,

from the moment an axe is planted in the side of the

tree, is to split, crack and play all sorts of mean tricks

on the owner. Such tendencies can be held in hand,

and almost absolutely obviated, by following certain

rules. A thick coat of waterproof paint applied to the

ends of the logs is a wise expenditure ; it prevents the

absorption of moisture. Oak, when piled, should have

the ends protected so as to prevent absorption of rain

and moisture, followed by the baking process of a hot

sun. Alternate moisture and heat is the prime cause of

checks and cracks, and when such defects begin in oak

they are bound to increase and ruin otherwise perfect

stock.

Oak should be stuck as fast as sawed. It is a mistake

to permit it to lie in a dead pile even for a single day.

It is a wood that contains a large amount of acid, which

oozes to the surface as fast as the timber is sawed, and,

if the stock is allowed to remain piled solid, it is apt

even in a few hours, to cause stain on the surface. The
lumber should be stuck in piles not over six feet in

width. The bottom course should be raised two feet

from the ground, and a space of five inches left between

the pieces. It is advisable to follow this rule up to

about the fifth course, when the space can be gradually

diminished to two inches, and continued to the top of

the pile. In this way air has free circulation through

the pile, and the lumber will dry readily. The pile

should cant towards the back so that rain will follow

the inclination.

Board sticks not over three inches wide should be

used, the front stick placed so as to project a half inch

beyond the lumber. This plan permits moisture to

gather in the stick, not the lumber. Other sticks should

be placed not over four feet apart, and in building the

pile the sticks should be exactly over one another. By
this plan, warps, twists, and sags are avoided.

It is advisable to pile every length by itself. This
rule permits more systematic piling, and, in shipping,

consignments can be made of lengths precisely as

wanted. Thicknesses in piling should never be mixed.

Twisted stock is certain to be the result if this advice is

ignored.

The sap should be placed downward. The draft is

upward, and any practical lumberman can readily

observe the advantages of this advice. Every pile

should be well covered with sound culls, the covering

so placed as to project beyond all sides of the pile ;

raise it a foot from the top course. The piles should

not be nearer than 20 inches apart ; 24 inches is better.

A Land or Water Tug.

The North Bay Times has been permitted to inspect

a novelty in the shape of a steam tug constructed for

towing rafts on French river. Owing to the fact that

this river is rather a chain of lakes separated from

each other by numerous rapids than a river in the

ordinary sense of the word, it has been found difficult

to float logs over its waters without great expense and

delay. The tug we describe is intended to relieve

these difficulties by taking a form which will enable it

to proceed upon land as well as. upon water. It is

built in the form of a large scow and attached to the

flat bottom are heavy oaken shoes faced with iron,

something like a sleigh runner. It is furnished with a

large drum on which is coiled a wire cable half a mile

long. These instruments are operated by the engine.

When the tug is at work in the water it is supposed to

be anchored. The wire cable is uncoiled and attached

to a raft or boom of logs half a mile distant ; the

engine is set in motion and the revolutions of the drum
coils the cable around its surface by which process the

raft is drawn to the tug. The vessel being removed to

another position the process is repeated until a lake is

traversed, and a portage is reached, when the logs are

released from the boom and shot through the rapids.

In the meantime the captain of the tug advances his

wire cable along a road which has been previously

prepared on the land opposite the rapids, fastening it

to a tree or other projection, sets his engine in motion

when the wire cable is again coiled around the drum
and the tug now moves forward upon the road like a

huge sleigh, and the process is repeated until the water

is reached at the other end of the portage. The tug is

the invention of Mr. John West, of Simcoe, whence it

was transported to North Bay by rail. It will be immed-
iately placed on French river, if the device proves a

success, it will be employed towing logs this season.

Timber and Canals.
Governor Russel Alger, who was at Chicago recently

on his way west, said that the Nicaraguan canal

project would be, in a measure at least, the solution of

the problem of the future lumber supply of the United

States. "Very few people appreciate the extent and

superiority of the Washington territory fir," he said,-

" and the only reason it is not now brought east is the

necessarily high freight rates by rail. Some of it now
finds its way to New York by vessel, but the voyage is

a long one. For several years, appreciating the fact

that Michigan and Wisconsin pine lands were being

rapidly exhausted, I have had my eye open for new
fields, and three years ago I visited the Washington

region, making a personal examination of the field. I

think I am a fair judge of timber, and I don't hesitate

in pronouncing the product of those regions in every

way superior to our northen pine, and other countries

recognize the fact. While I was in Tacoma I saw nine

vessels bound for England, Germany and China load-

ing at the wharves. If the canal is ever built an

enormous lumber traffic by %\ater will surely spring up,

and it will possibly come just at the time when we

need it most."

Systematic Planting.

The Forest and Stream is publishing a series of

practical papers on forest restoration. It concludes

the last by saying : Systematic planting on a nautical

scale must wait, and will be sure to wait, until the

little remnant of our- forests shall be administered

economically, and at such a profit on costs of exporta-

tion as will justify the outlay to cover the costs of

replanting, but meanwhile, millions of acres of denuded

forest land may be preserved from the destruction of its

soil by fire, or its erosion by water, for the trifling cost

of collecting and scattering the seed over their surface.

The winds and the birds annually redeem thousands of

acres in this way and we need only open our eyes to

the importance of their labours to realize how much
may be done in the same way by systematic, intelligent

effort.

The Filer Dethroned.

The rapid pace of progress in sawmill machinery has

brought more changes than one. Among others, says

a Wisconsin mill man, is the dethronement of the filer

from his exalted position as supreme dictator in the

sawmill. Until up to a comparatively recent date he

was grand mogul. Everybody else had to make
reverence to his lordship, he practically dictated his

own terms, and on his work depended the running or

stopping of the mill. His reign is ended. With im-

proved sawmill appliances the same degree of skill is

not requisite. The man of ordinary gumption with a

reasonable degree of familiarity with the mill appliances

can do the job successfully in less than half the time

formerly required and at considerably less than half

the expense. Peace to the memory of the dethroned

monarch.

BRITISH COLUMBIA SAW AND SHINGLE
MILLS.

We have compiled for the benefit of our patrons the

following list of saw and shingle mills in the Province
of British Columbia. There may be some omissions

but it is as near complete as we could possibly get at

the present time.

Daily Capacity

Moodyville Saw Mill Co. Burrard Inlet, N.W. 105,000
Hastings Saw Mill Co. Vancouver 65,000
Royal City Planing Mill New Westminster

Company (2 mills) 110,000
Vancouver 30,000

Leamey & Kyle Vancouver 50,000
W. R. Sayward Victoria
Wm. Sutton Cowichan 35,ooo
Haslam & Lees Nanaimo 70,000
Croft & Angus Chemainus 50,000
Shuswap Milling Co. Yale District (2 Mills) 32,000
Muir Bros. Sooke 12,000
Brunette Saw Mill Co. New Westminster 30,000
Fader Brothers Vancouver 75,ooo
Port Moody Saw Mill Co. Port Moody 1 5,000
W. A Johnston Quesnelle(CaribooDis.)2o,ooo

J. B. Nason Bakerville " 7,000
IndiansfChurchMission) Alert Bay 5,000
Cunningham Company Port Essington 8,000
G. Williscraft Georgetown 12,000
N. Hanson Kootenay District 10,000
Indians (Kincolith)

.
Naas River . 3,000

Vancouver Lumber Co. Vancouver 60,000
The Columbia River

Lumber Company Beaver 80,000
W. C. Wells Palliser 20,000
A. J. Borral Langley 15,000
Knight Bros. Popcum
G. F. Slater Vancouver
Geo. Cassady Vancouver
J. Valentine & Co. Revelstoke
Victoria Lumber& Manu-

macturing Co. Victoria
Fred Robinson Beaver Mills
Wm. Pinchbeck 150 Mile House
Pioneer Lumber Co. Port Moody
R. Cunningham Skeena
G. O. Buchanan Twin Butte
W. S. Chambers Victoria
Robert Grant & Co. Wellington
Hugh Burr Ladne?s Landing

J. McDonald Craigellachie
S. McKay Griffin Lake

IN CONTEMPLATION.

John Frederickson, Oyster Harbor, Vancouver Island,

Shingle Mill.

Captain Armstrong, Oliver's Landing, Columbia River,

Saw Mill.

IN COURSE OF CONSTRUCTION.

G. A. Buchanan Nelson, Saw Mill.

AMERICAN NOTES.
—Ten million feet of lumber in the yards of the Empire

Lumber Company, at Hannibal, Maine, were burned last

month by a fire started by sparks from a locomotive. Loss

$100,000.

—The Methudy & Meyer Lumber Co., St. Louis, Missouri,

recently assigned, with assets at $172,280.33 and liabilities

at $224,619.33, has made a proposition to the creditors for a
compromise at sixty cents on the dollar.

—Geo. H. Holmes, of Ogdensburg, N. Y., has obtained a

patent for a band saw for cutting wood, having an annealed

back and the rest of the blade and cutting edge tempered with

the ordinary temper of wood saws, the back of the blade being

thin and the rest of it of even thickness, making a saw design-

ed to work smoothly without being liable to crack or break.

—The big raft that is to float from Puget Sound down to

San Francisco will be made of longer logs than were ever put

into a raft on Atlantic waters. It will have but 5000 logs, as

against the25,ooo in the big Joggins raft of last year, but none

will be less than 100 feet long, and the great size of the sticks,

it is thought, will bring the amount of lumber up to the big

eastern raft.

—The Manufacturer's Record, of Baltimore, in its

quarterly report published in April, gives the name, location

and character of business of 1,259 new industrial enter-

prises that have been organized since the first of January.

The amount of capital and capital stock represented by this

list of new enterprises and the enlargement of old plants

during the last three months is $58,227,000, as compared with

$38,668,000 in the same time last year. The stream of

humanity and wealth that for many years has flowed so

steadily westward has found a new outlet, and in the wonder-

ful resources of the southern states both capital and enterprise

will find an almost limitless field of endeavor and abundant

reward for achievement.
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SUGGESTIONS ON PLANTING.
Editor Canada Lumberman.

It would be of great value to Ontario if this spring could

witness an increased amount of tree planting ; and, perhaps,

not of less value, if a more general care were taken in the

preservation of the small portions of forest which here and

there still exist. We should remember that the experience of

all nations teaches us that when the forest is destroyed fertility

ceases in the land. On the great western prairies, people at

first thought they could do without trees, as the ground,

destitute of the forest, was fertile. But it was soon found that

the great mass of dense prairie grass had answered the purpose

of the forest, and when the land was chiefly brought into

cultivation the same evils occurred which had been experienc-

ed on clearing wooded countries. What is wanted here is not

so much the planting of lines of trees, (though these are

excellent in their way), as the planting of large numbers of

young trees in plantation form, covering a strip of some acres.

In such a plantation as this valuable timber can be rapidly

grown. It is surprising to see in Kansas where the railway

companies and also private individuals have planted forests by

the square mile, what great trees have been produced in ten

years. They plant them four feet apart every way, and do

not intend to thin until they can take out trunks large enough

for railway-sleepers. This they have been probably doing for

sometime, as when I saw them four years ago they were nearly-

large enough. In a closely planted wood trees grow to timber,

but set out alone they grow to branches. The plantation also

has the impetus in growth given it of each tree striving to rise

above the others, so that at last instead of short branching

trees tall straight stems are produced. Good timber of many

kinds is already scarce in Ontario, and the farmer who secures

a valuable plantation of useful woods will add greatly to the

worth of his farm. There are two points it would be well to

attend to in doing this. The plants if taken from a forest

should be chosen from the outside ; and next, the plot should

be cultivated to keep down weeds for a couple of years or

longer if necessary. After that they will if cattle be kept away

take care of themselves.

The forestry report for this year is now printed, and will be

sent to any of your readers who forward me their address.

There is no charge for it, and no postage to pay on it, it is a

pamphlet sent free yearly by the Ontario Government in the

interest of the forest preservation, and this year contains many

articles of interest concerning forestry.

Yours, &c.

R. W. Phipps,
April 27, 1SS9. 233 Richmond St.. Toronto.

Madawaska, N. B., May 22nd., 1889.

Editor Canada Lumberman.

Your valuable journal is one among the few to be found that

is free from party prejudice, which accounts for the high esteem

in which your subscribers hold it. I see you have changed

your base in regard to the export duty ; but I must beg leave

to differ with you and at the same time give my reasons for so

doing. Now suppose you owned mills in some part of the

Dominion on some beautiful river, with water power to cut all

the lumber the stream could supply. Americans come over

the line and with unlimited capital control all the lumber on

the stream above your mills, float their lumber by your mills

and over your dam and manufacture it on the American side,

thereby saving 35 cents per M. on shingles and $2 per M. feet

on other lumber. By not exacting an export duty, the Do-

minion is offering a premium of the amount of the duty to

Americans to come over and slaughter our forests and depress

our milling industry
;
whereas, if an export duty was enforced

to secure the manufacture of our forests at home, it would

bring about a boom in the local milling business, and thereby

stimulate both labor and agriculture.

Now suppose this said party of Americans cut stock to

manufacture 30 million of shingles per year on the American

side and if they paid a duty of 35 cents per M. on their shingle

stuff making it equivalent to what we must pay to get it into

their market it would amount to $10,50x5 per year. The
clapboards and other lumber would amount to some hundreds

more, and the loss in labor and consumption to manufacture

the lumber at a small calculation would amount to $40,000 per

year, or more. The above state of affairs has for years been

carried on, until our forests are being denuded and our sons

and daughters are being driven from the country.

I see in your news items, New Brunswick has the credit of

collecting $465 paid for export duty, and if the Dominion had

only done its duty, in our parish alone, $10,500 per year

should have been collected. In regard to your argument

about the Americans manufacturing so much of their lumber

t St. John taken off American territory, I may say, if New

Brunswick had got her honest rights not one stick of lumber

would have been on American territory to be driven to St.

John.

The capitulation of Ashburton gave to the state' of Maine a

great part of New Brunswick, to have the privileges of our

waters and manufacture the lumber we had. The way

Webster outgeneraled Ashburton it was agreed they should

meet in a spirit of perfect candor. And how did Americans

do it ? Webster had a copy of the map in the Archives of

Paris and on it drawn a string red line through the entire

boundary of the United States, which line ran wholly south of

the St. John, and between the head waters of that river and

those of the Penobscot and Kenebec. He never allowed

Ashburton to see it or know anything about its existence until

the treaty was signed, so through secreting facts we were

swindled out of our honest rights, they got our territory and

they are not entitled to our sympathy.

P. O. Byrvm.

LUMBER TRADE IN THE NORTHWEST.
The importance of the lumber trade in the Northwest

may be seen from the following account of the trade

done during 1S88. In the Edmonton district the col-

lections for timber amounted to $973 more than 1887,

or $6,767.

There are four saw mills in this district, three driven

by steam and one by water power, having a capacity,

two of 5,000 feet and two of 10,000 feet per day of 12

hours.
Feet.

The quantity of lumber manufactured during
the year was 2,038,301

The quantity of lumber sold during the year
was 1,129,964

The quantity of lumber on hand October 31,

1888 2,189,077
All spruce :

Pieces.

Shingles manufactured during the. year 866,507
Shingles sold during the year 847,700
Shingles on hand October 31, 1888 375,500

Bundles.

Lath manufactured 76,775
Lath Sold 188,875
Lath on hand October 31, 1888 13,000

In the Calgary district the revenue amounted to $10,-

599-39- There are five steam mills and one water

power, the smallest turning out 5,000 feet and the

largest 25,000 feet per day of 12 hours, the timber cut

being Spruce, Pine, Cypress, and Douglas Pine.
Feet

Quantity of lumber manufactured during the

year 3,677,308
Quantity of lumber sold during the year 2,371,552
Quantity of lumber on hand October 31, 1888 1,927,924

Pieces.

Quantity of shingles manufactured 518,000
Quantity of shingles sold 204,250
Quantity of shingles on hand 408,250
Quantity of lath manufactured 593i°5o
Quantity of lath sold 227, 1

50

Quantity of lath on hand 527,900

In the Prince Albert district the business was small,

the dues collected being $3,220, of which $401 was for

seizures.

There is only one saw mill in this district (steam),

turning out 35,000 feet a day of 12 hours. The timber

cut being Spruce, Pine, and Poplar.
Feet.

Quantity of lumber manufactured was L755>59°
Quantity of lumber sold was 1,132,151

Pieces.

Quantity of shingles manufactured 1,709,666

Quantity of shingles sold 574,665
Bundles.

Quantity of lath manufactured 4,385
Quantity of lath sold 1,728

In the British Columbia agency the returns show the

revenue from all sources amounting to $25,567.

"The agent states that during the year there have

been many inquiries by Eastern Canadian and

American lumbermen with a view to establishing ex-

tensive mills in the Province at an early day." I may
here say that Mr. James McLaren, of Ottawa, and

others, sent out a few days ago a large staffof mechanics,

millwrights, etc., to build a large saw mill in British

Columbia. " The Douglas Pine and cedar of this pro-

vince are recognized to be superior to any wood found

in the East, the trees containing from 5 M to 25 M feet

B. M., and defective trees being the exception."

Another advantage that presents itself to the lumber-

man being the immense market, as these superior

woods find ready access by water to China, Japan,

Australia, and South America, while a steadily increas-

ing demand for the finer grades is developing in the

-Canadian Northwest territories which is supplied over

the Canadian Pacific Railway.

The returns only cover saw mills operating under

government license, therefore do not show the whole

lumber output of the province.

There are in the district six steam and two water

mills, producing from 10.000 to 75,000 feet a day, the

timber sawed being Douglas Pine, Spruce, and Cedar.

It may be interesting to give the names of the owners

of the mills and locations, as well as the output. They
are as follows :

Feet. Sold.

Royal City Planing Co., New
Westminster, cut r2.378.678 12,378,678

Brunette Saw Mill Co., New
Westminster, cut 4,858,906 4,858,906

W. C. Wells, Palliser, cut 438.178 438,178
F. Robinson, Beaver, cut 4,208,535 4,208,535
Knight Bros., Popcum. cut. . . . 85,598 £

Hugh Burr, Ladners Landing,
cut 567,000 567.000

J. McDonald, Craigellachie,

cut 1,100,000 1,100,000
S. McKay, Griffin Lake, cut... 800.000 800.00c

24,436,895 24,436,895

It will be noticed that the whole actual output was
sold within the year, a result which rarely occurs to any
of our Eastern manufacturers. The report does not

give prices realized, which information would be of con-

siderable importance.

The Forests of Alaska.

It is a mistake to suppose that the whole of that

territory is heavily timbered, a good deal of it being as

destitute of timber as the desert of Sahara. There are

nowhere any trees or other vegetation except moss
above an altitude of 3.000 feet, the tree growth above

2,500 feet being of not much account. When it is con-

sidered how much of the country consists of lofty

mountains, the area of timbered land becomes, under

these conditions, somewhat restricted. The above

remark applies, of course, only to that portion of the

territory that has been explored, a comparatively small

part of the whole. What of the timber or other

resources there may be in sections remote from the

coast no one knows. In the far north, where the

country is believed to be less mountainous, there may
be and very likely are, extensive forests, as is the case

on the Eastern continent. The most common tree in

Alaska is the Sitka spruce : the most valuable the

yellow cedar. Both these trees grow to a large size,

some of them reaching a height of 250 feet, with a

diameter of six feet near the ground. Generally they

are about 1 50 feet high and measure about four feet

through at the butt. The Sitka spruce makes a good

coarse lumber, much like the spruce and fir of California.

The yellow cedar is, however, a much more valuable

tree, having a close, fine grain, and being remarkable

for its strength and durability. It is also very fragrant,

and taking readily a fine polish becomes a most desir-

able cabinet wood. Hemlock is also quite a common
tree in Alaska, with willow and alder along the water

courses. The bark of the hemlock will some dav

become valuable for tanning purposes. In intimating

that the forests of Alaska are in some sense restricted,

compared with the extent of that territory, is not to say-

that they will ever suffer extinction. Centuries hence,

when the forests further south have all disappeared, the

coming generations will be able to draw their supplies

from this vast timber preserve, which, with its

power of production and its immunity from the ravages

of fire, will prove practically inexhaustive. Owing to the

moisture of the climate and the thick coat of moss that

everywhere covers the ground, it is impossible for a

conflagration to occur in the forests of Alaska.

Measured Lumber.
Statement of lumber measured at the Port of Three

Rivers for the year ending June 30th, 188S. Spruce
Deals, 6,476 pieces ; Pine Deals, 4.525 ; Pine Deals.

30,000 ;
Spruce Deals, 14,239 ; Pine Deals. 800 :

Spruce Planks, 2,760 ; Spruce Deals, 1,568 ; Pine

Deals, 46,731 ; Pine Deals, 137,967 ;
Spruce Deals.

57,747; Pine Deals, 70,698; Red Pine Deals. 2,415-

Spruce Deals, 15,891 ; Spruce and Pine Lumber
417,781. The total amount accrued on the above
amounted to $1,093.74.
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HOME AND FOREIGN TRADE REVIEW.

Office of Canada Lumberman, \
May 31st, 1889. J

In the Toronto local trade retail yards are still com-
plaining ofdullness although a number ot large contracts

for warehouse, schools and offices have been allotted

during the past month.
Many of these contracts have gone into the hands o

comparatively unknown builders, while the older firms

are still figuring up tenders.

The volume of housebuilding business has been very

materially decreased this spring, and this will in a large

measure account for the dullness in the yards. Specula-

tive builders of the better class are converting their

terraces into money before entering upon new enter-

prises, while the weak men cannot now get credit or

loans as easily as they did a year ago.

Perhaps the dealers are learning wisdom and are

drawing in the lines of credit that have hung altogether

to loosely in the past.

A fair Western car trade is being done. Prices are

still firm and there is no sign ot weakening.

The stocks of dry lumber on the Georgian Bay, which
were low at the opening of navigation, are rapidly being

depleted. Vessel freights are low and plenty of vessels

are asking charters.

There is very little being shipped to the United
States from this section either by rail or water.

A few lots of D and B stocks and sidings have chang-

ed hands, but 1% and thicker C and P is still slow of

sale.

For the past fortnight the usual monthly blockade in

the Grand Trunk yards has been in force, and the ship-

ments for this point have been held back. It seems
strange that the local manager is content to sit in his

office and allow his yards to be blockaded with loaded

cars without making some effort to obviate the difficulty.

An entire rearrangement of the shunting facilities is

necessary and should be carried out at once.

During the past month trade has been generally

good, so far as Ontario is concerned. Exports to the

United States from the Ottawa district have commenc-
ed to move, and a large business is being done, and
numerous vessels are being loaded for European
markets.

Pine lumber, such as is used mainly by box makers,
or good shipping culls, are in demand, and prices firm.

1x12 for West India shippers are in demand, and the

advance price of early spring is fully sustained. The
supply of dry stock is limited and we think the demand
will keep pace with the supply of these grades for the

balance of the season. Higher grades of lumber are

moving slow and concessions are being make to effect

sales.

Owing to decreased manufacture of cars in Canada,
car lumber is off in price, and dull.

Shingles are very dull, and it is difficult to sell any
but the very best brands.

Brown Ash is in fair demand, for dry, good lines,

well manufactured, and thick ; but common grades are

very unsaleable.

Lath are moving off fairly well at a slight advance on
last year's prices, which advance we fear will hardly be
sustained.

Timber limits are in good request, and what sales

have transpired are very satisfactory. Pine timber
lands, are to some extent, being inquired after.

The outlook for the lumber trade at Montreal is not
specially promising for a large amount of business.

Stocks on hand and at the mills are heavy, while the

contractors are understood to be well supplied. Prices

remain steady. Quebec merchants are looking for an
active trade as soon at the vessels begin to arrive.

Since foreign firms have purchased the Clyde fleet of

sailing vessels, which were formerly engaged in the

Quebec timber trade, the business has gradually fallen

into the hands of foreigners, who are now receiving high
rates of freight. It is learned from Glasgow that in

order to check their high rates four steamers have been
chartered to carry timber from Quebec to Greenock this

season.

Between 30 and 40 million feet of lumber will be hung
up at the head waters of river St. John, N. B. Nearly
all the logs in the Aroostook are hung up and the same
may be said of Tobique river.

The American lumbermen and timber dealers are
again working themselves into a frenzy over the
Canadian export duty on logs, and are threatening dire

retaliation in case the duty is not abolished or reduced.
A memorial and petition has been forwarded to the
secretary of the Treasury, and the secretary of State, by
lumbermen and timber dealers of Buffalo, Tonawanda
and Lockport, N. Y., and others of a similar character
are about to be sent from Saginaw, Bay City and other
eastern Michigan points. The purport of the memorial
is to influence the United States government to put a
plenary duty on Canadian sawed lumber, "or some
other impediment to its importation, .while the export
duty is continued."

FOREIGN TRADE REVIEW.

The British Board of Trade Returns for April and
the four months inclusive are considered very satisfac-

tory. The total export for April, 1889, were valued at

£19,569,647 as against ^1 7,775,474 the preceding year, '

showing an increase of ,£1,794,173. The exports for

the four months, including April, were valued at

£80.039,699, as against £74,398.875 same period last

year, showing a balance in favor of the present year to

date of ,£5,640,824. The imports for the month of

April are valued in the present returns at £37,225,549,
as against £'32,098,693 for April last year, showing an
increase ot imports this year of £5,126,856. The es-

timated value of imports for the four months is given at

£143,751,283, as against £128.978,878 the same period
last year, being an increase of £14,772,405 of this year's

import trade. On a comparative scale of increase we
find that the imports increased in the month of April
nearly as much as the export has done in the four

months including April.

We note that hewn timber shows an increase on last

year's shipments to the 30th of April of no less than
142,297 loads, the principal contributors being Sweden
and Norway, 64,333 loads out of the above being their

share of increase. Germany keeps ahead of her ship-
ments last year, while the United States are slightly

behind, the former showing an increase over same
period last year of 20,289 loads, mostly into London,
while the latter shows a shortage as compared with last

year of some 464 loads. Russia with only 6,592 loads
last year, now sends 31,453. Sweden and Norway an
increase of 77,953, and the United States 18,218 loads
more deals, &c, than they did a year ago, Canada
22,216 loads more than in 1888, and other countries
over 15,000 loads increase on their supplies of the first

four months of last year.

The export of timber for the four months is 2,304
loads more than last year. The total increase on last

year's supply of timber, sawn and hewn together,

amounts to 300,683 loads.

BRITISH COLUMB1A-
[From our Regular Correspondent.

New Westminster, B. C, May 20th, 1889.

The lumber trade is booming on the Pacific Coast. Nine

vessels are loading lumber at British Columbia mills and four

more are expected this week. Four are loading for Australia,

three for South American ports nnd two for the English mar-

ket. The " McDuff " a full rigged vessel 1200 tons, arrived

on the 19th, to load at the Royal City Planing Mills. When
loaded she will draw 20 feet, which proves conclusively that

any ship can come up the Fraser river channel. She is

loading for Liverpool, England.

The McLaren Ross Co., are driving piles for their new mill

with all speed. The capacity is to be 120,000 per day.

They are going to put up a duplicate mill to' out the same

amount. Mr. David McLaren and Mr. Little are now away

looking up a site.

Rumors are rife about a new lumber concern in Victoria,

who propose to build a 100,000 mill on the island.

.

The Chemainus mill is now being handled by Michigan

lumbermen and the cut is to be increased to 150,000 a day ;

they are at work on the new building and putting in new

machinery.

Haslam & Lees, Nanaimo, are cutting to their full capacity,

and expect to build a large addition this fall to increase their

cut for next season's business.

The Moodyville, Brunette & Royal City mills are running

night and day to meet the demands.

The Vancouver Lumber Company will start running on the

1st of June, and they expect to rush things, being a little

late in starting.

Leamy & Kyle, and Royal City Mills, Vancouver, are run-

ning to their full capacity as they cannot fill their orders

quick enough.

Cassady & Co , Vancouver, recently put a Wheelock

engine in their planing mill, and they think it is the finest

piece of machinery on the coast.

The shingle business at New Westminster is lively and the

output at the least calculation will be 600,000 a day, before

the season closes, when all the mills get into full service.

J. Valentine & Co. are progressing favorably with their

new mill at Reyelstoke. The machinery is on the way and

when completed it will be the finest shingle mill on the coast.

Capacity 120,000 a day.

T. Robertson, of Beaver, is running night and day

on a large order from the Northwest, taxing the mill to its

utmost capacity.

W. C. Wells, of Palliser, is pushing out lumber as fast as

cars come into the yard, and all the mills inland are very

busy and get more orders than they can fill.

The whole outlook for the season is now favorable and

from the inquiries made about the lumber capacity of the

Province a large influx of eastern lumbermen are expected

this season to spy out the land.

Mr. James McLaren, of Buckingham, left for home on the

12th to make the orders for all the machinery for their new

mills and great hustling is expected to get the orders. Mil-

waukee machinery builders are making a push to get the

business in this country, and Canadian machinery builders

should be put to shame if they let the American firms, who
are at a great disadvantage owing to the duty, secure their

orders.

The British Columbia lumbermen are complaining, and not

without reason, of the dilatory manner in which eastern

manufacturers leave the filling of their orders until the last of

the season, when they should be the earliest, as the season

opens here earlier than in the east, and the long time ship-

ments take to come out they should have their consignments

shipped first, hence the tendency to give the American

builders the preference as they guarantee a quicker delivery.

A Lumber Case.

An interesting lumber case was decided in the Court

of Chancery, at Ottawa, last month. Mr. Hurteau, the

defendant, bought from W. C. Edwards & Co., of Rock-

land, Ont, some 3,000,000 feet of three inch shipping

cull deals ; an agent of Hurteau sold to Mr. Wm. Little,

of Montreal, 1,000,000 feet, and gave an order on

Edwards & Co., for that quantity of the deal purchased,

which was accepted by Edwards & Co. Little gave a

note at six months for the value of the deal delivered on

board boat at Rockland. At the time the note

matured he wanted Hurteau to renew it, but he declined.

Later on Little made an assignment, and it transpired

that during the currency of the six months' note he had

assigned his interest in the million feet of deals to the

late W. G. Ross, of Quebec, in consideration of certain

advances made him by Ross. The lumber was sold

and the proceeds paid into court, the present suit being

an interpleader action between the representatives of

the late W. G. Ross and Hurteau Bros, to determine

which should have the money. Messrs. Blackstock &
Gald, of Toronto, represented the defendants, and

Dalton McCarthy and W. D. Hogg, of Ottawa, were

counsel for the plaintiff Ross. The defence was that

there was no actual delivery of the lumber, as the

quantity in question had never been separated from the

whole quantity purchased by Hurteau trom Edwards,

as provided by the contract. After hearing the argu-

ments on both sides the judge decided in favor of

Hurteau.

—The Chaudiere mills are now nearly all running full blast.

Messrs. Hurdman & Co. do not intend putting on a full

gang this year, as they consider that by strengthening the day

gang they can cut more timber in proportion to the expense

than by putting on the night gang. Messrs. Perley & Pattee

have on a night gang of 200 men, and will continue to run

them during the season. As, however, they are seriously

pressed for room on the piling grounds, it is possible they

may have to suspend for a short time, although it is not ex-

pected. Mr. J. R. Booth began a pile gang of 200 night

hands on May 13th, having been delayed by unforeseen

causes. Messrs. Bronson & Weston commenced their night

watch on April 30th, and have about as many hands employ-

ed as Messrs. Perley & Pattee, and J. R. Booth. Messrs.

Pearce & Co. are running their new mill only, and that by

day. The old Capt. Young mill is being fitted up with,

entirely new machinery of the latest patterns and improve-

ments. It is anticipated that this mill will be working day

and night by the first of June. In arranging night work

different courses are pursued by the various mill owners.

Some employ just as many men on the night as on the day

shift. Others leave out of the night shift all cullers and yard

men, except pilers.

PERSONAL.

Mr. Ingleton of the firm of Ingleton & Co., Engineers,

Brantford, Ont., gave us a call last month. The firm

are engaged in manufacturing portable, traction and

saw-mill engines ; also Ingleton's patent steam plow

and double and single blast separators. They have

their works at Brantford, with branches at Winnipeg.

Man., and Hamburg, Germany.

Mr. A. W. Spooner, Port Hope, of "Copperine"'

fame, was among the recent callers at The Lumber-
man office. He reports large sale for his well known

babbit metal, and informs us that his trade doubles

every year. There is nothing like success, and Mr
Spooner, backed up with the best article on the market

is undoubtedly getting a fair share of it.
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Geo. F\ Hawokth & Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

LEATHER BELTING
BELTS MADE ANY WIDTH,

LENGTH OR STRENGTH REQUIRED .

SEWED, RIVETTED OR PEGGED .

ALSO, SOLE AGENTS FOR

Hoyt's Pure Oak Tanned American

Leather Belting

11 JORDAN STREET
TORONTO.

SPOOLER'S CO 1* 1» K K I X E
(< >)
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V *}
(< >}
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(t >>
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A NON-FIBROUS ANTI-FRICTION BOX METAL for Machinery Journal Bearings.
Guaranteed Copper-Mixed, and to do work that no other metal can. Hardware
Stores all keep it : if not order direct.

AJLONZO W. SPOONEB, Patentee and Manufacturer, PORT HOPE, ONT.

Department o! Crown Lands.

Sale of Water Privilege at

Saalt Ste. Marie, Ontario.

Public notice is hereby given that

there will be sold by public auction at

the office of the Commissioner of
Crown Lands of Ontario, Parliament
Buildings, Toronto, on SATURDAY,
the EIGHTH day of JUNE, 1889, at

ELEVEN o clock a.m., the following
land and land covered with water as a
water privilege at or near the Town of
Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, in the Dis-
trict of Algoma: All those parcels of
land and land covered with water be-
longing to the Province of Ontario,
situate, lying and being between the
south limit of Portage street in the
town of Sault Ste Mane, and St. Mary's
Island, bounded on the west by the east
limit produced southerly of West street,

and on the east by lands granted by
letters patent to the Hudson Bay Com-
pany and to Messrs. Laird and Hen-
derson, containing thirty-eight acres
more or less Also the islands and the

land covered with water lying between
the south limit of the lands granted as
aforesaid to Messrs. Laird and Hen-
derson at St. Mary's Island containing
three acres, more or less, as shown
generally in shaded lines on the map or
sketch of the property dated May 11,

1889. The above will be sold in one
parcel. The purchaser will be requir-
ed to pay at the time of sale one-third
of the purchase money and the re.

mainder within thirty days thereafter,
when he will be entitled to a patent.
The property will be put up subject to
an upset price fixed by the Commis-
sioner, and will be sold subject to
certain conditions as to development of
water power and otherwise, copies of i

which, together with a map or plan, can
be had at the Registrar's Office, Sault
Ste. Marie, Ont., and at this Depart-
ment, or they will be forwarded upon
application.

ARTHURS. HARDY, Commissioner
of Crown Lands, Crown Lands Depart-
ment, May 14, 1889.

F. G. STRICKLAND & CO.

DEALERS IN

SAW * MILL * MACHINERY
Engines. Boilers, Etc

2.t—7j- ~7j~estmiit3tee, e.c.
CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

TO CONTRACTORS
Sealed tenders addressed to the undersigned,

endorsed " Tenders for Works." will be received
until noon on THURSDAY, THE 13TH DAY
OF JUNE NEXT, for the construction of an
addition to the SCHOOL OF PRACTICAL
SCIENCE, Toronto: for the construction of a
Tank House for sewage disposal, and for galvanis
ed iron roofing for the new Farm Buildings at the
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE. Guclfih : for an
addition to the Lodge at the GOVERNMENT
HOUSE, Toronto: for the construction of ad-
ditions to the GAOL at Sault Ste. Marie; to the
COURT ROOM at Parry Sound: to the LOCK-
UP at Bracebridgc: to the LOCK-UP at Sud-
bury, Nifissing District, and a COURT ROOM
and REGISTRY OFFICE at Gore Bay.
Plans and specifications for the above works can

be seen at this Department, where forms of ten-
der can be procured. The tenders for the ad-
dition to the School of Practical Science, Toronto,
must be accompanied by an accepted Bank
cheque, payable to the order of the Commissioner
of Public Works, for the sum of two thousand
dollars, and each tender for the work at Sault Ste.
Marie, Parry Sound and Gore Bay must be ac-
companied by a similar cheque for five hundred
dollars, on condition of being forfeited if the par-
ty tendering declines or fails to enter into a con-
tract based upon his tender when called upon to
do so. Where tender is not accepted the cheque
will be returned. The bona fide signatures of two
parties, who may be willing to become sureties
for the performance of the contract, to be attached
to each tender.
The Department will not be bound to accept the

lowest cr any tender.
C. F. FRASER,

Commissioner.
Department of Public Works, Ontario. >

Toronto, May 31, 1889. )

ENGINE AND BOILER

For Sale.
Four-Horse Power Upright

Engine and Boiler,
nearly new.

WILL BE SOLD AT A BARGAIN

Address, ENGINE
Care of The Canada Lumberman

Peterborough, Ont.

CANADIAN TRADE REVIEW
Finance and Insurance Record.

DEVOTED TO

Commerce, Finance, Insurance, Rail-

ways, Manufacturing, Etc.

ISSUED EVEB-2- F^CH^TST.

SUBSCRIPTION

City Subscribers ------- $2.50

Canadian Subscribers - 2.00

Foreign " -
* 15s.

American " $3.00

Single copies ice. each

Editorial and Business Offices:

No. 47 St. John Street, Montreal

P. O. BOX, 318

Henry Harvey, Publisher and Proprietor.

Unused manuscripts not returned.

All Payments to be made at the Head
Office, Montreal.

TELEPHONE, 2104.
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Gait* Machine* Knife* Works.

MACHINE KNIVES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION FOR

Planing, Moulding & Stave Cutting.

PETfS'

HAY

U
/

PETER HAY, GAIT, ONT.

XEE CEMENT COMPANY
(LIMITED.)— MANUFACTURERS OF

HudiraiiliG Cement
"^Particularly adapted for Dams, Smoke Stacks, Foundations, Cu

~3

erts. Cisterns, Cellars, etc.

ENDORSED BY LEADING RAILWAYS AND CONTRACTORS.

For Building, Plastering, Gas Purifying, Paper Making, &c.

The ZEB^TiEiiBTTiiNrComp't,
DESERONTO, ONT.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

• TERRACOTTA* FIRE-PROOFING •

For Use in Old and New Buildings.

Endorsed by Leading Architects. Absolutely Fire-proof. About as Cheap as

Wood or Brick. Weight One-Third that of Brick. Does not

Crack on application of Heat or Water.

Deadens Noise. Gives Warmth in Winter; Coolness in Summer.

FRICTION PULLEY BOARD
The Best Material Ever Used for Frictions of all Kinds.

ThB EnminiDn Leather Board Co.
MONTREAL, - - - QUEBEC.

Asbestos Mill Board * Steam Packing
Samples Furnished. Correspondence Solicited.

PLEASE MENTION THIS PAPER.

THE RATHBUN COMPANY,
DESERONTO, - - ONTARIO,

MANUFACTURERS OF

H nors, Sash, Blinds, Stairs
AND ALL KINDS OF WOODEN HOUSE FINISHING MATERIALS.

Cedar Oil for Purging Boilers
— CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED ej»»

WANZER SENSIBLE SAD IRONS.
COLD HANDLE *

Simple and Strong - - Cheapest Iron in the

4 Market k
Send for Catalogue.

R. M. WANZER & CD.,
HAMILTON j

MANUFACTURERS
J ONTARIO.

PEAYEY

DOG,
THE LIGHTEST, STRONGEST AND MOST PRACTICAL CANT DOG MADE

Send for Catalogue and Price List %

LEWIS BROS. & CO., AGENTS FOR CANADA.
MONTREAL, QUE.

Established 1871.

J. W. LANG & CO.

Wholesale Grocers & Importers

33, Front St. East, Toronto.

We shall be pleased to have you write to us

foi samples and prices of

TEAS, TOBACCOS, SUGARS,
SYRUPS, RICE, Etc.

We can and will cut pricesJine to large buyers.

We have a

GOOD, SOUND, FINE FLA VOURED TEA
at 12% cents.

Write for sample chest. Address,

J. W. X-^nSTGr ds CO.
toeois:to.

GEO. BISHOP ENGRAVING •

AAAA AND PRINTING (JO.
LIMITED.

On Steel, Copper, Stone and Wood.

LITHOGRAPHING,
PLATE PRINTING,

BOOK and JOB PRINTING

PHOTO-ENGRAVING,
BOOK-BINDING,

ELECTROTYPING.
Illustrated Catalogues and Reports a

Specialty

Estimates Furnished.

169 St. James Street, Montreal.

TO MACKINAC
Summer Tours.

Palacb Steamers. Low Rates.
Poor Trips per Week Between

DETROIT, MACKINAC ISLAND
Petoskey, Sault Ste. Marie, and Lake

Huron Way Ports.

Erery Week Day Between

DETROIT AND CLEVELAND
Special Sunday Trips during June, July, Auguit and S«pt.

Double Daily Line Between

CHICAGO AND ST. JOSEPH, MICH.
OUR ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLETS
Bates and Excursion Tickets will be furnished

by your Ticket Agent, or address
E. B. WHITCOMB, G. P. A., Detroit, Mich.,

Detroit and Cleveland Steam Nav. Co.

J. K. PDST & Co.,

LVMBER MERCHANTS
And Shipping Agents.

OSWEGO, N. Y.

SCRIBNER'S

LUMBER

wLOGBOOK
Over One Million Sold.

lVI OST complete book of its kind ever published.
1 1 Gives measurement of all kinds of Lumber.
Logs, Planks, Scantling; cubical contents of square
and round Timber ; hints to lumber dealers ; wood
measure ; speed of circular saws; care of saws;
cord-wood tables : felling trees

; growth of trees
;

land measure
; wages, rent, board, interest, stave

and reading bolts, etc. Standard book throughout
the United States and Canada. Get the new illus-
trated edition of 1SS2. Ask your book-seller for it.
Sent post-paid for 35 cents.

G. W. FIHER, Box 238, Rochester, N.Y.,

or A. G. Mortimer. Peterboro', Ont.

LUMBER

TRUCK * WHEELS.

The Montreal

Gar Wheel Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

CHARCOAL IRON CHILLED

Railroad Wheels
Offices: New York Life Insurance

Building, Montreal.

Works: Lachine, Quebec.

WE make a Specialty of Wheels suitable for
the requirements of Lumbeimen and

Street Car Service, and can supply them Bored,
Finished and Balanced.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED
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A. ALLAN, President. J. O. GRAVEL, Secretary-Treasurer. F. SCHOLES, Managing Director.

THE CANADIAN RUBBER COMPANY

* SUPERIOR QUALITY RUBBER GOODS *
Our Rubber Belting is_ Unequalled in America

All Kinds of Rubber Packings ; Rubber, Engine, Hydrant, Suction

Steam, Brewers and Fire Hose ; Rubber Valves, Car Springs,

IVranger Rolls, Carriage Cloths, Blankets, Cfc, &c.

2v£OXJLID OOOUDS OF JET^TlEl'SrZ' IDIESCIRIIPTIOn^T _

Our Garden Hose is the Best in the Market.

CANADIAN RUBBER COMPANY
Western Branch: car. Front and YnngE Sts., TnrautD

C. C. CLEVELAND. G. F. CLEVELAND.

J. L. GOODHUE & CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

I^eatlier J$eltiric|
AND

HiEice Leather.
ID^lsr^riX.X^E - - QUEBEC

GEORGE BRUSH,
MACHINIST, FOUNDER & BOILER MAKER,

EAGLE FOUNDRY,
14 to 3 4= EZIHSTCr- STE.EE T,

MONTREAL, QUE.

RAILROAD, BANK & OFFICE

DESKS
TEES cSo CO.,

300 ST. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL.

Sail, Tent and Awning Maker,
251 George and 154- King Streets.

PETERBOROUGH.
Canoe. Yacht and Boat Sails made to order.

Peifect Fits guaranteed.

Ezery description of Lumbermen s Supplies
ana Waterproof Clothing.

PATTERSON & HALL,

Lumti er n Balers
.Mantifacturers of Dressed Lumber,

ItvfXIDX^-XTI;, ... OiTT.

T. H. GRAHAM & Co.,
Manufacturers and Re-cutters of

HAND & CUT « MILL $ SAWPILES
PRICES AND QUOTATIONS GIVEN

110 YORK STREET, TORONTO.

Jas. Sheppard & Son.

WIXTEB SAWING,
Ship's Decking, Bill Timber, Dressed

Lumber, Mouldings, Etc.

MILLS, - SOREL, QUE.

EEECTEIO LIGHTING
The Royal Kleetric Go.

SOLE OWNERS OF
The Thomson-Houston Systems for the Dominion.

MANUFACTURERS OF
Dynamo Machines and Lamps, Motors and Generators, Contrac-
tors and Builders of Electric Light Plants throughout the Dominion.

Estimates and all information on application.

OFFICE, FACTORY A N 0 LIGHTING STATION, 54, 58, 58, 60, 62 AND 64 WELLINGTON STREET,

CHAS. W. HAGAR, Manager. MONTREAL, QUE.

THE BEST ENGLISH OAK TANNED

LEATHER BELTING, ETC.
JAMES LESLIE,

XTX^TCTIOISr OF CEAIG -&..NTID ST. ^-tTTOI-LNriEI STHEETS
p.o. box 996 MONTREAL, QUEBEC.

JOHN BERTRAM & SONS,

C^lT^EJa. TGCE T7CEES
DUNDAS, ONTARIO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

WOOD- WORKING MACHINERY
MACHINE TOOLS, ETC.

F. G. BECKETT ENGINE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

SAW * MILL * ENGINES * AND ^BOILERS

AND ALL KINDS OF MILL MACHINERY.

Steam Launches and Tug Boats a Specialty.

— EC^s.^/riXjT'oiNr, 0:n"t.&.e.io. —
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND MENTION THIS PAPER ^

Mona Iron Works, Hamilton, Ont.

OSBORNE-KILLEY MANUFACTURING CO.

Manufacturers of all Kinds of

SAW MILL MACHINERY,
ENGINES AND BOILERS, ETC.

Send for Catalogue and Mention this Paper.
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TRADE REVIEW.
Toronto, Ont.

Toronto, May 31st, 1889.

CAR OR CARGO LOTS.
ij^and thicker clear picks, American inspection 834 oo@3j 00
1% and thicker, three uppers. American inspection.
1 'A and thicker, pickings. American inspection
1x10 4- 12 dressing and oetter

1x10 A- 12 comi
1x10 s 12 sprui
1x10 A- 12 mill i

1 inch clear an
1 inch dressing
1 inch siding n

1 inch siding mill culls.

40 00
30 00

20 00 22 00
15 00 16 00
16 00 iS 00
12 00 13 00
10 00 II 00
9 50 10 00

27 00 2$ 00
iS 00 20 00
14 00 15 00
12 00 13 00
10 00 II 00

9 00
8 50 9 00

22 00 25 00
14 00 1 5 00
II 00 12 00
14 00 15 00
14 00 15 00
2 40 2 50
I 40 1 50

1 So

XXX shingles, sawn
XX shingles, sawn
Lath, Sawn

YARD QUOTATIONS.
Mill cull boards & scantling$io 00 Dressing stocks 16 oo@20 00
Shipping cull boards, pro- I Picks Am. inspection 30 00
miscuous widths 12 oojThree uppers. Am. inspect. 40 00

stocks 13 00 B. M.
Scantling & joist, up to 16 ft 13 00 l'A-m. flooring. dres'd25 00 300c

" 18 ft 14 ooiij^ " " rough .. is 00 20 00
20 ft 15 00 i'A " " dres'd .. 23 00 25 00

" 22 ft 16 00 " undres'd 14 uo
24 ft 17 00 " " dres'd... 16 00 20 00
26 ft 18 00 " undres'd 12^00 14 00
25 ft 19 00J

Beaded sheeting, dress-
Soft 20 00! ed 18 00 20 00

" " 32 ft 21 oo Clapboarding, dres'd 12 50
" " 34ft ]XXX sawn shingles

22 5ofi>22 5oj per M 2 75 2 90
" 35 ft 24 00 gawn Lath 2 25
" 38 ft 27 ooj Red oak 20 00 25 00

40 to 44 ft 30 00 hite " 2? 00 30 00
Cutting up planks i'A and Basswood. No. 1 & 2 18 00 20 00
thicker dry 25 00 26 00 Cherry, No. 1 &2... 50 00 60 00

board iS 00 20 oo'White ash. 1 & 2.... 25 00 30 00
Black ash, 1 & 2 20 00 25 00

Ottawa, Ont.

Ottawa, May
Dimensions, Inches.

Mill culls 10 x 1

12 1

12 iM
" 12 2 J
li selected 16 ft. long, above dimensions

Cull strips, 1 in. thick, 5 to 7 wide
Mill cut outs 12 x 1

11 i'A
12 2

Scantling 2 4 )

3 4 S

Culls 2 4 )

3 4 S

Laths
Stock shorts, 12 x 1

1 inch siding outs, i'A. i'A, 2
" outs from shorts, i'A, i'A, 2

Outs from stocks 12 x 1

12 i'A

iini'j " 12 iJ«
Shingles. X

" XX
XXX

" cedar. No. 1

" cedar, culls

Difference in planed lumber, in waste and planing
Ditto, on average good stock

3ISt, 188

Per M.

8. 50 to 9.00
7.00 to 8.00

4.00 to 5.00

7.00

1.25

10.00

15.00

6.50 to 7.00

10.00 to 12.00

1.25

2.00

3.00
2.00 to 2.

1.25

5.OO

20.00 to 25.00

Hamilton, Ont.

Hamilton, May 31st, li

Mill cull boards ai:d

scantlings $ 9 oo@io 00

Shipping cull boards
promiscuous widths. 10 oo 1200
Shipping cull stocks. 1400
Scantlingand joist up

to 16 feet 14 00

do up to iS feet 15 5o|

do up to 20 feet 16 00

do up to 22 feet 17 00
do up to 24 feet 18 00
Jo up to 26 feet 19 00
do up to 28 feet 20 00

do up to 30 feet 21 00
Cutting up plank i'A

and thicker dry 20 00 25 00

Cutting upboards. ... 2000

Dressing stocks $16 00
1 'A flooring, rough. .. 1600
l'A flooring, rough... 1600
i'A flooring, dressed .

l'A flooring, dressed .

1 flooring, dressed . 21 50
Beaded sheeting 1 . .. 2500
Picks. Am inspection 32 00
Three uppers Am. In.
XXX sawn shingles.. 260
Sawn Lath
Red Oak 20 00
White Oak 25 00
Basswood No. 1. *• 2.. 1600
Cherry No. 14-2 6000
White Ash No. 1 & 2. 25 00
Black Ash No. 1 4 2. 20 00

18 00
18 00
18 00
25 00
32 00

2300
30 00

34 00
4c 00
2 70
225

25 00
3o 00
20 00
70 00
3o 00
25 00

Spruce deals
Pine
Deal ends -

Scantling - -

oo'Pine
6 00 Oak
10 00 Ash

Hemlock

Spruce, extra
" clear
" No. 1 '

St. John, N. B.

St. John, May 31st. 1889.

Deals, Boards, Scantling, etc.

S12 oolSpruce boards - - - - 12 00
- - -12 00@40 00
- - - - 40 00
- - 15 oo@25 00

- - - - - 7 50

Shingles.

- - $3 5oi No. 1 1 25
• - - 3 oojPine --------- 1
- - 2 251

Clapboards.

- - 35 ooSpruce, extra - - - -

- - 45 ooj " clears - - -

- - 35 00 " No. 1 -

I
" No. 2 -

Flooring, Dressed.

- - 12 0014 in., No. 1 - - - -

- - 10 00' " No. 2 - - - - -

Miscellaneous.

Staves - - - - - 3 oo@ 4 50 Laths ----- 1 80
Heading 17 in. per pr. 04 Pickets 6 5o@i5 00

18 in. 04H 05K Railway ties - -

" 22 in. 04^ 00

Pine, extra -

" clears
2d clears

6 in. .No. 1

" No. 2

24 00

23 00
15 00
10 00

12 00
10 00

Pine, 1st qual'y ^) M ;

Pine,2nd "

Pine, shipping culls
m

Pine, 4th quality
deals 38 m

Pine, mill culls,%( M
Si'uce. per M
Hemlock, per M
Ash, run of log culls

out per M

Montreal, Que.

Montreal, May 31st, 1889.

Basswood.run of log
culls out per m. .. Si 3 00 1800

Oak, per M 40 00 50 00
Walnut, per m 55 00 95 00
Cherry, per M 75 00 90 00
Butternut, per m... 3000 4000
Birch, per M 1600 2500
Hard Maple, per m 22 00 30 00
Lath, per m 1 80 1 90
Shingles, 1st. per m 200 390
Shingles, 2nd, per M 125 20c

35 00 40 00
21 00 23 00

13 00 15 00

10 00 12 00
8 00 10 00
10 00 II 00
9 00 10 00

16 00 20 00

Saginaw, Mich.

Saginaw, May 31st,

CARGO LOTS.
Uppers 36 oo@3S oojNorway 8 5o(£

Common 1600 21 00 Box 11 00
Shipping Culls ... 9 00 11 oojStraight measure . . 12 w
Mill Culls 6 oolHemfock 7 50

YARD QUOTATIONS CAR LOTS DRY.
Drop Siding.

42 ooi C, % in . . .

38 oo| D
36 00

Flooring and Siding Dressed.
Flooring, clear, d & m 40 oo,Siding, clear, 'A in. .

No. 1 . . . . 33 00 A
No. 2 . . . . 30 03 B
No. 3 20 ooj C
No. 4 . . . . 13 oo 1 D

Finishing Lumber rough.
. 42 oo@44 oo^ine common, 1 in. . 32 oofi.

. 44 00 46 oo' i'A & 2 in.

. 36 00 37 oo C, 7, 8 & 9 in. . . .

38 00 Base. 2 to 9 in. No. 1

I No. 2 ... .

I No. 3 ... •

Coffin boards 16 in. and over
Joist, Scantling and Timber.

16 ooj 22 feet . .

. . . 11 ool 24 feet ....
Plank and timber, 12 inches wide. $1 extra.

Wide Select and Common Rough.
C (No. 1 com.) I3in. and up 28 oo|D (common) 14 in. and up .

Lath, Shingles and Pickets.

Lath, No. 1 . . . .

No. 1 . . .

Shingles. river brands
XXX ....
Clear butts ... 2 40 2 50

Clear.
A
B

Three uppers, 1 in.

i'A&i'A
Selects, 1 in. . .

i5i£ & 2 in. . .

12 to iS feet
20 feet

1 50 Country brands XXX 3 25^
1 00 Clear butts . . 2 25

P'kts,2 to 2% in rough 12 00

3 4°@ 3 5o Dressed
) i'A in. square. dressed 14 00

!io 00
11 50
20 00
8 00

30 00
19 00

22 00

23 00

17 00
14 00
12 00

!32 00

33 00

25 00

40 00

30 00
20 00
15 00

12 00

13 00

16 00

3 35
2 35
13 00
20 00

19 00

ye in., alK.lear $78001
1 and i'A inches. . .: 90 00

i'A and thicker 100 00

Rejects 52 00

New York City.

New York, May 31st, 1

Black Walnut.

oo@ 82 oc

93 00
105 00

55 00

2ulls, 1 inch $35 oo@ 36 00
Culls, thick 36 00 38 00
Counter tops, 18 in.

and over 110 00

Yi in. 10 inches and
over 24 oo@26 00

% in. coffin boards ... 30 00 31 00

1 inch, 10 inch and
over 31 5° 32 50

Poplar, or White Wood.

1 inch. 8 in. and over 30 00

2'A and thicker 33 00
Common 1 to 2 inch 22 00
Saps. 1 inch & thicker 25 00
Culls, all thickness.. 15 00

150 00

31 00

34 00

24 00
27 00
17 00

Ash.

1 inch, white 37 oo@ 39 oojStrips, clear 26 oo@ 27 00

i'A to 2 inch 38 00 39 00 Black ash, good— 26 00 30 00

2'A to 4 inch 40 00 41 oo|Black ash, culls 10 00 12 00

Oak.

1 inch plain sawed, 37 oo@ 39 oc j j inches and over... 50 oo@ 48 00

l'A to 2 inch 38 00 40 oo Thicker 49 00 51 00
Thicker 40 00 41 oojStrips under 6 in 38 00 40 00
Quarter-sawed, white, all clear, 6-1

Cherry

5^ in., white & clear.. 65 oo@ 70 odi'A and thicker 90 oo@ioo 00

1 inch 78 00 80 oc Counter tops, 18 in.

1 inch strips 43 00 45 oo[ and over 110 00 115 00
to 2 inch 80 00 85 oo Culls, all thickness 18 00 20 00

Miscellaneous.

Chestnut, clear 33 oo@ 35 oolHickery, old growth 50 00

Chestnut common . . 2000
Basswood white'— 30 00

Basswood common.. 20 00

Maple, clear 30 00

Birch, clear 32 00

Birch, is and 2S 26 00

Cottonwood 20 00

23 ooHickery, 2nd growth 65 00

32 oo|Elm 20 00
23 00 Sycamore 24 00
32 00 Sycamore quartered 35 00

36 00 Gum 36 00

30 oojButternut . . . . 45 00
22 ool

55 00
70 00
22 00
27 00

40 00
40 00
50 00

Boston, Mass.

Boston, May
IVestern Pine—by car load.

Uppers, 1 in $48 oo@5o 00

i'A, l'A & 2 • 5000 5200
3 & 4 in 55 00 60 00

Selects, 1 in 42 00 45 00

i'A, iK & 2in 44 00 46 00

3 & 4.in 45 00 50 00
Moulding boards, 7 to

11 inch clear 37 00
60 per cent clear 35 00

Fine common 1 inch 37 00

l'A, i'A & 2 inch ... 40 00

3ISt, I!

41 00

37 00
42 00

42 00

Eastern Pine— Carsro or Car Load.

Fine com.. 3 & 4 in .

.

No 2, 1 in. Fine com.
l'A, l'A & 2 in

No. 1 strips, 4 to 6 in

No. 2
No. 3

Cut ups, 1 to 2 in.. ..

Coffin boards
Common all widths .

Shipping culls

46 oo(i

29 00
31 00
41 00

37 00
25 00
2b 00
22 00
20 00

17 00

;5o 00

30 00

33 00

43 00
38 00
27 00

30 00
26 00

25 00
19 00

Nos. 1, 2 & 3 40 oo@43 oolClapboards, 4ft., sap
4 . 28 00 30 00

5 23 00 26 00

Ship'g bds & coarse 16 00
Refuse 12 00

West'rr pineclapbds
4 ft. sap extra . . ..

clear
Sap, 2nd clear
Heart extra .

.

Heart clear. .

.

40 00 42 00
30 00 32 00

55 00
50 00

45 00 50 00

Spruce—by Cargo.
(Coarse, rough .... 9 00 12 00

12 oo@i3 oolHemlock bds., rough 10 00 11 00
" dressed 12 00

14 5oClapbds., extra, 4 ft. 28 00 30 00
Clear, 4 ft 26 00 28 00

16 00] Second clear ... 20 00 22 00
19 00 No. 1 12 00 15 00
16 OOi

Lath.
Spruce 1 75@ 1 00

Shingles.

Spruce 1 25@i 5oiCedar, sawed, extra 3 25@3 40
Pine. 18 in. extra ... 4 00 4 25t Clear ...... 2 75 3 00
Pine. No. 1 3 00 315; Extra, No. 1 . . . 2 00 2 25

iC'ypress, No. 1, 18 in. 5 00 5 25

Scantling and plank,
random cargoes . . 12 001

Yard orders, ordin-
ary sizes 13 5°

Yard orders, extra
sizes 14 00

Clear floor boards . .

No. 2

Boards, 10 in., each...
Joist, 4x6

z'/i in. and up, good..!
4ths
Selects
Pickings

1 'A to 2 in., good
4ths
Select
Pickings

1 in., good
4ths
Select
Pickings

Cutting up, 1 to 2 in..

Bracket plank
Shelving Doards,i2in.

and up
Dressing bds. narrow
Sapping boards
Box boards

Shingles, shaved pine
2d quality

Sawed, extra
Sawed, clear butts...
Cedar, XXX

Albany, N. Y.

Albany, May 31st, 1889.

Hemlock.

I3K Joist, 2^x4 13
33 IWall strips, 2x4 10

Pine.

!58 oo@6o oo|io in boards dressing
5300 5500' and better $30006,3400
48 00 50 ooj Common 16 00 22 00
43 00 45 00 12 in. boards dressing
5000 55 oo 1 and better 3200 3600
45 00 52 001 Common 16 00 22 00
4000 45 ooiiJi in. siding, selected
35oo 40 0o ! 13 ft 4300 4500
5000 55 ooi Common 1600 2100
4500 48 00,1 in. siding selected. . 43 00 4600
4000 43 Owi] Common 1400 1900
3500 38 ooNorway, select 2400 2600
3000 35 Owi

1 Common 1200 1600
3200 36 00 10 in. plk. 13 ft. dress-

:
ing and better, each 45^50

2800 3200 Culls 23 25
20 00 22 oojio in. boards, 13 ft.,

1600 iS 00 dress,& better each 28 33
13 00 15 ool Culls 17 22

Shingles and Lath.

6 5o|5hingles.cedar mixed 260 300
5 00 Hemlock 2 25

480 4 9o'Lath, pine 225 235
3 75| Spruce 2 00 2 25

350 430 Hemlock 175 200

No.
No.
No.

1 & l'A in

1 & i% in

1 & l'A in

Uppers, 1 in. . .

i'A. l'A and 2 in

2'A, 3 and 4 in.

Selects. 1 in. . .

l'A, l'A and 2 in

2'A. 3 and 4 in.

Cuts. No. 1. 1 in. .

l'A, i'A and 2 in

2'A. 3 and 4 in.

No. 2, 1 in. . .

i'A, i'A and 2 in

Moulding, 1 in. .

i'A, i'A and 2 in

Siding strips, 1 in.

Shingles. 18 in.XXX

X .

'.

Shingles, 16 in. XXX

X . '. •

Buffalo and Tonawanda, N. Y.

Buffalo, May 31st, 1889.

Norway P.ns Rough..

. 20 oo@22 ooiStocks No. 1,1 & i'A, in 22 00

. 15 00 No. 2. 1 Ha i'A in. 17 00

. 11 50 12 00 No. 3, 1 & i'A in. 12 00
Scantling2X4to 2x12 i2to i6fti3oo
[Timber, 4x6 to 12x12 16 00 25 00

White Pine Rough.

$44 006:45 oolShelving, No. 1, 13in.

. 44 00 46 ooj and up
55 001 No. 2, 13 in. & up 22 00
40 00 Fine common, 1 in. .

40 00 i'A,, i'A and 2 in. 30 00
45 oolCommon, 1 in. . . 16 00
2900 1% and i'A in. 1700
33 00 2 in 20 00
39 oojCoffin boards . . . 16 00
19001B0X, 1 in. . .

2200 i'A in. & thicker
A stocks, 1x10 . . .

1x12
B stocks. 1x6 to 16 .

C stocks, 1x6 to 16 .

Shingles and Lath.

3 7o Lath, pine No. 1 . .

2 701 No. 2
1 8oiNorway
3 4o!HemIock ....
2 40

90!

54 00
3S 00
37 00
44 00
27 00
32 00
37 00
17 00
21 00
27 00
30 00

30 00
33 00
38 00

29 00
24 00
30 00
33 00
19 00
20 00
22 00
19 00
13 5o

13 50
27 00
28 00
17 50
13 50

2 25
1 75

75

Oswego, N. Y.

Oswego, May 31st, 1889.

Pine.
i'A, i'A, 2 and thicker uppers ^45 oo@46 00

pickings 35 00 36 00
" " No. 1 cutting up 31 00 32 00

" cutting up pickings and uppers
as run 20 00 22 00

1 inch selected sidings 32 00 39 00

iy, " " " 35 00 42 00

1 & i'A box or No. 2 culls 13 00 14 00

1 & i'A sidings No. 1 dressing and better 19 00 21 00

1x10 & 12x12 to 16 feet dressing and better 26 00 30 00
" " shipping culls 1500 1600
" " No. 2 " 13 00 14 00

1 & i'A in. strips 4 to 7 wide selected 20 00 30 00
" " " dressings 16 00 17 00
" " " box 9 00 12 00

Brown Ash.

1, l'A, i'A, 2 & 3 in. 1st & 2nd quality 17 00 21 00
" " " culls 9 00 11 00

Basswood.
1 & i'A 1st & 2nd quality 20 00 21 00

culls 9 00 12 00

Siingles.

XXX iS inch pine standard thickness 5 to 2'A $3 80

xx " " vf,Y "• " z 80

X " " " " " 75

XXX " cedar " " " 3 40

XX " " '" " " 2 10

XXX 16 pine " " " 3 25

XX " •' " " " I 90
Lath.

No. i,iH, i'A 180 210
" 2 ' I 40 I 90

V) 0 3

28 00

32 00

17 00

Burlington, Vt.

BURLINr.TON, May 31st, 1889.

Uppers, 1 & i'A in....^42 oo@44 oojCoffin b'rds,i6 in& up$i7 oo@ig 00

i'A to 2 in 4200 44 00 A stocks. 10 & 12 in.. 2700 2800
Thick 5200 55 oo'No. 1 barn, 10 & 12 in.. iS 00 2000

Selects. 1, i'A & 2 in.. 36 00 38 ooj No. 2. 10 & 12 in.... 1600 1700

iy2 3400 35 oo'CulIs stocks,io& 12 in 1400 1450
Thick 4400 46 00 Fencing strips, ixfa... 1350 1450

1 in box, 6 in & up . . . 1400
i'A to 2 in box 13 00
Norway, bill stuff and

2 in
Good dressing 1600
No. 1 and clear 19 00

22 00 Promiscuous widths..

23 ooj 1 to 2 in, unassorted 1600
28 00 XXX Shingles, iS in. 350
1700 CB " 18 in.

19 oojNo. 1 pine lath

18 00 No. 2 " "

16 ool

Dressed Lumber.

32 oojNorway ceiling, No 2.

20 00 Novelty siding 1S00
15 5<?iBevel sid. No 1 & clear

'• No 2 17 00

22 ooj •' No 3 13 50

19 oo'Bevel siding. 5 in. 50

33 00 cents to $1 less.

22 oo-Fence rails. No. 1—
16 00; No. 2. . .

.

23 00 ;

Mold'g strips, 1 to 2 in 30 00 33 00

Fine com'on 1 to 2 in 31 00 34 00]

Shelving 28 00

No. 1 cutting up, 1 in. 2700
1 % to 2 in 30 00

No. 2, 1 in 16 00

1 'A to 2 in 20 00

Dressing, 1 in 22 00

i'A to 2 in 26 00

Common, 1 in 15 °°

1 in, 14 in & up 18 00

i'A & 2 in 16 00

i'A in 15 00

No. 1 flg.mixed widths
No. 2 " " 18 00

No. 3 " " 14 5o

Norway flg No 1 and
clear

Norway flg No. 2 17 50

No 1 c'llingmix'd wds 3200
No 2 " " 21 00

No 3 " " 15 00

Norway ceiling. No 1

2 50
2 00

1 85

14 50
14 03

14 00

17 00
20 00

20 00

3 75
2 60
2 25

95

1 8 00
21 00
22 00
iS 00

14 50

3200
20 00
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^Representative T,umber firms~~ =
PORTER, ROBERTSON & GO.

OFFICES
Hamilton, Toronto

Windsor, Gravenhurst

TELEPHONE
No. 1046

MILLS
Gravenhurst, Huntsville

Katrine, Essex Centre

ROBERT THOMSON & CO. •r" "

1

DEALERS I N

Pine and Hardwood

STOCKS

STRIPS

SIDINGS

BILLSTUFF

WHOLESALE

LUMBER
DEALERS

HARDWOODS
HEMLOCK

SHINGLES

LATH, ETC.

i
'lfi//s Operating- ail the year round. Correspondence Solicited.

TORONTO OFFICE
1 m RAY STREETLondon Canadian Chambers 1 UJ Uti I O 1 I ,

TORONTO

Millich amp 's Bu tidings

.

THOMAS MEANEY,
REPRESENTATVE

BURLAND & CD.

Wholesale * Lumber * Dealers

HANDLING ALL KINDS OF

HARD AND SOFT WOOD LUMBER
Lath and Shingles.

B2 Church Street, TOHDNTD

31 * Adelaide + Street * East

TORONTO.
DONOGH & OLIVER,

Wholesale Dealers in

L 1

OFFICE :

Nos. 16 and 17 Imperial Bank Buildings,

Wellington Street East.

TORONTO, ONT.

Thos. H. Willmott. A. K. McIntosh.

willmott & Mcintosh,
Wholesale Dealers in

ILUMBERIgj§£W ll? Hi- "7ii- tii" -JiC- ->ti* "Jtf" ">tf* -ft'C"

t£4 an^ 46' Front Street East,

TOEOITTO, - - OlTTiLIBIO-
~ Lumber Shipped to all Parts by Rail or Vessel. ||-

Agent* for tlif ( elebrated Prompt Delivery in all Cases

FKIN BOARD AND LOG RULE. ? CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

TENNANT & CO.
Wholesale Dealers in

UMBER, 1ATH & T^HINLILES

Dressing and Better Pine.

Also Hemlock in all sixes a Specialty^

LU
Office ryv—)"F—> C"*)~[\ I

1

I

NO. 3 DOCK, FOOT OF BATHURST ST -1- "s-^-l-^^s—^—LXI _L. *s«^_

^JlllillllllllllltlllllllllllllltllllllflllllllllllllllllltlllllllllllllltlllllSIIIiltlllllllllllllllllllllfllllllllllllllllllllllll L±=

Jas. TEimant & Co.
Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in

PINE AND HARDWOOD LUMBER
Office : 9 Victoria Street.

TORONTO.
Lumber Shipped to all parts.

\\McCRANEY & WILSON
= Manufacturers and Wholesale dealers in all kinds of

I Pine and Hardwood Lumber
LATH ALTID SHINGLES.

Ship Plank, Decking and Long Bill Stuff, a Specialty.

Mills at Burlington, Bronte and Huntsville,

Head Office: 16 UNION BLOCK, corner Toronto and Adelaide Sts., Toronto.

Branch Office: 19 Duke Street, Ottawa.

^MIIIIIIMIIMinillllllllMHIIIIIIMIIIIIIMIIIMIIIIIMMMIIIMIIIIIIIIIMMnMIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIir?
TORONTO and OTTAWA,
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B. F. Stwievanfs Patent Progressive Lumber Dry Kiln

GUARANTEED
TO DRY

—IN—

Best Manner Possible

ALL KINDS OF

HAH I) and SOFT
WOOD LUMBER.

WRITE+FOR+CATALO&UE.

91 Liberty Street
NEW YORK.

NO WARPING,
CHECKING

AND BLUEING
—WITH THE-

STURTEVANT
Patent Hot Blast

Steam Heating

Apparatus.

31 N. Canal street
CHICAGO.

B. F. STURTEVANT, Patentee and Sole Manufacturer, 34 Oliver Street, ( corner of Franklin street) BOSTON, Mass., U. S. A.

The Gutta Percha and Rubber Mfg. Company
OF TOKONTO.

Offices : 43 YONGE STREET, TORONTO. Factories : PARKDALE, ONT.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF " MONARCH, ' "RED STRIP," AND "LION" BRANDS OF

RUBBER BELTING
PARTICULAR ATTENTION GIVEN TO SPECIAL BELTS FOR LUMBER MILLS

Our celebrated " Maltese Cross " Rubber ;
" Baker Fabric " and Ajax Cotton

;

" Giant
11 and Light Linen. Fire Hose constantly in stock.

LUMBERMEN'S HEAVY RUBBER CLOTHING, OUR OWN MANUFACTURE.
Address all Communications to

THE GUTTA PERCHA & RUBBER MFG. CO. OF TORONTO, 43 Yonge St.

BELTING

T

RUBBER GOODS
G FO

PURPOSES

"
00DS

tubING

ROBT. BRAMMER
Victoria Foundry, Orillia, Ont.

Manufacturer of Every Description of

4 IRON • AND • WOOD-WQRKING • MACHINERY, *
SAW, PLANING, SHINGLE AND SAWING MACHINES, ENGINES BOILERS, &.c.

The special attention of lumbermen is directed to the accompanying illustration of

^ CUPPER" SHINGLE MACHINE
PRICE LIST : Shingle Machine $300.00 ; Drag Saw complete $00.00; Jointer $40;

Knot Saw Machine, $27
Longford Mills, Ont., Nov. 24th, 1888.

Robert Bkammer. Orillia,

Dear Sir—The two Shingle Machines we got from you are doing good work. They are the

best machines we have ever had anything to do with. They are both fast and do good work and
give every satisfaction. We have no hesitation in recommending your machines to any person in

want of a good shingle machine. Yours truly, The Longford Lumber Co.. Wm. Thomson, Pres.

lo Whom it may Concern —This is to certify that 1 consider Mr, Brammer's make of shingl e

Machines has no superior. I have used the first one he made of the kind called the "Clipper,
and several more since. The firm of Heath, Tait & Turnbull, of Huntsville, recently sawed in

one day of eleven hours, one hundred and three and a half thousand with two of the machines, and
the average during the season has been over seventy-two thousand per day. A. Tait.

Orillia, Nov. 7th, 1889.

To Whom it may Concern :—I purchased of K. Brammer his latest improved patent Clipper

Shingle Machine, ana have great pleasure in bearing testimony to its vast capacity and durability'

and I have no hesitation in stating that it is the best machine I have ever worked, or have ever

seen Thos. B Tait, Gravenhurst.

Robert Bryans
^•iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiijitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin*>-

mne wholesale Birch

Hem loch' I IT ]\/| [J JO* 1"^ Black Ash

Bill Stuff L, \J 1^1 3 i -> 1\ Basswood

Lath DEALER AND MANUFACTURER Shingles

4*llimimilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllilllllllllll«»-

Proprietor of Kinmount Mills

Head Office: LINDSAY, ONT.

The Lumberman

Job Department

We desire to announce to our patrons and the Lumber Trade in particular, that our

facilitiesfor the execution of all classes of

% PRINTING *
are not surpassed by any office in Canada. With a knowledge of the business thai is

born of long experience we feel confident ofgiving those who /nay favor us with their

patronage the best work at the lowest possible prices.

THE LUMBERMAN JOB DEPT.

Send for Prices before looking elsewhere.
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Important Sale
OF VALUABLE

TIMBER * LIMITS

SAW [MILL, MILL
SITE, PILING

GROUNDS,
ETC.

Having decided to retire from the wholesale
manufacture and sale of Lumber and Timber in

order to devote more time and attention to the

other branches of our manufacturing business at

Hull we shall offer for sale

BY PUBLIC AUCTION
—AT THE—

Russell House, Ottawa
ON

Wedndsday, August 14th, 1889

At 2 o'clock p. m.

Unless Previously Disposed of by

Private Sale.

Our valuable

Timber Limits
comprising about 1.377 square miles, more or

less, together with all

Improvements, Depots, Farms, Build-

ings, Supplies, Plant, Rigging, etc.

The LIMITS will be offered as nearly as possibl e

in the under mentioned parcels :

—

1 TEMISCAMINGUE Berths 437, 109. "8,

say 125 square miles.

2. FORT EDDY Berths 207 8. 211-12-13-14, say

274 square miles.

3- MAGNISSIPPI Berths 216-17-18-19, say

156 square miles.

4. KIPPEWA Berths 401. 423- 40a, say 109

square miles.

5- LOWER DUMOINE Berths 209-10. 215, say

7il4 square miles.

6. UPPER DUMOINE Berths 387, 390-1-2, say

200 square miles.

7- BLACK RIVER Berths 394 ;. say 100 square

miles.

8. COULONGE Berth 220. say 50 square

miles.

9- MADAWASKA Berths 87,8, 104.5, 174, 1/6.

say 180 square miles.

10. TOWNSHIP OF NIGHTINGALE Berth
167. say lYz square miles, together with the unre-
stricted right, free from all stumpage charges and
cro wn dues till the 15th March, 1892. to cut the pine

whole of the Township of Clyde and
that poition of the Town sh i p of Eyre falling

towards the Madawaska River 110 square miles,

with benefit of extension of said right for a further
period of five years from the ijth March, 1892, at

an annual rental thereafter of §800.00.

ALSO OUR LARGE WATER
POWER SAW MILL, SPLITTER MILL
AND FILING ROOM AT HULL
with the Water and Pondage privileges, Dams,
Bulkheads, etc., etc., used with the same. Fully
equipped and in first-class order ; cutting capacity
thirty-five to forty millions per season, day watch

;

full complement of

LATH, PICKET AND SHINGLE
MACHINERY.

th LUMBER YARD "No. .5"

and the "POINT" YARD, being snfficient piling
grounds for the said mills. These yards are wet!

fith all necessary TKAMAVAY8,
ENGINES INO CARS, SLIDES, DOCKS, it-

are second to none in Canada and are convenient
and contiguous to the Mill property.

aluabie STEAM MILL SITE AT
CEPEAK OM ., MILES DISTANT FROM
OTTAWA. COMPRISING Ti ACRES,
with brick chimney, boilers, foundations,
walls of buildings, etc.. etc.. with piers, booms,
and boomage capacity for 50 M. LOOS.
The terms and conditions of the sale will be

made known at the time of sale or further and
fuller particulars can be had on application to the
Proprietors.

THE

E. B. EDDY MAN'F. CO,
(LIMITED)

HULL, ( ANA DA
Or to

OOKMLLLY & SINCLAIR.
Vendors' Solicitors, Ottawa.

April 3rd,

MACHINERY FOR SALE
List of WATER WHEELS for sale by H. W.

PETRIE, Brantford and Toronto.
ONE 6 inch Turbine, Goldie & McCulloch

Builders.
ONE 6 inch Tyler.
ONE 60 inch Sclater.
ONE 4S inch Lefell.
ONE 48 inch Tyler in Scroll case.

ONE 48 inch Sclater.
ONE 45 inch Improved Turbine Water Wheel.
ONE 42 inch Sampson Turbine.
PAIR of Sampson Turbine Wheels, 42 inch run

together.
TWO 4 inch Leffels.

ONE 36 inch Sclater.
ONE 3^ inch Leffel.
ONE 33 inch Little Giant.
ONE y/? inch Leffel.
ONE 3 inch Burnham

.

ONE 26 inch Leffel.
ONE 24 inch Leffel.
ONE 20 inch Leffel.
ONE 21 inch Little Giant.
ONE 17'A inch Leffel.
ONE is inch Archimedian in Globe Case.
ONE 12 inch Little Giant.
ONE 10 inch Leffel, all brass. Springfield Ohio

make.
WATER WHEEL GOVERNOR. Gait make.
Full particulars regarding any of the above

wheels, sent on application, Address H. W.
PETRIE, Brantford.
List of WOOD-WORKING MACHINES for

sale by H. W. PETRIE Brantford, branch 6
Yonge St. Toronto.
ONE 24 inch Surface Planer, Rogers maker.
THREE side Moulder, Rogers make, Con-

necticut.
BROOM Handle Lath with wood frame, cheap.
NEW No. 2 three side molder, Gait make.
SHINGLE I01NTERS 3, 4 and 6 knives.
SAW ARBORS all sizes, Gait make.
FOOT Wiring Machine, Gait make.
ONE 12 inch Diagonal Buzz Planer.
ONE Automatic Handle Lathe.
NEW 30 inch Band Saw, Gait make.
NEW Dovetailing Machine, Tyrell's patent.
ONE Set of Hop Machines, American make.
ONE Hub Turning Lathe.
BROOM Handle Lathe, Lockport, N. Y. make.
MATCHER, Kennedy & Sons make, Owen

Sound.
ONE Doherty Swing Shingle Machine.
ONE car load of new Wood-working Machinery

Gait make.
ONE Laws Patent Swing Shingle Machine.
GOLDIE & McCULLOCH Stave cutter, set

Equalizing saws, &c.
NO. 2 three side Molding Machine, Gait make.
SET of Box Nailing Machines.
UPRIGHT SHAPER, Gait make.
ONE Gauge Lathe. Bailey make.
ONE Planing Machine Knife Grinder.
ONE Blanchard Spoke Lathe, Fay & Co. make
ONE New Axe handle Lathe.
POWER MORTICER, Goldie & :2i 1 loch

makers.
ONE set of Spoke Machines, Foy & Co. make.
ONE Smallwood Shingle machine, Waterous

make.
4 POLE Road Cars.'
ONE Self Feed lath Machine, Waterous make.
ONE set of Box Nailing Machines.
NEW Gang Lath Machine.
Sand Paperers new and second hand.
ONE Saw Mill Head Block, Gait make.
ONE Fairbanks Timber Gauge.
HEADING TURNER. Goldie & McCulloch.
ONE Shingle Edgerwith Frame Work.
ONE Power Scroll Saw.
TWO Self Acting Shingle Machines, Quebec

make.
TWO Shingle Packers all Iron.
POWER MORTICER with Boring Attachment.
DOUBLE Cope Tenoning Machine, Dundas

make.
WOOD Turning Lathes Several Sizes.
Drag Saw Machine. Goldie & McCulloch.
POWER MORTICER, Gait make.
NEW Blind Slat Tenoner, Gait make
NO. 4 Cant Gourlay, Planer and Matcher.
24 inch Pony Planer, Cowan make.
ONE 24 inch Planer and Matcher, Dundas make
PLANER and Matcher, Michaels make, Detroit'
NEW Eclipse Planer and Matcher, Gait make.
ONE No. ; Planet and Matcher, Gait make.
NEW Pony Planers and Matchers only $175.
SEND for Descriptive List giving full parti

culars and mention wants, to W. H. PETRIE
Brantford and Toronto.

FOR SALE
FOR ACCOUNT OF THE

Joseph Hall Machine Works.

Iron Turning Lathes
Wood Turning Lathes
Sand Belt Machine
Upright Boring Machine
Emery Wheel Frame
Facing Machine
Horizontal Iron Boring Lathe
Punching Machine
Post Drilling Machine
Iron Column Drilling Machine
Gang Drilling Machine
Nut Tapping Machine
Cutting-off" Machine
Set 40 inch Hand Rollers, y/% dia.

Traveling Crane and Cranes
Horizontal Engine, with Lift Pump and

Heater, Cylinder 18 in x 36 in. stroke, fly wheel
10 feet in dia., in one casting.

New Model Vibrators

Portable Engines
Horse Powers

All for sale at sacrifice prices, and may be seen in
the Toronto Bridge Building, Toronto.

JOHN LIVINGSTONE,
31 York Chambers, Trustee.

Toronto, 29th Jan. 1889.

Sealed tenders marked " For Mounted Police
Clothing Supplies " and addressed to the Honor-
able the President of the Privy Council, Ottawa,
will be received up to noon on Friday, 31st May,
1889.
Printed forms of tender, containing full infoi-

mation as to the articles and quantities required,
may be had on application to the undersigned.
No tender will be received unless made on such

printed forms. Patterns of articles may be seen
at the office of the undersigned.
Each tender must be accompanied by an ac-

cepted Canadian bank cheque for an amount
equal to ten per cent, of the total value of the
articles tendered for, which will be forfeited if the
party decline to enter into a contract when called

upon to do so, or if he fail to complete the work
contracted for. If the tender be not accepted the
cheque will be returned.
No payment will be made to newspapers insert-

ing this advertisement without authority having
been first obtained.

FRED WHITE.
Comptroller N. W. M. Police.

Ottawa, Mav 10, 1889.

Electric lightingapparatus
57, Adelaide ST.

TORO NTO
ONT.

Manufacturers Life

and A ccident

Insurance Companies.

Sealed tenders marked " For Mounted Police
Provisions and Light Supplies.'' and addressed to

the Honorable the President of the Privy Council,
Ottawa, will be received up to noon on Tuesday,
iSth June, 1S89.

Printed forms of tender, containing full infor-

mation as to the articles and approximate quanti-
ties rr quired, may be had on application at any of
the Mounted Police Posts in the North-west, or at
the office of the undersigned.
No tender will be received unless made on such

printed forms,
The lowest or any tender not necessarily ac-

cepted.
Each tender must be accompanied by an accept-

ed Canadian bank cheque for an amount equal to

ten per cent, of the total value of the articles

tendered for, which will be forfeited if the party
declines to enter into a contract when called upon
to do so, or if he fails to complete the service con-
tracted for. If the tender be not accepted the
cheque will be returned.
No payment will be made to newspapers insert-

ing this advertisement without authority naving
been first been obtained.

FRED WHITE
Comptroller N. W. M. Police.

Ottawa, May 10, 18S9.

THIS YEAR'S

MYRTLE
CUT and PLUG

SMOKING TOBACCO
FINER THAN EVER.

See

T & B
IN BRONZE

ON EACH PLUG AND PACKAGE.

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.

EPPS'S COCOA.
BREAKFAST,

"By a thorough knowledge of the natural
laws which govern the operations of digestion
and nutrition, and by a careful application of the
fine properties of the well-selected Cocoa, Mr.
Epps has provided our breakfast tables with
a delicately flavored beverage which may save
us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious
use of such articles of diet that a constitution may
be gradually fed up until strong enough to resist
every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle
maladies are floating around us ready to attack
wherever there is a weak point. We may escape
many a fatal shaft by keeping ouiselves well forti-

fied with pure blood and a properly nourished
frame."

—

Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold

only in packets, by Grocers, labelled thus :

JAS. EPPS & CO., Homoeopathic Chemists,
London, England.

HEAD OFFICE,

83 King Street West, Toronto.

Combined Authorized Capital, $3,000,000 00

" Subscribed " 739, 700 00

" Cash " 150,76000

Combined new business for 1888, 9.575,525 00

Messrs. WILSON & MORRISON
Managers for Eastern Ontario. Peterborough.

AGENTS WANTED.

A. J. Hill,

M. Can. Soc. C. E.

Herbert G. Ross

ALBERT J, HILL & CO,

Commission

and Shipping Agents
LUMBER bought and inspected for Foreign

Shipment. Full and reliable information
furnished on all matters connected wifh the locat-
ion, quantity and quality of Timber in B. C.
Timber limits explored and reported upon.

New Westminster, B. C.

ATENTS SECURED
Trade Marks, Timber Marks,

Copyrights and Designs Registered
Advice on Patent Laus, etc.

Elcctrial Cases a Specialty.

K. II. REYNOLDS
SOLICITOR AND EXPERT

Temple Building St. James St. .Montreal

1HE MONARCH BOILER

(PATENTED) AND HERCULES ENGINE.

P
loop

Portable from 6 to 70 horse power. Surpass
portable steam power heretofore produced for

strength, durability , compactness, and the ease
with which they can be moved.
The 70 horse power can be taken overtberough-

est roads, or into the forest, and set up as easily

and quickly as an ordinary 20 horse power port-

able engine, and as firm as a brick-set stationary
engine. Engines and boilers of every size and des-

cription. Rotary Saw Mills. Shingle and Lath
machines, Law Grinders, Planers, etc.

_
Mil l

machinery and supplies of every description.

Every boiler insured against explosion by ihe
Boiler Insurance & Inspection Co. of Canada.
Write for circulars.

A. ROBB & SONS, I Amherst Foundry and
Amherst, N.S. Machine works.

ESTABLISHED OVER 40 Y EARS.
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TO MILL OWNERS, MANUFACTURERS ST. CATHARINES SAW WORKS

R. H. Smith Company, Ltd.

AND ALL WHO ARE USING
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WJiich will Ban Straight on the Pulleys,
Which is Thoroughly Well Stretched,

Which will not Tear at the Lace Holes,
Which icill give Complete Satisfaction

.

AA A A AAAA A AAA.

The

Best

in ttie

World

R. E. Dixon &» Co. iS3e
Our Circular Saws are Unequalled

Our Cross-Cut Saws are Unexcelled
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^V5 *
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MANUFACTURERS OF

PATENT LAP-JOINT STAR RIVET

-fLEATHER *BELTING*
jo King Street East, Toronto.

Sole Agents in Canada for the

CELEBRATED PHCENIX OIL

And our Hand Rip and Butcher Saws
FULLY EQUAL TO ANY MADE ON THE CONTINENT.

^JIIIII llllIllllllllllllllllllllllIllllllllllMllllllllllllllllIlHSlltlllllllllllllllf lllllllllllllllillllllllllllllif

= OUR SPECIALTIES. i

jf% THE « SI31ONUS » CIBCULAB SAW
@ 1 THE " LEADER " CROSS-CUT SAW

1 THE "LAWSON" BUTCHER SAW
'I THE "HEELING" HAND SAW =

TiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiraiiiiiitiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiBiiititiiiaiiHfieiiitiiiiiBiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiriiirT:

THE LARGEST SAW FACTORY IN THE DOMINION.

IK. ZEE. SMITH CO. ZLTID.
All our Belting is sold at the Canadian price list. Please coirmare he- I Cf™ ri . rr , . . r> , „ . , -j^™

r 1 t-irT^- 1- t-x -r^i- S 1 . L AJL JrL A.t\ 1 A Mi . OA J

.

fore purchasing. bend tor Discounts and our Pamphlet on Belting;.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

TIib drily Pefect Belt Dressing,

DOMINION SAW WO
JAS. ROBERT ERT

253 to 267 King Street West, Dalhousie and William Streets,

TnrnntLi, - - Ontario. MnntrEal, - - Que.

ANUFACTURERS OF ^AWS
j

Up—

Circular, Shingle, Gang, Cross Cut, Concave, Mulay, Drag, Grooving.

Timber's RoyaLl

ANTI-FRICTION ! BABBIT (METAL

m

Importers and Dealers in

EVERY SAW FULLY WABBANTED.
Prices on Application.

Band Saws, Emery Wheels Saw Sets,

Saw Swages, Rubber Belting, Iron Pipe,

Saw Gummers, Leather Belting, Files, &c.
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THE GANADA LUMBERMAN
published monthly by

Office : Simcoe Street, Peterborough, Ontario.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:

One Copy one Year, in Advance, .... $1.00
One Copy six months, in Advance, ... - 50

Advertising Rates Furnished on Application.

The Canada Lumberman is published in the interest of the

lumber trade and of allied industries throughout the Dominion

being the only representative in Canada of this foremost branch of

the commerce of this country. It aims at giving full and timely

information on all subjects touching these interests, discussing

these topics editorially and inviting free discussion of them by others.

Especial pains are taken to secure the lates f and most trustworthy

market quotations from various points throughout the world so as

to afford to the trade in Canada information upon which it can rely

in its operations.

Special correspondents in localities of importance present accur-

ate report not only of prices and the condition of the market but,

also of other matters specially interesting to our readers. But cor-

respondence is not only welcome but is invited from all who have

any information to communicate or subjects to discuss relating to the

trade or in any way effecting it. Even when we may not be able to

agree with the writers we will give them a fair opportunity for free

discussion as the best means of eliciting the truth. Any items of

interest are particularly requested for even if not of great import-

ance individually they contribute to a fund of information from

which general results are obtained.

Advertisers will receive careful attention and liberal treatment.

\Ye need not point out that for many the Canada Lumberman
with its special class of readers is not only an exceptionally good

medium for securing publicity but is indispensable for those who
would bring themselves before the notice of that class. Special at-

tention is directed to Wanted" and For Sale" advertisements

which will be inserted in a conspicious position at the uniform price

of ten cents per line for each insertion. Announcements of this

character will be subject to a discount of 25 per cent, if ordered for

three successive issues or longer.

Subscribers will find the small amount they pay for the Canada
Lumberman quite insignificant as compared with its value to them.

There is not an individual in the trade or specially interested in it,

who should not be on our list thus obtaining the present benefit

and aiding and encouraging us to render it even more complete.

THE recent rains have been the means of making

the lumbermen feel happy. Our advices from every dis-

trict in Ontario are to the effect that there are very few-

logs, if any, but what will find their way to the mills.

In the province of Quebec thousands of logs that had

been abandoned have been started, and are now on their

way with good prospects of getting to their destination.

As far east as St. John the reports are very flattering

as numeious drives that had been hung up have been

released and are now on their way down stream. This

much cannot be said of Wisconsin and Minnesota as

millions of logs are still out in the woods with every

prospect of not reaching the saw this season. The
outlook in those states is not very assuring.

We send a liberal number of specimen copies of this

issue to persons who are not subscribers to the Lumber-
man, but to whose advantage it would seem to be to

have this journal as a regular monthly visitor. We
believe that no person engaged in the lumber business

and woodworking industries can peruse its pages with-

out receiving some satisfaction, if not being materially

benefited. Many of our subscribers tell us they cannot

do without it. Every business man should take his

trade paper and read it, and he who takes it and
neglects to read it misses many a good thing by which

he might be benefited. We are business men, publish-

ing a paper in the interest of business men, and the

object of this paragraph is to swell our subscription list,

so send your name and your dollar right along, we will

visit you once a month and you may rest assured that

you will not only find us right good company but a very

desirable companion.

The conditions of the drives in eastern Michigan are

anything but satisfactory to lumbermen as millions

upon millions of logs are immoveable on the numerous

tributaries of the Saginaw, and unless the rafting of

logs to the river be much more largely engaged in than

it is at present, it is said there will be a shortage of over

200,000,000 feet on that stream. The situation becomes

more serious when it is understood that the

Tittabawassee boom, which is the principal feeder to

the Saginaw river mills, supplied up to June 1st, only

about 70,000,000 feet of logs, or less than one-fifth of its

output in 1888. There are an abundance of logs to be

had in the Spanish river and Georgian Bay country,

which could be obtained to make up the deficiency

were it not for the $3 export duty, and the high price

at which they are held by the owners. To say the least,

the outlook for the lumbermen in eastern Michigan is

not very flattering, while in Ontario the trade is good

and the indications are that the season will be a profit-

able one.

An American contemporary who has had a great

deal to say about the Canadian export duty on logs

says, " it has arrived at a point where the Canadian

lumbermen and newspapers are working harder for a

decreased or abolished export log duty than are the few

Americans who want Canadian logs. The fact is this

country can stand the pressure from the effects of the

duty much better than the Dominion can." This

smacks a great deal of yankee bounce, as the statement

is made in the face of the fact that American lumber-

men are piteously pleading to secretary Windom " to

put a plenary duty on sawed lumber, or some other im-

pediment to its importation, while the export duty is

continued." When it comes to " standing, " probably

one country can "stand it" as well as the other, as

both countries have been standing on their own bottom

for a long time and are likely to do so for some time to

come. For our part we do not think it is a question of

being able to " stand it " so much as it is a question as to

whether it is just to retain the export duty on logs.

When we became thoroughly conversent with all the

facts relating to the log question, and saw that the duty

was unfair, we were honorable enough to admit it and de-

clare in favor of its reduction.

One of the best means of cementing our Dominion

more firmly together in a national feeling and breaking

down the Provincial walls, lies in a more extended per-

sonal intercourse between the people of the different

sections. With this object in view St. John, N. B., is

taking advantage of the opening of their " Short Line "

connection with the west to offer some special induce-

ments for the western people to pay them a visit, during

the hot weather. It is proposed to hold a Summer
Carnival at St. John which will be inaugurated on

Monday, July 22, by the opening of the electric exhibi-

tion. This exhibition it is said will be the most novel,

and in many respects the most attractive display ever

seen in Canada ; the wonderful development of the

uses of electricty in art, science and the requirements

ot daily life, will be fully exemplified by a complete

system of the most improved apparatus, manipulated

by some of the leading electricians of America. In ad-

dition to the Electric Exhibition, which will be a per-

manent attraction throughout the ten days, other

features in the holiday term will be introduced suited

to the tastes of all classes. The climate of St. John at

this season of the year is a most delightful one, as it

has all the advantages of summer, without the op-

pressiveness of heat which is found further south and

in the interior. Persons desirous of enjoying a short

vacation from business might do a great deal worse than

spending a week in St. John during the Carnival. All

lines of transportation, by land and water, will offer low

excursion rates before and during the Carnival.

An important arbitration case between the govern-

ment of the United States and Mr. E. B. Eddy, of

Ottawa, was recently concluded. It appears that for a

long time the box manufacturers of Michigan and New-

England have been complaining that box shooks were

being imported into the United States at a very low-

valuation, and recently an inquiry into the matter was

ordered by the government. Mr. Eddy is the principal

exporter of merchant box shooks from Canada to the

United States and after considerable evidence had

been collected, it was aggreed between Mr. Eddy and

the United States, that the question of the value of

box shooks manufactured at Ottawa should be left to

arbitration. The re-appraisement was made by the

appraiser of customs and another gentleman was ap-

pointed by the collector. Mr. Eddy, who was present,

disputed the contention of the Michigan men that he

was sending in at $9 per thousand shooks which were

sold for $22 per thousand. The appraisers could only

grant an increase of seventy per cent as that was all

the government claimed, and there will be no advance

on that valuation for the present season at least. No
account will be taken of past importations and no duty

upon former consignments will be asked for. The old

valuation of $9 per thousand is increased to $15.30 per

thousand. Mr. Eddy has stated that the increase of

seventy per cent in the valuation of box boards going

into the States is sufficient to paralize the business of

making them here. It is said the raise in the valuation

was owing to false statements made by Michigan

lumbermen. The American duty on box shooks is

thirty per cent ad valorem.

The Senatorial committee, while at Tacoma, W.T.,

gained some valuable information in regard to the

lumber trade of the North Pacific coast in particular,

and of the relations with Canada and British Colum-

bia. Mr. E. G. Ames, assistant general manager of

the Port Gamble mills informed the committee that

his mills were interested only in shipping lumber by

water. He thought the fir of British Columbia was of

a softer and finer grain than Puget Sound timber and

found a quicker sale in the Australian market. To
compete with the British Columbia mills they had to

pick it out in grades. The Australian market demand-

ed a higher grade of lumber than the Puget Sound

mills could supply, but their second and third grades

found a ready sale in California. The tariff on British

Columbia lumber kept it out of their market, and

enabled them to compete with it. Lumber going from

British Columbia to Australia and the South Sea Isles

paid the same duty as from Washington Territory, as

Australia looked upon British Columbia as a foreign

market. On the question of labor he said, "wages in

the manufacture of lumber were a great deal lower in

British Columbia as a great many Indians and China-

men were employed at low rates. There is no place in

the world where the wages were so high as in the

Pacific Northwest. If the capital in the business is

transferred to British Columbia where they have

cheaper land, cheaper labor etc., he thought the Sound

country would soon be a very dry place as lumber was

the largest producing industry in the country." Captain

J. H. Libbey, who has been on the Sound for thirty years

and who is general manager of the large Tacoma mill,

with 240 employes and a daily capacity of 240,000 feet,

testified that the output of British Columbia mills
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tributary to the Pacific ocean was last year 135,720,000

leet and that the average rate of wages was $1.75 per

day, while our average rate of wages was $2.50 per

day. They are as well supplied with timber so far as

quantity is concerned as we are, and their percentage

of timber is much better in quality. The mills of

Washington Territory have a capacity now of about

800.000.000 feet, against 700.000.000 feet in 1888.

About 50 per cent, of the Puget Sound timber is sold in

the American market. If the duty was taken off

lumber imported into this country the American mills

on this side would shut up in 90 days. Of course

everybody over the British line was in favor of re-

moving the export duties. He thought the timber was

much better as you go north. Alaska cedar is a

growth that far exceeds anything we have. It cuts 50

per cent, clear, almost equalling the red wood of Cali-

fornia. Lumber in the southern part of the territory sold

for $1.50 less per thousand feet than Puget Sound tim-

ber. He concluded that if lumber from British

Columbia would ever be admitted tree of duty it would

be ruinous to the lumber interests of Puget Sound. John

Campbell, of the Port Blakely mill, who was heard by

the committe in Seattle, said the capacity of those

mills was 250,000 feet, ten hours a day, and a total

yearly capacity of 70,000,000 feet. They send lumber

all over the world, principally fir. It costs less to cut

timber in the British possessions, from 50 to 75 cents

per thousand feet. J. R. McDonald, president of the

Lake Shore, Seattle & Eastern railway, testified that

he was in the lumber business, and that last year he

sent 47.000.000 feet of logs to the mills. If there was

a removal of duty there would be just that much less

lumber cut. He did not think any of the Sound mills

were now making any money, and did not believe

there was any difference in wages on either side of the

line. In his opinion the Douglas fir was nearly as

strong as oak.

A Tonawanda correspondent of a tradejournal says:

" The export duty so unfairly placed upon logs by the

Canadian government is still agitating our dealers, and

among those who have heretofore drawn on the

Canadian woods for the bulk of their supply, and whose

business has almost been based on a continuance of the

same facilities, the blow aimed at them has fallen par-

ticularly hard, and it is little wonder that they claim

from our gov ernment protection in the shape of retalia-

tory measures that will bring the Canadians to a state

when they will gladly remove the obnoxious duty. It

is unfair altogether, and our timbermen are justified in

their anger." It is little wonder that when retaliation

was threatened, as it was last summer, that some of the

Canadian lumbermen feeling that their interests would

be assailed sought protection from the government.

When a nation threatens retaliation against a friendly

power without any cause or protection whatever, it is

only natural to suppose that they would take steps to

protect their own interests. If the export duty is

obnoxious to our friends across the line and injurious

to their interests who is responsible for the increase of

the duty ?

Fellixg trees by machines driven by steam power
according to the London Times, has been superceded

by electric power and has been adopted in the Galician

forests. Usually in such machines the trunk is sawn,

but in this case it is drilled with a series of holes close

together. When the wood is of a soft nature, the drill

has a sweeping motion, and cuts into the trunk by
means of cutting edges on its sides. The drill is actu-

ated by an electric motor mounted on a carriage, which

is comparatively light and which can be brought up
close to the tree and fastened to it. The motor is ca-

pable of turning around on its vertical axis, and the drill

is geared to it in such a manner that it can turn through

an arc of a circle and make a sweeping cut into the

trunk. The first cut made, the drill is advanced a few-

inches and another section of the trunk is removed in

the same way, until the trunk is half severed. It is

then clamped, to keep the cut from closing, and the

operation continued until it would be unsafe to go on.

The remainder is finished by a hand saw or an axe.

The current is conveyed to the motor by insulated

wires brought through the forest from a generator

placed at some convenient site, which may be at a dis-

tance from the scene of operations. The generator

may be driven by steam or water power, and does not

need to be transported from place to place.

Every thinker knows, says an exchange, that the

man who would succeed must do more work than he

gets paid for, in every profession and trade. We take it

for granted that the man who will do only $20 worth of

work a week because his salary is but $20 will never

get more than $20 a week, for the simple reason that he

has never shown his employer that he is worth more.

We figure it that an employe who means to succeed has

to do from 10 to 20 per cent, more work than he gets

actual pay for. This he has to do until he reaches a

certain point, and having reached that point he will find

that by as much as his income has increased, by so

much has the demand for amount and intensity of his

labor diminished. To put this theory into figures, we

will say that a boy receiving $3 a week should do $4

worth of work ; the boy receiving $5 a week should do

$7 worth of work ; when he gets to be a man and

receives $20 a week, he should do $30 worth of work ;

a man receiving $30 should do $40 worth of work, and

so on until, say, the salary reaches $75, and then the

laborer can give himself somewhat of a rest, that is to

say, about $50 worth of work will satisfy his employer.

Labor brings its market value, and is seldom overpaid,

oftener underpaid. It is the experience—the " Know
How"—that brings the money.

The United States Committee on trade relations

with Canada held a session at St. Paul, Minn., last

month, at which Capt. W. R. Bourne testified that he

represented several lumber companies which cut about

40,000,000 feet a year. He did not favor free trade in

lumber for the reason that American lumbermen pay

four times as much for the material and pay taxes on it

yearly, while Canadian competitors get land from the

government and pay for the lumber when it is taken

out. It only cost them, on this basis, from 75 cents to

$1.25 per 1,000 on pine. They pay no taxes
;
they only

pay for what they cut and are free from loss except

when fires or winds destroy their lumber they lose only

their prospective profits Canadian labor was cheaper,

as many lumbermen came to him from the Eastern

Provinces to work through the winter, to whom he paid

$22 to $26 a month, who said they had worked for from

$12 to $16 the previous year. Most of his laborers

were Swedes and Norwegians. Mr. J. B. Bassett, at a

session held at Minneapolis the following day, testified

in favor of unrestricted free trade with Canada. He
believed that unrestricted commercial intercourse is the

best for Canadians as well as for Minneapolitans, not

only in lumber but in everything else. Major Geo. A.

Camp, at the same session testified that " there is no

lumber in Canada so situated that it can come in and
compete with the lumber in Minneapolis. On the

Pacific coast, however, it is different. There, the

removal of the tariff would bring the lumber of British

Columbia into direct competition, and would be dis-

astrous to the lumbermen on the Pacific coast." He
said further :

" My ideas of the resources of that

northern country beyond the boundary are that they

are far larger than is generally thought. In my opinion

the child is already born that will live to see the day
when the great wheat belt of the world will be north of

the line of the Canadian Pacific road." The members
of the senatorial committee, however, say that the

general tendency of the testimony wherever they have

gone, has been in favor of reciprocity ; but it is hardly

to be expected that anything will be done in that di-

rection so long as the present protective administration

remains in power.

j
The imports into London this week, says the Timber

Trades Journal, show " a great falling off to what we
had to report a couple of weeks ago. On Wednesday
a visitor might have thought all the steamers had gone
to the Derby. There was only one we noticed in that

day in the whole of that large expanse of water, and
she had delivered her cargo, and was getting towards

the river entrance preparatory to another voyage. It

is somewhat unusual in June to find such an absence of

shipping ; several ice vessels were unloaded in Canada

Dock, but of timber only one, the Go-Ahead, was com-

pleting her discharge. Signs of steamers having

recently been and gone were afforded by the quays,

which were literally piled with deals, but the day to

which we allude was, to say the least, peculiar. Taking

the whole import of the week to these and other docks,

we have, as far as numbers go, a respectable record, the

total bringing wood amounted to 49, including several

timber cargoes of flooring and steamers from the Gulf

of Bothnia ports, 26 going to the Surrey side and 12 to

the Millwall, the rest being distributed at other wharves

and docks in the river." Arrivals at Liverpool for the

week were of far more importance, but cargo prices had

not given away
;
though the buyers round the coast

had been fully supplied with pitch pine for some time

to come. The great Mersey port appeared to be

heavily charged with this class of wood and also with

spruce. Steamers were daily arriving from across the

Atlantic with entire cargoes of pitch pine and spruce

deals. At London a steady trade was being done in

American black walnut, and in cut stuff sales recently

had been large and at full maintained prices. Stocks

were moderate, but fresh parcels of prime quality would

be acceptable, and would sell at full prices. There was

a large demand for American whitewood. Stocks were

moderate, and prices fully maintained, with a tendency

to strengthen. Lumber was in specially good request,

and for fairly good quality boards and planks full prices

were maintained. Shipments of an indifferent

character had recently arrived, but could only be realiz-

ed on at easier rates, and could hardly be expected to

give satisfaction to the shippers. Large quantities of

American white oak, both in logs and lumber, continued

to find there way into consumption. This was especi-

ally the case with lumber which is in more request than

logs.

Some of the American lumbermen are considerably

worked up over the Canadian export duty on logs as it

threatens to interfere materially with their business and

is without doubt derogatory to their interests. The
lumbermen of Buffalo and Tonawanda, N.Y., having

memorialized the Secretary of the Treasury to learn

whether any power vested in his department would

enable him to deal in any way with the hostile and
vexatious action of the Canadian government in impos-

ing a heavy export duty on logs designed for American

mills, the Noi-thwestern Lumbermen proceeds to work

itself up into a state of excitement and wildly rushes

into the campaign in its usual aggressive style. It

opens out by saying " the Canadian export duty on

logs is a contemptible act of spoliation and confiscation

directed against American lumbermen who have in-

vested money in timber limits on the Canadian side of

Lake Huron for the purpose of securing a supply oflogs

for American sawmills. When these investments were

made the export duty was $1. It has since been in-

creased to $3." " Contemptible " is a good word to use

when properly applied, and we can hardly blame the

^V. W.L. for using it in this connection, for we have not

the slightest doubt but it would answer the purpose of

our friends across the line to come over and get all the

pine timber they want, cut it and convey it to their

mills to be sawn, without paying any export duty on it,

at the same time retaining their tariff on Canadian

manufactured lumber, thereby preventing Canadian

lumbermen from competing with them on an even

basis. The N. IV. L. further says : "The export duty

was put on at the instigation of Canadian saw mill

owners who want the price of standing pine kept as low

as possible, and the entire stock of pine timber in Can-

ada reserved for their use." This is protection, a very-

good thing, by the way, for Americans ; but when re-

sorted to by Canadians it is simply " contemptible." To
bring the Canadians down from their " contemptible "

position it is proposed to inaugurate a " pinching " war.

"The only way to reach the case is to pinch the

Canadian saw mill interest by imposing an extra duty

on pine lumber, or some other restriction upon its im-

portation, to be continued while the export duty remains

in force. This course would beyond doubt secure

the immediate repeal of the export duty, as it would
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then be in the interest of those who secured its imposi-

tion to have it repealed. If it were not repealed the

advantage would be on the side of our own lumber-

men." Better get your "pinching" process patented

for fear somebody might be inclined to pinch back
;

or,

in lieu of this, how would it do to take off your tariff on

condition that we repeal our export duty and give our

lumbermen a chance to meet you squarely in an open

market ?

SPLINTERS.

We are in receipt of" The Timberman's Vest Pocket

Inspection Book '" issued by the Timberman, 161 and

163 Randolph Street, Chicago. It is a convenient

arrangement for persons engaged in the lumber

business.
* *

*

An Order-in-Council has been issued placing white

ash lumber, sawn but not shaped, planed or otherwise,

upon the list of articles that may be admitted into

Canada free of Customs duty until the end of next

session of Parliament.
* *

The amount deposited by the Collins' Bay Rafting

and Towing Co. for the release of their tug McArthur,

seized at Prescott. will be refunded, the offence com-

mitted being of a trivial nature, and without any

premeditated attempt to evade the law.

* *
*

The Ontario Government timber inspectors have

been through the mining regions of Algoma putting up
" fire notices."' This is a move in the right direction,

as the timber must be protected, and mining parties

must be more careful as to where and how they build

fires.
* *

*
The Prince of Wales is in demand, or it would

appear so from a Winnipeg despatch, which states that

the Chief of the Wabigoon Lake Indians has cabled

the Prince of Wales that white men are cutting timber

on Eagle Lake and asking him to come and settle the

matter.
* -*

*

If the Americans really want the Canadian export

duty on logs repealed, why not offer an inducement

by taking off their import duty and give our lumber-

men a chance to compete with them on an equal foot-

ing ? This would be far more commendable than

resorting to retaliation.

*
The shipments of lumber from the Saginaw river

during the month of May this season were about 9,000,-

000 feet less than last year, but the shipments for the

season to June 1st are 658,00c feet more than last

season. It is believed, however, that the entire season's

shipments by water will be the least for many years.

* * .

*
The losses by the recent flood in Pennsylvania were

by no means confined to the Conernaugh Valley, as it

is stated that the lumbermen of Williamsport lost sixty

millions of lumber and three hundred and fifty millions

of logs. The withdrawal from competition of three

hundred and fifty million feet of the season's supply

will necessitate the substitution of stock from other

points. As the lost stock was mainly hemlock and
other cheap varieties there is no doubt but it wdl have

a tendency to stiffen prices for low grades.

*
There is no better proof needed of the rapid pro-

gress of industrial interests in the Southern States

than is shown in the growth of the Southern Lumber-
man, published in Nashville, Tenn. Started some ten

years ago as a sixteen page experiment it has blossom-

ed into a sixty-four page mammoth journal, and it is at

present the leading and only paper published in the

hard wood, cedar and pine section, where the future

supply of lumber will be largely furnished. The cur-

rent number has a very presentable appearance, it is

gotten up in good style, and contains a large amount of

pertinent and valuable editorial matter, reliable mar-

ket reports, and has an able and trained corps of

1 orrespondents in every locality. fn view of the fact

that it it is the exponent of a vast section of timbered

area, it is not surprising that nearly all manufacturers

of wood working machinery are represented in its

advertising columns. It is published twice a month at

Nashville, Tenn. Subscription price $2.00 per annum,
in advance.

The Ottawa Free Press, a paper noted for its eminent

ability in looking upon one side of a question and then

through a pair of political spectacles, has evidently had
its "funny bone" struck, as it endeavors to be facetious-

over our lifting the veil and showing up both sides of

the log question. It concludes its funnygraphs by

saying : "It is clear that if our lumbermen were to accept

the Peterboro' paper as a guide they would be led into

the woods." Just exactly ! That's the place where they

want to be ; if we had no woods we would have no

lumbermen. If the lumbermen were to follow the

leadership of such guides as the Free Press we would

soon have no woods to lead them into.

* *

The statement of revenue and expenditure for the

eleven months ending May 31 of the current fiscal year

gives promise of a substantial surplus. The revenue to

May 31, amounted to $34,234,337, and the expenditure

to same date to $29,587,424, showing a surplus of

$4,646,913. The revenue during the corresponding

period last year was $31,856,724, and the expenditure

$29,452,213. The net debt of the Dominion on May 31

was $234,480,424, a decrease of $57,000 in the month.

The expenditure on capital account to May 31 was

$4,500,000, $120,000 higher than at the same time last

year.

*

In order to give a proper definition of what con-

stitutes a log used for piling purposes, an Order-in-

Council has been passed confirming are commendation

of the Treasury Board which removes a great deal of

the difficulty hitherto experienced. It provides that all

logs found to measure, inside the bark, eleven inches or

less diameter at the end thereof, irrespective of the

length of such logs, when exported for piling purposes

or as piling, be not subject to the export duty of $1

per 1,000 feet board measure. This decision will

mainly aftect the exporters of small spruce timber in

the Maritime Provinces and British Columbia.
* *

*

In the Southern States trade is not very satisfactory,

as is evidenced by the low prices prevailing for the pro-

duct of nearly all its sections. One of the shrewdest

observers at the Southern Pine Manufacturers' Con-

vention at Montgomery, Ala., remarked that there are

no very large stocks on hand, and that the output is

restricted in accordance with the demand. He said

yellow pine was selling far below its real worth, often-

times below cost of manufacturing, leaving nothing for

stumpage, or interest on the investment. The fact is

that while Southern pine has of late years become an

important factor in the market it is as yet, compared

with Northern pine, restricted in the uses to which it

has been considered adaptable. The volume of South-

ern production is in access of the requirements of such

markets as make it their staple, and the surplus as a

consequence becomes a disturbing element -to values

when brought in competition with Northern pine.

Britain is not only supreme at sea but supreme in

commerce. In both she demonstrates her ability to

hold front rank. It is something to be wondered at to

find the people of the Little Island the dominating

power of the world. Numerically the British, compared

with the other nations, are a mere handful, and territori-

ally the Little Island would afford amusement for the

waves of one of our internal lakes. But there is in the

British a steady skilfulness to get, and an unyielding

firmness to hold, all that contributes to a nation's

power. The United States is very progressive and

very enterprising in matters of trade. But comparing

one nation with the other the British stands far ahead.

The imports of the United Kingdom, according to the

latest consulate reports, are two and a-half times as

much as those of the United States and the exports

twice as great. Thus with a population of about half

that of the United States, the United Kingdom carries

no more than twice the business, or at the rate of four

times as much per capita. The value of the annual

imports of the U. K. are $1,811,137,820 ; of the U. S.,

$725,202,489 ; the value of the exports of the U. K. are

$1,403,815,805 and of the U. S. $691,777,444.

EXCHANGE ECHOES
Fredericton Reporter.

But Fredericton is also happy. The recent rains have

raised the^opes of our people that the lumber hung up in such

large quantities may be got out ; the Short Line route between

Harvey and Salisbury is being surveyed ; then skilful base ball

players have been engaged to teach the sporting youth how to

play ; the Capital is going to start a subscription for a park,

and we too are not going to be outdone by St. John but are

going to have a new Mayor.

Northwestern Lumberman

It looks as if the present protective administration did not

propose to desert its theories for awhile. It is reported to

have been arranged that the import duty on box shooks shall

be advanced $2 a thousand. It is said that over 250,000,000

Canadian box shooks have been imported into the United

States under an appraisement which has cost the government

several thousand dollars, besides driving American manufact-

urers out of the market wherever . there was Canadian

competition. Having cared for the box shook interests, it is

likely enough that the government will adjust the log and

lumber matter, as between the United States and Canada, in

a manner that will prove satisfactory to petitioners.

Mississippi Valley Lumberman.

On the Mississippi and its tributaries there are 150,000,000

feet of logs of last winter's cut, on which not a man is working.

They are hung up waiting for rain, and they will remain in just

that fix until the rain comes. The water in the main river has

fallen 16 inches in ten days at Brainerd and the general con-

dition on all the waters is the same as this. The first drive

of the season was all in Thursday and the boom company will

stop work this (Friday) evening for five or six days, when the

second drive will be in. The rear of this drive left St. Cloud

dam Tuesday noon and was at Thousand Islands Thursday.

This drive contains from 40,000,000 to 60,000,000 feet. It is

coming very slowly with 150 men working at it. The first

drive of new logs will leave Brainerd in about two weeks.

It will have between 50,000,000 and 70,000,000 feet.

The Timberman.

It is recalled that a Canadian company is associated with

the California Redwood Company, which secured twenty-five

sections or 16,000 acres of heavy growth redwood timber in

California some time ago, and it is also recalled that unfair

influences were introduced into the methods of purchase by

this company, who finally secured the valuable property on

which it is said the trees stand densely thick, and range in

size from three to ten feet in diameter, and from 200 to 300

feet in height. It is estimated that 150.000 to 200,000 feet

could be cut from each acre of this property, which if valued

at $1 per thousand feet, would approximate $1,750,000.

And the same company, in which there is a great deal of

Scotch blood, and which was organized six years ago in

Edinburgh, has obtained possession of an additional 64.000
acres in the same county.

Toronto Monetary Times.

In some parts of Northern Ontario extensive and valuable

pineries abound, but from distance they are sometimes inacces-

sible with the existing means of communication. Sometimes

the railway affords the only means of communication, and it

has got to be brought into existence in these distant regions

Given the value of the timber and cost of the railway, it is a

question of arithmetic whether the utilization of the forests by

means of railways will not pay. The decision rests with the

Ontario Government. To its energy mainly we must look

for the making of these pineries accessible by rail. The right

to cut timber will bring large sums of money ; from first to

last millions, but how much is, with our present knowledge,

beyond the power of estimate. A beginning was made in the

necessary grades for this purpose last session, and it will pro-

bably be followed up with energy in the future. The liability

of our pineries to destruction by fire has a direct connection

with the policy of putting an export duty on saw logs. It is

better to utilize by exportation a part of our timber in the

form of saw logs than to run the risk of having the trees burnt

up on the ground. The provinces which own the timber have

a special interest in the commercial policy which deals with

the exportation of the saw-logs, while the right of legislation

is in the Dominion. The case is one in which, if the provinces

were agreed on the policy that ought to be pursued, their

united request should command respect from the legislative

authority of the Dominion. Here is a practical question on

which the provinces might compare notes, and if they agree

upon what ought to be done, their wishes would probably have

weight. But it is not certain that they should agree upon the

lines of policy which it would be desirable to pursue.
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THE EXPORT DUTY.

The following memorial has been presented by the

lumbermen of Tonawanda and Buffalo to the Secretary

of the Treasury. We publish it in full for the benefit of

our readers as it expresses the views of a majority of

the lumbermen in the States bordering upon Canada.

To Hon. Wm. Windom, Secretary of the Treasury, Washington,

D. C.
*

We wish to learn whether any power vested in your department

would enable you to deal in any way with the hostile and vexatious

action of the Canadian government in imposing a heavy export

duty on logs designed for American mills. We have understood

that there is some legislation of a general character regarding

Cuban export duties, and if so, perhaps it might be made to apply

on the Northern frontier of the republic.

Many American lumber firms (some of your petitioners among

the number) bought Canadian timber limits when the export duty

w as Si. intending to tow logs to the American side of the lakes. In 1SS6

the duty was increased to §2. and last fall it was made $3, which is a

practical confiscation of investments in Canada made for the pur-

pose of securing logs for American sawmills.

The object of the duty is to prevent the export of logs, and force

their conversion into lumber in Canadian mills, but it is made to

apply to masts, spars, piles, booms and all long round timber of

pine and spruce.

The ability to tow logs from the Canadian side of Lakes Superior

and Huron without payment of export duty, would be great advant-

age to sawmills situated at Cheboygan, Alpena, Oscoda, Au Sable,

Tawas, Bay City, Saginaw, Port Huron and Detroit, Mich., at

Toledo and Cleveland, Ohio, and at Buffalo, Tonawanda, Lockport

and Rochester, New York.

The Canadian trade and navigation returns show a larger import

of logs from the United States, than the log export to the United

States. For the period from 1880 to 18S8 over $6,000,000 in value of

pine, spruce and cedar logs were floated down the St. John's River

from the state ot Maine, and converted into lumber in mills at St.

Johns, New Brunswick. During the same period logs to the value

of $4,300,000 were brought into Canada from the Rainy River and

Red River districts, and other parts of the United States. The
export of logs from Canada to the United States from 1SS0 to 18S8

was §2,350,000, and of this amount only $156,000 worth was pine.

Our import of logs from Canada for the ptriod named was only

about one-fifth as great as our export of logs to that country—

a

state of the trade no doubt due to the Canadian export duty.

The American duty on pine boards is $2 per thousand. The
Canadian duty is twenty per cent., which is a higher rate. While

the Canadian government imposes an export duty of $3 dollars on

logs, the American government is debarred from retaliation in kind

by the constitution.

The only way to meet the action of Canada in depriving American
mills of their raw material, is to put a plenary duty on sawn lumber

or some other impediment to its importation, while the export duty

is continued. Such a course would force the immediate abandon,

ment of the export duty, as is clearly demonstrated by the fact that

when the Mills bill proposed to place lumber on the free list, except

in the case of countries imposing an export duty on logs, in which

case lumber from such countries was to pay duty as before, the

Canadian government asked and obtained power from Parliament

to abolish the export duty by order in council, with the avowed
purpose of abolishing it the moment the Mills bill became law.

The export duty was imposed at the instigation of sawmill owners
in Canada, and will be removed at any time that it will serve their

interests. The privy council have power to remove it without fur-

ther legislation from Parliament than that given in the session of

18SS.

A duty upon saw logs, or impediments placed in the way of their

importation, would simply play into the hands of the Canadian
mill owners and government, their desire being to prevent our

importing them.

A provision substantially as follows would bring a backdown
on the part of the Canadian government with more haste than
dignity. If two weeks notice were given the export duty would be
out of the way before the time was up.

" In case any country imposes an export duty upon saw logs

exported from such country to the United States, then during the

time that such export duty shall remain in force, sawn lumber made
from the kind of timber upon which such export duty is imposed,
when imported into the United States from such country, shall, in

addition to the duty provided by law. be chargeable with an
additional duty equal in amount per M to the amount of such export
duty." Or, if this is not within the scope of your powers, restrict-

ions upon the importation of lumber of a character to cause vex-
ation and expense, imposed to be continued while the export duty
was continued, would probably prove equally effectual. Shipment
of lumber in bond is now permitted through the United States.

The suspension of this privilege till the export duty was removed
would be certain to produce the desired result.

If it were desired the signature of every sawmill owner from
Maine to Minnesota could be procured to this memorial. We beg
to urge your consideration of these statements and to ask redress,

if it is in the power of your department to afford it, for a ruinous
imposition upon many American citizens, which has been placed
upon us by the Canadian government with offensive exhibition of

a spirit of hostility and in violation of the requirements of good
faith and fair dealing.

If it is desired we will send a deputation to Washington to place

additional facts before you and make such explanations as it may
be able to give. We have the honor to be

Your obedient servants, etc.

The Outline of a Mighty Forest.

In the extremely interesting record of his late adven
tures in Africa recently given to the world by the daily-

press, Mr. H. M. Stanley makes a statement which is

likely to attract the special notice of all who interest

themselves in the great forest question, and are en-

deavoring to ascertain with some approximation to

truth how long it will take to exhaust the timber

resources of the known world at the rate of destruction

which civilisation is mercilessly exacting at the present

time.

Mr. Stanley, in his letter to the Chairman of the

Emin Pacha Relief Committee, after describing briefly

the regions through which he made his way, and the

misfortunes which befel him, goes on thus to speak

of the forest region through which he passed :

—

"We were 160 days in the forest—one continuous,

unbroken, compact forest. The grass land was travers-

ed by us in eight days. The limits of the forest along

the edge of the grass land are well marked. We saw

it extending north-easterly, with its curves, and bays,

and capes, just like a seashore. South-westerly it

preserves the same character. North and south the

forest area extends from Nyangive to the southern

borders of the Monbuttu ; east and west it embraces

all from the Congo, at the mouth of the Aruwimi, to

about east longitude 29 deg.—40 deg. How far west

beyond the Congo the forests reaches I do not know.

The superficial extent of the tract thus described

—

totally covered by forest — is 246,000 square miles.

North of the Congo, between Upoto and the Aruwimi,

the forest embraces another 20,000 square miles."

Let us pause for a moment over this information, and

endeavor to comprehend its significance to a future

generation ; to do so we must admit the accessibility of

these forests for commercial purposes ; there is no great

stretch of the imagination required to do that, for there

is no reason why the interior resources of Africa should

not be made as accessible as those of America have

been and are.

The facilities ot transit by steamships and railways

are increasing daily, and nothing in that way appears

impossible to industry and invention. In a hundred

years' time England may be obtaining a large portion

of this timber supply from these very forests Mr. Stanley

was 160 days in traversing, the European shipments

almost forgotten, and Sweden and Norway requiring

all they can produce for their own use, like Germans

are beginning to do now. Let us see what the extent

of this vast forest tract is like, if there is such a chance

of its ever becoming of such importance to us ; the area

of Great Britain and Ireland is computed at about 121,-

000 square miles, while the forests in question are

estimated at 246,000 or more than double the extent of

all the British Isles.

If we reckon that by and by they will be brought

under the axe at the rate of a square mile, or 640 acres

per day (which would give employment to an army of

lumberers), it would take about 786 years of 313 work-

ing days to clear away the first crop, let alone all the

intermediate growth. A number of arithmetical ques-

tions present themselves to the mind when endeavoring

to grasp the utility of this new discovery of timber

lands, but we must leave their proposition and solution

to the ingenuity of any of our readers who may like to

utilise their Easter vacation in working out such

results.

The fringe of a great subject like this is all our limit-

ed space permits us to deal with. One corollary may,

however, be drawn from Mr. Stanley's experience.

There is plenty of timber growing in the world to

supply the wants of its inhabitants for a long time,

though the great centres of civilisation may in the dis-

tant future have to go farther afield to obtain it.

—

London Timber Trades Journal.

Copperine.

The man who finds a want, and supplies that want,

has caught the flood that leads to fortune. This is

what Mr. Alonzo W. Spooner, of Port Hope, has done

with his Copperine. In these days of high speed when
everything is whirling at a rate that's enough to give

ordinary mortals a touch of the razzel dazzel, machinists

moan for a bearing metal clam-like in its cool and calm

disposition, a metal capable of giving his Satanic

Majesty the chilblains in his tail. Mr. Spooner has

produced that metal, the want is supplied, and now that

gentleman is floating on a flood-tide leading to fame, to

fortune, to Parliament, and a summer cottage. Take

for instance the Water Works of Toronto. Everyone

knows that at one time those works got heated to such

an extent, that the entire town was in a regular boil,

but since the introduction of Spooners Copperine, such

a coolness has been thrown around, that members of

the Works Committee and journalists now pass each

other as strangers. It took over 2,000 pounds to cool

those works, for they have the largest engines in

Canada, but it fetched 'em, and the stokers after firing

up, cool off now by standing near the bearings. It is

one thing to turn out a useful and valuable production,

and another to place it before the public. In this par-

ticular, Mr. Spooner, as an energetic pusher of business

has no superior, and while he stakes his good name on

the virtue of his Copperine, he does riot hesitate to

blow the horn for his own town, by declaring on his

advertising cards that Spooners Copperine is manufac-

tured in Port Hope, the handsomest town in Canada.

It is quite unnecessary to observe that Mr. Spooner has

not had an opportunity of seeing the beauties of

Bobcaygeon, but the man who links his town with his

own fortunes is a man the country can be proud of, and

one whose Nonfibrous, Anti-Friction, Hades-cooler Box

Metal should be heralded, as this great journal now

does, to every inhabitable part of the universe.

—

Bobcaygeon Independent.

A Lumber Case.

An important lumber case was argued at Aylmer,

June the 6th before Mr. Justice Malliot. Messrs. N.

Row and W. G. Hurdman, who purchased certain mill

property at Hull from the Quebec Government, suing

R. Hurdman & Co. to obtain possession. The latter

company originally purchased the property from Sher-

man & Lord, of Albany, and there is said to be a

balance of $134,000 due this firm by Hurdman & Co.

Lemon Thompson, of Albany, has acquired the rights

of Sherman & Lord to the mill property in question,

and has sued R. Hurdman & Co. for the balance

of the purchase money. The latter plead that they are

troubled in their possession of the mill property, and

by a dilatory exception ask that all proceedings be

stayed until said Lemon Thompson shall cause such

disturbance to cease and prove that when he and his

partners undertook to sell such mill property they were

owners of the same. Mr. Thompson has moved to

reject this plea as being unfounded in law. The case

is pretty well mixed up. W. Robertson, Q. C, of

Montreal, and T. P. Foran, of Aylmer, represented Mr.

Thompson, and Henry Aylen, of Aylmer, is conducting

the case for R. Hurdman & Co.

The Chignecto Ship Railway.

The syndicate in London intend to construct a

number of screw propellers to be used for traffic over

the ship railway to maintain communication between

the West Indies and St. John, Montreal, and to points

even further West, as by this means vessels suited to

the Western Canal locks may safely proceed even as

far as Port Arthur without breaking bulk. These are

the same parties who promoted the ship railway in

London, and they will form an independent company

with a capital of ,£500,000 sterling, power to increase

to ,£1,000,000 for this- purpose. During the winter

season, when the navigation on the rivers and lakes is

closed, these propellers will ply exclusively as well as

during the summer months. These propellers will

be schooner-built, of steel, all parts interchangeable,

with triple expansion engines, and will be put on the

route as soon as they possibly can be built. The com-

pletion of this work will supply a want long acknow-

ledged, affording closer communication between the

West Indies and all parts of Eastern Canada, and thus

doing very much to facilitate the already profitable

trade between the Dominion and West Indies.

To calculate number of shingles for a roof ascertain

number of square feet and multiply by 9, if four inches

to weather, 8 for 4^ inches, and 7 1-5 if 5 inches are

exposed. The length of rafter of one third pitch is

equal to three fifths of width of building adding pro-

jection.
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FOREIGN TRADE REVIEW.

In the London market there is an active demand for

American whitewood, large quantities of stock having

recently been put upon the market with satisfactory

results. Prices for both logs and lumber are fully

maintained at recent rates. Planks continue in good

request and secure ready sale both by private treaty

and public auction. American oak has been active

recently and large quantities have changed hands. We
quote from Messrs. Denny, Mott & Dickson's wood

circular of June 3rd :

Canadian Timber.—Both Oak and Yellow Pine

were sold at low prices when forced at auction last

month, but really first-class Oak, Elm and good Yellow-

Pine are so bare in stock that full prices are readily

obtained against actual requirements for consumption.

Pitch Pine-—Arrivals of sawn logs have been

plentiful, and owing to a somewhat large quantity hav-

ing been pressed for absolute sale, quotations are

lower for ordinary specifications ; but full prices are

still obtainable for long piling lengths, which continue

scarce. Two small parcels of Hewn logs are to hand

and are selling steadily, although there is no great

demand for this class of wood, large imports of which

would not be advisable.

Fir Timber.—Stocks are very heavy, and demand

slow, with six to seven thousand loads in excess of last

year's corresponding month ; the prospect for con-

tinued high prices is not bright, excepting for Crown

and Best middling quantities, which are not abundant.

Messrs. Churchill & Sim in their wood circular say :

The Canadian branch of the trade has been almost

at a standstill for the last month or so, with the one

exception of some little business in New Brunswick

spruce, which, in the dearness of wood generally, has

"been sought for in moderate quantities, and at the

prices current in recent months. Pine deals have

appeared in the market in very limited quantities only,

and not in attractive lines. The prices have been

rather easier. Timber of most kinds has been offered

for public sale in small quantities, and has brought

rates equal to those expected.

Messrs. Simson & Mason, Limited, say : The pre-

sent stock of Pine Deals, &c, is exceptionally small,

being further reduced since last month by about 90,000

pieces. There has been no business by auction, and

but few market transactions. Some 70,000 pieces of

spruce have been placed by auction, without alteration

in values. Market steady. The fresh import of timber

is wanted. Enquiries have continued for prime parcels

of elm and other hardwoods.

The timber trade in Scotland is without any change

of interest to note ; the same steady business is main-

tained and the prospects continue of a healthy kind. A
cargo of British Columbia pine had landed at Yorkville

Wharf, Glasgow. It is described as a magnificent

cargo, sound, clean, and free from sap, and consists of

300 logs large dimensions, 3,000 deck planks, cut on

the quarter, and 4.000 prime 3, 4, 5, and 6 in. planks.

From Quebec several vessels have been fixed to

Greenock at 26s, and Liverpool at 28s, and some

tonnage had also been taken from Quebec to London

'entire cargoes; for deals at 65s. From New Brunswick

and lower Canadian ports rates continue firm. It is

considered peculiar that Quebec and other Atlantic

freights should be at their present rates, say 65s, which

is if anything an advance on the early charters, whilst

Baltic are down to about last year's spring rates, and

the Black Sea, which generally governs the freight

market, is likewise about on an average of last year's

lowest rates.

The British Board of Trade returns show an increase

for May over the same month last year of about five

and a half millions sterling in value. The increased

volume of trade betokens great activity. A comparison

of the Board ofTrade figures shows that the exports for

May, 1889, amounted to £20,335,738, against £19,276,-

223 for May 1888, an increase of ,£1,059,513. The im-

ports for the same month were £34,802,437 in 1889,

against £30,370,755, in May 1888, an increase on the

month of £4,431,682. The increase on the imports for

the month is four times greater than that of the exports,

but the totals for the five months are not quite so wide

apart. The increase of the importation during the

period named being £12,494,530. An examination of

the timber returns for the month of May, shows that

the strong current of supply continues to run with

undiminished velocity. Of sawn, hewn and split wood,

May brought forward 179,773 loads more than was im-

ported in the same month last year, and this being

added to the surplus of the preceding month, gives an

increase of importation over the first five months of last

year amounting to 480,456 loads at an extra cost of

£1,478,935. This large increase before the main

business of the season can be said to have begun is

remarkable, and well worthy the close attention of the

trade.

Month ending May 31st.

Quantity. Value.
18S8. 1889. 1888. 1889.

Timber (Hewn). Loads. Loads. £ £
Russia 7,629 30,044 12,666 57,821
Sweden & Norway 56,628 56,229 71,362 77,632
Germany 36,271 57,456 94,474 155,123
United States 6,559 12,991 27,969 56,821

British E. Indies. . 5,873 3,050 65,334 38, 736
Brit. N. America . 187 874 651 3,447
Other Countries. .. 43,321 45,772 38,209 61,316

Total 156,568 206,416 310,665 450,896

Timber (Sawn or Split Planed or Dressed).

Russia 29,097 72,600 48,369 158,138
Sweden & Norway 92,797 140,776 194,647 354,304
United States ...

. 17,369 49,447 45,533 158,052
Brit. N. America. 44,146 43,988 89,708 109,370
Other Countries. .. 14,319 20,842 28,948 57,390

Total 197,728 327,653 407,205 837,254
Staves (all sizes) . 11,253 16,181 52,635 70,441
Mahogany (tons) . . 4,644 3,834 89,523 34,816
Total of Hewn and

Sawn 354,296 534,069 717,870 1,288,150

Five months ending May 31st.

Quantity. Value.
1888. 1889. 1888. 1889.

Timber (Hewn); Loads. Loads. £ £
Russia 12,018 38,692 22,220 73,582
Sweden & Norway 190,507 244,441 231,300 353,985
Germany , . 50,112 91,586 117,295 248,723
United States ... . 40,86s 46,736 168,149 196,845
British E. Indies.. 13,844 25,253 161,051 294,098
Brit. N. America . 1,460 3,534 4,867 16,623

Other Countries . . 216,321 257,033 200,110 304,293

Totals 515,130 707,275 904,992 1,488,149

Timber (Sawn or Split Planed or Dressed).

Russia 35,689 104,053 61,149 225,696
Sweden & Norway 266,914 392,846 558,324 930.22S

United States ... . 90,412 140,708 243,242 446.851
Brit. N. America . 78.138 100,196 155,624 246,207
Other Countries . . 28,149 49,810 76,008 141,143

Total 499,302 787,613 1,094,347 1,990,125

Staves (all sizes). . 33,345 45,82S 175,332 219,319
Mahogany (tons). . i9,79S 19,186 170,824 169,042

Total of Hewn and
Sawn 1,014,432 1,494,888 1,999,339 3,478,247

OUR TIMBER EXPORTS TO BRITAIN.

The following cargoes of Canadian wood have been

reported at the various United Kingdom ports since

May 2nd :

Glasgow.—Norwegian, Montreal, 4,485 deals. Nestorian,

Montreal, 11,300 deals. Concordia, Montreal, 5,670 deals.

Colina, Montreal, 1,029 deals, 773 pes birch, 428 deals and

boards. Buenos Ayrean, Quebec, 1,623 deals. Alcides,

Quebec and Montreal, 8,200 deals, 325 boards, 278 pes. birch

I, 593 battens. Sarmatian, Quebec, 7,962 deals.

Liverpool.— Fedrico, St. John, 527 stds. deals, &c, 35

stds. ends. Auriga, St. John, 25,945 deals, 167 scantlings,

2,802 deal ends. Lake Superior, Montreal, 2,098 boards,

3,762 deals, 7,309 pes. lumber. Oregon, Montreal, 5,784

boards, 15,683 deals and ends. Circassian, Montreal, 3,968

deals, 550 maple blocks. Theodore H. Rand, St. John,

22,640 spruce deals, 162 scantlings, 2,227 ends, 12,129 birch

planks, 2,020 birch ends. Cheniston, St. John, 9,541 birch

planks, 1,266 birch ends. Toronto, Montreal, 245 deals,

II, 976 deals and ends, 10,711 boards, 1,604 maple blocks,

Quebec, 1,163 Pcs -
pine

> 1,981 spruce deals. Parisian,

Montreal, 1,532 maple blocks, 15,691 deals. Wallachia, St.

John, 25,507 deals and battens, 4,338 scantlings, 139 pcs.

birch timber, 8,646 deal ends, I.628 boards, 5,471 birch

planks, 109 scantlings. Lake Winnipeg, Montreal, 7,713

bdls, 17,780 pcs. lumber, 8,698 deals. Erimuita, St. John,

30,405 deals and battens, 415 scantlings, 247 boards, 3,963

deal ends. Rialto, St. John, 41,295 deals and battens, 3,691

scantlings, 4,030 ends, 107 boards. Lennie, St. John, 783

pes. birch timber, 17,526 deals and battens, 739 scantlings,

5,712 deal ends. Oxenholm, Montreal, 16,788 deals, 6,078

boards, 2,226 deal ends. Hugo, St. John, 45,611 deals, 1,196

s
canllingi, 12,969 deal ends, 1,435 boards. Lake Huron,

Montreal, 107 logs, 8,443 maple blocks, 9,335 deals. Alcia,

St. John, 42,004 deals and battens, 2,525 scantlings, 9,232

deal ends, 2,996 boards, 7,196 birch planks, 105 birch scant-

lings, 563 birch ends. Montreal, Montreal, 149 boards, 7,313

maple blocks, 511 ash scantlings. Lake Ontario, Montreal,

1,667 deals, 7,180 maple blocks, 108 logs timber, 1,151

boards. Vancouver, Montreal, 7,850 pine deals, 5,807 pine

boards, 15,524 deals and ends, 7,359 boards.

Barrow.—North Erin, St. John, 59,585 deals, boards and

ends.

Belfast.—Margaret Mitchell, St. John, 19,138 pcs. sawn

fir. Andes, St. John, 23,635 deals and ends. Active, St.

John, 19,866 pcs. sawn fir. Lord Damshire, St. John, 64,820

deals.

Bristol.—Emerald, Halifax, 16,472 deals, scantlings and

ends, 289 pcs. birch timber. Carrier Dove, St. John, 28,739

deals and battens, 2,480 scantlings, 5,610 boards and ends.

Cardiff.—Huldren, from St. John, 11,774 spruce deals and

ends. Alfhild, St. John, 41,554 pcs. sawn fir. Solid,

Halifax, 1 1,503 deals and ends. Solid, Jordan River, N. S.,

1,810 deals.

Dundalk.—Aldive, St. John, 11,327 deals, battens and

ends. Era Lynch, St. John, 16,569 deals and battens.

Llanelly.—Snowdrop, Halifax, 3,798 pcs. sawn timber,

357 pcs. sawn fir.

London.—Damara, St. John, 7,961 spruce deals and

battens, 7,503 birch planks, 1,264 birch ends, 472 spruce

deals. Dracona, Montreal, 8,528 pine deals. Fremona,

Montreal, 11,286 deals, 171 pes. birch. Ocean King,

Montreal, 8,010 deals. Texas, Montreal, 4,647 red pine

deals, 2,997 spruce deals. Parthenia, St. John, 27,022 deals,

&c. Loch Lomand, Montreal, 57,966 deals, 1 1,870 boards,

9,376 ends. Assyrian, Montreal, 18,654; Quebec, 1,425

deals. Chelydra, Montreal, 8,270 deals, 4,104 battens.

Ulunda, St. John, 1,436 birch planks, 51 birch ends, 8,418

spruce deals and battens, 5,527 pcs. birch; Halifax, 2,153

pes splints.

Sligo.—Echo, St. John, 12,815 Pcs - sawn fir. Culdron,

St. John, 12,887 pcs. sawn fir. Sunshine, St. John, 13,204

deals and ends.

Troon.—Concordia, Halifax, 9,146 deals and ends.

Waterford, Oliver, St. Tohn, 18,141 deals.

GREENOCK.—Howard, Quebec, 388 logs waney pine, 222

logs oak, 537 logs square pine, 1 16 logs elm, 201 logs birch,

4,178 deals, 1,434 deal ends, 1,120 spruce deals.

Newport.—Kaline, St. John, 35,309 deals, ends and

battens.

Supervisor of Cullers' Office.

Comparative statement of Timber, Masts, Bowsprits,

Spars, Staves, &c, measured and culled to date :

—

1887. 1888. 1889.

Waney White Pine 127,965 136,160

White Pine 15,840 82,886

Red Pine 229 9,180

Oak 174,295 237,258

Elm 90,850

Ash .' 18,274 59,933

Basswood 100

Butternut 242

Tamarac 1*624

Birch and Maple 147-742 212.748

Masts and Bowsprits 2. 182 pes

Spars
Std. Staves 3-8-3-2Q

W. I. Staves 8. 1.2. 16

Brl. Staves

JAMES PATTON.
Supervisor of Cullers.

Quebec, 29th May, 1889.

Measured Timber.

The following is a statement of the quantity, cubic

feet, of square and waney timber measured at Quebec

to the 5th of June for the years 1887, 1888 and 1889 :

1887. 1888. 18S9.

Wanev White Pine i44-929 S°,3 l
3>

27S.305

White Pine 16,288 22,517 310.502

Red Pine 327 17-427

Oak 174.295 220,358 241,485

Basswood 100

Butternut 270

Tamarack 437 1-669

Birch and Maple 57,870 97,79° 214.968

from which it appears that this year there has been

handled already 605,234 feet of White and Red Pine,

against 72,930 in 18S8 and 161,544, or nearly nine times

as much as last year, and not quite four times as much

as the next preceding year. In fact, in all kinds of

woods it shows a large increase on either of the pre-

ceding years, and in Pine is nearly three times as

much as the two years together.
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TH E NEWS.
ONTARIO.

—Lumber shipping continues quite brisk at Parr)- Sound.

—Robert Quance, lumber dealer, Middlesex, has assigned.

—Wm. Machen, saw mill, Monkton, is giving up business.

—Xazaire Mosseau, lumberman, Belle River, has assigned.

—The Canadian Lumber Cutting Company, of Belleville,

employ fifty hands.

—A tow of I2,oco logs made its way to Midland per tug

Resolute last week.

—The timber drive on the Moira is progressing favorably,

but the water is low and falling.

—Some 1,500 carloads of square timber were carried to

Belleville over the Midland division up to the first of June.

—A raft of very fine pine timber, belonging to R. Hurd-

man & Co., left Ottawa last month. The raft contained 2,120

hewn pieces.

— It is stated that about 9,000 of Hurdman & Co.'s logs on

the Ottawa are stuck, and mixed up with about 22,000 of

Thistle's logs.

Vigar Bros., saw mill at Port Arthur, is in operation

giving employment to about 40 men. The cut is expected to

amount to 3,000,000 feet.

—Messrs. T- & S. Clemens & Co., of Preston, have added

one of Goldie & McCulloch's largest sized moulding and

matching machines to their planing mill.

—The Customs returns of exports from Ottawa for the

month ending May 31, were: $400,969 against $302,121

same month in 18S8 ; increase, $98,248.

Xhe mill foreman in Barnes & Co.'s shook factory,

Ottawa, says he never saw such a lot of mill hands idle.

Some days he could easily man two mills.

Mr. James Scantlin succeeded in getting his large drive

of logs safely down the Napanee river, at the earliest date in

the history of driving operations on that river.

The difficulty between the mill men and the V. H. L.

Co., has been settled, and the men are all again at work, the

two mills at Victoria Harbor running full time.

Mr. John Irwin, lumber merchant, of Brampton, is

about taking a trip to British Columbia with a view to pur-

chasing timber limits and erecting saw mills there.

Silas Brush has bought Jason Fox's share in the saw mill

at Colchester south, and has entered into partnership with Eli

McLean in the saw mill, planing mill and lumber business.

Xhe sawlog drive on the Moira will this year exceed that

of any former year. 410,000 pieces have passed through the

boom. Some of these logs have been three years on the way.

Messrs. Irving & Downs have sold out their saw mill and

lumber business at Picton to Mr. A. P. Hepburn, who has

recently made valuable improvements both to mill and

machinery.

—Mr. E. W. Bowslaugh has sold his planing mill at

Grimsby Park to Mr. D. Marsh, for $5,000. Mr. Bows-

laugh will move to Kingsville, where he will build and start

a similar mill.

—Mr. H. VV. Petrie, Brantford, manufacturer and

dealer in machinery, recently made a large shipment of iron

working machinery to a large iron working establishment in

Detroit, Mich.

—The new band saw which the Blind River Lumber Co.

put in their mill lately proves a complete success. The

capacity of the mill per day is 65,000 feet of lumber, 50,000

shingles and 18,000 lath.

—Mr. J. H. Bromley, of Pembroke, has started a new in-

dustry in his section, namely, the exporting to the United

States of peeled poplar poles. This wood is used extensively

jn the manufacture of paper.

—Mr. E. B. Eddy's drive of logs on the La Vallee creek

is all out into Lake Temiscamingue. The drive coming down

from Metabuchewan river is expected to reach Lake Temis-

camingue by the middle of the month.

—The R. A. Casselman saw mill and limits, at Casselman,

have been sold to a company in which Mr. John Bradley has

an interest, and the mill has started up again for the season.

All the mills are running at this place.

—Mr Geo. E. Lancaster's new saw mill at Vars nas com-

menced running. Mr. James McXally will soon have his

new planing and shingle mill in full blast. Mr. S. Fetherly

is running his saw mill to its full capacity.

—A drive of twelve million feet of logs reached Parry

Sound from up the Seguin river last month. The logs filled

the river for a distance of eight miles. The season has been

one of the best on record for driving in that section.

—A large raft of square timber, consisting of 201 cribs,

belonging to Mr. Fraser, of Westmeath, left Ottawa for

Quebec on the 14th. A raft consisting of 120 cribs, belong-

ing to the firm of Booth & Gordon got away on the same day.

—During the storm last month, the boom across the mouth

of the Mississauga River broke, allowing several million feet

of timber and sawlogs to be carried into Lake Huron. The

following day being calm the greater part of the timber was

secured.

—The milis of Messrs. Graham, Home & Co., at Vermill-

ion and Fort William are running full time. Their cut this

year will reach into the millions. Their new dryer at Ver-

million will turn out 25,000 feet of lumber per day, ready for

the planer.

—The main drive has reached Combermere. Mr. Alex.

McDougall, foreman for J. R. Booth, has his camp just below

the village. Mr. XVm. Levry, foreman for M. L. B. , has

camped at Blackfish Bay, and the logs are passing here in

great style.

—The river at Belleville is filled with saw logs for two

miles, despite the fact that 10,000 pieces are daily passed

through the boom. The water is falling and 150,000 logs

will be hung up, but 120,000 of last year's logs have been

brought down and sorted.

—The tug boat McArthur, belonging to the Collins Bay

Rafting and Forwarding Company, has been seized at Pres-

cott for not reporting inward and outwards. The tug took

a boom of logs to Prescott and then went across to Ogdens-

burg and returned without reporting on either occasion.

—Messrs. R. Hurdman & Co., Dieux Rivieres, had given

up their North River drive, but are likely to resume

operations on it in view of the big rainfall. Messrs.

Frane & Co., it is rumored, will return to their drive they

abandoned some time ago, with every prospect of getting it

out. *

—Mr. S. L. Mullet has established himself in business at

Orillia, where he will pay special attention to the repairs of

saws for lumber mills. Mr. Mullet was for a considerable

time connected with Messrs. Shurley & Dietrich, saw

manufacturers, of Gait, Ont., and will act as agent for the

sale of that firm's goods.

—The Poison Iron Works Company are pushing the con-

struction of the steamer they are building at Owen Sound, for

the Parry Sound Lumber Company. She will be 210 feet

long, 34 feet beam, and 14 feet deep ; will have a capacity of

1,050,000 feet of lumber, or 44,000 bushels of grain, and will

be one of the finest steam barges afloat.

—The steamer Africa and consorts Marquis and Severan

arrived at Fort William last month with one million five hun-

dred thousand feet of dry pine lumber for Graham, Home &

Co. This is the largest single consignment of lumber ever

received in the district of Thunder Bay and will be shipped to

Manitoba and the Northwest Territories.

—Large quantities of square and round timber passed

through the Chaudiere slides during the month. Three large

square and board lumber rafts, two for the Hawkesbury

Lumber Company and one for Hurdman & Co., passed down

the Ottawa. Another belonging to the Hawkesbury Company

is at Des Joachin. All are bound for Quebec. The

Hawkesbury Company took out 40,000 logs on the Des

Joachin last winter.

•—The steam barge Chamberlain and tug Shawanaga

brought safely into port at Penetanguishene the largest raft of

logs ever brought down the Georgian Bay at one tow. It

contained over two and a half millions of feet B. M., being

the entire last winter's cut of the C. Beck Manufacturing Co.,

at their Shawanaga limits. Hitherto it has been nearly a

whole season's work for one tug to do what the two vessels

accomplished in 80 hours.

—Trouble is being experienced by the lumbermen this year

in some sections owing to a disease called " blackleg

"

breaking out amongst the men. A number are now in the

hospital at Baie des Peres, Quebec, and a number of men

engaged in rafting at the foot of the Quinze rapids have had

to quit work. The disease is said to be caused by a lengthy

diet of salt pork, etc., without an equally abundant supply of

vegetables, it is not at all dangerous and ceases on the return

to vegetable diet.

—The first drive of this season's logs was being tailed

through the boom at Belleville on the 23rd May, making

270,000 pieces that have up to that date been sorted. An-

other drive of 200,000 pieces has reached the railroad bridge,

and its tail is at the Lost Channel. The drive which is owned

by Gilmour & Co., and the Rathbun Co., includes the finest

logs that have been brought down the Moira in twenty years.

About 250,000 saw logs will be hung up, namely, 135,000 in

Black Creek and 115,000 in the Moira.

—The big log jam at the Cascades is reported even worse

than when first described. The logs in many places are

shoved clown to the river bed, and piled 40 feet high. An
effort is now being made to ease the jam at the south shore.

The dam dare not be broken in the ordinary manner as the

rush that would follow would break away all the works on
the river. Seventy men are engaged in the easing of the jam.

The expense it is said, will be very heavy and will fall entire-

ly on the Gilmours, as the booms and works are not govern-

ment property.

—For three days, work at the saw mill was at a standstill

owing to a lack of logs, the man in charge of the supply

having failed in some way to have them towed in. The mill

hands, some 75 in number, feeling that they should not

suffer the loss demanded pay for their idle days, and being

refused went out on strike. The proprietor of the mill, Mr.

Dyment, of Barrie, at once came down to explain. He him-

self not being to blame refused to grant their request and

gave them till Wednesday morning to start or forfeit their

positions. They started.—Bradford Witness.

—The Pembroke Standard says : The recent rains have

raised the water in the streams sufficiently to enable lumber-

men to get out nearly all timber and logs. Messrs. Thistle,

Carswell & Co., and R. Hurdman 6*: Co., who were about to

abandon their drive on North River before the rain set in,

have resumed operations on it with every prospect of getting

it out. Messrs. R. H. & Co.. will also get out the greater

part of their Magnicippi drive. The only drive that we have

any certain report of being stuck is a raft of timber belonging

to Messrs. Fraser & Co., on the upper Pettewawa.

.

—A great jam of saw logs, containing 130,000 pieces, which

filled the Moira from Cannifton bridge to Donleyville, a

distance of two miles, was broken up June 6. This mighty

mass, carried onward by a swift current, swept onward to the

boom at the harbor, which was soon passed, and the legs

rushed onward to a second boom, which had been prepared in

anticipation of such an event ; but this, too, failed to stand

the enormous pressure and the timber was carried out into the

bay and widely scattered. An effort was made to gather the

logs and tow lhem to Wallbridge's cove for separation.

—Pembroke Standard:—Lumbermen complain that con-

siderable difficulty is being experienced in getting the drive

through the tributary streams into the Ottawa and as these

upper waters passed their height at an unusually early date

this year, that a large number of logs are likely to be left

behind for this season. This is confirmed by the appearance

of the Ottawa River, the waters of which have already gone

•down considerably. There is a point in these waters that is

usually not marked before the first week in July. The local

railwavs having penetrated the lumber piles with their tracks,

are now doing a rushing business in the freightage of sawn

lumber.

—The weather during the fore part of last month wrought

havoc among lumbermen who have been getting their square

timber through the government slides at the Chaudiere. A

large raft belonging to Messrs. Hurdman Bros, which was

bound for Quebec owing to the weather and heavy wind, the

raftsmen were unable to collect the cribs they having been

washed here and there on the Ottawa side of the river. Im-

mediately after leaving the last slide the wind carried them

into the eddy at the foot of Bank street, while the several

cribs floated to the mouth of the last lock, causing consider-

able inconvenience to boatmen locking up and down. It is

said that the firm will lose considerably by the delay as the

timber was past due in Quebec.

—The various mills on the Chaudiere are doing a good

business. The prospects are that the mill owners will be

well satisfied with their season's work. Pearce & Co. 's small

mill has started up, and it is intended to commence the night

watch by the first of July. Mr. G. H. Perley, of Perley

& Pattee, reports a very encouraging commencement and says

if things keep on as they have been they will have a prosper-

ous season's work. Mr. J. R. Booth has not been sawing

so much three inch lumber this season, owing to the slackness

in demand for that particular dimension. Labor is very

cheap and logs are coming down in satisfactory numbers.

Mr. F. H. Bronson, of Bronson & Weston, reports prospects as

encouraging and says there is not so much fear of low water as

there used to be, on account of the dam constructed above the

Chaudiere falls. Mr. Bronson does not anticipate any further

trouble about the sawdust question. The lumbermen have

not heard from the government that they intend to put a stop

to the practice of putting sawdust in the Ottawa, and the

impression in some quarters seems to be that the last has been

heard of the complaint. Notwithstanding, however, it is

intended to re-introduce the Montreal Boom Company's bill

into parliament next year with sundry amendments which

are not specified.
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—The Lakefield Lumber and Manufacturing Co.'s saw mill

at Lakefield is now lighted up by electricity.

—Mr. Robins, of Wyebridge, has put a new stationery

engine in his shingle mill, which he has fitted up and has it

ready for a good summer's work.

— Letters patent have been issued incorporating the C.

Beck Manufacturing Company, of Penetang, capital $250,-

000 ; also the Hawkesbury Milling Company, capital $15,000.

—There was quite an exciting time at Britannia a few days

ago. In spite of the heavy w ind which sprang up at mid-day

a large raft of square timber had been going down the

Deschenes rapids, which are now magnificent in their tumult-

uousness. One of the cribs missed stays and collided with

the little island which divides the southern from the main

channel, going to pieces at once and compelling the raftsmen

to jump for their lives. All three made the island in safety,

but then the question was to get them off this timely refuge,

for they were in a perfect hell of water. They remained there

all the afternoon as no boat could hope to reach them while

the wind was so high. Happily soon after sundown the wind

abated somewhat and a bonne having been dragged overland

from the deep water below, a gallant and successful attempt

at rescue was made, three sturdy raftsmen getting into the

bonne and having picked the men oft" the island going down

through the raging rapids in magnificent style amid the ap-

plause of the excited spectators.

—The lumber business has become one of the main indus-

tries of Huntsville, in the Muskoka district. Messrs. Bren-

nen Sc Son have a large mill at the foot of Hunter's Bay,

fitted up with all the latest improvements, employing about

40 hands, and cuts per day, during the season, from 35 to 40

thousand feet of lumber, besides many thousand shingles.

Heath, Tait & Turnbull take out every season a stock of

about 5,000,000 feet, and cut 40,000 feet of lumber and

103,000 shingles daily, and employ over 60 hands. Thos.

Whaley with a force of 8 or 10 men cuts about 40,000 feet of

shingles daily. McConichie & Calder do a lively trade in

lumber and shingles. J.
Whiteside, owner of the old Ambler

mill, employs 25 hands, who are kept busy cutting and

shipping lumber and shingles. The old Fetterly mill at the

locks is now operated by Messrs. Hobson & Wilson who

have made great improvements in the mill and are now

turning out large quantities of lumber and shingles. It is the

only water mill in Huntsville.

QUEBEC.

—President Harrison has appointed C. L. Knapp, of New
York, Consul-General at Montreal.

—T. W. Holmes & Co., lumber, Montreal, have dissolved
;

T. W. Holmes will continue the business.

—A dealer at Stanstead, has secured 275 car-loads of birch

logs, costing $10,000, to be used for veneering.

—One of Messrs. Fraser & Co.'s drives on the Upper

Pettewawa has been abandoned. The other one is in Long

Lake. They have put on their full force on this one and expec*

to get it out.

—The transshipment of lumber from rail to boat in St Johns

is assuming considerable proportions. The lumber is brought

from Ottawa via the C. P. R. and is laden upon barges, to be

conveyed to southern ports. Most of these barges bring in

coal and take out lumber.

—The Pontiac Advance says a larger quantity of timber is

coming down the river than has been brought down in any

one season for the past ten years. Mr. D. M. Rattray of the

Rattray House, has thirteen stages making three trips a day

between this village and Bryson carrying the timber drivers.

—Ross Bros. , of Buckingham, commenced sawing on May
27th, and Messrs. McLaren & Co. followed shortly after-

wards. The season's cut was large, the drive was accomplish-

ed w ithout difficulty, and ahead of all previous years, in point

of time. Two years since the mills did not start until two

months later.

—Mr. E. B. Eddy, of Hull, has discharged a majority of

the hands at his shook factor)-, and it is reported that his mill

will close down on account of the increased valuation of box

ifaookl by the United States customs. It is reported that he

will dispose of his plant and machinery to some gentlemen

who propose starting a box shook factory at Rouses Point,

N. Y.

—An official statement shows an extraordinary increase in

revenue of the Quebec Crown Lands Department from woods

and forests for the current year expiring on June 30th, as com-

pared with the two past years. According to this statement

the revenue from woods and forests amounted to $582,718.07

for the year ending on the 30th of June, 1888 ; while for the

current year it ha* reached the sum of $994,089.33 or an

increase of $395,413.64 over last year.

—The changes in the cullers' staff contemplated by the act

of last session will take effect on July 1st. About eighteen

cullers will be retired, eachi of them receiving a pension

of $200 a year. The appropriation for this service has

been reduced from $48,000 to $18,000, provisions being

made for eight timber cullers and one stave culler at Quebec,

two cullers for the Montreal and Sorel district and one at Three

Rivers. Corresponding with the diminution of the staff, there

will be a decrease in the office staff at Quebec and Montreal.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.

—The Port Blakely saw mill at British 'Columbia is said to

be the largest in the world.

—Mr. W. H. Higgins has started a new logging camp on

Deep Cove, North Arm of Burrard Inlet. He proposes

to cut some 8,000,000 teet of logs during the year.

—Mr. Sutton, the Cowichan lumberman, in com-

pany with capitalists, is building a dam across the Cowichan

River, in order to be able to bring logs down from his limits

on Cowichan Lake.

—The Columbia River Lumber Company (limited) has

been incorporated. The incorporators are James Ross, of

Sherbrooke, Que ; Wm. McKenzie, Kirkfield, Que ; Fred.

Robinson, Beaver, B. C ; Nicholl Kingsmill and Alex. Cat-

tanach, Toronto, with a capital stock of $30,000.

NEW BRUNSWICK.

—Mr. R. Shive's mill will soon be in operation day and

night.

—Campbelltown is looking up. Business, which had been

more or less stagnated for some time on account of the slow

rate at which lumber came down the Restigouche, is now

taking a brisk turn for the better,

—A large number of logs were got out in Kent county last

winter. Bowen Smith's mill, at Cocague, and Irving's steam

mill at Bouchtouch are both busy. The higher price of deals

has greatly encouraged the millmen, and all kinds of lumber

has advanced in sympathy.

—Mr. Smith, of Kent county, who has the contract for the

Cape Tormentine wharf, is making ready his first shipment,

7,000 trees from 20 to 33 feet long, and averaging at the top

15 inches. Half of this quantity will be squared and then all

will be rafted and towed to the Cape, a distance of 100 miles.

—With but one exception the lumbermen of the Miramichi

will be enabled, with extra hard work and expense, to get

their winter's cut to the booms. The drives in the more

difficult streams, such as those of Rocky and Trout brooks,

are hung up and will remain so until there is a considerable

rise of water.

—The Kent lumbering Co., have built a fine new mill at

Richibucto, and many of the old mills up the Restigouche

have been repaired and refitted. Many vessels have been

chartered ahead ; 26 have already been fixed for Campbell-

town. Mr. YV. A. Shives mill at Campbelltown will cut

shingles as well as lumber.

—The numerous steam mills on the Miramichi have re-

sumed operations. Within a radius of four miles there are no

less than eight mills, which give employment to about 1,000

men and buys. Mr. Snowball has 10,000,000 feet of sawn

lumber on his wharf while the other seven operators are not

far behind. The lumber cut has been large.

—Business on the North Shore is much better than usual

this summer owing principally to the advance in the price of

deals in England. Most of the mill owners held over large

quantities of deals and these the)" sold at an advance of $2 or

$3 on last year's prices. The operations in the woods during

the winter were pretty large and all the logs are coming out

well.

—Most of the spruce logs which were cut last winter on the

River Benjamin, the tributary of River Charles, up near the

head of Restigouche, and other rivers in the county of Resti-

gouche have been "hungup" for want of sufficient water.

Unless there are very heavy falls of rain during the summer

the logs must remain in the woods until another season.

The cedar logs for the shingle mills happened to be cut near

the mouths of the rivers and have all been got to the mills.

—The property at Shulee, belonging to Aaron Grant, com-

prising from 8,000 to 12,000 acres of valuable timber, with

wharves, buildings, etc., has been purchased by Dr. C. W.
Hewson, W. T. Pipes and J. H. Morrison of Amherst and

J. & J. W. Seaman of Barronsfield, for $24,000. Dr. Hew-

son takes half the property, J. & J. W. Seaman % and W.

T. Pipes and J. H. Morrison l
/% each. The Dr. had a large

trict in the vicinity valued at $3,000, proportionate shares

of which have been purchased by the others. This property

is estimated by some to be yet covered with about 100,000,-

000 feet of lumber and the fine harbor of Shulee, which it

includes is one of the best on the Bay Shore, and is open

nearly a month earlier in the spring than the other harbor*

along the Bay.

NOVA SCOTIA.

—About 27 cargoes of deals have been shipped out of river

Herbert this spring to St. John and Parrsboro, and the)' are

still going almost daily. B. Young has shipped one cargo

pine boards to Jamaica, and one cargo of laths to Boston.

One schooner is loading piling, making in all about 30 cargoes

out of the river.

—Large shipments of deal and other lumber are to be made

from Northport, and other points along Amherst Shore this

season. Four schooner cargoes have already gone, and Munn

& Co., Harbor Grace, have a brig ready to sail. Brander &
Co., are loading a brig for Liverpool. In all there are about

35 cargoes, large and small, for shipment this season, and of

these J. S. Hickman will load 25.

MANITOBA AND THE NORTHWEST.

—Chicago capitalists are looking over prospects with a

view to opening a saw mill at Revelstoke.

—A large addition has recently been built to J. M. Taylor's

planing mill at Portage la Prairie, Man., affording one-third

more shop room.

—Lumbering on the Saskatchewan is at a standstill ; the

water is so low that it is impossible to run ferries. Rafts are

beached all along the river.

—Moore & Macdowall's new machinery for their saw mill

at Battleford has arrived. The fly wheel is very large, and

weighs about 4,600 pounds.

—The new schedule of rates on the C. P. R. for lumber

and shingles in carload lots from British Columbia coast

to Manitoba and the Territories is as follows :

TO NEW OLD

Calgary 35c 40c per 100 lbs.

Dunmore 40c 45c

Maple Creek 42 >£c 45c

Regina 47c 55c

Winnipeg 50c 60c

—Shipping of lumber from mills at Winnipeg is still going

on actively, and the local demand is on the increase. Prices

are steady and as follows : Dimension—2x4 to 12x12, 12 to

16 ft. long, $15 ; do, 10, 18 and 20 ft. long, $16. $1 per M
advance on each inch over 12 inch surface. 50 cents per M
advance on each foot over the above length to 24 feet long.

$1 per M advance on each foot over 24 feet long. Surfacing,

50 cents per M ; Surfacing and sizing, $1.00 per M. Boards

— 1st, common, rough, $16.50, dressed, $17.50 ; 2nd common

rough $15, dressed, $16 ; Culls, rough, $11 ; dressed, $12 :

1st common, stock, 12 in, rough, $19, dressed. $20 ; do,

8x10 in, rough, $18, dressed, $19; 2nd common, I2in,

rough, $17, dressed, $18 ;
do, SxlO inch, rough, $16, dressed,

$17. Ten feet long and under, $1 less per M. Shiplap—10

inch, $17.50; 8 inch, $17. 8 and 10 inch flooring and

siding at $1 per M advance. Siding, ceiling and flooring

—

1st, 6 inch, $29 ; 2nd, do, $25 ; 3rd, do, $21 : 4th, do, $lS ;

1st, 5 inch, $29 ;
2nd, do, $25 ;

3rd, do, $20 ;
4th, do, $17 ;

1st, 4 inch, $29 ; 2nd, do, $25 ; 3rd, do, $19 ;
4th, do, $16 ;

$1 per M advance for dressing on both sides. $1 per M less

for lengths 10 feet and under. Bevel Siding No. 1, 1st

siding y2 in, x 6 in, $20; No. 2, 2nd, $17. Stock No. I,

$35 ; No. 2, $30 ; No. 3, $25. Clear, I inch—1st and 2nd,

$40 ;
3rd, $32. Finishing, clear

—

\%, and 2 inch— 1st

and 2nd, clear, $45 ;
3rd, $40 ; selects, $30 ;

shop, $25.

Mouldings—Window stops, per 100 feet lineal, $1.00

;

Parting strips, do, 60 cts ; % round and cove, per 100 feet

lineal, 75 cts. Casing—4 inch, O. G., per IOO feet lineal,

$1.75 ; 5 in, do, $2.25 ; 6 in, do, $2.50; S inch, O. G.,

base, $3.50; 10 in, do, $4.25. Lath, $2.00. Shingles—1st

quality, $3 ; 2nd do, $2.50: 3rd do, $1.50; 4th do, $1.

Dealers are requested to order by number. No delivered

prices.

AMERICAN.

—W. H. Howcott, of New Oreleans, says there are 2.400

saw mills in the South, mostly cutting Yellow Pine, and that

$50,000,000 have been invested in Southern Pine lands since

the last census, and that this is becoming a favorite line of

investment with capitalists and managers of fiduciary funds,

not only in the United States, but also in England and other

foreign countries.

—Surveyor General Alex. Frazer has compiled a report of

logs cut from state lands in the Duluth district during the year

ending June I, 1889, showing an aggregate of 59,144 logs, or

9,411,960 feet. This cut will net the state about $30,000.

—The reports from the tributaries above the St. Paul are to

the effect that a large number of logs are "hung up," and the

indications are that unless providence comes to the rescue with

rain, about 90,000,000 logs will not see the saw this year.
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THE EXPORT DUTY REDUCED.
We glean from Ottawa that a most important proposition

has been made by the Dominion Government through the

medium of the Foreign Office. It is that both Governments

should consider the propriety of removing the import and ex-

port duties on lumber of all kinds, or in other words, that the

Canadian Government will abolish the import and export

duties on lumber providing the Washington authorities lecip-

rocate. As an earnest of good faith, the Dominion author-

ities have meanwhile reduced the export duty on pine logs

from $3 to $2 per thousand feet, board measure, the figure at

which it stood in November last, previous to the representa-

tions of the lumbermen asking for an increase. This re-

duction in the export duty takes place July Under all the

circumstances the action of the government is a most com-

mendable one, and will doubtless be received with approba-

tion by the lumbermen of Canada and the United States. As
our export duty of $2 a thousand is nearly equal to the

United States import duty on lumber, it might be to the mut-

ual advantage of both countries if the duties were removed

altogether.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Madawaska, N.B., June 10th, 1889.

Editor Canada Lumberman.
It is very amusing to hear the Americans' threats

that if the Canadians do not reduce or abolish the export

duty on logs, they will double their import duty. And
what would it amount to? In the first place they have

not a supply of timber of their own to meet their

demand ; and in the second place if they increase their

import duty they would have to pay it themselves—but

it is not so at present with us. Our supply is fully equal

to our demand, and if we should charge 100 percent,

on foreign lumber coming into our market, such as is

grown in our country it would not affect our prices— it

would only have a tendency to encourage a boom to

supply our own market if a scarcity appeared. But our

supply is decreasing fast, and it should be viewed with

alarm before the most valuable lumber in our forests is

slaughtered and manufactured on the American side,

for the benefit of their capital and their labor to

meet their consumptive demand instead of our own.

We require an export duty on our lumber equivalent to

the American import duty in order to place ourmillmen

upon an equal footing so they can compete with

American manufacturers. Their cry of retaliation is a

game of bluff. They don't hold a hand to carry it out,

and if they attempt » once they would not want to try

it again.

The Vanburn Mill Company are prepared to cut

more than in former years, and if they paid an export

duty on the lumber they cut in our parish it would

amountto at least $10,500, and that alone would pay our

Minister of Customs salary
;
furthermore, the above

company never have paid any stumpage or export duty

in our parish ; besides they are running the milling en-

terprises on our streams by driving labor out of our

country. Our rising generation will curse the present

political course of protection and well they may.

P. O. Byram.

THE CANADIAN LUMBER TRADE.
At the annual meeting of the shareholders of the

Canadian Bank of Commerce, held at Toronto on the

18th, of last month, Mr. E. B. Walker, the general

manager, reviewed the financial history of the year,

pointing out how the value of money in Canada had
been reduced through the forcing on the market of

millions borrowed abroad by the Dominion Government
and municipal corperations. Speaking of the lumber
trade Mr. Walker said :

" The winter operations were
conducted under favorable circumstances, the lack of

snow in the early winter, permitted extensive cutting,

while sufficient snow fell later in the season in Canada
although not in Michigan, to enable the logs to be
readily drawn to water. Some fear existed in the early

spring as to the sufficiency ot water in the streams, but
the recent rains have dispelled all doubt, and we are

assured that in all lumber districts in Ontario there will

be a plentiful supply of logs, the cost of labor expended
on which will not exceed that in previous seasons.

The cut of logs in the Ottawa district is nearly

twenty-five per cent, less than last year, but more square

timber has been manufactured than in any season since

1S82-83. The sawing season began early, and the actual

manufacture, apart from square timber, will probably be

greater than last year. Large sales of timber and deals

have been made for the English market at an advance

in prices, and this branch of the trade is in a distinctly

good position.

Large contracts have also been made for lumber of

medium and low grades for the United States and

South American markets at a slight advance in prices,

but this condition is hardly likely to be maintained.

In connection with our outlet of lumber in South

America, we must bear in mind that shipments of

magnificent lumber are being made from Puget Sound

to Buenos Ayres, and strong competition for the ulti-

mate possession of that market will be sure to take

place. The southern pine, now thoroughly introduced

into the Eastern United States markets, is brought into

competition with our pine, to an extent which may
sooner or later prove quite serious. For outside work

it is not of much use, but for cheap interior building it

is being used more and more every year. There is no

fear that it can displace the finer northern pine except

to a limited extent ; but the great power of lumber pro-

duction in the Northern and Southern States, added to

our own, makes the danger of overproduction greater

and greater every year. It would probably be much in

the interest of our lumbermen if they could be induced

for a few years to limit their output, with a view to

reducing the large and increasing stocks held in the

various lumber markets.

It is to be hoped that the recent increase in the

export duty on logs will be removed, even if we may
not also hope for the entire removal of this duty.

The profits of manufacturers based on limits bought

some years ago are still doubtless large, but this is not

the case with limits bought at the recent high prices. It

is, in fact, quite clear that the operations of some firms

on limits recently acquired have been very disappoint-

ing."

MAINE CUT OF LOGS.
The cut of logs on the Penobscot River this season

aggregates about 160,000,000 feet, which is some 20,-

000,000 less than the usual cut. The supply of logs in

1888 exceeded the demand and nearly every mill on

the river carried over a large amount of logs. These

with the 160,000,000 already secured will bring the

average number of logs for the season's cut to about

180,000,000 feet. The St. John river, which has its

source near the Penobscot, and upon which all opera-

tions are conducted by American capital and inside the

Maine border, has the largest amount of logs of any

river on the Atlantic slope. The cut on this river this

season amounts to 250,000,000 feet. Under the Ash-

burton treaty these logs are sawed in the Provincial

mills, and then admitted free of duty into the United

States.

The Machias and Union Rivers, two small streams

in Eastern Maine, will yield this season 37,000,000 feet.

On the Kennebec this year the cut will fall short about

one-fifth or about 25,000,000 feet short of the average,

and may be reckoned at about 105,000,000 feet. The total

amount of logs which came down the river in 1888 was

140,000,000 feet, the cut being 130,000,000. In the

winter of 1886-7 the cu t was 125,000,000 feet, and in

addition there came down in the drive 40,000,000 of

logs which had been hung up the previous season,

bringing the total amount up to 160,000,000 feet. So

far as can be ascertained there will be a deficiency in

the output of manufactured lumber in the State that

will reach 50,000,000 feet. The Androscoggin lumber-

men cut their logs on the Umbago and Moos-

clucmaguntic lakes and the streams tributary to the

Androscoggin in Maine and New Hampshire. The
past winter cut in the woods is fully up to the average,

and the total drive will amount to 75,500,000 feet of

lumber. In addition to the above there will be about

17,000 cords of poplar for the pulp mills.

CASULTIES.
Robert Luffman had his right hand badly cut one day las

week while working at the tie saw in the cedar mill,

Deseronto.

Jas. Copland, while at work running the drag saw in Heath,

Tait & Turnbull's mill, at Huntsville, had the misfortune to

break his leg and dislocate his ankle by coming in forcible

contact with a saw log. A sum of $50 was raised for him in

a few minutes by the men in the mill.

At the Windsor mills, Richmond, Que., a man named Pon-

ton got caught in the machinery and drawn under the saw,

which entered his side and cut off both arms above the

elbows, causing his death shortly afterwards.

NOTICE.
Weights and 3Ieasures.

TRADERS, manufacturers, and owners of Weights,
* Measures and Weighing Machines generally, are specially

requested to read carefully the following instructions and act
accordingly :

1. The Weights and Measures Act provides for a regular
biennial inspection of all Weights and Measures used for trade
purposes, as well as for irregular inspections of the same,
which may be made at any time when deemed necessary by
the inspector, and it also imposes a heavy penalty on any
trader or other person who wilfully obstructs or impedes an
Inspector or an Assistant Inspector in the performance of his

duty under said Act, or who refuses to produce the whole of
his Weights and Measures when called upon to do so by an
Inspecting Officer.

2. Every trader, manufacturer and owner of Weights,
Measures and Weighing Machines, when paying moneys to

Inspectors or Assistant Inspectors of Weights and Measures
for verification fees, is entitled to, and is specially requested
to demand from the officer who makes the inspection, an
official certificate (" Form 0 6" with the words " Original for

the Trader," printed at the head thereof) properly filled out
and stamped, and also at same time to carefully ascertain

whether or not the stamps attached to such certificate repre-

sent exactly in value the amount of cash paid. Traders are

requested to bear in mind that certificates of" verification are of
no value whatever unless stamps covering the full amount of
fees charged are attached.

3. Owners or holders of these official certificates are

specially requested to keep them carefully for two years, and
in order to secure their safe keeping it would be advisable to

placard them in their place of business in the manner in which
ordinary License certificates are done ; for it must be distinct-

ly understood that all traders who are unable to produce their

properly stamped certificates, when asked to do so by an
Inspector or Assistant Inspector, may, in all probability, have
to pay over again their verification fees.

E. MIALL,
Commissioner.

Department of Inland Revenue,

Ottawa, April 15th, 1889.

SITUATION WANTED.
As Time Keeper, Clerk or Book Keeper, in Lumber

camp, by young man of five years experience as clerk

and book keeper. To commence after Sept 1st.

Best of references. Address, stating salary, etc.

F. STEVENS, Markdale, Ont.

F. G. STRICKLAND k CO.

SAW * MILL + MACHINERY
Engines, Boilers. Etc.

CORRESPONDENCE INVITEO

SPOONER'S GOPPERINE

A NON-FIBROUS ANTI-FRICTION BOX METAL for Machinery Journal Bearings.
Guaranteed Copper-Mixed, and to do work that no other metal can. Hardware
Stores all keep it ; if not order direct.

ALONZO W. SPOONER, Patentee and Manufacturer, POUTHOPE, ONT,
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FORESTRY FOR CANADA.

By H. G. Iolv de Lotbiniere.

The forest does not only supply the invaluable commodi-

ties of fuel and lumber, it exercises a great influence on the

climate, and on agriculture. If science has not yet admitted

that the presence of forests increases the rainfall (by condensa-

tion of vapour held in the atmosphere, owing to the lower

temperature of the forest land, or by other means,) it is un-

iversally admitted that the forest regulates, throughout the

year, the distribution of water in our streams, contributes to

retain the moisture favorable to vegetation, retards evaporation,

and checks the effects of drying winds.

Unfortunately, it is only after the forest is gone, that its

value is truly appreciated, as in the South of France, Spain,

Italy, Greece, and many other countries, once fertile, now

barren and unproductive. The two great extremes, long

drought and disastrous inundations, are due to the same cause,

viz : the wholesale destruction of the forests, especially on the

mountains, the birthplace of the streams. The soil of many

a fertile valley is now hidden under a thick bed ofsand, gravel

and boulders (as we often see in Switzerland) brought down

by torrents from the mountain slopes, where the trees which

once retained the ground w ith their roots have been destroyed.

The rain, instead of soaking gradually through the moss,

vegetable mould and roots, and feeding, by degrees, the

springs and streams, as it did, while the forest lived, rushes

down to the valleys below, as it falls, as from the sides of a

roof, in irresistible torrents, carrying with it the ground that

nothing now retains on the steep mountain side.

It is most interesting to follow the work of re-afforesting

carried on, principally in France, on the Landes for nearly a

century, and on the barren mountain slopes, and to notice

their beneficial results. The efforts of the " Ligue du Reboise-

ment de TAlgeria " to repair the harm done in Algeria, by the

burning of the forests on the slopes of the Atlas, deserve the

warm sympathy of all those who can appreciate perseverance

and devotion to the public good.

But the subject before us to-day, is " Forestry for Canada.''

It is difficult to awaken any interest in the question among us.

We are apt to consider Forestry as a superfluity, here, as if

our forests were inexhaustible. They would be so (saving

accidents by fire) with judicious management and sufficient

protection. The aim of Forestry is not, as many believe, to

preserve trees for ever, or until they decay and fall. Quite the

reverse ; it is to select and cut down every tree ripe for the

axe, making room for the young growth, and thereby insuring

a continued reproduction and a steady revenue. As it is, we

are not only spending our revenue, we are drawing largely

every year upon our capital.

The pride of the Canadian forest, the white pine, is getting

very scarce ; the proportion of first class wood is decreasing

year by year, while the distance from which it is brought is

increasing. How many mill owners, who would have scorned

sawing spruce logs a few years ago, are only too glad to get

them now, and though spruce reproduces itself much more

readily than pine, we can forsee the time when it will get very

scarce, at the present rate of cutting.

The late James Little, of Montreal, who was the first to

sound the alarm, deserves to be gratefully remembered by

Canada. When every one treated our pine as if the supply

were inexhaustible, he was the first to call attention to its

rapid disappearance. His warnings were met, not only with

indifference, but with ridicule. Now, the eyes of the most

sceptical are opened, and they must admit that he was right
;

but is is sad to ^ee them turn around now and affirm that it is

no use devising means for the protection of our forests, because

there is nothing left in them worth protecting. There is still

a great deal left worth caring for and improving. It is late,

but not too late.

The great American forester, F. B. Hough, in his Report to

Congress, draws attention to the fact that :
" although the

"system of management of the Canadian forests is crude in its

" provisions, and destitute of any policy tending to secure the

' growth of new forests, it has one redeeming feature, as the

" title to the land itself remains vested in the Government, and,

" after the expiration of the first temporary leases, under which

" the native timber is cut, it will be available for any course of

" management that experience may suggest. This last consider-

" ation prepares the way for any system of Forestry that the

"wants and resourced of the country may, in future, demand,
" and, even without a system, the natural growth of a new
" forest where the old one has been cut away, especially where

'•the spruce timber prevailed, is, in many places, bringing for-

" ward a supply fo*r future use, although much less effectually

" than under proper care would be obtained."

Mr. Hough was right to assume that the forests of Canada

belong to the Crown, as the proportion in private hands is com-

paratively insignificant. The Government holds them in trust

; people and is answerable for their good management.

It is a good sign to find in the Dominion Statute Book, 47

Vict., cap. 25, sect. 5, proof that the importance of preserving

the forests on the Rocky Mountains is well understood. The

Governor-General-in-Council is empowered to make provisions

"for the preservation of forest trees on the crests and slopes

" of the Rocky Mountains, and for the proper maintenance,

" throughout the year, of the volume of water in the rivers and

"streams which have their sources in such mountains."

In the absence of a regular system of Forestry, there are

practical means of protecting our public forests which I will

now review as briefly as possible.

First, and most important.—A careful classification of

Public Lands, under two heads : Lands fit for agriculture,

which alone ought to be open to settlement—lands unfit for

agriculture, which ought to be carefully closed against settle-

ment and kept in forest. The best timber lands, especially

the pineries, are generally totally unfit for agriculture, it is a

cruelty to decoy settlers there. How many hard working

men have wasted the best part of their lives in trying to get a

living out of such poor soil, and are tied down to it for want

of means to move away with their families ; the only result

of their work being the ruin of a fine forest and their own ruin.

The Quebec Legislature had enacted a wise law in 1883, the

Timber Reserve Act, which, I regret to see, is on the point of

being repealed. As to the relations between the settler and

the lumberman, where there is good faith on both sides, those

relations ought to be of the most friendly nature.

Secondly.—The Government ought not to force every

year, thousands of square miles of timber limits on the market

in advance of the legitimate requirements of the trade, and

with the unavoidable result of glutting the European market.

The Province is interested in the successful carrying on of

the timber trade, as it provides the whole of the raw material

which keeps the trade going and ought to get returns for the

value of that raw material, proportionate to the earnings of the

trade. It will not come amiss here to quote John Stuart

Mill's opinion of the status of our timber trade, from his

Principles of Political Economy: "The timber trade of

" Canada is one example of an employment of capital, partak-

" ing so much of the nature of a lottery, as to make it an

"accredited opinion that, taking the adventurers in the ag-

" gregate, there is more money lost by the trade than gained

" by it, in other words, that the average rate of profit is less

" than nothing. " Even supposing the timber trade firmer

now than when John Stuart Mill wrote, the Government is

not justifiable in encouraging over-production, as it does, and

it would appear wiser, not only for the sake of the forest, but

for that of the Exchequer, if the Government kept the limits

not actually required for the reasonable wants of the trade, so

that the Province might hereafter benefit by the unavoidable

rise in the price of those limits.

Thirdly.—Strict regulations as to the mini/mint size of

logs allowed to be cut, and encouragement to convert trees

into saw logs, instead of square timber, which wastes one-third

of the tree in the squaring.

Fourthly.—Protection against fire which destroys more

trees than the axe, precautions in lighting fires in the woods

and in clearing lands by fire, for settlement ; this last -subject

is closely connected with the question of the classification of

lands and keeping of settlers from lands unfit for agriculture.

Fires are more to be apprehended in pineries and among
resinous trees, where the soil is very often unfit for agriculture,

than among hardwood trees where the quality of the soil is muc
better as a rule. Our Provincial Legislature is now consider-

ing a good measure calling on the lessees of timber limits to

contribute one-half of the costs of protecting their limits

against fires, the Province paying the other half. It is, I

think, the law in Ontario.

FIFTHLY.—Export duty on saw logs—a most important

question. Sir John Macdonald was asked, a few weeks ago,

by an influential deputation of lumbermen to repeal the export

duty on round logs. He reminded them that in 1886 that

export duty had actually been increased at their own request,

and told them that the Government would consider before all,

the good of the country at large.

We are striving to increase the numbers of our people ; we

deplore the large emigration from Canada to the United

States. Shall we encourage that emigration, by sending away

the logs which feed our saw-mills, so that they may get sawn

by our neighbours ? The sawyer will follow the logs, and we
shall drive away thousands of industrious men who will follow

the raw material in which they find their work. True, we are

offered by the United States free entry for our sawn lumber

(or rather there is a talk of its being offered) if we repeal our

export duty on logs. On the other side, we are threatened

with an addition to the present import duty on sawn lumber,

equal to the amount of our export duty on logs, if we persist

in retaining it.

Very likely that threat will not be carried out ; but what-

I ever happens, unless we give up forever all considerations for

the welfare of our own country, we must retain our export

duty on logs, thereby protecting our forests and securing work

for our own people.

CREATION OF NEW FORESTS.

It is difficult to compress within the narrow limits of one

article all the branches of Forestry. After considering the

preservation of existing forests, we cannot ignore the- necessity

for creating new ones, on the prairies of the North-West and

our old settlements, denuded of trees, in the East.

As for the North-West, what we want, first of all, is

practical experience. Many theories have been propounded

to explain the absence of trees on the prairies, and Mr. A. T.

Drummond, of Montreal, a zealous worker in the cause of

Forestry, has written some very interesting essays on that

subject.

No use dwelling on the benefits to accrue from the planting

of trees on the North- West prairies. Let the Government

make a beginning, by starting experimental Forestry stations,

nurseries and plantations of trees, under the care of the Mount-

ed Police, at everyone of their permanent headquarters. It

will be an example to the settlers ; the young trees raised

from seed, at a nominal cost in the nurseries, can be given to

them. The work will not interfere with the duties of the

Mounted Police, and it will interest and improve the men, in

every way. Practical experience will soon indicate what trees

to select, where and how to sow and plant.

I would recommend the Ash-leaved Maple, (Acer negundo)

to start with. The rapidity of its growth, its resistance to the

drought, the value of its sap for sugar, which has been

scientifically demonstrated by Doctor B. J. Harrington, in a

series of experiments, the results of which have been com-

municated by him to the Royal Society of Canada, in a most

interesting paper ; all these recommend its culture as a start-

ing point. With that tree, plant cotton-wood, poplar, willow,

every kind of fast-growing tree, however inferior in quality,

so as to start wind screens, behind which slower growing but

more valuable trees can be cultivated, and fields of grain

sheltered from the baneful effects of the drying winds.

If, in the absence of any serious attempts at forest tree

culture in the North West, we are still puzzled how to proceed

there, here, in the East, we know beforehand that we are

bound to succeed, with proper judgment and care. We know

that every soil here, whatever its nature, can grow some kind

or other of tree, and that, in many instances, the intrinsic

value of the tree is quite out of proportion with the value of

the soil : pines on sandy soil ;
sugar maples on rocky hill sides ;

ash, on cold, wet soil ; tamarac and cedar in swamps ; white

birch on the worst soil and under most unfavorable climate,

and, of course, oak, elm, butternut, black birch, &c, &c, in

good soil.

It appears logical to choose the most valuable of trees for a

new plantation, when the nature of the- soil admits of it,

though we often ses valueless willows and poplars planted on

the best soil and even in gardens. I have tried the black

walnut, which sells for a dollar a cubic foot, in Quebec—nearly

the price of mahogany. Trees raised from the nut have given

me nuts after twelve years growth, but, as my experiments do

not extend over fourteen years, however satisfactory to myself,

I cannot yet assert that the success is complete. Certainly it

is very encouraging, and, I hope, will lead others to try the

experiment, which is not an expensive one.

It is impossible to enter into the details of tree planting

now, but there are two points which ought not to be over-

looked : in our climate, experience shows that it is better to

plant trees in the Spring, especially if the soil is in the

slightest degree wet or even retentive of humidity, and con-

sequently affected by the frost, and, secondly, it is useless to

attempt tree culture without goodfences, as cattle will destroy-

all the young trees. In fact, there are thousands" of spots

where the cultivation of the soil has been given up, which, in

a few years, would be covered with a growth of self sown

trees, if the cattle were only kept out by fences.

The results of Forestry are so far removed, and, at the same

time, of such national importance, as to make it incumbent on

the Government to encourage it by every means : experimental

stations, especially in the North-West, in charge of the

Mounted Police and the Indian Agents and teachers,

nurseries of forest trees and gratuitous distributation of the

same, rewards in land grants or exemption from taxation,

encouraging the observance of Arbor Day, a School of

Forestry, or, until that point can be reached, sending some

well qualified young men to study Forestry in the French and

German schools, and last but not least, educating the people,

beginning with the children.

Teach, in all the schools, the elements of tree culture, join-

ing practice with theory, whenever possible. No better way

to develop in the child the qualities necessary to his success

as a man. He will learn forethought, in choosing the proper

season, the soil, the tree ; care and patience, in digging up

and transplanting that tree ;
perseverance in watching over it,

watering it, supporting it, pruning it, cultivating the ground

round it ; unselfishness, in feeling that he works not only for

himself, but that others will enjoy the fruits of his labour.
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Jottings of a Trip over the Maritime Provinces.

By L. A. Morrison.

In some respects the provinces are about on a par.

In both of them the lumbering up to 1S70 cleared out

the most of the good timber, so that the present lum-

bering operations are making a very thorough clean-up

of all the timber and material, such as spruce, cedar,

hemlock, birch, etc., and by the end of this century, or

very early in the next, the lumbering business of both

provinces will practically be at an end and the forests

exhausted. This will be a serious matter in a number

of ways :

—

(1) . Lumber will have to be brought from Ontario

and Quebec for necessary purposes of building and

manufacturing.

(2) . A very considerable portion of the population

now employed in lumbering, saw-milling, and shingle

milling operations, will have to find remunerative em-

ployment in other lines of industry, or emigrate.

(3) . A considerable amount of invested capital and

plant will become unremunerative to a very great

extent, and therefore practically almost valueless.

(4). Present and added capital and labor will have

to seek employment in other and more permanent lines

of industry, national development and usefulness.

If this were the only important industry of these

provinces which was likely to assume such a condition

as I have indicated, it would seem almost as if the

disturbance in financial, mechanical or industrial

aspects would soon rectify itself, but what I have

indicated as likely to result in lumbering business has

already taken place to some extent, in ship-building,

shipping and fishing business. The first of these

industries < ship-building) has been an important factor

in financial and mechanical matters in both these prov-

inces for sixty years past, and where twenty years ago

it was nothing unusal to find fifty to one hundred vessels

on the stocks each winter in the harbors of St. John

and Portland, many of them of large proportions,

during this present winter scarce «a dozen were built,

and these altogether fishing craft of no particular value

or importance. The settlers along the East River, at

New Glasgow, N. S., also tell of the river for miles

being lined with vessels under construction each winter

in years gone by, but this winter scarce a vessel is on

the stocks over the whole range of the river, and these

are only examples of every other ship-building place in

the whole range of the ports and rivers ofthe provinces.

This is the result of the unprofitableness of investment

in wooden shipping, and the general dullness and

scarcity of freights for this class of shipping, growing

out ot the partial decline of the lumbering and fishing

interests, and the desire for rapid freight transit, which

while it gives profitable employment to faster (iron)

steamships, leaves much less to do for the old style

coasting craft.

Many of the wealther men of Halifax, who have made
their money to a large extent in shipping and com-

mission business, have been putting it of late years into

bank, loan and insurance stocks, and as a result,

this little city has five chartered banks with a paid-up

capital of four millions, beside three private bankers

with a reported capital of a quarter of a million, and

with loan--company insurance and other stocks, making

a sum total of about eight or ten millions invested this

way. This thing can be overdone. Banks serve a

useful purpose, but are only a means to an end. In the

development of the agricultural, mineral and mechan-

ical industries, requirements and resources of a

country, banking establishments have their legitimate

place and sphere of usefulness. Their multiplication

beyond the necessities of commerce retards rather than

advances progress. To make them an end, practically

defeats their purpose. It may serve the desire of inves-

tors in bank stocks and grant them a life ofcomparative

indolence, but the industrial resources of a country are

not developed, nor the wealth permanently increased,

by investments in this way.

These provinces have within their borders, in practi-

cally unlimited abundance, all the natural materials

required for the profitable permanent investment of all

the brains, capital and labor they can command.
There ought not to be a single pound of merchant iron

or steel, pig, bar or plate, imported into this Dominion.

It is the fault of the people of Nova Scotia that there is,

because I do not believe that any one of a dozen sites in

Pictou county in that province, can be excelled on the

face of the earth for the location of a profitable puddling

furnace for smelting iron, on account of the quality and

apparently unlimited quantity ol iron ore, limestone and

coal, in immediate and convenient proximity to each

other.

I consider it quite within the range of any intelligent

mechanic to form a fairly correct estimate of the

growth, extent and condition—past and present—of the

mechanical appliances and development of any country

by a visit to its machine shops.

Some of the larger manufacturing concerns in both

provinces, have a fairly good equipment of tools for

their work, modern in their build and capable of pro-

ducing work up to a measure of similar tools anywhere

in the same branch of industry, but the management of

the shops, the placing of the tools, the convenient hand-

ling of the production, the system that takes the raw

material in at one end of the shop and keeps it on the

move until it passes out finished at the other end of the

shop, seems to be lacking in every one of them. A good

deal of hurry-scurry, carrying work back and forward

more than is profitable or necessary, is done in all of

them. Shops were evidently built piece by piece and

little by little, as the necessities or demands of the busi-

ness required the extension, so that in some of them,

where a renumerative business is being done, even a

fire would not be an unmixed evil, as it or any other

radical cause that would result in a modern outfit and
the adoption of improved methods and appliances

would make the business interested much more profit-

able. If, however, what I have said of the best shops

is true, then the condition of the ordinary jobbing

machine shops can be easily understood.

Natural privileges are not always taken advantage of

by our Eastern brethern any more than by ourselves.

(1) Light. It is not a very expensive affair in any

machine shop to keep the windows clean, nor does it

cost a great deal to sweep down the walls once a year,

and give them a coat of whitewash. It pays well to do

it ; men can do better work, and more of it with better

light. (2) Order. I do like in a machine shop to see a

rack for the boreing bars, a box for nuts, a box for bolts,

another for cap screws, a corner in which to put cast-

ings and short bars, shelves for castings, etc., in short,

a place for everything, and everything in its place. I

saw some machine shops in New Brunswick with piles

of debris in every convenient place over the floor, with

no evidence that there had been a' straightening up in

the shop since it was built, away back in the forties, and
every one of these heaps representing from $25 to $500

in cash.

It is evident from the smallness of the staff and the

general appearance of some of the shops, that a con-

siderable portion of the machine business which ought

to be done by the local men in the provinces, is done

by the more progressive Ontario manufacturing con-

cerns, who can bring the iron from Nova Scotia, pay

five or six dollars a ton for coal, manufacture the raw

material into tools, machinery, engines, boilers, etc.,

and pay a dollar per hundred weight of freight back into

these provinces, and undersell local shops right in

their own legitimate market. This ought not to be so.

With abundance of raw material, with coal costing not

over two dollars per ton ; with plenty of room to build

commodious shops ; with first-class tools to be obtained

and mechanical skill within easy reach, I do not

hesitate to say that the manufacturing concerns of these

provinces are in a far better natural position to supply

goods to Ontario and other provinces, than Ontario and

the other provinces are to supply manufactured goods

to them.

THE OCCURRENCE OF FOREST FIRES IN

MAINE AND NEW BRUNSWICK.

Those parts of the State and the adjoining provinces

that are most subject to the action of forest fires are

such as are covered by the growth of Pine, Spruce,

Hemlock or Fir ; the first named tree being the most

easily destroyed.

The nature of the soil on which Birch, Beech, Maple,

and other hardwoods grow prevents fires from doing so

much damage as they do in dryer localities. Through

a growth of Hardwood fire runs in spring only, in

general. At this time the ground contains much
moisture, the wet resulting from the melting of the

winter's snow having not yet entirely evaporated, and

the small streams yet carry much water. After the

small growth of broadleaved plants is fully developed,

fires will only run to a very limited extent, while these

are green.

The character of the soil, as well as that on the rock

on which it rests, has much to do with the extent of

forest fires. Sandy soils are especially favorable to

their progress, such being largely the nature of the soil

in Central New Brunswick. It has consequently been

much devastated by fires. As regards the mineralogical

structure of rocks, trap rocks, and feldspathic rocks in

general, as well as those which we usually denominate

granitic, are the ones most subject to forest fires, as

these constitute extensive hill and mountain formations

in Maine and New Brunswick, and as the' soil resting

on them is generally thin, and as they are compact and
do not absorb much water, they are the first to feel the

effects of drought and its usual accompaniment of

forest fires.

The friable slates of the Upper Silurian, which in

Maine and New Brunswick have a nearly vertical dip,

hold water well and feel the effects of dry weather

much less than the crystalline and compact rocks

mentioned above. The truth of this statement is verified

from the fact that the fertile belt of the upper St. John,

which crosses Northern Maine, has suffered much less

from fire than any other part of the State. Here the

rock is of the last named geological period.

Moss is a great fire-carrier and will grow where

hardly anything else will. In Maine and New Bruns-

wich moss often occurs in great quantities in Spruce

and Fir lands, while it avoids Hardwood growths. The
moss among these former trees will, in dry weather,

carry fire for days, and that only in a smoldering

manner, liable to burst into a blaze at any time. Thus
it often eludes notice, and while a party of men with

switches can often arrest and completely extinguish

fires running in Hardwood lands, when they once get

under way among moss-surrounded Spruce trees, they

are only to be conquered with the greatest difficulty,

since you may think that you have succeeded in quench-

ing, with water, every trace of fire in such a growth,

and when you come back to the same spot two or three

days after, find that fire, which you had taken such

pains to put out, again bursting forth.

The causes of fires in Eastern forests are various

sometimes, but rarely are they the result of lightning.

Generally, however, they are caused by the carelessness

of men, and could have been quenched by a little care

and attention.

The genuine hunter, as well as the Indian, extinguish

the fire before leaving their camping ground.

Lumbermen and river drivers are very frequently

more careless, and if stringent laws could be enacted,

whereby more attention would be required to be given

to this very necessary subject, great destruction of valu-

able woods might often have been prevented. As
regards river drivers, a law might be enacted whereby,

on proof that a destructive fire had been caused by the

carelessness of the men on a drive, the lumber being

driven might be made chargeable with the damage
resulting from such fire. Were this is the case, more

attention would be paid by river drivers to the extin-

guishing of fires before leaving their camping grounds.

This would be the more important, as the time usually

occupied in river driving is one in which fires are most

apt to occur.

In back settlements, especially where large forests

are in near proximity, there should be a regular system

of forest fire supervision established, and competent

and paid men appointed to carry out such regulations

for the prevention or extinguishment of fires in the

woods as the circumstances of such places might

necessitate. The subject of the prevention and extinc-

tion of forest fires is one which, as yet, has received but

little effective attention anywhere in America, although

the necessity of doing so is yearly becoming more and

more manifest.

Fredericton, Canada. Edward Jack.
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Geo. IT. Haworth & Go.
MANUFACTURERS OF

LEATHER BELTIIVG
BELTS MADE ANY WIDTH

,

LENGTH OR STRENGTH REQUIRED .

SEWED, RIVETTED OR PEGGED .

ALSO, SOLE AGENTS FOR

Hoyt's Pure Oak Tanned American

Leather Belting

11 JORDAN STREET
TOHONTO.

SOHO * MACHINE » WORKS.
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A. R. WILLIAMS,
Manufacturer and Dealer in

MACHINERY^MILL SUPPLIES
f Every inscription. Full outfits of LatGst Improved Machinery for

Saw Mills, Shingle Mills, Lath Mills, Wood Yards, Planing Mills, <j?c, &c.
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^Representative T .
umber firms

Thos. H. Wili.mott. A. K. McIntosh.

willmott & Mcintosh
Wholesale Dealers in

LUMBER r©f
'/i^i^'/i^i^/i^i^ •S'ti" -Ji^ •W Htf "fl** W **l

44 rt>.rf ^6 Jftwrf #*fee« J£as£,

ToiEeonsrro,, - - oiTTiLKio.
^ Lumber Shipped to all Parts by Rail or Vessel.

PORTER, ROBERTSON & CO.

STOCKS

STRIPS

SIDINGS

BILLSTUFF

WHOLESALE

LUMBER
DEALERS

HARDWOODS
HEMLOCK
SHINGLES

LATH, ETC.

Agents for the Celebrated Prompt Delivery in all Cases

LUFKIN BOARD AND LOG RULE. T CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

OFFICES
Hamilton, Toronto

Windsor. Gravenhurst

TELEPHONE
No. 1046

MILLS
Gravenhurst, Huntsville

Katrine, Essex Centre

ROBERT THOMSON & CO.
DEALERS IN

Pine and Hai^draood

Mills Operating- all the year round. Correspondence Solicited.

103 BAY STREET,

TORONTO

TORONTO OFFICE
London Canadian Chambers

THOMAS MEANEY,
REPRESENTATVE

Mill ichamp's Buildings,

31 * Adelaide * Street * East

TORONTO.
DONOGH& OLIVER,

Wholesale Dealers in

L 1

OFFICE :

Nos. 16 and 17 Imperial Bank Buildings,

Wellington Street East.

TORONTO, ONT.

BURLAND & CD.

Wholesale + Lumber * Dealers

TENNANT & CO.
Wholesale Dealers in

HANDLING ALL KINDS OF

HARD AND SOFT WOOD LUMBER

Lath and Shingles.

B2 Church Street, -

Is
UMBER, I S.TH & MHINGLES

Is?

Dressing and Better Pine.

Also Hemlock in all sixes a Specialty.

TDB-OIXFTD 1 no. 3 dock, foot of bathurst st
' -L-'O'l^OCLXl 'J_

i(0_

liiii iiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiitiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiaiiiaiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiBiii

1 Jas. TEimant & Co.
5 Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in

I
PINE AND HARDWOOD LUMBER

E Office : 9 Victoria Street.

| TORONTO.
= Lumber Shipped to all parts.

=7-1
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|
* McCRANEY • & •' WILSON *

Manufacturers and Wholesale dealers in all kinds of

I Pine and Hardwood Lumber
LATH A3STT3 SE3:HnTO-X_1FS.

Ship Plank, Decking and Long Bill Stuff, a Specialty.

Mills at Burlington, Bronte and Huntsville,

Head Office: 16 UNION BLOCK, corner Toronto and Adelaide Sts., Toronto.

Branch Office: 19 Duke Street, Ottawa.

TORONTO and OTTAWA.
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B. F. Sturtevant's Patent Progressive Lumber Dry Kiln

GUARANTEED
TO DRY

-IN-

Best Manner Possible

ALL KINDS OF

HARD and SOFT
WOOD LI MBER.

WRITE+FOR+CATALOGUE.

91 Liberty Street
NEW YORK.

NO WARPING,
CH ECKING

ANJO BLUEING
—WITH THE—

STURTEVANT
Patent Hot Blast

Steam Heating

Apparatus!

31 N. Canal street
CHICAGO.

B. F. STURTEVANT, Patentee and Sole Manufacturer, 34 Oliver Street, (corner of Franklin street' BOSTON, Mass.. U.S.A .

The Gutta Percha and Rubber Mfg. Company
OF TORONTO.

Offices : 43 YONGE STREET, TORONTO. Factories : PARKDALE, ONT.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF 'MONARCH," "RED STRIP," AND "LION" BRANDS OF

RUBBER BELTING
PARTICULAR ATTENTION GIVEN TO SPECIAL BEETS FOR LUMBER MILLS

Our celebrated " Maltese Cross " Rubber ;
" Baker Fabric " and Ajax Cotton ;

" Giant " and Light Linen. Fire Hose constantly in stock.

LUMBERMEN S HEAVY RUBBER CLOTHING, OUR OWN MANUFACTURE.
Address all Communications to

THE GUTTA PERCHA & RUBBER MFG. CO. OF TORONTO, 43 Yonge St.

ROBT. BRAMMER
Victoria Foundry, Orillia, Ont.

Manufacturer of Every Description of

IRON • AND • WOOD-WORKING • MACHINERY.
SAW, PLANING, SHINGLE AND SAWING MACHINES, ENGINES BOILERS, &c.

The special attention of lumbermen i

55 <ftSiS&if&l
:ted tc

CLIPP INE

illustration of

With all the Latest
Improvements, and undoub

PRICE LIST : Shingle Machine $300.00

;

Knot Saw Machine, $2 7

ediy the best machine
the market.

Drag Saw complete $90.00: Jointer ?40;

Longford Mills, Oxt., Nov. 24th, iSSS.

Robert Brammer. Orillia.
'

Dear Sir:—The two Shingle Machines we got from you are doing good work. They are the

best machines we have ever had anything to do with. They are both fast and do good work and
o-ive every satisfaction. We have ho hesitation in recommending your machines to any person in

want of a'good shingle machine. Yours truly. The Longford Lumber Co.. Wm. Thomson, Pres.

To Whom it may Concern -—This is to certify that I consider Mr. Brammer's make of shingle

Machines has no superior. I have used the first one he made of the kind called the '" Clipper"

and several more since. The firm of Heath. Tait & Turnbull. of Huntsville, recently sawed in

one day of eleven hours, one hundred and three and a half thousand with two of the machines, and
the average during the season has been over seventy-two thousand per day. A. Tait.

Orillia. Nov. 7th. 1SS9.

To Whom it may Concern :—I purchased of R. Brammer his latest improved patent Clipper

Shingle Machine, and have great pleasure in bearing testimony to its vast capacity and durability

and 1 have no hesitation in stating that it is the best machine I have ever worked, or have ever

5Ppn Thos. B Tait. Gravenhurst.

Robert Bryans
<**llllllimillllltlllllllll!lll!llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllimillllllllllll«^

Pine

Hemlock

BUI stuff

Lath

WHOLESALE

LUMBER
DEALER AND MANUFACTURER

Birch

Black Ash

Basswood

Sh ingles

•4«IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIilllllllllllllllllllllll«^

Proprietor of Kinmount Mills

Head Office: LINDSAY, ONT.

The Lumberman

Job Department

We desire to announce to our patrons and the Lumber Trade in particular, that our

facilities for the execution of all classes of

* PRINTING *
are not surpassed by any office in Canada. With a knowledge of the business that is

born of long experience we feel confident ofgiving those who may favor us with their

patronage the best work at the lowest possible prices.

THE LUMBERMANJOB DEPT.

Send for Prices before looking elsewhere.
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TRIHE REVIEW.
Toronto, Ont.

Toronto. June 29th, 1889.

CAR OR CARGO LOTS.
i!<and thicker clear picks, American inspection $34 oo@35 00

\Yx and thicker, three uppers. American inspection. .. 40 00

1 !i and thicker, pickings. American inspection 3000
1x10 4 12 dressing and Detter 2000
1x10* 12 mill run 1500
1x10 4 12 dressing 1600
1x10 4 12 common 12 00
1x10 412 spruce culls 10 00
1x10 4 12 mill culls... 9 5°

1 inch clear and picks 27 00
1 inch dressing and better is 00
1 inch siding mill run 14 00
1 inch siding common 1200
1 inch siding ship culls 10 00
1 inch siding mill culls

Cull scantling 8 50

lY and thicker cutting up plank 22 00

1 inch strips 4m to Sin mill run 14 00
1 inch strips, common 11 00

lY inch flooring 14 00

i?2 inch flooring .-. 14 00
XXX shingles, sawn 2 40

XX shingles, sawn 1 40

Lath, Sawn I so

YARD QUOTATIONS.
Mill cull boards & scantling§io 00 Dressing stocks 16 oo@2o 00

Shipping cull boards, pro- Picks Am. inspection 30 00

miscuous widths 12 oo>Three uppers. Am. inspect. 40 00
stocks 13 00 B. M.

Scantling & joist, up to 16 ft 13 00' i^-in. flooring, dres'd 2; 00
" " 18 ft 14 00 \i lA " " rough .. 1800
" " 20 ft 15 00 iY " " dres'd .. 23 00
" " 22 ft 16 00 " undres'd
" " 24ft 17 00 " " dres'd... 1600
" " 26 ft iS 00 " " undres'd 12 00
" " 28 ft 19 00 Beaded sheeting, dress-
•' " 30 ft 20 00 ed 18 00
" " 32 ft 21 oojClapboarding, dres'd
" " 34 ft XXX sawn shingles

22 5o@22 50 per M 27;
" " 36 ft 24 oo Sawn Lath
" " 3S ft 27 oojRedoak 20 00
" 40 to 44 ft 30 00! hite " 25 00

Cutting up planks iY and jBasswood. No. 1 & 2 is oo

thicker dry 25 00 26 ooCherry, No. 1 & 2. .. 50 00
" board 18 00 20 00! White ash, 1 & 2— 25 00

I Black ash, 1 & 2 20 00

16 00
iS 00
13 00
11 00
10 00
2S 00
20 00
15 00
13 00
11 00
9 00
9 00

25 00
15 00
12 00
15 00
15 00
2 50
1 50

30 oc

20 00

25 00

14 UJ
20 00

14 00

20 00
12 50

2 90
2 25

25 00

30 00
20 00
60 00

30 00

25 00

Ottawa, Ont.

Ottawa, June 29th, \\

Pine, 1st qua!., V M.$35 00(5.40 00 Oak
'• 2nd 22 00 25 00;W al

shipping culls 1400 16 oojChe:
" 4th qua|. deals 1000 12 00 Butt

mill culls. . . 8 00 10 oo|Birc

Spruce. M. . • 10 00
Hemlock . . . . 9 00
Ash 13 00
Bass 1200

25 oo|Walnut ,

6 00 Cherry.
12 00 Butternut
10 oOiBirch
2 00 Maple, hard.
17 00 Daths
iS 00 Shingles.
20 001 " cedar

540 OOSOilOO CO
60 00 100 00

. 60 00
22 00

15 00
20 00

. 1 80
1 50

. 1 50

Hamilton, Ont.

Mill cull boards ai:d

scantlings 8 9 oo@io
Shipping cull boards
promisee ous widths. 1000 12

Shipping cull stocks.

Scantling and joist up
to 16 feet

do up to iS feet

do up to 20 feet

do up to 22 feet

do up to 24 feet

do up to 26 feet

do up to 2S feet

do up to 30 feet

Cutting up plank iY.

and thicker dry.

Cutting up boards

14 00

15 ;o

16 00

20 00 25 00

Hamilton, June 29th,

Dressing stocks $16 00
iY flooring, rough. .. 1600
1

lA flooring, rough. .. 1600
iY flooring, dressed .

1Y2 flooring, dressed .

1 flooring, dressed . 21 50
Beaded sheeting 1. .. 2500
Picks, Am inspection 32 00
Three uppers Am. In.
XXX sawn shingles.. 260
Sawn Lath
Red Oak 20 00
White Oak 25 00
Basswood No. 1.42.. 16 00
Cherry No. 142 60 00
White Ash No. 1 4 2. 25 00
BJack Ash No. 1 4 2. 20 00

80 00
46 00

25 00
21 00

1 90

3 00

300

iS 00
iS 00
iS 00
25 00
32 00

23 00

30 00

34 00
4c 00

270
225

25 00
3o 00
20 00
70 00

30 00
25 00

St. John, N. B.

St. John, June, 29th, i{

Deals, Boards, Scantling, etc.

Spruce deals ----- $12 oojSpruce boards
Pine
Deal ends
Scantling

- - - 12 00
-12 00(5.40 00
- - 40 00

- 15 oo(§#; 00
- - - 7 50

Spruce, extra -
-

'•
t clear - -

" No. 1 extra

Pine, extra -

clears -

2d clears

6 in..No.
" No.

Staves -

Heading 17 in. per pr.

15 oo|Pine
- - 6 ooOak

- - 10 00 Ash
Hemlock

Shingles.

- 83 5°i No. 1 1 25
- - - 3 00 Pine j 25
- - 2 25I

Clapboards.

- - 35 00 Spruce, extra - - -

- - - 45 00 " clears - -

- - 35 00 " No. 1

" No. 2

Flooring, Dressed.

- - 12 00(4 in., No. 1 ------ 12 00
- - - 10 00]

,;
No. 2-- 10 00

Miscellaneous.

3 oo@ 4 50 ILaths 1 80
04 (Pickets - _- - - .- 6 50^15 00

- 24 00
• 23 00
- 15 00

• 10 00

04K
04M

05% Railway ties

06

Montreal, Que.

Pine, 1st qual'y ~$ M $35 00
Pine,2nd " 20 00
Pine, shipping culls

f! M 13 00
Pine, 4th quality
deals «M 10 00

Pine, mill culls,V M 800
Snruce, per M 1000
Hemlock, per M 9 00
Ash. run of log culls

out per M 13 00

40 00
30 00

16 00

Montreal, June 29th, 1889.

Basswood,run of log
culls out per m... 814 00

Oak, per M 40 00
Walnut, per M 55 00
Cherry, per M 65 00
Butternut, per M... 2200

10 oojBirch, per m 1600
12 00 Hard Maple, per m 2000
17 00 Lath, per m 1 80

Shingles, ist.per m 200
18 oo'Shingles, 2nd. per M 125

20 00
50 00

100 00
80 00
40 00
25 00
22 00

1' 90

3 25
7 10

Saginaw, Mich.

Saginaw, June 29th, ii

CARGO LOTS.
Uppers 36 oo@3S oolNorway 8 5o@io 00

Common 16 00 21 00 Box 11 00

Shipping Culls ... 9 00 11 oo'Straight measure . . 12 50

Mill Culls iHemlock 7 5o

YARD QUOTATIONS CAR LOTS DRY.
Drop Siding.

Clear, % in 42 ooj C, % in . . .

A 38 00 D
B . . . . , 36 oo:

Flooring and Siding Dressed.

Flooring, clear, d & m 40 ooiSiding, clear, Y in. .

No. 1 . . . . 33 00 A .. . .. "js
'« .

No. 2 . . . . 30 03 B
No. 3 ... .. . 20 oo C ..... .

13 od| D ..... .

Finishing Lumber rough.

42 oo@44 00 Fine common, 1 in

44 00 46 oo
1 1% & 2 in.

. 36 00 37 00 C. 7, S & 9 in. . . .

3S 00 Base. 2 to 9 in. No. 1

No. 2 . . . .

I

No. 3 ... .

Coffin boards 16 in. and over

Joist, Scantling and Timber.

10 ool 22 feet

11 ool 24 feet ....
Plank and timber, 12 inches wide, $1 extra.

Wide Select and Common Rough.

C (No. I com.) 13m. and up 2S oo[D (common) 14 in. and up
Lath, Shingles and Pickets.

Lath, No. 1 .... 1 5ojCountry brands XXX 3 25® 3 35
No. 1 . . . . 1 00 Clear butts . . 2 25 2 35

Shingles.river brands P'kts,2to 2% inrough 12 00 1300
XXX ... .3 40® 3 50! Dressed 20 00

Clear butts ... 2 40 2 $0|iK in. square, dressed 14 00 19 00

No.

Three uppers, 1 in.

Selects, 1 in. . .

iK&2in. . .

12 to iS feet

20 feet

11 50
20 00
8 00

30 00
19 00

22 00

23 00
17 00

14 00
12 00

32 00(3.32 00

33 00

25 00
40 00

30 00
20 00
15 00

12 00

13 00

16 00

New York City.

New York, June 29th, 1889.

Black Walnut.

yt in., all clear $7800® 82 ool Culls, 1 inch $35, oo@ 36 00

1 and 1% inches 90 00 93 00 Culls, thick 36 00 38 00

1% and thicker 100 00 105 oo|Counter tops, 18 in.

Rejects 52 00 5; 00 and over 110 00 150 00

Poplar, or White Wood.

fa in. 10 inches and li inch, S in. and over 31 50

over 25 oo'S;26 oo\zY and thicker 33 50

yi in. coffin boards .. . 29 00 30 00 Common 1 to 2 inch 24 00

1 inch, 10 inch and Saps, 1 inch & thicker 2; 00

over 32 50 33 oo.Culls, all thickness.. 16 00

Ash.

1 inch, white 37 oo@ 39 oolStrips, clear 26 oo@

iY to 2 inch 38 00 39 00 Black ash, good 26 00

2 to 4 inch 40 00 41 ooj Black ash, culls 10 00

Oak.

1 inch plain sawed, 37 oo@ 39 ool j inches and over .. . 48 oo@ 50 00

iY to 2 inch 38 00 39 00 Thicker 49 00 51 00

Thicker 40 00 41 00 Strips under 6 in 3$ 00 40 00

Quarter-sawed, white, all clear, 6-|

Cherry

32 00

34 5o

25 00

27 00
18 00

27 00

30 00
12 00

1Y2 and thicker
Counter tops, 18 in

and over 110 00
Culls, all thickness 18 00

fa in., white 4 clear.. 6; oo@ 70 00 1Y2 and thicker^. . . . 90 oogioo 00

1 inch 78 00 80 oc

1 inch strips 43 00 45 00

iY to 2 inch 80 00 85 00;

Miscellaneous.

Chestnut, clear 33 oo@ 35 oo^Hickery, old growth 50 00

Chestnut common.. 2000 23 oojHickery, 2nd growth 65 00

32 oojElm 20 00

23 oolSycamore 24 00

32 oolSycamore quartered 35 00

36 00 Gum 36 00

30 oojButternut . . . . 45 00
22 ool

Basswood white— 30 00

Basswood common.. 20 00

Maple, clear 30 00

Birch, clear 32 00

Birch, is and 2s 26 00
Cottonwood 20 00

115 00
20 00

55 00
70 00
22 00
27 00
40 00
40 00

50 00

Oswego, N. Y.

Oswego, June 29th, 1889.

Thr^e uppers, iY. 1% & 2 inch $45 oo@46 00
Pickings, 1 Y, i lA & 2 in 35 00 36 00
No. 1 cutting up, 1% & 2in , 31 00 32 00
No. 2 cutting up, iY. i

lA & 2in 2000 2200
1 in strips, 4 to 8 wide, selected for moulding strips, 14

to 16 ft 31 00 33 00
1x6 selected for clapboards 3200 3400

Siding.

1 in siding, cutting up 11 }£ in selected 35 oo@42 00
piks & uppers 32 oo@39 00 iK in dressing 1700 1900

1 in dressing 19 oo@2i 00 1J4 in No. 1 culls 15 00 lb 00
1 in No. 1 culls 15 oo(5i6 00\iY in No. 2 culls 13 00 14 co
1 in No. 2 culls 13 oo@i4 oo|

1x12 Inch.

12 & 16 ft, mill run 20 00 23 00
10 & 16 ft, No. 1 &2, barn boards 17 00 18 00
12 & 16 ft, dressing and better 26 00 30 00
12 & 16 ft, No 2 culls 15 00

1x10 Inch.

12 & 13 ft, mill run, mill culls out 20 00 22 00
12 & 13 ft, dressing and better 25 00 27 00
12 & 13 ft, No 1 culls 16 00 17 00
12 & n ft, No 2 culls 14 00 15 00
14 to 10 ft, mill run mill culls out 20 00 22 00
14 to 16 ft, dressing and better 2500 2700
14 to 16 ft. No. 1 culls 16 00 17 00
14 to 16 ft, No. 2 culls 14 00 15 10

/ 1-4x10 Inches.

Mill run, mill culls out 20 00(5,23 00 No. 1 culls 16 oo(5.i7 00
Dressing and better.. 25 00 30 00 No. 2 culls 1400 1500

1x4 Inches.

Mill run. mill culls out 17 oo(5,i9 0o!No. 1 culls 13 00(^1400
Dressing and better. . 2300 27 00 N0. 2 culls 11 00 1200

1x5 Inches.

6 7 or 8, mill run, mill 16, 7 or 8, No. 1 culls. . 15 oo@i6 00
culls out 19 oo©2i 006, 7 or 8, No. 2 culls. . 1300 1400

6, 7 or 8, drsg& better 2400 28 oo|

Shingles.

XXX, 18 in pine 3 8o@4 oo|XXX, iS in cedar 3 40(5.3 70
Clear butts, pine, 18 in. 2 So 3 00 Clear butt, iS in cedar., 2 40 2 70
XXX, 16 in pine 315 3 30 XX, iS in cedar 210 240
Stocks cedars, 5 or 6 in. 550,

Pickets.

No. 1, iJ^xiK 15 oo'No. 2, 1x3 900 1000
No. 1, 1x3 20 00'

Lath.

No. 1. \Y 1901X0.2,11-4 175
No. 1, 4-4 1 50I

Boards, 10 in., each. .

.

Joist, 4x6

2Y2 in. and up, good..S
4ths
Selects
Pickings

iY to 2 in., good
4ths
Select
Pickings

1 in., good
4ths
Select
Pickings

Cutting up, 1 to 2 in..

Bracket plank
Shelving Doards,i2 in.

and up
Dressing t>ds. narrow
Sapping boards
Box boards

Albany, N. Y.

Albany, June 29th, 1889.
Hemlock.

13^ IJoist, 2KX4 13
33 |Wall strips, 2x4 10

Pine.

S58 oo@6o oolio in boards dressing
5300 5500! and better $3000(^3400
48 00 50 ooj Common 16 00 22 00
4300 45 00 12 in. boards dressing
5000 5500 and better 3200 3600
4500 5200 Common 1600 2200
4000 45 00 1 Y in. siding, selected
3500 4000 13 ft 4300 4500
5000 5500 Common 1600 2100
4500 48 00 1 in. siding selected. . 43 00 4500
4000 43 oJ Common 1400 1900
3500 38 ooj Norway, select 2400 2600
3000 35 oJ Common 1200 1600
3200 36 oojio in. plk. 13 ft. dress-

ing and better, each 45@;o
28 00 3200 Culls 23 25
2000 220010 in. ooards, 13 ft.,

1600 18 oo! dress,& better each 28 33
13 00 15 ool Culls 17 22

Buffalo and Tonawanda, N. Y.

Buffalo, June 29th, 1889.

Norway
Clear. 1 $p 2 in. all iCommon, 1 to 2 in. all

width 2300 widths 12 50(5.15 co
Dressing, 1 to 2 in. all 4x4, 5x5, 6x6 turning.

.

widths 16 od@20 00I4X4. 5x5, 6x6 common
White Pine Rough.

Uppers, 1 in. _. ._ .$44 oo@45 00

22 00
16 00

i'A, i
lA and 2 in. 4400 4600

2%, 3 and 4 in. .5400 5500
Selects, 1 in. . . .38 00 40 00

1%, 1Y2 and 2 in. 37 00 40 00
2%, 3 and 4 in. . 44 00 45 00

Cuts, No. 1, 1 in. . . 27 00 29 00
iK. iK and 2 in. 32 00 33 00
2%, 3 and 4 in. .3700 3900

No. 2, 1 in. . . . 17 00 19 00
tY, iK and 2 in. 21 00 22 00

Moulding, 1 in. . . 27 00 30 00
i%. 1Y2 and 2 in. 30 00 33 00

Siding strips, 1 in. . 38 00

29 00
24 00
30 00

Shelving, No. 1, 13 in.

and up
No. 2, 13 in. & up 22 00

Fine common, 1 in. .

iK, i^ and 2 in. 30 00 33 00
Common, 1 in. . . 16 00 19 00

iK and 1% in. . 17 00
2 in 20 00

Coffin boards . . . 16 00
Box, 1 in. . .

1Y1 in. & thicker
A stocks, 1x10 . . .

20 00
22 00
19 00

13 5o

13 5o
27 00
28 00
17 50
13 5o

1x12
B stocks, 1x6 to 16 .

C stocks, 1x6 to 16 .

Shingles
XXX, 18-in, sawed 3 7o|Thick cut (trade mark) 16 in

XX, i8-in, sawed clear butts 2701 per square 250
X. 18-in, sawed 1 80 XXX cut 2 25
XXX, 16-in " 3 40 X cut 1 10
XX, 16-in " clear butts 2 40IN0 2 cut 50
No. 2, 16-in "' 90 Short cut 1 25
Thick cut. 3 20 Square end, per thousand. . . 5 00
XXX cut 3 oo Octagon or pointed end 5 25
X cut 1 5o|Scalloped or round end 5 25
No. 2 cut 65'Other shapes made to order 525

Boston, Mass.

Boston, June 29th, \\

Western Pine—by car load.

Uppers, 1 in $4S oo@;o oo

iY, i!4 & 2 in .... 48 00 50 00

3 & 4 in 55 00 60 00

Selects, 1 in 42 oo 43 00

iY, iY & 2in 43 00

3 & 4 in 45 00
Moulding boards, 7 to

45 00 No. 2

50 001 No. 3
Cut ups. 1 to 2 in

.

60 per cent clear 35 00 3S ooi Common all widths .

Fine common 1 inch 37 00 3S 00 Shipping culls

iY, 1Y2 & 2 inch.. . 3S 00 4000;

Eastern Pine—Cargo or Car Load.

Nos. 1, 2 & 3 40 oo@43 oo- Clapboards, 4 ft., sap

42 oo@46 00
2S 00 30 00
29 00 3i 00
40 00 43 00

35 00 37 00
24 00 26 00
24 00 30 00
19 00 22 00
20 00 21 00
15 00 16 5a

4 28 00

5 . . 23 00

Ship'g bds & coarse
Refuse
West'rr pine clapbds

4 ft. sap extra . . . . 45 00

33 00

26 00;

clear 40 00
Sap, 2nd clear . . . . 33 00
Heart extra 50 00
Heart clear 45 00

45 00

35 00

55 00
50 00

50 00

Spruce—by Cargo.

Scantling and plank, iCoarse, rough . ... 10 00
random cargoes . . 12 oo@i2 50 Hemlock bds., rough 9 50

Yard orders, ordin- " " dressed 12 00
ary sizes 13 00 14 ooClapbds.. extra, 4 ft.

Yard orders, extra Clear, 4 ft

sizes 14 00 15 00 Second clear . . .

Clear floor boards . . 19 ool No. 1 10 00
No. 2 . 16 ooi

Lath.

Spruce 1 75@ 1 90
Shingles.

11 50
10 00
12 50

34 00

30 00
25 00
14 00

Spruce 1 25@i 50

Pine, iS in. extra ... 4 00 4 25

Pine, No. 1 3 °° 3 15

Cedar, sawed, extra
Clear
Extra, No. 1 . . .

Cypress. No. 1, iS in.

3 5o

3 00
2 50

5 00

Burlington, Vt.

Burlington, June 29th, 1889.

Canada Pine Sidings—1x8 in. and up, 12 to ib ft. D 2 or 4 S.

Select & shelving . . . .$46 00 Finish . . . $37 oo@3S 00
Pickings 37 oojDressing . . . 27 oo@2S 00

Pickings & better . . 40 oo@42 00 Common . . 20 oo@2i 00
Canada Pine Stock—1x10 in. 12 to 16 ft. D 2 or 4 S.

Selects (clear) . . . 55 00 Pickings & better . . 44 00
1st shelving . . . 42 00 As run, common out 2S oo@3o 00

. 25 00
21 00

2d . . . 39 00 No. 1 barn boards
3d ... 30 oo@3i 00 Common

Pickings . . . . 38 00!

Canada Pine Stock—ixiS 11. 12 to ib ft. D 2 or 4 S.

Selects (clear)

1st shelving
2d
3d •

Pickings

57 00
47 03
41 00
32 00
3S 00

Pickings & better
As run, common out
No. 1 barn boards
Common

40 00

21 00@22 00

Canada Pine Stock—14 in. 12 to ib ft. D 2 or 4 S.

Pickings & better . . 45 00 3d shelving . . . 33 00
As run. common out . . 33 00 Common . 22 00
Canada Pine Short Boards—1x8 in. c~ up, u ft. GV= under, D2 S

or R.
Pickings & better 33 oo(g,35 oojDressing & common, d
As run, common out . . 3000 2 s or d 2 s & m 20 oo@2i 00

ICommon . , iS 00 20 00
Canada Pine Sheathing, D. M. 6s B—i in. 4 to 7 in. j in. d° up

C B fi in.

1st quality, 12 to 16 ft. . 46 001st & 2d quality. 9 to 11 ft. 3300
2d ... 36 oo(g.37 oo 1 7 & S ft. . . 34 00
3d 27 003d quality, 11 ft. & under 22 00
4th (selected common) 22 00 " 4th . . . . iS 00
Canada (Quebec) Spruce— 1 and ij£ in, 4 to 10 in. D 2 S and M.

Clear, 10 to 16 ft . 32 oo'No 2. 10 to 16 ft. . 1500(61600
No. 1 . . . 22 ool

Above prices delivered on a rate of $30 per car load.
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THE CANADIAN RUBBER COMPANY

* SUPERIOR QUALITY RUBBER GOODS *

Our Rubber Belting
,

is_ Unequalled in A nierica

All Kinds of Rubber Packings ; Rubber, Engine, Hydrant, Suction

Steam, Brewers and Fire Hose ; Rubber Valves, Car Springs,

Wringer Rolls, Carriage Cloths, Blankets, Cfc., Cfc.

ZMZOTTIDID O-OOIDS OIF ZE^EIES^r DESCBIPTIC1T.

Our Garden Hose is the Best in the Market.

CANADIAN RUBBER COMPANY
WBstErn Brandi : Gor. Front and. YangB Sts., Toronto

C. C. CLEVELAND. G. F. CLEVELAND.

J. L. GOODHUE & CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

AND

Lace Leather.
IDJL.IST^IT.X^IE - - QX7EEEC

GEORGE BRUSH,
MACHINIST, FOUNDER & BOILER MAKER,

EAGLE FOUNDRY,
1-4 to 3-4 IS: 1 2ST G- STREET,

31ONTREAL, QUE.

RAILROAD, BANK & OFFICE

DESKS
TEES 6z CO.,

300 ST. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL.

:e^,,

Sail, Tent and Awning Maker,

er.

251 George and 154 King Streets,
PETERBOROUGH.

Canoe, Yacht and Boat Sails made to order
Pel feet Fits guaranteed

Every description of Lumbermen' s Supplie.
ana Waterproof Clothing.

PATTERSON & HALL,

LnmDErLlBalBrs
Manufacturers of Dressed Lumber,

IMZroxj-A-isro, - - - Oitt.

T. H. GRAHAM & Co.,
Manufacturers and Re-cutters of

HAND $ CUT @ MILL $ SAWPILES
PRICES AND QUOTATIONS GIVEN

110 YORK STREET, TORONTO.

Jas. ShGppard & Sim,

WINTEE SAWING,
Ship's Decking, Bill Timber, Dressed

Lumber, Mouldings, Etc.

MILLS, - SOREL, QUE

ELECTEIC LIGHTHTG-
The Royal Electric Go.

SOLE OWNERS OF

The Thomson-Houston Systems for the Dominion.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Dynamo Machines and Lamps, Motors and Generators, Contrac-
tors and Builders of Electric Light Plants throughout the Dominion.

Estimates and all information on application.

OFFICE. FACTORY AND LIGHTING STATION. 54, 56, 58, 60, 62 AND 64 WELLINGTON STREET,

CHAS. W. HAGAR , Manager MONTREAL, QUE.

THE BEST ENGLISH OAK TANNED

LEATHER BELTING, ETC.
JAMES LESLIE,

XTX^TCTioiT or ce^ig .a.:n":d st. aitto:i7S s~:^.^::e:—=

po. box 996 MONTREAL, QUEBEC.

JOHN BERTRAM & SONS,

DUNDAS, ONTARIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

WOOD- WORKING MACHINERY
MACHINE TOOLS, ETC.

Writ* fur PrleM aiirl Catalogues.

F. G. BECKETT ENGINE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS of

SAW * MILL * ENGINES * AND - BOILERS

AND ALL KINDS OF MILL MACHINERY.

Steam Launches and Tug Boats a Specialty.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND MENTION THIS PAPER %.?

Mona Iron Works, Hamilton. Oxt.

OSBORNE-KILLEY MANUFACTURING CO.

Manufacturers of all Kinds of

SAW MILL MACHINERY,
ENGINES AND BOILERS, ETC.

Send for Catalogue and Mention this Paper.
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Important Sale
OF VALUABLE

TIMBER * LIMITS

SAW MILL, MILL
SITE, PILING

GROUNDS,
ETC.

Having decided to retire from the wholesale

manufacture and sale of Lumber and Timber in

order to devote more time and attention to the

other branches of our manufacturing business at

Hull we shall offer for sale

BY PUBLIC AUCTION
—AT THE—

Russell House, Ottawa
ON

Wednesday, August 14th, 1889

At 2 o'clock p. m.

Unless Previously Disposed of by

Private Sale.

Our valuable

Timber Limits
comprising about 1,377 square miles, more or

'.ess, together with all

Improvements, Depots, Farms. Build-

ings, Supplies, Plant, Rigging, etc.

The LIMITS will be offered as nearly as possible

in the under mentioned parcels :—

1. TEMISCAMINGUE Berths 437, 169. 11S,

say 125 square miles.

2. FORT EDDY Berths 207 S, 211-12-13-14, say

274 square miles.

3- MAGNISSIPPI Berths 216-17-18-19. say

156 square miles.

4. KIPPEWA Berths 401, 423, 469, say 109

square miles.

LOWER DUMOINE Berths 209-10. 215, say

71^ square miles.

6. UPPER DUMOINE Berths 3S7. 390-1-2. say

200 square miles.

7. BLACK RIVER Berths 394-5, say 100 square

miles.

8. COULONGE Berth 220, say 50 square

miles.

9. MADAWASKA Berths 87,8, 104.5. 174, 176,

say 1S0 square miles.

10. TOWNSHIP OF NIGHTINGALE Berth
167. say \Yi square miles, together with the unre-
stricted right, free from all stumpage charges and
cro wn dues till the 15th March. 1892. to cut the pine
on the whole of the Township of Clyde and
that pottion of theTownship of Eyre falling
towards the Madawaska River no square miles,
with benefit of extension of said right for a further
period of five years from the 15th March, 1S92, at
an annual rental thereafter of SS°:>,°o.

ALSO OUR LARGE WATER
POWER SAW MiLL, SPLITTER MILL
AND FILING ROOM AT HULL
with the Water and Pondage privileges, Dams,
Bulkheads, etc., etc., used with the same. Fully
equipped and in first-class order ; cutting capacity
thirty-five to forty millions per season, day watch ;

full complement of

LATH,' PICKET AND SHINGLE
MACHINERY.

Together with LIMBER YARD "No. 5"
and the "POINT" YARD, being snfficien: piling
grounds for the said mills. These yards are weH
equipped with all necessary TRAMWAYS,
ENGINES AND CARS, SLIDES, DOCKS, &c
are second to none in Canada and are convenient
and contiguous to the Mill property.

A!-;, their valuable STEAM MICE SITE AT
VEI KAN, ONT., 3 MILES DISTANT FROM
OTTAWA, COMPRISING 73 ACRES,
with brick chimney, boilers, foundations,
walls of buildings, etc., etc.. with piers, booms,
and boomage capacity for 50 M. LOGS.
The terms and conditions of the sale will be

made known at the time of sale or further and
fuller particulars can be had on application to the
Proprietors.

MACHINERY FOR SALE
List of WATER WHEELS for sale by H. W.

PETRIE. Brantford and Toronto.
ONE 6 inch Turbine, Goldie & McCulloch

Builders.
ONE 6 inch Tyler.
ONE 60 inch Sclater.
ONE 48 inch Lefell.
ONE 48 inch Tyler in Scroll case.
ONE 48 inch Sclater.
ONE 45 inch Improved Turbine Water Wheel.
ONE 42 inch Sampson Turbine.
PAIR of Sampson Turbine Wheels, 42 inch run

together.
TWO 4 inch Leffels.
ONE 30 inch Sclater.
ONE 35 inch Letfel.
ONE 33 inch Little Giant.
ONE 3'/2 inch Leffel.
ONE ^ inch Burnham.
ONE 26 inch Leffel.
ONE 24 inch Leffel.
ONE 20 inch Leffel.
ONE 21 inch Little Giant.
ONE i 7

i/
2 inch Leffel.

ONE is inch Archimedian in Globe Case.
ONE 12 inch Little Giant.
ONE 10 inch Leffel, all brass, Springfield Ohio

make.
WATER WHEEL GOVERNOR. Gait make.
Full particulars regarding any of the above

wheels, sent on application, Address H. W.
PETRIE. Brantford.
List of WOOD-WORKING MACHINES for

sale by H. W. PETRIE Brantford, branch 6

\ onge St. Toronto.
ONE 24 inch Surface Planer. Rogers maker.
THREE side Moulder, Rogers make, Con-

necticut.
BROOM Handle Lath with wood frame, cheap.
NEW No. 2 three side molder. Gait make.
SHINGLE JOINTERS 3, 4 and 6 knives.
SAW ARBORS all sizes': Gait make.
FOOT Wiring Machine, Gait make.
ONE 12 inch Diagonal Buzz Planer.
ONE Automatic Handle Lathe.
NEW }o inch Band Saw, Gait make.
NEW_Dovetailing Machine, Tyrell's patent.
ONE Set of Hop Machines, American make.
ONE Hub Turning Lathe.
BROOM Handle Lathe, Lockport, N. Y. make.
MATCHER, Kennedy & Sons make, Owen

Sound.
ONE Doherty Swing Shingle Machine.
ONE car load of new Wood-working Machinery

Gait make.
ONE Laws Patent Swing Shingle Machine.
GOLDIE & McCULLOCH Stave cutter, set

Equalizing saws, &c.
NO. 2 three side Molding Machine, Gait make.
SET of Box Nailing Machines.
UPRIGHT SHAPER, Gait make.
ONE Gauge Lathe. Bailey make.
ONE Planing Machine Knife Grinder.
ONE Blanchard Spoke Lathe, Fay & Co. make
ONE New Axe handle Lathe.
POWER MORTICER, Goldie & McCulloch

makers.
ONE set of Spoke Machines, Foy & Co. make.
ONE Smallwood Shingle machine, Waterous

make.
4 POLE Road Cars.
ONE Self Feed lath Machine, Waterous make.
ONE set of Box Nailing Machines.
NEW Gang Lath Machine.
Sand Paperers new and second hand.
ONE Saw Mill Head Block. Gait make.
ONE Fairbanks Timber Gauge.
HEADING TURNER. Goldie & McCulloch.
ONE Shingle Edger with Frame Work.
ONE Power Scroll Saw.
TWO Self Acting Shingle Machines, Quebec

.

make.
TWO Shingle Packers all Iron.
POWER MORTICER with Boring Attachment.
DOUBLE Cope Tenoning Machine, Dundas

make.
WOOD Turning Lathes Several Sizes.

Drag Saw Machine. Goldie & McCulloch.
POWER MORTICER, Gait make.
NEW Blind Slat Tenoner, Gait make
NO. 4 Cant Gourlay, Planer and Matcher.
24 inch Pony Planer, Cowan make.
ONE 24 inch Planer and Matcher, Dundas make
PLANER and Matcher, Michaels make, Detroit.
NEW Eclipse Planer and Matcher, Gait make.
ONE No. 5 Planer and Matcher, Gait make.
NEW Pony Planers and Matchers only $175.
SEND for Descriptive List giving full parti

culars and mention wants, to W. H. PETRIE
Brantford and Toronto.

THE
CANADIAN TRADE REVIEW

Finance and Insurance Record.

DEVOTED TO

Commerce, Finance, Insurance, Rail-

ways, Manufacturing, Etc.

ISSUED E^T-EE.-^- FEIDAT.
SUBSCRIPTION

City Subscribers - - $2.50

Canadian Subscribers - - - - -' - 2.00

Foreign " 15s.

American " $3. 00

Single copies 10c. each

THE

E. B. EDDY MAN'F. CO.
(LIMITED)

HULL, CANAltA.
Or to

GORMULLY & SINCLAIR,
Vendors' Solicitors, Ottawa.

April 3rd, 1889.

Editorial and Business Offices

:

No. 47 St. John Street, Montreal

P. O. BOX, 318.
Henry Harvey, Publisher and Proprietor.

Unused manuscripts not returned.

All Payments to be made at the Head
Office, Montreal.

TELEPHONE, 2104

THIS YEAR'S

MYRTLE
CUT and PLUG

SMOKING TOBACCO
FINER THAN EVER.

See

T & B
IN BRONZE

ON EACH PLUG AND PACKAGE.

GRATEFUL—COMFORTING.

EPPS'S COCOA.
BREAKFAST,

"By a thorough knowledge of the natural

laws which govern the operations of digestion

and nutrition, and by a careful application of the

fine properties of the well-selected Cocoa, Mr.

Epps has provided our breakfast tables with

a delicately flavored beverage which may save

us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious

use of such articles of diet that a constitution may
be gradually fed up until strong enough to resist

every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle

maladies are floating around us ready to attack

wherever there is a weak point. We may escape
many a fatal shaft by keeping ouiselves well forti-

fied with pure blood and a properly nourished

frame."

—

Civil Service Gazette.

Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
only in packets, by Grocers, labelled thus :

JAS. EPPS & CO., Homoeopathic Chemists
London, England

<

ENGINE AND BOILER
For Sale.

Four-Horse Power Upright
Engine and Boiler,

nearly new.

WILL BE SOLD AT A BARGAIN
Address, ENGINE

Care of The Canada Lumberman
Peterborough, Ont.

IMPORTANT SALE
OF VALUABLE

PINE TIMBER
THERE WILL BE SOLD BY PUBLIC

AUCTION ON

Wednesday, the 17th of July, '89

AT THE

ST. LAWRENCE HALL, PORT HOPE

AT 2 P. M.

All the Pine Timber
On Lot io in the Sth Con. of the TOWNSHIP

OF HOPE, in the COUNTY OF DURHAM,
being a portion of the property left by the late

THOMAS CAMPBELL. There are about
iSo acres of pine. The lot is only about four rods
from Garden Hill Station on the Midland Railway
which is about nine miles from Port Hope Harbor.
This timber is well worthy the attention of Lum-
bermen. There will be a reserved bid. Other
terms and conditions of sale will be made known
at the time of sale, or further and fuller particulars

can be had or. application to

W. B CAMPBELL,
Campbellcroft P. O., Ont.

Or to T. T. BAINES,
Vendor's Solicitor, Port Hope.

-\ th lune, 1889.

July, 1889

Mannfacttirers Life

and Accident

Insurance Companies.

HEAD OFFICE,

83 King Street West, Toronto.

Sir John A. Macdonald, President.

Geo. Gooderham ) ... „ . ,

„ „ f V ice-Presidents
\\ m. Bell

J. L. Kerr, Secretary and Treasurer

A. H. Gilbert. Supt. Agencies.

Combined Authorized Capital, $3,000,00000

" Subscribed " 739,70000

" Cash " 150,76000

Combined new business for 1888, 9,575,525 00

Combined new business for 18S9 to June 1st, about

$3,000,000.

A FEW GOOD AGENTS WANTED
APPLY TO

Gen. K. Morrison
District Manager,

PETERBOROUGH.
A. J. Hill, Herbert G. Ross

M. Can. Soc. C. E.

ALBERT J. HILL k CO.

Commission

and Shipping Agents
LUMBER bought and inspected for Foreign

Shipment. Full and reliable information
furnished on all matters connected wifh the locat-
ion, quantity and quality of Timber in B. C.
Timber limits explored and reported upon.

• New Westminster, B. C.

RATENTS SECURED
Trade Marks, Timber Marks,

•yrights and Designs Registered

Advice on Patent Laws, etc.

Electrial Cases a Specialty.

K. H. REYNOLDS
SOLICITOR AND EXPERT

Temple Building St. James St. .Montreal

the Monarch boiler

(PATENTED) AND HERCULES ENGINE,

Sjpjj^lg^^ Guaranteed

'^SzS^$^ to Saw Lumber
^^j^^^' ^Perfectly Smooth and.
•^Jt^tZ^' SVen in thickness.

Portable from 6 to 70 horse power. Surpass
portable steam power heretofore produced for
strength, durabi lity, compactness, and the ease
with which they can be moved.
The 70 horsepower can be taken overtherough-

est roads, or into the forest, and set up as easily
and quickly as an ordinary 20 horse power port-
able engine, and as firm as a brick-set stationary
engine. Engines and boilers of every size and des-
cription. Rotary Saw Mills, Shingle and Lath
machines, Law Grinders, Plauers, etc. Mill
machinery and supplies of every description.
Every boiler insured against explosion by the
Boiler Insurance & Inspection Co. of Canada.
\N rite for circulars.

A. ROBB & SONS, I Amherst Foundry and
Amherst, N.S.

| Machine works.
ESTABLISH E 0 OVER 40 YEARS.
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CAMPERS SOMETHING
NEW!

THE WANZER COOKER will cook a three course dinner

for 6 to 12 people without attention ofany kind, for ONE-HALF
CENT. Hundreds already in use.

MANUFACTURED BY

R, M. WANZER I CO., * Hamilton, Out

THE WANZER COOKER.
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

GIVING
FULL PARTICULARS OF

WM'ry

PEAVEK CANT

Gait* Machine* Knife* Works.
PETES CALT

ONT.

J
Aw

1 5^ I
lllllllllll

Ipilji
CALT

OUT'

MACHINE KNIVES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION FOR

Planing, Moulding & Stave Cutting.

PETER HAY,

PATENT DOG,

IN" ID FOE PBICE LIST

GALT, ONT.

.NEE CEMENT COMPANY
(limited.)— manufacturers of —

^11y cl ;eiulie Cementj
Particularly adapted for Dams, Smoke Stacks, Foundations, Cul-

verts, Cisterns, Cellars, etc.

ENDORSED BY LEADING RAILWAYS AND CONTRACTORS.

For Building, Plastering, Gas Purifying,- Paper Making, &c.

The ZR^tzehbtthst CoM:p'ir7

DESERONTO, ONT.,

LUMBER

TRUCK * WHEELS.

MANUFACTURERS OF

* TERRACOTTA* FIRE-PROOFING •

For Use in Old and New Buildings.

Endorsed by Leading Architects. Absolutely Fire-proof. About as Cheap as

Wood or Brick. Weight One-Third that of Brick. Does not

Crack on application of Heat or Water.

Deadens Noise. Gives Warmth in Winter ; Coolness in Summer.

FRICTION PULLEY BOARD
The Best Material Ever Used for Frictions of all Kinds.

The Dominion LaatliBr Board Co.
MONTREAL, - - - QUEBEC.

Asbestos Nlill Board* SteamPacking
Samples Furnished. Correspondence Solicited.

PLEASE .MENTION THIS PAPER.

THE RATHBUN COMPANY,

The Montreal

THE LIGHTEST STRONGEST AND MOST PRACTICAL CANT DOG MADE
$ Send for Catalogue and Price List Sfc

LEWIS BROS. & CO., AGENTS TOR CANADA.
MONTREAL. QUE.

Established 1871.

J. W. LANG & CO.

Wholesale Grocers & Importers

33, Front St. East, Toronto.

We shall be pleased to have you write to us

fot samples and prices of

TEAS, TOBACCOS, SUGARS,
SYRUPS, RICE, Etc.

We can and will cut pricesfine to large buyers.

We have a

GOOD. SOUND. FINE FLAVOURED TEA
at 12^2 cents.

Writefor sample chest. Address,

TOBOWTO.

QEO. BISHOP ENGRAVING *

.... AND PRINTING flO.
LIMITED.

On Steel, Copper, Stone and Wood.

LITHOGRAPHING,
PLATE PRINTING,

BOOK and JOB PRINTING

PHOTO-ENGRAVING,
BOOKBINDING,

ELECTROTYPING.
Illustrated Catalogues and Jieports a

Specialty

Estimates Furnished.

169 St. James Street, Montreal

* Car Wheel Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

CHARCOAL IRON CHILLED

Railroad Wheels
Offices: New York Life Insurance

Building, Montreal.

Works: Lachine, Quebec.«
WE make a Specialty of Wheels suitable for

the requirements of Lumbermen and
Street Car Service, and can supply them Bored,
Finished and Balanced.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

J, K, POST & Gn.,

LIMBER MERCHANTS
And Shipping Agents.

OSWEGO. N. Y.

OLSLRONTO, ONTARIO,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Doors, Sash, Blinds, Stairs
^ND ALL KINDS OF WOODEN HOUSE FINISHING MATERIALS.

Ckdaw Oil for Purging Boilers
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

TO MACKINAC
Summer Tours.

Palace Steamers. Low Rates.
Pour TripB par Week Between

DETROIT, MACKINAC ISLAND
PetOBkey, Sault Ste. Marie, and Lake

Huron Way Ports,

Erery Week Day Between

DETROIT AND CLEVELAND
Special Sunday Trips during June, July, August and Sept.

Double Daily Line Between

CHICAGO AND ST. JOSEPH, MICH.

Our illustrated Pamphlets
Bates and Bxeursion Tickets will be furnished

by your Ticket Agent, or address
E. B. WHITCOMB, G. P. A., Detroit, Mich.,

Detroit and Cleveland Steam Nav. Co.

SCMBNER'S

LUMBER

LOGBOOK
Over une Million Sold.

IV| OST complete book of its kind ever published.

l
y

I Gives measurement of all kinds of Lumber.
Logs. Planks. Scantling; cubical contents of square

and round Timber : hints to lumber dealers : wood
measure ; speed of circular saws ; care of saws ;

cord-wood tables : felling trees : growth of trees :

land measure ; wages, rent, board, interest, stave

and heading bolts, etc. Standard book throughout
the United Mates and Canada. Get the new illus-

trated edition of 1SS2. Ask your book-seller for it.

Sent post-paid for 35 cents.

G. W. FIBER, Box 238, Rochester. X.Y..

or A. G. Mortimer. Peterboro'. Ont.
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TO MILL OWNERS, MANUFACTURERS ST. CATHARINES SAW WORKS
AND ALL WHO ARE USING

^AAAAAA A AAAAAA AA AA A AAA A A A_AAAA A A A A A A A A AAA AA A A AAAA AA A A ^

/TV
"r

Which will Ran Straight on the Pulleys,
Which is Thoroughly Well Stretched

.

Which trill not Tear at the Lace Holes,
Which will (five Complete Satisfaction,

R. H. Smith Company, Ltd.
AA.AAA JLA A A A A a A

Finest

Material

Most
Even

T e in p er
AA AA A A A AAAAAA
«> M^fc*VVW-^AVVVWVVW

AAAAAAAAAAAAA

The

Best

in the

World
y

A AAAA AAAA AAAA© ^C5i» *&*

FULLY EQUAL TO ANY MADE ON THE CONTINENT.

^Jll'lll llllllllllllllllllljlllllllllllllllltlllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllll|||||||||||lllllllll|£

§ OUR SPECIALTIES. §

F\ E. Dixon & Co.
0ur Circular Saws are Unequalled

Our Cross-Cut Saws are Unexcelled

PATENT LAP-JOINT STAR RIVET
|

M our Hand Rip and Butcher Saws

LEATHER $HELTIN
jo King Street East, Toronto.

Sole Agents in Canada for the

CELEBRATED PHCENIX OIL
The Only PefEct Belt Dressing.

All our Belting is sold at the Canadian price list. Please compare be-

fore purchasing. Send for Discounts and our Pamphlet on Belting.

MX =f=
THE « SIMONDS » CIRCULAR SAW
THE "LEADER" CROSS-CUT SAW
THE "LAWSON " BUTCHER SAW I

THE "HEELING" HAND SAW%
^iiiiiiiiMiiiiiitiuiiiiiiiMiiiniiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiMiniiiiMMiiiiiiiiniiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiinNir;

THE LARGEST SAW FACTORY IN THE DOMINION.

13- SH>v£ITH CO. XTTID.
ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

DOMINION SAW WORKS!
JAS. ROBERTSON & CO. JAMES ROBERTSON

253 to 267 King Street West, Dalhousie and William Streets,

Toronto, - - Ontario. Montreal, - - Qua.

ANUFACTURERS OF ^AWS
;

EVERY SAW FULLY WARRANTED.
Prices on Application.

Circular, Shingle, Gang, Cross Cut, Concave, Muiay, Drag, Grooving.

Timber's Royal

ANTI-FRICTION t BABBIT *METAL.
Importers and Dealers in

Band Saws, Emery Wheels Saw Sets,

Saw Swages, Rubber Belting, Iron Pipe,

Saw Gummers, Leather Belting, Files, &c.



THE CANADA LUMBERMAN.
Volume IX. ?

Number S. )
PETERBOROUGH, ONT., AUGUST, 1889. ( Terms, $1.00 per Vear.

1 Single Copies, io Cents

THE GANAllA LUMBERMAN
PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY

ABTHUS Or. ^EOZR/TIH^EIS,,

•Office : Simcoe Street, Peterborough, Ontario.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:

•One Copy one Year, in Advance,
One Copy six months, in Advance,

$l.O0
50
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The Canada Lumberman is published in the interest of the

lumber trade and of allied industries throughout the Dominion

being the only representative in Canada of this foremost branch of

the commerce of this country. It aims at giving full and timely

information on all subjects touching these interests, discussing

these topics editorially and inviting free discussion of them by others.

Especial pains are taken to secure the latest and most trustworthy

market quotations from various points throughout the world so as

to afford to the trade in Canada information upon which it can rely

in its operations.

Special correspondents in localities of importance present accur-

ate report not only of prices and the condition of the market but,

also of other matters specially interesting to our readers. But cor-

respondence is not only welcome but is invited from all who have

any information to communicate or subjects to discuss relating to the

trade or in any way effecting it. Even when we may not be able to

-agree with the writers we will give them a fair opportunity for free

discussion as the best means of eliciting the truth. Any items of

interest are particularly requested for even if not of great import-

ance individually they contribute to a fund of information from

which general results are obtained.

Advertisers will receive careful attention and liberal treatment.

We need not point out that for many the Canada Lumberman
with its special class of readers is not only an exceptionally good
medium for securing publicity but is indispensable for those who
would bring themselves before the notice of that class. Special at-

tention is directed to Wanted " and For Sale " advertisements

•which will be inserted in a conspicious position at the uniform price

of ten cents per line for each insertion. Announcements of this

character will be subject to a discount of 25 per cent, if ordered for

three successive issues or longer.

Subscribers will find the small amount they pay for the Canada
Lumberman quite insignificant as compared with its value to them.

There is not an individual in the trade or specially interested in it,

who should not be on our list thus obtaining the present benefit

and aiding and encouraging us to render it even more complete.

Another new method of utilizing sawdust has

recently come to light in the Ottawa district. At

Deseronto oricks are now being made of sawdust and
are known as the terra cotta brick. The bricks com-
posing the flooring of the printing bureau at Ottawa are

of this kind. The flooring is all arched, and the plank-

ing laid on the top. The sawdust bricks are very light

and are porous.

AKl.vo the trade and navigation returns for 1888 it

appears that no distinction as to quality is made under
the heading of dutiable lumber imported from the

United States into Canada, which, however, in value

only reached $90,723, upon which $18,164 was collected

as duty. On the free list, lumber and timber, plank
and boards, sawed, not shaped, planed and otherwise

manufactured, of boxwood, cherry, chestnut, gum,
hickory, whitewood, there was imported 1,986,000 feet

;

mahogany, 1,750 feet
; oak, 3,744,000 feet

;
pitch pine,

3.490,000 feet
;
walnut, 5,714,000 feet, and other woods

470,000 feet.

The lumber trade at Ottawa has assumed large
proportions and is constantly increasing. At this time of
the year the Ottawa district is a veritable hive of indus-
try. The driving and sorting of logs, the hum of a
icore or more of mills, the loading ot cars and steamers
all tend to give it a busy appearance. Ottawa lumber-
men carried over 150,000,000 feet last winter, which is a
larger amount than has been wintered for many years,

very little of which is now in first hands. /Most of the
opera",-, have been very lucky in making contracts
for this season's cut, and from what we can ascertain they
have no reason to complain in regard to prices. Ex-
port orders are rapidly going forward, and considerable

is going to the States. Many of the mills are being

pushed for all they are worth and the season's cut will

be a large one. It is estimated that the cut of the

different mills will aggregate about 702,000,000 feet.

In order to carry stock for all year shipment the mill

men are taking up piling ground several miles distant

from the mills.

The proposition made to Washington by the govern-

ment meets with the hearty approval of most of the

lumbermen of Canada, as the reciprocity in lumber

would not only enable them to dispose of a grade

of lumber, which the duty now prevents their shipping

to advantage to the United States, but would open a

market for a grade that is at present not being cut. It

would give an impetus to the manufacture of spruce

lumber, which cannot now with profit be sent to the

United States. Judging from the tone of the American

journals, the lumbermen are anything but pleased with

the idea of reciprocity in lumber, knowing full well that

they cannot compete with Canada. They clamored for

a reduction of the duty, and now they'have got it they

are not happy. They want the "whole hog" or nothing.

We never for a moment supposed that they would be

satisfied with the reduction. What they want is our logs

admitted free of duty and a tariff on Canadian lumber

high enough to keep it from coming into competition

with them in their own markets. There is nothing

selfish in that !

The Dominion commissioner, who recently visited

South America with a view to inquiring into the possi-

bility of extending trade relations between Canada,
Brazil, the Argentine Republic and Uruguay, reports

that last year the Argentine Republic used 212,000,000

feet of lumber. Of this quanity he says, Canada only

supplied 34,000,000 ; whereas, if this trade were culti-

vated by Canadians to the extent of their capacity, a

very much larger portion of the busjness could be done
by the Dominion, as a large amount of spruce and pine

lumber, he says, which was shipped from the United
States to the Republic was first purchased in Canada,
shipped thence to the United States, and there

re-shipped to ports in Argentine. Of the lumber sent

to the Republic from Canada last year, nearly the

whole of it was sent from ports on the St. Lawrence,
-New Brunswick and Nova Scota sending very iittle,

although they are so situated and supplied with the raw
material as to be able to participate in this trade to a

very much larger extent than they are doing at present,

if the business was looked after.

The demand for square timber is improving and
prices are looking up. It is now a settled fact, that so

far as Canada is concerned, the mill men will have an
abundant supply of logs, and with a steady demand at

fair prices they are assured of a good season's business.

Nothwithstanding all that has been said in regard to

the increase of the tariff on box shooks going into the

United States, Messrs. Barnes & Co., of Ottawa,

manufacturers of box shooks, are running their mill

night and day, and are kept busy filling their orders.

The reduction of the export duty on logs, and the

proposition of the Canadian Government to abolish the

import and export duties on lumber providing the

.Washington authorities reciprocate, has created a

oetter feeling in the trade, and lumbermen are more
hopeful of the future. The proposal of the government
to open up extensive commercial relations between
Australia, South America and the West Indies is a

movement of great importance. The West Indies

offers a promising field for a greatly extended trade,

and the same may be said of Australia. We already

have a growing trade with China and Japan via the

Canadian Pacific Railway, and we see no just reason

why the government should not make an effort to build

up a profitable trade with these remote countries for

British Columbia products.

The Chicago Lumber Trade Journal referring to the

recent action of the Canadian Government in taking off

the duty from lumber under eleven inches in diameter,

and reducing the export duty on saw logs from $3 to

$2 per thousand as it had previously been, says it is a

step in the right direction, but does not go far enough

to satisfy the American Government. "Ask for what

you want and take what you can get", was the advice

of a great reformer, and it would probably be wise to

act upon that advice in the present case. We have

not the least doubt but it would answer the purpose of

the American Government to get all the Canadian logs

they require free of duty, to be manufactured in

American mills, and at the same time retain their

import duty on Canadian lumber. The journal referred

to says : "Nothing short of a repeal of all export duties

on logs and timber by the Dominion can satisfy the

lumbermen of this country. The Constitution of the

United States prohibits retaliation by the imposition of

export duties, but it is within the province of Congress

to add to the import duty a sum, equal if need be, to

double the export duty charged by a Government which

is disposed to discriminate against this country, and a

strong pressure will be brought to bear next winter to

this end, if the wisdom of the Canadian officials in the

meantime does not render it unnecessary." The pro-

position of the Dominion Government to remove all

import duties on logs and lumber, providing the

American .Government will reciprocate, is a wise one
;

but it can hardly be expected that the present tariff

Congress will consent to the abolishing of the import

duty on Canadian lumber.

The resources of Canada are of such immensity and
brilliant promise that they are not generally understood

by those who have not taken the trouble to post them-

selves. Every year the prospects grow brighter, as

our geologists, our miners and our surveyors penetrate

more thoroughly into the less known districts. The
seven provinces and the organized territories of Canada
cover an area of about 1,700,000 miles. These districts

mostly are very fertile, containing the finest farming

lands in the world, and the remainder is either covered

with virgin forest or is the site of minerals. The
immense district to the north of our territories, com-
prises over a million and a half miles of land. Regarding

that area, the evidence before the senate committee in

1888 was most satisfactory and conclusive. "The area

inquired into was about 1,260,000 square miles. Of
these it was estimated 860,000 square miles were fit for

settlement, and about 400,000 square miles useless for

cultivation
; 650,000 square miles were suitable for

potatoes, 407,000 square miles tor barley, and 316,000

square miles for wheat." In the particular area to

which reference is made, there are large auriferous

deposits, while the petroleum ore is so extensive as to

justify the belief that eventually it will supply the larger

part of the continent. The minerals of both the organ-

ized and unorganized territories are immense, the coal

deposits throughout the whole Northwest are inexhaus-

tible, the coal-bearing ore being estimated at 65,000

square miles, and the quality of fuel known to underlie

some portions of this is believed to be 4,500,000 to 9,000,

000 tons per square mile. The Northwest is also believed

to contain the most extensive petroleum field "in

America, if not in the world," says an official govern-

ment return. No wonder that Benjamin F. Butler

should announce to the world that Canada is a greater

country than the United States.
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THE claim made by the Eau Claire and Bow River

Lumber Company, in connection with their timber

limits in the Bow River country, has been referred by

the minister of the Interior to the Exchequer Court.

The amount asked for, $30,000, is for damages arising

out of the cutting of timber for construction purposes

by the C. P. R. on the lumber company's limits. The

latter company is also prosecuting a claim against the

Canadian Pacific, but claim that the government is

primarily responsible to them for permitting the C. P.

R. to take timber which belonged to the lumber com-

pany under the license of occupation.

The Ottawa canals find the Canadian Pacific and

Canada Atlantic railways formidable competitors for

the lumber carrying trade of the district. The quantity

carried by the two roads during the past two years was

as follows : 1887, 100,369,429 feet : in 1888, 119,304,517

feet. The quantity going forward by canal was as

follows: 1887, 335,094,000 feet : 1888, 319,923,600 feet.

While there was only an increase of 3,774,688 feet in the

total shipments of lumber from the district in 1888 as

compared with the preceding year, it will be observed

that shipments by rail increased 18,935,088 feet, while

by water they declined 15,170,400 feet.

The Vancouver Board of Trade has recently issued

a circular letter to the Board of Trade, Sydney, New
South Wales, in which the question of direct communi-

cation between Australia and Canada, via Vancouver,

is considered. The Vancouver Board anticipates that

a great stimulus would be given to Intercolonial com-

merce by the establishment of a Canadian-Australian

line of mail steamers : new fields of enterprise would be

opened, and Canada would become a better market for

Australasian products than the United States have

hitherto proved. More easy access to the wool sup-

plies of Australasia would, it is considered, stimulate

manufactures in Canada, where an active demand for

Australian wool already exists. The hard woods of

Australia might be sent here in exchange for pine and

cedar, and our cotton mills, now competing success-

fully in China, would doubtless secure a portion of the

business in the Southern Pacific. Reference is made
to the many advantages of the British Columbia route

as a passenger route, while the harbor of Vancouver is

not only accessible at all seasons of the year by day or

night, but no ice ever forms in it or is encountered

within 500 miles of its approach. It is a perfectly

land-locked harbor, twelve miles in length, with

excellent anchorage arid depth of water, to accommo-

date the largest ships afloat. Moreover, the Canadian

trans-continental trains run practically on time. The
arguments in favor of the Vancouver route are thus

enumerated : the vessels would be British built, would

sail under the British flag, and be officered and mann-

ed by British subjects. The trans-continental journey

would be entirely through British territory, while such

an alternative route, with a Pacific squadron of swift

cruisers would be readily available in the event of war.

FROM the tone of some of the American journals one

would suppose that the Canadian Government was in

duty bound to make laws especially to suit them, and
because they cannot have every thing their own way
they show their ill temper by making threats. It is no

time to discuss trade questions when ill feeling is on

the top, and the course pursued by some of the

American trade journals in regard to the log question

can only have an opposite effect to what they desire.

A Toronto correspondent of the Northwestern Lumber-
man only voices the sentiments ofmany Canadian lum-

bermen when he talks back to that euphonius journal

in the following style: "I had always looked upon the

Lumberman as cosmopolitan in its utterances, but what

is said in its issue of June 22nd would rather dispel

that view. It is all nonsense to talk about 'the United

States government following up with the same vigor

the log business as has been displayed in the shook

business.' If you people don't want our logs, don't buy
them. No one is specially wanting you to. Your
people make a great mistake in fancying that you can

crowd us out of existence by simply closing your

markets to us. We are not made of that kind of stuff.

If we cannot trade with you, we have enterprise and

self-denial enough to try and trade elsewhere, and pay

for it, too. If you don't want us to import logs from

your country, put on an export duty and stop us, or

have us pay for the privilege. Your government

imposes a duty of $2 a thousand feet on Canadian

lumber. Do you hear of Canadians threatening all

kinds of things because this is so ? Do you expect we
are to make in all cases our laws in accordance with

yours ? If your government does not think it wise to

put an export duty on logs, is that to say we must do

likewise ? It seems to me in discussing trade matters

relative to the Dominion, United States papers lose

their dignity and indulge in a great deal of spread

eagle. It is possible that 60,000,000 people of the

United States could whip us and force a free people to

trade in accordance with their peculiar views, but

would it be to their credit ? Would it be in accordance

with the traditions and liberty they so much boast of ?

In my judgment it would be a great deal better to stop

this kind of writing, which can never accomplish what

it is intended for, and come down to the plane of

intelligent beings and reason together."

ANOTHER YARN NIPPED IN THE BUD.
" The cause of the action of the Dominion government in increas-

ing the export duty upon pine saw logs from two dollars to three
dollars per thousaud feet is now pretty well understood. It will
be remembered that about the time that the duty was increased
the provincial government of Ontario had advertised a large sale
of limits at auction. An increase in the export duty upon logs
would depreciate the value of these limits by reducing the price
which American lumbermen or other exporters of logs could
afford to pay. and thus help to make the sale of provincial limits
a failure. This was the very patriotic motive which prompted the
federal ministers to add fifty per cent, to the export duty on logs.
At the same time the Dominion government no doubt hoped to gain
favor with the large lumber dealers by handicapping American
bidders, and enabling Canadians to secure limits at lower figures
than they would have to pay if the export duty had been left at two
dollars per thousand. But, thanks to the excellent manner in
which the crown lands department—then under Hon. T. B.
Pardee's control—was managed, the efforts of the federal
government and their allies to make the sale of limits a failure
fizzled out completely, and the bonuses obtained for the limits offer-
ed were higher than those received at any previous sale. The in-
crease in the export duty did the provincial government little or no
harm, but its consequences are likely to be disastrous to the lumber-
ing industry. Had the export duty been left at two dollars, it would
have continued to attract but little attention as a factor in influencing
the course of trade between the Dominion and the United States,
but by increasing it to three dollars the government have pro-
voked a discussion which can only end in the abolition of the
export duty altogether."

It is indeed astounding to what degree of falsehood

the party press will resort in order to do a real or fan-

cied injury to an opponent. The above, extracted

from a lengthy editorial in the columns of the Ottawa

Free Press, is a case in point, which for barefaced

misrepresentation would seem difficult to outdo. The
Free Press, which is, of course, a party machine, and
invariably " agin the Government," has been harping

on the export duty for some months past. From its

repeated utterances on this question we have been

forced to the conclusion that its object is not merely to

inspire hostility to the government, but the main in-

centive is to form a coalition with such of the Amer-
ican lumbermen as are interested in Canadian stum-

page. It would be interesting to know exactly how
much per line the Ottawa organ's Yankee friends are

going to pay for this very liberal donation of space in

arguing their cause.

Nothing short of the total abolition of the export

duty on logs will satisfy this over-zealous advocate

of American rights. It wants the earth for its Amer-
ican friends, with the sun, moon and stars thrown in,

and in order to accomplish this end, it resorts to

arguments which do not bear a semblance of truth.

In order to prove how utterly absurd are the state-

ments contained in the above clipping, we have only

to show that the last public sale of Ontario Crown
Timber limits took place nearly one year previous to

the increase in the export duty being thought of by

the federal government. How then, we would ask, could

this increase have a detrimental effect on a

sale which had taken place a year previous ? In

order that the public may have no reason to doubt this

statement we take the liberty of publishing the reply to

a letter written by the editor of this journal to the Hon.

the Commissioner of Crown Lands, at Toronto,

enquiring the date of the last public timber sale, to-

gether with the official announcement, as taken from

the Canada Gazette, of the increase of $1 in the export

duty on logs.

Toronto, July Sth, 1889. Government House, Ottawa.
Sir : Tue., 13th day of Nov., 1888.

In reply to your letter of the present :

J *

have
* }u

i

?
f
2f
m

l?
n His Excellency The Gover-that the date of the last public nor General In CovVciCsale of Ontario s Crown Timber VT

u ul"
Limits was the 15th of Decern- QN the recommendation of
ber 1887. the Minister of Customs,
Vm,r nhpdipnt- servant-

and under the provisions of itemyour obedient servant.
gl9 in schedule E of chapter 3,

Aubrey White Revised Statutes of Canada,
Assistant Commissioner, intituled : "An Act respecting

the duties of Customs,"

—

A. G. Mortimer, Esq. His Excellency the Governor
" Canada Lumberman." General has been pleased to

r, . , , ^\ ,
order, and it is hereby ordered.Peterborough Ont. that the export duty J pine , f,gj
be increased to three dollars per
thousand feet board measure.

JOHN J. McGEE.
Clerk, Privy Council.

What has our contemporary to say to this ? Will it

attempt to repudiate this unquestionable evidence of

misrepresentation on its part, or will it quietly sneak

into its hole and await the opportunity for another

onslaught ?

It is not the province of The Lumberman either to

defend or criticise the government on general princi.

pies, and it is only when the interests of the lumber

trade is at stake that we feel justified in expressing our

views regarding the acts of either political party.

While we fully realize that the lumbermen of the

different provinces are somewhat divided on the ques-

tion of the export duty, we have always endeavored to

take an unprejudiced view of the situation, giving both

sides of the question as circumstances from time to

time seemed to warrant. The Free Press, on the con-

trary, has been working directly into the hands of

foreign capitalists, to the detriment of everything that is

Canadian. Esau-like, our Ottawa contemporary would

be willing to sell our birthright for a mess of porriage,

but fortunately for Canadians the custody of the same

is in more loyal hands.

SPLINTERS.

The Bank National is advertising to be sold by

public auction, August 16th, if not previously disposed

of, 500 square miles on the Keepawa ; 100 square miles

on the Black, and 100 square miles on the Jean de

Terre river.
* *

*

The iron wood tree has a black heart and when well

seasoned will turn the edge of an axe, and must be cut

with a well tempered saw. It is one of the hardest

woods in existence and grows in abundance in the

plains along the track of the Southern Pacific railway.

*

THE Canadian Rubber Company, of Montreal, has

recently increased its capital stock from one to two

million dollars. This is one of the largest manufactur-

ing concerns in Canada, employing nearly 1000 men.

Mr. J. H. Walker, has charge of the Toronto branch

of the business.
/ # *

The different woods for charcoal may be estimated

as to value by this rule. Of the oaks 100 parts will

yield 23 parts charcoal, beach 21, apple, elm, and

white pine 23, birch 24, maple 22, willow 18, poplar 20,

hard pine 22 )4. The charcoal used for gunpowder is

made from willow and alder.

* *
*

Lands contiguous to the proposed Brockville and

Sault Ste. Marie railway, have been withdrawn from

locating as it is the intention of the government to have

a belt of five miles in width reserved and sold at from

two to five dollars per acre according to their value.

Pine timber is reserved therefrom.
* *

*

The E. D. Albro Company, of Cincinnati, Ohio,

gives the following instructions about preparing

burls for the market :
" After the tree is felled, cross-

cut above and below as close to the knot part as possi-

ble, in order to have no plain timber on ends. Split

all plain timber off back side until the heart or core is

reached. Leave the bark on as a protection to sun

checks. Care should be taken not to send to market

swerls or plain knot, which are of no value for veneers.

A burl has the surface covered with small pins called

bird eyes. A swerl is devoid of these points, and use-

less for veneers. The difference can be easily dis-

covered by taking off a section of the bark."
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We have it on reliable authority that the Ontario

Government will soon have a sale of timber limits.

Surveyors are now at work and we expect the official

announcement will soon be made.
* *

*
The Canada Gazette of July 20th, officially proclaims

the reduction of the export duty on pine logs from $3

to $2 per thousand feet board measure, the same to be

deemed to have gone into effect upon the first day of

Julv.

*

THE Bank Nationale, through the Ottawa branch,

has for years been carrying some very shaky lumber

accounts without sufficient security. The bank is now-

attempting to realize upon certain limits held by it,

although at the present there appears to be no active

demand for timber lands. It is intimated that it will

withdraw from Ottawa.

*

WE received a copy of a very handy little "Ready

Reckoner," from the Timberman, 161 Randolph Street,

Chicago, neatly and strongly bound, fits into the vest

pocket, and accurately measures from one piece to 1,000

and from 10 to 32 feet in length, all joist sizes, and from

one piece to 500, and from 10 to 40 feet in length, in

timber. Sent to any address for 25 cents, post free.

# *

Ix the last issue of The Lumberman there ap-

peared an article touching on the trade of the maritime

provinces from the pen of Mr. L. A. Morrison, of

Toronto. Through an oversight we omitted the

name of the Mechanical and Milling News, in the

columns of which journal the article was first publish-

ed. To do our contemporary justice we make the

amende honorable.
* *

Some of the Canadian papers are taking up the

question of a national currency for Canada. We see

no just reason why Canada cannot have a currency

that will circulate at its face value all over the Domin-

ion, and be just as good in the States as the United

States money is in Canada, but we would prefer to have

it based on a more honest footing than the National

N^anking system of the United States.

*

The value of wire rope depends largely upon the

character of the material used in the core, as this

promotes flexibility. Good hemp core should always be

sought. Iron pulleys, with smooth groove, cushioned

with leather or rubber, give greatest durability. Pul-

leys thus arranged and well balanced will greatly add

to the life of the rope, and with the best hemp core

should give three to five years
:

service.

* *

Mr. Upton a Kentucky lumberman, gives a new rule

that he goes by in scaling logs to be cut on a circular

mill, and which he says is more nearly correct than

any other for thick saws. His rule is : Multiply the

diameter by its radius by inches, and the product by

the length in feet, and divide by twelve. The result

will be the number of feet, board measure, that can be

got from the average log. Example : A log 30 inches

in diameter and 16 feet long—30x15x16-7-12 = 600 feet.

Doyle :

s rule gives 676 feet.

* *

'— The statement which has been going the rounds

that there is more or less fraud perpetrated upon the

St. John and St. Croix rivers under the special pro-

vision made whereby Maine logs are floated to

St. John and the lumber re-admitted duty free is de-

nied by the St. John Globe. It says stories of this

kind are not true. The United States revenue author-

ities have made many efforts to discover whether any
reported frauds have any evidence and that they have
been unable to discover them.

* *
#

A contemporary commenting on the offer of recipro-

city in logs and lumber made by the Dominion govern-
ment to the United States government, through the

Imperial authorities, says it is a most barefaced sham,
and vauntingly asks: "Are our ministers so ignorant
that they do not know that President Harrison and his

cabinet are utterly powerless to accept their offer and

cannot influence the action of congress ?" What's the

matter with the president's message ? What on earth

is there to prevent President Harrison in his forthcom-

ing message to congress recommending reciprocity in

logs and lumber ? Nothing that we know of save that

the republicans are in favor of free logs and a tariff on

Canadian lumber.

* *
*

The Southern Yellow Pine Association held a meet-

ing on July 13th, in the Exchange Hotel, Montgomery,

Ala. The attendance was larger than at any previous

meeting, the association having increased steadily of

late, and now includes every important mill in Ala-

bama but two. The secretary reported that he had

collected statistics from 14 mills, about half of the total

number embraced in the association. Their daily

capacity was 655,000 feet, and the total annual cut

165,000,000 feet. Planing mill capacity, daily, 480,000

feet
;
dry house capacity, daily, 380,000 feet. During

the discussion on prices it was stated that the history

of the past year showed that the mills were running

for fun, in an endeavor to get ahead of their neighbors.

The next meeting of the association will be held Oct.,

10th.

EXCHANGE ECHOES.

Manitoulin Expositor.

As a matter of fact there is more of cedar burnt and split

into rails on the Manitoulin every year than would pave the

city of Toronto. Let the contractors send their agents up

here, and if they want half a million cords to fit the Toronto

specifications they can have it. It would certainly be more

patriotic to keep our own cedar for our own use instead

of exporting it to the States. There is a chance here of ex-

tending a valuable industry and greatly benefiting the island.

We have cedar to sell. Toronto wants it. Could not some

of our merchants who handle cedar strike up a deal ? The

competition between Toronto and Chicago is sure to raise the

price. Farmers would have a profitable employment during

the winter and benefit would accrue to everyone on the island.

The Shipping World, London.

The new unsinkable triple safety ship, the inventor and

patentee of which is Mr. Edwin Rollason of Coventry, is

a novel and marvellous invention, and in speed, stability and

strength will compare favorably with most ships afloat. Four

screw propellers are placed in line along the centre keel,

and these are so arranged as to give the ship double speed and

propulsion. Passages are provided under her bottom, from

bow to stern, to carry off the swell of the waves, and thus in-

crease her speed, as well as stopping the usual rolling and

tossing. The ship has been constructed as to enable her to

withstand collision without danger of sinking ; and in case of

fire, any part can be insolated and flooded without fear. Her

working machinery—engines, shafts, screw propellers, and

rudders—being fixed in duplicate and triplecate stoppage,

while increasing her speed, will greatly reduced the consump-

tion of coal.

Straightening Band Saws.

If band saws contain lumps or twists, put them on

the wheels, and at the tension they are to run. Use a

light oval-faced hand hammer for thin, narrow saws,

a heavier hammer for wider and thicker ones, and a

short straight-edge, say 6 in. long, for narrow saws,

and a longer one for wide saws. The tongue of a car-

penter's or machinist's try-square, if straight, will

answer. Go over the saw with the straight-edge,

and mark the lumps and high places on both sides of

the saw. Now hold the oval face (end) of a carpenter's

or millwright's mallet against the side of the saw,

exactly on the opposite side from the marked places,

which should be marked with chalk. You will find

that a few light blows against the saw, opposite the

smooth face of the mallet, will knock out the lumps.

Work on both marked sides as you go along, watching

carefully with your straight-edge as you proceed,

and you will at once see that the lumps and high

places begin to disappear. If your saw has been

sprung edgewise by gumming or cutting out the

teeth with a fly press, take most of the weight off the

saw, so as only to have barely tension enough to hold

the saw straight on its sides. Use a long straight-

edge, say 18 or 20 in. long, and be sure that it is

straight. If the saw is found to be hollowing, by hold-

ing the face of a heavy hand hammer against one side

of the saw, and, with a lighter hand hammer, hammer
the blade against the large hand hammer, commencing

at the edge of the saw near the back, working towards

the roots of the teeth, thus stretching the saw at the

back. Striking light blows on a thin narrow saw, and

heavier ones on a wide thick saw, will soon bring them

straight on the back. The principle of this operation

is that you stretch the steel at the back of the saw. A
band saw will work badly if the cutting edge becomes

stretched, so that it is hollow-backed. It will work

much better if the back is stretched a little longer than

the cutting-edge, so that it will be a trifle rounding on

the back, but not too much. Then when the saw is

strained up, the cutting-edge will be a little tighter than

the back. Unless you want to stretch the saw, use

wood, and not iron or steel to hammer against.

Thomson vs. Hurdman Bros.

In the law suit of Thomson vs. Hurdman Bros., of

which mention was made in our last issue, regarding

the mill property occupied by the latter in the city of

Hull, the first issue raised between the parties was de-

cided on the 28th June, by the Hon. Mr. Justice

Malhiot in favor of Hurdman Bros. The issue was raised

on motion of plaintiffs to reject a plea of the defend-

ants, setting up that the payment of the balance of the

price of said mill property, $134,000. could not be

exacted as they were disturbed in their possession of

the same, and demanding that the action of the plain-

tiffs be stayed until plaintiff had proved his title. The
Mercier Administration claimed some time ago that

this property was still vested in the Crown, and it was
recently sold by that administration to Mr. George
Hurdman. The judgment rendered in Aylmer on the

28th recognizes the legality of this plea of the defend-

ants, and dimissed the motion of plaintiff with costs.

The object of this plea, which was produced by Mr.

Aylen on behalf of the defendants, was to raise for the

determination of the courts the question whether the

immense water power at the Chaudiere Falls, formed

before its transfer to W. G. Hurdman, part of the

provincial domain, or whether it became by Confeder-

ation vested in the Dominion Government, or whether it

had been previously acquired by the late Philomen

Wright, and through him and his heirs by Mr. Thom-
son, the plaintiff. Should it be finally decided that

this property belonged to Mr. Thomson when he sold

it to Hurdman the defendants must pay the amount
sued for, otherwise they contend no obligation devolved

on them to do so. The progress of this case is watch-

ed with much interest as the question involves a very

large amount, and indirectly effects the property on

which other mills are erected.

Our Exports and Imports.

The following statement shows the quantity of lum-

ber imported into the United States from Canada, and

duty paid during the past nine years, the quantity of

pine logs exported to the United States, and export

duty paid, and the total duty on all lumber imported

into Canada from the United States, during the period

indicated.

1SS1
1S82
18S3
18S4
1SS5
18S6
18S7

Total

LUMBER EXPORTED TO
UNITED STATES.

QUANTITY
FEET.

563,963,000
562,827,000
602,821,000

537,517.000
557,266,000

562,542,000
541,777,000
508,304,000
553.939.ooo

DUTY PAID
IN UNITED
STATES.

PINE LOGS EXPORTED
TO UNITED STATES

QUANTITY, EXPORT
FEET. DUTY.

$ 1,127,926
1,125.654
1,205,642

1,075,034
1,114.532
1,125,084.

1,083,55^
1,016,008
i.io-,S-8

2,075,000
2,640,000

1,313,0005
2,b63,ooo|

974,000
380,000

2.869,000

6,350,000
4&S.000

DUTY PAID
ON LUMBER
IMPORTED
FROM
UNITED
STATES.

.075

,640

.'863

974
3S0
.S09

.1071

4.990.956.ooo S 9.9S1.912 ' 19,932.000! $ 27.357 $

13,635

42,913
"4.5S4

126,692

+0,563
17.522
16,540
19,123
18,164

Gordon's lumber yard at Pilot Mound, Man., was burned

July, 20th.

The saw mill owned by Isaac Rogerson, Blythe, Ont., was

burned on July 14th. Cause of fire unknown. Loss between

$4,000 and $5,000 ; $2,000.
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THE NEWS.

mill.

ONTARIO.

-The mills at Byng Inlet are doing good work this season.

-Mr. H. Page, Bobcaygeon, is erecting a new planing

steam shingle mill at—Mr. James Holditch has erected

Sturgeon Falls.

—The machinery in the Rockwood shingle mill has been

seized for debt.

—Considerable lumber is being shipped from the Algoma

district to Goderich.

—Graham & Home's saw mill at Vermillion Bay is run-

ning at its full capacity.

—Rathbun*s "big mill" at Deseronto is cutting on an

average 2,500 logs a day.

—Moiles Bros., mill, on the Georgian Bay, has begun oper-

ations, and is doing nicely.

—Mr. White's new saw mill at Muskoka Falls is in run-

ning order and doing good work.

—Mr. Whaley's mill at Huntsville, has so far this season

averaged about 40.000 shingles a day.

—James Robertson, lumber dealer, Windham Centre, has

. made an assignment to Sheriff Deedes.

— Messrs. Barnes & Co., Ottawa, are running their mill

night and day, and a large staff of men are kept busy.

—James Kenkrick, of Kagawong, is putting up a shingle

mill. He expects to have it running in a couple of months.

— Messrs. McCormack Bros., are running their mill at

Lemieux, night and day. They have a large quantity of logs

to cut. ^
/ — Messrs. Gillies Bros, of Braeside, intend cutting a lot of

logs and dimension timber at their Coulonge depot the coming

v^eason. y
—Mr. J. H. Larkin, Terranova, is making preparations to

build a new saw mill, and Mr. Robert Hunter is putting in a

new shingle mill.

—Graham, Home & Co. 's lumber mills at Fort William are

working extra time to fill orders for material required for

building operations.

—Mr. T. Batman who bought the saw mill at Sheguindah

has thoroughly fitted it up and is now turning out a large

quantity of first class shingles.

—The Bronson & Weston Lumber Co., Ottawa, are extend-

ing their piling grounds in the vicinity of Pooley's bridge

along the waterworks aequeduct.

—Mr. Fitzpatrick of the Ontario Crown Lands Department

has gone into the disputed territory in Algoma for the pur-

pose of settling all legitimate grievances. ^
—Large quantities of lumber, especially cut for the South

American market are now going forward from Ottawa to the /
-^United States for export to Buenos Ayres.

—Thorburn & Fraser's mill, Gore Bay, turns out about

three quarters of a million feet of lumber each year. About

half of this is shipped outside to Canadian ports only.

—Keewatin and Rat Portage are in need of logs. The
drive on Rainey River is not a success. A portion of the log

crop in that district will be hung up until the river rises.

—Among the new companies recently incorporated is the

Barrow Bay Lumber Co., Ltd., with headquarters in Barrow

Bay. The Capital stock of the new company is understood to

be $50,000.

—Messrs. Hurdman & Co. have succeeded in getting the

greater part of their logs out of McDonald creek, a tributary

of the Magnicippi river, although at one time they were very

doubtful of being able to do so.

—Owing to the favorable stage of the water in the Ottawa,

lumber forwarders report an exceptionally busy season.

Many of the boat owners say that they have enough orders

now on hand to keep them busy till the close of navigation.

—Messrs. Pierce & Co. , have just placed anew double

edger of the latest improved pattern in their No. 2 mill.

This firm will shorly commence running their mills night watch

and continue in this way till the close of the sawing season.^

—The Picnic Island mills, at Little Current, owned by

Messrs. J. & T. Conlon have been in operation since the

loth of May and have already cut 1,500,000 feet of lumber

and are at present cutting about 100,000 feet per day. They
employ about 100 men. The mill is 154x50 feet with engine

and boiler attached, and consists of two circular saws and

gang saws. The firm export large quantities of pine lumber,

using a steam barge and consort and steam tug for that pur-

*v pose.

—Mr. J. D. Shire, of Bracebridge, has got out his full stock

of logs, about four million feet, which will take a good

season to cut. He has the work well forward, however, and

if it be possible the whole will be run through before the

snow flies.

—The logs for Peters & Cain's mill, Midland, 36,000

pieces were towed from Parry Sound and only one log and

piece of timber were lost, showing that the booming and tow-

ing were carefully done. They now have all the logs they

can cut this season.

—There is no necessity for saw mill men to waste beech

slabs, as they contain the best part of the wood, and when

three inches thick, or even thinner, they can be used for sawing

into plain stock. There is a growing demand for good beech

for this purpose, and it is scarce.

/—The bulk of the square timber which came down from"

the Upper Ottawa lumbering districts this spring, was sold

before it left the bush to speculators on the American side.

Mr. William Wade got away with his raft on the loth. It

consisted of 150 cribs and was sold to Quebec parties.

—The building for the Ross, Hall & Brown mill at Rat

Portage is completed, and the machinery is being put in as

fast as possible. The main building is 150x75 feet with a

basement for the running of shafting and pulleys. It is now
being fixed for one circular, which is already in position, as is

also the fly wheel and engine.

—The imports for the 1 1 months of the current fiscal year

reach the large total of $96,192,804, as against $89, 1 13,605

during the corresponding period last year. The duty collected

amounts to $20,857,535, as against $19,362,226 last year, an

increased revenue of $1,500,000. The exports this year totals

$76,219,665 against $76,501,099, last year.

—The North Pacific Lumber Company (limited) has been

incorporated with a capital stock of one hundred thousand

dollars. The incorporators are : Frank Ross and John T.

Ross, of Quebec; James Maclaren, of Buckingham, Que.

;

David Maclaren and James B. Maclaren, of Ottawa county,

Que.; Alex. Maclaren of Buckingham (manager) and Leonard

G. Little of Montreal.

—There are three firms engaged in the lumber business at

Goderich : H. Secord, who gets his stock at Serpent river

and Johnston Harbor ; N. Dyment, who gets his stock from

his mill at Thessalon, and Joseph Williams who gets his sup-

ply cheifly from Blind river. If the dealers carry out their

intention about fifteen million feet will be brought to

Goderich this season.

y—Some rafts of square timber belonging to Messrs. Klock

passed through Long Sault rapids last month. The first por-

tion of the raft came through all right, but the second detach-

ment struck a rock and went to pieces, the men managing to

get ashore. The pilot immediately after banded together

eight cribs and took them down safely, a performance that

has never been done before.

Crown Timber Agent Margach has sent out from Rat

Portage, two exploring parties in charge of Mr. Geo. Barnes,

to examine and report upon the country with a view of issuing

permits to meet the local requirements for the season.

Permits will be continued as heretofore for this season, but

after it closes, it is understood that it is the Ontario Govern-

ment's intention to put up all timber limits for public com-

petition.

proceedings all through were of the most disgraceful character,

and appeared to be taken with the express intention of defraud-

ing the poor workmen out of their wages.

MANITOBA AND THE NORTHWEST.

The cedar industry is a prominent factor in the rapid

advancement of that smart little town in the Manitoulin dis-

tric, known as Gore Bay. This class of wood is not only

•V^lentiful but is of a superior quality.^ It is said, however,

that at the present rate of taking it out, and the slaughter

prices obtained therefor, the supply cannot last but a few

years longer. Care should be taken not to exhaust the sup-

ply of this timber prematurely, as with the increase of popula-

tion invariably comes a proportionate demand for the products

of the forests.

—The Algoma Advocate. Much stir was caused in the

village of Thessalon on Saturday of last week when it was

reported that Messrs. Rayburn & Son had failed and left the

country. They had been engaged in lumbering operations

during the past winter and evidently had got behind. Con-

stable McLeod received instructions on Saturday last to

proceed to the camps and make a seizure of all effects avail-

' able. Owing to this failure a number of our merchants and

others are involved, some for heavy amounts. It appears

that the horses and plant used by Messrs. Rayburn & Son

were purchased by T. Nester & Co., and this mortgage

which was given never had been fully paid off, hence the

seizure. This is now the last chapter in the records of the

lumbering operations during the past winter, which resulted

so disastrously. The effect upon the District has been

"^serious, as many men are unable to get their wages. The

—Lumber business is good at western points.

—The lumbermen of Morden are doing a good business.

—George Rogers has gone into the lumber business at

McGregor.

—E. K. Roberts, of Detroit, is about building a grist and

saw mill at Silverwater.

—Cameron's saw mill, at Minnedosa, commenced their

season's cutting June 24th.

—The Strathclair saw mill is shipping considerable manu-

factured lumber to Winnipeg.

—The steam saw mill, at Port Ellis, with the necessary

outfit for running, was sold by tender on July 15th.

—A large amount of valuable timber has been destroyed by

fire along the line of the C. P. R. from Donald to Banff.

—The Rat Portage News reports various damage to stand-

ing timber from bush fires, throughout the Lake of the Woods
district.

—O. R. Jones and T. D. Cavanaugh are establishing a

lumber business at Elkhorn, under the name of the Elkhorn

Lumber Company.

—The new mill at Emerson, which has been idle for some

years, has recently been put in operation. The logs come
from the Red Lake district of Minnesota and are floated down
the Red River to Emerson.

—There is a push in lumber on the Pacific slope. On a

section of the Northern Pacific road, 145 miles long, appli-

cations were received for spar tracks to accommodate 70 saw

and shingle mills. This beats the record.

—Some fine timber lands are now being worked 35 miles

below Donald, on the Canadian Pacific. Some of the white

pines measure 60 inches through, from which five to six logs

can be cut, free of knots. Douglas fir is also found in large

quantities, frequently measuring 10 feet in diameter.

—The Edmonton Bulletin : The damage done to the

spruce forests in this district by fire this spring has been

terrible. On the eastern side of the Beaver hills the timber is

reported entirely ruined. Some of the timber limits up the

river are also reported to be seriously injured.

—Winnipeg Commercial. The very dry season has serious-

ly interfered with the lumber industry, and a good many
Jogs are hung up, owing to low water. About one-half of

the logs which were to be cut at the Lake of the Woods mills,

have not yet been moved, and unless good rains are experi-

enced, there will likely be a shortage of lumber this season-

The most of the mills have some logs on hand from last year,

o that they have been able to do some cutting. A good

deal of lumber has been brought in from the Lake Superior

district, and a considerable quantity has also been imported

from Minnesota, but the latter has been mostly poor, cheap

stuff, such as 3rd common and culls. This comes into com-

petition with this Lake Winnipeg spruce lumber. Trade has

been good up to recently, but of late the demand has fallen off

very materially.

QUEBEC.

>^ —The C. A. Railway are freighting large quantities of lum-

ber from the Chaudiere to the American markets for export to

South American points.

—Last winter's lumber cut is treble that of previous years,

and with the reduced staff of cullers at Quebec, business in-

terests are beginning to suffer.

—The capital invested in joint stock companies in the

Province of Quebec from 1867 to 1888 amounts in the aggre-

gate to $37,693,383, divided among 372 companies.

—The revenue of the Crown Lands Department for the

fiscal year ending the thirtieth day of June is said to exeed one

million dollars, considerably over Mr. Duhamel's estimate.

—There is an active demand for ocean tonnage at Quebec,

which is likely to be brisk for some time. The scarcity of

stevedores and longshoremen is likely to cause considerable

delay in loading vessels now in port.

—Messrs. R. Hurdman & Co., and the Bronson & Weston

Lumber Co., ship thirty cars of green lumber daily to the

Shepard & Morse Lumber Co. 's ynrds, situated on the Hurd-

man property across the Rideau. The lumber thus shipped is

principally stock for the export trade.

—There has been considerable activity in the freight market

during the past month. Rates are now running, at : Quebec

to Liverpool, deals 68s 9d ; timber 28s ; Quebec to Bristol

channel, deals 70s
;
Quebec to cork, deals 71s 3d ; Montreal

to Buenos Ayres, lumber $18.
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—St. Sauveur has decided for annexation to Quebec city.

—The population of Hull at present is estimated at 14.000.

—A project is on foot to re-establish ship building in Quebec.

—Alex. McCormack sold his raft at Quebec on July 22nd,

to John Adams for 38c. a foot, a good price.

—Gilmour & Co's lumber mills, at Chelsea, have shut down

for the season owing to the firm having sufficient cut stock on

hand.

—The men who left the city in the spring for the timber

drives on the-Ottawa river, are nearly all down again. They

report that the mosquitoes and black flies were simply

intolerable.

—The Fontiac+sldvance says : 165 men were passed up on

Saturday from here to Sommerville's bay in one trip by

Rattray's stages. The stages are making three trips a day

regularly. The water is just at the right stage for running the

timber.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.

—The Alberni Saw Mill Co., have ordered the necessary

engine and machinery for the mill they are about to establish

at Alberni. .

—The lumber interests are extending, but lack of shipping

facilities somewhat curtails the export trade in this line,

freights being high.

—About 100 men are employed in the shops of the

Canadian Pacific Railway at Vancouver, working eight and a

half hours a day.

—Mr. G. A. Buchanan, has finally determined to put his

mill up at his limit, about 12 miles above Nelson, having

concluded that it will be easy enough to get his lumber

down stream to the town. ^
—The wages paid workers in the woods and sawmills in

British Columbia are ; mill hands, $35 to $65 per month ;

axemen and swampers, $35 to $45 per month ; teamsters at

mills, $2 to $2,50 per day; teamsters in the woods, $60 to

$65 per month. Board is from $8 to $10 per week.

—We learn from a New Westminster paper that Mr. W. L.

Johnston, who has been with the Royal City Planing Mills for

ten years, has severed his connection with that establishment,

and gone to Gambier Island, Howe Sound, where he, in

company with a Mr. Dyker, will erect and run a large shingle

mill. A complete plant has been purchased, and the erection

of the mill will be commenced immediately.

—Westminster Columbian. The barque Thos. S. Stowe is

at present lying in the Royal roads ready to depart for Dept-

ford, England. The vessel carries as cargo 250 spars for the

use of the Imperial government. The spars are each 100 feet

long and 2 feet square, and were cut by the Moodyville saw-

mill. They are pronounced exquisite specimens of pine tim-

ber, clear and straight as an arrow. They were loaded into

the vessel by a pile driver and donkey engine.

NEW BRUNSWICK.

—J. F. Wanamake, lumber dealer, Millstream, has sold

out.

—Late rains released about 90,000,000 feet of logs hung

up the St. John river.

—Unusual activity is displayed in Hillsboro in shipping

lumber. All the mills have done a good spring and summer's

work.

heavy rains are had. Between 50,000,000 to 60,000,000 have

already reached the boom limits and are safe, but the corpor-

ation drive of from 20,000,000 to 25,000,000 is now only a

few miles below Andover and Mr. Connors fears it will also

be hung up unless the water rises very soon. All of Mr.

Connors' own cut reached the main river all right. He has

about 6,000,000 feet in the corporation drive. All the logs in

the Fredrickton boom, Mr. Connors says, will be rafted out

inside of a week unless there is sufficient rise of water to

bring down some more.

/ —Moncton Times. The lack of rain for several weeks has

dried up the small streams in this section of the province, and

seldom has the water been so low as it now is. As a conse-

quence nearly all the water mills are shut down or about to

do so, and some of the steam mills are short of logs. Messrs.

Wright & Cushing, however, managed to get half a million

feet of logs down the Little river to their mills near Salisbury.

They had taken the precaution to build a dam across the

river behind their logs, and on the dam being opened, the

logs were carried down in fine style. As lumber is in good

demand just now at satisfactory prices, their expenditure 0f

$400 or more in constructing the dam will be remunerative.

Messrs. Wright & Cushing have shipped quite extensively this

year from St. John, but are just now sending by rail to Point

V du Chene for shipment by water to St. Pierre, Miquelon, on

a large order. They have received an order for 65,000 feet of

frame for the grand stand on the new Charlottetown

driving park.

—Log driving on the Upper

suspended. The Connors' drive is

Falls.

St. John is wholly

hung up below Grand

—J. & T. Jardine's shipment of lumber from Kent
County this summer will be 5,000,000 feet while that of

•George McLeod will be larger.

—St. John's lumber shipments on June 13th to Great

Britain and the United States by water amounted to 3, 194,-

000 feet of deals, and about 1,000,000 feet of small lumber,

exclusive of clapboards and shingles.

—The following notice from the crown land ofnceappears in

the Royal Gazette: the attention of all persons who hold

limber licenses on crown lands is called to the following

-regulation, embodied in each license : "No spruce or pine

(MM shall be cut by any licensee under any license, which
will not make a log at least 18 feet in length and 10 inches

at the small end : and if any such shall be cut, the lumber
shall be liable to double stumpageand the license be forfeited."

Thus is to notify all licensees that for the future this section

will b<_- rigidly enforced, and that no spruce or pine trees

smaller than the above dimensions can be legally cut for pulp

wood, »tave wood, kiln wood, or any other purpose.

- Mr. kobert Connors, the great lumber operator on the

St. John waters, says the total cut of last winter was about

Of this amount fully 50,000,000 is already

hong up and not a stick of it will be got out unless unusually

—Page & Patterson are building a new planing mill on

Little Bob river, near Bobcaygeon.

—Robert Cruickshank, planing mill, Hamilton, has

. called a meeting of his creditors ; liabilities about $20,000.

—A raft of timber belonging to Mr. R. Crysler, of Crysler,

left Brockville on the 19th July for Quebec. It was valued at

over $50,000.

—During the recent storm the boom of the Rathbun Com-

pany on Little Lake burst and the logs were scattered all over

the lake. Last week the drive got away safely.

—French & Webster, Dresden, have just completed and

put in operation their new hoop and stave mill. During the

past seven months they manufactured an average of 80,000

staves and hoops on every working day. They give employ-

ment to about eighty-five hands.

—A survey has been concluded by Messrs. E. J. Rain-

both, P. L. S., and J. P. A. Sproule, of the Eddy Mill prop-

erty at Hull, including the lumber yards, piling grounds, mills,

docks, slides, tramways, and bondage and water rights, in

preparation for the big sa'e which comes off next month.

The survey was an extensive and a difficult one.

—The settlement made with their creditors by Marks,

Dobie & Co., lumber dealers, Thessalon, has fallon through

owing to the Montreal creditors refusing. The firm has as-

signed to Robt. Balfour, Hamilton, and the business will be

wound up. Creditors will likely realise 35 to 40 cents.

During the interval many local creditors were settled with,

but the failure will cause much local distress.

—The logs in the Rainey River country, especially those on

the tributaries of the Big American river, cut last winter, have

been "hungup" all summer owing to low water. The re-

cent rains, however, have swollen the streams and the timber

will all be floated out, which will give a great impetus to the

lumbering operations in the Rat Portage district, where the

mills up to the present, have only been running half time.

The lumbering prospects for next season are very bright for

this portion of the country. There will likely be double the

number of men in the woods than there has been any year

previously.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.
[From our Regular Correspondent.

New Westminster, B. C, July 21st, 1889.

The last month has been a very prosperous one

judging from the number of vessels cleared for foreign

ports. The Mac Duff loading at New Westminster

took 800,000 feet of the choicest fir procurable in Bri-

ish Columbia, and cleared from the Royal City wharf

for London, Eng., drawing 23ft 6in of water, which

forever sets at rest the question, is the Fraser river

suitable for lumber exporting trade ?

Six vessels have cleared this month and six have

arrived for cargoes ; one for London ; one for Glas-

gow ; two for Australia, and two for coast American
ports. One vessel loaded with the choicest selected

stock at Esquimault Harbor for the Admiralty in

England, and if this is a success, as far as war vessels

are concerned, a large trade is sure to follow for

British Columbia woods for the defence of the Empire.

The changes in the lumber duty, which are receiving

so much attention in the East, are not afTecting British

Columbia for exporting to us here amounts to nil and

vice versa ; but in foreign markets, according to the

American Commissioner's report British Columbia

woods command a better price than Puget Sound
lumber or Oregon pine, necessitating the " Sound' 1

shippers culling all their loads to enter into com-

petition with Douglas fir. The owner of the largest

mills on the " Sound," is through the press, forcing

this fact on the people of the United States for what

object cannot be ascertained—commercial union pro-

bably or annexation.

— The up country mills are all very busy and fron. re-

cent letters they do not know how to fill the orders

coming in.

At Revelstoke, Valentine's shingle mill has got to

work and the first week averaged 62,000 a day, and

before two months he expects to increase that to 100,-

000, a day.

Moodyville, Hastings, Brunette Royal City and

Chemaines mills are all very busy.

/The Victoria Lumber Manufacturing Company,
/^Chemaines, last week placed the order with the Wm.

Hamilton Mfg. Co., Peterborough, for five steel boilers

60x20 and a lot of other machinery for the new mill. The
largest shareholder was out here lately and said that

he had no idea that Canadian manufacturers could

turn out such machinery as he has seen in British

Columbia ; but could not understand why prices

should be so much higher than the Americans, the

wages in the States being only slightly higher. The
McLaren Ross Lumber Co., (Ltd.) placed with the

same firm an order for 10 steel boilers Y% shell, 60x14,

and a burner 140 feet high, 26 feet in diameter at base.

Messrs. Cowan Sc Patterson, of Victoria, with some
San Francisco capitalists are applying for extensive

limits in the neighborhood of Albernia on the West
Coast, and getting plans snd specifications ready for a

100,000 feet a day mill, and they claim that being on

the West coast of Vancouver Island ships trading

there will save a large amount of towage to what

they pay at present to load at the British Columbia

mills. An Australian firm has contracted to take all

they can turn out, and they expect to get to work just

as soon as possible.

Every month some mill starts to enlarge, or a com-
pany applies for incorporation to build and run a mill

some place in British Columbia. There is some talk

of building a large boiler foundry and machine shop
in British Columbia, to supply the mills with all the

machinery they want, mill owners out here being the

stock holders, for they cannot pay the $1.95 per 100

lbs. car load freight. There is a feeling not antagonis-

tic to the Eastern manufacturer, but to the continental

tariff agreement ; and as machinery costs so much
here they all intend to help the new concern as much
as possible. The Eastern manufacturers would do
well if they would try and get the C. P. R. to reduce

the rates to something like last year's rate, $1.46.

Of course they can only talk to the officials, and
though they see the advisability of having a lower rate

they cannot influence the company anyway.

The Albion Iron Works, of Victoria, are starting in

to build a Harris-Corliss engine as an experiment in

this high class engine, for the new Electric Tramway
Co., of Victoria, and expect to make it a success ; but

at present the question is not the reducing of the con-

sumption of fuel with the mills but the enlarging of it.

No such sights are witnessed out here as are some-

times seen on the Ottawa, slabs and saw dust grad-

ually filling up the once magnificent river. In British

Columbia no slabs or sawdust are thrown in the river,

the lumbermen themselves seeing that it is the benefit

of the
.
country to keep the rivers clear of all ob-

structions. I wonder what they would say if they saw

the state of the river, Du Lienal just below Bucking-

ham which is a disgrace to the lumbermen who do

business on that stream.

Fir.

[We have two letters from our correspondent this month. The
June letter reached us too late for our last month's issue.—Ed.]
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The American Press and Reciprocity in Lumber.

The proposition of the Dominion Government made

to the American government for reciprocity in lumber,

however well meant, does not, as might be expected,

meet with the approval of the lumbermen in the States.

The howl and the whine against the Canadian export

duty is by no means diminished since the reduction,

and nothing will satisfy them short of the total

repeal of the duty. What the American lumber-

man wants is free logs, but he does not want Canadian

lumber as he has not the least desire to come in com-

petition with it. However, the fiat has gone forth. If

they are anxious to have the export duty on logs

repealed they must reciprocate by admitting our lumber

free of duty ; but it can hardly be expected that the

present administration will acceed to this as it is in

favor of tariffprotection, and the present congress, which

alone can deal with this question, was elected upon

that issue. Whatever effect the proposition as made,

may have upon the general trade, it throws the onus

of the retention of the export duty on logs upon those

who are most anxious to have it repealed.

The sentiment of the lumber trade in the States, as

voiced through their representative journals, will be

found to be of interest. The Pacific Coast Wood and

Iron, a journal published at San Francisco, says :

With the duty off lumber, the inducement to increased

plant would be such that the British Columbia mills could

within a year supply all the American demand To do
this the mills would have to increase their capacity only

about double. The lands west of the Cascade Mountains
in Washington Territory, are valued chiefly for lumber

and coal. There is little real agricultural land in that

section. The timber settlements of the Northwest are im-

portant factors in developing the country. The best class

of men go there, they have families, and churches and
schools grow up at these points. The cities of the Sound
are chiefly dependent upon the lumber interests. In British

Columbia Chinese labor is largely employed.

There is now a large surplus of manufactured lumber for

which there is no demand. For several years past lumber
has not yielded the manufacturer a profit of over two dol-

lars a thousand. The abolition of duty would be disastrous

to the coasting trade, for British bottoms would be
largely utilized. Victoria though a foreign port, is prac-

tically as much a coasting port as Port Townsend, being

no farther from the port of consumption, and should the

markets of this coast be opened to British Columbia mills

the freighting of lumber cargoes would inevitably go to

foreign bottoms ; the Victoria shipper would have the

choice of flags, while the Puget Sound shipper would be
restricted to American vessels, and the effect upon ship-

building on this coast (the only place where it is at all ac-

tive) would be similar to the effect upon American deep
water ships. The value of our timber land would be much
depreciated, because the supply of practically the same timber

in British Columbia is almost inexhaustible.

The Southern Lumberman, the leading representative

of the lumber trade in the south, in a recent issue has

this to say :

There is an import duty on Canadian lumber. There is no
lumber sold in the South, and it may appear to a man up a

tree a matter of no importance whatever to Southern lumber-

men. But a ground view of the situation will convince a

close observer that the import duty on Canadian lumber has

not hurt the Southern lumber trade. It really looks now like

Southern lumber is, by this tariff "protected " to some extent

against low prices of competing woods. More of it is being
shipped North, East and West to-day than ever before.

White pine is the main competitor of yellow pine and poplar,

the leading Southern woods. Canada has the same quality of

white pine as the North-West, and a vast amount of it.

Suppose Canadian lumber is admitted free. What would be

the probable consequence ? Why, those Michigan, Wiscon-
sin, Iowa, Minnesota, mill men and lumbermen all along the

northern limits of the States, with their high-capacity mills,

long experience, and unlimited capital, would flood this

country with white pine and other lumber at prices two or

three dollars less than present quotation, and capture all the

trade above the the 38th parallel of latitude.

The same journal in another article says :

The tariff on lumber is a small matter. There is only one
country—Canada—that can compete with the States in quality

and price. How far-reaching the repeal of the Canadian
lumber import duty would prove is a question that the wisest

statesmen do not agree upon. Some say it will merely add to

the value of Canadian stumpage. Others hold that it will

reduce the prices of white pine, spruce, hemlo:k, and all

lumber manufactured north of forty degrees of latitude. We
are not prepared to say which opinion is the correct one, but

we do know for a fact that the yellow pine, poplar, and hard-

wood lumber interests of the South have everything to lose

and nothing to gain by admitting lumber free of duty.

The Northwestern Lumbermen is not satisfied with

the duty being reduced to what it was last fall, but

favors retaliation in case the export duty is not repealed

altogether. It says :

Inquiry at Washington has brought to light nothing to

confirm tht report that the United States officials have been

entertaining a proposition for reciprocal trade in lumber, and
it is apparent that nothing in that direction can be done
except by act of congress. Canada has everything to gain by

free lumber, and the United States much to lose, and this is

the view taken at Washington. It is scarcely likely that the

lumbermen will cease their efforts to induce congress to pass

a law that will add the amount of the export log duty to the

import lumber duty. At $4 a thousand duty the Canadian
lumber trade with the United States would be killed within a

year. There is no reason why the entire export duty should

not be removed, and that is what the American lumbermen
will stand for.

The Chicago Timberman says :

The reduction of the export duty has already aroused dis-

cussion in Saginaw and Bay City, Michigan, as to the prob-

ability of rebuilding several of the mills which have been
destroyed by fire within the past year, as it is confidently

believed that but for the advance of the export duty last

year some of the cremated mills would have risen, phoenix-

like, from their ashes, and been in active and successful oper-

ation ere this, and life and activity prevailing where the

stillness of death holds supreme sway at present. This
question, however, as yet, is a mere matter of speculation,

as no expression has emanated from those directly interested

indicating their intentions or definite conclusions in relation

to the subject. But a more hopeful feeling is pervading all

classes in regard to the future of the lumber industry on the

Saginaw river, and at Huron shore points.

The reduction of the export duty on logs is pregnant with
possibilities for the owners of saw mills and the labor ele-

ment alike who perceive therein a new lease of life for all

concerned, by the introduction of vast quantities of the raw
material which is the foundation of a lively hope for continued
activity and prosperity for many years to come.

The Cleveland Leader, the leading Republican paper

of northern Ohio, takes a very deliberate view of the

situation :

It would certainly be an advantage to this country to

secure pine logs free of the Canadian export duty, if we do
not pay too much for it, seeing that our own supply of logs is

vanishing with no hope of renewal. But to sacrifice or im-
peril our great lumber manufacturing industry by an indiscrim-

inate free trade measure like the Mills' Bill would be folly.

We want the Canadian logs, but we do not need Canadian
lumber, and there is just where the difficulty will arise, for the

Canadians want to sell us lumber instead of logs.

That an agreement can be- reached that will secure us free

access to the Canadian pineries without imperiling the em-
ployment cf tens of thousands of American workingmen and
hundreds of millions of American capital engaged in our
lumber manufactories, is doubtful, but not impossible. Per-

haps the Canadians will accept less than they ask, or perhaps
they will accept some other concession not unfavorable to

American interests, in return for this privilege. The pros-

perity of whole cities and sections of the United States might easi-

ly be destroyed by a careless or indifferent settlement of the ques-

tion. Such a settlement might lead to a disastrous shifting

of the centres of the lumber production and associated

interests. And then, again, the matter might be arranged in

a way consistent with the safety of these interests.

The subject is one that is likely to attract a great deal of

attention in the early future, and under a Republican Ad-
ministration and Congress it will be settled on the lines of a

wise protective policy.

The Mississippi Valley Lumberman of July 5th

says :

The move is one in the right direction, no matter what may
have prompted it, and it is to be hoped that no obstacle will

come in the way of its being carried into effect by both

Canada and the United States. Putting aside all the pro-

tection or free trade theories as a matter of policy, or political

preference, it is certain that the lumber manufacturers of this

locality would lose nothing by absolute free trade in lumber,

and they might gain something in area into which they might

distribute their goods. No such change in the tariff provis-

ions of the two countries could be made without the action of

congress although it is probable that any negotiations which
might now be had between representatives of the two govern-

ments would be potential in bringing about a change when
congress meets.

ONTARIO'S FOREST CAPITAL.

As a matter of interest to many of our readers, we

reproduce from the Empire of July nth, one of several

communications upon the important question of forest-

ry, which have recently appeared in that journal.

Shorn of its political views, it contains matter replete

with instruction, and furnishes much food for reflection.

Without acceding to everything the writer says, we lay

it before our readers for what it is worth, and as it

contains several points which are open for discussion,

we cordially invite communications from practical men

who feel at all interested in Ontario's forests and the

prosperity of the province.

In my last I proposed to show that the past and present policy

of the Ontario Government as regards export timber—that is

square and board timber—involves a loss to the province which is

not generally understood or realized. I need scarcely explain that

Ontario's forest exports consist largely of hewn timber which is

rafted to Quebec for shipment. Jn addition to this there is our

manufactured lumber, many million feet of which are prepared on

the Georgian Bay and elsewhere for export to the United States.

The latter involves very little loss in its manufacture, and therefore

need not at present be further noticed. My present object, how-

ever, is to show the immense waste incident to the manufacture of

hewn timber, and in consequence, the absolute loss sustained.
This loss is by no means unavoidable, but wholly due to downright
mismanagement.
Every " stick " of hewn timber made in the woods involves on an>

average not less than 90 to 100 per cent, of absolute waste! To
those unacquainted with the subject—which includes the greater
majority of our people—this, in absence of clear proof may seem
incredible. Such, however, will do well to follow me while I detail

the ordinary operations in "getting out " this class of timber :

When limits are sold by the Government there seem to be no
particular conditions imposed, such as making it imperative that

the lumberman take out his hewn timber and the saw logs at the
same time, the evil consequences of which neglect will appear as
we proceed. Where the license holder begins by getting out his

hewn timber—that species as a rule being the most profitable—he
selects trees of the very first class, free from " punk " and
".faults "

; but no matter how much of an expert a foreman may be
he often fells trees which when tried are found to be unfit for his

purpose, and in consequence, although containing good saw logs

they are discarded and left a prey to the universal and inevitable

pine grub. Of course the amount of waste sustained in this par-

ticular way will depend a good deal on the locality—some bearing
better pine and freer from " culls " than others. But in the best
limits there is a large percentage of loss sustained in this way
alone, varying from 15 to 25 per cent, while in less sound limits
this percentage is often doubled, and indeed sometimes trebled.

Where hewn timber alone is taken out as described, all sawlog
timber felled as trial trees in the way described after being "nick-
ed " in several places to test their soundness, are left to be
attacked and riddled by the pine grub during the following
spring and summer, and thus rendered useless for any purpose
whatever.

The next consideration is what length of any tree is of a quality

fit for hewn timber, free from faults, knots and punk ? Those parts
of a tree suitable for hewn timber are of very uncertain lengths.

The average pine tree, the parts of which are more or less service-

able, may be fairly put at about 55 feet. Of this, lengths of from
12 to 20 feet, and sometimes from 20 to 40 feet are of hewn timber
quality, the balance, suitable for saw logs, if not taken out at the
same time as the hewn timber, being in the way described, left to.

rot. It is, therefore, safe to say that, at the very least, in the
manufacture of hewn timber. 100 per cent, not only in quality but
in actual cash value, of our pine forest property goes to waste. Of
course hewn timber, being as a rule more profitable to the lumber-
man than saw logs, it is first seized on, and all else is left as waste.

As already stated, the amount of waste largely depends on the
quality of pine in different localities—some bearing sounder pine
than others—but I think the estimate I have given is within, rather

than over, the mark. Some years ago I was assured by a gentle-

man largely engaged in the lumber trade, that the capital employ-
ed in this branch of our commerce was equal to the entire banking
capital of Canada, Now, if that be so, and my authority was a man
of wealth and great experience, it may well give rise to somewhat
strange reflections. In the first place it shows the havoc being
made on our forests by so potent a force of capital ; and next it

shows the anamoly that this capital—or rather our share of it—is

employed in Ontario to produce a waste and consequent loss to the
province—on hewn timber at least—of not less than one hundred per
cent !

The subject under discussion is one of great importance to'

Ontario both from economic and financial points of view, and dur-

ing the next session of the Ontario Legislature I hope that the
country at large will speak out in such decided terms that Mr.
Mowat cannot again successfully hide such mismanagement as I

have tried to expose, by refusing a commission of enquiry into the

facts here charged against his Government, in a department which,
of all others, so far as pine timber is concerned, is at least known
to the public, and as to which in the interest of his Government he
seems bound to prolong popular ignorance. To obtain such a com-
mission is of great importance, as its results would form the basis

of some system which would place our forest administration under
some regulations worthy of the public interests at stake.

In connection with this subject a higly important question arises,

namely. What does Ontario gain or lose by our present pine forest

policy ? It seems as if the Government of the day considered the

revenue derived from sales of pine limit's as clear gain

to the province. Nothing could possibly be more fallacious.

The timber is the property of Ontario held in trust by
each succeeding Government ; but if the waste attending the

present system be set down as annual loss—which it certainly is

—

to be deducted from the Government's annual revenue from pine r

the question is, what would be left ? A balance in favor of Ontario ?

I have the best of all reasons to doubt it. Indeed, from a long and
varied experience I am bound to believe that a disinterested com-
mission would as the result of exhaustive enquiry, arrive at the

inevitable conclusion that on hewn timber the Province of Ontario

would have no annual balance at all left to it—with the capital

represented by its timber spent and gone as well, and that irre-

trievably ! The momentary advantage of accommodation by
drawing on this species of capital for curreut expenditure is an

utterly unwise and unpatriotic policy, unrecognized alike by

commerce and common sense. From all that has been said it

naturally follows as an unavoidable conclusion that our pine forests

are rapidly melting away without bringing to Ontario any return,

if we balance waste against the price of limits, dues, etc., or in

otner words under the present mismanaged state of matters, we
are virtually—nay actually—giving away to other countries our pine

wealth for nothing, so far as the Province is concerned. Cover it by
whatever logic you please, this is the rock bottom of the matter.

The lumberman may get rich, but not the province. I am not

blaming the lumberman, however, he has a perfect right as a busi-

man to attend to his own interests, which, undoubtedly are weighty

and important, but 1 do blame the Government, which seems to

care just for the present, without the remo test regard for the future.

Two piles of lumber were burned in Hillman's lumber

yard on the Ottawa river on July 1 6th. The brigade in con-

nection with the mill held the flames in check and prevented

further disaster.
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BRITISH COLUMBIA.
'[From our Regular Correspondent.

New Westminster, B. C, June 29th, 1889.

Your last month's issue was duly appreciated by

those interested in the lumber industry in this country,

as coast news is very scarce inland and vice versa.

Your correspondent recently returned from a trip

through the mountains and the Northwest Territories,

calling upon all the prominent mill owners inland, and

was surprised at the activity displayed everywhere, and

the anxiety shown by mill owners to properly attend to

the orders arriving by almost every mail from Calgary

and other points in the Northwest Territory. Proceed-

ing as far east as Winnipeg, I found the dealers doing

a large trade in British Columbia shingles, large stocks

of which are constantly kept on hand ; but owing to

the continued demand, stocks are being continually

broken. I found from the testimony of consumers that

these shingles gave great satisfaction owing to their last-

ing qualities and freedom from warping. The cedar

from which they are made covers at least one-eighth of

the territory of the mainland of British Columbia.

At Beaver, some magnificent timber is being used up

to meet the requirements of the market, and Mr. Rob-

inson, who put in additional machinery for this season's

work, finds himself compelled to refuse orders, and is

already talking ot making additional improvements to

meet the demand for next season. Mr. W. C. Wells,

of Palliser, is running night and day to keep his

customers quiet, and in no case being able to keep up

with the demand.

Mr. G. O. Buchanan took a saw mill he was running

into sections, and with boat and packing on horses

transferred it to Nelson, about 120 miles south of the

railroad, where settlers are going in and a large mining

industry is opening up. From a recent letter he

expects to retire in a short time if prices keep up.

At Revelstoke, Mr. Valentine, a shrewd Michigan

lumberman, is putting up a complete shingle mill, and

proposes for the present to cut nothing else. The

frame work of the mill was all up and the machinery

having just arrived he was busy unloading it. In the

course of conversation he remarked that Canadian

manufacturers could turn out machinery that equalled .

anything he had ever seen in Michigan, especially the

engine and boiler from the Wm. Hamilton Manufactur-

ing Company, of Peterborough, who supplied all the

machinery. He expects to be running in a very short

time, and a steady stream of shingles will be placed in

the Northwest and Manitoba at the rate of about 120,-

000 a day. At the same place an American firm are

applying for timber grants with the idea of building a

mill on the Columbia River with a capacity of 100,000

feet a day. From present prospects they expect to

turn out lumber cheaper than any place in British

Columbia, being adjacent to some of the most mag-

nificent timber limits that can be seen anywhere. The
amount of lumber that can be got out of one stick is

truly marvelous. But more in regard to the size of tim-

ber in another letter.

All through the mountains there are people talking

of mills going to be built in the near future, and if the

population of the Northwest and Manitoba increases

to the extent that the emigration agents swear to, the

demand for lumber will increase at least 50% a year

for many years to come. The lumber must come from

the mountains, and allowing that the cost of turning it

out is the same, the large mills on the coast cannot

compete, as they have a very stiff railroad rate against

them.

The lumber industry on the coast, to say the least,

is "booming". Every one talks lumber, and within the

last week one firm, representing some of the large

machinery manufacturers in the east, have figured on

three mills which capitalists are talking of building,

one with a capacity of 120,000 on the island, somewhere
in the vicinity of Alberna on the west coast, another of

50,000 to be built on the north coast of the mainland

by American capitalists, and one to be built on the

Frazer river by an English firm whose representative is

now in this country.

Three vessels have cleared this month, one for

Valparaso, South America ; one for Australia and one
for Lngland. There is one now loading at the Royal

City Mills, New Westminster, which will clear about

the 5th of July for London, England. Four vessels

have arrived in mainland waters to load for different

parts of the world, and one on island waters for

Australia.

Some of the timber being loaded on the Mac Duff
at New Westminster, are fine specimens of the British

Columbia forests. Sticks from 90 to 1 10 feet in length,

20x20 to 24x24 are being drawn into the hold by a

steam hoist, and are said to be the finest specimens of

fir ever sent out of this country. The cargo is destined

for the London market, and none but the very best

being accepted, it will be a grand advertisement for the

most western province of Britain's American pos-

sessions.

The Maclaren Ross mill, at New Westminster, is

beginning to have a very visible appearance. The
piles are almost all in, the timbers for the frame are

being sawed, and a large staff of hands are constantly

kept busy in getting it into shape. When complete it

will be about the most complete mill on the continent.

Fir.

drops down ; it should be kept up a trifle higher than

the centre of the saw. Any good filer understands

these requirements and some are paid as high as $8 per

day to attend to such saws, and are cheap at that price.

filing shingle saws.
By Foreman.

Of this style of saw we hear and see but little in the

way of information about keeping it in order. This

can be attributed to the fact that good shingle saw filers

are as scarce as rotary filers who can master their own
saws. I have the opinion of but few on this subject,

and have caught what I know about shingle saws almost

from my own experience, and while I do not wish to

boast, will say that I am actually sawing $25 worth of

timber a day in using 18 and 19-gauge saws over my
neighboring filers who are using 15 and 16-guage saws

;

besides I am making the smoothest shingle on the same
feed. This assertion can be proven.

These filers are considered first-class, and are paid

from four to five dollars per day for their work. What
can be the trouble ? First, I run 120 teeth to a saw, to

their 80 or 90. Now their is hardly a limit to the

amount of teeth a shingle saw can have. A saw run-

ning on 24 -inch feed will do well with 140 teeth, and
should have that number if economy in timber is sought

for, which certainly ought to be the aim in sawing

shingles.

Talk about economy in thin saws for board sawing

I have seen men have the thin saw craze as far as their

large circulars were concerned, yet pay no attention to

what their shingle saws were doing, when in reality the

shingle saws were throwing away thousands of dollars

annually in saw dust.

A thin shingle saw will not run with the same num-
ber of teeth that a thick one will. A 16-guage saw will

not run as well with 80 teeth, as a 19-gauge will with

130. Each tooth cuts then a fine shaving, making a

perfectly smooth shingle, where if the same saw had a

much less number of teeth, they would be springing,

dodging and making clips.

There are many things to be taken into consideration

in using thin shingle saws. First, collar, saw and pul-

ley must be in perfect balance, and run at a high speed
;

teeth as short as possible, to clear with round throats,

filed perfectly square, with partially spring set and a lit-

tle swaging. This latter many will condemn until they

have had experience with thin saws running on a power

feed machine. Some may ask, why should and how
can such thin teeth be swaged ? The reason that they

must be swaged a trifle is this : The teeth of an 18 or

19-guage saw are very thin, and to give the saw the set

that it must have, leaves a little core or part in the cen-

tre of the cut that the teeth do not remove ; that is,

each tooth cuts hardly half the kerf, and the result is

bad shingles, with a nice lot of small straight shavings

accumulating with the shingles. Some say this is too

much set ; that it don't require much set with so many
teeth ; don't require any more set than a thick saw

;

but if one will just take the guage from which a thick

saw was set and set the thin one to it, he will be sur-

prised at the thin saw apparently having so much set

when in reality the set is equal. To look at the spring

of a thin tooth it seems to be much more than the same
set of a thicker one. A thick saw can be forced with

less set than a thin one : that is, the set of the latter

must be kept the same, and set almost every filing.

Thin saws require straightening oftener, as the edge

A Monarch of the Forest.

The San Francisco Alta says :—Near the West

bank of Austin creek, the ruthless woodman's axe

recently laid low one of nature's kinglest growths. For

a thousand years his vegetable majesty had lifted his

proud head annually nearer the clouds, and taken upon

himself, month by month, more and more of that

colossal bulk which marks the true forest king. It

measured 38 feet in girth three feet above the ground,

and was 310 feet high. It took two most accomplished

axemen, with the best of modern tools, nearly a day

and a quarter to cut it away to a point where its own

vast weight caused it to topple and fall. With that

wonderful skill which only long experience gives, these

veteran axemen, under the direction of Foreman

Soper, laid the monster so exactly as to drive a stake

previously set 200 feet from its base, on the bank of

the creek. Even at that point the great tree was over

20 feet around, and the upper 100 feet crashed down

across the creek, swept down the telegraph line, snap-

ped two telegraph poles short off, and fell across the

railway track of the North Pacific Coast railroad. The
fall shook the earth in a local earthquake felt half a

mile off, sent up clouds of dust, completely obscuring

the great trunk, and sent forth a report like a heavy

artillery./A Park for Ontario.

A very sensible suggestion has been made by the

Canadian Institute. A deputation from that body

waited upon the Hon. A. S. Hardy, the Ontario Com-
missioner of Crown Lands, last week to explain a scheme

for a great provincial park for Ontario. They propose a

tract of land 36 miles long by 28 miles wide, comprising

about 1,000 square miles, back of Haliburton in the

Nipissing District, should be set apart and called the /
Algonquin Park. The region includes the head waters

of the river system of Central Ontario, and the object is

to protect these rivers and provide a refuge for the last

survivors of finned, furred and feathered game of the

Province, which will otherwise soon be extinct. The

lands spoken of are wild lands, unfit for agriculture, of

little value for lumbering, therefore the cost of the

scheme would be trifling. The commissioner re-

ceived the deputation courteously, was impressed

with the importance of their suggestion, and promis-

ed early and favorable consideration. It is to

be hoped that the government will see its way clear to

adopt some such suggestion, as a park like the one

proposed would cost but little and its value to the

Province would be immeasurable, furnishing needed,

protection for our fast diminishing game and a vast

pleasure ground for our people.

Trade with South America.
The Hon. John Macdonald, who last year visited the

West Indies and British Guiana, with a new to studying

the present and possible commercial relations between

those countries and Canada, furnishes some very in-

teresting data by way of comparison, in which he shows

the extent to which both the United States and the

Dominion share in that trade. With regard to lumber

and other products of the forest imported by the

countries visited from Canada and the United States

during 1887, he shows that Trinidad took 323,774 staves

from the United States and none from Canada. To

the island of Barbadoes the United States sent 3,907,-

220 staves and shooks, while Canada only exported

131,822 to that island. Of white pine lumber the United

States sent 2,582,080 feet and Canada 7o3°* 5°5 feet t0

Barbadoes, and of shingles the United States 556,150

and Canada 3,520,850. To Trinidad Canada sent 179,-

000 shingles, while the United States only sent 95,000.

To British Guiana the United States sent 3,824,505 feet

of lumber, 335,195 staves, while Canada sent 6,139,140

feet of lumber and 637,345 staves. With a view to

developing trade between Canada and South America,

the Dominion parliament last session voted the sum of

$50,000 as a subsidy to be awarded to such company as

would establish direct steam communication between

the Dominion and South American ports.
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HOME AND FOREIGN TRADE REVIEW.

Office of Canada Lumberman, \
July 31st, 1889. )

The month of July is always quiet. " Quiet" is the

word that describes the local trade of Toronto at the

present time, and the same may be said of Ontario

also. House building in Toronto is not being pushed

to anything like the same extent as in former years,

and this may be expected for the remainder of the

season. There are no changes to note in either price

or sale. Yard stocks are fairly large ; but dealers are

buving cautiously and there is no tendency to overbuy.

Prices generally are still being maintained, as dry

lumber at the mills is rapidly becoming scarce, and

the new cut has not commenced to move.

Good lumber is rather slow of sale, and there seems

to be no prospect of immediate improvement. United

States buyers report the yards overstocked with good

lumber.

Shingles are plentiful and prices are down for any

but high class and well know n brands.

Lath are not much in demand at present.

The usual blockade on the Grand Trunk has been in

force occasioning great annoyance and inconvenience

to the lumber dealers.

There is a slight improvement in the movement of

lumber stocks in the Ottawa district. Prices are prac-

tically unchanged. Cheaper grades of Pine, especially

box, are moving more freely than the other grades.

Ash is quiet, as the furniture men are not doing much.

Pine and Cedar shingles are moving slowly with fre-

quent shading of prices, as Michigan has a large stock.

Canal freights show no change, but with the move-

ment of the crops will no doubt advance.

At Montreal, transactions in lumber have been con-

fined to small lots ; but prices have mainly ruled

steady. Offerings of car lots have been frequent, and

a disposition has been manifested in some quarters to

force sales even by making a cut in prices. Contract-

ors appear to be in no disposition to buy, saying they

have ample stocks for their requirements. About all

that is doing is to supply immediate wants.

At Quebec, earlv in the month, trade was quiet, the

few rafts still for sale were held for higher rates, and

owing the scarcity and high rates of tonnage few sales

were made. The feeling in England seems to be

good, though some houses complain that they are

offered low rates for first quality Pine Deals. Business

interests have suffered to some extent on account of

the staff of cullers being reduced, last winter's

cut of lumber being treble that of previous years.

Within the past two weeks there has been greater

activity in the trade. A number of Ottawa rafts have

changed hands at unprecedented prices. Mr. Robert

Booth's Nipissing raft, containing 70,000 feet Square

White Pine, 62 feet average, and 21,000 feet Waney
Pine, 22 inches average, sold at 40^ cents to Messrs.

Smith, Wade & Co. Mr. Edward Skead's Rouge

raft, containing 33,000 feet Waney Pine, 21 inches

average, and 10,000 feet Square White Pine, 46 feet

average, sold at equal to 41^ cents all round to the

same firm. With every allowance for the fine quality

of these parcels such figures have never previously

been paid for Ottawa rafts. Messrs.
J.
& G. Bryson

also sold a parcel of large average Square White Pine

at 43 cents. Oak in the dram has been sold at 50

cents.

Steamers are rapidly supplementing sailing vessels

in the Quebec timber trade. Ocean freights : Tran-

sactions are reported, Quebec to Liverpool, Timber,

28s @ 29s ;
Quebec to Greenock, 27s 6d @ 28s 6d

;

Quebec to Cardiff, 26s ; Montreal to London or Liver-

pool, Deals, 67s 6d.

Lumber shipments from St. John to great Britain

and the United States have been very large.

FOREIGN.

Business at London and on the coast has been rather

quiet during the month. Buyers in general are not

disposed to purchase under the impression that free-on-

board prices are likely to give way in the autumn.

With few exceptions, sellers have succeeded in clearing

their entire stocks for the season, and the specifications

now in hand of agents are few.

The loss sustained by the burning of the Surrey

Commercial Docks, on July 5th, is estimated at 1,400

standards of deals, battens and floorings.

Canadian rates kept firm at 67s 6d, from Miramichi

to west coast of England, and 705 from Montreal.

Messrs. Denny, Mott & Dickson's wood circular,

under date of July 11th, says :

—

An instalment by steamer of the new season stock of

Canadian timber came to hand last month. The elm

and yellow pine should have been very welcome on a

bare market, but considerable dissappointment has

been caused by some of the shipment having fallen

short of the expected quality. Prices for both oak and

elm are easier, but yellow pine, both square and waney,

remain firm.

Pitch Pine Timber.—In the beginning of the year,

Stocks of both hewn and sawn logs were well nigh ex-

hausted ; but fully two months before the usual time,

large supplies were brought forward by steamers which

followed one another in rapid succession
;

and, as a

consequence, the Dock ponds, which previously pre-

sented an abnormally bare appearance, were speedily

filled. A noteworthy fact is that, as steamers have as

a rule no portholes, the cargo averages have been

under 35 feet cube, or in cases where this useful average

has been observed, the logs have mostly been under 35

feet in length, and of 14 inches and upwards square
;

the desirable sizes of 36 to 46 feet long, and 12 to 13

inches square being therefore scarce, command good

prices, but for other sizes trade continues dull, with

excessive stocks. Freights, however, still run high, and

there is no immediate prospect of much fall in values.

Fir Timber.—Deliveries have somewhat improved,

but trade is still unsatisfactory, being in great part held

in check by the prices demanded for parcels held for

shippers' account. Small wood is rather lower, but full

average cargoes are held very firmly in spite of large

stocks and slow demand. Best timber remains scarce.

Messrs. Farnsworth & Jardine, under date of July

1 ith, advise us that the arrivals from British North

America during the past month have been 37 vessels,

40,201 tons, against 30 vessels, 28,173 tons, during the

corresponding month last year, and the aggregate ton-

nage to this date from all places during the years 1887,

1888 and 1889 has been 115,536, 128,982, and 154,453

tons respectively. Business, generally, has been satis-

factory throughout the month, imports have been large

but prices are steady, and stocks of most articles are

moderate. Canadian Woods, Quebec—Yellow pine

timber, several parcels of waney and square have

arrived by steamer ; the demand has not been active,

and it is most difficult to realise the high cost of

importation. Red pine has not been enquired for ; the

stock is sufficient. Oak has been imported too freely,

and chiefly inferior quality from the Southern United

States ports, and for this class of wood there has been

a serious decline in value
;
indeed, at the moment it is

almost unsaleable : several large parcels have been

stored, and the stock is much to heavy. Oak planks

still continue to arrive too freely, and, although the

demand has been fair, stocks are too heavy, and

prices have a downward tendency. Elm has been

imported moderately ; there has been a little more

enquiry, but the value is unchanged. Ash—The

import has consisted of a parcel of United States wood

of inferior quality, which realised a low price ; the

demand is dull, and the stock is heavy. Pine deals

—

The arrivals have been chiefly on contract, and have

gone freely into consumption ; there is no change in

value to report, and the stock is ample. New Bruns-

wick and Nova Scotia spruce and pine deals—Of

spruce the import has been heavy, viz., 14,036 standards

against 7,056 standards last year, and 2,718 standards

in the previous one ; the deliveries continue good, and

most of the arrivals are going direct from the quay, as

is usual in the early part of the season
;

prices are

steady, and the stock moderate ; the arrivals have

again been chiefly by steamers. Pine deals—Several

parcels have arrived from Miramichi on contract, and

have been in fair demand.

American Black Walnut is in fair demand. The

better grades of quality being mostly in request. The

yards are fully stocked with inferior descriptions, and

move off slowly. In American whitewood there is a

good demand and inferior stocks are moving off better.

There is a steady demand for American white oak at

fully maintained prices. Logs are not so saleable as

lumber.

BRITISH BOARD OF TRADE RETURNS.
The total values of the imports to the United King-

dom during June amounted to ^29,294.015, against

^30,478,854 imported in June last year, showing a
decrease of ,£1,184,839. The exports for the same
month are valued at ^18,612,206, the total value for

June of last year being ^19,042,845, showing a falling

off in the exports of ,£430,339.

The importation of wood shows a steady increase in

the totals. The month of June shows an increase on
hewn timber from all the chief places except Germany,
lrom which place a heavy supply was received during

the two previous months. On the six months the

import from that country gives an increase on last

year's shipment of 23,899 loads. On sawn and split

wood the increase is, for the month, Russia 38,938 loads,

Sweden and Norway 73,801 loads, and the United

States 3,491 loads, the only decrease being in the

Canadian import, which is less by 306 loads than June
of last year.

The total importation for June shows an increase of

17-4 per cent, compared with June 1888, while the

value gives an increase of 32-9 for the same period.

This large increase in value is sufficiently explained by
the fact that present prices ate much higher than those

ruling twelve months ago.

On sawn and split goods Russia shows an increase

of 107,302 loads, on the six months, Sweden and Nor-

way 199,733 loads, United States 53,787 loads, and
Canada, an increase for the six months of 21,752 loads,

the total increase on last year's import from the

countries named amounting to 382,574 loads.

The following are the official returns of the import

of wood goods for the month of June 1888 and 1889,

compared, and for the six months ending June 30th,

1888 and 1889, compared.

Month ending June 30th.

QUANTITY.
1

VALUE.
1888. 1889. 1888. 1889

Timber (Hewn) Loads Loads. £ £
Russia 27,782 36,019 40,492 64,917
Sweden and Norway 59,622 49,132 69,503 69,092
Germany 40,010 22,435 95>°09 63,509
United States 17,661 19,262 65,771 79,392
British E. Indies 1,041 939 11,224 ".532
British North America 2,951 8,378 10,392 48,333
Other Countries 35-527 43,568 45,373 41,629

Total 184,591 179.733 337,764 373,404

Timber (Sawn or Split,

Pianed or dressed.)
Russia "9,749 158.187 227,403 35°,343
Sweden & Norway 179,291 253,092 371,632 608,162
United States 40,641 44,132 110,073 138,338
British North America 99,148 98,842 252,526 265,045
Other Countries 10,163 9,445 26,691 26,942

Total 448,492 563,698 988,328 1,388,830
Staves (all sizes) ",925 11,818 59.670 46,036
Mahogany (tons) 4,°55 1,118 50,356 11,428
Total of Hewn and Sawn 633,086 743,431 1,326,092 1,762,234

Six Months ending June 30th.

QUANTITY. VALUE.

1888. 1889 1888. 1889.

Timber (Hewn). Loads Loads £ £
Russia ... 39.8oo 74,7" 62,712 138,499
Sweden and Norway 240,129 293,573 300,803 423,077
Germany 90,122 114,021 212,304 312,232
United States ^,529 65,998 233,920 276,237
British E. Indies 14,885 26,192 172,275 3o5,6t>o

British North America 4,4" 11.912 15,259 59,595
Other Countries 251.848 300,601 245,483 345,922

Total 699,724 887.098 1,242,756 1,861,553

Timber (Sawn or Split
Planed or Dressed).

Russia 154,938 262,240 288,552 576,039
Sweden & Norway 446,205 645,938 929,956 1,538,39^0
United States 131,053 184,840 353,315 585,189
British North America 177,286 199,038 403,150 511,2^2
Other Countries 38,312 59,255 102,702 16S.085

Total ' 947,794 1,351.3" 2,082,675 3,378,955
Staves (all sizes) 45,270 57,646 234,002 265,355
Mahogany (tons) 24,453 20,304 221,180' 180,470
Total of Hewn & Sawn 1,647,518 2,238,319 3'325,43i 5,210,580

OUR TIMBER EXPORTS TO BRITAIN.

The follo wing cargoes of Canadian wood have been
reported at various United Kingdom ports since our last

issue :

Aberdeen.—Sago, Quebec, 40 pes. hewn oak, 54 pes.

hewn elm, 161 pes. hewn birch, 20 pes. hewn ash, 242 pes.

waney pine, 6,588 pine deals, 1,182 ends.

Ayr.—Norway, Quebec, 638 pes. hewn fir, 3,061 deals.

Hjellestad, Halifax, 11,192 deals.

Barrow.—Hoverton, St. John, 70,106 boards and ends.

Belfast.—Capenhurst, Miramichi, 19,161 deals and ends.

City of Adelaide, Miramichi, 25,992 deals, 8,500 palings.

Norman, Miramichi, 28,129 deals, ends and scantlings,

12,000 palings. Lothair, Miramichi, 19,808 deals and ends.

Assunna, Miramichi, 26,122 deals and ends, 1,200 palings.
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Cathinea, Richibucto, 13,865 deals and ends. Vance, Mira-

michi, 14.599 deals and ends. Muriel, Miramichi, 10,000

staves, 17,982 deals and ends.

Bristol.—Dominion, Montreal, 5 pkgs. woodware, 6,960

pes. deals. Ontario, Montreal, 25 pes. splints, 11,660 deals,

3,007 boards. Disponent, Halifax, N.S.
, 16,206 pes. deals

and ends. Texas, Montreal, 5,368 deals.

Bridgewater.—Eras, Sherbrooke, N.S., 7,801 deals and
ends.

Cardiff.—Warsaw, St. John, 41,294 deals, boards and
ends. Ida B., Miramichi, 23,520 deals. Express, Mira-

michi. 17,214 deals.

Carnarvon.—Norrona, West Bay, N.S., 11,381 deals.

Cork.—Asta, St. John, 15,863 deals, battens and ends.

Sentinel, St. John, 15,632 deals and battens.

Dundee.— St. George, Montreal, 248 pes. yellow pine,

23,165 deals, boards and ends, 188 pes. hewn birch, 4,800 oak
staves.

Dundalk.—Eva Lynch, St. John, 16,569 deals and bat-

tens.

Fleetwood.—Henry, St. John, 34,428 deals. Hebe,
Halifax, 12,886 deals. Nort Cambria, Miramichi, 63,986 deals

and ends. Washington City, St. John, 57,687 deals, 1,166

. oards. Neptune, Halifax, 14,893 deals, 3,548 birch deals.

Aigat, St. John, 30,302 deals.

Glasgow.—Corean, Montreal, 13,221 deals. Circe,

Montreal, 164 pes. birch, 828 deals. Norwegian, Montreal,

62 pes. ash, 320 pes. birch, 5,541 deals. Siberian, Quebec,

1,489 deals. Brodrene, Miramichi, 18,002 battens and deals.

Dunmore, Montreal, 33,224 deals, 40 pes. ash, 10 pes. square

pine. Somerset, Bathurst, 11,273 deals, 871 ends. Louise,

Bathurst, 14,359 deals, 11,300 ends.

Greenock.—Arizona, Quebec, 218 pes. oak, m pes. elm,

10 pes. hickory, 112 pes. red pine, 513 pes. square white

pine, 532 pes. waney pine, 4,466 spruce deals, 175 pes. birch,

2,688 pine deals, 2,627 pipe staves. Plantaganet, Quebec,

3,160 pine deals, 281 pes. ash, 193 pes. birch, 130 pes. red

pine, 469 pes. white pine, 818 deal ends, 887 pipe staves,

3.600 staves, 168 pes. oak, 346 pes. white pine, 2 pes. round
hickory. Prince Charlie, Quebec, 3,505 pine staves, 10,180

spruce deals, 1,205 P'ne deal ends, 215 pes. oak, 658 pes.

pine, 155 pes. elm, 171 pes. birch, 182 pes. red pine, 160 pes.

waney pine. Tasamanian, Quebec, 200 pes. elm, 91 pes. red

pine, 919 pes. square pine, 4,225 spruce deals, 1,013 P'Pe

staves.

Gloucester.—North Anglia, St. John, 53,392 deals.

Brilliant, Bathurst, 31,299 deals. Strauss, Miramichi,

30,202 deals.

Leith.—Barcelona, Quebec, 153 birch logs, 82 ash logs,

202 waney pine logs, 8,721 pine deals. Arlona, Montreal,

14,839 deals, 136 birch logs, 60 waney pine logs, 135 ash

logs, 6 elm logs.

Lancaster.—Zippora, Richibucto, 9,543 deals, battens

and scantlings.

Liverpool.—Carthaginian, Montreal, 4,285 deals. Serra,

St. John, 35,698 deals and battens, 5,310 deal ends, 3,555
birch deals, 2,393 scantlings, 2,062 boards. Caravan, St.

John, 32,977 spruce deals, 1,471 scantlings, 7,696 deal ends,

240 boards, 4,070 birch planks, 22 birch scantlings. Lake
Nepigan, Montreal, 8,069 deals, 307 boards. Sardinian,

Montreal, 332 pes. birch timber, Quebec, 1,259 spruce deals,

I pc. timber. Castellano, Montreal, 10,930 deals, 11,122
pine boards, 2,187 deal ends, Bastican, 24,873 deals,

20,525 spruce boards, 1,307 deal ends. Canopus, Montreal,

3,928 deals, 5,718 deal ends, 6,683 boards, 4,323 spruce

deals, 245 pes. timber. Sarnia, Montreal, 21,874 deals.

Persian Prince, Miramichi, 930 stds. deals. Enrique, St.

John, 34,569 deals, 5,621 scantlings, 3,165 deal ends, 8,435
boards, 7,879 birch ends. Coventry, Miramichi, 46,133
deals and boards, 19,254 deal ends. British Prince, Quebec,

4,779 spruce deal ends 10,968 spruce ends, 144 pes. oak, 184
pes. elm, 597 pes. waney, 507 pes. pine, 1,324 pine deals,

496 pes. birch. Lake Superior, Montreal, 103 logs timber,

2,754 deals, 949 boards. Oregon, Montreal, 289 pes. timber,

21.61 1 deals and ends, 1,903 boards, 3,558 pine deals.

Circassian, Montreal, 6,911 deals. Tikoma, St. John, 25,-

461 deals, scantlings, &c. Larebosco, Miramichi, 9,932
deals, 63,875 deals, boards, &c. Henri IV, Quebec, 4,999
spruce deals, 2,278 spruce ends, 64 pes. elm, 594 pes. birch,

878 pes. white pine, 41 pes. ash, 38 pes. red pine. Vanduara,
St. John, 38,327 deals and battens, 4,156 pes. scantlings,

5,493 deal ends, 1,043 boards. Fri, Pugwash, 18,181
deals and battens, 1,203 deal ends. Erema, Charlotte-

town, 826 pes. birch timber, 3,659 deals and ends.

Guido, St. John, 58,124 deals and battens, 3,669 scantlings,

1,189 deal ends, 6,504 boards. Cadiz, St. John, 6,638 birch

planks, 8,670 deal ends, 105 birch scantlings, 43,924 deals

and battens, 2,488 scantlings, 1,533 boards. Valborg, St.

John, 32,669 deals, boards and ends. Parisian, Montreal,

5,001 deals, Quebec, 2,635 deals, 510 maple blocks, 1,213
deals. Leonora, Si. John, 44,71 1 deals and battens, 7,559
birch planks, 1,907 scantlings, 4,207 deals, 1,025 birch ends.

Lake Winnipeg, Montreal, 2,734 deals, 3,462 boards, 10,-

088 deals and boards. Osmanti, Quebec, 80 logs oak, 90 pes.

elm, 699 pes. white pine, 991 pes. 405 pes. waney pine,

2,318 birch planks, 12,512 spruce deals, 3,031 spruce ends.

Konoma, St. John, 28,486 deals, scantlings, boards and ends.

Fray, Pansborough, N.S., 10,508 deals and battens, 54 pes.

scantlings, 1 ,542 deal ends.
.
Toronto, Montreal, 3,419 deals,

8,167 c'eal ends, 1,154 boards, 874 pine deals, 4,913 pine

deals, 293 pes. birch, 2 pes. ash. Saturnina, Montreal, 25,267
pes. timber. Ravensdale, St. John, 4, 160 scantlings, 19,548
deals, 3,546 deal ends, 845 boards. Lake Huron, Montreal,

16,704 deals, 124 logs timber. Zanlisi, Montreal, 14,915
pine boards, 9,624 deals, 1,377 ends. Framsen, Chatham,

5,125 deals, boards &c.
, 2,757 spruce deals. Bessarabia,

Bathurst, 57,196 spruce- deals, 2,575 scantlings, 4,502 ends,

14, 144 boards. Caspian, Montreal, 2,469 deals. Montreal,

Montreal, 14 logs, 275 blocks maple, 6,009 deals and ends,

360 pes. timber, 16,216 boards. Hovding, Halifax, 19,566
deals and battens, 1,809 deal ends, 211 pes. birch timber.

Neophyte, Quebec, 144 pes. oak, 84 pes. elm, 198 pes. birch,

774 pes. white pine timber, 4,017 pine deals, 1,647 P'ne ends,

169 pes. red pine timber.

London.—Austerlitz, Quebec, 1,920 pes. timber, 3,799
pine deals, 3,494 ends, 39,000 staves. Hovding, Quebec,

37,329 pine deals, 3,520 ends. Kehrweider, Montreal,

16,459 deals. Gerona, Montreal, 10,230 deals, 1,012 pes.

birth. Michigan, Montreal, 13,504 pine deals. Hovding,

Quebec, 3,688 deals, 33,361 deals. Joseph John, Bastican

and Quebec, 50,632 spruce deals, 1,552 ends, 9,001 pine

deals, 289 ends. Tropic, Quebec, 450 deals, 64 logs, 2, 102

pes. timber, 6,700 deals, 2,360 ends. Guy Colin, Quebec,

63,166 deals. Abington, Quecec, 2,028 pes. timber, 20,719

deals, 508 ends, 2,936 spruce ends. Grecian, Montreal,

483 pes. splints. Damara, St. John, 3,349 pes. birch, 8,178

pes. spruce.

Limerick.—David Taylor, St. John, 17,463 deals and

ends. Hefhi, Quebec, 30,492 deals. and ends.

Newry.—Ruby, Quebec, 8,922 deals and battens.

Abram Young, St. John, 20,076 deals and ends.

Newport.—Nevada, Miramichi, 12,808 spruce deals, 510

spruce scantlings, 1,661 spruce boards, 1,284 spruce ends.

Swansea.—Medusa, Yarmouth, N.S., 19,040 pes. sawn
fir, 3,537 pes. birch. Antonetta II, Miramichi, 3,102 birch

deals, 613 birch ends, 2,434 spruce deal ends, 11,255 spruce

deals. Laverello, Newcastle N.B., 12,600 deals and battens,

3,082 deal ends. Passepartont, St. John, 17,963 pes. sawn

fir.

Troon.— Rival, Halifax, 9,983 deals and ends.

Tyne.—Sirocco, Quebec, 139 pes. waney pine, 136 pes.

oak, 131 pes. elm. 11 pes. ash, 191 pes. birch, 960 pes. square

pine, 736 pes. spruce deals, 1,101 pine ends, 2,408 pine deals.

Maud, Quebec, 77 pes. oak, 160 pes. elm, 41 pes. ash, 35
pes. red pine, 79 pes. birch, 1,005 Pcs - white pine timber,

2,395 pine deals, 582 spruce deals.

Waterford.—Oliver, St. John, 18,141 deals.

Wexford.—Sovereign, St. John, 10,418 deals, 10,000

laths, 16 pcs. hewn birch. Livonia, St. John, 9,500 deals.

CASUALTIES.

M. McKenzie recently had four fingers taken off by a saw

at the Keewatin Lumber and Manufacturing Company's mill,

at Keewatin.

A fearful fatality is reported from Cheneville, Que. Arthur

Pambrun, aged 22, was sawing lumber in his father's mill

when a log struck him in the legs knocking him off his

balance, and causing him to fall with his neck across the

circular saw. The head of the unfortunate young fellow was

instantly severed from the trunk, and hurled a distance of

some 20 feet. He leaves a wife and young child.

Charles H. Cleveland, son of D. C. Cleveland, Alma,

N. B., met with a painful accident in his father's mill while

trimming deals. His hand Uipped and came in contact with

the saw, severing one finger and thumb nearly off.

Arthur Margeson, proprietor of the lumber and shingle mills

at Bishopville, Hants county, N. S., while assisting in unload-

ing a steam engine was unfortunately caught by a falling piece

of the machinery and had his leg severely broken, the bones

protruding through the flesh.

In the Black Brook mill, Chatham, N. B., Peter Ward was

sitting on a lath machine table, fooling with a man on the

opposite side, the machine running at the time. In throwing

a piece of bark his hand came in contact with the saw, and it

was cut off and thrown across the mill.

An employee of Mr. John Harrison, of Owen Sound, was

recently assisting in rolling logs down to the Beach at Dyers

Bay, when he was caught by a log seventy feet long and roll-

ed over by it. A slight depression in the ground saved the

man from being killed instantly. As it was he was picked up

alive, but undoubtedly, fatally injured.

Mr. Joseph Boivin, who arrived in the city on a raft of

square timber belonging to Card well & Co., reports that six

men were drowned on the way here. There were three

different accidents. The first one occurred at Roches Cap-

taines, four men losing their lives through the breaking up of

a crib on which they were, while passing through the rapids.

At Des Joachims the second accident occurred, where another

man lost his life through the parting of a crib. Calumet was
the scene of the last fatality, where a man was drowned off

the crib while running the rapids. The names of the men
who were drowned are not known, but it is thought they

belong to Quebec. They were returning from the shanties

where they had been working for the last six months.

/ EXPORT DUTY ON LOGS.

/An Ottawa despatch to the New York Tribune says : Tne
Dominion Government has been informed that R. C. Gibbs,

a lumberman of Manistee, Mich., intends this season to test

the legality of Canada's action in imposing duty on Canadian

sawlogs. The duty was levied by the Dominion Government
for the prevention of the destruction of Canadian forests. The
Gibbs firmintend bringing 38,000,000 feet of Georgian Bay logs

to Bay City for sawing. They contend that through a treaty

between the United States and Canada, signed in 1855, they

will not have to pay the duty of $2, per 1000 feet. Restitu-

tion of duties already paid is also talked of. A careful inves-

tigation of the case discloses the fact that a treaty placing all

kinds of timber on the free list was adoped in 1854, but was
terminated in 1866 by the United States. Upon inquiry at the

Customs department here it was learned that Canada could

not be held responsible, as the United States had themselve

terminated the treaty in question.

Quebec Timber Trade.

vesj

The following comparative statement shows the quantity

of limber measured and culled at Quebec during the first six

months of the present year and the two preceding years :

1887. 1888. 1889.
Waney white pine 407,706 235,112 690,490
White pine 119,756 142,139 1,312,959
Red pine 328,709 88,993 156,076
Oak 293,263 368,707 412,340
Elm 140,635 103,758 356,499
Ash 25,528 40,963 178,048

\Birch and maple 114,228 123.969 231,291

SHURL Y & DIETRICH, we

MANUFACTURERS OF OALT, OUSTT-

'pHE ONLY SAW MAN-
UFACTURERS IN THE

WORLD WHO EXPORT
SAWS IN LARGE QUAN-
TITIES TO THE UNITED
STATES.

1
^v^iv^iv^iv-W -?iv> ?sf lif tit

Sole Proprietors of the Secret Chemical Process of Tempering, Our Silver Steel Saws are Unequalled.
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Important Sale
OF VALUABLE and Accident

IMBER ~r IMITS Insurance Companies.

SAW MILL, MILL
SITE, PILING
GROUNDS,

ETC.
Having decided to retire from the wholesale

manufacture and sale of Lumber and Timber in

order to devote more time and attention to the

other branches of our manufacturing business at

Hull we shall offer for sale

BY PUBLIC AUCTION
-AT THE—

Russell House, Ottawa
—015

—

Wednesday, August 14th, 1889

At 2 o'clock p. in.

Unless Previously Disposed of by
Private Sale.

Our valuable

Timber Limits *

comprising about 1,377 square miles, more or

less, together with all

Improvements, Depots, Farms, Build-

ings, Supplies, Plant, Rigging, etc.

118,

say

say

109

The LIMITS will be offered as nearly as possible
in the under mentioned parcels :

—

1. TEM1SCAMINGUE Berths 437, 169,

say 125 square miles.
2. FORT EDDY Berths 207 S, 211-12-13-14,

274 square miles.

3- MAGNISSIPPI Berths 216-17-18-19,

156 square miles.

4- KIPPEWA Berths 401, 423, 469, say
square miles.

5- LOWER DUMOINE Berths 209-10, 215, say
71% square miles.

6. UPPER DUMOtNE Berths 3S7, 3901-2, say
200 square miles.

7- BLACK RiVER Berths 394-5, say 100 square
miles.

8. COULONGE Berth 220, say 50 square
miles.

9- MAD AWAS K A Berths 87,8, 104.5, 174, 176,

say 180 square miles.

10. TOWNSHIP OF NIGHTINGALE Berth
167, say lfi square miles, together with the unre-
stricted right, free from all stumpage charges and
cro wn dues till the 15th March, 1S92, to cut the pine
on the whole of the Township of Clyde and
that poition of theTownship of Eyre falling
towards the Madawaska River no square miles,
with benefit of extension of said right for a further
period of five years from the 15th March, 1892, at
an annual rental thereafter of $800,00.

ALSO OUR LARGE WATER
POWER SAW MILL, SPLITTER MILL
AND FILING ROOM AT HULL
with the Water and Pondage privileges, Dams,
Bulkheads, etc., etc., used with the same. Fully
equipped and in first-class order

; cutting capacity
thirty-five to forty millions per season, day watch ;

full complement of

LATH, PICKET AND SHINGLE
MACHINERY.

Together with LUMBER YARD "No. 5"
and the "POINT" YARD, being snfficien: piling
grounds for the said mills. These yards are weft
equipped with all necessary TRAMWAY8
ENGINES AND CARS, SLIDES, DOCKS, &c
are second to none in Canada and are convenient
and contiguous to the Mill property.

Also, their valuable STEAM MILL, SITE AT
NEPEAN, ONT., 3 MILES DISTANT FROM
OTTAWA, COMPRISING 72 ACRES,
with brick chimney, boilers, foundations,
walls of buildings, etc., etc.. with piers, booms,
and boomage capacity for 50 M. LOGS.
The terms and conditions of the sale will be

made known at the time of sale or further and
fuller particulars can be had on application to the
Proprietors.

In consequence of numerous requests
to offer the above Limits for sale in

smaller parcels, the Company has de-
cided to first put up the same in the
parcels aforesaid, but if the price bid
for any parcel should be deemed
insufficient, then to withdraw such
parcel and put it up in smaller parcels.

THE

E.B. EDDY MAN'F. CO.
(LIMITED)

HULL, CANADA.
Or to

GORMULLY & SINCLAIR,
Vendors' Solicitors, Ottawa.

April 3rd, 1889.

HEAD OFFICE,

83 King Street West, Toronto.

Vice-Presidents

Sir John A. Macdonald, President.

Geo. Gooderham
i

Win. Bell
'

J. L. Kerr, Secretary and Treasurer

A. H. Gilbert, Supt. Agencies.

Combined Authorized Capital, $3,000,000 00

" Subscribed " 739,70000

" Cash " 150,76000

Combined new business for 1888, 9,575,525 00

Combined new business for 1889 to June 1st, about

$3,000,000.

A FEW GOOD AGENTS WANTED
APPLY TO

Ljbd. K. Morrison
District Manager,

PETERBOROUGH.
THE

CANADIAN TRADE REVIEW
Finance and Insurance Record.

DEVOTED TO

Commerce, Finance, Insurance, Rail-

ways, Manufacturing, Etc.

ISSXTEID EVEET PEIDAT.
SUBSCRIPTION

City Subscribers $2.50

Canadian Subscribers 2.00

Foreign " 15s.

American " $3-O0

Single copies 10c. each

Editorial and Business Offices :

No. 47 St. John Street, Montreal

P. O. BOX, 318.

Henry Harvey, Publisher and Proprietor.

Unused manuscripts not returned.

K3T All Payments to be made at the Head
Office, Montreal.

TELEPHONE, 2104.

GRATEFUL—COMFORTING.

EPPS'S COCOA.
BREAKFAST,

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural
laws which govern the operations of digestion
and nutrition, and by.a careful application of the
fine properties of the well-selected Cocoa, Mr.
Epps has provided our breakfast tables with
a delicately flavored beverage which may save
us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious
use of such articles of diet that a constitution may
be gradually fed up until strong enough to resist
every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle
maladies are floating around us ready to attack
wherever there is a weak point. We may escape
many a fatal shaft by keeping oui selves well forti-

fied with pure blood and a properly nourished
frame."

—

Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold

only in packets, by Grocers, labelled thus :

JAS. EPPS & CO., Homoeopathic Chemists,
.London, England.

MACHINERY FOR SALE
List of WATER WHEELS for sale by H. W.

PETRIE, Brantfordand Toronto.

ONE 6 inch Turbine, Goldie & McCulloch
Builders.
ONE 6 inch Tyler.
ONE 60 inch Sclater.
ONE 4S inch Lefell.
ONE 48 inch Tyler in Scroll case.
ONE 48 inch Sclater.
ONE 45 inch Improved Turbine Water Wheel.
ONE 42 inch Sampson Turbine.
PAIR of Sampson Turbine Wheels, 42 inch run

together.
TWO 4 inch Leffels.
ONE 36 inch Sclater.
ONE 35 inch Leffel.
ONE 33 inch Little Giant.
ONE 3'/2 inch Leffel.

ONE 3 inch Burnham.
ONE 26 inch Leffel.
ONE 24 inch Leffel.
ONE 20 inch Leffel.
ONE 21 inch Little Giant.
ONE 17'A inch Leffel.
ONE ic inch Archimedian in Globe Case.
ONE 12 inch Little Giant.
ONE 10 inch Leffel, all brass, Springfield Ohio

""WATER WHEEL GOVERNOR. Gait make.

Full particulars regarding any of the above

wheels, sent on application, Address H. W.
PETRIE, Brantford.

List of WOOD-WORKING MACHINES for

sale by H. W. PETRIE Brantford, branch 6

Yonge St. Toronto.

ONE 24 inch Surface Planer, Rogers maker.
THREE side Moulder, Rogers make, Con-

necticut.
BROOM Handle Lath with wood frame, cheap.
NEW No. 2 three side molder, Gait make.
SHINGLE JOINTERS 3, 4 and 6 knives.
SAW ARBORS all sizes, Gait make.
FOOT Wiring Machine, Gait make.
ONE 12 inch Diagonal Buzz Planer.
ONE Automatic Handle Lathe.
NEW 3o inch Band Saw, Gait make.
NEW Dovetailing Machine, Tyrell's patent.
ONE Set of Hop Machines, American make.
ONE Hub Turning Lathe.
BROOM Handle Lathe, Lockport, N. Y. make.
MATCHER, Kennedy & Sons make, Owen

Sound.
ONE Doherty Swing Shingle Machine.
ONE car load of new Wood-working Machinery

Gait make.
ONE Laws Patent Swing Shingle Machine.
GOLDIE & McCULLOCH Stave cutter, set

Equalizing saws, &c.
NO. 2 three side Molding Machine, Gait make.
SET of Box Nailing Machines.
UPRIGHT SHAPER, Gait make.
ONE Gauge Lathe, Bailey make.
ONE Planing Machine Knife Grinder.
ONE Blanchard Spoke Lathe, Fay & Co. make
ONE New Axe handle Lathe.
POWER MORTICER, Goldie & McCulloch

makers.
ONE set of Spoke Machines, Foy & Co. make.
ONE Smallwood Shingle machine, Waterous

make.
4 POLE Road Cars.
ONE Self Feed lath Machine, Waterous make.
ONE set of Box Nailing Machines.
NEW Gang Lath Machine.
Sand Paperers new and second hand.
ONE Saw Mill Head Block, Gait make.
ONE Fairbanks Timber Gauge.
HEADING TURNER. Goldie & McCulloch.
ONE Shingle Edgerwith Frame Work.
ONE Power Scroll Saw.
TWO Self Acting Shingle Machines, Quebec

TWO Shingle Packers all Iron.
POWER MORTICER with Boring Attachment.
DOUBLE Cope Tenoning Machine, Dundas

make.
WOOD Turning Lathes Several Sizes.

Drag Saw Machine, Goldie & McCulloch.
POWER MORTICER, Gait make.
NEW Blind Slat Tenoner, Gait make
NO. 4 Cant Gourlay, Planer and Matcher.
24 inch Pony Planer, Cowan make.
ONE 24 inch Planer and Matcher, Dundas make
PLANER arid Matcher, Michaels make, Detroit.

NEW Eclipse Planer and Matcher, Gait make.
ONE No. 5 Planer and Matcher, Gait make.
NEW Pony Planers and Matchers only $175.

SEND for Descriptive List giving full parti

culars and mention wants, to W. H. PETRIE
Brantford and Toronto.

SEALED TENDERS addressed to the under-
signed, and endorsed "' Tender for Coal, Pub-
lic Buildings" will be received until Friday,

2nd August next, for all or any of the Dominion
Public Buildings.

Specifications, form of tender and all necessary
information can be obtained at this Department
on and after Tuesday, gth July.

Persons tendering are notified that tenders will

not be considered unless made on the printed
forms supplied, and signed with their actual
signatures.
Each tender must be accompanied by an

accepted bank cheque made payable to the order
of the Honorable the Minister of Public Works,
equal to five per cent, of the amount of the tender
which will be forfeited if the party decline to enter
into a contract when called upon to do so, or if he
fail to complete the work contracted for. If the
tender be not accepted the cheque will be
returned.
The Department will not be bound to accept

the lowest or any tender.

By Order,
A. GOBEIL,

Secretary.
Department of Public Works, )

Ottawa, 3rd July, 1S89 )

Electric lightingApparatus
57, Adelaide St. w.

TORONTO
ONT.

THIS YEAR'S

MYRTLE
CUT and PLUG

SMOKING TOBACCO
FINER THAN EVER.

See

T & B
IN BRONZE

ON EACH PLUG AND PAC KAGE

A. J. Hill,

M . Can. Soc. C. E.

Herbert G. Ross

ALBERT J. HILL & CO.

Commissi07i

and Shipping Agents
LUMBER bought and inspected for Foreign

Shipment. Full and reliable information
furnished on all matters connected wifh the locat-

ion, quantity and quality of Timber in B. C.
Timber limits explored and reported upon.

New Westminster, B. C.

OAK FOR SALE.

600,000 feet of Fine Standing Oak
on the Thessalon River, four miles from
Bruce Mines Station, C. P. R. Can be
moved by rail or water. Full particulars

by addressing

J. W. LANG & CO.,
33 Front St. East,

Toronto.

ENGINE AND BOILER
For Sale.

Four-Horse Fower Upright
Engine and Boiler,

nearly new,

WILL BE SOLD AT A BARGAIN
Address, ENGINE

Care of The Canada Lumberman
Peterborough, Ont.

P
MCop

ATENTS SECURED
Trade Marks, Timber Marks,

Copyrights and Designs Registered

Advice on Patent Laws, etc.

Elect-rial Cases a Specialty.

F\ II. REYNOLDS
SOLICITOR AND EXPERT

Temple Building St. James St. .Montreal

F. C, STRICKLAND & CO.

DEALERS IN

SAW * MILL * MACHINERY
Engines, Boilers, Etc

3>TeW ^Tv^ESTnyiiisrsTExe, B.C.
CORRESPONDENCE INVITED
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LUMBER

TRUCK * WHEELS..«
The Montreal *

Gar Wheel Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

CHARCOAL IRON CHILLED

Railroad Wheels

Offices: New York Life Insurance -

Building, Montreal.

Works: Lachine, Quebec.

WE make a Specialty of Wheels suitable for

the requirements of Lumbeimen and
Street Car Service, and can supply them Bored.

Finished and Balanced.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

J. K. FDST & Gd.,

LUMBER MERCHANTS
And Shipping Agents.

OSWEGO, N. Y.

Buy

SCRIBNER S

LUMBER

LOGBOOK

Established 1671.

J. W. LANG & CO.

Wholesale Grocers & Importers

33, Front St. East, Toronto.

We shall be pleased to have you write to us

for sa?nples and prices of

TEAS, TOBACCOS, SUGARS,
SYRUPS, RICE, Etc.

We can and tvill cut pricesfine to large buyers.

We have a

GOOD, SOUND, FINE FLAVOURED TEA
at 12^/2 cents.

Writefor sample chest. Address,

T. ZLj^ZLSTGr- <Sc CO.

«—^-THE^^

GEO. glSHOP ENGRAVING *

«« AND PRINTING (|0.
LIMITED.

Si IBIISrOIR^^IlLSrG- a

On Steel, Copper, Stone and Wood.

LITHOGRAPHING,
PLATE PRINTING,

BOOK and JOB PRINTING

PHOTO-ENGRAVING,
BOOK BINDING,

ELECTROTYPING.
Illustrated Catalogues and Keports a

Specialty

Estimates Furnished.

169 St. James Street, Montreal.

CAMPERS

Over Une Million Sold.

MOST complete book of its kind ever published,
Gives measurement of all kinds of Lumber.

Logs. Planks. Scantling: cubical contents of square
and round Timber ; hints to lumber dealers ; wood
measure ; speed of circular saws ; care of saws ;

cord-wood tables : felling trees ; growth of trees ;

land measure ; wages, rent, board, interest, stave
and blading bolts, etc. Standard book throughout
the Lnited States and Canada. Get the new illus-

trated edition of 1882. Ask your book-seller for it.

Sent post-paid for 35 cents.

(.. U. Y [HER, Box 838, Rochester, N.Y.,

or A. G. Mortimer. Peterboro", On t

TO MACKINAC
Summer Tours.

Palace Steamers. Low Rates.
Four Trips per Week Between

DETROIT, MACKINAC ISLAND
Petoakey, Sault Ste. Marie, and Lake

Huron Way Porta.

Er.ry Week Day Between

DETROIT AND CLEVELAND
Special Sunday Trips during June, July, August and Sept.

Double Dally Line Between

CHICAGO AND ST. JOSEPH, MICH.

Our illustrated pamphlets
Rate, and Excursion Tickets will be furnished

by your Ticket A tent, or address
E. B. WHITCOMB, G. P. A., Detroit, Mich.,

Detroit and Cleveland Steam Nav. Co.

SOMETHING
NEW t

THE WANZER COOKER will cook a three course dinner

for 6 to 12 people without attention ofany kind, for ONE-HALF
CENT. Hundreds already in use.

MANUFACTURED BY

R. M. WANZER & CO., + Hamilton, Ont.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
GIVING

FULL PARTICULARS OF THE WANZER COOKER

Gait* Machine* Knife* Works.
IWij'ii! jliij'iii

(~y
;

"

f 1

I

MACHINE KNIVES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION FOR

Planing, Moulding & Stave Cutting.

PETER HAY,

PETFf

HAY

SE2>TX3 FCE PP.ICE IjXS

GALT, ONT.

The ZK-i^TiEiE-cr^ Comp'it,
DESERONTO, ONT.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

*TERRACOTTA* FIRE-PROOFING *

For Use in Old and New Buildings.

Endorsed by Leading Architects. Absolutely Fire-proof. About as Cheap as

Wood or Brick. Weight One-Third that of Brick. Does not

Crack on application of Heat or Water.

Deadens Noise. Gives Warmth in Winter; Coolness in Summer.

FRICTION PULLEY BOARD
The Best Material Ever Used for Frictions of all Kinds.

PEAVEY

DOG,
/ill: LIGHTEST, STRONGEST AND MOST PRACTICAL CANT DOG MADE

Send for Catalogue and Price List- $

LEWIS BROS. & CO., AGENTS FOR CANADA.
MONTREAL, QUE.

ThB Damininn Leather Board Cn.
MONTREAL, - - - QUEBEC.

Asbestos Mill Board * Steam Packing
Samples Furnished. Correspondence Solicited.

PLEASE MENTION THIS PAPER.

THE RATHBUN COMPANY,
DESERONTO, - - ONTARIO,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Doors, Sash. Blinds, Stairs
AND ALL KINDS OF WOODEN HOUSE FINISHING MATERIALS.

Cedar Oil for Purging Boilers
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

NAPANEE CEMENT COMPANY
^LIMITED. )— MANUFACTURERS OF

HydrauIiG Gement
Particularly adapted for Dams, Smoke Stacks, Foundations, Cul-

verts, Cisterns, Cellars', etc.

ENDORSED BY LEADING RAILWAYS AND CONTRACTORS.EOACH * XjJZMEE19

For Building, Plastering, Gas Purifying, Paper Making, &c.
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TRADE REVIEW.
Toronto, Ont.

Toronto, July 31st, 1889.

CAR OR CARGO LOTS.
iKand thicker clear picks. American inspection $34 oo@35 00
iK and thicker, three uppers, American inspection. .. 40 00
i£ and thicker, pickings, American inspection 3000
1x10 * 12 dressing and oetter 2000 2200
1x10 * 12 mill run 1500 1600
1x10 * 12 dressing 1600 iS 00
1x10 4 12 common 1200 1300
1x10 * 12 spruce culls 1000 11 00
1x10 * 12 mill culls 950 1000
1 inch clear and picks 27 00 2S 00
1 inch dressing and better 18 00 20 00
1 inch siding mill run 14 00 15 00
1 inch siding common 1200 1300
1 inch siding ship culls 10 00 11 00
1 inch siding mill culls 900
Cull scantling 850 900
1% and thicker cutting up plank 2200 2500
1 inch strips 4in to Sin mill run 14 00 15 00
1 inch strips, common n 00 12 00
1% inch flooring 14 00 15 00
lA inch flooring 1400 1500
XXX shingles, sawn 2 40 2 50
XX shingles, sawn 1 40 150
Lath, Sawn I 80

YARD QUOTATIONS.
Mill cull hoards & scantling$io 00 Dressing stocks 16 001

Shipping cull boards, pro-
miscuous widths 12 00

stocks 13 00

Scantling & joist, up to 16 ft 13 00
18 ft 14 00

" " 20 ft 15 00 \i%
" " 22 ft 16 00

Picks Am. inspection
Three uppers. Am. inspect.

B. M.
1 K-in. flooring, dres'd 25 00

iK " " rough . . 18 00
dres'd .. 23 00
undres'd

30 ft 20 00

32 ft 21 00
" 34 ft

22 50@22 50
" 36 ft 24 00

" " 38 ft 27 00
" 40 to 44 ft 30 00

Cutting up planks 1% and
thicker dry 25 00 26 00
" board 18 00 20 00

24ft 17 00 " " dres'd... 16 00
26 ft iS ooj " " undres'd 12 00
28 ft 19 00 Beaded sheeting, dress-

ed 18 00
Clapboarding, dres'd
XXX sawn shingles
per M 2 75

Sawn Lath
Red oak 20 00

hite " 25 00
Basswood, No. 1 & 2 18 00
Cherry, No. 1 & 2. .. 50 00
White ash, 1 & 2 25 00
Black ash, 1 & 2 20 00

320 00

30 00
40 00

30 oc
20 00
25 00
14 00
20 00

14 00

20 00
12 50

2 90
2 25

25 00

30 00
20 00
60 00

30 00

25 00

Ottawa, Ont.

Ottawa, July 31st, il

Pine, 1st qual., V M.$35 oo@4o oojOak
" 2nd " 22 00 25 00 Walnut ,

" shipping culls 14 00 16 oojCherry.
" 4th qua|. deals 1000 12 oojButternut
" mill culls ... 8 00 10 00 Birch

Spruce, ^§t M. . . 1000 12 oolMaple. hard.
Hemlock . . . . 9 00 17 oolDaths
Ash 13 00 18 ooShingles.
Bass 12 00 20 00! " cedar

$40 oo(£

60 00
. 60 00
22 00

15 00
20 00

. 1 80
1 50

. 1 50

100 CO
100 00
80 00

40 00

25 00
21 00

I 90
300
300

Hamilton, Ont.

Mill cull boards and
scantlings $ 9oo@iooo

Shipping cull boards
promiscuous widths. 10 00 12 00

Shipping cull stocks. 1400
Scantling and joist up
to 16 feet 14 00

do up to 18 feet 15 50

do up to 20 feet 16 00

do up to 22 feet 17 00

do up to 24 feet 18 00

do up to 26 feet 19 00

do up to 28 feet 20 00

do up to 30 feet 21 00

Cutting up plank 1%
and thicker dry.. .. 2000 2500

Cutting up boards 2000

Hamilton, July,

Dressing stocks
|

1% flooring, rough. ..

1% flooring, rough. .

.

1% flooring, dressed .

iA flooring, dressed .

1 flooring, dressed .

Beaded sheeting 1. ..

Picks, Am inspection
Three uppers Am. In.
XXX sawn shingles..
Sawn Lath
Red Oak
White Oak
Basswood No. 1. 4 2..

Cherry No. 1 & 2
White Ash No. 1 4 2.

Black Ash No. 142.

3ist,l!

!i6oo 1S00
16 00
16 00

iS 00

25 00

32 00
21 50 23 00
25 00 30 00
32 00 34 00

2 60
4c 00
2 70
2 25

20 00 25 00
25 00 30 00
16 00 20 00
60 00 70 00
25 00 30 00
20 00 25 00

St. John, N. B.

St. John, July 31st,

Deals, Boards, Scantling, etc.

- - - - $12 oolSpruce boards - - - -

- - - - 15 oolPine " - - -12 oo«
- - - - 6 ooOak "

- - - - 10 oo'Ash "

Hemlock "'

Shingles.

Spruce, extra $3 5°1 No. i -

•• clear 3 oo Pine - - - -

" No. i extra - - - 2 25I

Clapboards.

Spruce deals
Pine " -

Deal ends -

Scantling - -
15 oo(i

12 00

!40 00

40 00
225 00

7 30

Pine, extra -

" clears -

" 2d clears

6 in. .No. 1

" No. 2

35 00

45 00

35 00

Spruce, extra -

" clears
No.
No.

1 25

1 25

24 00
23 00
15 00
io 00

Staves
Heading 17 in. per pr,

18 ip.
" 22 in.

Flooring, Dressed.

No. 1

No. 2

Miscellaneous.

3 001S; 4 50 I
Laths -

04 i Pickets
04K o5^|Railway ties

04K

12 00 4 in.,

10 00
"

06

12 00
10 00

1 80
^15 00

Montreal, Que.

Pine, 1st qual'y T$ M $35 00
Pine,2nd " " 22 00
Pine, shipping culls
T@ M 14 00

Pine, 4th quality
deals #m 10 00

Pine, mill culls, ^f) m 800
Snruce, per m 10 00
Hemlock, per m.... 900
Ash, run of log culls
out per M 13 00

Montreal, July 31st, 1889.

40 00 Basswood.run of log
25 00 culls out per M. . $12 00 20 00

Oak, per M 40 00 50 00
16 00 Walnut, per M 60 00 100 00

Cherry, per M 60 00 80 00
12 00 Butternut, per M. .. 2200 4000
10 00 Birch, per M 15 00 25 00
12 00 Hard Maple, per M 20 00 21 00
17 00 Lath, per m 1 80 1 90

Shingles, 1st, per M 1 .50 3 25
18 00 Shingles, 2nd, per M 125 300

Uppers 36 001

Common 16 00
Shipping Culls
MillCulls

9 00

Clear,
A
B

Saginaw, Mich.

Saginaw, July 31st,

CARGO LOTS.
38 00 Norway S 5og
21 00 Box n 00
11 00 Straight measure . . 12 50

Hemlock 7 50

YARD QUOTATIONS CAR LOTS DRY.
Drop Siding.

42 ool C, 7/i in . . .

. . , . 38 00 D

... 36 ool

Flooring and Siding Dressed.

Flooring, clear, d & m 40 00
No. 1 ... . 33 00
No. 2 . . . . 30 00
No. 3 . . . . 20 00
No. 4 . , . . 13 00;

Siding, clear, J4 in.

A
B
C
D

!io 00
II 50
20 00
8 00

30 00
19 00

22 00

23 00
17 00
14 00
12 00

Finishing Lumber rough.

42 oo@44 Oo Fine common, 1 in. . 32 oo@
44 00 46 00 1% & 2 in.

36 00 37 00 C, 7, 8 & 9 in. . . .

Base, 2 to 9 in. No. 1

No. 2 . . . .

No. 3 • • • •

Coffin boards 16 in. and over

Joist, Scantling and Timber.

10 ool 22 feet
. . . . 11 opl 24 feet ....
Plank and timber, 12 inches wide, $1 extra.

Wide Select and Common Rough.
C (No. 1 com.) I3in. and up 28 oojD (common) 14 in. and up .

Lath, Shingles and Pickets.

Lath, No. 1 . . . . 1^0
No. 1 . . . .

Shingles, river brands
XXX ... . 3 4o@ 3 5o
Clear butts ... 2 40 2 50

Three uppers, 1 in.

i^&iK • •

Selects, 1 in. . .

iVx & 2 in. . .

12 to 18 feet
20 feet

Country brands XXX 3 2$(i

Clear butts . . 2 25
P'kts,2to2^ in rough 12 00
Dressed
1 M in. square, dressed 14 00

32 00

33 00
25 00
40 00
30 00
20 00
18 00

12 00

13 00

[6 00

3 35
2 35
13 00
20 00
19 00

New York City.

New York, July 31st,

Black Walnut.

Ys in., all clear $7800® 82 00
1 and 1% inches 90 00 93 00

iA and thicker 100 00 105 00
Rejects 50 00 53 00

Poplar, or White Wood.

ulls, 1 inch $35 oo(i

Culls, thick 36 00
Counter tops, 18 in.

and over 110 00

36 00

38 00

150 00

Ys in. 10 inches and
over 24 oo(Z

Yi in. coffin boards ... 29 00
1 inch, 10 inch and
over 32 32

1 inch, white 37 oo@
i5£ to 2 inch 38 00

2A to 4 inch 40 00

1 inch, 8 in. and over 31 31
!26 00 2K and thicker 33 50
30 00 Common 1 to 2 inch 23 00

Saps, 1 inch & thicker 25 00
32 50 Culls, all thickness.. 16 00

Ash.

39 oolStrips, clear 26 oo@
39 00 Black ash, good 26 00
41 oo| Black ash, culls 10 00

Oak.

1 inch plain sawed, 36 00 1

to 2 inch 38 00
Thicker 40 00
Quarter-sawed, white, all clear, 6-

Cherry

Ys in., white & clear.. 65 oo@ 70 00
1 inch 78 00 So oc

1 inch strips 43 00 45 00

1% to 2 inch 80 00 85 00

38 oc|j inches and over... 48 oo@
39 00 i'hicker 52 00
41 oo|Strips under 6 in 38 00

3i 5o

34 5o

24 00
27 00
18 00

27 00

30 00
12 00

50 00

53 00
40 00

iA and thicker 90 oo(2

Counter tops, 18 in.

and over 110 00
Culls, all thickness 18 00

Miscellaneous.

Chestnut, clear 33 oo@ 35 00
Chestnut common . . 2200 2300
Basswood white 30 00 32 00
Basswood common.. 21 00 23 00

Maple, clear 30 00 32 00

Birch, clear 32 00 35 00

Birch, is and 2s 26 00 30 00

Cottonwood 21 00 22 00

Hickery, old growth 50 00
Hickery, 2nd growth 65 00
Elm 20 00
Sycamore 24 00
Sycamore quartered 35 00
Gum 36 00
Butternut . . . . 45 00

115 00
20 00

55 00
70 00
22 00
27 00
40 00
40 00

50 00

Oswego, N. Y.

Oswego, July 31st, 1889.

Thr;e uppers, 1%, iA & 2 inch $45 oo@46 00
Pickings, 1%, iA & 2 in

35

00 36 00
No. 1 cutting up, 1%, *A & 2in , 31 00 32 00
No. 2 cutting up, \Vi, 1% & 2in

20

00 22 00
1 in strips, 4 to 8 wide, selected for moulding strips, 14

to 16 ft

31

00 33 00
1x6 selected for clapboards

3200

3400
Siding.

1 in siding, cutting up 1% in selected 35 oo@42 00
piks & uppers 32 0o@39ooiJ^ in dressing 1700 1900

1 in dressing 19 oo@2i 001^ in No. 1 culls 15 00 lb 00
1 in No. 1 culls 15 oo@<i6 00 i% in No. 2 culls 1300 1400
1 in No. 2 culls 13 oo@i4 00

1x12 Inch.

12 & 16 ft, mill run

20

00 23 00
10 & 16 ft, No. 1 &2, barn boards

17

00 18 00
12 & 16 ft, dressing and better

26

00 30 00
12 & 16 ft, No 2 cutis 15 00

1x10 Inch.

12 & 13 ft, mill run, mill culls out

2000

2200
12 & 13 ft, dressing and better

25

00 27 00
12 & 13 ft, No 1 culls

1600

1700
12 & 13 ft, No 2 culls

14

00 15 00
14 to 16 ft, mill run mill culls out

20

00 22 00
14 to 16 ft, dressing and better

2500

2700
14 to 16 ft, No. 1 culls

16

00 17 00
14 to 16 ft, No. 2 culls

14

00 15 10

/ 1-4x10 Inches.

Mill run, mill culls out 20 oo@23oo|No. 1 culls 16 oo@i7 00
Dressing and better.. 25 00 30 00! No. 2 culls 1400 1500

1x4 Inches.

?!i90o|No. 1 culls I3oo@i400
27 oo|No. 2 culls 11 00 1200

tx$ Inches.

6, 7 or 8, No. 1 culls . . 15 00 1

Mill run, mill culls out 17 00
Dressing and better. . 2300

6 7 or S, mill run, mill
Culls OUt 19 00@2I 00

6, 7 or 8, drsg& better 2400 2800
6, 7 or S, No. 2 culls.. 1300

XXX, 18 in pine 3
Clear butts, pine, 18 in.

Shingles.

00IXXX, 18 in cedar 3 40
3 ooClear butt, 18 in cedar., 2 40

XXX, 16 in pine 315 3 30 XX, 18 in cedar 210
Stocks cedars, 5 or 6 in. 5 5o|

Pickets.

No. 1, iKxiX '5 00IN0. 2, 1x3
No. 1, 1x3 20 ool

Lath.

No. 1. iK , 1 90IN0. 2, 1 1-4

No. 1 -4 1 50I

6 00
4 00

V3 70
2 70
2 40

9 00 10 00

1 75

Boards, 10 in., each. ..

Joist, 4x6

2'A in. and up, good.

4

4ths
Selects
Pickings

\Vi to 2 in., good
4ths
Select
Pickings

1 in., good
4_ths

Select ;

.

Pickings
Cutting up, 1 to 2 in..

Bracket plank
Shelving Doards,i2 in.

and up
Dressing bds. narrow
Sapping boards
Box boards

Albany, N. Y.

Albany, July 31st, li

Hemlock.

I3K IJoist, 2^x4 13
33 I

Wall strips, 2x4 10

Pine.

158 oo@6o 00

53 00 55 00
48 00 50 00

43 00 45 00

50 00 55 00

45 00 52 00

40 00 45 00

35 00 40 00

50 00 55 00

4500 4,

40 00

35 00
4.

38 00

30 00 35 60

32 00 36 00

28 00 32 00
20 00 22 00
16 00 18 00

13 00 15 00

10 in boards dressing
and better $30 oo@34 00
Common 16 00 22 00

12 in. boards dressing
and better 3200 36 oq
Common 1600 2200

V/i in. siding, selected
13 ft 43 00 45 00
Common 16 00 21 00

1 in. siding selected.. 4300 4600
Common 1400 1900

Norway, select 24 00 26 00
Common 1200 1600

10 in. plk. 13 ft. dress-
ing and better, each 45@5o
Culls 23 25

10 in. boards, 13 ft.,

dress,& better each 28 33
Culls 17 22

Buffalo and Tonawanda, N. Y.

Clear, 1 to 2 in. all

width
Dressing, 1 to 2 in. all

widths 1600

Buffalo, July 31st, 1

Norway
iCommon, 1 to 2 in. all

23 00 widths 12 5o@
4x4, 5x5, 6x6 turning.

.

20 00I4X4, 5x5, 6x6 common
White Pine Rough.

15 03
22 00
16 00

!45 00 Shelving, No. 1,13 in.

46 00 and up 29 00
56 00 No. 2, 13 in. & up 22 00 24 00
38 00 Fine common, 1 in. . 30 00
39 00 \%, iA and 2 in. 30 00 33 00
48 00 Common, 1 in. . . 16 00 19 00
2900 1% and iK in. . 1700 2000
3300 2 in 2000 2200
40 00 Coffin boards . . . 17 00 18 00
19 00 Box, 1 in. . . 13 50
2200 1% in. & thicker 13 50
31 00 A stocks, 1x10 ... 27 00
31 00 1x12 28 00
38 00 B stocks, 1x6 to 16 . 17 50

C stocks, 1x6 to 16 . 13 50
Shingles

XXX, 18-in, sawed 3 85|Thick cut (trade mark) 16 in

XX, 18-in, sawed clear butts 280 per square 250

Uppers, 1 in. . . .$44 oo(f

iK. iA and 2 in. 44 00
2%, 3 and 4 in. . 54 00

Selects, 1 in. . . .36 00
iK, iA and 2 in. 37 00
2 lA, 3 and 4 in. . 44 00

Cuts, No. 1, 1 in. . . 27 00
iX, iA and 2 in. 32 00
2%, 3 and 4 in. . 37 00

No. 2, 1 in. . . . 17 00
iK, iA and 2 in. 21 00

Moulding, 1 in. . . 30 00
1%. iA and 2 in. 30 00

Siding strips, 1 in. .

X, 18-in, sawed 1 25
XXX, 16-in " 3 25

XX, 16-in " clear butts. ... 2 25

No. 2, 16-in "' 90
Thick cut... 320
XXX cut 3 00
X cut 1 50
No. 2 cut 65

XXX cut 2 25
X cut 1 10
No 2 cut 50
Short cut 1 25
Square end, per thousand-. . . 5 00
Octagon or pointed end 5 25
Scalloped or round end 5 25
Other shapes made to order 5 25

Boston, Mass.

Uppers, 1 in $48 oo@5o 00

1 i/4 & 2 in ... 50 00 52 00

3 & 4 in 55 00

Selects, 1 in 42 00

iX, i
lA & 2in 4£ 00

3 & 4 in 48 00

Moulding boards, 7 to

11 inch clear 37 00 41 00

60 per cent clear 35 00

Fine common 1 inch 37 00

1%, lA & 2 inch.. . 4000

Boston, July 31st, 1

Western Pine—by car load.

Fine com.. 3
, 1 in. F

& 4 in . . 46 oo@5o 00
No 2, 1 in. Fine com. 29 00 30 00
iK, i%. & 2 in 31 00 33 00

No. 1 strips, 4 to 6 in 41 00 43 00
No. 2 37 00 38 00
No. 3 23 00 27 00

Cut ups, 1 to 2 in .... 26 00 30 00
Coffin boards 22 00 26 00

37 ool Common all widths . 20 00 25 00
42 oolShipping culls 17 00 19 50
42 oo|

60 00

41 00

46 00

52 00

Fastern Pine—Cargo or Car Load.

Nos. 1, 2 & 3 40 oo@43 00

4

Ship'g bds & coarse
Refuse
West'rr pineclapbds
4 ft. sap extra .. ..

28 00

23 00
30 00

26 00
16 00
12 00

Clapboards, 4 ft., sap
clear 40 00
Sap, 2nd clear .. .. 30 00
Heart extra 50 00
Heart clear 45 00

Scantling and plank,
random cargoes . . 13 oo@

Yard orders, ordin-
ary sizes 13 5o

Yard orders, extra
sizes 15 00

Clear floor boards . .

No. 2

43 00 45 00

Spruce—by Cargo.
Coarse, rough

.

13 5o

14 50

9 00
Hemlock bds., rough 10 00

" dressed 12 00
Clapbds., extra, 4 ft. 28 00

Clear, 4 ft 26 00
Second clear ... 20 00
No. 1 12 00

42 00
32 00

55 00
50 00

12 00
11 00
12 00
30 00
28 00
22 00

15 00

16 00
19 00
16 00

Lath.

Spruce 1 75@ 1 90
Shingles.

Spruce 1 40@i 5o|Cedar, sawed, extra 3 30 3 50
Pine, 18 in. extra ... 4 50 4 75 Clear 3 00 3 15
Pine, No. 1 3 5o 3 7° Extra, No. 1 . . . 2 85 3 00

ICypress, No. 1, 18 in. 5 00 5 50

Burlington, Vt.

Burlington, July 31st, 1889.

Canada Pine Sidings—1x8 in. and up, 12 to 16 ft. D 2 or 4 S.
Select & shelving .... $46 oo'Finish . . . $37 oo@3S 00
Pickings 37 00 Dressing . . . 27 oo@28 00
Pickings & better . . 40 oo@42 oojCommon . . 20 oo@2i 00

Canada Pine Stock—1x10 in. 12 to 16 ft. D 2 or 4 S.
Selects (clear) . . .55 oojPickings & better . . 40 00
1st shelving . . .42 ooAs run, common out 28 oo@3o 00
2d . . . . . 39 00 No. 1 barn boards . . 25 00
3d ... 30 oo@3i 00 Common . . . . 21 00

Pickings . . . . 38 oo 1

Canada Pine Stock—ixit in. 12 to ib ft. D 2 or 4 S.

Selects (clear)
1st shelving
2d .

3d .

'

.

Pickings

57 00
47 od
41 00
32 00
3S 00

Pickings & better
As run, common out
No. 1 barn boards
Common

44 00
33 00
26 00

21 00@22 00

Canada Pine Stock—14 in. 12 to 16 ft. D 2 or 4 S.
Pickings & better . . .45 0013d shelving . . . 33 00
As run, common out '

. . 33 oolCommon ,
. . . 22 00

Canada Pine Short Boards—ixS in . if up, 11 ft. under, D2 S
. or K.

Pickings & better 33 oo@35 oolDressing & common, d
As run, common out . . 30 00 2 s or d 2 s & m 20 oo@2i 00

ICommon . , 18 00 20 00
Canada Pine Sheathing, D. M. Gr B—i in. 4 to 7 in. 5 in. up

CBJiin.
1st quality, 12 to 16 ft. . 46 oofist & 2d quality, 9 to 11 ft. 3300
2d ... 36 oo@37 ool 7 & 8 ft, . . . 34 00
3d ..... 27 00 3d quality, 11 ft. & under 22 00
4th (selected common) 22 ool 4th . . . . iS 00
Canada (Quebec) Spruce— 1 and 1% in. 4 to 10 in. D 2 S and M.

Clear, 10 to 16 ft . . 32 00IN0 2. 10 to 16 ft. . 15 oo@i6 00
No. 1 . . . 22 ool

Above prices delivered on a rate of $30 per car load.
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Representative ^QRONTO T-umber firms

Thos. H. Willmott. A K Mcintosh DADTFD DADUDTCAM Jfl PA

willmott & Mcintosh,
p™' mm *m « c&

Wholesale Dealers in

Plumber1
wwwww^i^i^i^i^i^i** ^ ^^ w^

44 and 46 Front Street East,

OEOITTO, - - OZISTT-i^IKIO-

^ Lumber Shipped to all Parts by Rail or Vessel. |-

Agents for the Celebrated

LUFKIN BOARD AND LOG RULE
Prompt Delivery in all Cases

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

STOCKS

STRIPS

SIDINGS

BILLSTUFF

__
WHOLESALE

LUMBER
DEALERS

HARDWOODS
HEMLOCK
SHINGLES

LATH, ETC.

Millich a tn

p

98 Ha lidings ,

31 * Adelaide + Street * East

TORONTO.
OFFICES TELEPHONE MILLS

Hamilton, Toronto No. 1046 Gravenhurst, Huntsville

Windsor. Gravenhurst Katrine, Essex Centre

ROBERT THOMSON & CO.
DEALERS IN

F*ine and Hardwood

\UJMBERmWlMBER
j

Mills Operating all the year round. Correspondence Solicited.

TORONTO OFFICE 1 r\X RAY STRFFT
London Canadian Chambers 1 "J Ut\ 1 J1I1LLI.

TORONTO
London C

THOMAS MEANEY,
REPRESENTATIVE

DONOGH & OLIVER,
Wholesale Dealers in

L
OFFICE :

Nos. 16 and 17 Imperial Bank Buildings,

Wellington Street East.

TORONTO, ONT.

BURLAND & CD.

Wholesale * Lumber * Dealers

TENNANT & CO.
Wholesale Dealers in

HANDLING ALL KINDS OF

HARD AND SOFT WOOD LUMBER
Lath and Shingles.

B2 Church StrBBt TDRDNTD.
^iltll lllllllM«fMI«tlllIflllfllltllJ1lttlJIEItl1lllltI1lltlllllllItl1lltllll1(llllttlliriltllllll1fIlllItl3ltltltt1l1ttillJL^

| Jas. TEimant & Co.
^ Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in

I PINE AND HARDWOOD LUMBER

UMBER,
Is
ATH & 7|HINltLES

Dressing and Better Pine.

Also Hemlock in all sizes a Specialty.

Office rTnO~R:)0~KrrT,0
NO. 3 DOCK, FOOT OF BATHURST ST -1- s—'J-^^— ^ -L- W-

1 *̂ McCRANEY * & * WILSON *
Manufacturers and Wholesale dealers in all kinds of

I Pine and Hardwood Lumber

Office: 9 Victoria Street. E

I TORONTO. |

Lumber Shipped to all parts. §

^inHIMIIIIIIMIIMIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIMIIIIIHIIIIIIIUIinilllMIINIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIir;

Ship Plank, Decking and Long Bill Stuff, a Specialty.

Mills at Burlington, Bronte and Huntsville,

Head Office: 16 UNION BLOCK, corner Toronto and Adelaide Sts., Toronto.

Branch Office: 19 Duke Street, Ottawa.

TORONTO and OTTAWA.
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C. C. CLEVELAND. G. F. CLEVELAND.

J. L. GOODHUE & CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Leather Belting
AND

Lace Leather'.
ID^lsr^TTILXjE - - QUEBEC

GEORGE BRUSH,
MACHINIST, FOUNDER & BOILER MAKER,

EAGLE FOUNDRY,
14 to 34 HSISSTG- ST 33, IE T£] T,

3IONTREAL, QUE.

RAILROAD, BANK & OFFICE

DESKS
r"T~rEES £z CO.,

300 ST. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL.

J. J. TTTJ3,2Sr:EI3.,

Sail, Tent and Awning Maker,
251 George and 154- King Streets.

PE TERBOROUGH.
Canoe Yacht and Boat Sails made to order.

Pel feet Fits guaranteed.

Every description of Lumbermen' s Supplies

and Waterproof Clothing.

PATTERSON & HALL,

Lumbar DBalBrs
Manufacturers of Dressed Lumber,

2*j£.it>XjJl.2<tjd, - - Out.

T. H. GRAHAM & Co.,
Manufacturers and Re-cutters of

HAND # CUT # MILL ft SAWPILES
PRICES AND QUOTATIONS GIVEN

110 YORK STREET, TORONTO.

Jas. Sheppard & Snn.

WINTER SAWING,
Ship's Decking, Bill Timber, Dressed

Lumber, Mouldings, Etc.

MILLS, - SOREL, QUE

BLECTEIC LIGHTING
The Rogal Electric Go.

SOLE OWNERS OF

The Thomson-Houston Systems for the Dominion.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Dynamo Machines and Lamps, Motors and Generators, Contrac-

tors and Builders of Electric Light Plants throughout the Dominion.
Estimates and all information on application.

OFFICE, FACTORY AND LIGHTING STATION. 54, 56, 58, 60, 62 AND 64 WELLINGTON STREET,

CHAS. W. HAGAR, Manager. MONTREAL, QUE.

THE BEST ENGLISH OAK TANNED

LEATHER BELTING, ETC.
JAMES LESLIE,

T"U"2>TCT'IO:£T OF CEAIG ^.^TD ST. -ft-lTTOiatfE STBEETS
p.o. box 996. MONTREAL, QUEBEC.

JOHN BERTRAM ft SONS,

O^ILT^ZD^- TOOL "WOIRISB

DUNDAS, ONTARIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

WOOD-WORKING 31ACHINERY
MACHINE TOOLS, ETC.

Write for Prices and Catalogues.

F. G. BECKETT ENGINE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

SAW* MILL* ENGINES* AND "BOILERS

AND ALL 0\ INDS OF MILL MACHINERY.

Steam Launches and Tug Boats a Specialty.

%if SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND MENTION THIS PAPER %°?

Mona Iron Works, Hamilton, Ont.

OSBORNE-KILLEY MANUFACTORING CO.

Manufacturers of all Kinds of

SAW MILL MACHINERY,
ENGINES AND BOILERS, ETC.

Send for Catalogue and Mention this Paper.

MACHINERY FOR SALE SPOONER'S GOPPERINE.

NON-FIBROUS ANTI-FRICTION BOX METAL for Machinery Journal Bearings.
Guaranteed Copper-Mixed, and to do work that no other metal can. Hardware
Stores all keep it ; if not order direct.

ALONZO W. SPOONER, Patentee and Manufacturer, PORT HOPE, ONT.

1. Circular Saw Mill (heavy) with

steam feed, 3 head blocks, to cut thirty

feet.

2. Circular Saw Mill (heavy) with rope

feed, 2 head blocks, to cut twenty feet.

3. Lane's Patent Lever Set Circular

Mill, No. 1, to cut 25ft.

4. Two Law's Shingle Machines.

5. One Iron Pulley 5ft x i6in face.

6. One Iron Pulley 4ft, 2in x i5>£in

face.

7. One Iron Pulley 8ft x 14m face.

8. 52m Leffel water wheel, made by
Jos. Hall Co'y. good as new.

9. jpYzvex Leffel water wheel, made by
Jos. Hall Co'y. G. order.

10. 14m Little Giant water wheel,

made by J. C. Wilson & Co. Good order.

11. Wood Shaper (heavy) iron frame
;

wood top, two spindles and counter
shaft ; in good order.

12. Iron Planer, 28in x 28in x 8ft.

Good order.

13. Iron Turning Lathe 28in x 14ft

bed. Good order.

14. Iron Turning Lathe, rod feed, 8ft

bed x i2in. Good order.

15. Iron Turning Lathe 15m x 8ft bed,
screw feed ; fair order.

16. Heavy Iron Boring Lathe 42m in

gap x 8ft bed. Good order.

17. Bolt Gutter, cuts from y% to iin
;

in fair order.

Paxton, Tate & Co.

PORT PERRY, ONT.

OEALED TENDERS addressed to the Min-0 ister of Finance, and marked on the outside
Tender for Couchiching Hotel Property," will

be received at the Finance Department, Ottawa,
up to and including Monday, the 12th day of

August next, for the purchase of the property
known as the Couchiching Hotel property, and
better described as all and singular that certain
parcel of land and premises situate in the town-
ship of South Orillia, in the County of Simcoe,
Province of Ontario, containing 87 acres, more or
less, being composed of lot No. 11 in the 7th
concession of said township of South Orillia,

and which said parcel is batted and bounded as
follows : Commencing where a post has been
planted at the southwest angle of the said lot

;

thence north 37 degrees, west 21 chains more or
less, to Lake Couchiching ; thence easterly and
southerly, following the shore thereof to the
limit between lots n and 12, thence south 60 de-
grees, west 24 chains, more or less to the place
of beginning.
The property is beautifully situated on the

shore of Lake Couchiching, and is well adapted
for a summer hotel or summer residences.
The purchaser shall, upon notice of the accept-

ance of his tender, pay to the Receiver-General
a deposit of 10 per cent, of his purchase money
and shall pay the balance thereof within one
month thereafter, without interest.
The purchaser must investigate the title at

his own expense.
The government will not furnish any abstract

of title or any deeds or copies of any deeds, or
other evidences of title except such as are in

the possession of the Receiver-General.
The purchaser must prepare the deed at his

own expense and tender the same for exe-
cution.
The Minister of Finance does not bind him-

self to accept the highest or any tender.
W. FITZGERALD,
Ass. Dep. Min. of Finance.

Finance Department,
Ottawa, July 17, 1889.

NOTICE.
Weights and Measures.

TRADERS, manufacturers, and owners of
Weights, Measures and Weighing Machines

generally, are specially requested to read care-

fully the following instructions and act accord-

ingly :

1. The Weights and Measures Act provides

for a regular biennial inspection of all Weights
and Measures used for tradepurposes, as well

as for irregular inspections of the same,
which may be made at any time when deemed
necessary by the inspector, and it also imposes
a heavy penalty on any trader or other person
who wilfully obstructs or impedes an Inspector

or an Assistant Inspector in the performance
of his duty under said Act, or who refuses to

produce the whole of his Weights and MeasuJes
when called upon to do so by an Inspecting

Officer.

2. Every trader, manufacturer and owner
of Weights, Measures and Weighing Machines,
when paying moneys to Inspectors or Assistant

Inspectors of Weights and Measures for

verification fees, is entitled to, and is specially

requested to demand from the officer who
makes the inspection, an official certificate

(" Form O 6 " with the words " Original for

the Trader," printed at the head thereof)

properly filled out and stamped, and also at

same time to carefully ascertain whether or

not the stamps attached to such certificate

represent exactly in value the amount of cash

paid. Traders are requested to bear in mind
that certificates of verification are of no value
whatever unless stamps covering the full

amount of fees charged are attached.

3. Owners or holders of these official

certificates are specially requested to keep
them carefully for two years, and in order to

secure their safe keeping it would be advis-

able to placard them in their place of business

in the manner in which ordinary License
certificates are done ; for it must be distinctly

understood that all traders who are unable to

produce their properly stamped certificates,

when asked to do so by an Inspector or

Assistant Inspector, may, in all probability,

have to pay over again their verification fees.

E. MIALL,
Commissioner.

Department of Inland Revenue,
Ottawa, April 15th, 1889.

FINE

PRINTING
In the most recherche style and

right prices at the

Lumberman
Jali D ept.

PETERBOROUGH, ONT.

Write for Estimates. > <
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B. F. Sturtevant's Patent Progressive Lumber Dry Kiln
RELIABLE OUZELS-IP !

GUARANTEED
TO DRY

-IN-

Best Manner Possible

ALL KINDS OF

HARD and SOFT
WOOD LUMBER.

WRITE+FOR+CATALOGUE.

91 LIBERTY STREET
NEW YORK.

NO WARPING,
CSL ECKING

AND BLUEING
—WITH THE—

STURTEVANT
Patent Hot Blast

team Heating

Apparatus.

31 IM. Canal street
CHICAGO.

B . F. STURTEVANT, Patentee and Sole Manufacturer, 34 Oliver Street, (corner of Franklin street' BOSTON, Mass.. U.S.A .

The Gutta Percha and Rubber Mfg. Company
OF TORONTO.

Offices : 43 YONGE STREET, TORONTO. Factories : PARKDALE, ONT.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF "MONARCH," "RED STRIP," AND "LION" BRANDS OF

RUBBER BELTING
PARTICULAR ATTENTION GIVEN TO SPECIAL BELTS FOR LUMBER MILLS

Our celebrated " Maltese Cross " Rubber ;
" Baker Fabric " and Ajax Cotton

;

" Giant
11

and Light Linen. Fire Hose constantly in stock.

LUMBERMEN S HEAVY RUBBER CLOTHING, OUR OWN MANUFACTURE.
Address all Communications to

THE GUTTA PERCHA & RUBBER MFG. CO. OF TORONTO, 43 Yonge St.

ROBT. BRAMMER
Victoria Foundry, Orillia, Ont.

Manufacturer of Every Description of

* IRON • AND • WOOD-WORKING • MACHINERY,
SAW, PLANING, SHINGLE AND SAWING MACHINES, ENGINES BOILERS, &c.

The special attention of lumbermen is directed to the accompanying illustration of

CLIPPER" SHINGLE MACHINE*iMlps

PRICE LIST : Shingle Machine $300.00 ; Drag: Saw complete $90.00: Jointer $40:
Knot Saw Machine, $2 7

Longford Mills, Oxt., Nov. 24th, iSSS.
Robert Brammer, Orillia,

Dear Sir:—The two Shingle Machines we got from you are doing good work. They are the
best machines we have ever had anything to do with . They are both fast and do good work and
give every satisfaction. We have no hesitation in recommending your machines to anv person in
want of a good shingle machine. Yours truly, The Longford Lumber Co.. Wm. Thomson. Pres.

To Whom it may Concern —This is to certify that I consider Mr. Brammer s make of shingle
Machines has no superior. I have used the first one he made of the kind called the " Clipper

'"

and several more since. The firm of Heath, Tait & TurnbuU. of Huntsville, recently sawed in
one day of eleven hours, one hundred and three and a half thousand with two of the machines, and
the average during the season has been over seventy-two thousand per day. A. Tait.

Orillia, Nov. 7th. 18S9.
To Whom it may Concern .—I purchased of R. Brammer his latest improved patent Clipper

Shingle Machine, and have great pleasure in bearing testimony to its vast capacity and durability,
and fhave no hesitation in stating that it is the best machine I have ever worked, o'r have ever
seen. Thos. B Tait, Gravenhurst.

Robert Bryans
Pine

Hemlock

Bill Stuff

La fit

4«III|||||||||||IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII«^

WHOLESALE

LUMBER
Birch

Black Ash

Basswood

DEALER AND MANUFACTURER Shingles

<«IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIilllllllll||||||||||||||«>

Proprietor of Kinmount Mills

Head Office: LINDSAY, ONT.

The Lumberman

Job Department

We desire to announce to our patrons and the Lumber Trade in particular, that our

facilities for the execution of all classes of

* PRINTING *
are not surpassed by any office in Canada. With a knowledge of the business that is

born of long experience wefeel confident ofgiving those who may favor us with their

patronage the best work at the lowest possible prices.

THE LUMBERMANJOB DEPT.

Send for Prices before looking elsewhere.
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TO MILL OWNERS, MANUFACTURERS
AND ALL WHO ARE USNC

ST. CATHARINES SAW WORKS

R. H. Smith Company, Ltd.

II71 ^"OTJ ^T^IXT BELTING

Which will Ran Straight on the Pulleys,
Which is Thoroughly Well Stretched,

Which will not Tear at the Lace Holes,
Which will give Complete Satisfaction,

TO

R. E. Dixon &> Co.

AAA A A A A A A AAA
*fM M'&

Finest

Material

Most
Even

Tern per
AAA A A AA A A A AA A

^^s*VWVAVWWV"W
/

AAAA AAA AAAAAA
§! «|>

Trie

Best

in the

World
^ AA A AAAAAAA A J*

MANUFACTURERS OF

PATENT LAP-JOINT STAR RIVET

^LEATHER IHELTING*
70 King Street East, Toronto.

Sole Agents in Canada for the

CELEBRATED PHCENIX OIL
The Only Pbiecl Belt Dressing.

All our Belting is sold at the Canadian price list. Please compare be-

fore purchasing. Send for Discounts and our Pamphlet on Belting.

Our Circular Saws are Unequalled

Our Cross-Cut Saws are Unexcelled

And our Hand Rip and Butcher Saws
FULLY EQUAL TO ANY MADE ON THE CONTINENT.

^iiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiitttniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiif

I OUR SPECIALTIES.

THE " SIMO.YDS * CIRCULAR SAW
& I THE "LEADER" CROSS-CUT SAW

THE "LAWSON" BUTCHER SAW
I THE "LEADER" HAND SAW=
siiim iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiR

THE LARGEST SAW FACTORY IN THE DOMINION.

13. ZHL SMITH CO. LTHD.
ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

DOMINION SAW WORKS!
JAS. ROBERTSON £ CO.

253 to 267 King Street West,

Toronto, - - Ontario.

JAMES ROBERTSON
Dalhousie and William Streets,

Montreal, - - Qne,

Circular, Shingle, Gantj, Cross Cut, Concave, Mulay, Drag, Grooving.

Thuber's Royal

ANTI-FRICTION*BABBITIMETAL.
Importers and Dealers in

EVERY SAW FULLY WARRANTED.
Prices on Application.

Band Saws, Emery Wheels Saw Sets,

Saw Swages, Rubber Belting, Iron Pipe,

Saw Gummers, Leather Belting, Files, &c.
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Rope Transmission of Power
# PATENTED.

A—Main Driving on Line Shaft, diameter 48 inches-

B—Main Driven on R A Line Shaft " 48

C C—Carriers for carrying rope around corner, dia 36 j'

D—Carriage Pulley for slack, diametor 40

E—Travelling Carriage on Wheels
G—Impelling or Tension. Weight 60 P°»naj

Rope Travel 3.140 FPM
Power Transmitted 20 H. P.

T'HIS illustration of

Manilla Rope
Transmission, is

one of great interest to

all manufacturers, inas-

much as it demonstrates
the simplicity with which
a shaft may he run at

right angles to the driver

and with little or no loss

of power. It is a well
known fact, however,
that with gears there is

a great loss of power
from friction, and many
other disagreeable points
of contention ; also with
a belt and set of mule
pulleys, there is a great

loss by imperfect contact

of the belt with the
pulleys, journal friction,

and other annovances
sufficient to condemn it. On the contrary, with the Manilla Rope System, under the Dodge Patents, a shaft may be driven

at right angles to another with the same efficiency as two parallel shafts are ordinarily driven.

The right angle transmission consists of a series of Wood Split Pulleys with grooves for the rope, (best manilla tallow

laid rope).

The power is taken from the main line which makes 250 RPM. and transmits about 20 H.P.
The driver A and and driven B, and mule pulleys CC each have four grooves, and the carriage pulley D has one

groove. It will be noticed that the driver A and driven B act as winders, and the rope is wound from one to the other to get surface in contact ; the

mule pullevs CC are simply carriers, carrying the rope around the corner, and are so placed that the travelling carriage always keeps the rope at an

even tension, so that the ropes will always follow the grooves, and the rope is thus, guided to and from the driven, always keeping its allignment.

The merits of this system are its simplicity, great efficiency, cheapness, and wonderful saving in journal friction as compared with gears or a

heavv belt with mule pulleys. For any information apply to

The Dodge Wood Split Pulley Co., hi Adelaide St. W., Toronto
f

OLD XTJMBER, 8!) ADELAIDE STREET WEST.

NORTHEY * h * CO.'S* SPECIAL * STEAM + POMPS.

PUMPS Boiler Feeding, Fire Protection,

Water Supply, Mining Use, dc. &e

NORTHEY & CO.,

SINGLE AX13 DUPLEX
Steam and Water Power Pumps for all Kinds of Service.

HESE PUMPS are of the Latest and Best Design, the result of long and valuable experience

in the Canadian Pump trade.

^^IkMkMk^l1' Me.
tif«w *W"*W*WW* '/if -fi^i?5?;^?^!?

INDEPENDENT

Air Pump Condensers
For Attaching to High Pressure

Marine and Stationery Engines.

GREAT ECONOMY
IN FUEL AND POWER GUARANTEED

s Prices and Particulars on Application.

tit- 1st-w tif lif tO" lir <tf 9rF ti?7>i$

TORONTO, ONT.
OFFICE AND WORKS: CORNER FRONT and PARLIAMENT STREETS.
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SOHO « MACHINE » WORKS.
^•iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii*^

Manufacturer and Dealer in

MACHINERY^'MILL SUPPLIES
OF every clisci^rption.

FULL OUTFLTS OF

LATEST » IMPROVED • MACHINERY

FOB - - -

The "Boss" Shingle Machine

Saw mills, Shingle mills,

Lath mills, Wood Yards,

Planing mills, etc., etc,

TORONTO. ONT.
N.B.—A New Illustrated Price List and Catalogue in the 2>ress now. Send for copy, mentioning this paper.

Has no equal as a first-class Shingle cutter; embodies all the good points of other machines

and a number of special patented improvements. Send for circular.

D reSSed S^ouloe^S Suitable |

IFOr'HARNES^ASdTruWK MAKjNgjB
1 always in Stock.

; J

OOOOOOOOOOOQOO
Cotton and Rubber

BELTING
All Sizes Kept in Stock.

ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

o 0000000000000

THE ABOVE CUT REPRESENTS A SECTION OF OUR WATERPROOF BELTING.

This Belt is made in both Light and Heavy Double Leather of the best

materialffastened with Waterproof Cement and Brass Wire Screws, after

which the entire belt is saturated with a preparation which renders it

entirely waterproof

.

Just fclie Belt for Diiiii i> Places in el Saw Alill.

ROBIN SADLER
MANUFACTURERS OF

Dealers in Lace Leather and Cotton and Gaudy Belting.

-^Hiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiuimi^r

129 BAY STREET, 2518, 2520 &. 2522 NOTRE DAME STREET,

TORONTO. MONTREAL,
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THE CANADA LUMBERMAN
PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY

ASTHUE O. l^OIR/TI^IEIR,,

Office : Simcoe Street, Peterborough, Ontario.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
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The Canada Lumberman is published in the interest of the

(umber trade and of allied industries throughout the Dominion
being the only representative in Canada of this foremost branch of

the commerce of this country. It aims at giving full and timely

information on all subjects touching these interests, discussing

these topics editorially and inviting free discussion of them by others.

Especial pains are taken to secure the latest and most trustworthy

market quotations from various points throughout the world so as

to afford to the trade in Canada information upon which it can rely

in its operations.

Special correspondents in localities of importance present accur-

ate report not only of prices and the condition of the market but,

also of other matters specially interesting to our readers. But cor-

respondence is not only welcome but is invited from all who have

any information to communicate or subjects to discuss relating to the

trade or in any way effecting it. Even when we may not be able to

agree with the writers we will give them a fair opportunity for free

discussion as the best means of eliciting the truth. Any items of

interest are particularly requested for even if not of great import-

ance individually they contribute to a fund of information from

•which general results are obtained.

Advertisers will receive careful attention and liberal treatment.

We need not point out that for many the Canada Lumberman
with its special class of readers is not only an exceptionally good
medium for securing publicity but is indispensable for those who
•would bring themselves before the notice of that class. Special at-

tention is directed to Wanted'' and For Sale " advertisements

which will be inserted in a conspicious position at the uniform price
.

of 15 cents per line for each insertion. 1 Announcements of this

character will be subject to a discount of 25 per cent, if ordered for

three successive issues or longer.

Subscribers will find the small amount they pay for the Canada
Lumberman quite insignificant as compared with its value to them.

There is not an individual in the trade or specially interested in it,

who should not be on our list thus obtaining the present benefit

and aiding and encouraging us to render it even more complete.

It is a settled question that the crops throughout

Ontario are abundant, and that they will be gathered

in good shape is now assured, so we may look for

better times the coming winter. Hay is abundant and

the lumbermen are assured of a plentiful supply at low

prices. Large numbers of shanty men are already

engaged in the Ottawa district for the coming winter.

Wages will be about the same. Log makers will not

be so much in demand as there will be more square

timber made. For the latter the wages will be for

scorers, $36 to $38 a month
;
liners, $40 to $42 ; hew-

ers, $50 to $6o, and general hands about $20. A great

many teams are now being sent up from Ottawa to the

woods. With rare exceptions the lumbermen have

been able to get a plentiful supply of logs, and with a

good demand for export and fair prices being obtained,

the lumbermen have no reason to be dissatisfied with

the season's business.

The American Consul at Ottawa has brought to

the notice of the Customs Department the fact that a

duty is imposed on railway ties, poles and round
posts coming into Canada, while the statute defines,

under section 725 of the Customs Act, that all logs and
round unmanufactured timber shall be admitted free

of duty, and which are admitted into the United States

from Canada on the free list. The Customs officials

hold that whenever the logs have labor performed on
them, as in the case of railroad ties, fence posts, and
telegraph poles with the bark taken off, are subject to

duty. The Consul now says that all these articles will

be affected by the bill which will be pressed before the

Mod '.ongress in connection with the log exporting

duty question. The third section reads that all articles

on shipment into the United States, whether embraced

on the free list of the United States or otherwise, shall

pay no less a rate of duty than is or may be imposed

by the laws of the country of export on like articles

imported into the said country from the United States.

Hitherto nearly all the box shooks made in

Ottawa by Messrs. Barnes & Co. have been sold to

the Standard Oil Company of the United States, to be

used in making up packages of oil for exportation.

On showing to the satisfaction of the United States

customs authorities that the shooks so imported from

Canada have been made up into boxes and exported

the company have been able to secure a refund of

nearly the whole of the duty paid upon shooks when
brought into the country. The treasury department

at Washington has recently decided that Canadian

shooks used in the manufacture of boxes are not

entitled to the benefit of a drawback on exportation

on the ground that the nailing done to shooks in the

United States is not of sufficient importance to be

considered part of the process of manufacture. This

decision must lead to the full manufacture of boxes in

the United States to obtain the benefit of the draw-

back, and it may compel the manufacturers to move
their establishments over to American territory or

quit the business.

The log situation at Saginaw looks much better

than it did a few weeks ago. The president of the

Titabawassee Boom company estimates the total

quantity of logs to come out of the Titabawassee and

tributaries at 400,000,000 feet, but he does not expect

that the company will be able to raft out much more

than 300,000,000 feet. It is estimated that the output

of the streams in the Saginaw district will aggregate

523,000,000 feet. Probably from 75,000,000 to ioo,-

000,000 of these logs will be on hand at the close of

the manufacturing season. The other sources of sup-

ply for the Saginaw river mills are the Flint and Pere

Marquette and Michigan Central railroads, which at a

conservative estimate will bring a total quantity direct

to Saginaw river of 175,000,000 feet. It is estimated

that 35,000,000 feet will be rafted from Georgian Bay

to the Saginaw river and from Au Sable, Presque Isle

county, and upper Michigan ports there will be rafted

at a low estimate 80,000,000 feet. The total product

for the supply of the Saginaw river mills the present

season is approximated at 864,500,000. There will be

sufficient logs to keep the mills running the remainder

of the season. v

s The St. Catharines Milling and Lumber Company
have sued the Dominion government for $215,000

damages for the loss of logs, plant, &c. It appears

that some six years ago, a number of gentlemen

secured a license from the Dominion government to

cut timber and transact business of lumbering general-

ly on Lake Wabigoon. After obtaining the license

they formed a company, secured incorporation by

letters patent, and started business. Some two million

feet had been cut, when in 1884 the Ontario govern-

ment secured a decision of the Privy Council of Eng-

land, the highest tribunal in the Empire, on the

question of the ownership of the portion of the country

in which the St. Catharines Milling company were

operating. On the strength of this decision, the

Ontario government served writs of injunction on each

of the members of the St. Catharines company re-

straining them from further operations, at the same
time seizing their season's cut of logs and plant, which

were subsequently sold. The federal government,

using the name of the company, resisted the provincial

authorities in the courts, claiming that although

Ontario had a right to the land, to the federal govern-

ment belonged the minerals and the timber. Judg-

ment being given adversely to the Dominion, an

appeal was again made to the Privy Council, which

upheld the decision of the Supreme Court and gave

judgment in favor of Ontario. The company subse-

quently waited on Sir John Thompson, Minister of

Justice, and asked to have the matter referred to

arbitration ; but the government decided to refer the

matter to the Exchequer court for settlement. Sir John
Thompson denies that the company are entitled to any-

thing. The outcome will be awaited with much interest^

An exhange says : Matthew Slush, the pine land

estimator and agent for Wm. Whitney, who recently

arrived in Bay City from Ottawa, declares that while

in Ottawa it came to his knowledge that Sir John
Macdonald had written a letter to a prominent pine

land owner who lives in the States to the effect that

Canada is willing to remove the export duty on logs

just as soon as the United States removes the import

duty on lumber. " I have been up in the Ottawa
district," said Mr. Slush, "looking over a tract of

timber which is to be sold there in August at auction.

I was there at the instance of a United States syndi-

cate which talks of purchasing the tract. It contains

about 300 square miles. I find the subject of recipro-

city growing in Canada as well as in the States. I

believe that it would be one of the best things for this

valley that could happen. With the rate at which
Canadian stumpage is now held, Canadians could not

interfere with our lumber market. It will cost them
as much to place the lumber in our market as it does
us, and at the same time we will have the advantage
of getting stocks for our mills from Canadian ter-

ritory." The statement in regard to Sir John A.

Macdonald may all be true, and then again it may be a

cunningly devised fable, most likely the latter, as Sir

John is not likely to foreshadow what he may or may
not do in certain events, in any letter he may have
addressed to a private citizen of the United States.

Our American friends, however, can rest assured of

one thing, they are not going to get Canadian logs free

of duty to manufacture in American mills so long as

they retain the import duty on Canadian lumber. It

is claimed by some that they can get along without

our lumber, if this be the case, they can also get along

without our logs ; but it is a well-known fact that they

want our lumber and that they want it on their own terms,

and that they are more eager to get our logs than they are

owx lumber, and these they want on their own terms

also. Do they suppose for a moment that we Cana-
dians are so bereft of busines prudence as not to see

that we have the matter in our own hands—that we
hold the trump card? The hot heads on the other

side can talk as much as they please about coercion

and retaliation ; but fortunately the wiser ones know-

that retaliation would, like the Australian boomerang,

return on themselves. They can if they choose build

a Chinese wall along the boundary line from one end

of the continent to the other and shut us out entirely ;

but in doing so they close themselves in. If the

American ports were closed against us to-morrow no

Canadian lumberman need give himself any uneasiness

regarding the finding of a market for his lumber.

With our numerous waterways, and trunk lines extend-

ing their iron arms from the Atlantic to the Pacific,

our lumber is bound to find a market, if not in the

States by a little extra push in other countries.

Canadians are not made of the kind of stuff to be awed
into measures by threats of force, coercion and retalia-

tion. When our American friends are ready to talk

reciprocity in lumber we are willing to sit down with

them and smoke the pipe of peace.
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The Canada Atlantic Railway Co. has reduced the

rate on lumber from Ottawa to New York from $2.75

to $2.50 per thousand. The Canada Atlantic carry by

rail to Lacolle, when it is transhipped into boats and

forwarded thence by water. Some of the lumber firms

object to the transhipment of the finer grades of lum-

ber, which, by the extra handling, depreciates from

one-half to two per cent. For coarser grades it

practically makes little difference. It is understood

that the Canadian Pacific, which is now carrying to

New York at a $2.75 rate, transhipping into boats at

St. John, will probably meet the reduced rate of $2.50

as on the Canada Atlantic. Rates by boat to New
York continue at $3.00.

Modern science is extracting from the dry sawdust,

not only wood alcohol, pyroligenious acid, the bases of

the anilines, but many new compounds in medicine,

&c, to say nothing of its being converted into wood

pulp, or being pressed and utilized for fuel. Fortune

and fame await the man who has the genius and skill

to invent a contrivance or method to convert it into

a cheap and merchantable fuel.

Secretary of the Treasury Windom has seen fit

to order the bonded lumber yard of Burroughs & Co.,

at Hunter's Point, N. Y., to be closed, pending an

investigation to be conducted concerning the where-

abouts of 2,000,000 feet of Canadian lumber. The

order was based on the report of special treasury

agents who had been quietly looking into the manner

in which Canadian lumber has been carried to N. Y.

and what has become of it. The special agents being

unable to find any trace of the Canadian lumber con-

signed to Burroughs' bonded lumber yard, the Secre-

tary of the treasury deemed it best to close up the yard

until the lumber could be traced. The duty would

have amounted to $4,000. A little over a year ago a

case was discovered where a barge load of lumber

from Canada ordered to the bonded lumber yard never

went into bond at all. The barge was taken to the

yard but was not unloaded, and the boat was secretly

towed down to the basin at South Brooklyn, where the

lumber was being put on board a vessel bound for an

outside port when discovered. Since then the meth-

ods of this imported lumber have been scanned close-

ly. It is said the investigation in the present case will

be conducted in secret.

The sawdust question has broken out again, and

this time in the goodly town ot Peterborough. Four

of the saw mill men were fined $20 and costs for per-

mitting sawdust to flow into the Otonabee rivery On
the 6th of August the question was taken up by the local

Board of Trade and fully discussed, after which the

following resolution was passed :
" That having

heard the remarks of the different speakers, and that

in view, and on condition o the proprietors of the saw

mills on the Otonabee undertaking to use every means

in their power compatible with the profitable operation

of their mills to prevent the introduction of sawdust

and mill refuse into the Otonabee river, in accordance

with an agreement with the department at the request

of the Town Council, this Board of Trade respectfully

requests the Government of the Dominion to recognize

the efforts of the mill owners in this direction, as an

indication of their willingness to comply with the spirit

of the law, and further requests the Government to

forego the enforcement of the letter of the law unless

this law be universally applied, and not applied alone

to Peterborough mill owners, and that a copy of this

resolution be forwarded to the Minister of Marine and

Fisheries." Proceedings were again had against the

saw mill men, and in each case, judgment was

reserved pending advices from Ottawa,

such cases the mill men do not wish to go to the

trouble and expense of reconstructing their mills or

building new ones, and the people do not wish to have

the streams polluted with sawdust and mill refuse.

As we have intimated before in the columns of this

journal, the true solution of this question lies in the

practical utilization of sawdust. This thing of making

a law, and then exempting it from operation on some
streams and enforcing it on others, as well as making
compromises with local councils, if not to nullify the

law, to at least render it virtually inoperative, is a

great deal like steering a bull by the tail instead of

taking it by the horns. A number ot methods have

been adopted to utilize the saw dust and in some cases

they have been succesful ; the day is not far distant

when sawdust, the cause of so much local trouble, will

be treasured as one of the richest products of a saw mill

Dominion government to inquire into the relations of

capital and labor, might have been more explicit in its

classification of wages paid to the employes of the lum-

ber industry, inasmuch as the investigations of the

commission have cost the country, with the publication

of their report upwards of $50,000. The lumber trade

is the second leading industry of the country, and we
had hoped that the commission would have been able

to furnish the country with valuable information in

such a manner as it would at least be intelligible. On
the question of lumbermen's wages it is too ambiguous,

many of the statements are very indefinite leaving the

reader to do considerable guessing. At Ottawa, gang
men with eight months' work in the year are put down
at from $8 to $10.50 a week ; mill men, at from $1.25

to $1.50 a day ; pilers, $1.15 to $2 a clay
;
shanty men

at $16 a month and board
; slabbers, $1.50 a day, and

teamsters $7 a week. At Petrolia, it is shown that the

lumbermen's wages ranged from $1.50 a day without

board to $1 with board ; but nothing is said as to what
class of lumbermen is intended, whether green hands
or experienced men. At Montreal, sawyers with six

months' work a year, are put down at $1.50 to $2 a

day; laborers, at $1.10 to $1.25 a day, six months'
work; choppers, $24.18 and board a month, 5^
months' work ; teamsters receiving the same, while

drivers for five and a half months' work received

from $1.25 to $2 a day. At Sherbrooke and at Hull

the information is very indefinite. The sitting of the

commission at St. John, N.B., shows that raftsmen were
^.receiving from $1.75 to $2.75 a day, for eight months'
work ; deal pilers, $1.80 a day

; gang men, $1.80
;

tail men, $1.50; middle men $1.60; circular men,
$1.80, and lath sawyers, $1.80. At Newcastle, N.B.,

circular men received $1.50 a day; gang men from
$1.40 to $1.60; lath sawyers, from $1.25 to $1.50;

pilers, $1.50 ;
running logs, 90 cents to $1 and board

;

tail men, from $1.10 to $1.60, and men in the woods
from $14 to $18 and board. At Amherst, N.S.,

lumbermen m the woods are put down $16 to $20 with

board, while lumbermen received $1.10 to $1.15 a day
with board, but nothing is said about circular saw men
or log runners. The report so far as the lumber
interest is concerned might have been made more
interesting and less misleading.

haustible. The prevailing timber is the Douglas fir,

which is found on this island in large quantities.

There is also a beautiful yellow cedar which grows on
the island, which takes a splendid finish and is largely

used for ornamental panels in connection with mahog-
any, red cedar and cherry. Scotch fir, oak, hemlock,

maple and white pine also abound here. The several

lumber yards in the city are doing a flourishing busi-

v*l ness, and the numerous and extensive saw mills which

The labor commission which was appointed by the V are in the immediate vicinity are tasked to meet the

steadily growing demand. As consumers of lumber

The wonderful resources of British Columbia are

attracting the attention of capitalists, not only of

Canada but also of America, and it is surprising to see

how rapidly the country is advancing even in this

rapidly advancing age. That it has a great future

before it we have not the least doubt. Its splendid

climate, its beautiful waters and harbors, together with

its vast fisheries, immense forests and rich mineral

lands, with the vim and push manifested by its people,

all combined bid fair to make it the Fairy Land—the

As is usual iris, Eldorado of the West. /As trusts and combines are

"swallowing up, with the aid of English capital, many
of the leading industrial interests, with the view no

doubt of forming gigantic monoplies which will ulti-

mately crush the smaller establishments, no wonder

that smaller capitalists should turn their eyes wistfully

to the west, looking for a retreat from the overdone

centres of the east. It is ot British Columbia, a country

blessed by nature and smiled upon by heaven, far away
from the rigors of eastern Canadian winters, that they

must and will turn their attention. Americans are be-

ginning to see its great advantages, and it would be wise

for Canadians to go in now and " possess the land."

Alluding to its timber forests, an American writer who
has been taking in the country says, in a communica-

tion to the New York World, that, " one of the great

sources of wealth of British Columbia is the extensive

forests of valuable timber, which apparently are inex*

are

As consumers

here I will mention three or four shipyards, two furni-

ture factories, four waggon and carriage factories, box,

cooperage and cigar box factories, and the building

trades, the latter being particularly active just now.
All branches of the woodworking industry have a most
promising field here, for, in addition to a ready market
for the manufactured product, the raw material is near
at hand and easily and inexpensively obtained. I am
impressed with the advantages offered by Victoria for

pulp and paper mills, and I have no doubt these

interests will sooner or later be added to her list of

manufacturing enterprises. As this city is the largest

and wealthiest in the province, it is also the chief cen-

tre of manufactures. The Albion Iron Works here are

the largest on the coast outside of San Francisco, and
there are several smaller iron foundries, machine works
and stove works. There are also five boot and shoe

factories, a large lithographing and printing house,

wire works, vinegar and pickling works, six cigar

factories, two bookbinderies, two soap works two
cracker bakeries, and oatmeal and rice hulling mills,

in addition to the industries mentioned above in con-

nection with the lumber interests, besides numerous
minor enterprises. All of these establishments are in

active operation, but the field of mechanical pursuits is

not by any means over-cultivated, and it is safe to say

that manufacturing in Victoria is only in its

infancy."

That a great deal has been accomplished by the

persistent agitation of labor subjects by the numerous

labor organizations in this and other countries cannot

be truthfully denied. While the ostensible purpose

of the continued agitation is to improve the ordinary

condition of the working class by securing for it oppor-

tunities which it could not bring about without the aid

of the law, the resorting to strikes and other arbitrary

measures are to be depreciated, inasmuch as they

generally bring about results far different to those

which they are the most desirous to obtain. The
great bane of the working man is ignorance and his

worst foe is the unprincipaled agitator. He should

inform himself thoroughly on the great questions of

the day, particularly those relating to capital and

labor, and instead of trusting too much to the law-

making power for assistance he should endeavor to

cultivate self-reliance and depend more upon his own
skill and individual efforts. Every man is his own
architect, and his success depends a great deal more

upon his own efforts than his dependence upon others.

Mr. Edward Atkinson in an essay appearing in the

August number of the Forutn takes up this phase of

the labor question, wherein the writer says, that the

share which each person may secure to his own use

and enjoyment of the world's increasing product,

depends upon the development of his individual char-

acter and capacity, that all laws restricting the free use

of time and opportunity, or of skill and talent, are

inconsistent with the progress of society and with the

progress of the individual as well. Not enough con-

sideration is usually given to the mind of a man as a

prime factor in turning to account the material re-

sources of the world and in directing the great wealth

producing operations in trade and commerce. The
workman who rests his hopes of success upon the

passage of some legislative act rests them upon a

feeble suport. The great captains in the occupations

of war and peace have almost invariably risen from the

common ranks of society without the aid of any

special law. In all gradations of society a similar con-

dition exists, that the fortune of man is largely in his

own keeping. Whether he shall be a capitalist or re-

main a common laborer depends mainly on the quality
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of his mincl. Unassisted or undirected manual labor

is incapable of providing for an increasing population.

Mr. Atkinson says :
" The saving of capital at the

beginning, however little it may be, is due to prudence,

self-denial, economy and sagacity ; and that the pro-

ductive use of capital, after it has been saved, calls for

intelligence, skill and mental capacity ; while the

larger the capital the greater is the mental capacity re-

quired for its application of productive purposes."

SPLINTERS.

It is stated the lumber shipments from Duluth,

Minn., this year by lake will be about 10,000,000 feet,

a larger quantity than has ever before been shipped

east from the head of the lakes. The shipments last

year were about 5,000,000 feet. The eastern trade

from this point is yet in its infancy, and as western

competition has cut off much of the previous business

done in this section, the eastern business promises to

be of great importance to the lumber interests at the

head of the lakes.

* *
*

Mr. Thomas H. Hotchkiss, U. S. consul-general at

Ottawa, gives the value of exports from the consular

district of Ottawa to the United States for the fiscal

year ending June 30th, 1889, at $3,267,598. This is

considerable of an increase over 1888 when the total

was $2,937, 314. The exports in lumber last year were

$2,672,701 as against $2,465,688 in 1888. The value of

export in box shooks has increased from $63,339 to

$234,162. It is no doubt largely owing to the great

increase in the export of box shooks that the treasury

department raised the duty to prevent competition

with American manufacturers.

* *
*

The Dominion government by proclamation in the

Canada Gazette of Aug. 10th, has exempted the

Ottawa river from the Chaudiere falls to McKay's Bay,

and the Gatineau river from Chelsea to the mouth of

the river, from the operation of the regulation which

prohibits the depositing saw dust and mill refuse in

navigable streams. The following streams and rivers

have also been declared exempt from the same regula-

tion : Crooked Creek, Albert county, N. B.; Nash-

waak river, N. B. ; Beaver creek, Ont., and that part of

St. Francis river, in the county of Richmond, Que.,

known as " Brompton Falls." The exemption is in

regard to saw dust only.

*
The Dominion government recently came to a

decision in regard to the crown timber office at Ottawa.

Mr. John Poupore, ex-M. P., the head of the office, has

been superanuated, ten years being added to his term

of service, making seventeen years in all. This will

give Mr. Poupore an annual allowance of $884. Mr.

C. S. McNutt and Mr. James Ritchie have been

superanuated, the former to have $1,240 a year and
the latter $928. Mr. Jackson, a messenger, is also

placed on the retired list, his allowance to be $216 a

year. Mr. A. J. H. Russel is allowed a gratuity of

$350. Messrs. Smith and Slater will probably be

retained in the service of the government. Mr. Smith
will be the collector of slide dues at $1,200 a year.

Lumber for Packing Cases.

An American lumberman, writing from Liverpool to

an American exchange, says :
" It has occurred to me

that an extensive business might be worked up in this

country for packing cases among the cotton and wool-

len mills, and shipped here in shooks, or knock down.
Especially might this b"e done when the Liverpool and
Manchester ship canal is completed, on which from

12,000 to 15,000 men are at work. When finished the

argest ocean vessel will be able to run up to Manches-
ter without unloading here, and thus save the enormous
cost of dock dues and other charges, as at present. It is

said by those who claim to know, that it costs more to

take a bale of cotton from Liverpool to Manchester, 35
miles, than to bring that bale of cotton from Memphis
or New Orleans to Liverpool—more than 4,000 miles.

The freight charges in this country are much higher

than in the United States. When it is taken into con-

nderation that 45 per cent, of all the cotton goods in

the world are manufactured in the Manchester district,

the reader can understand that this means also the

consumption of a large amount of lumber used to box

up or pack the goods from these cotton mills. These

goods are shipped to all parts of the world. In ad-

dition to these cotton mills there are in the Lancashire

and Yorkshire districts a great many large woolen

mills which consume a great amount of lumber for

packing cases. These cases are mostly made from

spruce. The lumber which comes to Liverpool, Lon-

don, Hull and Glasgow—3 and 4-inch deals— is ship-

ped to the various parts of the country, hauled from

canal boats or cars to the timber yards, re-sawed in the

saw mills, worked through the planing mills, and then

carted to the cotton and woolen manufacturing estab-

lishments. There is waste and expense every time

this stuff is handled after it is unloaded from the vessel

which brings it here, until it is put into the cotton and

woolen mills. There would apparently not be many
different sizes, as the widths of the manufactured

cotton and woolen goods do not vary greatly, and

regular standard sized packing cases are required.

In mentioning the matter to an extensive timber

broker here who handles large quantities of American

lumber, he expressed his opinion that if this thing were

taken hold of in the proper way he believed it might be

made an extensive and profitable business. This could

probably be done best by dealing through a respon-

sible broker here, or in Manchester, or other places in

Great Britain who had the influence to secure contracts

for such stuff ; and would be much more likely to

succeed in overcoming the prejudices of the mill

owners than if a native American undertook to go

about it alone. This idea impresses me all the more

from the fact that in several saw and planing mill

establishments the parties who controlled the business

would say to me, 'Yes, we are glad to get your

American timber, but we don't want you to send us any

of your worked stuff over here. We want to do that kind

of work ourselves.' Of course they do. Every thous-

and feet of worked lumber which comes here stops

just that much work passing through their mills and in

time, should the business be pushed with characteristic

energy of other American lumber enterprises, it would

close many saw, planing and wood-working establish-

ments in this country. In addition to this it would open

a wider market for our American lumber and shut out

that much from the Baltic. While these people are

strongly rooted to old methods and have strong preju-

dices against new-fangled ideas, they are open to

conviction when they can save in their purchase any-

thing above 1 per cent. And it would seem that the

saving to them in this matter would be much greater

than the rate I have named."

While the above remarks are evidently intended for

Americans they are equally applicable to Canadians.

Manchester is the centre of the largest cotton manu-

facturing district in the world, from which is shipped

cotton and other manufactured fabrics to every country

on the face of the globe, while Yorkshire is equally

noted for its immense production of woolen goods. In

packing these goods for foreign shipment thousands of

packing cases are annually used, and we have not the

slightest doubt that by well-directed efforts, a large

market could be created for a class of lumber which

our manufacturers would be only too glad to sell.

OPERATING A BAND SAW.
[Tndtfiua

]

Never get in a hurry when running a band saw. You
may crowd a circular saw until it gets discouraged and
stops, but the band saw will not stand any such racket.

Use a band saw well and it is the best tool ever placed

in a shop, but abuse it as you do a circular and it will

kick itself all to pieces like a loose jointed crab. Do
not let the top wheel pitch backward, that is, so the saw
will run hard against the flange that is cast upon the

back edge of it. If you do, it will wear the back of the

saw very rough, and this in turn wears out the

guides above and below the table.

Pitch the wheel toward you, if it must pitch at all.

If the machine is well built, the wheel should run with

its arbor perfectly level, and we regard this flange, also

the arrangement for tilting the wheel, as attachments

worse than useless. They add to the first cost, com-

plexity and "tinkerability" of the concern. A man alters

the wheel a little to make it run better. He moves it

the wrong way, and it takes him half an hour to get the

wheel set again so that the saw will run.

Don't allow any waste wood to lie upon your saw

table ; as fast as you cut off a piece, push or throw it off.

These pieces are apt to get were you don't want them

and make trouble. One of them may fall through the

table beside the saw, if very small, and get between the

saw and pulley, or it may stick in the table and pinch

the saw. In either case you can count on taking half

an hour with the brazing tongs.

Keep your band saws true. If you can't make a saw

run true, don't run it. Either spoil it or fix it, or get an

expert to do it for you. If the back of the saw is not

straight, it should be made so. It must be hammered.

If there is a concave spot, the hammering must be done

at the roots of the teeth, but if you find a convex place

the back of the saw needs the hammer. A blow of the

hammer stretches the saw, that is all there is about the

mystery of saw hammering ; bear it in mind and you

will soon learn where to strike.

If a saw breaks while running, it is very apt to double

up short just where it goes through the saw table.

Sometimes it gets a twist which makes you think of

a lightning rod. With a little care and a good deal of

patience, you can straighten a saw. Bend out all the

big places first. Do all you can with your fingers.

Don't lay the saw on a board and go for it with a mallet,

for doing so will only put in lots of new kinks, without

taking out any of the old ones. Perhaps you will find

a place that must be cut and braged. If so, do it at

once, before straightening the saw. Let that poor place

go, straighten the saw ever so nicely, and it will break

at the place, and you will have all your straightening to

do over again.

Let a saw once get bent and it will bend again the

first chance it gets. It seems to take all the backbone
out of a saw to get a short bend in it. When you get

the saw straight on the back, hammer out all the bends.

Some of them can best be worked out with a pair of

small pliers. When ready to file, put the saw on the

machine and joint it. Look it all over and see how
many twisted places you can find. One of these twists

is worse than a dozen kinks. It requires a good deal of

engineering to get them out of the saw, but out they

must come if that saw is to be good for anything.

Joint the saw well before you file it. The best thing

to joint a saw with is a piece of Turkey emeiy paper
just as it came from the mine. Some people use a
vulcanite wheel or a piece of one, but this is apt to be
too soft. Don't use a stone which the saw will cut into.

It corners off the teeth and leaves them rounding. An
Arkansas slip is a good thing for jointing saws, and the

small flint stones that are found in chalk quarries will

also answer the purpose tip-top. Whatever stone is

used, see that it has a good flat face where it is applied

to the saw. Grind it true on a grindstone or emery
wheel. Put a clamp on the stone and you can hold it

square with the saw to. Joint one side more than the

other and yon will have to "carry a helm" all the time

and will cut more circles than you want.

Don't set the saw too much. A printed sign should be

stuck up over every bench and nailed to even- clamp
or vice for filing saws. It should read : ''use as little set

as possible." Just enough to let the saw run free, is all

that is needed. For very small circulars use a verv nar-

row saw, but do not try to set a >^-inch saw wide enough
to turn around in a half inch circle.

Some band saws have one guide above the table and
some have two, and the guide with two bearings is the

one you want every time. A saw mill sometimes vibrates

back and forth above the guide just like a fiddle string.

When it does this, it is apt to have another vibrating

spot just where the table comes, and then it works
mean, and you can't make it cut smoothly. With a

double guide, this vibration does not accur at the level

of the table. Keep the guides snug to the saw. Have
them fit well and oil them once in a while. First-class

band saws have a little chute rigged just below the table

to carry off the chips and saw- dust. It should be upon
every saw. Chips and dust don't do any good when
they get between the saw and the pulley, or the pulley

and the floor.
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THE NEWS.

ONTARIO.

Katrine saw mill is cutting 30.000 to 40,000 feet

Mr. Alex. McCormack, recently sold to Robt. Booth of

Pembroke for $70,000, a valuable timber limit, 27 square

miles on the Nipissing branch of the Petewawa river. The

limit is partly in Devine and partly in Butt township.

—A meeting of the creditors of Francis Hardy, saw mill

owner, of Osgoode, was held at Ottawa, Aug. 6th, when it

was decided to wind up the estate. Mr. P. Larmouth was

appointed assignee, and Messrs. J. W. Russel, W. J. Camp-

bell and Thos. Workman inspectors.

—The collector of customs at Amherstburg has detained a

large raft of timber from the Georgian Bay district got out by

>n an average^ an American firm for export to the United States upon which

duty had not been paid. $3,500 was afterwards deposited in

at Washago, is running

—The
a day.

—Brady & Hartley's shingle mil

night and day.

The timber slides at Almonte have been sold to Mr John

Baijd for $900.

—Rathbun's bi

2,500 logs a day.

The recent breuk in Mickle's mill at Gravenhurst will

cost $900 to repair.

}Ir. \Y. T- Fletcher, of Alliston, is making some impor-

tant improvements in his mill.

The Canada Atlantic Railway is at present doing a

rushing lumber freight business. •
•

—Owing to a scarcity of logs; Messrs. Pierce & Co., Ottawa,

have not started their night gang.

Mr. T- R- Booth is having his depots and shanties on

the Nipissing limits connected by telephone.

"—Mr. J. Budd, Minesing Station, has completed his new

saw mill and will soon have it in running order.

—Ross, Hall & Brown's new mill at Rat Portage, is now

busy manufacturing lumber for local and export trade.

— Messrs. Strickland & Co., Lakefield, have been fined

$20 and costs for allowing sawdust to fall into the river.

—Messrs. Graham, Home & Co., of Port Arthur, are

increasing the capacity of their saw mill at Vermillion Bay.

—Messrs. Bonsall Bros.' shingle mill, at Portland, is taxed

to its utmost capacity to fill orders, chiefly for the local trade.

^—McLaughlin Bros., Arnprior, will build another large

steam mill this winter. The ground is now being cleared for

^-tlje purpose.

—A raft of excellent dimension timber ran the Deschenes

Rapids July 19th, having come from the Amable du Fond

limits of Booth & Hall.

—Large booms of Messrs. Gilmour & Co.'s logs of Chelsea

have been made up at Grenville, Calumet, and near the head

of the Long Sault Rapids.

—The cut of the Lakefield Lumber & Manufacturing Co.,

this summer has been 10,000,000 feet of lumber, 3,000,000

lath and 100,000 shingles.

—Mr. Gray, of Dundas, has bought iooo acres of land

near Silverwater, Algoma, and is going to put up a steam saw

mill at Shishiwaning village.

—The Cutler & Savage Lumber Company, of Michigan,

intend transferring their field of operations to the Georgian

Bay region in Canada in about a year.

—The last of the season's drive of logs passed through the

boom at Belleville recently. The drive is said to be the

largest on record—over 600,000 pieces.

—Tne Madawaska drive is considerably scattered along the

river from Calabogie to Griffith, which will be a great draw-

back to the speedy delivery of the logs.

—F. B. Schofield & Sons, Woodstock, have sold out their

planing mill to Thos. McClay, of Mitchell, who intend s

carrying on the business and enlarging the same.

—The lumbermen in Nipissing are preparing for the win-

ter's work. Some of the American companies are in now

building their shanties and getting ready for operations.

—Mr. Edward Benoit, of Rutherglen, intends moving his

saw mill into the village of Callander, CP. R., this fall and

hange it into a steam saw mill.

—Two rafts, belonging to R. Klock & Co., ran the slides at

the Chaudiere last month. They contained eighty cribs each

of large waney pine. These make the third raft brought down

by Messrs Klock & Co. this season.

—Fishery Inspector Gilchrist has been prosecuting Peter-

borough saw mill men for allowing sawdust and mill refuse

to go into the Otonabee river. Messrs. Irwin, Hazlitt and

Hilliard have been fined $20 each and costs.

—The Collins' Bay Rafting Company have rafted 500,000

cubic feet of board timber at Belleville and sent it down the

the river to Quebec. It is the intention of the company to

transfer their interests from Toronto to that place.

f—Eighteen cribs of square timber and hemlock saw logs are

on their way to Kingston for the dry dock. This is the first

consignment of some forty-two cribs from Ottawa for the same

purpose. The cribs will contain 700,000 feet of surface

measure. The contractor receives 1% cents per square foot

*-/or its delivery in Kingston.

the collector's hands to cover the duty.

—The well known lumber firm of R. & T
. White has

assigned for the benefit of creditors. The firm has been in

business for a number of years. The Whites had branch stores

at Sudbury, North Bay and Ascola, besides doing a large

lumbering business on the Bonnechere, Coulonge and Black

rivers.

—The last raft of the season has passed down the Pettewa-

wa. It belonged to Mr. Alex. Fraser, of Westmeath, and

consisted of 138 cribs, and contained in all about 3,000 pines.

The timber is said to be of excellent quality, and is being

taken down to Quebec where it will likely find a ready

market.

—The tail end of the first drive down the Trent, from

Gilmour & Co.'s timber limits, has arrived at Trenton, and is

now safely through the slide in the boom. The river is piled

full of logs. Gilmour's mill is in full blast, and the

factory has been running extra time and night work to fill

the orders.

—D. Davidson, of Penetanguishene, has two one-circular

saw mills across the bay and cuts about 3^ million feet of

lumber annually. He owns a tug and the little passenger

steamer Maude Davidson, which makes frequent trips to the

rocks and the islands, which are famous resorts for tourists

and visitors.

—S. & J. Armstrong, who are running a saw mill and carry-

ing on a large general business at McKellar, being hard press-

ed, have succeeded in getting an extension of two years from

their creditors by giving security. Assets $24,000 and

liabilities $15,000. The cause of the trouble was slow

payments.

—Mr. McDonald, of Toronto, general manager of the On-

tario Lumber Co., has purchased all the company's limits in

Chaffey and Stisted, and is preparing to commence to work

the limits this winter. The stock will be manufactured in

Huntsville. A mill is to be built on the bay to be ready for

the spring work.

—M. Boyd & Co.'s saw mills, at Bobcaygeon, have a

capacity of about 100,000 feet a day, and the aggregate cut

averages about 14,000,000 feet a year. They employ about

150 men*and can boast of having the most important industry

in the place. A large branch for the sale of their lumber is

carried on at Albany, N.Y.

—Two young Ottawaites had a narrow escape from a

serious accident while returning up the Ottawa in a small

skiff. When directly opposite the Rideau falls a sawdust

explosion occurred almost directly underneath them. They

were badly scared as their craft was nearly swamped. They

say the water and sawdust shot at least forty feet into the air.

—The last drive of the season is about out of the Petewawa

river. It belonged to McLaughlin Bros., of Arnprior,

Hurdman & Co., of Ottawa and Mr. Fraser. There is only

one raft of timber left up the Petewawa, and it will be im-

possible to get it out this year. The timber in the raft is

said to be of very fine quality, and ahead of any taken down

the Ottawa this year.

—The tug Rooth and raft and three million feet of logs

were released by the Amherstburg customs authorities upon

the parties depositing $4,000 for export duty on the raft and

$400 fine for the tug. The matter will be tried at Ottawa, as

the other rafts brought down by the Rooth this season were

measured at Point Albino by customs officers and duty paid

before being taken to the United States.

—Deseronto Tribune : A visit to the Cedar Mill shows

that everything is booming about that busy establishment, and

better work is being done than in any previous season of its

history. This is proven by this fact, among others, that 53,000

ties were cut last month in addition to the vast output of shin-

- gles and timber. Large shipments are daily made by rail and

water. Not long since the hands in an institution ironically

entitled the Big Mill asked if the Cedar Mill was running this

year. The Cedar Mill boys consider this question another con-

clusive proof that the Big Mill men are very slow and away

behind the times.

— Messrs. Barnes & Co.'s shook factory at the Chaudiere

closed down Aug. 13th, throwing 200 men out of employ-

ent. The machinery, trucks, &c, will be removed to

Rouse's Point, where the firm have already in operation a

large shook factory. The only men who will remain in the

employ of the firm will be a few who will carry on the ship-

ping of rough lumber requisite for the factory at Rouse's

Point.

—The C. Beck Manufacturing Co., (Ltd) Penetanguis"hene%-

with a paid up capital of $250,000, have 3 extensive mills,

known as the "Penetanguishene Mill," the new .Keene mill

and the shingle and planing mill. They cut a daily average

of 150,000 feet of lumber. They claim to have the fastest

running circular saw in the world. They own a steam barge

with a carrying capacity of 280,000 feet of lumber and a large/

steam tug. »

—The Rathbun Company, Deseronto, have obtained a

judgment for $5,580.58, with interest, from the corporation

known as W. D- More's Sons, of Lowville, N.Y., upon fail-

ure to answer. The complaint of the Rathbun company is

based upon the failure of the More concern to liquidate

various drafts of exchange drawn in their favor to the order of

the Bank of Montreal and made payable to the Black River

Bank, of Lowville.

—At the Ottawa assizes, opening September 12, a case of

unusual interest will be tried. The plaintiff is D. Waite, a

lumber merchant of Cambridge, and the defendant Thomas
C. Day, of Roseboro county. In March last, Day instituted

an action against Waite for stealing lumber, and had him

arrested and imprisoned. The magistrate discharged Waile,

who now enters an action for false arrest and imprisonment

against Day, claiming $5,000 damages. The defense set up

that there was a reasonable and proper cause for making the

arrest.

yA-The French River Boom Company has given notice of its

intention to apply for letters of incorporation from the Ontario

government to enable it to carry out work and improvements

to facilitate the transmission of timber on the French river.

The company is also asking for power to erect mills for

the purpose of carrying on a general lumber business.

Toronto is to be the chief place of business. The capital

stock of the company is to be $100,000, in shares of $100

each. The names of the applicants are as follows : H. H.

Cook, H. J. Bohme, F. E. Macdonald, all of Toronto ; C.

Henderson, of Bracebridge, and N. Irvine, at French River. ^—Ottawa Free Press : During the shanty season, which is

now about closed, upwards of 8oo bushmen registered in the

Lower Town hotels. Many of these complain bitterly of the

way they were treated both by the lumber firms and hotel

men. The former they claim have reduced the wages slight-

ly every year, and next year it appears intend to make a still

further reduction. Then, too, they say that in order to be

engaged they generally strike the city a month or more in

advance of the season to look for employment, which also

necessitates a big expense for nothing. A great many who

went to the woods last winter are completely penniless.

Most of them were from Quebec province.

—Messrs. Flatt & Bradley, the well-known timber and

lumber merchants of Hamilton, have disposed of their

Hamilton business to Mr. W. D. Morris, of the Samuel

Rogers Oil Co., of Ottawa. The purchase includes about 2)4

acres of valuable land in the heart of the city, stock of hard-

wood and pine lumber, etc., on hand, also horses, wagons,

sleighs and the good will of the business. Mr. Morris has

associated with him Mr. John Bradley, of the firm of Flatt &
Bradley, and James McBain Reid, of Kansas City, who will

carry on the business till a charter is procured under the style

of Bradley, Morris and Reid. Mr. Reid will be manager,

having had an extensive lumbering experience heretofore.

—One of the many dangers that a raftsman has to encoun-

ter was forcibly illustrated recently when two cribs of a raft

of Gee Bros, collided in the Chaudiere slides, but fortunately no

one was hurt. A crib manned by two men was making rapid

progress, when at the bottom of the first pitch the mass of tim-

ber stuck, the hind part being lifted considerably by the force

of rushing waters, and the men being nearly carried off. They,

however, managed to jump on the long pier by the side of the

slide and proceeded to give warning of what had happened.

As they reached the top of the pitch, to their terror they saw

another crib about going over. They shouted to the men to

jump, which they did just in time to save their lives, for a

couple of seconds more would have been to late. The second

crib bounded over the pitch with lightning rapidity, and went

almost clear under the one that was stuck at the bottom. In

an instant the crib was shattered and the timbers were swept

over the remainder of the slide. The men off the raft were en-

gaged in big boats for some time afterwards gathering together

the pieces that were distributed over the river.
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—David Shaw, lumberman, Bixly, has assigned.

—A raft valued at $70,000 recently passed down the St.

Lawrence river.

—James Playfair's mill, at Sturgeon Bay, finished cutting

piece logs last week. They still have a month's cut of hem-

lock and hardwood on the river bank.

—John Richardson, proprietor of Culloden mills, is said to

have received a contract from a firm in Petrolea for 100 car-

loads of saw dust at $7 per car, delivered on board cars.

—The Rathbun Company have over 250,000 logs stored up in

Lewey's cove across the bay on the Sophiasburg shore. There

are enough logs their to keep all the establishments in Deser-

onto busy cutting for a whole season. None of this will be

touched this season ; it will be held in reserve for coming

years. The visitor to that shore cannot but be impressed with

the extent of that mammoth log pond.

—Mr. Woods, manager of Messrs. Barnes & Co.'s box

shook factory, recently had an interview with the Hon.

MacKenzie Bowell. He states that the firm has just lost a

hearing of their case before the treasury board, the reason

given being that the shocks are virtually completely manufac-

tured and require next to nothing to be done on them on

the other side, and are therefore subject to the higher duty.

They intend to fight the matter out in the courts.

f—Gravenhurst, the centre of the lumbering district 0?**^

Northern Ontario, can boast of having 14 saw mills, all of

which are busily engaged in manufacturing lumber. The

principal mills are Mickle's, Cockburn's and McNeil's. Fifty

men are employed in Cockburns mill, the output of which is

40,000 feet of lumber, 25,000 feet of shingles, and 20,000

feet of lath per day. Mickle, Dyment & Son, employ 120 men.

The capacity of their three mills in West Gravenhurst is

120,000 feet of lumber, 60,000 shingles, and 50,000 lath

per day. J. J. McNeil's mill has an output of 70,000

.shingles a day, and about eight million shingles are cut in

the season.

^/^The mill of the Parry Sound Lumber Co., Parry Sound,

^

is run by water power furnished by the Sequin river. The

company have some 400 square miles of timber limits, around

Parry Sound^They own the steamer Minnehaha, which is

used for towmg logs, and the company are building a steel

barge of 1,000 tons, carrying from 900,000 to 1,000,000 feet

of lumber, which will be completed this fall and ready for

business in the spring. The facilities for shipping the product

of the mill are excellent, the docks having a capacity of nine

million feet. The season's cut of the mill is set down at

fifteen million feet of lumber and four million lath. This year

the mill is being worked to its full capacity, although as a rule

ten million a year is all the company aim at cutting. The
company have recently built a shingle mill with a capacity of

twelve million ; this building is separate from the water mill

and is driven by steam. The average output of lumber at

the Parry Sound mills is 30,000,000 feet.

—The Dodge Wood Split Pulley Co., of Toronto, report

Jthe following recent sales of their Patent Rope Transmissions,

all of which can be seen daily in operation: Robt. Gardiner

& Son. Montreal; The H. R. Ives Co., Montreal; Ontario

Bolt Works, Toronto ; Augustus Newell & Co. , Toronto
;

Dartmouth Rope Works, Halifax; A. W. Morris & Bro.

,

Montreal ; The Joseph Simpson Co., Toronto; J. T. Huber

& Co., Berlin ; Warden King & Co., Montreal
; J. Brown &

Co., Quebec ; The Beaudry Estate Co., Montreal ; Ganan-

oque Carriage Co., Gananoque ; Gellow Hersey & Co.,

Montreal; Force & Dickinson, Elmwood ; Darling Bros.,

Montreal ; J. Laurie & Bro., Montreal ; J. & T. Bell, Mon-
treal ; North American Glass Co., Montreal; The Abbatoir

Co.'- Montreal; Canadian Edison Mfg. Co. , Sherbrooke

;

Doty Engine Works, Toronto ; Cumberland Railway & Coal

Co., N,S. : Chas. Boeckle & Son, Toronto. They also re-

port large sales of their celebrated Wood Split Belt Pulleys

which are rapidly taking the pla:e of Iron in all portions of

the country.

QUEBEC.

— Battles & Co., lumber dealers, St Phillipi, have dissolved.

Mr. Ba>tien and J. B. Joliet continue under the same style.

Mr Oneafane Chalifour, of St. Roch's, has purchased the

late H. N. Jone's saw mills and property at Hedleyville, and

will carry on the saw mill business there.

—The New Glasgow Lumbering Co., of Montreal, has

assigned, with $15,000 liabilities. The chief creditors are the

Banquc Ville Marie, at whose instance the assignment was

and are in for $10,500. The Ontario Bank is interested

I', 'he extent of $3,000.

y/^l ht. Roberval Lumber Company, of Roberval, consisting

principally of Mr. Ross, of Quebec, Mr. Beemer and Mr. B.

A. Sa>tt, have just erected a magnificent steam saw mill, fitted

with the most modern improvements, including a circular, saw

revolving 10,000 feet a minute and gang saws making 22 strokes

in the same brief period of time. Three logs are thus squared

and cut every two minutes, and it is the intention of the com-

pany to saw 150,000 logs per season, 20 per cent, of which are

said to be pine, and the balance spruce. >The company own

900 squaie miles of timber limits on the Peribodca and Mis-

tassini, and other rivers flowing into the lake. The logs cut

in these limits are floated down stream, and then towed across

the lake by the steamer to the mill. The boilers in the mill

are automatically fed with sawdust.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.

—Vancouver papers report a building boom.

—The Eau Claire Lumber Company, of Calgary, owing to

the Bow river raising, have been enabled to float their logs to

Calgary.

—A Victoria, B. C, man is said to have discovered a process

by which lumber can be rendered fire proof at a cost of $1 per

thousand.

NOVA SCOTIA.

A number of mill owners of Cape Breton, have entered

an action against the Dominion government to recover dam-

ages sustained. It is alleged that in the erection of bridges

for the Cape Breton railroad, the goverment has caused the

water to be dammed and diverted, so that it is impossible to float

logs with the same facility as before The railway act under

which the claims are made promises that in operations upon

rivers, the latter shall be left in their former state, or equally

as good. This has not been done in the cases cited, and^

heavy damages are now demanded.

fV^ NEW BRUNSWICK.
—Alex. Gibson, lumber, etc., Marysville, has changed the

firm style to A. Gibson & Sons (Ltd).

—It is estimated that about 55,700,000 feet of logs B. M ,

are hung up on the streams in N.B., with but little chance of

getting to the St. John's mills this season so as to be of any

service this year.

A number of American capitalists recently purchased
«"—F. G. Strickland & Co. , of new Westminster, have sold a V „i ,u„.,„„j „„„ c 1 a t\ 1 r... .

several thousand acres of land in Douglas county, from the
sawmill outfit to the Methodist Missionary Society, who will

erect the mill near Fort Simpson. It will be driven by water.

—The Victoria Lumber Manufacturing Company, Victoria,

will shortly proceed with the extension of their mill at Chema-

inus, Vancouver Island, enlarging it to a capacity of 250,000

^eet per day.

—James D. Leaky, of New York, who built the famous

Joggins raft in Nova Scotia, has made arrangements to build

a similar raft on the coast of British Columbia, to be towed to

San Francisco.

''—The shingle mill lately built on Gambier Island, by W. L.

Johnston & Co., of Westminster, is completed. The mill is

turning out 30,000 shingles per day and this number will be

largely increased.

—Freight rates on lumber from Burrard Inlet are as

follows to Hobson's Bay, 57s. 6d. per m. ; to Melbourne

Wharf, 62s. 6d ; to Sidney, 52s. 6d. to 55s. 6d., per m.
;

Shanghai, 60s per m. ; W. Coast South America, 55s. per m.

—The Columbian, of Westminster, B. C, says; The bush

fires all along the coast are extending considerable, and unless

rain comes soon they are bound to do much damage to valuable

timber lands. The smoke is also likely to interrupt navigation

if it becomes much more dense.

—Vancouver World: T. S. Higginson, Crown Timber

Agent, was in the city. He has only lately returned from

Revelstoke and says the town is getting along very well. A
fine saw mill is being erected and also a shingle mill, whilst

work on the smelter is giving employment to a number of men.

Some of the timber in that section is of excellent quality.

MANITOBA AND THE NORTHWEST.

—J. Foreman has started a lumber yard at Alexandria.

W. Sorsodeil has opened a lumber yard in Winnipeg.

/^It is said the lumber cut on Lake Winnipeg this season

will be 3,000,000 feet less than last year./

s —Dick & Banning's logs have arrived at their mill at Kee-

watin. The mill will run night and day for the balance of the

season.

mill at Emerson, which has been idle nearly

was built, is working this year on logs from

S

—The saw

ever since it

Minnesota.

—There is now no prospect of Mitchell & Bucknall getting

their logs down to their mill at Millwood, at least before fall,

and perhaps not then.

—The logs in the Riding mountains are mostly hung up for

this year. Mr. Christie, of Brandon, has a lot of logs hung

up on the Birdtail river.

—Aid. Alexander, manager of the Hastings Saw Mills,

Vancouver, B. C, was in Winnipeg recently with a view of

establishing lumber agencies in Manitoba.

—Mr. John A. Christie of Brandon, has puschased.the whole

season's cut of the mill of H. Buhner Jr. , Rat Portage, con-

sisting of about 4.000,000 feet of pine lumber.

^/—Christie's mill at Brandon has been closed down^
the logs brought down the Assiniboine last fall having been

all used up. There is no prospect of getting more logs down >

at present. f
In consequence of the water being low in the Saskatche-

wan river, the boats have been unable to run this season. At

Edmonton the people have given up all hopes of a boat

getting in this year.

—A big drive of logs reached Winnipeg recently for D.

Sprague's mill. The drive has been forty-three days in com-
ing from Grand Forks, where it was locked for a time, and
blocked the river for two miles. Mr. Sprague will cut about

3,000,000 feet this season.

New Brunswick and Nova Scotia Land Company. The
object of the purchasers is to procure wood for manufacturing

wood pulp.

—J. A. Black, of Moncton, is about to engage extensively

in the lumbering business, having purchased 8,000 acres of

woodland on Stewiachi River, with a water mill on the

property. He has contracted with A. Robb & Sons for one

of their rotary mills, with 60-h. p. engine and 75-h. p. boiler,

to be completed Sept. 15th. The property cost Mr. Black in

the neighborhood of $20,000.

—A very influential and significant gathering of the lumber
kings of the North Shore was held at Newcastle on the 25th

July, to consider and resolve on the question of stumpage on
crown lands. It was resolved to insist upon the local govern -

ment complying with the following demands, (i) Renewalof
the present ten-year leases. (2) Reduction of the stumpage from

$1.25 to $1 per thousand. (3) Reduction of mileage from $8
and $4 to $2. (4) Adoption of Quebec scale. (5) Making
expenditure on streams to facilitate driving and constructing

portage roads. It is understood Mr. Snowball, ex-M. P. P
for Northumberland, expressed himself very strongly against

the Government's policy and intimated that he had spent

money to turn the old local Government out, and was pre-

pared to do the same against the present one unless the

lumbermen's demands were conceded.

AMERICAN.
—Extensive forest fires are raging in Montana, Oregon and

other places, about the most extensive forest fires ever known.

—Bleker & Hagaman, Canadian lumbermen, will put in a

lumber plant at Cordele, Ga.

—The present scale of wages in the logging camps at Puget\
Sound are as follows : Teamster, $75 a month

; chopper,

$65 to $70 ; hook tender, $45 to $50 ; barker, $40 ; swamp-
er, $40 ; sawyer $55.

—At the rate mills are operating at present at East Sagi-

naw, Mich., with a season of ordinary length, the output in

the river will exceed 700,000,000 feet, and unless the ship-

ments are exceptionally brisk there will be a large stock on
hand when the mills close.

—Both white men and negroes are employed in the saw
mills in the Southern States. Common labor is paid from

$1 to $1.25 per day and skilled labor from $1.50 to $2.50
per day. Negroes are preferred for common laborers and
white men for skilled labor.

— It is said that in the Kawkawlin river, Mich., there is

hung up 5,000,000 feet of logs that it will be impossible to

float out this season. On the Molasses about 2,000,000 feet

will not come out. On the other streams in the Saginaw
valley moderate progress is reported.

—Miller & Lewis, Bay City, Mich., are cutting a large

consignment of logs from Georgian Bay for R. G. Peters and
others. The timber is said to be of good quality, and cuts

out fully as good as expected. 25,000,000 feet of this stock

is being manufactured at Bay City mills.

—Lumber was exported from the Puget Sound mills to

foreign and domestic ports during the fiscal year ending June

30, amounting to 3,059,236,883 feet, valued at $48,127,618.

During the fiscal year the total shipments of lumber to foreign

ports comprised, 143 cargoes, 130,4:0,985 feet ; valued at

$19,191,099.52.

—The first full train load of any products from the Pacific

Northwest, left Tacoma, W.T., for Chicago, August 12th.

It consisted of a train of 19 cars, carrying over 2,500,000 of

red cedar shingles. The shipment was sent over the North-

ern Pacific railroad, by the North Pacific Consolidated

Shingle Company, of Tacoma, consigned to Chicago for

distribution to Ohio and Illinois points.
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HOME AND FOREIGN TRADE REVIEW.

Office of Canada Lumberman \
August 30th, 1889. J

During the month local trade throughout Ontario has been

remarkably dull, but this is no unusual circumstance at this

time of the year. The desire for pleasure and recreation dur-

ing the summer months in Canada is too great to be resisted,

and men engaged in the lumber trades generally look out for

their share of enjoyment. From this on trade is expected to

improve.

Trade at Toronto has been really dull during the month,

customers wanting nothing but their ordinary every day sup=

plies. There has been no change in prices. Shingles are too

plentifull and the supply is in excess of the demand. There

are too many mills on the new extension of the Northern and
North-western Railway making a low grade of XXX shingles

and selling them at any price that can be obtained for the sake

of realizing the cash. Stocks are piling up at the mills and

there seems to be as yet a very slow movement of the new cut.

Dry lumber has beeu pretty well worked off and is becoming

very scarce. There are a number of large stocks new cut that

have not yet changed hands and the indication on that urges

caution about loading up too heavy. The usual monthly

blockade is in force again in Toronto. The Grand Trunk
officials admit that this wretched state of affairs will continue

until new delivery sidings are added, but when the remedy
will be applied nobody knows.

Trade in the Ottawa valley in pine lumber and shingles is

quite stagnan*. Box lumber is off $1 per M. in price. There

seems to be more lumber offering than buyers therefor. Ash
lumber is also dull. Unless trade improves very much in the

fall the coming winter's operations in logs will be largely cur-

tailed. Shingles are lifeless. It is hoped that the abundant

harvest and improvement in the iron trade may give more tone

to the market before long.

At Montreal the market shows little or no improvement,

few lots changing hands, either in large or small volume, it

is not being expected that much building will be done this fall.

At yards there is a moderate amount of hand to mouth retail

trade, and prices have ruled steady. There is a satisfactory

export demand at the mills at firm prices, manufacturers not

being willing to make concessions, while shippers are

rather anxious to buy, the opportunity being in their opinion

a favorable one. The cut at the mills is very large. The
appearances for European and South American trade is good.

At Ottawa, Quebec, and along the coast of New Brunswick

and Nova Scotia export business has been very brisk, and is

likely to continue so until the close of navigation. The
amount of square timber going forward is unprecedented.

The exports from Richibucto, N. B. from June 1st to date,

to the United Kingdom amount to 5,073, 843 sup. feet, deals,

ends &c. and 8,460 palings; and from Buctouche, N.B.

24 75,609 sup. feet deals, ends &c.

The Quebec timber market keeps strong and some sales are

reported. A raft of square, about 43 feet, with some 19 inch

waney^has changed hands at 35c, and a raft of small white

pine 23c, with red at 17c. Choice Michigan waneyof 19 to 20
inch has been sold at 45c.

FOREIGN

The market in London and on the coast is reported as

being very quiet. The building trade is somewhat better, but

the demand is languid, and an improvement is not looked for

until buyers are assured that consignments will be kept out of

the market. The strike of Dock laborers has brought ship-

ping to a standstill—a veritable blockade, as men cannot be
obtained to unload the vessels. Almost all kinds of business

is at a standstill in consequence. On the coast the general

tone of the markets is more hopeful since the publication of

the July Board of Trade returns. Steamers are fast taking the

place of sailers, and sailing vessels are scarce. Freights from
New Brunswick are still advancing, and the rates now being
paid are 72s 6d to 75s at which vessels are fixing freely.

Messis. Denny, Mott and Dickson's wood circular under
date of August 6th report :

—

Canadian Timber.—Yellow Pine, both square and waney,
continues scarce, and whilst the demand is quiet, prices are

likely to go still higher in sympathy with the further stiffening

of free on board value in Quebec. Quebec Oak is too light in

stock to be much affected by the large importation of Southern
wood, but import prices are likely to be lowered if the

Southern wood finds any favor with consumers. Elm of good
quality is light in stock, and commands good prices. The
supply of Ash has exceeded the demand, but the importations

have chiefly consisted of old and inferior wood.
Pitch Pine Timber.—Trade generally remains dull,

although a few special orders have prevented any fall in prices

for choice specifications of 12 to 14 inch squares of good
lengths ; but for other sizes there is scarcely any demand, and
a decided weakening in values is to be noted. Stocks are

more than ample for requirements, and holders are unable to

obtain any appreciable profit on recent importations, after

adding dock and interest charges to prime cost. Supplies of

hewn logs have been' small, and importers have done fairly

well; but any considerable additions to stocks would inevit-

ably bring about a great reduction in price, as the demand is

restricted.

Fir Timber.—Stocks are still large, and consumption is

limited ; but owing to the fact that the greater part of the

supplies remains in strong hands, quotations are fairly well

maintained. Low qualities of poor average can only be moved
at auction, and at prices quite out of proportion to those

realized for better kinds.

At Liverpool, we note the consumption for the month of

July was somewhat larger than that of last year, while the

importation was about 3,000 standards more. The Timber
Trades Journal commenting on Canadian woods says:

—

" Making every allowance for the quantity of spruce which
has come forward, there can be but little doubt that pine deals

have been brought forward too freely, the stock at the end of

the last month being about 2,300 standards above that of last

year at the same time. With the close of the import season

now within sight, the increased cost of importation, conse-

quent upon the firmer tone of the freight market, and the

higher rates of insurance, we shall not be surprised to see a
decline in prices if supplies continue to come forward as freely

as they are doing at present. Still we cannot disguise the fact

that pine, in the form of deals, boards, sidings and other

partly manufactured forms, is rapidly forcing its way in

public estimation, to the corresponding detriment of pine in

the log, which a few years ago was the favourite and general

way of sending this description of wood to this market.

Messrs. Farnworth & Jardine, Liverpool, under date of the

3rd of August report :

—

The arrival from British North America during the past

month have been 55 vessels, 43,901 tons, against 46 vessels,

53,447 tons to the corresponding date last year, and the

aggregete tonnage to this date from all places during the years

1887, 1888 and 1889 has been 186,791, 190,608 and 220,707
tons respectively.

Business throughout the month has again been fairly satis-

factory. Imports with a few exceptions, have not been in

excess of the demand and values generally have been well

maintained.

New Brunswick and Nova Scotia Spruce and Pine Deals

—

Of spruce the import has been moderate, viz. 9,564 standards,

against 15,008 standards same months last year ; the deliveries

have been satisfactory, prices are steady and stocks not ex-

cessive. Pine deals have arrived too freely, but the demand
continues fair.

Birch.—Both logs and planks have arrived too freely ; the

former maintains its value, but the latter have been dull of

sale ; stocks are quite ample.

BRITISH BOARD OF TRADE RETURNS.
The following are the official returns for the month of July,

1888 and 1889, compared, and also for the seven months
ending July 31st, 1 888 and 1889, compared :

—

Month ending July 31st.

QUANTITY. VALUE.
1888. 1889; 1888. 1889

Timber (Hewn) Loads Loads. £ £
Russia 55,t>42 67,573 89,658 118,896
Sweden and Norway 47,733 71,114 64,978 108,576
Germany 26,643 25,921 55,204 57,102
United States 12,271 20,917 45,485 88,715
British E. Indies 4'°93 6,493 44,386 78,050
British North America 37,468 34,272 161,166 173,545
Other Countries 38,180 47,762 42,647 63,649

Total 221,430 274,052 503,524 688,533
Timber (Sawn or Split,

Planed or dressed.)
Russia 187,587 287,370 364,137 678,981
Sweden & Norway 261,849 361,380 536,483 783,140
United States 37,299 54,017 99,886 173,608
British North America 228,499 205,890 477,663 539,726
Other Countries 9,539 13,299 23,606 36,544

Total 724,773 921,956 1,501,774 2,211,998
Staves (all sizes) 11,217 21,062 46,707 70,322
Mahogany (tons) 4,327 2,804 35,123 24,752
Total of Hewn and Sawn 946,203 1,196,008 2,005,298 2,900,531

Seven Months ending July 31st.

quantity. value.
1888. 1889 1888. 1889.

Timber (Hewn). Loads Loads £ £
Russia 94,842 142,284 152,370 257,895
Sweden and Norway 287,862 364,687 365,781 531,653
Germany 116,765 139,942 267,508 369,334
United States 70,800 86,915 279,405 364,952
British E. Indies 18,978 32,685 216,661 383,680
British North America 41,879 46,184 176,425 233,501
Other Countries 290,028 348,363 288,130 409,571

Total 921,154 1,161,060 1,746,280 2,550,086
Timber (Sawn or Split
Planed or Dressed).

Russia 342 525 549,610 652,689 1,255,020
Sweden & Norway 708,054 1,007,318 1,466,439 2,321,530
United States 168,352 238,857 453,200 758,797
British North America 405,785 404,928 885,813 1,050,978
Other Countries 47,851 72,554 126,308 204,628

Total 1,672,567 2,273,267 3,584,449 5,590,95"!
Staves (all sizes) 56,487 78,708 280,709 335,677
Mahogany (tons) 28,780 23,108 256,303 205,222
Total of Hewn & Sawn 2,593.721 3,434,327 5,330,729 8,141,039

Export of Foreign Timber.
Month ending July 31st.

quantity. value.

1888. 1889. 1888. 1889.

Timber (Sawn or Split, Loads. Loads. £ £
Planed or Dressed) 3,272 2,008 20,999 18,756

Seven Months ending July 31st.

Quantity. Value.
1888. 1889. 1888. 1889.

Timber (Sawn or ; plit, Loads. Loads. £ £
Planed or Dressed). 12,479 8,267 76,714 68,331

The total imports of hewn timber for July this year amount
to 274,052 loads, as compared with 221,430 loads in 1887.
Sawn timber shows a still greater proportionate increase

;

during July tbey amounted to 921,956 loads, as against 724,-

773 loads 1888. The values of the imports of hewn timber
for July amount to £688,533, last year £503,514; the value
of sawn timber imports July 1889, £2,211,998, as compared
with £1,501,774 value of imports of July 1888. The total

imports for the past seven months have been : Hewn timber,

1,161,060 loads, at a value of £2,550,086; sawn timber,

2,273,267 loads, at a value of £5,590,953.

Sale of Mr. E. B. Eddy's Timber Limits.

The sale of Mr. E. B. Eddy's timber limits took
place at the Russel House Ottawa on Aug. 14th. The
sale was the result of a determination of the Eddy
Manufacturing Company to retire from the wholesale
manufacture and sale of lumber and timber in order to

devote more attention to the other branches of the
manufacturing business at Hull. The property offered

for sale comprised about 1,377 square miles of timber
limits, with depots, farms, buildings, supplies, plant,

etc. Some of the properties offered were exceedingly
valuable, notably the large water power saw mill,

splitting mill and filling room, at Hull, the cutting
capacity of which is estimated at from 35,000,000 to

40,000,000 feet per season. The other properties in-

cluded lumber yards and piling grounds, and are
supplied with tramways, engines and cars, slides and
docks, also the steam mill at Nepean, surrounded
32 acres.

A large number of lumbermen were present at the
sale, including a lot of American lumber kings.
Among those present were : Messrs. Klock, Fraser,

James McLaren, E. H. Bronson, M. P. P., R. White,
Pembroke ; G. B. Pattee, Wm. Murray, Andrew McCor-
mack, John Bryson, M. P., Gillies, of Braeside ; R.
Hurdman, R. Gonroy ; W. C. Edwards, M. P., C.
McLachlin, Arnprior

; J. R. Booth, G. A. Grier.

Lot 1. Garden River Limits 83 square miles was
withdrawn the upset price not having been reached.

Lot 2. North River, Turtle Lake limit 26 square
miles sold to A. Lumsden at $315 = $8,190.

Lot 3. Temiscamingue limits 125 square miles sold
to J. Stuart at $195 = $34,375. Plant and supplies

$11,650, total $36,025. Purchaser failed to make
deposit and complete transaction.

Lot 4. Antoine Creek limit 45 square miles, sold to

A. & P. White at $330 = $14,850.

Lot 5. Magnissippi limits 1 1 1 square miles (a choice
lot, easy of access, well watered, splendidly timbered)
was bid up to $380 per mile, and was withdrawn as
the lowest upset price was not reached.

Lot 6. Lower Dumoine 7i>2 square miles sold to

Bronson's & Weston Lumber Co., at $455 = $32,532.
Lot 7. East portion of Fort Eddy limits 150 square

miles did not reach lowest upset price were withdrawn
at $430 per mile. These are very valuable, excellent

limits and are fully equipped with plant, stock and
supplies for lumber operations.

Lot 8. West portion of Fort Eddy limits 124 square
miles sold to A. Lumsden at $410= $50,840. This was
the greatest bargain in limits that has occurred for a

long time in this section, the auctioneer misunderstood
his instructions and let this parcel go at too low a
price. It was cheap at $100,000

Lot 9. Coulonge limit 50 square miles sold to F.

Murtagh at $320 = $16,000.

Lot 10. 100 square miles on Black River withdrawn
at $395 per mile bid.

Lot 11. 100 square miles on Dumoine withdrawn
at $375 per mile bid.

Lot 12. 100 square

at $390 per mile bid.

Lot 13. 110 square miles in Clyde and Eyre with-

drawn at $16,500 en bloc.

Lot 14. 179X square miles on Madawaska with-

drawn at $8,500 en bloc.

Lot 1 5. Large saw mill, water power, piling ground,

etc., at Hull, withdrawn after bids up to $180,000.

Lot 16. Nepean mill site, withdrawn.

miles on Dumoine withdrawn

PERSONAL.
The Lumberman congratulates Mr. C. M. Whitlaw, the

popular manager of the Montreal Saw Co., on his recent very-

narrow escape from drowning, while attending the A. C. A.
meet at the Thousand Islands.

Richard G. Lay, of the district of Columbia, brother-in-
law to Vice President Morton, has been appointed Consul-
General at Ottawa, vice Thos. H. Hotchkiss.

Charles R. Pope, of Missouri, has been appointed Consul
at Toronto.

Mr. John E. Barry, has been appointed head of the Hull
crown timber agency. Mr. Barry has been in the lumber
trade for many years, first as agent for Price Bros., and then
as managing director of the Escoumain lumber saw mills.

FIRE RECORD.
Wm. Milne's saw mill at Ethel, Ont., was burned Au*7 ..

« 1 8th. Loss about $5,000 ; insurance $1,500. /
\ Dresden, Ont., has met with a serious loss by fire. A.
McVean's spoke and hub factory is levelled with the ground.
Four persons were injured by the explosion of a boiler. The
wheel business will be conducted as before, but the hub and
spoke factory will not be rebuilt. Loss 100,000 ; no insur-

ance.

The saw mill and store of W. P. Cameron, at Mainland,
Hants, N. S., were recently burned. Loss $7,000 ; no
insurance.

The saw mill belonging to Wood & Co., Nixon, Ont.,
together with the planing, stave, heading, shingle and lath
machinery was burned July 28th, as well as a cooper shop
and about 300,000 feet of lumber. Loss $10,000 ; no insur-

ance.

The saw mill and cheese box factory ot Jas. Dural, of
Newington, was burned Aug. 15th. Loss between $3,000
and $4,000 ; no insurance.

The saw mill, at Father Point, Que., on the Ramouski

river, belonging to the G. B. Hall estate, was destroyed by-

fire, Aug. 4th. Amount of insurance unknown.

Ludlam & Ainslie's heading factory, at Comber, Ont., was
burned on Aug. 3rd, together with two M. C. R. cars loaded
with elm bolts for Detroit, which were standing on the siding

near the mill. Loss on the mill $3,000. Cause of fir*,,

unknown.un
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The following cargoes of Canadian wood have been

reported at various United Kingdom ports since our

last issue :

Abejteen.—Lindsay, Quebec, 45 pes. hewn oak, 38 pes.

hewn elm, 59 pes. hewn birch, 371 pes. hewn yellow pine,

3,465 pes. sawn deals. Dronning Sophie, Quebec, 13 pes.

oak, 180 pes. hewn noe., 495 pes. hewn fir, 6,441 pes. sawn
fir.

Ayr.—Caledonia, Yarmouth, N.S., 16,625 fir deals, 3,162
birch deals. Hero, Miramichi, 1 1,769 fir deals. Sarpsborg,

Quebec, 5,055 deals, 461 pine logs, 23 oak logs, 40 pes.

hewn elm, 20 pes. hewn birch.

Barrow.—Augerton, St. John, 74,702 deals, boards and
ends. Dagny, Sheet Harbor, 21,937 deals and battens.

Acuba, Montreal, 44,376 deals, boards and ends.

Barnstaple.—Minnie, Quebec, 75 pes. hewn birch, 3,299
white pine deals, 250 white pine deal ends, 249 red pine
deals.

Belfast.—Pioneer, Miramichi, 30,497 deals and ends,

5,497 palings. Mandalay, Quebec, 48,877 pes. hewn
fir. Arathusa, Miramichi, 2,600 staves, 11,717 deals and
ends. Oronto, Miramichi, 22,742 deals. Eurydice, St.

John, 40,424 deals and ends. Australia, Miramichi, 23,492
deals, 8,550 palings. Action, St. Thomas, 21,244 Pcs - sawn
fir. Tinten, St. Thomas, 23,674 pcs. sawn fir. Sheffield,

Bay Verte, 21,695 deals and ends. Erato, Miramichi, 16,363
deals and ends. Captain Dan, Sheet Harbor, 13,431 deals,

1,139 deals and ends. Prinds Oscar, Miramichi, 21,378 pcs.

sawn fir. Trivold, Miramichi, 12,598 deals and ends.

Plymouth Rock, Quebec, 84 pcs. hewn elm, 83
pes hewn birch, 486 pcs. waney pine, 73 pcs. whitewood, 246
pcs. hewn fir, 9,974 deals and ends. Donald Ferguson,
Quebec, 116 logs hewn pitch pine, 386 logs hewn fir, 5,796
deals, 12 Ids. lathwood. Kate Crosby, Miramichi, 21,724
deals and ends, 10,000 palings.

Bristol.—Dominion, Montreal, 5,785 deals. Dra-
cona, Montreal, 116 bdls., 43 box handles, 250 pcs. birch.

Armenia, Chatham, 17,493 spruce deals, scantlings, boards
and ends, 3,335 birch deals and ends, 221,288 staves.

Beaumaris.—Haabet, Halifax, 8,556 spruce deals, 614
birch deals. Emmiline, Economy Point, 937 spruce deals,

10,051 bdls. and 33 pcs. sawn birch. Saron, Halifax, 10,659
spruce deal.s

Chester.—Kongsverre, Halifax, 7,221 spruce deals, 627
deal ends, Frier, Richibucto, 10,162 spruce deals, 1,012
spruce deal ends.

Cardiff.—Revolving Light, St. John, 41,281 deals,

boards and battens. Premier, Quebec, 80 pcs. hewn oak,

56 pcs. hewn elm, 119 pcs. red pine, 62 pes. board pine, 424
pcs. white pine, 5,536 deals and ends, 2,400 staves, 3,201
pine ends. Virginia, Miramichi, 16,555 deals and ends.

Premier, Quebec, 75 pcs. hewn oak, 280 pcs. hewn fir.

Revolving Light, St. Johns, 2,969 birch planks. Teresa
Olivari, Newcastle, 26,710 deals.

Carnarvon.—Dusty Miller, St. John, 6,955 hirch planks,

10,516 spruce deals. Immanuel, Campbellton, 7,885 fir

deals.

Colerain.— Frances, St. John, 13,021 pcs. sawn fir. Ar-

to, St John, 13,027 spruce deals,

Cork.—E. W. Gale, St. John, 11,620 pcs. sawn fir.

Ellida, Grand Pabos, 21,368 deals, battens and ends. Ar-
gyll, Hillsboro, 7,556 deals, 4,218 battens and ends.

Marden City, St. John, 23,653 deals and battens, 2,064 ends.

Clonakilty, St. John, 7, 103 deals and ends.

Dundalk.—Valykrie, St. John, 14,802 deals, battens and
ends.

Dkogheda.—Lanick, Parsboro, 12,051 pcs. sawn fir.

Arbutus, St. John, 13,688 deals and ends.

Dundee.—Chatham, Quebec, 10 Ids. oak, 23 pcs. elm,

51 pcs. birch, 201 pes white pine, 3,020 deals, 761 deals and
ends.

Douglas, (Isle of Man).—Clare, Quebec, 21 pcs. oak
timber, 50 pcs. elm timber, 6 pcs. fir timber, 10 pcs. birch

timber, 6,684 pes. sawn fir.

1- lletwood.—Norma, Bay Verte, 13,932, deals. Frie-

derich, St. John, 52,590 deals, boards and acantlings. Hide-
vig, Bathurst, 20,635 deals. Fearnought, St. John, 28,836
deals, 1090 birch logs. Dora, Liscombe, N.S., 726 deals,

boards and scantlings. Alma, Bathurst, 23,789 fir deals.

Aboraca, St. John, 59,257 fir deals. Carrie L. Smith, Hills-

boro, 21,673 deals, scantlings, and ends, 1,938 birch deals

and ends. Petitcodiac, St. John, 27,622 deals, ends and
boards. Hjalmar, Buctouche, 12,786 deals, ends and scant-

lings. St. Joseph, Quebec, 871 pcs. hewn, fir, 302 pcs. hewn
birch, 34 pcs. hewn elm, 9,441 fir deals.

Galway.—Stormy Petrel, St. [ohn, 24,973 deals and
ends.

GLOUCESTER.—Valkyiia, Miramichi, 21,868 deals. Pas-

qualina, Chatham, 13,344 deals. Johanne, Parrsboro, 26,851
deals and end«. Aristides, Halifax, 17,100 deals. Guldfaxe,
Bathurst, 25,805 deals. Svea, Parrsboro, 15,173 deals.

Welsh Prince, A rchangel, 3 Ids. spars, 4 Ids. firewoood.
Mercurius, Parrsboro, 17,280 deals. Merritt, Shediac, 21,-

5H7 Icals. Bertha, Bathurst, 24,817 deals. To Brodre,
Miramichi, 18,740 deals. Ebba, Bathurst, 3r, 733 deals.

Glasgow.—Alcides, Montreal, 2,595 battens, 902 deals.

Samartian, Quebec, 5,650 deals. Lord Warwick, St. Johns,
V K, 50,790 deals and boards, 16,751 birch planks. Count-
•M of Dufferin, Chatham, 14,595 deals 3,228 ends. Eledona,
Ifiraoiictli, 7,264 deals, 1,374 ends. Chittagong, Miramichi,

45/J 57 pine deals. Titania, Chatham, 12,127 deals and ends,

466 deals. Corean, Montreal, 6,380 deals. Norwegian,
Montreal, 4,896 deals. Pontecorvo, Quebec, 2,107 birch

deals, 10,231 pine deals, 465 birch deal ends, 1,031 pine
deal ends. British Prince, Montreal, 50,361 pine deals.

' if f.r.sor.K.— Beaconsfield, Quebec, 494 pcs. waney, 191

pea ted pine, 125 pes. elm, 305 pcs. oak, 6,408 deals, 1,659
end*. Courant, Quebec, 343 pes. birch, 91 pcs. oak, 112
pes. red pine, 70 pcs. square white pine, 552 pes. waney pine,

4,021 spruce deals, 2,233 spruce ends, 147 waney pine.

Rock City, Quebec, 489 pcs. ash, 243 pcs. square white pine,

96 pcs. waney pine, 2,561 spruce deals, 150 pine deals, 680
spruce ends, 170 pcs. oak. Bernadotte, Quebec, 362 logs

square pine, 500 logs waney pine, 267 oak logs, 231 red pine

logs, 84 eim logs, 1,275 Pme ends, 2,746 spruce deals.

Asia, Quebec, 72 pcs. oak, 100 pcs. elm, i,on pcs. white
pine, 2,967 pine deal.s, 919 pine deal ends. Festina Lente,
Quebec, 180 pcs. oak, 46 pcs. elm, 41 pcs. birch, 684
pcs. square white pine, 65 pcs. waney pine, 2,751
pcs. pine deals, 1,101 pine deal ends, 12 pes hic-

kory. Sigrid, Quebec, 243 pcs. oak, 174 pcs. elm, 64
pcs. ash, 127 pcs. red pine, 395 pcs. white pine, 1,929 pine,

deals. St. George, Quebec, 4,484 pine deals, 294 pcs. oak, 99
pcs. elm, 12 pcs. whitewood, I pc. butternut, 775 pcs. red pine,

255 pcs. white pine, 100 tamarac, deals, 1,148 spruce deals.

Nicosian, Quebec, 32 pcs. hewn oak, 50 pcs. elm, 124 pcs.

ash, 394 pcs. birch, 498 pcs. yellow pine, 22,2g9 deal.s.

Grimsby.—Charrington, Montreal, 58,401 deals and
battens, 322 pcs. hewn fir, 3,571 staves. Daggry, Buctouche,

13,048 deals, battens and boards.

Hartepool West.—Napoleon in, Quebec, 19,872
deals and ends. Lauderdale, Montreal, 41,061 deals and
boards, 239 pcs. birch, 39 pcs. ash.

Lancaster.—Christian, Halifax, 17,889 deals. Henri-

ette, Miramichi, 24,440 deals, 5,000 pilings. Try, West
Bay, 20,684 deals and ends. Carl, Richibucto, 9,149 deals.

Svalen, Bay Verte, 18,561 deals and ends.

Limerick.—Ratruns, Miramichi, 442 deals. Hugin,
Halifax, 7,515 pcs. sawn timber, 2,943 t>cs - sawn fir.

Brages, Halifax, 14,415 deals. Orinico, St. John, 11,848

deals and ends. Satellite, St. John, 8,639 deals, and ends,

1,634 deal ends. Alexander, Miramichi, 22,644 f> r deals.

Liverpool.—Capella, Bay Verte, 16,247 deals, 1,519
ends, 53 seantlings. Lapwing, Miramichi, 14,190 deals, 464
pcs. birch, 3,164 ends. Lake Ontario, Montreal, 24,023
pine deals, 10,868 white deals. Stelvis, Miramichi,

32,611 deals and ends, 25,732 deals Vancouver, Montreal,

18,503 deats and ends. Quebec, 303 deals. Carthagenian,

Montreal, 9,141 deals. Newman Hall, Quebec, 300 pcs.

oak, 200 pcs. elm, 78 pcs. square white pine, 590 pcs. waney
200 pcs. waney pine, 3,030 pine deals, 98 pcs. waney white,

in pcs. red pine, 3,135 pine ends. Hanna, Buctouche,

7,103 deals, 865 scantlings, 555 deal ends, 2,429 hardwood
deals, 139 hardwood ends. Oxenhblme, Montreal, 325 stds.

deals and boards. Nightingale, Bay Verte, 18,761 deals and
battens, 2'9I2 scantlings, 1,408 deal ends. Vesta, Montreal,

47,252 pine deals, 12,179 pine deals and ends, 5,007 pine ends,

2,387 spruce deals, 20,082 pine boards. Minnehaha, St.

John, 667 pcs. birch timber, 16,506 deals and battens, 210
scantlings, 2,250 deal ends, 10,000 palings, 5,831 boards.

Karoo, St. John, 6,003 birch planks, 885 ends, 46,925 spruce

deals, 736 spruce scantlings, 6,381 spruce ends, 6, 120 spruce

boards. Ashantee, Picton, 1,118 pcs. birch, 3,322 birch

planks, 126 ends, 3,835 spruce deals and battens, 350 ends.

Sardinian, Montreal, 8,255 pine deals. Madalena, Quebec,

121 pcs. oak, 133 pcs. elm, 547 pcs. waney, 81 pcs. square

pine, 193 pcs. birch, 68 pcs. maple, 1,333 Pme ends, 3,275
deals. Sarnia, Montreal, 10,934 boards, 2,009 P'ne deals,

14,209 deals, 2,723 deals. Lake Nepigon, Montreal, 9,483
deals. Juno, Quebec, 3,538 deals, 152 pcs. oak,

56 pcs. elm, 85 pcs. ash, 150 pcs. birch, 741 pcs.

white pine, 400 ends. Murciano, St. John, 41,741
deals and battens, 2,715 boards, 3,166 birch planks, 2,501

scantlings, 7,461 deal ends. Apollo, Bay Verte, 14,248
deals, 2,173 scantlings, 629 ends. Harbinger, Montreal,

8,068 pcs. red, 24,754 white deals, 1,738 deal ends, 3,834
ends. Habor, Buctouche, 8,876 deals and battens, 473 pcs.

scantlings, 1,186 ends. J. H. Schwensen, Buctouche, 11,598
deals and battens, 1,733 Pcs -

scantlings, 97 ends, 1,130 deal

ends. Avalon, Quebec, 59,712 pcs. spruce, 15,238 pine

deals. Lake Superior, Montreal, 2,286 pcs. lumber, 1,341

deals, 52 pcs. ash, 3,477 deals, 60 maple logs. Ramon de

Larrinaga, St. John, 1,072 stds. deals, 68^ stds. ends. An-
not Lyle, Quebec, 171 pcs. elm, 284 pcs. white, 57 pcs. red

pine, 72 pcs. oak, 317 pcs. waney, 278 pcs. square pine,

5,068 deals, 5,160 ends. Oregon, Montreal, 2,923 boards,

7,536 deals and ends, 20,314 boards. Circassian, Montreal,

7,186 deals, 4,150 boards. Quebec, 4,285 spruce deals,

1,418 pine deals. W. G. Russel, Quebec, 55 pcs. red, 403
pcs. waney, 4 pcs. white, 577 pcs. square white pine, 2,682

pine deals, 11,61 pine ends, 145 pcs. oak, 140 pcs. birch, 50
pcs. rock elm. Ocean Prince, Miramichi, 38,764 deals,

scantlings and ends, 20,568 deals and ends, 75^ hemlock
deals. Nor, Bay Verte, 14,277 deals and battens, 1,123

deal ends. Ethandune, Hillsborough, 13,124 deals and
battens, 1,034 pcs. scantlings, 283 deal ends, 247 pcs. white

pine timber. Thorne Holme, Montreal, 30,912 deals and
ends, 14,911 boards, 7,750 red pine deals. Aftensjernen,

Bay Verte, 19,566 deals and battens, 883 deal ends. Atles,

Bathurst, 13,833 deals, 1,632 ends. Urama, St. Mary's,

7,566 deals and battens, 397 deal ends. Harmonie, Bay
Verte, 10,375 deals and battens, 1,113 deal ends. Alga, Bay
Verte, 15,148 deals, 4,013 scantlings, 1,025 deal ends, 5,572
palings. Elvastor, Chicoutimi, 44,072 spruce deals and ends,

59,688 spruce board ends. Southey, Quebec, 31,211 spruce

and 24,474 pine deals, 3,279 pine deal ends. Sinken, Bay
Verte, 20,082 deals, 1,340 scantlings, 1,787 deal ends. Pres-

ident Harbitz, Bay Verte, 22,321 deals, 872 ends. Parisian,

Montreal, 5,051 deals. Quebec, 631 splints. Latona, Bay
Verte, 10,820 deals and battens, 400 pcs. scantlings, 955
deal ends. Coventry, Miramichi, 54,056 deals, boards and
ends. Annie, Halifax, 12,067 deals and battens, 992 deal

ends, 511 birch deal ends, 4,263 birch deals. Beaconsfield,

St. John, 28,380 deals and battens, 5, 1 18 scantlings, 4,039
deal ends. Patent, Halifax, 11,385 deals and battens, 1,317

deal ends, 10,292 pes, spruce, 2,410 birch deals. Lake
Winnipeg, Montreal, 14,449 deals, 5,449 boards. Cracia,

St. John, 63,411 deals and battens, 3,063 scantlings, 10,188

deal ends, 3,694 boards. Elise Linck, Parrsboro, 14,621

deals and battens, 1,069 scantlings, 1,139 deal ends. Star-

light, Quebec, 383 stds. deals, 147 stds. planks, 17, stds.

ends. Toronto, Montreal, 8,161 deals and ends, 5,913
boards. Einar Tambarskjolvin, Quebec, 11 pcs. hickory, 91

pcs. white, 344 pcs. waney pine, 50 pcs. elm, 71 pcs. ash,

149 pcs. waney, 153 pcs. V4uare pine, 107 rock elm, 13 pcs.

oak, 3,498 pine deals, 1,905 deal ends. Peruvian, Montreal,

8,837 hhd staves, 6,000 bbl. staves. Gylfe, Quebec, 96 pc.
oak, 91 pes. elm, 166 pcs. waney, in pcs. red pine, 515 pcs.

w. pine, 127 pcs. birch, 2,418 pine deal ends, 4,549 spruce.

Lord Londonderry, Chatham, 350 pcs. hardwood. Lake
Huron, Montreal, 14,801 deals, 10,993 P05 - 27 '°gs lumber.
Lord Londonderry Chatham, 35,750 deals, boards, scantlings

and ends, 21,751 deals and boards, 10,189 deals and scant-

lings, 440 deals, 48 sleepers, 406 pcs. pine timber. Venner,
Shediach, 9,857 deals and battens, 3,933 scantlings, 1,200
deal ends, 2,327 boards. Canopus, Montreal, 14,418
boards, 27,107 deals, 16, 168 deals. Gorilla, Campbellton,
12,230 deals, 811 ends. Marana, St. John, 43,287 deals,

and battens, 2,203 scantlings, 6,839 deal ends, 3,393 1/oards.

Finland, Halifax, 14,324 deals, &c, 2,722 deal ends, 438 pcs.

birch timber. Mirjan, Bay Verte, 13,093 deals and battens,

3,150 pcs. scantlings, 1,184 deal ends 6,660 palings.

London.—Victory, Quebec, 45,187 spruce deals, 1,961
ends. Buteshire, Miramichi, 41,177 deals, battens, ends and
boards. Bucephalus, Three Rivers, 39,080 deals and ends.
Ocean King, Montreal, 2.140 deals. Trudvang, Mira-
michi, 12,717 deals and ends. Betsy and Arnold, Quebec,
6,501 deals, 3,298 ends, 1,433 pes- timber. Fremona,
Montreal, 15,902 deals. Emelia, Miramichi, 37,847 deals, bat-

tens, and ends. Etna, Montreal, 20,206 pine deals, ends and
boards, 1,914 longitudinals, 3,700 staves. Bellini, Quebec,
30,293 spruce deals, 3,561 deal ends, 11,001 deals. Cana-
dian, Canada, 660 3rd pine. Erl King, Montreal, 80 stds.

pine and odds. Ulunda, St. John, 15 pcs. pegwood, 3,477
birch deals, 343 birch deals and ends. Quee,n of the North,
Quebec, 1,412 pcs. timber, 2,000 staves, 28,942 deals and ends.
Staerkodder, Miramichi, 8,681 deals. Albion, Quebec, 10
pcs. hewn birch, 160 pcs. hewn fir, 20 boards, 14,004 deals.

Concurrent, Sault-au-Cochon, 17,994 pcs. spruce deals, 14,-

021 spruce ends, 10,000 pcs. spruce palings. Constantia,
Miramichi, 193 stds. spruce deals, boards, battens and
boards. Beatrice Lines, Quebec, 490 stds. pine and spruce
deals and boards and odds and ends. Festina Lente, Mira-
michi, 200 stds. spruce deals, battens, boards and palings.

Betty. Matane, 10,002 deals, 19,246 spruce deals, 3,345 ends.
Emmanuel; Metis, 11,679 spruce deals, 843 spruce deal ends.
Sargon, Quebec, 22,795 deals, 931 deal ends, 271 pcs. birch.

Gerona, Montreal, 21,035 deals, 2,005 deals and ends, 172
pcs. timber. Clara, Bastican, 35,578 deals. Capulet, (s)

Three Rivers, 48,710 pine deals, 3,273 pine ends. Michigan,
Montreal, 17,691 deals.

Londonderry.—Twilight, Quebec, 204 Ids. hewn fir, 7
Ids. hewn oak, 7 Ids. hewn timber, 858 Ids. sawn fir. Maria
Stoneman, St. John, 26,640 deals. Mizpa, St. John, 1,214
Ids sawn fir. Kong Sverre, Bay Verte, 11,685 h* deals.

Maryport.—Ocean, Quebec, 22 Ids. hewn oak, 15 Ids.

hewn elm, 4 Ids. hewn ash, 5 Ids. hewn birch, 583 Ids. hewn
fir, 61 deals. Ebenezer, Miramichi, 713 Ids. deals. Firma-
fenger, Campbellton, 500 Ids. deals, 200 Ids. battens, 149
Ids. scantlings.

Newry.—Douglas, St. John, 18,736 deals. Howard A.
Turner, Hillsboro, 23,341 deals, battens and ends. Indiana,
Halifax, 14,609 deals and ends. Aletta, St. John, 23,244
deals and ends.

Newport.—Fratelli Laurin, Miramichi, 19,234 deals, and
deal ends.

Plymouth.—Canova, Quebec, 4 pcs. hewn oak, 197 pes.

hewn elm, 9 pcs. hewn ash, 19 pcs. hewn birch, 1,242 pcs.

hewn fir. 6,675 Pcs - sawn fir. Hahnemann, Quebec, 2,089
pcs. hewn fir, 9,073 pcs. sawn fir, 488 staves. Berkley Castle,

Quebee, 4 pcs. hewn oak, 197 pcs. hewn elm, 9 pcs. hewn
ash, 20 pcs. hewn birch, 1,045 Pcs - hewn fir, 7,342 pcs. sawn
fir. Bothnia, Quebec, 410 pcs. hewn elm, 406 pcs. hewn fir,

8,238 pcs. sawn fir.

Skibbereen. —Forest, St. John, 23,457 deals and battens.

Sligo.—Northern Star, Miramichi, 10,549 deals and
battens. Aquatic, Quebec, 5 pcs. hewn oak, 5 pcs. hewn
ash, 10 pcs. hewn elm, 5 pcs. hewn birch, 80 pcs. hewn fir,

12,297 pcs. sawn fir.

Sunderland.—Alma, Quebec, 49 pcs. hewn oak, 32 pcs.

rock elm, 28 pcs. white ash, 24 pcs. red pine, 508 pcs. yellow
pine, 2,571 deals. Nelson, Quebec, 69 pcs. hewn elm, 36
pcs. hewn birch, 1,270 pcs. hewn pine, 2,563 pine deals. G.
M. Cairns, Quebec, 163 pcs. hewn oak, 233 pcs. hewn
timber, 1,145 pcs. hewn fir, 1,887 deals and ends.

Tyne.—Mary Graham, Quebec, 1,002 pcs. timber, 3,053
deals.

Whitehaven.—Louise, Quebec, 47 pcs. hewn, oak, 22
pcs. hewn fir. 4,807 fir deals.

Yarmouth.—Moss Rose, Montreal, 16,056 deals and deal

ends.

CASUALTIES.

A young man named Ives fell before a circular saw in

Scripture's mill, Colborne, and lost a leg and arm thereby.

Sandy Canton1

was struck by a block from the saw at

Chew's mill, Midland, and was badly cut about the head and
face.

Geo. Thomas, of the Cedar mill, Deseronto, Ont., had the

little finger of his right hand accidentfy cut off by the jointing

saw in the shingle mill.

Chas. Golliete, engaged at Hillman's mill, Ottawa, slipped

and fell across the circular saw which cut off his left arm just

below the elbow. The saw was stopped before any further

injuries were inflicted.

A serious accident happened at A. and P. White's mill,

Pembroke, Ont. The machinery was running as usual, when,

without any warning the iron pulley, know as the "saw
arbor," burst, and caused considerable dimage. It broke the

carriage and saw frame but did not damage the saw. The
force of the burst pulley must have been very great, as it was

a large one, being 30 inches in diameter, with a 14 inch face.

How the workmen escaped without injury is a miracle.
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THE OTTAWA'S RAPIDS
[0%i»w* Free Pttm ]

Years and years ago a scheme was promulgated to build

what was afterwards known as the Ottawa Ship canal. The

intention was to make a water highway by way of the Ottawa

river, connecting the great lakes and Montreal. The promo-

ters knowing that the Upper Ottawa contained the greatest

water power sites in the world ; that these being utilized and

with the gTeat highway open to all ships in the world, the

valley of the Ottawa would blossom out with prosperity and

Ottawa itself would become one of the largest commercial cen-

tres on the continent. It is a known fact that the water power

spoken of, that is, the rapids of the Ottawa, are, for volume

and number, unequalled by any other river on the face of the

globe. (No one who has not journeyed over the stretch ofwaters

that lie between the Capital and the broad expanse of Lake

Temiscamingue, can conceive for a moment the extent and gran-

deur of these magnificent and oft-times dangerous waterfalls.

With what feeling of awe did Champlain look upon these leap-

ing and foaming cascades when he penetrated these wilds in

his vain search for a Northwest passage. Since that time many

of the rapids have been materially changed in appearance by

the hand of man in order to faciliate the decent of timber and

logs, yet a few remain as natural in appearance as when

Champlain and his party gazed upon them. Commencing at

the Deschenes with its sweep of waters the traveller as he

journeys up the stream, comes to the rapid which of all others,

the river men like to "run'* the well known "Chenaux" near

the village of Quyon. Onward, and the wooded shores and

the rapids of Portage du Fort are reached. From here to

Bryson village, a distance of eight miles, the mighty volume of

the river rushes through a rocky gorge, weird in its grandeur,

with towering, precipitous sides. This rapid is much feared

by the voyageur. Many a hardy toiler and courageous river-

man has gone down to death amid the foaming waters here.

All along the wild course of the rushing foam are land marks

pointed out to the traveller, as the place where an adventurous

river driver met his doom, and on both sides can be seen the

small mound of earth and wooden cross which mark his last

resting place. There are many of these graves to be seen all

along the route, where the remains of the unknown dead have

been placed, close to the deadly rapids where they were hurl-

ed into eternity, with the surge of the ever rushing water,

and the sighing and murmuring of the wind among the pines

chanting an eternal requiem. Further up the stream again

the Calumet is reached ; here the once raging rapid has been

changed by man, large slides have been constructed, and the

logs and timber are got through with little trouble. This was

the wildest torrent on the whole extent of the river, which at

this point narrows down considerably, and the immense bodv

of water rushing through the narrow space made its rapidity

and ferocity increase to such an extent that it was impossible

to get on without the slides above mentioned.

Running the Calumet is a thing of dread , and haunts the rafts-

man's mind when he starts from the upper reaches of the river

until he is safely through. Fear has blanched many a brave

man's head passing through on a crib ; the excitement ofone trip

is sufficient to last the ordinary man for a life time. Green hands

who wot not of the danger go through the ordeal much better

than the old hand, who is always on the alert, and if there

is the slightest sign of the crib going to pieces in the mad waters

a jump is made for the wall which runs parallel with the slide,

and the crib is allowed to take care of itself. A legend in con-

nection with these rapids, out of many lovely ones relating

to them, is worth telling. In the early days of Canada some

hardy voyageurs penetrated from the Huron village of Montreal

in bark canoes gathering fur. Just above the rapids the In-

dians suddenly came upon them, and preferring to face the boil-

ing waters and instant death to the cruel tortures following a

capture by the redskins, they shot out into the stream and

went headlong over the rapids, and when they at last emerged,

the Indians were astonished at seeing standing in the bow of

the canoe a white robed figure. And this the raftsmen believe

10 be St. Anne, who piloted the canoe through the death-

dealing rapids. Residents of the locality point to a large stone

at the foot of the rapids, erected by the voyageurs to keep green

in the memory of the passer the heavenly assistance that came

at the eleventh hour. The next rapid in succession

aftei Calumet is " Pacquets," called after one of

the old pioneers. This is what is known as a "flat" rapid,

that is that there is very little fall and no danger in descending.

Passing the Pacquets rapids the Allumette cascades are

encountered. Hear the river widens into a lake of two miles

in width and fourteen miles in length, and this immense body

of water finds its outflow through three distinct passages or rap-

ids known as the Allumette, the Lost Channel and Bicket's

gorge. They are all formidable rapids of fully two miles in

length. It was only a short mile from the head of these

rapids that Champlain made his historical visit to the Algonquin

Chief who guarded the river passage and extracted the first toll

known in the history of the Dominion. The old Algonquin

Chief had a snugfort built here, almost opposite the present

town of Pembroke on Allumette Island.

The remains of this fort are to be seen at the present day.

Many stone pipe heads and tomahawks have been picked up

after a little delving arbund this fort. It was here also that

Champlain discovered as the old chief had been telling him,

that the Ottawa river, instead of being the northwest passage,

led to " nowhere in particular.'' Allumette Island is now dot-

ted over with fertile fields, but the memory of the old chief

who hunted and ruled over these domains is not forgotten.

There is yet a story told of a crock of buried gold which if dug

for at midnight on the island will be found. Some years

ago a resident dreamt that the spirit of one of the departed

warriors came to him and told him the spot to dig at. He
told his neighbors, and a rush was made for, the place, and

many an arrow and pipe head, and tomahawk was found, and

at last a broken crock, but to the consternation of the finders,

who expected to find it filled with gold, there was nothing in it

but earth. Some of the residents fully believe today that if they

had dug at midnight instead of in the day time, that earth

would have turned to gold. Leaving this island of Allu-

mette and journeying still upwards the Des Joachim is reached.

Here the river which has been of the dimensions of a lake for

fifty miles, narrows ; the rapids here are walled in with slides

and the look of nature has faded. Fifteen miles further to the

northwest is the famous "Rocher Capitaine" rapids, three

miles in length, and as wild and stormy looking as any on

the river. The rapid is named after one of the best known

voyageurs, Captain Roch, who, coming down in a boat, was

thrown on to the rocks and killed. This happened on Stony

Monday, well remembered by old Boytonians. Further on still,

comes the " Deux Rivieres" rapids, four miles in length, and

a seething jnass of white waters. Then comes the village of

Mattawa, and hear the river is very swift. Above the village

are " Le Miserable," the "Cave" and the " Mountain " rap-

ids, each formidable and fierce.

The last rapid on the list is the "Long Sault," extending

.eight miles, and situated at the foot of Lake Temiscamingue.

The great body of water from this island sea pours through the

Long Sault into the river below. It was thought by the pro-

moters of the Ottawa ship canal that, when opened, the banks

of this river would be dotted with mills and factories, giving

employment to tens of thousands ; they thought that the splen-

did facilities which nature afforded for manufacturers would be

utilized. But politics frowned down on the scheme, and the

wild rush of waters goes tumbling on without knowing that if

if they were caged up they would be of priceless value.

LOGS AND LUMBER.
The following, taken from the Buffalo correspon-

dence ot the Southern Lumberman, is about as candid

a statement as we have seen, given as it is from an

American standpoint, of the much discussed question

relating to logs and lumber. The deputy collector

evidently has not heard that the export duty on logs

has been reduced from $3 to $2 per thousand.

As this is one of the border markets, we are naturally in-

terested in the discussion of the subject of duty on Canadian

lumber and logs. 1 called on C. C. Candee, our veteran deputy

collector, who has served in the custom-house here under at least

three administrations as deputy collector, and whose experience

entitles him to the credit of being one of the best posted men in

the service. He said that as soon as the United States removed
the import duty on logs Canada put on a higher export duty than

we charge import on lumber. The fact is that this export duty

from Canada on logs is intended to prevent the export of logs.

The stumpage on pine lands over there has been put on the mar-

ket at a lower figure than the same class of stock is worth on this

side of the line, and large tracts have been bought by American

mill owners on the lakes, whose extensive plants have about cut off

the pine in their reach, and they bought their Canada holdings for

the purpose of rafting across to their mills. They manufacture

the lumber in Michigan, and it goes into the market as Michigan

pine.

Now if Canada can, by imposing an export duty heavier than our

import duty on lumber, force these people to move their mills to

Canada, they and- not the American consumers are the gainers.

They will then not only get the money for their pine, but also the

wages foi its manufacture, and the maintainence of the large

mills. This is a cross fight between Canadian and American
interests. As long as we collect an import duty on logs, all their

surplus logs would be brought to the States to be manufactured.

Canada-made lumber is not as well adapted to our market as our

own make. Canada cuts logs to thirteen feet in length, and they

also make their lumber thick enough to dress full thickness to one

inch and fractions therof, and this is not any advantage. It im-

plies increased bulk and consequent weight, which makes cost of

transportation greater. Lumber dressing seven eighths of an inch

is just as good for practical purposes as if dressed a full inch, and
then they grade their home-made stock before offering it in our

markets. They reserve the choice grades for European trade, and

fill our markets with the lower grades of common, box, and cut-

ting-up. This is directly against the interests of our own goods.

It requires the proportion of uppers and selects to enable our deal-

ers to work off their lower grades. Now if Great Britain gets the

cream of Canada exports, and the coarser stock only is thrown

into the American trade, other unavoidable conditions follow that

they monopolize our box shook, and cutting-up trade, and this

tends to depreciate values on our own cull stocks by overloading
our markets.

This matter of import duty should be so adjusted as to either

force Canada to give us their uppers as well as their culls, or keep
the latter out. The proper policy of our law makers should be to

make a higher import rate on lumber than Canada puts export on
logs, and thus control the manufacture in this country of all

Canada stock brought into this market.

The present export from Canada on logs is $3 per thousand,
while manufactured lumber goes out free. Our import duty on
sawed stock is $2 per thousand on everything but four varieties,

namely, hemlock, whitewood (poplar), sycamore, and basswood,

and on these it is Si . per thousand, while logs of all kinds come in

free. Thus it is clearly seen that the whole question of duty is as

to which country shall get the benefit of the manufacture. The
duty in no wise affects the price of lumber. The stumpage in

Canada, as well as the lower wages paid loggers, enables the

lumber from there to pay either the import or the export duty, and
still compete with home-grown timber on an equal footing. What
is paid the government in either case is saved to the dealer and
manufacturer in first cost and cheaper wages paid in Canada.

LUMBER CASES.
Girouard and Delorimier, of Montreal, on behalf of

the Canada Industrial company, have entered an action

against John Grier, et ah, doing business as lumber
merchants under the name of J. & B. Gner, oi Montreal,

jointly and severally with Messrs. George Arthur Grier,.

of Montreal, and Erskine H. Bronson and Henry F.

Bronson, of Ottawa, lumber merchants, to recover from

them the sum of $30,000 damages, on the ground that

defendants have caused to have registered a certain

protest upon plaintiff's property.

Advices from Quebec state that the transfer of a

large timber limit from Mr. Jobn Bryson, M. P., to

the Rathbun Co., has been confirmed by the

provincial government, although after making the

transfer, Mr. Bryson, it is alleged, wrote to the Crown
Lands Department asking that such transfer be not

ratified. The timber limit in question, which is

situated in the neighborhood of Quinze Lake, Upper
Ottawa district, was purchased some years ago by
Messrs. R. & J. White, of Pembroke, from Mr. John
Rochester, for $20,000. Half the money to purchase

the limit was advanced by Mr. James Maclaren, whose

claim was subsequently purchased by Mr. John
Bryson, M. P. The Whites continued to work on the

limit and last year were engaged in taking out logs for

the Rathbun Co., when Mr. Bryson demanded payment

of the $io,8co due him. It was arranged that the

Rathbun's should pay off Mr. Bryson's claim, taking as

security for the money a transfer of the limit, the

same security as Mr. Bryson had held. This transfer

was made, but Mr. Bryson, so it is charged, asked the

Quebec government not to accept it. The matter was

referred to Mr. John Poupore, then crown timber agent

for this district, who reported that there was no ground

rent or stumpage due to the government, and that the

transfer from Bryson to Rathbun was regular. Upon
receiving this report the commissioner of crown lands

confirmed the transfer. The firm of R. & J. White,

lumber merchants, of Pembroke, lately became insol-

vent and the creditors, it is said, propose to take legal

proceedings to recover from the Rathbun Co. the limit

before referred to. The whole claim of the Rathbuns

amounted to $14,800.

The Common Sense Dry Kiln.

We desire to call the attention of our readers to the

advertisement of the St. Albans Mfg. Co., on another
page of this issue. This company are the patentees

and manufacturers of the " Common Sense Drying
Apparatus," which has achieved a reputation both
throughout America and Europe second to no other

process for drying lumber. It is especially adapted
lor hardwoods, the process being radically different

from all others. The lumber is placed in an air-tight

kiln and dried in moisture of heat. The moist air is

drawn off by the fan and passed through a condenser
which is a cylinder filled with a coil through which
cold water passes. Here the sap, held in form of vapor,

is condensed, and escapes in a waste pipe. The fan

then propels the dried air back to kiln again and
through the sweating lumber. It again absorbs sap,

and is again and again circulated through the ma-
chines, until the drip of condenser ceases, when the

lumber is dry. The heating may be done in choice of

two ways, either by steam pipes under the lumber in

the kiln, or (as in their improved plan,) by a heater

encased in jacket and placed outside, attached to fan

and condenser, when the heat is thus blown in. Time
the quickest and results the best over any known process.
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TRE.I1E REVIEW.
Toronto, Ont.

Toronto, Aug. 30th, ii

CAR OR CARGO LOTS.
i}£and thicker clear picks. American inspection $33 oo@35 00
1 jj and thicker, three uppers. American inspection
1 'A and thicker, pickings, American inspection

1 inch siding miff culls

.

1 inch strips

40 00
30 00

20 00 22 00
15 00 16 bo
16 00 1800
12 00 13 00
10 00 II 00
9 5o 10 00

27 00 28 00
18 00 20 00
14 00 15 00
12 00 13 00
10 00 II 00

8 50
9 00
9 00

22 OO 25 00
14 00 15 00
II 00 12.00
14 00 15 00
14 00 15 00
2 40 250
I 40 I 50

I 80Lath, Sawn
YARD QUOTATIONS.

Mill cull hoards & scantling$io 00 Dressing stocks 16 oo@20 00
Shipping cull boards, pro-
miscuous widths 12 00

stocks 13 00

Scantling & joist, up to 16 ft 13 00
" iS ft 14 00
" 20 ft 15 00

22 ft 16 00
" 24 ft 17 00
" 26 ft 18 00
" 28 ft 19 00
" 30 ft 20 00

" " 32 ft 21 00

34 ft

Picks Am. inspection 30 00
Three uppers. Am. inspect. 40 00

B. M.

rough ..

dres'd .

.

undres'd
dres'd . .

.

22 50®22 50
36 ft 24 oo'Sawn Lath

ed
Clapboarding, dres'd
XXX sawn shingles
per M

" 38 ft 27 00

40 to 44 ft 30 00

Cutting up planks 1% and
thicker dry 25 00 26 00

board 1!

hite

Cherry. No. 1 & 2.

20 ool White ash, 1 & 2.

.

3
00 30 oc

00 20 00

23 00 25 00

16
14 UO

00 20 OO
12 00 14 00
S-

18 00 20 00
12 50

2 75 2 90
2 25

20 00 25 00
25 00 30 00
IS 00 20 00

5° 00 60 00

25 00 30 00
20 00 25 00

Ottawa, Ont.

Ottawa, Aug.

Pine. 1st qual., V M.$35 oo@4o ooOak
" 2nd 22 00 25 00 Walnut ,

" shipping culls 1400 i6ooCherry. . ,

" 4th qua|. deals 1000 i2 0o;Butternut
mill culls. . . 8 00 10 00 Birch

Spruce. ^ M. . . 10 00 12 00 Maple, hard.

Hemlock . . . . 9 00 17 oo,Daths
Ash 1300 18 oo'Shingles.

Bass 12 00 20 ooi cedar

30th, 1889.

$40 00® 100 co
60 00 100 00
60 00 80 00
22 00 40 00
15 00 25 00
20 00 21 00
I 80 I 90
1 50 300
I 50 3 00

Hamilton, Ont.

Mill cull boards ai:d

scantlings $ 9 oo®io 00

Shipping cull boards
promiscuous widths. 10 00 12 00

Shipping cull stocks. 14 00

Scantling and joist up
to 16 feet 1400

do up to 18 feet . 1550
do up to 20 feet 16 00

do up to 22 feet 17 00

do up to 24 feet 18 00

4o up to 26 feet

do up to 28 feet

do up to 30 feet

Cutting up plank i'A

and thicker dry.. ..

Cutting up boards. ...

Hamilton, Aug.
Dressing stocks

;

l'A flooring, rough. ..

i'A flooring, rough. ..

i'A flooring, dressed .

i'A flooring, dressed .

1 flooring, dressed .

Beaded sheeting 1 . ..

Picks, Am inspection
Three uppers Am. In.
XXX sawn shingles..
Sawn Lath
Red Oak
White Oak
Basswood No. 1. * 2..

Cherry No. 1*2
White Ash No. 1*2.
Black Ash No. 1 * 2.

30th, 1889.

1600 1800
16 00
16 00

21 50
25 00

32 00

2 60

20 00
25 00
16 00
60 00
25 00
20 00

800
18 00
25 00

32 00
23 00

30 00

34 00
4C 00
2 70
2 25

25 00
30 00
20 00
70 00
30 00
25 00

St. John, N. B.

St. John, Aug.3oth,i889.

Deals, Boards, Scantling, etc.

Spruce deals $12 oolSpruce boards
Pine " 15 oo Pine
Deal ends 6 00 Oak " -

Scantling 10 oo Ash
Hemlock "

Spruce, extra - -

" clear - -

" No. 1 extra

Pine, extra -

" clears -

" 2d clears

6 in..No. 1

" No. 2

Staves
Heading 17 in. per pr

18 in.
" 22 in.

Shingles.

- $3 5°j No. 1 - - -

- - - 3 00 Pine
- - 2 25J

Clapboards.

- 3; 00 Spruce, extra - - -

- - - 45 00! " clears - -

- - 35 00 " No. 1

I
" No. 2

Flooring, Dressed.

- - 12 0014 in., No. 1 - - -

- - 10 oo| " No. 2 - - - -

Miscellaneous.

3 00® 4 ;o Laths
04 (Pickets - - - -

04K oi'A Railway ties - -

04^ 06
1

- - 12 00
-12 00640 00
- - 40 00
15 00&25 00
- - - 7 50

' 25

- 24 00

23 00
- 15 00

• 10 00

12 00
10 00

1 80
6 5o@i5 00

Pine. 1 it qual'y 'if M $3; 00
Pine,2nd " 20 00
Pine, shipping culls

V M 1300
Pine, 4th quality
deaU %M 10 00

Pine, mill • ... V M 8 00
S'i'uce. per M 1000
Hemlock, per M . . .. 900
A»h. run of log culls
out per M 13 00

Montreal, Que.

Montreal, Aug. 30th, 1889.

40 00
27 00

16 00

12 00
i', <><>

12 00
j 7 <><>

1'. 'j'j

Basswood. run of log
culls out per M

Oak, per M
Walnut, per M. ..

.

Cherry, per M
Butternut, per M...
Birch, per M
Hard Maple, per m
Lath, per M
Shingles, 1st, per M
Shingles, 2nd, per M

$13 00
40 00
55 00
65 00
22 00
16 00
20 00

1 75
2 00
1 25

20 00
95 00

100 00
80 00
40 00
25 00
2' 00

I 90
3 25
/'j'j

Saginaw, Mich.

Saginaw, Aug. 30th, ll

cargo lots.
Uppers 36 oo@38 oo

21 00
II 00

Norway 8 5o@io co
Box ii oo
Straight measure . . 12 50
Hemlock 7 50

Clear,
A
B

11 50
20 00
8 00

30 00
19 00

46 oolSiding. clear. 'A in. . 22 00
31 00 A 20 oc

30 03 K 17 00
20 03 C 14 00
13 oo| D 12 00

Common 16 00
Shipping Culls ... 9 00
Mill Culls

YARD QUOTATIONS CAR LOTS DRY
Drop Siding.

in 40 oo@46 ooi C, % in .

. . . . 38 00 41 00 D . . .

. ... 36 oo[

Flooring and Siding Dressed.

Flooring, clear, d & m
No. 1 . . . .

No. 2 ....
No. 3 . . . .

No. 4 . . . .

Finishing Lumber rough.

43 oo@45 oojFine common, 1 in. . 28 oo@3i 00
. 44 00 46 00 l'A & 2 in. . . 32 00
• 35 00 36 00 C. 7, 8 & 9 in. . . . 25 00

36 00 Base, 2 to 9 in. No. 1 40 00
No. 2 . . . . 30 00

I

No. 3 . . . . 20 00
Coffin boards 16 in. and over 16 00

Joist, Scantling and Timber.

10 ooi 22 feet
. . . . 11 ooi 24 feet ....
Plank and timber, 12 inches wide, $1 extra.

Wide Select and Common Rough.

C (No. 1 com.) I3in. and up 28 oo|D (common) 14 in. and up
Lath, Shingles and Pickets.

Three uppers, 1 in.

I'A&l'A .

Selects, 1 in. . .

i'A & 2 in. . .

12 to 18 feet
20 feet

12 00

13 00

16 00

Lath, No. 1 . .

No. 2 . .

Shingles,river brands
XXX ....
Clear butts . . . 2 40

1 40
1 25

3 25
2 50

Country brands XXX 3 25® 3 30
Clear butts . . 2 25 2 35

P'kts,2 to 2% in rough 12 00 1300
Dressed 20 00
1 'A in. square. dressed 14 00 19 00

yB in., alKjlear $78001
1 and i'A inches. ... 90 00

i'A and thicker 100 00

Rejects jo 00

New York City.

New York, Aug. 30th, 1889.

Black Walnut.
ioo@ 82 oc Culls, 1 inch $3;; oo@ 36 00

93 00 Culls, thick 36 00 38 00
105 00 Counter tops, 18 in.

52 00 and over no 00 150 00

y% in. 10 inches and
over 24 001

Yi in. coffin boards ... 29 00

1 inch, 10 inch and
over 32 00

Poplar, or White Wood.

1 inch. 8 in. and over 31 00
526 00 7}// and thicker 33 50
30 00 Common 1 to 2 inch 23 00

Saps, 1 inch & thicker 25 00

32 50 Culls, all thickness.. 16 00

Ash.

1 inch, white 37 oo(?

i'A to 2 inch 38 00
2^/2 to 4 inch 40 00

39 oolStrips. clear. . .

.

39 00 Black ash, good
41 oo|Black ash, culls

Oak.

1 inch plain sawed. 36 oo@ 38 oc

i!ito2inch 3600 3900
Thicker 40 00 41 00

Quarter-sawed, white, all clear, 6-

26
26

3i 5o

34 50
24 00
27 00
17 50

27 00

30 00
12 00

3 inches and over.. . 48
Thicker 52
Strips under 6 in 38
Demension cut size 23

Cherry

oo@ 50 00
00 53 00
00 40 00
00 25 00

fain., white &• clear.. 65 oo@ 70 oc

1 inch 78 00 80 oc

1 inch strips 43 00 45 00

1 'A to 2 inch 80 00 85 00!

Miscellaneous.

Chestnut, clear 33 oo® 35 00

Chestnut common . . 2000 2200
Basswood white 30 00 32 00

Basswood common.. 21 00 23 00
Maple, clear 30 00 32 00

Birch, clear 32 00 35 00

Birch, is and 2s 26 00 30 00

Cottonwood 21 00

z'A and thicker 90 oo@ioo 00
Counter tops, 18 in.

and over no 00 115 00
Culls, all thickness 18 00 20 00

Hickery, old growth 50
Hickery, 2nd growth 65
Elm 20
Sycamore 24
Sycamore quartered 35
Gum 36
Butternut . . . .45

22 oolSycamore dressed fig 24 00

55 00
70 00
22 00

27 00
40 00
40 00

50 00
25 00

Oswego, N. Y.

Oswego, Aug. 30th, 1889.

Thr.e uppers, 1%, i'A & 2 inch $44 oo@45 00
Pickings, i'A, 1% & 2 in 35 00 36 00
No. 1 cutting up. i'A, i'A & 2in 30 00 31 00
No. 2 cutting up, i'A, 1% & 2in 2000 2100
1 in strips, 4 to 8 wide, selected for moulding strips, 14
to 16 ft 31 00 33 00

1x6 selected for clapboards 3200 3400
Siding.

i'A in selected 35 oo@42 00
l'A in dressing 1700
i'A in No. 1 culls 15 00
i'A in No. 2 culls 13 00

19 00
ib 00
14 00

23 00
19 00
30 00
15 00

21 00
27 00
17 00
15 00
23 00
30 00
17 00
15 00

1 in siding, cutting up
piks & uppers 30 oo@39 00

1 in dressing 19 oo@2i 00
1 in No. 1 culls 140061600
1 in No. 2 culls 13 00(6:1400

1x12 Inch.

12 & 16 ft, mill run 20 00
10 & 16 ft, No. 1 &2, barn boards 18 00
12 & 16 ft, dressing and better 26 00
12 & 16 ft, No 2 culls

1x10 Inch.

12 & 13 ft, mill run, mill culls out 20 00
12 & 13 ft, dressing and better 25 00
12 & 13 ft, No 1 culls 16 00
12 & 13 ft, No 2 culls 14 00
14 to 16 ft, mill run mill culls out 20 00
14 to 16 ft, dressing and better 25 00
14 to 16 ft. No. 1 culls 16 00
14 to 16 ft, No. 2 culls 14 00

/ 1-4x10 Inches.

Mill run. mill cullsout 20 oo@23oojNo. 1 culls 16 oo@i7 00
Dressing and better . 2; 00 30 00! No. 2 culls 1400 1500

1x4 Inches.

i!i90o|No. 1 culls 130061400
27 oo|No. 2 culls 11 00 1200

1x5 Inches.

6 7 or 8, mill run, mill 16, 7 or 8, No. 1 culls.. i5oo@i6oo
cullsout 19 oo@2i 006, 7 or 8, No. 2 culls. . 1300 1400

6, 7 or 8, drsg& better 2400 28 oo|

Shingles.

XXX, 18 in pine 3 50® 380IXXX. 18 in cedar 3 2o@3 65
Clear butts, pine, 18 in. 2 50 2 8oC"lear butt. 18 in cedar., 2 20 2 65
XXX, 16 in pine 315 3 30 XX, 18 in cedar 2 10
Stocks cedars, 5 or 6 in. 5 25I

Pickets.

No. 1, l'Axi'A 15 00IN0. 2,

No. 1, 1x3 20 ooi

Lath.

No. 1. l'A 1 90IN0. 2
No. 1 -4 1 So[

Mill run, mill culls out 17 oo(?

Dressing and better. . 2300

2 40

1x3 9 00 10 00

Albany, N. Y.

Albany, Aug. 30th, 18S9.

ix 10 in., good each.
1x10 in., culls "

.

2'A in. and up. good. .$=4
4ths 49
Selects 44
Pickings ;9

i'A to 2 in., good 50
4ths 45
Select 40
Pickings 35

1 to 2 in. good 48

SelecV.V.V.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.' 38
Pickings 33

Cutting up. 1 to 2 in.. 25
Bracket plank 32
Shelving Doards.i2in.

and up 26
Dressing rids, narrow 20
Sapping boards 14
Box boards 14

Hemlock

13K0 \2'Axa in., run, each .. . ijc.

10 I2X4 " ," ... 9c.

Pine.

oo®56 oojio in boards dressing
00 5100 and better $2800^3400
00 46 00 Common 13 00 is 00
00 41 O0J2 in. boards dressing

5500) and better 3200
5200I Common 1600
45 oo|i 'A in. siding, selected
40 oo; 13 ft 40 00
5coo| Common 1500
45 001 in. siding selected.. 3800
40 oJ Common 1300
35 00 Norway, select 22 00

00 2800 Common 1200
00 36 00 10 in. plk. 13 ft. dress-

00

00

00

33<»
22 Of

l'j v„

20 00
42 00
I V,

25 00
15 00

ingand better, each 42® ~o
00 3200; Culls 22 25
00 220010 in. boards. 13 ft..

00 16 oo{ dress,& better each 28 33
00 16 do' Culls 17 21

Buffalo and Tonawanda, N. Y.

Buffalo, Aug. 30th, 1889.

Norway
Clear. 1 to 2 in. all

width
Dressing, 1 to 2 in. all

23 00

widths. 16 oo@20 00

Common, 1 to 2 in. all

widths. 12 50^1; 03
22 00
16 00

1 1-4. 1 70

4x4. ;x;, 6x6 turning
4x4. 5x5, 6x6 common

White Pine Rough.

Uppers.i in.. 1% .$42 oo@44 oo|Shelving. No. 1, 13m.
i

:A and 2 in. 4200 4400; and up 28 00
55 00 No. 2, 13 in. & up 22 00
38 oojFine common, 1 in. .

39 00 and 2 in. 30 00
48 oojCommon. 1 in. . . 16 00
28 oo| \Yt and . 1700
32 001 2 in 20 00

35 00 39 ooCoffin boards . . . 17 00
16 00 17 oo.Box, 1 in. . .

22 00 i\% in. & thicker
31 00A stocks. 1x10 . . .

34 00 1x12

38 oojB stocks. 1x6 to 16 .

|C stocks. 1x6 to 16 .

Shingles
XXX, 18-in. sawed 3 7o;Thick cut (trade mark) 16 in
XX. 18-in. sawed clear butts 2 70

(

per square 250
X. 18-in. sawed 1 8o:XXX cut 2 25
XXX, 16-in " 3 40,Xcut 1 , 0
XX, 16-in " clear butts 2 4o;No 2 cut 50
No. 2, 16-in " 9o]Short cut 1 ;0
Thick cut 3 20 Square end, per thousand ... 5 60
XXX cut 3 00 Octagon or pointed end 522
X cut 1 5ojScalloped or round end ; 25
No. 2 cut 6slOther shapes made to order 5 2?

2A, 3 and 4 in. . 52 00
Selects. 1 in. . . . 36 00

i'A, i'A and 2 in. 37 00
2*A. 3 and 4 in. . 44 00

Cuts. No. 1, 1 in. . . 27 00
i
lA, i'A and 2 in. 3000

2'A. 3 and 4 in. .

No. 2, 1 in. . .

i'A <
llA and 2 in

Moulding. 1 in. .

iK- l 'A and 2 in

Siding strips, 1 in.

20 00
30 00
31 00

30 00
24 00
30 00
33 co
19 00
20 00
22 00
19 00
'3 50
«3 50
27 00
28 00
17 50
13 50

Boston, Mass.

Boston, Aug. 30th 1

1

Western Fine—by car load.

Uppers, 1 in $48 oo@5o oojFine com.. 3 & 4 in.. 42 00^46 00
K2 do No 2, 1 in. Fine com1%, i'A & 2 in

3 & 4 in 55 00
Selects, 1 in 42 00

1%, l'A & 2in 43 00

3 & 4 in 45 00

Moulding boards, 7 to

11 inch clear 36 00

60 per cent clear 34 00

28
60 ooj i'A, l'A & 2 in 29 00
43 00 No. 1 strips, 4 to 6 in 40 00
45 00 No. 2 35 00
50 00 No. 3 24 00

Cut ups. 1 to 2 in.. .. 24 00
Coffin boards 19 00
Common all widths . 45 50

38 00

36 00

Fine common 1 inch 36 00 38 00 Shipping culls 15 50
i'A, i'A & 2 inch.. . 38 00 40 oo|

Eastern Pine—Cargo or Car Load.

Nos. 1, 2 & 3 40 oo@43 00

4 28 oc 30 00
26 00
16 50
12 50

23 00

Ship'g bds & coarse 16 00

Refuse 12 ci

West'rr pine clapbds
4 ft. sap extra .... 45 00 50 00

Clapboards, 4 ft., sap
clear 40 00
Sap. 2nd clear .. .. 33 00
Heart extra 56 00
Heart clear 4; 00

30 00
31 00

43 00

37 00
26 00
30 00
22 00
2; 00
19 50

45 00

35 00

55 00
50 00

Scantling and plank,
random cargoes . .

Yard orders, ordin-
ary sizes 14

Yard orders, extra
sizes 15 00

Clear floor boards . . 19 00

No. 2 16 00

Spruce—by Cargo.
Coarse, rough

.

10 00
oo@i4 50 Hemlock bas.. rough 10 00

" dressed 12 00
15 00 Clapbds.. extra, 4 ft.

Clear. 4 ft

16 00 Second clear . . .

20 oo| No. 1 10 00
17 ooi

Lath.
Spruce by cargo 2 oo@

Shingles.

3 25
3 00
2 50
; 00

n 50
11 00
12 50

34 00
30 00
25 00
14 00

Spruce 1 2$@i ;o Cedar, sawed, extra
Pine, iS in. extra ... 4 00 4 25 Clear
Pine, No. 1 3 00 3 15 Extra, No. 1 . . .

Cypress. No. i, 18 in.

2 15

3 5o

Burlington, Vt.

Burlington, Aug. 30th. 1889.

Canada Pine Sidings—1x8 in. and up, 12 to 16ft. D 2 or 4 S.
Select & shelving .... $46 ooFinish . . . $37 oo@38 00
Pickings 37 00 Dressing . . .27 00C2S 00
Pickings & better . . 40 oo@42 oojCommon . . 20 oo@2i 00

Canada Pine Stock—1x10 in. 12 to 16 ft. D 2 or 4 S.
Selects (clear) . . . 55 oo;Pickings &"better . .4000
1st shelving . . . 42 00 As run, common out 28 oo@3o 00
2d . ... 39 001N0. 1 barn boards . . 25 00
3d ... 30 oo@3i 00 Common . . . . 21 00

Pickings . . . 38 ooj

Canada Pine Stock—txiM in. 12 to 16ft. D 2 or 4 S.
Selects (clean
1st shelving
2d
3d .

Pickings

57 00
47 00
41 00
32 00
3S 00

Pickings Sc better
As run, common out
No. 1 barn boards
Common

44 00
33 00
26 00

21 00@22 00

Canada Pine Stock—14 in. 12 to 16ft. D 2 or 4 S.
Pickings & better . . 45 003d shelving . . . 3300
As run, common out . . 33 ooCommon . 22 00
Canada Pine Short Boards—1x8 in. up, 11 ft. under, D 2 S

or R.
Pickings & better 33 oo@35 oojDressing & common, d
As run, common out . . 30 00 2 s or 3 2 s & m 20 oo@2i 00

Common . ,
.-.' iS 00 20 00

Canada Pine Sheathing. D. M. & B—/ in . 4 to 7 in. j in. 6- up
CB'A in.

1st quality, 12 to 16 ft. . 46 00
2d 3600® 37 00
3d . . . . . 27 00
4th (selected common) 2200

1st & 2d quality. 9 to 11 it. 3300
7 & 8 ft. . . . 34 00

3d quality, 11 ft. & under 22 00
4th . . 18 00

Canada (Quebec) Spruce— 1 and i'A in. 4 to 10 in. D 2 S and M.
Clear, 10 to 16 ft . . 32 00IN0 2. 10 to 16 ft. . 15 oo@i6 00
No. 1 .... 22 ooi

Above prices delivered on a rate of $30 per car load.
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PUBLICATION
The new book entitled " Johnstown Flood," published by

H. S. Goodspeed & Co., of New York, is perhaps the latest

work out, yet we do not feel ourselves amiss in pronouncing it

also the best. It contains a most graphic and vivid narration

of that wonderful disaster, the story which will not grow old

for many a long year. When the first news of the Johnstown

disaster came, everybody disbelieved that so horrible a story

could be true. But each day brought fresh horrors to the

public notice, till it was universally remarked that for once the

first accounts had not been exaggerated, but even underesti-

mated. This is so rarely the case that it is a fact worthy of

notice in the history of journalism. Everywhere throughout

the country the heart beat of sympathy, and kindness showed

itself in the most generous contributions, which soon rolled up

into millions. Even the Chicago fire failed to stir up the same

passionate fellow-felling, because there, although the loss of

property was great, that of life was comparatively small. We
cannot but believe it will be long ere this profound interest

sinks into indifference. This permanent record will be wel-

comed by the people of the land, North, South, East and West,

and wherever people can read. The author seems to have

taken pains in writing an accurate as well as a dramatic story,

and the whole thing is presented with a vigor and life likeness

which brings it home to every heart. Mr. Ferris has studied

the whole matter with great care, and serves it to the public

in admirable style. The book is well made, and has forty-

eight hanesome illustrations and 522 pages. We believe that

any one who has an opportunity should seize the chance to

purchase this thrilling work. Agents are wanted. H. S.

Goodspeed & Co. pay all the duty.

" Port Arthur Illustrated," is the title of a work of

40 pages recently issued as a supplement to the
Manitoba Colonist, published at Winnipeg. The work
is gotten up in most elegant style and at considerable

expense, is splendidly illustrated, and is designed to

give a full description of the products, resources and
attractions of Port Arthur, evidently for the purpose of
booming the town. We have full confidence in the

future of Port Arthur, situated as it is at the head of

lake navigation on Lake Superior, with its unbounded
mineral resources, vast timber limits, unbroken water
connection, besides being the distributing point for

Thunder Bav and Western Algoma, an area of 400,-

000 square miles. We see no just reason, with the vim
and energy manifested by its people, why Port Arthur
should not become before two more decades have
rolled bv*—the Crowned Queen of the Lakes.

The August number of the Patent Review is on our
table. It has recently been enlarged to 16 pages, is

well gotten up and bears every evidence of prosperity.

It is the only representative journal of its class, pub-
lished at Ottawa

;
being ably edited and containing a

fund of information valuable to manufacturers, inven-

tors and all other users of patents, it ought to be
largely patronized. We wish it every success. Sample
copies free.

QUEBEC.
Quebec, August 26th, 1889.

Great activity has prevailed at this port during the

month. Late arrival of vessels have been much more

frequent, and there is an excess of some forty, over the

number of sailing vessels from sea that arrived up to

the corresponding date last year. The harbor pre-

sents quite an animated appearance as a large number

of ships and steamers are in port taking in cargoes of

wood for English and South American markets. Such

activity has not been seen here at this season for some

years past. The vessels are nearly all of large ton-

nage, and represent nearly double that of last year.

The demand for freight has been so great that mer-

chants have been obliged to pay at least 33K per cent,

more for the carriage of square timber this year than

last. For deals the freight charges are at least 50 per

cent, higher than last year. Seamen's wages are

also higher, in consequence of the greater demand for

shipping and scarcity of men. Never for years past

were wages so high here as at present. Lumbermen
are now being engaged for the woods, and it is found

necessary to pay from $36 to $60 per month for liners,

hewers and broad-axe men. It is estimated that

upwards of 100,000,000 cubic feet of white pine will be

shipped from the port of Quebec this year, which is far

above the quantity shipped in the last four years.

Messrs. Bryson Bros., of Fort Coulonge, have just

closed the sale of a very valuable timber limit to

Messrs. Hale & Booth, of this city. The limit is

situated on the Petewawa, and is twenty miles square.

The price obtained was $90,000, which is considered a

very high figure, being $4,500 per mile.

The s. s.
" Bentala" left port last week for sea with

the largest deal cargoe that has ever left this port,

viz., 1,250 St. Petersburgh standard.

The ruling rates for ocean freights are : Quebec to

Liverpool 29s
;

Deals, 70s. Quebec to East coast,

England, Timber 32s 6d. Quebec to Greenock, part

cargo, Timber, 28s 6d.

Comparative Statement of Timber, Masts, Bow-

sprits, Spars, Staves, &c, measured and culled to

date :

—

1887. 1888. 1889.

Waney White Pine 1,459,283
White Pine 845.959
Red Pine 484,120
Oak 512,283
Elm 188,139
Ash 61,365
Basswood 64
Butternut 1,079
Tamarac 4,113
Birch & Maple 115,766

Masts & Bowsprits
Spars
Std. Staves 43-10.23
W .1. Staves 90.0.2.19

BrI. Staves 14.8. 2. 15

1,059,854
806,058
283,863
682,631

163,832

93,009

419
i,3|4

126,767

2,293,675

2,889,351

552.938
885,303
633.584
225,372

2.495
1,271

6,816

361,911

33—pes.

497-2. 2

58.9.3- 16

1.1.0. r

Quebec, 21st August, \\

19.0.3 10

297.4.314
13.3-1. 2

JAMES PATTON,
Supervisor of Cullers.

The Future Source of Telegraph and Telephone
Poles.

The lightness and great durability of the White,
Cedar (Thuja occidentals) point to it as being the

very best wood for the purposes for which it is so

largely being made use of, that of poles for the support

of telegraph and telephone wires, a use which must
hereafter be constantly on the increase.

There was a time when Cedar abounded in Ma ne,

but so many demands on it have been made for

shingles, railroad sleepers and poles, that it is

virtually almost a thing of the past in that state.

THE
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TELEPHONE, 2104.

notice:.
Weights and Measures.

TRADERS, manufacturers, and owners of
•* Weights, Measures and Weighing Machines
generally, are specially requested to read care-

fully the following instructions and act accord-

ingly :

1. The Weights and Measures Act provides

for a regular biennial inspection of all Weights
and Measures used for tradepurposes, as well

as for irregular inspections of the same,
which may be made at any time when deemed
necessary by the inspector, and it also imposes
a heavy penalty on any trader or other person

who wilfully obstructs or impedes an Inspector

or an Assistant Inspector in the performance
of his duty under said Act, or who refuses to

produce the whole of his Weights and Measures
when called upon to do so by an Inspecting

Officer.

2. Every trader, manufacturer and owner
of Weights, Measures and Weighing Machines,
when paying moneys to Inspectors or Assistant

The same is true of the west side of the St. John,

as far north as Houlton, in Maine, including the

territory of the province of New Brunswick, on that

side of the St. John within this limit.

On the upper waters of this river, as well as in the

State of Maine and in the province of Quebec, Cedar

is abundant in places, though the shingle business is

also making great inroads upon it even there, great

quantities of Cedar logs being annually driven down
the St. John to be manufactured into shingles at its

mouth.

By far the best places, however, for long, large and

sound Cedar are to be found on certain rivers which

discharge their waters into the Bay of Chaleur.

At one time the writer of this spent two months in

the winter, three or four years since, in the vast forests

which fringe one of the larger of these streams. Here

Cedar was to be met with growing far up on the

hillsides wherever there was a depression in them, or

where the clear waters of some small brook trickled

downdward to the rapid river. This Cedar could be

reckoned by the hundred of a million feet of the best

quality, and large and long.

What is true of this river is also true of others there.

The Bay of Chaleur, therefore, must ere long be a

chief source of supply for the production of this wood,

whose transportation to Eastern markets will be cheap-

ened when the ship railway across the isthmus be-

tween Nova Scotia and New Brunswick, now in course

of construction, shall have been completed.

Frederickton, Canada. Edward Jack.

CASUALTIES.
Geo. Campbell, in Gilmour's sash and door factory,

Trenton, was caught in a belt and horribly mangled. He
was alive when picked up, but died 24 hours afterwards.

William Johnston, a river driver, in the employ of the Gil-

mour Company, was drowned in the Trent at Belleville,

Aug. 1. He and others were engaged in breaking a jam at

the head of a rapid, and when the logs began to move he
failed to reach a boat which was near and was swept on to

death.

John Mclelland, working in Christie's shingle mill, Severn
Bridge, Ont., had one of his fingers cut off and the rest of his

hand badly mangled last month.

Brice Crawford, employed by Mr. O. Dufoe in rolling logs

on the Ottawa river, near Mackeys, Ont., was killed by a

large stone weighing about two tons falling from the bank
of the river and crushing him.

Mr. Bradford, employed in the Feeny shingle mill, at Gil-

mour, whilst sawing shingles slipped and fell on the saw,
severing his right arm from his body, and narrowly escaped
having his body cut in two.

A young man named Wheeler, had his hand badly crushed
at Peters & Cain's lath mill, Midland, the other day.

Dexter Willard, an employee of the Cookshire Mills Co.,

Cookshire, Que. , was struck by a piece of a plank thrown off

by the saw, striking him on the left side, knocking him five

feet, breaking his ribs and injuring one of his lungs so badly
that he died soon after.

James Findlay, working in Campbell & Dickinson's saw mill

at Midland, fell on a circular saw and had his right arm and
fingers of his left arm cut off. He sustained other injuries

and his recovery is doubtful.

John Joslyn, lumber merchant, Broadview, Assa., was
killed last month by a C. P. Ry. engine.

Inspectors of Weights and Measures for

verification fees, is entitled to, and is specially

requested to demand from the officer who
makes the inspection, an official certificate

(" Form O 6 " with the words " Original for

the Trader," printed at the head thereof)
properly filled out and stamped, and also at

same time to carefully ascertain whether or

not the stamps attached to such certificate

represent exactly in value the amount of cash
paid. Traders are requested to bear in mind
that certificates of verification are of no value
ivhatever unless stamps covering the full

amount of fees charged are attached.

3. Owners or holders of these official

certificates are specially requested to keep
them carefully for two years, and in order to

secure their safe keeping it would be advis-

able to placard them in their place of business

in the manner in which ordinary License
certificates are done ; for it must be distinctly

understood that all traders who are unable to

produce their properly stamped certificates,

when asked to do so by an Inspector or

Assistant Inspector, may, in all probability,

have to pay over again their verification fees.

E. MIALL,
Commissioner.

Department of Inland Revenue,
Ottawa, April 15th, 1889,

OAK FOR SALE.

600,000 feet of Fine Standing Oak
on the Thessalon River, four miles from
Bruce Mines Station, C. P. R. Can be
moved by rail or water. Full particulars
by addressing

J. W. LANG & CO.,
33 Front St. East,

Toronto.

The third page of the Toronto Daily Mail is

noted for " Want" advertisement. If you want to

buy or sell anything. If you want a situation a
m;chanic, a business, machinery, lodgings, if you
hive lost or found anything, or if you want to. find

out where anyone is, advertise in the Toronto
Daily Mail and read t le advertisements on the
third page of that paper. The charge is two cents
a word each insertion. Address The Mail,
Toronto, Canada.

If you want to buy or sell a Farm, advertise in the

the Toronto Weekly Mail. That paper reaches
100,000 farmers' homes every week, and your adver-

tisement should meet the eye of someone who wants
to purchase. Advertisements of this class are

are inserted in the Toronto WEEkLY Mail for Five
Cents a word each insertion, or Twenty Cents a

word for five insertion. Address The Mail Toron-
to, Canada.
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WANTED MP FOR SALE.
Announcements in this department will

be inserted at the uniform rate of fifteen
cents per line, each issue, payable in ad-
vance. For four or more consecutive inser-
tions of the same advertisement a discount
of twenty-five per cent, will be allowed.
Eight words of ordinary length should be
counted as one line. Copy must reach this
office by the 25th of the month to secure the
appearance of the advertisment in the
paper of the following: month.

PNG1NES FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN,L One 25-horse power and one 35-horse power,
with boiler; both nearly new ; adapted for saw or

grist mill use. Money to loan to purchaser,
secured. J. A. CULL, Port Perry, Ont.

AW MILL FOR SALE—NEAR GOOD-
WOOD—with or without buildings—or would

take good sawyer as partner. Address, JOHN
DRUMMER, Blackwater.

AW MILL FOR SALE—DOING LARGE
lumber business— in County Bruce ; also,

grist mill site ; fine water power. W. WHITE &
COMPANY, Business Brokers, Toronto.

BOSS AUTOMATIC SHINGLE MACHINE
by Turner & Burns, London ; also six-knife

jointer, only used two weeks
; equal to new

;

cheap. F.DRAKE.
AUTOMATIC SHINGLE MACHINE WITH

two horizontal saws ; guaranteed good as
new : cheap for cash. F.J. DRAKE. Belleville.

OR SALE—SAW MILL-CAPACITY FROM
ten to twelve M. per day ; in good running

order, with shingle and lath mills ; also dwelling-
house, store-house and stable ; situated on Lake
Huron, at the mouth of Sauble river, in County
Bruce ; any amount of good timber convenient

;

a splendid opportunity for a practical man. For
further particulars address GEORGE QUIGGIN,
Sauble Falls, P. O., North Bruce.

VALUABLE SAW MILL PROPERTY FOR
sale—almost new ; in good running order

;

Township of Tilbury East, Kent County ; district
well timbered, elm, maple, etc.; purchaser may
secure 500 acres of timbered land or the timber
thereon ; price of mill and three acres, $3,ooc.
Apply to J. G. STEWART. Fletcher P. O.

AW MILL FOR SALE-VERY CHEAP
best of its size in the country. JAS. HUX-

TABLE, Hornings Mills, Ont.

FOR SALE—FOR $i,6oo-NEW STEAM
saw and shingle mill — with first-class

machinery—worth $2,500 ; grand opening for ex-
perienced man ; satisfactory reasons given for
selling. Apply Box 22, Keldon P. O., Ont.

PLANING MILL AND LUMBER BUSINESS
for sale—Western town—plant and machin-

ery in good condition
; splendid chance for prac-

tical man to secure well-established paying busi-
ness ; terms favorable. W. WHITE & CO..
Business Brokers, Toronto.

WANTED TO PURCHASE—PINE TIMBER
limit of twenty to thirty million feet ; must

be good quality of timber, easy accessible to
water or rail, and must stand close inspection as
to quantity and be well worth the price asked.
Address Packet Orillia Office.

MACHINERY FOR SALE

1. Circular Sa-w Mill (heavy) with
steam feed, 3 head blocks, to cut thirty

feet.

2. Circular Saw Mill (heavy) with rope
feed, 2 head blocks, to cut twenty feet.

3. Lanes Patent Lever Set Circular
Mill, No. 1, to cut 25ft.

4. Two Law's Shingle Machines.

5. One Iron Pulley 5ft x i6in face.

6. One Iron Pulley 4ft, 2in x x^Yz'm
face.

7. One Iron Pulley Sft x 14m face.

8. 52in Leffel water wheel, made by
Jos. Hall Co'y. good as new.

9. 30^ in Leffel water wheel, made by
Jos. Hall Co'y. G. order.

10. I4in Little Giant water wheel,

made-by J. C. Wilson & Co. Good order.

11. Wood Shaper heavy; iron frame;
wood top, two spindles and counter
shaft ; in good order.

12. Iron Planer, 28in x 2&in x 8ft.

Good order.

13. Iron Turning Lathe 28in x 14ft

bed. Good order.

14. Iron Turning Lathe, rod feed, 8ft

bed x I2in. Good order.

15. Iron Turning Lathe 1 5111 x 8ft bed,
strew feed ; fair order.

H Heavy Iron Boring Lathe 42m in

gap x 8ft bed. Good order.

17. Bolt Gutter, cuts from y% to lin
;

in fair order.

Paxton, Tate & Co.

PORT PERRY, ONT.

Manufacturers Life

and Accident

Insitrance Companies.

HEAD OFFICE,

83 King Street West, Toronto.

Sir John A. Macdonald, President.

Geo. Gooderham ) ... „ . , .

\ Vice-Presidents
Wm. Bell >

J. L. Kerr, Secretary and Treasurer

A. H. Gilbert, Supt. Agencies.

Combined Authorized Capital, $3,000,000 00

" Subscribed' " 739,70000

" Cash " 150,76000

Combined new business for 1888, 9,575,525 00

Combined new business for 1889 to June 1st, about

$3,000,000.

A FEW GOOD AGENTS WANTED
APPLY TO

Bed, K, Morrison
District Manager,

PETERBOROUGH.

LUMBER

TRUCK * WHEELS.

The Montreal

Jz.
Gar Wheel Go.

MANUFACTURERS OF

CHARCOAL IRON CHILLED

Railroad Wheels

Offices: New York Life Insurance

Building, Montreal.

Works: Lachine, Quebec.

WE make a Specialty of Wheels suitable for

the requirements of Lumbeimen and
Street Car Service, and can supply them Bored,
Finished and Balanced.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

List of SAW MILL MACHINERY for sale by
H. W. PETRIE, Brantford and Toronto.

SAWMILL outfit, Waterous direct action at a
bargain.

SEVERAL second hand saw rigs, two. three and
four block.

A fine 66 inch inserted tooth saw also 52 inch
do.

ONE new eclipse saw mill with all late improve-
ments.

MA ( MINERY FOR SA le THE MART--BY OLIYER, COATE & CO.

POSTPONED
VALUABLE TIMBER LIMITS
Situated in the Province of Ontario. We hare

received instructions from Mr. John MacKay to
sell by auction on Tuesday. 20th August, 1889. at
2 o'clock p. m.. two valuable timber berths. Nos.
261 and 262 of season 1888-9, situated in Township
of Laurier, containing J2j4 and 22^ square miles
respectively. Said berths are well timbered with
White Pine, Spruce, Birch. Maple &c. and situat-
ed on line 0! X. and X. \\ . division of the
G. T. R.
Terms and conditions of sale made known or.

day of sale. Further particulars may be had on
application to John MacKay, Eau Claire. Ont.,
District of Xipissing, or to the undersigned.

OLIVER. COATE & CO..
Auctioneers.

_, Toronto.
The above sale is postponed to

Thursday, .">th September,
At the hour of 2 p. m.

OLIVER, COATE & CO.

ONE saw Gummer, Disston make, Philadelphia.

ONE set hoop machines, American make.

Canadian agent for the celebrated Winne hoop
machinery, catalogue free.

ONE drag saw rig, Waterous Engine Company
make.

ONE hub turning lathe. American build.

ONE automatic handle lathe.

ONE broom handle lathe with wood frame, cheap.

BROOM handle lathe, Lockport N. Y. make.

ONE set of spoke machinery, Fay & Co., make.

ONE Goldie & McCulloch stave cutter, set

equalizing saws &c.

ONE guage lathe. Bailey make.

ONE Blanchard spoke lathe, Fay & Co. make.

ONE new axe handle lathe.

ONE lot Ewart chain belt, good as new with
sprocket wheels.

4 pole road cars, also a number of lumber cars.

ONE self feed lath machine, Waterous make.

NEW gang lath machine.

ONE Fairbanks timber guage.

ONE saw mill head block. Gait make.

HEADING turner, Goldie & McCulloch make.

ONE single edger with frame work.

NO. 2 large size smallwood shingle machine.

DOUBLE edger, Waterous Engine Co. build.

ONE Drake's patent self feeding parallel shingle
edger.

DOUBLE block shingle machine, Pierce make,
40,000 capacity per day.

TWO Hall self acting shingle machines, Goldie
& McCulloch makers.

TWO Smallwood shingle machines, Waterous
make.

FOUR Laws patent upright swing shingle ma-
chines.

ONE Doherty swing shingle machine.

DRAG saw machine, Goldie & McCulloch.

TWO new shingle packers, all iron.

SHINGLE jointers, 3, 4 and 6 knives.

ONE new No. 3 Rogers saw filer and gummer.

Send for full description of any machine in above
list, H. W. PETRIE Brantford and Toronto.

Electric lightingApparatus
57, Adelaide S.t.w.

TORONTO
ONT.

THIS YEAR'S

MYRTLE
CUT and PLUG

SMOKING TOBACCO
FINER THAN EVER

See

T &
IN BRONZE

ON EACH PLUG AND PACKAGE.

GRATEFUL -COMFORTING.

EPPS'S COCOA.
BREAKFAST,

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural
laws which govern the operations of digestion
and nutrition, and by a careful application of the
fine properties of the well-selected Cocoa, Mr.
Epps has provided our breakfast tables with
a delicately flavored beverage which may save
us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious
use of such articles of diet that a constitution may-
be gradually fed up until strong enough to resist
every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle
maladies are floating around us ready to attack
wherever there is a weak point. We may escape
many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti-
fied with pure blood and a properly nourished
frame."

—

Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold

only in packets, by Grocers, labelled thus :

JAS. EPPS & CO., Homoeopathic Chemist*.
.London, England.

Sovereign Grease
FOR

Mills, Railways and Steamboats.
Has proved itself the best lubricant in the w orld.

It effects a saving from 50 to ~p per cent, over any
other mode of lubrication and no hot boxes. To
be had from our agents, viz: McDougal & Cuzner,
Ottawa : Bibby & Virtue. Kingston : The Chinic
Hardware Co.. Quebec, and at our factory.

59 Common St., Montreal
AS WE ARE THE SOLE MANUFACTURERS

STOCK OIL & GREASE CO Y
The following are a few of the many testimonials

we hold.
Hull, Canada. January 23rd. 1SS9.

STOCK OIL & GREASE CO.. Montreal.
Gentlemen.—Complying with your request we

have much pleasure in stating that the Sovereign
Grease, furnished us, and which we have been
using for the past three months, has given perfect
satisfaction.

Yours truly.
THE E. B. EDDY MFG. CO.. Ltd.

per Cushman.

Aylmer. P. Q., January 5oth. 1SS9.
STOCK OIL & GREASE CO.. Montreal.
Gentlemen.— I am using the Sovereign

Grease in my cylinders and on my engines, and
on all the rest of my machinery, arid find it per-
fectly satisfactory and a great saving over any
other mode of lubrication, and with its use we have
no hot boxes.

iSignedj. N. E. CORMIER.
Trenton. April 27th, 1SS0

STOCK OIL & GREASE CO.. Montreal.
Dear Sirs*—Please send as soon as possible one

keg Sovereign Grease same as before.
Yours trulv.

GILMOUR & CO.

Casselman, July 11, 1SS9.
STOCK OIL & GREASE CO . Montreal.
Dear Sirs.—Ship on receipt 1 pail Mill Grease.

FLATT & BRADLEY.
[telegram.]
Garden Island, July 16. 1SS0.

Please send us keg of Grease same as last.

THE CALVIN CO. (Ltd.i

HARDWOOD LUMBER WANTED
ARDWOODS Bought, Sold, or received on
Consignment.

TUCKER DAVID.
Lumber Commission Merchant,

313 Eleventh Ave.. NEW YORK.

J. K. PDST & Co.,

LUMBER MERCHANTS
And Shipping Agents.

OSWEGO. N. Y.
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B. F. Sturtevanfs Patent Progressive Lumber Dry Kiln

G UABANTEED
TO DBY

-IN—

V O WARPING,
CHECKING

AND BLUEING
—WITH THE-

STURTEVANT
Patent Hot Blast

Steam Heating

Apparatus.

31 N. Canal Street

Best Manner Possible

ALL KINDS OF

HARD and SOFT
WOOD LI MBER.

IWRITE+FOR+CATALOGOE.

91 liberty Street
NEW YORK. ' CHICAGO.

B. F. STURTEVANT, Patentee and Sole Manufacturer, 34 Oliver Street, (corner of Franklin street) BOSTON, Mass., U. S. A

The Gutta Percha and Rubber Mfg. Company
OF TORONTO.

Offices : 43 YONGE STREET, TORONTO. Factories : PARKDALE, ONT.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF "MONARCH," "RED STRIP," AND "LION" BRANDS OF

RUBBER BELTING
PARTICULAR ATTENTION GIVEN TO SPECIAL BELTS FOR LUMBER MILLS

Our celebrated " Maltese Cross " Rubber ;
" Baker Fabric " and Ajax Cotton

;

"Giant
11

and Light Linen. Fire Hose constantly in stock..

LUMBERMEN'S HEAVY RUBBER CLOTHING, OUR OWN MANUFACTURE.
Address all Communications to- —

THE GUTTA PERCHA & RUBBER MFG. CO. OF TORONTO, 43 Yonge St.

ROBT. BRAMMER
Victoria Foundry, Orillia, Ont.

Manufacturer of Every Description of

IRON • AND * WOOD-WORKING a MACHINERY, #-

SAW, PLANING, SHINGLE AND SAWING MACHINES, ENGINES BOILERS, &c.

The special attention of lumbermen is directed to the accompanyin

CLIPPER" SHINGLE MACHINE

illustration of

With all the Latest
Improvements, and udoubt-
ediy the best machine in

the market.

Saw complete $90.00 ; Jointer $40 ;PRICE LIST : Shingle Machine $300.00 ; Dra;
Knot Saw Machine, $37

Longford Mills, Ont., Nov. 24th, 188S.

Robert Brammer, Orillia, ^
Dear Sir —The two Shingle Machines we got from you are doing good work. They are the

best machines we have ever had anything to do with. They are both fast and do good work and

o-ive everv satisfaction We have no hesitation in recommending your machines to any person :n

want of a good shingle machine. Vours truly, The Longford Lumber Co.. Wm. Thomson, Pres.

To Whom it may Concern —This is to certify that I consider Mr, Brammer's make of shingle

M . ri,i„K has no simerior I have used the first one he made of the kind called the Clipper

SSeveral^iSre sin?e Tne firm of Heath, Tait & Turnbull of Huntsville, recently sawed in

one dav of eleven hour--, one hundred and three and a half thousand with two of the machines, and

the average during the season has been over seventy-two thousand per day. A. Tait.

Orillia, Nov. 7th, 1SS9.

To Whom it may Concern:— \ purchased of R. Brammer his latest improved patent Clipper

Shingle Machine, and have great pleasure in bearing testimony to its vast capacity and durability,

and ! have no hesitation in stating that it is the best machine I have ever worked, or have ever
anuiuao- Thos. B Tait, Oravenhurst.

THE MONARCH BOILER

(PATENTED) AND HERCULES ENGINE,

ROTARY SAW MILLET"'

Guaranteed
to Saw Lumber-

Perfectly Smooth and
IP^" E^en in thickness.

Portable from 6 to 70 horse power. Surpass
portable steam power heretofore produced for
strength, durability, compactness, and the ease
with which they can be moved.
The 70 horse power can be taken overtherough-

est roads, or into the forest, and set up as easily
apd quickly as an ordinary 20 horse power port-
able engine, and as firm as a brick-set stationary
engine. Engines and boilers of everv size and des-
cription. Rotary Saw Mills, Shingle and Lath
machines, Law Grinders, Planers, etc. Mill
machinery and supplies of everv description,
fcvery boiler insured against explosion by the
Koiler Insurance & Inspection Co. of Canada.
Write for circulars.

A. ROBB & SONS,
Amherst, N.S.

Amherst Foundry and
Machine works.

ESTABLISHED OVER 40 YEARS.

Established i87i.

J. W. LANG & CO.

Wholesale Grocers k Importers

33, Front St. East, Toronto.

We shall be pleased to have you write to us

foi samples and prices of

TEAS, TOBACCOS, SUGARS,
SYRUPS, RICE, Etc.

We can and will cut pricesfine to large buyen.

We have a

GOOD, SOUND, FINE FLA VOURED TEA
at \2]/z cents.

Writefor sample chest. Address,

J. W. L^LSTG- CO.
TOBOITTO.

TEE-

GEO, BISHOP RNGRAVING .

«« AND PRINTING flO.
LIMITED.

On Steel, Copper, Stone and Wood.

LITHOGRAPHING,
PLATE PRINTING,

BOOK and JOB PRINTING

PHOTO-ENGRAVING,
BOOK-BINDING,

ELECTROTYPING.
Illustrated Catalogues and Keports a

Specialty

Estimates Furnished.

i 69 St. James Street, Montreal.

TO MACKINAC
Summer Tours.

Palace Steamers. Low Rates.
Four Trips per Week Between

DETROIT, MACKINAC ISLAND
Petoskey, Sault Ste. Marie, and Lake

Huron Way Porte,

Every Week Day Between

DETROIT AND CLEVELAND
Special Sunday Trips during June, July, August and Sept.

Double Daily Line Between

CHICAGO AND ST. JOSEPH, MICH.
Our Illustrated Pamphlets
Bates and Excursion Tickets will be furnished

by your Ticket Agent, or address
E. B. WHITCOMB, G. P. A., Detroit, Mich.,

Oetroit and Cleveland Steam Nav. Co.
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Representatiye ^J^(3R(3^N^TC3 T .
umber firms

Thos. H. Wili.mott. A. K. McIntosh.

willmott & Mcintosh
Wholesale Dealers in

ILUMBER

i

llH?IS? is?Is^/s? is? is?is? is?is?is? is?it?is?is?is? it? is? is? is?ls?i\

44 and 46 Front Street Fast,

TOZKOHSTTO., - - OlTTiLISIO.
j| Lumber Shipped to all Parts by Rail or Vessel. §

Agents for the Celebrated

LUFKIN BOARD AND LOG
3p

RULE. T
Prompt Delivery in all Cases

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

PORTER, ROBERTSON & CO.

STOCKS

STRIPS

SIDINGS

BILLSTUFF

WHOLESALE

LUMBER
DEALERS

HARDWOODS
HEMLOCK
SHINGLES

LATH, ETC.

Millichamp's Bu ildin gs,

31 * Adelaide * Street * East

TORONTO.
OFFICES

Hamilton, Toronto
Windsor, Gravenhurst

TELEPHONE
No. 1046

MILLS
Gravenhurst, Huntsville

Katrine, Essex Centre

ROBERT THOMSON & CO.
DEALERS I

N

Fine £incl Hardwood

Mills Operating all the year round. Correspondence Solicited.

103 BAY STREET,

TORONTO

TORONTO OFFICE
London Canadian Chambers

THOMAS MEANEY,
REPRESENTATVE

BURLiiNE & CD.

Wholesale * Lumber * Dealers

HANDLING ALL KINDS OF

HARD AND SOFT WOOD LUMBER
Lath and Shingles.

DONOGH & OLIVER,
Wholesale Dealers in

L
OjFIE^TCZE :

Nos. 16 and 17 Imperial Bank Buildings,

Wellington Street East.

TORONTO, ONT

TENNANT & CO.
Wholesale Dealers in

B2 Church Street TORONTO.

1UMBER, HTH & >HTNGLES

Dressing and Better Pine.

Also Hemlock in all sizes a Specialty.

TOIKOIbTTO-NO. 3 DOCK, FOOT OF BATHURST ST

^JlillllllllllllllllllllllllllflllllllMlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllflllllllllirilllllllllllllllllllllllllllll llllllf

I
Jas. Tennant &: Co. 1

= Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in

| PINE AND HARDWOOD LUMBER
Office : 9 Victoria Street.

1 TORONTO. I

1 Lumber Shipped to all parts. f
= =

TiiMiiititiiiiiiiimiiiitiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiMitiiuiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiii^

* McCRANEY * & * WILSON *
Manufacturers and Wholesale dealers in all kinds of

I Pine and Hardwood Lumber

Ship Plank, Decking and Long Bill Stuff, a Specialty.

- Mills at Burlington, Bronte and Huntsville,

Head Office: 16 UNION BLOCK, corner Toronto and Adelaide Sts., Toronto.

Branch Office: 19 Duke Street, Ottawa.

TORONTO and OTTAWA.
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The Iixipi^oved Common Sense Dry X£iln
•uiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

^••iiiiiii

•iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuii*

It is pre-

eminently

the

best process

in use.

•iiiiiiiiimiiiiiiii*

It extracts the moisture from the centre ; combines active circulation, moderate heat, and condensation of the sap ; secures the quickest and best results in the
most perfect and economical way known. The process is applicable to old or new kilns. Quickly and repeatedly repays all outlay. For Hardwood Lumber use no
other, and avoid all checks, warps and case-hardening. It seasons lumber exactly like, and equal to, air seasoning. More largely used than all others in England
and the United States. Address,

St. Albans Mfg. Go., St. Albans, Yt., U. S. A.

SPOOLER'S COPPERINE

ANON-FIBROUS ANTI-FRICTION BOX METAL for Machinery Journal Bearings.
Guaranteed Copper-Mixed, and to do work that no other metal can. Hardware
Stores all keep it ; if not order direct.

ALONZO W. SPOONER, Patentee and Manufacturer, PORT HOPE, ONT.

ENGINE AND BOILER
For Sale.

Four-Horse Power Upright
Engine and Roiler,

nearly new.

WILL BE SOLD AT A BARGAIN
Address, ENGINE

Care of The Canada Lumberman
Peterborough, Ont.

C. C. CLEVELAND. G. F. CLEVELAND.

J. L. GOODHUE & CO.,

MANUFACURERS OF

Leather Belting
AND

Lace Leather.
jdj^t-^-tl-il^e: - - qtjebec

GEORGE BRUSH,
MACHINIST, FOUNDER & BOILER MAKER,

EAGLE FOUNDRY,
14 to 34 KING- STREET,

MONTREAL, QUE.

RAILROAD, BANK & OFFICE

DESKS
HH"EES cSc CO.,

300 ST. JAMES Street, MONTREAL.

J. J. TTJ^IsrE^,

Sail, Tent and Awning Maker,
251 George and 154 King Streets,

PE TERBOROUGH.
Canoe, Yacht and Boat Sails made to order.

Peifect Fits guaranteed. .

Every description of Lumbermen 's Supplies
ana Waterproof Clothing.

PATTERSON & HALL,

LumlDBr Dealers
Manufacturers of Dressed Lumber,

T. H. GRAHAM & Co.,
Manufacturers and Re-cutters of

HAND « CUT m MILL $ SAWPILES
PRICES AND QUOTATIONS GIVEN

110 YORK STREET, TORONTO.

Jas. Sheppard & Son.

WINTER SAWING,
Ship's Decking, Bill Timber, Dressed

Lumber, Mouldings, Etc.

MILLS. - SOREL, QUE

The Royal Electric Go.
SOLE OWNERS OF

The Thomson-Houston Systems for the Dominion.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Dynamo Machines and Lamps, Motors and Generators, Contrac-
tors and Builders of Electric Light Plants throughout the Dominion.

Estimates and all information on application.

OFFICE. FACTORY AND LIGHTING STATION, 54, 56. 58, 60, 62 AND 64 WELLINGTON STREET,

CHAS. W. HAGAR, Manager. MONTREAL, QUE.

THE BEST ENGLISH OAK TANNED

LEATHER BELTING, ETC.
JAME8 LESLIE,

TTjricrcTioiT o:f OEAia jlixjd st. -fiwZbcrroiifcTE streets
p.o. box 996. MONTREAL, QUEBEC.

'1JOHN BERTRAM & SONS

<DJL3<T^.TDA. TOOL "WOIRJSS

DUNDAS, ONTARIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY
MACHINE TOOLS, ETC.

Write for Prices and Catalogues.

F. G. BECKETT ENGINE CO.,

manufacturers of

SAW * MILL * ENGINES* AND TOILERS
AND ALL KINDS OF MILL MACHINERY.

Steam Launches and Tug Boats a Specialty.

O SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND MENTION THIS PAPER O

Mona Iron Works, Hamilton, Ont.

OSBORNE-KILLEY MANUFACTURING CO.

Manufacturers of all Kinds of

SAW MILL MACHINERY,
ENGINES AND BOILERS, ETC.

Send for Catalogue and Mention this Paper
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CAMPERS SOMETHING
NEW !

THE WANZER COOKER -will cook a three course dinner

for 6 to 12 people without attention ofany kind, for ONE-HALF
CENT. Hundreds already in use.

MANUFACTURED BY

R. M. WANZER & CO., * Hamilton, Ont.

Gait* Machine* Knife* Works.
'•L

:i
DMT. !

1 r 1
1

1
'

1

1

Hfel- |«a«

MACHINE KNIVES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION FOR

Planing, Moulding & Stave Cutting.

j

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
GIVING

FULL PARTICULARS OF THE WANZER COOKER,
sehntd foe. peice uisr.

FRICTION PULLEY BOARD
The Best Material Ever Used for Frictions of all Kinds.

MAlTtJPACTTJEEIl IB"Z"

The Dominion leather Board Co.
MONTREAL, - - - QUEBEC.

Asbestos Nli 11 Board * SteamPacking
Samples Furnished. Correspondence Solicited.

PLEASE MENTION THIS PAPER.

THE RATHBUN COMPANY,
DESERONTO, - - ONTARIO,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Doors, Sash, Blinds, Stairs
AND ALL KINDS OF WOODEN HOUSE FINISHING MATERIALS.

Cedar Oil for Purging Boilers
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

PETER HAY, GALT, ONT.

The IR-i^TisieTTnsr Cca^ziE^ir,
DESERONTO, ONT.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

•TERRACOTTA* FIRE-PROOFING *

For Use in Old and New Buildings.

Endorsed by Leading Architects. Absolutely Fire-proof. About as Cheap as

Wood or Brick. Weight One-Third that of Brick. Does not

Crack on application of Heat or Water.

Deadens Noise. Gives Warmth in Winter; Coolness in Summer.

NAPANEE CEMENT COMPANY
1 LIMITED.,'

MANUFACTURERS OF

1Hydraulic Gement
PARTICULARLY adapted for Dams, Smoke Stacks, Foundations, Cul-

verts, Cisterns, Cellars, etc.

ENDORSED BY LEADING RAILWAYS AND CONTRACTORS.

For Building, Plastering, Gas Purifying, Paper Making, &c.

THE "WORLD" TYPEWRITER.

This is a simple, practical, durable machine. It never gets out of order, nor out of

alignment. Requires no instruction. Every business man that writes letters should

have one. Over 40,000 in use. Send for descriptive circular, mentioning this paper.

THE TYPEWRITER IMPROVEMENT CO., 4 P.O. Sqr., Boston, Mass.

Branch Office : 7 Adelaide St. East, Toronto.

Selling Agents : 1 . W. NESS, 694 Craig St.. Montreal. H. CHUBB & CO., St. John, N. B.

PEAVEV

DOG,
THE LIGHTEST, STRONGEST AND MOST PRACTICAL CANT DOG MADE
% Send for Catalogue and Price List #

LEWIS BROS. & CO., AGENTS FOR CANADA.
MONTREAL, QUE.

Robert Bryans
Pine

llemlock

BUI Stuff

Loth
LUMBER

^•iiiHiiiiiiiiiiiHiHmiiiiiiiiiiiimiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHi*^

WHOLESALE Birch

Black Ash

Basswood

DEALER AND MANUFACTURER Shingles

4«IWtHIIHUIIIIHIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIilllllllllltllllllllllll«^

Proprietor of Kinmount Mills

Head Office: LINDSAY, ONT.

The Lumberman 4s.

Job Department
m3

We desire to announce to ourpatrons and the Lumber Trade in particular, that our

facilitiesfor the execution of all classes of

* PRINTING *
are not surpassed by any office in Canada. With a knowledge of the business that is

born of long experience wefeel confident ofgiving those who may favor us with their

patronage the best work at the lowest possible prices.

THE LUMBERMANJOB DEPT.

Send for Prices before looking elsewhere.
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TO MILL OWNERS, MANUFACTURERS
AND ALL WHO ARE USNG

Leather*Belting

ST. CATHARINES SAW WORKS

R. H. Smith Company, Ltd,

IF ^TOTT -^T-^-HSTT BELTING

Which will Run Straight on the Pulleys,
Which is Thoroughly Well Stretched,

Which will not Tear at the Lace Holes,
Which will gire Conijrtete Satisfaction

,

SENT TO

R. E. Dixon &> Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

PATENT LAP-JOINT STAR RIVET

^LEATHER IBELTING*
jo King Street East, Toronto.

Sole Agents in Canada for the

CELEBRATED PHGENIX OIL
TLlb Only PbIbcl Belt Dressing.

All our Belting is sold at the Canadian price list. Please compare be-

fore purchasing. Send for Discounts and our Pamphlet on Belting.

Our Circular Saws are Unequalled

Our Cross-Cut Saws are Unexcelled

And our Hand Rip and Butcher Saws
FULLY EQUAL TO ANY MADE ON THE CONTINENT.

sjiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiimiiiiimiiiiiiii^

1 OUR SPECIALTIES.

I THE " SIMONBS » CIRCULAR SAW
THE "LEADER" CROSS-CUT SAW

L

%M THE "LAWSON" BUTCHER SAW 1

I THE " LEABER" IIAND SA W §
^iiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinif imiirp

THE LARGEST SAW FACTORY IN THE DOMINION.

£5. ZE3Z. SIMHTZEHI CO. XjTID.
ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

DOMINION SAW WORKS!
JAS. ROBERTSON & CO,

253 to 267 King Street West,

Toronto, - - Ontario.

r

JAMES ROBERTSON
Dalhousie and William Streets,

MniitrBaL - - Qtlb.

FACTURERS OF f{AWS

EVERY SAW FULLY WARRANTEB.
Prices on Application.

Circular, Shingle, Gang, Cross Cut, Concave, Mulay, Drag, Grooving.

Thuber's Rogal

ANTI-FRICTIONlBABBlTtMETAL.
Importers and Dealers in

Band Saws, Emery Wheels Saw Sets,

Saw Swages, Rubber Belting, Iron Pipe,

Saw Gummers, Leather Belting, Files, &c.
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THE CANADA LUMBERMAN
published monthly by

Office : Simcoe Street, Peterborough, Ontario.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:

One Copy one Tear, in Advance, .... $1.00
One Copy six months, in Advance, ... - 50

Advertising Rates Furnished on Application.

The Canada Lumberman is published in the interest of the

lumber trade and of allied industries throughout the Dominion

being the only representative in Canada of this foremost branch of

the commerce of this country. It aims at giving full and timely

information on all subjects touching these interests, discussing

these topics editorially and inviting free discussion of them by others.

Especial pains are taken to secure the latest and most trustworthy

market quotations from various points throughout the world so as

to afford to the trade in Canada information upon which it can rely

in its operations.

Special correspondents in localities of importance present accur-

ate report not only of prices and the condition of the market but,

also of other matters specially interesting to our readers. But cor-

respondence is not only welcome but is invited from all who have

any information to communicate or subjects to discuss relating to the

trade or in any way effecting it. Even when we may not be able to

agree with the writers we will give them a fair opportunity for free

discussion as the best means of eliciting the truth. Any items of

interest are particularly requested for even if not of great import-

ance individually they contribute to a fund of information from

which general results are obtained.

Advertisers will receive careful attention and liberal treatment.

We need not point out that for many the Canada Lumberman
with its special class of readers is not only an exceptionally good

medium for securing publicity but is indispensable for those who

would bring themselves before the notice of that class. Special at-

tention is directed to Wanted " and For Sale" advertisements

which will be inserted in a conspicious position at the uniform price

of 15 cents per line for each insertion. Announcements of this

character will be subject to a discount of 25 per cent, if ordered for

three successive issues or longer.

Subscribers will find the small amount they pay for the Canada
Lumberman quite insignificant as compared with its value to them.

There is not an individual in the trade or specially interested in it,

who should not be on our list thus obtaining the present benefit

and aiding and encouraging us to render it even more complete.

WHEN a firm or individual receives a copy of

The Lumberman with a blank order enclosed, it

may be considered a mute appeal to fill out the blank

and send it to us. It is a timely suggestion to look

over the paper and examine it carefully, page after

page, notice each article and then answer the question,

"Is it not worth more than the subscription asked"?

Fill out the blank and return it to us, you will find it a

great auxiliary to your business. Should any of our

old readers happen to read this they would do us a

favor by calling the attention of a friend to it. Super-

intendents of mills, managers and foremen, would find

themselves greatly benefited by becoming constant

readers of the paper. An order by postal card or

letter is just as good as a filled out blank.

A Washington special claims that Canadians are

despoiling the timber on the Minnesota side of the

line, chiefly on the Red Lake reservation. The
telegram sets forth that the chief of the timber de-

predations bureau of the general land office asserts

that the lumber thieves along the Rainey Lake and

Rainey Lake river operate systematically every

season and in such a manner as to make it almost

impossible to get at them. Large crews are sent into

the pine woods in the early winter from the north,

iiy the time they begin operations the United States

authorities cannot reach them on account of the

severity of the winter. These crews are cut off

from civilization all winter, and in the spring the log

cut is floated down the numerous streams into Rainey

river and over to the Canadian shore. When an

agent of the land office finally gets into the section

the camps are gone as well as the thieves and logs.

The timber, or a greal deal of it, is on the Red Lake

Indian reservation. If it were owned by private parties

it is more than possible that an effort would be made
by them to protect their lands, but as it now is the

general government is the only sufferer. The vast

tract of uninhabited territory on the northern border

makes it almost impossible for an agent of the govern-

ment to reach the scene of these depredations.

The lumber thieves, says the telegram, carry large

supplies, while a lone man would more than likely

perish before he could reach any of the camps. Even
when he did find the thieves cutting timber he could

do nothing. If they would refuse to accompany him
to a United States official he would have to take his

prisoner or prisoners through Canadian territory, and
they could at any time refuse to accompany him. The
land office feels practically powerless to protect the

interests of the government on the northern fron-

tier of Minnesota, and sees no way to prevent the

Canadian thieves from carrying on the work of de-

struction, which is increasing every season.

A Remarkable impetus has been given to the luin^S

ber industry of British Columbia within the past few

months, and the next few years will witness a far great-

er development of the lumbering industry of that

province. The facilities which British Columbia offers

for the development of an export trade are such as to

arrest the attention of capitalists. The Fraser river

and its tributaries, which run through the vast timber

regions of the northeast, offer exceptional advantages

for floating the products of the forest to the sea coast

for shipment. The most important tree of the Pacific

province, and the only wood that has as yet become to

any extent an article of export, is the Douglas fir,

sometimes called the Oregon pine. The tree is fre-

quently from 150 to 175 feet in length, without knots

or branches, and of a diameter varying from 6 to 10 feet.

It is frequently squared 45 inches for a length of 90

feet, and is remarkable for its extraordinary size,

straightness, and uniform thickness, its durability and
freeness from knots place it almost beyond com-

petition. As there is a rapidly increasing demand for

timber limits on the Pacific coast, we may state for the

benefit of those who are not sufficiently informed, that

every applicant for a license to cut timber in British

Columbia is required to publish for 30 days a notice of

his intention to apply to the Commissioner of Crown
Lands for such license in the official gazette. In the

railway belt no timber license will be granted for a

larger area than 2,000 acres of land, for every 2,500 feet

of lumber that the mill operated in connection therewith

is capable of cutting in 12 hours, nor will the license

be granted for a longer period than four years, and
no person can take out more than one license at a

time. The license fee is $10 for each 1,000 acres,

while upon each tree felled the sum of 1 5 cents is de-

manded. In addition to this, the party holding a

license to cut timber is required to pay the sum of 20

cents for each 1,000 feet, board measure, contained in

such logs, and until this is paid the logs cannot be
moved. The foregoing applies only to timber lands

situated within the " railway belt" lying south of 49
degrees, 34 minutes north latitude and west 121 de-

grees of longitude west of Greenwich. Licenses for

cutting timber in British Columbia, as far east as the

height of land forming the watershed between the

basin of the Columbia river on the east, require the pay-

ment of a yearly license fee of $50, thirty cents stump-

age for each tree felled and seventy-five cents for each

thousand feet, board measure, contained in the logs

made from such trees.

Consul Thomas W. Hotchkiss, in a report to the

United States government, discusses the timber supply

in the United States and Canada. Mr. Hotchkiss

says :
" The leading industry of this district, that of

sawed pine lumber, still keeps its relative position as

the second leading industry of Canada, in this district

alone amounting to $3,000,000 annually. The con-

ditions of prosperity were never more apparent than

at present. The only apparent difficulty the past year

has been ocean freightage and the enormous rise in

rates growing out of shortage of freight room from the

seaports. The effect of this difficulty is to leave upon

the docks of the manufacturers here an abnormal

quantity of lumber—sold, but undelivered." He says

the great disturbing element which now agitates the

lumbermen of Canada is the United States tariff ques-

tion of free lumber or any change of rate ; while the

chief disturbing element, and one which is a deep

source of grievance to the American lumbermen, is the

Canadian export duty levied on pine logs going from

Canada to the States. He does not coincide with the

generally expressed opinion that the forests of Canada
are inexhaustible, and intimates that a person need

not travel to the north pole to find its limit. These

limits, he says, may be placed, approximately, at the

73rd degree of longitude on the east and the 90th on

the west, the distances being to a point about 130

miles north of the St. Lawrence river, and east and
west an approximate of 1,000 miles. The growth of

timber in the United States, he says, has been more
rapid than in Canada, all varieties of timber being of

much larger growth. In this connection the immense
fir and cedar forests of British Columbia must not be

forgotten. In regard to the supply of timber, Mr.

Hotchkiss says, it is still greater and of far superior

quality in the United States than in Canada, and that

the day is yet far distant when the United States will

depend upon any foreign timber supply. Of the $2,-

000,000 realized by the Dominion government from

the sale of pine leases during the year 1888, of this

sum nearly $500,000 was by American purchasers

direct and in behalf of American interests. Since the

order-in-council was issued advancing the export duty

to $3 per 1000, no sale of timber limits had been made
to Americans.

A large and influential meeting of lumbermen
and others who were interested, was recently held at

Bridgewater, N.S., to consider the sawdust question.

As is usually the case at such meetings, exemption
from the operation of the law was claimed, and that

practically little or no injury was done by throwing
the saw dust into the streams. In this instance it was
claimed that the river La Have should be exempted,

upon the grounds of justice and reason, as it was
shown by evidence, official and otherwise, that the

navigation of the river is as good to-day as a quarter

of a century ago, and that the idea that sawdust
injured the fish was at best a mere conjecture, concern-

ing which there has never been the slightest proof

to back it up. " There are abstract questions in con-

nection with this sawdust question," says a local paper,

"with which we have practically nothing to do. We
presume doctrinaires will continue to debate the

question as to whether sawdust is injurious to fish life

or whether it is not. Perhaps it would be correct to

say that nothing has been absolutely and scientifically

settled upon this point. This much, however, is

admitted, that there has been a great falling off in

river fishing in places where sawdust has not been de-

posited at all, and fish have managed to continue to

live in rivers where sawdust has been steadily and
copiously deposited." We have not the least doubt
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that fish can live just as well on sawdust as mankind

can live on bread made from the same material ; but

that is not the question at issue. There is a general law,

and the objection is not so much against the law itself

as it is against the making " fish of one and flesh of

another.'' Laws are supposed to be made to be en-

forced, and if they are not, they are of no account. If

a law be odious, the best way to bring about its repeal

is to enforce it. The great trouble, however, lies in

the fact that a very large number of the mills were

built before the law was thought of, and at a time

when it was customary for saw mill men to throw

their sawdust and refuse into the streams. To recon-

struct the mills or build new ones would entail a large

expenditure of money and that is just where the shoe

pinches.

Complaints are again being heard from the various

lumber quarters in Toronto regarding the snail pace

adopted by the Grand Trunk railway in transmitting

lumber from the various points of manufacture to the

northern railway yard in that city. Ever since the

Grand Trunk assumed control of the old Northern

road there has been no end of bickering between the

lumbermen and the railway officials, and a solution of

the difficulty seems to be as far off as ever. 'At the

present time there is a continuous blockade in the yard

referred to, and the accommodation afforded is by no

means in proportion to the demands of the trade. This

yard has a capacity for about five hundred cars, but in

no case can there be found more than from 250 to 275

loaded, the remaining space being filled up with empt-

ies. What is urgently needed is a more expeditious

system of unloading, and instead of having the yard

half-full of empties, to occupy the space with new car-

goes. Under the present red tape system of the rail-

way company, two to three days are usually taken up

in securing proper orders to have cars placed, which

makes it impossible for the owners of the lumber to

meet any urgent demands from their customers. When
it is considered that the lumber traffic over the Grand

Trunk system forms a large percentage of all the

freight handled, it is surprising that more consideration

and privileges are not accorded to the trade. Every

persuasive means has been adopted by the lumbermen

calculated as a redress for their grievances, but the

railway authorities almost invariably turn a deaf ear to

all entreaties. Once let a rival line connect Toronto

with northern Gntario and the lumbermen will receive

all the attention necessary.

A Correspondent who has the rare faculty of

expressing himself in brief without being ambiguous,

writing from Vancouver, B. C, to the Pembroke
Standard regarding the lumbering business of that

province says :
" As this is a great lumbering pro-

vince I would like to write an open letter to your

Upper Ottawa Lumber Kings. ( 1 st) In Ontario and

Quebec there is not and never was anything in the

lumber line equal to the timber and lumber capabilities

of British Columbia. (2nd) The magnificent chances

which were so common fifty years ago in Ontario and

Quebec are lying around in profusion in this province

to-day. (3rd) The methods of getting and holding

timber limits are easily learned and complied with.

Timber limits slowly increased in value in Ontario and

Quebec from a few thousand to hundreds of thousands

of dollars. (4th; Already, wide awake lumbermen
from the east are coming in to possess a vast and

glorious heritage. (5th) If any of the Pembroke or

other lumbermen desire information of a specific

character I shall be glad to give any help in my power.

(6th) I might say that the limits are not sold by the

Government. As near as I can tell there is a charge

of fifteen cents on each tree cut and twenty-five cents

per thousand on all sawn lumber. With a small capital,

enough to build and erect a suitable mill and to

work the concern, a man or company should do a

good thing. (7th) Where is the market ? The world

is our market. Our mills are sawing and exporting

lumber to England, Japan, China, Australia, New Zea-

land, South America and other places, besides the

home consumption is becoming very important.

Cities and towns are growing very rapidly—Victoria,

16,000 ;
Vancouver, 15,000 ;

Westminster, 6,000 ;

Nanimo, 5,000, and many smaller places. (8th) Van-

couver is not a boom town. The boom wave has

swept across the continent from east to west and is

spent. It can go no farther, and business men know

that the waves of westward immigration must pile up

here mountains high. (9th) There is no room for

agents, speculators, hangers-out, loafers and general

commercial parasites." The writer of the above is

evidently a practical man, as when he undertakes to do

a thing he knows how to get there without stepping

twice on one chip.

SPLINTERS.
Officials of the Customs Department are engaged

in collecting statistics showing the volume of the tran-

sit trade through Canada from one United States point

to another, and also the imports into Canada from

Europe through American ports.

*

A Syndicate is being formed in the Saginaw Val-

ley, Mich., for the purpose of buying up Canadian pine

and taking it over the line to be manufactured. W.

R. Burt, it is stated, is at the head ol the scheme,

and several Bay City gentlemen will be interested.

*

An order-in-council has been passed permitting

homesteaders in the Macleod district, N. W. T., to

obtain from the local timber agents, upon the payment

of twenty-five cents, permits to cut dry or fallen timber

of a diameter up to seven inches inclusive, for fuel or

fencing, free of dues. This privilege is not extended

to squatters, ranchers or homesteaders other than

those whose names are upon a list furnished by the

land agent at Calgary.

From among the manufacturing firms of the Domin-

ion few rank higher in the estimation of the purchasing

public than the Waterous Engine Works Co., of Brant-

ford. For this reason our readers will be pleased

to observe that they have again contracted for space in

The Lumberman, and will from month to month

present something new and interesting for our lumber

friends to read. In the current issue they illustrate

their new Band Mill, which was seen in practical oper-

ation by hundreds of lumbermen at the Toronto

exhibition and universally pronounced an unqualified

success. Our readers will do well to enquire carefully

into the merits of this machine pefore completing their

plans for the coming season's alterations and additions

to their mills.

E sale of timber limits and mills, at Oliver, Coate

& Co.'s Mart, Toronto, was well atended on Sept. 5th.

The attraction was the sale of the property of the R. C.

Smith estate, Port Hope. Among those present

were : Messrs. Conlen, St. Catharines ; T. G. Hazlitt,

Peterborough ; Dalton Ullyot, Peterborough
; J. B.

Pearce, Norwood ; Jno.D. Smith, Fenelon Falls ; Alex.

Campbell, Kinmount ; Wm. Boyd, Bobcaygeon ; Wm.
Booth, Ottawa. The sale started at 2.30 and dragged

along till about 4.30. The bidding was very slow, and

it was evident the lumbermen were not anxious to buy

limits unless they could get a pronounced bargain.

Parcel No. 1, situated on White Fish River, was with-

drawn at $10,000. Parcel No. 2, in the township of

Stanhope, Victoria county, together with mills at

Fenelon Falls, went up to $57,000, and the same par-

cel with mills at Harwood was withdrawn at the same

figure. No. 2 alone got bids to $53,000. There were

other properties offered and small bids made. Every-

thing that was bid on was withdrawn.

* #

The new Halifax dry dock was formally opened on

the 19th Sept. by Vice-Admiral Watson, with the dock-

ing of the warship Canada. This is the largest dock

in America, one of the finest in the world, it will dock

the largest vessel afloat or likely to be built, and was

constructed at a cost of nearly one million dollars. It

is built of granite and concrete, is 601 feet in length,

72 feet wide at the bottom and 102 feet at the top, and

has 30 feet of water over the sills. It was blasted out

of solid rock and the site adjoins the Imperial dock

yards Its importance to Halifax cannot be over-

estimated, as Halifax as a shipping port ranks third

on the continent, being next to New York and

Boston. As the great dock constructed at Burmuda
many years ago for the use of the Imperial navy is now
obsolete, there is little doubt but that hereafter Halifax

will become the headquarters of the British Navy on

this side of the Atlantic.

* *
*

The shipbuilding trade, says the Timber Trades

Journal, in all the northern ports continues brisk,

many fresh contracts being booked, and numerous

inquiries coming in. Several firms are now out of the

market, and refusing all orders for execution before the

end of 1890, being fully occupied till that time with

Government and private contracts. The Wear yards

are very busy, and at West Hartlepool all the building

berths and dry docks are occupied. A large business

has been done in the sale of second-hand steamers

during the last six months, and the quantity of tonnage

that has changed hands is unprecedented. The
orders for new boats during the past two months show

a considerable increase on the previous four months,

and prices for all descriptions of vessels are consider-

ably higher, owing to the increase in values of steel,

iron and building materials. Labor is already about

1 5 per cent, dearer than last year, and, with the

unsettled feeling among workpeople, builders are

compelled to increase their prices for new boats.
* *

*

Among the witnesses examined before the Senate

committee in Boston on Sept. nth was Mr. Hall, an

extensive lumber dealer. He denied that the abolition

of the duty on Canadian lumber would reduce the

price of lumber in the United States, because the duty

is now paid by the Canadjan producer, and if it was

removed the value of Canadian timber lands would be

proportionally enhanced. Mr. Hall said that, " within

five years, if the duties on lumber were entirely

removed, there would be no appreciable difference in

the value of lumber in Boston from what it was now,

for the reason that the timber lands in Canada would

be more valuable when the duties were removed from

the product of those lands. Those lands would be

purchased, a great many of them, by parties in the

United States, some of whom he knew were waiting

for the removal of the duty in order that they might go

in and purchase Canadian timber lands." While it is

still a debatable question as to who pays the duty on

Canadian lumber, Mr. Hall is right in saying that the

removal of the duties would enhance the value of

Canadian timber limits.

KIND WORDS WILL NEVER DIE.

Of the many kind words of encouragement which

have from time to time been bestowed on The Lum-
berman, none have been more acceptable or more

highly esteemed than the following from Mr. Thos. W.
Hotchkiss, U. S. Consul at Ottawa. The letter which

follows speaks for itself :

United States Consulate,
Ottawa, Sept. 10th, 18S9.

Editor " Canada Lumberman "

Peterborough, Ont.

My Dear Sir :—Before retiring- from this post of duty I desire to

express to you my thanks for the courtesy extended to me by the

sending of a copy of The Lumberman. I have taken great

pleasure in reading its contents. Indeed, as a lumberman, I have

enjoyed it equally with the American papers of [its class. I am
pleased to say that there has been a steady and marked improve-

ment, and it is to-day in the front rank with the best of the Ameri-

can papers. I have become so attached to it I shall miss its

coming. My successor, having no interest in the lumber industry,

will, as a matter of course, feel differently. May your success be

commensurate with its great worth, and again warmly thanking

you for your courtesy,

I am, most truly,

Thos. W. Hotchkiss,

U. S. Consul.

We heartily reciprocate the kind wishes above

expressed, and sincerely regret the circumstances

which have made it necssary for Mr. Hotchkiss to sever

his connection with the onorous duties of an Ottawa

consulate, a position which he has filled for some years

with credit to himself and to the entire satisfaction of

all with whom he has been called upon to do business.

But worthy as he has been ot the position he has held, he

is not of the same political complexion as the present

U. S. government, and as a result he steps down and

out to give place to a party favorite. The Lumber-

man, however, wishes him every success in whatever

new field of labor it may be his lot to engage in.
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FOREST PRESERVATION.

The protection of our forests is a question of vast

importance both to the national government and to

the citizen, and a question which demands the con-

sideration of the well-meaning citizen and the thinking-

men of the country. Our forests have been and still

are a great source of wealth, but the rapid rate at which

they are being denuded by the woodman's axe, to

say nothing of their destruction by immense fires, is

sufficient to cause alarm. More care should be taken

in the preservation of existing forests, and the sooner

the people are educated to the importance and

necessity of preserving them and the replanting of

new ones the better. It is a matter of vital importance

to the well-being of the nation. At the recent meet-

ing of the American Science Association, Mr. R. W.

Phipps, read a paper on " Our Forest Protection,"

which contains many valuable suggestions. The arous-

ing of public opinion by the gleaning of information

and the distribution of the same by means of pamph-

lets among proper persons, and the delivery of ad-

dresses bv Forestry officials, are set down as being

among the prominent aids. A large Government nur-

sery, where trees might be obtained free of cost,

would be one of the greatest inducements for land-

owners to plant. It would not do to say that he who

wants trees should buy them. There is an induce-

ment needed here, or the work will not be done. The

work is national ; it is the nation desires the farmer to

plant the trees ; it was the fault of the nation that he

was ever allowed to obtain public land at first without

an agreement to retain a certain portion in trees.

Few should be in a better position to say than I, for

I have now for seven years been examining this sub-

ject, and I am strongly of opinion that, under a system

of free saplings, twenty times as much planting would

be done as at present. Instead of free nurseries

Governments sometimes grant orders on nurserymen.

With careful and earnest supervision, either plan

would answer. The great point is—free distribution of

young trees. On the settling of fresh woodland he

says :
" The great error of the original settlers was

taking hill and hollow, mountain and valley, indis-

criminately for settlement. The result is that many
mountain tops were cleared, farmed and ruined, for

the soil washes away and in a few years nothing is

possible but to desert it and go elsewhere. That the

mountain should be wooded and the sloping valley

cropped is the very alphabet of forestry. If there is

one lesson more than another which overclearing has

taught America it is that people should not be allow-

ed to enter the woodland and hack and hew as they

please. There are now millions of acres of deserted

and wornout farms in the Eastern States and Canada,

which were simply the elevated ridges, fit, with care,

to bear timber forever, but not fit for farms, as the

earth washes off. It is hard for the settler in a forest

to know the elevation, but the survey should have

regulated matters. I wish it to be understood that

here I speak from my own experience. When, over

thirty years ago, with no one to guide us, many of us

entered the forest, we cleared much which never

should have felt the axe and is now worthless, or very

near it. This is not proposed in the case of the or-

dinary rolling land of the country, nor where there are

merely a number of small hills, but where thousands

of acres form the watershed of a mountain range, they

should remain in wood." The remission of taxes on

woodland would greatly assist in preserving a con-

siderable amount of forest throughout the country if

taxes on woodlands, where the country is sufficiently

cleared, were in all cases remitted
;
and, if in the same

connection some stipulation was made that cattle

should, to a proper extent, be excluded, very great

benefit would follow. For a wood dried up and hard-

ened, its undergrowth destroyed by cattle, is of very

little value climatically compared with one where the

forest bed is preserved. Neither will it remain a store of

fuel, for, there being no young trees, the forest must

uliimately die. There is, no doubt, however, that

many of these wood-lots are allowed to decay, because

it i» intended to clear them up, and that, if the remis-

•-. of taxes induced the owners—as it in most cases

would—to keep them as permanent forests, much

better care would be taken of them. The prairie lands,

both of Canada and the United States, urgently need

tree planting and will give good returns. Plantations

of miles square have been given for eight years in

Kansas by railway companies and with good paying

results. Yet, even with this successful example before

their eyes, settlers plant little. When I saw these

plantations they were four and six years old, yet still

the prairie for hundreds of miles was comparatively

treeless, though all admitted the benefit of trees. I

should recommend, in prairie countries, while the soil

is yet in Government hands, that many millions of

young trees be planted and cared for under Govern-

ment appropriations, cultivated to keep down weeds

for a couple of years, and the prairies, close by,

ploughed to prevent fire running to the trees. In this

we should not wait long for experiments. It is necessary

to plant four times as many trees as needed, to allow for

thinning, and by planting different varieties it would

be easy to arrange them that, even if three-fourths

failed, we should still have a forest. This would cost

milions of dollars, it is true, and it is equally true that

it is a matter in which, above all others, it should be

spent. If, when I first saw the Praire States, between

thirty and forty years ago, an appropriation of ten

millions of dollars had been given to plant trees and
care for the ground then existing, these States would,

I am well assured, be more valuable by a thousand

million of dollars now. Can nations not afford such

sums ? Let us think of the sums they are, without

exception, ready to spend in war and then answer.

But that, it may be said, is to preserve national life.

So is the other. Every well-informed student of his-

tory is aware that in all the past as the forests of a

country were destroyed beyond a proportion national

life weakened, and by the time, when, as examples

show us, the treeless desert had overspread the ground

the nation was dead. The preservation of timber

forests has been little thought of in America, and the

lumberman, on condition of paying the authorites a

certain amount, has been allowed to cut at his pleasure.

No care has been taken to replant forests. This

generation, say for thirty years, will have timber

enough, though they will have to use much wood
hitherto thought unfit. After that there will be little

good pine and not much hardwood in our forests
;

what is obtained will be brought from British Colum-

bia and the forests of the Southern States, while the

generation following will exhaust these. Considering

the well-known benefits of keeping a large section of

the country in forest, I would earnestly urge the

people of America to consider how much more advan-

tageous it would be at once and decidedly to say of

certain large portions now in forest :

—
" These shall

not be cleared for settlement ; these shall be sacred to

the tree." Once this determination is arrived at, the

rest Is easy. Nothing is more simple than to intro-

duce and maintain a method of forest preservation, if

populations demand it and Governments fulfil their

desires. It is often said, " We have a large proportion

of forest land." But most of this is not good forest.

Much has been overrun by fire, much culled of every

good stick by lumbermen. But nearly all of this

might be renewed, and made good, permanent forest,

if the means were used.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.

[From our Regular Correspondent.

Vancouver, B. C, Sept, 21st, 1889.

The lumber trade continues brisk along the Pacific
coast. Five ships arrived at Burrard Inlet during
August, and during the month six ships cleared with
lumber for different ports. The old Chemainus saw mill
is at present shut down, and it is not likely that it will

again re-open, unless to turn out the building material
required for the new mill. There is a rumor that
instead of rebuilding on the old site, the saw mill com-
pany intend erecting their new premises either at
Victoria or Esquimalt.
The largest real estate and manufacturing transac-

tion which has yet been consummated in this city was
finally closed in Victoria recently. I refer to the
transfer of the ownership of the Hastings Saw mill,

the real estate attached thereto, and the timber limits

connected therewith, all of which constitute the most
valuable property outside of that of the Canadian
Pacific Railway, in the city of Vancouver. Mr. John

Hendry, President of the Royal City Plaining

Mlils becomes the sole manager of the property, which
will continue to be operated and known as the

Hastings saw mill. The purchase consideration, it is

understood, being somewhere in the neighborhood
of $290,000. The capacity of the mill is to be
largely increased, and new machinery and motive
power of the most approved pattern are to be intro-

duced.

A company is being formed at San Francisco,
California, to build rafts of from 8 to 12 million feet, at

Puget Sound, after the Joggins' plan, to be towed to

San Francisco. The advantage of rafting is in freights.

The present rate on lumber from Puget Sound to San
Francisco is $6 per thousand, while it is claimed the
rafts of logs can be rafted at a cost of $2 per thousand.
The lumber trade is brisk at Westminster. The

Royal City Mills are running full time. The bark C. C.

Funk is loading 700,000 feet of rough lumber at the
mills. The Brunette saw mills are having gas put in

in prospect of a heavy run of night work.
The following are the ruling prices at present for\

lumber at Vancouver :

Common rough, $9, $11 yard ; common sized, $11 ;

common S. I. S., do ; on board cars, $13 ; 1x4 flooring,

No. 1, $19 ; No. 2, $17 ;
1x6 flooring, No. 1, $18 ; do.,

No. 2, $16 ;
ceiling, No. I, $18 ; do., No. 2 $16

;
No, 1

S, 4 S, $19 ; No. 2, do, $17 ; common rough plank for

sidewalks, delivered, $9 ; lath per M, $2
;
rough cedar,

$10 to $12 per M ; double dressed cedar, $35 per M
;

single dressed, do., $30 per M
;
shingles $2 per M

;

maple, $20 per M
;

curley do., $75 ; pickets, rough,

$19 per M ; dressed do., $20. S
The bush fires which so extensively prevailed during

July and August have entirely disappeared. They have
been worse this season than any other during the last

fifteen years.

The country settling up gradually, will increase the
danger of these fires yearly, but it is said the Govern-
ment is contemplating some scheme for protecting the
limits more effectually than heretofore from the ravishes
of fire.

Fader Bros.'s mill at Vancouver is being bought up by
a joint stock company, and rumor has it that the
C. P. R. is largely interested.

The Vancouver Lumber Co., at same place, have
been bought up by a syndicate, of which Mr. W. H-
Higgins

,
lately in connection with the McLaren, Ross

Lumber Co., is managing director.

The Moodyville mill is talking of making large addi-
tions this winter, but the negotiations to this effect

were temporarily suspended owing to the demise of Mr.
Walch, of San Francisco, one of the largest stock-
holders.

The new machinery for the Victoria Lumber Co. is

on the way, and expected at Chemainus daily from
Peterborough.

A great many eastern capitalists have paid the coast
a visit the last two months, and there are rumors of
some large investments having been made.

The other mills at Vancouver are all very busy, and
every week a ship sails out of Burrard Inlet loaded with
Douglas fir for every part of the world.

In New Westminster the Brunette Saw Mill and
Royal City Mills are working night and day, and still

cannot keep up to the orders continually coming in.

The McLaren-Ross new mill has been all roofed
with corrugated iron roofing, and the foundations for

boilers, burner and engines are nearly finished ; the
fire bricks and Portland cement arriving last week.
They expect to be running by February. A car load of
iron working tools arrived last week from Bertram,
Dundas, and they ordered an engine and boiler of the
Ball make from E. Leonard & Sons, London, to run the
above, and an electric plant. This mill will revolu-

tionize mill building in this country, and will tend to

economise the use of manual labor.

From a recent visit to Revelstoke, American capital-

ists are talking of building a mill on the Columbia as
soon as the duties are better arranged between Canada
and the United States.

The Valentine shingle mill is running to its full capa-
city, and the price of shingles there, 75c. run, f.o.b., is

very cheap, and lots of money in it to the manufacturer.

Benjamin Franklin, of Chiticutimi, is talking of build-

ing a saw mill in that part of the country, having order-

ed power and carriage, and, if successful, will put in

more machinery next year.

The Alberni mill is getting under way ; the parties

are now negotiating about the machinery, and will

order as soon as the grants are allowed.

Hon. G. Dewdney is now out here, and is making
some stir with those mill owners who control more
limits than the law allows,but they expectto pull through
all right.

At the forthcoming Provincial Exhibition, to be held
in New Westminster, on the 23rd and 24th of October,
the mill men are going to make a special exhibit of the
lumber industries, and qualities of all the woods in

British Columbia.
Fir.
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THE NEWS.
ONTARIO.

—P. McDermott, lumberman, South River, Muskoka, has

assigned.

—A great deal of lumber is being shipped from Penetang-

uishene by rail.

—Three Gravenhurst mills have already cut out their stocks

and shut down.

—Davidson's mills, at Penetanguishene, have closed down,

the piling yards being full.

—Fire is rapidly consuming the timber on Griffith's Island, at

the mouth of the Georgian Bay.

—Mr. R. H. Menzies, Burk's Falls, is putting a new

combination trimmer in his mill.

—From Baysville we learn that Messrs. Mickle, Dyment &

Co. have put in a camp at Ridout.

—S. B. Crossfield's saw mill at Sturgeon Bay is turning

out fifteen thousand shingles per day.

—The Emery Lumber Company have started their camps

on the Wahnapitae, Georgian Bay District.

—The Ontario Lumber Company have started to work in

the bush near Loring, and are putting in four camps this year.

—Mr. Donald Campbell sold his lumber yard in Dundas

street. West Toronto Junction, 170 feet frontage, for $16,600.

—S. B. Crossfield shipped the first car of shingles cut by

his new mill at Sturgeon Bay, to Springfield, Mass., last month.

—The Gilmours will rebuild their shingle mill at Trenton

on a smaller scale. They will also build a new flume at a cost

of $4,000.

V — It is reported that Messrs. J. B. and R. H. Klock have

purchased Mr. James MacLaren's Bear Creek timber limit for

$200,000.

>Vs^—Shipments of lumber are fairly brisk at Parry Sound, but

a large amount remains to be shipped before the close of

navigation.

—The Georgian Bay Lumber Company got out 100,000,000

feet last year, and it is said they will not exceed 30,000,000

feet this year.

—Pierce & Co s mill, at Ottawa, has closed down at night

for the season. The company's small mill still continues

running at night.

—Logs are being towed out of Lake Superior to the Bay

City, Mich., mills. One raft of large dimensions passed

^JSault Ste. Marie last week. y-

—It is possible that the syndicate who recently purchased

the Scott timber limits in Haliburton, may lease the mills at

Harwood, to cut their logs.

—Mr. J. R. Booth will operate the limits which he pur-

chased some time ago from -Messrs. Barnet & Russell, on the
N snow engaged in making improvements in their mills

Temiscamingue river, during the coming winter.

—A new lumber company from East Saginaw, Mich., has

commenced operations on the north shore of Georgian Bay.

They will make Little Current their headquarters.

—A large quantity of lumber a' the Chaudiere mills has

been held to dry that should have gone forward weeks ago,

owing to continued wet weather during the summer.

—Forest products exported to the United States through

the Ottawa consulate for the quarter ending June 30th, 1889,

amounted to $1,035,996, and for the fiscal year $3,042,365.

—Wm. Potter & Co., Little Current, have cut 2,000,000

feet of lumber this season, and expect to finish 4,000,000

before it freezes up. They will have 2,000,000 feet of uncut

logs left over.

—Mr. Maurice Malone, took with him last week from the

Ottawa district 320 men to work on the timber limits controll-

ed by the firm of Hackley & Gordon, in the vicinity of Seattle,

Washington Territory.

/ —The Longford Lumber Co's shingle mill at Orillia has*,

been shut down for the season. The woodenware factory, how-

ever, has enough orders booked ahead to keep the concern Tun-

ing for three or four months. /
-The last two rafts of the season, consisting of 100 cribs,

each passed through the Chaudiere slides Aug. 30th. The
timber was cut on the Kippewa and Pettewawa rivers, and
was owned by Messrs. Moore and Frazer.

—A prominent Ottawa lumber merchant states that this sea-

son's cut of lumber will likely exceed the quantity turned out

for many years past. This is largely owing to the high water

being very favorable for sawing d'iring the season. ~

^ —The Nassau mill, at Peterborough, closed Sept. 5th for s-

the season, the supply of logs having been cut and the quan-

tity of lumber in the yard being so large, over twelve million

feet. The steam mill will continue to run as usual.

V

—Numerous gangs of men are being sent to the woods from

Ottawa, Quebec and other points. Lumbermen are making

preparations for the commencement of lumbering operations, .

and a lively winter's work in the woods is anticipated.

—Mr. Milne, of Ethel, whose saw and shingle mills were

destroyed by fire, has commenced to rebuild, and the new

structures will be much larger and more complete in every de-

partment than the old ones. He got all his insurance money.

—Dr. Herriman, of Lindsay, is clearing a site for a large

saw mill on West Bay Creek, Algoma. Men will arrive in<

about a week to commence putting in machinery. This will

be a great boon to the settlers in that part of the country.

—The Rathbun Co. 's saw mill, at Campbellford, is running

night and day, turning out, 2,000,000 feet of lumber, 150,-

000 railway ties, besides shingles, lath and heading. Steam

power is used and about 70 men are employed. Campbellford

is the head office for Trent operations.

—The Imperial Lumber Company, (Ltd.) has been incor-

porated wilh a capital stock of $260,000. The incorporators

are, T. W. Dobbie, C. D. Warren, G. M. Warren, F. B.

Warren, C. R. Warren, H. C. Boomer, Toronto ; W. J.

Jones, Bowmanville ; G. M. Warren, Niagara.

—The steam tug Nellie left Messrs. E. B. Eddy's lumber

docks on the Hull side of the river Sept. 16th, having in tow

eight barges, all loaded with inch boards, for American firms

at Burlington, Vermont and Whitehall, N. Y. The previous

week upwards of 2,000,000 feet were shipped to the same

places.

—A large amount of square timber has been sawn this sea-

son at Mason's mill, Ottawa. The mill has been going night

and day most of the season and will continue to run so until it

"shuts down. Mr. Mason purchased a 250-horse power engine

at the commencement of the season and it has given much

satisfaction.

—Campbell Brothers, lumber dealers, Toronto, assign-

ed Sept. 5th. Liabilities $15,000 to$i7,ooo. Assets are said

to be much larger. The assignment was caused by a lockup

of the money of the firm in certain real estate transactions of

D. Campbell & Co. It is expected they will pay 100 cents, on

the dollar.

—Mr. H. G. Buck, of Norwood, is busily engaged in super

intending the rafting of 50,000 feet of square timber at Belle

ville. It will be taken to Quebec, and on the arrival of the

fall fleet will be shipped to Great Britain. This is the fourth

raft Mr. Buck has shipped this year, making in all over 200,-

ooo^ieet of square timber. S
^The mills of the Ontario Lumber Co., at French River,

are run by steam, using a band saw, also a circular and gang

saw. They cut on an average 100,000 feet of lumber per day.

employing 100 men. This company load from 55 to 60

vessels with lumber for different ports each season. They are

—Increased value of timber limits and extra cost of log

crops makes economical lumber-making of utmost importance

to all lumbermen. The band sawmill shown at the Toronto

exposition by the Waterous Co., Brantford, runs a 16-gauge

saw and cuts 20 per cent, more lumber from the log than the

ordinary circular. It has also the merit of cheapness and

adaptability to any mill.

—The lumbermen have no difficulty in obtaining labor at

present, as men are plentiful at Ottawa. Most of the

Lower Town hotels are well stocked with them. The wages

for log makers have been steady so far and no change notice-

able, but as for general hands, they are not getting quite as

much as last season. They are promised from $12 to $16 per

month and board.

—H. Cargill's steam saw mill, at Cargill, cuts from six to

seven million feet of lumber, also some two-and-a-half to

thiee million lath. The saw and shingle mill runs by water

power, cuts all kinds of bill stuff and runs the greater part of

the winter months. His supply of logs and timber is obtain-

ed from some 11,000 acres of bush or swamp lands which he

purchased from the government some years ago.

—The Georgian Bay Consolidated Lumber Company is

one of the oldest established lumber companies in northern

Ontario. They are now operating both the upper and lower

mills at Byng Inlet, together with large mills at Waubau-

shene, Severn and Collingwood. The output from their

upper and lower mills at Byng Inlet this season will be about

20,090,000 feet. At these mills they employ 160 men.

0 —A sawdust explosion took place in the Ottawa river, on ^
the Hull side of the river, which threw water up some 15 feet

high. There was luckily no boats in the vicinity at the time.

The >awdust shoal in the Ottawa river just at the foot of the

Government hill, is now fully a foot above the surface of the

water. Recently several sawdust explosions have occurred in

that vicinity which were big enough to swamp a small boat^'

—Lumberers are rapidly sending men into the woods.

Messrs. R. Hurdman & Co., of Ottawa, have three crews at

work on their Magnicippi limits. Mr. A. Barnet has a crew

at Barnet Lake ; Mr. A. Fraser another at Misty Lake, Messrs

Chevrier & Whistle have two shanties running in full blast

making logs for Messrs. Perley & Pattee. Mr. Louis Cherrier

has a gang making improvements on the Nipissing branch of

the Pettewawa for Messrs. Booth & Co.

—A deputation consisting of Messrs. Robert Innes, Thos.

G. Hazlitt, A. P. Pousette, James M. Irwin, E. B. Edwards,

of Peterboro' and R. C. Strickland, Lakefield, accompanied

by Mr. Jas. Stevenson, M. P., for Peterboro', visited Ottawa on

the 18th and waited on Hon. C. H. Tupper, minister of mar-

ine and fisheries, re the sawdust in the river question. The
government have for some time been prosecuting offenders who
have been using the river around Peterboro' as a receptacle for

their spare sawdust. The millmen cannot see why if a portion

of the Ottawa river is exempted from this law their river should

not be treated likewise. They asked Mr. Tupper to make
some amicable arrangement.

—Burton & Bro.
,
Byng Inlet, North, have extensive tim-

ber limits on the Magnettewan, Beaverstone, French, Span-

ish and Mississangua rivers, with a supply sufficient to last for

20 years. They ship all their lumber by their own vessels,

composing a fleet of four. The mill is supplied wfth the

most modern and approved machinery and run by steam.

It is claimed that they can produce more lumber with a cir-

cular and gang than any other mill in Canada, and this sea-

son they will cut 15,000,000 feet, running from May to

November. Sixty-eight men are employed by this firm. It is

said they cut as much as 130,000 feet ot lumber per day with

one circular and gang saw.

—The Thessalon Advocate says that Hon. Mr. Hardy,

Crown Lands Commissioner, is determined that nothing shall

be left undone to advance the opening up of that portion of

the Province formerly known as the "disputed territory," the

hitherto unexplored and unsettled. The Rainey River Free

Grant Act is now in force, and patents are being issued under it

for mining lands where the claim is not in dispute. All appli-

cants have been notified that on the deposit of the necessary

purchase money the Department is prepared to issue patents.

Two Commissioners are taking evidence and obtaining infor-

mation in the disputed territory—one at Rat Portage, respect-

ing claims to mining and other lands ; the other at Rainey

River, respecting claims of settlers to lands in this section.

;
—A case of interest to lumbermen was tried last month in

che Common Pleas Division court, at Peterborough. It was'arc

action for trespass and cutting timber in Peterborough county,

of which the plaintiff claimed to be the owner in fee in pos-

session. The defendants claimed a right to cut timber on the

t in question under a license from the Commissioner of

Crown Lands issued in 1888. The learned judge holds that

the defendants had notice that this lot was sold on March 13,

1884, and as three years had elapsed prior to the issue of

the license, that they should not have proceeded to cut timber

unless advised that the sale had been cancelled. Judgment

was given for the plaintiff for the sum of$530,50, with interest%April 26, 1889, and full costs.

-. Robert Wilson, of Mr. J. R. Booth's firm, has returned

to the city after an extended tour through British Columbia.

Mr. Wilson's object was to invest in the lumbering industry in

that country, but owing to certain facts which he perceived

on his trip he thought it advisable not to. He says that the

mills there are of sufficient capacity to supply the local markets

at present ; and until the export trade is more developed there,

and decreased in the eastern part of Canada, he is of the opin-

ion that it would not be a wise investment. Mr. Wilson visited

the Maclaren, Ross & Co.'s mill, which^is in course of con-

struction on the Frazer river, and speaks highly of its site.

The earth is so soft were the mill is being erected that its

foundation consists of piles driven in the ground a great dis-

tance and made solid with 200 barrels of Portland cement. He
says that the mill is most conveniently situated, as the Cana-

dian Pacific railway runs directly through its yard, and one

great advantage is that the logs when cut and put in the sea

will not be effected with the much-dreaded toredoes which in-

vade the salt water, as they can be towed with the greatest of

ease to the Frazer river and then run directly to the mill. The

firm has men already at work cutting logs within three miles

of the mill, which is a very short distance in comparison with

that which the lumbermen in this vicinity are obliged to go for

them. It has been said by good authority that the firm have

already obtained an order for 50,000,000 feet of timber for ex-

port. Mr. Wilson, who has had considerable experience in

Canadian forests, was greatly struck with the size of the trees

there. He said that|he watched men take no less than four 32

foot logs out of one tree without touching it above the bran-

ches.— Ottawa Free Press.
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—Seven men unceremoniously left the employ of the Messrs.

Hurdman last month. They had only worked three

days. Lumbermen sigh for the good old days when there was

a law to punish men who left their work without a just cause.

There are numbers of the river men now, who stay in Ottawa

till they run up a big bill at their boarding house, then engage

with some lumberman, go to the woods, and on the slightest

pretext, or no pretext at all, leave their employer after he has

paid their way up and in many cases advanced money to

them.

—The mills in the neighborhood of Fallbrook do not get

much Pine to cut now, and the most they cut is in Hemlock,

Basswood and Ash. At one time there were seven saw mills

within a radius of two miles cutting, on an average 1,000,000

feet each a year, but now there are only three cutting about one

and a half million altogether. The largest drive of sawlogs

that ever went down the Mississippi in one season passed here

a short time ago on its way to Carleton Place, to be cut

there bv the Canada Lumber Co. , and Boyd Caldwell & Son.

It consisted of about two hundred and twenty thousand pieces.

QUEBEC.

—The mills at Scottown are all shut down for want of logs.

—L. A. Stearns & Co., lumber and saw mill, have assign-

ed.

—The new steam saw mill of the Roberval Lumber Company,

Roberval, is" now in active operation, turning out some fine

pine and spruce lumber. They expect to saw nearly 100,000

logs dufTng the season.

S—The E. B. Eddy Company have desided not to send any"*-,

more men into the woods or make any more logs. The Eddy

limits found employment for about 500 men yearly. The

mills will close down unless sold. They employ a day

gang of about 300 and a night gang of about 250. Unless the

mills and limits are purchased before the logs are cut, several

hundred men will be thrown out of employment.

A meeting of lumbermen operating timber limits in the

Province of Quebec was held Sept. 5th, to consider the new

regulations of the Crown Lands Department with respect to

the prevention of destruction of timber by fire, and the tax im-

posed on limit holders for the purpose of enforcing such regula.

tions. Mr. J. R. Booth presided. Under the new law the

Government appoint fire rangers to enforce the regulations, and

half the expense of maintaining these officials is paid by the

Government, and the other half raised by assessment at the

\rate of ten cents per mile upon the limits under license.^Some

of the lumbermen objected to the Quebec fire protection tax,

on the ground that the fire rangers are appointed by the Govern-

ment without consulting the lumbermen, whereas in Ontario

license holders have a say in the appointment of fire rangers

for their respective districts. After some discussion it was

agreed that Mr. Charleson, the superintendent of Forest and

Fire Rangers for Quebec, be informed that the limit holders

agreed to pay the assessment levied upon them for fire protec-

tion purposes, with the understanding that their request that

they should have a voice in the selection of fire rangers be

submitted for the consideration of the Provincial Government.

Mr. Charleson promised to convey the representation of the

limit holders to the Comissioner of Crown Lands.

NEW BRUNSWICK.

—Mr. H. O. Larey's mill at Mission Point has been shut

down for the season for lack of logs.

—The continuance of the dry weather has been the occa-

sion of numerous forest fires in the Province. Much valuable

timber has been destroyed.

—H. H. Stevens, the well-known shingle manufacturer, has

12 machines at work, at Fairfield and Salmon river, and will

cut out during the year twenty million shingles.

/-At a recent sale of the Frederickton Boom CompanyX -H°raCe S
"

Shepard
'

TreaSUrer °f the ShePard & Morse

spruce logs brought $9. 10 a thousand for merchantable,

and two-thirds of that price for battens. White pine sold for

$7.60, cedar, $5 and hemlock $4.10. .

—Simmon & Burpee, bridge builders and mill owners,

Frederickton, have assigned with heavy liabilities. The hang-

ing up of the firm's logs by low water on the Upper St. John

was the chief cause of the difficulty. It is stated that the

liabilities of the firm will amount to about $40,000 and that

the assets will pay about sixty cents on the dollar.

—The Chatham World says: Steamers are steadily supplant-

ing sailing vessels in the deal carrying trade, much to the disgust

of the laborers and others in port. The Thorndike, now load-

ing at Muirhead's mill, is nearly 2000 tons and will carry

ary/ut two million feet. She will have to take in part of her

cargo outride the bar. A still larger steamship is expected.

$ buring the month forest fires have] done an immense

amount of damage in the province ; for miles the forests burn-

ed on each side of the tract on the Main Central Railroad.

On the New Brunswick Railroad thousands of dollars of dam-

age was done. The country roads were impassible on account

of the heat. The towns of Frederickton and Moncton was sur-

rounded by flames and the people had to fight hard to save

their property.

—There promises to be great activity

coming winter, and the cut will be unusually heavy.

Operators who have hitherto gone to Aroostook are seeking

grounds on the Canadian side of the line in consequence of

the trouble and expense arising out of the United States

bonded system, and also on account of the extremely high

rates charged by the Aroostook people for camp supplies.

Wm. Sewell, who is to operate for Andre, Cushing & Sons"

has started for the Alegash, and Walter Stevens has started

for Fish river with his crew for E. D. Jewell & Co. Kilburn

& Baird will operate extensively on the Tobique, while Wm.
Teddie will occupy his old grounds on the same river. Gil-

man Bros, have left for Little Black river, Quebec, for

Wm. Murray, and Robt. Connors is preparing for work on

Cabins lake, his field of last winter. Beveridge & Co. go to

Nictena lake, on the the Tobique. David Keswick, of

Hortland, will operate extensively on the Grand river.

Lynch Bros, and Mr. Welch are making extensive prepara-

tions for a big cut on the Miramichi.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.

—A tug called the Active, has been completed for the

Royal City Mills, Westminster.

—The Royal City Planing Mills Company, Westminster,

contemplates making extensive improvements in its mills.

—Improvements are being made in the Vancouver saw-

mill. It is the intention to ship to foreign countries as soon

as the necessary alterations have been made.

—The sale of the Hastings mill property at Vancouver to

an English syndicate is reported off, owing to one of the

British shareholders declining to dispose of his stock.

—In view of the prospect of rafts of logs being exported

from British Columbia to the United States, the governments

are considering a rate of duty to be levied on British Colum-

bia pine.

—A. J. Hill and H. G. Ross, commission agents and

surveyors, Westminster, have dissolved partnership. Ross

will continue the commission business, and Hill the en-

gineering department.

—The Crystal City mill is expected to be in operation by

the middle of October. On account of the moulders strike

and the cancellation of orders by Goldie & McCulloch, of

Gait, they were unable to get their engine completed and

have purchased one now on exhibition in Toronto, which has

received the highest commendation.

NOVA SCOTIA.

—James A. Freeman, general store and lumber, Kempt, is

is offering to compromise.

—The lumbering firm of Messrs. E. D. Davidson & Son,

have purchased the mill and timber formerly owned by the

Messrs. Freeman's on the Port Medway river.

—E. Leonard & Sons have filled an order for engine,

boiler and sawmill for Miss Stirling, founder of Edinburgh and

Leith Children's Aid and Refuge at Aylesford, Nova Scotia.

—Lumbering in Nova Scotia appears to have brightened"

up, and there is quite an active demand for milling property.

J. E. Dickey, of Stewiache, recently placed his saw mill and

timber limits in Eastville on the market. They were at once

taken up by a company from Amherst that intends to cut lum-

ber on a large scale. This property is considered one of the

finest water previleges in Nova Scotia. f
AMERICAN.

cut into logs, while a large amount is still in the tree. At

present the Folsom mill in Bay City, Mich., Is busy consuming

the logs on hand As soon as the American logs are all sawed

p, the shipment of the Spanish river stock will commence,

and continue until their mill and store rooms are filled to their

s theX. utmost capacity. The mill will then begin the consumption

of these logs. There will be enough of them to last an in-

definite period.

—The Bangor Commercial intimates that the ordinary

gang or rotary saw mill is to be superseded bythe "band mill," in

which the band saw Is applied to all purposes ofsawing. The

F. W. Ayer & Co. mill is fitted with this tend saw arrange-

ment, and, says the Commercial, "representatives from nearly

every mill on the St. John river, from the New Hampshire

mills and the Bradstreets at Gardiner and from other mills all

over the state have been here and inspected it and watched it

work. They have all been surprised and pleased with it. Our

own millmen say there will never be another gang or rotary

put in here, but that they will be replaced by the band mill.

We give the figures showing the amount of lumber sawed

by the little and big gangs at Mr. Ayer's mills yesterday as

well as that sawed by the band saw, and a comparison will be

interesting. In eleven hours yesterday the little gang sawed

73,287 feet, the big gang 83,208 feet, and the band saw 128,-

357 feet making a total of 284.852 feet.

> ^ini

Liabilities,mber Co., whose office is in Boston, has failed.

100,000, assets, light.

—J. W. Howry & Sons, of Bay City, have purchased a large

block of Canadian timber and are making arrangements to

commence lumbering. The logs will be towed to Saginaw

river to be manufactured.

—J. Weiss, a lumber dealer and large stockholder in the

H. S. Matthews Lumber Co., Texaskana, Texas, the largest

concern in the place, has decamped, carrying with him, it is

alleged, funds of other parlies estimated at from $30,000 to

$40,000.

—The lumber output of Memphis, Tenn. for the commer-

cial year closed Aug. 31, by the mills and dealers," is

estimated at $1,930.00. These firms sold within the past 12

months over 60,000,000 feet of lumber, not including the out-

put of the commission men during the same period.

—The Folsom estate has a large amount of pine land in the

Spanish river country, Canada. Some of this pine has been

CASUALTIES.
Samuel Purcell, a young man working in Pierce & Co. 's

lumber mill on the Chaudiere, had the toes of his right foot

taken off by the carriage that feeds the circular saw.

Wm. Jacques, working at McKee's mill, Windsor, fell from

a lumber pile and broke three of his ribs.

Theodore Moreau, who was engaged in canting logs at

Gratton's mill, on the Ottawa, was frightfully crushed by a

jam of logs rolling on him. Faint hopes are entertained of

his recovery.

Crowley West, a well known citizen, fell on a circular saw

at Babbits mill, Gibson, N. B. and had his shoulder bone

cut almost to the joint and one arm badly lacerated.

Geo. Palmer had three of his fingers almost severed by a

circular saw at Carleton mills, Kouchibougac, N. B.

A Finlander, named Marston, was killed by a slab saw in

Graham, Home & Co's mill, at Vermillion Bay.

While tailing on the gang at the Lakefield Lumber Co.'s

mill, Lakefield, Ont., Wm. Wood was caught between the

stock and the roller, fracturing the small bone of the leg.

Robert Forrester, while working on a machine in Cushing's

planing mill, Calgary, Man., had his hand badly lacerated by

coming in contact with the revolving knives.

William Herricks, an emyloyee of the Canada Lumber Co.,

at Carleton Place, was killed on the 17th by a lorry laden

with lumber running over him.

FIRE RECORD.
Perth Centre, N. B., was burned with itsLarlee's mill

machinery.

J. C. Shook's saw mill at Corbetton, Ont. was burned

early last month.

Leith 's saw mill, near Moncton, N. B. , was burned recent-

ly with all its contents.

The saw mill at Duncan's Indian colony at Metlakatla

has been destroyed by fire. Loss, $22,000.

W. & J. Anderson's saw mill, at Burnt Church, near

Chatham, N. B. , was burned last month. Loss $3,000 ; no

insurance.

^ The shingle mill, of Gilmour & Co. ,
Trenton, Ont.

,
was^\

burned Sept. 4th. Loss about $20,000 ; insured for $13,000.

The mill had been partly shut down for some time.

The barn and stables belonging to the Victoria Harbor

Lumber Co., Victoria Harbor, was burned on the 15th,

together with the contents. A spark from the burner is

supposed to have been the cause of the fire.

A fire in Laird, Norton & Co.'s lumber yard, at Winona,

Minn., destroyed twenty-two million feet of lumber, seven

million shingles, and a three-story brick warehouse and con-

tents, consisting of doors, sash, glass, etc., with sheds, tram-

ways, etc.

/ Mr. L. H. Hillman's mill situated on the Ottawa, opposite\

Kettle Island, was burned Sept. nth, and 1,500,000 feet of

lumber. Loss nearly $200,000. The mill was valued at

$22,000 ; insured for $8,000. The lumber was owned by

the Rathbun Co. , of Deseronto, and was principally this sea-

son's cut. It consisted of pine, ash, birch and basswood.

It was valued at $175,000, and was partly insured. Fifty

en are thrown out of employment.
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This timber was and partly is, the property of the Local

Government. They charge a uniform stumpage due of one

dollar per 1,000 feet, and three dollars per annum per square

mile. They put up the right to cut on these terms on certain

limits at public auction. When Mr. Scott was Commissioner

he thought the Province had struck a bonanza when this right

fetched $200 a square mile. Last year inferior limits, less

accessible and with less favorable terms, fetched $1,500 to

$2,500 the mile.

Some idea of the magnitude of the lumber trade may be

gained by the fact that these ' 'bonuses" alone have brought in

to the Provincial Treasury nearly $21,000,000 since Confeder-

ation. It is quite impossible to pretend to write up this immense

industry in a single letter
;
hence, with your permission, I pur-

pose to describe operations in one little corner of New Ontario,

and will write to you about the lumber interests of Parry

Sound and the country tributary. It is a very small portion of

New Ontario, no portion of the tributary district being further

than fifty miles from the Sound.

How do you account for the pessimistic and narrow Pro-

vincial views of our urban population ? The mixture of races

and the charm of new surroundings have made to the south

of us a population pleased with their surroundings bright,

original and singularly optimistic. Why should there

be such pessimists there? The farmer says, "Take

all the bad land out and Canada would be a small

country." The shrewd manager of a steamboat rush-

es an excursion through Algoma to a foreign island in search

of scenery. The villager is neither a prophet nor the son of

one, yet he predicts that the lumber will be played out in

Muskoka in five or ten years, and the settler who is

grubbing a living among the rocks, sand and stumps will have to

get out.

Let us maintain the truth, the arable lands of all Algoma are

as good, if not better (because newer), then the best soil in

Western Ontario. They have a better climate and produce,

even with bad farming, better crops. As long as grass grows

and water runs, the material interests of New Ontario, I mean

its lumbering, farming, and mining interests, will never be less

valuable or extensive than they are to-day.

I am indebted to the courtesy of Judge McCurry for an es-

timate of the timber within these limits. It has cost time and

money to prepare it, and it is as accurate as any estimate well

can be. There is 750,000,000 feet of merchantable pine that is

over ten inches in diameter, besides which there is continually

growing another crop to afford a continuous but reduced supply.

At the average cutting now done, the visible supply will last

forty years.

Birch is a much more valuable wood than pine. It is taking

the place of walnut and mahogany for fine furniture, is capable

of a fine polish, and is more abundant here than pine, owing

to the lack of railway facilities, little of it yet having come into

the market. As it sinks in water, it cannot be carried to the place

of manufacture. There is as much as the first supply of pine

in the hemlock forests. The bark is used by tanners, and is

worth $5 to $6 per cord now. The wood is worth $10 per

1,000. It makes splendid scantling, rail, ties and barn flooring

(being proof against rats), and if not so hard to work, would

be a splended wood for wainscoting and interior decoration.

There is an extensive quantity of basswood which is being

more used than ever for cheap furniture. Of oak there is only

a limited quantity, which is in active demand for vessel keels

and house decoration. Of tamarac and spruce there are great

quantities. These are fully as useful as pine, but no account is

made of beech and maple, their use being chiefly as firewood.

Poplar is plentiful, and is being extensively sought after for the

paper factories. After pine is cut, the refuse is brought in as

shingle bolts. The manufacture of shingles is a tremendous

industry.

Nature again covers the rocks and sandy soil with trees of

second growth. Pine comes occasionally in clumps, but the

second growth is principally soft maple, birch and poplar, and

all this in a radius of fifty miles? and remember, there are

thousands of miles just like it !

Some thirty years ago Mr Beatty located at Parry Sound.

He built a shw mill and the Government gave him as a reward

2,000 acres in fee simple, and on this grant stands the principal

part of the town of Parry Sound. The town had two splen-

ded harbors, but a poor country in its neighborhood, and it

would scarcely exist save that it is the seat of the lumber in-

dustry of the neighborhood. The mill for which Mr. Beatty

was so plenteously rewarded, together with valuable limits,

became, after a long time, the property of Mr. J. C. Miller.

Mr. Miller was a good specimen of a shrewd Yankee. He
commenced life as a school teacher and ended it as President

of the Parry Sound Lumber Company and an honored mem-
ber of the Local Parliament of Ontario. He was succeeded

in the presidency by his son, under whose presidency and the

management of Mayor McLennan the Company has had an

increasing prosperity. The company cut 12,000,000 feet

annually.

The Midland & North Shore Lumber Co., is composed of a

syndicate of capitalists, of which Mr. Ulyott, of Peterboro', is

President. After the hopeless bankruptcy of the Guelph Lum-

ber Company, this company bought the estate, and, under

Mr. Fitzgerald's management, it has been a grand success.

The death of Mr. Miller happened just before the burning

of Mr. Pratt's famous hotel at Rosseau, the energetic "Dis-

coverer of Muskoka" as a summer resort was thus enabled to

gratify a long felt wish to become lumber king. With others

he formed the Conger Lumber Company, bought limits and

mill from the Miller estate, and carried into his new business

all the geniality and enterprise which had formerly made his

name so well-known in Ontario.

The Conger Company cuts 7,000,000 feet, and the other two

12,000,000 each. The Conger employs 60 men in summer,

and 100 in winter, and has a pay-roll of about $30,000 annually.

The other two companies employ 200 men each in winter, and

about 100 in summer, and each pays in annual wages $50,000

per annum. The cut is divided into two qualities, the mill run

and the mill culls. The specific duty of two dollars causes the

choice lumber alone to go to the States, the markets there

being Tomawanda, Buffalo and Albany.

The product goes by water, and it is a matter of regret that

more Canadian and less American vessels are not employ-

ed in the traffic. The common lumber goes to Toronto, and

the price received is—for mill culls, $7 to $9 per thousand,

and for good $12 to $15 per thousand. The combined mills

do an average business of $2,500,000 annually. The

effect of the duty is supposed to be that buyer and seller

each lose one dollar

The great difficulty of the country is lack of railway com-

munication. Its want is felt at every turn. Othei companies

would locate, bringing other sections under tribute ; tanneries

would spring up, and the weary hauling of men and supplies to

camp would soon cease. The quantity of lath, common lumber

and slabs, now destroyed, would, if utilized, largely pay for

the running, the road would pay from the start. Only the voice

of the Pessimist is heard in the land. The history of the

Northern Road shows a series of efforts in railway building

against the sneers and laughter of the wise men of the day.

Successive bonuses extended the line from Barrie to Orillia, the

boom in railway building secured its extension to Gravenhursi,

but the glittering bait of $8,000 bonus per mile did not induce

capitalists to take hold. They cry that the revenue would not

pay grease for the wheels, and Manager Cumberland's

witty statement that Muskoka was not rocky, but all rock,

did their work, and things remained in statu quo until the advent

of Sir Charles Tupper as Finance Minister. An offer of $6,-

000 per mile was quickly followed by another doubling the

bonus, and $12,000 per mile secured the extension to North Bay.

The purchase of the Northern by the G. T. R. has injuriously

affected the lumbering interests. The Northern Company

used them with whips, the G. T. R. is doing it with scorpions.

The new rates are notoriously unfair, and they have caused a

dullness in trade not before experienced. In this connection it

may be stated that Mr. Miller, who is Vice-President of the

Poison Company, is having built a steam-barge of steel which

will be the second largest barge on fresh water.

There is considerable friction between newly-arrived settlers

and the various lumber companies. It is a pity they do not

see eye to eye, as their interests are so much in common. Lum-

bermen contend that if delay was made before further land was

open for settlement, it would conduce to closer settlement in the

old district ; that settlers are the frequent cause of fire, and do

more damage sometimes than they are worth. Angry feelings

have been aroused in consequence. The Government have

solved the problem. They allow no more settlement on pine

land. They have got to be satisfied more than ever as, the bona

fides of the settlement and the strict enforcement of the Fire Act

has been of great advantage to the preservation of timber.

It must be remembered that fire is not so very destructive

usually. It simply disarranges plans and forces the getting

of two season's supply in the year.

This article would not be complete without reference to the

loss that lumber men and settlers alike receive in the death of

Hon. T. B. Pardee. Mr. Pardee loved the country that was

his peculiar charge. Affable and easy ofapproach, he gave an

attentive and sympathetic attention to the wants and wishes of

the people of the district. If he had done nothing more his

authorship of the Fire Act alone would have kept his name

green in the heart of his country now.

If the reading of this article should convey to one single

influential man a just idea of the capabilities and possibilities

of New Ontario, the writer will consider himself well repaid

for his trouble.

Lining a Saw with the Carriage.

It is almost impossible to make two saws that will hang
just alike on the same mandrel, or make the same saw
hang alike on any two mandrels. The slightest difference

turning up the collars of the mandrel, or in the finish of

the saw gear the mandrel-hole will cause a perceptible

difference in the hanging, so that it is often necessary to

adjust the saw by packing between the collars, with writ-

ting paper. In hanging a new saw, it is best to fit it on,

screw it up between the collars, and then examine it

carefully on the front or log side, and see if the face of

the saw is flat. If it is found to be rounding on the log

side, cut a ring of writing paper, about halfan inch wide,

the size of the collar on the outside, oil it, and stick it

on the face of the fast collar around the outer edge.

Then cut another ring of paper of the same width

making the outside of the ring the size of the hole in the

loose collar
;

put this small ring between the loose

collar and the saw, and screw up the collars. If the two
rings are not enough, put in another until the saw comes
right. If the saw hangs dishing on the log side, reverse

the rings of paper, that is, put the small ring between

the saw and the collar, and the large ring on the loose

collar.

Should a saw run a little out of true on the rim, it may
be made to run true by packing with writing paper be-

tween the saw and the fast collar. It is also necessary

that the saw mandrel should be perfectly level, so that

the saw will hang perfectly plumb.

Never try to run a saw that is dishing on the log side,

as it will be sure to draw toward the log. The carriage

track must be straight, and the carriage run true. The
flange that is fast to the mandrel should be a little con-

cave, and the loose flange perfectly flat.

The most perfect saw is that which will cut the easiest,

the smoothest and the most in a given time, with the

least expenditure of power. When the teeth are pre-

sented to the timber with just the right pitch on top of

the teeth, they will cut the kerf out in shavings, and not

scrape it into fine dust. We do not mean to say that

all of the dust will be cut into long shavings, for all

timber is not sufficiently tough to hold together. How
differently the teeth are presented to the wood in the

solid-toothed saw. Any one who will take the trouble to

examine the chips of the two will readily see. In the

patent-toothed saw there is more room. Solid teeth, or

teeth cut in saw plate, cannot be run at the same angle

as inserted teeth. The teeth should not be rounded off,

but filed straight back from the point. The sawdust cut

with the patent-tooth saw is fifty per cent, better for

fuel than that cut with the solid-toothed saw, on account

of so large a percentage being cut in shavings.

Large Sawmills.
[TimWrm«,.|

An item is floating around to the effect that the Port

Blakely, Washington, saw mill is probably the largest

sawmill in the world, and that it has a capacity of about

100,000,000 feet annually. This is a mistake. There is

a mill located at a small place in Ontario, at the mouth

of the Trent river, near the head of the Bay of Quinte,

which has a much larger capacity than the one alluded

to in Washington, but which has rarely been run to its

full speed, the stock not being obtainable. The Trenton

mill, when erected, was simply enormous in size and

capacity, a large number of gangs and circulars com-

prising the lumber-producing machinery ; but it was

hyberbolic, a sort of exaggeration, so to speak, like the

steamship Great Eastern, there being no "use for it," or

in the case of the mill no use for over half of it, as it

would have required nearly all the logs harvested on the

Trent river to have furnished food for its capacious

maw of saws. In fact at the time the mill was erected

it had sufficient capacity to have produced all the lumber

being cut on the Saginaw river, if not in all Michigan.

It was a perfect cormorant in its power to consume pine

sawlogs, and could undoubtedly have cut one-quarter of

the present output of all the Saginaw and Bay City mills.

It was known when erected as "the big mill," from one

end of Canada to the other, and approximately retains

its name to this day. But from its inception to its con-

sumption it was a sort of abnormity, and its enormous

capacity was rarely utilized.
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THE DOUGLAS FIR AS A TIMBER TREE.

A correspondence has been going on in the Scots-

man in regard to the merits of the Douglas fir as a

timber tree, a perusal of which will be found interest-

ing to many of our readers. A writer in the Scotsman,

signing himself " British Forester " has this to say

about it

:

As to the Douglas fir's merits as a timber tree I can

say for certain that one of the three oldest and most

extensive planters of the tree in Scotland, a noted

member of the Royal Scottish Arboricultural Society

flatly contradicts the chairman's statement regarding

its value. He told me the other day that it was the

fastest growing tree in Scotland, and, consequently,

as he put it, the least durable. His private nurseries

are amongst the largest in the north, and the best

managed, and there the Douglas fir is conspicuous by

its absence—the Scots fir and larch still being the

favorites. Another fact—although the supply of seed

must now apparently be plentiful—in the nurseries

about Edinburgh and elsewhere you still find the

Scots, larch, Corsican and Austrians first propagated

and sold most extensively, and the Douglas fir in small

quantities, as an ornamental tree principally. How is

this after " fifty years' experience " ? One of the most

accomplished arboriculturalists and botanists in

Edinburgh—a much respected member of the Arbori-

cultural Society—also told me, only yesterday, that

the tree was quite overrated, and that the society's

certificate of merit was " nonsense." Dr. Schlich, the

accomplished and practical arboriculturalist, of Coo-

per's Hill, London, (whom the Scottish Arboricultural

Society voluntarily enrolled as an honorary member
at their late general meeting), wrote an exhaustive

paper on the Douglas fir last spring—his data being

derived from the Scone plantations principally, and

other plantations in Perthshire, which he examined

and measured both in single trees and in sections of

the plantations—comparing the tree for profitable

planting, most exactly, in every possible way, with the

Scots fir and larch, and his conclusion was that the

merits of the tree had been overrated, that the state-"

ments made regarding it by foresters were too vague

and general to be worth anything, and that its merits

for general planting were extremely doubtful ; that it

was inferior to the Scots fir in that respect
; and,

probably, of less value as a timber tree generally. In

short, the Douglas tree has never been properly tested

for either endurance or strength. I may add that I

have been over the best Douglas fir plantations in

Scotland, more than once, and only again, the other

day, to correct some former observations of my own,

and I am more convinced than ever that the opinions

I have cited are right and the society's wrong, and I

hope planters will think twice before they follow its

advise.

Mr. D. F. Mackenzie, of Morton Hall, near Edin-

burgh, writes on the same subject : I wish to say a

word about the Douglas fir, than which few nobler or

more profitable trees grow within our shores. I speak

from experience and not from hearsay, as your

correspondent "British Forester" admits he is doing.

He really does not know what the markets require,

nor does he know the tree if he saw it in a marketable

state. All he does seem to know of timber of that sort

is his experience of it in a flower-pot in the conserva-

tory, or at most on the lawn, and from a gardener's

point of view. If he would wish to confirm the

chairman's opinion as to the value of the timber of the

Douglas fir, I would recommend him to apply to Sir

Douglas Stewart, Murthly Castle, and Mr. Young
Dunis, both of whom are now using the timber for all

purposes for which larch has been used, and that for

some time, and by myself many years ago. If he

would come here I would show him planks of the

larch and Douglas fir side by side and challenge him
to tell which was which.

This correspondence is also continued in the

'/ man by "Scottish Forester," who says :
" British

Forester's" comments on the merits of Douglas fir are,

I am afraid, quite as likley to mislead as those of Mr.

M'Corquodale in his speech at the annual meeting of

'!,< society. If the Utter is too sanguine in his

expectations, the former errs in the opposite extreme

and with an amount of assurance and dogmatism not

warranted by his information or that of any one else.

Experience of this tree, in regard to its merits for

timber producing and its adaptability to the climate of

Britain, is only in process of formation in this country,

but Mr. M'Corquodale may claim to have quite as

much experience as " British Forester," since Dr.

Schlich, in his report of the " Douglas fir in Scotland,"

published in November last, not last spring, according

to " B. F."—credits him with having the oldest pure

plantations of Douglas fir in Scotland. Does "British

Forester" question this concession ? He appears to do

so when he says the " statement of the chairman is ac-

cepted as being founded on second-hand report," &c.

It is difficult to understand " British Forester" here.

The allusion to the chairman's connection with a

" ducal estate " where Douglas fir has been neither

planted nor tested thoroughly, raises the old suspicion

about his state of mind when he wrote. The Douglas

fir plantation set out by Mr. Mr. M'Corquodale in

i860 belongs to the Earl of Mansfield, not to a duke.

In conclusion I would ask "British Forester" to state

where he finds Dr. Schlich say the merits of the tree

have been overrated. His friend, 'one of the three

oldest and most experienced planters of the tree in

Scotland,' comes to a rather untenable conclusion

when he says that because it is the fastest grower,

Douglas fir is the least durable timber. Because larch

exceeds the Scottish pine in rapidity of growth, will

" B. F." and his friend assert that it is less durable

than the latter ? What do they or anybody know

about the durability of the timber of this exotic tree as

grown in this country ? Nothing certainly to swear by,

though that appears to be the position taken up by
" British Forester."

[We should be glad to hear from any of the lumber-

men in British Columbia, or anybody else who is post-

ed in regard to the merits and durability of Douglas

fir, as it is well known this wood abounds in that

province in immense quantities.

—

Ed.]

How to Get the Greatest Amount of Clear
Lumber from a Log.

A sawyer who is not careful to take every advantage

from the log, so as to get the greatest amount of clear

lumber out ot it, cannot be considered a first-class

sawyer, no matter what his other attainments may be.

Logs are never round, and most of them are decidedly

flat-sided, and in placing the log on the carriage for the

first cut, the sawyer must so place it that in squaring it

up, the flat side will not be thrown on the corner, but

will be true to the corner of the cut. Very few logs are

perfectly straight, and many of them are very crooked,

so the sawyer must be very careful to so place the log

that the bow of the log will be exactly square to the

cut, otherwise if he so place the log as to throw

the bow of the log on the corner of the square cut

he will not get near so much clear material from it, and

in whatever degree he fails to observe and conform to

these conditions, just in that degree he will fail to get

the greatest amount of clear material from the log.

There are but few perfectly sound logs, most of them

are affected with heart crack, wind shakes or cracks

from felling the trees, or rotten knot holes. After squar-

ing the log and sawing from that side the sawyer may
find a part of the defect in many of the planks; if so he

should turn the log and cut from the other side, thus

cutting the entire defect out in one plank and making

lumber of the balance of the log. All good sawyers

know this, but the most of them conclude that the time

lost by so much painstaking will amount to more in the

end than the loss of material from not properly placing

the log on the carriage and taking advantage of the de-

fects, but this is a great mistake, for it is safe to say that

the cost of logs delivered at the mill amounts to from

two-thirds to three-fourths of the whole cost of manu-

facturing lumber, and surely where the cost of material

is so out of proportion to the cost of time and labor ex-

pended in its manufacture, it will pay to put all the time

and labor into it he possibly can, so long as he can

enhance its value by so doing. This is equally true of all

kinds of manufacturers. No manufacturer expects

to make his profits out of the raw materials as such,

but he expects to make the profit out of the time and

labor he puts on the material. The manufacturer who

puts a pound of iron into a plow-share, only enhances

its value a few cents, because he has expended but

little time and labor upon it, while he may take a pound

of the same iron and by expending sufficient time and

j

labor on it, put it into hairsprings for watches and

thereby enhance its value more than two thousand dol-

lars. The sawyer or mill owner who estimates the day's

work by the number of logs he has slashed up, nine

times out of ten, fails to realize a legitimate profit out of

the amount of raw material consumed, and I know of

very many mills where the day's run is estimated in this

way. To all such, my advice is, stop just where you are,

and begin at the other end, count up the amount of clear

merchantable lumber made in the day's run, and you

are apt to find right away, that there is some-
thing wrong, it does not tally with the scale column of

logs used up in a satisfactory manner, and a little

further investigation shows that just here is that leakage

which he has long been satisfied existed somewhere, but

could never find before, and very often he finds that his

leakage alone is sufficient to eat up all of the profits of the

business. After all there is no time lost by the careful

painstaking sawyer, for carefulness soon becomes a

habit with him and extends to every part around the mill,

the machinery is handled with care, and if anything

gets wrong he sees it at once, stops and applies the

remedy before any damage is done, and if you would
count up his work, one day with another, you will find

that he has done more and better work than the slasher,

made more first-class lumber out of the same amount of

logs, cut up as many logs, with less than half the wear

and breakage in machinery.

Black Walnut.

This very superior wood has nearly disappeared

from the Western forests ; but so earnest is the inquiry

for it that its cultivation is becoming a matter of great

desirability. To that end Daniel B. Emerson, of Beloit,

Wis., has given his experience in its culture as follows :

He prefers shallow planting, seven feet apart each way
ifplanted in a field, or sixteen feet apart if planted around

fences, as wire fences can be attached to the trunks

without injury. Under favorable circumstaces, the

trees begin to bear in about seven years. One bushel

contains from four hundred to six hundred nuts, or

fifteen pounds of kernels, which will yield seven and one

half pounds of oil. He has trees fifteen years old which

are thirty feet high and a foot through at the base.

They yield ten bushels of nuts each annually, worth $4

The leaves and the husks, when boiled, furnish liquid

which will kill worms and insects on lawns, without

injuring the grass.

Agatized Wood.

In the wilds of Arizona is a place called Chalcedony

Park, which may be considered one of the greatest

wonders of the world. Here, thousands of years ago,

were giant trees of pine, cedar and red wood. How
long ago the trees fell and were covered with lava from

volcanoes now extinct and moisture from the earth,

which had the effect of making them hard as steel, yet

clear and of the most exquisite colorings, it would be

impossible to tell, yet it is supposed to be 10,000 years.

The action of the elements is all accounted for by

scientific men, but those who understand little about

silicification can but wonder and admire when seeing

the beautiful blocks, which can be used as table tops

in the place of marble and onyx, clock cases, mantels

and paperweights, knowing they were once parts of

the living, growing green trees.

Almost every color can be found in this chalcedony

;

sometimes they are spotted distinctly, again having a

mottled appearance. But on ever piece the layers of

the trees can be seen and at the edge the peculiar rag-

ged look of the bark. It is supposed that the sap flow-

ing through the tree from the top gives the color.

The wood is more than beautiful with the naked eye,

but a microscope shows the wonderful cells of the bark,

and also gives the amethyst and green tints and added

beauty. It is said to be more durable than granite, and

the strongest acids have no effect whatever on the

high polish of the surface, and can only be cut by dia-

monds*
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HOME AND FOREIGN TRADE REVIEW.

Office of Canada Lumberman, V

Sept. 30th, 1889. J

During the month, trade in Ontario has shown marked
signs of improvement, and there is more of a hopeful

feeling among dealers. Prices at Toronto remain un-

changed, and the demand continues steady. The usual

freight blocade on the G. T. R. continues, and there is

no predicting when the railway officials will bring relief

to the lumbermen.
Trade in the Ottawa district for the past two weeks

has shown a slight improvement, with no material ad-

vance in prices, and what little advance there has been

is more than neutralized by advanced freights. There

seems to be a feeling prevailing that both lumber and

grain freights will be higher than what they were last

year. The shipping of lumber to the English market

is not quite so brisk as it has been, and the forwarders

are talking about laying up their barges for the season.

The season's cut has been quite large so far, and the

outlook has the appearance of being the largest that

has yet been turned out of the Chaudiere. Although

the shipping has been lively, the cut will probably be

so large that there is no doubt but the goods will be

stocked much larger than last winter. The prospects

for the coming winter are good, and the square timber

cut will, in all probability, greatly exceed that of last

year, as the demand has been brisk. The demand for

cut lumber has also been good, especially for Norway
pine.

Since our last report there has been a slightly in-

creased demand for shingles, but prices are unchanged.
Laths show a slight advance, with a fair demand. No
change in basswood. Ash is firm and in demand, but

there is no material change in prices.

The market at Montreal has been on the quiet order

all through the month, the bulk of the business done
being of a small jobbing character, large buyers not

being disposed to enter the market. The prospects are

anything but flattering, contractors having but slight

anticipations for this fall. Prices are nominally un-

changed. It is understood that the bulk of last winter's

cut of pine is still in mill men's hands, while the demand
is least for the best qualities of lumber. The square

timber demand has somewhat improved, and hardwoods
are showing increased sales. At Quebec, square and
YVaney pine timber have been selling at better rates

than ever known before. Pine and Spruce deals are

bringing good prices, and remain firm. No appearance
of shrinkage in value, and market in a healthy state.

Freights have been good all season, and continue good.

The amount of spruce deals cut in this portion of the

province have been considerably larger than during the

year 1888, and have all been placed at good rates, and
there is no tendency to a shrinkage of values.

Good deal sidings have been sold chiefly to the

United States, and have realized good prices. At pre-

sent they are worth from $11 to $12 per M. feet, b. m.,

at the mills, and good culls $6 to $6.50 per M.
Within the past few days the market has been quiet-

er, and there is no great inclination to buy at present

prices. A raft of 200,000 is reported to be sold at 41c.

all round. The square averages 54 feet, and the 80,000

feet of waney about 20^4 inch. In hardwoods there is

not much doing.

Comparative Statement of Timber, Masts,

Bowsprits, Spars, Staves, &c, measured
and culled to dale :

—

1887. 1888. 1889.

Waney White
Pine 1,917,908 1,612,958 3,223,252

White Pine 1,164,728 1.386,644 3,809,058
Red Pine 590,864 525,417 628,350
Oak 716,720 915,060 1,155,989
Elm 219,782 169,604 744,092
Ash 93,827 127,803 240,194
Basswood 535 770 2,635
Butternut 1,079 4 J 9 I >545
Tam.rrac 5>5°7 3, 186 7^5 I S
Birch and Maple.. 116,694 168,070 365,980
Masts and Bow-

sprits

Spars 5—pes 33—pes
Std. Staves 43.1.0.23 19 0.3. 10 60.0. 1. 12
W. I. Staves. .. . 118.4.1.10 319.2. 1.26 116.0.2.29
Brl. Staves 15.0.3.26 13.3.3.25 1.3.2.22

JAMES PATTON,
Supervisor of Cullers.

Quebec, 25th Sept., 1889.

Recent transactions of ocean freights are reported as

follows :

—

Quebec to Greenock or Liverpool—Timber, 26s.
;

Deals, 65s.

Quebec to Liverpool or Glasgow—Timber, 26s. 6d.
;

Deals, 65s.

Quebec to London—Timber, 28s.
;
Deals, 70s.

Quebec to Bristol Channel—Timber, 26s.

FOREIGN.

The general trade at London has to a great extent
been paralized in consequence of the dock strikes, and
although the timber trade has been restricted, it has
not suffered to any great extent. Supplies of American
black walnut continued to come forward freely, but
there was little improvement, if any, in the quality of

the wood. The stock of satin walnut is said to be

large. American white wood was in demand, and good
stock scarce. There was a good inquiry for oak, and a

fair trade doing ; prices firm, with a tendency to ad-

vance.
At Liverpool trade has been fair and satisfactory,

the demand having a fair proportion to the supply.

Messrs. Simpson and Mason's wood circular reports

British North American goods as follows :

—

Pine Deals, &c.—Quiet market. Although the

stocks are small, there is no life in this branch ot the

trade, and prices do not tally with import cost ; 62,000

pieces realized indifferent rates at auction. Quebec
freights, however, are still firmer.

SPRUCE.—The price of this article has fallen, owing
to the close competition with Baltic white, particularly

Riga ; 69,000 pieces sold by auction during the month,

14 feet 3x9 inch 2nd Quebec, realising ,£8 10s. to ,£8

15s. P. S.

Timber.—Birch in good demand. Prime oak com-
mands a high price, but only in small lots. Elm fairly

enquired for, if prime and fresh. Yellow pine of first

class quality, of which there is only a very small stock,

sells freely at satisfactory rates. Fair dock stock of

most sorts of timber.

Messrs. Denny, Mott and Dixon, under date of Sep-

tember 3rd report :

—

Canadian Timber,—Free-on-board prices both for

square and waney pine preclude any hope of reductions

in the c.i.f. values all this year. Rafts have lately been
sold in Quebec at the highest prices obtained for many
years past. The first-hand manufacturers of this class

of timber are now so few, and they have actually on
hand such large orders to execute, that prices must
hold for the remainder of the year. Oak and elm prices

are also very high, and for first-class shipments are

almost certain to be maintained. It is not now expect-

ed that there will be any drop in freights for the

remainder of the season.

Pitch Pine Timber.—Demand is slow
;

and,

although a few special orders have made a show of

briskness, trade is by no means satisfactory, the prices

realized being very little more than import cost. There
is still some inquiry for 12 to 13 inch logs, but small

wood and short bulky logs are comparatively neglected.

Stocks are abundant, and generally the market is

weak.
Fir Timber.—Except for the better qualities, a

decided fall in values has to be recorded. Supplies
have come forward freely, and stocks are in excess of

present very moderate requirements.

The Board of Trade returns for August show that

the month's import of wood goods are still on the in-

crease, and again points to an ever increasing volume
of business in the timber trade. The month shows an
increase of 39,471 loads of hewn at an increased value

of ,£252,404. Russia, Sweden and the United States

show the largest increase, whilst Germany and Canada
exhibit a falling off during the month. In the supply of

sawn wood the increase for the month is 205,138 loads
at a value of ^620,598 ; British North America show-
ing the largest increase, exceeding by 84,168 loads its

imports of August, 1888.

For the eight months the total increase in hewn
timber compared with last year is 279,377 loads, value

,£1,056,300 ; all countries, with the exception of Canada,
contributing greatly in excess of their last year's ship-

ments. During the same period there has been an in-

crease of sawn wood from every wood-shipping centre,

of which Sweden and Norway show the largest excess,

the next being Russia. The total increase over last

year's supply to the date mentioned amounts to 805,838
loads of sawn, and the increase of value ,£2,727,102.
The importation of sawn goods in August was greater
than any month this year except July, when a total of

921,069 loads was reported.

OUR TIMBER EXPORTS TO BRITAIN.

The following cargoes of Canadian wood have been

reported at various United Kingkom ports since our

last issue :

Aberrystwith.—Hope, New Richmond, 8,772 deals and
battens.

Alloa.—Hildur, Shediac, 9,772 deals.

Ayr.—Jane, Quebec, 8 pes. hewn oak, 13 pes. N.O.E.,
617 pes. hewn fir, 3,214 deals.

Barrow.—Sarah, Pugwash, 18,033 deals and battens,

2,898 deals, battens and ends. City of Ottawa, Quebec, 91
logs hewn elm, 827 logs hewn yellow pine, 1,767 fir deals.

Beaumaris.—Alroy, Halifax, 7,779 spruce deals, 1,494
birch deals. Frank, Richibucto, 1 1,244 spruce deals.

Bristol.—Texas, Montreal, 978 deals. Dominion,
Montreal, 1,821 deals, 250 pes. splints.

Belfast.—Kong Carl, Miramichi, 14,433 deals. City of
Adelaide, Miramichi, 26,236 deals, 9,600 palings. Iris,

Miramichi, 23,749 pes. sawn fir.

Cardiff.—Argo, Ship Harbor, 16,702 pes. sawn fir.

Zio Battista, Newcastle, 23,644 deals. Rothesay, New Mills,

N. B. 25,000 deals. Marie, Shediac, 18,889 pes sawn fir.

N. S. del Boschetto, Miramichi, 19,583 fir deals. Superior,

Quebec, 210 pes. hewn oak, 50 pes hewn elm, 5 pes. walnut,

1,270 pes. hewn fir, 2,314 fir deals.

Chester.—Como, Richibucto, 8,341 spruce deals, 1,484
spruce boards, 1,036 spruce deal ends.

Cork.—Skibladnes, St. Thomas, 13,652 deals and ends.

Venus, Miramichi, 8,244 deals, battens and ends. Ashlow,
St. John, 19,558 pes. sawn fir. Kalos, Quebec, 33,422
deals, battens and ends. Arcturus, St. John, 20,573 deals

and ends. Maritana, Quebec, 28,703 pes. sawn fir, 5,540
ends, 600 pine deals, 125 pes. sawn pine. Credo, Nova
Scotia, 10,528 deals and ends. New Brunswick, Dalhousie,

17,676 deals and ends. Maritana, Quebec, 33 pes. hewn
oak, 41 pes. hewn noe., 215 pes. sawn fir, 1,595 deals.

Dublin.—City of Lincoln, St. John, 66,439 deals, 218
pes. birch timber. Otto and Antonie, Quebec 892 yellow
pine deals, 1,504 yellow pine boards, 8,942 red pine deals,.

24,515 spruce deals, 2,022 spruce deal ends, 3,000 pipe

staves, 72 pes. birch timber. Marie, Bay Verte, 16,697
deals and scantlings. Comorin, Quebec, 99,091 deals and
ends. Rosshire, Miramichi, 59,396 deals. Echo, St. John,

13,433 deals, ends and battens.

Dundee.—Askur, Quebec, 30 pes. hewn elm, 100 Ids.

hewn birch, 312 pes. hewn pine, 3,661 spruce deals. Shake-
speare, Quebec, 22 pes. hewn oak, 97 pes. hewn elm, 6 pes.

hickory, 15 pes. hewn ash, 127 pes. hewn birch, 396 pes.

hewn pine, 5,738 pine deals.

Dundalk.—Belle Star, St. John, 10,178 deals, battens

and ends.

Fleetwood.—Pedro, Miramichi, 30,352 deals, battens

and boards. Frey, Shediac, 21,722 deals, boards and ends.

Propitious, Quebec, 217 logs hewn fir, 49,760 deals. Alex-
andria, Bay Verte, 16,184 deals. Kalliope, West Bay,

32,645 deals. Jeus NielsCTi, Halifax, 10,721 deals. Henry
IV, Quebec, 775 logs hewn fir, 350 logs noe., 19,406 fir

deals. Canuroivi, Musquash, 31,987 deals. Washington
City, St. John, 58,347 deals, 8,087 boards
Galway.—Echo, St. John, 13,433 deals, ends and bat-

tens.

Gloucester.—Vigo, Shediac, 18,738 deals. Alianza,

Sherbrooke, 8,098 deals. Christine, Campbelltown, 8,974
deals and ends. Tabor, Shediac, 12,998 battens and ends.

Lemuria, Montreal, 47,221 deals. Napoleon, Miramichi,

24,502 deals. Scotsman, Montreal, 53 pes. hewn fir, 224
pes. oak, 462 pes. birch, 30,827 deals, 7,226 staves, 4 Ids.

elm, 42 pes. ash, 56 pes. walnut. West Cumberland, Mont-
real, 39,600 deals. Aldine, St. John's, 13,662 deals.

Glasgow.— Siberian, Quebec and Montreal, 7,907 deals.

Concordia, Montreal, 5,486 battens, 6,980 deals, 31 pes.

timber, 2,428 pes. oak lumber. Brunei, St. John, 15,404
birch planks, 43,668 deals and ends. Fort William, Mont-
real, 39,841 deals and ends. Martha Reid, Portland, 172
spruce deals, 46,637 bdls. spoolwood. Nestorian, Halifax

and Philadelphia, 1,680 hhd. staves, 4,366 pes. walnut, 360
pes. poplar. Warwick, Montreal, 3,709 battens, 2,026 deals,

1 car lumber. Gylden Love, Sheet Harbor, 7,813 deals, 748
ends. Alcides, Montreal, 752 pes. oak lumber, 93 pes.

timber. Colina, Montreal, 2,730 battens, 11,448 blocks, 148
pes. oak lumber. Sarmatian, Quebec and Montreal, 11,891
deals. Circe, Montreal, 4,365 battens, 2,370 deals, 124 pes.

oak lumber. Norwegian, Montreal, 2,625 sawn fir deals.

Alther, Bathurst, 16,105 deals. Parejero, Montreal, 7,425
deals and deal ends, 92 pes. timber. Corean, Quebec and
Montreal, 8,666 deals. Tropic, Three Rivers, 33,913 pine

deals, 1,769 pine ends, 1,044 pine planks, 4,504 spruce deals,

95 spruce deal ends, 50 pine deal ends. Aquila, Bathurst,

14,510 deals, scantlings and ends.

Greenock.—King Cenrie, Quebec, 296 pes. oak, 78 pes.

elm, 157 pes. red pine, 9 pes. whitewood, 269 pes. waney
pine, 684 pes. square white pine, 4,157 pine deals, 3,548
square deals. Tiber, Portland, 71,290 bdls. spoolwood.
Sabina, Quebec, 50 pes. elm, 118 pes. ash, 47 pes. maple,

146 pes. oak, 1,608 pes. pine deal ends, 4,653 spruce deals,

3,000 pes. pipe staves, 128 pes. oak, 974 pes. s. w. pine.

Madura, Quebec, 92 pes. ash, 310 pes. s. w. pine, 164 pes.

waney pine, 1,761 pes. bright pine deals, 21 bright pine ends,

1,141 pes. spruce deals, 1,740 pes. spruce ends, 135 pes. rock

elm, 199 pes. oak, 182 pes. s. w. pine, 7 pes. waney white

pine. Everest, Quebec, 164 pes. square white pine timber,

5,701 pine deals, 3,822 pine deal ends, 972 pipe staves, 3,600
wowi. staves, 288 pes. oak, 121 pes. elm, 150 pes. ash, 129
pes. maple, 11 pes. birch, 155 pes. black walnut, 697 pes.

red pine, 265 pes. white pine, 28 pes. butternut, 25 pes.

cherry, 25 pes. basswood, 1 pc. balm of Gilead. Elsbeth,

Quebec, 179 pes. oak timber, 301 pes. white pine, 100 pes.

elm, 149 pes. waney timber, 20 pes. waney pine, 3,052 pine

deals, 6,147 P'Pe staves.

Hartlepool West.—Columbia, Quebec, 40 Ids. oak, 60
Ids. elm, 25 Ids. ash, 463 pes. birch, 503 pes. hewn fir, 6,926
deals and ends. Hero, Quebec, 107 pes. oak, 42 pes. elm,

195 pes. birch, 416 pes. hewn fir, 2,901 deals and ends.

Thekla, Quebec, 169 pes. oak, 281 pes. elm, 51 pes. ash, 28

pes. hewn fir, 28 pes. birch, 1,098 pes. hewn fir, 7,546 deals.

Valborg, Quebec, 35 pes. oak, 40 pes. ash, 329 pes. birch,

327 pes. hewn fir, 13,184 deals and ends.

Lancaster.—Nymph, Campbelltown, 11,890 deals.

Commander Soiling, Richibucto, 10,416 deals and ends.

Iris, Richibucto, 14,610 deals.

Llanelly.—Ansgar, New Richmond, 1,869 Pcs - sawn
timber unrated, 14,495 pes. sawn fir. St. Louis, Halifax,

9,014 pes. sawn timber. May Queen, Richibucto, 6,582 pes.

birch, 6,144 Pcs - sawn fir. Scotsman, Dalhousie, 47 pes. fir

hewn, 6,573 deals.

Limerick.—Dovre, Halifax, 11,308 deals. Eugenie,

Quebec, 19,905 deals.

LEITH.—Wandrahm, Montreal, 30 maple logs, 3,519
deals and ends. Martin Luther, Quebec, 28 pcs. hewn oak,

31 pcs. elm, 19 pcs. maple, 191 pcs. birch, 44 pcs. pine, 469
pcs. waney pine, 3,719 pcs. sawn pine, 5,000 yellow deals,

1,032 spruce deals. Anna, Quebec, 336 pcs. hewn fir, 22

pcs. oak, 56 pcs. elm, 99 pcs. birch, 12 pcs. ash, 6,175 deals

and ends. Gallina, Montreal, 14,272 pine deals.

Londonderry.—Hiawatha, Miramichi, I,2S6 pcs. sawn
fir, 38 pcs. hewn fir, 6 pcs. hewn birch.

London.—Edmondsley, Montreal, 500 stds. deals Isle-

worth, Quebec, 500 stds. timber, 406 stds. deals, 68 stds.

longitudinals, 5 mille staves. Grecian, Montreal, 11,126

pine deals. Condoren, Quebec, 32,373 deals, 5,352 deal
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ends 2,512 staves. Elsie, Quebec, 41,132 spruce deals,

17,903 ends, 6,043 staves. Damara. St. John, 6,753 deals

and battens; from Halifax, 1,186 pes. splints, 7,188 deals.

Assyrian, Quebec, 600 cs. splints, 14,761 deals. Drumbur-

lie, Quebec, 1,186 pes. birch, 4,105 pes. pine, 49.945 Pcs>

spruce, 333 pes. ash, 9,108 ends, 6,000 staves, 149 pes. wal-

nut, 17 pes. hickory. Henriette, Quebec, 22,385 spruce

deals, 2,625 spruce deal ends. Trojan, Quebec, 2,200 ends,

36,571 spruce deals, 2,129 pine and 551 birch ends. Tropic,

Three Rivers, 31,354 deals, 1,923 ends, 1,044 planks, 4,505
spruce deals, 2,559 pes. red pine. Harald Haarfagar, Que-

bec, 100 pes. oak, 394 pes. elm and 290 pes. pine timber,

5.983 pes. deals and ends, 6,632 deals, 3,025 staves. Bonn-

ington, Montreal, 6,340 pine ends, 64,205 deals, 983 ends.

Merchant Prince, Montreal, 32,441 deals, 9,485 deal ends.

Magnum, Quebec. 981 ends, 40,415 deals, 5,529 staves.

Mandalay, Montreal, 8,666 ends, 34,808 deals. Fremona,

Montreal, 223 pes. ash, 5,200 deals. Craigallion, Quebec,

36,580 deals, 2,674 deal ends, Palmas, Three Rivers, 73,-

065 deals and ends. Empress, Montreal. 2,218 deals, 822

pes. longitudinals : from Quebec, 46,702 deals. Gordon
Castle, Montreal, 31,165 deals, 6,080 deal ends.

Liverpool.—Elektra, West Bay, 19,825 deals, battens,

scantlings, &c. Nordstjernen, Bay Verte, 17,048 deals and

battens, 55 scantlings, 866 deal ends. Amerika, Dalhousie,

12,644 deals, battens, scantlings, &c. Claudine, West Bay,

13,413 deals and battens, 1,486 scantlings, 1,792 deal ends,

3,653 boards. Marie, Campbellton, 18,625 Pme deals, 1,701

pine deal ends. Clara, Northport, 14,521 deals and battens,

785 scantlings, 846 deal ends. Lake Ontario, Montreal, 161

logs timber, 17,247 deal ends, 16,074 boards, 17,065 pes.

lumber. Fred, Bay Verte, 15,587 deals and battens, 1,252

ends. Edmonton, Quebec, 211 pes. elm, 16 pes. br., 577
pes. white, 56 pes. r., 190 pes. pine, 5,540 deals and 297 pes.

waney pine, 4 pes. hickory. Euskaro, St. John, 889 stds.

deals. Melmery, Quebec, 105 pes. oak, 56 pes. elm, 318

pes. birch, 72 pes. ash, 144 pes. white and 704 pes. waney

pine, 6,524 deals, 1,888 ends. Asbrooke, Miramichi, 26,203

deals, 7,937 ends, 9,566 boards, 4,248 scantlings. Buenavent-

ura, St. John, 535% stds. deals, 23^ stds. ends. Aeronaut, St.

John, 12,388 spruce deals, &C..494 pes. birch timber. Glad-

stone, Quebec, 981 spruce deals, 194 pes. oak, 619 pes. w. and

181 pes. waney w. pine, 1,248 pine deals. 684 ends, 50 pes. rock

elm. Ellida, Dalhousie, 13,926 birch, pine and spruce deals,

&c. Eva, Buctouche, 12,508 deals and battens, 1,103 scant-

lings, 708 deal ends. Hercules, Dalhousie, 2,781 pes. birch,

1,440 pes. pine and 27,217 spruce deals, 629 birch deals,

7,417 spruce deal ends, 133 pes. pine and 4,631 spruce scant-

lings. Scholar, St. John, 33,893 deals, 1,230 scantlings,

5,003 deal ends, 2,071 boards. Federico, St. John, 618 stds.

deals. 30 stds. ends. Jorgen Lorenzten, Quebec, 47 pes.

oak, 138 pes. birch, 67 pes. elm, 16,113 deals, 552 pes.

waney pine, 732 deal ends. Edith, Quebec, 3,542 spruce

deals, 2,329 spruce ends, 285 pes. waney, 175 pes. square,

121 pes. white and 99 pes. board pine, 170 pes. ash, 337 pes.

birch, 59 pes. spruce, 13 pes. oak. Sardinian, Montreal, 93
elm logs, 1,103 deals; from Quebec, 57 cs. spools, 516 bdls.

spoolwood. Lake Nepigon, Montreal, 281 bdls. pickets,

6,394 boards, 6.666 2-in. deals. Nordcap, 1'ictou, 996 pes.

birch timber, 425 deals, 1,180 deal ends, 6,408 spruce deals.

Albion, Pugwash, 22,908, deals and battens, 1,037 deal ends.

Zeus, Pugwash, 16,176 deals and battens, 1,304 deals and

ends. Capenhurst, Miramichi, 21,426 fir deals and ends,

7,000 fir palings. Harmonie, Northport, 20,957 deals and

battens, 740 pes. scantlings, 1,716 deal ends. Helene,

Campbellton, 1,009 birch planks, ends, &c., 15,736 deal

ends, 1,118 pine deals. Daventry, Miramichi. 98,980 deals,

boards and scantlings. Mondego, Quebec, 13,946 pine and

1,708 r. p. deals, 4,378 p. deal ends, 23,210 spruce deals,

1,312 spruce deal ends, 104 pes. waney pine. Elginshire,

Miramichi, 72,627 deals, scantlings, boards and ends. Puer-

toriqueno, Quebec, 146 pes. hickory, 610 pes. w. p. timber,

6,379 spruce deals, 3,923 birch deals, 961 pes. spruce, 600

pes. pine, 1,531 birch deal ends, 1,031 w. p. scantlings, 60

fancy boards, 43 pes. square w. pine, 70 pes. ash, 924 pes.

birch. Bentala, Quebec, 69,510 spruce deals (34 in dispute),

23,056 deals (38 in dispute), 3,028 deal ends, 3,146 pes. pine,

4,694 pine boards, 1,852 spruce deal ends. Orbo, Miramichi,

38,496 deals, 7,646 ends, 11,576 boards, 2,482 scantlings.

Charrington, Quebec, 47,714 spruce deals, 11,497 spruce

planks, 3,607 spruce deal ends. Gleniffer, Montreal, 39,960
deals and deal ends, 10,773 boards. Castellano, St. Johns,

N. F.
,
58,106 deal ends. Silistria, Quebec, 40 pes. oak, 54

pes. red pine, 2,035 spruce deals, 50 pes. elm, 391 pes. waney
white pine, 1,012 pine deals, 710 pine deal ends. Merchant,

St. John, 29,827 deals and battens, 3,555 deal ends, 586
scantlings. Fama, Port Medway, 10,132 deals and battens,

1,350 deal ends, 235 boards and scantlings. Emiliano,

Quebec, 21 pes. oak, 196 pes. ash, 627 pes. birch, 42,158
deals, ill pes. hickory. Vancouver, Montreal, 16,795 deals.

Harmonie, Bay Verte, 15,990 deals and battens, 1,041 ends,

1,724 scantlings. Glen Grant, Quebec, 619 pes. square w.

pine, 36 pes. oak, 472 pes. birch, 50 pes. elm. 95 pes. waney
board pine, 2,087 Pcs - spruce, 1,316 pine deals, 1,091 ends.

Persian Prince, Quebec, 900' stds. deals and boards. Condor.
Tatamagouche, 1,109 pes. birch, 162 birch planks, 7,540 spruce
deals, 69 ends, 748 pcs. birch. 3,070 hardwood deals. Valona,
Richibucto, 2S.1S3 fir deals, and ends. Sagona, Richibucto, 1.732
pcs. birch, and 27,472 fir deals and ends. Axel, Bay Verte, 21,040
deals. 1,106 deal ends. Roska, Miramichi, 18,051 deals, battens and
ends. Wilmslow, St. John, 41.976 deals and battens, 1.750 scant-
lings. 3,756 deal ends. Nicto, St. John, 48,941 deals and battens,

8,543 scantlings. 10,722 deal ends, 5.506 boards. Monarch. Mira-
michi, 690 pcs. birch and 14.082 spruce deals, 183 birch deal ends,

1,919 battens, 2,029 ends, 1,348 scantlings, 3,2^6 spruce boards.
Ceylon. Bay Verte, 18,401 deals and battens. 1,485 scantlings, 1,242
deal ends. Stamboul, Quebec, 622 pes. -birch 28 pcs. oak, 73 pcs.
elm, 194 pcs. square white pine. 5,334 spruce deals, 52 pcs. maple,
132 pcs. ash, 8 pcs. chestnut. 1 pc. Dutternut, 349 pes. waney pine,

1,700 pine deal ends. Navarch, Quebec, 392 pcs. white ash, 196 pcs.
elm, 15 pcs. birch, 342 pcs. w. w. 3 pes. maple, 2 pcs. oak, 1 pc.
cherry, 4,496 pine deals, 1,462 pine deal ends, 228 pcs. square white
pine. Sarnia, Montreal, 5,667 Doards, 16,282 deals, 5,229 deals ; from
Quebec, 64 cs. spools. Red Sea. St. John, 41,043 deals and battens,

5.495 scantlings, 3 pcs. pine, 20,033 deal ends, 6,178 boards, 1,051

pes. birch. Olga, Shediac, 9,876 deals and battens, 122 pcs. scant-
lings, 1,134 deal ends, 2.376 boards. Oxenholme, Montreal, 17,388
pine deals, 1.336 pine ends. Freia, Shediac, 16,134 deals, 4,427
scantlings, 2325 deal ends. Lake Superior, Montreal, 144 broom hand-
les,8,o6o deals, 10,016 boards, 6.865 strips. 5 logs timber. Paramatta,

St. John, 14,602 spruce deals. 117 spruce scantlings. 2.147 spruce
deal ends, 1,064 pcs. birch timber, 1,064 deal ends. Nystad, Dal-
housie, 1,306 birch planks, 11,210 pcs. sawn lumber. Oregon,
Montreal, 740 boards. 16,909 deals and ends, 5,203 deals. Circassian,

Montreal. 2,260 pine deals. 4.170 deals : from Quebec, 484 cs. splints.

Panama, Chitham. 26.422 deals. &c, 987,267 palings. Lake Winni-
peg, Montreal, 1.256 deals, 5,692 boards. Parisian, Montreal, 7,981

deals : from Quebec, 29 cs. spools. Toronto, Montreal, 1.558 deals,

6,538 deals and ends, 15,481 boards. Norden. Chatham, 14.767

boards, 18.012 ends, 6443 deals. Florida, Parrsboro, 13,024 deals.

1298 scantlings. 1624 deal ends. Ingeborg. Bathurst. 10. 33* deals
and battens, 794 scantlings, 3622 boards. 1826 ends. Alpha. Pug-
wash, 15,300 deals and battens, 2001 deal ends. Kong Oscar. Bay
Verte, 13,477 deals, 75c scantlings. 554 deal ends. Vancouver,
Quebec, 885 pcs. waney white pine, 164 pcs. birch. 3135 spruce deals,

125 pcs. oak. 71 pcs. ash. 2072 pine deals, 706 pine and 1291 spruce
deal ends. Thornhill, Quebec, 59 pa. waney and 132 pes square
white pine, 56 pes elm, 191 pcs. white and 261 pcs. waney pine. 1,713
pine deal ends, 7666 pine deals.
Maryport.—Onso, Bay Verte. 709 Ids. timber.
Montrose.—Magdalene. Quebec, 400 pcs. hewn fir. 16. pcs. elm.

5 pcs. ash, 70 pcs. birch. 22 pcs. oak, 6167 fir deals.
Newport.—Dea. Pugwash. 20.360 deals, battens and ends. Belle

Vue. Quebec, 152 oak logs. 40 elm logs. 95 birch logs. 57 pcs. hewn
red pine, 54 pcs. hewn white pine, 8884 deals and deal ends.
Sirio, Miramichi, 22.170 deals, boards, scantlings and ends. Sea
Queen, Pugwash, 29.104 deals, deal ends, battens and batten ends.
Newry.—Alscar, Quebec, 24,909 deals and ends, 20,516 pcs. sawn

fir.

Plymouth.—Bothnia. Quebec, 646 pcs. sawn fir.

Swansea—Young Eagle. Oak Bay 9.716 pcs. sawn birch. 7,443
pcs. sawn fir. Ensign. Oak Bay. 5728 pcs. sawn birch. 6645 PCs.
sawn fir. Marim, Halifax. 13,444 spruce deals and scantlings, 1252
deai ends, 3,013 pcs. sawn birch.
Sunderland.—Austerlitz. Quebec, 98 pes. hewn ash, 191 pcs.

hewn elm, 104 pcs. hewn birch. 446 pcs. hewn oak. 699 pcs. hewn
fir. 4830 pcs. fir deals. Freia. Quebec, 144 pcs. hewn oak, in pcs.
hewn elm. 718 pcs. hewn fir, 2268 pcs. fir deals. Anna. Quebec. 70
pcs. hewn elm, 29

f pcs. hewn birch, 76 pcs. pine, 1035 pcs. yellow
pine, 2,990 deals aud deal ends.
Sligo.—Marget. Sault-au-Cohon, 12.894 fir deals.
Tyne. Octavia, Quebec, 1.429 pes. timber, 3,032 sawn deals.

Osman, Quebec, 255 Ids. deals, 592 Ids. white pine.
Troon.—Lyna. Quebec. 32 pcs. hewn oak. 53 pcs. hewn pitch

pine. 585 pcs. hewn fir, 2056 fir deals, 1189 deal ends. Concordia,
Dalhousie. 9625 deals and ends.

TENDERS WANTED.
Department of Crown Lands,

Toronto, Sept. 26th, 1889.

Tenders will be received up to and including the 21st day of
October next for the right to cut the timber on "Sandy Island," in
Lake Nipissing, tenders to state the amount the party making ten-
der is willing to pay as bonus for the right to cut the timber ; the
timber to be subject to Crown dues of $1 per thousand feet, board
measure and to be cut under existing regulations or such regula-
tions as may be established with respect to the cutting of timber on
lands of the Crown.
The Department does not bind itself to accept the highest or any-

tender.
ARTHUR S. HARDY,

Commissioner.
For further particulars and general information respecting the

above, parties may apply to this department or to Mr. J. D.
Cockburn, Crown Land Agent, Sturgeon Falls.

The Improved Common Sense Dry XCiln
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I
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It extracts the moisture from the centre ; combines active circulation, moderate heat, and condensation of the sap ; secures the quickest and best results in the
most perfect and economical way known. The process is applicable to old or new kilns. Quickly and repeatedly repays all outlay. For Hardwood Lumber use no
other, and avoid all checks, warps and case-hardening. It seasons lumber exactly like, and equal to, air seasoning. More largely used than all others in England
and the United States. Address,

St. Albans Mttj- Go., St. Albans, Yt„ IT. S. A.
SPOONER'S GOPPERINE

/Ifill
A NON-FIBROUS ANTI-FRICTION BOX METAL for Machinery Journal Bearings.
** Guaranteed Copper-Mixed, and to do work that no other metal can. Hardware

Stores all keep it ; if not order direct.

AJLONZO W. SPOONEH, Patentee and Manufacturer, PORT HOPE, ONT.

ENGINE AND BOILER
For Sale.

Four-Horse Power Upright
Engine and Boiler,

nearly new.

WILL BE SOLD AT A BARGAIN
Address, ENGINE

Care of The Canada Lumberman
Peterborough, Ont.
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P^EPRESENTATIYE J^UMBER FIRMS

Thos. H. Willmott. A. K. McIntosh.

willmott & Mcintosh,
Wholesale Dealers in

! LUMBERl
^^i^i^i^i^i^i^^^i^*^w "W* lit- "/if is* *?i

44 and 46 Front Street East,

TOEOITTO, - - OUTAEIO.
j| Lumber Shipped to all Parts by Rail or Vessel. §•

Agents for the Celebrated

LUFKIN BOARD AND LOG RULE
Prompt Delivery in all Cases

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

7V: McCRANEY * & • WILSON *
Manufacturers and Wholesale dealers in all kinds of

Pine and Hardwood Lumber
LiLTH ^LJZJD SHUTQLES.

Ship Plank, Decking and Long Bill Stuff, a Specialty.

Mills at Burlington, Bronte and Huntsville,

Head Office: 16 UNION BLOCK, corner Toronto and Adelaide Sts., Toronto.

Branch Office: 19 Duke Street, Ottawa.

TORONTO and OTTAWA.

DALTON MCCARTHY, President. J. H. EYER, Manager

Toronto and Midland Mf'g Co.
(INCORPORATED.)

Wholesale + Lumber * Dealers
AND MANUFACTURERS OF

DRESSED LUMBER, FLOORING,
Ceiling, Sheeting, Siding, Shelving, Mouldings of all Descriptions.

Office and Yard :

FOOT OF SPADINA AVE., - TORONTO.
Planing Mills : MIDLAND, ONT.

^iiiiiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiii

1 Jas. TEimant & Co. 1

S Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in S

I
PINE AND HARDWOOD LUMBER

I

§ Office: 9 Victoria Street. =

TORONTO.
Lumber Shipped to all parts.

OFFICES
Hamilton, Toronto

Windsor, Gravenhurst

TELEPHONE
No. 1046

MILLS
Gravenhurst, Huntsville

Katrine, Essex Centre

ROBERT THOMSON & CO.
DEALERS IN

Pine and Hardwood

Mills Operating all the year round. Correspondence Solicited.

TORONTO OFFICE
London Canadian Chambers

THOMAS MEANEY,
REPRESENTATIVE

103 BAY STREET,

TORONTO

DONOGH & OLIVER,
Wholesale Dealers in

L
Nos. 16 and 17 Imperial Bank Buildings,

Wellington Street East.

TORONTO, ONT

^-iiiiiiiiiEiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiJtiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir^

PORTER, ROBERTSON k CO.

STOCKS

STRIPS

SIDINGS

BILLSTUFF

WHOLESALE

LUMBER
DEALERS

HARDWOODS
HEMLOCK
SHINGLES

LATH, ETC.

Millichamp's Buildings,

31 * Adelaide * Street * East

TORONTO.
BURLANI] & CLL

Wholesale
^LUMBEE^

Dealers.
HANDLING ALL KINDS OF

HARD AND SOFT WOOD LUMBER
Lath and Shingles.

BB Church Street, TDRDNTD,
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B. F. Sturtevant's Patent Progressive Lumber Dry Kiln
EELIABLE CHEAP !

GUARANTEED
TO DRY

-IN-

Best Manner Possible

ALL KINDS OF

HARD and SOFT
WOOD LTJ3IBER.

WRITE*FOR*CATALOGUE.

91 liberty Street
NEW YORK.

NO WARPING,
CHECKING

AND BLUEING
—WITH THE-

STURTEVANT
Patent Hot Blast

Steam Heating

Apparatus.

31 N. Canal Street
CHICAGO.

B. F. STURTEVANT, Patentee and Sole Manufacturer, 34 Oliver Street, (corner of Franklin street) BOSTON, Mass.. U.S.A.

The Gutta Perctia and Rubber Mfg. Company
OF TORONTO.

Offices : 43 YONGE STREET, TORONTO. Factories : PARKDALE, ONT.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF "MONARCH," "RED STRIP," AND "LION" BRANDS OF

RUBBER BELTING
PARTICULAR ATTENTION GIVEN TO SPECIAL BELTS FOR LUMBER MILLS

Our celebrated " Maltese Cross 11 Rubber ;
" Baker Fabric " and Ajax Cotton

;

" Giant
11 and Light Linen. Fire Hose constantly in stock.

LUMBERMEN'S HEAVY RUBBER CLOTHING, OUR OWN MANUFACTURE.
Address all Communications to- -

THE GUTTA PERCHA & RUBBER MFG. CO. OF TORONTO, 43 Yonge St.

BELTING

PURPOSES.

SAW,

ROBT. BRAMMER
Victoria Foundry, Orillia, Ont.

Manufacturer of Every Description of

# IRON « AND • WOOD-WORKING e MACHINERY, #.

HE CLIPPER" SHINGLE MACHINE

PLANING, SHINGLE AND SAWING MACHINES, ENGINES BOILERS, &.c.

The special attention of lumbermen is directed to the accompanying illustration of

With all the Latest
Improvements, and udoubt-
:aly the best machine in

the market.

PRICE LIST : Shinffle Machine $300.00 ; Drag Saw complete $90.00; Jointer $40;
Knot Saw Machine, $27

Longford Mills, Ont., Nov. 24th, iSSS.

Robert Brammer, Orillia,

Dear Sir:—The two Shingle Machines we got from you are dime good work. They are the

best machines we have ever had anything to do with. They are both fast and do good work and
give every satisfaction. We have no hesitation in recommending your machines to any person in

want of a good shingle machine. Yours truly, The Longford Lumber Co.. Wm. Thomson. Pres.

Jo Whom it may Concern —This is to certify that I consider Mr, Brammer s make of shingle

Machines has no superior. I have used the first one he made of the kind called the " Clipper
''

and several more since. The firm of Heath, Tait & Turnbull, of Huntsville, recentlv sawed in

one day of eleven hours one hundred and three and a half thousand with two of the machines, and
the average during the season has been over seventy-two thousand par day. A. Tait.

Orillia. Nov. 7th, 1SS9.

To Whom it may Concern :—J purchased of R. Brammer his latest improved patent Clipper

Shingle Machine, and have great pleasure in bearing testimony to its vast capacity and durability,

and fhave no hesitation in stating that it is the best machine I have ever worked, or have ever

S „PT1 Thos. B Tait. Gravenhurst.

THE MONARCH BOILER

(PATENTED) AND HERCULES ENGINE.

Portable from 6 to 70 horse power. Surpass
portable steam power heretofore produced for

strength, durability , compactness, and the ease
with which they can be moved.
The 70 horse power can be taken overtberough-

est roads, or into the forest, and set up as easily

and quickly as an ordinary 20 horse power port-
al .<. i-:,g.:.i: , ar.d an firm as a brick-set stationary
engine. Engines and boilers of every size and des-
'.r.j-.on. Kotary Saw Mills, Shingle and Lath
machines, Law Grinders, Planers, etc. Mill
machinery and supplies of every description.

Every boiler insured against explosion by 'the

V.'.Ai-.r Insurance & Inspection Co. of Canada.
Write for circulars.

A ROBE 4 SONS, I Amherst Foundry and
Amherst, N S. Machine works.

I»T»»Lr»MtO OVESJ 40 YE»*«.

Established i87i.

J. W. LANG & CO.

Wholesale Grocers & Importers

33, Front St. East, Toronto.

We shall be pleased lo have you write to te*

foi samples and prices of

TEAS, TOBACCOS, SUGARS,
SYRUPS, RICE, Etc.

We can and mill cut pricesfine lo large buyers.

We have a

GOOD, SOUND, FINE FLAVOURED TEA
at \2% cents.

Writefor sample chest. Address,

J. H^ILTGr cSc CO.
TOEONTO.

GEO. BISHOP ENGRAVING . A

«« AND PRINTING flO.

a EZLSrGr-ZR^^rilLSrG- a

On Steel, Copper, Stone and Wood.

LITHOGRAPHING,
PLATE PRINTING,

BOOK and JOB PRINTING

PHOTO-ENGRAVING,
BOOK-BINDING,

ELECTROTYPING.
Illustrated Catalogues and Reports a

Specialty

Estimates Furnished.

169 St. James Street, Montreal.

TO MACKINAC
Summer Tours.

Palace Steamers. Low Rates.
Pour Trips per Week Between

DETROIT, MACKINAC ISLAND
Petoskey, Sault Ste. Marie, and Lake

Huron Way Ports,

Bvary Week Day Between

DETROIT AND CLEVELAND
Special Sunday Trip" during June, July, AuguM ud Sept.

Double Daily Line Between

CHICAGO AND ST. JOSEPH, MICH.
Our Illustrated pamphlets
Bate* and Kxoursion Ticket* will be furnished

by your Ticket Agent, or addree*
E. B. WHITCOVB, G. P. A., Detroit, Mich.,

Oetrolt and Cleveland Steam Nav. Co.
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THE.DE REVIEW.
Toronto, Ont.

Toronto, Sept. 30th, 18S9.

CAR OR CARGO LOTS.
i^and thicker clear picks. American inspection §33 oo@35 00

iJi and thicker, three uppers, American inspection. .. 40 00
iji and thicker, pickings, American inspection 3000
ixio s 12 dressing and Detter 2000 2200
ixio* 12 mill run 1500 1600
1x10 4 12 dressing 1600 iS 00
1x10 s 12 common 1200 1300
ixio * 12 spruce culls 1000 11 00
ixio s 12 mill culls 9 5o 1000
1 inch clear and picks 2700 2S 00
1 inch dressing and better 1800 2000
1 inch siding mill run 1400 1500
1 inch siding common 1200 1300
1 inch siding ship culls 10 00 11 00
1 inch siding mill culls 9 50 10 00
Cull scantling 850 900
\\i and thicker cutting up plank 2200 2500
1 inch strips 4m to 8in mill run 14 00 15 00
1 inch strips, common 11 00 12 00
1% inch flooring 1400 1500
1 'A inch flooring 1400 1500
XXX shingles, 16 in 220 230
XX shingles, 16 in 120 130
Lath, No. 1 1 70 1 90
" No. 2 1 70

YARD QUOTATIONS.
Mill cull boards & scantling$io oo'Dressing stocks 16 oo@2o 00

Shipping cull boards, pro-
miscuous widths 12 00

stocks 13 00

Scantling & joist, up to 16 ft 13 00
" " 18 ft 14 00

" 20 ft 15 00
" " 22 ft 16 00
" " 24 ft 17 00

" 26 ft 18 00
" " 28 ft 19 00
" " 30 ft 20 00
" " 32 ft 21 00

" 34 ft

22 p0@22 50
" " 36ft 24 00
" " 38 ft 27 00

40 to 44 ft 30 00

Cutting up planks 1% and
thicker dry 25 00 26 00

board iS 00 20 00

Picks Am. inspection 30 00
Three uppers, Am. inspect. 40 00

B. M.
iK-in. flooring, dres'd2j 00 30 oc

\
lA " " rough .. 18 00 20 00
\% " " dres'd .. 23 00 25 00

" " undres'd 14 uo
" " dres'd... 16 00 20 00
" " undres'd 12 00 14 00

Beaded sheeting, dress-
ed 18 00 20 00

Clapboarding, dres'd 12 50
XXX sawn shingles
per M 2 75 2 90

Sawn Lath 2 25
Red oak 20 00 25 00

hite '* 25 00 30 00
Basswood, No. 1 & 2 18 00 20 00
Cherry, No. 1 & 2. .. 50 00 60 00
White ash, 1 & 2 25 00 30 00
Black ash, 1 & 2 20 00 25 00

Hamilton, Ont.

Hamilton, Sept. 30th,

:

Mill cull boards and [Dressing stocks $1600
scantlings $ 9 oo@io oojiK flooring, rough... 1600

16 00Shipping cull boards
promiscuous widths. 10 00
Shipping cull stocks.
Scantling and joist up

to 16 feet

do up to iS feet

do up to 20 feet

do up to 22 feet

do up to 24 feet

io up to 26 feet

do up to 28 feet

do up to 30 feet

Cutting up plank 1%
and thicker dry. ... 20 00

Cutting up boards. ...

1% flooring, rough
12 oo! 1% flooring, dressed
14 00 \i

lA flooring, dressed
1 flooring, dressed . 21 50

14 ooj Beaded sheeting 1. .. 2500
15 50] Picks, Am inspection 32 00

16 00 Three uppers Am. In.

17 00 XXX sawn shingles.. 260
18 ooiSawn Lath
19 00 Red Oak 20 00
20 00 White Oak 25 00
21 00 Basswood No. 1. * 2.. 16 00

Cherry No. 1 & 2 60 00

25 00 White Ash No. 1 & 2. 25 00
20 00 Black Ash No. 1 & 2. 20 00

iS 00
18 00
18 00

25 00

32 00

23 00

30 00

34 00

4c 00
2 70
2 25

25 00

30 00
20 00

70 00
30 00

25 00

Montreal, Que.
Montreal, Sept. 29th, 1889.

At the present date the lumber trade in this city is in a fairly

satisfactory condition, and with the close of the holiday season
the prospects are that business will greatly revive.

Tnere is not much being done in cargo lots at present, but prices
are fully up to the average, and are likely to continue so.

The retail yards have been busy nearly all summer. Prices for

all kinds of lumber continue much the same as usual, perhaps with
a tendency to firmness. Following aie the wholesale and retail

prices which are about as near correct as they can be made :

WHOLESALE. RETAIL.

Pine, 1st quality $30 oo@32 00 $33 oo@35 00
" 2nd " 20 00 22 00 23 00 25 00
" shipping Culls 1300 1400 1400 1000
•' 4th quality Deals 11 00 11 50 11 50 1200

Spruce 9 00 9 50 10 00
Hemlock 7 75 8 00 8 50 9 00
Ash, log run 1200 14 00 1400 1600
Basswood, log run 12 00 14 00 14 00 16 00
Oak 30 00 35 00 35 00 40 00
Walnut (common) 30 00 40 00 35 00 50 00

" (good) 60 00 80 00 70 00 90 00
Butternut 20 00 25 00 25 00 35 00
Cherry 50 00 60 oo 60 00 70 00
Birch 13 00 15 00 15 00 20 00
Maple 18 00 20 00 20 00 25 00
Lath, 1st quality 1 35 1 40 1 40 1 50
Pine Shingles, 1st quality 2 60 2 75 280300

2nd " 1 50 1 75 1 75 2 00

St. John, N. B.

St. John, Sept. 30th, 1889.

Deals, Boards, Scantling, etc.

Spruce deals $12 oolSpruce boards - - - - 12 00
Pine *' - ----- 15 ooIPine " - - -12 oo@4o 00
Deal ends ------ 6 00 Oak " ----- 40 00
Scantling 10 oo'Ash " - - - 15 oo@2j 00

Hemlock '
7 50

Shingles.

Spruce, extra $3 50! No. 1 1 2s
" clear 3 00 Pine 125
" No. 1 extra - - - 2 25I

Clapboards.

Pine, extra 35 oo'Spruce, extra 24 00
" clears 45 00 " clears 2300
" 2d clears 35 00 " No. 1 - - - 15 00

• No. 2 - - - 10 00

Flooring, Dressed.

6 in. .No. 1 12 ooj4 in., No. 1 - -- -- - 12 00
" No. 2 ------- 10 oo| No. 2------- 10 00

Miscellaneous.

Staves 3 oo@ 4 50 jLaths 1 80
Heading 17 in. per pr. 04 iPickets 6 5o@i5 00

18 in. 04^ os^Railway ties - -

" 22 in. 04K 06
I

Ottawa, Ont.
Ottawa, Sent. 30th, 1SS9.

There has been no noticeable changes in prices this season,
except in a few of the higher grades which have advanced about 5
per cent, ahead of last season's prices. The freights by rail and
barge to local points are a little cheaper than last season. The ex-
port and ocean freights are high, and considerable more so than
than the earlier part last year. Shipping, however, has not been
very good, and in fact the American bottoms have been reaping a
harvest during the summer.

)OakPine, 1st qual.,
"fe? M.$3$ oo(?

" 2nd 22 00
shipping culls 1400
4th qua|. deals 10 00

" mill culls ... 8 00
Spruce, }IM. , . 10 00
Hemlock . . . . 9 00
Ash 13 00
Bass 12 00

!40 00
25 00
16 00
12 00
10 00
12 00
17 00
18 00
20 00

Walnut
Cherry.
Butternut
Birch
Maple, hard.
Daths
Shingles.

cedar

40 00@I00 CO
60 00 100 00
60 00 80 00
22 00 40 00
15 00 25 00
20 00 21 00
I 80 1 90
I 50 300
I 50 300

Saginaw, Mich.
Saginaw, Sept. 30th, 1S89.

The cargo market is devoid of interesting features and there is

a continued complaint of dullness. Norway bill stuff is held here at
$S.5o to $9.00 for ordinary lengths, while 'it is claimed that on the
Huron shore long bill stuff has sold at $8 to $8.50. Yard dealers
report trade better than in August, but not sufficiently active to
cause special comment.

CARGO LOTS.
Uppers 36 oo@38 oojNorway 8 5o@io 00
Common 16 00 21 00 Box 11 00 11 50
Shipping Culls ... 9 oo 11 00 Straight measure . . 12 So 20 00
Mill Culls IHemlock 7 50 8 00

YARD QUOTATIONS CAR LOTS DRY.
Drop Siding.

in 40 oo@46 00! C, % in
. . . . 38 oo 41 00 D . .

. ... 36 ool

Finishing Lumber rough.

Three uppers, I in. . ©45 00 Fine common

Clear,
A
B

30 00

19 00

iVi & i
zA 2 in

Selects, 1 in. .

\Vi & 2 in. .

44 00

38 00

46 00

37 00

39 00

1% & 2 in.

C, 7, 8 & 9 in.

28 oo(?

Joist, Scantling and Timber.

12 to 18 feet ... 10 ool 22 feet
20 feet .... 12 ool 24 feet ....

Plank and timber, 12 inches wide, $1 extra.

Lath, Shingles and Pickets.

Lath, No
" No,

Shingles,river brands
XXX . .

Clear butts

white pine
Norway

2 40

2 00
1 50

3 25
2 50

Country brands XXX 325^
Clear butts . . 2 25

P'kts,2 to 2Vz in rough 12 00
Dressed
\Vi in. square.dressed 18 00

!32 00

33 00
26 00

12 00

13 00

! 3 30
2 35

15 oc
20 00
19 00

New York City.

New York. Sept. 30th, 1889.

Walnut is unpopular and slow of sale. In ash good width stock
is wanted, and 16-foot lengths are especially desirable. Plain oak
for home use is only fairly saleable. Export stock is somewhat
active. The poplar market is dormant. The log market is dull
and listless, as it is uncertain to take chances on promiscuous
shipments.

Black Walnut.
Va in., all clear $7800® 82 oolCulls, 1 inch $35 oo@ 3600
1 and i

lA inches 93 00 95 00 Culls, thick 36 00 38 00
i'A and thicker 100 00 105 00 Counter tops, 18 in.

Rejects 5000 52 oo| and over 110 00 15000
Poplar, or White Wood.

Ya in. 10 inches and
over 24 oo@26 00

Yi in. coffin boards .. . 29 00 30 00

1 inch, 10 inch and
over 31 50 32 50

1 inch, white 36 00(6

i5i to 2 inch 38 00

2% to 4 inch 40 00

i inch, 8 in. and over 30 00
2 l/2 and thicker 33 50 „Common 1 to 2 inch 23 00 24 00
Saps, 1 inch & thicker 25 00 27 00
Culls, all thickness. . 16 o<

Ash.

38 oolStrips, clear 26 001

39 00 Black ash, good 26 00
41 oo| Black ash, culls 10 00

Oak.

31 00

34 50

17 50

27 00

30 00
12 00

1 inch plain sawed. 36 oo@ 38 ool 5 inches and over.. . 48 00^
i'A to 2 inch 36 00 39 00 i'hicker 51 00
Thicker 40 00 41 00 Strips under 6 in 38 00
Quarter-sawed, white, all clear, 6-|Demension cut size 23 00

Cherry

50 00
52 00
40 00

25 00

fjj in., white & clear.. 65 00^
1 inch 78 00
1 inch strips 43 00

i!i to 2 inch 80 00

Chestnut, clear 33 oo@
Chestnut common . . 2000
Basswood white 30 00
Basswood common.. 21 00

Maple, clear 30 00
Birch, clear 32 00

Birch, is and2s 26 00
Cottonwood 21 00

70 00

45 00

85 00

i% and thicker 90 oo@
Counter tops, 18 in.

and over 110 00
Culls, all thickness 18 00

Miscellaneous.

35 00 Hickery, old growth 50 00
22 00 Hickery, 2nd growth 65 00
32 00 Elm 20 00
23 00 Sycamore 24 00
32 00 Sycamore quartered 35 00
35 00 Gum 36 00
30 00 Butternut . . . . 45 00
22 00 Sycamore dressed fig 24 00

115 00
20 00

55 00
70 00
22 00
27 00
40 00
40 00
50 00
25 00

23 00
Clear, 1 to 2 in. all

width
Dressing, 1 to 2 in. all .

widths 16 oo@20 00

White

Up'rs, 1 to 4 in.

10 in $45 oo@55 00
Sl'cts & Picks,

1 to 4 in 38 00 45 00
Fine common, 1 to 2

in. and thicker.. 33 00 39 00
No. 1 cuts, 1 to 2 in

and thicker 27 00 39 00
Mold strips, 1 to

2 in 27 00

No. 5 cuts, 1 to 2 in
and thicker $20 oo@24 00

Dressing, 1 to 2 in.. 22 00 27 00
Common, 1 to 2 in.. 14 00 17 00
No. 1 barn, 7 to 12 in 18 00 20 50
No. 2 barn. 7 to 12 in 16 50 17 50
Mill culls, 1 to 2 in . . 900 1000

33 00

Shingles
XXX, 18-in, sawed 3 7o|Thick cut (trade mark) 16 in
XX, 18-in, sawed clear butts 270 per square 250
X, 18-in, sawed 1

XXX, 16-in " 3 40
XX, 16-in " clear butts. ... 2 40
No. 2, 16-in " 90
Thick cut. 3 20
XXX cut 300
X cut 1 50
No. 2 cut 65

XXX cut 225
X cut 1 10
No 2 cut 50
Short cut 1 25
Square end, per thousand. . . 5 00
Octagon or pointed end 5 25
Scalloped or round end 5 25
Other shapes made to order s 25

Buffalo and Tonawanda, N. Y.
Buffalo, Sept, 30th, 1889.

Trade has undergone no change worthy of note. Lake arrivals
are good, and both lake and rail rates continue at the opening
figures in the spring. Stocks are fairly proportioned, with a scar-
city of good quality of thick timber. In shingles there is a steady
demand and lath moves freely.

Norway
Common, 1 to 2 in. all

widths 12 5o@i5 03
4x4, 5x5, 6x6 turning. . 22 00
4x4, 5x5, 6x6 common 16 00

Pine.

Oswego, N. Y.

Oswego, Sept. 30th, 1889.

Thr^e uppers, i%, iA & 2 inch $44 oo@45 00
Pickings, I'A, i

lA & 2 in

35

00 36 00
No. 1 cutting up, 1%, i

lA Sc. 2in

30

00 31 00
No. 2 cutting up, 1%, i% & 2in

20

00 21 00
1 in strips, 4 to 8 wide, selected for moulding strips, 14

to 16 ft

31

00 3300
1x6 selected for clapboards

3200

3400
Siding.

\M in selected 35 00

{

i
lA in dressing 1700

\Vi in No. 1 culls 15 00
1% in No. 2 culls 13 00

1 in siding, cutting up
piks & uppers 30 oo@39 00

1 in dressing 19 oo@2i 00
1 in No. 1 culls 14 oo@i6 00
1 in No. 2 culls 13 oo@i4 00

1x12 Inch.
12 & 16 ft, mill run 20 00
10 & 16 ft, No. 1 &2, barn boards 18 00
12 & 16 ft, dressing and better 26 00
12 & 16 ft, No 2 culls

ixro Inch.
12 & 13 ft, mill run, mill culls out 20 00
12 & 13 ft, dressing and better 25 00
12 & 13 ft, No 1 culls 16 00
12 & 13 ft, No 2 culls 14 00
14 to 16 ft, mill run mill culls out 20 00
14 to 16 ft, dressing and better 25 00
14 to 16 ft, No. 1 culls 16 00
14 to 16 ft, No. 2 culls 14 00

/ 1-4x10 Inches.
Mill run, mill culls out 20 oo@23oo|No. 1 culls 16 0o@
Dressing and better.. 25 00 30 ool No. 2 culls 1400

1x4 Inches.

Mill run, mill culls out 17 oo@i9 0o|No. 1 culls 12 oo\
Dressing and better. . 2300 27 ooJNo. 2 culls 11 00

1x5 Inches.

6, 7 or 8, No. 1 culls.. 15 oo^

J21 oof
28 00

242 00
19 00
It) 00
14 00

23 00
19 00
30 00
15 00

21 00
27 00
17 00
15 00
23 00
30 00
17 00
15 00

!i7 00
15 00

31400
12 00

6 7 or 8, mill run, mill
culls out 19 oo^

6, 7 or 8, drsg & better 24 00
6, 7 or 8, No. 2 culls. . 1300 1400

XXX, 18 in pine 3 50^
Clear butts, pine, 18 in. 2 50
XXX, 16 in pine 3 15
Stocks cedars, 5 or 6 in.

3 So
2 80

3 30
5 25

Pickets.

No. 1, i%xi% 15 00IN0. 2, 1x3.

No. 1, 1x3 20 ool

Lath.

No. 1. 1% 1 90IN0. 2, 1 1-4

No. I -4 1 50'

Shtngles.

XXX, 18 in cedar 3 2o@3 65
Clear butt, 18 in cedar., 2 20 2 65
XX, 18 in cedar 210 240

9 00 10 00

1 70

Boston, Mass.
Boston, Sept, 30th, 1889.

Among the exporters business is very lively, especially in the
line of white pine, although there is a demand for hardwoods,
such as plain oak, ash and walnut. Spruce is in good demand and
prices are firm. Hemlock of all kinds is in rather quiet request,
with prices holding about as usual. Southern pine is in good
demand. Poplar is in plentiful supply. Shingles are in steady
demand and prices steady. Lath go slowly.

Western Pine

Uppers, 1 in $48 oo@5o 00
ik, iA & 2 in . .. 50 00 52 00

3 & 4 in 55 00 60 00
Selects, 1 in 42 00 43 00

1%, i
lA & 2in 43 00 45 00

3 & 4 in 45 00 50 00
Moulding boards, 7 to

11 inch clear 36 00
60 per cent clear 34 00

Fine common 1 inch 36 00

i'A, i*A & 2 inch.. . 38 00

—by car load.

Fine com.. 3 & 4 in . . 42 oo@46 00
No 2, 1 in. Fine com. 28 00 30 00

1%. iA & 2 in 29 00 31 00
No. 1 strips, 4 to 6 in 40 00 43 00
No. 2 35 00 37 00

No. 3 24 00 26 00
Cut ups, 1 to 2 in .... 24 00 30 00
Coffin boards 19 00 22 00
Common all widths . 15 5° 25 00
Shipping culls 1500 1650

38 00

36 00

38 00
40 00

Eastern Pine—Cargo or Car Load.

Nos. 1, 2 & 3 40 oo@43 oolClapboards, 4ft., sap
30 00 clear 40 00
2600 Sap, 2nd clear . . ..3300
16 50 Heart extra 50 00

13 50 Heart clear 45 00
Bevel siding No. 1 . 22 00

45 00 50 ool " " " 2. 20 00

Spruce—by Cargo.

Coarse, rough
13 oo@i4 50

Ship'g bds & coarse
Refuse
West'rr pineclapbds

4 ft. sap extra .

.

28 00

23 00
16 00
12 oo

Scantling and plank
random cargoes .

Yard orders, ordin
ary sizes 14

Yard orders, extra
sizes 15 00

Clear floor boards . . 19 00

No. 2 16 00

15 00

. 10 00
Hemlock bds., rough 10 00

dressed 12 00
Clapbds., extra, 4 ft.

Clear, 4 ft

Second clear . . .

No. 1 10 00
16 00
20 00
17 00

Lath.
Spruce by cargo 2

Shingles.
Cedar, sawed, extra

45 00

35 00

55 00
50 00
23 00
20 50

11 $0
11 00
12 50

34 00

30 00

25 00
14 00

Spruce 1 25@i 50
Pine, 18 in. extra ... 4 00 4 25
Pine, No. 1 3 00 3 15

Clear
Extra, No. 1 . . .

Cypress, No. 1, 18 in.

3 25

3 00
2 50

5 00

2 15

3 50

Good cherry boards are wanted badly,
is abundant.

Common and cull cherry

Burlington, Vt.

Burlington, Sept. 30th, 1889.

Canada Pine Sidings—txSin. and up, 12 to 16 ft. D 2 or 4 S.

Select & shelving . . . . $46 oolFinish . . . $37 oo@38 00
Pickings 37 00 Dressing . . .2701
Pickings & better . . 40 oo@42 oo|Common . . 20 001

Canada Pine Stock—ixio in. 12 to 16 ft. D 2 or 4 S.

00
21 00

Selects (clear)

1st shelving
2d
3d •

Pickings

• 55 00
. 42 00

. 39 00
30 oo@3i 00

. 38 oo
1

Pickings & better . . 40 00
As run, common out 2S oo@3o 00
No. 1 barn boards . . 25 00
Common . . . . 21 00

Selects (clear)

1st shelving
2d
3d • •

Pickings

Canada Pine Stock—ixri in. 12 to ib ft. D 2 or 4 S.

57 00
47 03
41 00
32 00
38 00

Pickings & better
As run, common out
No. 1 barn boards
Common

44 00
33 00
26 00

21 00@22 00

Canada Pine Stock—14 in. 12 to ibft. D 2 or 4 S.

Pickings & better . . 45 0013d shelving . . . 33 00
As run, common out . . 33 oolCommon . 22 00
Canada Pine Short Boards—1x8 in. &r up, 11 ft. & under, D 2 S

or R.
Pickings & better 33 oo@35 ool Dressing & common, d
As run, common out . . 30 00 2 s or 3 2 s & m 20 oo@2i 00

ICommon . , 18 00 20 00
Canada Pine Sheathing, D. M. 6° B—i in. 4 to 7 in. j in. & up

CB% in.

46 00list & 2d quality, 9 to 1 1 f t. 33 00
i>37 00 7 & 8 ft. . . . 34 00
27 003d quality, 11 ft. & under 22 00
22 ool 4U1 . . . . 18 00

-1 and 1% in. 4 to 10 in. D 2 S and M.
32 00IN0 2. 10 to 16 ft. . i$oo@i6oo

1st quality, 12 to 16 ft.

2d ... 36 00^
3d . . . ,. - V
4th (selected common)
Canada {Quebec) Spruce-

Clear, 10 to 16 ft

No. 1 . . . 22 oo'

Above prices delivered on a rate of J 30 per car load.
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CAMPERS SOMETHING
NEW !

THE WANZER COOKER will cook a three course dinnei

for 6 to 12 people without attention ofany kind, for ONE-HALF
CENT. Hundreds already in use.

MANUFACTURED BY

R. M. WANZER & CO., * Hamilton, Ont.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
GIVING

FULL PARTICULARS OF THE WANZER COOKER.

FRICTION PULLEY BOARD
The Best Material Ever Used for Frictions of all Kinds.

Gait* Machine* Knife* Works.
Ui,i ,1 1

J
dp Its

MACHINE KNIVES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION FOR

Planing, Moulding & Stave Cutting.

6U.1

Out

SE1TD FOE PEICE EIS:

PETER HAY, GALT, ONT.

The Dominiim Leather Board. Co.
MONTREAL, - - - QUEBEC.

Asbestos Mill Board * SteamPacking
Samples Furnished. Correspondence Solicited.

PLEASE MENTION THIS PAPER.

THE RATHBUN COMPANY,
DESEHONTO, - - ONTARIO,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Honrs, Sash, Blinils, Stairs
JND ALL KINDS OF WOODEN HOUSE FINISHING MATERIALS.

Cedar Oil for Purging Boilers
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

The ZB^TiHiie-cHKr Ccoucp'~2%
DESERONTO, ONT.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

• TERRA COTTA* FIRE-PROOFING *

For Use in Old and New Buildings.

Endorsed by Leading Architects. Absolutely Fire-proof. About as Cheap as

Wood or Brick. Weight One-Third that of Brick. Does not

Crack on application of Heat or Water.

Deadens Noise. Gives Warmth in Winter; Coolness in Summer.

NAPANEE CEMENT COMPANY
MANUFACTURERS OF

I Hi] dr*aulic Gement
(LIMITED J

PARTICULARLY adapted for Dams, Smoke Stacks, Foundations, Cul-

verts, Cisterns, Cellars, etc.

ENDORSED BY LEADING RAILWAYS AND CONTRACTORS.

For Building, Plastering, Gas Purifying, Paper Making, &c.

THE "WORLD" TYPEWRITER.
The IbTiE^r Improved

This is a simple, practical, durable machine. It never gets out of order, nor out of

alignment. Requires no instruction. Every business man that writes letters should
have one. Over 40,000 in use. Send for descriptive circular, mentioning this paper.

THE TYPEWRITER IMPROVEMENT CO., 4 P.O. Sqr., Boston, Mass.

Branch Office : 7 Adelaide St. East, Toronto.

Selling Agents : T. W. NESS, 694 Craig St., Montreal. H. CHUBB & CO., St. John, N. B

PEAVEY

DOG,
THE LIGHTEST, STRONGEST AND MOST PRACTICAL CANT DOG MADE-

Send for Catalogue and Price List $

LEWIS BROS. & CO., AGENTS FOR CANADA.
MONTREAL, QUE.

Robert Bryans
•4*iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiimiiliiiiiiiiiiiu«»-

Pine

Hemlock

BUI Stuff

Lath

WHOLESALE

LUMBER
DEALER AND MANUFACTURER

Rvrch

Black Ash

Basswood

Shingles

•(•lllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII**-

Proprietor of Kinmount Mills

Head Office: LINDSAY, ONT.

H
HARDWOOD LUMBER WANTED
AKDWOODS Bought, Sold, or received on
Consignment.

TUCKER DAVID,
Lumber Commission Merchant,

313 Eleventh Ave., NEW YORK.

J. K. POST &
LUMBER MERCHANTS

And Shipping Agents.

OSWEGO, N. Y.

The third page of the Toronto Daily Mail is

noted for " Want'" advertisement. If you want to
buy or sell anything. If you want a situation a
mechanic, a business, machinery, lodgings, if you
have lost or found anything, or if you want to find
out where anyone is, advertise in the Toronto
Daily Mail and read t ie advertisements on the
third page of that paper. The charge is two cents
a word each insertion. Address The Mail.
Toronto, Canada.

If vou want to buy or sell a Farm, advertise in the
the Toronto Weekly Mail. That paper reaches
100,000 farmers' homes every week, and your adver-
tisement should meet the eye of someone who wants
to purchase. Advertisements of this class are
are inserted in the Toronto Weekly Mail for Five
Cents a word each insertion, or Twenty Cents a
word for five insertion. Address The Mail Toron-
to, Canada.

MANUFACTURERS
OFPETER GERLAGH & COMPANY

Alii cjiit 01- Chisel-Bit, Saws
THE CHAMPION STAVE, HEADING AND SHINGLE MACHINES.

Ice Tools and Mill Supplies.
CZ-.E^TEZ-a.lSriD, - OHIO.
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WANTED MP FOR SALE. Manufacturers Life
Announcements in this department will

be inserted at the uniform rate of fifteen
cents per line, each issue, payable in ad-
vance. For four or more consecutive inser-
tions of the same advertisement a discount
of twenty-five per cent, will be allowed.
Eight words of ordinary length should be
counted as one line. Copy must reach this
office by the '25th of the month to secure the
appearance of the advertisment in the
paper of the following month.

ENGINES FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN,
One 25-horse power and one 35-horse power,

with boilen'both nearly new ; adapted for saw or
grist mill use. Money to loan to purchaser,
secured. J. A. CULL. Port Perry, Ont.

AW MILL FOR SALE—NEAR GOOD-
WOOD—with or without buildings—or would

take good sawyer as partner. Address, JOHN
DRUMMER. Blaekwater.

SAW MILL FOR SALE—DOING LARGE
lumber business— in County Bruce : also,

grist mill site ; fine water power. W. WHITE &
COMPANY, Business Brokers, Toronto.

OSS AUTOMATIC SHINGLE MACHINE
by Turner & Burns, London ; also six-knife

jointer, only used two weeks ; equal to new

;

cheap. F. DRAKE.
AUTOM-VTIC SHINGLE MACHINE WITH

two horizontal saws ; guaranteed good as
new : cheap for cash. F.J. DRAKE. Belleville.

FOR SALE—SAW MILL-CAPACITY FROM
ten to twelve M. per day ; in good running

order, with shingle and lath mills ; also dwelling-
house, store-house and stable ; situated on Lake
Huron, at the mouth of Sauble river, in County
Bruce : any amount of good timber convenient

;

a splendid opportunity for a practical man. For
further particulars address GEORGE QUIGGIN,
Sauble Falls, P. O., North Bruce.

VALUABLE SAW MILL PROPERTY FOR
sale—almost new ; in good running order

;

Township of Tilbury East, Kent County ; district
well timbered, elm, maple, etc.; purchaser may
secure 500 acres of timbered land or the timber
thereon; price of mill and three acres, $3,000.
Apply to J. G . STEWART. Fletcher P. O.

AW MILL FOR SALE-VERY CHEAP
best of its size in the country. JAS. HUX-

TABLE, Hornings Mills, Ont.

FOR SALE—FOR $1,600—NEW STEAM
saw and shingle mill — with first-class

machinery—worth $2,500 ; grand opening for ex-
perienced man ; satisfactory reasons given for
selling. Apply Box 22, Keldon P. O., Ont.

PLANING MILL AND LUMBER BUSINESS
for sale—Western town—plant and machirr-

ery in good condition ; splendid chance for prac-
tical man to secure well-established paying busi-
ness ; terms favorable. W. WHITE & CO.,
Business Brokers, Toronto.

WANTED TO PURCHASE—PINE TIMBER
limit of twenty to thirty million feet ; must

be good quality of timber, easy accessible to
water or rail, and must stand close inspection as
to quantity and be well worth the price asked.
Address Packet Orillia Office.

MACHINERY FOR SALE

1. Circular Saw Mill (heavy) with
steam feed, 3 head blocks, to cut thirty

feet.

2. Circular Saw Mill (heavy) with rope
feed, 2 head blocks, to cut twenty feet.

3. Lane's Patent Lever Set Circular
Mill, No. 1, to cut 25ft.

4. Two Law's Shingle Machines.

5. One Iron Pulley 5ft x i6in face.

6. One Iron Pulley 4ft, 2in x \^yz \n
face.

7. One Iron Pulley 8ft x 14111 face.

8. 52in Leffel water wheel, made by
Jos. Hall Co'y. good as new.

9. 30^ in Leffel water wheel, made by
Jos. Hall Co'y. G. order.

10. 14m Little Giant water wheel,
made by J. C. Wilson & Co. Good order.

11. Wood Shaper fheavyj iron frame;
wood top, two spindles and counter
shaft ; in good order.

12. Iron Planer, 28in x 28in x 8ft.

Good order.

13. Iron Turning Lathe 28in x 14ft

bed. Good order.

14. Iron Turning Lathe, rod feed, 8ft

bed x I2in. Good order.

15. Iron Turning Lathe 15m x 8ft bed,
screw feed ; fair order.

16. Heavy Iron Boring Lathe 42m in
gap x 8ft bed. Good order.

17. Bolt Gutter, cuts from Y% to iin
;

in fair order.

Paxton, Tate & Co.

PORT PERRY, ONT.

and Accident

Insurance Companies

\

HEAD OFFICE,

83 King Street West, Toronto.

Sir John A. Macdonald, President.

Geo. Gooderham ) ... n . , .

\ Vice-PresidentsW m. Bell >

J. L. Kerr, Secretary and Treasurer

A. H. Gilbert, Supt. Agencies.

Combined Authorized Capital,- $3,000,000 00

" Subscribed " 739, 700 00

" Cash " 150,76000

Combined new bus ness for 1888, 9,575, 525 00

Combined new business for 1889 to June 1st, about

$3,000,000.

A FEW GOOD AGENTS WANTED
APPLY TO

Bed, K. Morrison
District Manager,

PETERBOROUGH.

LUMBER

TRUCK * WHEELS.

The Montreal

Gar Wheel Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

CHARCOAL IRON CHILLED

Railroad Wheels

Offices: New York Life Insurance

Building, Montreal.

Works: Lachine, Quebec.

WE make a Specialty of Wheels suitable for
the requirements of Lumbeimen and

Street Car Service, and can supply them Bored,
Finished and Balanced.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

MACHINERY FOR HALE
List of SAW MILL MACHINERY for sale by

H. W. PETRIE, Brantford and Toronto.

SAWMILL outfit, Waterous direct action at a
bargain.

SEVERAL second handsaw rigs, two, three and
four block.

A fine 66 inch inserted tooth saw also 52 inch
do.

ONE new eclipse saw mill with all late improve-
ments.

ONE saw Gummer, Disston make, Philadelphia.

ONE set hoop machines, American make.

Canadian agent for the celebrated Winne hoop
machinery, catalogue free.

ONE drag saw rig, W'aterous Engine Company
make.

ONE hub turning lathe, American build.

ONE automatic handle lathe.

ONE broom handle lathe with wood frame, cheap.

BROOM handle lathe, Lockport N. Y. make.

ONE set of spoke machinery, Fay & Co., make.

ONE Goldie & McCulloch stave cutter, set
equalizing saws &c.

ONE guage lathe, Bailey make.

ONE Blanchard spoke lathe, Fay & Co. make

ONE new axe handle lathe.

ONE lot Ewart chain belt, good as new with
sprocket wheels.

4 pole road cars, also a number of lumber cars.

ONR; self feed Lath machine, Waterous make.

NEW gang lath machine.

ONE Fairbanks timber guage.

ONE saw mill head block, Gait make.

HEADING turner, Goldie & McCulloch make.

ONE single edger with frame work.

NO. 2 large size smallwood shingle machine.

DOUBLE edger, Waterous Engine Co. build.

ONE Drake's patent self feeding parallel shingle
edger.

DOUBLE block shingle machine, Pierce make,
40,000 capacity per day.

TWO Hall self acting shingle machines, Goldie
& McCulloch makers.

TWO Smallwood shingle machines, Waterous
make.

FOUR Laws patent upright swing shingle ma-
chines.

ONE Doherty swing shingle machine.

DRAG saw machine, Goldie & McCulloch.

TWO new shingle packers, all iron.

SHINGLE jointers, 3, 4 and 6 knives.

ONE new No. 3 Rogers saw filer and gummer.

Send for full description of any machine in above
list, H. W. PETRIE Brantford and Toronto.

Electric LightingApparatus
57. Adelaide St. w
TORONTO

ONT.

THIS YEAR'S

MYRTLE
CUT and PLUG

SMOKING TOBACCO
FINER THAN EVER.

See

T & B
IN BRONZE

ON EACH PLUG AND PACKAGE.

Sovereign Grease
St, Catharines, July 20th, 1889.

To whom it may concern :
—

I have been using Soverign Grease for the
past two months, and I can say that it lias given
me entire satisfaction, and is a saving of 60 per
cent, over Oil, and is that much better than Oil.
I have been running eight IS) trips from St. Cath-
arines to Montreal and return on 40 lb;. Grease,
and using it on my crank-pin as well as all other
bearings. Yours respectfully,

(Signed,) SAM BRISBIN,
Engineer" Ocean."

Ottawa, Aug. sth, i88q.THE STOCK OIL & GREASE CO.
5 9

Gents,—We have used the Sovereign Grease
tor some time, and do not hesitate to pronounce it
a first-class lubricator, and as such has given us
entire satisfaction as to its durability and cheap-
ness.

Truly yours,
ARTHUR JONES,

Foreman of Union Machine Shops.

_„ Deschenes Mills, Aug, 12th, 1889.
MESSRS. McDOUGAL & CaZNER, Ottawa :

Dear Sirs,—We have been using the Stock Oil
& Grease Co.'s Sovereign Grease in our saw
mills since spring, with very satisfactory results.

Yours truly,

R. & W. CONROY.

Rockland, Ont., Aug. 20th, 1889.
STOCK OIL & GREASE CO., Montreal :

Dear Sirs,—Please send us per first freight
boat, two hundred (200) pounds of Grease, same
as sample left by you here a short time ago.

Yours truly,W . C. EDWARDS & CO.

AGENTS.
F. G. STRICKLAND & CO., New Westmin-

ster, B. C.
McDOUGAL & CAZNER, Ottawa, Can.
CHINIC HARDWARE CO., Quebec, P. O.DUNLOP & CHAPMAM, Pembroke, Ont

STOCK OIL & GREASE CO Y
SOLE MANUFACTURERS

59 Common St., Montreal

GRATEFUI—COMFORTING.

EPPS'S COCOA.
BREAKFAST,

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural
laws which govern the operations of digestion
and nutrition, and by a careful application of the
fine properties of the well-selected Cocoa, Mr.
Epps has provided our breakfast tables with
a delicately flavored beverage which may save
us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious
use of such articles of diet that a constitution may
be gradually fed up until strong enough to resist
every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle
maladies are floating around us ready to attack
wherever there is a weak point. We may escape
many a fatal shaft by keeping oui selves well forti-
fied with pure blood and a properly nourished
frame."

—

Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling wateT or milk. Sold

only in packets, by Grocers, labelled thus :

JAS. EPPS & CO., Homoeopathic Chemists,
London, England.

Jas. Sheppard & Son,

WINTER SAWING,
Ship's Decking, Bill Timber, Dressed

Lumber, Mouldings, Etc.

MILLS, - SOREL, QUE.

TENDERS WANTED.

Department of Crown Lands
Toronto, Sept. 26, 1SS9.

A quantity of pine timber in the vicinity of
Whitefish Lake, in the District of Thunder Bay,
having been damaged by fire, the Department,
desiring that the same may be cut and utilized,
hereby calls for tenders for the right to cut the
said pine. Tenders will be received up to and in-
cluding the

21st HAY OF OCTOBER
next, and must state the rate per thousand feet,

board measure, the party making the tender is

willing to pay.
The timber must be cut during the present fall

or coming winter, and the cutting of the same
will be supervised by an agent of the Department,
who will point out the localities where the
damaged timber stands, and generally oversee the
the operations, which latter must be carried on in

accordance with existing regulations, or such
regulations as may be established with respect to
the cutting of timber on lands of the Crown.
The Department does not bind itself to accept

the highest or any tender.

ARTHUR S. HARDY,
Commissioner.

For further particulars and general information
respecting the above, parties may apply to this
department or to Mr. Hugh Munroe, Crown Tim-
ber Agent, Port Arthur.
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Economical LAimoer Making.

T
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HE great advance in value of timber lands and the supply receding from the mills and markets tend yearly to increase the cost of logs delivered at the mills and thus

to reduce profits unless the price of lumber is increased or cost of production diminished.

of stock 1

saw kerf.

To lessen the cost of production the circular mill has been driven to its utmost capacity to produce large quantities in the least time and consequently least cost of

wages per thousand.

To stand the strain of extra feed the thickness of saw and kerf has been increased, sending millions of feet into the burners or under the boilers, the loss be

unnoticed as long as logs held out to scale.

Thin circulars did not remedy this, as they won't stand up under a sufficiently heavy feed to pay and the result is more spoilt lumber than is saved by thin gang.

Heretofore the gang was the only recourse, but even it has been put in the race for speed with heavy saws, cutting nearly a quarter inch kerf, and while the cutting

umber on a gang is a good practice in itself, itfails to save the best lumber—the " uppers " cut off the best part of the log by the circular with its extra waste in

To remedy this waste the "Band Mill" is the coming machine.

This is no new fact, as this mill has been before the public for many years—patents in regard
to it dating back to 1836.

The expense of the machine and the supposed great trouble and expense in operating it from
the mystery thrown around the treatment of the Band Saw by so-called experts has been the great cause
of its limited use.

The diffusion of the knowledge among a wider circle of users and the increased attention given
by practical saw makers to the making of Band Saws in a practically perfect manner has graduallv
eliminated the latter trouble.

OUR NEW PATENT ECONOMICAL BAND SAW.

This is a strong, rigid but light machine which brings
the Band Saw as much within the reach of all parties cutting
lumber as the old-time circular.

THE FRAME consists of two triangular castings
connected by four steel columns.

THE WHEELS are solid cast iron, perfectly
balanced and made with bearings inside the wheel-face,
bringing the strain on them in place of on the shaft.

THE UPPER WHEEL SHAFT is carried in a
triangular frame throwing the main strain on centre column
in a straight line with foundation plate and top and bottom
bearings.

CROSS-LINE MOVEMENT is provided to both
wheels. After the saw is on and strained the lower shaft
may be strained by saw out o' line. We have arranged a
vertical and horizontal movement to this shaft, independent
of the frame, to enable it to be brought back to a perfect line

after the saw is strained. The upper wheel can also be
tipped with a hand wheel within reach of sawyer either for-

ward or back so as to keep the saw strained tight on its cut-
ting edge, or keep it in any desired position on the wheels.
This cross-line movement enables sawyer to adjust the mill
to the saw, rather than the saw to the mill.

THE STRAINING BAR has a new arrangement
of screw and gear and tension; is held on saw by spring and also by very sensitively fulcrumed combined levers and weight, the whole strain coming in a direct line with

centre of foundation plates.

THE GUIDE consists of wooded blocks, adjustable and readily removable. The upper guide is raised and lowered by power actuated by lever in reach of sawyer.

The outer arm of guide throws up in changing saws.

THE FEED is worked by face plate and friction disc operated by rack and pinion ; the feed can thus be instantly varied at the will of the sawyer. The gigging
back motion is operated by bevel friction and is strong and quick.

OFFSET TO CARRIAGE. We offset the carriage as it gigs back by a simple automatic device which acts instantly the carriage is reversed. If desired, how-
ever, to back out of a cut straight the offset can be stopped or controlled by a lever. This device works to perfection and does away with the viberation caused by deflecting

the saw which does not readily subside, and is the means of frequent injury to saws.

THE CARRIAGE can be of any size to suit the diameter and length of logs to be cut. The one shown in operation consists of the three head blocks of Girder
steel with adjustable rack, throwing out at pleasure and permitting the adjustment of each knee independently of the other to a crooked lock or to cut taper stuff.

ROPE FEED. The rope feed is exceedingly effective and simple, the rope being in all positions in a straight line and the old-fashioned winding barrel is done
away with.

THE SAW we use is 8" wide and 38 feet long. 15 guage.

The following table will show mill men, at a glance by comparison, how the Band Mill touches their pocket. It shows the saving on logs sawed to inch boards with

the Yn" saw kerf of the band saw to exact sizes with 12 feet logs.

10
,

^8,

Diameter of Log in Inches.

.

Waterous Band Saw Scale .

.

Scribner's Scale

Doyles' Scale 27,

1 1 .

68,

37,

12
,

88,

59,

48,

>3 ,

100,

73,

61,

14 ,

120,

86,

75,

16",

162,

1 '9,

108,

18",

200,

160,

147,

20 , 22

252, 312,

210, 251,

192, 243,

28",

5i4,

436,

432,

594,

493,

507,

682,

552,

588,

34",

77o,

600,

675,

36",

866,

692,

768,

38", 40", 42'

958, 1,068, 1,186

801, 903, 1,007

867, 972. 1.083

24" Diameter of Logs in Inches... 26",

376 Waterous Band Saw Scale . . . 440,

303 Scribner's Scale 375,

300 Doyles' Scale 363,

Diameter of Log in Inches.. 44",
1

46", 48".

Waterous Band Saw Scale 1,306, 1,426, 1
, 5 54.

Scribner's Scale 1,110,

Doyles' Scale 1,200, 1,323, 1,452.

NUMBER OF MEN required to run the band mill is the same as a circular mill, but it will be found economical to have a man in the filing room to take care of
the Jaws and have them always sharp and ready to go on, and as on the excellence of the work put upon the care of the saw depends very much the quality and quantity of
the output. This mill can be placed in any mill same as a circular saw, or circular can be taken out and band mill put in its place. For further particulars address.

THE*WATEROUS* ENGINE*WORKS* CO,* LTD.

Mention " The Canada Lu??iberman " when writing us.
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TO MILL OWNERS, MANUFACTURERS
AND ALL WHO ARE USING
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Leather*Belting
\
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Which will Run Straight on the Pulleys,
Which is Thoroughly Well Stretched,

Which will not Tear at the Lace Holes,
Wli ich will give Complete Satisfaction,

ST. CATHARINES SAW WORKS

R. H. Smith Company, Ltd.

SE£T2D TO

F\ E. Dixon &> Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

PATENT LAP-JOINT STAR RIVET

^LEATHER IBELTING*
jo King Street East, Toronto.

Sole Agents in Canada for the

CELEBRATED PH(T£NIX OIL
The Only Pbibcl BeIl Brassing.

All our Belting is sold at the Canadian price list. Please compare be-

fore purchasing. Send for Discounts and our Pamphlet on Belting.

Our Circular Saws are Unequalled

Our Cross-Cut Saws are Unexcelled

And our Hand Rip and Butcher Saws
FULLY EQUAL TO ANY MADE ON THE CONTINENT.

^iiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiu

1 OUR SPECIALTIES. |

jfl THE " SIMONDS " CIRCULAR SAW
P 1 THE "LEADER" CROSS-CUT SAW
%M THE "LAWSON" BUTCHER SAW %

| THE "LEADER" HAND SAW §
simii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiii?

THE LARGEST SAW FACTORY IN THE DOMINION.

IB. ZEZL SMITH CO. XJTID.
ST. CATHARINES, ONT.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

DOMINION SAW WORKS!
JAS. ROBERTSON £ CO.

253 to 267 King Street West,

Toronto, - - Ontario.

JAMES ROBERTSON
Dalhousie and William Streets,

Montreal, - - Que.

ANUFACTURERS OF >|AWS

Circular, Shingle, Gang, Cross Cut, Concave, Mulay, Drag, Grooving.

Thuber's Royal

ANTI-FRICTION *BABBIT*METAL.
Importers and Dealers in

EVERY SAW FULLY WARRANTED.
Prices on Application.

Band Saws, Emery Wheels Saw Sets,

Saw Swages, Rubber Belting, Iron Pipe,

Saw Gummers, Leather Belting, Files, &c.
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THE GANATJA LUMBERMAN
PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY

ARTHUR Or. MOETIMER,
Office : Simcoe Street, Peterborough, Ontario.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION

:
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$1.00
50

Advertising Rates Furnished on Application.

The Canada Lumberman is published in the interest of the

lumber trade and of allied industries throughout the Dominion
being the only representative in Canada of this foremost branch of

the commerce of ihis country. It aims at giving full and timely

information on all subjects touching these interests, discussing

these topics editorially and inviting free discussion of them by others.

Especial pains are taken to secure the latest and most trustworthy

market quotations from various points throughout the world so as

to afford to the trade in Canada information upon which it can rely

in its operations.

Special correspondents in localities of importance present accur-

ate report not only of prices and the condition of the market but,

also of other matters specially interesting to our readers. But cor-

respondence is not only welcome but is invited from all who have

any information to communicate or subjects to discuss relating to the

trade or in any way effecting it. Even when we may not be able to

agree with the writers we will give them a fair opportunity for free

discussion as the best means of eliciting the truth. Any items of

interest are particularly requested for even if not of great import-

ance individually they contribute to a fund of information from

which general results are obtained.

Advertisers will receive careful attention and liberal treatment.

We need not point out that for many the Canada Lumberman
with its special class of readers is not only an exceptionally good
medium for securing publicity but is indispensable for those who
w„jld bring themselves before the notice of that class. Special at-

tention is directed to Wanted'' and For Sale" advertisements

which will be inserted in a conspicious position at the uniform price

of 15 cents per line for each insertion. Announcements of this

character will be subject to a discount of 25 per cent, if ordered for

three successive issues or longer.

Subscribers will find the small amount they pay for the Canada
Lumberman quite insignificant as compared with its value to them.
There is not an individual in the trade or specially interested in it,

who should not be on our list thus obtaining the present benefit

and aiding and encouraging us to render it even more complete.

In view of the high prices for square timber at

Quebec last summer there will probably be a large

increase in the quantity made the coming winter as com-
pared with last year. It does not follow, however, that

the high prices obtained this summer will be main-

tained next year. An increase of 50 per cent, in the

output would necessarily have a great tendency to

weaken prices unless there should be an unusually

large demand, and those who base their calculations

for next season upon the high figures obtained this

year are likely to find out that they have committed a

grave mistake. That a large amount of money will be
made out of the winter's cut when disposed of next

year there is no doubt, providing the market is not

giutted. The indications are, judging from the prepar

ations being made, that the winter's cut will be a large>^4'°22 '
2"- The totalexPorts for July and August, 1

one r were $20,100,029, against $16,077,750 for the s

THE great congress of American nations, which has

been under discussion for years, has at last assembled
at Washington, with Canada counted out. This
gathering of American delegates is for the purpose of

discussing trade matters principally, but the real pur-

pose, no doubt, so far as the United States is concern-

ed, is to gain a monopoly of the trade of Mexico,

Central and South America, by the establishing of a

customs union. The trade of these countries is now
largely handled by Great Britain, France and Ger-

many, and if the Americans can induce the southern
nation, to adopt a high protective tariff against the

world, while admitting United States manufacturers
free, their point will be gained. The interests of the

different nations are so diversified that it is not likely

that the scheme will succeed, and if an agreement in re-

gard to customs should be made its tenure will be of

short duration.

The Forth Bridge, now nearing completion, will

afford conclusive evidence of the perfection to which

engineering skill has been brought. This structure

has been so built that- the hottest sun will not unduly

strain the steel, while the strongest hurricane that

blows will leave the bridge intact. An idea of the

magnitude of the structure may be gathered from the

fact that the three cantilevers of which the bridge

proper consists spring from three sets of four huge

towers of tubular steel, reaching a height of 360 feet

above high water mark and branching out on either

side for a distance of 680 feet. To form a conception

of its size it may be stated that two Eiffel towers laid

horizontally and joined in the centre, would just span

one of the openings of the Forth Bridge. The open-

ing of this stupendous structure will be an event of

world-wide interest, and the work will be a standing

monument to the genius and skill which planned and

finally carried it on to a successful completion.

The extension of the Northern Pacific railway into

Manitoba is a matter of great interest to the local

lumbermen ot that province, as the imports of lumber

from Minnesota have recently been on the increase.

A large portion of the lumber brought in has been

used in connection with the work on the new extension,

and the 275 miles of railway now owned in Manitoba

by the Northern Pacific company, has been supplied

with timber from Minnesota. All the buildings of the

company, though built by private contract, have been

constructed from Minnesota lumber, and the quantity

of lumber necessary for the new road mentioned, to-

gether with the buildings under contract in Winnipeg
by the railway company,, will use up many million feet.

The new railway construction in Manitoba this season

has not benefited the local manufacturers to any
great extent, so far at least as the Northern Pacific

and Manitoba road is concerned. As dealers at points

reached by the new road are already bringing in lum-

from Minnesota, it is plain to be seen that while the

road may be of great benefit to the country, the com-
petition will ultimately effect prices.

The exports of Canada for July and August of this

year, according to the returns just issued, show a

gratifying increase, as compared with the correspond-

ing period of last year ; and by those well qualified to

judge the returns will be taken as showing a healthy

condition of trade, and a significant sign of the

progress being made by the Dominion. The total

increase of exports of Canadian produce alone is

same
months in 1888, whilst there is an increase in the ex-

port of other countries of $980,214, making a total ex-

port increase in the two months of $5,002,513. In the

item of forest produce, which consists of lumber and tim-

ber, there is in the two months of this fiscal year an in-

crease of $2,866,370, the totals this year being $9,484,-

667, as against $6,618,297 in 1888, and $5,827,279, in

1887. These figures show a large increase of this

season over previous years and are variously account-

ed for. Rates of ocean freights are as high as they

were this time last year so there is no increase of

shipments and accompanying temporary and illusive

flush of prosperity from this cause. Heavy sales were

made in the spring and owing to the tardy arrival of

vessels the heavy shipments were made later on. The
sales to the South American market have been heavy

and large shipments have been made to England, but

the English market is now glutted. Of the total in-

crease of $4,181,281 of Canadian produce exported it

will be seen that $2,866,770 is for lumber alone. The
shipments have been larger because the demand has

been larger, and to that extent shows a satisfactory

and legitimate growth.

The necessity of devising some means to prevent

the accumulation of sawdust and mill refuse

in the navigable streams is apparent, as is evidenced
by the enormous banks of sawdust which are now
obstructing the navigation of the Ottawa river, between
Ottawa and Hull. With reference to Mr. Sandford
Fleming's report on sawdust in the Ottawa river, an
Ottawa despatch says, " It is understood that the

statement published as to the river channel being clear

does not refer to the soundings from the Chaudiere
down to the Rideau locks. With regard to this part of
the river, it is learned that by a recent survey and
soundings made by order of the Department of Rail-

ways and Canals at the foot of the locks of Rideau
canal that the accumulation of sawdust and slabs is

very large and increasing daily. There are now only

between one and two feet of water in the mid-channel

over the surface of the sawdust, where there formerly

was from eight feet at the sill to thirty feet in the river

channel. Had the river been usually low this fall it

would have been impossible for the boats to enter the

locks, and consequently navigation would have been
closed. There is a probability of the channel being

dredged this fall. A report on the subject has been
prepared, and will be submitted to the Government,
when it is expected the necessary orders to set about

the work forthwith will be given."^
export trade during the past season^

has been very good, especially during the mid-summer
months. One ofthe causes of the heavy shipments during

these months was the unusually large demand for

square timber, of which a great deal was shipped.

The export trade to South America is not a steady

business as it varies according to tonnage. / When
freights are plentiful and prices are high the shipping

is largely done in winter, and when they are not favor-

able shippers wait until the season is more advanced.

Shipping being high last winter it was postponed as

long as possible, and although not much cheaper in

cost they were obliged to ship heavily. At present

the export trade to South America is very quiet, and
this is likely to continue for several months, and
nothing is shipped that can possibly be helped owing

to the high price of gold, it being over 200. Mill men
received very good prices this year ; but everything

indicates, both in the English and American markets,

that prices will be much lower during the coming
season. Some shipments from the Ottawa district

have been made to Africa. The lumber export trade

to the United States during the past season was on

the whole about the same as last year. Ten-inch

stock is about the only kind of lumber that has been

any way slow. The prices at present for deals and
twelve inch stock are abnormally high. The buyers

of deals and twelve-inch stock who engage the cut

of the mills are anxious that the cuts shall be as

small as possible. The deal men would like the mills

to cut all twelve-inch stock, and the twelve-inch stock

buyers are desirous that they should cut deals. There

has been no noticeable change in prices excepting in

the ten-inch in which a few concessions have been

made. Lt is given as a reason by some that prices

will probably be lower the coming season on account

of the large competition of cheap lumber from the

Southern States, such as yellow pine and white

wood. These woods are bearding white pine in its
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den. They are being brought into Canada in large

quantities and readily rind a market in Montreal.

One large firm in Montreal who used to purchase good

stuff in Ottawa, is replacing it with white wood, having

brought in from ten to twelve car loads in one ship-

ment last month. It is claimed that the American

white wood is far more suitable for our weather than

white pine.

Hereafter it should be made a rule, says the

Monetary Times, that greater care must be taken to

prevent a re-occurrence of the present trouble, which

has gone so far as to threaten the practical navigation

of the canal. If the water had happened to be ex-

ceptionally low, it is now affirmed, boats would have

been unable to enter the locks of the canal owing to

the accumulation of saw mill deposit below. This is

what the exceptional privileges accorded to the Ottawa

saw mills has led to, and the policy which produced it,

and which the Otonabee mill owners wish to copy, will

have to be reviewed in connection with the facts now

disclosed.

While the Americans are complaining of Canadian

competition in freight rates, passenger fares are still

maintained at three cents a mile. The New York

Central line has for many years found it profitable to

maintain a two-cent rate, and we see no reason why

the Grand Trunk and Canadian Pacific might not

follow with advantage. The reduction of postage in

the United States from three to two cents was followed

by an augmented business and an increase in receipts.

It is true that at times the roads give a rate that is

less than one cent a mile^ and that is when they make
the most money. Railroad companies have had it

all their own way for the past twenty-five years, and

while almost every thing else has come down in price,

the railway passenger has to come down with his three

cents a mile. The law makes the limit three cents a

mile and the time has come when the Dominion Par-

liament ought to pass an act making two cents the

limit. Will this be done? Is there no M. P. in this

great Canada of ours who has the stamina to introduce

a bill in the next parliament making two cents a mile

the limit, and thereby earn the gratitude of a long suffer-

ing public ? It is a desideratum devoutly to be wished,

and if the press would take hold of the matter in earn-

est, ere long this desirable change would be brought

about. The change would undoubtedly result in an

increased business for the railway companies, and

would be far more profitable, besides being a lasting

benefit to the general public.

Under an Order-in-Council bearing date Sept.

17th, 1889, permits to cut timber on available Domin-

ion lands, subject to the payment of the following

dues, are granted by public competition, except in the

case of an actual settler to whom may be granted a

permit to cut timber for his own use, without public

competition. Cordwood 25c per cord. Cordwood of

dry or fallen timber, over seven inches in diameter,

when cut by actual settlers for their own use on their

farms, 10 cents per cord. Fence posts, 7 ft. long, and

not exceeding 5 in. at the small end, one cent each.

Fence rails of poplar, not exceeding 5 in. at the butt-

end, $2 per thousand. Rails of any other wood not

exceeding 3 in. at the butt-end, ]4 cent each. Build-

ing logs of poplar when not exceeding 12 in. at the

butt-end, % cent per lineal foot. Building logs of

pine, spruce, tamarac and any other wood unenumer-

ated when not exceeding 12 in. at the butt-end, 1

cent per lineal foot. Building logs, oak, elm, ash or

maple when not exceeding 12 in. at the butt-end, 1%.

cent per lineal foot. Shingles 40 cents per thousnad.

Telegraph poles 22 ft. long, 5 cents each. Telegraph

poles, each lineal foot over 22 feet, 1 cent per foot.

Railway ties 8 feet long, 3 cents each. Square timber

and saw logs of poplar, $2 per M. ft., board measure.

Square timber and saw logs ofpine, cedar, spruce, tama-

rac and other woods unenumerated, $2.50 <per M. ft.,

board measure. Square timber and saw logs of oak,

elm, ash or maple, $3 per M. ft. board measure.

Returns of board measure are to be made by Scrib-

ner's log rule. All other products of the forest not

enumerated, 10 per cent, ad valorem.

At the present time, says a writer in the Wood'

worker, when everything is being reduced to a science,

there is no reason why advertising should not be re-

duced to a science also. The time has passed when

purchasers of machinery consider it necessary to visit

the manufacturer in person in order to obtain the

necessary outfit for their mill. For this reason manu-

facturers find it to their advantage to present their

goods to the public by means of judicious advertising,

and the science of advertising consists in being able to

judge correctly of how, when and where to advertise so

as to bring their goods to the notice of those who are

interested in them and are liable to need some of the

goods so advertised. Large sums of money are

annually thrown awav in promiscuous and injudicious

advertising, and thousands of schemes and dodges are

resorted to and met with every day for obtaining money

from those who are willing to contribute to such

schemes, without the least chance of deriving any

benefit therefrom. Therefore it behooves the prudent

man to investigate thoroughly all such schemes before

investing his money in them. One of the most com-

mon and frequently met with is the city or the village

directory, and the manufacturer, no matter what class

of goods he may manufacture or where his market is

located, is invariably besieged for a full-page advertise-

ment, costing anywhere from $10 to $25. Whenever

a business is general, such as the manufacture of

machinery and other goods which depends upon the

whole country for its market, such advertisements, as

well as those found on maps, hotel registers, large

pictures of hotels and depots, embellished with a

border of "ads." at $25 each, are practically of no

benefit to the general manufacturerer. As every line

of business at the present time has its trade journals

representing about everything in that line, especially

that which is new and useful, the manufacturer who has

reduced his advertising to a science will resort to

this medium with every new improvement which he

desires to introduce to his customers, knowing full well

that the majority of his customers are constant readers

of this journal, and with the next issue will be made
•aware of its existence. The lumber worker, who is a

careful and constant reader of those journals which are

devoted to the lumber trades, wil' always be well in-

formed as to the state ofthe art, and the various improve-

ments that are being made from time, so that should

he at any time require additional machinery he is

better prepared to make his selection from the various

manufacturers therein represented, in a more intelli-

gent manner than otherwise ; besides the hint thrown

out from time to time by experienced and practical

men who contribute to such journals, cannot but be of

practical benefit. The fact is the time has come when

the manufacturer who keeps his machines constantly

before the public through the medium of his trade

journal, whether business is dull or booming, is very

much like " the early bird," and sooner or later he will

be sure to " catch the worm. " The science of adver-

tising does not consist in the vast sums of money spent

for that purpose by patronizing every scheme that

presents itself, but in the judicious manner in which a

given amount is invested and where it will be liable

to return the greatest results. Therefore it is import-

ant for each manufacturer to invest his money in the

best trade journal that represents the business in

which he is engaged as a specialty
; by this means,

whether the circulation is great or small, every copy

is sure to reach some one interested in the business in

which he is engaged. It is not necessary in order to

properly bring such goods to the notice of purchasers

that he should fill a large space with " spread eagle "

eloquence and claiming a la Barnum, "the greatest

and best thing on earth," but to present his claims in

a modest and intelligent manner, clearly and carefully

describing any new and useful improvements that may
have been introduced. Such "ads," strike the customer

more favorably than otherwise. Therefore, according

to my own experience for many years as an advertiser,

I conclude that first-class trade journals have enabled

the manufacturer to reduce advertising to a science,

and there is no other medium whereby he can bring

his goods to the notice of the same number of custom-

ers for the same amount of money invested.

SPLINTERS.

The extensive milling property and limits of

Messrs. Gilmour & Co., of Ottawa, Quebec and
Trenton, will be sold at public auction, at Ottawa on
April 9th, 1890, the sale being made to close a partner-

ship. It is seldom that so large and valuable a lum-

bering property is placed on the Canadian market.

See advertisement in another column.

^ .
* * *

The Northwestern Lumberman, of Chicago, of Sept.

28th, is largely devoted to the lumber interests of Cali-

fornia, Oregon and Washington. It is embellished

with a handsome engraved cover and contains 140

pages. The publication is of special interest to lum-

bermen, and speaks well for the enterprise of the

publishers. The work is copiously illustrated and can

be had for 50 cents.

According to an American exchange, some of the

lumber dealers in the northern part of Minnesota, who
have been shipping lumber into Winnipeg, have been

hauled up by the custom house officials on a charge of

under-valuation. The outcome of the litigation will be

watched with much interest, as something like 7,000,-

000, or 8,000,000 feet of Minnesota lumber have been
sold on the Canadian side of the 'line, on points along

the Northern Pacific.
* *

The indications are that the shipyards of the great

lakes will have plenty to do the coming winter.

Thirty-five boats, of an aggregate tonnage of 67,330,

and cost of $4,635,800, are now under contract to be

built and the list will probably be increased by a half

a dozen other craft. A marked feature is the great

changes from sail to steam and from wood to steel.

Of the tonnage under contract less than one-fifth is for

sail and tow, and this is intended mainly for the lum-

ber trade.
* *

A Leading feature of the Toronto exhibition was a"

band saw mill, cutting lumber from oak, ash, hemlock,

and pine saw logs. By the use of this mill six boards

are sawed where five were only got by a circular mill.

This mill is very simple, easy to run, while the power

required is fully one-half less than a circular. The
lumber is better cut and in cutting one million feet

of lumber 165,000 feet is saved in sawdust alone. The
mill was shown by the Waterous Engine Works C^

and is the outcome of many years experience.

Messrs. Lewis Bros. & Co., Montreal, dealers in

shelf and heavy hardware, paints and oils, have

removed to the large five storey cut-stone building, 453
St. Paul street, which has been remodeled specially for

them. This firm is doing a fine business, which is

being largely augmented, as they keep five first-class

travellers on the road. They are the Canadian agents

for "The New Improved Peavey Patent Cant Dog,"

the lighest, strongest and most practical " Cant Dog "

made.

*

The curator of the estate of William Little, of Mon-
treal lumber merchant, insolvent, is inviting tenders for

the purchase of 14,550 acres of timber and agricultural

lands in the county of Compton, Que. Also one-fifth

conditional interest in 23,000 acres of timber land on

Vancouver Island, B. C, said to be heavily timbered.

Also 11,040 acres of timber and grazing lands in

Florida, U. S. Also a small tract of land in the city of

Three Rivers, Que., with a portable mill theron.

* *

The Canadian Pacific Railway will place a fast mail

train on the road from Halifax to Vancouver as soon as

the St. Lawrence season is closed. No passengers

will be taken ; and it is to run from Vancouver or Port

Moody, B. C, to Halifax—from the Pacific to the

Atlantic— in four and a quarter days. It was request-

ed by the Imperial government for the speedy transit

of the English mails which passes between this

country and China, Japan, Australia, and ports

in the Indian ocean where there are English

interests. Fourteen locomotives will be run, each

doing about 250 miles.
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EXCHANGE ECHOES.
Eureka, Cal., Times.

The redwood does not grow north of the California line. Its

largest body, amounting to 500,000 acres, according to esti-

mates, is in Humboldt county, extending about fifty miles north

and south of Humboldt bay. This body contains more timber

than all the other redwood forests in the state. Redwood has

been manufactured on Humboldt bay for thirty-five years,

the present output being 200,000,000 feet in a year. Most of

the lumber is marketed in San Francisco and the interior

valleys of the state—though considerable shipments have been

made to Australia, the Pacific islands and the west coast of

South America. But with the exception of Eureka, the coast

towns are built up in large part with other woods, redwood

being mainly employed for finishing purposes. Eureka, how-

ever, is built up with redwood almost entirely, and is claimed

to be the only city on the coast of any age that as not suffered

seriously by fire. All the cities that have been swept by fire

were constructed mainly of fir—so-called pine.

Timberman.

The towing of immense log rafts through the lakes is very

likely to result in serious legal complications because of their

disturbances of buoys, and consequent danger to vessel prop-

erty. Navigators are already experiencing considerable diffi-

culty from this cause and threatenings of resort to law for

redress are not infrequent. The buoys at Port Huron, at the

mouth of the Saginaw river, and at other places on Lake Huron,

have been moved a considerable distance and some of them

have been carried off by the monster rafts towed from Canada

and the upper peninsula of Michigan. A number of these re-

movals of buoys are attributed to carelessness.

Northwestern Lumberman.

The enormous amount of machinery for saw, shingle and

planing mills that is constantly being turned out and sold

might be taken as evidence that, rapid as has been the rate at

which timber has been converted into lumber and shingles, the

thirst for money was so great that lumbermen was multiplying

and reaching out, and that the standing timber was bound to

go faster than ever, in spite of all that could be said. Such a

view would be only partially correct. True it is that men are

ambitious to make money where it has been made before ; thus

old plants are enlarged and new ones established. But the

opening of new regions—not only in the south and on the

Pacific coast, but in parts of the northwest where railroads

have tapped bodies of timber not hitherto accessible—accounts

for a large part of the demand for new machinery. Nor is this

all. The improvements being made all the time in mill equip-

ments result in the replacing of much old machinery with

new. Most lumbermen are wide-awake, and they want the

best appointments of all kinds. New mills go in fast, but the

rapidity with which the country fills out and expands calls for

some increase in facilities for lumber manufacture, the trouble

being that where there is a promising opening for manufacture

the thing is pretty sure to be overdone.

Timberman.

In all the history of progress and development, so far

as machinery for industrial pursuits is concerned, there is possi-

bly no line so marked by advancement and perfection as that

of wood-working machinery, noted in every line and feature,

from that which takes the monstrous sawlog from the mill

boom, transfers it to the mill, passes it through all the varied

and numerous ramifications until it emerges from the mon-

strous industrial hive in the form of the best grades of lumber

possible of extraction, untouched by human hand from entry to

exit, except to pile it on the truck, down to that which man-

ipulates the lumber into every conceivable device, ever, from

the complete building ready for shipment to the diminutive

match and tooth-pick. In no line of industry has American

inventive genius evinced such wonderful accomplishment as is

displayed in wood-working labor devices.

CASUALTIES.
Willie Dunn had ihree fingers of his left hand cut off by a

circular saw in the big mill at Deseronto recently.

Pierre Leduc, of Ottawa, while at work in the Kippewa
limits, recently, had his thigh badly fractured by a fallen tree,

and narrowly escaped losing his life.

Mr. Berieault, working at E. B. Eddy's mills, Hull, Quer
had three of his fingers on his right hand cut off by a circular

saw, Sept. 27th.

Mr. Wm. Read, employed at Doherty's mill, Rock Forest,

Que, while reaching over a butt saw to clear away some saw-

dust, had his arm nearly severed between the elbow and

the wrist.

A young man named George Hargreaves was killed a 1

McQwmack's camp, Maple Island, Parry Sound District, on

Sept 27th, by a tree falling on him. The young man was a

»t ranger and had only arrived there four days before he was

kilM.

The boiler in John Durvey's shingle mill, Lindsay, Ont.

exploded on Oct. 10th. John Poles, the engineer, the only

person on the premises at the time, was killed. The place

was leveled to the ground.

Louis Boulanger, a Frenchman from Lower Canada, when

on the way to the C. Beck Manufacturing Co's lumber camps

at Spanish River, fell off their steam barge Chamberland and

was drowned.

FIRE RECORD.
Fire at Brockley & Douglas' mill, Manistee, Mich., last

month destroyed over 1,000,000 feet of lumber and 300 feet

of docks and tramways. Loss $125,000.

One of the dry-kilns, with sixteen carloads of lumber and

the blower, at the Canadian Lumber Cutting Company's mill,

Belleville, was consumed recently ; loss $2000.

A fire in Cook Bros, lumber yard at Serpent River, Ont.,

Oct 12th, burned 14,000,000 feet of lumber. The stock was

insured for about half the loss.

Cartwright's mammoth lumbering establishment at Horton

City, Pa. burned Oct nth. Over 15,000,000 feet of lumber

was consumed. Loss $175,000.

F. Lambert & Co's saw mill at Disraeli, Que., burned Oct.

13th. Loss about $12,000.

AMERICAN AND CANADIAN LUMBER./ . ,

,B—
. X

Experts 111 forestry as a rule have mttmated if not

asserted directly in their discussions that the supply of

choice lumber in the United States is nearer exhaustion

than the Canadian stock. This view is broadly con-

troverted by Consul Hotchkiss, of Ottawa, who says

that if he were asked whether Canada or the United

States would probably be the first to reach the end of

supply ofmarketable commercial woods, he would reply

unhesitatingly, that Canada must first face these con-

ditions. Mr. Hotchkiss believes that it is "safe to say"

that the encroachments upon the Canadian pine, in

particular, are serious, and that by the process of cull-

ing, in order to meet the English demand for cleat-

lumber, the forests of the Dominion have become so

reduced that the greater part of the output hereafter will

be found available for the markets of the United States

only. The English market maintains a peculiar demand
for quality and shape, and takes only the product of the

choicest trees^*^
The consular report to which reference is made was

written in February, and appears in the August pam-
phlet. It would have been more timely in one respect

if published earlier. Reporting on the Canadian export

tax on logs, Mr. Hotchkiss says that he learned that

the order-in-council of last November increasing the

'duty on pine logs sent out of the Dominion from $2 to

$3 per 1,000 feet would on no account be rescinded
;

on the contrary, "if $3 per 1,000 did not work as a

preventive to timber going out to the States, an

additional advance would be made until the prohibitive

point would be reached," Nevertheless the Dominion
government within three months has reduced the duty

again from $3 to $2 per 1,000, the latter rate having

been in force from 1886 until November, 1888. Prior

to 1886 the tax was $1 per 1,000 feet.

The Canadian export tax on logs is purely a protec-

tive duty, and is intended as an offset for the United

States duty on sawed lumber. Whenever lumber is put

on the free list of our tariff, either directly or by a treaty

of reciprocity, the export duty on logs on the

other side of the boundary will at once be remitted.

The Canadian government argues naturally on the

whole that American capitalists who are protected by an
import duty on Canadian lumber ought not to complain

of a corresponding export duty on standing timber

which they buy in the Dominion. In former years

large quantities of logs were shipped by American
lumbermen from Western Ontario across Lake Huron
to Michigan mills, but the business is hazardous and
expensive. In 1887 6,350,000 feet of logs, all told, were

exported from Canada to the United States, but in 1888

only 468,000 feet. The value of the timber even in the

former year was less than $50,000, while $335,000 worth

of pine logs and round and manufactured timber was im-

ported into Canada from the United States. This stuff

went mainly from northern Minnesota. A considerable

part of the imports from the Dominion moreover usually

consists of long round timber not desired for lumber and

worth more than sawlogs. As a protective duty the

Canadian export tax is a success in so far as it checks

the exportation of logs. The cost of collection, how-

ever, is said to be greater than the revenue obtained.

Forests in Canada, it should be understood, cannot

be bought outright for the purpose ofgetting possession

of the timber standing thereon as in the northwestern

American states. The " timber limits" are held by lease

from the government under fixed regulations. The in-

crease in the export tax last winter naturally enough

put a stop to cutting logs for exportation. The Ameri-

can lumbermen who are engaged in the business were

not greatly exercised over the former and present $2

rate, but could not do business while $3 per thousand

feet was levied. Mr. Hotchkiss reports sales of pine

leases in 1888 to the amount of $2,000,000, of which

amount nearly $500,000 was invested by Americans,

but this was all prior to the increase in the duty.

Great quantities of logs cut in Maine are floated

down the St. John river every year to be converted

to lumber in the mills of St. John. This lumber is then

brought back to the United States free of duty. Dur-
ing the last three years from 106,000,000 to 115,000.000

feet of logs have been exported annually in this way,

chiefly pine, spruce and cedar. The New Brunswick'

mills in which the logs are cut up are supposed to be
owned exclusively by American citizens, though Cana-
dians of course do the work. These operations are

carried on under a treaty which was ratified in 1842. In

the fiscal year 1888 the value of the lumber imported

free, having been sawed under the above regulations

in New Brunswick, was $1,164,865. American and
Canadian lumber at St. John differ in price approx-

imately by the amount of the import duty.

THE VALUE OF OUR FORESTS.

Intimately connected with this question is the indif-

ference shown for a number of years past by the Ontario

Government as to the absolute necessity which has

existed for greater care in the sale of timber limits and
better management of the provincial forests, if we are to

be eventually saved from the scarcity which now
threatens the Northern States ol the Union.

A very important point in this consideration is the fact

that as the timber of the United States decreases in

quantity, ours will increase in value, thus proving that

in this, as in so many other cases, Canada's day is

coming. A hundred years ago throughout Maine, Ver-

mont, New York, New Hampshire, and Pennsylvania,

Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota, were to be found

vast forests, and immense timber resources, while all

claims and pretensions on behalf of these States as tim-

ber-producing regions, have now to be finally abandoned,

1
and the people are obliged to look for their supplies

from California, Oregon, Alaska and Canada. The chief

of the forestry division of the United States, reported a

couple of yeare since, as follows :

" Leaving out of consideration the forests of the

Pacific slope, the balance of forest land in the United

States, it is believed, cannot long meet the enormous

demands on its resources. " * * * " We are near-

ing, therefore, a time when regard to the husbanding

and the careful management of our forests is required

for the purpose merely of furnishing new material.
"

That we have in Canada enormous resources of tim-

ber of all kinds, hardly requires repetition, but it is well

to bear in mind that our forests are liable to the same
influences which have so entirely depleted those of the

American Republic. During the last census year in

the States— 1880—there were over, 960,000 acres burn-
ed over, with an estimated loss of more than eight mill-

ion of dollars. The figures of Canada are not obtain-

able, but they must have been proportionately great.

The United States Government has considered this

subject of such importance as to warrant the issuance
of instructions to special timber agents to "Use all

possible means to check the progress and extinguish

I forest fires in their respective districts, and to employ

I

assistance, and if necessary, expend a reasonable sum
1
for such purpose. "

I

In view of the importance of the question : the fact

that lumber is an ever-increasing branch of our export
trade ; and that we may yet be called upon to provide
the entire continent with its timber supplies, it would
seem to be the duty of every man who has to do with

our forests to exercise a wise care in the management
I or control of what will some day be of immense value.
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THE NEWS.
ONTARIO.

—Hillock & Kent, lumber merchants, Toronto, have dis-

solved.

—The mills at Severn Bridge will soon be shut down for the

winter.

[effray Graham, Novar, offers his saw and shingle mill

for sale.

C. Anderson, saw mill operator at Little Current, is offer-

ing to sell out.

j. p. & '

T. T- Pearson, lumber dealers, Owen Sound,

have assigned.

—Conlon's mill, at Little Current, recently cut 120,000 feet

of lumber in one day.

X. Z. Mousseau, Belle River, is putting another boiler

and engine in his mill.

Knight Bros., sash and door factory, Burk's Falls, are

very busy filling orders.

Ainslie's stave mill, at Comber, which has been shut

down, has resumed operations.

Leishman & Son and S. Brown, Bracebridge, have

closed down their mills for the winter.

The shingle department of the Cedar mill, Deseronto, is

running full blast in order to fill orders.

X. H. Thompson, lumber, coal and wood dealer,

Toronto, has sold out his lumber business.

The Georgian Bay Lumber Co., have transferred their

pay office from Gravenhurst to Waubaushene.

Messrs. Geo. Copeland & Son, Penetanguishene, are

putting in a circular saw in their water power saw mill.

The Georgian Bay Lumber Co. recently filled a contract

for square timber for England consisting of 837,071 feet. ^
\y —James Tohnston, lumber dealer, Skead's Mills, is said to

be embarassed, the bailiff being in possession of his property.

—E. B. Colboy, Hepworth, is doing an extensive business

shipping telegraph and telephone poles to the American mar-

ket.

—Graham, Home & Co., of Fort William, are putting in a

new boiler and other machinery in their mill at Vermillion

Bay.

—Burland & Co., lumber dealers, Toronto, are shipping

considerable quantities of hardwood lumber to the United

States.

—Mr. Ned Moore has purchased from R. Hurdman a tim-

ber limit of 42 square miles on Garden River a tributary to the

Kippewa, for $65,000. ^
—The Thunder Bay River Boom Company has rafted to

the various lumber and shingle mills at Alpena, Mich., this

season 1,115,104 logs which scaled 111,848,640 feet.

—James Dollar's shingle mill at Brunei closed down on

Sept. 30th, having run 10 months and 10 days without losing

an hour, and the cut from start to finish averaged 29% M per

day.

— It is reported that !he Ontario government will rebuild

the dam at the outlet of the Lake of the Woods, on the

W innipeg river, which was carried away a couple of years

ago.

—It is rumored that a company are contemplating build-

ing extensive pulp mills at South River, Algoma, as there

is a large quantity of pulp wood in that neighborhood and

within easy reach of the river.

—Wages for work in the woods in the Ottawa district are^V

for scorers, from $35 to $37 a month
; liners, $40 to $42,

while a number of hewers have been engaged at $60. Gen
eral hands are offered $20 to $25.

\

It ~

hood./

—Davidson & Hay's new saw mill at Cache's Bay has com

menced operations. It is beautifully situated on an arm of

Lake Nipissing, and is one of the best equipped mills in

Canada, being fitted up with the most approved machinery.

The Crescent Manufacturing Company, of Detroit, Mich,

owning limits in Lambton County, Ont, have since the first of

July succeeded in getting from the stump to the tramway by

tracks six thousand logs, aggregating 1,050,000 feet of lumber.

t —The Rathbun Company have recently secured about

eighty-five square miles of valuable timber limits on the head

waters of the River Trent. The company have also made
purchases of large quantities of wood and other material along

the extension of the N. T. and Q. railway.

.—The claim of the St. Catharines Milling and Lumbering

Company against the Dominion Government lor damages on

account of the Government's failure to maintain them in pos-

session 01' certain timber limits, will be tried before Judge

Burbidge in the Exchequer Court on the 5th of .his month.

—An Arkansas firm is advertising at Ottawa for 100 men

to go into the woods in that state. The wages offered are

for choppers and teamsters, $22 a month and board ; liners

and blockers, $26 to $28 ; hewers $40 to $45. The firm

offers to furnish railway tickets from Detroit to Corning, Ark.

—Bronson & Weston tested a new hoisting machine at the

Rockcliffe pilling grounds on Oct 12th. A scow with id car

leads of lumber was sent down from the mills and the lumber

safely and satisfactorily lifted from the scow to the level land

above, an incline of 400 feet. The height from the surface

of the ground is 40 feet. "V

/—Messrs. McOiaig & Morehead, of Ottawa, have pur-

chased Mr. E. B. Eddy's limits, with plant, <S:c. at the head

of Lake Temiscamingue, comprising about 135 square miles of

territory, situated partly in Ontario and partly in Quebec.

They will commence at once the work of taking out square

timber. The price paid for the limit is in the neighborhood

of $40,000 cash.

—The Big Mill of the Rathbun Company

recently cut in six days 609,000 pieces of lath, an average

of 101,500 pieces a day. The largest cut made in one day

was 109,000 pieces. All previous records were broken by

cutting 49,000 pieces on a single machine in one day. The

largest output in six days last year was 409,000 pieces, being

an average of 83,166 pieces. /
—A monster raft consisting of 550,000 feet of timber, own-^,

e*d by Mr. J. B. Grier, of Ottawa, was recently shipped from

that city to Kingston, via the Rideau canal. The raft was prin-

cipally composed of hemlock, and will be used in the con-

struction of the dry dock being built at Kingston. The trip

occupied five weeks' time, and the raft was the largest that

ever went through the Canal.

\—The value of exports to the United States from the Port of

Deseronto for the quarter ending Sept. 30th, 1889, was $153,-

981, made up as follows : barley $3,611 ; charcoal $2,485 ;

cedar, $107 ; flour $85 ; fish $109 ; houshold goods $930;
heading $1,484 . lath $7,125 ; lumber $93,342; mouldings

$1,708 ;. pickets $174 ;
personal effects $150 ;

posts $6,135 >

telegraph poles $119; strips $12,566 ; slats $338; shingles

$10,604; ties $12,909.

—A company is being formed at Orillia to manufacture

special machines which are the invention of Mr. Robert Lloyd

of that town. These comprise two improved shingle machines
;

two other machines designed to utilize the waste of large mills

by converting it into shingles, headings and box stuff ; an

improved saw carriage for lumber mills with steam feed for

same ; a new automatic cut-off steam engine, and another

engine designed for either stationary or portable use.

-Hepworth, for a small town, has been doing a lively lum-

ber business this season. During the season there has been

shipped from the station 11,000,000 feet of sawn lumber,

-7,000 cords of tanbark, 10,000 cords of cordwood, 9,000

telegraph poles, 2,000 cords of cedar block paving, besides

slabs and dimension timber, or an average for every day in

the year of 25 cars. Business men claim that through the

inability or indifference of the railway company to furnish

cars, the volume of business would be much greater.

—The White Fish River Improvement Company, with a

capital of $15,000, is applying for an act of incorporation for

the purpose of constructing slides and booms and other im-

provements to render possible and facilitate the passage ofjtim-

berand logs down the White Fish river, in the Algoma district

which enters Lake Huron near La Cloche island. The ob-

structions to be overcome consist of seven rapids and cataracts,

with an aggregate fall of 167 feet, all within 10 miles of the

mouth of the river. John Charlton, M. P., Thomas Charlton,

J. C. Wells, Allen Francis and J. H. Francis are the pro-

visional directors.

—Lumbering operations in the neighborhoood of McKellar,

Muskoka, have been quite brisk this season although not

quite so brisk as last year. S. & J. Armstrong are getting

out about three million feet for the Midland and North

Shore Lumber Co., and John Thompson about one and a

half million for the same firm. The Georgian Bay Consoli-

dated Lumber Company are getting out a large quantity of

board timber. Burton Bros, and Chew Bros, are putting in

camps. The farmers have good crops and hopeful of good

markets with the lumbermen. S. & J. Armstrong are mak-

ing preparations to take out some basswood, black ash and

other timber for their own mill.

working now. upon an order for an engine and three boilers,

and a refuse burner, for a saw mill on the Pacific Coast. The

works are running steadily to supply the demand, and some

new machinery has recently been added, one piece being a 30-

foot lathe from Bertram & Sons, Dundas, the largest of the

kind in Canada.

—From an official return just published by the Dominion

Government we find that in the item of forest products, timber

and lumber, exported during July and August, there was an

increase of $2,866,370, or 43 per cent, as compared with the

corresponding months of 1888, and 63 per cent, as compared

with 1887. The total export of timber and lumber during

July and August last was $9,484,667, or 45 per cent, of the

total quantity exported from the Dominion during the 12

months ending June 30th, 1888. Exports of timber and lumber

during July and August, 1888, amounted to $6,618,297, and

in 1887 to $5,827,279. The exports of the forest during July

and August of this year, amount to 47 per cent, of the total

Deseronto^v
exPort °^ products and manufactures of every sort from the

Dominion during the months indicated.

—The following is the last published statement of the

Dominion government showing the ratio of timber taken out

in each of the several provinces, to every 10,000 acres of

Prince Edward Island.
Nova Scotia
New Brunswick
Quebec
Ontario
Manitoba
British Columbia
Northwest Territory. .

.

The Dominion

CUBIC FEET.

II.

I

92.9
75.2
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20.9
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6S6.5

410.5
200.3

530-7

94.1

1.1

19.8

u^—The Wm. Hamilton Manufacturing Company are busily

engaged in turning out orders for mill machinery. They have

orders ahead for ten boilers and three engines, with accom

panying saw mill machinery, y/^hey are shipping this week

the machinery for a large sawmill to Arnprior, and Mr. Wm.
Hickey, one of their men, is in Richibucto, Que., engaged in

setting up machinery for a large saw mill. The Company are

—A law suit involving thousands of dollars has just been
heard in Toronto between two well known firms in Muskoka,
viz : Burton Bros, and the Ontario Lumber Company. Both
companies have timber limits on the Georgian Bay, the license

of the Ontario Lumber Company covering the Islands, and
that of Burton Bros, covering portions of the main shore

only. The Ontario Lumber Co. operated on, and removed
the pine, from what they claim is an island in their limit.

Burton Bros, claim that it is no island, but a point which their

license covers, and sue for some $15,000 damages. Able

lawyers were employed and witnesses were examined and re-

examined for several days, and yet the Judge could not deter-

mine whether the piece of land in question is a point or an

island. To settle the matter, we understand, he and the

lawyers will visit the " disputed territory." and see for them-

. selves. So far as we can understand it is both an island and

a point, according to the height of the water. It will no

doubt be a fine question to settle even after careful inspection.

—In order to facilitate the passage of barges from near the

Chaudiere falls, and obviate the booming out of barges to keep

them from running on the rocks near Bronson & Weston's

dock, Messrs Murphy & McRae, forwarders, decided to build

a dam where the sluice runs out at a great rate of speed from

between Perley & Pattie's upper lumber yard, and Bronson

& Weston's. A dam of oak was accordingly constructed and

towed down to the intended spot. The effect, however, was not

what had been anticipated. Instead of the water being

headed off, leaving a peaceful haven below, the height of the

stream was increased and Bronson & Weston's dock was

flooded. Stop logs were put in and Messrs. Pierce & Co.,

Bronson & Weston, McRay & Co., and Merrill's foundry

all closed down to open sluices and stop the pressure of water.

It became evident that th'e dam must be removed, and it was

determined to blow it up with dynamite. This was done, and

the channel opened. Accident did what design could not. In

the operation of blasting, a large mass of the dam swung

around to the off side of the sluice and settled down so as to

form a breakwater, dividing the currents and completely doing

away with the dangerous swirls and eddies.

BRITISH COLUMBIA. ^
—Another large lumber mill may be built on the Fraser

river next spring. It will be nearly opposite the Ross-

McLaren mills and will be as large as any in the province.

The Brunette Sawmill Company (Ltd), New Westminis-

ter, is cutting 8,000,000 to 10,000,000 feet, in addition to

which they are turning out large quantities of shingles, lath

and pickets.

—The Revelstoke Slar says there is a bonanza better than

a gold mine for the person who will establish a saw mill at

that place. The banks of the Columbia river are lined with

cedar, hemlock, fir, spruce, pine, etc. Navigable water for

floating logs to Revelstoke, etc.
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—The Vancouver World says the Vancouver Shingle Mill

owned by G. F. Slater, recently cut 125,000 shingles in ten

hours.

—The saw mill at Cowichan, B. C. which has been idle for

several years, has started up again. It has a capacity of 30,-

000 feet a day.

—W. J. Macauley, president of the Chemainus Sawmill

Company, states that the company has decided to build its new

mill at Chemainus.

—Andrew Haslam and A. E. Lees, owners of the Nanaimo

saw mills, Nanaimo, B. C. , have dissolved partnership Mr.

Haslam has purchased the entire interest of his partner in the

mills. It is the intention of Mr. Haslam to further increase the

capacity of the mill by the introduction of new machinery.

Mr. Lees, it is said, will embark in business in Alaska.

A-Last year the cut of logs in British Columbia was esti-

mated at 100,000,000. The estimated output for this year is

placed at 125,000.000, feet. Along the coast between the Fra-

ser river and Port Neville there are now twenty camps and

two on Howe Sound. The number of men employed in con-

nection with the camps is placed at 600, which, with the same

loggers scattered along the coast will probably make a total of

700 men who are cutting logs for the various lumber compan-

ies in that province. /
The Royal City Mills, New Westminster, are under the

general management of Mr John Hendrie, who with his part-

ner, David McNair, established them in 1878, adding to them

from time to time until they are now cutting 15,000,000 feet.

The shingle mill is in a separate building, in it are two machines

of Toronto make cutting 30,000 feet each per day from the

famous cedar of the coast. The company has also an exten-

sive sash door and blind factory in which doors of cedar, sash

of sugar pine, cedar and fir, and house finish of all these woods,

and also of native maple, alder and yew is turned out in

artistic styles.

NEW BRUNSWICK.

—The Restigouche Spool Company (Ltd) has been incor-

porated with a cash capital of $12,000, for the purpose of

manufacturing and dealing in spools, a»d all kinds of wood

and lumber. \

^—Exports of lumber, deals, etc., from St. John, N. B.,

during September show an increase of from $147,843 to $250,-

302, as compared with the carresponding month of 1888.

The shipments were : Scantling and boards, 2,715,392 feet ;

deals, 17,095,717 feet ; deal ends, 738,133 feet ; birch timber,

610 tons ; pine timber, 7,200 tons
; palings, 38,285 ; lath,

8,170,300 ; piling, 1,637 pieces
;
shingles, 2,909,576 ; spruce

timber, 7,502 feet, and clapboards, 13,425 feet

'—The rise in the rivers has given a new impetus to lumber

ing in the Province along the Nashwaak and the logs are get-

ting down in fine style. The Marysville saw mills are again at

work and will continue sawing the balance of the season.

The demand for lumber is strong with a rising market. The
St. John Gazette announces that Mr. Alex. Gibson recently

paid $12 a thousand for 120,000 piled at Pleasant Point. No
man in the Province better knows the value of lumber.

MANITOBA AND THE NORTHWEST.

<

— Fires have destroyed a large amount of timber 60 miles

above Edmonton.

—J. Sanderson will erect a new saw mill at Prince Albert,

Saskatchewan territory.

— R. T. Good fellow has sold out his interest in the sash

and door factory at Prince Albert, to his brothers A. and W.
B. Goodfellow.

S -A 'imber limit located on the Assiniboine river, near

Port Pelly, was recently sold at auction in Winnipeg. It

brought $3,000. J—R. Sutherland & Co., of Winnipeg, have purchased the

entire stock of lumber of Curtis & Lawrance, of Motley,

Minn., amounting to 2,000,000 feet.

—D. W. Cummings, of Birtle, Man., has disposed of his

banking and lumber business to R. Gibson, who has been for

some time connected with Mr. Cummings in the lumber branch""
1

of his business.

—The Elkhorn Lumber Company, Elkhorn, Man., has sold

' ' to I. Broadley. Mr. Broadley has the masonry foundation

laid for his new warehouse which will be sixty feet by thirty,

two stories.

—The Manitoba Gazette contains notice of application for

the incorporation of the Western Lumber Company, with

headquarters in Winnipeg, and a nominal capital of $50,000.

The applicants are Messrs. W. B. Scarth, M. P., W. E.

Ma'.ara, and A. Burrows, Winnipeg ; and Shields and John
Montgomery of Toronto.

AMERICAN.

—The Buffalo Lumber Exchange now has 35 members, all

wholesale.

—Some of the red gum from Arkansas and Tennessee

is so red that it resembles cherry.

—Yellow pine, says the New York Herald, is as saleable

as cotton, and as good as wheat.

— It is stated that the big barge Wahnapitae is billed to

carry on her next trip 3,000,000 feet of lumber from Duluth to

Tonawanda, the largest cargo she has ever had on.

—Forest fires are raging in the Mission Creek country north

of Hinkely, Minn. Pine, hay, and lumbermen's supplies have

been destroyed for miles around. Fires have also raged at

the north of Snake River and at Pine City.

—A raft containing 5,000,000 feet of Canadian logs, belong-

ing to Smith Bros, of Bay City, Mich, went ashore on Fitz-

william island in the Georgian Bay, during the tenific gale

early last month. The raft was worth $50,000 and was

badly broken up.

—The box factory business is assuming magnificent pro-

portions in the cities on the Saginaw, in response to the demand

for the finer manipulation of lumber, and millions of feet of the

product are being thus transformed which was formerly shipped

in the rough. Over 2,000,000 feet were recently sold in a

single transaction for the purpose.

-The lumber output of the mills on Muskegon lake, Mich.,

this season will fall short considerable of the output of 1888.

A manufacturer who is well acquainted with the mills on the

lake and their work up to date, estimates the total cut at $482,-

000,000 feet. The shingle cut will be approximately 300,000,-

000. In 1888 the shingle output was in round numbers

500,000,000.

—Unicoi county East Tennessee, has no superior, if indeed

an equal in any state or Territory in the United States.

There can be found poplar in great abundance, from two feet

up to four and five in diameter—some trees that will cut from

six to eight thousand feet of lumber per tree. Ash, cucumber,

white oaks, and chestnut oaks are in great abundance. Chestnut,

white and yellow pine, lynn, cherry, mahogany, birch, locust,

beech, sycamore, cedar, spruce, pine, hickory, some black and

Vhite walnut, sugar maple, sweet and black gum, and many

other varieties of valuable timbers, all of virgin growth, and

accessible to creeks and rivers, cabable of cutting thousands

of million feet of lumber.

—The largest sale of the season was made at Bay City, Mich,

recently. It consisted of 8,500,000 feet of lumber made by

Charles Mathinson for R. G. Peters to Stewart Bros., of

Buffalo, N. Y. The stock was held at $24, and at this rate

would in the aggregate amount to about $190,000. The logs

came from Georgian Bay, and was the first installment of the

28,000,000 feet of Superior logs to be received by Peters.

The contracts for sawing them were awarded to four different

Saginaw valley mills. It is some of the finest white pine

lumber to be found in the valley, and will be shipped immed-

iately. This clears up all the Peters lumber sawed, though

it is expected there will be some 6,000,000 more manufactured

before the close of the season.

this office during the month. He was on his way home
from the Midland district where he had been making

purchases. He reports business fairly good.

* » *

Among the recent callers at this office we have plea-

sure in mentioning the name of Mr. W. S. Robertson,

of Messrs. Porter, Robertson & Co., wholesale lumber-

men, Toronto. This firm is in need of 500,000 feet of

good cull Basswood, a fact which parties holding such

stock would do well to note.

,S * *

THE Dominion Government has refused the petition^

of Peterborough saw mill owners in regard to throwing

saw-dust in the Otonabee river. Inspector Gilchrist, of

Peterborough, has received fresh instructions from the

department of Marine and Fisheries to see that the fines

i mposed by the magistrates are collected, and also to

continue prosecutions as long as the mill-owners violate

the law. The Government is evidently determined to

enforce the law regarding sawdust in streams, so far at

least as it refers to the Otonabee river.

EDITORIAL JOTTINGS.

We owe our patrons an apology for the late appear-

ance of this month's issue. It was occasioned by an

unavoidable delay in getting our paper, a difficulty over

which we had no control.
* *-

The Ottawa lumbermen have undertaken the task of

clearing the entrance to the canal of sawdust. In two

days 400 feet square by 5 feet deep, or, in other words,

30,000 yards of sawdust were scooped into the main

-<^Tannel.

It is announced that the Department of Crown Lands^

at Quebec will hold a large public sale of timber limits

sometime during the month of December. We hope to

be in a position to give our readers full particulars in

our next issue.

The Grand Trunk Railway Co. has contracted for

1000 new cars to facilitate the lumber and grain ship-

ments. It is to be hoped that ere very long the com-

plaints of the lumbermen on the car question will be

found no longer necessary.K. *

Mr. A. A. Scott, of the well-known lumfter firm of

Scott, Scott & Co., Toronto, was a welcome caller at

£ Messrs. W. R. Thistle & Co., Pembroke, Ont., in

order to wind up their business, are offering for sale

their saw milling properties, timber limits, etc. The
milling property consists of the Pembroke mill, with

lath and shingle mills, boomage and piling grounds.,

The timber limits to be sold with the mill are known as

the Forks limit, between the north and south branches

of the Petewawa, containing about 12 square miles, the

Chalk river limit, about 35 square miles, and the Indian

river limits, being that portion of the limit in the water

shed of the Indian river containing some 50 square

miles, or making in all about 95 square miles to be sold.

With this property there will be sold two and a-half

miles along the rear of limit of License No. 151 of 1888-9,

about 10 square miles, and about 2,500 to 3,900 white

and red pine logs on the lake at mill. The rear of In-

dian river limit licenses, Nos. 151 and 152 of 1888-9,

will be sold separately in two parcels of about 15 square

miles each. For further particulars see advertisement

on another page of this issue.

CORRESPONDENCE.

THE HARDWOOD LUMBER TRADE

Durham, Ont, Oct. 23rd, 1889.

Editor Canada Lumberman.

This section is principally interested in hard-

wood lumber, composed of maple, beech, birch,

rock elm, soft elm, basswood and cherry ; also

hemlock and cedar. Your paper does not give the

attention to those kinds of lumber we would like.

We think it would be mutually profitable, to you and

to the saw mill men of western Ontario, which is

principally interested in the lumber mentioned, if you

gave more space to the hardwood lumber trade than

you do. We find a great deal of difficulty in getting

the names of dealers in the different towns and cities,

and also a difficulty in knowing the sizes required.

A very small export trade is being done at present

with Britain. Is there no way that some move could

be made ? Again, on the American side, prices vary

very much. Is there no way in which saw mill men
can ascertain these changes so that we may know the

best sections to try to sell the different kinds ? Again,

there are more culls in the hardwood timber than there

are in soft timber. Can any information be given as

to the best mode of disposing or utilizing them ?

We have two saw mills, the new one was built last

winter by the Waterous Engine Works Co., of

Brantford, and is one of the best equipped mills for

cutting hardwood that we know of.

We hope that you will not feel amazed at our

criticism, for our object in doing so is wholly business.

If at any time we can be of any use to you in giving

you any information on the matter we will gladly do

so.

N. G. and J. McKechxie.
[We thank our friends most cordially for their

timely criticism, and the matters referred to shall in
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the future receive our attention. We are always glad

to hear from any of our subscribers when they have

information to give, or suggestions to offer in the way

of business.

—

Ed.]

Madawaska, N. B., Oct. 20th, 1889

Editor Canada Lumberman.

There is more than usual activity in the lumber

interest, our lumbermen are waking up, and from all

appearances there will be a greater output in the

spring, providing we have a favorable winter
;

but

owing to the scarcity of lumber, it is possible that the

increase may not be much larger than in former years.

Our cedar is being rapidly slaughtered, and our woods

will soon be denuded. Considerable lumber came

down from the upper streams during the raise of water,

but too late to risk a drive to the booms. Most of it

is lodged along the shores where it is likely to remain

until next spring.

Many new buildings are going up in our county,

and quite a number of natives are returning from

Montana and other parts of the States, saying that

Madawaska, with all her faults, is good enough for

them.

I am of opinion that many of our lumbermen will

fall short of their calculations. Lumber chances are

scarce, wages high, and if unfavorable weather should

interfere, 1 their margin of profit will be very narrow.

The Ward steam mill was put up for sale and bid in

by the mortgagee, and it is not known what will be

done with it.

The Grand Trunk line to -Moncton is progressing

in good style, and hopes are entertained that they will

soon put it through and open up the best portion of

our province. It requires railroads to do it.

. . P. O. Byram.

LUMBERMEN AND THE G. T. R.

Toronto, Oct. 5th, 1889.

Editor Canada Lumberman.

De\R Sir.—After reading your editorial anent the

miserable service accorded the lumbermen by the

G. T. R. Company, I can fully endorse all you

say and then one tithe of the whole truth has not been

told. Some time ago a deputation of the lumbermen

obtained an interview with Mr. Hickson at Montreal,

and many of the grievances complained of were

presented to him quite forcibly enough to have en-

sured redress ere this, but up to the present time

nothing has been done, and in fact the evils complain-

ed of have been growing worse daily, and if the lum-

bermen have any sand in them they will take such

steps before long as will compel the company to

give some attention to the wrongs complained of.

I will now give you some of the many complaints we"

have to make of the treatment we receive at the

company's hands. In the first place we never can

depend on being able to supply any customer with a

bill of lumber in time to complete his contracts, owing

to the so-called blockade in the Toronto yard, so that

frequently a month passes before a car arrives here

after ordering from the mills. Then, again, if we

require that car shunted to Parkdale we have to wait

the company's pleasure and pay $2 for the service,

and this charge is still in force, although Parkdale is

now part of the city. The company will send a car to

the extreme east of the city without extra charge, but

to the extreme west we are forced to pay them for so

doing, and if we require a car to Carlton or Davenport

(only four miles west of the city) two to three weeks

are required to get it there. The facts are the com-

pany are so bound around with red tape, that Dickens'

circumlocution office will only faintly compare with

the company's method of doing their business. An-

other serious cause of complaint is the differential

rates made over their road so that some shippers are

able to bring lumber into our city and make nearly a

living profit by the difference on the freight alone, and

also able to undersell others in the trade. Then, again,

one agent will make quotations for shipping to points

on the other side of the lake, two cents per hundred less

than another agent on an another division, although the

distance covered is the same. This discrepancy in

rates frequently deprives us of making a sale of what

might prove extensive orders. When any complaint is

made as to the difference made by one freight agent

over another, there is not the slightest attempt at

giving any explanation ; we are simply and very tersely

told that this particular agent has nothing to do with

the rates made by the other, although both men are

under the control and acting for the same company.

Then the matter of weights is another serious

difficulty. Why should lumber not be carried by the

thousand instead of by weight ? The grain men know

exactly how much per bushel their grain will cost them

for carriage and the miller the same for his flour.

The coal and wood dealers are in the same favorable

position, wood being carried by the cord, so much for

dry and so much for green, and one ton of coal will

weigh the same as another ton, but with lumber we

know nothing as to cost until it arrives here. If in a

cattle car with one or two tons of manure this simply

adds to the weight of the car of lumber that is all, and

the unfortunate lumberman must stand the whole

thing. The earnest prayer of all lumbermen here is

that competition to the mills North may soon be an

assured fact.

Lumberman.

THE SAW DUST QUESTION.
Bridgewater, N. S.. Sept. 20th, 1889.

Editor Canada Lumberman.

Dear Sir.—We were favored with a copy of your

September paper and note your lumbermen have been

hauled up for breaking the sawdust law. As we

have had quite an experience of that for the last ten

years we are interested in its action in other districts.

In the greater part of our province the law is a dead

letter, the officers, through political influence, not daring

to act. On our two nearest rivers in Queen's County,

the Liverpool and Medway, the law was suspended,

since the whole population contended there was no

good in enforcing it, and we are demanding similar

treatment.

We did not operate last winter and still have 40,000

logs of our 1888 cut lying in the mill booms waiting

for a chance to saw. Other mills on this river were

fined severely, paying $100 and having $150 more

demanded from one mill for about ten days' work.

The small mills working out the last of the timber

near them are also suspended, and will have to be

abandoned if the law is enforced.

The most exasperating part of the business is that

other sections of our province are doing a most thriv-

ing business this season without the least interferance,

and in the County of Cumberland, as we are informed,

over seventeen large mills are running freely. In the

face of this the Minister of Marine says he is enforcing

the law equally, and poses as a regular Solomon to us,

and as noticed by our Ottawa despatch of yesterday,

he replied to the Peterborough delegation. I only

hope that he may stick to it, and next session of the

House will kick both him and the Sawdust Act to their

natural end. I enclose a subscription for the paper

next year and hope to see this subject settled fairly all

around.

Our small scrubby timber will not at present prices

stand any more expense, in fact the last six years has

been without any profit to very many of our lumber-

men who have wasted their timber without anything

to show for it, and we cannot see the justice of exempt-

ing the only rich men in the trade, as the Ottawa

men and Gibson of New Brunswick, and then

squeezing all us small fry to death It is just the

natural application of the " National Policy," but we

are bound to make a howl over it and can change four

Nova Scotia counties to the right side should such

partiality continue.

Frank Davison.

FORESTRY.
Toronto, Sept. 27th, 1889.

To the Editor of tlie Lumberman.

Sir.—The following article, from the New York

Garden and Forest, is of importance to Ontario ; as

we have made too many errors of a similar nature in

clearing. Perhaps you would allow it space in your

columns. It is from the pen of one of the best inform-

ed writers in the United States.

R. W. Phipps.

FORESTS AND CIVILIZATION.
We might have some real forestry here in the State

of New York if we had been sufficiently advanced in the
art of living ; if we had the interest in the public wel-
fare and the perception of our obligation to coming
generations, which are necessary to the development
and persistence of civilization. The entire Adirondack
Wilderness should have been held permanently in

the possession of the state. Then a real school of fores-

try could have been established somewhere in the
woods, and young men could have been trained in the
practice of this art, and they could have been employed
in the care of the forests and woodlands of othei por-

tions of the country. The whole tract of 8000 square
miles was originally heavily wooded. The timber could
have been cut off as the tree matured, and, of course,

should have been so cut off. Nothing could be more
absurd than the notion that trees should never be utilized

or removed. Whenever a tree has come to its best it

should be cut down, and its wood applied to some useful

purpose, so as to obtain its value and in order to pro-

vide for a succession of generations of trees, and thus for

the permanent life of the forest.

If the Adirondack forests had been thus intelligently

managed and administered they would now have been
tor a long time yielding an increasing revenue to the
people of the state. The whole population would have
been greatly benefited by the reduction of taxation.

Every man and woman in the state, would have been
richer to-day—would have had more of the means of

subsistence and of comfort and happiness than at present.

Every child in the state would have been born to a bet-

ter inheritance, and into more favorable conditions than
now. The forests would have been better now than ever

before, and they would have gone on i ncreasing in value

to the people of the state, with the increasing density

of population, and on account of the exhaustion of

the timber supply in regions fit for agriculture.

The Adirondack region is not fit for agriculture. No
part of it is suitable for any other than forest-conditions,

and these should have been maintained forever. It is

indeed impossible to disturb these conditions very ex-

tensively, or to remove the forests permanently with-

out destroying the regions itself and annihilating every-

thing that makes it of any value. I doubt if an instance of

more obvious and complete adaptation of a region to a

special and particular use can be found in the whole
world. Nature made this region for the permanent and
everlasting growth of forests, and this sole and exclusive

adapation to a most important function should have
been recognized.

As I said years ago, if the Adirondack forests could
be saved be legislation, one of the best possible meas-
ures would be uAn Act for the Discouragement of Agri-

culture in the North Woods." The lumber business is

not by any means the only destructive agency at work
here. Tens of thousands of acres, entirely unfit for any
use except forest growth, have been stripped of trees,

and by cultivation and pasturage have been rendered
incapable of reproducing the only crop for which the land
ever had any adaptation. It is strange— if any thing

in human folly is strange—to see so many people per-

sist in the effort to "farm" where the soil is so meagre,
and the country so high and cold, that no profitable re-

turn for their labor is possible. The thin film of soil

disappears after a few years, leaving only the bare, inert'

sand or gravel, and as most of the "farming land" here

is rolling or hilly, the slopes soon begin to break down
and wash away. Great gullies are formed, which grow
wider and deeper every year, till vast waterless tracts

of shifting sand, or of clay and gravel, varied only by
rock-ledges and boulders, stretch before the unhappy
traveller where once grew noble forests fed by perennial

springs.

The region was me,ant to be let alone. It has no
natural fitness for agriculture. It is pitiful to see

the scanty growth of vegetation which the farmer's toil

produces here cut off by frosts in both spring and aut-

j

mini, and in many places, even in the middle of summer,
while in the Southern States of this country there are

I

millions of acres of fertile soil lying untilled beneath

most genial skies. The effort to farm these inhos-

I

pitable lands has also been the source of a large pro-

portion of the fires which have destroyed so much of

the remaining forest. Land is cleared by being burned

ov er, and in a dry time the fire extends from the fallow

to the woods, despite the best efforts to keep it within

bounds, and it is a common saying in the woods that

such a conflagration is often a convenient accident for

the farmer, as he plants corn the next spring in the burn-

ed woods without any clearing whatever, and raises a

crop in the ashes. A great deal of the "farming land" here

has been brought into cultivation in this way. It is all

from beginning to end, a most wasteful and suicidal pro-

gress, and the inevitable end, the ruin and disappearance

of the soil itself, is speedily reached. Man has no power

to create a new world. He has not yet learned how to

take care of the one which he inherits, but his ability to

wreck and exhausts is very great.

J. B. Harrison.
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TRADE REVIEW.
Toronto, Ont.

Toronto, Oct. 31st, 1S89,

The approaching- end of the season of navigation has perceptibly

enlivened the lumber trade at this point during the month.
Wholesale dealers have experienced considerable activity from
western Ontario and from the eastern States in orders for shipment
by water. The business done, however, has been strictly limited

to the immediate requirements of the purchasers. Customers
show very little disposition to anticipate future trade. Prices have
ruled steady and there is not much likelihood of a decline this

fall. There has been a fair demand for all sorts of building lumber
for the city trade, and bill stuff at the present time is active and
prices are stiff. There is still a large amount of stock, this

season's cut, which has not yet changed hands, and it is probable
that many manufacturers will have to hold their lumber for some
time to come.

CAR OR CARGO LOTS.
I'/Xand thicker clear picks, American inspection $33 oo@35 00
i]4 and thicker, three uppers. American inspection. .. 40 00
1 Vi and thicker, pickings, American inspection 3000
1x10 A 12 dressing and Detter 2000 2200
ixioa 12 mill run 1500 1600
1x10 A 12 dressing 1600 1800
1x10 a 12 common , 1200 1300
;xio * 12 spruce culls 1000 11 00
1x10 a- 12 mill culls 9 50 10 00

1 inch clear and picks 25 00 28 00
1 inch dressing and better 1800 2000
iK inch siding mill run 1800 1900
1 inch siding common 1200 1300
1 inch siding ship culls 1000 11 00
linch siding mill culls 9 50 10 00
Cull scantling 850 900
1% and thicker cutting up plank 2200 2500
1 inch strips iin to iKin mill run 1400 1500
1 inch strips, common 11 00 12 00
1% inch flooring 1400 1500
1 A inch flooring 1400 1500
XXX shingles, 16 in 220 230
XX shingles, 16 in 1 20 1 30
Lath, No. 1 1 70 1 90
" No. 2 1 70

YARD QUOTATIONS.
Mill cull boards & scantlingfio 00

Shipping cull boards, pro-
miscuous widths 12 00

stocks 13 00

Scantling & joist, up to 16 ft 13 00
" 18 ft 14 00

20 ft 15 00
" 22 ft 16 00
" 24 ft 17 00

" " 26 ft 18 00
" " 28 ft 19 00

" 30 ft 20 00
" 32 ft 21 00
" 34 ft

22 5o(S;22 50

Cutting up planks and
thicker dry—

board

Dressing stocks 16 oo@2o 00
Picks Am. inspection 30 00
Three uppers. Am. inspect. 40 00

B. M.
i^-in. flooring, dres'd25 00
i lA " " rough .. 18 00
iK " " dres'd . . 23 00

" " undres'd
" " dres'd. . . 16 00
" " undres'd 12 00

Beaded sheeting, dress-
ed 18 00

Clapboarding, dres'd
XXX sawn shingles

,

per M 2 75
36 ft 24 oo'Sawn Lath

" 38 ft 27 00 Red oak 20 00
40 to 44 ft 30 00 3 hite " 25 00

passwood, No. 1 & 2 iS 00
"herry, No. 1 & 2. .. 50 00
White ash, 1 & 2 25 00
Black ash, 1 & 2 20 00

30 oc

20 00

25 00
14 00
20 OO
14 00

20 00
12 50

26 00
20 00

2 90
2 25

25 00
30 00
20 00
60 00

30 00
25 00

Hamilton, Ont.

Hamilton, Oct. 31st, i{

Mill cull boards ai.d

scantlings $ 9 oo@ 10 00
Shipping cull boards
promiscuous widths. 1000 1200
Shipping cull stocks. 14 00
Scantling and joist up

to 16 feet 14 00
do up to 18 feet 15 50
do up to 20 feet 16 00
do up to 22 feet 17 00
do up to 24 feet 18 00

4o up to 26 feet 19 00
do up to 28 feet 20 00
do up to 30 feet 21 00
Cutting up plank j)4
and thicker dry.. .. 2000 2500

Cutting up boards 2000

6 00
16 00

21 50
25 00

Dressing stocks $16 00
1% flooring, rough. .

i'A flooring, rough. .

1% flooring, dressed
i

lA flooring, dressed
1 flooring, dressed
Beaded sheeting 1 . .

Picks, Am inspection 32 00
Three uppers Am. In.

XXX sawn shingles.. 260
Sawn Lath
Red Oak 20 00
White Oak 25 00
Basswood No. 1. * 2.. 16 00
Cherry No. 142 60 00
White Ash No. 1 t 2. 25 00
Black Ash No. 1 a 2. 2000

18 00
iS 00
18 00

25 00
32 00
23 00

30 00

34 00
4c 00
2 70
2 25

2; 00

30 00
20 00
70 00

30 00
25 00

Montreal, Que.

Montreal, Oct. 31st, 1889.
The movement in lumber has been more active during the month

than for some time past, with considerable quantities placed in car
lots. Prices continue without change, and from now until the end
of the season a lively trade may be expected.

WHOLESALE. RETAIL.

Pine. 1st quality $30 oo@32 00 $33 oo@35 00
" 2nd " 20 00 22 00 23 00 25 00
" shipping Culls 1300 1400 1400 1600
•' 4th quality Deals 11 00 11 50 11 50 1200

Spruce 9 00 9 50 10 00
Hemlock 7 75 8 00 8 50 9 00
Ash, log run 1200 14 00 1400 1600
Basswood, log run 1200 1400 1400 1600
Oak 30 00 35 00 35 00 40 00
Walnut 'Common) 3000 4000 3500 5000

" (good) 60 00 80 00 70 00 90 00
Butternut 20 00 25 00 25 00 35 00
Cherry 50 00 60 oa 60 00 70 00
Birch 13 00 15 00 15 00 20 00
Maple 18 00 20 00 20 00 25 00
J-ath. 1st quality 1 35 1 40 1 40 1 50
Pine Shingles, 1st quality 260 27s 280 300

2nd - 1 50 17; 1 75 2 00

Ottawa, Ont.

Ottawa, Oct. 31st, 1889.
iemand for pine has been fairly good, but there has been no
ement in price. Black ash and basswood are in light
1. There has been considerable advance in lake rates and
are scarce, Collections arc slow. Trade is generally fair

-, %','A ;i- roulr) | J(; expected at this time of the year The
Ctl are fair for a winter car trade as buyers are nutting in
ocks evidencing their lack of confidence in any advance in
It is estimated that the cut in the Hull and Chaudiere
uringthe past season will run over 400,000,000 feet, which

will be about 2; per cent more than last year.

Pine, i»t qual.. %>. M.$3> 00^40 oolOak

pr

2nd 22 00
shipping culls 14 00
4th qual. deals 10 00
mill culls. . . 800

Spruce, ¥ If . . . 10 00
Hemlock . . 9 00
A»h 1300 18 oojShineles.
Bass 12 00 20 ool *

r cedar

zj 00 Walnut
,

10 00 Cherry.
i2 00;Butternut
iooojBirch
12 00 Maple, hard.
17 00 Oaths

$40 O0Ci;IO0 CO
60 00 100 00

. 00 00 80 00
22 00 40 00
15 00 25 00
20 00 21 00
I 80 I 90
I 50 300

. 150 300

Vancouver, B. C.

Vancouver, Oct. 23rd, 1889.

Car load and ship rates according to assortment. Bridge and
Wharf Plank and Timber.

10 to 40 ft. long, per M, net ..... . $11 00
41 to 70 ft. "

. $12 oo%i$ 00
Rough lumber, building material ir 00

" Sized 12 50
Fir, Clear 17 50
Cedar, Bench or Selects . . . 25 00

" " " " D. D . . 30 00
/ in, i lA ry2 xb in.

T. & G. Edge, Grain and Dry . . . ... . 27 50
" " " Green . . . 25 00

No. i, Dry - 22 So
" 1, Green - - - - - - - - - -20 00
" 2, Dry - 20 00
" 2, Green - -- -- -- --1750
Cut to length, extra per M 2 50
D. Dressed - - - - --250

/ in, i'A iA*4 in.
Edge Grain, Dry - - -- -- -- - -27 50

" " Green - - . - - - - - - 25. 00
T.*& G. Edge Grain, Dry - - - 25 00
No. 1, Dry - - * •- - 25 00
" 1, Green - -- -- -- -- - 22 50
" 2, Dry - - -- -- -- -- -2000
" 2, Green - - -- -- -- -- 17 50

S. S. Planks for scows - - - - - - - - - -17 50
D. D. cedar, verandah cover, any length - 45 00
" '' " " cut to length - - - - 50 00

Shingles - -- -- -- -- -- 2 50
Lath 2 25
D. D. clear Cedar 40 oo@6o 00
Pickets, rough 11 00

Five per cent, off above prices for cash with the order.

Delivery on scow to mouth of river.

20 M ft. and over 75c. per M. ft

10 to 20 M ft $1.00
"

Under 10 M ft. 1.25 " "

Saginaw, Mich.

Saginaw, Oct. 31st, 1889,

Although the volume of business during the month has failed to

justify the anticipations of the most sanguine, it has proved fairly

satisfactory and several important transactions have resulted,
making the aggregate sales comparatively satisfactory. The sales
during last month were very large. The car trade continues good,
and when the figures are secured, they will show an increase over
those of last year. There is no change worthy of note in the
shingle market, and it is anything but satisfactory to producers.
Shipments are active and vessels are in strong demand.

CARGO LOTS.
Uppers 36 oo@38 00

Common 16 00 21 00
Shipping Culls ... 9 00 11 00
Mill Culls

YARD QUOTATIONS CAR LOTS DRY.
Siding.

Clear, 1% in 23 00IC, lA in

Yt in 46 00 Ys in

Select, V-A in 20 00 No. 1,
lA in

Yt in *39 ool Yt in

Finishing Lumber rough.

Three uppers. 1 in. . @45 00 Fine common, 1 in. .

lA&i'A 2 in .4400 46 ooj i%&2\n.
Selects, 1 in. . . . 37 00 C, 7. 8 & 9 in. . . .

1% & 2 in. . . .38 00 39 ool

Joist, Scantling and Timber.

12 to 18 feet ... 11 00I22 & 24 feet . . .

20 feet .... 12 oo|

Plank and timber, 12 inches wide, $1 extra.

Lath, Shingles and Pickets'

Norway . S 50^
Box 11 00
Straight measure . . 12 50
Hemlock 7 50

!I0 00
II 50
20 00
8 00

. 17 00
30 00
.12 00
.19 00

32 00

33 00
26 00

13 00

Lath, No. 1 white pine
" No. 2 " Norway

Shingles, 18 in climax .

2 00
1 50

3 5
C

XX ... " 3 25

XX climax 2 5c

X 4 in, c. b. . . 1 5<

XXX
XX

P'kts,2 to 2 lA in rough
Dressed
lVa. in. square.dressed
Dressed . ,

2 25

• 1 75
15 00
20 00
18 00

25 00

New York City.

New York. Oct. 31st, 1889.

White pine is slow and prices have a drooping tendency.
Export is moving fairly well. Eastern spruce timber remains
about the same, random cargoes ranging from $15 to $18 per
thousand feet. The demand for hemlock is fairly good and there
will be some lively work soon to stock up for the winter.
Hardwoods in general are doing well. Export takes about the
usual volume ofoak, ash and walnut. Buyers of export lumber
are always ready to purchase. Ash is in good demand

; cherry is

wanted
;

oak, both plain and quarter-sawed, is wanted
; poplar

sells well but at rather low prices; quartered sycamore, red birch
and gum are wanted beyond the incoming supplies, and basswood
is in good demand. Logs are still dull with inquiries confined to
a few good walnut sticks for shipping.

Black Walnut.

Vs in., all dear $78 oo(E

1 and 1% inches 93 00

i'A and thicker 100 00
Rejects 53 00

82 oc Culls, 1 inch $3s oo@ 36 00
95 00 Culls, thick 36 00 38 00
105 00 Counter tops, 18 in.

52 qq and over no 00 150 00
Poplar, or White Wood.

Y% in. 10 inches and
over 24 oo@26 00
in. coffin boards ... 29 00 30 00

1 inch, 10 inch and
over 31 50 32 50

1 inch. 8 in. and over 30 00
2 lA and thicker 33 50
Common 1 to 2 inch 23 00
Saps, 1 inch & thicker 25 00
Culls, all thickness.. 1600

1 inch, white 36 oo(?

1 A to 2 inch 38 00
2 lA to 4 inch 40 00

Ash. .

38 oojStrips, clear.... 26 oo(£

26 00
10 00

1 inch plain sawed. 36 oo(i

i
lA to 2 inch 38 00

Thicker 40 00
Quarter-sawed, white, all clear, 6-'Dcniension cut size

Cherry

39 00 Black ash, good.
41 ot|Black ash, culls.

Oak.

38 oi \'i inches and over.
39 00 i'hicker

41 00 Strips under 6 in.

.

48 00(6

51 00

38 00
23 00

Yt in., white a clear.. 65 001

1 inch 78 00
1 inch strips 43 00
i'A to 2 inch 80 00

Chestnut, clear 33 oo@ 35 00
Chestnut common . . 2000 2200
Basswood white 30 00
Basswood common.. 21 00
Maple, clear 30 00
Birch, clear 32 00
Birch, isand2S 26 00
Cottonwood 21 00

J> 70 oth'A and thicker 90 00^
so oc Counter tops, iS in.

45 oo| and over no 00
85 ooCulls, all thickness 18 00

Miscellaneous.

Hickery, old growth 50 00
Hickery, 2nd growth 65 00
Elm 20 00
Sycamore 24 00
Sycamore quartered 35 00
Gum 36 00
Butternut . . . . 45 00
Sycamore dressed fig 24 00

32 00
23 00
32 00

35 00

30 00
22 00

3i 5o

34 50

24 00
27 00
17 50

27 00

30 00
12 00

50 00
52 00
40 00
25 00

115 00
20 00

55 00
70 00
22 00
27 00
40 00
40 00
50 00
25 00

Buffalo and Tonawanda, N. Y.

Buffalo. Oct. 31st, 1889.

Pine and. hemlock are ruling well at fair prices. Hemlock prices
arc stiff with extra sales as an inducement to keep up prices.
Hemlock lath has had a great run, and the supply is not equal to
the demand. The indicatious arc that trade wilt remain good.
The quotation price is $1.80. Hardwoods are selling well. Cherry
is very active and is now going ahead of anything else in use for
inside finish for residences and for furniture makers. No. 1 and
No. 2 arc worth $78 per M. inch thick, and from $82 to $85 for frr.iri

i\i to 2 inches, and are very scarce. The rejects are worth $45 per
M., all thicknesses, and the common $30 per M. The demand for
culls is increasing and inclined to bring better prices. Ash is in

good demand but maple is very slow. On account of the scarcity
of good cherry, birch is now coming into use.
A gratifying feature of the business is that collections are better

than earlier in the season.

Norway
(Common. 1 to 2 in. all

3 oo| widths 12 50^15 od
4x4, ;x>, 6x6 turning. . 22 00

16 00

Clear. 1 to 2 in. all

width
Dressing, 1 to 2 in: all

widths 16 oo(§i20 004x4, 5x5. 6x6 common
While Pine.

Up'rs, 1 to 4 in. INo. 5 cuts, 1 to 2 in
10 in $45 ooiZgJS 00' and thicker $20 oofe.24 00

Sl'cts & Picks, Dressing, 1 to 2 in.. 22 00 27 00
1 to 4 in 3800 45 oo-Common, 1 to 2 in.. 1400 1700

Fine common, 1 to 2 No. 1 barn, 7 to 12 in 18 00 20 50
in. and thicker.. 3300 39 00 No. 2 barn. 7 to 12 in 1650 17

No. 1 cuts, 1 to 2 in Mill culls. 1 to 2 in . . 900 1000
and thicker 27 00 39 00

Mold strips, 1 to
2 in 27 co 33 oo|

Shingles
XXX, 18-in, sawed 3 7o|Thick cut (trade mark) 16 in
XX, 18-in. sawed clear butts 270. per square 250
X, 18-in, sawed 1 8ojXXX cut 225
XXX, 16-in " 3 40'X cut 1 10
XX, 16-in " clear butts 2 40IN0 2 cut 50
No. 2, 16-in *' 9o|Short cut 1 2$
Thick cut.. 3 2o.Square end, per thousand... 500
XXX cut 3 oojOctagon or pointed end 525
X cut 1 SoiScalloped or round end 5 25
No. 2 cut oslOther shapes made to order 5 25

Oswego, N. Y.

Oswego, Oct. 31st, 1889.

Trade is brisk at this point, and the activity in the lumber
district is gratifying to behold. The demand for pine has been
pretty equally distributed for the different grades, with no
particular change in price. Hemlock boards have been in good
demand for the New York market, with a slight tendency towards
an advance in price. Lath and shingles are moving more
rapidly and prices are unchanged. Boat shipments have been
large and are likely to continue good until the close of navigation.

Thue uppers, 1%, iA & 2 inch $44 oo@45 00
Pickings, iA, iA & 2 in

35

00 36 00
No. 1 cutting up, iA, \Yi & 2in

30

00 31 00
No. 2 cutting up, iA, iA & 2in

20

00 21 00
1 in strips, 4 to 8 wide, selected for moulding strips, 14

to 16 ft

31

00 33 00
1x6 selected for clapboards.

3200

3400
Siding.

iA in selected 35 00C42 00
iA in dressing 1700 1900
1A in No. 1 culls 1400
iA in No. 2 culls 13 00

10 00
14 00

1 in siding, cutting up
piks & uppers 30 oo@39 00

1 in dressing 19 oo@2i 00
1 in No. 1 culls i4 00@i6oo
1 in No. 2 culls i3oo@i4 00

1x12 Inch.
12 & 16 ft, mill run 20 00
10 & 16 ft, No. 1 &2, barn boards 18 00
12 & 16 ft, dressing and better 26 00
12 & 16 ft, No 2 culls .'.

1x10 Inch.
12 & 13 ft, mill run, mill culls out 20 00
12 & 13 ft, dressing and better 2; 00
128:13ft, No 1 culls...' , : 1600
12 & 13 ft, No 2 culls 14 00
14 to 16 ft, mill run mill culls out 20 00
14 to 16 ft, dressing and better. 25 00
14 to 16 ft, No. 1 culls '. 1600
14 to 16 ft, No. 2 culls. .-. 1400

1 1-4x10 Inches.
Mill run, mill cullsout 20 oo@23oo|No. 1 culls 16 oo(
Dressing and better . 25 00 30 00! No. 2 culls 1400

1x4 Inches.

51900IN0. 1 culls 12 001

27 oo'No. 2 culls 11 00
/xj Inches.

16, 7 or 8, No. 1 culls . . 15 oo@i6 00
)2i 00 6, 7 or 8, No. 2 culls . . 13 00 14 00
28 oo|

Shingles.

XXX, iS in pine 3 5o@3So|XXX, iS in cedar 3206365
Clear butts, pine, 18 in. 2 50 2 So,Clear butt, iS in cedar., 2 20 2 65
XXX, 16 in pine 315 3 30IXX, iS in cedar 210 240
Stocks cedars, 5 or 6 in . 5 25I

Pickets.

No. 1, i^xiK i5 00IN0. 2, 1x3 9 00 10 00
No. 1, 1x3 20 ool

Lath.

No. 1. iK 1 90IN0. 2, 1 1-4.

No. 1 -4 1 So]

Mill run, mill culls out 17 oo^
Dressing and better. . 2300

6 7 or 8, mill run, mill
cullsout 1900^

6, 7 or 8, drsg & better 24 jo

2300
19 00
30 00
15 00

21 00
27 00
17 00
15 00
22 00
27 00
17 00
15 o 0

17 00
15 00

'1400
12 00

I 70

Spruce deals
Pine " -

Deal ends -

Scantling - •

St. John, N. B.

St. John, Oct. 31st, 1S89.

Deals, Boards, Scantling, etc.

- - - - $12 oolSpruce boards
- -12 oo@40 00

• - - - 40 00
- - 15 oo@25 00

Spruce, extra - -

clear - - •

" No. 1 extra

Pine, extra -

clears -

2d clears

15 ooTine
6 00 Oak
10 oo'Ash

Hemlock "

Shingles.

$3 50! No. 1 1 25
- 3 00 Pine - -- -- -- -- 125

2 2'\

Clapboards.

35 oojSpruce, extra

45 00

35 00
clears

No.
No.

24 00
23 00

6in..No. 1

" No. 2

Flooring, Dressed.

- - 12 00I4 in.. No. 1

- 10 oo| " No. 2 - -

Miscellaneous.

Staves 3 oo@ 4 50 ILaths - - -

Heading 17 in. per pr, 04 Pickets - - •

" 18 in. 04^ os^iRailway ties

22 in. 04^ 06 I

1 80
6 >ogi5 00
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Boston, Mass.

Boston, Oct. 31st, 1889.

Lumber of all kinds is in good demand, stocks are in good

condition, being well rounded out in all directions, and prices are

well maintained. Spruce is in good demand. Upper grades of

western pine are in good request and the market is firm. The

lower gTades are not wanted. Hardwoods generally are in very good

demand. Walnut, quartered oak and whitewood are selling freely

at good prices. Clapboards and lath are steady, but shingles are

less active.

Western Pine—by car load.

Uppers, 1 in $4S oo@5° ooiFine com. .3 & 4 in. . 46 oo@5o 00
- 52 oo|No 2, 1 in. Fine com. 29 00

60 00 iK, & 2 'n ...... 31 00

43 00 No. 1 strips, 4 to 6 in 41 00

46 00 No. 2 . , 37 00

52 ool No. 3 . . . 2j 00
Cut_ups, 1 to 2 in ... . 26 00

41 00

1%, 1% & 2 in . .. 50 00

3 & 4 in 55 o°

Selects, 1 in 42 00

iK. iM & 2in 44 00

3 & 4 in 48 00

Moulding boards, 7 to

11 inch clear 37 00

bo per cent clear 35 00 37 00

Fine common 1 inch 37 00 42 00

iK. iM & 2 inch ... 40 00 42 00

Eastern Pine— Cargo or Car Load.

Nos. 1, 2 & 3 40 oo@43 00] Clapboards, 4ft., sap

Common all widths . 20 00
Shipping culls 17 00

30 00

33 00

43 00

38 00
27 00

30 00
26 00

25 00

19 00

Ship'g bds & coarse
Refuse ..

West'rr pineclapbds
4 ft. sap extra .

.

iS 00 30 ool clear 40 00

23 00 26 00 Sap, 2nd clear . . . 30 00

16 00 Heart extra 50 00

12 00 Heart clear 45 00

Scantling and plank,
random cargoes . .

Yard orders, ordin-

ary sizes

Yard orders, extra
sizes 15 00

Clear floor boards . .

No. 2 9 00

43 00 45 00

Spruce—by Cargo.

[Coarse, rough .... 9 00

12 oo@i3 5o Hemlock bds., rough 10 00
" dressed

14 50'Clapbds., extra, 4 ft. 28 00
Clear, 4 -ft 26 00

16 00 Second clear ... 20 00

19 oo| No. 1 12 00
12 ool

Lath.

13 50

42 00
32 00

55 00
50 00

12 00
11 00
12 00
30 00
28 00
22 00
1; 00

Spruce by cargo 1 90@2 00

Shingles.

Spruce 1 4°@i 5o

Pine. 18 in. extra ... 45° 4 75

Pine, No. 1 3 5° 3 7°

Cedar, sawed, extra
Clear
Extra, No. 1 . . .

Cypress, No. 1, 18 in.

3 00 3 50

3 00 3 15
2 85 3 00

5 00 5 25

Burlington, Vt.

Burlington, Oct. 31st, 1S89.

Trade is quite active and likely to remain so for the balance of

the season. Lumber brought to this market will compare
favorably with the corresponding period of last year. There is a

fair demand for all kinds of lumber, and prices are ruling about the

same as they have been for some time, and collections are fair.

Caada Pine Sidings—1x8 in. and up, 12 to ibft. D 2 or 4 S.

Select & shelving . . . . $46 oolFinish . . . $37 oo@38 00

Pickings 37 oo Dressing . . .27 oo@28 00

Pickings & better . . 40 00(6.42 oo|Common . . 20 oo@2i 00
,

Canada Pine Stock—1x10 in. 12 to ib ft. D 2 or 4 S.

Selects (clear) . . .55 00 Pickings & better . . 40 00
1st shelving . . .42 00 As run, common out 28 oo@3o 00
2d 39 00JN0. 1 barn boards . . 25 00
3d ... 30 oo@3i 00 Common . . . . 21 00

Pickings . . . . 38 ooi

Canada Pine Stock—1x12 in. 12 to ib ft. D 2 or 4 S.

Selects (clear)

1st shelving
2d
3d .

Pickings

57 00
47 00
41 00
32 00
38 00

Pickings & better
As run, common out
No. 1 barn boards
Common

44 00
33 00
26 00

21 0O@22 00

Canada Pine Stock—14 in. 12 to ib ft. D 2 or 4 S.

Pickings & better . . 45 0013d shelving . . . 33 00
As run, common out . . 33 ootCommon 22 00
Canada Pine Short Boards—1x8 in. eV up, 11 ft. <5k under, D 2 S

or R.
Pickings & better 33 oo@35 oolDressing & common, d
As run, common out . . 30 ool 2 s or d 2 s & m 20 oo@2i 00

Common . , 18 00 20 00
Canada Pine Sheathing, D. M. b° B—i in. 4 to 7 in. j in. &= up

CB% in.

1st quality, 12 to 16 ft. . 46 oolist & 2d quality. 9 to 11 ft. 33 00
2d ... 36 oo@37 00 7 & 8 ft. . . . 34 00
3d ..... 27 0013d quality, 11 ft. & under 22 00
4th (selected common) 22 oo, 4th . . . . 18 00
Canada (Quebec) Spruce— 1 and 1% in. 4 to 10 in. D 2 S and M.

Clear, 10 to 16 ft . . 32 00IN0 2. 10 to 16 ft. . i5oo@i6oo
No. 1 . . . 22 ool

Above prices delivered on a rate of $30 per car load.

Albany, N. Y.
Albany, Oct. 31st, 1889.

The receipts of lumber by water in this market, during the past
month amounted to 37.608.671 feet, as compared with 45,184,463 feet

received during the month of August. The total receipts to

October amount to 216,348,732 feet. Trade in pine lumber has
been steady, but nothing like what was expected for October.
Spruce and hemlock hold firm as quoted. Hardwoods are doing
fairly well, with prices unchanged, and a good stock to pick from.
Shingles and lath are in good demand and in good supply. The
current prices for mill work are : Planing, per M ft ., $1

.
50 ; Strips,

per M ft . , f2 _;o : 7. 8 and 9in . strips, price according to agreement.
Freight to New York and adjacent points is eight cents per 100
pounds lighterage free, and six cents without lighterage. To New
England points, ten cents per 100 pounds, rough or dresssed.

Hemlock.

*3'A [Joist. 2^x4. each 13

33 [Wall strips. 2x4 10

Pine.

58 oofeoo 00 10 in boards dressing
300 5500. and better $3000(83400

50 ooi Common 16 00 22 00
45 00112 in. boards dressing
5500 and better 3200 3600
5200 Common 1600 2200
45 00 1 in. siding, selected
40 00 13 ft 43 00 45 00
55 ooi Common 16 00 21 00
48001 in. siding selected.. 4300 4600
43 0o Common 1400 1900
38 00 Norway, selected 2400 2600
35 ou Common 1200 1600

Boards, 10 in. each
Joist. 4x6

zVz in. and up. good
4ths
Selects 4800
Pickings 4300

1 % to 2 in., good 50 00
4ths 45 00
Selects 4000
Pickings 35 00

1 in. good 50 00
4_t hs 45 00
Selects 40 00
Pickings .. 35 00

Cutting up, 1 to 2 in.. 30 00

Bracket plank 32 00 36 00 10 in. plk. 13 ft. dress-

S 11 '.\ ingooards.i2in. ing and better, each 4:1s 50
and up 2800 32001 Culls 23 25

Dressing bds. narrow 20 00 22 00 10 in. boards, 13 ft..

Sapping boards 1600 18 oo| dress,& better each 28 33
Box boards 1300 15 ool Culls 17 22

Shingles and Lath.

Shingles, shaved pine 6 5o[5hingles.cedar mixed 2 60

2U quality 500 Hemlock
S.iwed, extra 4 So 4 90 Lath, pine 225
Sawed, clear butts. . . 3 75) Spruce 200
Cedar. XXX 3^0 430 Hemlock 175

3 00

2 35
2 25
2 00

HOME AND FOREIGN TRADE REVIEW.

Office of Canada Lumberman, \

Oct. 31st, 1889. J

The lumber trade during the month has been gener-

ally satisfactory and prices have been well maintained.

The builders and smaller retail men at Toronto give a

rather desponding account of business. They say the

late boom in real estate has caused the value of land to

increase so rapidly, and to such a fictitious value, it is

impossible to induce loan societies and other capitalists

to advance money for building purposes ; hence their

trade is practically at a standstill ; but they admit prices

are not so bad at present, but have a lowering tendency.

Real estate men, however, expect a greater boom, and
more business at increased values.

Some of the large wholesale dealers speak in very

hopeful tone of the future of the lumber trade, whilst at

present prices are good and firm with plenty of

business doing. The crying demand of the trade is for

cars, Dox and flats, on which to forward lumber already

sold. Both the C. P. R. and G. T. R. are short of cars

at shipping points, but as the bulk of the lumber in

the Toronto district is moved by the G. T. R., the

deficiency in the rolling stock is severely felt. The
worst feature of it is that there are plenty of empties

lying in the Grand Trunk yards while the shippers are

telegraphing, telephoning and writing, begging and
beseeching the company to send them cars. The
trouble seems to be not so much an actual scarcity of

cars as the want of proper facilities for handling the

traffic. Between blockades in the city and no cars up
the road lumbermen have had a hard time of it during

the season.

There is still a large amount of stock this season's

cut which has not changed hands, and it is probable

that many manufacturers will have to hold their

lumber for some time to come.
Mr. J. H. Eyer, the courteous manager of the Toronto

& Midland Mfg. Co., reports a largely increasing busi-

ness, especially in dressed lumber. They are contem-
plating enlarging their present shed, and in this case

the G. T. R. seems to be meeting their views in every

way by furnishing them with better facilities for rail

transit.

The Ottawa lumbermen should be well satisfied with

the season's business, as circumstances have been large-

ly in their favor : plenty of water, good prices and a

steady demand. There will be a large amount of lum-

ber held over no doubt, but this is not to be wondered
at, for it is estimated that the season's cut will be about

25 per cent, larger than last year. The value of our

splendid lumber supply is being more fully appreciated,

and not only Australia, but China, Japan and South

America are becoming good customers.

The shipments from Vancouver, New Westminster,

and Victoria, B. C, have been quite large, and the mills

are worked to their full capacity. Prices have been
fairly well maintained, and an increase of trade next

year is confidently looked for.

The returns of the Customs Department for the first

three months of the current fiscal year show the country

to be in a prosperous condition. The exports amount
to $32,782,190, against $27,294,710 last year, indicating

the enormous increase of $5,500,000. The exports for

September amounted to $10,005,684, of this amount

$3,385,400 was for forest products.

At Quebec the deal market is firm with a good de-

mand for spruce. Further sales of White Pine square

timber are reported, but the price has not transpired.

An Underwriters' sale of lumber, damaged ex-steamship

"Canopus," took place at Quebec, Oct. 14th, when the

following prices were realized :—300 pes. 2-inch pine

lumber, $120; 622 pes. 2-inch do., $31 per thousand

feet, $485 ; 700 pes. i-inch do., $45 ; 178 pes. 3-inch do.

$35; 1,068 pes. 1, iX and 1 K-inch do., $185; 460 pes.

1 -inch do., $47. All of the above, with the exception of

the second lot, was damaged by fire.

The following transactions in ocean freights are re-

ported :—Quebec to Liverpool (steam), Deals, 72s. 6d.;

Quebec to E. C. England, Timber, 28s.; Quebec to

range of ports, 29s. The s.s. "Bratsburg" was charter-

ed to load deals at Montreal for Glasgow or Liverpool

on private terms. The charters for the season are about

closed for the port of Quebec. Following is the com-
parative statement of timber, masts, bowsprits, spars,

staves, etc., measured and culled to date:

1887 1888 1889

Waney White Pine. .. .2,020,094 1,968,547 3,702,703
White Pine 1,168,143 1,661,884 4,222.906

Red Pine 591.646 576,069 634,447
Oak 746,243 1-139,252 1,329.494

Elm 221,309 171.388 748.619

Ash II3.478 150,361 250,364
Basswood 535 770 2,635

Butternut 1,079 419 !>573

Tamarac 5,507 3,245 16,233

Birch and Maple 116,694 '7',949 365,98o

Masts and Bowsprits

Spars 5—pes- 33—P«.
Std. Staves 44.1. 1. 15 72.3.1.27 60.0.1. 12

W. I. Staves 156.0.0. 5 385.0.1. 9 120.6.2. 14
Barrel Staves 15.4.0. 11 16.0. 1.22 1.5.2. 14

FOREIGN.

The imports to London have recovered somewhat

since the strike and now present their usual volume.
Ship-building proceeds with increased activity, and the
new orders placed on the Tyne, Wear and Barrow, give
promise of a continuance of work throughout the year.

The recent importations of Black Walnut logs to Lon-
don have been of a particularly poor character, and it

is always difficult to find buyers for such wood. Large
prime logs are wanted. The arrivals of American
Whitewood have been large, though mostly in the shape
of lumber, of which the consumption is very consider-

able
;
prices remain unchanged. Stocks of Cedar have

accumulated, and there is not much business doing.
The high import cost has checked the demand for all

descriptions of Canadian timber, but the present very
moderate stocks must realize full prices, as they cannot
now be materially augmented until next season. Ad-
vices from Quebec point to prices being fully maintain-
ed for next season's goods.
The stock of Quebec Pine Deals in Glasgow at pre-

sent is considerably larger than that held at the corres-

ponding period of 1887-8. The excess, however, is in

the lower-price Deals, chiefly 4ths. The proportion of
ists, 2nds and 3rds now in stock is well suited to the
requirements of the market.
The London Board of Trade returns for September

are of a favorable character. The import of timber and
deals was exceptional. A year ago the returns for Sep-
tember far exceeded those of September, 1887, but those
of same month of the current year exceed those of the
corresponding month last year (apart from Staves and
Mahogany) by 102,923 loads, the total import of the

month exceeding a million loads, which, added to the

previous eight months' supply, brings the quantity im-
ported to the large total of 5,640,222, for the three-

quarters of the year now accounted for, and exceeding
the whole three years' importation of either 1886 or '87.

The value of the supply to date is estimated at ,£13,-

717,446, as against ,£9,403,517 last year, showing an
excess of ,£4,313,929. It appears from this showing that

the trade has paid nearly four millions four hundred
thousand pounds more for its foreign timber than it did
twelve months ago up to the same period.

WASTE POWER.
;
[Manufacturer in the fannrtiiQ M.nufnctu

The statement that out of every hundred men en-

gaging in business but three are successful, is a statisti-

cal chestnut which may be correct in the main, and if

so, the pertinent inquiry, "What is the matter with the

other ninety-seven ?" is is order. This query, so far as

it relates to manufacturers using steam power, has a

partial answer. A leading firm has recently been pur-

suing a systematic series of investigations to determine

what percentage of power actually developed was utiliz-

ed in production, and how much was wasted. Careful

tests in some of the most prominent manufacturing

concerns in the country gave some curious results.

In nearly every case it was found that at least fifty

per cent, of the power was wasted. One large estab-

lishment wasted sixty-five per ct. and another seventy-

three per cent., while in another, where the engine was

developing sixty indicated horse-power, eleven-twelfths

of this amount was wasted in friction and other useless

work, and only five horse-power was available for pur-

poses of manufacture. In most manufacturing enter-

prises the cost of fuel is a very serious item, and The

Stationary Engineer thinks it would appear to be well

worth the time of the owners to start a little investiga-

tion as to what becomes of the power they pay for.

Economical production of steam and judicious trans-

mission of power from the engine to the line shaft, and

from the line shaft to,the different machines throughout

the factory, is the beginning and end of steam using,

and the manufacturer who pays no attention to these

points need scarcely hope to be one of the lucky three.

In general practise the shafting is too light and the

hangers too far apart. Then the shaft is loaded up with

heavy cast-iron pulleys, thus producing excessive jour-

nal friction. Belting does not grip well on iron pulleys,

and, in order to prevent slipping, the belts have to be

kept tightly laced. This excessive tension, added to

the great weight of the pulleys, invariably puts the shaft-

ing out of alignment, and further aggravates the journal

friction, all ot which uses up the coal heap rapidly,

shortens the life of belts, and swells the engine expense

account. Manufacturers would consult their own inter-

ests by using ropes and grooved wood pulleys for all main
drives, and light, strong, well-finished wood pulleys for

all belt transmissions. The ratio of friction to pressure

for leather belts, when worn over wooden pulleys, is 47 ;

over turned cast-iron pulleys, 24. Thus show ing the

average advantage of a wood pulley over iron to be 5a
per cent.
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HOW TO MANAGE SAWS.
[Mm bur In Mm u>wtta )

In writing on the management of circular saws I

shall begin with the arranging of the saw. First see

that the foundation is solid and level, then lay the

frame and track. See that the saw stands plumb when

the frame is bolted down. The mandrel should fit the

boxes as tight as possible and run without heating.

I prefer flat collars—or both rightly concaved—as the

saw will then run straight and true without dishing.

The number of teeth in a saw is not of so much im-

portance as some sawyers suppose. It is held by some

that a tooth will cut a quarter of an inch deep as easy

as it will an eighth, the same force being required to

break the grain of the wood. This would be true if we

were cutting straight-grained logs all the time, but logs

are curly, twisted, knotted and crooked. If a tooth cuts

too deep it loses power in forcing out the sawdust as

well as in breaking the grain of the wood. Therefore it

is best to run a saw with few more teeth than the saw

makers usually put in. The more teeth and the higher

speed the smoother will be your lumber. In lining a

saw stretch a line parallel with the saw, set the first

head-block up to it then run the carriage back eight-

een feet ; the head-block should then be one-eighth of

an inch back from the line. This will give the saw

room to clear the log in running back. If your last

board is wedged move your set pinions to suit. Keep

the sawdust brushed off the rack so that your carriage

will run smooth.

Swage the saw in all kinds of weather, and for all

kinds of timber, using a side file ;
you have then a

perfect saw, every tooth cutting exactly alike, which is

not the case with a saw set with a spring set. File as

straight across as you can without letting the file

scratch, and file from both sides ;
you will then have

bevel enough to ensure the outside corners being the

longest at the very point. I have run an 8-guage 50-

inch saw, having fifty teeth filed as I have directed,

and 1 find that it cuts easier and runs as true and

steady as a thicker saw with the same set.

Keep the points full, square and sharp and you will

never be troubled by your saw dodging knots. I think

it advisable to keep the throats well gummed out so

that there will be but little filing to do. File all from

the under side, then smooth off the upper side

with a rub or two to bring the point to a fine edge.

The shape of the teeth will then be kept the same,

being round on the back, all but about one-half inch at

the point also about one-half inch on the front.

To file a saw, keep your saw round, take a file, hold

its edge on the guide and shove square on the saw

until it touches the teeth, then stop and rile off all that

are marked, repeat the operation until you have

accomplished your purpose.

Run your saw on such a feed that your power will

keep the speed regular, as regularity of speed is one of

the first requisites of good sawing. A mandrel must

not be too light or it will spring and heat. In mills

where three bearings are used they sometimes heat by

getting out of line, a belt too tight will cause a bearing

to heat. If the belt will not drive the saw without

being very tight it will be better to increase the size of

the pulley and lose some speed if the engine cannot be

run faster. A tightener is a good thing, but if a mill

will do its work without it, it is certainly better to do

so

If you wish to give a saw more dish, put a ring of

paper about one-half inch wide the size of the inside of

the collar, put it on next to the fast collar, then put on

the saw, cut another ring the same width and of the

size of the outside of the collar, wet and stick it on the

saw, put on the collar and tighten up ; this will force

the saw over to whichever side is desired. If the saw

is out of true you can bring it up straight by putting in

pieces of paper and tightening up the nut.

To level up the track lay a straightedge across it at

the saw making sure that it is level. With another

straightedge try the track two feet from the saw and

see if the top of the second straightedge is in line with

the first ; if so then try two feet further away, and so on

until the whole track has been gone over. By this

method the slightest twist can be discovered. The
strain of the belt has a tendency to draw the saw out of

line and wears the bearings all on one side, conse-

quently the saw will require constant care, attention and

watching to keep everything in perfect running order.

SPEED OF SAWS.
(Prof J P k;.. ... in Iron T>i*U brln.]

Judging from the noisy din and clatter heard at

many mills, there is evidently a miscalculation in ad-

justment of machinery somewhere, and a close examin-

ation will generally reveal the fact that the small saws

are all running too fast. It has been aptly remarked

that a saw running too fast is a very poor tool in any

event. Better run slow than too fast. It has been no-

ticed in many shops, eight and thirty-inch saws are

often run on the same arbor with no arrangement for

changing the speed with the saw. According to the

best authorities, four thousand revolutions per minute

is a fair speed for an eight-inch saw, but a twelve-inch

is working very rapid at a third this rate. So when

different sized saws are to be run on the same arbor, a

couple of step-pulleys would be a desirable attachment.

Of course, saws can be made to run at very high

speed and still do good work in light wood, but high

speed does not amount to much in heavy, hard work.

For high speed a saw should be well hammered

near the centre, thus making it appear dishing when

not running, so when run at a high rate of speed the

centrifugal force, which is enormous, will be counterbal-

anced by the tight rim. Sometimes a saw not ham-

mered at the centre, while running at a high speed, will

stretch the rim and make the, saw buckle, cutting a

swath an inch wider than the set of the saw.

In the use of a dish-hammered saw, the expansion of

the outer edge brings the saw true and flat. Again

many are run with insufficient set. This will cause a

saw to buckle, by the surface sides of the saw being

brought in contact with the work, this friction causing

much heat, which, of course, expands the outer portion

of the saw. Some little time ago, a well-known sauyer

and saw expert was called upon to trace out the

trouble with a saw-mill ; he went there and found them

sawing wet, green cedar with a saw set for dry, season-

ed pine. The saw was not large enough to reach through

the cedar logs, and before one cut could be made, the

saw would become hot from friction with the furred,

ragged edges of the work. As a natural consequence,

it began to cut a very wide kerf, caused by the saw

buckling. When the log was backed out, the saw

rattled badly and seemed full of kinks. The expert

found the saw completely spoiled, being bent and twist-

ed all Out of shape and had to be rehammered before it

was of any use.

Many sawyers spoil their saws by not attending to the

different speeds and calculating the various labors re-

quired to saw the different woods. When a saw begins

to rattle do not shut down, but keep the mill running,

with a narrow board dressed up against one side, until

the saw becomes dished all one way instead of kinking.

By this means it will soon stop rattling and then get

cool and keep its shape.

A saw should not fit tight on the arbor. If it does,

any heating of the bearing will play the mischief with

the work, as the saw receives it and suffers severe strains

thereby. When the center of the saw is made to ex-

pand by heating, it is really worse than the outer edge

expanding. In the former case, there will not only be

friction against the wood but in nine cases out of ten

the saw will burst instead of buckling. The results are

much more disastrous both to life and property.

CHANGEABLE-BIT SAWS.
K, Porcmu,

The inserted-tooth saw of to-day is by no means a

tool that will give way to the solid. One-third of our

mills would cut more and better lumber if they used

the inserted-tooth saw. Many mills of 20,000 to 40,-

000 capacity have nothing but the inserted-tooth saw.

It is known by but few mill men what kind of an

inserted-tooth saw is now put on the market. They
are made fully as thin and much stiffer than the solid.

The plate is of a higher temper, is not so much
affected by the strains which it is subjected to, and will

run three times as long without hammering.

Now with one-half the sawyers in this country (not

saying a harmful word about one of them;, the insert-

ed-tooth saw is the best and cheapest. One-half of

the new solid saws in such hands are practically ruin-

ed the first 30 days they are run. First, how many
such filers can exactly imitate the filing of a new saw

from the shop ? After the saw is filed and swaged the

tooth is changed, the saw changes its course and the

result is a hot saw, strained in the guides, lead of man-

drel changed probably, and in a short while the saw

is ready for the saw hammerer. The inserted-tooth,

on the contrary, is filed two or three times, and when

it shows an inclination to go wrong what is done? why
a new set of teeth is put in, and a few changes con-

vinces the filer that that shape of tooth is the best, and

he has it before his eyes day by day to imitate in his

filing.

It is not the use of a saw that makes it lose its ten-

sion, half as much as its abuse. A saw constantly

heating quickly calls for hammering. An inserted-

tooth saw requires but little if any gumming, and this

is not done in the saw but in the tooth, so the tension

s disturbed but little. Some of them requires no gum-
ming at all, so on medium mills such saws can be run

for years without hammering, while the solid saw in

the same hands would have been replaced several

times by a new one.

The additional cost of a good inserted tooth saw
over a solid, is but little when compared to making
good lumber and having a saw that can be relied upon.

Inserted-tooth saws will run with less power, because

they are not chock full of teeth, as we often see solid

saws. The first are confined to the limit most suitable

for the work, and each tooth cuts a chip instead of

scraping. The solid saw is seldom, if ever, kept round-

ing, a great detriment to a good saw—bad filing and
swaging soon get them out of round and they seldom

get back. Few men realize the fact that if the teeth

are not of the same pitch, the saw is soon filed out

of round. Inserted-tooth saws have the proper set,

and it is maintained as the teeth are changed. The
filer has an example to be governed by. and is led to

watch results. A saw with but limited set runs very

deceivingly, first heating on the rim, then in the cen-

tre, running out and in, and unless a man has a kind

of a "go by" he resorts to tinkering with the guide,

lead, etc., all a detriment to the saw. It is well to

admit that in the hands of first-class filers no such

trouble is had.

Inserted-tooth saws are never hammered as open as

the solid, from the fact that there are fewer teeth,

higher temper, and less points of centrifugal strain to

affect it. We now have inserted saws running on steam

feed mills cutting 40,000 feet per day, with excellent

results. On the whole, taking the capability of filers,

the inserted saw is the cheapest for at least one-third

of our mills ; in fact, our largest mills are adopting the

inserted-tooth for their edger saws, because, they re-

quire less attention and do equally as good if not bet-

ter work than the solid. One maker guarantees his

saws not to heat ; that a board can be left between them
without the least fear of heating. Many men under-

take to run a saw with too little set. and this is why
the inserted saw generally gives satisfaction. It re-

quires more power to drive a 10-guage imperfect saw
with limited set, than it does a 6-guage with ample
clearance.

In the hands of men who know how to take care of

a saw, the solid is the best, but then not over one-half

of the filers through the country can properly use an
emery wheel, swage a saw to hold its corners, nor
shove a file squarely, and I would like to know why
there is not room for many an inserted-tooth saw
where there is now a buckled plate of steel, with a lot

of "pigs" "picking" away at the owner's pocket

strings.

Under the title of the Canada and the Northwest

Coal and Lumber Syndicate, a company at Bristol,

Eng., with a capital of ,£70,000, has been registered

according to the laws of the country, for the purpose of

acquiring certain freehold coal and timber lands in the

Northwest territory. Investment in Canadian timber

lands seem to find favor in England.
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THE B. F. STURTEVANT BLOWER WORKS.

The development of the fan blower in its many
applications, is a feature of the mechanical progress of

the last twenty-five or thirty years. But little over a

quarter of a century ago, B. F. Sturtevant the pioneer

in this business, and now by far the largest manufact-

urer, constructed his first fan blower. At that time

Mr. Sturtevant, having just come to Boston from his

birth place in .Maine, where he had learned the trade

of a shoemaker, was inventing and experimenting

upon a machine for pegging shoes. This experience

revealed the necessity of, and led him to invent and

place upon the market, a type of small fan blower, for

removing, by exhaustion, the fine leather dust and

clippings from shoe buffing machines. The call for

these fans rapidly increasing, he established a small

shop at 82 Sudbury St., where seven or eight men were

employed.

The utility of the fan blower was readily ap-

preciated, and as readily applied for the removal of

light refuse material from all classes of machines, to

the ventilation of appartments, and to the blowing of

boiler, forge and cupola fires. In the latter cases

particularly, it rapidly superseded the cumbersome

positive blast blowers, so called.

As the business gradually increased, room after

three miles outside the city proper. Here extensive

and convenient shops were erected, and additions

gradually made until they form at present by far the

most extensive works in the country devoted to the

manufacture of fan blowers. The accompanying cut

clearly shows the comparative size and arrangement

of this extensive plant. The buildings are all of brick

with one, two and three stories, according to the class

of work. All are generously supplied with light and

fresh air and contain all of the modern improvements,

conducive to the welfare of the employees and the

production of the best work.

Passing in at the office door which is directly across

the tracks from the Jamaica Plain station of the

Boston & Providence R. R., two commodious offices

are entered. One devoted to the uses of the superin-

tendent, purchasing agent, timekeeper, and other

clerks connected with the manufacturing end of the

establishment. The other office, excellently, lighted

from three sides, is given up to the general manager,

correspondents, cashier, bookkeeper, advertising de-

partment, &c, while directly over head is the draught-
ing room, equally well lighted and having accommo-
dations for twelve to fifteen draughtsmen.

Passing out from the offices, one enters upon the
first floor, the engine shop, where are built all the

engines required for driving the Sturtevant Fans, as

establishment, are made within its walls, and the
highest quality is always maintained. A large new
foundry building, seen in the foreground of the cut,

has recently been erected, and will soon be occupied,
thus giving much more additional room for this
Important branch of the manufactory.
As the shops run parallel to and near the tracks of

the Boston & Providence R. R. the general supplies
have to be simply transferred from the cars to the
buildings. Special bins are arranged so that coal,
iron, moulding sand, materials of manufacture, &c.
can be unloaded direct from the cars. The entire
length of the works facing the tracks is about five

hundred feet.

A packing room, paint shop, erecting shop, pattern
storage rooms, sheet iron and tin pipe shop, shipping
room and stables occupy a large space at the back of
the main building mid-way of its length. Owing to
the comparatively bulky nature of a fan blower and
the large stock always carried, considerable space
is necessarily reserved for storage, and all regular
sizes of fans can be shipped immediately on receipt of
order.

The establishment now has about five acres of avail-

able floor space, and employs over three hundred men
in the various departments. The principal shops are
lighted by electric light, the dynamos being driven by
a Sturtevant engine. A large increase in the capacity
of the works is even now imperative and extensive
additions will be made during the coming year.

The growth of the business during the past few
years has been marvellous, increasing about too per

room was rented, until 72, 76 and 82 Sudbury St. were

all occupied and forty to fifty men employed. In 1866

Mr. Sturtevant received the order for the large

ventilating fans for the U. S. Capitol and built what

were then the largest encased fans in the country.

The subsequent construction of a fan wheel 16 inches in

diameter for the Danvers Insane Ayslum, was at that

time looked upon as a remarkable piece of work.

Being one of those men, who is never contented

until he is fully master of all matters pertaining to his

business, Mr. Sturtevant made during this period his

extensive and widely known experiments upon the

efficiency and capacity of fan blowers. Few men
would ever have carried out to such perfection experi-

ments entirely at their own expense. But the time and

money thus expended has been repaid a thousand

times in the success which has attended the intro-

duction of the Sturtevant fans. Constructed upon

scientific principles, and fully tested by untiring

experiments they have proved themselve invaluable

in almost all lines of trade. The results of these

experiments were given to the public in a series of

elaborate catalogues containing many tables of great

utility.

The lack of room and the inconvenience of a city

shop finally compelled, in the spring of 1878, the

removal of the entire plant to Jamaica Plain, some

well as the high grade Sturtevant Automatic Engines,

both upright and horizontal. This shop has recently

been very fully refitted with new tools of Niles, Hendy,
Brainard, and similar makes, so that the best work
can be turned out. The second floor immediately
above the engine shop, is given up to the manufacture
of shafts and boxes, brass work, &c.

In the centre of the building adjoining the engine
shop is the boiler plant, and near by a Sturtevant

Automatic Engine furnishes power for the shop. The
next room entered is devoted entirely to the manufact-
ure of the Sturtevant Heaters, which are used in con-

nection with the fans for heating and drying purposes.

Here from thirty to forty men are employed, and
special tools are introduced for the tapping of the

sectional bases, piping of the sections, &c. Steel pipe

is now used in all of the sections, and each one is

tested to 150 pounds hydraulic pressure before it leaves

the shop. Enormous heaters are conveniently and
readily constructed upon the sectional plan, in fact a

single heater recently shipped contained about five

miles of i-inch pipe.

Immediately over this room, on the second floor, is

located the fan housing shop, where all the steel plate

fan housings are constructed. Above this in turn is a
large room devoted to the construction of fan wheels
of all sizes, and shapes and for all uses. Here may
be seen the delicate fan wheels for the smallest fans

for jewellers use, and the ponderous ventilating fans

with housings standing twenty to twenty-five feet high.

In the centre of the building, above the boiler and
engine rooms, is the pattern shop of ample dimensions.

All of the brass and iron castings required in this

cent, in three years. Although Mr. Sturtevant was
the original inventor of the Steam Hot Blast Appara-
tus (consiting of a fan and heater combined) and has
sold a great many during the past twenty-five years,
yet the development of mechanical drying, ventilating

and heating systems during the past few years, has put
out of sight all previous business in this line. Last
year's sales of the Sturtevant Steam Hot Blast
Apparatus show an increase of forty per cent, over
those of the year before, bringing the total up to about
5,500, but this year will completely over-shadow this

record.

Lumber, wool, cotton, fabrics, pottery, glue, tobacco,

&c, are now successfully dried and buildings of all

classes are most satisfactorily heated and ventilated by
the apparatus. Every planing mill has its Sturtevant
Exhauster

;
every foundry its Sturtevant Steel Pressure

Blower, and in many a manufactory where one could
imagine no possible use for a blower, he finds one at

use for some novel but useful purpose.

Mr. Sturtevant's personality is every where evident
in designs and unique arrangements, his whole at-

tention being devoted to that all-important branch, the

constructive details of the business. The business as

a whole is now directly controlled by Mr. E. N. Foss,

Gen. Manager. The branch houses and sale rooms
are maintained at Boston, New York, Chicago, Portland,

Ore. and London. The Chicago house is under the

local mangement of Messrs. Foss & Noble, who handle
all of the dry kiln and heating trade of the middle,
Western and Southern States. A new branch in

charge of Mr. O. C. Gove has recently been establish-

ed at Portland, Ore. to reach more effectually the
rapidly increasing trade of the Pacific coast.
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PUBLICATIONS.
The Brickmaker is the title of a new semi-monthly trade

journal issued from Chicago. It is gotten up in excellent style,

contains 40 pages, is filled with well written editorials and
for a new publication is well patronized with advertisements.

It is the only paper published in the world devoted exclusively

to the interest of brick manufacturers, and we wish it every

success. Published by Chas. F. Davis & Co. 182 and 184

Monroe, St Chicago, at $1 a year.

We are in receipt of a specimen copy of the Scientific Ameri-
can Architects and Builders edition. This is a master work of

its kind and should be extensively patronized, as it is replete

with valuable information and profusely illustrated. Sub-

cription $2.50 per year. Published by Munn & Co., 361
Broadwav N. V.

Ottawa Lumber Trade.
The following is the amount of timber run through the

Chaudiere and Gatineau slides and booms this season up to

June 22nd.

May 20th—Ninety cribs containing 2,021 cubic feet, be-

longing to A. Barnet from the Petewawa
; 46 cribs containing

1,111 cubic feet of Barnet' & Mack ay's timber from White
Trout lake

; 146 cribs, equal to 4,098 cubic feet, belonging to

R. H. Klock & Co., from Rock Farm Deep river 11 cribs, or

328 cubic feet, from Campbell Bay, Calumet, owned by R. H.
Klock & Co.

May 21st—Ninety-four cribs, or 2,574 cubic feet, from the

Coulonge river, belonging to Messrs. J. & G. Bryson.

May 29th—One hundred and sixty-one cribs or 4,091 cubic

feet of Thistle, Carswell & Co. 's timber from the Petewawa
river. Also 146 cribs, or 3,382 cubic feet, from the Petewawa
river belonging to the same firm.

June 6th—Gillies Bros, raft of 53 cribs or 1,420 cubic feet

from the Coulonge river.

June 8th—Mr. R. Hurdman's raft of 96 cribs, or 2.326 cubic

feet, from the Magnissippi river.

June 10th— Hawkesbury Lumber Co., a raft of 121 cribs,

or 2,697 cubic feet, from the Dumoine river.

June 13th—A raft belonging to Messrs. Booth & Gordon,
consisting of 121 cribs, or 3,126 cubic feet, from Indian river.

June 14th—201 cribs, or 5,314 cubic feet, belonging to Mr.

Alex. Fraser from the Coulonge river and 14 cribs, or 2,848

cubic feet, belonging to the Hawkesbury Lumber Co., from
the Dumoine river.

June 22nd—76 cribs, or 1 ,896 cubic feet, belonging to Mr. R.

Hurdman, from the Magnissippi river.

LOGS PASSED DOWN.
Grier 1,070 through the Hull slide.

MacCracken and Booth 45,122 from the Gatineau river.

kathbun Co., 8,482 by the Gatineau.

W. C. Edwards, 112,573 bv the Gatineau.

Hawkesbury Lumber Co., 12,449 by the Gatineau.

J. Maclaren & Co., 62,332 by the Gatineau.

OUR TIMBER EXPORTS TO BRITAIN.

The following cargoes of Canadian wood have been

reported at various United Kingdom ports since our

last issue :

Asdrossan.—Amuno Tveten, Halifax, 6715 deals.

Barrow.— Familien, Halifax, 6984 deals and ends, 2164

birch deals. *

Belfast.— Fredrica, St. John, 18,678 deals and ends.

Norman, Miramichi, 28,108 deals and ends, 12,000 fir

Idlings. Vanse, Miramichi, 15,047 deals, scantlings and

ends, 10,800 palings. Bolivia, Quebec, 81 pes. hewn elm,

30 pes. hewn oak, 346 pes. hewn fir, 34 pes, birch, 20,892

deals. Lothair, Miramichi, 18,881 deals and ends. Lord

Devonshire, St. John, 67,898 deals, 10,000 palings. Lady

Blessington, Quebec, 4004 pes. sawn fir, 36,608 deals and

ends, 7200 oak staves. Cathinca, Bay Verte, 14,345 pes.

sawn fir.

Beaumaris. — Falcon, Quebec, 19 pes. hewn oak, 26 pes.

hewn elm, 12 pes. red pine, 423 pes. yellow pine, 20 round

pine spars, 2867 deals, 250 pipe staves, 600 wowi. staves.

Christian Wilhelm, Richibucto, 15,324 deals and scantlings.

Berwick. —British Constitution, Quebec, 176 pes. hewn
fir, 41 pes. hewn oak, 125 pes. hewn timber, 5982 deals and

board*, 437 staves, 18 Ids. lathwood.

BsUfTOL.—Marietta Braille, Miramichi, 28,521 deals,

battens and ends. Sognedalen. Shediac, 21,702 deals, bat-

tens, scantlings and ends. Ragnar, St. John, 30,010 deals

and battens, 457 scantlings, 3279 deal ends. Ontario,

Montreal, 1595 pine deals, 4172 pine ljoards, 3 bdls. doors,

56,256 ft. elm, 10,728 ft. oak. Egglestone, Montreal,

12,309 deal*, 15,994 boards. Texas, Montreal, 2674 spruce

deals, 3462 pine deals. Lagartha, Shediac, 13,997 deals,

scantlings, boards and ends. Arizona, Quebec, 231 pes. oak

timber, ill pes. elm, 1007 pes. yellow pine, 5209 deals and
ends. Uranos, Halifax, 12,521 deals, battens and ends.

Alfhild, Quebec, 264 pes. oak timber, 1459 pes. pine, 2715
deals. Oxo, Miramichi, 20,635 deals, boards, scantlings and

ends, 28,930 palings. Tasmanian, Quebec, 231 pes. oak

timber, 941 pes. pine timber, 2370 deals, 1567 ends. Domin-
ion, Montreal, 4563 pine deals, 34,530 ft. ash, 1200 ft. bass-

wood.

Chester.—Marie, Buctouche, 6963 spruce deals, 937
spruce scantlings, 2192 deal ends. Fortuna, Campbellton,

6768 spruce deals, 22 deal ends. Glynwood, Jordan River,

8648 spruce deals and ends, 471 spruce deal ends.

Coleraine.—M. A. Nutter, St. John, 11,768 spruce

deals. Victor, Halifax, 5385 fir deals, 573 deal ends. Mari-

tana, Quebec, 10,678 deals, 2315 fir staves, 12 pes. hewn
fir, 6 pes. hewn elm, 5 pes. hewn ash. Ailsa, Quebee, 16

pes. hewn oak, 42 pes. hewn n. o. e. , 526 pes. hewn fir, 3369
pes. sawn fir. Mary Coles, Miramichi, 7795 deals and ends.

S. B. Hume, St. Tohn, 10,817 spruce deals.

Cork.—Eva Lynch, St. John, 16,663 spruce deals and

ends.

Carnarvon.—Vaaren, Halifax, 8557 deals.

Cardiff.—Homewood, Quebec, 692 pes. hewn fir, 298
pes. hewn oak, 76 pes. hewn ash, 240 pes. hewn birch, ill

pes. hewn elm, 4569 pes. sawn fir. Anna Camp, Quebec, 97
pes. hewn oak, 81 pes. hewn elm, 63 pes. hewn birch, 755
pes. hewn fir, 11,339 pes. sawn fir, 2794 fir deals and ends,

750 oak staves. Gaetanin, Miramichi, 16,913 fir deals.

Magnolia, Quebec, 5180 pes. sawn fir, 172 pes. hewn oak,

149 pes. birch. Vesta, Quebec. 56 pes. hewn elm, 366 pes.

hewn fir, 1839 deals. Caterina G. ,
Miramichi, 18,323 fir

deals. Vesta, Quebec, 150 logs hewn oak. Romulus,

Quebec, 38 pes. hewn oak, 117 pes. hewn elm, 3471 pes.

177 pes. hewn fir. Iona, Quebec, 470 pes. hewn fir, 3942

deals. Senator Weber, St. John, 44,040 deals. Cora, St.

John, 47,363 deals. River Indus, Miramichi, 85, 184 pes.

sawn fir. Pioneer, Bathurst, 34,201 deals, ends, scantlings

and boards. Rose, Miramichi, 14,905 deals, battens and

ends. Emil Stang, St. John, 28,161 deals and boards.

Eidswa, Montreal, 6695 Pcs - sawn fir, 3000 staves. Salom-

oni, Miramichi, 19,711 deals.

Douglas,—Earnest and Marie, Dalhousie, 8385 pes.

sawn fir, 24 pes. birch.

Dublin.—Arklow, Miramichi, St. John, 19,092 pes. sawn

fir, 2734 sawn fir ends. Chittagong, Miramichi, 48,572 deals.

Skien, Quebec, 30 pes. oak, 20 pes. elm, 30 pes. birch, 20

pes. ash, 218 pes. walnut, 14,664 deals, 30 pine boards.

Hiawath, Bay Verte, 13,220 deals, 875 palings.

Dundalk.—Sunshine, St. John, 12,687 deals, battens and

ends.

Dundee.—Agnes Linck, Quebec, 13 pes. hewn oak, 67

pes. hewn elm, 11 pes. hewn ash, 416 pes. hewn birch, 442

pes. hewn pine, 2728 sawn deals. Skjold, Quebec, 29 pes.

hewn pine, 20 pes. hewn ash, 260 pes. hewn birch, 8148 pine

deals. Nelga, Miramichi, 22,778 deals and ends.

Fleetwood.—E. T. G., Quebec, 58 logs hewn hickory,

52 logs hewn cherry, 4250 pine deals, 668 pes. hewn pine, 44
pes. hewn oak, 33 logs hewn ash, 66 logs hewn birch, 50 logs

hewn elm, 32 logs hewn oak, 41 logs hewn birch. Posedon,

Montreal, 22,286 deals, boards and ends, 131 logs sawn fir,

6000 fir palings. Onkel Christian, Halifax, 10,212 fir deals.

Lora Lyt'.on, West Bay, 37,038 fir deals, 1306 fir boards.

Stad, Halifax, 18,051 deals and ends.

Glasgow.—Concordia, Montreal, 358 pes. oak lumber,

4568 deals, 94 pes. ash. Elba, Quebec, 1800 Ids deals, 790

Ids. pine, 176 Ids. birch, 3 Ids. ash, 3 tons walnut, 19 tons

hickory. Siberian, Montreal, 3267 deals, 167 pes. timber.

Warwick, Montreal, 543 deals. Pomeranian, Quebec and

Montreal, 355 Ids. deals. Thornhohne, Montreal, 49,916

deals, 42 bdls. pickets, I bdl. broom handles, Harbinger,

Montreal, 48,791 deals, 12 bdls. pickets. Alcides, Montreal,

9636 deals. Corean, Montreal, 5300 deals. Colina, Mon-

treal, 2700 deals. Samaratian, Quebec, 7342 deals. Somer-

set, Bathurst, 10,686 pine deals, 281 scantlings, 871 pine

deal ends. Circe, Montreal, 2012 deals, 2250 deals and

ends, 563 boards. Resolve, Campbellton, 232 pes. birch

timber. 44 pes. spruce timber, 4 pes. pine, 7610 pine deals,

355 spruce deals, 165 spruce scantlings, 476 spruce deal ends,

171 birch planks, 892 pine ends. Norwegian, Montreal and

Quebec, 600 deals.

Gloucester.— Ignolf, Montreal, 11,011 deals. Lucy

Rippen, Miramichi, 30,625 deals, 4703 pes. birch. Edda

Grand Pabos, 55,271 deals. Lucy Rippen, Miramichi, 12,-

000 fir palings. Bertha, Pugwash, 16,556 deals. Cito,

Shediac, 17,303 deals. Lina, Parrsbro', 25,646 deals. Kong

Sverre, Bathurst, 22,101 deals. Lina, Pictou, 1,344 pes. hewn

birch, 2,082 deals and ends. Iris, Bathurst, 42 pes. sawn fir.

Hortensia, Parrsbro', 23,266 deals. Darpa, Buctouche, 13,-

710 deals.

Greenock.— Bertie Biglow, Quebec, 286 pes. oak, 60 pes.

elm, 461 pes. ash, 214 pes. red pine, 4241 red pine deals,

1405 red pine deal ends, 750 pipe staves, 3600 w.o.w.i.

staves, 278 white pine logs. Aarvak, Quebec, 199 pes. oak,

20 pes. hickory, 107 pes. red pine, 168 pes. square white

pine, 2658 spruce deals, 2640 pine deal ends. Trio, Quebec,

2 pes. square white pine, 519 pes. oak, 87 pes. elm, 115 pes.

red pine, 57 pes. waney white pine, 167 pes. square white

pine, 895 white pine deals, 1000 white pine deal ends, 803 red

pine deals, 1017 spruce deals. Prince Eugene, Quebec, 107

pes. elm, 167 pes. red pine, 756 pes. square white pine, 254
pes. waney pine, 3660 spruce deals, 1730 pine deal ends, 77
pes. oak. Fortuna, Quebec, 50 logs hewn oak, 5 logs hick-

ory, 30 logs hewn elm, 16 logs hewn ash, 171 logs hewn birch

45 logs red pine, 141 logs yellow pine, 204 logs waney pine,

2157 deals and ends. Golden Horn, Quebec, 316 pes. oak,

185 pes. ash, 11 pes. basswcod, 19 pes. maple, 5 pes. birch,

4 pes. cherry, 4 pes butternut, 447 pes white pine, 2,792 pine-

deals, 1,282 pine deal ends, 217 spruce deal ends. 20 pes.

walnut, 366 pes. red pine.

Liverpool.—Vanloo, Quebec, 145 pes. red and 354 |>cs.

ww. pine, 2444 w. p. deals, 268 pes. oak, 714 pes. square w.

pine, 1,194 W P- deal ends, 87 pes. w. bd. pine, 26 pes. birch,

68 pes. ash, 393 d^al ends, 1645 f' r deals. Rossignol, St.

John, 25,883 deals and battens, 3483 deal ends, 363 scant

lings, 1 180 pes. birch. Polynesian, Montreal, 2923 deals;

from Quebec, 431 cs. splints, 2715 deals. Waverly, Mon-
treal, 91,610 deals and boards. Asta, Bay Verte, 15,403

deals, 1812 scantlings, 2,304 deal ends. Lake Huron,
Montreal, 10,442 deals, 2059 boards. Livingstone, New
Richmond, 169 pes. birch timber, 12,815 deals, 1992 birch

planks, 1597 deal ends. Lanarkshire, Quebec, 190 pes. oak,

307 pes. birch timber, 1069 pes. white pine, 4475 spruce

deals, 1667 pine deal ends, Familien, Bay Verte, 16,987

deals, 900 ends. Caspian, Quebec, 2240 spruce deals.

Adelphia, Bay Verte, 14,447 deals, 822 deal ends, 852 scant-

lings. Vancouver, Montreal, 800 bdls. hickory squares.

Carthaginian, Montreal, 3295 deals. Cadiz, St. fohn, 879
stds. deals, 44 stds. ends. Antoinette, St. John, 995 pes.

birch timber, 24,364 spruce deals, battens and ends, 14,001

palings. Lake Ontario, Montreal, 462 deals, 16 logs timber,

7281 deals. Vancouver, Montreal, 11 elm planks, 10,014

deals and ends, 4039 boards. Nicolette, Quebec, 396 pes.

waney and 225 pes. white, 227 pes. oak, 100 pes. elm, 2424

spruce and 500 pine deals, 278 deal ends, 804 pipe staves.

Hilara, Montreal, 795 stds. pine deals and boards, 27 pes

hewn oak timber. Tikoma, Richibucto, 29,327 fir deals and

ends. Thorndale, Miramichi, 154 pes. square timber, 56,-

136 deals, 11,413 scantlings, 27,030 boards, 9040 ends.

Delhi, Miramichi, 5051 deals, 73,699 deals, boards, scant-

lings and ends. Lake Nepigon, Montreal, 5572 deals, 1 145
boards, 375 pes lumber. Sardinian, Montreal, 2205 deals,

1 169 boards; from Quebec, 641 cs. splints. 3759 bdls spool-

wood, 156 bdls birch planks, 6 birch deals. Enterprise,

Quebec, 222 pes oak, 332 pes waney white pine, 142 pes

waney board pine, 123 pes cherry, 25 pes oak, I pc elm, and

71 pes ash timber, 67 pes red and 624 pes w. pine, 6374
spruce deals, 53 spruce deal ends. Sarnia, Montreal, 493
doors, 11,780 deals, 4083 boards, 125 stds deals and boards.

Bellona, West Bay, 30,217 deals and battens, 988 scantlings,

12 deals, 2213 deal ends. Alumbagh, St. John, 2937 birch

planks and ends, 28,626 deals and battens, 746 spruce scant-

lings, 2490 deal ends, 3831 spruce boards. Coventry, Chat-

ham, 65449 deals and boards, 6661 ends, 311,335 palings.

Havelock, West Bay, 23,316 deals and battens, 2342

scantlings, 2126 deal ends, 7306 boards, 3363 birch deals,

317 birch deal ends. Lake Superior, Montreal, 7025 deals

222 pes studding, 948 boards. Lizzie Burrill, Quebec,

45 pes oak, 75 pes elm, 74 pes ash timber. 1060 pes white

pine, 4424 pine deals, 1601 pine deal ends. Lennie, St.

John, 7880 deals and battens, 4538 deal ends, 8000 palings.

810 pes birch timber, 329 scantlings. Emma Parker, Pug-

wash, 16,400 deals and battens, 1783 deals and batten ends.

Zenobia, Parrsboro, 12,378 deals and battens. 104 scantlings,

1583 deal ends. Konoma, Richibucto, 8204 deals and ends.

Erema, Charlottetown, 9900 deals and .ends, 104 pes birch

timber. Veritas, Parrsboro, 28,715 deals and battens, 446

scantlings, 2856 deal ends, 514 boards, 2 deals. Edmonds-

ley, Montreal, 40,819 spruce deals, 2856 spruce deal ends.

Ossuma, Richibucto, 27,756 deals and ends. Joseph, St.

John, 41,230 deals and bat., 3541 scantlings, 6001 deal ends,

2722 boards. Oregon, Montreal, 71,116 boards, 11,887 dls.

3630 red pine deals, 37 stds. Activ, West Bay, 26,102

boards and scantlings, 2086 deal ends. Keswick, St. John,

22,508 deals and battens, 764 scantlings, 733 pes birch tim-

ber, 3365 deal ends, 8000 palings. Fri, Pugwash, 17,801

deals and battens, 1203 deal ends. Paramatta, Quebec, 57

pes oak, 173 pes elm, 50 pes ash, 396 pes square white, 390

pes waney, 370 pes white pine, 1000 pine deal ends.
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Lancaster.—Orion, Dalhousie, 159 pes.

hewn fir, 93 pes. timber unrated, 15,120

deals. Neptuntis, Quebec, 30 pes. timber

unrated, 757 pes hewn fir, 3990 deals. Thiis

Lundegaard, West Bay, 15.230 deals and

scantlings, 402 deals. America, Dalhousie,

4414 deals, scantlings and boards. Concor-

dia, Montreal, 280 Ids. sawn fir, 8 oak logs,

6378 pes. birch, 64 fir logs. Bishop Brun,

Halifax, 1312 birch deals, 12,784 fir deals,

137 pes. birch timber.

I.LAN El.LY.—Isploven, Campbelllon, 59

pes. hewn birch, 3960 pes. unrated sawn,

6017 pes. sawn fir. Grethe, Halifax, 9706

pes. unrated timber, 2403 pes. sawn fir.

Tancred, Halifax, 8435 pes. sawn timber,

2774 pes. sawn fir, 8 Ids. birch.

Leith.—Saga, Quebec, 17 pes. hewn oak,

78 pes. hewn elm, 8 pes. hewn ash, 88 pes.

hewn birch, 19 pes. hewn hickory, 340 pes.

hewn pine, 6377 deals and ends.

London.—Angerton, Quebec, 67,688 deals.

Ulunda, Halifax, 10,152 pes. timber.

Gerona, Montreal, 2 cars lumber, 5571 deals,

60 pes. timber. Acuba, Montreal, 48,756

deals. Canadian, Montreal, 2 pkgs. lumber,

4476 deals. Fama, Quebec, 28,484 deals,

7371 planks, 3032 deal ends. Huano, Que-

bec, 26,608 spruce deals. Hovding, Quebec,

46,051 deals, 2350 deal ends. Mathilde,

Pabos, 20,633 deals and ends. Fin, Quebec,

17,802 deals, 1307 ends. Angers, Montreal,

2460 boards, 7,905 deals, 6,866 deal ends, 2

cars lumber. Guy Colin, Montreal, 7797
battens, 1439 deal ends, 35,103 deals ; from

Quebec, 2584 deals, 18,412 deals, 2299 deal

ends. Erl King, Montreal, ro,886 boards.

Haverton, Montreal, 57,921 deals. Tropic,

Quebec, 35,929 deals, 4384 deal ends. Tyn-

dale, Montreal, 52,400 deals, 11,748 deals

and ends. Smeaton Tower, Montreal, 32,-

493 deal ends. Carin, Quebec, 31,834 spruce

deals, 1463 deal ends.

Milford.—Sigrid, Quebec, 15 Ids. oak, 5

Ids. elm, 269 pes. hewn fir, 4627 deals.

Sigrio, Quebec, 26 pes. elm timber, 303 pes.

fir timber, 2651 deals.

Newry.—Culdoon, Parrsboro, 15,065 deals

and ends. Kong Oscar II, Quebec, 30,096

pes. sawn fir.

Newport.—Niord, Quebec, 60 pes. hewn
oak, 20 pes. hewn elm, 124 pes. hewn birch,

20 pes. red pine, 93 pes. yellow pine, 7,831

fir deals. China, Dalhousie, 24,966 deals,

scantilngs and ends. Eyr, St. John,

11,160 deals, deal ends, battens and batten

ends. Muriel, Miramichi, 14,199 spruce and

pine deals, 6920 boards and scantlings, 2061

fir ends. Rose Markham, Chatham, 1969
deals, scantlings and ends, 38,550 deals,

scantlings, ends and boards.

Portsmouth.—Winnifred, Quebec. 146

pes. hewn elm, 55 pes. waney pine, 693 pes.

white pine, 4279 fir deals, 748 pes. pine fir,

4733 deals and ends.

Plymouth. --Canova, Quebec, 12 pes hewn

oak, 8 pes. hewn ash, 38 pes. hewn birch, 20

pes. hewn elm, 1591 pes. hewn fir, 4544 pes.

sawn fir.

Southampton. --Netherholme, Quebec, 1,-

081 pes, hewn oak, 274 pes. hewn birch, 118

pes. hewn ash, 8 pes. hewn walnut, 53 pes.

hewn fir, 14,245 pes. sawn fir, 7200 staves.

Sunderland.—North Star, Quebec, 115

pes. hewn oak, 179 pes. hewn elm, 12 pes.

hickory, 191 pes. hewn birch, 643 pes. hewn
fir, 1695 fi r deals and ends. George Linck,

Quebec, 161 pes. hewn oak, 28 pes. hewn
elm, 74 pes. hewn birch, 662 pes. hewn pine,

1892 pine deals.

Swansea.—King's County, Quebec, 68

pes. hewn oak, 44 pes. hewn elm, 696 pes.

hewn pine, 71 n pes. sawn pine. Nipolini,

Miramichi. 17,425 pes. sawn fir. Carl,

Richibucto, 13,573 Pcs - sawn fir - Anne
Elizabeth, Miramichi, 11,303 fir spruce deals,

1 180 fir spruce deal ends.

TROON—Island, Quebec, 149 pcs. oak, 432

pcs. hewn pine, 976 deals, 485 deal ends, 1274

spruce deals, 1284 spruce deal ends. Ruby,

Miramichi, 9237 deals and ends.

Westport.—Sylphiden, St. John, 7268 fir

deals.

Whitehaven.—Paulus, Richibucto, 13,-

830 deals, sleepers and ends.

Basswood Wanted

500,000 feet of good cull

Rasstvood wanted.
APPLY TO

PORTER, ROBERTSON & CO.,

31 Adelaide Street East,

TORONTO, ONT.

IMPORTANT

Auction Sale
TO CLOSE A PARTNERSHIP.

The sale of property and effects of

Messrs. Gilmour & Co., Ottawa, and

Messrs. Gilmour & Co., Trenton,

Consisting of

TIMBER * LIMITS
XXIIIjs, etc.

Will take place at the

Russell House, Ottawa,

WEDNESDAY"ii APRIL, 1890
At 1 o'clock p. m.

The property will be sold in parcels.

Parcel 1—"The Gatineau Mills
Property." This property consists of limits
on the River Gatineau and tributaries, contain-
ing about 3.500 square miles, with improvements,
farm buildings, etc.
The mills are furnished with all necessary

plant and are in good repair.

Parcel 2—" The Trenton Mills
Property." This property consists of limits
in the Townships of Abinger, Anglesea, Barrie,
Cardiff, Cashel, etc., containing about 500 square
miles, and includes mills, logs and all necessary
plant ; also Crow Bay Mill Property and about
one hundred town lots in Trenton, with dwellings
for about 75 tenants, and 200 acres not divided
into lots ; also about 18,000 acres in the Town-
ships of Anglesea, Barrie, Belmont, Cashel, etc.,

with lumbering depots at Havelock Station, Gil-
mour Station and Harvey.

Parcel 3—" The Hull Mill Proper-
ty." Consisting of mill site and machinery.

Full particulars and information as to con-
ditions of purchase, assumption of liability, etc.,

will be given on application to Gilmour & Co.,
Trenton ; Gilmour & Co. Ottawa ; Gilmour & Co.,
Quebec, or to

BLAKE, LASH & CASSELS.
Barristers, etc., Toronto.

Important Sale of

TIMBER * LIMITS
Saw Mills, Lumber, &c.

In order to wind up the business of W. R.
Thistle & Co., of Pembroke, the following proper-
ties are offered for sale.

The Pembroke Saw Mill (as a running concern)
with Piling Grounds, Town Lots and Buildings
and about 95 Square Miles of Timber Limits on
the Pettewawa and Indian Rivers.
The Chalk River Saw Mill (as a running con-

cern) Piling Grounds, Buildings, and about 10 or

12 Square Miles of Timber Limits on the Pette-
wawa.
The general plant of both mills to be taken by

the purchaser at a fair valuation, and the logs on
hand at close of season at Pembroke, some 20.000

at $1.35 per std. duty paid.

The special attention of lumber dealers is

directed to some 6,000,000 to 7,000,000 feet of

assorted Lumber, dimension Timber, and planed
Lumber which will be sold cheap.

For further particulars apply to

W. R. THISTLE,
or to J. C. BROWNE,
*2$ Sparks Street, Ottawa.

or to Mill Office
W. R. THISTLE & CO.,

Pembroke.
Ottawa, Oct. 30th, 1889.

J. J. TTT^HSTEIR,,

Sail, Tent and Awning Maker,
251 George and 154. King Streets,

PE TERBOROUGH.
Canoe, Yacht and Boat Sails made to order.

Peifect Fits guaranteed.

Every description of Lumbermen's Supplies
and Waterproof Clothing.

Established 1871.

J. W. LANG & CO.

Wholesale Grocers k Importers

33, Front St. East, Toronto.

We shall be pleased to have you write to us

foi samples and prices of

TEAS, TOBACCOS, SUGARS,
SYRUPS, RICE, Etc.

We can and will cut pricesfine to large buyers.

We have a

GOOD, SOUND, FINE FLAVOURED TEA
at \2.)/2 cents.

Writefor sample chest. Address,

J. ^T. T^JLJ<T<3r C O.

TOEOHTO.

GEO. JISHOP RHGRAVING *

AND PRINTING (JO.

On Steel, Copper, Stone and Wood.

LITHOGRAPHING,
PLATE PRINTING,

BOOK and JOB PRINTING

PHOTO-ENGRAVING,
BOOK-BINDING,

ELECTROTYPING.
Illustrated Catalogues and Keports a

Specialty

Estimates Furnished.

169 St. James Street, Montreal.

PETER BERTRAM
MANUFACTURER OF

AXES
AND EDGE TOOLS.

DundasEd ge ToolWorks

DT7NDAS, ONTARIO.

SUBSCRIBE

FOR THEI890

WEEKLY

I

EMPIRE
CANADA'S LEADING NEWSPAPER.

PATRIOTIC IN TONE

TRUE TO CANADA

TRUE TO THE EMPIRE.

THE EMPIRE IS NOW
THE • GREAT * WEEKLY * PAPER

OF THE DOMINION,
and special arrangements are being made to

add new and attractive features, which will

greatly increase its interest and value.

As an inducement to place it in the hands of

all PATRIOTIC CANADIANS the balance of

the present year will be given

FREE TO NEW SUBSCRIBERS,
Making it only One Dollar from now

till the end of 1890.

ADDRESS " THE EMPIRE," TORONTO, ONT-

onlyJournal

^ DEVOTED TO THE. ||

|| INDUSTRY OF THE.||

II > DOrilNJON » |f

20pAGE5 10x14 MONTHLY

AdvlrtkingRate/"

A.G.Mortimer, tocher

^PETERBOROUGH on?.

j. K. post & Co.,

LXJ3IBER MERCHANTS
And Shipping Agents.

OSWEGO, N. Y.

THE MONARCH BOILER

(PATENTED) AND HERCULES ENGINE.

./IROBBkSONS
CELEBRATED

ROTARY SAW

Guaranteed
Saw Lumber

Perfectly Smooth and
Evenm thickness.

Portable from 6 to 70 horse power. Surpasi
portable steam power heretofore produced fof
strength, durability, compactness, and the ease
with which they can be moved.
The 70 horse power can be taken overthe rough-

est roads, or into the forest, and set up as easily
and quickly as an ordinary 20 horse power port-
able engine, and as firm as a brick-set stationary
engine. Engines and boilers of every size and des-
cription. Rotary Saw Mills, Shingle and Lath
machines, Law Grinders, Planers, etc. Mill
machinery and supplies of every description.
Every boiler insured against explosion by the
Boiler Insurance & Inspection Co. of Canada.
Write for circulars.

A. ROBB & SONS,
Amherst, N.S.

Amherst Foundry and
M achine works.

ESTABLISHED OVER 40 YEARS.

SPOONER'S COPPMEINK
HA 1 1 HIUlLl

ANON-FIBROUS ANTI-FRICTION BOX METAL for Machinery Journal Bearings.

Guaranteed Copper-Mixed, and to do work that no other metal can. Hardware
Stores all keep it ; if not order direct.

ALONZO W. SPOONER, Patentee and Manufacturer, PORT HOPE, ONT.
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The Improved Common Sense Dry K^iln
••iiiiiiiiniiiii**

Jiaiiiui

its

lead

over all

others,

••iiiiiiiiiiiini**

• •llltlllllllllll**

It is pre-

eminentlj

the

best process

in use.

• •iiiiiiiniiim**

It extracts the moisture from the centre ; combines active circulation, moderate heat, and condensation of the sap ; secures the quickest and best results in the
most perfect and economical way known. The process is applicable to old or new kilns. Quickly and repeatedly repays all outlay. For Hardwood Lumber use no
other, and avoid all checks, warps and case-hardening. It seasons lumber exactly like, and equal to, air seasoning. More largely used than all others in England
and the United States. Address,

St. AIIkuijs Mi ll. Go., St. Albans, Vt., U. S. A.
C C. CLEVELAND. G. F. CLEVELAND.

J. I. GOODHUE cC CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

AND

JLace Leather.
ID^InT^TLT-I^E - - QUEBEC.

GEORGE BRUSH,
MACHINIST, FOUNDER & BOILER MAKER,

EAGLE FOUNDRY,
14 to 34 KiHTQ STREET,

MONTREAL, QUE.

RAILROAD, BANK & OFFICE

ESKS
TEES CO.,

300 ST. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL.

F, Er. STRICKLAND & .
MACHINERY MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS

DEALERS IN

Saw Mill Machinery, Engines, Boilers, Etc., Etc.

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

THE BEST ENGLISH OAK TANNED

LEATHER BELTING, ETC.
* JAMES LESLIE #

TTTKTCTIOiT OF CTZ.JL.XO- ST. A1TXOIKE STEEETS
P.O. box 996 MONTREAL, QUEBEC.

JOHN BERTRAM & SONS,

'D^LJ&JLJDJL. TOOL "W"©I|_:E2S

DUNDAS, ONTARIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF ' -

WOOD-WORKING MA CMIXER Y
MACHINE TOOLS, ETC.

Writ* for I'ric*-* ami C atalogues.

F. G. BECKETT ENGINE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

SAW * MILL* ENGINES * AND - BOILERS

AND ALL KINDS 01" MILL MACHINERY.

Steam Launches and Tug Boats a Specialty.

— ZEE^lvIIXjTOiT, 0:tTT.&.S.IO- —
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND MENTION THIS PAPER

GEO. CORMACK
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

All kinds of LUMBER.
Lumber Shipped to all parts, by Rail or Vessel.

WHITBY, - - OXTARIO.

The Gutta Percha and Rubber Mfg. Company
OF TORONTO.

Offices : 43 YONGE STREET, TORONTO. Factories : PARKDALE, ONT.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF 'MONARCH," "RED STRIP," AND "LION" BRANDS OF

RUBBER BELTING
PABTICVEAB ATTENTION GIVEN TO SPECIAL KELTS FOR Ll'MKKK 31ILLS

Our celebrated u Maltese Cross 11 Rubber; "Baker Fabric " and Ajax Cotton:
"Giant 11 and Li^ht Linen. Fire I lose constantly in stock.

LUMBERMEN'S HEAVY RUBBER CLOTHING, OUR OWN MANUFACTURE.
Amlrt-%* all (oiiimunlcationi to

THE GUTTA PERCHA & RUBBER MFG. CO. OF TORONTO, 43 Yonge St.

PURPOSES.

HOSE
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CAMPERS SOMETHING
NEW I

THE WANZER COOKER will cook a three course dinner

for 6 to 12 people without attention ofany kind, for ONE-HALF
CENT Hundreds already in use.

MANUFACTURED BY

R. M. WANZER & CO., + Hamilton, Ont.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE
GIVING

FULL PARTICULARS OF THE WANZER COOKER.

FRICTION PULLEY BOARD
The Best Material Ever Used for Frictions of all Kinds.

Gait* Machine* Knife* Works.
J J ,[ J Mill

I

MACHINE KNIVES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION FOR

Planing, Moulding & Stave Cutting.
SE35TX) FOE PEICE LIST

PETER HAY, GALT ONT.

The IR-i^TiEiiB-cribTComp't.

The Dominion LeatliEr Board. Co.
31OXTBEAL, - - - QUEBEC.

Asbestos Mill Board + Steam Packing
Samples Furnished. Correspondence Solicited.

PLEASE MENTION THIS PAPER.

THE RATHBUN COMPANY,
BESEBONTO, - - ONTABIO,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Unnrs, Sash, Blinds, Stairs
AND ALL KINDS OF WOODEN HOUSE FINISHING MATERIALS.

Cedar Oil for Purging Boilers
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

DESERONTO, ONT.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

* TERRACOTTA* FIRE-PROOFING *

For Use in Old and New Buildings.

Endorsed by Leading Architects. Absolutely Fire-proof. About as Cheap as

Wood or Brick. Weight One-Third that of Brick. Does not

Crack on application of Heat or Water.

Deadens Noise. Gives Warmth in Winter ; Coolness in Summer.

NAPANEE CEMENT COMPANY
(LIMITED.)

MANUFACTURERS OF

Hi)dr^aulio Gement
Particularly adapted for Dams, Smoke Stacks, Foundations, Cul-

verts, Cisterns, Cellars, etc.

ENDORSED BY LEADING RAILWAYS AND CONTRACTORS.

For Building, Plastering, Gas Purifying, Paper Making, &c.

THE "WORLD" TYPEWRITER.

This is a simple, practical, durable machine. It never gets out of order, nor out of

alignment. Requires no instruction. Every business man that writes letters should

have one. Over 40,000 in use. Send for descriptive circular, mentioning this paper.

THE TYPEWRITER IMPROVEMENT CO., 4 P.O. Sqr., Boston, Mass.

Branch Office : 7 Adelaide St. East, Toronto.

Selling Agents : T. W. NESS, 694. Craig St., Montreal. H. CHUBB & CO., St. John, N. B-

Robert Bryans
^•iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii*^

Bine

Hemlock

Bill Stuff

Lath

WHOLESALE

LUMBER
DEALER AND MANUFACTURER

Birch

Block Ash

Basswood

Shingles

•4«llllllllllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllll«^

Proprietor of Kinmount Mills

Head Office: LINDSAY, ONT.

THE UEW IZMZZPIRO^riBID

PEAYEY

DOG,
THE LIGHTEST, STRONGEST AND MOST PRACTICAL CANT DOG MADE-
'* Send for Catalogue and Price List —ft

LEWIS BROS. & CO.. AGENTS FOR CANADA.
453 ST. PAUL ST., MONTREAL. QUE.

Lumbermen .

Desirous of Securing First-class Printed

Stationery for their Office and Shanty Use

SHOULD SEND THEIR ORDERS TO

The Lumberman Job Dept.

PEtErhorough, Lint.

The Finest Work and Most Reasonable Prices.
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P^EFRESENTATI¥E HP j\T J^UMHER

THOS. H. WlLLMOTT. A
-
K

-
MdNTOSH.

willmott & Mcintosh,
Wholesale Dealers in

T T I\/TD ^D*
^^^i^i^^i^^'^^1*^^^ ****

**'

44 and 46 Front Street Bast,

TOKOITT07
- - O^TT^L-IEBinO.

DONOGH & OLI VER,
Wholesale Dealers in

LUMBER
Nos. 16 and 17 Imperial Bank Buildings,

Wellington Street East.

TORONTO, ONT.
$ Lumber Shipped to all Parts by Rail or Vessel, g

Agents for the Celebrated Prompt Delivery in all Cases

LUFKIN BOARD AND LOG RULE, t CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

* McCRANEY * & • WILSON *
Manufacturers and Wholesale dealers in all kinds of

Pine and Hardwood Lumber
LATH SHHTG-LES.

Rhin Plnnk Dprkina and Lona Bill Stuff, a Specialty.

»-»-Mills at Burlington, Bronte and Huntsville,

Head Office: 16 UNION BLOCK, corner Toronto and Adelaide Sts., Toronto.

Branch Office: 19 Duke Street, Ottawa.

TORONTO and OTTAWA.

DALTON MCCARTHY, President. J. H. EYER, Manager

Toronto and Midland Mfg Co.
(INCORPORATED.)

Wholesale * Lumber * Dealers
AND MANUFACTURERS OF

DRESSED LUMBER, FLOORING,
Ceiling, Sheeting, Siding, Shelving, Mouldings of all Descriptions.

Office and Yard :

FOOT OF SPADINA AVE., - TORONTO.
Planing Mills : MIDLAND, OXT.

OFFICES TELEPHONE MILLS
Hamilton, Toronto No. 1046 Gravenhurst, Huntsville

Windsor, Gravenhurst Katrine, Essej< Centre PORTER ROBERTSON & CO

STOCKS WHOLESALE HARDWOODS
strips T T T A/TR T-T T? hemlock
SIDINGS J__> V_J IVJLD 1J XV SHINGLES

BILLSTUFF DEALERS LATH, ETC

ROBERT THOMSON & CO.
DEALERS IN

l3ino and Hardwood

LUMBER^l^TIA1BER\
Millichamp's JSu tidings,

31 * Adelaide * Street + East,

TORONTO.

Mills Operating all the year round. Correspondence Solicited.

TORONTO OFFICE 1 m RAY STRFFT
London Canadian Chambers 1 u

j

1**1 1 CHILLI,

thomas ««^
EscMTATvt TORONTO

An Efficient Staff THE

of--
Trained Inspectors.

Sir Alex. Campbell. K.C.M.G. Pres.
(Lieut Go.vr. of Ontario)

John L.Blaikie Eso .Vice Pres.

Prevention

of A ccident our

chief aim. Consulting
lmm^ G.C.ROBB. Chief Engineer. A.FRASER. Secy.Treas.

Head Office. 2Toronto St.

Toronto.

The only Canadian

Boiler

Instirance Companv

Lice7iscd.

Economy of fuel

secured.
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WANTED AND FOR SALE.
Announcements in this department will

be inserted at the uniform rate of fifteen
cents per line, each issue, payable in ad-
vance. For four or more consecutive inser-
tions of the same advertisement a discount
of twenty-five per cent, will be allowed.
Eight words of ordinary length should be
counted as one line. Copy must reach this
office bvthe 'J 5th of the month to secure the
appearance of the advertisment in the
paper of the following month.

NG1NES FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN,
One 2»-horse power and one 35-horse power,

with boilerfboth nearly new ; adapted for saw or

prist mill use. Money to loan to purchaser,
secured. J. A. CULL. Port Perry, Ont.

AW MILL FOR SALE—NEAR GOOD-
YVOOD—with or without buildings—or would

take good sawyer as partner. Address, JOHN
DRUMMER. Blackwater.

AW MILL FOR SALE—DOING LARGE
lumber business— in County Bruce ; also,

grist mill site ; fine water power. W, WHITE &
COMPANY, Business Brokers, Toronto.

OSS AUTOMATIC SHINGLE MACHINE
by Turner & Burns, London ; also six-knife

jointer, only used two weeks ; equal to new

;

cheap. F. DRAKE.
AUTOMATIC SHINGLE MACHINE WITH

two horizontal saws ; guaranteed good as
new : cheap for cash. F.J. DRAKE. Belleville.

OR SALE—SAW MILL-CAPACITY FROM
ten to twelve M. per day: in good running

order, with shingle and lath mills ; also dwelling-
house, store-house and stable ; situated on Lake
Huron, at the mouth of Sauble river, in County
Bruce : any amount of good timber convenient

;

a splendid opportunity for a practical man. For
further particulars address GEORGE QUIGGIN,
Sauble Falls, P. O., North Bruce.

l/ALUABLE SAW MILL PROPERTY FOR
V sale—almost new : in good running order

;

Township of Tilbury East, Kent County ; district

well timbered, elm. maple, etc.; purchaser may
secure 500 acres of timbered land or the timber
thereon; price of mill and three acres, $3,000.

Apply to J. G. STEWART. Fletcher P. O.

AW MILL FOR SALE—VERY CHEAP
best of its size in the country. JAS. HUX-

TABLE. Hornings Mills, Ont.

OR SALE—FOR $1.600—NEW STEAM
saw and shingle mill — with first-class

machinery—worth $2.pOo
;
grand opening for ex-

perienced man : satisfactory reasons given for

selling. Apply Box 22, Keldon P. O., Ont.

LANTNG MILL AND LUMBER BUSINESS
for sale—Western town—plant and machin-

ery in good condition ; splendid chance for prac-
tical man to secure well-established paying busi-

ness ; terms favorable. W. WHITE & CO.,
Business Brokers, Toronto.

ANTED TO PURCHASE—PINE TIMBER
limit of twenty to thirty million feet ; must

be good quality of timber, easy accessible to

water or rail, and must stand close inspection as
to quantity and be well worth the price asked.
Address Packet Orillia Office.

MACHINERY FOR SALE

1. Circular Saw Mill (heavy) with

steam feed, 3 head blocks, to cut thirty

feet.

2. Circular Saw Mill (heavy) with rope

feed, 2 head blocks, to cut twenty feet.

3. Lane's Patent Lever Set Circular

Mill, No. 1, to cut 25ft.

4. Two Law's Shingle Machines.

5. One Iron Pulley 5ft x i6in face.

6. One Iron Pulley 4ft, 2in x 1 5 J^in

face.

7. One Iron Pulley 8ft x 14m face.

8. 52m Leffel water wheel, made by
Jos. Hall Co'y. good as new.

9. 30^2 in Leffel water wheel, made by
Jos. Hall Co'y. G. order.

10. 14m Little Giant water wheel,
made by J. C. Wilson & Co. Good order.

11. Wood Shaper (heavy) iron frame
;

wood top, two spindles and counter
shaft ; in good order.

12. Iron Planer, 28in x 28in x 8ft.

Good order.

13. Iron Turning Lathe 28in x 14ft

bed. Good order.

14. Iron Turning Lathe, rod feed, 8ft

bed x I2in. Good order.

15. Iron Turning Lathe 15m x 8ft bed,
screw feed ; fair order.

16. Heavy Iron Boring Lathe 42m in

gap x 8ft bed. Good order.

17. Bolt Gutter, cuts from Y% to iin
;

in fair order.

Paxton, Tate & Co.

PORT PERRY, ONT.

and Accident

Insurance Companies.

HEAD OFFICE,

83 King Street West, Toronto.

Sir John A. Macdonald, President.

Geo. Gooderham j

Wm. Bell

J. L. Kerr, Secretary and Treasurer

A. H. Gilbert, Supt. Agencies.

Vice-Presidents

i :

7 _

Combined Authorized Capital, $3,000,000 00

" Subscribed " 739, 700 00

" Cash " 150,76000

Combined new bus ness for 1888, 9,575,525 00

Combined new business for 1S89 to June 1st, about

$3,000,000.

A FEW GOOD AGENTS WANTED
APPLY TO

JAMES GALLON
District Manager,

PETERBOROUGH.

LUMBER

TRUCK * WHEELS.

The Montreal *

* Gar Wheel Go.

MANUFACTURERS OF

CHARCOAL IRON CHILLED

Railroad Wheels

Offices: New York Life Insurance

Building, Montreal.

Works: Lachine, Quebec.

WE make a Specialty of Wheels suitable for
the requirements of Lumbeimen and

Street Car Service, and can supply them Bored,
Finished and Balanced.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

3IACHINERY FOR SALE
List of SAW MILL MACHINERY for sale by

H. W. PETRIE, Brantford and Toronto.

SAWMILL outfit, Waterous direct action at a
bargain.

SEVERAL second hand saw rigs, two, three and
four block.

A fine 66 inch inserted tooth saw also 52 inch
do.

ONE new eclipse saw mill with all late improve-
ments.

ONE saw Gumraer, Disston make, Philadelphia.

ONE set hoop machines, American make.

Canadian agent for the celebrated Winne hoop
machinery, catalogue free.

ONE drag saw rig, Waterous Engine Company
make.

ONE hub turning lathe, American build.

ONE automatic handle lathe.

ONE broom handle lathe with wood frame, cheap.

BROOM handle lathe, Lockport N. Y. make.

ONE set of spoke machinery, Fay & Co., make.

ONE Goldie & McCulloch stave cutter, set
equalizingsaws &c.

ONE guage lathe, Bailey make.

ONE Blanchard spoke lathe, Fay & Co. make.

ONE new axe handle lathe.

ONE lot Ewart chain belt, good as new with
sprocket wheels.

4 pole road cars, also a number of lumber cars.

ONE self feed lath machine. Waterous make.

NEW gang lath machine.

ONE Fairbanks timber guage.

ONE saw mill head block, Gait make.

HEADING turner, Goldie & McCulloch make.

ONE single edger with frame work.

NO. 2 large size smallwood shingle machine.

DOUBLE edger, Waterous Engine Co. build.

ONE Drake's patent self feeding parallel shingle
edger.

DOUBLE block shingle machine, Pierce make,
40,000 capacity per day.

TWO Hall self acting shingle machines, Goldie
& McCulloch makers.

TWO Smallwood shingle machines, Waterous
make.

FOUR Laws patent upright swing shingle ma-
chines.

ONE Doherty swing shingle machine.

DRAG saw machine, Goldie & McCulloch.

TWO new shingle packers, all iron.

SHINGLE jointers, 3, 4 and 6 knives.

ONE new No. 3 Rogers saw filer and gummer.

Send for full description of any machine in above
list, H. W. PETRIE Brantford and Toronto.

Electric lightingApparatus
57, Adelaide. St. w.

TORONTO
ONT.

SCRIBNER'S

LUMBER

m - - LOGBOOK
Over One Million Sold.

IVfl OST complete book of its kind ever published,
I I Gives measurement of all kinds of Lumber.
Logs, Planks, Scantling; cubical contents of square
and round Timber ; hints to lumber dealers ; wood
measure ; speed of circular saws ; care of saws

;

cord-wood tables : felling trees ; growth of trees
;

land measure
;
wages, rent, board, interest, stave

and b fading bolts, etc. Standard book throughout
the United States and Canada. Get the new illus-

trated edition of 1882. Ask your book-seller for it.

Sent post-paid for 35 cents.

G. W. FISHER, Box 238, Rochester, N.Y.,

or A. G. Mortimer. Peterboro', Onf

Sovereign Grease
St, Catharines, July 20th, 1889.

To whom it may concern :
—

I have been using Soverign Grease for the
past two months, and I can say that it has given
me entire satisfaction, and is a saving of 60 per
cent, over Oil, and is that much better than Oil.
I have been running eight (8) trips from St. Cath-
arines to Montreal and return on 40 lbs. Grease,
and using it on my crank-pin as well as all other
bearings. Yours respectfully,

(Signed,) SAM BRISBIN,
Engineer" Ocean."

Ottawa, Aug. sth, 1889.THE STOCK OIL & GREASE CO
5 9

Gents,—We have used the Sovereign Grease
for some time, and do not hesitate to pronounce it
a first-class lubricator, and as such has given us
entire satisfaction as to its durability and cheap-
ness.

Truly yours,
ARTHUR JONES,

Foreman of Union Machine Shops.

Deschenes Mills, Aug, 12th, 1889.
MESSRS. McDOUGAL & CaZNER, Ottawa :

Dear Sirs,—We have been using the Stock Oil
& Grease Co.'s Sovereign Grease in our saw
mills since spring, with very satisfactory results.

Yours truly,

R. & W. CONROY.

Rockland. Ont., Aug. 20th, 1S89.
STOCK OIL & GREASE CO., Montreal :

Dear Sirs,—Please send us per first freight
boat, two hundred 1200) pounds of Grease, same
as sample left by you here a short time ago.

Yours truly,W . C. EDWARDS & CO.

AGENTS.
F. G. STRICKLAND & CO., New Westmin-

ster, B. C.
McDOUGAL & CAZNER. Ottawa, Can.
CHINIC HARDWARE CO., Quebec, P. Q.DUNLOP & CHAPMAM, Pembroke, Ont

STOCK OIL & GREASE CO Y
SOLE MANUFACTURERS

59 Common St., Montreal

GRATEFUL—COMFORTING.

EPPS'S GOCOA.
BREAKFAST,

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural
laws which govern the operations of digestion
and nutrition, and by a careful application of the
fine properties of the well-selected Cocoa, Mr.
Epps has provided our breakfast tables with
a delicately flavored beverage which may save
us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious
use of such articles of diet that a constitution may
be gradually fed up until strong enough to resist
every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle
maladies are floating around us ready to attack
wherever there is a weak point. VVe may escape
many a fatal shaft by keeping ouiselves well forti-
fied with pure blood and a properly nourished
frame."

—

Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with Boiling water or milk. Sold

only in packets, by Grocers, labelled thus :

JAS. EPPS & CO., Homoeopathic Chemists,
London, England.

Jas. Shepjjard & Son.

WINTER SAWING,
Ship's Decking, Bill Timber, Dressed

Lumber, Mouldings, Etc.

MILLS, - SOREL, QUE.
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WATKROUS
WROUGHT STEEL SCREW SET HEAD BLOCKS.

Specially adapted to

very Large and very

Hard and Heavy Tim-

ber, such as is found on

the Pacific Coast and in

warm climates.

tt*

We make Several

Sizes SteelHeadBlocks
the smaller sizes with

Rack and Pinion Set.

It* It*

Send for Estimates,

giving diameter and

length of logs to be

handled.

No. 1 Gang Edger, with 3 Saws, floor

space including tables, 29 ft. long x 6 ft. 8

in. wide.

ft* ft* "/if

No. 2 Edger, with 4 Saws, floor space

29 ft. x 7 ft. 2 in. wide.

•Mi.

is* ft* ft*

No. 3 Edger, with 6 Saws, floor space

29 ft. x 8 ft. 3 in. wide.

ft* it* fi*

Tables arranged as in cut with side

gauges to move, or with saws to move and
gauges stationery. Speed of mandrel about

1,500, Feed ^ in. to revolution, Pulley 12

in. diameter, 16 in. face
;
Saws, 16 to 18 in.

diameter, 10 in. Gauge.

LIVE ROLLS FOR TIMBER, LU3IBER, &c.

This roll is made of cast iron with internal chilled bearings. The bracket bearings

are also chilled and provided with a flange, which acts as a keeper for the chain,

holding it in position on the wheel. The wheel is cast on to the roller and being the

same diameter does not deduct from working length of roll. This roll is about as

cheap as a wooden one in first cost, and will out-wear a dozen wooden rolls.

Ewart 1'atout Link Belting.
8 to 10 tons kept constantly in stock. Specially adapted to hauling logs- into mills and mill products, cants, lumber, slabs, refuse, sawdust, in all

the different stages through and out of the mills. Most labor saving improvement adapted to sawmills ever invented. Send for Special Catalogue of
Link Belting. Send for Special Catalogue on Circular Mills, Band Mills, Shingle Mills, and Price list of Mill Supplies

THE*WATEROUS* ENGINE*WORKS* CO.,+LTD.
BBAUTFOBD,

Mention " The Canada Lumberman when writing us.
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TO MILL OWNERS, MANUFACTURERS SJ^^ARINr^ffiJORIS
R. H. Smith Company, Ltd.

AND ALL WHO ARE USING

IF TOU WANT IBZEX-jTIlSrO-

Which will Bun Straight on the Bullet/s,

Which is Thoroughly Well Stretched,

Which will not Tear of the Lace Holes,
Which will {fire Complete Satisfactionf

SESsTlD TO

F\ E. Dixon Co.

A.I

I
r'i

Tem per
7 ^

Trie

Best

in trie

World

MANUFACTURERS OF

PATENT LAP-JOINT STAR RIVET

'LEATHER IBELTING*
jo King Street East, Toronto.

Sole Agents in Canada for the

CELEBRATED PHCZNIX OIL
ThE Only Pafect Belt Dressing,

All our Belting is sold at the Canadian price list. Please compare be-

fore purchasing. Send for Discounts and our Pamphlet on Belting.

Our Circular Saws are Unequalled

Our Cross-Gut Saws are Unexcelled

And our Hand Rip and Butcher Saws
FULLY EQUAL TO ANY MADE ON THE CONTINENT.

^fl?BlfillBBIISIBII>llBailllBtllliEI!!8lli!tSeaiIliaiflIlltaBtaEliIIlllIIIIIIIBaiIlilIltltSllillllilIllllillliriBIIIL^

I OUR SPECIALTIES. |

jfE THE " SIJJONDS » CIBCULAB SAW § \
• 'h I THE " LEADEB" CBOSS-CUT SAW | <§

THE "LAWSON" BVTCHEB SAW =JP
I THE " LEADEB " HAND SA W |
^iaBBaaBaaBiaflBBBflBiBBaflBaBfBCBBiflBiBBiBasEBaBaaaBBaBiBBBBBBBflflBaBBaBiflBBBBaiBBiafaBiBaiflBBfaaaaBflBflBaflBflaaaBaaaBflBaBf?

THE LARGEST SAW FACTORY IN THE DOMINION.

SlvdZITEI CO- Ltd.
ST. ( A T1IABIXES, ONT.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

DOMINION SAW W KS !

JAS. ROBERTSON & CO.
253 to 267 King Street West,

Toronto, - - Ontario.

JAMES ROBERTSO
Dalhousie and William Streets,

Montreal, -

ANUFACTURFRS OF ^jAWS
j

QnG.

EBY SAW FULLY WABBANTED.
Prices 011 Application.

Circular, Shingle, Gang, Cross Cut, Concave, Mulay, Drag, Grooving.

Thuber*s Royal

ANTI-FRICTIONtBABBIMETAL.
Importers and Dealers in

Band Saws, Emery Wheels Saw Sets,

Saw Swages, Rubber Belting, Iron Pipe,

Saw Gummers, Leather Belting, Files, &c.
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TO OUR READERS.
For the sevetal years during which The Lumber-

man has been under its present management we have

carefully avoided referring in cold type to matters of a

financial character. As necessity, however, is a stern

master, and w e are much in need of a small fortune,

in the way of overdue subscriptions, which is scattered

throughout the Dominion, we have decided to make an

urgent appeal to all readers in arrears to show their

appreciatiation of our journal by remitting the small

sum due by each before the close of the present year.

The amount of subscription, when considered singly, is

so small that many are inclined to "pigeon-hole" our

accounts from time to time as being too trifling to

remit, but these accounts in the aggregate form an

important and quite indispensible fund, the withholding

of which often proves ruinous to an otherwise

prosperous business. Will our friends kindly indulge

us for making a strong appeal to have all overdue

accounts straightened up at once, and by so doing

make our Christmas and New Year happy.

We have worked faithfully and well towards one

object : that of making the Canada Lumberman
equal in all respects to that of any of our confreres.

Our progress in this direction has been proportionate

to the patronage extended us, and from present

indications the eleventh volume of this journal—which

opens with the new year—will be by far the best yet

issued. The publisher solicits a continued and even

more active support from the lumbermen of the

Dominion, in return for which we will endeavor to

make Canada's only lumber journal one of which the

the trade w ill have just reason to be proud.

May the many readers of The Lumberman enjoy

a merry Christmas and a happy and prosperous New
Year.

^^The Ottawa lumbermen are making preparation

go heavily into the square timber trade this winter, and
the indications are that there will be more square tim-

ber taken out during the winter than for many years

past. The prospect of high prices and increased de-

mand which a short time ago was looked forward to

with certainty has not been sustained by more recent

developments. Should there be an overproduction,

notwithstanding there may be an increased demand, it

does not necessarily follow that there will be an ad-

vance in prices. While some of the lumbermen expect

an advance in prices, others again are of the opinion

that white pine lumber will be at least io per cent.

below this season's quotations.

Hon. H. G. JOLY is opposed to celebrating Arbor
Day in the autumn, as in our cold climate fall planting

of fore->t trees is a mistake. Speaking from experience

he ays he has lost hundreds of valuable trees by plant-

ing 'hem in the fall. A transplanted tree always labors

under a serious disadvantage, even when transplanted

in the spring, but, in the fall, when taken up and
ro.p|;K.ed in a new hole, with mellowed earth round the

roots, the autumn rains will soak the soft earth, and the

early frosts before the heavy snows, will freeze, not

only the soft earth but also the roots, which from th eir

spongy nature, absorb a considerable quantity of water.

Water, in freezing, expands and bursts the bark of the

roots, separating it completely from the wood, which

kills the tree even more effectively than if all the bark

was peeled off the stem.

The amount of British capital seeking investment at

the present time in the United States is almost unprece-

dented. This is largely brought about by accumulated

capital becoming restive under a low rate of interest, and
the tens of thousands who constitute the investing class

are forever on the alert for a chance to put their money
wheie it is likely to bring returns. As government se-

curities are ruling low, the investment usually takes the

form of subscriptions to capital stock, securing the British

investors the local Control and ownership of the property,

while leaving the management in the hands of

Americans. What will be the outcome of the immense
investments which have been going on for sometime it

is difficult to foresee. It is certain, however, that Eng-
land is every day getting a stronger grip on the best

investments in the States with a prospect of soon being

able to control many of its leading industries. In this

scramble for investments Canada has not been altogether

overlooked, though the investments that have been
made are not to be compared with those that have been
made in the States. The plethora of money in England
is very great, and what Canada most needs is capital.

Its undeveloped native wealth is almost incredible, and
there are innumerable fields open for its employment.
If the proper steps were taken to impress upon British

capitalists the great benefits to be derived from the

development of our industries and natural resources, the

investments could be increased to a much greater

degree.

In view of the result of the elections recently held

in the States, it is not likely that the American con-

gress will take any step toward retaliating against

Canadian lumber. The sentiment of the people in

favor of tariff reform is a growing one, and it is not to the

interest of congress to openly defy it. The cool heads
of the • Republican party, will not favor retaliation

knowing full well that it would work injury to the

country. Another thing, the lumbermen themselves
are by no means a unit on the question, and are

therefore incapable of presenting a bold front. So far

as Canadians are concerned, they can well afford to

follow the even tenor of their ways, and in the mean-
time keep a sharp lookout for other markets. On this

point, Mr. Bowell, Minister of Customs, in a recent

conversation with a press representative is reported as

saying
: " We may have been dependent to a large

extent on the United States for markets for the sale of

our natural products in the past, but we are not going
to remain in that position. We are going to spend
money right and left in securing direct communication
with foreign countries with whom we can build up a

profitable market for the sale of our lumber, fish and
other products. That we are in dead earnest," con-
tiuued Mr. Bowell, " I have but to refer you to the

steps we have taken in that direction this year. We
are arranging to subsidize a line of steamers between
Canada, China, Japan and Australia. We have ten-

ders now before us for a direct steam communication
between Halifax and the West Indies and between
Halifax and South America. We have made pro-

visions for a fast line of steamers between Canada and
Lngland, by securing from parliament an annual
subsidy of $500,000 to aid this service. We have sent
commissioners to Australia, South America, the

Hawaiian islands, and the West Indies to ascertain

the most feasible step to take for securing closer

commercial relations with those countries, and as a

result of all this we hope soon to be in position to say

to the United States that we are independent of their

markets, which they have so frequently threatened to

close against us."

A most important report on timber supply was

submitted at the session of the Carriage Builders' As-

sociation, held at Syracuse, N. Y. The committee in

their report called attention to the second growth in

white ash, the scarcest of all woods used in the con-

struction of carriages and wagons. The supply was
being heavily drawn upon in other industries, and the

outlook in regard to it was very discouraging. As to

old-growth ash the situation was but little better,

although it was obtainable in much larger quantities.

There would be enough of it to last for many genera-

tions were it not for the fact that it was so extensively

used for the interior finishing of houses and cabinet

work. The large old growth oaks of the South would

make an excellent substitute for ash, and in some re-

spects would prove superior to it. The supply of white

wood was very abundant at the present time, but it was
being cut up at a tremendous rate for house finishing

purposes. Basswood was found in nearly all the timber

states of the Union, and, should necessity require, it

would make a good substitute for white wood in the

manufacture of carriages. For hickory, on the other

hand, the most important of all carriage timbers, there

was no good substitute in all the world. It grew only

in a few states and in a small part of Canada. White
oak, important in the manufacture of wagons, was one
of the most abundant of all the timbers used. Like old

growth ash and white wood, it was being extensively

employed in carpentry and for a thousand other pur-

poses, but the supply was so great that there was no
occasion for alarm in that fact.

In reply to a petition from Lunenburg, Nova Scotia,

regarding the enforcement of the statute referring to

sawdust, the Hon. Charles H. Tupper. minister of

marine and fisheries, exhaustively reviews the question

of enforcing the law. He starts out by saying that his

former action in directing a strict observance of the

statute was based upon information gleaned from

reports of officers of his department, who had on

different occasions examined La Have River, and the

reports were of such a nature as to admit of no other

course than the one he had pursued. Quoting from a

report made by Inspector Rogers in 1879. and from a

report made by Mr. Samuel Wilmot, superintendent of

fish culture in 1884, he adds "My attention being called

last year to the neglect of officers of this department in

Nova Scotia to enforce the law, I caused, as you are

doubtless aware, notices to be served upon every mill

owner in Nova Scotia to the effect that in the spring of

1889, and after, the law relating to sawdust would be

rigorously enforced."' Commenting upon the part of

the petition which sets forth that the channel of the

river has not been made shallower he says : "Taking

the returns of mills' cut on La Have for 1887 and 18S8.

it is estimated that 25 per cent, of the lumber is reduced

to sawdust, and, allowing for expansion, we have

nearly 1,200,000 cubic feet of sawdust annually finding

its way into the river, or, duiing the past 20 years, 24-

000,000 cubic feet. The surveyed sawdust area

approximates 9,000 feet long by Soo feet wide, and an

examination of the sections shows an average depth of

say 3 feet, thus giving a mass of sawdust within this

area of 2 1,000,000 feet, and allowing for an average

depth nearly three feet and half, this amount very

clearly agrees with the sawdust accumulation of twenty

years." The petitioners claiming that cheap manufac-
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ture is necessary to enable their mills to compete with

United States lumber producers in foreign markets, the

minister says, "it should be borne in mind that much

of the competition in the West Indies and South

America consists of Canadian lumber exported via

New York and manufactured by people who are sub-

ject to the enforcement of the statutes from which the

petitioners ask to be released. The argument that the

existence of the lumbering industry is threatened by

representing that it w ould be a fatal blow to the district

were the mills to shut down, is not well founded, since

the mills in many districts of Canada and in the United

States exist and multiply where the law is enforced.

A certain expenditure according to circumstances and

the location of the mills, must of course ensue ; but

there is nothing to show that this expenditure would be

excessive." Arguing in favor of the permanent preser-

vation of the fishing interests he concludes by saying,

the enforcement of this enactment prescribed by the

statutes, means but a relatively insignificant expend-

iture during the time the mills may be in operation ;

while to the community at large it means, coupled with

the other regulations, the permanency of valuable fish-

ing interests long after the mills have ceased to run,

and for these reasons he considers it advisable to

maintain the decision already conveyed to the petition-

ers. Now that the minister has seen fit to sit squarely

down upon the saw mill owners on the La Have river

in Nova Scotia, and also on the saw mill owners on

the Otonabee river in Ontario : the country will wait

with breathless anxiety to see what he will do in regard

to the reckless throwing of saw dust and mill refuse in

the Ottawa river.

\Ye learn with regret that the well-known lumber

firm of J. K. Post & Co., of Oswego, N. Y., has made

an assignment for the benefit of their creditors. The

failure is said to be a heavy one, nearly $200,000 being

involved. For years past the firm has been favorably

known to the lumber markets of the country, and its

financial standing was high ; as a consequence the

failure has caused a great deal of comment in Ottawa

lumbering circles, as several lumber merchants of that

city are among the creditors. For a couple of years

previous to the death of J. K. Post, which occurred in

July last, the firm had a number of heavy losses. Mr.

James Moir, lumber merchant, of Albany, N. Y., has

also made an assignment. The complication in Mr.

Moirs financial affairs had origin, it is said, in his pur-

chase less than two years ago of a large block of

Canadian lumber, which he had to dispose of at a loss,

The present crisis was precipitated by the failure of J.

K. Post & Co., of Oswego, with whom Mr. Moir was

involved to a greater or less extent. Mr. James Moir's

name has been very popular among the lumbering

firms where he had business dealings, and his paper

has always been met as soon as due. It is reported

that the Ottawa lumbermen have claims against

J. K. Post & Co and James Moir amounting to nearly

$100,000, and that the failure of the former has affected

the firm of T. W. Holmes., for whom F. W. Avery is

agent at Ottawa. The Canadian creditors of James

Moir include the Canada Lumber Company, of

Carleton Place, the Rathbun Company, Messrs. Pierce

& Co., J. R. Booth and \V. W. Cooke of Whitehall,

who purchased a large amount of Mr. E. B. Eddy ;

s

lumber.

The American Forestry Congress and the Pennsyl-

vania Association held joint meetings in Horticultural

Hall, Philadelphia, during the month of October, the

two amalgamating under the name of the American
Forestry Association. Mr. Landreth, president of the

Pennsylvania Forestry Association, welcomed the

delegates in a very interesting and felicitious address.

In the absence of Gov. Beaver, the president of the

Congress, Hon. H. G. Joly, of Quebec, the first vice-

president, responded to the address of welcome in a
very graceful and business-like speech. He said the

friends of forestry do not wish to prevent the cutting of

timber for use. They only desire to prevent the unneces-
sary waste by careless or other injudicious methods of

managing forests and cutting them off. He added that

there should be no antagonism between the forestry

people and the lumbermen, but they should work

together in harmony to secure a future permanent

supply of timber by the continued reproduction of the

forests. Hon. Carl Schurz followed in an earnest

address. Referring to the devastated lands of the East,

now barren wastes, and their people in poverty, and to

Spain, once strong, industrious and prosperous, now
shorn and struggling, he said "The laws of nature are

the same everywhere, and there never has been a

people or country so great or prosperous as to be able

to defy them." He recommended that wherever the

forests cover the head waters of the great rivers they

be kept in possession of the government. At the Con-

gress sixteen states were represented by delegates

appointed by the governors, and there were representa-

tives from some of the agricultural departments and

societies. Mr. Joly was commissioned Dy the govern-

ment of the Province of Quebec to represent it. Mr.

B. E. Fernow, the chief of the forestry division of the

Department of Agriculture, at Washington, represented

the government of the United States, and read an

elaborate paper on " Methods of Forestry Reform." On
a later day of the meeting Mr. Fernow introduced

resolutions to the effect that the Association should,

petition the National Congress to pass an act with-

drawing from sale all forest lands on the public domain,

until a commission, to be appointed by the President

of the United States, shall examine all the forests which

belong to the nation, and report which regions ought

to be kept permanently in woods. The commission

also to report a plan for a permanent system of forest

management by the government. These resolutions

were vigorously opposed by Mr. Lemon Thompson, a

well known lumberman of Albany, N.Y., on the ground

that it would be contrary to the national usage, and to

the genius and spirit of republican institutions, to have

the government engage in such a business enterprise.

He also thought that the forests would be much better

protected if the land is sold to individual citizens, and

managed by them as their interests require. He said

this system of individual enterprise had built up the

prosperity of the country, and he was opposed to such

change as putting millions of acres of forest lands into

the hands of politicians and office holders to be man-
aged by them. The resolutions were finally adopted.

Mr. E. E. Russell Tratman, of Brooklyn, read a

valuable paper on "Economy in the Consumption of

Railway Timber '. Prof. Prentiss, of Cornell University,

read a short paper on "The Hemlock". He described

it as one of the slowest growing of all our trees, and

said it is being everywhere rapidly cut off, while no

effort is made to have it grow again by protecting the

ground or the young trees. He thought after the pine,

the hemlock was the most valuable of our trees. The
meeting was well attended, and the papers and

discussions were more practical and solid than the

average in previous meetings of the national organiza-

tion. The time and place of the next meeting was left

to the Executive Committee to decide. Cincinnati and

Quebec were both mentioned as likely to be chosen.

$11; $1 extra for each inch and over 10 inches; car

decking, $9; heart face decking, $10; car heart sills, $50.

Run of logs, including all sizes and lengths up to 24

feet, for house building purposes, $8. 50 per M.; all

lengths over 24 feet, add 50 cents for each two feet

additional; weather boarding, resawed, $10; weather

boarding, not sawed, $12.50; sheathing, $7. Above
prices f. o. b. at mills.

s/The forest rangers employed by the government of
' the province of Quebec assembled in Hull, Nov. 15, in

accordance with a request from the commissioner of

crown lands, to receive instructions from Mr. J. B.

Charleson, superintendent of rangers, with respect to

lumbering operations for the winter. Mr. Charleson

pointed out that during the past year the provincial

revenue from crown timber dues had increased over

$330,000 through careful watching, but remarked that

there was still some leakage which he hoped the

rangers would succed in stopping. The administration

of the crown lands department, he said, was purely

non-political, and every employee of the department

was required to do his duty, showing neither fear nor

favor, and that no man who failed in the thorough

performance of the duty assigned to him need expect

political preferences to help him.
s— * *

*
A deputation consisting of Messrs. W. G. Perley

and H. Robillard M. P's, Mayor Erratt, Aid. Durocher
and Mr. John Stewart, mining engineer, recently

waited upon Sir Hector Langevin, at Ottawa, and asked

that the goverment grant a site upon which smelting-

works could be established. Mr. Perley explained the

object of the deputation, and said the lumbermen had
agreed to furnish fuel for the manufacture of iron or

steel, and that it was desirable to get a location for

such works near Ottawa. The government, he pointed

out, had land which was not being used which might

be devoted to the purpose. Sir Hector promised that

the question of granting a site should receive consider-

tion. A number of capitalists are prepared to take

up the matter and start a company, but the character

of the undertaking will depend upon the amount of

capital furnished.

SPLINTERS.

A New United States custom station has been

established on the South Shore of the Lake of the

Woods near the mouth of Rainy Lake River for the

purpose of stopping depredations on United States

forests in Minnesota.
* *

*

The tonnage of vessels arriving at Liverpool, England,

from Canada during September was 41,997 tons,

against 21,421, or nearly double the tonnage arriving

during the corresponding month of last year. Eighty

per cent, of these vessels were engaged in the lumber

and timber trade. The aggregate tonnage arriving in

Liverpool from Canada, from January 1st to Septem-

ber 30th, was 386,536 tons, against 305,583 tons in

1888, and 284,024 tons in 1887.

*
* *

The Yellow Pine Association, at the meeting held

at Montgomery, Ala., on Nov. 14 fixed the prices of

lumber hereafter, until further notice, as follows;

Standard sills, 26 to 34, feet, $10; same, 35 to 36 feet,

A MAMMOTH CONCERN.

The Rathbun Company's Extensive Industries at
Deseronto, Out.

Ueseronto is a charmingly situated, and thriving

business town on the Bay of Quinte. It has a popu-

lation, according to the last census, of some 3,500
souls, possesses 5 churches, and has a Salvation Army
barracks. It also boasts a fine Town Hall, Public

School buildings, High School in course of erection,

and which is expected to be opened early in 1890 ;

police station, gas works, two newspapers, public

square with band stand, banks, 5 Mutual Benefit

Associations, several good hotels, etc. There is also

in the centre of the town a large tank, with a

capacity of some 700 barrels, exclusively kept for fire

protection purposes. The town is governed by a

mayor and 9 members of the council. The finances of

the town are in a fairly good condition. They have
no interest in arrear, and the levy upon the inhabitants

for the year 1889, including all purposes, was only 17

mills on the dollar. The Indian name " Deseronto "

(Thunder and Lightning) seems to have been well

applied ; for when it is considered that only 38 years

ago, this was a small hamlet, it must be admitted it

it has grown with thunder and lightning rapidity. Now,
it may be asked, what has all this got to do with the

"Hub "of the lumber world? Everything! for this

flourishing town owes its very existence and present

prosperity to the family and firm of the Rathbun

Company.

Some forty years ago Mr. Rathbun came to

Deseronto, then a small hamlet as before mentioned,

and commenced operations by erecting a saw mill

with a capacity of only about 30,000 feet a day. In

those early days matters did not run as smoothly as

they do now in Canada, and only a slight conception

of the intrepidity, dash, energy and indomitable

perserverance of this pioneer of the lumber world can
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be formed by reading this notice. It is necessary to

visit Deseronto, have an interview with the Messrs.

Rathbun, and be escorted over their great works by

Mr. I. M. Poitras, the very courteous and well-inform-

ed chief inspector of the lumbering department
;

listen to the "hum" of the countless machines;

witness the busy activity of some 1200 employees ;

see the happy faces of the children going to and fro to

their different schools ; view the hive of working bees

at the wharves and quays with their fleet of steam and

sailing vessels entering or leaving the harbors ; all this

and more is needed to comprehend what this now

great merchant prince, his family have done for man-

kind generally, and Deseronto and its inhabitants

particularlv.

The Rathbun Company, Ltd. is strictly confined

to the family of the Rathbun's. E. W. Rathbun Esq.,

is president and manager of the company (also Mayor

of Deseronto) and is ably assisted by F. S. and H. B.

Rathbun, Esqs., and a very efficient staff of counting-

house and other officials.

The little mill of 38 years ago and small office,

has given place to a palatial building for office

purposes. 45x85 feet, three stories high, and fitted

with every modern convenience, and fire proof, with

their own Terra Cotta fire proofing material from

cellar to roof, at an estimated cost of erection of some

$20,000. They now have two mills with a capacity of

200,000 and 50,000 feet a day respectively, a shingle

mill of 200,000 shingles a day capacity ; a flouring

mill with 200 barrels a day output ; a car works, where

they can completely make and turn out four cars per

day.

This company has also boiler shops where they

make locomotive, stationary and marine boilers
;

machine shops where they build locomotive, stationary

and marine engines ; and have a full equipment of

steam hammers and all modern machinery necessary

for executing first-class work. Their door, sash and

blind factory is a building of 400x75 feet, two stories

high, and in it they manufacture doors, sashes and

blinds which they ship to all parts of the world besides

supplying the home trade. Their Chemical works

are composed of a nest of eight charcoal kilns, with a

capacity of 50 cords each per day. In their Terra

Cotta works they make porous terra cotta fire-proof

building materials, flat arches, segment arches, for

protection of iron girders and iron columns, partitions,

roof linings, furring, etc., and porous terra cotta hard

bricks for sewers, drain tiles, etc. This is a daily in-

creasing industry and the manufactures, of this branch

are now being used by architects and builders in the

large cities and towns throughout the Dominion. It was

used in the buildings of the Bank of Commerce, New
Canada Life Insurance Co. and Board of Trade offices

in Toronto, and in many large buildings in Montreal.

Some conception of their lumber operations may be

formed by the fact that their estimated handling from

their own mills during the past year are from 55 to 60
millions of board lumber and some 10 million feet of

short lumber, lath, etc. In addition to above they

operate rented mills at Ottawa, Calumet, Hawkesbury,

Hungerford and Chandos, which swell their annual

output t-j the respectable total of about 100 millions of

board lumber for past year.

In addition they own and run a fleet of some six

steamers and ten sailing craft ; the sailers are used

for lumber carrying only, and a portion of the steam
craft are used for passengers and freight and make
daily trips to many ports in Ontario and U. S. and in

some instances trips twice and thrice daily.

This mammoth firm also own the Bay of Quinte

railway '4 miles
y ; N'apanee, Tamworth and Quebec

railway, '60 miles; and the Thousand Islands railway

(4 miles,. They are also bankers and general

merchants.

Besides their great central establishments at Deser-

ontfiv 'where they have a perfect system of fire-saving

and appliances for same, and which are hired by the

*nto corporation in time of need) they have
some ig branch houses in the Dominion of Canada
and agencies in England, Scotland, United States,

alia, New Zealand and South Africa.

I n<; ,taff employed necessary to efficiently conduct

this gigantic concern, including agencies and the

wood operations, is roughly estimated to consist of

some 3,500 men, boys and girls. So the Rathbun

family may be fairly considered to have well earned

the title of" Merchant Princes of Canada."
R. O. D.

ONTARIO'S TIMBER RESERVE.

North Bay is of picturesque appearance, situated

on the north shore of Lake Nipisstng, a beautiful sheet

of water 70 miles long and twenty to thirty wide. By

some difficult portages a passage is had by French River

to Georgian Bay. Lake Nosbonsing, nine miles to

the south-west, is also a grand sheet of water and is

surrounded by high mountains and green glades, form-

ng, with Trout lake, the head waters of the river Mat-

tawa. From North Bay a government road has been

constructed in a line due north to the head of Lake

Temiscaming, a distance of 80 miles. This road, although

not yet available for summer travel, opens up a large and

valuable timber and agricultural country, which up to a

very recent period has been a veritable terra incognita

known only to the voyageur or the Hudson Bay

trapper. Although it can never be what may be called

a good agricultural country, yet millions of productive

acres lie between North Bay and Lake Temagaming,

and millions more between that and Temiscaming,

where already twenty-five new townships have been

surveyed by the R. C. Colonization company, and

about 60 per cent, of this is said to be good land. Begin-

ning about 15 miles north of North Bay in a country

north and west for about 50 miles is the great timber

reserve of Ontario. Here are thousands of miles of

pine, spruce, tamarac and hardwood yet untouched by

the lumberman's axe, and here also is the home of the

moose, cariboo, elk and red deer, and the otter,

beaver, mink and martin. Its only inhabitants are a few

Indians, a branch, of the Algonquin tribe, who speak

the Ojibway dialect. The climate as far north as Tem-
iscaming lake, where vegetables and all kinds of cereals

have already been cultivated, is not much colder than

that of Montreal, Lake Temagaming opens clear of ice

about first of May. The scenery around this lake, as

well as many others, is charming, varied by mountain

peak and waterfall. As no large rivers traverse this

region and the small streams are obstructed by rapids

and chutes, a railroad must in the near future be con-

structed to convey to market the valuable timber and

minerals which abound in almost inexhaustible quan-

tities. This has already been surveyed and subsidised

by the Ontario Government to the head of Lake Temis-

caming with a view of its being continued to James
bay, 400 miles further north, near which large anthracite

coal deposits have recently been discovered. This road

will be a great boon to the lumberman on the Kippewa

and Temiscaming districts, who have now to bring

their supplies via C. P. R. to Mattawa, then by steamer

to Le Clave, then a portage of three miles, then a water

stretch to Les Arables, another portage, another water

stretch to La Montaigne, then another portage at the

Sault, and another water stretch Seven League Lake,

thence by the Colonization Railway and teams, while if

the North Bay branch was built, supplies could be

brought direct from Toronto or any point west via

G. T. , Northern & Pacific Junction.

UTILIZATION OF WASTE
|N,„il.«„i,rn Lamb.nn.il

1

The increased cost of hardwood stumpage and all

the accessories pertaining to the manufacture and dis-

tribution of the product have forced an issue upon mill

men that must be met and overcome if investments in

mill plants are to be maile remunerative. The oppo-

sing force is the low basis of selling prices on nearly all

kinds of hardwood lumber as compared to the gross

cost.

Between the saw and a settlement with buyers there

is a vast field for manipulation, in which grading and
measurement cut such an important figure that from

sanguinity immediately after the lumber is piled, a mill

man becomes almost bankrupt before he has the cash

in hand from purchasers, and many times he then finds

that for a season's labor and risk he has simply made
one hand wash the other. It does not necessarily fol-

low that trickery has proved an important factor in

such a result; in fact, it can be usually traced to legiti-

mate causes, due wholly to the vicissitudes of an ever

changing trade. A few lessons of such nature bring to

the surface the conundrum, what shall be done to profit-

ably utilize that portion of a mill product that has

always gone to waste?

The first answer is, turn slabs, edgings, ends, branches

and stumps into piece or dimension stock. Such a

solution sounds well; but where are the buvers, what

the particular uses to which such stock can be applied?

Again, if the buyer and various uses are found, will not the

investment in machinery made necessary in the opera-

tion rid the business of all profit? These are questions

that must be solved by those directly interested, as

much depends upon whether extra power must be em-

ployed, and whether the operator is in a position to go

into the business extensively, or can only do a moderate

amount, the cost of which would be as great as though

dealings were heavy.

Generally speaking, it will not pay for a small opera-

tor to go into the manufacture of piece stock, as in order

to make money in the business, a mill man must be

prepared to make and fill large contracts, the details of

which will vary radically, and probably necessitate the

purchase of raw material outside the product of his own

mill.

Throughout the country east of the Mississippi river

the largest breweries in the world are located. Have
poplar men ever thought to compute the number of

bungs that are used annually in beer barrels? Each

bung means the utilization of a piece of poplar one inch

thick and 2% inches square. The makers of clock

cases, located extensively throughout Connecticut, use

millions of feet of walnut, ash, oak, cherry and white

pine " cut to size, " as the saying is, and it is exceedingly

hard work for a stranger to get any information

about the trade unless he skirmishes around among the

factories and gets a list of the sizes used, which are

multitudinous ; but the use is there, and it only needs

looking after. Desk makers never thought of buying

anything but long lumber until a down-east Yankee

put them up to buying piece stock, and now regular

shipments are made of rails, draw fronts, slats and

panels. It is the same with makers of cabinet organs,

chamber sets, folding beds, chairs and numerous other

articles of furniture. Carriage makers have for years

been heavy buyers of piece stock, using oak and ash

principally. An almost unknown use for piece stock

is the manufacture of gun stocks, and the wood most

used is walnut. For such a purpose a gnarly, cross-grain-

ed, flinty cull is far preferable to clear straight-grained

wood ; in fact, the latter is not used if the former is ob-

tainable. The thickness most used is two-inch, and

the blocks are cut about 18 inches long, with one end

six inches wide, the other about four inches. These

measurements are not exact, as the stocks made by vari-

ous manufacturers of guns and rifles necessarily vary.

For such work, the crotch of a tree, or a twisted, gnarly

root, makes a salable gun stock, and the cost is almost

entirely in labor. Particulars and sizes can be easily

obtained by addressing gun makers. The photography

craze has proved a boon to the handlers of mahogany
and cherry. The former is used most largely in the

manufacture of cameras ; but the latter is called heavily

into use, and as the parts are all small, it creates a use

of waste material even to the smallest edging. Photo-

graphic printing frames are made of cherry and

birch, and there are thousands now in use which in

time must be replaced. We might go on and enumer-

ate an almost endless variety of uses of hardwoods,

where regular or stock sizes play an important part,

and which wide-awake lumbermen can, with a little

effort, become familiar with.

In ordinary cases, a few hundred dollars invested in

proper machinery will transform waste material into a

salable product : still the business requires study and

attention, and no one ortwo markets should be depend-

ed upon as an outlet for shipments.

—An American firm from Bath, Maine, recently made
contracts for fifty car loads of tamarac knees and futtocks at

Chamhourd, Lake St. John. This timber is to be taken to

Quebec by rail, then lightered across the river, loaded on

Grand Trunk cars, and sent by rail to the ship building ports

of Maine.
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THE NEWS.
ONTARIO.

—Robert Bryans, lumberman, Lindsay, has assigned.

—The grounds for a new saw mill at Bell Ewart are staked

out.

—Gilmour's mill at Trenton has been closed down for the

season.

—\Y. & J. Feeney, lumber dealers, Madoc, Ont., have

assigned.

—The lumbermen[of the Chaudiere have closed down for

the season.

S. Fetterly & Son, Vars, are making extensive additions

to their mill.

—Geo. A. Bunt, saw mill operator, Grand Valley, has

assigned in trust. -

. —Messrs. Hodge & Grant are about to build a new saw-

mill at Vankleek Hill.

^ —Lumber amounting to $4,740 was exported from the port

of Goderich during September.

—The Western Lumber Co. , of Rat Portage, will take out

eleven million feet of logs this winter.

— f. J.
Anderson, saw mill, Wingham, is advertising to sell

out, and intends removing to the Northwest.

- —At Burk's Falls the pulp wood business is in a flourishing

condition and shipments have set in in earnest.

—McLachlin Bros., Arnprior, are storing logs in the bays

opposite Sand Point, on the north side of the lake.

—All the mills at Uhthoff have been shut down for some

time and the hands have gone into the woods.

—Mr. Tohn Knight, of Medonte, will remodel his saw mill

this winter. He advertises that he will buy logs in any quantity.^

—Mr. Flatt, the well-known lumberman, of Casselman,

has withdrawn from the firm of Flatt 6c Bradley, of that place.

—Messrs. Maguire & Kintrea, of Thessalon, are building a

large planing mill which will be fitted up with all the latest

improvements.

—The " Eagle" mill at Rossmore, owned by The Rathbun

Company, has turned out 8,000,000 feet of lumber this season

cutting during daytime only.

—Read & Kirkland have sold to Lane & Tofflemire, of

Kingsville, for the estate of the late Sheriff Monroe, of Elgin

county, the saw mill in Colchester.

—The Walter T. Ross pine timber limits on the Du Lievre

offered for sale, Oct. 31st, at the Russel House, Ottawa, were

w ithdrawn, the reserve price not being bid.

£ —The Conger Lumber Company's steam mill, at Parry

Sound, has been shut down for the season after cutting

between eleven and twelve thousand feet of lumber.

Miscampbell's big mil! at Midland will cut before the

close of the season over 15,000,000 feet of lumber, which will

be alxmt 5,000,000 feet more than was cut last season.

—The Plantagenet Milling and Lumbering Company, with

a capital of $50,000, is applying for a charter for carrying on a

general lumber business, at Plantagenet, Prescott county.

— The American Lumber Company has begun active

operations on its limits back of Bruce Mines, near Port Arthur,

and is sending a large gang of men into the woods to cut logs.

—Mr. Thomas O'Dacre, Pembroke, has invented and

patented a boom-chain fastener. He has also invented a

concern by means of which an unskilled hand can set a sa

v:

—Wm. Train has made arrangements with Gall, Anderson"

& Co. of Toronto, to run their saw mill at Burk's Falls the

coming season, and is already buying hard wood logs for,

cutting. .Xx^
—The booms on the Ottawa below Pembroke are at full

blast, but there will be logs left in the boom for next spring.

The number of logs left along the shores of the Ottawa will

\Jje very small in proportion to other years.

—Messrs. A. McVean & Sons, Dresden, who recently lost

their hub and spoke factory by fire, have erected a commo-

dious factory, introduced a full outfit of new and improved

machinery, and are about ready to start up again.

—The Whaley Lumber Company, of Huntsville, is apply-

ing for an act of incorporation for the purpose of acquiring

timber limits and carrying on a general lumber business in the

Muskoka district. The capital stock is $20,000.

—The mills at Carleton Place are still running, and will

continue as long as the weather permits. The Canada

Lumber Company's mill has run steady night and day since

spring. Its cut will amount to 40,000,000 feet.

—The Commissioner of Crown Lands has accepted the

tender of J. B. Smith & Sons, Toronto, for the timber limits on

£ — It is estimated by different lumbermen that the square

timber to be taken out in the Ottawa and Maltawa districts,

will be 8,000,000 feet, which will be chiefly for the Quebec/

-^.market. /
^—Messis. Allen Carswell and A. H. Hough have formed

a partnership for the purpose of carrying on a lumber business

on the Petewawa. They intend taking out a raft of timber

the coming season.

— It is 'reported that a gentleman named McLaren of

Chippaewa Falls, Wisconsin, who owns extensive stumpage in

Minnesota tributary to the Rainey river, contemplates building

a sawmill at Rat Portage.

— Fifteen to twenty barge loads of lumber are being shipped

every other day from the E. B. Eddy, and Perley & Pattee's

docks on the Ottawa, to Burlington, Vt., Whitehall, X. Y.,

and other American ports.

—Messrs. EL Klock & Co., of Klock's Mills, are going

extensively into the manufacture of square timber this winter.

They propose getting out on Bear River, 400,000 cubic feet;

Kippewa, 400,000 c, f. ; Quin-ze, 150,000 c. f
. ;

Serpent

River, 150,000 c. f., and on Rocky farm 100,000 c. f.
,
making

a total of 1,200,000 cubic feet.

Sandy Island, Lake Nippissing. The price paid was a bonus

of $8,200, in addition to the Government dues $1 a thousand.

—The Eganville Enterprise says that a gentleman named

Graham, for 25 years a machinist in Ottawa, and who owns a

fine timber limit at Sebastapol, is erecting a steam saw mill

a Lake Clear. This, it says, will be a boon to the settlers

in the upper country.

/^The sawdust shoal in the Ottawa river, just below*

Bronson island, is now fully a foot over water. It is one

hundred yards long and fifty wide. Several small pieces of

shrubbery have been placed here and there on it to warn

approaching tugs of the danger.

—A new lumber firm composed of George Gates, of Alpena,

Mich., and James Murphy, of Hepworth, Ont., have bought

a site for a mill on the east shore of the bay, at Owen Sound.

A mill having a capacity of 50,000 feet per day and employ-

ing fi#y to seventy-five men will be erected this winter.

— Messrs. Perley & Pattee, of Ottawa, are about to purchase^

a traction engine for the hauling of logs, similar to those used

so extensively in the States. The machine will be the only

one of the kind in use in Canada, and is intended to do the

work of horses. The engine will be used in one of the limits >

probably.
1

—The Thessalon Advocate savs: Mr. D. Gordon with his

staff of men are now preparing their camps for the coming

season's cutting. The amount of timber to be taken out will

be in the neighborhood of 3,000,000 feet, about the same as

last year, the cutting will be done in Parkinson township and

the logs will be brought down the Mississauga and Blind

Rivers.

—The Lumber Cutting Company, of Belleville, is about to

remove its establishment from Belleville to Trenton. The

town of Trenton gives the company a bonus of $2,500 and a

block of land upon which the factory is to b^ erected, and an

exemption from municipal taxes for five years. The new factory

will be 50x500 feet, and will give employment to over 100

men.

— Messrs. J. & P. Anient, of Brussels, have for the past

fourteen years been engaged in the manufacture of lumber,

shingles, barrels, staves and headings. The factory is provid-

ed with the best machinery and two steam engines, one of 35

and another of 25-horse power. Twenty hands are employed

and the annual output is over 100,000 set headings, 1,000,-

000 staves, and large quantities of lumber.

S—The big mills at Serpent River, belonging to Messrs^V

Cook Bros., of Toronto, are among the finest on the continent.

It is stated that Saxe & Co., of Albany, recently offered

$1,000,000 for the mills and limits, but were refused, the v
valuation being $1,200,000. The recent great fire, which

destroyed 14,000,000 feet of lumber, did not in any way injure

the mills. S
"x-Mkkle, Dyment & Sons saw mill, at Bradford, has

closed down for the season. The season's cut was as

follows : Over 8,000,000 feet of lumber; 4,500 cords of slabs;

3,000.000 feet of laths, and 12,000 pickets. They would have

continued cutting until tne river was frozen, but every avail-

able spot was covered, and they could not obtain cars to move

the lumber already cut. Seventy men were employed in this/

mill.

shares of $100 each. John Bradley, John D. Cameron, Chas,

G. Davies, Edward E. Hargreaves and John J. Flatt to be

the provisional directors. The application is made by Messrs.

Belcourt and McCracken, solicitors for the company.

—When Messrs. Schliehauf Bros., at Wallacetown, were

burned out last February they had a stock in the yard of 800,-

000 feet, consisting principally of white ash, hickory, hard

maple, sycamore, basswood, soft elm and white oak. The
fire put them back four months with their sawing, but they

expect to be through by Christmas if nothing serious happens.

The season's cut, including custom sawing, will be close to

1,000,000 feet, the largest cut ever turned out in the place in

one season.

—The lumber cut by the mills in the neighborhood of

Gravenhurst this season is as follows; Isaac Cockburn, 4,750,-

000 feet of lumber; 160,000 lath; 2,250,000 shingles. Mickle,

Dyment & Son, (3 mills) 12,300,000 feet of lumber; 3,614,000

lath and 3,000,000 shingles. In addition to these, about

3,000,000 feet of 'lumber was cut at Clarke's mill, Winder-

mere. Thomson & Baker, at J. Chew's mill, West Graven-

hurst, 3,000,000 feet of lumber; 2,000,000 feet at Bank mill,

1,250,000 shingles, and 2,000,000 lath. At Heath, Tait &
Turnbull's mill, Huntsville, 3,000,000 feet of lumber and

8,000,000 shingles. At Thomas Baker's mill, Gravenhurst,

5,000,000 shingles. Total at the above mills, 28,050,000 feet

of lumber; 19,500,000 shingles ; lath 5,177,000.

—The Bronsons & Weston company has opened a new-

lumber yard about two miles down the Ottawa river, from its

mills, necessitated by the increased accommodation required

for the output of its mills. The new piling grounds cover an

area of 30 acres, and will afford facilities for piling 25,000,000

feet of lumber. The lumber is taken from the mills to the

piling grounds on small cars, of which 27 are run on to tracks

on a large scow and then towed to the new lumber yard.

There it is stacked and dried and then sent forward by boat to

its destination. It is claimed that owing to the exposed

position of the new piling grounds only 30 days will be requir-

ed to dry it for the American market, to which point the cut

of this firm is nearly all shipped. When the yard is completed

there will be 25,000 feet of steel rails running through, over

which the small cars, loaded at the mills, will be run,

QUEBEC

— It is stated that Messrs. Gilmour & Co. are not going tec

do anything on their limit at Otter Lake the coming winter.

—There are some 300,000 logs in Snow boom, at Portage

du Fort. The river has been more favorable for booming

out than it has been for some time. /
—The recent high water has been hard on lumbermen, and

a large quantity of logs and ties from Augus and Weedon are

tied up in the Brompton booms.

—Mr. J. H. Merrill is about to erect a new steam saw mill

at Sandy Beach, South Gaspie Bay. This growing town is

greatly in need of a mill that will supply all kinds of lumber.

—Two drying machines are now being placed in Mr. E. B.

Eddy's now pulp factory in Hull. Each weighs fifty tons. It

is expected that the factory will commence operations some-

time this month.

—The Fort William boom has not closed, but will shut

down in a short time. All the booms below Fort William

are running. The boom at Des Joachims has closed for the

season. The Chenaux boom has a large quantity of logs in it

for the season. It is not expected that they will be able to

empty the boom this year.

The annual circular of the Export Lumber Company,

limited, shows the total shipments of lumber for this season

from the St. Lawrence, to have been 35,313,573 feet compar-

ed with 18,089,716 feet in 1S88 and 34,036,076 feet in 1887.

This season's shipments were made up of 23,026,135 feet of/

pine, 11,738,065 feet of spruce, 33,000 feet of hard wood and

516,376 of small stowage,

The " Casselman Lumber Company,'' with headquar-

ters at Casselman, Russell county, have applied for letters

patent from the Ontario Government, for the purpose of carry-

ing on a general lumbering and milling business. The capital

stock of the company will be $250,000, divided into 2,500

/\^ MANITOBA AND THE NORTHWEST.

—A company seeks a land grant for a railway through Lac

Seul, to run from Shelby river to English river in Manitoba.

The railway will be of great importance to lumbermen and

settlers.

—The Calgary Water Power Company is applying for

incorporation for the purpose of improving the Bow river

and its tributaries, near Calgary, for moving and rafting logs

and timber, with power to do a general lumber business.

The capital stock of the company to be $100,000.

The lumber cut on Lake Winnipeg this season is placed

at 5,750,000 feet ; about 2,000,000 feet less than last year.

There are seven mills on the lake, but none of them are of

large capacity. It is expected that the number of logs taken

out this winter will be in excess of last season's cut.
,
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—Luke Madigan has secured a contract for 150,000 ties

for the Retnna and Long Lake railway, part of which will be

obtained on the north side of the Saskatchewan near Prince

Albert.

—Thompson & Armstrong, of Rapid City, expect to get

out enough logs this winter to make a million feet of lumber.

They also have a contract to get out two hundred thousand

ties for the Great Northwest Central Railway.

>^-Some of the Rat Portage mills have been short of logs

lately. The Western Lumber Co. closed down recently for

want of loes, and Ross, Hall & Brown's mill was closed
. • ^ -

down for two weeks for the same reason, but has since got vpr *
r

I w
a supply.

Only 5,000,000 feet of logs were rafted from the American

' side of Rainey River to Canada, and the Keewatin people

indignantly deny the statements in the American press that

these logs were stolen, as they were purchased and scaled in

camps under the supervision of the Surveyor-General of,

-Alinnesota.

—J. Kean, Sr., and J. F. Ritchie have been awarded a

contract by the Northwest Coal & Navigation Company for

getting out timber on the limits near the Crow's Nest Pass.

The contract calls for between 50,000 and 100,000 railway

ties, 50,000 mining props and a quantity of saw logs. The

contract involves between $50,000 and $60,000.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.

—A bark has just loaded a cargo of lumber at the Hastings

mill for London, England, direct.

—Several American firms are prospecting for saw mill sites

in B. C. with a view of putting up mills,

—Seven ships cleared from the Burrard Inlet mills last

month with lumber, mostly destined to Australia.

X —British Columbia spruce lumber is being shipped to

^Guelph, Ont. for use in the manufacture of organs.

—A British Columbia machinery firm has handled sftxmt

forty cars, mostly of saw mill machinery, this season.

—About $20,000 worth of machinery has been purchased to

be used in refitting the Hastings saw mill at Vancouver.

—The Brunette Sawmill Co., of New Westminster, have

manufactured 112,000 salmon boxes, since the packing season

' opened.

—Haslam, of the Nanaimo saw mill, has bought the stock

qf timber carried at that place by the Victoria Lumber ""S^f- deals, an increase of nearly fifty per cent.

pary

Company.

—A. C. Fraser has a contract for Sutton & Co. of the

Cowicbao saw mills, to deliver 6,000,000 feet of logs within

six months.

—The Brunette mills at New Westminster are running

night and day. Several large booms of logs have been

received recently from the Lillovet.

—T. S. Higginson, crown timber agent, has seized a large

number of logs on Scott creek, Pitt lake, for an infringement

of the Dominion timber laws. They will be sold by public

auction.

—The Columbia River Lumber Company, of Donald,

has about 220 men taking out timber at the Blueberry, and

also two camps within a mile of Donald putting in logs to be

sawed at the Beaver mills.

—A New Westminster mill has shipped 2,000,000 feet of

lumljer to the Barney & Smith car manufacturing company, of

Dayton, Ohio, this season. British Columbia lumber is in

demand for fine car work, owing to its superior quality.

—The Brunette Saw Mill Company has commenced wo'rlcV i

u|>on the new mill at New Westminster. The new mill will

a'ljoin the buildings at present used by the company, and the

capacity when completed, will be 100,000 feet per day, which

w ill bring the total daily output to 150,000 feet, or 45,000,000

feet yearly. When this mill and the McLaren- Ross mills are

completed, together with the contemplated addition to the

Royal City Plaining Mills, the daily output of lumber at

New Westminster will be in the neighborhood of 750,000 feet,

r 225,000,000 feet yearly.

\ccording to United States Consul Stevens, of Victoria,

the total exports of the product of the forests of British

Columbia, l>eing sawed lumber, masts and spars, logs, piles,

-lave-,, laths and pickets, telegraph poles, etc., from Burrard

Inlet, during I SSS were 90,247,077 feet of planks, etc., 6,713,-

000 lath* and pickets and 243,000 staves, and a small number
of logs, piles, telegraph poles, etc., amounting to a total export

valuation of $485,046, as obtained from the custom-house at

Vancouver. This product was shipped to foreign ports,

I,ondon, Honolulu, and to ports in China, Australia, and

America. The lumber and spars from Chemainus, the

<<nly other lumt>er exporting section, was shipped to San

Francisco and was but $15,093 in value, making the total

export of the province a little over a half million dollars.

There should, however, be added to this from the same port

shipments to Australia, value, $32,600, and Mexico, $5,500.

NEW BRUNSWICK.
—During the past season of navigation, twelve ships have

loaded deals at Buctouche. There are still 12,000 logs on

hand to begin work upon next spring.

—James E. Potter's new saw mill at Andover, is nearly

completed. The building is 30x72 feet, with an addition of

16x72. The saw will be run by a 70-horse power engine.

Logging operations are in full blast in the New Bruns-

wick woods, and the outlook for a heavy crop is good. It is

estimated that there will be an increase of 20 per cent, in the

luantity of logs taken out the approaching winter, as compar-

\ ed with last year.

—George & Esterbrooks, of Sackville, are setting up a

portable rotary mill on their wood land overrun by the forest

fires last summer. They will begin sawing at once. Several

other firms, whose limits have been seriously damaged by fire,

will follow the same course the coming winter.

J"—The lumbermen of northern New Brunswick have arrived

/at the conclusion that it is impossible for the provincial

government to reduce the rate of stumpage, and have decided

to cease their agitation in that direction. They have made
another proposition to the government, however, which includes

an extension of existing leases, expenditure on certain streams

^nd a return of mileage.

—C. M. Bostwick & Co., of St. John, have sold their

milling property at Point Wolf, Albert county, to George T.

v""*' Vaughn, of Little Salmon river. The property consists of a

steam and water mill on Point Wolf stream, 60,000 acres of

timber land leased and granted in St. John, Kings and Albert

counties, wharves, shops and dwellings", the sum paid being

$53,000.
-

^^^The export of lumber to Great Britain from the port of

Richibucto for the season of 1889, amounts to 10,697,581 s. f.

deals, and 7,130 pieces of railway ties containing 192,000

superifical feet. The shipments to Great Britain in 1888 were

9,151,610 s.f. deals and palings. The shipments from

Buctouche to Great Britain this year are 3,387,167 s. f. deals,

against 667,287 s. f. deals last year. It will therefore be seen

that the shipments of these two Kent ports to Great Britain

this season have exceeded those of last season by 4,265,851A
—The Chatham World says, a revolution has been

wrought in the lumbering business. "Once upon a time the

teams did not go into the woods until there was snow enough

for sledding, but now they all go as soon as the ground

freezes. The woods are full of them now, and the winter's

logging operations in full blast. The logs are yarded by the

roadside, or hauled to the stream when handy. One man has

2,000 logs in the water already, having twitched them from

the stump to the brook. The absence of snow renders the

work of collecting the scattering timber much easier than it

would be in the dead of winter. With a favorable winter

—

that is, steady frost and not too much snow—the cut will be

larger this season than last."

—Jas. D. Leary proposes to build another big lumber raft

at the Joggins, He has now seventy-five men at work getting

out the lumber, and as soon as there is sufficient snow on the

ground some fifty or sixty teams will be sent to the woods to

bring the lumber out. Some 60,000 sticks will be got out,

one-half of which will go into the raft, and the other half will

be sent by vessels to New Vork. The raft will have some

mprovements over the previous one, and will be one hundred

feet longer, the total length being 750, and a width of 65 feet,

10 feet greater than the other one. It will be 45 feet deep, and

will draw about 25 feet of water. It will consist of about

27,000 sticks, and weigh in the vicinity of 11,000 tons. The
raft will be built entirely of piling and spars, and will have

1,000,000 feet of hardwood for a core.

shipping to United States markets, mainly New Vork. D. W.

Clark & Son have turned out 100,000 boxes from their box

factory during the present season, entirely for local trade.

—Nearly all the gangs that are going into the lumber

woods on the St. John river this season have started for

the shanties. The cut the coming winter, it is estimated, will

fall short of last year, but if there is a good freshet in the

spring, there will be no scarcity ol logs, as all those now

hung up will come down in addition to new logs. The
following operators have begun their season's work al<out the

head waters of the St. John river

:

FEET.

James Burgess, Little river 3,000.000
William Fowler. Salmon river 2,000,000
David Keswick, Grand river 2,000.000
William Tedlie, Green " 4,000000
Robert Connors, Cabaneau river 8.000,000
John Brown. Fish river 2,000,000
Thomas Michaud, Fish river 1,000,000
James Verka, Fish river 3,000,000
Mallet & Co., " " 3,000,000
Daniel Chisholm. St. Francis river 3,000,000
Neil McLeod, Niggar Brook 2,000.000
William Sewell, Big " 3,000,000
W. H. Cunliffe, Long lake 6.000,000
Stevens Bros.. Temsebemsecook 6.000,000
John Sinclair, St. John river 1,500,000
John Morrison, Black " 2,000,000
Arthur de Chene, " " 2,000,000
Gillman Bros., " " 4.000,000
Cyrus Decker, St. John " 4,000,000
Kilburn & Mcintosh, St. John river 5,000.000
Dunn Bros.. Aroostook river 4,000,000
F. W. Giberson. Mununges river 3,000,000
M. Harvey, Machias river 2,000,000
Bearce & Hill, Mooslick river 4,000,000
A. Trafton, Umclossus river 3.000,000
James. Hayward, Aroostook river 2.000,000

rail wil

abinjC I

The seven saw mills in the vicinity of Milford and

Kingsville, on the St. John river, about three miles

from the city, will turn out about 80,000,000 feet of lumber/

^an<l deals this season^-The mills are, first, that of Andrew
Pushing iV Co. on the point at the falls, employing 125 men;
Miller & Woodman's mill, at Spurr Cove, 220 men; Stetson

& Cutler, Point Pleasant, 70 men; E. G. Barnhill, 60 men.

At Kingsville, S. T. King & Sons, 90 men; Randolph &
Baker, 125 men. These several firms are making preparations

to largely increase their output of both lumber and deals next

season, the activity in lumbering circles apparently not being

limited to the provinces of Ontario and Quebec for next

season's work. The lumbermen of Carlton, immediately

opposite the city of St. John, on the St. John river, have not

been idle during the past summer. The firms of Adams &
firegory and R. A. Gregory have done a heavy business in

Total 84.500,000

In addition to the above there will be about 12,000,000

feet more cut by small operators along the streams, which

will run the total cut up to something like 100,000,000 feet.

NOVA SCOTIA.

—The Sydney Lumber Co. , of Sydney, has assigned.

—The lumber shipments of Parrsboro are expected to

reach one-third the whole exports of the Province of Nova

»»Sieotia.

^-S. P. Benjamine, manager of the White Rock mills,

Hants county, has shipped 5,000,000 feet of white pine

lumber to South America during the past season. He states

that he cleared $1 a thousand on the transaction^*

—Messrs. A. Robb & Sons, Amhurst, have recently added

a new blower for melting iron in their new cupola, and intend

as soon as they can arrange it, to heat their shops, or at least

part of them with the new system of hot blast heating. The
firm delivered last month to the Canada Electric Co., one of

their now celebrated Monarch Economic Boilers. This new
boiler is a wonder, and those who are desirous of information

regarding it should write to Messrs. Robb & Sons.

AMERICAN.

—Horses for the lumber woods are selling at $400 to $600

a span at Bay City and Saginaw.

—The cut of the mills on Muskegon Lake, Mich., this

season is estimated at 482,000,000 feet of lumber and 300,000,-

000 shingles.

—President Dorr, of the Tittabawassee Boom Company,

Mich., estifnates that the company will clean up this season

about 350,000,000 feet.

—All the fire department stations in Minneapolis are to be

refloored with Georgia pine. This pine has been proven to

be the mort durable material for the rough useage to which

the engine house floors. are subjected.

—S. H. Richardson of Bangor, Me., is building his forty-

fifth saw mill. The new mill is at Waterville, and will have

a daily capacity of 40,000 feet. It will have a band saw and

other modern mill equipments, and in addition lath, shingle,

clapboard and planing machines. It is claimed that this will

be the model mill in the New England States.

—The estimated product of the saw mills on the Saginaw

river for the season is 750,000,000 feet, the smallest output

since 1S79, except 1S85—the year of the strike—when it was

only 728,000,000 feet. Lumber has sold slowly, and the

manufacturers will carry over large stocks, although, in

proportion to the cut, no larger than other manufacturing

points, all of which report large stock on hand. Compara.

tively little lumber has been bought for next season's delivery.

The yard trade is active, with large distribution, considering

the scarcity of cars. Planing mills and box factories are

crowded with work. Shippers who have lumber to go

forward by lake are burring it forward. Boats are in active

demand and rates firm at $2.25 to $2.37'2 to Buffalo and

common points, and $1.75 to $1.87^ to Ohio. Shipments of

lumber by lake will fall about 60,000,000 feet below those of

last season, making the movement the smallest since 1875.

The rail shipments have steadily increased.
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RAMBLING NOTES.

Tid-Bits of News and Gossip Effecting the
Lumber Interests Picked up Here.

There and Everywhere.

By our Travelling Correspondent.]

Having been deputed to furnish readers of The
j

Lumberman with brief notes of my rambles among

the mills and interviews with lumbermen, I undertake I

the work with a little trepidation, but with an honest
|

purpose to speak the whole truth and nothing but the

truth, with the hope that the same will have the effect

of promoting the interests of the trade in general.

Taking the east-bound train from the "Queen City"

I soon arrived at the smart little town of

WHITBY

where I had the pleasure of calling upon Mr. George

Cormack, who has conducted a most extensive lumber-

ing business there for upwards of 30 years past, his

operations to the United States and other channels

averaging from 6 to 8 millions yearly. Thus Mr.

Cormack is a man of great experience, considered one

of the best judges of all kinds of lumber in Canada,

and his words are entitled to respect. He informed

me that business during the past year had been

generally dull ; but prices were fairly good and firm :

and he was pleased to say there seemed at present no

disposition to change. The dullness had not been

caused by over-production, as many supposed, but

mainly because the U. S. have bought in smaller

quantities than us.ual the past season. The stocks on

the Canadian side are as yet pretty heavy, but there is

every prospect of their being very much reduced.

One of the greatest obstacles to that reduction being

either the inability, lack of energy, or of will, on the

part of the G. T. R. officials to provide freight cars

in sufficient quantities, and at opportune times, and

thus assist their customers to fulfill their contracts in

delivering lumber already sold and reduce stocks in

order to make room for more. Mr. Cormack operates

principally on the G. T. R. system, and has now

upw ards of half a million feet of lumber which he has

sold to a U. S. firm, but which he cannot deliver on

account of want of freight cars for that purpose. I

find the lack of cars on this company's system quite an
" old chestnut " now, and it has given place to a later

grievance, namely, the withdrawal of the privilege

which master lumbermen have for some long time

enjoyed, of having a passenger ticket at a much
reduced rate issued to them by the company. When
this new edict was passed, a representative meeting

of Ontario lumbermen was convened, and the case

throughly canvassed, with the result that two promin-

ent men from that meeting were deputed to wait upon

the General Manager of the G. T. R. at Montreal.

The only good they got for their pains and labor was

a letter somewhat to the following effect. "We are

unable to renew the tickets in question, as we are

prevented from so doing by the Interstate Law ; and
for other reasons'' Our friends, the lumbermen

would like to know "what the Interstate Law has to do

with the case?" as the Mikado has it ; and also

what the other reasons are ; but their hopes were

blighted. The lumbermen contend that they do not

travel for pleasure like school lads, but that the tickets

were mainly used by them in travelling from place to

place hunting up freight cars, and generally doing the

work which ought to have been done by the company's

own servants, and thus facilitating in every way the

lumber traffic on their system.

The freight rates levied to lumbermen by the G.T.R.

seems to be a very sore point also. I am informed

that they charge by weight and not by measurement.

Now as lumber is felled, logged, bought, sold, and

shipped by vessels at a rate per 1,000 feet, why in the

name of all that is rational, is it not carried by the

G. T. R. in the same way, at per 1,000 feet? I, as well

as the lumbermen, fail to see the reason why the

G. T. R. should be allowed to carry out this one-sided

policy ; unless it is so that the lumbermen cannot

possibly have any check on the freight charges when

levied. I was shown some 30 to 40 way bills, or

freight charges, the other day by a gentleman who

ships some millions of lumber yearly on the G. T. R.

system, and was pointed out the apparently erratic

manner in w hich they varied in the sums charged,

but in every single case the variation seemed in favor

of the company and consequently against the client.

For instance a man buys say a million feet of lumber

at one given point, and orders it to be delivered to

another given point in four equal instalments
;

although each instalment is of the self same kind of

lumber, and exact in quantity, each carriage charge

varies considerably. Now, why should these things

be ? The lumberman has no check and no redress.

He cannot make a contract with accuracy, as it is

impossible to rightly estimate what his carriage is

going to cost him. In fact the G. T. R. appears to be

the bete noir of the poor, long-suffering lumberman

and his complaint, surely, is a righteous one.

Continuing my rambles in an easterly direction, I

am glad to report good accounts of fair prices and

encouraging anticipations of future business prospects

from our lumberman friends, Messrs. Sykes & Son,

and Mr. J. E. Edmondson, of Oshawa ; and Messrs.

McClellan & Co. and others of Bowmanville and that

district.

PORT HOPE.

I was sorry to hear that the lumbering interest in this

advantageously situated town is not so great as it used

to be. Genial Mr. James S. Leverich is about the

only representative lumberman, but he does a business

of a very extensive character. He has been located

here for some 40 years past, and his now annual

average handling of lumber is about two millions, and

some seven millions in shingles, besides operating

largely in posts and laths. Although he jokingly calls

himself a son of Uncle Sam, he is a good specimen

of Canadian industry and energy and consequent

success and is quite satisfied with the land of his

adoption. He finds trade good and prices firm. For

his courtesy, and the information he imparted, I wish

him continued success. There are also two planing

mills here. Fortunately for Port Hope, if the lumber-

ing trade has somewhat left it, other industries have

arisen in its midst, one of which is the Globe File

Manufacturing Company, conducted by Mr. Outram.

Another industry, which Port Hope ought to be thank-

ful for, is that of Messrs. A. W. Morris & Brothers, of

Montreal, one of the largest binding twine firms in the

Dominion, who have erected a large manufactory here,

and employ a considerable amount of labor. Last,

though not least, Mr. Alonzo W. Spooner has for the past

five years been very successfully manufacturing a new

metal called " Spooner's Copperine." He guarantees

it copper mixed, non-fibrous and anti-frictious, and it is

used all over the Dominion by nearly every owner

and manufacturer of machinery, engineers, &c. It is

a capital adjunct to saw, grist and planing mills. It is

also extensively used in British Columbia. Messrs. A.

Robb & Son, of Amherst, Nova Scotia, a very old and

reputable firm, are selling Mr. Spooner's Copperine in

very large quantities. So those who have not yet

tested it are advised to do so ; and I wish every success

to Mr. Spooner and Port Hope industries generally.

COBOURG.

This very loyal and pretty town of some 5,000

inhabitants, has had a very dull time lately, but I am
informed there are great prospects for its immediate

future, especially for the lumbering industry. Hereto-

fore our friends, Mr. George Spence, Messrs. Jones &
Barnum, and other lumbermen of Cobourg, have had to

haul their lumber from the G. T. R. station, some

distance out of the town, to their works, at a great

expense, but Mr. T. B. Pierce, the proprietor of the

old Cobourg- Blairton railway has just completed

arrangements with the G. T. R. Co. so that car lots

can be carried upon a portion of Mr. Pierce's track,

free to the yards of the lumbermen in the town of

Cobourg, which will do away with the expensive hauling

spoken of. It is also rumored, that at no distant date

there will be direct railway communication between

Cobourg, Peterborough and Rice Lake district, and

that the old town of Cobourg will become, what it had

a right to expect years ago, a great shipping port of

I the lumbering industry. She will have her docks

I

dredged and recussitated and expects a goodly fleet of

vessels to be seen entering and leaving her ports.

Cobourg has a splendid town hall, good water works,

loyal and enterprising inhabitants, and in fact every-

thing conducive to the making of a big city in the

future. The Cobourg Car Works, is another great

industry of this town, and Mr. James Crossen, the

proprietor, is a very large employer of labor. He
manufactures sleeping, passenger, freight, post office,

baggage, box, platform and hand cars, and is at

present executing an order for 100 box cars for the

G. T. R. and I have no doubt would be equally pleased

to construct a few hundred extra cars for them for the

exclusive use of the lumber trade. Mr. Hewson, Sen.,

of dry goods fame, a very old resident, and whose

heart is full of Cobourg's future prosperity, kindly

escorted me over the town.

TRENTON.

Messrs. Gilmour's immense lumbering industry has

its head centre located here, but as I was unable to

see Mr. Gilmour I must send in an account of their

extensive operations at an early date. The Govern-

ment authorities have recently erected an imposing

post office, and there are several prominent public

buildings in the town, a remarkable bridge, and one or

two good hotels. At the Queens, where I put up, you

can rely upon getting a very rare thing, that is a rare

tender beef steak. The accommodation is also good,

and you may also expect an occasional impromtu
- concert from " The Boys of the Commercial frater-

nity." My visit happened to be on one of these

occasions. Their hearts and lungs were sound enough,

but the harmony was not quite as euphonious as usual
;

but as I expect each one then present will become an

annual subscriber to The Lumberman I will only say

they were jolly good fellows.

BELLEVILLE.

This is a fine city of some 10,000 inhabitants, with

great expectations, as it is rumored that a large Rolling

Mill, which will employ 250 men, and a new Axe
Works, to employ 1 50 more will be almost immediate-

ly added to the present industries of the city. I called

upon our friends, Messrs. Pringle & Sons, Harris &
Walton, Flint & Holton, the Canada Lumber Cutting

Co. (who are about to move their works to Trenton)

and the Rathbun Co.'s branch office here, and got

favorable accounts of present business from each. Mr.

F. J. Drake, and the Brown Manufacturing Co. are

,
extensively occupied in the manufacture of planing,

lath, and other machinery used in the lumbering

business.

PICTON.

This is one of the most picturesquely situated towns

in the Dominion, as it nestles in a beautiful valley at

the head of the Bay of Quinte, the surrounding hills

sheltering it from storm or tempest. It is a thriving

busy little town, with more than the full complement

of handsome buildings including churches, schools,

hotels and some imposing and well-filled stores. The
district is purely an agricultural one

;
and, therefore,

Picton is busy, and seen at her best on a market day

when the weather is fine ; on other days a calm,

peaceful halo seems to hang over Picton, and the

stranger seems invited to cease his wanderings and

end his days in this town of peace and plenty. The
neighborhood is also specially interesting to the

traveller or tourist, from the fact that at some two or

three miles to the west of the town there is a charming

sheet of water called "The Lake on the Mountain."

It is some 200 feet above the Bay of Quinte, is about

three-quarters of a mile long and on-half a mile broad
;

is teeming with Black Bass, Pickerel and other

denizens of the finny tribe, and is a mystery as to how-

it got there, from whence its waters came and whether

they flow again ; in fact one of natures stupendous

mysteries. Again some eight miles or so in an

opposite direction, there are acres upon acres, of white

silver sand hills, whose origin is as mysterious as the

" Lake on the Mountain." They are called the

" Sandbanks," and are the happy hunting grounds of

ladies and children in the summer season, the bathing

being safe and good and the sand hills being so bright,

fine and soft that the litle ones, (and very frequently

the big ones also) enjoy rolling from the summit to the

base of these " golden sands." I do not know if Picton.
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got her name from the famous, dashing cavalry officer

of Peninsular and Waterloo celebrity. Anyhow its

inhabitants are proud of their bonnie little town ;
and

Picton's good rector, the Rev. E. Lourks, stands itnlli

secondus in the ranks of those whose heart and soul

is wrapped up in Picton's past history and greater

future. By the way, I heard a most amusing story

about the reverend gentleman in question, who, like

his great predecessors Bishops, Selwyn, Patterson, and
Hannington (the two latter fell as martyrs in their

Master's work, the former in New Zealand and the

latter in Africa) is what is called a muscular christian

and a sound churchman, and as it is entirely in his

favor I cannot resist putting it down here. It

appears that one peaceful Sabbath morn, as his

reverence was wending his way to the dear old church

on the hill, he encountered a male backslider from his

flock, wandering in an opposite direction into the folds

ofdissent, whether being tempted thither like his ancient

progenitor Adam by another fair Eve, the historian

sayeth not, but he does say that finding, admonition
and apostolic exhortations unavailing to bring back to

his church this erring lamb, the rectorial cane was
applied with such a will, and effect that this prodigal

son was shown the error of his ways and escorted in

triumph to the ancient fold, a wiser and I trust a better

man.
The lumbering interests of Picton are represented

by an agency of the Rathbun Co., and by Mr. A. W.
Hepburn. The latter has also the head office of the

Bay of Quinte line of steamers to Montreal located

here.

KINGSTON.

Messrs. Caldwell & Son have the largest wholesale

and retail lumbering business in this city. They are a

very old established firm, and report trade good, prices

sound and every appearance of holding their own.
More business than usual has been done during the

past year on account of a building boom in the city.

Kingston is also a good shipping point for lumber and
ties for Oswego and other ports. Large quantities of

lumber for local use in the city and district is also

operated over the K. and P. railway.

Mr. Wm. McCrossie is also one of the oldest, if not

the very father of lumbermen, in the city of Kingston.
He succeeded to the business of a Mr. McPherson
somewhere about 1855. and since that time has done a

good jobbing and retail trade, his yearly operations
being now something like three millions of lumber and
two millions of shingles. In addition to his lumber
business Mr. McCrossie is also president of the
Electric Light Company, and vice-president of the.

Ontario Building and Savings Association, and is a
very highly respected and active citizen of Kingston.
Our friends Messrs. W. B. & S. Anghr of this

city, after a business success of upwards of fifty years,

are still satsified with the present and future prospects
of their ancient city.

Mr. John McLeod has for the past four years been
operating with great success a sash, door and blind

factory in Kingston. He is also engaged as a con-
tractor and general house furnisher.

Two mills have been burnt out in Kingston district

during the year that is now so near its close, Messrs.
Caldwell's full-rigged mill, at a loss of $50,000 and
that of Mr. John Shillington, of Hinchinbrook, at a loss

of $6,ood. I am glad to report that the latter is again
rebuilt and the former is expected to be rebuilt and in

working order for the coming spring.

Messrs. Thistle & Co., of Pembroke, are offering the
whole of their business, including mills and limits for

sale by private contract.

Mr. Thos. Allen, of Perth, has put up a new mill at

Mississippi during the past summer, and he has been
cutting ties and hemlock bill stuff already.

I am informed that the Canadian Locomotive
Engine Co. of Kingston, are making arrangements for

adding the manufacture of engines and boilers suitable

for the lumbering industries, to their already gigantic
business operations.

GANANOQUE.
I have rambled through many countries in my life-

time, and seen most of the famed picturesque spots of
Europe, but this little village of American Indian fame,
Gananoque. the meeting of the two rivers), the
Gananoque of the Mohicans and the mighty
St. Lawrence, is the most beautifully situated of any
that I have yet seen. It requires the descriptive
powers of a Sala's word-painting, or the pencil of a

J. W. Turner, to depict its transcendently beautiful

scenery to do it justice. Placed as it is on a com-
manding position, sloping downwards to, and its

foundations being laved by the St. Lawrence ; with the
countless thousands of islands spread out before it in

a panoramic vista for miles, I can only imagine that

its fame, like Solomon's of old, having been spread
over the whole of the then known world, and liken

tlKM countless islands to the fleets of the great Queen
of Sheba, coming to do homage to its beauty, and
then being so impressed with its unequalled glories to
b;i '. dipped their pennants, cast anchor after due
permission,' and to have remained forever adoring.
The islands are so numerous, vary so in size—from
one taking the appearance of the mighty old three-

decker ; another more like the smart gun boat of this

period, and then lessening in size to the trim yacht,

and even to the Indian canoe that was the first craft

that floated on its bosom. This spot is also very
interesting from the fact that it has been immortalized

by Fenimore Cooper as the scene of his world-famed
" Leather Stocking " Tales. The dear old honest
" Natty-Bumpo" of one's boyhood's days. Besides all

this, Ganonoque is noted, although having only a
population of 3,500 souls, as being the very hive of

Canadian industries, the Birmingham, Bradford,

Sheffield and Leeds of Canada all in one. The ubiqu-

tious Rathbun Company use the whole of the harbor
for their extensive lumbering, building material and
coal business. Their agent, Mr. James Donahoe
ought to be a happy man, for he has no competitors,

and the business increases with great 'strides year by
year. Mr. Benjamin Barber has the supreme control

of Messrs. Rathbun's Thousand Island Railway
Company, whose metals leach the very doors of all

the leading manufactories in Ganonoque ; and the

tonnage operated is very considerable annually; and
in the summer season, as this charming locality is

the Isle of White of both Canada and the United
States, the passenger traffic amounts to many
thousands. Messrs. Rathbun, also run their own
steamers, carrying the mails, passengers and
freight twice daily as long as the river is open, to Clay-

ton, New York State, and in the summer season to

New York itself ; thus Mr. Barber's duties are any-

thing but onerous ones. Ganonoque is governed by
a Reeve, Deputy Reeve and three councillors. She
has 4 churches and 4 public schools. The Roman
Catholic body are just building a new church at a cost

of $40,000, which will be a great addition to the

already handsome edifices of this rising place. As the

wood limits of the district are nearly all exhausted,

Ganonoque has fortunately been well endowed by
nature, in having one of the best water powers in

Ontario, of which her manufacturers, to whom for her

rapid growth of late years she is indebted, have taken
every advantage. As Messrs. McClellan & Reed,
who have run the only lumber mill in Ganonoque for

many years, find a difficulty now in getting logs they
intend turning their old mill into a roller flour mill

early next year.

The following are chief industries located here :

Gananoque Carriage Co., buggies, cutters, &c,
employ 120 hands : Skinner & Co., horse hames,
snaths, grain cradles, snow shovels, &c, 45 hands

;

Economy Engine Co., stationery engines, 20 hands
;

Waft Bros., machinists, 10 hands ; R. J. Colten,

carriage gears, 5 hands ; O. V. Goulette, wheel heads,
tool handles and turning, 10 hands ; W. McKenzie,
furnituie factory, 10 hands ; Parmenter & Bullock,

nails, rivets, &c, 50 hands ; Cook & Mclntyre, wool-
len mills, 30 hands

;
George Gillies, harrow and

carriage hardware, 30 hands ; Ontario Wheel Co.,

carriage and buggy wheels, 40 hands ; St. Lawrence
Steel and Wire Co., corset steels, &c, 25 hands ; D. F.

Jones Mfg, Co., shovels,^c, 60 hands ; Cowan &
Britten, nails and hinges,' 55 hands

; Gananoque
Spring and Axle Co., springs, axles and skeins, 80
hands; O. D. Cowan, Wringer manufacturer, 15

hands.
[Continued in our nest Issue.]

OTTAWA LUMBER MATTERS.
During the month Aid Askwith, at the instance of

the Chaudiere lumbermen, has been engaged in the

laudable enterprise of clearing the entrance to the

canal of sawdust. He has scooped out some fifteen or

twenty thousand feet of sawdust from the foot of the

locks, which has been thrown into the current, with the

expectation that it will be carried off to Sheol, or some
other place, with the spring rise in the river. A
passage 100 feet wide was cleared from the locks to the

running water for a uniform depth of eight feet below

the lock sills. Although the channel cleared was

originally 100 feet wide, the sawdust at the sides of

this kept falling and was removed until now there is

five or six feet of water along the shores where former-

ly there was hardly any. The contract price is about

$2,500, and is footed by the lumbermen of the Chau-

diere. Aid Askwith suggests that the government

should construct a boom at the foot of the point so as

to prevent any furthei encroachments by the sawdust.

Several prominent Winnipegers have been visiting

the city recently, for the purpose of obtaining if possi-

ble, a land grant from the government for a projected

railway, the Lac Seul, which is to run from Shelly

river to English river in Manitoba. The railway,

which is to be about 16 miles long, will run through a

well timbered country and the road will be of great

importance to both lumbermen and settlers.

The Chaudiere mills have closed down after doing a

good season's work. The evidence is almost unani-

mous that the present has been a good year, the output

being still larger than last year. Sales in the spring

were brisk at fair prices and several of the firms,

notably Messrs. Bronson, Weston & Co., Perley &
Pattee and J. R. Booth sold their entire cut at the

opening of the season. The Upper Ottawa Improve-

ment Company have had a fairly good year, the tow

from the Quio being three million pieces. This would

manufacture about four hundred million feet and

was divided between J. R. Booth, the E. B. Eddy

Company, Perley & Pattee, Pearce & Co., Hurdman
Bros., W. C. Edwards, the Hawkesbury Company, and

two or three other firms. The output of a large mill

is on an average from fifty to sixty million feet.

The mill owners have already large numbers of men

in the shanties, and are constantly sending up more.

The whole complement, however, will not be sent up

until sleighing sets in, when several of the largest

batches of the year will go up. The fact that the

E. B. Eddy Co. are not sending men to the woods this

year will make a considerable difference in the

number of men sent from the Ottawa district.

One firm has already 900 men in their shanties,

and most of these were engaged at wages varying from

$20 to $25 a month and board. To board a man in

the shanties costs about $10 a month, and the men

engaged by this firm average $23, so that the monthly

cost of wages amounts to $20,700, and of board $9,000,

making a total monthly outlay for this firm alone of

$29,700. Some 200 extra men will be sent up as soon

as the roads are good. Now that the bulk of the men

are in the shanties, the firms are not giving as high

wages as ruled earlier in the season, and men are

freely engaging at $18 and $20.

Mr. F. Powell, head agent for the Rathbun company,

states that the amount of lumber exported by his firm

was about the same as the previous season, consisting

chiefly of pine, ash and basswood. The demand has

been fair, but not so good as last year, as the market

has been somewhat weaker. On the whole there has

been no noticeable change in prices, with the exception

of the lower grades. There is more unsold lumber in the

Ottawa mill-owner's hands than for many years past

at this particular season.

Mr. Peter Whelan, head agent for the Sheppard-

Morse firm states that as far as his firm was concerned

the past season had been a very poor one for the

handlers of twelve inch stock and deals as they bought

early in the season and the market falling had to stand

the consequences. This was to the advantage of

mill owners, but their time will likely come next as the

buyers and large dealers, finding their last season's

early purchases weie unprofitable will not be in a

hurry to rush in so heavily during the coming season,

so that the mill owners will likely carry larger stocks

during the season. Prices will certainly be lowei in

the near future on most classes, and would have been

lower this season, had not the 'large dealers who

purchased early been able to retain their goods. The

lumber that was not sold early by the manufacturers

and which they handled during the season, in all

cases, was sold at lower rates. Even the lower grades

have shown considerable falling off in price. This

was occasioned by competition in Michigan.

Murphy & McRae, forwarders, report more lumber

moved during the closing summer than for many years

past,

Messrs. W. J. Bell and Thos. Hale, of Pembroke,

have completed the purchase of a timber limit from

the Eddy Manufacturing Company. The limit is on

the White Pine river a tributary of the Kippewa and

embraces 80 square miles. The price is said to be in

the neighborhood of $20,000.

The Eddy company will not cut any logs this year

on the Madawaska. This will affect business greatly,

as not a log will come out where they have for some

time taken out from 800,000 to 900,000 logs. Should

the firm sell the big mill and run the small one next

year, they will have enough logs on hand already to

last them the season.

The planing mill and cheese box factor)', a' Milverton,

Ont.| owned by Mr. Bundscho, was totally destroyed by fire

recently.
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THE TRADE SITUATION.

THE trade in the Ottawa district has been fairly

good during the month, with no material change in

prices. Dullness continues in the upper grades of

pine, while box and common have been moving more

freely than during October. Shingles and lath, both

dull. Navigation being practically closed, distribution

of wood products must necessarily be by rail, which

wit] no doubt be at the minimum until after the holi-

days. Upon the whole manufacturers have had to

wrestle with a falling market, and the sanguine pros-

pects of the early spring, will, as a rule, be far from

realized.

The month of November should have been one of

the busiest of the season with the Toronto wholesale

men, but owing to what was practically a break down

of the car service of the G. T. R. there has been quite

a large falling off in the business done as compared

with previous months or the same month last year.

The demand has been fairly active, both for the local

and western trade, but it has been impossible to fill

orders with any degree of promptness, and in many
cases orders have been cancelled. It was stated by a

general freight agent of the G. T. R. before the Board

of trade the other day that the receipts of the G. T. R
in Toronto were largely in excess of the year 1888 up

to Oct- 31st, 1889, but in November there was a falling

off in the single item of lumber of 300 cars in fifteen

days, proving conclusively that the car shortage

complained of is an active grievance.

Although the weather for the past month has been

very favorable for shipping by vessel the season of

navigation was practically closed early in the month.

Vessels begin to lay up just as soon as wages and

insurance rates advance, and shippers find it difficult

to obtain suitable vessels even at advanced freights.

The sensation of the month has been the action of

the lumber section of the Board of Trade in regard

to the shortage of cars. The situation became so

desperate that the dealers composing the section

called upon the council of the Board of Trade for

assistance in obtaining relief. The result was the

appointment of a committee of investigation composed

of Messrs. E. Gurney, Wm. Christie, Robert Jaffray,

Hugh Bean, Elias Rogers and J. Donogh. The
lumber section appointed a committee of four consist

ing of Messrs. H. H. Cook, M. P., T. H. Willmott

Jas. Tennant and George Gall, to act in conjunction

with the Board of Trade committee. The joint com-

mittee issued a circular addressed to all the leading

lumber dealers and manufacturers asking for informa-

tion as to the number of cars required to fill past

orders, and the replies received when tabulated

showed an actual shortage of over 2,100 cars on the

Northern and Midland Divisions. The lumber deal-

ers made out such a good case that the Board of

Trade council immediately appointed a deputation to

wait upon Mr. Hickson and urge the application of

some remedy. The absence of Mr. Hickson from

Montreal prevented the deputation from obtaining an

interview, but the deputation met with Local Manager

Wragge and discussed all the points very fully, and

left him with the understanding that he would make a

written report to the committee covering the whole

cars and had no cause for complaint. It is such weak-

backed dealers who effectually prevent the lumber

trade from obtaining the concession to which they are

entitled.

SPLINTERS.

Our attention has been called to an error in the last

issue of The Lumberman which we take the first

opportunity of correcting. In our mention of rafts and

their contents passing down the Ottawa during the

past season, where the nmmber of cribs and feet was

given it should have been cribs and pieces. Each

piece averages 50 to 80 feet, which makes a wonderful

difference in the total amount. The ordinary raft has

150,000 to 175,000 cubic feet, with 50 to 60 men one each.

* *
*

In order to close up the business of W. R. Thistle &
Co., they will offer for sale at public auction, at Pem-
broke, Ont. on December 4th., the Pembroke saw mill,

the Chalk River saw mill with piling grounds, booms,

piers buildings &c; about 120 square miles of timber

limits; six million feet of sawn lumber and dimension

timber, horses shanties, &c. See advertisement in

another column.

* * *

Mr. F. J. Drake, of Belleville, Ont.,is largely engaged

in the manufacture of saw, shingle and lath machinery.

Mr. Drake is the patentee of a number of machines,

notably Drake's Patent Dauntless Shingle and Heading

Machine, and Drake's Improved Shingle Edger, both of

which are spoken of highly by those who have them in

use. See his advertisement on another page.

GENERAL NOTES. V—McCuaig & Moorhead are getting out square timber and

logs, up in Temiscainingue.

—James McCool, Mattawa, Ont., has sold out his stor

and will devote his time in the future to the lumber trade.

—Mr. Chas. McGibbon, Penetanguishene, has done a

fairly good season's work, having cut about three million

feetFof oak, basswood, hemlock and pine,

/—Messrs. McCuaig and Moorehead, of Bryson, have

puichased from the E. B. Eddy company the latter "s Black

River timber limits, The limits are situated on the Black

river, P. Q., and are about 100 square miles in area.

' —The lumbering operations on the Upper Ottawa are

being vigorously pushed, the season being very favorable for

log making and square timber-making. The indications are

that a great deal of square timber will be made during the

winter.

—W. R. Thompson, of Teeswater, Ont. has cut this

summer about a million feet of hardwood, of which he

shipped 25 cars direct to Liverpool. He has also turned out

500,000 broom handles, the largest quantity made by any one

firm in the Dominion.

question of car shortage and remedies that should be
i

I
Nearly over the centre of the hind part of a double sled sits'a

provided for it.

The action of the Board of Trade has at least had

the effect of stirring up the Grand Trunk officials, and

during the past fortnight they have endeavored to as

far as possible accommodate the trade with the

limited number of cars at their disposal It has been

shown also that by united action the lumber trade

can make its influence felt and obtain a redress of

grievances.

It is to be regretted that petty jealouses seem to

prevent this harmony of action from being freely

consumated. This was evidenced by the fact that when
the Board of Trade deputation had their interview

with Mr. Wragge, he exhibited to them letters from

wholesale dealers in Toronto who had been most

clamorous at the meeting of the lumber section, who
apparently from fear of" retaliation, assured the local

manager that they were being amply supplied with

—The lumber shipments at Miramichi, N. B., have closed

for the season. The total export is 100,000,000 feet exclusive

of pilings. Last year's exports were 73,000,000. The
shipping amounted to 161 vessels of 115,000 tons, being 43
vessels and 35,000 tons more than last year.

—Messrs. Perley & Pattee are about to introduce a Glove

steam logger, to be used on their Pettewawa limits. This is

a giant machine, 28 feet long, weighing 12 tons, that can be

driven by steam on a snow road, and is estimated to draw as

many as 30,000 to 40,000 logs. The mechanism is simple^/''

e>^

How to Select Cood Timber.

Professor Rankin says: "There are certain appear-

ances which are characteristic of strong and durable

timber to what class soever it belongs. 1. In the

same species of timber that specimen will in general be

the strongest and most durable which has grown the

slowest, as shown by the narrowness of the annual rings.

2. The cellular tissue, as seen in the medullary rays

(when visible) should be hard and compact. 3. The
vascular or fibrous tissue should adhere firmly together

and should show no wooliness at a freshly-cut surface,

nor should it clog the teeth of the saw with loose fibers.

4. If the wood is colored, darkness of color is in general

a sign of strength and durability. 5. The freshly-cut

surface of the wood should be firm and shining, and

should have somewhat of a translucent appearance. A
dull, chalky appearance is a sign of bad timber. 6. In

wood of a given species, the heaviest specimens are in

general the strongest and most lasting. 7. Amono
resinous woods, those which have least resin in their

pores, and among non-resinous woods, those which

have least sap or gum in them, are in general the strong-

est and most lasting. 8. It is stated by some authors

that in fir wood that which has the most sap wood, and

in hard wood that which has the least, is the most dur-

able—but the universality of this law is doubtful. Tim-

ber should be free from such blemishes as clefts or

cracks radiating from the centre
;
'cup-shakes' or cracks

which partially separate one annual layer from

another; V'upsets,' where the fibres have been crippled

by compression : V'ringalls,' or wounds in a layer of the

wood which have been covered and concealed by the

growth of subsequent layers over them."

Terra Cotta Lumber.

Terra cotta lumber is destined to assume great im-

portance in the future as a building material than during

the last two years," says a Chicago builder. "Its cheap-

ness as compared to brick and wooden material for

many purposes, with its positively fireproof qualities can

not help but make it a prime favorite with builders of the

better grade of structures everywhere, both in this

country and abroad. It is cheaper than brick, weigh-

ing only about one-third as much, and for many pur-

poses is vastly superior. One thing to recommend it to

{lumbermen is the fact that a large percentage o the

waste product of the sawmill—the sawdust—can be

profitably utilized in its manufacture, sawdust being

shipped at the present time from Muskegon to Chicago

for this purpose. At all of the leading mill centres

many dollars could be annually saved by the organiza-

tion of local companies for the manufacture of this

modern product. While there may not be 'millions in

it', yet there is sufficient inducement tojustify every

millman at least to investigate its merits, Chicago

builders are largely utilizing it."

small engine power, whilst the boiler is located in the

centre. The boiler is of steel 5% feet in diameter, i]/z

feet high ; and guaged to a pressure of 150 lbs. Either coal

or wood can be used as fuel. There are 4 wheels on the

driving axle each 4 feet in diameter, and weighing 3 tons,

whilst a wheel in front acts as a helm. These wheels

literally work in a steam box, and are heated by steam, so

that when they pass over snow it is damped and compressed,

and in cold weather immediately converted into solid ice.

The chain running from the loaded sleighs may be hitched

either to the frame itself or a foot and a-half higher. The
speed attained is about five miles an hour, and it can be

easily turned.

A saw mill in the township of Romney, owned

Fuller, of Leamington, Ont. was burned Nov. 1st.

had not been in operation for some time.

by Samuel

The mill

Machines for Veneering.

The largest machine for cutting veneers yet con-
structed is in operation in Calfornia, and is said to

shave up logs 10 feet 8 inches in length with the greatest

ease. The shavings which come from these machines
.are great, long sheets, in each of which is almost the

entire wood of a big log, and from a single shaving is

frequently made a mass of 2,000 to 5,000 berry boxes.

The logs are first cut into the desired length, then

placed in a large steam box and left for twelve hours

subjected to the effects of exhaust steam, which so

softens the wood that it can be cut into thin sheets

desired without checking or splitting into fragments;

when sufficiently softened, the log is pushed into an
immense lathe and revolves in front of the great blade,

exactly as a strip of wood in a turner's lathe revolves

toward the chisel. After the water-soaked outer

portions of the log have been trimmed off a number of

small, chisel-like instruments are adjusted, with the

sharp cutting edges pressing against the log which
make parallel lines partly cut through the whole length

of the great white streaming shaving- these lines are the

points of bending when the boxes are formed, and
make that operation nothing more than a simple

mechanical movement, as the wood bends readily at

the partial cuts and forms the angles of the boxes. All

but the core of the log is turned off into this long

shaving, i-2oth of an inch in thickness and nearly 1000

feet long, which is folded and broken into convenient

lengths or strips, and of the width for a box. The last

step in the manufactuer is the fastening of the bottom
and side strips together by an instrument called a

stapler.
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Toronto, Ont.
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CAR OR CARGO LOTS.
ij^and thicker clear picks, American inspection $20 oo@3o 00

1% and thicker, three uppers. American inspection. .

.

1% and thicker, pickings, American inspection

1x10 & 12 dressing and Detter 18 00

ixioa- 12 mill run 13 00
1x10 a- 12 dressing 1400
1x10 a- 12 common 12 00

1x10 a 12 spruce culls 10 00

1x10 a- 12 mill culls

1 inch clear and picks 2400
1 inch dr essing and better 18 00

1 inch siding mill run 1300
1 inch siding common 11 00

1 inch siding ship culls 10 00

iinch siding mill culls 800
Cull scantling • 800
1 J4 and thicker cutting up plank 22 00

1 inch strips 4 in to 8 in mill run 14 00
1 inch strips, common 11 00
lU inch flooring 14 00

1 ji in ch flooring 1400
XXX shingles, 16 in 2 20

XX shingles, 16 in 1 10

Lath, No. 1 1 70
No. 2

YARD QUOTATIONS.

37 00
25 00
20 00
14 00
15 00
13 00
11 00
9 00

25 00
20 00
14 00
12 00
11 00
9 00
9 00

2; 00
15 00
12 00
15 00
15 00
2 25
I 25
I 90
I 70

Dressing stocks 16 00(820 00
Picks Am. inspection 40 00

1 Three uppers, Am. inspect. 50 00
F. M.

i^in. flooring, dres'd 28 00 30 oc

\
lA " " rough ... iS 00 22 00

ij£ " " dres'd f.m. 25 00 28 00
"undrs'd B.M.18 00 19 00
" dres'd... 18 00 20 bo
" undres'd 12 00 15 00

Beaded sheeting, dress-
ed

22

00 35 00
i Clapboarding. dres'd 12 00

34 ft 28 50 XXX sawn shingles
22 $o\ per M 2 65 2 75

" " 36 ft 30 oo:Sawn Lath 2 00 2 20
" " 38 ft 32 do'Red oak 30 00 40 00

40 to 44 ft 35 oo;\Vhite " 35 00 45 00

Cutting up planks \\i and Basswood. No. 1 & 2 18 00 20 00
thicker dry 25 00 26 00 Cherry. No. 1 & 2. .. 50 00 60 00

board 18 00 22 00! White ash. 1 & 2 25 00 3; 00
1 Black ash. 1 & 2 20 00 36 00

Mill cull boards & scantlingjio 00

Shipping cull boards, pro
miscuous widths 13 00

stocks 14 00

Scantling & joist, up to 16 ft 14 00
" 18 ft 15 00

' 20 ft 16 00
" 22 ft 17 00
" 24 ft 19 00

26 ft 20 00
28 ft 22 00

30 ft 24 00

32 ft 26 00

Hamilton, Ont.

Hamilton, Nov. 30th, 1!

Mill cull boards ai:d
j

scantlings f 9 oo@io 00

Shipping cull boards
promiscuous widths. 10 00 12 00

Shipping cull stocks. 14 00

Scantling and joist up
to 16 feet 14 00

do up to 18 feet 15 50:

do up to 20 feet 16 00

do up to 22 feet 17 00

do up to 24 feet 18 00

do up to 26 feet 19 00

do up to 28 feet 20 00

do up to 30 feet 21 00

Cutting up plank ijf
and thicker dry.. .. 2000 2$ooj

Cutting up boards. ... 2000

Dressing stocks $1600 1800
1% flooring, rough. .. 1600 1800
1M flooring, rough .. . 1600 1800
\Vt flooring, dre->sed . 25 00
1% flooring, dressed . 32 00
1 flooring, dressed . 21 50 23 00
Beaded sheeting 1 . ..2560 3000
Picks, Am inspection 32 00 3400
Three uppers Am. In. 4c 00
XXX sawn shingles. . 260 270
Sawn Lath 2 2J
Red Oak 20 00 25 00
White Oak 25 00 30 00
Basswood No. 1. a 2.. 16 00 20 00
Cherry No. 1 a- 2 60 00 70 00
White Ash No. 1 A- 2. 25 00 35 00
Black Ash No. 1 a 2. 26 00 30 00

Ottawa, Ont.

Pine. 1st qual..
" 2nd
" shipping
" 4th qua|.
" mill culls

Spruce. ^ M.
Hemlock
Ash . . .

Bass . . .

V M $35 00640 00 Oak
22 00 25 00 Walnut

,

culls 14 00 16 00 Cherry,
deals lb 00 1200 Butternut

. . . 800 10 00 Birch
. . 1000 12 00 Maple, hard.

. . 9 00 17 00 Daths
. . 1300 18 00 Shingles.

. 12 00 20 00 cedar

Ottawa, Nov. 30th, 1S89

$40 oofS 100 co
60 00 100 00
60 00
22 00
15 00
20 00
1 So
1 50
1 50

80 00
40 00
25 00
21 00

1 90
300
3 00

Montreal, Que.
Montreal,

wholesale.
Pine. 1st quality $30 oo@32 00

2nd " 20 00 22 00
shipping Culls 1300 14 00

" 4th quality Deals 11 00 11 50
Spruce 9 00 9 50
Hemlock 7 75 8 00
Ash. log run 12 00 14 co
Basswood. log run 12 00 14 00
Oak 30 00 35 00
Walnut (common,! 3000 4600

" (good) 60 00 80 00
Butternut 20 00 25 00
Cherry 50 00 60 00
Birch 13 00 15 00
Maple 18 00 20 00
Lath. 1st quality
Pine Shingles, 1st quality 2 00 3 00

2nd •' 1 2S 1 50

Nov. 30th, 1S89.

RETAIL.
$33 oo(8 35 00
23 oo 25 00
14 00 16 00
11 50 12 00

10 00

8 50 9 00

•4 00 16 00
14 00 16 00

35 00 40 00

35 00 50 c 0

70 00 90 00

25 00 35 00

60 00 70 00

15 00 20 00
20 00 25 00

1 50 1 90
2 00 3 00
1 25 1 5o

St. John, N. B.

St. John, Nov. 30th, 1889.

Deals, Hoards, Scantling, etc.

Spru'.e deals $12 oolSpruce boards - - - - 12 00
15 00 Pine " - - -12 00(840 00
6 00 Oak " 40 00
10 00 Ash " - - - 15 00^25 00

Hemlock "
7 50

Shingles.

$3 50 No. 1 1 25
- 3 oolPine 1 25

2 2;!

Clapboards.

3; 00 Spruce, extra 24 00

Pine
Deal ends
Scantling

Spruce, extra • -

" clear - -

" No. 1 extra

Pine, extra -

" clears -

" 2d clears
45 00

35 00,

clears

Flooring, Dressed.
• - So 1 12 004 in., No. 1 - -

" No. 2 • 10 oo| " No. 2 • •

Miscellaneous.
Ma»e» 3 oo@ 4 50 Laths - - -

H'idir.g 17 in. per pr. 04 Pickets - -

18 in. 04^ 05^ Railway ties
22 in. C4)4 06

No. 1

No. 2

23 00
- - 15 00

- - 10 00

- - 12 00
- - - 10 00

1 80
6 50^15 00

Vancouver and New Westminster, B.C.

New Westminster, Nov. 30th, 1889

Carload and ship rates according to assortment. Bridge and
Wharf Plank and Timber.

10 to 40 ft. long, per M, net ..... . $11 00

41 to 70 ft. ' "
. .... $12 oo<8i5 00

Rough lumber, building material 11 00
'• *' Sized . . . . . . . 12 50

" " Fir, Clear 17 50
" " Cedar, Bench or Selects . . . 25 00
" ' " " " " D. D . . . 30 00

/ in, 1% i l/ix6 in.

T. & G. Edge, Grain and Dry 27 50
" " " Green . 25 00

No. 1, Dry - - - - - - - - - -22 50
" i.Green - - - - - - - - - - 20 00
" 2, Dry - - - - - - - - - -2000
" 2, Green - -- -- -- - - 17 50
Cut to length, extra per M - - 2 50
D. Dressed - - - - - - - --250

/ in, 1% i'Ax4 in.

Edge Grain, Dry - - - - -27 50
" " Green - -- -- -- -- 2; 00

T. & G. Edge Grain. Dry r - - - - - - - 25 00
No. 1, Dry---------- - 25 00
" 1, Green - - - - - - - - -22 50
" 2, Dry - 20 00
" 2. Green - - -- -- -- -- 17 50

S. S. Planks for scows 17 50
D. D. cedar, verandah cover, any length ... - 45 00
" ' " " cut to length - - - - 50 00

Shingles - -- -- -- -- -- 2 50
Lath '

..
-

. . . . 2 25
D. D. clear Cedar ........ 40 00(860 00
Pickets, rough 11 00
Five per cent, off above prices for cash with the order.
Delivery on scow to mouth of river.

20 M ft. and over 75c. per M. It

10 to 20 M ff $1.00
"

Under 10 M ft. 1.25
"

Boards, 10 in. each .

.

Joist, 4x6

2% in. and up, good. .J

4ths
Selects
Pickings

1 to 2 in., good
4ths
Selects
Pickings

1 in. good
4ths
Selects
Pickings

Cutting up, 1 to 2 in..

Bracket plank
Shelving Doards,i2 in.

and up
Dressing bds. narrow
Sapping boards
Box boards

Shingles, shaved pine
2d quality

Sawed, extra
Sawed, clear butts. .

.

Cedar, XXX

Albany, N. Y.

Albany, Nov
Hemlock.

13% |Joist. 2^x4, each
33 I

Wall strips, 2x4
Pine.

54 oo@56 oolio in boards dressing
4900 51 oo| and better $
44 00 46 001 Common
39 00 41 00 12 in. boards dressing
4800 5000 and 'better

43 00 45 00 Common
3800 40 00 1 Vi in. siding, selected

33 00 35 00 13 ft

;o 00 55 00 Common
4500 48 00 1 in. siding selected.

.

4000 4300 Common
3500 38 00 Norway, selected
30 00 35 oj Common
3200 36 00 10 in. plk. 13 ft. dress-

ing and better, each
26 00 32 00 Culls
2000 220010 in. boards, 13 ft.,

1600 1800 dress,& better each
14 00 17 do Culls

Shingles and Lath.

30th, 1889.

.28 30(834 00

1 5 00 20 00

32 00 33 00
16 00 22 00

40 00 45 00
1 5 00 20 00

38 00 42 00
1300 1800
22 00 25 00
12 00 15 00

45@5°
23 25

28 33
17 21

4 30
3 00

4 00

6 50

5 00

4 4°
330
4 20

Bhingles.cedar mixed 270 300
Hemlock

Lath, pine 2 00
Spruce 2 00
Hemlock 1 75

Burlington, Vt.

Burlington, Nov. 30th, 1S89

Caada Pine Sidings—1x8 in. and up, 12 to ib ft. D 2 or 4 S.
Select & shelving . . . . $46 ooiFinish . . . $37 03@3S 00
Pickings 37 00 Dressing . . .27 oo(§28 00
Pickings & better . . 40 00642 00 Common . . 20 oo@2i 00

Canada Pine Stock—1x10 in. 12 to ib ft. D 2 or 4 S.
Selects (clear) . . .55 oo Pickings & better . . 44 00
1st shelving . . .42 oo'As run, common out 28 00(830 00
2d . ••• 39 00 No. 1 barn boards . . 25 00
3d 30 00(831 00 Common . . . .2100

Pickings . . . 38 ool

Canada Pine Slock—/xi! in. 12 to ib ft. D 2 or 4 S.
Selects (clear)
1st shelving
2d
3d •

Pickings

57 00
47 00
41 00
32 00
3S 00

Pickings &"better
As run, common out
No. 1 barn boards
Common 21 00@22 00

Canada Pine Stock—14 in. 12 to ib jt. D 2 or 4 S.
Pickings & better . . 45 0013d shelving . . . 3300
As run, common out . . 33 oolCommon . 22 00
Canada Pine Short Boards—1x8 in. tip, 11 Jt. &-" under, D 2 S

or R.
Pickings & better 33 oo@35 oolDressing & common, d _
As run. common out . . 30 ool 2 s or d 2 s & m 20 001

ICommon . , 18 00
Canada Pine Sheathing, D. M. <Sr= B—i in. 4 to 7 in. j in.

C BV% in.

1st quality, 12 to 16 ft. . 46 oojist & 2d quality, 9 to 11 ft.

2d ... 36 oo(8 37 ool 7 & 8 ft.

3d ..... 27 oo|3d quality, 11 ft. & under
4th (selected common 1 22 001 4tn ....
Canada (Quebec) Spruce— \ and \\i in. 4 to 10 in. D 2 S and M.

Clear, 10 to 16 ft . . 32 oo'No 2. 10 to 16 ft. . 15 00(816 00
No. 1 . . . 22 ool

Above prices delivered on a rate of $30 per car load.

<!2I 00
20 00
cV up

33 00
34 00
22 00
iS 00

Buffalo and Tonawanda, N. Y.

Buffalo, Nov. 30th, 1889.

Norway
1 to 2 in. all Common, 1 to 2 in. all

widths 12 50^1; od
4x4, 5x5, 6x6 turning. . 22 00

16 00

23 00
Clear,
width

Dressing. 1 to 2 in. all

widths 16 oo@20 00 4x4, 5x5, 6x6 common
White Pine.

Up'rs, 1 to 4 in. [No. 2 cuts, 1 to 2 in

10 in $45 oo@55 oo|_ and thicker . .....$20 00(824 00
Sl'cts & Picks,

1 to 4 in 38 00
Fine common, 1 to 2

in. and thicker.. 33 00
No. 1 cuts, 1 to 2 in

and thicker 27 00
Mold strips, 1 to

2 in 27 00

Dressing, 1 to 2 in.. 22 00 27 00
45 oolCommon, 1 to 2 in . . 14 00 17 00

No. 1 barn, 7 to 12 in 18 50 20 50

39 oolNo. 2 barn. 7 to 12 in 16 50 17 50
I Mill culls, 1 to 2 in . . 900 1000

39 ool

33 ool
Shingles

XXX, 18-in, sawed 3 7o|Thick cut (trade mark) 16 in

XX, 18-in, sawed clear butts 270, per square 250
X, 18-in, sawed 1 80 XXX cut 2 25
XXX, 16-in " 3 4o|Xcut I 10

XX, 16-in " clear butts. .. 2 40
No. 2, 16-in " 90
Thick cut 320
XXX cut 3 00
X cut 1 50
No. 2 cut 65

No 2 cut 50
Short cut 1 25
Square end, per thousand. . . 5 00
Octagon or pointed end 5 25
Scalloped or round end 525
Other shapes made to order 5 25

3> So

34 50
2- 00
27 00
17 00

New York City.

New York. Nov. 30th. 1889.

Black Walnut.

1st &2nd linall clearfSj 00^90 oolCulls, j inch |3« 00% 37 V>
1 and \M inches 93 00 95 oolCulls, thick 36 00 38 00
\

lA and thicker 9000 no 00 Counter tops. 22 in.

Rejects 5300 55 00 and over 140 50 15000
Poplar, or White Wood.

1st & 2nd, 1 in. 10 inches and t inch. 8 in. and over 30 00
over 23 oofe;93 ooi2j4 and thicker 33 $0

Yi in. coffin boards .. . 29 co 30 00 Common 22 00

1 inch, 10 inch and Saps, 1 inch & thicker 2? 00

over 31 50 32 50 Culls, all thickness.. 10 00

Ash.

1st & 2nd, 1 to 2 in. . 36 oofi. 38 00 Squares, 4x4 to 10x1042 00% 47 00
Thicker 40 00 42 02 Black ash. good— 26 00 30 00
Balusters, i^xiJi Black ash. culls. ... 16 00 1800
to 3x3 32600 28 00

Oak.

1 inch plain sawed. 36 oofis 38 odi inches and over . . 45 00& 50 00
i5ito2inch jS 00 39 00 fhicker 4700 5200
Thicker 40 00 41 00 Strips under 6 in 38 00 40 00
Quarter-sawed, white, all clear, 6- Dimension cut size 23 00 25 00

Cherry

1 inch 76 ooifc; 80 <k\i% and thicker 90 vofiioo 00
1 inch strips 43 00 45 00 Counter tops, 18 in.

iJito2inch. 8000 8500 and over no 00
Culls, all thickness 22 00

Miscellaneous.

Chestnut, clear 30 ootfr; 35 00 Hickery, old growth 50 00 55 00
25 00 Hickery. 2nd growth 65 00 70 00
35 00 Elm 2000 22 00
23 00 Sycamore 23 00 25 00
35 00 Sycamore quartered 38 00 40 00
35 00 Gum 36 00 47 00
32 00 Butternut . . . . 45 00 $0 00
22 00 Svcamore dressed fig 24 00 25 00

15 00
22 OS

Chestnut common . . 2200
Basswood white 30 00
Basswood common.. 20 00
Maple, clear 32 00
Birch, clear 32 00
Birch, is and2s 26 00
Cottonwood 21 00

Oswego, N. Y.

Oswego. Nov. 30th, 1889.

Thr;e uppers, i]4 & 2 inch $43 00(8:45 00
Pickings, 1%, V/2 & 2 in 35 00 36 00
No. 1 cutting up, iU, j'/2 & 2in , 30 00
No. 2 cutting up, \M. \Vi & 2in 19 03
1 in strips, 4 to 8 wide, selected for moulding strips. 14

to 16 ft 31 00
1x6 selected for clapboards 32 00

Siding.

1 in siding, cutting up 11% in selected 35 00''/ 4 o 0
piks & uppers 3000^39 001% in dressing 1700 1900

1 in dressing 19 00(821 00 ij£ in No. 1 culls 1400 1000
1 in No. 1 culls 14 oo(8 16 0011& in No. 2 culls 13 00
1 in No. 2 culls 13 00(814 ooiiJi in No. 3 culls.. .. 950

ixi2 Inch.

12 & 16 ft, mill run 20 00
10 & 16 ft. No. 1 &2. barn boards iS 00
12 & 16 ft, dressing and better 26 00
12 & 16 ft. No 2 culls

1x10 Inch.

12 & 13 ft, mill run, mill culls out 20 00
12 & 13 ft, dressing and better 2; 00
12 & 13 ft, No 1 culls 16 00
12 & 13 ft, No 2 culls 14 00
14 to 16 ft, mill run mill culls out 20 00
14 to 16 ft, dressing and better 25 00
14 to 16 ft, No. 1 culls 16 00
14 to 16 ft. No. 2 culls 14 00
10 to 13 ft. No. 3 culls 950

/ 1-4x10 Inches.

Mill run, mill culls out 20 00(82300 No. 1 culls 16 oogi- 00
Dressing and better.. 23 00 27 00 No. 2 culls 1400 1500

1x4 Inches.

Mill run, mill culls out 17 00^19 oolNo. 1 culls 13 00(81400
Dressing and better. . 2300 27 00 No. 2 culls 11 00 1200

1x3 Inches.

6 7 or 8, mill run, mill |6, 7 or 8, No. 1 culls.. 15 oogi6 00
culls out 19 oo@2i 006, 7 or S, No. 2 culls. . 1300^1400

6, 7 or 8, drsg& better 2400 28 oo|

Shingles.

XXX, 18 in pine 3 50® 370IXXX, iS in cedar 3 zoft 1 oo
Clear butts, pine, 18 in. 2 50 2 70 Clear butt, iS in cedar., 2 40 2 60
XXX, 16 in pine 310 3 20XX, iS in cedar 210 220
Stocks cedars, 5 or 6 in. 5 ool

Pickets.

No. 1, iJ^xiK 15 oo'No. 2, 1x3 900 1000
No. 1, 1x3 20 ool

Lath.

No. 1. V/a, , 1 90IN0. 2, 1 1-4 170
No. 1 -4 1 5o]

31 00
21 00

33 00
34 00

14 00
10 00

23 00
19 00
30 00
15 00

21 00
27 00
17 00
15 00
22 00
27 00
17 00
15 00
10 00

Boston, Mass.

Boston. Oct. 31st. 1S89.

Western Pine—by car load.

42 00^46 00
om. 2S 00 30 00

60 00] iH\ 1% & 2 in 29 00 31 00

43 00 No. 1 strips, 4 to 6 in 40 00 43 00

44 oo, No. 2 35 00 36 00

50 00 No. 3 24 oo 26 03

Cut ups, 1 to 2 in .... 24 00 30 00

41 00! Coffin boards 19 00 22 00
24 03 26 00
15 50 16 ;o

Uppers, 1 in $46 00^48 00 Fine com.. 3 & 4 in

.

i'A & 2 in ... 48 00 50 oo|No 2. 1 in.^Fine com
3 & 4 in 55 00

Selects, 1 in 41 00

iK, iK & 2in 43 00

3 & 4 in 45 00
Moulding boards, 7 to

11 inch clear 37 00 ,
60 per cent clear 35 00 37 00 Common all widths

Fine common 1 inch 37 00 42 oo
;

Shipping culls

iH , iyi & 2 inch . . 4000 4200.

Eastern Pine—Cargo or Car Load.

1, 2 & 3 40 oo@43 ooiClapboards, 4 ft., sapNos.
4

Ship'g bds & coarse
Refuse
West'rr pineclapbds

4 ft. sap extra .. ..

28 00 30 oo
;

clear 40 00

23 00 26 oo
1 Sap, 2nd clear .. .. 33 00

16 00 16 so Heart extra 50 00

12 00 13 50 Heart clear 45 °o

45 00 50 00

Spruce—by Cargo.

Scantling and plank, [Coarse, rough .... 13 00

random cargoes . . 12 00(813 io'Hemlock bds., rough 10 00

Yard orders, ordin- I
" " dressed 12 00

ary sizes 13 50 14 5o]Clapbds., extra. 4 ft.

Yard orders, extra Clear, 4 ft

sizes IS 00 16 00 Second clear . . .

Clear floor boards . . 19 00 20 oo| No. 1 10 00

No. 2 16 00 17 ool

Lath.
Spruce by cargo

Shingles.

Spruce 1 25@i soCedar, sawed, extra

Pine, 18 in. extra . . . 400 4 25 Clear
Pine, No. 1 3 00 3 50 Extra, No. 1 . . .

Cypress. No. 1, 18 in.

45 00

35 00

55 00
50 03

II 50
11 00
12 50

34 00
30 00

25 00
14 00

2 03@2 15

25 3 50

3 00
2 50
5 00
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EXCHANGE ECHOES.
Northwestern Lumberman.

The latter-day mill men in the northwest are bent on

economy, as the one great desideratum now necessary of

attainment, and are seeking new ways for making the most

out of every log that goes into the mill boom. The band saw,

or thin saws generally, constitute, as an idea, the nucleus for

economy, but the ways of getting a little more out of a log, or

for reforming the methods of the past are numerous. With

the general purpose of economy in view new and improved

machinery is constantly going in for decreasing waste, secur-

ing greater perfection in manufacture, and for lessening the

cost of producing. Another thing is also noted. Carelessness

in handling stock or an adherence to hide-bound notions by

workmen is not now tolerated as in clays of yore. It is about

as important to look to the grade of product, as to guard

against the waste of material in manufacture. Thus care in

running stock through a piece of machinery may considerably

increase the returns. For example, it is becoming the prac-

tice in some parts to have an expert inspector pass on every

board that is to go through a planing machine, who marks the

side to be surfaced, instead of trusting to the hasty and

deficient judgment of most operatives of such machinery.

The grade of stuff submitted to this process becomes more

uniform, and many a board is saved from going into a lower

grade. The same principle applies in other ways. With the

white pine men it has become a question of producing econ-

omically and well, rather than with unceasing, high pressure

rapidity.

PUBLICATIONS.

The Christmas number of the New York Fashion Bazar

contains a magnificent chromo supplement of Meissioner's

great painting, " Friedland, 1807." Most of the fashion

plates in the Bazar are issued simultaneously in New York

and Paris, the Christmas number is superbly illustrated, and

among other good things it contains a new continued story

by the author of " His Wedded Wife ;

" also a superbly

illustrated Christmas story, entitled " Jim-of-the-whim.

"

The editorial department is full of bright articles by various

contributors, and all regular departments are replete with

choice and seasonable reading matter. Any person sending

$3 for a year's subscription will receive the beautiful Christ-

mas Chromo Supplement of Meisssioner's great painting,

"Friedland, 1807." Address George Munro, Munro's

Publishing House, 12 to 27 Yandewater St., N.Y.

The Cottage Hearth is a home magazine of rare excellence,

being full of good things and replete with interest. It is a

most charming monthly, and should find its way to every

lady's table. The literary contents are of a high order of

merit, and the engravings, fashion plates and fancy work

patterns form an attractive feature for the ladies, while the

children's department affords a fund of amusement for the

young folks. It is a large 36-page family magazine publish-

ed at $1.50 per year. Sample copies sent free on application

to F. P. Shumway, Jr., 11 Bloomfield street, Boston, Mass.

The National Magazine for November contains among
other articles " Comparative Philology, by Professor Scheie

de Yere, Ph. D., J. U. D. of the University of Virginia;

" Political Science," by Professor Raymond Mayo Smith,

A.M., of Columbia College, and " Shakespeare," by F. W.
Harkins, Ph. D., Chancellor of the new National Univetsity

of Chicago, whose instruction by mail and University Exten-

sion System for non-residents is now meeting with such favor,

is also explained in this number. In future numbers will

appear a Symposium comprising articles by prominent

scholars and statesmen giving their opinions on leading

questions, such as " Darwin's Theory," " The Chinese

Question," " Socialism," and "Should Immigration be Re-

stricted ?" Published the first of each month, at 147 Throop

Street, Chicago. Subscription price, $1.00 a year. Sample

copy 10 cts.

A young man named Ernest Bission, employed at Conroy's

mills on Lake Deschenes, had three of his toes cut off whde
attending to a circular saw. He carelessly allowed his foot

to swing across the teeth of the saw.

CASUALTIES.

At J. R. Booth's mill, Ottawa, a man named Cabineau was

nearly burned alive by a lamp falling over him while " oiling

up."

Nicholas Wood, aged 60 years, was thrown against a circu-

lar saw in Campbell's saw mill, at Hartington, Ont. Several

of his ribs were sawn through.

Felix Alliere was instantly killed by a tree falling cn him

while cutting logs at Cormier's shanties, on the Grand Lake,

about sixty miles back from the mouth of the Pettewawa.

Mr. Geo. Ford, a Listowel millwright, working in Wm.
Milne's new saw mill at Ethel, Ont., got his hand jammed in

between a pulley and some wood-work, causing the flesh to

be taken from the hand and the fracture of one of the bones.

PERSONAL.
Mr. Andrew McCormack, lumber merchant, of Pembroke,

has been offered the Reform nomination for the Ontario legis-

lature in the new district of Nipissing, which he declined.

Mr. Alex. McCallum, who has been with Mr. J. M.

Irwin for the past four years, paid our sanctum a visit last

week. Mr. McCallum is a practical lumberman, and is well

posted in lumber, especially the trade in Ontario.

Mr. F. G. Strickland, of the firm of F. G. Strickland &
Co., machinery manufacturers' agents, of New Westminster,

B. C, made us a call during the month. The firm is doing

a splendid business in general machinery supplies, and he

reports the saw milling business as booming on the Pacific

Coast.

Mr. A. K. Mcintosh, (Willmott & Mcintosh), one of

Toronto's best known and most energetic lumbermen, visited

the Lumberman sanctum recently while on his way to the

Capital. He is one of the best versed men in the trade, a

fluent talker and an entertaining writer. We hope ere long

that he will give our readers the benefit of some of his experi-

ence, and his views on some of the important matters now
affecting the trade.

FIRE RECORD.
Fire destroyed B. Patterson's saw and shingle mill at Bur-

ritt's Rapids, Ont., recently.

Bryden's, grist, saw and shingle mill, at Flinton, Ont., was

burned Nov. 7th. Loss $4,000. No insurance.

The Brook's saw and shingle mill in the township of Ryde,

Muskoka, was burned last month. No insurance.

Andrew James' saw and shingle mill at Horsey 's Rapids,

Ont., was burned Nov. 7th. Loss, about $3,000. Insurance

$2,000.

Boyd's saw mill, at Eastman's Springs was burned to the

ground, on Sunday, Nov. 7th, supposed to be the work of

incendiaries. The fire also destroyed $100 worth of wood

and shingles. The mill was valued at $3,000, and was

uninsured.

V. J. DRAKE
PATENTEE AND MANUFACTURER OF

SAW, SHINGLE l LATH MACHINERY
Belleville, Ontario.

Capacity from 25,000 to 50,000 per day.

The frame of iron throughout, very heavy and rigid, strongly bolted and braced ;

carriage very light and strong, made of forged cast steel saw plate, running on steel

ways or tracks; will take in a block 18 inches wide and 19 inches long, adjustable for

16 inch or 18 inch shingles.

Drake's Improved Shingle Edger.
With 40 inch saw will make more No. 1 Shingles from the same quantity of timber than

any VVhtel Jointer in existence.

It has a heavy iron frame made for two operators, two inch steel saw arbor, with extra

long bearings; driving pulley 8 inches diameter, 7 inch face, saw 40 inches diameter, 16 gauge,

speed, 1,600 per minute.

Mill men who have once used this machine will not use any other. For capacity, remov-

ing sap-knots, rot or any other imperfections, for making parallel shingles and economy of stock,

it is superior to any other.

Also manufacturer of other kinds of Shingle Jointers, both self-acting and hand-feed Shingle Machines, Packing Boxes, Drag Saw Machines, Bolters, Stationary and Portable Saw Mills,

Double Edgers, Single Edgers, Slab Saw Rigs, Bull Wheel Rigs, Lath Machines, Lath Bolters, in fact a general line of Mill Machinery, with Pulleys, Shafting, &c. Satisfaction guaranteed in

al! cases, Send for estimates on anything required, and the same will receive immediate attention.
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HsTOSAW MILL MACHINERY.

CIRCULAR

MILLS.

BAND MILLS
AND

GANG MLLLS.

FRACTLONAL
HEAD BLOCKS.

GANG EDGERS
3 TO 7 SAWS.

FIVE TO TEN SAW LUMBER TRIMMERS.

Trie great Labor=Saving Device for Saw Mills.

BATTERY OF SIX BOILERS FURNISHED
John Ross & Co., Quebec.

SIMILAR OUTFITS SOLD TO
Tourville & Co., Montreal.
Hall, Neilson &. Co., Three Rivers.
Fader Bros., Vancouver, B.C., and others

All furnished with Automatic Sawc'ust Feed.

/; s J IM . I TJE8 fu i n ish ed on

complete machinery outfits

for mills 0/ a in/ requi/red

capacity and ant/ (loss of

duty, from purchasers9

ft/ fins or plans furnished

ini ourselves.

The Waterous Engine Works Co.

Mrntion " 'Jhe Canad/i Lumberman '''' when writing us

J_iIMITED
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WANTED AND FOR SALE.

\nnounceuien(s in this department will
lie inserted at the uniform rate of fifteen

cents per line, each issue, payable in ad-
vance. For four or more consecutive inser-
tions of the same advertisement a discount
of twenty-five per cent, will be allowed.
Eight words of ordinary length should be
counted as one line. Copy must reach tins
office bvthe '2.">th of the month to secure the
appearance of the advertisment in the
paper of the following month.

SOUTHERN PINE LANDS FOR SALE
41.000 acres of virgin timbei with 5 miles of

railroad and 11 miles of river front. Cutting from

6 to S thousand feet of merchantable lumber per

acre: price $1.50 an acre. F.W.MILLER &
CO.. Real Estate. Stock and Money Brokers.

Atlanta. Ga,

OOD-WORKING FACTORY WANTED,
Hepworth station, on G. B. & L. E. Div. of

G. T. R.. presents a splendid opening for a hard-

wood working factory of some kind. Abundance
of beech, maple, elm, birch and black ash can be
purchased cheap. A suitable building, with boil-

er and engine if required can be procured near the

station by applying to J. E. MURPHY, Hepworth
station. Ont.

IMPORTANT

Auction Sale
TO CLOSE A PARTNERSHIP.

The sale of property and effects of

Messrs. Gilmour &Co., Ottawa, and

Messrs. Gilmour & Co., Trenton,

Consisting of

TIMBER * LIMITS
Mills, etc.

Will take place at the

Russell House, Ottawa,

WEDNESDAYJtil APRIL, 1890
At 1 o'clock p. m.

The property will be sold in parcels.

Parcel 1—"The Gatineau Mills
Property." This property consists of limits

on the River Gatineau and tributaries, contain-

ing about 3,500 square miles, with improvements,
farm buildings, etc.

The mills are furnished with all necessary
plant and are in good repair.

Parcel 2—" The Trenton Mills
Property." This property consists of limits

in the Townships of Abinger, Anglesea. Barrie,

Cardiff, Cashel, etc., containing about 500 square
miles, and includes mills, logs and all necessary
plant : also Crow Bay Mill Property and about
one hundred town lots in Trenton, with dwellings

for about 75 tenants, and 200 acres not divided

into lots : also about 18,000 acres in the Town-
ships of Anglesea, Barrie. Belmont. Cashel, etc.,

with lumbering depots at Havelock Station, Gil-

mour Station and Harvey.

Parcel 3—" The Hull Mill Proper-
ty." Consisting of mill site and machinery.

Full particulars and information as to con-

ditions of purchase, assumption of liability, etc.,

will be given on application to Gilmour & Co..

Trenton : Gilmour & Co. Ottawa ; Gilmour & Co.,

Quebec, or to

BLAKE, LASH & CASSELS.
Barristers, etc., Toronto.

EBSTER'S
Unabridged Dictionary.

A DICTIONARY,
Us/ion \\ orris, rSOuo Engravings, a

GAZETTEER OF THE WORLD,
of 2o,<K)0 Titles, and a

BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY,
of nearly lo.noo Noted Persons,

ALL IN ONE BOOK.

Contains 3000 more Words and nearly 2000 more
Illustrations than any other American Dictionary.

Should be in every school in the Dominion.

—

C'lnaihi E<lvrritional Monthly, Toronto.
Best Dictionary ofthe language.

—

London Times.

G. & C. MKRKIAM & CO., Publishers,
Springfield, Mass., I . S. A.

Established isti.

J. W. LANG & CO. FRICTION PULLEY BOARD
Wholesale Grocers k Importers The Best Material Ever Used for Frictions of all Kinds.

33, Front St. East, Toronto.

We shall be pleased to have you write to us

fo? samples andprices of

TEAS, TOBACCOS, SUGARS,
SYRUPS, RICE, Etc.

We can and will cut pricesfine to large buyer*.

We have a

GOOD, SOUND, FINE FLAVOURED TEA
at 12^2 cents.

Writefor sample chest. Address,

J. ^KT. T-^HSTG- dz CO.
X'OK.OOiTT'O.

GEO. BISHOP ENGRAVING •

AND PRINTING (jO.

LIMITED.

On Steel, Copper, Stone and Wood.

LITHOGRAPHING,
PLATE PRINTING,

BOOK and JOB PRINTING

PHOTO-ENGRAVING,
BOOK BINDING,

ELECTROTYPING.
Illustrated Catalogues and Keports a

Specialty

Estimates Furnished.

169 St. James Street, Montreal.

THE MONARCH BOILER

(PATENTED) AND HERCULES ENGINE.

J, K. POST & Go.,

/. f MBER merchants
And Shipping Agents.

OSWEGO, N. Y

Portable from 6 to 70 horse power. Surpass
portable steam power heretofore produced for

strength, durability , compactness, and the ease
with which they can be moved.
The 70 horse power can be taken over the rough-

est roads, or into the forest, and set up as easily
and quickly as an ordinary 20 horse power port-
able engine, and as firm as a brick-set stationary
engine. Engines and boilers of every size and des-
cription. Eotary Saw Mills, Shingle and Lath
machines, Law Grinders, Planers, etc. Mill
machinery and supplies of every description.
Every boiler insured against explosion by the
Boiler Insurance & Inspection Co. of Canada.
Write for circulars.

A. ROBB & SONS, I Amherst Foundry and
Amherst, N.S. Machine works.

ESTABLISHED OVER 40 YEARS.

The Dominion Leather Board Go.
MONTREAL, - - - QUEBEC.

Asbestos Mill Board + SteamPacking
Samples Furnished. Correspondence Solicited.

PLEASE MENTION THIS PAPER.

LUMBER

TRUCK * WHEELS.

The Montreal *

* Gar Wheel Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

CHARCOAL IRON CHILLED

Railroad Wheels
Offices: New York Life Insurance

Building, Montreal.

Works: Lachine, Quebec.

J. J. TTJ EE,
Sail, Tent and Awning Maker,

251 George and 154- King Streets,
PETERBOROUGH.

Canoe, Yacht and Boat Sails made to order.
Peifect Fits guaranteed.

Every description of Lumbermen's Supplies
and Waterproof Clothing.

IMPORTANT AUCTION SALE
OF VALUABLE

Pine Timber Limits, Saw Mills,

LUMBER, ETC.
In order to close up the business of W. R.

Thistle & Co., there will be offered for sale by
Public Auction at PEMBROKE, on WEDNES-
DAY, DECEMBER 4th next, the Pembroke Saw
Mill, Piling Ground, Booms Piers, Buildings, etc.,

and about ^3 square miles of timber limits, on
River Pett ewawa and Indian River; the Chalk
River Saw Mill, piling ground, buildings, etc., and
about 32^ square miles of timber limits on River
Pettewawa; two parcels of timber limits, some 15

square miles each, on Indian River; about six

million feet of sawn lumber and dimension timber
at the two mills; horses, shanties, plant, etc. For
particulars apply to W. R. THISTLE or J. C.
BROWNE, 25 Sparks Street, Ottawa, or at the
office of \V. R. Thistle & Co., Pembroke

SPOOLER'S GOPPERINE

A NON-FIBROUS ANTI-FRICTION BOX METAL for Machinery Journal Bearings.

Guaranteed Copper-Mixed, and to do work that no other metal can. Hardware
Stores all keep it ; if not order direct.

ALONZO W. SPOONER. Patentee and Manufacturer, PORT HOPE, ONT.

MACHINERY FOR SALE
LIST of woodworking machines for sale byH.

\V. PETRIE, Brantford: branch opposite Union
Station, Toronto.

ONE new eclipse planer and matcher, Gait
make.
ONE 24-inch planer and matcher, Cant Gourlay

make.
ONE no. 5 new style planer, matcher, moulder

and header. Cowan make.
ONE no. 5 planer and matcher. Gait make.
ONE planer and matcher. Michael's make,

Detroit.

ONE little giant planer, matcher and moulder;
price $200,

ONE 24-inch planer and matcher, Dundas make
NEW pony planers and matchers only $175,

ONE 27-inch double surfacer revolving bed;
Cowan & Co. make,
ONE 24-inch pony planer, Frank & Co, make.
ONE 24-inch pony plainer, Ross make, Buffalo.

ONE no. 4 planer, McKechnie & Bertram build .

ONE no. 14 Goldie & McCollough pony planer,
new style.

ONE 24-inch wood frame planer, Kennedy &
Sons' make.

WE make a Specialty of Wheels suitable for

the requirements of Lumbeimen and
Street Car Service, and can supply them Bored,
Finished and Balanced.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

1 >NK iil.miiig machine. knife grinder.

ONE 24-inch wood frame surface planer: cheap .

ONE 24-inch revolving bed surface planer;
Goldie & McCullough, makers.
ONE 24-inch surface planer, Rogers' make.
ONE 24-inch pony planer. C owan make.
ONE 23-inch surface planer, American build.

ONE 21-inch wood frame planer, Kennedy &
Sons build.

ONE 22-inch surface planer, McKechine &
Bertram.
ONE 22-inch wood frame planer in good order.

ONE 20-inch wood frame planer in good order.

ONE 20-inch pony planer, Frank's make Buffalo.

ONE 16-inch heading planer, Inglis & Hunter
make,
ONE 12-inch diagonal buzz planer.

ONE Daniel's planer, R. Ball & Co. make.
ONE matcher, Kennedy & Sons' make, Owen

Sound.
ONE beading and moulding attachment for

planer, Ross m

a

de, Buffalo.

ONE No. 2 three-side moulding machine. Gait
make.
ONE three-side moulder, Rogers' make Con-

necticut.

ONE new power morticer, Gait make.
ONE power morticer, Goldie & McCullough

makes.
ONE power mortice with boring attachment,

Dundas make.
ONE chair or upright boring machine.
ONE double cope tenoning machine, Dundas

make.
Wood-turning lathes, several sizes,

ONE new combination saw table ali iron and
steel.

Saw arbors, all sizes, Gait make.
ONE improved iron frame swing saw, new;

Buffalo make.
ONE sander, Biggs' patent, 3 rolls, new machine.
SAND papers, new and second-hand.

~ ONE new dovetailing machine, T yrell
'

s paten t.

ONE new 30-inch band saw. Gait make,
ONE new 25-inch band saw Cant Bros..make>

Gait.

ONE wood frame and saw. 34-inch wheels.

FOUR power scroll saws and three foot power
do.: good order.

THREE blind slat tenoners, all Gait make.
DODGE wood split pulleys at manufacturers'

prices; quick .delivery.

FOOT wiring machine, Gait make.

FULK particulars of any machine in above list

on application. H. W. Petrie. Brantford: Toronto
branch, opposite Union Station.

Electric lightingApparatus
57, ADELAIDE ST.W.

TORONTO
ONT.
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Representative J^umber firms

Thos. H. Willmott. A. K. McIntosh.

willmott & Mcintosh,
Wholesale Dealers in

iLUMBERl
^iv* viv* viv viv" viv* viv* viv Viv* viv Viv Viv VivViv viv vi\ viv /i\ /i

44 and 46 Front Street East,

TOEOITTO, - - OHSTT-i^SIO-
j| Lumber Shipped to all Parts by Rail or Vessel. |:

4 f , . _ /^41 i 4ai»».ci#-4>-fi Promitt Del i v *-*fv in all OitscsAgents ior tnc %. t*i*M.>r<iiPti *^vlv^> x iunii>i j »«

LUFKIN BOARD AND LOG RULE. J CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

DONOGH & OLIVER,
Wholesale Dealers in

LUMBER
Nos. 16 and 17 Imperial Bank Buildings,

Wellington Street East.

TORONTO, ONT.

* McCRANEY « & * WILSON *
Manufacturers and Wholesale dealers in all kinds of

DALTON MCCARTHY, President. J. H. EYER, Manager-

Toronto and Midland Mfg Co.
(INCORPORATED.)

Pine and Hardwood Lumber
LATH SHI3sTG-LES.

Ship Plank, Decking and Long Bill Stuff, a Specialty.

Mills at Burlington, Bronte and Huntsville,

Head Office : 16 UNION BLOCK, corner Toronto and Adelaide Sts., Toronto.

Branch Office: 19 Duke Street, Ottawa.

TORONTO and OTTAWA.

OFFICES
Hamilton, Toronto

Windsor, Gravenhurst

TELEPHONE
No. 1046

MILLS
Gravenhurst, Huntsville

Katrine, Essex Centre

ROBERT THOMSON & CO.

Wholesale * Lumber * Dealers
AND MANUFACTURERS OF

DRESSED LUMBER, FLOORING,
Ceiling, Sheeting, Siding, Shelving, Mouldings of all Descriptions.

Office and Yard :

FOOT OF SPADINA AVE., - TORONTO.
Planing Mills : MIDLAND, ONT.

PORTER, ROBERTSON k CO.
er.

DEALERS IN

F*ine and Hai^draood
strips t TTA/TT3T7T? heml°ck
SIDINGS 1 v LJ IVJ. JZ) 1 > XV SHINGLES

BILLSTUFF DEALERS LATH, ETC.

iLMMBEm-l^TIMBER\
Mill ieh atup 's Bu ildin ys,

31 * Adelaide *• Street •*• East,

TORONTO.

Mills Operating all the year round. Correspondence Solicited.

TORONTO OFFICE 1 n-j RnV ^TRFFTLondon Canadian Chambers 1 "J un 1 J1 11 la la 1 ,

thomas™
resentatve TORONTO

An Efficient Staff THE

..of--

I rained Inspectors.

Sir Alex. Campbell. K.C M.G. Pres.
(Lieut Go^r. uf Onta no)

John L.Blaikie Eso .Vice Pres.

Prevention

of A ccident our

chief aim.

The only Canadian

Boiler

I11surance Company
Licensed.

Consulting ENGWEErs
G.C.ROBB. Chief Engineer. A.FRASER. Secy.Treas.

Head Office. 2Toronto St.

Toronto.

Economy of fuel

secured.
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Manufacturers Life THE RATHBUN COMPANY,
and Accident

DESERONTO, - - ONTARIO,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Insurance Companies. UdEirSj StlSllj BlillllSj StclirS
AND ALL KINDS OF WOODEN HOUSE FINISHING MATERIALS.

HEAD OFFICE,

83 King Street West, Toronto. CEDAR OIL FOR PURGING BOILERS

Sir John A. Macdonald, President.

Geo. Gooderham > vice.presidell ts
Won. Bell 5

A. H. Gilbert, Supt. Agencies.

Combined Authorized Capital, $3,000,00000

" Subscribed " 739,70000

" Cash " 150,76000

Combined new bus ness for 1888, 9,575,52500

Combined new business for 1SS9 to June 1st, about

$3,000,000.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

THE "WORLD" TYPEWRITER.

This is a simple, practical, durable machine. It never gets out of order, nor out of

alignment. Requires no instruction. Every business man that writes letters should

have one. Over 40,000 in use. Send for descriptive circular, mentioning this paper.

THE TYPEWRITER IMPROVEMENT CO., 4 P.O. Sqr„ Boston, Mass.

Selling Agents

Branch Office : 7 Adelaide St. East, Toronto.

T. W. NESS, 694 Craig St., Montreal. H. CHUBB & CO., St. John, N. B.

A FEW GOOD AGENTS WANTED
APPLY TO

JAMES GALLON
District Manager,

PETERBOROUGH.

MACHINERY FOR SALE

1. Circular Saw Mill (heavy) with

steam feed, 3 head blocks, to cut thirty

feet.

2. Circular Saw Mill (heavy; with rope

feed, 2 head blocks, to cut twenty feet.

3. Lane's Patent Lever Set Circular

Mill, No. 1, to cut 25ft.

4. Two Law's Shingle Machines.

5. One Iron Pulley 5ft x i6in face.

6. One Iron Pulley 4ft, 2in x 1 5 >^in

face.

7. One Iron Pulley 8ft x 14m face.

8. 52m Leffel water wheel, made by
Jos. Hall Co'y. good as new.

9. 30j^in Leffel water wheel, made by
Jos. Hall Co'y. G. order.

10. 14m Little Giant water wheel,

made by J. C. Wilson & Co. Good order.

11. Wood Shaper 'heavy) iron frame;
wood top, two spindles and counter
shaft ; in good order.

12. Iron Planer, 28in x 28in x 8ft.

Good order.

13. Iron Turning Lathe 28in x 14ft

bed. Good order.

14. Iron Turning Lathe, rod feed, 8ft

bed x I2in. Good order.

15. Iron Turning Lathe 15m x 8ft bed,
screw feed ; fair order.

16. Heavy Iron Boring Lathe 42m in

gap x 8ft bed. Good order.

17. Bolt Gutter, cuts from Y% to iin
;

in fair order.

Paxton, Tate & Co.

PORT PERRY, ONT.

LUMBERMEN.
Desirous of Securing First-class Printed

Stationery for their Office and Shanty Use

SHOULD SEND THEIR ORDERS TO

The Lumberman Job Dept.

PGtBrbrjrrjucfli, Dnt.

The Finest Work and Most Reasonable Prices.

The ZCnTze^xt i^ce=z50^7":e3td

PEAVEY

DOG
THE LIGHTEST, STRONGEST AND MOST PRACTICAL CANT DOG MADE.

Send for Catalogue and Price List-

LEWIS BROS. & CO., AGENTS FOR CANADA.
453 ST. PAUL ST., MONTREAL, QUE.

Sovereign Grease
St, Catharines, July 20th, 1889.

To whom it may concern :
—

I have been using Soverign Grease for the
past two months, and I can say that it lias given
me entire satisfaction, and is a saving of 60 per
cent, over Oil, and is that much better than Oil.
I have been running eight (8) trips from St. Cath-
arines to Montreal and return on 40 lbs. Grease,
and using it on my crank-pin as well as all other
bearings. Yours respectfully,

(Signed,) SAM BRISBIN,
Engineer 1

' Ocean."

M: Ottawa, Aug. 5th, 1889.THE STOCK OIL & GREASE CO.
Gents,—We have used the Sovereign Grease

for some time, and do not hesitate to pronounce it

a first-class lubricator, and as such has given us
entire satisfaction as to its durability and cheap-
ness.

Truly yours,
ARTHUR JONES,

Foreman of Union Machine Shops.

Deschenes Mills, Aug. 12th, 7S89.
MESSRS. McDOUGAL & CaZNER, Ottawa :

Dear Sirs,—We have been using the Stock Oil
& Grease Co.'s Sovereign Grease in our saw
mills since spring, with very satisfactory results.

Yours truly,

R. & W. CONROY.

Rockland, Ont., Aug. 20th, 1889.
STOCK OIL & GREASE CO., Montreal :

Dear Sirs,—Please send us per first freight
boat, two hundred (200) pounds of Grease, same
as sample left by you here a short time ago.

Yours truly,W . C. EDWARDS & CO.

AG ENS.
F. G. STRICKLAND & CO.. New Westmin-

ster, B. C.
McDOUGAL & CAZNER, Ottawa, Can
CHINIC HARDWARE CO., Quebec, P. Q.DUNLOP & CHAPMAM, Pembroke, Ont

STOCK OIL & GREASE CO Y
SOLE MANUFACTURERS

59 Common St., Montreal

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.

EPPS'S COCOA.
BREAKFAST,

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural
laws which govern the operations of digestion
and nutrition, and by a careful application of the
fine properties of the well-selected Cocoa, Mr.
Epps has provided our breakfast tables with
a delicately flavored beverage which may save
us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious
use of such articles of diet that a constitution may
be gradually fed up until strong enough to resist
every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle
maladies are floating around us ready to attack
wherever there is a weak point. VVe may escape
many a fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well forti-
fied with pure blood and a properly nourished
frame."

—

Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold

only in packets, by Grocers, labelled thus :

JAS. EPPS & CO., Homoeopathic Chemists,
London, England.

Jas. Slieppard & Son,

WINTER SAWING,
Ship's Decking, Bill Timber, Dressed

Lumber, Mouldings, Etc.

MILLS, - SOREL, QUE.

^LilNPA $T Toronto-
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TO MILL OWNERS, MANUFACTURERS
AND ALL WHO ARE USING

1 A AAAft A A Aflf, A A A A A A A A fiA A A. A A A A A A A A A A A /l A *^

Gait* Machine* Knife* Works.
UK:; XE

Leather*Belting
MACHINE KNIVES

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION FOR

Planing, Moulding & Stave Cutting.

Nil

seitid foe feice -:sr

HE"1 TOU ^T^OSTT BELTING

Which will Run Straight on the Pulleys,
WJiich is Thoroughly Well Stretched,

Which will not Tear at the Lace Holes,
Which will give Complete Satisfaction

,

SEND TO

F\ E. Dixon & Co.

PETER HAY, GALE, ONE.

MANUFACTURERS OF

PATENT LAP-JOINT STAR RIVET

^-LEATHER IBELTING*
70 King Street East, Toronto.

THEBiLTHBUU COIvdIP'T,
DESERONTO, ONT.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

•TERRACOTTA* FIRE-PR00F1NG *

For Use in Old and New Buildings.

Endorsed by Leading Architects. Absolutely Fire-proof. About as Cheap as

Wood or Brick. Weight One-Third that of Brick. Does not

Crack on application of Heat or Water.

Deadens Noise. Gives Warmth in Winter; Coolness in Summer.

NAPANEE CEMENT COMPANY
(limited.— manufacturers of —

Sole Agrents in Canada for the 1
CELEBRATED PHCENIX OIL

TIlb Only Pefect Belt Dressing.

All our Belting is sold at the Canadian price list. Please compare be-

fore purchasing. Send for Discounts and our Pamphlet on Belting.

j^Hijdr'jaulio Gementj
PARTICULARLY adapted for Dams, Smoke Stacks, Foundations, Cul-

verts, Cisterns, Cellars, etc.

ENDORSED BY LEADING RAILWAYS AND CONTRACTORS.

For Building, Plastering, Gas Purifying, Paper Making, &c.

DOMINION SAW WORKS!
JAS. ROBERTSON & CO. JAMES ROBERTSON

253 to 267 King Street West, Dalhousie and William Streets,

Toronto - - Ontario. MnntrEal, - - Que.

ANUFACTURERS OF ^NAWS
*

Circular, Shingle, Gang, Cross Cut, Concave, Mulay, Drag, Grooving.

Thuberfs Roual

ANTI-FRICTIONtBABBITJMETAL,
Importers and Dealers in

EVERY SA W FULLY WARRANTED.
Prices tm Application.

Band Saws, Emery Wheels Saw Sets,

Saw Swages, Rubber Belting, Iron Pipe,

Saw Gummers, Leather Belting, Files, &c.
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The Improved Common Sense Dry K^iln

its

over all

others.

• •minimum**

1T

•iiiiiiiiiiinii** /I / 1
••

w III II

It is pre-

eminently

the

best process

in use.

••iiiimtiniiiMM

It extracts the moisture from the centre ; combines active circulation, moderate heat, and condensation of the sap ;
secures the quickest and best results in the

most Derfect and economical way known. The process is applicable to old or new kilns. Quickly and repeatedly repays all outlay. For Hardwood Lumber use no

other and avoid all checks, warps and case-hardening. It seasons lumber exactly like, and equal to, air seasoning. More largely used than all others in England

and the United States. Address,

St. Albans Mt<j. Co., St. Albans, Vt., U. S. A.
C. C CLEVELAND. & F - CLEVELAND.

J. L. GOODHUE d- CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Leather Belting
AND

X^jace Leather.
JDJL.T<r^J~T!-lL^ - - QUEEEC.

GEORGE BRUSH,
MACHINIST, FOUNDER & BOILER MAKER,

EAGLE FOUNDRY,
14 to 34 ZE^IHSTGr STREE T,

MONTREAL , QUE.

RAILROAD, BANK & OFFICE

DESKS
TEES £z CO.,

300 ST. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL.

F. G. STRICKLAND & CD.

MACHINERY MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS
DEALERS IN

Saw Mill Mar/tine)'!/, Engines, Boilers, Etc., Etc.

3STev>t "Westmiitstee, E3_ O-

CORRESPONDENCE INUITEO

THE BEST ENGLISH OAK TANNED

LEATHER BELTING, ETC.
# JAMES LESLIE *

XXJlxTCTIOliT OP CEAIG ^iTXJ ST. A3STTOINE STEEETS

P.O. box 996. MONTREAL, QUEBEC.

JOHN BERTRAM 4 SONS,

O^IST^-ZD-A. TOOL ^TOIRIKIS

DUNDAS, ONTARIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

WOOD-WORKING 31AtHIKER Y
MACHINE TOOLS, ETC.

Write for Prices and Catalogues.

F. G. BECKETT ENGINE CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

SAW * MILL * ENGINES * AND - BOILERS

AND ALL KINDS OF MILL MACHINERY.

Steam Launches and Tug Boats a Specialty.

— EE-i^MIIXjTOIbT, Ontjleio. —
^ SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND MENTION THIS PAPER ^

GEO. CORMACK
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

All kinds of LUMBER.
Lumber Shipped to all parts by Rail or Vessel.
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The Canada Lumberman is published in the interest of the

lumber trade and of allied industries throughout the Dominion

being the only representative in Canada of this foremost branch of

the commerce of this country. It aims at giving full and timely

information on all subjects touching these interests, discussing

these topics editorially and inviting free discussion of them by others.

Especial pains are taken to secure the latest and most trustworthy-

market quotations from various points throughout the world so as

to afford to the trade in Canada information upon which it can rely-

in its operations.

Special correspondents in localities of importance present accur-

ate report not only of prices and the condition of the market but,

also of other matters specially interesting to our readers. But cor-

respondence is not only welcome but is invited from all who have

any information to communicate or subjects to discuss relating to the

trade or in any way effecting it. Even when we may not be able to

agree with the writers we will give them a fair opportunity for free

discussion as the best means of eliciting the truth. Any items of

interest are particularly requested for even if not of great import-

ance individually they contribute to a fund of information from

which general results are obtained.

Advertisers will receive careful attention and liberal treatment.

We need not point out that for many the Canada Lumberman
with its special class of readers is not only an exceptionally good

medium for securing publicity but is indispensable for those who
would bring themselves before the notice of that class. Special at-

tention is directed to Wanted" and For Sale" advertisements

which will be inserted in a conspicious position at the uniform price

of 15 cents per line for each insertion. Announcements of this

character will be subject to a discount of 25 per cent, if ordered for

three successive issues or longer.

Subscribers will find the small amount they pay for the Canada
Lumberman quite insignificant as compared with its value to them.

There is not an individual in the trade or specially interested in it,

who should not be on our list thus obtaining the present benefit

and aiding and encouraging us to render it even more complete.

British capitalists own in the United States 30, 500,-

000 acres of lands, exclusive of the Harney Peak tin

mine in Dakota with 30 square miles of land. They
have invested in thread factories "in Newark, New
Jersey, and Pawtucket, Rhode Island, ,£1,000.000. In

American railroads £2,000,000: and there is hardly a

coal or iron mine from Alabama in the South to

Wisconsin in the northwest but is worked with British

capital. Recently they paid $1,500,000 for 260,000 acres

coal and timber land in Kentucky, where, it is stated,

they will establish one of the largest coal, iron and steel

enterprises in America; and the New York Times is

authority for saying that English capital to the extent

of $100,000,000 is likely to be invested in America in a

single enterprise, in the shape of a company to supply

capital for railways and to carry railway insurance and

mortgages. Do these capitalists really intend to buy

up America and annex it to Canada; or do they simply

mean to buy up the leading industries of the country;

inaugurate and develop new enterprises, and by this

means reach the franchise in order to usher in an era

of free trade ?

It been on peoples' tongues for some time past,

says the London Timber Trades Journal, that a large

company was being projected which, in its magnitude

and extent, would far surpass any that had hitherto

been put on the market. This gigantic concern is the

formation of a company with a capital of ,£500,000, in

50,000 shares of £so each, to acquire the good will and

title of the banking business of "Giles Loder" and the

I 'le of"Robert Loder' in Riga, together with the entire

fully-paid share capital of the Muckenholm Saw Mill

' tmptUVf of Riga, comprising 150 fully-paid shares of

2.000 roubles each, 145 of which were the property of

the late Sir Robert Loder, Bart., whose death has

rendered it necessary to dispose of the property to

carry out the terms of his will. The names of the

directors, in addition to Sir E. Giles Loder, Bart., and

Mr. Reginald Loder, include Messrs. Lewis J. M.

Mason, Edward G. Price, and E. Wotton, all familiar

names to the lumber trade.

SERIOUS charges of maladministration have been for-

mulated against Crown Lands Commissioner Ferguson
of Prince Edward Island, by the Charlotteville Patriot,

which paper alleges that there is a shortage of many
thousand dollars in the funds of the office. The
commissioner is charged with neglect of his duty and
with leaving the machine to run itself. It is also

charged that the records of the office are in a deplorable

state as regards the entries of receipts from the lands.

It is stated that for weeks the day-book was not
balanced and that the affairs of the office are in a
disgraceful condition. Mr. Ferguson has held the

office for several years and large amounts ofmoney have
passed through his hands. It is impossible to estimate

the extent of the defalcations, which will not be known
until an investigation is held, which alone can definitely

locate the criminal who has been doing up the office.

Ferguson now admits a shortage of $3000, but says that

the responsibility rests with an official who cannot

speak because he died a few weeks ago.

The sawing season is now over and most of the

mills have closed down. The season has been a fairly

prosperous one, and prices of lumber have remained

steady with the exception of low grade stocks. Navi-

gation has been suspended for, the wintei after having

enjoyed a prosperous trade, rates have been well

maintained and ocean charters have ruled unusually

high. The close of the season finds the yards well

stocked with unsold lumber, and at the principal

lumber centres large quantities will have to be carried

over until next year. Some of the mills were compelled

to close down some time ago for want of piling grounds,

every available space being filled. The cause of the

large stocks being held over is attributed by some to

an over production, while others take the more rational

view, that it is occasioned by an under demand. There

will be a great falling off in the cut this winter, as a

number of the large firms are not sending more than

half their usual compliment of men into the woods;

and while the log cut is expected to be much less than

last season, the indications are that there will be a

large increase in the production of square timber.

The prospects for a good winters work in the

Ottawa Valley are very fair. As heretofore stated in

the Lumberman, extensive operations are being carried

on in the square timber line, and it is expected that

more will be cut this winter than for many years past.

One estimate is that over 11,000,000 square feet of

timber will be placed on the market next spring over

last year's output. Owing to the brisk demand at the

opening of the season, timber that had been lying in

the booms for years past, found ready sale in the

Ouebec market. The danger now lies in an overpro-

duction, as in all probability the amount taken out may
prove to be in excess of the demand. The mills, on
the whole, had a very early start, owing to the open
spring, and being backed by a good stage of water in

the river, the output has been very large, aggregating

795,000,000 feet b. m. ; the largest amount of lumber
turned out during any season in the Ottawa Valley.

About all the men required are now in the woods.

Wages are about the same as last year, if anything

lower. Good hewers demand about $55 a month: line-

men from $30 to $45 ; scorers from $26 to $36; road

cutters $14 to $17; head log makers $22 to $25; other

log makers $18 to $23; foremen at an average of $55;

cooks from $26 to $35 and teamsters from $18 to $22.

It is estimated that the Chaudiereand Hull lumbermen

will get out about 2,400,000 logs which is equal to about

350,000,000 feet board measurement. Other firms in

the Ottawa Valley will turn out about.2, 700,000 logs or

about 380,000,000 feet b. m., giving a total of 5.100,000

logs or 730,000,000 feet.

The saw dust question, so far at least as the Domin-
ion is concerned, like Bancho's ghost, will not down.

Since the publication of Sir Charles Tupper's exhaus-

tive reply to the petitioners of Lunenberg county, Nova
Scotia, considerable correspondence has been going on

through the local press of that province, which has

occasioned no little feeling among the people in legard

to the imperative action taken by the Minister of

Marine and Fisheries. Mr. E. D. Davison, of the firm

of E. D. Davison & Sons, who has been doing an exten-

sive lumbering business on the La Have river for

several decades, makes a lengthy reply in refutation of

the views advanced by Sir Charles Tupper, and under-

takes to show that the saw dust thrown into the La Have
river has in no way interfered with navigation or been

detrimental to the fishing interests. Mr. W. H. Roger,

late inspector of Fisheries for Nova Scotia, whose

report to the Minister of Marine and Fisheries, bearing

date January 1st, 1889, was* suppressed, undertakes to

show in a letter to a Halifax paper that sawdust is

beneficial to, rather than deleterious to fish life. The
Bridgewater Enterprise commenting on the Minister's

letter says, " a careful perusal of that lengthy docu-

ment convinces us that the Minister has been badly

imposed upon by his informants, otherwise no such

ludicrous sentiments would have been included in' his

reply. It seems that he must have strived to see how
utterly flimsy and ludicrous statements he could commit
to paper in making up this reply, and to say that the

whole document is characterized as a bungling mass of

errors is but drawing it mild." This is strong language,

and it is possible that the minister may have been

imposed upon, as he states that his actions have been

based upon information laid before him. It is theduty

of the Minister to see that the law is enforced, and it is

also his duty to get reliable information if it can be

obtained; and furtheimore, in enforcing the law it

should be made to bear upon all offenders alike, and

that without fear or favor. So long as the law is brought to

bear upon certain offenders, and others who are grossly

violating the law are permuted to go "Scott free,
" the

law will be a bugbear to both the government and the

people. The question will no doubt be taken up the

next session of Parliament, and Senator Clemow, who
holds strong views on the question, says he will devote

himself to the work of hav ing the Ottawa river exclud-

ed from those rivers which are exempt from the

provisions of the law.

The value of Canadian pine lands has been steadily

on the increase, an enormous amount of money has

been made by judicious investments in timber limits,

and the opportunities for making money are about as

good as ever. This is well known to Canadians, and
others on the American side of the line. The follow-

ing taken from the Detroit Free Press of recent date,

bears us out in the assertion that Canada is a profitable

field for investment :
" Canada is now the most profit-

able field for the investment of surplus capital in

standing pine," said Win. F. Whitney, the widely known
lumber dealer and stock raiser, in the lobbv of the
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Hotel Cadillac yesterday afternoon. " It is true a duty

of a couple of dollars per thousand is required, but the

pine lands can be bought so much cheaper over there

than on this side that the amount thus expended is in

reality a very trivial matter. In the neighborhood of

Georgian Bay, the standing pine is simply magnificent.

I bought a tract thirty-six square miles up there a few

years ago, and it has turned out to be the very best

investment of the sort that I ever made. The tract was

looked over for me by a expert and I took it at his

valuation. I have forgotten the exact price paid, but

think it was somewhere in the neighborhood of $7,000.

I am satisfied that I could now readily obtain $200,000

for my bargain. Pretty 'air interest on the investment,

eh?

The manufacture of sulphite fibre has grown in six

years from nothing to one thousand tons per day, and

its use is doubling every year. A mill with a daily

capacity of fifty tons costs five hundred thousand

dollars. All pine woods make excellent fibre of great

strength. Spruce is usually preferred by mill men in

handling throughout the process of manufacturing. A
company has recently been formed under the laws of

New York and New Jersey, which has purchased all

the rights of the International Sulphite Fiber & Paper

Company, which includes the exclusive right to manu-

facture the sulphite fibre by the Mitcherlich process in

the United States and Canada, and sufficient mills will

be erected to supply the great and increasing demand

for this product.

At the present time there is quite a boom in the sale

of timber lands in the Southern States, particularly in

Louisiana and Mississippi. Brokers are busily engag-

ed in buying up timber lands along the lines of the

various railways in behalf of foreign and American

investors. Several railways have projected through

Louisiana which has stirred up investors to offer strong

prices for pine timber. The land commission of the

Texas, New Orleans and Tennessee Railway recently

sold along that line in the Vazoo Delta between the

state line of Tennessee and Mississippi in the vicinity

of Vicksburg, a distance of 175 miles, 126,450 acres at a

net price of $779,648. This was almost entirely timber

and which was to be turned into farms as soon as the

timber was sold off.

WOOD pulp, says the Timberman, has been a great

boon to newspapers, its invention being one of the

principal causes by which it is made possible for the

great metropolitan daily newspapers, containing matter

enough to fill a respectable volume, to be sold for so

small a sum as two cents, and it also has proved a

great boon to many mill owners by utilizing a vast

amount of material that would otherwise go to waste.

A cord of wood will make about 1,650 pounds of

ground pulp, 1,000 pounds of sulphite fiber, or 800

pounds of soda pulp. Ground pulp is worth from $22

to $28 per ton. Domestic sulphite fibre sells at $67.50

to $70 per ton and the best imported at $67.50 to $100.

The attention of mill owners who find the margin

between the price of stumpage and the manufactured

product so small is respectfully directed to these

figures.

The Quebec government announces a large sale of

Crown timber' limits, in Quebec city, on the 9th of

January. The list comprises over 3,000 square miles.

Mr. J. B. Charleson, superintendent of forest and fire

rangers on the Upper and Lower Ottawa, recently

returned with his party of men from exploring the

tracts of pine land near the height of land at the source

of the Ottawa. The trip was taken in order to prepare

an official report to the House regarding the value and

quantity of the timber reserves to be disposed of. The
territory traversed was about 800 square miles, well

wooded and watered. The pine is of a better quality than

that of the Kippewa district. It all would come to the

market by the Quinize river. The territory is not yet

surveyed, but plans will be made from the report of

Charlesons explorations and the land divided roughly

into blocks of about 25 square miles each. The

number of square miles to sold in the upper Ottawa

agency is 1293. For list of other agencies see adver-

tisement in another page.

ON another page will be found a letter from one of

our old and esteemed subscribers, Mr. Joseph S.

Wallis, of Port Carling, Ont., touching upon the much-

discussed saw dust grievance. Like many others he

has '"got into the mess," but claims that he has not

violated the law in any way. He wants to know if the

Hon. Minister of Fisheries is discriminating against

the grits and allowing the tories to go Scott-free.

Now as our correspondent expresses the wish that we

give an opinion on the matter, we can say without

prejudice to either political party, that so far as our

knowledge goes, the fines which have been incurred

through allowing saw dust to pass into the streams,

have been paid by grit and tory alike. In order to

satisfy the demands of our correspondent we have

canvassed the matter sufficiently to justify the

assertion that no discrimination has been practiced,

at least in the various cases where fines have been

incurred, either in this or other provinces of the

Dominion.

FOR sometime past the Reading Railroad Company
have been engaged at their coal plant at Mahoey Citv,

Pa., in making by a new process, feul from coal dust.

Heretofore about one-seventh of the product of the coal

mines has been lost in dust. The dust is now being

utilized by making it into bricks that will burn like

hard coal, except that there are no clinkers, as the

bricks burn to ashes. The new process consists

of the coal dust being evenly distributed with one-tenth

of pitch, then pressed by great machines into large

cakes, steam being used to moisten the mass. So hard

does it become that it possesses the same power of

resistance as coal. A pressure of thirty-five tons is

brought to bear on each brick. There are two presses

n operation, which, when run to their full capacity,

will turn out about eight hundred tons of bricks in

twenty-four hours. Sawdust could be utilized in a

similiar way, and it is a matter of surprise that some

method has not been devised long ago, by which the

enormous amount of saw dust made every year at

the great lumber centres could be converted into a

cheap and profitable fflel.

With the current issue the Canada Lumberman
enters upon its eleventh year, and has the honor of

celebrating its birthday on our universal natal day—the

anniversary of the birth of the world's new era. The
Lumberman having lived through a decade, during

which our native industries have been carefully fostered

and largely augmented, we do not hesitate to foreshadow

even greater progress during the ten years still allotted

to this century. The lumber and wood-working inter-

ests, to which this journal exclusively caters, has not

remained behind in the general stride of progress. On
the contrary, it has developed in every quarter of our

broad Dominion; carried its operations into parts but

a few years ago unknown, except to the red man or the

trapper; built public highways; erected towns and

villages
;
employed more labor and controlled more

capital in its operations than any other industry of our

country. Abounding as our various provinces are with

almost unlimited forests, it is not surprising that it has

taken years to discover our wonderful timber resources

;

but hardy lumbermen have traversed these broad do-

mains, staked out their "claims," and are justly entitled

to the appellation of "Kings of the Forest." At this

particular time, when all are supposed to ignore petty

I
grievances, both political, social or commercial, and join

in an expression of good-will to all men, we heartily

congratulate our lumber friends on the progress

they have made to their mutual profit and to the profit

of the whole Dominion, coupled with the wish

that the year 1890 may prove a happy and prosperous

I

one to one and all. In the journalistic field we have

endeavored to keep abreast of the times, and as our in-

terests and the interests of the lumbermen are one, we

1
have, in a small way at least, shared in the successes

and achievements of the trade. Every additional vol-

ume of The Lumberman is intended to surpass in

point of merit and usefullness that of its predecessor,

and these improvements will be noticeable in propor-

tion to the patronage from year to year extended it.

Hardwood for fuel is not so plentiful in Ontario as

many suppose, the average estimate as to the quantity

within our reach beingmuch too high. One of the leading

papers of Ontario, apparently well informed on such

subjects, in a recent article says :
" What about cord-

wood? That is a very important matter and every

year it increases in importance, as the sources of our

cordwood become fewer and more remote. There is not

so much cordwood in Canada as is commonly suppos-

ed. Of the thousands of miles of railway operated by

the Grand Trunk Company, the Midland is the only-

division that runs through a cordwood country, and

only a portion of that division can supply fuel in

considerable quantities. The city of Montreal is even

now suffering from a dearth of cordwood. Maple in

Montreal is selling at $8.00 a cord, birch at $7.50, and

beech at $7. A large dealer has publicly declared

that there is no cordwood to be bought throughout the

country. Toronto has for its chief sources the Victoria

branch of the Midland, the district around Penetang

and the new extensions of the Northern Railway. Two
or three years will make a great reduction in these

sources of supply and then there will be the same

condition of affairs in Toronto that now exists in Mon-

treal. There are several facts connected with the cord-

wood trade which deserves notice. The wood itself is

of no value. It realizes nothing, the man who cuts it

giving the wood gratis. When the wood reaches

Toronto it sells for $5.00 a cord, the $3 being consumed

in freight and profit to the dealer. The wood difficulty

is becoming serious.

SPLINTERS.

Application will be made at the next session of

Parliament for an act to incorporate The Rainy River

Boom Company, with power to construct maintain and

operate one or more booms, and also steam boats and

steam tugs for the purpose of towing logs and timber

on the Rainy River, commencing at the point where

Rainy River enters into the Lake of the Woods, thence

to the foot of Long Sault Rapids on said river, opposite

to Itaska county in Minnesota.
* *

*

The Toronto Hardwood Lumber Co., whose adver-

tisement appears for the first time in the current issue,

is a new firm recently started up in the city of Toronto,

having at its back both capital and large experience.

They have taken up the Hardwood business as a

specialty, and with a thorough knowledge of the wants

of the trade are confident of making their new

enterprise a success. The Lumberman extends to

the new firm its best wishes for success.

We acknowledge receipt of the 15th annual

catalogue of new and second-hand machinery, publish-

ed by Mr. H. W. Petrie, of Brantford, Ont. It con-

tains fifty large pages of descriptive matter regarding

everv conceivable class of machinery kept in stock,

and should be in the hands of every man who contem-

plates the purchase
,
of machinery no matter of what

description. We have been informed that these

catalogues will be forwarded to any address on

application, and we have no hesitation in saying that

Mr. Petrie can be relied on both for bargains and

honorable treatment.

*

We would direct the special attention of users of

saws to the announcement on the first page of this

issue of the Measures & Burns Saw Co., which has

recently been established in Toronto. The new com-

pany has opened its works at the corner of Dundas

street and Sheridan Ave., in the west end of the city,

and are manufacturing circular, gang, slabber, shingle,

drag, cross-cut and band saws from the best English

and American steel. The different members of the

company are thoroughly experienced men, and start

out under the most favorable auspices. We bespeak

for them a goodly share of the general trade of lumber-

men and others.
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RAMBLING NOTES.

Tid-Bits of News and Gossip Effecting the
Lumber Interests Picked up Here,

There and Everywhere.

By our Travelling Correspondent.]

BROCKVILLE.

This thriving and handsome town, of nearly 9,000

inhabitants, (a city in embryo) is located on the banks

of the St. Lawrence, and is a calling place of the river

and lake steamers ;
the terminus of the B. and O.

branch of the C. P. R. and the Brockville, Westport,

and Sault Ste. Marie railway ; the county seat of

Leeds county, of which it is an integral portion
;
and,

in fact, admirably situated for the great and prosper-

ous city, which the present Brockvilleites expect it

soon to become. Its public buildings, including town

hall and post office ; 9 churches and 1 high, and 5

public schools, as objects of architectural beauty and

substance, will vie with those of any town in Canada

of its size and youth. There are also several manu-

factories, many good stores, two daily papers ; and

the town is lighted by both gas and electricity. Grain,

live stock, and the products of its manufactories are

shipped. The lumbering industry is not as great as

of yore, but Mr. Peter McLaren continues to do a very

extensive retail business, and also has a sash, door and

planing mill, and altogether has the largest trade in

the town. Our friends, Messrs. J. Briggs & Son, who

have been established here for over 20 years, in their

planing mill and sash and door factory, advise that

they are " busy as can be " and cannot complain about

prices and business generally. Messrs. Rathbun, of

Deseronto, have also a branch business here, and have

recently taken over the planing mill lately operated by

Mr. Kearns.

PRESCOTT.

This is what is called a " Rock Bottom " smart little

business town of some 3,000 and upwards of a popu-

lation, on the banks of the St. Lawrence, opposite to,

and all the year round in direct half-hourly communi-

cation with, the city of Ogdensburg, N. Y. This fact

adds greatly to the importance of Prescott
;
making it

a terminus of four large railways ; and the transfer

for both freight and passengers of the C. P. R. and

G. T. R., thus bringing in a floating population. The
through freight of products from Australia and China,

via Vancouver, also crosses at this point to Ogdens-

burg and the U. S. The whole of the lumber from

Ottawa and district is carried through here by the

C. P. R. in car loads without transhipment, as their

freight steamers are always in readiness to carry across

freight and cars alike. It is also the greatest coal

distributing station of the C. P. R., whose station is on

the river bank ; and that of the G. T. R. nearly a mile

out of the town. All the river and lake steamers also

call here. Prescott boasts some smart public buildings,

new post office, 5 churches, 3 public schools, and a

Mechanics' Institute and some palatial stores. The
lumbering interests of Prescott are not very large

('although many millions pass through it to the United

States via the C.P.R.
, but there is a good lumber yard

in the town, sufficient to supply its own consumption.

Mr. J. S. Elliot is the proprietor. Although Mr.

Elliott has been operating here for about 7 years as a

contractor and builder, he only opened his yard

about two years ago ; and I am glad to report from

him that prices hold their own, with a tendency to an

increase if anything, and that he is quite satisfied with

his continued success. There are also some old

established contractors here : Messrs. Ward & Steele,

established some 30 years ; Mr. James Cairns, 20

years, and Mr. James Buckly, coal and lumber, about

30 years. The only planing mill in Prescott has had

many \ iv.issitudes since its erection five years ago, but

it having been taken over by Mr. James Causcallan,

has every prospect of a good future, as he " means
business," or as the Britisher says, " Death or West-

minster Abbey." The other industries which employ
-nsiderable amount of labor are : The Prescott

Emery Wheel Company ; the J. P. Wyser & Sons'

divillery ; the Labatte Brewery Co., and the Grenville

Brewery of Messrs. John McCarthy & Son. There is

also a good hotel owned and conducted by L. H.

Daniels.

CORNWALL.

Why this " Manchester of Canada " got the name of

dear old sleepy Cornwall of old country renown, I can-

not conceive, unless it was that there is a granite

quarry here, for there the resemblance ends. The

Cornwall of Canada, and the Cornwall of England,

differ as much as do chalk and cheese. This is a

lively, hustling, business town, brimful of go and

energy, and is so beautifully blessed by nature for a

great manufacturing centre, that if both Manchester

and old Cornwall don't also hustle they will both be

left. Some 12 miles above Cornwall are the Long

Sault rapids, which give the town unrivalled water

power, of which the Canada Cotton Mill Co. the,

Stormont Cotton Mill Co., the Paper Mill Co., and

other manufactories have taken every advantage,

and with this cheap power at hand have been enabled to

erect factories and mills
;
employ some 2,000 sons of

toil, and do a profitable business to themselves and of

great advantage to the growth and future importance

of this to-be-one-day great city.

The Long Sault rapids have made it necessary to

have the Cornwall canal cut. Some idea of the force

of the Long Sault rapids may be had, when it is

explained that the mail and other steamers descend-

ing the river, entirely shut off steam when entering

the rapids, and even then attain a speed of 25 miles an

hour.

Cornwall, like most Canadian towns, can boast of

noble-looking and substantial public buildings,

(especially the post office, and a Cornish-granite,

Presbyterian church) 7 churches, 4 public and 1

high school ; several good stores and a hotel (the

Rossmoie) built recently at a cost of about $50,000.

Mr. L. A. Ross, who has been established here for

past 20 years as a wholesale and retail lumber mer-

chant, builder and contractor, has by far the most

extensive business. His operations exceed annually

two millions of lumber and some half million of

shingles. His principal shipments are by the

Canadian and Atlantic Railway as well as by vessel

down the Ottawa river, where he can receive his

lumber at the very doors of his mills and yards. He
also ships hardwoods to New York, Boston and

Montreal. Mr. Ross built the post office and the

Rossmore hotel already spoken of. Mr. P. Denneny,

who has been established here 10 years, does a very

large retail business, and is quite satisfied with his

success and with present prices, which are firm.

Messrs. William Atchinson & Son have also a plan-

ing mill in Cornwall, continually employed for past 1

1

years mainly by custom work. Mr. Atchinson, Sen.

has been engaged in the building and contracting

business for upwards of 30 years in the town. I am
pleased to say they all give good reports as to busi-

ness.

MONTREAL.
This large and beautiful city has had so many vicissi-

tudes, and is associated with so much historical interest,

that I must give a brief sketch of its early history as

well as its present greatness and greater future. Ville

Marie, Mount Royal, or as it is now called, Montreal,

was but a small village of the Huron Indians, when
Christopher Columbus, in 1492, under the auspices of

Ferdinand of Spain, first sailed in the direction of

these shores ; but he really only discovered San

Salvador, Cuba and Paria in South America, returned

with a report of his discoveries to his royal master,

and died in 1506. Then one John Cabot, sent out by

Henry 7th of England, sailed from Bristol in 1497

for the purpose of finding America, but only succeed-

ed in discovering Newfoundland and in the following

year Labrador, returned and died in 1557. Then a

Florentine, Amerigo Vespucci, also under Ferdinand

of Spain, claims to have found America in 1499.

Again John Yerazzini, another Florentine, but resident

in France, claims to have found America for Francis

1st, of France, in 1525, but only got to Florida, and
called it " New France," but was unfortunately

murdered by savages. But in 1535 the real discoverer

of Canada arose in the person of Jacques Cartier, a

Frenchman, who sailed from St. Malo, in France, and

was the very first European who found out and visited

this now great city, then the Indian Village, called

Hochelaga. History says he arrived in the bay before

I

Quebec, on the 10th ofAugust, the Feast of St. Lawrence,

! and being a good Catholic gave that name to the bay,

\ gulf, and afterwards the River St. Lawrence. On arriving

at the village of Hochelaga, he was received by the

j
Indians and conducted by them to their lovely moun-

tain near by, which he immediately named "Mount

Royal" in honor of the then King of France. Canier

1 died about 1543. Some half a century then elapsed,

when Champlain, following in Cartier's track, founded

Quebec in 1608 and later Montreal as French colonies,

under the title of New France. In 1628 Louis and

Thomas Kirk, following their heroic father. Sir David

Kirk, who had previously tried to capture these colonies

for England, succeeded in so doing in the reign o^

Charles the ist, from Champlain. At this time the

population of Quebec was about 100 souls, and Mon-

treal was composed of three or four log huts only. In

1632 Canada was restored by treaty to the French

nation and continued a French settlement under the

reign of le Grand Monarque Louis 14th, until the 8th

of September, 1760, when, through the bravery of the

gallant Wolfe and the men under his command,
Montreal, Quebec and the whole of Canada was

surrendered to the British Crown, and remains to this

day one of its most brilliant jewels. If the progenitors

of Canadians (of 1760) were to arise and visit the

Montreal of to-day, their hearts would beat with

delight to see what their sons have done. The wood-

en huts are replaced with buildings, both private,

public and theological, that will vie with those of any

city of its size in the world, and surpass not a few
;

the old river upon whose bosom only floated the birch

bark canoe of the Indian which has given place to the

full-rigged ship and the steam propelled floating

palaces of the present day, is now ploughed up by the

keels of the greyhounds of the ocean, bearing to and

carrying away from her quays the products of the

earth, and the manufactures of the world, and thus it

has grown to a mighty city of upwards 200,000

inhabitants and is still growing apace. Montreal owes

her growth and present splendor, not only to her

unrivalled position as the great shipping distributor

of the Dominion but also to her manufactories, which

are very numerous and varied ; and to her water

power facilities, of which her merchants have taken

every advantage.

The lumbering industry, to which Montreal owes no

mean portion of success, has always held a prominent

position here, and the following are its leading repre-

sentative firms : The Export Lumber Co., limited.

This firm, whose offices are at 107 St. James street,

are without exception the largest shippers of all kinds

of lumber from Montreal; the greatest part of their

trade being to the River Platte, their total shipments

from the St. Lawrence for the present year exceeding

35 million feet.

Messrs. T. W. Holmes & Co., whose offices are in

the same building as the last mentioned company, also

export many millions of lumber annually to Great

Britain and the United States.

The Henderson Lumber Co., limited, who have been

established upwards of 50 years, and whose offices are

in William street, do a very extensive wholesale and

retail trade in all kinds of woods, inland, and also ship

across the border. They also have a steam saw mill

for dimension timber principally and a planing mill

and box factory. They also have a steam saw mill at

Roxton Falls, from whence they ship to the United

States.

Wm. Rutherford & Sons, 85 to 95 Atwater Avenue,

have been established about 25 years and are doing a

very large and increasing wholesale and retail trade

in all kinds of lumber. They also have saw and

planing mills, and sash, door, blind, and moulding

factory, employing from 75 to 100 men all the year

round, 10 hours a day. They report prices as good

and trade brisk.

The Mona Saw Mills, have been established some 20

I
years, are the onlv log-sawing mills in Montreal, and

are the property of, and operated by Mr. J. K. Ward. He
I handles from 17 to 20 million feet yearly, principally
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pine and spruce, cut from his own limits, which he

ships to Quebec for the English market. He also

deals largely in planed lumber.

.Mr. T. Prefontaine has a very old established and

extensive wholesale and retail lumbering business,

located in the west end of the city. His operations

exceed $150,000 value per annum. He always has in

hand a large stock of hardwood, and also owns a large

door, sash and moulding factory, which he rents to, and

it is being very successfully run by, Messrs. Aquire

& Itzweire, who employ about 65 men.

Mr. G. A. Grier, whose offices and yards are located

at 2704 Notre Dame street, does an entirely wholesale

and jobbing trade : has been established 17 years, and

makes a specialty of Ottawa pine lumber, of which he

handles 18 to 20 millions yearly. He also sells hard-

woods, but in car lots only. Mr. Grier has unusual

facilities for landing, shipping, &c, as the Lachine

Canal passes through his property.

Messrs. McLaurin Bros., of 2422 Notre Dame street,

although only 'recently established in Montreal, have

had many years' experience as lumbermen in the

United States, and are doing a large and increasing

business, principally in pine and spruce, of which they

handled some seven millions during past year.

Messrs. J. & B. Grier, of 2642 Notre Dame street, a

firm of 35 years' standing, do a large wholesale and

retail trade in dimension and builders' timber general-

ly, and also in raft timber. They also deal in hard

woods, and have their own saw mills.

Mr. P. Poulin. of 469 William street, has been

established 45 years, does a large trade as a wholesale

and retail lumber merchant, especially in dimension

and builders' timber.

Messrs. A. Hurteau & Brother, have for past 10

years carried on a very extensive and largely increas-

ing trade as lumber merchants, at 92 Sanguinet street.

They handled upwards of 12 millions during past year;

shipping very largely to the United States.

In adition to the above, the following firms have

a good business repute in the city of Montreal :

—Messrs. E. J.
Maxwell & Co., dealers in hardwoods

generally. Craig street : Mr. Wm. McDonald, 63 Os-

borne street ;
Messrs. Shearer & Brown, Point St.

Charles : Messrs. O. Dufresne, Jr. & Frere, 2388

Notre Dame street ; Mr. James Shearer, St. Gabriel

Locks ; Messrs. Bourgouier & Co., St. James and

Lusegnon streets: Messrs. H. Bulmer & Co., 511

Dorchester street : Messrs. Chaussee & Co., 12 10

St. Catharine street : Messrs. Dupre Bros., 834 St.

Catherine street ; Messrs. Alex. Dupuy & Co., 840

c,'t. Catherine streec : Messrs. Thibodeau & Co., 120^

St. Catherine street, and Messrs. J. Robert & Son, 133

Papineau Road, &c.

Among several of the firms closely allied to the

lumbering business which I was invited to inspect, the

following call for especial notice :

The Dominion Leather Boaid Co. This firm which has

been established several years, have their factory in Cote

St. Paul, and their city offices at 5 St. Peter street.

Their specialties are Leather Board, for insoles and

stiffeners used by boot manufacturers ; Friction Board,

a commodity which has rapidly come to the front. It

is a non-conductor, and does not get heated in work,

and is spoken of by many prominent lumbermen and

machinists as the finest anti-frictor ever produced, and

does not wear too smooth to lose its grip in work.

They also manufacture Asbestos millboard for steam

packing, water-proofed and otherwise, which is found

a very satisfactory substitute for rubber, and much
less in price ; and a black glazed board for hat and

cap manufacturers use. Mr. Wm. Gifford is the

Secy-Treas. of the company.

What the rudder is to a ship, a good axe is to the

lumberman. Messrs. J. T. Mocock & Sons., of the

Montreal Axe Works, have their works and offices

located at Cote St. Paul, Montreal, and have been

established 30 years. Here they make their widely-

known and celebrated axes, adzes, edge-tools, mattocks,

etc., so necessarv to the lumberman. In the manufacture

of above they use only the best A. F. Crown English

made iron and finest tempered steel ; and the division

of labor used to produce these implements is most

interesting to witness. The iron being cut into pre-

scribed lengths it is then welded into the " pattern,"

then the "eye "or the head is formed and shaped

ready to receive the steel—the better class are inserted,

and the cheaper qualities overcoated—they are then

tempered in saltwater (the present temperer having

been 20 years in the employ of this firm) then edged,

ground, polished and finished, and bronzed or painted

as the case may be. This firm makes axes varying

from the i}4 lb. belt tomahawk (specially produced

for the Hudson's Bay Company for trading to the

Indians on their vast territories) to the 6 lb. chopping

axe
;

they also make broad axes, cleaver, butchers,

&c. Through the courtesy of this firm, I came away

the proud possessor of the finest bronzed 1 % lb.

tomahawk ever thrown by the hand of a red-skin.

The firm of Fenwick & Sclater are the sole agents for

the Dominion of Canada for Messrs. F. Reddaby &
Co., the largest manufacturers of cotton belting in the

world, and it is in universal use by lumbermen and

machinists generally. They also extensively handle

cotton waste and hose, belting and all classes of goods

used for packing, roofing, etc. Messrs Fenwick &
Sclater operate also an asbestos mine and soap stone

quarries. They have been established 10 years, and

have a large and increasing business.

The world-wide known, and celebrated firm of Tees

& Co. are still well to the fore as manufacturers of some

200 different kinds and styles of desks, also of

revolving book cases, wood carpet, parquet and

inlaid floors ; sole manufacturers in Canada of metal-

lic caskets, and undertakers' supplies generally.

Their order books bear the names of Royal, noble

and private personages and firms from all parts of the

world," including Great Britain, from whence private

orders have come from the Royal family, the nobility,

men of the sword, luminaries of the law and the

church, and an especially flattering letter and repeat

order from no less a notability than the Rev. C. H.

Spurgeon ; and many other prominent divines. This

is highly satisfactory and a great tribute to the advance-

ment Canada is making in the markets of the world.

One of the most interesting manufactories I had

the pleasure of inspecting in this city, and also one

that is closely allied to the lumbering world, was

that of Messrs. Robin & Sadler, who make leather

belting and lace leather, loom strapping and picker's

leather and cotton and rubber belting, etc. This

firm is one of the oldest established and most

extensive of its kind in the Dominion and is well-

known to every lumberman, as its products are in

universal use by them. Mr. George W. Sadler is now

the sole proprietor. I was informed that no other

hide was used by this house but the finest steer

hide, tanned with pure bark tan, in their own

tanneries at Stanbridge, Quebec, and especially pre-

pared for belting. The hides are then brought to the

factory, which is located at 2518 to 2522 Notre

Dame street. Here they are scoured, cleaned,

trimmed, scraped and set by the latest and most

improved machinery ; dried and cut to any size or

weight required for belting or other purposes, thus

doing away with the old-fashioned and slow process

of hand labor. As it is necessary that the leather

used for belting should be of the finest and strongest

nature possible, only one-half of any steer hide can be

used—the butt or solid part—the remainder being sold

as offal for the manufacture of boots and shoes, harness,

trunks, shoulder finishings, &c. A great impetus

has been given to the business of this firm the

past few years by the introduction of the electric

light system, not only into public buildings

generally but also into all the large saw, planing and

other mills, where the use of gas and oil lamps is

fast becoming a "thing of the past." For this purpose

it is necessary that the belting should be of the very

finest and strongest. Messrs. Robin & Sadler

have succeeded in meeting this want by produc-

ing their now celebrated dynamo double-ply endless

belting, without rivets or lacing of any kind ;

thus being smooth, strong and durable. They have

recently supplied the Royal Electric Light Company,

of Montreal, with belting of this description, at a cost

of some $5,000, and it has given more than

satisfaction. Messrs. Robin & Sadler are also the sole

proprietors and manufacturers of " Waterproof Belt-

ing," having a vat specially constructed for this

purpose. They have always a heavy stock in hand

of all their manufactures for the immediate conven-

ience of their customers. In addition to their works at

Montreal, they have a branch house at 129 Bay street,

Toronto, where they also carry a large stock of belting

up to 16 in. single, heavy double, and light double so

that orders can be filled at a moments notice.

The Royal Electric Lighting Company, of Montreal;

whose head offices are in Wellington street, are very

busy just now. Mr. Hager, their Secy-Treas. and

manager informs me that they have enough work in

hand for several months to come. The lumbermen

who have already this light in operation look upon all

other lights as things of the past ; and advise all

others to give it a trial.

The "Acme" Coffee and Spice Mills. Whilst

rambling among the lumber yards in the vicinity of the

Lachine Canal Basins and viewing the water power

facilities which this canal gives to the saw, planing and

other mills, I was invited to inspect the Coffee and
Spice mills of C. A. Liffiton & Co. which are located

here, and as among other things they grind Cinnamoru

and Cassia, which are both barks of the same tree,

" they are in a way lumbermen," so I give them a

"Rambling Note." It is a most uniquely-appointed

and compact mill and well deserves its name

—

'Acme " I was particularly struck with the simplicity but,

effectiveness of some of the machinery, especially their

Cyclone pulverizer, the only one in Canada, which

grinds with lightning-like speed their spices, barks,

berries, etc., into the finest powder. Their patent

Coffee Stoner and Elevator, worked by exhaust air,

with which their Coffees, from the finest Arabian

Mocho, Old Government Java, and the stronger

Brazilians are roasted, cooled and stoned, is well worth

seeing. They also grind and manufacture baking

powders, mustards, peppers linseeds, nutmegs and
every conceivable kind of spices and condiments.

Messrs. Liffiton & Co., are also importers, dealers,

and agents in Canada for Mac Urquarht's London
celebrated Worcestershire Sauce

;
George Whybrow's

of London, England, sauces, pickles and popular

relish, and Linton, Hubbard & Co.'s, also of London,

English, Dessicated Cocoanut, etc.; and do a very

extensive trade throughout the Dominion. Their head
office is at 196 St. James street, Montreal.

VANCOUVER, B. C.

Vancouver is the principal lumbering point in British

Columbia. It has five saw and planing mills, with

others in process of construction, which aggregate a

product exceeding 173,000,000 feet, and which employ

1,500 men. All the plants are equipped with every

modern device in the line of machinery that is calcu-

lated to advance and perfect this gigantic industry

to its fullest and best extent. The development of its

lumber industry both locally and in its rapidly extend-

ing export trade with England and with all the eastern

hemisphere, will in the near future assume proportions

exceeding any other single revenue of the province.

The report of the Minister of Crown Lands recently

issued, states that there are 25 saw mills in the

Province, with a daily capacity in the aggregate of

170,000 or about 275,000,000 per annum. The acreage

of timber leases held from the Provincial Government

amounts to 135,063 acres, and on Crown Lands,

10,930,400 ; timber leasehold, 9,429,565 ,
private

property, 3,342,352 ; total 31,878,384 ;
royalty collected,

$12,575.59 ; rebate on timber exported, $3,051.48.

The largest plant in operation at Vancouver is

owned by the Royal City Planing Mills Company
who also have a plant at New Westminster. They

recently purchased the Hastings Saw Mill Company's

plant, and to-day show an annual manufacturing

capacity of 60,000,000 feet of lumber, employ 500 men,

or about one-third of the entire service represented in

this industrial interest at Vancouver. Leamy & Kyle

are doing a prosperous business, and have a capacity

of 1,000,000 feet a month, or 12,000,000 feet a year.

They employ 125 men and export large quantities of

rough and dressed lumber, sash, doors, lath, flooring,

house timbers and house finishing wood work generally.
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—The lumber in Trenton is chiefly shipped to Boston.

—Arthur Arnetl, lumber dealer, Harwich, has assigned.

—The Rathbun Company's mill at Cambellford has closed

down for the season.

— Mr. Rainey's mill, at Severn Bridge, turned out ten

million shingles last year.

—Mr. McLaren has sold his mill at Riceville (lumber and

grist) to Mr. Percy for $2,000.

—The firm of Milne & Son, Huntsville, has received an

order foi 200,000 broom handles.

—The Western Lumber Company, of Rat Portage will get

out 11,000,000 feet of logs this winter.

—Thompson & Avery, of Sharbot Lake, have purchased

300 acres of lumber land south of Olden.

—A. & W. Mohr, lumber merchants, Mohr's Corners,

Carleton, are said to be in financial difficulties.

—Button Bros., Sundridge, have two broom handle

machines at work, turning out 3000 handles per day.

—Mr. D. Brown's new saw mill at Forrester's Falls, to take

the place of one burned last August, is about completed.

—Mr. Joseph Leech, of Bluevale, has sold his saw mill bus-

iness. R. N. Duff and Thomas Stewart are the purchasers.

—The Hawkesbury Lumber Company will cut 300,000 logs

and 400,000 pieces of square timber on the Dumoine this

winter.

—There are three lumber camps in the neighborhood of

Axe Lake this winter. The weather has been most favorable

for cutting.

—Mr. J. R. Booth, Ottawa, is placing a new gang of saws in

his mill, in order to increase the sawing capacity of the mill

next summer.

—Robert Gorman, of Ottawa, has bought a timber limit on

White Fish lake for $25,000 from H. Egan, and will go into

the lumber business.

—The creditors of Campbell Bros., lumber dealers, of

Toronto, have accepted a compromise of 50c on the dollar

—

40c cash and 10c on time, secured.

—Lumbering operations are not so brisk at Trading Lake

as last year. Mickle, Dyment & Co., and the American Co.,

are operating to a limited extent only.

—Perley & Pattee, lumbermen of the Chaudiere, are con-

structing sleighs for their new traction engine which they

intend to work in the woods this winter.

—Mr. D. Myers, of Parry Sound, is going to start a port-

able saw mill at the mouth of Blair's Creek on the Sound.

It is his intention to cut hardwood lumber.

— Mr. J. E. Murphy, Hepworth, is shipping large quantities

of saw dust to Montreal and other points. It is used for

packing ice and other purposes in the cities.

—A number of shantymen working in the Madawaska

woods were discharged on account of insufficiency of work.

They were reengaged to work in the Opeongo woods.

—Reports from the shanties state that the work accomplish-

ed in the bush this season so far. has been very satisfactory.

The weather has been very favorable for shaniying purposes.

—Mr. Perry has set a gang of men at work in Macaulay,

near High Falls, getting out the next season's supply of timber.

The cut next year in Mr. Perry's mill will be about 2,000,000

feet.

—Lumbering business is brisk at Burk's Falls, and lumber-

men and others are complaining that they cannot get cars.

Large quantities of pulp wood would be shipped if cais could

be obtained.

—Lumber, amounting to $3,631,199, was exported from

the Dominion during the first four months of the current fiscal

year, October showing an increase of $800,000 over the

same month in 1888.

— Messrs. Maitland & Rixon, Owen Sound, will erect a saw

mill at that place with a capacity to cut 5,000,000 of lumber a

year. They will equip their mill with the machinery now in

their mill at Tol*;rmoray Harbor.

— Baud timlier is reported as being in good demand in the

neighborhood of Perry, Muskoka. Parties are buying up all the

gf<od pine timber they can get hold of. Several parties have

i for getting out square birch timber.

ij/son & Cartwright, lumber dealers, Carlisle, have

diMolved partnership. Mr. Cartwright will continue the

InttineM. Mr. Simson has removed to St. Annes and entered

in'o [partnership with Neal Hunter, where they intend carry-

ing on the lumber business.

—Gorton & Co., of Buffalo, N. V. who carried on a lumber-

ing business in Romney township, Ont., have failed for over

$500,000. Dr. King, of Kingsville, and C. G. Fox, of

Gosfield South, are heavy losers by the failure.

—Mr. D. Mcl'herson, whose mill on the town-line near

Comber, was burned a short time ago, is reported to have left

for parts unknown. After collecting his insurance he departed,

leaving a number of mourning creditors behind.

—The Moiles Bros' mill, which was moved away from

Detour, last spring, to the island at the mouth of Spanish

river, Canada, and over which so much litigation has arisen,

cut 7,500,000 feet for Stepen Baldwin, of Detroit.

—Mr. Thos. Whaley, Huntsville, has purchased the saw

mill and timber limits of McConachie & Calder. The mill

will be fitted up with new machinery, and Mr. Whaley will

run both lumber and shingles strong next summer.

• —Hon. Mr. Hardy, Minister of Crown Lands, says the

damage tc Ontario pine regions by fire this year will not be so

heavy as in former years. The lumbering business in Ontario

this season has not been greater than in former years.

—The Steamer United Lumbermen has had a most success-

ful season, having made fifteen round trips, thirteen being from

Georgian Bay to Tonawanda, and two trips to river ports.

This beats all previous records between Georgian Bay and

Lake Erie ports.

—W. W. Carter and Murney Deans have purchased 200

acres of well wooded land in the township of Huntington,

near Crook's station on the C. P. R.
,
upon which it is intend-

ed to cut 2,000 cords of wood, 3,000 telegraph poles, besides

posts, ties, etc., this winter.

—The shipping of lumbet by rail from the Chaudiere is very

dull at present. It is accounted for by the fact that purchas-

ers laid in a heavy supply previous to the close of navigation.

Not much change is expected till after New Years when as a

rule the shipping becomes brisk.

—A number of lumbermen met recently and appointed a

committee to wait upon the Government at Ottawa and press

upon them their view that the export duty on logs should be

abolished on the ground of its clumsiness, the annoyance it

causes, and that it is unnecssary.

—Telfer, Ainslie & Smith, of Comber, have purchased the

timber on the Point Aux Pines, and are removing their saw

mill from Colchester to that point. The firm expect to be

able to cut for the next two or three years, and intend erecting

the mill at Raglan where a water front has been purchased.

—The shingle business is booming at Burk's Falls. The
steam shingle mills are piling up for want of cars. R. H.

Menzies' mill is expected to run all winter; Holbert's Grass

Valley mill is still cutting and shipments are being made as

fast as cars can be obtained. Shipments will be heavy during

the winter.

—Peter McLaren, of Perth, purchased recently the

Douthal survey, containing 84,000 acres of timber lands, lying

in Alleghany county, Va., from Philadelphia parties for $300,-

000, one-third cash, the balance in three annual installments,

bearing four per cent, interest. The property has on it fine

timber and valuable minerals.

—The following lumbei firms are now operating at Little

Current:—J. & T. Conlon, McKinnon & Walsh, Howrie &
Son, Charleton & Co., W. Potter & Co., and McLaren & Co.,

and between them they have over 60c men employed in the

woods this winter, and these men draw their supplies largely

from Little Current Howrie alone has over 200 men in his

camps.

—At the Chancery Court sitting in April next, the case of

La Banque Nationale vs. Alderman O. Latour, lumber mer-

chant, will come up. It involves something over $360,000,

which the Bank claims. Mr. Latour claims that the Bank
realized over $100,000 on the sale of his limits and the work

he performed for them, and he intends bringing an action

against them for that amount.

—Lumber, amounting to 480,773 thousand feet, and valued

at $5,893,286, was exported from the Dominion to the United

States during the nine months ending with September, 1889.

During the same months of 1888 the exports of lumber

amounted to 432,128 thousand feet, valued at $5,209,390.

The amount of customs duty paid upon Canadian lumber

going into the United States in the first nine months of 1889

was about $800,000.

—The following is the statement of the number of loaded

cars sent out by the Rathbun Company over the line of the

Bay of Quinte railway during the week-ending, Saturday 14th

inst :—Monday 25 cars ; Tuesday 41 ; Wednesday 41 ;

Thursday 43; Friday 37 ; Saturday 30 ; total 217. This is

the largest number of cars ever loaded by the company in one

week and shows the vast proportions to which their business

has extended during late years.

—About twenty million feet of log^ were rafted on the

Rainy river during the season, fifteen from the Canadian side

and five from Minnesota. The stock of lumU-r in this district

to be wintered over is not large, but it is well assorted and

likely to supply the demand till next season. Heavy timlier

for railway work and bridging is now a specialty. A large

quantity has been supplied to the C. P. R. and the North-

western Central for the past season.

—The Rathburn Co., of Deseronto, are continually shipping

to London large quantities of ash, birch, and other native

woods of Canada ; also doors, sash, acetates and other products

of the chemical works and other factories. During the past year

they secured a valuable property in London, England, in order

to give better facilities and additional accommodation for their

increasing business in Great Britain. The dock in connection

[ with this property has been named "Deseronto" Dock.

— It is computed that over eight thousand men went to the

shanties from Ottawa and its vicinity during last fall, and the

number sent up to make square timber this winter ii nearly

double that employed last year ;
fully fifty per cent, more of

that material will be taken out. The square timlier men are

also being paid better wages than last year, the figures being :

Hewers, $60 ; liners, $40; scorers, $36 ; general hands, $22.

The supply of hands for this work was just barely enough to

meet the demand.

—We give below a statement, furnished by Alex. Waters,

Harbor master, at Belleville, of logs separated at the Belle-

ville boom during the season of 1889. No return is given of

square timber brought by rail and rafted, of which there was

a large quantity ; only the return of stuff brought down the

Moira river is given. Statement of logs, etc., separated

at the Belleville boom during the season of 1889 : Logs,

555.57°; floats, 1,979; cedar, 28,588 ; posts. 15,930; lots,

76,170; ties, 3,339; long logs, 6,041 ; timber, 485 ; tele-

graph poles, 269. Total number of pieces, 688,371.

—The merchants, lumbermen and traders at French Kiver

and Bying Inlet have formed a joint stock company, subscribed

the necessary stock, and have given an order to the Owen
Sound Dry Dock Company to build a first-class steamer by

May 1, 1890, and it is intended she shall make tri-weekly

trips on the Georgian bay, calling at Midland, Collingwood,

Parry Sound, French River and Byng Inlet. She is to be 126

feet long, and is to be elaborately finished and to provide good

accommodation for 60 cabin and 75 steerage passengers.- The
cost will be about $40,000. It is the first venture in the

building of a passenger steamer by merchants on the north

shore.

—The Emery Lumber Co., of Wahniptae, have made
arrangements with the C. P. R. for a large shipment of square

timber from Sudbury to Papineauville. The C. P. R. trans-

port about 2,000,000 cubic feet of pine timber from the

Nipissing district every year to Papineauville, where it is put

in the Ottawa river and floated to Quebec, from which point it

is exported to Liverpool. Shippers that send their timber by

rail have a decided advantage over others that float all the way
to Quebec in the matter of an early market. They can reach

Liverpool before parties that use the water route get to Quebec.

Moreover their timber is in much better condition than timber

that has to run through rapids.

—The following estimates of the Ottawa Valley cut the

past season, may be relied upon, as they are from the best of

authority, and are as near correct as can be had :

J. R. Booth. Ottawa S5.000.000 b.m.
McLachlin Bros.. Arnprior S5.000,000 "

Bronson & Weston, Ottawa So.ooo.ooo
Perley & Pattee. Ottawa 70,000,000 "

Pierce & Co., Ottawa 60.000,000 "

E. B. Eddy & Co., Hull 60.000,000 *'

W. C. Edwards. Rockland 60.000,000 "

Hurdman & Co.. Hull .... 40.000,000 *'

James McLaren & Co 40.000,000 "

Gillies Bros., Braeside 40.000.000 "

McClymont . 25.000.000 "

McLaren )

Edwards f Carleton Place 60,000.000 "

Caldwell )

Gilmour & Co., Gatineau 40.000.000 "

Local mills above Braeside 50,000.000 "

Total .... 795,000,000

—The Memphis Daily Commercial of Dec. 15th, says:—
"Thomas Ouellette and David Sicklesteel, of Gordon,

Ont., two of the heaviest lumber dealers in Canada,

are in the city for the purpose of buying timber for the

Canada markets. Their business is an extensive one and
purchases of timber here will be made on an almost colossal

scale. At present they are negotiating with Mayor McGinnis
of the Land Department of the L. N. O. & T. and the

general offices of that company for the immense track of the

Yazoo Delta timber lands. They will go south over the L.

,

N, O. & T. in a day or two to make an inspection of the

lands in question and will close the deal on a cash basis.

It is also expected they will extend their field of operation

into Arkansas and will make heavy purchases of timber lands

in that state."
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TRADE REVIEW.
Toronto, Ont.

Toronto, Dec. 30th, 1889.

As is usually the case at this time of the year there is

nothing doing in lumber worthy of mention. Prices remain

unchanged. The falling off in exports of lumber this year

has been remarkable, but this was to be expected, as the

railways have complete control of the traffic. The exports of

the year amount to 4,284.765 feet against 8,649,868 feet in

1888, showing a decrease of 3,936, 103 feet. In shingles the

same decrease is noted. The exports of shingles in 1889

amount to 2,579,750 against 3,603,091 in 1888, a decrease of

1.023,341.

CAR OR CARGO LOTS.
ij^and thicker clear picks. American inspection $20 oo@3o 00

37 00
25 00
20 00
14 00
15 00
13 00
11 00
9 00

25 00
20 00
14 00
12 00
11 00
9 00
9 00

iA and thicker, three uppers. American inspection.

l'A and thicker, pickings. American inspection
1x10 4 12 dressing and oetter 1800
1x104 12 mill run 1300
1x10 * 12 dressing 14 00
1x10 4 12 common 12 00
1x10 4 12 spruce culls 10 00
1x10 * 12 mill culls

1 inch clear and picks 2400
1 inch dressing and better 18 00
1 inch siding mill run 1300
1 inch siding common — n 00
1 inch siding ship culls 10 00
linch siding mill culls 800
Cull scantling 800
1% and thicker cutting up plank 2200 2500
1 inch strips 4 in to 8 in mill run 1400 1500
1 inch strips, common n 00 12 00
1% inch flooring

14

00 15 00
1 Vt inch flooring

1400

1500
XXX shingles, 16 in

220

225
XX shingles, 16 in

1

10 125
Lath. No. 1

1

70 190
No. 2 1 70

YARD QUOTATIONS.
Mill cull boards & scantling$io ooDressing stocks 16 oo@2o 00
Shipping cull boards, pro
miscuous widths 13 00

stocks 14 00
Scantling & joist, up to 16 ft 14 00

18 ft 15 00

Cutting up ]

thicker dry

Picks Am. inspection 40 00
Three uppers, Am. inspect. 50 00

F. M.
i>£in. flooring, dres'd 28 00 30 oc
i]4 " " rough . . . iS 00 22 00

20 ft 16 00 \A " " dres'd F.M.25 00 28 00
22 ft 1700 " '' undrs'd B.M.rS 00 1900
24 ft 19 00 " " dres'd... 18 00 20 00
26 ft 20 00 " " undres'd 12 00 15 00
28 ft 22 00 Beaded sheeting, dress-
30 ft 24 00 ed 22 00 35 00

" 32 ft 26 00 Clapboarding. dres'd 12 00
" 34 ft 28 5olXXX sawn shingles

22 50 per M 2 65 2 75" 36 ft 30 00 Sawn Lath 2 00 2 20
" 38 ft 32 ooiRed oak 30 00

40 to 44 ft 35 00' White " 35 00
planks and Basswood, No. 1 & 2 18 00
y 25 00 26 oojCherry, No. 1 & 2. .. 50 00

board 18 00 22 00 White ash, 1 & 2 25 00
Black ash, 1 & 2 20 00

40 00

45 00
20 00
60 00

35 00
to 00

Montreal, Que.

Montreal, Dec. 28th, 1889.

The lumber business is very quiet and has been for some
time past, the entire business being confined to a few sales of

the smallest dimensions. The season's quiet has fairly set in

and prices may be regarded as nominal.
• WHOLESALE.

Fine, ist quality $35 oo@40 00
2nd " 22 00 2? 00
shipping Culls 1400 1600

" 4th quality Deals 1000 1200
Spruce. I0 oo I2 00
Hemlock 9 00 ]0 00
Ash. log run 1300 1800
Basswood. log run 20 00
Oak 40 00 100 00
Walnut (common)

" (good) 100 00
Butternut 22 00 40 00
Cherry 6o 00 80 00

P,lrc" 15 00 25 00
Maple 20 00 21 00
Lath, ist quality t 80 190
Pine Shingles, ist quality 1 50 3 00

2nd "
1 25 1 50

Burlington, Vt.

Burlington, Dec. 31st, 1889.

Cauda Pine Sidings—1x8 in. and up, 12 to ib ft. D 2 or 4 S.
Select & shelving . . . . $46 oolFinish . . $37 oo&!38 00
Pickings 37 oo Dressing . . . 27oo@28oo
Pickings & better . . 40 oo(§;42 ooiCommon . . 20 oo@2i 00

Canada Pine Stock—1x10 hi. 12 to ib ft. D 2 or 4 S.
Selects (clear) . . . 55 00 Pickings & better
ist shelving . . . 42 00 As run, common out 28001
2d . . . . 39 00 No. 1 barn boards
3d 30 oo<& 31 00 Common ....

Pickings . . . 38 001
Canada Pine Stock—1x12 in. 12 to ib ft. D 2 or 4 S.

44 00
30 00
25 00
21 00

Selects (clear

j

ist shelving
2d
3d .

Pickings

57 00
47 oo
41 00
32 00
3? 00

Pickings & better
As run. common out
No. 1 barn boards
Common

. 44 00
. - 33 00

. 26 00
21 00l§i22 OO

Canada Pine Stock—14 in. 12 to ibft. D 2 or 4 S.
Pickings & better . . 45 00:3d shelving ... 33 00
As run, common out . . 33 00 Common . 22 00
Canada Pine Short Boards—1x8 in. & up, 11 ft. 6s under, D 2 S

or R.
Pickings & better 33 00^35 00 Dressing & common, d
As run, common out . . 30 00 2 s or a 2 s & m 20 oo@2i 00

iCommon . , 18 00 20 00
Canada Pine Sheathing. D. M. 6° B—1 in. 4 to 7 in. j in. & up

CByi in.
ist quality, 12 to 16 ft. 46 00:1st & 2d quality. 9 to 11 ft.

2d 3600^3700 7 & 8 ft.

3d ..... 27 003d quality, 11 ft. & under
4th (selected common 1 22 001 4th ....

10 in. D 2 S and M.
16 ft. . 15 00l&;l6 00

No. 1 . . . 22 ool

Above prices delivered on a rate of S30 per car load.

- 1
- ' - ' 1 1 1 I 1 ' ' J ! ^ UUI 4111

Canada (Quebec) Spruce— \ and iA in. 4 to
Clear, 10 to 16 ft . 32 oo|.\o 2. 10 to 1

33 00
34 00
22 00
18 00

Ottawa, Ont.

Ottawa, Dec. 31st, li

Pine, ist qual., M.S35 oo@40 00 Oak
2nd " 22 00 25 00 W'alnut ,

shipping culls 1400 16 00 Cherry.
4th qua|. deals 10 00 12 00 Butternut
mill culls. . . 8 00 10 00 Birch

Spruce. M. . . 10 00 12 00 Maple, hard.
Hemlock . . . . 9 00 17 00 Laths
Ash . ... . . .1300 18 00 Shingles.
Bass 12 00 20 ool " cedar

>40 00

1

ijioo co
00 00 100 00
60 00 80 00
22 00 40 00
15 00 25 00
20 00 21 00
I 80 1 90
I 50 300
I 50 300

Hamilton, Ont.

Hamilton, Dec. 31st, i{

Mill cull boards ai:d

scantlings $ 9 oo@io 00
Shipping cull boards
promiscuous widths. 10 00 12 00
Snipping cull stocks. 14 00
Scantling and joist up

to 16 feet 14 00
do up to 18 feet 15 50
do up to 20 feet 16 00

do up to 22 feet 17 00
do up to 24 feet 18 00

do up to 26 feet 19 00
do up to 28 feet 20 00

do up to 30 feet 21 00

Cutting up plank iA
and thicker dry.. .. 2000 2500

Cutting up boards. ... 2000

6 00
16 00

21 50
25 00

Dressing stocks $1600 18

iA flooring, rough. .

iA flooring, rough.

.

\% flooring, dressed
iA flooring, dressed
1 flooring, dressed
Beaded sheeting 1. .

Picks, Am inspection 32 00
Three uppers Am. In.

XXX sawn shingles.. 260
Sawn Lath
Red Oak 20 00
White Oak 25 00
Basswood No. 1. 4 2.. 16 00
Cherry No. 142 60 00
White Ash No. 142. 25 00
Black Ash No. 1 4 2. 20 00

16 00
18 00
18 00
25 00

32 00

23 00

30 00

34 00
4c 00
2 70
2 25

25 00
30 00
20 00
70 00

35 00

30 00

Boston, Mass.

Boston, Dec. 27th, 1889.

Trade is better than we had any reason to hope for at this

time of the year ; orders keep coming in, and with most

dealers business is fairly good. Spruce and coarse building

stock are exceptionally active and prices are firm, with a

prospect of an advance. There is no surplus stock on the

market, and whatever comes in is readily sold. Pine box

boards are abundant, with a very meagre demand. In west-

ern pine the trade is regular, and fairly satisfactory in the

city, but not active. Prices are fully maintained. Clap-

boards are very saleable at full prices, and the demand for

shingles has been fairly good.

Walnut is scarce and in good demand. Good inch brings

$90 to $100. Walnut culls are in fair demand at $38 to $40.

Quartered oak is very saleable, and good lots bring readily $50
to $52. Common grade boards are selling at $30 to $34.

Western Pine—by car load.

Uppers, 1 in $48 oo@5o 00
1 A, iA & 2 in . . . 48 00 50 00

3 & 4 in 55 00
Selects, 1 in 43 00

\A, iA & 2in 43 00

60 00

43 00

44 00

50 003 & 4 in 45 00
Mouldingboards, 7 to

11 inch clear 36 00 38 00

60 per cent clear 34 00 36 00
Fine common 1 inch 37 00 42 00

i
lA, iA & 2 inch.. . 48 00 40 00

Fine com.. 3 & 4 in . . 42 oo@46 00
No 2, 1 in. Fin 28 00

lVt, \ A & 2 in 29 00
No. 1 strips, 4 to 6 in 40 00
No. 2 35 00
No. 3 24 00

Cut ups, 1 to 2 in ... . 24 00
Coffin boards 19 00
Common all widths . 22 00
Shipping culls 15 oo

Eastern Pine— Cargo or Car Load.

13 5o

Nos. 1, 2 & 3 40 oo@43 00

4 28 00 30 00

5 23, 00 26 Oo
Ship'g bds & coarse 16 00 16 ?o

Refuse 12 oo
West'rr pineclapbds

4 ft. sap extra .... 45 00 50 00

Spruce—by Cargo,
Scantling and plank,
random cargoes . . 13 oo@i4 50

Yard orders, ordin

Clapboards, 4 ft., sap
clear 40 00
Sap. 2nd clear .. .. 33 00
Heart extra 50 00
Heart clear 45 00

Bevel siding6in, clear 23 03

ary sizes 14 50 15 00
Yard orders, extra

sizes 15 00
Clear floor boards . . 1900
No. 2 16 00

Coarse, rough . . . . 1300
Hemlock bds., rough 10 00

" dressed 12 00
Clapbds., extra. 4 ft.

Clear, 4 ft

Second clear . . .

No. 1 10 00

ib 00
20 00

17

.Lath.
Spruce by cargo 2 001

Shingles.

33 00
31 00

43 00

37 00
2b 00

30 00
22 00
2b 00

15 50

45 00

35 00

55 00
50 00

34 00

11 53
11 00
12 50

34 00

30 00

25 00
14 00

Spruce 1 2$@i 50
Pine, iS in. extra . . . 400 425
Pine, No. 1 3 00 3 15

Cedar, sawed
Clear . . .

Extra. No. 1 .

Cypress. No. 1. 1

extra 3 25 3 50

3 00
2 50

5 00

Vancouver and New Westminster, B.C.

New Westminster, Dec. 31st, 1889.

Car load and ship rates according to assortment. Bridge and
Wharf Plank and Timber.
10 to 40 ft. long, per M, net ..... • In 00

41 to 70 ft. . .... $12 oo@iS 00

Rough lumber, building material 11 00

Sized ... 12 $0

Fir, Clear 17 5°

Cedar, Bench or Selects . . 25 00
" D. D . . . 30 00

/ in, i'A iyixb in.

T. & G. Edge, Grain and Dry 27 50
" " " Green . . . 25 00

No. 1, Dry - 22 50
" 1. Green - -, 20 00
" 2, Dry - - - - - 20 00
" 2, Green - -- -- -- - - 17 50
Cut to length, extra per M 2 50

D. Dressed - - - - 2 50

/ in, i% i%X4 in.

Edge Grain, Dry 27 50

Green 25 00

T. & G. Edge Grain, Dry - - - - - 25 00

No. 1, Dry - - 25 00
" 1, Green - - - 22 50
"

2, Dry - - - 20 00
" 2, Green >7 5°

S. S. Planks for scows 17 5°

D. D. cedar, verandah cover, any length - 45 °°
'• " cut to length - - - - 50 00

Shingles , 2 50

Lath f% . . . . . .
- 2 25

D. D. clear Cedar 4° oo@6o 00

Pickets, rough . 11 00

Five per cent, off above prices for cash with the order.
Delivery on scow to mouth of river.

20 M ft. and over 75^ per M. ft

10 to 20 M ft $1.00
"

Under 10 M ft. . .' . . . . 1.25
"

Albany, N. Y.

Albany, N.Y., Dec. 28th, 1889.

The stock on hand at this point, consisting of all grades of

pine, spruce, hemlock, and the different varieties of hard-

woods, is in splendid assortment. Prices have not changed
any since the close of navigation, and in all probability they

will remain as they are for several months. The spruce and
hemlock dealers are not crowded with orders for future ship-

ment, but an increased demand is expected in January, not

only for spruce and hemlock but also for pine. 1

• The tidewater receipts at Albany for the month ending

November 30th are as follows : Boards and scantlings,

41,096,441 feet
;

shingles, 360,000. This makes a total in

round numbers, of 300,000,000 feet of lumber received in

this market by water alone during the season of navigation on

the canals.

Hemlock.
Boards, 10 in. each.. 13^ IJoist. 2^x4, each 13
Joist, 4x6 33 |Wall strips, 2x4 10

Pine.
10 in boards dressing

and better $28 oo@34 00
Common 15 00 20 00

12 in. boards dressing
and better 2900 3600
Common 1500 2200

iK in. siding, selected
13 ft 40 00 45 00
Common I 5 00 2000

1 in. siding selected.. 3800 4200
Common 1300 1800

Norway, selected 2200 2500
Common 1200 15 00

10 in. plk. 13 ft. dress-
ing and better, each 42@$0
Culls 22 25

10 in. boards, 13 ft.,

dress,& better each 28 33
Culls 17 21

2.V1 in. and up, good. .$54 oo@56 00
4ths 49 00 51 00
Selects 4400 4b
Pickings 39 00 41 00

1 to 2 in., good 4800 5000
4ths 43 00 45 00
Selects 38 00 40 30
Pickings 33 00 35 00

1 in. good ;o 00 55 00
4ths 45 00 4'

Selects 40 00
Pickings 35 00

Cutting up, 1 to 2 in.. 25 00
Bracket plank 32 00
Shelving Doards,i2 in.

and up 26 00 „
Dressing Dds. narrow 2000 22
Sapping boards ib 00
Box boards 14 00 ib 30

43 °-

38 o<

28 3,

36 00

32 00

Shingies and Lath.

Shingles, shaved pine 6 50
2d quality 500

Sawed, extra 430 440
Sawed, clear butts. . . 300 3 30
Cedar, XXX 400 420

3hingles,cedar mixed 2 75
Hemlock

Lath, pine
' Spruce
Hemlock

3 00

2 00
2 00

1 75

St. John, N. B.

St. John, Dec. 31st, iJ

Deals, Boards, Scantling, etc.

Spruce deals ----- $12 oolSpruce boards
Pine
Deal ends
Scantling •

Spruce, extra - -

" clear - -

" No. 1 extra

Pine, extra -

clears -

2d clears

15 oolPine
b oojOak
10 oo Ash

Hemlock
Shingles.

$3 5o|

- 3 00 Pine - - - -

2 25I

Clapboards.

35 00 Spruce, extra

15 oo(

No.

12 00

$40 00
40 00

^25 00

7 50

• 1 25
1 25

• 45 oo

35 03
clears

Flooring, Dressed.
6 in. .No. 1 12 00I4 in., No. 1 - -

" No. 2 10 oo| " No. 2 - -

Miscellaneous.
Staves 3 oo@ 4 50 jLaths - - -

Heading 17 in. per pr. 04 (Pickets - -

18 in. 04!^ 05^'Railway ties

22 in. 04^ 06
I

No.
No.

- 24 00

23 00
- 15 00
10 00

12 00
10 00

1 80
b 5o@i5 00

Oswego, N. Y.

Oswego, Dec, 31st, 1889

Thr^e uppers, iA,, iA & 2 inch J
Pickings, iA, iA & 2 in

No. 1 cutting up, \%, iV2 & 2in ,

No. 2 cutting up. iA, iA & 2in
1 in strips, 4 to 8 wide, selected for moulding strips, 14

to lb ft

ixb selected for clapboards

Sidig .

1 in siding, cutting up
piks & uppers 32 oo@39 00

1 in dressing 19 oo@2i 00
1 in No. 1 culls 15 oo@ib 00
1 in No. 2 culls 13 oo@i4 00

iA in selected

[A in dressing
iA in No. 1 culls.

.

iA in No. 2 culls.

.

iA in No. 3 culls..

1x12 Inch,
12 & ib ft, mill run
10 & ib ft, No. 1 &2, barn boards
12 & ib ft, dressing and better
12 & 16 ft. No 2 culls

ix/o Inch.
12 & 13 ft, mill run, mill culls out
12 & 13 ft, dressing and better
12 & 13 ft, No 1 culls

12 & 13 ft, No 2 culls

14 to 10 ft, mill run mill culls out
14 to ib ft, dressing and better
14 to lb ft, No. 1 culls

14 to ib ft, No. 2 culls

10 to 13 ft. No. 3 culls

/ 1-4x10 Inches.

Mill run, mill cullsout 20 oo@23oo|No. 1 culls

Dressing and better . . 25 00 30 oni No. 2 culls
1x4 Inches.

45 oo@4b 00
35 00 3b oo
31 00 32 00
23 00 22 00

31 00 33 00
32 00 34 00

35 00@42 00
17 00 19 00
15 00 ib 00
13 00 14 oo
9 50 10 00

20 00 23 00
17 00 18 00
2b 00 30 oc

15 00

20 00
25 00
16 00
14 00
20 00
25 00
ib 00
14 00
9 50

22 00
27 00
17 00
15 00
22 00
27 00
17 00
15 00
10 00

j!2i 00IN0. 1 culls

27 oolNo. 2 culls

1x3 Inches.

jb, 7 or 8, No. 1 culls.

?2i 001b, 7 or 8, No. 2 culls.

28 ool

Shi>.gles.

400IXXX, 18 in cedar.

Mill run, mill culls out 19 001

Dressing and better. . 2300

b 7 or 8, mill run, mill
culls out 19 oo(J

b, 7 or 8, drsg & better 24 00

XXX, 18 in pine 3 8o„
Clear butts, pine, 18 in. 2 So 3 00 Clear butt, iS in cedar.

XXX, ib in pine 310 3 20IXX, 18 in cedar.

Stocks cedars, 5 or b in. 5 SoJ

Pickets.

No. 1, lAxiA 14 08 i£ oo|Nb. 2, 1x3
No. 1, 1x3 18 00 20 001

Lath.

No. r. 1% — 1 901N0. 2, 1 1-4

No. 1 -4 1 90I

ib oo@i7 00
14 00 15 00

. 13 0O@i4O0

. 11 00 12 00

15 oo@ib 00
1300 1400

3 40@3 75
2 40 2 7S
2 10 2 40

9 00 10 00

1 So
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New York City.

New York, Dec. 28th, 1889.

The holiday season being on, trade, as a natural consequence,

is dull, but an improved business is confidently looked for.

Everything indicates that quartered Oak will be in active

demand during the coming year, also that first-class

stock will command good prices. Plain Oak is slow and the

price is fairly steady. Cherry is in moderate demand, and

with a light supply holders are enabled to keep the price at a

high figure.

Outside of the export trade, the demand for walnut is

small; it is selling at $100 to $110 per M. There is an

Increased demand for balusters in walnut, ash and cherry,

but such stock should be sold and shipped only on order.

The log market is dull and the stock on hand is more than

ample to meet the ready call'. Generally speaking, the

export trade is in good shape for this season of the year, and

the record of shipments to date shows a satisfactory gain over

last year. Prices are still firm.

Black Walnut.

Culls, 1 inch $3; oo(E

Culls, thick 36 00
Counter tops, 18 in.

and over no 30

in. clear $75 co?8z oo,

1 and 1 H. inches ... . 93 00 95 00

i'A and thicker 10000 no 00

Rejects 5o oo 52 oo

Poplar, or White Wood.

ist & 2nd, 1 in. 10 inches and 11 inch. 8 in. and over 30 00

over 23 oo@93 00 2'^ and thicker 33 50

Kin. coffin boards ... 29 00 30 00 Common 1 to 2 in— 2300
1 inch, 10 inch and Saps, 1 inch & thicker 25 00

over 31 50 32 oo'Culls, all thickness.. 16 00

Ash.

ist & 2nd, 1 to 2 in.. 39 00% 40 00 Strips clear 26 oo@
Thicker 40 00 43 00 Black ash, good 26 00

Balusters. i^xiK (Black ash, culls.. .. 1000
to 3x3 23 00 25 oo|

Oak.

1 inch plain sawed. 36 oo@ 38 oc > inches and over.. . 49 oo(5

lii to2 inch 38 00 39 00 thicker 51 00

Thicker 40 00 41 00

Quarter-sawed, white, all clear, 6-

36 00

38 00

3i So

34 5o

24 00
27 00
17 oo

27 00

30 00
12 00

50 00

53 00
40 00
25 00

1 inch 78 001

1 inch strips 43 00

i% to 2 inch 8o oo

Chestnut common. . 2000
Basswood white 30 00

Basswood common.. 21 00

Maple, clear 30 00

Birch, clear 32 00

Birch, is and2s 26 00

Cottonwood 21 00

trips under 6 in 38 00
Dimension cut size 23 00

Cherry

S> 80 OCI2V2 and thicker 90 oo@ioo 00

45 00 Counter tops, iS in.

85 00 and over 110 00 115 00
Culls, all thickness 18 00 19 00

Miscel la eons.

55 00
70 00
22 00
27 00
40 00
40 00
50 00

25 00

Chestnut, clear 33 oo@ 35 ooiHickery, old growth 50 00
22 oo Hickery, 2nd growth 65 00

32 oo'Elm 20 00

23 00

32 00

35 00

30 00

Sycamore 24 00
Sycamore quartered 35 00
Gum 36 00
Butternut . . . . 45 00

22 oo'Svcamore dressed fig 24 00

Buffalo and Tonawanda, N. Y.

Buffalo, Dec. 28th, 1889.

The lumber trade here for the past season has, in the main,

been eminently satisfactory. Business is quiet now and will

remain so until after the holidays. Failures in this business

have been few and far between this year, being less than in

previous years.

The receipts of lumber at Tonawanda this year exceed

those last year by 117,340,000 feet, showing a remarkable

increase, with a decrease of receipts at this point from the

Saginaw Valley, a more thon equal gain has been made in

receipts from the Georgian Bay district, from Menominee,

Ashland, Manistique, and Duluth. The growth of the

shingle trade is proportionately large, and the total number of

shingles handled at this point is enormous. The aggregate

quantities of forest products received at Tonawanda this

season by lake and rail, taken from custom house and railroad

authorities, are as follows : Lumber, feet, 701,265,200 ;

shingles, pieces, 68,712,000; lath, pieces, 1 1,500,000; pickets,

pieces, 9,664; posts, 5,700 ; timber, feet, about 55,500,000.

Norway
Clear, 1 to 2 in. all Common, 1 to 2 in. all

width 23 00 widths 12 5o@i5 03
Dressing. 1 to 2 in. all 4x4, 5x5, 6x6 turning. . 2200
widths 16 oo®20 0014x4, 5x3, 6x6 common 1600

White Fine.
L'p'rs, 1 to 4 in. INo. 2 cuts, 1 to 2 in

10 in $45 00*555 00 and thicker $20 00^24 00
Sl'cts & Picks, [Dressing, 1 to 2 in.. 22 00^27 00

1 to 4 in 38 00 45 00 Common, 1 to 2 in . . 14 00 17 00
Fine common, 1 to 2 No. 1 barn, 7 to 12 in 18 50 20 50

33 00 39 00 .No. 2 barn. 7 to 12 in 16 50 17 50
1 Mill culls, 1 to 2 in . . 900 1000

39 00

and thicker.
No. 1 cuts. 1 to 2 in

and thicker 27 00
Mold strips, 1 to

2 in 27 00 33 ool

Shingles
XXX, 18-in, sawed 3 7o;Thick cut (trade mark; 16 in
XX. 18-in. sawed clear butts 270 per square 2 50
X. 18-in. sawed 1 80IXXX cut 2 25
XXX. 16-in " 3 40 X cut 1 10
XX, 16-in " clear butts.... 2 40 No 2 cut 50
No. 2. 16-in " 9oShort cut 125
Thick cut. 3 20 Square end, per thousand. . . 5 00
XXX cut 3ooOctagonor pointed end 525
X cut 1 50 Scalloped or round end 525
No. 2 cut 65 Other shapes made to order 5 25

Saginaw. Mich.

East Saginaw, Dec. 28th, 1889.

Prices have not changed since the close of navigation, and

a» there will be no buying of consequence, except for the

yard trade, until after the holidays, there is no reason for any

'.hangc in prices for the purpose of inviting trade. Shipping

cull* are quotable $8.50 to $9 ; $17 to $19 for common, and

$36 to $38 for uppers under inspection. Box is held at

$10. 50 and Norway bill stuff at $8.50 for ordinary lengths.

Under straight measure lumber can be had at $13 and

upwards. Shingles are slow, and but little inquiry at present

at $2 for clear butts, and $3 to $3.25 for XXX.
CARGO LOTS.

Uppers 36 00^38 00
Common 16 00 21 00
Shipping Culls ... 9 00 11 00
Mill Culls

.Norway
Box
Straight measure
Hemlock

11 00
12 50
7 5°

510 00
11 50
20 00

YARD QUOTATIONS CAR LOTS DRV.
Siding.

Clear, i'A in 23 00IC, i
lA in 17 00

% in 46 oo| Vt in 30 00
Select, 1^ in 20 oo:No. 1, % in 12 00

Y% in 39 oo| y% in 19 00
Finishing Lumber rough.

Three uppers, 1 in. . 42 oo@44 00 Fine common, 1 in. .

i'/i&i*A in .4400 4600 i^&2in.
Selects, 1 in. . . .3600 37 00 C, 7, 8 & 9 in. . . .

if£ ct 2 in. . . . 38 ool

Joist, Scantling and Timber.
12 to 18 feet ... 10 00122 & 24 feet

20 feet .... 11 ool

Plank and timber, 12 inches wide. $1 extra.
Lath, Shingles and Pickets.

32 00

33 00

25 ou

13 00

Lath, No. 1 white pine 1 50
" No. 2 " Norway 1 00

Shingles, I
1* in climax . . 35"

XXX ..." 32?
XX climax 2 5c

18 X 4 in, c. b. I 5c

XXX
XX

P'kts,2 to 2 x/2 in rough
Dressed

in. square, rough
Dressed

2 23

• 1 75
15 00
20 00
18 00
25 00

HOME AND FOREIGN TRADE REVIEW.

Orifice of Canada Lumberman, )

Dec. 28th, 1889. J

There is virtually nothing new to report regarding

either the wholesale or retail trade in the Queen City.

The month of December is usually quiet in lumber

circles, as the approaching holiday season casts its

shadow before, and both buyer and seller await,

Micawber-like, for the new year to turn up before

making new contracts. So far as can be learned, how-

ever, the principal handlers of lumber are fully satisfied

with the business of the year, and have sanguine

expectations that the advent of .1890 will bring a

satisfactory renewal. The one great difficulty under

which the trade of this city has been hampered, viz :

the scarcity of cars on the Grand Trunk system, has,

we are pleased to note, been partially remedied through

the falling off of trade, and an extra effort on the part

of the railway authorities. It is hoped that the

improvements in the matter referred to will not be

temporary but of a permanent character, as one and all

of the lumbermen have suffered severe losses through

the. want of transportation facilities more or less for

years. The Grand Trunk Company have carried out

another good move in making an allottment to the

principal wholesale dealers of space in the Northern

yard, which will greatly facilitate the rapid unloading

of lumber. The new schedule of freight rates seems to

be much appreciated by the lumber trade in general.

There is very little doing in trade in the Ottawa
Valley, and but limited operations in the woods, owing

to the unseasonable weather and heavy stock of logs.

The heavy fires of the last two years have led to

an accumulation of timber which had to be cut to save

it, and which, coupled with the exemption from forest

fires the past season, enables operators to make their

operations only equal to the necessities of the coming
season. There is no snow in the woods; the swamps
are full of water but not frozen enough to carry, which

retards logging operations materially. Building

throughout Eastern Ontario has continued right along

owing to the mild weather. It is too early to predict

the future of lumber prices, but the exceedingly low

price of all farm products, both here and in the States,

very naturally decreases the purchasing power of that

channel of demand, There is nothing that we can see

as yet to warrant any hope of improvement in the

trade until the export season opens in the spring.

The lumber output from Georgian bay by boat has

been about equal to last year, and the vessels engaged
in that business have made a very fair season. Rates

have been steady during the season, at $1.75 to Buffalo

and Tonawanda. They opened at $2 and closed at

$2.50. Trade from the Georgian bay mills to Colling-

wood, Midland, Owen Sound and Wairton fell off, and
. rates were lower. Lighter local requirements caused
the decreased business. Up cargoes of coal to Owen
Sound, principally for the C. P. R., showed no increase.

The tie trade from Georgian bay to Canadian points

about held its own, but there was a large falling off in

shipments to points on Lake Michigan. This would
make the total tie output smaller. Shipments of posts,

too, which have been very large in other years, were

practically nothing. For ties the rate was around 7c.

this year, and for posts 5 to $)4c. was being paid.

Last year's rates on ties ranged between 8 and 9c. In

square timber between Georgian bay and Collins' bay

and Garden island, a good business has been done,

with rates from 55 to 60c. per thousand cubic feet

FOREIGN.

Trade at Liverpool shows some symptoms of the

usual slackening up with the approach of the end of

the year, yet there is a good consumption going on.

and from outside indications the stocks are not likely

to be too large. Recent arrivals have been very small,

and the imports from Quebec for the season having

been completed, it was expected that purchasing on
contract for next year would soon commence, although

from recent advices we learn that Quebec merchants
have not yet put in appearance for that purpose. It is

said that prices will be very high and quite equal to, if

not higher, than last year.

Messrs. Farnworth & Jardine in their wood circular

of recent date report :

The at rivals from British North America during the

past month has been 44 vessels, 33,579 tons, against 48
vessels, 28,827 tons, during the corresponding month
last year, and the aggregate tonnage to this date from
all places during the years 1887, 1888 and 1889 has
been 358,195, 381,252 and 501,688 tons respectively.

Imports of most articles have again been jn excess

of the requirements of the trade, and although the

deliveries have also been large there has been little

animation, and values have been with difficulty main-
tained. Stocks are all ample, and in some instances

too heavy.
Canadian Woods, Quebec.—Yellow pine timber :

Both Waney and Square have arrived too freely, the
formei has moved off fairly well and maintains its

value ; the latter has been almost neglected and prices

are easier ; stocks of both are too heavy. Red Pine
has been in fair demand ; there is no change in value

and the stock is sufficient. Oak : ist class wood
has gone freely into consumption at full prices, but
inferior quality is only saleable at very' low rates. Of
United States wood the stock is still too heavy.

Oak planks have come forward very freely ; there is

more enquiry, but prices still rule low ; the stock is

ample. Elm has been in fair demand ; the stock is

heavy and prices rather easier. Ash has been en-

quired for, and prices are steady. Pine Deals have
been imported more moderately ; the deliveries have
been satisfactory, but the stock is still too heavy

;

there is no change in values. Spruce has arrived too

freely, but has chiefly been on contract.

At London there continues to be an active inquiry

for really good American black walnut logs, recent

arrivals having been for the most part of a very poor
quality, in consequence of which prices have ruled low
In American whitewood there has not been much
doing, and the same may be said of logs. Extensive
stocks are being held by the dock dealers. There is not

much doing in oak, except in the case of lumber, for

which there is a good demand. The moderate landed
stocks of Canadian Yellow Pine, Oak and Elm are
gradually finding their way into consumption at re-

munerative prices, and seeing that an advance on last

season's prices is confidently demanded in Quebec
for next spring shipments, holders here are in a strong
position.

Deliveries of Fir timber have been on a fairly large

scale ; but abundant stocks prevent any recover)- i

values, except for long averages of good squares
;

these latter are very firm, but short parcels of mauer-
latten dimensions move slowlv and at lower rates.

The business of the past month has been of a

moderate though sound character. Consumers seem
fairly well stocked, and cannot now be expected to buy
very actively before the new year.

The November Board of Trade returns are account-
ed very satisfactory, and fully corroborative of the
revival of trade that has set in. Both imports and
exports show a hig her rate of improvement than has been
recorded in any previous month in the year. The
figures are : Imports ,£41,303,409, increase ,£6,079,474 ;

exports ,£22,186,255, increase ,£2,386,575 : re-exports

,£5,290,808, increase ,£493,288. The totals for the eleven
months of the year are : Imports ,£389,245.896, increase

,£40,460,495 ; exports ,£227,188,606, increase ,£12.223,-

878 ; re-exports .£59,131,921, decrease .£346,733. The
statistics which relate to the importation of wood show-

that during November the imports were 178,707 [loads

hewn timber and 453.980 loads of sawn wood, as com-
pared with 179,471 loads, and 453,783 loads respective-

ly in November, 1S88, a decrease in hewn timber of

764 loads, and in sawn goods the small increase of 197
loads. Although there is a decrease iu the quantity of
hewn timber timber imported, there is yet an increase

in the declared value amounting to ,£101.045, an(i m
sawn timber an increased declared value amounting
to ,£124,557 although the increase as stated is only 197
loads. The respective declared values of hewn and
sawn goods imported in November last are ,£521,098
and ,£i,i75,°95-
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CORRESPONDENCE.

HARDWOOD CULLS.

To the Editor of the "Lumberman.

Dear Sir.— I was pleased to notice Messrs. McKechnie

Bros', letter in your last issue on the above subject. I trust

you will take the matter up, and endeavor to give us some

information as to what disposition we can make of the lower

erades of hardwood. This place (Hepworth) is suriounded

by a lot of fine hardwood, but every year our mill yards

are so encumbered with hardwood culls and common for

which we can find no sale, that there is neither pleasure

nor profit in the manufacture of hardwood. What we want

here is some wood-working industry that will use hardwood

in the manufacture of small wares, such as chair stock, shoe

lasts or something of that kind.

We also have a serious grievance in the matter of freights.

Under the present system of weighing lumber, and charging

so much per 100 lbs., the lumberman or consignee, can never

tell how much his lumber is going to cost at destination till

he pays his freight, which, by the way, varies on green hem-

lock all the way from three and a half pounds to six pounds

per foot, according to the condition (I judge of the scales, or

whether the lumber has encountered a rainstorm after load-

ing). The cordwood dealer, can ship his wood at so much
per cord, and why not the lumberman ship his lumber at so

much per M ? What would the Grand Trunk Co. think if

they were asked to buy their lumber at so much per pound

instead of by the M. ft. I have repeatedly brought the

mat'er before the notice of the traffic department of the

Grand Trunk Co., but so far I have received no satisfaction,

and I do not expect to until united action is decided upon

and energetically carried out by the lumber manufacturers

and dealers.

Trusting that you will in future endeavor to give your

readers an occasional pointer as to the marketing of hard-

wood lumber and hardwood culls.

I am, yours truly

J. E. Murphy.

SAWDUST.

Port Carling, Out., Dec. 2nd, 1889.

Editor Canada Lumberman.

Having noticed several articles in your paper hinting at the

discrimination of the Minister of Marine and Fisheries in

dealing with parties who put sawdust in the rivers, I would

like 10 ask you, who I should think would be well informed

in the matter, if the said minister deals with parties of all

shades of politics alike in this matter— if he shields his friends

and punishes his foes ?

The reason I ask the above question is because some time

ago I received a very sharp notice respecting the depositing

of mill refuse in the river on which my mill is situated, and

my neighbor, a very rank Dominion ministerial man,

with a mill on the same river, informed me, on inquiry, that

he had not received any notice to the same effect from that

quarter.

The tory miller, who says he received no notice re deposits,

has been in the habit of putting refuse in the water for years,

without booming, to keep floating stuff from going about the

river, while I, only a grit, who puts nothing in the river, except

on my own deeded property, (and that well boomed to keep any

floating material secure), am singled out and frowned upon by

his Honor as though I committed an offence against the law.

I wish to state that in my opinion the Minister is not well

informed in this matter, and that he apparently does not take

the pains to get possession of the facts as they are, or else

he would not make such errors in pouncing upon parties who
are not in the least guilty of his insinuations.

I wish to state further that I enquired of another miller a

few miles from my place on the lake, who for years has put

refuse, more or less, in the water, and with the same result,

he had received no notice. I do not know what this latter

party's politics are for the Dominion, but he votes for the

opposition in the Local House.

I would be very much pleased if the Minister would inform

me through your paper where he gets his information, if he

gets any, and why he is so ready to act without inquiring into

the truth of reports.

I know there are a certain class of " cranks " who are

always ready to strain a point to air their official knowledge,

or in other words their knowledge of officials, and perhaps the

Minister in question is lx>red with such ; be this as it may I

trust I shall hear no more re refuse until I start to deposit it in

the river, which, according to present conveniencies, will not

1* for years to come.

I trust that you will not be led by the above to think that it is

my opinion that the Minister really deals with different shades

of political parties with favor, that is not my opinion, but it

looks very strange and I ask the question to get right on the

matter and to have the " mist " cleared away.

I wish, in conclusion, to refer to another matter. It is

advisable that you give sizes and lengths into which to cut red

and black oak, black ash, basswood, maple, hard and soft

birch, with prices for same in the different markets.

Inlormation of the above would be very beneficial to quite a

number of millers in Ontario who are located where pine is

getting scarce and the above timbers are in a measure plenti-

ful. It may not be possible to give all the sizes and lengths

required but you could give the standards, and might include

birch and hemlock in the same. I notice you quote hard

woods but give no sizes for our markets.

The Canada Lumberman in my opinion is well worth the

name and in many points very interesting; in many points very

valuable for the information it furnishes in regard to markets,

&c. It is well worth the subscription price.

Joseph S. Wallis.

Madawaska, N.B., Dec. 1889.

Editor Canada Lumber man.

Our logging operations are being pushed to their fullest

extent, and in back settlements some small families have

moved into the logging shanties ; but owing to the fact that

our spruce is becoming scarcer every year, I am inclined to

the belief that there will be a falling off in our output of fully

20%. It will have to be a very favorable winter if the

output comes up to last winter's operations.

The Dominion Government is doing very wrong in allow-

ing our small growth of spruce to be slaughtered for piling,

and then exempt it from export duty, as it offers a premium
to denude our forests and damn their future growth and the

lumber trade. Generally, men who are appointed to look

after the interest of the public domain, are so filled up with

self-esteem that they imagine it is their infallibility which
placed them in the position which they occupy.

The Ward steam mill, above Grand Falls railroad bridge,

is likely to be idle, which is quite a drawback to the county.

The Vanburn Shingle Company are preparing to do a

heavy business, and only for the lumber taken from our side

yearly, to be manufactured on the other side of the line, they

would have to stand still.

P. O. Byram.

THE LATE HENRY F. BRONSON.

Henry F. Bronson, president of the Bronson- Weston Lum-
ber Company, the pioneer lumberman of the Ottawa Valley .

and one of Ottawa's oldest and most respected citizens, died

suddenly at his residence in Ottawa, on Dec. 7th. The

immediate cause of his demise was apoplexy. Mr. Bronson
,

like many of Ottawa's leading lumbermen, was an American

by birth. He was born at Glen's Falls, New York, in

February 1 8 1 7, and came to Canada in 1852, with Mr. John

f. Harris, the original firm being Harris & Bronson. Mr.

Bronson was the first to secure water power privileges and

establish saw mills at the Chaudiere, where Harris tV Bronson

erected their first mill, and in 1855 cut their first Canadian

lumber. After 1855, Mr. Bronson remained uninterruptedly

engaged in the lumber business in Ottawa. The firm until

recently re-organized as the Bronson- Weston Lumber Com-

pany, was known as the Bronson & Weston, and was

composed of Mr. Bronson, his son, Mr. E. H. Bronson,

M. P. P., and Mr. Abijah Weston, of Painted Post, N.V.,

also one of the most extensive lumbermen in the United

States interested in the various branches of the trade at some

ten different points in the States of Wisconsin, Michigan, New
York and Vermont. The Ottawa firm, in . connection with

Mr. W. N. Greene and Mr. H. K. Weaver of Burlington,

Vermont, and Mr. I. W. Dunham, of Albany, New York,

also owned and operated at Burlington the second largest,

and in many respects the finest mills, for the dressing and

resawing of lumber in the New England States, and establish-

ed a yard at Albany for the sale of lumber in the rough.

Mr. Bronson married early in life, his bride being Miss

Edith Pierce, of Bolton, N. Y., near Lake George, who

survives him. Three sons, E. H., F. P., and W. G., are all

in the firm at Ottawa, and one daughter is married to Aid.

Levi Crannell. Mr. Bronson was a pillar of St. Andrew's

church, and supported all Presbyterian institutions with which

he had to do liberally. He was president of the Ottawa

Ladies College company until it was recently turned over to

the Presbyterian church. Mr. Bronson leaves a large estate,

probably over a million dollars, although as his interests are

scattered it is impossible to give any accurate figure. The

lumber business will not be affected at all, as it is carried

on by a joint stock company, and Mr. E.H. Bronson has

been the managing director since its formation.

OILING-A TRUE STORY.

"Give me the ile bottle, Mike, if ye plaze ; its right

forninst the posht beyent, and see if there's a dhrap of

ile in it, if ye plaze."

"Divil a drap's in it, Pat, but I'll get ye the full of the

bottle from the barril in the shed beyent if ye'll wait a

minnit."

Pretty soon a long-necked bottle, holding a pint, held

tenderly by Mike, came in from the shed "beyent," and

the oiling began.

"Be gob, I think she'll not shquake the day, Mike;

I'm giving her the divil this time," said Pat, as the

oiling went on. Another bottle was filled from the shed

"beyent" before the oiling was finished, and the oil

holes were filled and refilled from the long-necked bottle

that "shtood forninst the posht." A little of nearly a

quart was in the oil holes and boxes, but by far the

largest part was on the floor. And Pat had "given her

the divil to keep her from shquaking the day."

A writer in this journal said, not long ago, "Use
plenty of oil." Aye, there's the rub! The old Indian

woman said too much whisky was just enough, and no

doubt Pat thought so about the oil, and gave her the

"divil to kape off the shquake." Oil is like a medicine,

a prescribed amount is sufficient, no more and no less,

but see the amount of oil is properly administered at

the right time and the right way. Giving her the

"divil" out of a bottle, may be like taking quinine out of

a bottle for the ague, and before you get through you

have something more than the ague.

Using oil indiscriminately is like going to the bank

to pay a note, with a pocket full of money, which you

throw down at random, and sav "there's the money to

cash that note." It takes only so many dollars and

cents to pay the note and interest. There is this

difference, however, the cashier would hand vou back

the balance, while too much oil is worse than wasted,

for it goes on the floor, and if the place ever gets on

fire it is so much the more sure of being destroyed.

Yes, use plenty of oil, just a plenty and not a drop

more. If the boxes heat, it is either the fault of con-

struction, or want of care, and it is better to fix the

machine right than to waste oil on it.

The Dodge Wood Split Pu Hey.

The Dodge Wood Split Pulley Company, of Toronto,

are in receipt of a letter from Mr. R. W. Leonard, chief

engineer of the Engineering Department of the

Cumberland Railway and Coal Company, Spring Hill,

N. S>, in which he says: "Your transmission has been

working steadily for the past month, raising 300 tons of

coal forty feet in ten hours, and turning a revolving

coal screen at a distance of 870 feet from the engine.

It gives entire satisfaction." Regarding this the Pulley

Company say:

"This is one of the many satisfactory endorsements

which we are receiving from' men of high order in

mechanics, after having tested the merits of our system

for transmitting power. Here we have an illustration

of a case where power is wanted at a distance of nearly

900 feet from the engine. Shafts are neither parallel

nor in line, and to add to the difficulty four railway

tracks intervene. By any other means we think it will

be allowed this would appear to be a somewhat difficult

as well as expensive undertaking, while as a matter of

fact the drive was in operation at the colliery in twenty

days from the day we received the order, and that it

was highly satisfactory is proven by the unsolicited

letter of approval of Engineer Leonard. W7
e believe

that there are numberless cases in the Dominion where

fine power continually runs to waste for the simple

reason that those who might avail themselves of it do

not know how cheaply and simply such power might

be conveyed to any distance where required."

The timber trade is reported as being unusually

active in Scotland. The London Pall Mall Gazette

says that Clyde timber merchants report a very large

consumption of timber. The quantity of pitch pine

that is being used exceeds anything heretofore known.

There is also a very extensive business in teak wood,

and the, great activity in the shipbuilding and other

industries of the district is accepted as a guarantee

that the prosperity in the timber trade will be prolonged.
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SOMETHING ABOUT HARDWOODS.

The Lumberman has received numerous enquiries

of late regarding the proper mode of manufacture, and

the sizes in demand for hardwood lumber in

the different markets. After careful research we have

placed ourselves in a position to supply the information

asked : and while the whole subject cannot be well

covered in one article, we will content ourselves this

month by dwelling briefly on the principal kinds of

hard woods required for the Canadian and United

States markets.

Maple—The size in demand for this class of wood

in the Canadian market is principally one-inch stock,

although sales can generally be effected for small quan-

tities of 1 X-inch, which is used principally for flooring

purposes, but which is rapidly being replaced by birch.

In the United States market there is a good demand
for 4. 3, i]/z , 2, 1 y2 , and 1 inch, planks and lumber.

One inch especially calls for clear white stock.

Thicker stock rhould always be manufactured from the

largest and best logs, and good judgment exercised in

proportioning other thicknesses. Maple from 2 inch

thickness and up, should be 6 inches wide and up for

Canadian, and 8 inches wide and up for United States

market.

Birch—For the home market there is a demand for

clear white, or one face clear white, 1 and \% inch

principally. A good grade of mixed colors will general-

ly find ready sale in Canada. Squares 4x4 and up is

what is usually called for in the United States. The
larger and better logs must be selected for squares,

which must be perfect, no hearts or checks allowed.

In the last-named market there is also areadv sale for

3 and 4 inch plank and 1 Yz inch boards. Great attention

should be paid to color of Birch, which should be red or

cherry color. Widths same as maple. In connection

with this wood it is well to impress on the manufac-

turers the necessity of avoiding more than very medium
stocks, as the market is inclined to be glutted with this

particular wood.

Beech—Demand very small. Used by a few firms

only in the manufacture of tools, etc. The principal

demand is for 1 's inch stock when dry, although other

thicknesses are occasionally used.

ROCK ELM—Should be manufactured principally into

2, 3, and 4 inch stock, 8 inches up and wide, for U. S.,

and 6 inches and up wide for Canadian market. The
home market frequently calls for 1 Y* inch in special

widths, 9 inches and over for 12 feet lengths, and 6

inches and over for 14 and 16 feet lengths. Creat care

to be taken in piling and stripping.

SOFT Elm.—Thicknesses in constant demand 1 and

2 inch, with a preference for the former. Should be 6

inches and up wide for Canadian and 8 inches and up

for American market. After cutting Soft Elm care

should be taken to stock it down for a few weeks, and

stick it up in one length as near as possible, which will

greatly 'mprove lumber and make it more saleable.

Basswood—No one need be apprehensive of cutting

too much Basswood. While there is a danger of over-

stocking in other classes of hard woods, Basswood, if

properly manufactured, will find a ready sale, both in

the Canadian and United States market. This class of

lumber should be cut in winter while sap is in the log.

If this is done stock will be white, and will bring at

least $2 per M more than logs cut in the spring, which

are inclined to be discolored. The most saleable

thirknesses are 1 and 1 % inch, the demand being much
greater for the former. The widths for the Canadian

and U.S. markets should be 6 inches and up. There is a

< onstant demand for good white Basswood in the U. S.,

and a ready sale for common and cull Basswood in this

country.

Cherry -This very desirable class of wood is very

ICS) e in this country, and consequently if grade is

good will bring a good price. It should be manufact-

ured into mixed thicknesses from 1 to 4 inches, and

„ 4 -quares and up, both for Canadian and United

States markets.

Hemlock There is great amount of Hemlock used,

and too much cut into unsaleable sizes. Scantling and

joisting is about all that is called for in this kind of

Aood. 'I he size-, usually in demand for scantling is

2x4x10, the lengths especially in demand being 12, 14

and 16 feet, with as many 12 and 14 feet lengths as

possible. Joisting should be cut into 2x6 and 8x10, 12

inches wide, and from 12 to 22 feet long. In a stock

of say 500,000 about one-fifth should be 18 to 22 feet,

with a small percentage of 24 to 26 feet lengths. Long

lengths refer principally to 10 and 12 inch. Balance of

stock to be cut into shorter lengths. Avoid manufac-

ture of more than say 20 per cent, of total cut in 2x6,

2x8, 2x10, and 2x12 in 12 feet lengths. In cutting 10

feet logs to produce 2x4x10, always avoid the produc-

tion of unsaleable sizes. 2x2 inch stock may often be

ripped off, and will be found a saleable size for narrow

partition work, bridging, etc. An important feature

concerning Hemlock is in having it duly seasoned

before shipping, as it effects a great saving in freight.

Cedar—Demand very small. The market princi-

pally calls for 4x4, 4x6 and 4x8 inch, but it is not

advisable to cut these sizes on speculation, but on order

only, unless it be into 4x4 inch. There is usually a

considerable call for good sound cedar 6x6 and 8x8 for

turning purposes.

White Ash—Should be cut to 3 and 4 inch stock.

There is always a fair demand for good stock, at

exceptionally good prices.

Sycamore—Should all be quarter-sawed.

Oak—White Oak, of good quality, will bring from

$30 to $32 per M ; and Red Oak from $24 to $26 per

M. It is advisable to cut only the best class of logs

obtainable in these woods.

While piling all kinds of hard woods great care

should be taken in stripping lumber and trimming to

proper lengths. Thickness should invariably be

uniform throughout and plump. If cutting inch lumber

be careful to leave about one-eighth inch for shrinkage

and a proportionate amount for other thicknesses. To
secure perfect lumber logs should be cut within a

reasonable time, as they are liable to become dozey at

ends after standing any length of time. A good idea is

to paint the ends of all hard wood logs to prevent sun

checks, moisture, etc.

Cherry rejects and culls, also Basswood culls, can

easily be disposed of at fair prices ; but it is more

difficult to dispose of culls of other woods, the freight

charges being too high to warrant their shipment. To
avoid too many culls the best safe-guard is to buy only

the best quality of logs, and not be over-anxious to

manufacture too largely. The secret of avoiding culls

is to manufacture only the higher grades of lumber.

In future articles on this subject other questions

will be touched upon which it is hoped will be of bene-

fit both to the manufacturer and dealer in all classes of

hard woods. A hardwood inspection is now being

prepared and will be submitted in the next regular

issue of this journal.

HAMMERING SAWS.
fiv J, H. Miner.

In hammering saws there are two distinct principles on

which the saw should be treated. These consist of

tension hammering and straightening. To those who

are not well versed in the adjustment of saws, I will

explain both the treatments and the effect throughout

the life of a saw.

Many saw hammerers know so little about adjusting

the tension of a saw that they are not aware of anv other

system than to hammer the saw always, in all conditions

on the anvil, instead of using pad and copper or raw-

hide hammers. The result with saw on anvil is that it

is stretched at every blow. There is a little rebound in

the case of a lump, but it is never brought straight

without distorting the tension. The saw in this

manner is stretched when it only wanted straightening.

I recently had a saw shipped me to repair which had

been repaired in New Orleans, and returned to party in

worse condition than before. It had been hammered
as described, and had been dealt such heavy blows that

the steel in the plate was fractured at every blow, in

some places almost penetrating the saw-. I would

hardly rank this party with the so-called saw hammer-

ers; will refer to the man of some judgment and

experience. He hammers the average way, regardless

of the condition of the tension. If saws have several

high places near centre, when he gets them down he

I

then has to hammer the saw on the rim, as it is too open.

I would ask -w hy he did not use the cushion ? Then
when high places were brought level, the saw would

not have been too open. But, says a critic, the saw was

sprung and had to be hammered back in order to prevent

these lumps from appearing or coming back so easily.

Right here is what brings them back: The steel is

I
stretched more here than anywhere else by the

hammer, and is weak or open, and the first little mis-

hap to the saw these lumps are out again more

prominent than ever. Why ? Because the steel was

opened at that place by the hammering, and the least

heat caused it to set out again. The more hammering,

the worse the saw, and finally it has to be thrown aside

and a new one put in its place.

So many men place themselves in the position of a

first-class saw hammerer. They can hammer a saw once

or twice, but take a high-speeded fast-feed saw, and it

will soon show whether a man is master of the profess-

ion. A saw should run as well the last day it is run as

the first where a man is employed to keep the saw up.

The same is applicable with almost any machine, and

because it is not new, looks old, &c, it is not to be

considered so, as many do, but it should perform its

work, day in and day out the same. This can only be

done by watching the machine and keeping it in

thorough order, making all necessary repairs befoie they

make several others or possibly wreck the machine;

little details are to be looked after. Small things,

hardly worth noticing, soon grow larger, resulting in

the destruction of property.

Saws have to be watched closely, and in fact have to

be hammered often so as to always run the same. The
best mills in the country hammer their saws nearly

every time they are changed, and with such saws a man
must be thoroughly competent. He must first equalize

the tension by removing all tight and loose places, and

he will have less lumps and twists to trouble him, be-

sides the saw will stand heavier feed. When the saw-

wants adjusting to speed, the hammering must be on

the anvil, blows light of the same force equal distances

apart from rim to centre and on the circumference.

When the tension is attained it will be found that there

is but little unequal tension, as the work was done sys-

tematically and correct. This saw is always kept the

same, accomplishing good work with but little ham-
mering. Each time it is taken off it should be examined,

and any little lump should be straightened back

with the pad and soft hammer, and where a lump is

suspected of coming back it should be marked, and if

found so is a distortion of tension and must be remov-

ed. Space here will not allow an explanation of this.

On the other hand we will take a saw for a high

speed and feed, hammered the ordinary way. All goes

well until the saw appears with lumps. They are ham-
mered as described, and the saw is soon full of tight

and loose places, which can be put up with in lower

capacity and speed, but the severe strain of fast saws

will not allow this distortion, and the first-class ham-
merer as he thought he was can find out in his conceit

that there is still something for him to learn. In near-

ly all mills can be seen good saws laid aside for the

want of proper repairs, which have probably been ham-
mered by evey saw hammerer that comes along, and

the mill owner is finally forced to believe there is no

improvement in hammering a saw; so he goes ahead

with his old saw, trying in vain to overcome its peculiar

antics.

AT a meeting of the dealers in spruce held Dec. 7,

in the Assembly Rooms, Buffalo, N.Y., the following

schedule of prices to govern the sale of spruce timber

was agreed upon : All timber 9 inches and under,

23 feet or less long, not less than $20 per M feet. All

timber 9 inches and under 24 feet and up long, not less

than $22 per M feet. All timber 10 inches and up

wide all lengths, and all square timber, not less than

$22 per M feet. These prices go into effect on all

sales and contracts made after December 20. and to

continue until June 1, 1890, unless otherwise agreed

at a called meeting at which not less than a majority

of those present at the meeting now held shall be

present. All timber sold for shipping purposes to be

exempt from above restrictions.
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THE NEWS.
ONTARIO.

—Wm. Black, owner of a planing mill at Toronto, has

assigned.

—The sash and door factory at Leamington, formerly run

by the late firm of J. E. Snider & Son, is again in full operation

with T. E. Snider & Son as managers.

—M r. Tohn Bobier, of Ottawa, who recently purchased

the"Johnson saw mill property, has bought one of the finest

limits on the Ottawa river. Mr. Bobier intends going into

the lumber business extensively.

—The following lumber firms are employing men on their

limits this winter : Messrs. J. R. Booth, Perley & Pattee, E. H.

Bronson, Pierce & Co., Maclaren \ Edwards, Canada Lumber

Co., R. & J. Klock, Ross Bros., (Du Lievre,) Fraser, (West-

meath,) J. S. Bryson, Booth & Hale, Hawkesbury Lumber

Company, David Moore Estate, Hurdman & Co. Of these,

the last mentioned firm have the largest number of hands

employed. There are also smaller gangs of men employed by-

Frank Murtagh, McLaughlin Bros., of Arnprior, and others.

Among the limits worked are those situated on LeQuinze,

Kippewa, Madawaska, Bonnechers, Petewawa, Coulonge,

Black river, Sturgeon river, Veuve river, the Georgian Bay

and the Gatineau, up which river Maclaren & Edwards have

their men exclusively at work. Among the principal

men, are :—Capt. W. O. MacKay, 1,500 men; D.

Ranger, lumbermen's forwarders, who sent 1,400 ;

Q. D. Chevrier, 1,200 ; and E. E. Lauzon, 1,380. Others

have sent up from 100 to 600 men each.

QUEBEC.

—Mr. Pierre Charrette, of Gatineau Point, is lumbering this

season on the Rouge River.

—Mr. James Burbank is building a Shingle mill at Massa-

wippi. A saw mill is also in course of construction.

—Mr. A. Lumsden, who bought Eddy's limits on Gordon

Creek is making some first class timber which will be rafted to

Quebec as soon as navigation opens in the spring.

—Mr. E. B Eddy's new pulp factory in Hull is about

completed. It is estimated that when operations are in full

blast ten tons of pulp will be turned out daily.

—About 40,000,000 feet of lumber will be taken out of the

woods along the line of the Lake St. John railway this winter

and brought to Quebec for export next spring..

—The steam saw mill at Gaspe was rented by Mr. Scott

Lowndes during the first part of last year for the purpose of

experimenting on sawing spool wood out of white birch.

White birch is plentiful in the Gaspe district, but we have

not heard of any proposed renewal of the experiment.

—Active preparations in the neighborhood of Sherbrooke,

are being made for lumbering on a larger scale than usual, and

a number of lie, birch, and pulp wood jobbers are establishing

camps. The swamps are impassable, as yet there being very

little frost in the woods. Hodge & Walley are purchasing

large quantities of ties and lumber, which they are shipping

South.

—The Gaspe Lumbering & Manufacturing Company, af

Gaspe, turned out during the year a large quantity of shingles

and boards, besides shipping cedar posts and railway ties.

The mill shut down early in the season and was not able to

supply all the lumber required by the petroleum works at

Sandy Beach. The company have men in the woods and a

bare wharf should be some encouragement for a heavier out-put

of logs for next year's work.

—The Cookshire Mill Co's. lumbering establishment at

Sawyerville, has closed for a short period. They have handled

this summer over 100,000 feet of lumber daily, or more than

fifteen million feet during the summer season, employing over

three hundred men. A large amount of money has been

invested in the most modern machinery required. The engine

is a 250-horse power, Waterous make, with a fly wheel

weighing five tons. They also have a small double cylinder

engine of 16-horse power, running the principal board saw at

the rate of 900 revolutions.

—Louis Dagenais has a contract for getting out logs near

Kirwan's on the Madawaska. One of his choppers had the

good fortune to kill a bear the other day, whilst at work in

the woods. The man had felled his tree, left his axe at the

stump and walked to the tree top, and on turning around, saw

the head of a bear protruding from a hole. He did not say to

himself as Artemus Ward did when Ward saw a snake's head

out of a hole : "That hole belongs to that snake," and passed

by on the other side. This man strode quickly for his axe and

was just in time to deliver a telling blow on bruin's head

when the animal was about half out of his winter's domicile.

A second blow finished the brute, and the carcass was drawn

to the shanty. It was very large and very fat.

NOVA SCOTIA.

—Mayor Jones, of Parrsboro, is promoting a big lumbering

scheme.

— It is stated that in Cumberland county, there are 5,000

men and 1,000 horses hard at work in the woods.

—A correspondent from the Joggins, referring to the report

that a large crowd of men were engaged in getting out piling

for the new raft, says that Mr. Leary has no men in the

woods yet, and that nothing is being done in connection with

rafts. It is believed that no more rafts will be built.

— The lumbering manufacturing business in the county of

Digby is being much revived, and as a result the ciown lands

are being eagerly sought after, and taken up by the millers of

Weymouth and Bear River. The Meteghan River Lumber

Company have a large crew of men in the woods at the lakes,

buikling camps, and getting ready for logging. They con-

template putting in a large stock this winter.

NEW BRUNSWICK.

—Four or five million logs are being wintered in the Doug-

las booms, on the St. John River.

—The manufacture of spool wood is soon to be started at

Newcastle, Miramichi, Mr. J. Cleveland being one of the

chief promoters. The machine for doing the work will

contain nine circular saws, so arranged that the wood can be

easily cut to the various sizes required for making spools y2
inch to two inches in diameter.

—Dry and wet docks, estimated to cost $1,000,000 are to

be constructed at St. John if the necessary subsidies therefor

can be secured. The common council has, by a large

majority, voted a subsidy of $10,000 a year for twenty years

for the undertaking, and applications have been made to both

the provincial and the Dominion Governments for similar

subsidies.

—The lumber shipments of Miramichi to the United

Kingdom Continent, and Australia for the past season, com-

pared with those of 1888 are as follows :
—

Deals
Scantlings,
Ends,
Boards,

65,523,288
i,339.i°7

3,645.806

2,790,576

73,298,837

18S9,

95,030.953
2,849,330
5,66^,005

5,225,932

10S.769,220

Palings,
Birch timber, (tns)

Pine timber. (")

Shovel handles

02,320
416
104

2,694,097

348*

12,000

The shipping engaged in 1888 were 118 vessels of 79,781

tons and, in 1889, 161 vessels of 115,320 tons.

—Mr. George McLeod's steam saw mill at Richibucto,

recently erected, is about ready to be put into operation.

This mill is claimed to be the finest of the kind in the

Maritime Provinces. The main building is 128 feet long, 40

feet wide, the posts being 26 feet long ; and there is a detach-

ed boiler house 40x27 feet. The smoke stack is 95 high, the

flue being 5 feet diameter. There are three steel boilers,

each 14 feet long and 5 feet diameter. There are two

improved balanced slide valve engines. The furnaces are

automatically fed with sawdust, carried from the mill by an

endless chain. Its lumber cutting capacity is about 60,000

feet per day, and the shingle mill, which has not yet been

placed, will have capacity to cut about 50,000 per day.

MANITOBA AND THE NORTHWEST.

—The C. P. R. will give contracts for cutting about 1,000,-

000 ties this winter.

—Over 1,000 men have been sent f»om Winnipeg into the

woods this winter.

—Thompson & Armstrong, of Russel, are taking out 200,-

000 railway ties on Boggy Creek.

—E. J. Barclay, of Brandon, Man., has opened a branch

lumber yard in the new Northern Pacific town of Wawanesa.

—A most destructive fire has passed over the Shell river,

spruce limits burning immense quantities of valuable timber.

—McArthur & McRae have purchased the timber limits of

the Birtle Lumber Company, and run the business there in

future.

—Egan Bros. , who have received a contract from the C. P. R.

for cutting 20,000 railway ties, have sent fifty men to the

bush. J. G. Dennison has a contract from the C. P. R. for

cutting 10,000 ties.

—Messrs. Roberts & Crawford are about to build a saw

and grist mill on Lake Dauphin. A McPherson & Co. are

going to move their saw mill down into the same settlement

the latter part of the winter, and will in the future drive their

lumber down the Vermillion river from the mountain.

—Fourteen carloads of tamarac ties, imported by the

Northern Pacific and Manitoba railway, and twelve carloads,

owned by H. T. Drake, of St. Paul, have been seized at

Winnipeg for undervaluation. The ties were entered at 16

cents each, while the evidence in the possession of the customs

officials shows that 17 cents each was paid for them.

—A Manitoba lumberman who has explored the whole

northern region states the government has lost three million

dollars in timber dues alone since 1862 through fires set by

Indians. He says one hundred million dollars would not

cover the amount of timber destroyed by fire between Lake

Dauphin and Lake Winnipeg. The Indians set the fires to

drive game and signal friends.

—Application will be made to Parliament at its next

session, for an act to incorporate the " Arden and Duck
Mountain Railway Company." If the act is granted it will

be a great boon to the settlers, as there are thousands of acres

of the finest spruce, within sixty miles of a railroad. With

railway facilities the best spruce lumber could be delivered in

any part of the province at $12 a thousand, instead of paying

as at present, $20 to $30 a thousand for lumber shipped from

Ontario and British Columbia.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.
— It is reported that J. Valentine & Co. have sold the

Selkirk shingle mill, at Revelstoke, to J. C. Steen and Frank

Robinson, of Donald.

—Knight Bros., owners of the Popcum saw mill, Chilliwack,

have had a very good season. They are still cutting about

90,000 feet per week, and expect to average 25,000 feet a day

next season.

— E. Linnaker, of Victoria, is considering a plan to erect a

sawmill on Colquitz stream. A site has been selected and

the water power is considered sufficient, even though the

natural flow is somewhat retarded by the Beaver lake dam.

As there is plenty of timber in the neighborhood the venture

ought to prove a financial success.

—A United States firm owning a large timber limit on

Seymour Arm, is seriously considering the erection of a large

saw mill at some point in the interior of British Columbia, on

the line of the Canadian Pacific Raiway. The choice will

likely be between Sicamous and Kamloops r if it is decided to

erect the mill.

—The following clearances of lumber from British Colum-

bia ports are reported : The Chilian bark President Balma-

sida, cleared from Vancouver with 858,060 feet of lumber

from the Moodyville mill for Valparaiso. The bark Harry

Morse, cleared from Vancouver for Sydney, N. S. W. , with

964,000 feet of lumber, 12,000 staves and 147,140 lath from

Moodyville.

—The Colonist, of Victoria, says: Preparations are in pro-

gress for the erection of two saw mills on the south shore of

Burrard Inlet, near the entrance to Port Moody harbor. Mr.

Butchard, who owns valuable timber limits on the north shore

of the bay, has completed arrangements with a company of

capitalists for the erection of a lumber manufacturing estab-

lishment on his place near there.

—The New Westminister Truth of recent date says : F. G.

Strickland returned on Wednesday from a pleasure and business

trip east. He visited Montreal, Toronto and Buffalo, and

reports each of these cities doing a vast volume of business.

Buffalo, he reports, is a go-ahead place and much like

Toronto. While in Ontario he visited Peterborough, a<

which place is located the William Hamilton Manufacturing

Company, builders of sawmill machinery. This is the com-

pany who will furnish all the machinery for the McLaren-

Ross mill of this city, the order being placed by the firm of

which Mr. Strickland is a member, and it is one of the largest

for sawmill machinery ever placed in Canada. The machinery

is now ready and will be shipped next week. It is to be

delivered here in fourteen days from date of shipment. The

big burner is already on the ground. The engines and

boilers are expected along in February. The total weight of

all this machinery is something over half a million pounds

—

sixteen carloads. F. G. Strickland & Co., have also placed

a number of other large orders for machinery for new sawmills

about to be erected at various points in the province.

FIRE RECORD.
Donald's saw mill, at Wilbur, Ont., on the K. & P. R was

burned last month. Loss, $4,000 ; insurance, $400.

Fire at Win. Patterson's saw mill, at Wallaceburg, Ont.,

on Nov. 28th, occasioned a loss of $10,000, partly covered by

insurance.

A shingle mill belonging to Mr. Andrew Harten, of Hunt-

ley, was destroyed by fire recently.

The saw mill of D. McPherson, situated near Mersea, Ont.,

was burned lately. The lumber piles near the mill were

saved.

A fire broke out Dec. 5th, in Church Bros.' planing mill at

the corner of Lisgar and Kent streets, Ottawa. The flames

were extinguished without much difficulty, but there was

nearly being a serious conflagration.
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The Chaudiere Mill Owners and the Govern-
ment.

The dispute between the government and the Chau-

diere mill owners, which has gone on for many years,

with regard to the rent due 'or the use of the water

power, says the Ottawa Free Press, has at length been

settled. The lessees contended that the government

never made the proper channels or the improvements

agreed upon when the lots were sold. These improve-

ments the lessees made themselves, and whenever the

government pressed for payment of arrears, amounting

to over $64,000, they made a counter claim for over

$100,000. Nearly every administration attempted to

effect a settlement but without success. New leases

have been issued under which the mill owners become

entitled to sufficient water to run their mills. There is

reserved for the use of the city of Ottawa all the water

now necessary or that may be necessary for the water-

works. The government reserves all the surplus water

beyond this and also sufficient water for the timber

slides. The government will maintain supervision

over all existing works as well as over all works to be

erected hereafter, and no works, improvements or

repairs are to be undertaken without the consent and

supervision of the department of public works. That

department is to see that due economy is exercised in

the use of water and to prevent waste, and for that

reason the chief engineer of public works is to have

complete supervision of any machiner y that may be

placed in the mills, in order that the most improved

and economical may be used. The government

reserves the right at any time to make such improve-

ments or changes as may be necessary and to regulate

the height of water as it thinks proper. The lessee

binds themselves to make all necessary repairs to

existing works at their own expense and also to con-

struct at their own expense any new works that may be

necessary in controlling the water. In no case will the

government be liable for any works constructed by the

lessees. In case of default by the lessee in any of the

conditions imposed upon them the lots in default

revert to the government.

By this agreement the government obtain the follow-

ing arrears :

—

Lots B, C, D, Perley & Pattee $14,120 76

" E. F, G, J. R. Booth 9,3^4 00
" H, I, J, T. McKay & Co 8,33420
' K, Marg. Petrie 2,49^? 32
" L, A. H. Baldwin 2,533 32

" Q, T, R, Bank of Montreal 7,500 00
" S, M. Merrill 2,500 00
" H, V, W, X, Y, Z, Bronson & Weston

Lumber Co 14,760 00
" M, N, O, P, Perley & Pattee 3,080 00

Total $64,685 60

In return the lessees have executed releases to the

government of all claims against it, amounting to over

$100,000. The practical result is that the government

has obtained a release of all claims against k ; a thirty

years' dispute has been settled, the government collects

arrears of $64,000, and the relations between the

parties begin anew.

SPLINTERS.

A MEETING of the creditors of Christie, Kerr & Co
was held recently in Toronto to decide on a matter in

connection with the winding up of the estate. The
Union Bank is secured for its claim of $40,000, and

one of the creditors having signified a wish that the

security be tested, the assignee, Mr. James Tennant,

called a meeting to lay the matter before them. It

was decided that the estate shall not contest the

security, but the creditor may do so at his own ex-

pense, and if he is successful his claim will be satisfied

from the security. The winding up of the estate will

be completed in the spring.

AMERICAN NOTES.

—Caflfomia's redwood exhibit at the Paris Kxposition was

awarded fir>t prize, a gold medal.

—A well attended meeting of the Retail Luml^er Dealers'

Association of Indiana was held, Dec. 15, at the New Denison

Hotel, Indianapolis.

—The estimated cut of the Tacoma mills, Wash., for the

season of 1889 is 225,000,000 feet. This makes the largest

cut ever known in that city.

—The cut of the mills in the Duluth district is placed at

282,000,000 feet. Prices ruled lower than for 1888 and much

more was shipped to Eastern markets.

—Tucker David, of New York, ex-newspaper man and

lumberman, has severed his connection with Partridge & .Son,

and has again entered the commission field.

—The hardwood lumber, 2,000,000 feet, destroyed by fire

at the Pullman works, Ills., was chiefly mahogany, cherry

oak and walnut, and was valued at $75,000.

—Lake Superior lumber movements have largely increased

the past year. For the year ended June 30, 276,000,000 feet

of lumber passed through the Soo canal, in addition to 469
rafts.

—John Torrent bought of W. R. Lontitt, of Grand Haven,

agent for D. Willis James, of New York, 8,6od,ood feet of

standing pine in Luce county, Mich. It is estimated to cut

140,000,000 feet, the consideration being $200,000.

—The lumber cut of the mill companies ofEau Claire, Wis.,

and vicinity during the past season has been, as nearly as can

be estimated, about 175,160,000 feet. The total cut of

shingles reported is 90,366,500, and of lath 49,142.260.

—The Sabine Pass Export Company, of Beaumont, Texas,

has orders from Mexico and South America for sixty-five

cargoes of timber and lumber. The cargoes will average

250,000 feet, and the largest will reach about 700.000 feet.

—The largest saw mill in the new State of Montana, is the

Blackfoot mill, located about six miles east of Missoura on the

Biackfoot river. 24,000,000 feet were manufactured from

April 1st to Oct. of last year. The capacity of the mill is

150,000 feet a clay.

Lumbermen *

Desirous of Securing Firest-class Printed

Stationery for their Office

and Shanty use

SHOULD SEND THEIR ORDERS TO

TH E LUMBERMAN JOB DEPT.
f -«»• >

Peterborough, Ont.

The Finest Work and Most Reasonable Prices.

SPOONER'S COPPERINE

A NON-FIBROUS ANTI-FRICTION BOX METAL for Machinery Journal Bearings
** Guaranteed Copper-Mixed, and to do work that no other metal can. Hardwan

Stores all keep it ; if not order direct.

ALONZO W. SPOONER, Patentee and Manufacture)', PORT HOPE, OXT.

ORONO GANT DOGS
STRONGEST AND LIGHTEST IN THE MARKET.

NEW STYLE—ALL STEEL

OLD STYLE

Iron Bands,

Steel Hook.

Pick, with shoulder. Selected Rock

small BAU

NEW STYLE—COMPLETE.
Socket is in one piece and

extends above Hook, adding
strength. Drop Forged Hook
and Round Bill

;
easily disengaged.

Maple Handle, specially bored.

OLD STYLE-COMPLETE.
Wrought Norway Iron .Socket and Band. Steel Hook. Long Pick.

Drop Forged Hook* Round Bill. Rock Maple Handles.

HANDLES.
Selected Straight-Grained, Split and Turned Rock Maple

p Handles. Extra Fine Quality
; 5, 5y2 and 6 feet long.

LUMBER DRIVER'S BOOT CALKS
Made from the best Refined Tool Steel and forged. The method used in tempering leaves every one

of the same temper, rendering them stronger and more durable than any other Calks.

Ask your dealer for our make, and see that our Labels are on the boxes.

SEND FOR PRICES.

T. McA VITY & SONS, - ST. JOHN, N. B.
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THE TIMBER TRADE OF QUEBEC.

Messrs. J. Hell Forsyth & Co. Review the Trade of tin

Past Twelve Months.

It is our privilege once more to lay before the trade

the customary statements of supply, export and stock

of Timber and Deals at this Port, which will, we trust,

be found both useful and interesting.

The arrivals of Ocean Steamships and sailing vessels

show a considerable increase over the previous year,

with a falling off from the Lower Ports ; the total

arrivals amounting to 1,119,573 tons against 976,268

tons in 18S8.

In our annual circular of last year we stated that an

amicable adjustment had been arrived at between the

merchants of Quebec and the Ship Laborers' Society

concerning rules which were considered detrimental to

our trade, especially to the loading of steamships.

We now find that during the past season 40 steamers,

aggregating 51,830 tons, have loaded cargoes at this

port against 19 steamers 24,331 tons last year. We
also believe that with further concessions in loading

steamships with Deals, the shipping houses will find

it to their advantage greatly to increase the Deal

business of this Port '.

It will be seen by our figures that the supply ship-

ment and stock of timber wintering, all show a con-

siderable increase in quantity over the previous year.

The customs returns place the export at 10,415,160

feet this season and 8,551,840 in 1888. The market

has been active during the entire season, prices

generally have been well maintained with an advance

in some woods.

WHITE PINE.—The supply which had reached

such, small proportions in 1887 and 1888 has been

greatly augmented both as regards square and waney

this vear, the export has also increased, while the local

consumption has been fair ; and the quantity winter-

ing though in excess of the previous year, which was

the smallest on record, comparatively small and under

the average. The great proportion of this wood is

held on Shippers' account, and is comprised of this

year's production to a very great extent. Choice

waney has been more sought after and in better

demand than square all season, while prices advanced

owing to the enhanced value of timber limits, and

the difficulty and great expense in procuring good and

superior timber. From reliable accounts it is

estimated that the manufacture this winter will surpass

last season's, but it will not be excessive, and already

we hear of several large parcels being contracted for at

advanced rates. There has been a good demand for

common and inferior wood for local requirements, this

branch of our trade being prosperous also.

Supply. Export. Stock.

,8S«/ Sc
l
uare - • -4,224,426! 6 g 6 / 3 , 146,676 Square.

l88
9-| Waney. . .3,770,782 ,

b
>872,9oo Uqi4,ooi Waney.

i888/
Square -

• 1,791,113
16 020,000 (

2 >58o,59i Square.

^ Waney . . .2,029,043 J
' ' 1 1,226,900 Waney.

RED PINE.—Has not been in great demand this

year. The supply more than sufficient for all require-

ments, while the stock on hand is heavier than it has

been for some years. The manufacture of new wood

for next season will be exceedingly light.

Supply Export Stock

1889 739,435 397,68o 653,918

1888 582,3n5 465,360 464,691

OAK—Opened rather dull last spring, prices declin-

ing slightly, but owing to a moderate supply and heavy

shipment, rates have been firm, closing at about our

quotations. The wintering stock is exceedingly light,

and choice wood very difficult to procure.

Supply Export Stock

1889 i,359,66o 1,538,080 596,369

1888 1,139,252 1,171,920 824,283

ELM.—Both the supply and shipment have been

heavy and the stock a light one. The demand has

been limited and prices about the same as last season.

The manufacture is likely to be moderate this winter,

as standing timber is both dear and scarce.

Supply Export Stock

1889 750,559 79i,8oo 238,735

1888 178,388 504,080 241,571

ASH—Has not been in great request, although the

shipments exceed last year, a considerable quantity

having gone forward on consignment. The quantity

wintering is very light.

Supply Export Stock
1SS9 250,558 335>36o 127,001
1S8S 150,361 217,720 275,193

BIRCH.—The supply has been greatly in excess of

past years, the shipment heavy, and the stock slightly

in excess of the average. The supply this winter is

likely to be fully up to the average.

Supply Export Stock
1SS9 355,55° 479,28o 38,784
iSSS 168,562 165,760 1,422

STAVES.—We cannot advise any increase in this

branch of the trade, which remains in an unsatisfactory

state, without any signs of improvement.

Supply Export Stock

, 88Q
)Pipe 79 72 41

V
J Tuncheon 125 116 122

i888\
Pipe 79 55 53I5M

/Puncheon 386 112 118

DEALS

—

Pine—Have been sluggish of sale all the

season, especially for the higher qualities. The customs

returns show an increased shipment and the stock

wintering slightly under last season. The demand in

Great Britain is not as brisk as formerly, although the

consumption seems to be fair and stocks in some ports

still heavy. Our quotations are about fhe same as last

year, except for Michigan higher rates being asked.

Supply Export Stock
1889 1,389,869 1,307,842 693,197
1888 1,546,565 1,189,490 711,170

DEALS

—

Spruce.—The demand has been fair

throughout the season and prices firm. Both the sup-

ply and shipment show a very decided increase in the

quantity handled this season, while the stock is an

average one.
Supply Export Stock

1889 3,684,468 3,584,468 1,159,682
1888 2,739,993 2,448,156 1,248,674

SAWN LUMBER—Continues in good request for

shipment to Great Britain as well as to the United

States. The South American trade is reported dull.

We quote Pine at $15 to $18 per 1000 feet b. m., and

Spruce at $11 to
.$12, according to quality, sizes, etc.

Freights opened at 27s. 6d. to 28s. 6d. for Timber,

and 65s. for Deals ; closed at 26s. 6d. for Timber, and

67s. 6d. for Deals.

The following are the arrivals and tonnage at the

Port of Quebec for the five years from 1885 to 1889,

inclusive :

Sailing Vessels from Sea :— 1885, 502 vessels, 382,-

826 tons ; 1886, 432 vessels, 331,568 tons
; 1887, 39.3

vessels, 295,912 tons
; 1888, 318 vessels, 260,301 tons

;

1889, 392 vessels, 326,706 tons.

Ocean Steamships :— 1885, 242 steamships, 445,522
tons; 1886,285 steamships, 528,950 tons

; 1887,287
steamships, 541,324 tons

; 1888, 244 steamships, 484,-

449 tons
; 1889, 324 steamships, 596,598 tons.

Lower Provinces :— 1885, 315 vessels, 131,121 tons
;

1886, 348 vessels, 145,189 tons ; 1887, 425 vessels, 193,-

132 tons; 1888,447 vessels, 231,518 tons; 1889,371

vessels, 196,269 tons.

Comparative statement of Sailing Vessels clear-

ed at the Port of Quebec, for Sea (Lumber laden), 1887

to 1889, from the opening to the close of navigation :

(Compiled by Mr. F. Johnston, Quebec Exchange.)

1877 796 Vessels 670,627 Tons.

1878 476 " 399,833 ";

1879 433 " 364,628
"

1880 634 " 555,441
"

1881 459 " 380,186 "

1882 426 " 359,925
"

1883 487 " 416,169 "

1884 366 " 291,398
"

1885 369 " 294,789
"

1886 325 " 250,635 "

1887 271 " 206,172 "

1888 227 " 195,928 "

1889 275 " ...... 240,892 "

' BRITISH COLUMBIA.
[From our Regular Correspondent.

New Westminster, Dec. 19th, 1889

Local businesshas been slackening off the last month

on account of building operations closing up for the

season.

Export business is still on the increase, and want of

vessels is very much felt amongst lumbermen ; but

negotiations are now going on for better service next

season than ever before. Some mill owners are talking

of combining and building a fleet of vessels to do the

increased business.

The mill men generally are contemplating putting in

a considerable amount of new machinery calculated to

increase their output and thereby lessen the expense oi

turning out lumber.

Public notice has been given that application will be

made at the next session of the local Legislature for an
Act to incorporate a company, to be called "The Brit-

ish Columbia Mills, Timber and Trading Co." for the

purpose of acquiring the shares in the capital, and the

business, property and privileges, and also of assuming

the liabilities of the Royal City Planing Mills Co, (ltd.),

and the Hastings Saw Mill Co. (ltd.) respectively, and
to provide for the said companies to be merged therein

and extinguished ; and to operate and carry on the

business of the two concerns.

The Brunette Saw Mill Co., New Westminster, are

rapidly getting their new mill under way, orders for

engines and boilers, head blocks, shafting and pulleys,

having been given to the Albion Iron Works, Victoria,

and the order for edgers, gangs, and more intricate

machinery, to the Wm. Hamilton Mfg. Co., of Peter-

boro', Ont.

As I mentioned in a former letter, saw mill men are

just a little tired of the way the Eastern manufacturers

have in the past been leaving their orders until the last

of the season, when on account of the length of time of

arrival after shipment, and the early opening of the

season, they should be first attended to. If the Eastern

concerns do not give better satisfaction in this respect

than they have in the past, the trade will be gone from

them never to return, and they will have no one to

blame but themselves.

This Brunette order is the first large order given to a

B. C. firm for saw mill machinery, and the other mills

will look forward to the satisfaction the Albion Iron

Works will give with the greatest expectancy to guide

them in their future dealings.

The frame-work of the McLaren-Ross Lumber Co.'s

mill at New Westminster is finished, and the machinery

is now arriving and being got into position for the sea-

son of 1890. The burner, 140 feet high and 36 feet

diameter, is now up, and looks to the people of this

country a mighty concern
;
and, as an example, two

other of the largest mills are now negotiating for similar

structures to consume their mill refuse.

The Northern Pacific Lumber Co. are clearing on

t heir plot of ground at the head of Burrard Inlet, pre-

paratory to building a mill this winter to cut about 100,-

000 feet per day. The company is composed princip-

ally of the shareholders of the McLaren-Ross Lumber

Co. here, and they expect to be running before next

fall. Mr. Jas. McLaren, jr., is the manager.

Saw mill business on the Island is brisk, and Mr.

Lasee, of Victoria, with other capitalists, are talking of

putting up a mill on Shawauyan lake. Mr. Gamble, of

Port Essington, is also making a number of improve-

ments ; and the machinery for the Chictoria Lumber

Co. has arrived and is being placed in position.

Mr. Wm. Mclntyre has leased the Sutton mill at

Cowichan, and intends to rush things next season.

To show the respective merits of timber in America,

the Pan-American conference witnessed the following

test of four sticks of Puget Sound fir, Michigan pine,

and good white oak, with the following result: Pine

broke at 1700 lbs ; White Oak at 3,500 lbs ; and Puget

Sound Fir at 4,300 lbs. Engineers say that the strain-

ing force and indurance of this fir is greater than that

of any other wood. What would the Pan-American
confeience and engineers say if the Douglas Fir of B.C.

had been tested, when it is admitted by the largest

dealers in Puget Sound that our fir is far superior to

their wood, and to prove it they have to cull their ship

loads to compete with British Columbia mill run ship-

ments in foreign markets.

Large consignments of Fir have been shipped lately

from 50 to 60 feet in length, for car sills, to Barney &
Smith, Dayton, Ohio, and this in the face of an import

duty of $2 per M. Another conclusive proof of the

supremacy of our wood.
Fader Bros.' mill, at Vancouver, has closed down for

the season.

Leamy & Kyle have assigned for the benefit of their

creditors. Bad collections and a desire to close out the

partnership seems to be the trouble. Local business

alone will not suppott a mill, unless it has also an ex-

port trade, and in a good position for deep water com-
munication.

Valentine & Co., of Revelstoke, have sold out their

shingle mill to Robinson & Steen, of Donald, who intend

putting in a carriage and planer to increase their output

other than shingles. From a recent letter they have

orders ahead to cover three months work.

The Lumberman, I am pleased to say, is very pop-

ular here, and can be found in almost every lumber and
planing mill in the Province.

Fir.
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Representative ^umber firm

Thos. H. Wilt.mott. A. K. McIntosh.

willmott & Mcintosh,
Wholesale Dealers in

iLUMBERi
44 and 46 Front Street East,

TOZKOZLnTTO, - - OZbTT^ZKIO.
Lumber Shipped to all Parts by Rail or Vessel. %

*/!_ — "

Agents for the Celebrated *wf Prompt Delivery in all Cases

DONOGH & OLIVER,
Wholesale Dealers in

LUMBER

LUFKIN BOARD AND LOG RULE. CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

OFFICE :

Nos. 16 and 17 Imperial Bank Buildings.

Wellington Street East.

TORONTO, ONT

* MfCRANEY • & • WILSON *
Manufacturers and Wholesale dealers in all kinds of

Pine and Hardwood Lumber

Ship Plank, Decking and Long Bill Stuff, a Specialty.

DALTON MCCARTHY, President. J. H. EYER, Manager.

Toronto and Midland Mf'g Co.
(INCORPORATED.

Mills at Burlington, Bronte and Huntsville,

Head Office: 16 UNION BLOCK, corner Toronto and Adelaide Sts., Toronto.

Branch Office: 19 Duke Street, Ottawa.

TORONTO and OTTAWA.

OFFICES
Hamilton, Toronto

Windsor. Gravenhurst

TELEPHONE
No. 1046

MILLS
Gravenhurst, Huntsville

Katrine, Essex Centre

Wholesale + Lumber + Dealers
AND MANUFACTURERS OF

DRESSED LUMBER, FLOORING,
Ceiling, Sheeting, Siding, Shelving. Mouldings of all Descriptions.

Office and Yard:

FOOT OF SPADINA AVE., - TORONTO.
Planing Mills : MIDLAND, ONT.

PORTER, ROBERTSON k CO.

ROBERT THOMSON & CO.
DEALERS IN

Pine and Hardwood

[ujmberM^timber]

STOCKS

STRIPS

SIDINGS

BILLSTUFF

WHOLESALE

LUMBER sh

HARDWOODS
MLOCK
INGLES

DEALERS LATH, ETC.

Mills Operating all the year round. Correspondence Solicited.

TORONTO OFFICE ^3 g/\y STREET,London Canadian Chambers

THOMAS MEANEY,
REPRESENTATIVE TORONTO

Mill ieh amp 's Bu il<1 hi as,

31 * Adelaide + Street * East,

TORONTO.

An Efficient Staff THE

-of--
1 7'a i ned Inspectors.

Sir Alex. Campbell. K.C.M.G. Pres.
(Lieut Govr. uf Ontario)

John L.Blaikie Eso .Vice Pres

Prevention

of Accident our

chief aim. Consulting
EHGlNEERs

The only Canadian

°fCanada. Boiler

Insurance Company

Licensed.

G.C.ROBB. Chief Engineer. A.FRASER. Secy. Treas.

Head Office. 2Toronto St.

Economy of fuel

secured.

Toronto.
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166, do do East,

PROVINCE OF QUEBEC

Department of Crown Lands.

islands * and * Forests.

Quebec, gth November, 1SS9.

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT CON-
formably to the articles 1334. >335 and I33&

of the Revised Statutes of the Province of

Quebec, the following timber limits will be

OFFERED FOR SALE
—AT-

PUBLIC AUCTION
In the Sale Room of the Department of

Crown Lands in Quebec City,

-ON—

Thursday, the 9th January next

-AT—

10.30 O'CLOCK, A. 3L.

Subject to the conditions
namely :

mentioned below

Limit No.

UPPER OTTAWA AGENCY.

Locality. Square Miles.

N. lA No. io, 2nd range, Block A.
S, XA I0 .

2r"i do do do
N. % ii. 2n<i do do do
S. XA ii. 2nd do do do
N. % 12, 2nd do do do
S. lA 12 - 2r|d do do do
N. K I0 .

3rd do do do
S. M i°- 3rd do do do
N. A io. 3rd do do Z do
S. A ii, 3rd do do do
N. K :2 . 3rd do do do
S. H I 2 - 3fd do do do

N

10, 2nd
11, 2nd
11, 2nd
12, 2nd
12. 2nd
io, 3rd
io, 3rd
10, 3rd
11, 3rd
12, 3rd
12. 3rd

io. 572.

573.

574.

575.
57b.

577.

57».

579.
5So.

5§i,

5S2,

5§3.
584.
5S5.

5S6,

587.

588,

589.

590.

591.

392.

593.

594.

&
396,

597.

598.

599-
boo,

601,

602,

603.

604.

605.
606,

607,

608,

609,
610,

611,

612,

613.

614,

River Ottawa
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

Total Supergcies

No. 123, River Petite Peribonka,
124, do do do
120, do Peribonka,
129. do aux Irqouois,
133, Ouiatchouan West,
134, do do
135, Rear do do
136, do do do
137, Lac des Commissaires S.E.
238, Rear do do
139, Lac des Commissaires S.W.
140. Rear do do

Locality. Square
W. pt. 141, River Metabetchouan,
E. pt. 14;, do do

142, do do
N. A 144, do do
S, A 144. do do

145, West of Lake Kamaminti-
gongue

No. 150. Toownship DeQuen,
155, Township Boileau,
159, River Cyria,
160, do do
161, do do
162, do do
163, River Pika,
164, do do
165, do do
166, do Misstassippi West,

34
23
3i

25

25

23

25
25

25
25
17

15

325*
25

25
25
25

25

29
24
25

25

25

32

19K
3i

25

25
25
23

M
10

17

23
23
22
26
11

22

17

19

19

7

•1293

50
50
42
15

13
lA
16
20

30
20

24
20

Miles.
20

'7

25
20

20

36
23
13

16K
26

36K
37K
5J ^26^
23K

ST. MAURICE AGENCY.
No. 7. E. River Bastican

RIMOUSKl AGENCY.
Limit. Township Neigette, No. I

do
do
do
do
do
do

25 Limit
25 do
25 do
2; do
25 do
25 do
25 do
25 do
25 do
25 do
2$ do
25

do do No. 2,

do Macpes No. 2,

River Causapscul. North,
do do South,
do Humqui, No. 2,

do Nemtaye, No. 3,

Total.
AGENCY.SAGUENA

Y

Limit, Tadousac East,
do River Manitou No. 1 East,
do do do 2 do
do do do 3 do
do do do 1 West,
do do do 2 do
do do do 3 do
do River Grand Trinite No. 1 East,
do do do 2 do
do do do 1 West,
do do do 2 do
do River Petite Trinite No. 1 East,
do do do 2 do
do do do 1 West,
do do do 2 do
do River Calumet No. 1, East,
do do do 1, West,
do Township Lifleche,
do River Sault au Cochon No. 4 East,
do do do 3 do

22M

9'A

• S6K

5

3o

30
30
30
30
30
50
5o

5o

5o

14

H
14

14

25

3
40

Total 569

GASPE AGENCY.
Limit, Gaspe Bay South,
do do North,
do Sydenham South,
do River Saint John No. 1 South,
do do do North,
do do Dartmouth South,
do do do North,
do Rear river Dartmouth, North,

Total

.

GRANDVILLE AGENCY.
Limit, Township Armand. range E,
do Township Armand,
do No. 4;, River St. Francis,
do No. 43, do do
do No. 47, Black River,
do Township Parke No. 2

Total...
BONAVENTURE AGENCY WEST,

Tom Ferguson's Brook,
River Esquiminac,
Township Novelle West
Glen Brook,
River Andre,
Rear River Novelle West,
Mill Stream No. 2,

Rear Mill Stream North,
Rear Mill Stream South,
Township Carleton,
Township Restigouche,

12K
I7J*
12

14

24

19A
_32_

.142K

2*
19

Ma
38
24

9
2
6
10

12

10A
5

6
2

.88^Total.
ST. FRANCIS AGENCY.

Limit, Township Emberton, 17
do do of Chesham No. 1 19K
do do of Chesham No. 2 26%

Total 03

CONDITIONS OF SALE.
The above timber limits as there estimated

are, more or less, to be offered at an upset price
to be made known on the day of sale.

The timber limits to be adjudged to the party
bidding the highest amount of bonus.
The bonus and first year ground rent per square

mile, to be paid, in each case immediately after

the sale.

These timber locations to be subject to the
provisions of all timber regulations now in force
and which may be enacted hereafter.
Plans of these timber locations will be open

for inspection in the Department of Crown Lands,
in this city, and at the office of the local agents
up to the day of sale.

E. E. TACHE.
Assistant Commissioner

of Crown Lands.

N. B.—According to law, no newspapers other
than those named Dy order in Council are author-
ized to publish this notice.

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.

EPPS'S COCOA.
BREAKFAST,

"By a thorough knowledge of the natural
laws which govern the operations of digestion
and nutrition, and by a careful application of the
fine properties of the well-selected Cocoa, Mr.
Epps has provided our breakfast tables with
a delicately flavored beverage which may save
us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious
use of such articles of diet that a constitution may
be gradually fed up until strong enough to resist

every tendency to disease. Hundreds' of subtle
maladies are floating around us ready to attack
wherever there is a weak point. We may escape
many a fatal shaft by keeping oui selves well forti-

fied with pure blood and a properly nourished
frame."

—

Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold

only in packets, by Grocers, labelled thus :

JAS. EPPS & CO., Homoeopathic Chemists,
London, England.

J. K. POST & Go.,

LUMBElt 31ERCHANTS
And Shipping Agents.

OSWEGO, N. Y

Sovereign Grease
St, Catharines, July 20th, 1SS9.

To whom it may concern :
—

I have been using Soverign Grease for the
past two months, and I can say that it has given
me entire satisfaction, and is a saving of 60 per
cent, over Oil, and is that much better than Oil.

I have been running eight (S) trips from St. Cath-
arines to Montreal and return on 40 lb*. Grease,
and using it on my crank-pin as well as all other
bearings. Yours respectfully,

(Signed,.) SAM BRISBIN,
Engineer ** Ocean.''''

Ottawa, Aug. 5th, 1S89.
THE STOCK OIL & GREASE CO.
Gents,—We have used the Sovereign Grease

for some time, and do not hesitate to pronounce it

a first-class lubricator, and as such, has given us
entire satisfaction as to its durability and cheap-
ness.

Truly voure,
ARTHUR JONES,

Foreman of Union Machine Shops.

Deschenes Mills,. Aug. 12th, 1889.
MESSRS. McDOUGAL & CaZNER, Ottawa :

Dear Sirs,—We have been using the Stock Oil
& Grease Co.'s Sovereign Grease in our saw
mills since spring, with very satisfactory results.

Yours truly.
R. & W. CONROY.

Rockland, Ont., Aug. 20th, 1SS9.

STOCK OIL & GREASE CO., Montreal :

Dear Sirs,—Please send us per first freight
boat, two hundred (.200) pounds of Grease, same
as sample left by you here a short time ago.

Yours truly,W . C. EDWARDS & CO.

AGENTS.
F. G. STRICKLAND & CO., New Westmin-

ster, B. C.
McDOUGAL & CAZNER, Ottawa, Can.
CHINIC HARDWARE CO., Quebec, P. Q.
DUNLOP & CHAPMAM, Pembroke, Ont.

STOCK OIL & GREASE CO Y
sole manufacturers

59 Common St., Montreal

T. T. TTTZraSTIEIR,,

Sail, Tent and Awning Maker,
251 George and 154. King Streets.

RETERBOROUGH.
Canoe, Yacht and Boat Sails made to order.

Peifect Fits guaranteed.

Every description of Lumbermen''s Supplies
ana Waterproof Clothing.

MACHINERY FOR SALE

1. Circular Saw Mill (heavy) with

steam feed, 3 head blocks, to cut thirty

feet.

2. Circular Saw Mill (heavy) with rope

feed, 2 head blocks, to cut twenty feet.

3. Lane's Patent Lever Set Circular

Mill, No. 1, to cut 25ft.

4. Two Law's Shingle Machines.

5. One Iron Pulley 5ft x i6in face.

6. One Iron Pulley 4ft, 2in x I5^in
face.

7. One Iron Pulley 8ft x 14m face.

8. 52m Leffel water wheel, made by

Jos. Hall Co'y. good as new.

9. 3o>£in Leffel water wheel, made by

Jos. Hall Co'y. G. order.

10. 14m Little Giant water wheel,

made by J. C. Wilson & Co. Good order.

11. Wood Shaper (heavy) iron frame;
wood top, two spindles and counter

shaft ; in good order.

12. Iron Planer, 28in x 28ir

Good order.

13. Iron Turning Lathe 2 Si 1

bed. Good order.

14. Iron Turning Lathe, rod feed, 8ft

bed x i2in. Good order.

15. Iron Turning Lathe 15m x 8ft bed,

screw feed ; fair order.

16. Heavy Iron Boring Lathe 42m in

gap x 8ft bed. Good order.

17. Bolt Gutter, cuts from Y% to 1 in
;

in fair order.

8ft.

14ft

Paxton, Tate & Go,

FORT FERRY, ONT.

THE MONARCH BOILER

(PATENTED) AND HERCULES ENGINE.

•/IROBB&SONS
CELEBRATED

ROTARY SAWMILL

Guaranteed
to Saw Lumber

Perfectly Smooth and
Even in thickness.

Portable from 6 to 70 horse power. Surpasr
portable steam power heretofore produced fof
strength, durabi lity

, compactness, and the ease
with which they can be moved.
The 70 horse power can be taken overtherough-

est roads, or into the forest, and set up as easily
and quickly as an ordinary 20 horse power port
able engine, and as firm as a brick-set stationary
engine. Engines andboilersof every size and des-
cription. Rotary Saw Mills, Shingle and Lath
machines, Law Grinders, Planers, etc. Mill
machinery and supplies of every description.

„
v

?,
ry hoiler insured against explosion by theHmler Insurance & Inspection Co. of Canada.

Write for circulars.
A. ROBB & SONS,

|
Amherst Foundry and

Amherst, N.S.
| M achine works.

ESTABLISHED OVER 40 YEARS.

LUMBER

TRUCK * WHEELS.

The Montreal 4*.

Car Wheel Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

CHARCOAL IRON CHILLED

Railroad Wheels

Offices: New York Life Insurance

Building, Montreal.

Works: Lachine, Quebec.

WE make a Specialty of Wheels suitable for

the requirements of Lumbeimen and
Street Car Service, and can supply them Bored,
Finished and Balanced.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

<L-t $m& & *

MCWNpAr ST Toronto-
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WANTED AND FOR SALE.

Announcements in this department will
be inserted at the uniform rate of fifteen
cents per line, each issue, payable in ad-
vance. For four or more consecutive inser-
tions of the same advertisement a discount
of twenty-five per cent, will be allowed.
Eight words of ordinary length should be
counted as one line. Copy must reach this
office by the 25th of the month to secure the
appearance of the a"dvertisment in the
paper of the following: month.

OUTHERN PINE LANDS FOR SALE
41,000 acres of virgin timbei with 5 miles-of

railroad and 11 miles of river front. Cutting from
6 to 8 thousand feet of merchantable lumber per

acre ; price $1.50 an acre. F. W. MILLER &
CO., Real Estate, Stock and Money Brokers,

Atlanta, Ga,

OOD-WORKING FACTORY WANTED,
Hepworth station, on G. B. & L. E. Div. of

G. T. R., presents a splendid opening for a hard-

wood working factory of some kind. Abundance
of beech, maple, elm, birch and black ash can be
purchased cheap. A suitable building, with boil-

er and engine if required can be procured near the

station by applying to J. E. MURPHY, Hepworth
station, Ont.

WANTED—A SITE FOR A SAW MILL
in a pine limit, to cut by the thousand.

Capacity 10 to 12 M. in ten hours, Latest improve-
ments ;

25-horse power ergine. Correspondence
solicited. JAS. A. SHAR P, Inglewood, Ont.

MACHINERY FOB SALE
LIST of woodworking machines for sale by H.

W. PETRIE, Brantford; branch opposite Union
Station, Toronto.

SAW mill outfit, Waterous direct action, at a

bargain.

SEVERAL second-hand
and four block.

saw rigs, two, three

A FINE 66 in. inserted-tooth saw, also 52 in. do.

ONE new eclipse saw mill with all late improve-
ments.

ONE saw gummer, Disston make, Philadelphia.

ONE set of hoop machines, American make.

CANADIAN agent for the celebrated Winnie
hoop machinery, catalogue free.

ONE drag saw rig, Waterous Engine Company
make.

ONE hub turning lathe, American build.

ONE automatic handle lathe.

BROOM handle lathe with wood frame, cheap.

ONE set ot spoke machinery, Fay & Co. make.

GOLDIE & McCULLOCH stave cutter, set

equalizing saw, &c.

ONE Blanchard spoke lathe, Fay & Co. make.

ONE new axe handle lathe.

ONE lot Ewart chain belt good as new with
sprocket wheels.

4 POLE road cars, also a number of lumber
cars.

ONE self feed lathe machine. Waterous make.
NEW gang lath machine.
ONE Fairbank s timber guage.
ONE saw mill head block. Gait make.
HEADING turner. Gcldie & McCulloch make.
ONE >ingle edge r w i th frame work.

NO. 2 large size smallwood shingle machine.

DOUBLE edger Waterous Engine Co. build.

ONE Drake's patent self feeding parallel
shingle edger.

DOUBLE block shingle machine. Pierce make,
40.000 capacity per day.

TWO Hall self acting shingle machines. Goldif-
& McCulloch makers.
TWO smallwood shingle machines. Waterous

make.

FOUR
machine

Laws patent upright swing shingle

ONE Doherty swing shingle machine.
DRAG saw machine. Goldie fc McCulloch.
TWO new -h" in trie pac kers , all iron.

SHJNGLE jointer-, 3. 4 and 6 knives.

t R ogers saw tiler and gummer.
ONE 6? inch Warren turbine water wheel,

Goldie & M c Cull och. builders
.

48 inch Leffel.

4^ inch Warren t urbin e in scroll case.

48 inch Sclater.

_44 ifie:. improved turbine water w heel.

PAIR of Sampson tnrbine wheels, 42 inch, run
together.

42 inch Sampson tu rbine.

TWO 4c inch Leffels.

3; inch Leffel.

44 inch Little Giant

.

Leffel.

26 inch Leffel.

24inch Tur bi ne by vVhitlaw.

2 1 r.'\ Arrh median,
20 inch Leffel.

2- in'h V'ilcan in close case. Port Perry make.
24 inch Leffel.

15 inch Archmedian in close case.

17'A inch Leffel.

10 ; nrh hra-.'. wheel in iron ^lo-.e case.

W Vf r. Y, wheel governor. Gait make.
MY new lTst h ju_st out of press , send for i t

.

PULL particulars regarding any of above
machine* f.ent on application. Address, H. W.
f'KTRIE. firantford. Ont., Toronto banch oppo-
site Union Station.

]nGrease Your Gut
BY USING IN YOUR MILL A

Gaskin Pat. Saw Bench m" Jointer,
PATENTED IN UNITED STATES AND CANADA, 1888.

TUIQ MAPUIKIE
8aveg ' 7 J"' r 0/

I SlIU lYInUr HlL !/OHr sfttrs : 111 < r<<< ses

your cut, and effects a saving in the n ear of

your machinery. It enables your san s to turn

out smoother and more even La tuber than

when hand filed.

IF YOU CARE TO KNOW

HOW IT WILL DO WHAT
IS CLAIMED FOR THIS

MACHINE, SEND TO US

FOR A FULL EXPLANA-

TORY CIRCULAR.

THE FOLLOWING TESTIMONIALS SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES.
Robert Gaskin, Jr. ' Marble Cove, Portland, N. B., 18th Aug.. 1888.

Dear Sir,—Having given your " Gang Saw Jointer " a fair trial, I am now satisfied that it will do all you claim for it. It has certainiv incri
the quantity sawn by my gang per day from five to six thousand, and will increase it still further when the fiber is more accustomed to the' machine
The machine is very simple in construction, and the principle so easily understood that no mill owner need hesitate about putting it in his mill.

Yours truly, W. H. MURRAY.
To Whom it may concern .—This may certify that we have used one of Gaskin's Saw Jointers in our mills for some months past, and find it of

great advantage in the preparation of our Gang Saws for doing good work. The principle of straining the saw as it is in the gate, while under pri
-

tion, we deem an important and correct one, and most cheerfully recommend " The Gaskin Saw Jointer " to mill owners.
St. John, N. B., April 16th, 1S88. ANDRE CUSHING & CO.

Robert Gaskin Esq Union Point Mill, Fairville, St. John Co., April 16th. 1888.
Dear Sir.—The Saw Jointer you placed m our mill has exceeded our expectaitons. We can confidently recommend it as doing all vou claim.

As the saws are keyed to the same tension in the Jointer as in the saw gate it makes them perfect, both as to straight face and uniform overhang.
Respectfully yours, WM. L. WARING. Supt.

T. McAV!TY&SONS, MANUFACTURERS
UNDER ROYALTY. ST. JOHMN.B.

QEO. BISHOP RNGRAYING .

* AND pfi^NTlNG QO.F 00

LIMITED.

On Steel, Copper, Stone and Wood.

LITHOGRAPHING,
PLATE PRINTING,

BOOK and JOB PRINTING

PHOTO-ENGRAVING,
BOOK BINDING,

ELECTROTYPING.
Illustrated Catalogues and Keports a

Specialty

Estimates Furnished.

169 St. James Street, Montreal,

Established isti.

J. W. LANG & CO.

Wholesale Grocers & Importers

33, Front St. East, Toronto.

We shall be pleased to have you write to us
foi samples and prices of

TEAS, TOBACCOS, SUGARS,
SYRUPS, RICE, Etc.

We can and will cut pricesfine to large buyers,.

We have a

GOOD, SOUND, FINE FLA VOURED TEA
at 12)4 cents.

Write for sample chest. Address,

J. -W. lL>JL.l<TC3r CO.

CEDAR
TELEGRAPH POLES WANTED

IMPORTANT AUCTION SALE

I will pay Cash for any quantity

of long Telegraph Poles delivered at

loading points on G. T. Railway during

the season of 1890.

Apply to

J. H. HARVEY,
Coboconk, Ont.

Purchaser for

h. d. McCaffrey, Oswego.

SCIENTIFICAMERICAN
ESTABLISHED 1845.

Is the oldest and most popular scientific and
mechanical paper published and has the largest
circulation of any paper of its class in the world.

IFully illustrated. Best class of Wood Engrav-
ings. Published weekly. Send for specimen
copv. Price $3 a year. Four months' trial, $1.

MUNN & CO., Publishers, 361 Broadway, N.Y.

ARCHITECTS & BUILDER*
Edition of Scientific American, v

A great success. Each issue contains colored
lithographic plates of country and city residen-
ces or public buildings. Numerous engravings
and full plans and specifications for the use of
such us contemplate building. Price a year,
25cts. a copy. MUNN & CO., PUBUSHBRS.

I may be secur-
|ed by apply-
ing to MUSH
& Co., who
have had over

40 years' experience and have made over
100,000 applications for American and For-

' eign patents. Send for Handbook. Corres-
pondence strictly confidential.

TRADE MARKS.
In ease your mark is not registered in the Pat-

ent Office, apply to Mum 1 Co., and procure
immediate protection. Send for Handbook.
COPYRIGHTS for books, charts, maps,

etc., quickly procured. Address
MUNN 6c CO., Pntent Solicitors.

Gekkkal Office: 301 Buoauway, N. T.

Gilmour & Company's Mills and Limits

on Gatineau and Trent Rivers.

Messrs. Gilmour & Co. will ofier for sale bv
auction at the RUSSEL HOUSE, at the

CITY OF OTTAWA,
the whole of their valuable mills and limits,
with plant, real estate, lumber, etc., on the

9th DA Y OF APRIL, 1890
at 2 o'clock, p.m. The sale will be in parcels.
For a full description of the parcels, list of chat-
tels and details apply to either of the undersigned
or at the offices ot the firm at Ottawa. Chelsea,
Trenton and Quebec.
Dated 20th November, 1SS9.

ALLAN GILMOUR, Ottawa.
JOHN CILMOUR. Chelsea, Quo.
DAVID GILMOUR. Trenton.

J. D. GILMOUR. Quebec.

SCR IBNER S

LUMBER

\ LOG BOOK
Over Une Million Sold.

OST complete book of its kind ever published.
1~I Gives measurement of all kinds of Lumber.
Logs, Planks, Scantling; cubical contents of square
and round Timber ; hints to lumber dealers ; wood
measure ; speed of circular saws ; care of saws

;

cord-wood tables : felling trees ; growth of trees ;

land measure ; wages, rent, board, interest, stave
and heading bolts, etc. Standard book throughout
the United States and Canada. Get the new illus-

trated edition of 18S2. Ask your book-seller for it.

Sent post-paid for 35 cents.

G. W. FISHER, Box 238, Rochester, N.Y.

or A. G. MORTIMER, Peterboro', Ont.

MANUFACTURERS

PETER GERLACH & COMPANY,
Alligator- Chisel-Bit Saws.

THE CHAMPION STAVE, HEADING AND SHINGLE MACHINES

,

ICE TOOLS AND MILL SUPPLIES.
CLEVELAND, - . . OHIO.
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The Inipi^ovocI Common Sense Dry KLiln
• •lllllllllllllll**

Maintains

its

lead

over all

others.

••Hiniiiiiiiiii**

••iniiiiitiiiiii**

It is pre-

eminently

the

best process

i

in use.

••iiiiiiiiniiiii**

It extracts the moisture from the centre ; combines active circulation, moderate heat, and condensation of the sap ; secures the quickest and best results in the

most perfect and economical way known. The process is applicable to old or new kilns. Quickly and repeatedly repays all outlay. For Hardwood Lumber use no
other, and avoid all checks, warps and case-hardening. It seasons lumber exactly like, and equal to, air seasoning. More largely used than all others in England
and the United States. Address,

St. iVlbans Mt(j. Go., St. Albans, Vt., IT. S. 2\.

C. C CLEVELAND. G. F. CLEVELAND.

J. L. GOODHUE <£' CO..

MANUFACTURERS OF

Leather J3<*1* "Ml
AND

Lace Leather.
ID.A_TSr^7"IT_T_1T£3 - • - QUEBEC.

GEORGE BRUSH,
MACHINIST, FOUNDER & BOILER MAKER,

EAGLE FOUNDRY,
14 to 34 KIITG STEEE T,

MONTREAL, QUE.

RAILROAD, BANK & OFFICE

DESKS
TIEIES CO.,

300 St. james Street
, MONTREAL.

F. &. STRICKLAND & CD.

MACHINERY MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS
DEALERS IN

Saw Mill Machinery, Engines, Boilevs, Etc., Etc.

Ne"w 'Westmikstee, E3- O.
CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

• THE BEST ENGLISH OAK TANNED

LEATHER BELTING, ETC.
4 JAMES LESLIE *-

OF CEJLIG- ST. ^3sTTOI3iTE: STEEETS
P.O. box 996 MONTREAL, QUEBEC.

JOHN BERTRAM 4 SONS,

GJ^TJLJD^. TOOL ^TOTUZLS,

DUNDAS, ONTARIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY
MACHINE TOOLS, ETC.

Write for Prices and Catalogues.

F. G. BECKETT ENGINE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

SAW * MILL * ENGINES* AND TOILERS
AND ALL KINDS OF MILL MACHINERY.

Steam Launches and Tug Boats a Specialty.

— EEj5^MIIT_,T02^r, OiTTJi.^IO. —
SEND FOR CATALOG^ AND MENTION THIS PAPER %fe

GEO. CORMTICK
IV/iolesale and Retail Dealer in

All kinds of LUMBER.
Lumber Shipped to allparts by Rail or Vessel.

WHITE I

'

0XTA RIO.

The Gutta Perclia and Rubber Mfg. Company
OF TORONTO.

Offices : 43 YONGE STREET, TORONTO. Factories : PARKDALE, ONT.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF "MONARCH," " RED STRIP," AND "LION" BRANDS OF

RUBBER BELTING
PARTICULAR ATTENTION GIVEN TO SPECIAL BELTS FOR LUMBER MILLS

Our celebrated " Maltese Cross " Rubber ;
" Baker Fabric " and Ajax Cotton

;

"Giant 51 and Light Linen. Fire' Hose constantly in stock.

LUMBERMEN'S HEAVY RUBBER CLOTHING, OUR OWN MANUFACTURE.
Address all Communications to

THE GUTTA PERCHA & RUBBER MFG. CO. OF TORONTO, 43 Yonge St.

^j|J PURPOSES. ||)^ \

HOSE
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THE CANADA LUMBERMAN
PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY
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Office : Simcoe Street, Peterborough, Ontario.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
One Copy one Year, in Advance, - $100
One Copy six months, in Advance, .... 50

Advertising Rates Furnished on Application.

The Canada Lumberman is published in the interest of the

lumber trade and of allied industries throughout the Dominion

being the only representative in Canada of this foremost branch of

the commerce of this country. It aims at giving full and timely

information on all subjects touching these interests, discussing

these topics editorially and inviting free discussion of them by others.

Especial pains are taken to secure the latest and most trustworthy

market quotations from various points throughout the world so as

to afford to the trade in Canada information upon which it can rely

in its operations.

Special correspondents in localities of importance present accur-

ate report not only of prices and the condition of the market but,

also of other matters specially interesting to our readers. But cor-

respondence is not only welcome but is invited from all who have

any information to communicate or subjects to discuss relating to the

trade or in any way effecting it. Even when we may not be able to

agree with the writers we will give them a fair opportunity for free

discussion as the best means of eliciting the truth. Any items of

interest are particularly requested for even if not of great import-

ance individually they contribute to a fund of information from

which general results are obtained.

Advertisers will receive careful attention and liberal treatment.

We need not point out that for many the Canada Lumberman
with its special class of readers is not only an exceptionally good

medium for securing publicity but is indispensable for those who
would bring themselves before the notice of that class. Special at-

tention is directed to Wanted" and For Sale" advertisements

which will be inserted in a conspicious position at the uniform price

of 15 cents per line for each insertion. Announcements of this

character will be subject to a discount of 25 per cent, if ordered for

three successive issues or longer.

Subscribers will find the small amount they pay for the Canada
Lumberman quite insignificant as compared with its value to them.

There is not an individual in the trade or specially interested in it,

who should not be on our list thus obtaining the present benefil

and aiding and encouraging us to render it even more complete.

The export of lumber from Portland, Me., during

the past year has been heavy and fully up to the

amount shipped in former years. The greater part of

the shipments have been from Canada,—principally

spruce. The lumber goes over the Grand Trunk rail-

road, and is placed in bonded warehouses or loaded

direct on vessels. The shipments from Portland last

year amounts 1043,175,500 feet, valued at $471,880.

The amount shipped in transit amounts to 10,164,000

feet, valued at $112,215. All this lumber went to

South America, the principal points being Buenos
Ayres, Rosario and Montivideo.

In laying out the town of Kakabeka Falls, near

Port Arthur, Ont., a new departure on tne Henry

George principle has been entered into. The price of

a business lot has been fixed at $250 and a workman's

lot at $125, the management reserving out of this five

per cent, for loads and parks, and twenty per cent, to

be used in assisting manufacturing concerns to start

operations in the town. Something like one thousand

acres have been laid out into lots and manufacturing

sites. The management has let a contract for getting

out a pile of logs and a saw mill along with other m-
dusties will be erected in the spring.

If Russia has no better representative to send to

this beautiful climate of North America than Bill

Grippe, we would thank her kindly if she would keep

her native productions at home. We are inclined to be

a hospitable people, and are ever ready to extend a

royal reception to any foreign potentate or power that

may come amogst us, but we hate to be imposed upon.

During the month, that hideous tramp, Bill Grippe,

unceremoniously entered our establishment, and with

one fell swoop of his paw, knocked every one of our

staff into pi. That is the reason why we have to apologize

to our patrons for the scarcity of reading matter and

lateness of the present issue. He left as unceremon-

iously as he came, followed by a yell from our devil.

Avaunt ! foul sprite. Back to thy Russian lair.

The Northwestern Lumberman publishes a list of

fire losses during 1889 in the United States and

Canada, aggregating 662, against 494 in 1888, 349 in

1887, 310 in 1885 and 223 in 1884. Of these 354 were

saw mill fires, of which 75 were in connection with

other mill and factory property, lumber, etc. There

were 210 planing mill losses, including 32 sash, door

and blind factories and other connections
; 55 shingle

mill losses ; 30 dry kilns, and 76 separate lumber

losses. An estimate of loss is given in about 500

cases, aggregating approximately $8,000,000, while

the insurance reported amounts to about $2,400,000.

Fifty-three cases with no insurance are reported.

These figures go a long way towards answering the

question, where does all the machinery go to ?

Douglas fir, as is well known to the lumber trade

is the principal timber of Oregon, Washington and

British Columbia. A Pacific Coast exchange has the

following to say in regard to Douglas fir :— It would

seem that the lumbermen of the west should agree on

some one trade name for the woods of this section.

As it now stands eastern men and foreign customers

are mystified by the various names assigned bv the

different lumbermen. Oregon dealers have a local

pride in adhering to the old name of "Oiegon Pine,"

while the Washington men have "Yellow fir," "Puget

Sound fir," "Red fir," and occasionally it is called

"Pacific Coast pine." All these names stand for just

two varieties of Douglas fir, viz : the yellow and red.

All well posted lumbermen in the north-west know that

Douglas fir is the proper name, but habits and preju-

dices are strong, so the local names are still used, and

it will take time to adopt what is right. Douglas fir only

should be advertised for sale, quoted and written about

until every man who buys lumber should have it firmly

fixed in his mind and as definite in its trade meaning

as the word "Pine" to a Wisconsin or Michigan

man.

American lumber papers are pressing congress to

increase the customs duty upon Canadian lumber

imported into the United States, with the view of com-

pelling the Canadian government to repeal the export

duty on logs. Senator Hoar, chairman of the Commit-

tee on Relations with Canada has already introduced

into the United States Senate a resolution which is

not without significance. The resolution, which was

referred to the Finance Committee, instructs that ,

committee, whenever it reports a tariff bill, to incorpor-

ate in it a provision that whenever any foreign country

shall impose an export duty on logs in any form, or on

manufactured or on partially manufactured lumber, a

duty shall be collected on such logs and lumber in

the United States equal to the amount of the export

duty so imposed, in addition to the duty otherwise

imposed by law. There can be little doubt that the

resolution offered by Mr. Hoar is designed to give the

Treasury Department the power to counteract the

export duty imposed by the Canadian government

upon logs for export to the United States. The
Michigan and other lumbermen have complained that

the varying rates of export duty imposed upon logs by

the Canadian government has had a bad effect upon

their business, especially as the changes have been

made without notice. This may be true to some
extent, but the great trouble lies in the fact that the

American lumbermen, knowing that there is money in

Canadian logs, want to convey them to their mills to

be manufactured without paying any duty, and at the

same time retain the import duty on Canadian lumber.

The export duty on logs was imposed to enable us to

husband our forest resources, and guard them jealously

from foreign invasion ; and if the American congress

should see fit to impose an import duty on Canadian
lumber as to shut it out of the American market, they

can rest assured that when the American lumbermen
want Canadian logs they can whistle for them.

DURING our rambles among the wholesale lumber-

men in Toronto and elsewhere we have repeatedly

heard complaints regarding the inexplicit manner in

which many manufacturers of lumber offer their stocks

for sale by letter. Not sufficent attention is given to

details as a rule, and in order to ascertain the exact

quality and kind of stock offered the wholesaler has to

put himself to unnecessary time and expense in asking

questions by letter which should have been explicitly

given in the communication to him. We trust that the

following suggestions on this subject will not be consid-

ered out of place :

(1) State as definitely as possible the quantity of each kind
of lumber you wish to sell.

(2) State the thickness, and quantity of each thickness, also
length, and as near as possible the proportion of lengths.

(3) Give widths, 6" and up or 8" and up, as the case may
be ; also the average width. This is important.
• (4) How long the lumber has been on sticks ; also as to its

present state of dryness.

(5) Name the grade. If mill-run hardwood give as near as
practicable the percentage of firsts and seconds contained
therein ; if pine the percentage of the various grades. Also
give an idea of the general character of the lumber.

(6) State shipping point, as the rate of freight always
affects the price paid.

In giving quotations by letter it is necessary that the

intending purchaser be furnished with information

similar to the above ; otherwise several day's delay is

often caused in ascertaining the necessary particulars

regarding the stock, and sales are frequently lost in the

meantime.

The Mississippi Valley Lumberman, in a recent

article on the Canadian log export duty, says :
" It

would be perfectly futile to appeal to the government

of Canada for the redress of the wrong. What it

wants to do is to skin the Yankee, and if the Yankee,

who is being skinned, squirms under the knife the only

answer is a grim smile of satisfaction. Fortunately,

however, there is a remedy within reach, and it is

in the hands of congress. It has only to enact that, if

any country imposes an export duty on pine or spruce

logs, its pine or spruce lumber when imported into the

United States, shall pay an additional duty equal to

the export duty, and the Canadian soon will come
down. Or if congress proposes to reduce the lumber

duty let it provide that no country imposing an export

duty on logs shall have the benefit of that reduction,

and the result will be the same. It is simply a matter

of justice that congress should protect the interests of

American mills, and American holders of Canadian

limits in the manner we have indicated." The
Canadian government is not so hard to approach as

our contemporary would have it to appear, for when
approached in the right spirit, it is ever ready to lend

a willing ear looking to the redress of real or imagin-

ary wrongs. The export duty was imposed in the

first place not for the purpose of "skinning the

Yankee," but to protect the interests of Canadian mills,
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and in giving this piotection to a Canadian leading

industry, surely the Americans will not be so ungener-

ous as to deny us a right which they claim for

themselves. We are very far from believing that the

American import duty on Canadian lumber was

imposed for the sole purpose of skinning the Canadian

lumbermen but rather in the interest of protection to

American mills. Retaliation, of which we hear so

much talk, will not bring about the " desidera-

tum so devoutly to be wished, 1
' as it is too boyish

a question to command the consideration of statesmen.

The placing of a prohibition tariff upon Canadian

lumber would undoubtedly cause an embargo to be

placed upon the exportation of logs to the States, and

this would mean, "no lumber, no logs," thereby

throwing the Americans upon their own resources for

a log supply. If our friends on the other side of the

line would only bottle up their acrimony and show a

disposition to do the fair thing instead of playing the

role of the American hog, there would be no trouble in

settling the controversy. The repeal of the import

duty would bring about the abolishing of the export

duty on logs, and therein lies the solution of the whole

question.

A SENSATIONAL despatch emanating from St. Paul

states that Canadian lumbermen are stealing timber

and logs from the pine lands on the Minnesota side of

Rainy river, and that congress will be asked to adopt

rigorous measures to put an end to such depredations.

Despatches of like character should be received with

very little credence, as it is very doubtful if any

Canadian lumberman every obtained any pine logs

from American territory by dishonest means. Mr.

John Mather, of Ottawa and Winnipeg, owns some

lumber mills at Keewatin and some timber areas on

both sides of the Rainy river. Mr. Mather says that

the number of logs cut yearly on the Minnesota side of

the line and brought into Canada to be sawn into

lumber is very small.

Messrs. E. D. Davison & Sons., of Bridgewater,

N. S., are out in a lengthy article in reply to the Hon.

C. H. Tupper on the sawdust question, in which they

set up the claim that saw dust does not injure the fish,

and that the law is violated elsewhere. They say in

conclusion, " we have only to say that we see no
argument in your communication that shakes our con-

viction that no damage is being wrought to any in-

dustry or person by the fall of saw dust into La Have
river. At the same time, as soon as the law is en-

forced impartially we are ready to conform to the new
order of things ; but we object decidedly to being forced

to tear down our mills merely to gratify the love of

revenge of the parties at the head of the movement
against the milling interest on this river."

The Hon. Mr. Tupper's Bill to amend the Act res-

pecting the protection of navigable waters will be a

surprise to those who have been milling on exempted
waters. The throwing of saw dust or mill refuse into

any navigable stream, or any part of which flows into

navigable waters, is prohibited, and every person violat-

ing the Act is liable to a penalty of $50 for the first

offence, and for each subsequent offence to a fine of not

less than $100. Any river, stream or water, or part

thereof, which is at present exempted, shall continue

to be so exempted for one year from the date of the

passage of the Act, and no longer; all of which means
that twelve months after it has become the law of the

land saw dust or mill refuse cannot be thrown into any

navigable river or stream in the Dominion. But Mr.

Tupper's Bill has not passed yet, and if it does it will

not be without the most strenuous opposition from the

lumber trade.

WORD has been received by cable that the Imperial

Privy Council has dismissed the appeal of the Chau-

diere lumbermen against Antoine Ratte the Ottawa

river boatman. Ratte first sued a number of lum-

ber firms in the Chancery Court, asking- for dam-

ages for loss sustained through the saw dust, and also

for an injunction to prevent the mill men depositing

any more saw dust in the river. In the course of the

trial in Canada it was arranged that Ratte should not

press for an injunction but would be content with dam-

ages. The lumbermen defended the action on tech-

nical grounds. In the first court Judge Proudfoot

upheld the lumbermen's contention and dismissed

Ratte's action. Ratte appealed to the whole court,

which reversed Judge Proudfoot's decision and ordered

an enquiry as to damages. The lumbermen carried the

case to the Court of Appeal, but that court maintained

the Chancery Court's decision against them. The lum-

bermen then took the case to the Privy Council, and

once more judgment is given against them. Mr. Ratte

has now simply to prove the extent of the damages

sustained.

The chief business of the Dominion in lumber is

with Great Britain and the United States. Our lum-

ber exports last year aggregated in value $23,043,007,

which is a better business than we have done since

1884, when the exports were over twenty-five millions.

Of the twenty-three million dollars worth sold last year,

twenty-one million dollars worth went to Great Britain

and the United States, the latter taking rather the

larger quantity. Next to Great Britain the Argentine

Republic is our best customer. That country takes

half a million dollars worth annually, whereas in 1884 it

took but $282,000 worth. In 1884 we sent to Great

Britain $13,742,000 worth of lumber, and $9,883,000

worth to the United States, since then the British

exports have gradually diminished and the United

States exports have increased until last year, when we

sent to England lumber to the value of $10,197,000,

and to the United States to the value of $1 1,043,000.

England has many sources of supply and Canada has

many formidable competitors for the English trade,

while on the other hand Canada is the nearest pur-

chasing market for the American dealer. The British

trade is almost entirely in timber and deals, while the

higher value of the exports across the line are largely

accelerated by the circumstance that we send large

quantities of lumber partly manufactured. At the

opening of the present season in the woods the out-

look for next vear was not very propitious owing to the

absence of snow, but latterly the out-look is much bright-

er as the soft weather has been confined to Southern

Ontario. Operations in the woods in the North have

been going on fairly well, although in some of the

camps a number of men have been laid up with the

influenza. There is no doubt but the danger line has

been passed, and a large out-put of logs may be

expected. Logging has been very good in the

Maritime Provinces and a good trade during the

coming season is confidently looked for. The

threatened action of the United States Congress with

regard to the import duty on lumber may have a

depressing effect upon the trade, but it is not yet

certain that the duty will be increased.

SPLINTERS.

In view of the contemplated establishment of the

China Mail Steamship Line, extensive wharf and dock

accommodation at the outer Harbor of Victoria, B. C,

is about to be undertaken, with a view of furnishing

every facility for the larger steamships to call at that

port on their inward and outward passages.

*

It is the experience of a good many that the lumber

trade of Toronto is in better shape now than it was this

<ime last year. There has been altogether too much

building of late years, and as a result there will be a

perceptible dropping off in this line the coming season.

Over-hauling and repairing the older classes of build-

ings is now the order of the day, and many improve-

ments are being made in this line.

* *
*

CONGRESSMAN McCormack, of Pennsylvania repre-

senting the lumber interests, has made an arrangement

before the Ways and Means Committee, against any

reduction of the duty on lumber, as he claims the

margin of profit, particularly on hemlock and spruce,

was hardly a living one. He stated the competition

was confined to Nova Scotia and Newfoundland,

although some cheap grades of pine also came in

competition from other districts in Canada.

We are in receipt of the Christmas number of the

Lumber World, published at Buffalo, N. Y. It contains

114 pages, is profusely embellished, and is a fine-

specimen of the typographical art. The journal has an
immense advertising patronage, and is in fact a

veritable encyclopedia of woodworking machinery. It

has every appearance of being a paying concern.

The estimates for the season's cut of lumber in the

Ottawa district show that though fewer logs are being

taken out this year, there is a large increase in the

amount of square timber being made. This year the

estimated number of logs to be cut is about 4,000,000,

as compared with 4,750,000 made last year, showing a

decrease of nearly three-quarters of a million logs.

The estimate for square timber to be made is 8,000,000

cubic feet, showing a very large increase over last year.

We learn from the London Timber Trades Journal

that Mr. R. G. Goodday has retired from the timber

agency business which he has successfully carried on
for the past eight years at Paris, Havre, and latterly in

London, has decided to go into the Canadian trade.

He has entered into partnership with Mr. Ernest W.
Benson, of Quebec, and under the style of Goodday,

Benson & Co., will at once commence the business of

shippers of pine and spruce, with a specialty of hard-

wood lumber.

* * *

According to the tables of the trade and navigation

of Canada for the fiscal year ending June 30th, 1889,

recently furnished to the press, we find that forest

products were exported to Great Britain to the value of

$10,197,529, against $8,932,177 in 1888, an increase of

$1,565,352. We sent the United States last year wood
products to the value of $11,043,023 against $10,622,338

in 1888, an increase of $420,685. The total exports of

Canadian produce exported to Great Britain and the

United States last year amounted to $77,201,804, of

which $23,043,007 were forest products, against $21,-

302,814 in 1888.

HOME AND FOREIGN TRADE REVIEW.

Office of Canada Lumberman, >

Jan. 31st, 1889. f
Business has been very quiet at Toronto during the

month. There is really no news of importance to-

report as yet. Everything is as flat as can be just

now. The weather to date has not been favorable to

lumbering and if the winter should continue mild the

crop of logs harvested will be less than usual and have

j

a tendency to stiffen prices. The outlook for the trade

this season is by no means flattering. The South

American market, particularly that of the Argentine

Republic is demoralized, which will have some effect

on prices and Americans are not expected to purchase

as much this year as last. Most of the firms which

handle pine deals did an unsatisfactory business last

year, and as a consequence this product will probably

be curtailed this year. Operators in the Ottawa

valley should the weather be favorable, intend getting

out about the same stock as last winter with perhaps

an increase in the amount of square timber, or alto-

gether probably nine or ten million cubic feet. It is

expected that about the same quantities of oak and

waney board pine will be imported from Michigan,

Wisconsin and Ohio, or about 1,500,000 cubic feet.

There has been no recent transactions in the Quebec

timber market of any importance, the demand being

confined to small lots for local consumption. Reports

from merchants now canvassing the European mar-

kets, indicate that thev have met with fair success in

making sales for delivery the coming season. Some
of the mills have succeeded in disposing of their

cuts, but we find it very difficult to get the exact fig-

ures. The high rates realized at the recent provincial

government sale of timber limits must have the effect

of stiffening prices.

Several timber vessels have already been chartered

on the other side for early sailing to the port of

Quebec. More than the usual activity is reported in

the sawlog business along the route of the Lake St.

John railway this winter, and the quantity of logs
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taken out will be above the average In Nova Scotia

the saw log business is progressing finely.

Some small contracts for sawn lumber for shipment

to American ports—principally Buffalo and Whitehall

—have been made at quotations. So far the outlook

for the Quebec trade the coming season is not very

bright, but it is perhaps too early to speculate upon its 1

probable volume ; but the indications are that the

shipments will not exceed the average. The following

are the total quantities of timber, masts, bow sprits,

spars and staves, which have passed through the

culler's hands at this port during the past year :

Waney white pine, 3,770,000 feet ; white pine, 4,224,-

000 feet ; red pine, 739,435 feet
\
°ak

> L359>°6° feet
>

elm, 750,526 feet ;
ash, 250,558 feet ; basswood, 2,635

feet ;
butternut, 1,573 feet

;
tamarac, 16,233 feet !

birch and maple, 365,980 feet
;
spars, 33 pieces ; stan-

dard staves, 78 ; H.I. staves, 124.

Following have been the ruling prices :

White pine—By the raft, inferior and ordinary,

measured off, 20 to 25 cents, fair average quality, 25 to

30 cents
;
good and good fair average, 31 to 35 cents

;

•superior, 35 to 41 cents ; in shipping order, 30 to 44

cents
;
waney board, 18 to 19 inches, 38 to 40 cents,

19 to 21 inches, 40 to 45 cents.

Red pine—According to average and quality meas-

ured off, 18 to 30 cents. In shipping order, 35 to 45

feet, 25 to 35 cents.

Ash—Fourteen inches and up, 27 to 30 cents.

Elm—Bv the dram, 45 to 50 feet, 30 to 33 cents
; 30

to 35 feet, 27 to 30 cents.

Oak—By the dram, Canada, according to average

and quality, 43 to 48 cents; Michigan and Ohio, 49 to

52 cents.

Birch—Sixteen-inch average, 21 to 23 cents.

Tamarac—Square, according to size and quality, 18

to 20 cents. Flatted, 15 to 18 cents.

Staves—Merchantable pipe, according to quality and

specification, $300 to $330. W. O. Puncheon, mer-

chantable, $85 to $95.

Deals—Bright, according to mill specification, $1
1

5

to $120 for first, $78 to $80 for second, and $38 to $41

for third quality. Brighi Michigan, $125 to $130 for

first, and $90 to $95 for second quality. Bright spruce,

$42 to $45 for first ; $26 to $27 for second
; $23 to $24

for third ; and $18 to $21 for fourth quality.

Sawn Lumber—For shipment to Great Britain and

the United States. Pine $1 5 to $18 per 1000 feet ; birch

maple and spruce, $11 to $12 according to quality and

sizes.

FOREIGN.

The tendency of freights in Britain is at present

weak, and 603. is about the price from Quebec, but for

moderate-sized vessels 62s. 6d. could still be obtained

from Three Rivers. From the mills on the Lower St.

Lawrence a line of vessels has been chartered at rates

ranging from 60s. to 57s. 6d. to usual range of discharg-

ing ports. From New Brunswick ports, like Bathurst,

57s. 6d. has been fixed and is still offering. Nova Scotia

rates are still fluctuating between 525. 6d. and 55s., but

there is no great business done.

In American hardwoods there is still a good trade

doing at London, principally in lumber, logs being not

so much sought after. At the beginning of 18S9 all

descriptions of Canadian timber were short in stock,

with a good demand for b rch, oak, elm and ash. In

March there was scarcely a month's consumption on

hand in ash or elm. An ample import of all kinds,

however, came forward, and prices generally became
weaker. A dull demand continued during the autumn,

and we have now to face a heavy stock of each descrip-

tion, except elm, wnich is only moderate. Quebec tim-

ber prices are dangerously high for all shipbuilding

woods. Messrs. Denny, Mott & Dickson think the

supplies to this market, although moderate, have been

difficult to sell at a profit on c.i.f. cost; but disagree as

to stocks, which they say "are small", which "holders

have still some months to work off, and are therefore

in a sound position." Messrs. C. Leary & Co. say, of

ash, that: "Qjotations have been low during much of

1889, forced sales of logs of moderate quality having

depressed the tone of the market."

The London Board of Trade returns for the month
of Decembei show a continued expansion of trade. The

total exports for the month gave a value of .£20,903,353
against £18,814,209 in December, 1888, showing an in-

crease of business done of ^2,089, 144. For the twelve

months the total exports amounted to ^248,091,959.
;

against ,£233,842,607 in 1888, being an increaseof ,£14,-

249,352. The imports for December amounted to

^38,267,934, against ,£37,940,625, showing an increase

of .£327,309. For the twelve months the imports show
a gi eater proportionate increase than the exports, the

value being ,£427,210,830, against ,£386,582,026, an in-
j

crease on last year of ,£40,628,804, or about 13 per cent.
J

The month's import of timber and deals shows a de-

crease as compared with the corresponding month of

last year of 3, 131 loads on sawn, but an increase on
hewn amounting to 13,709 loads. The importation for

the whole year, 1889, leaves an increase on the import

of 1378 of 404,242 loads of hewn timber, and 982,666

loads of sawn, or a total surplus of 1,386,908 loads, not

counting staves and mahogany.

SALE OF QUEBEC CROWN TIM3ER LANDS.

The Government sale of Crown Timber Lands held

at Quecec was well attended. The limits were
adjudged subject to the following conditions of sale :

The timber limits at their estimated area, more or

less, to be offered at an upset price to be made known
on the day of sale. The timber limits to be adjudged
to the party bidding the highest amount of bonus.

The bonus and first year ground rent per square mile,

to be paid, in each case, immediately after the sale.

These timber locations to be subject to the provisions

of all timber regulations now in force and which may
be enacted hereafter.

The following is a complete list of the lots sold, with

their upset prices, and where sold, the name of the

purchaser, and the purchase price :

—

UPPER OTTAWA AGENCY.

Limit N. y2 , No. 12, 2nd range, Block A, 25 square

miles, upset price $75, P. Fitzpatrick, $76.

S. y2 , No. 12, 3rd range, Block A, 25, $75, P. Fitz-

patrick, $76.

No. 583, River Ottawa, 15, $125, P. Fitzpatrick,

$126.

No. 584, River Ottawa, 32!^, $175, P. Fitzpatrick,

$176.

No. 591, River Ottawa, 24, $125, Walter Ross, $126.

No. 592, River Ottawa. 25, $125, Walter Ross, $126.

No. 593, River Ottawa, 25, $125, Walter Ross, $155.

No. 594, River Ottawa, 25, $125, P. Fitzpatrick

$160.

No. 595, River Ottawa, 32, $175, P. Fitzpatrick,

$205.

No. 596, River Ottawa, 19, $175, P. Fitzpatrick,

$260.

No. 597, River Ottawa, 31 %, $175, E. Lauzon,

$250.

No. 598, River Ottawa, 25, $175, E. Lauzon, $250.

No. 599, River Ottawa, 25, $160, E. Lauzon, $215.

No. 600, River Ottawa, 25, $125, W. Ross, $130.

No. 601, River Ottawa, 23, $225, E. Lauzon, $230.

No. 602, River Ottawa, 14, $225, E. Lauzon, $235.

No. 603, River Ottawa, 10, $225, E. Lauzon, $290.

No. 604, River Ottawa, 17, $225, E. Lauzon, $250.

No. 605, River Ottawa, 23, $150, G. B. Laflamme,

$500.
No. 6o5, River Ottawa, 23, $150, G. B. Laflamme,

$470.

No. 607, River Ottawa, 22, $175, P. Fitzpatrick,

$310.

No. 608, River Ottawa, 26, $250, Hon. Jas. McShane
$255.

No. 609, River Ottawa, 11, $250, Hon. Jas. McShane,
$510.

No. 610, River Ottawa, 22, $250, P. Fitzpatrick,

$565.
No. 611, River Ottawa, 17, $250, P. Fitzpatrick,

$260.

No. 612, River Ottawa, 19, $250, P. Fitzpatrick,

$260.

No. 613, River Ottawa, 19, $150, P. Fitzpatrick,

$155-
No. 614, River Ottawa, 7, $125, A. H. Leggo, $605.

LAKE ST. JOHN AGENCY.
No. 126, River Petite Peribonka, 42, $15, H. J.

Beemer, $17.50.

No. 134, Ouiatchouan West, 13, $15, Damase Jal-

bert, $16.

No. 135, Oaiatchouan West, S'/i, $15, Damace Jal-

bert, $16.

No. 137, Lac des Commissaires, S. E , 30, $20,

Prosper Lafontaine, $21.

No. 138, Rear des Commissaires, S. E., 20, $20
Prosper Lafontaine, $21.

No. 140, Rear Lac des Commissaires, S. W., 20, $20,

Damase [albert, $21.

No. 150, Township DeQuen 23, $8, Price Bros. &
Co., $9.

No. 159, River Cyriac, i6}4, $20, Guay & Co., $29.

No. 160, River Cyriac, 26, $20, Price Bros. & Co.,

$20. 50.

No. 161, River Cyriac, 36^, $20, Price Bros. & Co.,

$20.50.

No. 162, River Cyriac, 37 >£, $20, Price Bros. & Co.,

$20.50.

No. 163, River Pika, 51, $20, Price Bros. & Co.,

$20.50
No. 164, River Pika, 26^, $20, Price Bros. & Co.,

$20. 50.

No. 165, River Pika, 23^, $20, Price Bros. & Co.,

$20.50.

No. 166, River Mistassibi West, 10, $0. H. J. Beem-
er, $11.

No. 167, River Mistassibi West, 10, $6. H. J Beem-
er, $9.

No. 168. Township Lateriere, B, 2. $8. Guay & Co.,

$8.50.

RIMOUSKI AGENCY.
Limit, River Humqui, No. 2, 6, $15, G. Marcoux,

$15.50.

Limit, River Nemtave. No. 3. 20, $15. G. Marcoux,
$15.

SAGUENAY AGENCY.
Limit, River Manitou, No. I East, 30, $4. Adolphe

Gagnon, 4.50.

Limit, River Manitou, No. 2 East, 30. $4. Adolphe
Gagnon, $4.50.

Limit. River Manitou, No. 3 East, 30. $4. Adolphe
Gagnon, $4.50

Limit, River Manitou, No. 1 West, 30, $4. Adolphe
Gagnon, $4.50.

Limit, River Manitou, No. 2 West, 30, $4. Adolphe
Gagnon, $4.50.

GRANDVILLE AGENCY.
Limit, Township Armand, range E, 2)4, S12, Will-

iam Pinet, $13.

Limit, Township Armand, 19, $12, G. H. Deschenes,
$13.

Limit, No. 45, River Saint Francis, 14, $4, Alex.

Belanger. $5.

Limit, No. 46, River Saint Francis, i6y2 , $4, Alex.

Belanger, $5.

Limit, No. 47, Black River. 38, $4, Geo. Manchie, $5.

BONAYENTURE AGENCY WEST.
Limit, River Escuminac, 10, $12, Chas. Audet, $16.

Limit, Township, Nouvelle West, 9, $12, Chas. Au-
det, $12.50.

Limit, Glen Brook, 2, $12, G. B. Sowerly, $12.50.

Limit, Rear River Nouvelle, West, 10, $12, Chas.
Audet, $12.50

Limit, Mill Stream, No. 2, 12, $12, W. S. Thomas,
$12.50.

Limit, Rear Mill Stream, North, lo'/Z, $12, W. S.

Thomas, $12.50.

Limit, Rear Mill Stream South, 5, $12, W. S.

Thomas, $12.50.

Limit, Township Carleton, 6, $12, John Leblanc, $13.

Limit, Township Ristigouche, 2, $12, J. B. Sowerly.

$12.50.
SAINT FRANCIS AGENCY.

Limit, Township Emberton, 17, $20, F. Dudley, $33.
Limit, Township of Chesham. No. 1, 19J3, $20,

F. Dudley, $36.50.

Limit, Township of Chesham, No. 2. 26 2
3 . $20,

F. Dudley, $61.

The Dodge Wood Split Pulley.

The Dodge Wood Split Pulley Co., of Toronto, whose
extensive factory is at West Toronto Junction, inform
us that they are exceedingly busy at this time. Allud-
ing to their business they state the following facts :

—

The Goderich Organ Co., Goderich, Ont., have fitted

their new factory throughout with the "Dodge" pulley.

The Wilkinson Plow Co., who are just completing an
immense new works at West Toronto Junction, are fit-

ting it throughout with the "Dodge" pulley. The new-

machine shops of Messrs. Kerr Bros.,Walkerville. Ont..

are equipped with the "Dodge" pulley. The extensive
additions which have recently been made to the Ontario
Agricultural College, at Guelph, Ont.. are equipped with
the "Dodge" pulley: and the "Dodge" system of rope
transmission of power, which transmits the power of a
20-h.p. engine a distance of 70 feet, is included in the
equipment. The works of the Hess Mfg. Co., now-

being built at West Toronto Junction, will be equipped
throughout with the "Dodge" pullev. The Rathbun
Co., Deseronto, have just replaced their wire cable
drive, extending between their cedar mill and car shops,

a distance of 300 feet between shafts, with a "Dodge"
system of rope transmission, carrying the power of a
50-h.p. engine. Messrs. J. McLaren & Son. lumber-
men, of Ottawa, have lately adopted the "Dodge" sys-

tem of rope transmission ofpower in their mills. Messrs.
R. Lang & Son, Berlin, have just put in a 25-h.p.

"Dodge" system rope transmission to convey power to

an extension of their works recently completed. Messrs.
Stairs, Son & Morrow, Halifax, N. S., have just pur-

chased a carload of the "Dodge" patent pulleys for the
Nova Scotia trade, in which they report a brisk busi-

ness. Messrs. Wood, Yallance & Co., Hamilton, carry

full lines of the "Dodge" pulleys, for which they have a
large demand. Mr. T. W. Ness. 694 Craig street, Mon-
treal, is agent in that city for the "Dodge" pulley, of
which he carries a large stock. He reports that he is

kept busy supplying the trade, his sales increasing
rapidly. The Dodge Wood Split Pulley Co. inform us

that they are now busy filling export orders for Europe
_
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THE JNEWS.
ONTARIO.

—Gravenhurst is likely to have a pulp mill.

—Thos. Allen, lumberman, Perth, has assigned.

—James Graham intends erecting a saw mill at Lake Clear,

on Quinn's creek.

—During the late storm about 60,000 feet of lumber were

blown into the bay at Parry Sound.

—Mr. A. Bridge is building a new saw mill at Westbrook,

and intends having it in operation about March 1st.

—Bronson & Weston are building two new flumes in con-

nection with the smallest of their mills at the Chaudiere.

—Berry Bros., Providence Bay, have built a new sash and

door factory and planing mill. The building is 70x40 feet.

—The Essex Land & Timber Company ship from Tilbury

station for Detroit an average of five car loads of logs per

day.

—Mr. J. R. Booth is having a new gang saw put in his

mill at the Chaudiere, to increase next summer's sawing

capacity.

—It is reported that Alex. Fraser, Westmeath, has disposed

of his timber at Quebec and will therefore forego his journey

to England.

—John French and J.
Vanschryver have leased the mill at

Roblin's Lake, Ameliasburg, and will manufacture barrels

and staves.

—The Rathbun Co., Deseronto, have received an order

for a thousand sash and twelve hundred doors to be shipped

to South Africa.

—Mr. Tohn McNevin has assumed the management of

Bell's saw mill, at Kippen, and is now prepared to do all

kinds of custom sawing.

—Lumbering has not been extra brisk up to the present on

the Temiscamingue, owing to the scarcity of snow ; but an

average output of timber is expected before spring.

—The traction engine which Messrs. Perley & Pattee are

introducing into this country has been dispatched to the firm's

limits on the Pettewawa river. Lumbermen generally will

look with interest for results.

—An extremely valuable timber limit changed hands a

short time ago. Mr. R. Klock purchased from Mr. James

MacLaren a limit of fifty square miles on Bear Creek for the

large sum of $4,000 a square mile.

—The lumbermen are busy taking out logs in the Nipissing

district, and the output bids fair to be a large one. There

will be a large output of square timber on the French,

Magne'awan and Commanda rivers.

—Mr. Chas. Tate, Merrickville, has purchased from

H. Ryan, of Toronto, the grist and shingle mill at the Flats

for $25,000. Mr. Tate will move his machinery from his mill
!

at Merricksville to the mill purchased.

—The value of wood products exported to the United

States from the Peterborough district during the year ending
j

December 31, 1889, were : Lumber $124,417.96; shingles
j

$20,000.93 ; lath $746.57 and timber $204.
j

—The annual lumber sale df the Nassau Mills, Peter-
j

borough, took place Jan. loth. About 300,000 feet of cull
j

lumber were sold at good prices. There was a fair attendance
j

of local and district lumbermen and builders.

—Maitland, Rixon & Co's new saw mill on the bay shore,

near Owen Sound, was blown to the ground during the

recent gale. The building was a large frame structure,

30x100 feet, and had only been recently completed.

—The amount accrued to the excise department of Canada,

upon culling of timber was, during 1888-89, $21,416.07. The

revenue from these sources and from law, stamps of the

Supreme and Exchequer Court was $50,033.89, or $4,001 in

excess of the previous year.

—Mr. J. Punty has a large number of men in the bush on

South River getting out square timber. Mr. Hull has put up

a camp on the adjoining limit and is getting out saw logs.

Large quantities of pulp wood are being got out and the ship-

ments will be large this winter.

—At terrible explosion occurred Jan. 8, on the Ottawa river

about 300 yards from the Queen's wharf. The explosion was

due to the saw dust, and the gas generated from it. The hole I

in the ice was some 50 yards in circumference, hundreds of

Ions of ice were thrown up, great blocks of which were scatter-

ed in all directions.

—The statement of exports from the Ottawa consular

district to the United States for the last three months of 1889,

shows that trade between this section of the Dominion and

the neighboring republic is steadily increasing. The total

value of the products shipped to the United States during the

last quarter of 1889 was $712,437, and of this amount only

$134,095 was the value of goods designed for re-shipment.

—The monthly trade returns of the Dominion continue to

indicate prosperity. The value of exports for the five months

ending Nov. 30th shows a grand total of $56,876, 132, against

$48,700,565 last year. The value of the imports is given at

$50,775,605, an increase of over $4,000,000, last year's figures

being $46,694,284. The duty collected in 1889 so far as

reported amounts to $10,264,123, and in 1888 to $9,838,698.

The exports of the month of November were valued at

$10,059,668, of which $1,834,593 were forest products.

—The first meeting of the Casselman Lumber Company

was held at Casselman, January 16th, at which the following

directors were elected : Messrs. J. G. Davis and John

Cameron, Quebec; Tohn Bradley and J. A. Flatt, Hamilton
;

Captain James Murray, St. Catharines, and J. J. Hargreaves

of Casselman. At a subsequent meeting of the directors

Captain Murray was elected president of the company, Mr.

Bradley, vice-president, Mr. Davis secretary-treasurer, and

Mr. Hargreaves general manager. The capital stock of the

company is $220,000.

—The Saginaw Lumber & Salt Company will not put in

any logs in Georgian bay this winter. The Emery Lumber
Company, of which the Saginaw Lumber & Salt Company is a

branch, is putting in 15,000,000 feet of logs on the Wahna-

pitae, and has built a logging railroad seven and a half miles-

long to haul the timber to the stream. The greater portion of

these logs will be manufactured in Canada, as the firm has a

contract with a Midland firm running two years yet. The

bulk of the stock has been sold to a Boston firm. The

company owns 200,000,000 feet of standing pine in Canada,

enough for a 15 years' supply.

—The Deseronto Tribune of recent date says: "The stone

mill made a very successful run the past season, beating all

records, even the big one of last year, by a million feet and

also, a very important matter, doing the work considerably

cheaper than heretofore. The total cut was 30,893,395 ft. of

1 and i
l4 inch lumber. The lath mill also claims the broom,

having lowered all previous records by 2% millions lath, and

a correspondingly increased output of other products, such as

mouldings, panels, blind-slats, &c. &c. This is the more

remarkable, as during the larger part of the season only two

lath-machines were run, instead of three, as usual. Dur-

ing the portion of the season in which all three machines

were in use (53 days) the magnificent average of 100,000 lath

per day was maintained. Mr. F. Burr and all connected

with this department deserve the highest praise. The mill

ran 197^ days it may be said without a hitch, which speaks

volumes for the efficient work done in repairs last winter, and

also for the watchful care excercised by Mr. M. C. Dunn and

his assistants over the machinery while running. The

Tribune congratulates Superintendent H. C. Crawford and all

his assistants on this splendid record.

QUEBEC.

—Montreal has voted to borrow a million dollars to spend

on civic and harbor improvements.

—A. Trahan, lumber dealer and general merchant,

Weedon, has assigned, owing $30,000.

—A bill rendering lumbermen liable for all damages caused

to colonization bridges by the driving of logs will be introduc-

ed in the Quebec legislature.

—Mr. A. Lumsden, who bought Eddy's limits on Gordon

Creek, is making some first class timber, which will be rafted

to Quebec as soon as navigation opens in the spring.

—Next season promises to be a busy one for the lumbe
r

trade at Quebec. A number of vessels have already been

chartered and large quantities of pine deals and other kinds of

lumber are being piled on Louise embankment.

— Lumbering is going on on a very large scale this winter

along the line of the Lake St. John Railway. The Roberval

Lumber Company are making 120,000 logs for the supply of

their large mill at Roberval, and all the other mills along the

line are largely increasing their operations. Quantities of

square timber, ties, telegraph poles and cordwood are also

being made for the Quebec and English markets.

—The Quebec Chronicle says : A gentleman who has

jusl returned from the Upper Ottawa, above its easterly bend

from Lake Temiscamingue towards Quebec, describes that

country as being rich in pine timber both white and red, and

having large quantities of valuable hardwood. The soil and

climate of this country, which is very level for a distance of

one hundred and fifty miles, are described as being very good

and offering exceptional advantages for settlement. Our

informant states that all that is needed to create an enor-

mous lumbering business in this new cauntry is a railway, by

means of which pine timber that now takes nearly two years

to reach Quebec, could be brought here in twenty-four hours

from the time it was cut. If this rich lumber district was in

Wisconsin or Michigan there would be half a dozen lailroads

into it before now.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.
— C. E. Malette, lumber dealer, Victoria, has sold out.

—The Vancouver lumber mill, Burrard Inlet, was recently

sold at a sheriffs sale for $8,000. The purchaser was a Mr.

Talley from Michigan who intends going into the lumber

business.

—A large quantity of saw logs and railroad ties are being

taken out at Palliser and along the Kicking Horse river.

W. C. Wells expects to get out four million feet board

measure of spruce and fir saw logs.

—At a meeting of those interested in the Hastings saw

mill, Vancouvet, it was decided to enlarge the capacity of the

mill four-fold. It is understood the general office will be

removed to Burrard Inlet, Vancouver, with a branch office at

Victoria.

—Mr. W. Sutton, of Cowichan, is said to have concluded

arrangements with a party of Michigan lumbermen to take

over his saw mill property at Cowichan. The cutting

capacity of the mill is to be increased to a daily output of

100,000 feet.

—A. Haslam, proprietor of the Nanaimo saw mills, has

perfected arrangements for the establishment of a sash and

door factory in the large building opposite the Nanaimo gas

works and which was built and occupied many years ago for

a similar purpose. The factory is expected to be in operation

this month.

—At a meeting of the creditors of Leamy & Kyle, of the

Commercial mills, Vancouver, recently held in that city, it

was agreed to give the firm an extension of 3, 6, 9 and 1

2

months in which to discharge its liabilities by four equal

instalments. The arrangement gives general satisfaction and

it is hoped that the firm will enjoy a season of prosperity in

the continuance of its business.

—The Brunette Saw Mill Company's mill of New West-

minister, which was shut down during the cold spell, has

started up again, and is running with a full crew. The firm

has also a large force of millwrights on their new mill, the

foundation of which is completed and the first floor laid.

The piles are all driven for the new boiler house, and they

are driving now for the burner. When this is done they will

have driven six hundred and fifty piles in their foundations.

The company intend to have their new mill running by April

1st. All the machinery in this mill will be new and of the

very best that can be produced. All the machinery in the

old mill has been sold, and will be removed when the new

building is ready. It will be replaced by a complete outfit of

sash and door machinery. The company will then have one

of the most complete establishments on the coast for the

manufacturer of all kinds of building material. They will also

put in new box-making machinery, which will more than

treble their capacity for turning out salmon cases, which the

company are making a specialty of. There are now about

seventy-five men employed, to say nothing of the number it

takes to supply them with saw logs. It will probably take

twice as many to keep the establishment running next sea-

son.

MANITOBA AND THE NORTHWEST.

—The Alberta Lumber Company, Limited, will ask Parlia-

ment to legalize and confirm the bonds issued by the company

for $150,000, changing its head office from Winnipeg to-

Minneapolis, Minnesota, reducing the number of directors,

resident in Canada from, three to one, and authorizing the

holding of the meetings of directors and shareholders in

Minneapolis.

—J. A. Christie, of Brandon, has fifty men in the Riding

Mountains where he intends taking out 3,000,000 feet of logs

besides 125,000 ties. These will come down the Little Saskat-

chewan. He also has 1,000,000 feet of logs lying at the mouth

of the Birdtail, which were cut year before last and were caught

by low water. Farther up the Birdtail he has'_'the entire cut of

last season 3,000,000 feet, which never moved from where

they were rolled down the bank. It is expected that the

entire stock will arrive at the Brandon mill next season.

Besides this stock McArthur & McCrea, who have purchased

the old Leacock limit from the Federal and Merchants' banks,

are negotiating to send 5,000,000 feet here for manufacture by

Christie. This firm are also getting out large stocks of ties

for the N. W. C. and M. & N. W. Malcolm Thompson, of

Rapid City, has bought the right to cut held by Mitchell &
Bucknell on Shell river and is taking out ties there in large

numbers for the Central and M. N. W. He has also

purchased a limit on the Saskatchewan which he is now-

operating.
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—Williams & Willoughby will open up a lumber yard early

in the spring at Regina.

—The machinery of the Lake Dauphin saw mill has arrived

at Strathclair, Man., and will be hauled to its location. Rob-

erts iS: Crawford will run the mill.

—Notice is given that the business of the Galgary Lum-

ber Co. ,
limited, The Coal Creek mine has been trans-

ferred to the Canada Northwest Coal and Lumber Syndicate.

—Mr. S. R. Marlatt, who has been manager of Dick, Ban-

ning & Co.'s lumber business at Portage la Prairie for the last

five years, has severed his connection with that firm. He will

enter a new firm to be established at the Portage to be known

as the Portage Lumber Co.

NOVA SCOTIA.

—There are more men engaged in the lumbering industry

in Cumberland county this winter than any winter previous.

—A Winnipeg lumberman estimates that next season's cut

at Rat Portage and Keewatin will be about eighty million feet.

—Owing to the enforcement of the law pertaining to the

throwing of mill refuse and saw dust into the streams, the

lumbering business in Lunenburg county is greatly restricted.

—The total shipments of deals from Parrsboro for the past

season was 32,00x3,000 feet. This is 500,000 feet more than

ever before. The number of vessels engaged in carrying this

lumber was 47 with a total of 34,618 tons.

—The firm of N. & A. Locke have a large gang mill about

a mile above the Freeman's, which has all the modern

improvements attached. They have been doing an extensive

business with the West Indies ; but they have recently closed

up the mill, and the few logs which they have yarded in the

woods are for sale.

—The outlook for lumber this season in the vicinity of

Jordon River is very promising, particularly if the present hard

wtather continues. Messrs. S. Freeman 6c Co. have about

fifteen teams in the woods and the timber is being put to the

river in large quantities. Their mills are favorably situated

on the lower pait of the Jordon river about a mile from

shipping, and the lumber is easily handled either by raft or

scow. They also have two wharves, one a mile from the mill

and another about four, one being used for winter shipments

as well as a large tonnage which they are unable to land at

the upper wharf. The firm manufacture principally deals. -

—The year just closed has been a more prosperous year

for the wood trade than any of its immediate predecessors.

The trans- Atlantic exports of 1889 were the largest since

1883. Comparative figures are as follows :
—

MARITIME PROVINCES GENERALLY. NOVA SCOTIA.

1882 376.000.000 1SS2 Sj.000,000
1S83 411,000.000 1S83 78,000,000
1884 333.000,000 1884 69.00c,000
1885 292,000,000 1SS5 79,ooo,oco
1886 276,000.000 1886 87,000.000
1888 277,000,000 r8SS 85,000,000
1889 369,000,000 1889 93,000,000

—The development of Nova Scotia's trans-Atlantic deal

trade, it will be seen, is much more fecent than that of

New Brunswick, and its forest area is, therefore, invit-

ing the operators. The government of Nova Scotia has

no stumpage system, such as prevails in the other provinces

of the Dominion, but sells its timber lands to the first

applicant at 40 cents an acre. The stumpage tax, which has

been greatly increased by the government in order to provide

funds for its extravagances, is more onerous in New Bruns-

wick than any of the other provinces. It now amounts with

mileage charge added, to $1.50 a thousand feet, a sum about

equal to the cost of production.

AMERICAN.

—There are over 35,000,000 shingles on hand in the

Saginaw Valley.

—A lumberman tells a correspondent of the St. Louis Globe-

Democrat that in the forest fires in the Northwest enough

timber has been burned last year to pay half the national debt,

and yet its loss had made no apparent impression on t he

stupendous fir woods.

—The cut of the Minneapolis mills last year is given at

275,855,648 feet r->f lumber, 138,196,000 shingles and

63,620,290 lath. In comparison with the cut in 1888 this is

61.807,653 feet less lumber, 31,459,860 more shingles, and

9,553,030 less lath.

—Reports from the south are of the most gratifying

character concerning the prospective industrial activity,

showing that many millions of capital is being transferred

from the north, which will soon be utilized in the develop-

ment of the timber, iron, cotton and other resources of the

Southern States.

—A Lumberman's National building Association has been

famed in Chicago with an authorized capital of $50,000,000,

with W. B. Judson, proprietor of the Northwestern Lumber-

man as president ; Chas. L. Hutchison, president of the

Corn Exchange Bank, treasurer, and the Northern Trust

Company of Chicago with $1,600,000 capital as trustee.

—Twenty-four saw mills, having a daily capacity of 589,000

feet and 21 planing mills, with a capacity of 555,000 feet, are

now in operation in Nashville, besides 20 lumber yards. In

1889 200,000,000 feet of lumber were handled, on an invested

capital of $4,327,000. Prewitt, Spurr 8c Co. own the largest

wooden -ware establishment in existence. Their principal out-

put is red cedar ware, requiring the employment of 200 men.

Three box factories, employing 140 hands, furnish the supply

of poplar boxes to candy, cracker and other companies. Seven

furniture and show case manufactories employ 350 hands.

Seven hundred men are employed by 17 carriage and.wagon

manufactories, which consume annually 3,130,000 feet of

lumber.

—The lumber committee of the Buffalo Merchants

Exchange has made a recent report stating that the trade for

the year has been good, prices stable and uniform, great

scarcity of cars, good return on investments, and estimate the

lumber on hand now at 125,000,000 feet. The lumber

committee for the year of 1890, recently elected, is composed

of the following dealers : John I. Stewart, Calvin P. Hazard,

O. S. Laycock, Charles J. Hamilton and James Crate, The

lumber receipts for 1889 have increased 16 per cent, over ten

years ago, while with Tonawanda, together it has increased

75 per cent. The receipts for 1889 were 342,525,000, while

with Tonawanda the receipts were 1,043,790,200 feet,

making this region the largest lumber mart in the world.

The canal has had most of the shipments on account of the

scarcity of the cars, and the lake trade was very large.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES.

—J. W. Carpenter, lumberman, Maxville, Ont. has assigned.

—Wm. Pattison, saw miller, township of Culcross, Ont.,

has assigned.

—The season's lumber business on Lake Winnipeg is much
better than was expected.

—A large quantity of timber which is now being cut in

Algoma will come down the Thessalon river.

—Forest products to the amount of $838,898 were exported

from Canada during the month of December.

—J. & L. B. Knight, Musquash, are running a gang mill,

cutting small hard spruce, and are turning out 45 M 2 and 3
inch stuff every day.

- -There is plenty of snow in the woods in the Nipissing

district, and the lumbermen are busy hauling while the roads

are in good condition.

—The weather is at present in good shape for lumbering

operations in the vicinity of Parry Sound, and lumbermen are

now in a fair way for getting out a good season's cut.

—The tug Belle recently lost a boom of 400,000 feet of logs

which were being brought down for the Hastings Saw Mill at

Vancouver, B.C. The sea was very rough and not two sticks

were left together.

—The estimates of the season's cut of logs in the Ottawa
district is placed at 4,000,000, as compared with 4,750,000
made last year. The estimate for square timber to be made is

8,000,000 cubic feet, showing a very large increase over last

year.

—The Quebec government have submitted to the legislature

a resolution setting forth that the right of the license under

section 3 of Act 52 Victoria, chapter 16, to cut under such

license the merchantable timber on any lots sold for coloniza-

tion or farming purposes, and which are included in his license

during thirty months from the date of location ticket, applies

only to the lots sold in the territorial limits of the forest re-

serves established by the order-in-council of tenth September,

1883, and of the tenth of January, 1884.

THE TIMBER TRADE OF NEW BRUNSWICK
AND NOVA SCOTIA.

J. B. Snowball Reviews the Trarti; of the Past Twelve
Months.

The winter of 1888-Q was a favorable one for logging

operations, and all the cut in this section came to

market early. In this respect we were much more
favored than other timber districts. Considerable

St. John stock only arrived at market about the close

of the season, and driving expenses were excessivelv

heavy.^"The shipments from this port were the largest

since 1883, showing an increase of 37,000,000 superficial

feet over last year, the larger portion of which is com-
pensated for by reduction in the stock being wintered,

which is the smallest on record, and the stock at out-

ports are almost nil. The total export from the

piovince was 369,000,000 or 92,000,000 superficial feet

more than last year, the largest since 1883. The
exports from Nova Scotia ports also show a small

increase. The stock wintering at St. John is computed

to be 16,000,000 superficial feet—a little over half

of which is manufactured. Thirty millions superficial

feet was the stock at the same date last year. Of the

180,000,000 superficial feet exported from St. John to

Europe the past season, 45,000,000 came from Nova
Scotia, and 35,000,000 from New Brunswick Bay of

Fundy ports, leaving only 100,000,000 for the produc-

tion of the St. John river and its tributaries and the

contributing districts which send their deals to Stjohn
by rail.

The direct export from Nova Scotia to Europe was
92,000,000, and adding the 45,000,000 shipped via

St. John, brings the total to 1 37,000,000—a formidable
showing—and as Nova Scotia has a better West India
and coastwise trade than New Brunswick, her export of
wood goods generally, compared with her timber area,

largely exceeds that of New Brunswick.

The development of Nova Scotia's trans-Atlantic

deal trade is much more recent than that of this

province, and its forest area is, therefore, inviting to

operators. Its government has no stumpage system,
such as prevails in the other provinces ofthe Dominion,
but sells its timber lands to the first applicant, at 40
cents per acre. The sales thus made, in each year,

from 1883 to 1888 inclusive, were 35,000, 37,000, 13.700,

36,796, 25,995 and 27,809 acres, or 176,300 acres in the
six years. The returns for last year are not made up,

but it is officially stated that the sales of 1889 were
much larger than those of any of these years.

The operations in the forest this season are larger

than prospects justify. Shippers are all anxious to

curtail, but operators getting logs for the markets
elated by last season's success, having increased their

productions and—forcing beyond their facilities—are
working at an extra first cost, which they are not likely

to realize.

The weather so far has been very favorable for winter
operations, and the scarcity of skilled labor and high
rate of wages are the only drawbacks. The export for

next season, however, will not probably be anv larger

than it was this, as an average winter stock held for

1890 will more than take care of all the surplus.

The substitution of steam for sailing vessels is not
looked upon with much favor by shippers or buyers of
cargoes : still, steam is likely to monopolize the future

trade. There were 27 steamers loaded at this port last

year, against 18 in 188S. and 7 in 1887.

WARNINC THE LUMBERMEN
Referring to the stocks of wood goods at Liverpool,

the Timber Trades Journal says although the deliver-

ies during the month of November were very favorable

yet the imports overran them. " We think it our
duty," continues the Journal, " to those amongst our
subscribers abroad who are engaged in the lumbering
business to advise caution if they wish to save them-
selves from trouble in the future There is little

doubt that a portion of the spruce deals which went
overside on arrival, and were forwarded to Manchester,

were not going into legitimate consumption, but they

were going there to be stored on Liverpool merchant's

account. It follows, then, that whatever the amount
may be, whether large or small, it should form as

much a portion of the Liverpool stock as if it were in

the merchants' yards at the Canada dock. The case

is the same at Fleetwood. No stock is affected by
these circumstances so greatly as spruce deals, and it

is upon the lumbermen, millowners and shippers of

these goods that we specially urge our remarks. " The
Journal hopes that the operations in the woods during

the coming logging season will be moderate as regards

birch timber, as the stock of timber and planks to-

gether is not less than 296.000 cubic feet, or nearlv two
and a half times as great as that of last year, with more
to arrive before the season closes. The stock of New
Brunswick and Nova Scotia deals at Liverpool. Birk-

enhead and Garston, for the month ending December
1st, is placed at 20,136 standards, and the consumption

7,285 standards.
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RAMBLING NOTES.

Tid-Bits of News and Gossip Affecting the
Lumber Interests. Picked up Here,

There and Everywhere.
By Our Travelling Correspondent.]

LINDSAY.

This is a flourishing town, with a population of some

6,030 people, the county seat of Victoria county. It is

situated on the Scugog river, which furnishes power for

a number of saw, flour, planing and other mills. It

possesses good railway facilities, being on the line of

the Midland railway, the various branches of which

extend in various directions. It has also steamboat

communication to different points ; has good agricul-

tural surroundings, and more than the usual comple-

ment of public buildings, churches, schools, stores, etc.

The Rathbun Co., of Deseronto, have an agency

here, and there are also the following firms represent-

ing the lumber interests

:

Messrs. Killaby & Kennedy, wholesale and retail

lumbermen, have been established for the last six

years, and ship largely to Toronto and Buffalo. Their

saw mill is located at Burnt river.

Messrs. A. W. Parkin & Sons, have been established

17 years ; have a shingle mill with an output of eight

millions per year ; cut from their own limits at Somer-

ville ; have a steam tug on the river, and furnish the

po.ver for the electric lighting of the town.

Messrs. Green & Ellis is one of the oldest and best

known firms in this part of the country. They are

manufacturers and wholesale dealers in lumber, their

annual output being about fiv e millions. They also

operate at Fenelon Falls.

Messsrs. Sadler, Dundas & Co., wholesale and

retail lumber merchants, established 28 years. They
also have a large saw mill, and cut from their own
limits, and also do custom work.

Mr. John Dovey has a shingle mill, with an average

output of six millions a year, and cuts from his own
limits on Burnt and Gull rivers. The boiler in his mill

burst recently, when Mr. Robert Poles, his engineer,

was instantly killed. The mill is now in full work

ing order again.

Mr. D. B. MacNab has a portable saw mill for cus-

tom trade and has been established 15 years. He is

doing a good trade.

Messrs. Ingle & Ryley have a sash, door and blind

factory, established 20 years. Their trade is princi-

pally local. There is also a small saw mill, run by

Mr. Rodd.
SMITHS FALLS.

This is a smart little town, of some 4000 inhabitants,

and is located on the Rideau river. It has 7 churches,

4 public schools and some good stores. It is in a

good agricultural district, and has a very large

agricultural implement manufactory in its centre, own-

ed by Messrs. Frost & Wood, who employ 300 hands.

The lumbering interest is represented by a small saw
mill for custom work owned by Mr. Woods ; Messrs.

Beckett Bros.' door, sash and blind factory, (who are

also contractors and lumbermen and have been estab-

lished 8 years), and Mr. George Steele's. Jason Island

planing mill and door, sash, and blind factory, which

has been established 3 years.

NEWMARKET.
The only firm in this town in which we are interest-

ed is that of The William Cane & Sons Manufacturing

Company, who have been established 25 years as

lumbermen, and for past 15 years have operated a sash,

door and blind factory, saw mill, and their now widely

known woodenware manufactures to their previous

industries. This is a very extensive concern employing

some 150 hands, where, with the very latest and most

improved machinery, they turn out every class of

mouldings, etc. for complete housebuilding, as well as

tubs, pails, washboards and clothes pegs, and are the

only firm in Canada who make a speciality of imper-

vious packages.

CARLETON PLACE

Is a rising incorporated village on the banks of the

Mississippi river, which affords water power for its

woollen, planing and other mills, and has a popula-

tion of nearly 4,000.

The Canada Lumber Company, Ltd., is located here,

with Mr. A. H. Edwards as managing director. They

have been established 25 years, and do a very exten-

sive business. Their own limits extend over an area

of some 800 square miles, and during the past year

they cut about 40 millions, all of which, with the ex-

ception of that required locally, was shipped per

C. P. R. to the United States.

Mr. William Caldwell's Mississippi steam saw-

mills, are also located here. He is also a wholesale

and retail lumber merchant, has been established 20

years, and handled 11 millions during the past season.

Messrs. Moffat & Co., who have been established 18

years, have a sash, door and blind factory, where they

manufacture all kinds of timber for building purposes.

They also have a shingle mill in connection.

Mr. A. Nichols has a planing mill and sash, door

and blind factory, and does local custom work.

Among the other industries of the town are Messrs.

John Gilles Bros.' cotton mills, the iron works of the

C. P. R., and the Canada Central machinery mills.

UXBRIDGE.

This is a smart, solid little town, with a population

of about 2,500, and is situated on Beaver Creek. At

one time large quantities of lumber was shipped from

Uxbridge, but the lumber of the district having been

consumed other industries have succeeded for the

benefit of the town, such as flour and woollen mills,

tannery, organ and furniture factories, etc. At present

the lumbering industry is represented by Mr. R. P.

Harman, who has a sash and door factory and

turning mill for custom trade
;

by Messrs. Vickers

Bros.' sash, door and blind factory ; and by Mr. J. G.

Goulds' small saw mill for custom work.

GRAVENHURST.

This was one of the best centres for lumbering in

this part of the Dominion ; boasted 8 saw and 6

shingle mills, and an immense trade ; but the disas-

trous fire some three years ago devastated the whole

town and made it a heap of ruins. But, like Chicago,

after the great conflagration of 1870, Gravenhurst is

budding forth in greater glory than before, and huge

blocks of splendid buildings are arising on every side,

and she is nearly " herself again."

As the lumbering interests of Gravenhurst have been

previously written up in The Lumberman I will con-

tent myself with but a passing notice.

Messrs. Mickle, Dyment & Son have two saw mills

here and one at Windermere. They, like many others,

make grave complaints against the G.T.R. for in-

sufficiency of rolling stock in shape of freight cars.

They say Toronto is blocked regularly every 14 days

during shipping season, and their business is greatly

and injuriously effected in consequence. They alone

require some 15 cars a day in season and only get an

average of two. So they closed their mills much earlier

this season, as their stocks are so very heavy and cars

could not be had. The firm sent a deputation to

Toronto to wait upon G. T. R. authorities, and were

told "we are building 1,000 new cars," but what are

1,000 among so many ?

Messrs. McBurney & Laycock have a steam saw

mill located here, established 13 years, and cut about

5 million feet a year, getting logs from their own limits

in Muskoka" district.

Mr. John McNeile, has been established 10 years

here ; manufactures 7>2 million shingles and 1 million

lumber a year and is doing a successful trade.

Messrs. Thompson & Baker's saw mills are located

here. Have been established 12 years ; and cut from

their own limits and custom work.

There are also a shingle mill owned by Mr. Isaac

Cockburn ; a planing mill run by Mr. Thomas Gale
;

and Mr. A. P. Cockburn is also interested in the lum-

bering business, and the Navigation Company's office

here.

Mr. T. B. Tait, who used to operate here has now a

large shingle mill at Burk's Falls.

BRACEBRIDGE.

A charming village on the Muskoka river, the North

Falls of which (60 feet high) give immense water

power for the woollen, saw and planing mills located

here. It is also a favorite summer resort of the

tourist and sportsman, fish and game being plentiful

and close at hand.

Messrs. Leishman & Sons have been established

here as lumber, shingle and lath manufacturers for

some 10 years and previously in Ottawa. Their out-

put averages three millions lumber and four million

shingles each year. They cut their logs from their

own limits in the district.

Mr. J. D. Shiers' lumber, lath and shingle mill has

been operated here for past six years. Output about

four millions a year. It is shut down for the season,

and he has 70 men in the camps on his own limits for

the season's logging.

Mr. S. Brown has been running a shingle mill here

for 6 years past with an output of 5 millions a season,

getting his logs from his own limits in Muskoka
district.

Mr. James Dollar does a very extensive business

here as a lumber and shingle merchant, and possesses

a wide knowledge of the operations in lumber in the

Muskoka district.

Mr. Thos. Perry also has a small lumber and shingle

mill here, but I had not the pleasure of seeing him
during my ramble in Muskoka.

FALKENBURG.

A small village, 5 miles from Bracebridge. There
is only one small saw and shingle mill here, owned by
Mr. M. Moore, who is also postmaster, and has been
established about 12 years.

WINDERMERE DISTRICT.

Messrs. Thos. Clarke & Sons have a saw, shingle

and planing mill at Windermere, Lake Rosseau, with

an output of two million of lumber and about a half mil-

lion shingles, and are a very old established firm.

The old saw mill at Dee Bank has been condemned
and a new one is in course of erection, and will be run

next season by Messrs. Thomas Clark & Sons, of

Windermere.

Mr. Muchinbachers has a water power saw, planing

and lath mill, and a steam power shingle mill at

Rosseau Falls, and does a good trade.

Mr. John Hutton runs a steam saw mill on Muskoka
Lake.

HUNTSVILLE.

A flourishing village on the Muskoka river, which

supplies water-power for the industries on its banks.

Messrs. Hobson & Wilson now run the water-power

lumber and shingle mill previously operated by Scar-

lett & Fetterly.

Messrs. Heath, Tait & Turnbull have an extensive

steam saw, lath and shingle mill here
;

having 3

shingle machines, with an annual output of 15 million

shingles, 3 million feet of lumber and 2 million lath.

They take all their logs from limits of 70 square miles

in Muskoka district, and ship to Toronto, West, and
Great Britain. They employ 150 men.

Mr. John Whiteside, has been established here as a

wholesale and retail lumberman for past 16 years, and

has a steam lumber and shingle mill, cuts his logs

from his limits near home and does a custom trade.

Messrs. M. Brennen & Sons, of Hamilton, have a

steam lumber, shingle and lath mill located here.

Average output per year two and a half millions lum-

ber, two million shingles and one and a half million lath,

The Whaley Lumber 'Company have purchased the

old mill here lately run by Mr. John McConnachie,

and are about rebuilding a new mill on the site of the

old one, on a more extensive scale to be run by steam

power. This firm are taking out now a large quan-

tity of logs ready for working the new mill in the

spring.

Messrs. John Milne & Son have a steam sash, door

and blind factory here. They also manufacture furni-

ture and broom handles. Messrs. Tutton & Sons,

Engineers, of Orillia, have just completed the order for

machinery for the broom handle factory and Messrs.

Milne & Sons have an order for 200,000 handles to

commence with. May they go on and prosper.

burk's falls.

A snug little village in Parry Sound district, only

settled in 1879, but is growing apace, and has a good

future.

Mr. T. B. Tate, late of Gravenhurst, has re-modeled

an old mill here and converted it into a smart steam

shingle mill, with an average output of 4 millions, and
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as an old subscriber to your journal I wish him every

success.

Messrs. Knight Brc£. have a planing mill and broom

handle factory and a sash and door factory here.

They also prepare large quantities of spruce for pulp

and ship it to the U. S. They can turn out 2,500

handles per diem. .

Messrs. Gall & Anderson own a water-power lumber

and shingle mill here, where they turn out three mil-

lions lumber and one million shingles each season.

Mr. John Hobert has a steam lumber and shingle

mill here also.

Mr. R. H. Menzies has been running for past 2 years

a lumber and shingle mill in same place.

PENETANGUISHENE.

This old town of " rolling silver sands," as its long

name implies, was a military station so far back as

1812. Its military glories have departed, and it has

now settled down as a thriving lumbering district, and

also ships large quantities of fish and furs.

The C. Beck Mfg Co. have two steam saw mills,

and a shingle and planing mill located here. They
have been established 15 years ; the average output

being about 15 millions of lumber a year, cut from

limits in the Spanish, French and Shawanaga rivers

districts. Thev ship to Toronto and West as well as

to Buffalo and other parts of the U. S.

Messrs. Geo. Copeland & Sons, have a small water-

power saw mill here, established 40 years. They
average about a half million only per year, cut from

their limits for local trade only, and have just put in a

new circular saw. They also own two large grist mills

with a 250 barrel a day capacity, which furnishes the

flour for the " staff of life " for the surrounding country.

Messrs. McGibbon & Son, have a steam saw, lath

and lumber mill here ; established 37 years
;
capacity,

three millions lumber and one million lath. They
cut from limits in vicinity and ship to Toronto, Sarnia

and Oswego. They have a yard and planing mill at

Sarnia. Mr. C. McGibbon, Jr.. is Warden for the

county of Simcoe.

Across the bay are located the two steam saw mills

of Mr. D. Davidson, wholesale and retail lumber and

shingle merchant. He cuts about three millions a

year
;
ships principally hardwoods to the U. S. He

says hardwoods are firm in price, and pine here, as in

many other parts of the Dominion, is becoming very

scarce. Whilst crossing the bay to visit Mr. David-

son, the writer of these rambles had such a severe

shock to his system through a slip on the ice that for

some days thereafter he was expected to " Hop the

Twig " and ramble in another world where, lumber it

is hoped, will be unknown as well as ice.

BARRIE.

This flourishing town is on Kempenfeldt Bay, Lake
Simcoe, and lumbering was at one time a far greater

industry than at present. Others have taken its place.

Still the headquarters of Messrs. Mickle & Dyment,
who operate in many places, are located here, and
they have a large steam saw mill close by on the lake

shore and do a very extensive shipping trade.

Messrs. Yansickle Bros, have also a steam lumber

and lath mill at the head of Kempenfeldt Bay, where

their average output is three and a half million a year,

which they cut from their limits in the district.

Messrs. Finlay Bros, also own and run a small

water-power saw mill at Midhurst, near here, with an

estimated output of one million a year.

The Barrie sash and door factory and planing mills,

owned and operated for past 25 years by Mr. George
Ball, is doing a very extensive business. It is said it

was the first planing mill established in the county.

Mr. A. Rankin has for the last 20 years had a small

planing mill and sash and door factory in this town,

and is also a builder and contractor. His business is

purely local.

ORILLIA.

Any stranger rambling in this town cannot fail to

be struck with the magnificence of its situation on

Lake Couchiching, and the admirable manner in

which its streets are laid out, and will vote it at once

a haven for the tourist or summer idler ; but rambling

on lumber interests, 'except as the residence of several

lumber magnates, whose works are elsewhere; it did

Mr. P. Madden has a sash, door and moulding fac-

tory here, established about 12 years ; Mr. J. R. Eaton,

Mr. W. H. Hammond, and Mr. G. Robins, have each

smaller mills here, but they were away during my visit

and I could not get any information from them.

Last, though not least, Messrs. Tutton & Sons,

have the " Old Orillia Foundry" where they manu-

facture every description of machinery used for grist,

shingle and saw mills, and are well spoken of by

our lumbermen friends.

Orillia possesses many fine public buildings, private

residences and good hotels. Among the latter from

personal experience I can highly recommend all

visitors to try that owned and presided over by Ned
Moore—the Grand Central. They will find mine host

a good sportsman and an all round good fellow.

LONGFORD MILLS.

This is a small but pretty village, situated on Lake

St. John, and has a station on the Midland branch of

the G. T. R. and is about seven miles north of Orillia.

What the Messrs. Rathbun are to Deseronto, the

Longford Lumber Co. is to Longford, but on a smaller

scale of course. This company (whose president and

general manager is Mr. William Thomson) has been

established here some 20 years as lumber, lath and

shingle manufacturers. They have two steam saw-

mills with an average annual output of 18 million feet

of lumber, and a shingle mill with 10 million shingles

capacity. They have also a large woodenvvare manu-

factory in Orillia, whose productions are well known
throughout the Dominion. Their lumber, cut from

their limits of 150 square miles leased from the

government, as well as from 50,000 acres of deeded

land in the township of Longford, is shipped princi-

pally to Boston, Ogdensburg and different points in

the United States. Mr. Thomson, Sen'r, the founder

of this now great firm, died in June, 1881, and the

surviving members of his family have erected a neat

church, capable of seating 175 persons, close to the

mills, a sacred memorial of his goodness. There are

also about 40 dwelling houses for the lodgment, and a

general store for the convenience of supplies, for the

employees of this firm. There are also public school

buildings and a strong brass band in connection with

this model firm and village. Mr. Hall the courteous

manager of the firm, informed me at time of my visit

that they had \2 l/2 millions of lumber on hand, 7

millions sold, 7 million logs at mills, and they were

taking out 1 5 million more logs this season.

The Rama Timber Transport Co., Ltd., of which

company Mr. William Thomson is president and
general manager, own a canal to convey logs from

Black river to Lake St. John, and also have a tram-

way for taking logs out of Lake St. John and putting

them in Lake Couchiching. They employ 50 men for

five months in each year and have facilities to sort

and tow 50 million in the season.

RAMA.

Messrs. A. McPherson & Co. have a saw and
shingle mill located here. They have been established

12 years, with an annual output of four millions lumber

and five million shingles
; they cut from their own

limits at Oakly and also buy from settlers and ship

to Toronto, West and the United States.

R. O. D.

CASUALTIES.
Joseph Edmond, employed in Eddy's mill, Hull, had three

of his fingers smashed recently.

Augustin Leclere was killed at Chicoutimi recently while

assisting in felling a tree.

Jno. McLean, a shantyman from Ottawa, had a leg broken

while logging on the Kippewa.

Joe Lindsay had his foot badly cut by a circular saw in P.

YVartman's saw mill at Varker.

A young man named Campbell had a hand taken off by a

planer in Gilmour's mill, Trenton.

Peter McGrath, while working in Shook's mill, at Corbetton,

had his hand badly lacerated by a saw.

Geo. Burgett had one of his legs crushed underneath a log

while working at Edgar's mills, Colchester South.

The Canada Lumber Company had two tall smoke stacks

blown down during the recent gale at Carleton Place.

A lumberman of St. Henri de Levi had both of his legs

broken by a falling tree while at work at Black Lake, Que.

Mr. Greensides Sr., of Mitchell, Ont., while working in the

mill yard at Monckton, had one of his legs broken by a log

rolling on him.

Mr. Charles McFarlane had his face badly cut by a deal

end that was hurled from a circular saw at Mr. Snowball's

mill, Chatham, N. B.

Mr. Steven Brooks, of Severn Bridge, who works in Mr.

Rainey's mill, had a thumb and finger nearly severed from

one of his hands a few days ago.

One of the men working in McBarren's camp on the White
fish, Manitowaning Island, Ont., was caught by a falling tree

and had both of his legs broken.

A young man named James Scott, who was working at

Smith's camp, in Algoma, was so badly injured by a log

rolling over him that he died four days after.

A Gatineau Point man named Laroche, who was attending

a saw in a small mill back in Templeton township, had the

misfortune to have his hand almost severed from the arm.

Narcisse Dupont, of Ottawa, had both his feet and hands

frozen while working in the woods on the Upper Ottawa. It

is thought he will have to undergo the amputation of all the

limbs.

David McLeod, of Ottawa, was attacked by a pack of

wolves while working alone in the woods on the Calabogie.

Timely assistance saved his life, as it was he was badly

injured.

Thos Upton, who got severely crushed on left side of the

abdomen and left leg in the lumber camps near Parry Sound,

about a month ago, has had his left leg amputated, gangrene

having set in.

Mr. Dean, of Barrie, Ont., running a shingle mill in McMur-
while in the act of cutting a block of wood, his foot slipped,

rich, causing the axe to fall in such a manner as to sever his left

hand at one blow.

John Montgomery, a youth of about sixteen years of ace,

who was at work in Messrs. Marois' mill, on Rondeau lake in

the Gatineau, had his left arm almost severed close to

the wrist by coming in contact with a circular saw.

At St. Ephrem de Tring, Beauce county, Que., Napolean
Hamel, 32 years of age, was struck on the leg so violently by

the breaking of a saw that it was deemed necessary to ampu-
tate the limb. Before the operation could be performed the

unfoitunate man died.

A man named Lariviere, employed by Pierce & Co., on
their Coulonge limits, above Booth P. O., Quebec, was work-

ing too near one of the log makers, whose axe glanced and
struck Lariviere on the calf of the leg. cutting down to the

heel. Lariviere bled to death.

EXCHANGE ECHOES.
Southern Lumberman.

Young fellow, do you want a good, permanent, and paying

job ? If so, you begin now- to learn how to hammer, set,

swage, file, and run a band saw better than the other fellows

are doing it, and you are just as good as elected to the position.

Behold, the band saw mill is here to stay, and the laborers

who can run it are few. Be wise in time and master a trade

that will insure profitable employment for many years to come.

FIRE RECORD.
The steam saw and shingle mills of Mr. D. C. McLean, on

the line of the Kingston & Pembroke railway, was destroy-

ed by fire recently. Loss, $4,500 ; no insurance.

A building belonging to D. W. Clark & Sons, Carleton.

N. B. containing a saw and shingle mill and an electric light

plant was burned Jan. 10th. Their loss is estimated at $10.-

000 to $12,000. with small insurance.

The "Dauntless" Shingle Machine.

The following letter, which speaks for itself, is a

sample of the flattering testimonials received by Mr. F.

J. Drake, of Belleville, manufacturer of special lines of

saw ancl shingle machinery :

—

Madoc, Sept. 2?th, 1SS9.
Mr. F.J. Drake, Belleville, Ont.

Dear Sir,—Your " Dauntless" Shingle Machine, with improved

Saw Edger and Shingle Packers, has proved a first-class mili

in every respert. We run the 40 in. shingle saws i.7tx) 1 evolutions

per minute, and the machine has so little vibration that we could

write on it while running at that speed. As to capacity, we can

make more shingles per day, and more from the same quantity of

timber than we ever did or could with the best selt-a«ting machines

made in Canada. Our sawyer offers to put up a '" month's wages "

that he can saw 60 M shingles in one day (11 hours) on your ma-
chine.

Truly yours,

Wm. & Jas. Feenev.
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TRADE HEVIEW.
Toronto, Ont.

Toronto, Jan. 31st, 1890.

CAR OR CARGO LOTS.
1 X and thicker clear picks. American inspection S20 oo@3o 00
1% and thicker, three uppers. American inspection. .. 37 00
1 % and thicker, pickings. American inspection 2500
1x10 4 12 dressing and better iS 00 2000
fXIOft 12 mill run

1300

1400
1x10 4 12 dressing

1400

1500
1x10 4: 12 common

1200

1300
1x10 * 12 spruce culls

1000

11 00
1x10 A- 12 mill culls q 00
1 inch clear and picks 2i 00 25 00
1 inch dressing and better is 00 2000
i inch siding mill run

1300

1400
1 inch siding common

11

00 1200
1 inch siding ship culls

10

00 11 00
iinch siding mill culls S 00 900
Cull scantling

800

900
i\i and thicker cutting up plank 2200 2500
1 inch strips 4 in to S in mill run 1400 1500
1 inch strips, common..

11

00 1200
\% inch flooring

1400

1500
1 'A inch flooring

1400

1500
XXX shingles, 16 in

2

20 2 30
XX shingles, 16 in

1

20 I 30
Lath, No. 1 I 70 1 90

No. 2 1 70

YARD QUOTATIONS.
Mill cull boards & scantling$io 00 Dressing stocks 16 oo@20 00
Shipping cull boards, pro- Picks Am. inspection 40 00
miscuous widths 13 00, Three uppers. Am. inspect. 50 00

stocks 14 001 F. M.
Scantling & joist, up to 16 ft 14 00 1 J<in. flooring, dres'd 28 00

" " iS ft 15 oo'\ lA " " rough ... 18 00
" " 20 ft 16 oo|i% " " dres'd F.M.2;
" " 22 ft 17 00,
" " 24 ft 19 00

' undrs'd B.M.iS 00
" dres'd... 18 00

26 ft 20 00 " " undres'd 12 00
2S ft 22 00 Beaded sheeting, dress-

" 30 ft 24 00 1
ed 22 00

" "32 ft 26 00 Clapboarding, dres'd
" " 34 ft 28 50 XXX sawn shingles

22 50 per M 2 65
" 36 ft 30 00 Sawn Lath 2 00

" " 38 ft 32 do Red oak 30 00
" 40 to 44 ft 35 oo;White " 35 00

Cutting up planks i'A and Basswood, No. 1 & 2 iS 00
thicker dry 25 00 26 00 j Cherry, No. 1 & 2. .. 50 00
" board 18 00 22 00 White ash, 1 & 2 25 00

Black ash. 1 & 2 20 00

30 oc

22 00
28 00

19 uo
20 00
15 00

3s 00
12 00

2 75
2 20

40 00

45 00
20 00
60 00

35 00
\o 00

Montreal, Que.

Montreal, Jan. 31st, 1890.

Pine, 1st quality
" 2nd "
" shipping Culls
•• 4th quality Deals

Spruce
Hemlock
Ash, log run
Basswood. log run
Oak
Walnut (common)

" (good)
Butternut
Cherry
Birch
Maple
Lath. 1st quality
Pine Shingles. 1st quality.
" "• 2nd

WHOLESALE.
$35 oo@40 00
22 00 25 00

16 00
12 00
12 00
10 00
18 00
20 00

40 OC 100 00

14 00
10 00
10 00

9 00

13 00

22 00
60 00
15 00
20 00
I 80
I 50
I 25

100 00

40 00
80 00
25 00
21 00

I 90
3 00

I 50

Hamilton, Ont.

Mill cull boards ai:d
scantlings $9

Shipping cull boards
promiscuous widths. 10
Shipping cull stocks.
Scantling and joist up

to 16 feet
do up to 18 feet
do up to 20 feet
do up to 22 feet
do up to 24 feet
do up to 26 feet
do up to 28 feet
do up to 30 feet
Cutting up plank ij£
and thicker dry.. .. 20

Cutting up boards ....

Hamilton, Jan. 31st, 1880.

Pine, istqual.. M.$35 oo(§40 00 Oak
" 2nd 2200 25 00 Walnut

shipping culls 14 00 16 00 Cherry.
4th qua|. deals 1000 i2 00|Butternut

1 Dressing stocks $16 00 18 00
oo@io oo| 1 Vi flooring, rough. . . 1600 1800

\\
lA flooring, rough. .. 1600 1800

1 00 12 oo,i^ flooring, dre-.sed . 25 00
14 001 K flooring, dressed . 3200

I flooring, dressed . 21 50 23 00
14 00! Beaded sheeting 1 . . . 2500 3000
15 501 Picks. Am inspection 32 00 3400
16 oo.Three uppers Am. In. 4c 00
17 00 XXX sawn shingles.. 260 270
iS 00 Sawn Lath 225
19 00; Red Oak 20 00 25 00
20 oo[White Oak 25 00 30 00
21 oo,Basswood No. 1. & 2.. 16 00 20 00

Cherry No. 142 60 00 70 00
00 25 00 White Ash No. 1 4 2. 25 00 35 00

20 oo Black Ash No. 1 4- 2. 26 00 30 00

Ottawa, Ont.

Ottawa, Jan. 31st, 1890.

$40 00@I00 CO
60 00 100 00

Spru
Hem
Ash
Bass

mill culls
ce, M.
lock . .

5 oo
10 00
9 00
13 00

. 12 00

10 oolBirch
12 oojMaple. hard.
17 oolLaths
18 oo|Shingles.
20 ool " cedar

60 00
22 00

15 00
20 00
1 80
1 50
1 50

80 00
40 00
25 00
21 00

1 90

3 00

3 00

Spruce deals
Pine '! -

Deal ends -

Scantling - -

Spruce, extra - - - -

" clear - - - -

" No. 1 extra - -

St. John, N. B.

St. John, Jan. 31st,

Deals, Boards, Scantling, etc.

Pine, extra -

" clears -

" 2d clears

$12 oolSpruce boards
15 oojPine " - -

6 00 Oak " - -

10 00 Ash "

Hemlock -

Shingles.

$3 50 No. 1 - -

- 3 oolPine
2 25I

Clapboards.

35 oojSpruce, extra - -

- 45 00 " clears

35 ool

12 00
oo@40 00

40 00
00(§!25 00
- - 7 5°

1 25

Flooring, Dressed.
6 in. .No. 1 12 00;4 in.. No. 1 -

" No. 2-------1000I " No. 2 - -

Miscellaneous.
Staves 3 00% 4 50 Laths - - -

Heading 17 in. per pr. 04 Pickets - -

18 in. 04^ oj!4 Railway ties
" 22 in. 04^ 06

I

No. I
-

No. 2 -

24 00

23 00
• 15 00
10 00

12 00
10 00

1 80
5o@i5 00

Boston, Mass.

Uppers, 1 in $48 oo@5o 00

1 K, 1 A & 2 in . . . 4S 00 50 00

3 & 4 in 55 00
Selects, 1 in 42 00

1%, i'A & 2in 43 00

3 & 4 in 45 00
Moulding boards, 7 to

11 inch clear 36 00
60 per cent clear 34 00

Fine common 1 inch 36 00
iK, iK & 2 inch.. . 38 00

Boston, Jan. 31

Western Pine—by car load.

Fine com.. 3 & 4 in .

.

No 2, 1 in. Fine com.
1%, iA & 2 in

No. 1 strips, 4 to 6 in

No. 2

No. 3
Cut ups. 1 to 2 in.. ..

Coffin boards
Common all widths .

Shipping culls

60 00

43 00

45 00

50 00

st, I?

42 oo@46 00
28 00 30 00

38 00
36 00
38 00

40 00

Eastern Pine—Cargo or Car Load.

Nos.
4 ••

2 & 3 40 00@43 00

Ship'g bds & coarse
Refuse
West'rr pineclapbds

4 ft. sap extra .

.

Scantling and plank,
random cargoes . .

Yard orders, ordin-
ary sizes

Yard orders, extra
sizes

Clear floor boards . .

No. 2

28 00

23 00
16 00
12 00

30 00
26 00
16 so

13 5o

Clapboards, 4ft., sap
clear
Sap. 2nd clear .

.

Heart extra
Heart clear

Bevel siding 6in, clear

45 00 50 oo'

Spruce—by Cargo.

Coarse, rough ....
Hemlock bds., rough

" dressed
Clapbds., extra, 4 ft.

Clear. 4 ft

15 00 16 00 Second clear . . .

19 00 20 oo| No. 1

16 00 17 ool

Lath.

13 oo(3>i4 50

14 00 15 00

29 00
40 00

35 00
24 00
24 00
19 00
22 00

15 00

40 00

33 00

50 00

45 00
23 00

id 00
10 00
12 00

31 00

43 00

37 00
26 00

30 00
22 00
26 00

15 50

45 00

35 00

55 00
50 00

24 00

11 50
11 00
12 50

34 00
30 00
25 00

14 00

Spruce by cargo 2 ooi

Spruce
Pine, 18 in. extra
Pine, No. 1 . . .

Shingles.
1 25@i 50
4 00 4 2^

3 00 3 15

Cedar, sawed, extra
Clear
Extra, No. 1 . . .

Cypress. No. 1, 18 in.

3 25 3 50

3 00
2 50

Oswego, N. Y.

Oswego, Jan. 31st, 1890.

Thr^e uppers, iYt . 1% & 2 inch i

Pickings, 1%, i'A & 2 in

No. 1 cutting up, i
lA, 1% &,2in ,

No. 2 cutting up. i'A, i
lA & 2in

1 in strips, 4 to S wide, selected for moulding strips, 14

to 16 ft

1x6 selected for clapboards

Siding.

1 in siding, cutting up 11K in selected
piks & uppers 32 oo@39 oojiji in dressing

1 in dressing 19 oo@2i oo\i'A in No. 1 culls

1 in No. 1 culls 15 oo@i6 ooijj in No. 2 culls—
1 in No. 2 culls 13 oo@i4 oo\i'A in No. 3 culls.. ..

ixt2 Inch.
12 & 16 ft, mill run
12 & 16 ft, No. 1 &2, barn boards
12 & 16 ft, dressing and better
12 & 16 ft, No 2 culls

1x10 Inch.
12 & 13 ft. mill run, mill culls out
12 & 13 ft, dressing and better

12 & 13 ft, No 1 culls

12 & 13 ft, No 2 culls

14 to 16 ft, mill run mill culls out

14 to 16 ft, dressing and better

14 to 16 ft. No. 1 culls

14 to 16 ft, No. 2 culls

10 to 13 ft. No. 3 culls

/ 1-4x10 Inches.

Mill run. mill culls out 20 oo@23oojNo. 1 culls

Dressingand better.. 25 00 30 oolNo. 2 culls

1x4 Inches.

Mill run, mill culls out 17 oo@i9oo|No. 1 culls

Dressing and better . . 23 00 27 00 No. 2 culls

43 oo@45 00
35 00 36 00
30 00 31 00
19 00 21 00

31 00 33 00
32 00 34 00

35 00@40 00
17 00 19 00

16 00
14 00
10 00

14 00
13 00
9 50

20 00
18 00
26 00

19 00
25 00
16 00
14 00
20 00
25 00
16 00
14 00
9 5o

23 00
19 00
30 oc
15 00

20 00
27 00
17 00
15 00
22 00
27 00
17 00
15 00
10 00

ixs Inches.

6, 7 or 8, No. 1 culls .

.

6, 7 or 8, No. 2 culls.

.

£21 00
28 00

6 7 or S, mill run, mill

culls out 19 00

6, 7 or 8, drsg & better 24 00

Shingles.

XXX. 18 in pine 3 5o@3 7o|XXX, 18 in cedar
Clear butts, pine, 18 in. 2 50 2 7o|Clear butt, iS in cedar
XXX, 16 in pine 3 10 3 20XX, 18 in cedar

Stocks cedars, 5 or 6 in. 5 oo|

Pickets.

No. 1, iKxiJi.'. 15 oolNo
No. 1, 1x3 20 00!

Lath.

No. 1. 1% 290IN0
No. 1 -4 1 °o|

16 oo@i7 00
14 00 15 00

13 oo@i400
11 00 12 00

15 oo@i6 00
1300 1400

. 3 20@3 6o
, 2 40 2 60

. 2 10 2 20

1x3 9 00 10 00

1 1-4.

New York City.

New York, Jan. 31st, 1890.

Black Walnut.

ye in. clear $78 oo@82 oclCulls, 1 inch $35 oo@ 36 00

1 and i'A inches 93 00 95 oo|Culls, thick 36 00 38 00

i'A and thicker 100 00 105 00 Counter tops, iS in.

Rejects 50 00 52 do! and over 110 do 150 00

Poplar, or White Wood.

% in. 10 inches and [1 inch. 8 in. and over 30 75 31 50
over 24 do@ 260012^ and thicker 33 50 34 50

Yi in. coffin boards .. . 29 00 30 oojCommon 1 to 2 in— 23 00 24 00
ISaps, 1 inch & thicker 25 00 27 00

32 00 Culls, all thickness.. 16 00 17 00

Ash.

1 inch, 10 inch and
over 31 50

1 in. white 36 oo(i

i'A to 2 inch 38 00

2 l/2 to 4 inch 40 00

38 oo Strips clear 26 oo@

39 oolBlack ash, good 26 00

41 oojBlack ash, culls 10 00

Oak.

oc|5 inches and over.. . 50 oo(§1 inch plain sawed. 36 oo_
i'A. to 2 inch 38 00 39 ool Thicker 52

Thicker 40 00 41 oojStrips under 6 in 35
Quarter-sawed, white, all clear, 6- Dimension cut size 23

Cherry

27 00

30 00
12 00

51 00

53 00
41 00

25 00

1 inch 78 oo@
1 inch strips 43 00

to 2 inch So 00

0 oc|2^ and thicker 90 oo@ioo 00

45 oo!Counter tops, 18 in.

85 001 and over 110 00 115 00
Culls, all thickness 18 00 19 00

Miscellaneous.

Chestnut, clear 33 oo@ 35 oo.Hickery, old growth 50 00

Chestnut common . . 2000
Basswood white .... 30 00
Basswood common.. 21 00
Maple, clear 30 00
Birch, clear 32 00
Birch, is and2S 26 00
Cottonwood 21 00

22 ooiHickery, 2nd growth 65
32 00 Elm 20 j

23 00 Sycamore 24 1

32 00 Sycamore quartered 35 1

35 00 Gum 36 (

30 00 Butternut . . . . 45 <

22 odSvcamore dressed fig 24

55 00

70 00
22 00

27 00
40 00
40 00
50 00
25 00

Vancouver and New Westminster, B.C.
New Westminster, Jan. 31st, 1890.

Car load and ship rates according ^o assortment. Bridge and
Wharf Plank and Timber.
10 to 40 ft. long, per M, net . .... $u 00
41 to 70 ft. " " " " -, . . . . $12 oo@m 00Rough lumber, building material .... 11 00

g?** • 12 ?0r lr, Clear
17 50

Cedar, Bench or Selects . . . 25 00
" " D. D . . 30 00

' m, 1% 1'Axb in.
T. & G. Edge, Grain and Dry . . . , 27 50
,
T
" ~ " Green '

25 00
Np. 1, Dry 2\ ,0

1. Green - - - 20 00
„ 2 - Dry 20 00

2, Green - - - - - - . . - 17 ;o
Cut to length, extra per M 2 50
D. Dressed - - - -. . -

.
-

, - - . . 2 \o
1 in, 1% i]Ax4 in.

Edge Grain, Dry - - 'sj Sa
" Green 2; on

T. & G. Edge Grain, Dry - - - - - - - 25 00
No. 1, Dry . . 2\ m

1, Green - - - 22 50
„ 2 - Dry - - - 2000

2, Green I7 -0
S. S. Planks for scows 17 50
D. D. cedar, verandah cover, any length .... 45 00" " " cut to length - - - - 50 00
Shingles ---
Lath . 2 j.
D. D. clear Cedar 40 00©;6o 00
Pickets, rough n 00
Five per cent, off above prices for cash with the order.
Delivery on scow to mouth of river.

20 M ft. and over
. 75c . per M _ tt

10 to 20 M ft. Sloq ••

Under 10 M ft. 1 _2 t " . »

Burlington, Vt.

Burlington, Jan, 31st, 1890.
Cauda Pine Sidings—1x8 in. and ufi, 12 to 16ft. D 2 or 4 S

Select & shelving . . . . $46 oolFinish . . . $37 oo@3S 00
Pickings 37oo Dressing . . . 27 oo(§28 00
tickings & better . . 40 oo@42 oolCommon . . 20 oo@2i 00

Canada Pine Stock—1x10 in. 12 to 16ft. D 2 or 4 S.
Selects (clear) . . . 55 00 Pickings & better . . 44 00
1st shelving . . . 42 00 As run, common out 28 oo@3o 00
2d 39 00 N0. 1 barn boards . . 25 00
3d

Pickings
30 00(8:31 00 Common

38 001

Selects (clear)
1st shelving
2d
3d

Pickings

Canada Pine Stock—1x12 in. 12 to ib ft. D 2 or 4 S.
57 00
47 od
41 00
32 00
3S 00

Pickings & better
As run, common out
No. 1 barn boards
Common 21 00@22 00

Pickings & better
As run, common out

Canada Pine Stock—14 in. 12 to ibft. D 2 or 4 S.
Pickings & better . . 45 0013d shelving . . . 3300
As run, common out . . 33 oolCommon . 22 00
Canada Pine Short Boards—1x8 in. & ufi, 11 ft. &> under. D 2 S

or R. •

35 oo@35 oolDressing & common, d
. 30 00 2 s or 3 2 s & m 20 oo@2i 00

ICommon . , 18 00 20 00
Canada Pine Sheathing, D. M. cV B—i in. 4 to 7 in. j in

C B%in.
1st quality, 12 to 16 ft. . 46 ooiist & 2d quality. 9 to 11 ft.

2d ... 36 oo@37 00 7 & 8 ft.

3d ..... 27 oo(3d quality, 11 ft. & under
4th (selected common) 22 001 4th ....
Canada {Quebec) Spruce— \ and i

l4 in. 4 to 10 in. D 2 S and M.
Clear, 10 to 16 ft . . 32 oo'No 2. 10 to 16 ft. . 15 oo@i6 00
No. 1 .... 22 00

Above prices delivered on a rate of $30 per car load.

6-= up

33oo
34 00
22 00
18 00

Buffalo and Tonawanda, N. Y.

Buffalo, Jan. 31st, 1890.

Norway
Clear. 1 to 2 in. all Common, 1 to 2 in. all

width 2300 widths 12 5o@i5 od
Dressing, 1 to 2 in. all 4x4, 5x5, 6x6 turning. . 22 00
widths 16 oo@20 0014x4, 5xs, 6x6 common 1600

White Pine.
No. 2 cuts, 1 to 2 in

and thicker $20 00^24 00
Up'rs, 1 to 4 in.

10 in $45 oo@55 00
Sl'cts & Picks,

1 to 4 in 38 00 45 00
Fine common, 1 to 2

in. and thicker.. 33 00 39 00
No. 1 cuts, 1 to 2 in

and thicker 27 00 39 00
Mold strips, 1 to

2 in 27 00

Dressing, 1 to 2 in.. 22 00
Common, 1 to 2 in.. '4 00
No. 1 barn, 7 to 12 in iS 50
No. 2 barn. 7 to 12 in 16 50
Mill culls, 1 to 2 in . . 9 00

27 00
17 00
20 50
17 50
10 00

33 00
Shingles

XXX, 18-in, sawed 3 7o|Thick cut (trade mark) 16 in
XX, iS-in. sawed clear butts 270 per square 250
X. 18-in. sawed 1 80XXX cut 225
XXX, 16-in " 3 40 X cut 1 10
XX, 16-in " clear butts. ... 2 40 No 2 cut 50
No. 2, 16-in "' 90 Short cut 125
Thick cut 3 20 Square end, per thousand. . . 5 00
XXX cut 3 oojOctagon or pointed end 525
X cut 1 5o Scalloped or round end 525
No. 2 cut 65lOther shapes made to order ^ 25

Saginaw, Mich.

East Saginaw, Jan. 31st,

CARGO LOTS.
Uppers 36 oo@38 oojNorway 8

Common 16 00 21 oo Box 11

Shipping Culls ... 900 11 00 Straight measure . . 12

Mill Culls

YARD QUOTATIONS CAR LOTS DRY.
Siding.

Clear, i'A in 23 00C, i'A in

% in 46 00 V% in

Select, i
lA in 20 00 No. 1, A in

Yt in 39 00 Yz in

Finishing Lumber rough.

Three uppers, 1 in. . 42 00^44 00 Fine common, 1 in. .

ik&iA in . .4400 45 00 1

i5<&2in. . .

Selects, 1 in. . . . 37 00C, 7, S & 9 in. ...
i5i &2in. . . .3800 39 ool

foist. Scantling and Timber.
12 to 18 feet .... 10 oo]2o feet

20 feet .... 11 00I24 "

Plank and timber, 12 inches wide, $1 extra.

Lath, Shingles and Pickets.

Lath, No. 1 white pine 1 90I XXX
" No. 2 " Norway 1 y\ XX . .

Shingles, 18 in climax . . 3 56 P'kts,2 to 2'A in rough
XXX ..." 3 25 Dressed
XX climax 2 5o|i!i in. square, rough
X 4 in, c. b. , . 5o|Dressed

1890.

5o@io 00
00 11 50
^o 20 00

30 00
.12 00
. 19 00

32 00

34 00

25 Ou

12 00
13 OO

2 25
•I 75
15 00
20 00
18 00
25 00
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RUNNING CIRCULAR SAWS.
!'.

.
1 ..in-- I HoWt.|

Have seen men who, to judge by the intelligence

they displayed, had better be running an ax in a wood

yard, They would jam a saw through a board like a

man running a beetle and wedge. If the saw choked

up and stopped, they would pull the board back a foot

or two, take breath themselves, then bring the lumber

slap bang against the saw again, stopping it dead.

Something has got to slip. The saw belt is the thing

that usually does it. The belt can't run off, for it has a

cob house of edgings nailed around it. Like a horse in

a horse-power machine, the poor belt can kick as much

as it chooses, but must run as long as it holds together.

Sometimes a well-regulated saw will bind. It will

crowd into the work and cut a wider strip than can

pass between the saw and fence. Now the average

man tries to remedy matters by pulling the work ba rk.

The back of the saw cuts itself clear, but there is a spot

the width of the saw that has not been touched, so the

saw runs in there again and is just where it was before.

The trouble is caused by the saw getting hot. It

expands and dishes over. The saw always dishes

toward the coolest side. The cool side is the sharpest,

or may be has a trifle more set in it.

When a saw acts as above, lift the board square off

the saw. If you have just started into a long board,

bear do»vn on your end, and let it swing upon the edge

of the table, and raise clear of the saw. If nearly

through the board, let it swing upon the back of the

table, and raise your end of it. Be very careful to keep

the board snug against the fence while lowering it back

upon the saw. The cool air striking the saw takes out

all the dish, the saw straightens up and cuts itself clear

as the board is replaced, and will go along all right.

There is always one thing to look out for when a saw

cuts this caper, and that is to see if the saw don't need

filing or setting. Nine times out of ten this is the

cause of the trouble.

In jointing boards upon a sliding carriage you will

sometimes feel the board crawl sidewise as the saw

cuts along. When this happens, just take the saw off

and play dentist for a few minutes. When a saw-

smokes and when a man does also) it is time to quit

also. Saw the timber, do n't burn it off. File a saw-

before it gets dull. Do n't follow the rule one old chap

had. viz. : ''When edgings would slide off the saw

without catching, then file the saw." Any saw that can

be filed with a three-cornered file, should need but

three strokes of the file for each tooth—two for the face

and one for the back. It does not take long to go

round a saw at this rate, and it can be done every time

if the saw is filed before it gets too dull.

Sometimes when taking a saw from the arbor, a

blue spot is found upon one or both sides of it. Just

look that saw over, and see if there is not a spot ofgum
or dirt close to the blue spot. Glue is bad to get on a

saw. Pitch is worse, and there is something in maple sap

wood that is worse than either. A spot of gum upon a

saw will cause it to heat, and the blue spot tells the

story. Take a piece of sand-stone or soft Scotch "rag,"

wet the saw, and scour off all the dirt or gum. Blue

spots do not hurt the temper of the saw, but they are apt

to spring the saw, take a permanent set, and the only

cure is hammering.

Hammering a saw is the sawyer's bugbear. A.Imost

every one of them has tried to take a kink out of a saw

by hammering and many failed in the attempt. The
way they did was to lay the saw on the buzz-planer

table, and rounding spot up, then take a five-pound

hammer and attempt to beat down the bent spot. Just

like putting a saucer upside down and trying to hammer
it flat. A man might as well attempt to straighten a dent

in a tall hat by placing it on the floor and pounding on

the top of the crown with the heel.

Take a steel straight-edge long enough to reach

arrows the saw. Hold the saw nearly plumb upon

your finger 'if a small saw) and locate the bend. It is

generally a little round spot. Lay the saw, rounding

place down, upon the anvil. If you can not afford to

own an anvil to true your saws upon, you are too poor

to own a saw, and you had better sell out. Have a

little hammer not larger than your finger. The face

should be round and convex, and not over an inch in

diameter. The pane of the hammer should never be

used, except in severe cases. Strike one or two blows

upon the bent place. Be sure that the saw lays true

upon the anvil, or you may hammer until you are tired,

for all the good it will do. After striking one or two

light blows, test the saw again with the straight-edge.

If it shows any improvement, strike a few more blow s

and test it again. If no change is seen, strike a couple

of hard blows and make another test.

The principle of the thing is, that the convex side of

the saw is larger than the other side, so it puffs out
;

the hammer blows upon the smaller side stretch the

surface, and have a tendency to correct the error by

swelling out this side, and of course shrinking the other.

Sometimes hammering as above only makes the

matter worse. In this case, mark the spot with chalk,

or by some other means, and strike several blows in a

line extending from center to circumference through

the bent spot. Strike each side of the spot so as to

stretch the whole saw to agree with the full place.

The simplest bend to remove is when an arc of the

saw is sprung one side and the line of bend follows the

chord of the arc. All that is needed to cure is a num-

ber of light blows all in a row upon the hollow side as

above, and right in the line of the hollow or bend.

The worst case to deal with is a twist, part of the saw

bent one way, part of it another, and the rest of it both

ways. In this case, go for all the low places upon one

side first. Get them all out and the saw will dish.

It is very easy to deal with a dishing saw—just hammer
the rim. Take the worst saw you ever got hold of, and

if you can hammer it so as to be dishing, then the

battle is yours. A few good blows at the roots of the

teeth, and that saw is good for something.

Once get it through your head where to strike a saw,

and you can easily true up a bent one. If you have an

old saw that you have always kept to look at, try your

hand on that. Pick out a true place in it and strike

there with your hammer, and see what the effect will

be. Strike four or five blows in a line and measure the

bend they cause. Now, try to straighten the saw back

again, always bearing in mind that you can not drive

down a bulging place. You must coax it down. Do it

as Paddy coaxed the pig to go ahead, by hitting him

on the nose. "If the mountain won't go to Mahomet,

then Mahomet must go to the mountain." If a certain

part of the saw is to big, then stretch the rest of the saw

to correspond. It does n't take much hammering.

Have often seen saws hammered too much. It would

spring the saw the other way every time, and then it

would have to be hammered elsewhere to get it back

again.

Hammering, like filing, wants to be done "just

before it is needed." A small kink needs but three or

four taps of the hammer. Let it go, and another kink

gets in, the saw springs out of shape, and you may have

to get an expert to hammer it into shape again. Don't

let a saw run a minute after it needs fixing. It is only

a waste of time, power and elbow grease. It is ten

times as much wear to the machinery, saw, and man.

If we could only make the men who tolerate dull,

untrue saws believe the above they might get rid of lots

of hard work and poorly cut stock.

One day while passing through a shop, a circular

saw was heard making a noise as if it were having an

awful hard time, Every time the sawyer forced a

board against the saw it would slow down and stop

after going eight or ten inches. The countershaft kept

right on, and did n't seem to care what the saw was

doing. Upon going around the saw table where the

belt could be seen, it was found to be sagging badly,

It was too loose. The remark was made to the sawyer

that " if he took up the saw belt, the saw would work

better." The sawyer said : I'll be if I take up any

belts around this mill unless I have an order to." That

man can not be blamed, either. The foreman would

fuss and fret around a man every time he found him
doing a little repair work, and it shows that the fore-

man des n't know his business. The men get so they

hate to mend anything. It is hard in any shop to

make the men "take a stitch in time," but when the

whining boss runs the shop, then every crack goes until

it breaks clear off.

Patch up little breaks as fast as they are found, and

things will work better. If the corner of a belt cement

joint starts up, don't let it go until the belt breaks, but

warm the belt, work a little cement 'one third fish, two

thirds common glue,, hammer the parts together and

drive in a few pegs. Five minutes will do the job, but

it will take half an hour to mend the belt if it runs a

week longer without fixing.

Some sawyers raise the table until the saw barely

reaches through the work- They claim that the saw

cuts better and easier. That is a mistake. It puts

double the work on a saw. For example : Take an

eight-inch saw and a pine board. When '.he board

runs close to the collars, the saw cuts nearly square

across, and the action ofthe teeth is to cut off the grain of

the wood and then split out the pieces thus cut off.

This agrees with the action of cutting tools in general.

When the table is raised the tendency is to split before

rutting. This, with the increase of the section upon

which the saw acts, which is doubled, makes it much

harder for the saw. The chip is smaller, but does not

compensate for the extra section of cut.

Always run the saw as high as possible. If the

pulley is small, or the machine is belted down, raise

up the saw until the collars project almost through the

table. Keep the saw sharp and true. Use more oil

than cuss words, and leave tobacco and rum to cure

snake bites and bee stings. Then your saw will cut a

great deal of lumber, and do it easily.

Output of Logs and Timber.

The following quantities of saw logs, square and

flat timber, and other wood goods were cut in the

Ottawa agency of the province of Ontario during the

season of 1889, yielding a revenue of $254,192,71.

237,664,820 ft. pine sawlogs %\
209,278 ft. basswood sawlogs 75c

277,920 ft. ash sawlogs 50c

14.763 ft. mixed sawlogs 50c

284,419 ft. spruce sawlogs 50c

618,412 ft. hemlock " 50c

21,656 ft. tamarac " 50c

15S ft. butternut " 50c—
30,340 c. ft. pine square timber 2c . .

.

8.326 " hemlock sqr. " ic

534 " pine dimen'n " 2c ...

10,503,211 ft. pine booms $1
149.349 ft. tamarac sawlogs 50c

145.712 ft. spuce square 5oc

28,800 ft. mixed '* 50c

45,238 ft. hemlock " 50c

5.1:2 ft. ash and hemlock sqr. 50c...

2 468 ft. ash square 50c

123.616 railway ties at 2c

2,380 tel. poles at 50c, 15c per ad val

Sog'/s cords posts at 30c per cord
32,876 ft. cedar 3c. 15c per ad val

450 travesses at 3c each
583 cords soft wood at I2j^c
74c cords hemlock at 20c ...

48H cords shingles at 30c —
6 spans 2.200 feet at 50c per M
trespass charges

4237.664 77
156 90
138 97

7 38
142 19

309 20
10 82

50
606 80

83 26
10 68

10. S03 21
'74 66

H 84
14 40
22 62
2 56
1 23

2.472 32
178 49
260 So

147 55

72 88
14S 00

144 V
60

93i 64

$254,192 71

THE QUEBEC GOVERNMENT'S SALE of TIM-
BER LIMITS.

The sale of Government timber lands which took

place in the city of Quebec on January 9. was exceed-

ingly successful. The prices realized were the best on

record, and the total sale amounted to about $200,000.

The Ottawa Valley limits as advertised were the first

offered for sale, the first four lots being withdrawn,

because there were no offers covering the upset price.

In the Upper Ottawa district Mr. P. Fitzgerald, of

Chapean, bought nearly 300 miles of pine at prices

ranging from $76 to $565 per mile. Mr. Walter Ross

purchased 100 miles at from $126 to $155 per mile.

Mr. E. Lauzon, of Ottawa, bought 128 miles at

prices ranging from $210 to $290 per mile. Twenty

three miles were sold to J. B. Laflamme for $500 and 25

for $470 ; 26 miles to Hon. James McShane for $255

and 1 1 miles at $510. Seven miles were sold to Mr. A.

F. Leggo, of Ottawa for $605, the upset price being

$125. This lot seemed to be gilt edged, as there was

a great competition among several well-known lumber-

men. The land contains 250 trees per acre. It is said

that the lot changed hands after the sale with a further

advance, Mr. Bryson, of Pontiac, being the buyer. In

the Lake St. John district Mr. H. J. Beemer bought 72

miles at $17, 10 at $1 and 10 at $9. A number of

limits, principally spruce and hardwoods, were sole in

other parts of the province, but realized much lower

figures than those given above. Messrs. Price Bros &
Co., O. Jalbert, and Guay & Co., were among the

purchasers.
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THE QUEBEC LUMBER TRADE DURING THE
YEAR.

The lumber and timber trade during the past season,

says the Quebec Chronicle, we believe, while fairly

successful in some lines, has been very disappointing in

others. During the contracting season last winter our

shipping merchants found less difficulty in making

contracts on the other side, stocks there had materially

lessened and buyers were in a better mood for doing

business, there was also a marked improvement in the

ship building and other trades, which had its natural

effect on wood goods, and sales were large as to quantity

and fair as to price. As a consequence there was

more activity than usual in the Quebec market during

the summer, and first-class Ottawa rafts of White

Pine changed hands at unprecedented figures, such as

40% cts. for a raft of 70,000 ft. square 62 ft. average,

and 21,000 ft. Waney, 22 ins. average, which we

reported in July, and subsequent transactions at similar

rates. Shipping merchants considered these figures too

high, but new timber arrived slowly, and as there was not

a great deal in the market for sale manufacturers were

able to hold up the price. We reported amongst other

transactions, two rafts in August, square about 49 feet

with some Waney 19 inch at 35 cents ; Red Pine at 22

cents ; one common raft of small White Pine at 23 cts..

and Red at 17 cents ; choice Michigan Waney 19 to 20

inch at 45 cents. Later, a good raft of about 200.000

feet, the square averaging 54 feet, and the 80,000 feet of

Waney about 20 !4 inch at 41 cents all round.

In Hardwoods there was also a steady demand, and

prices were well maintained, such as, Oak 50 cents for

60 to 65 feet average ; Elm 32 cents for 50 to 55

feet average ; Birch 22 cents to 23 cents for 16 inch

average, 32 cents for 18 inch average ; Ash 30 to 32

cents for 14 in. and up 16 inch average. Elm came

down in larger quantities, and of Ash there was a fair

supply, which reduced the price in the latter part of

the season. Oak maintained its price throughout the

season. The spruce deal market was also firm, and

remains so, although the reports from Great Britain

are less encouraging, and in Liverpool an appreciable

fall has taken place which should we think check

manufacturers this w'nter, and be a warning to all that

values have become too high. Pine deals have been, we

are told, the most disappointing feature of the trade
;

as nearly all the stocks were bought up last winter

there has been no fall in price on this side, but it has

been impossible for anyone to realize on the market at

the prices they gave last year, and the shipments which

were made in the Fall at the advanced rate of freight

must all have lost more or less money. This, in the

face of the enhanced cost of manufacturing Pine deals,

and the increased demand from the States, makes it

the more disappointing that the English markets have

not supported the prices given here. To-day the stock

in almost all the markets in England is reported too

heavy, and the markets are dull. We strongly advise

our manufacturing friends to curtail the supply next

year. Without this is done we fear there will be a

material drop in prices before the end of next season.

This can now be obviated by mill-owners at once

realizing the position and curtailing the supply.

Stocks wintering at this port will be much the same

as last year, and are chiefly in the hands of the ship-

pers. In White Pine, Waney and square about 5,000,-

000 feet will winter ; in Elm about 250,000 feet ; Oak
about 600,000 feet, as against 850,000 last year ; Red
Pine 600,000 ; Birch only about 35,000 feet it having

been chiefly shipped out. Scarcely any Hardwood

remains ^manufacturer's hands. If the winter should

prove favorable for making timber the production is

likely to be larger than last year. It is difficult to

forecast the quantities, but probably White Pine might

reach to eight million feet. Elm is getting more

difficult to procure each year, as the principal portion

has to be brought from Michigan, which makes it much
more expensive : the production will not likely be over

300,000 feet. Birch is not likely to be produced in as

large quantities as last year, as it is becoming more

difficult to get each year, and the producers will prob-

ably expect higher prices. In Oak the production will

probably be a little more than last season, say a million

to a million and a quarter, but this depends very much

on the kind of winter they may have in the manufactur-

ing districts, as most of this wood comes from Michigan

and Ohio, where the climate is very much against the

operations of making and hauling, and the cost now of

getting wood from that district makes it unprofiable if

from 47c to 50c cannot be got for 60 to 65 feet average.

We have heard of a very large sale of timber now
being made, at prices fully up to or even higher than

those paid for similar wood last year, but it must be

remembered that the demand is only for special

descriptions of timber, that is, wood suitable for deck

planks, either prime or good fair average. There is a

very small demand for other descriptions of square

Pine, and the present value in Liverpool, Cardiff, and

other markets for ordinary square Pine of 50 to 55 feet

average would show a very severe loss on the values

here. A large amount of Waney has been sold, chiefly

from Michigan and the north shore of Lake Superior,

all at high prices, and although this wood is being

made in larger quantity than last year there is not much
probability that any will be made that has not been

previously contracted for. It will be in the interest of

limit-holders not to glut the market by over-production,

as, by manufacturing more than the trade needs they

only hurt themselves without doing anybody else any

good, but we would suppose that the sad experience ot

many past seasons would act as a deterient in this

respect.

MEETING OF TORONTO LUMBERMEN.

The Lumber Section of the Toronto Board of Trade

held their annual meeting at the board of trade rooms,

Toronto, January 20th. The secretary-treasurer, Mr.

Edgar A. Wills, presented his financial statement,

which showed that the finances were in a healthy

condition. The Chairman, Mr. J. Donogh, read the

annual report which was as follows :

Gentlemen,—In issuing the call for this meeting it has

been deemed advisable to include in the invitation all firms,

members of the board who are in any way connected with the

lumber interest, whether manufacturers, wholesale or retail

dealers.

Our meetings have by our constitution been limited strictly to

members of the wholesale trade in Toronto, I think it has been

felt that this was restricting the operations of the section to

lines that are altogether too narrow for interests as large as

those that are involved in the lumber trade.

There are so many matters of common interest, so many
points at which trade lines converge, that it would seem as if

it were to the mutual advantage of all engaged in the lumber
business that all branches should be represented in a united

organization. There can arise no question affecting the

wholesale trade in which the manufacturers have not some
interest ; there can arise no question concerning the retail

trade in which the wholesale dealers and the manufacturers

have not an interest. I therefore express the hope that the

meeting to-day will result in bringing into the lumber section

of the board of trade all firms who are in any way engaged

in the great lumber industry.

I think I may safely congratulate the members of the trade

upon some of the results of united action during the past year.

In the winter of 1888-9 the evil of the " excess freight
"

system became so intensified by the manner in which many
local railway agents interpreted and executed their instruc-

tions, that endurance on the part of dealers and shippers

became intolerable. A meeting of all persons interested in

this question was called and held in the council chamber of the

board of trade December 28, 1888. The greatest unanimity
prevailed, a guarantee fund was subscribed, the Hon. Oliver

Mowat was retained as counsel, and steps were taken to bring

the railway companies to an issue on this matter. As the

result of considerable correspondence, a meeting with General
Manager Hickson was arranged, and on April 8, 1889, a

deputation consisting of Messrs. Donogh, A. K. Mcintosh,
George Gall, A. A. Scott, James Tennant, of Toronto

;

Robert Thomson and H. T. Brennen, of Hamilton, and E. A.

Wills, secretary of the Toronto Board of Trade, went to

Montreal by appointment and had a personal interview with

the officials of the Grand Trunk railway, when all grievances

were fully discussed. The deputation urged strongly the

adoption of a freight rate per 1,000 feet instead of the present

rate of 100 pounds, but this they failed to obtain. What
was gained, however, by the conference was the opportunity

of discussing personally with the heads of the railway company
the various matters which have been in dispute for many
years. And there was obtained from the company the

promise that weigh scales should be erected at all important

shipping points ; that the guessing of weights by agents would
be stopped, and a reduction in freight rates was granted which,

to some extent, compensated for the failure to obtain a change
from the weighing system. All of these promises have not

yet been carried out, and there is still need for the united

action of the trade.

Another question with which the lumber section has had to

deal was the scarcity of cars, which entailed great loss and
inconvenience to the trade in the months of October and
November. On representation to the council of the board of

trade a strong and influential committee was appointed to deal

with the matter, and as a result the Grand Trunk Railway
Company was stirred up to the making of some efforts which

were partially successful in relieving the strain of the situation.

In both of these instances the value of the united action of
the lumbermen, with the powerful backing of the board of
hade behind them, shows that a lumber section can be and is

an influential factor in promoting the interests of the whole
trade.

A few words about the condition of trade during the past

year. I think it may be stated as a fact that while the total

volume of business done may not have been perceptibly

diminished, yet the general results have not been as satisfact-

ory as in former years. The local city trade has been done on
a smaller margin and with larger risks as to bad debts than in

other years. Speculative building in the outlying wards has
been overdone, and as this class of trade absorbs a very large

proportion of the lumber sold in Toronto, the profits of the
dealers, both wholesale and retail, have been considerably
affected by keen competition in selling and by the number of
failures which have taken place among the small speculative

builders. There is no doubt about the wisdom of rigidly

inspecting the lines of credit granted to this class of builders.

Trade in western Ontario has been fairly active, and, I think,

has been generally conducted on a profitable basis, while there

have been few failures of any account. There has been no
increase of trade with the United States, and shipments will

continue to be confined to the better grades as long as a

specific duty of $2 per 1,000 feet effectually prevents the

handling of common lumber in that market. There are

several topics that at this and future meetings might be taken
up for consideration, and among these I would suggest the

adoption of a uniform rule of inspection, the interchange

of information upon the questions of credit and the regulation

of freight delivery in Toronto.

An alteration in the constitution was effected where-

by not only wholesale lumber merchants resident in

Toronto and members of the board of trade are eligible

as members of the section, but also merchants and

manufacturers of lumber who are members of the

board of trade have a right to become members of the

lumber section. This makes some 40 additional

members eligible for membership. The following were

elected on the executive for the present year : Messrs.

John Donogh, George Gall, A. K. Mcintosh, A. A.

Scott and A. R. Richards. The arbitration committee

for the year will be : John Oliver, T. H. Willmott and

J. Tennant, of J. Tennant & Co. The inspection

committee, as newly elected, consists of : A. JR.. Riches,

A. K. Mcintosh and George Gall.

At a meeting of the executive of the lumber section

Mr. A. K. Mcintosh was appointed chairman, Mr.

George Gall deputy chairman and Mr. Edgar A. Wills

secretary-treasurer.

THE EXPORT TRADE.
A large shipper of American woods to Great Britain

and the continent of Europe, gives the following-

information in the Southern Lumberman which will be

found to be of interest.

The demand for walnut, oak and poplar in England

is very large through the entire year, but the market is

at all times well supplied and frequently overrun, and

prices therefore so low that in comparison, and con-

sidering freights, etc., prices are higher in the United

States than abroad. The writer himself bought cleat-

sap boards of poplar, worth about eighteen dollars out

West, in England for thirty dollars per thousand,
including three months free storage.

Exporters are able to hold their prices, pro-

viding they are satisfied with a small profit, if they

know where to place their stock before shipping, but

every body should be cautioned against sending lum-

ber to English and Continental ports at random. A
great many agents make it a practice to induce
manufacturers here to consign direct to them, leaving

the manufacturers under the supposition that they are

dealing with large concerns or wholesale consumers,

but these shippers soon find out that they have been
duped, and that the consignees are mere commission
men. I know of cases in which, or instance, one of

these agents ordered six car loads of lumber, and after

receiving two car loads as a trial, was asked for

a settlement, but refused to remit, and insisted upon
receiving the whole amount of order. Finally the

American firm, well knowing the difficulty of obtain-

ing his rights in a foreign country, was glad to escape

further losses by sacrificing the two car loads. News-
papers ought to bring such cases before the public, so

as to prevent the manufacturers of this country from
being robbed this way.

The oak lumber for export is mostly cut up into

dimensions, while walnut and poplar generally goes

into boards and plank. Poplar firsts and seconds,

thick plank, can be bought in England almost any
time for thirty-five dollars per thousand feet. Export
expenses, besides freight, amount to at least five

dollars per thousand feet for handling, dock charges

storages, etc., and very often more than that.

I ship during the year between thirty and forty

million feet of hard wood lumber.
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WANTED AND FOR SALE.
Announcements in this department will

be inserted at the uniform rate of fifteen
cents per line, each issue, payable in ad-
vance. For four or more consecutive inser-
tions of the same advertisement a discount
of twenty-five per cent, will be allowed.
Eight words of ordinary length should be
counted as one line. Copy must reach this
office by the 2.5th of the month to secure the
appearance of the advertisement in the
paper of the following month.

WANTED—A PARTNER IN THE HARD-
WOOD saw mill and ship timber business.

Good supply of hardwood timber in surrounding
country. Shipping facilities the best, both rail

and water. Experience not particularly neces-

sary. Would require a partner with about five

thousand or more capital. for particulars write
WM. PATTERSON, Wallaceburg, Ont.

ANTED—POSITION AS SUPERINTEND-
ANT or Foreman in Saw Mill, competent

Millwright, can take an interest in business with
a reliable party if desirable. Unexceptional
reference furnished as to experience and ability.

The Province of British Columbia preferred. Ad
dress. H. W.. Office of Canada Lumberman.
Peterborough.

OOD-WORKTNG FACTORY WANTED.
Hepworth station, on G. B. & L. E. Div. of

G. T. R.. presents a splendid opening for a hard-
wood working factory of some kind. Abundance
of beech, maple, elm, birch and black ash can be
purchased cheap. A suitable building, with boil-

er and engine it required can be procured near the
station by applying to J. E. MURPHY, Hepworth
station, Ont.

Tenders for a License to Cut Timber
on Dominion Lands in the Province

of Manitoba.

SEALED TENDERS addressed to the un-
dersigned and marked " Tender for a License to
Cut Timber," will be received at this Department
untilnoon. on Monday the 1 Oth Day of
February Next, for a license to cut timber
on a berth of 50 square miles on the east side of
Lake Winnipeg, dsscribed as follows :

Commencing at the mouth of the Hollow Water
River, a tributary of Lake Winnipeg, on its east-
ern shore ; thence northerly along the eastern
shore of the said lake ten miles In direct distance
and back easterly throughout from the shore of
the lake measured at right angles to its general
bearing within the said distance. The northern
and southern boundaries to be due east and west
lines, the lear boundary to be in not more than
four courses.
The regulations under which a license will be

I

issued may be obtained at this Department or at
the office of the Crown Timber Agent at Winni-

I
peg.
Each tender must be accompanied by an ac-

cepted cheque in a chartered bank in favor of the
1
Deputy of the Minister of the Interior for the
amount of the bonus which the applicant is pre-
pared to pay for the license.
No tender by telegraph entertained.

JOHN R. HALL, Secretary.
Department of the Interior,
Ottawa, 14th January. iScjo.

THE RATHBUN COMPANY,
DJESERONTO, - - ONTARIO,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Doors, Sash, Blinds, Stairs
AND ALL KINDS OF WOODEN HOUSE FINISHING MATERIALS.

Cedar Oil for Purging Boilers
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

HAVING MOVED OUR LUMBERING
operations to Parry Sound district, we offer

our Angus saw mill, farm and wild lands for sale

on easy terms : large quantities of hemlock,
cedar, hardwood and small pine yet remain on
manv of these lands : several improved farms for

sale.' JOHN. B. SMITH & SONS. Toronto.

ESTABLISHED 1SS1-JOHN B. SMITH &
Sons, manufacturers of lumber, lath, shingles,

doors, sash, blinds, mouldings, sheeting-flooring,
boxes, etc.: buy from the manufacturer: our new-
factory now in running order ; note our address,
Strachan avenue, Toronto.

WANTED-A SITE FOR A SAW MILL
in a pine limit, to cut by the thousand.

Capacity 10 to 12 M. in ten hours. Latest improve-
ments ; 25-horse power engine. Correspondence
solicited. JAS. A. SHARP, Inglewood. Ont.

FOR SALE—pine timber, four hundred acres ;

estimated at two million feet ; 4 miles from
railroad station ; soft white pine, suitable for
twenty to sixty foot bill stuff. Apply to E.
TODD. Hepworth.

HARDWOOD lumber, bought, sold or received
on consignment, TUCKER DAVID, lum-

ber commission merchant. 313 Eleventh Ave.. N.Y.

BLACK ash. basswood and red oak—firsts and
eeconds wanted in car 01 cargo lots. Ap-

ply to T. W. WALKER, agent the Rathbun Com-
pany, Toronto.

CASH paid for all kinds of hardwood lumber :

give full particulars : car or cargo lots only.
W. N. McEACHERN & Co.. No. 3 dock, Toronto.

FOR SALE—flooring, sheering, etc.—also rough
lumber, lath and shingles. Toronto & Mid-

land Mfg. Co. Office and yard, foot of Spadina
avenue, Toronto : mills at Midland. Ont.

Lumbermen »

Desirous of Securing First-class Printed

Stationery for their Office

and Shanty use

SHOULD SEND THEIR ORDERS TO

THE LUMBERMAN JOB DEPT.

r
Peterborough, Ont.

The Finest Work and Most Reasonable Prices.

J. J. TTTIR-lxT IH^,

Sail, Tent and Awning Maker.
251 George ano 154 King Streets.

PETERBOROUGH.
Canoe, Yacht and Boat Sails made to order.

Peifect Fits guaranteed.

Every description of Lumbermen's Sjiifilies

ana Waterproof Clothing.

GEO. glSHOP ENGRAVING •

«« AND PRINTING (]0.

LIMITED.

On Steel, Copper, Stone and Wood.

LITHOGRAPHING,
PLATE PRINTING,

BOOK and JOB PRINTING
PHOTO-ENGRAVING,

BOOK-BINDING,
ELECTROTYPING.

Illustrated Catalogues and Keports a
Specialty

Estimates Furnished.

169 St. James Street, Montreal.
M^uiNPA Sr Toronto-

SPOOLER'S GOPPERINE

SAW MILL and grist mill combined—engine
fuel supplied by mill : good business being

done : will sell or exchange for good city property.

A NON-FIBROUS ANTI-FRICTION BOX METAL for Machinery Journal Bearings.
Guaranteed Copper-Mixed, and to do work that no other metal can. Hardware
Stores all keep it ; if not order direct.

ALONZO W. SPOONER, Patentee and Manufacturer, PORT HOPE, ONT.

ORONO CANT DOGS,
STRONGEST AND LIGHTEST IN THE MARKET.

NEW STYLE—COMPLETE.
Socket is in one piece, made

from Norway Iron, forged by a

Patent Process, and extends above Hook, adding strength. Drop Forged
Hook and Round Bill

;
easily disengaged. Pick, with shoulder. Selected

Rock Maple Handle, specially bored.

OLD STYLE

Iron Bands,

Steel Hook

NEW STYLE—ALL STEEL

OLD STYLE-COMPLETE.
Wrought Norway Iron Socket and Band. Steel Hook.

Drop Forged Hook* Round Bill. Rock Maple Handles.

HANDLES.
Selected Straight-Grained, Split and Turned Rock Maple

m Handles. Extra Fine Quality
; 5, 5% and 6 feet long.

Long Pick

.m C HEEL

LUMBER DRIVER'S BOOT CALKS
Made from the best Refined Tool Steel and forged. The method of oil tempering used leaYes every

one of the same temper, rendering them stronger and more durable than any other Calks.

Ask your dealer for our make, and see that our Labels are on the boxes.

SEND FOR PRICES.

T. McA VITY & SONS, - ST. JOHN, N. B.
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RRICTION PULLEY BOARD.
The BBst MatBrial ever nsBd far Frictions of all kinds.

MANUFACTURED BY

The Dominion JL^eatlior JE5oa:rcI Company
Montreal, Quebec

Asbestos Mill Board, H H Steam Packing
SAMPLES FURNISHED. PLEASE MENTION THIS PAPER. CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

A. ALLAN, President. J. O. GRAVEL, Secretary-Treasurer. F. SCHOLES, Managing Director.

THE CANADIAN RUBBER COMPANY

SUPERIOR QUALITY RUBBER GOODS
Our Rubber Belting is unequalled in America.

All kinds ofRubber Packings; Rubber, Rngine, Hydrant, Suction,

Steam, Brewers and Fire Hose ; Rubber Valves, Car Springs,

Wringer Rolls, Carriage Cloths, Blankets, &"c, &c.

ur LrardBn Hdsb is thE Hast in thB Markat.

CANADIAN RUBBER COMPANY
Western Branch : Cor. Front and Yonge Sts., Toronto.

J. ZEE. "W^^XjIKEIR, - - 2v£^lsr^&EE.

B. F. Sturtevant's Patent Progressive Lumber Dry Kiln
RELIABLE

GUAltANTEED
TO DRY

-IN-

Best Manner Possible

ALL KINDS OF

HARD and SOFT
WOOD LUMBER.

WRITE+FOR+CATALOGUE.
<" ;

91 LIBERTY STREET
NEW YORK.

NO WARPING,
CHECKING

AND BLUEING
—WITH THE-

STURTEVANT
Patent Hot Blast

team Heating

Apparatus.

31 N. Canal Street
CHICAGO.

B. F. STURTEVANT, Patentee and Sole Manufacturer, 34 Oliver Street, (corner of Franklin street) BOSTON, Mass., U. S. A.

A. R. Williams, Soho Machine Works, Toronto, General Agent for the Dominion.
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Representative Lumber firms

Thos. H. Willmott. A. K. McIntosh.

willmott & Mcintosh,
Wholesale Dealers in

ILUMBERI^^^WWW^ ^ ^^W ***** ^BF^ **1

44 «nrZ 46 Front Street East,

TOZKOZLnTTO, - - OHSTT-A-IESIO-

|| Lumber Shipped to all Parts by Rail or Vessel. |-

DONOGH & OLIVER,
Wholesale Dealers in

L 1

Agents for the Celebrated

LUFKIN BOARD AND LOG RULE
Prompt Delivery in all Cases

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

Nos. 16 and 17 Imperial Bank Buildings,

* McCRANEY • & > WILSON *
Manufacturers and Wholesale dealers in all kinds of

Pine and Hardwood Lumber
I_,^TX3: ^LJXJD SHINGLES.

Ship Plank, Decking and Long Bill Stuff, a Specialty.

Mills at Burlington, Bronte and Huntsville,

Head Office: 16 UNION BLOCK, corner Toronto and Adelaide Sts., Toronto.

Branch Office: 19 Duke Street, Ottawa.

TORONTO and OTTAWA.

OFFICES
Hamilton. Toronto

Windsor. Gravenhurst

TELEPHONE
No. 1046

MILLS
Gravenhurst, Huntsville

Katrine, Essex Centre

ROBERT THOMSON & CO.
DEALERS I

N

fino and Hardwood

Tumber^WTmber]
Mills Operating all the year round. Correspondence Solicited.

103 BAY STREET,

TORONTO

TORONTO OFFICE
London Canadian Chambers

THOMAS MEANEY,
REPRESENTATIVE

Wellington Street East.

TORONTO, ONT

DALTON MCCARTHY, President. J H. EYER, Manager.

Toronto and Midland Mf'g Co.
(INCORPORATED.)

Wholesale * Lumber * Dealers
AND MANUFACTURERS OF

DRESSED LUMBER, FLOORING,
Ceiling, Sheeting, Siding, Shelving, Mouldings of all Descriptions.

Office and Yard :

FOOT OF SPADINA AVE., - TORONTO.
Planing Mills : MIDLAXD, OXT.

PORTER, ROBERTSON k CO.

STOCKS

STRIPS

SIDINGS

BILLSTUFF

WHOLESALE

LUMBER :

HARDWOODS
MLOCK
NGLES

DEALERS LATH, ETC.

Millichamp's Bu ildings,

31 + Adelaide * Street * East,

TORONTO.
Sir Alex. Campbell. K.C.M.G. Pres.

(Lieut Go vr. uf Onta no)

John L.Blaikie Eso .Vice Pres.

Consulting
&cmEERs

G.C.ROBB. Chief Engineer. A.FRASER. Secy. Treas.

Head Office. 2Toronto St.

Toronto.

Lumbermen,
Desirous of Securing First-class Printed

Stationery for their Office and Shanty Use

SHOULD SEND THEIR ORDERS TO

The Lumberman Job Dept.

PBtErrjDrDUg\tL, Dnt.

The Finest Work and Most Reasonable Prices.
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The Improved Gommon Sense Dry
••IIIIIUTlllllll**

Maintains

its

lead

over all

others.

••minimum* •

It extracts the moisture from the centre ; combines active circulation, moderate heat, and condensation of the sap; secures the quickest and best results in the
most perfect and economical way known. The process is applicable to old or new kilns. Quickly and repeatedly repays all outlay. For Hardwood Lumber use no
other, and avoid all checks, warps and case-hardening. It seasons lumber exactly like, and equal to, air seasoning. More largely used than all others in England
and the United States. Address,

St. iVlbans Mfg. Go., St. Albans, Vt., I J. S. A.

• •iimmimm**

It is pre-

eminently

the -

best process

in use.

• •iiiiiiiiiiinii**

C. C. CLEVELAND. G. F. CLEVELAND.

J. L. GOODHUE & CO., GEORGE BRUSH,
MANUFACTURERS OF MACHINIST, FOUNDER & BOILER MAKER,

X^eatlier' Belting
AND

EAGLE FOUNDRY,
Lace Leather. 14 to 3-4 I^IZlnTG- STIRIEIET,

MONTREAL, QUE.

RAILROAD, BANK & OFFICE

DESKS
TEES & CO.,

300 St. james Street
, MONTREAL.

F. G. STRICKLAND & CD.

MACHINERY MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS
DEALERS IN

Saw Mill Machinery, Engines, Boilers, Etc., Etc

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

THE BEST ENGLISH OAK TANNED

LEATHER BELTING, ETC.
* JAMES LESLIE #-

TTXlxrCTXOKT OF CEAIG -^IbTU ST. -ftJJTTOnsnE STEEETS
p.o. box 996 MONTREAL, QUEBEC.

JOHN BERTRAM & SONS,

TOOL v^oir.iesis

DUNDAS, ONTARIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY
MACHINE TOOLS, ETC.

Write for Prices and Catalogues.

F. G. BECKETT ENGINE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

SAW * MILL * ENGINES * AND ^BOILERS

AND ALL KINDS OF MILL MACHINERY.

Steam Launches and Tug Boats a Specialty.

— 3HILs.2ueitjTo:n", Ointtj5.k,io. —
7n? SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND MENTION THIS PAPER

GEO. CORMACK
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

All kinds of LUMBER.
Lumber Shipped to allparts by Rail or Vessel.

WHITBY, ONTARIO

The Cutta Perclia and Rubber Mfg. Company
OF TORONTO.

Offices :"'43 YONGE STREET, TORONTO. Factories : PARKDALE, ONT.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF "MONARCH," "RED STRIP," AND "LION" BRANDS OF

RUBBER BELTING
PARTICULAR ATTENTION GIVEN TO SPECIAL! :JSELTS FOR LUMBER l MILES

Our celebrated " Maltese Cross " Rubber ;
" Baker Fabric " and Ajax Cotton

;

" Giant " and Light Linen. Fire Hose constantly in stock.

LUMBERMEN'S HEAVY RUBBER CLOTHING, OUR OWN MANUFACTURE.
Address all Communications to

THE GUTTA PERCHA & RUBBER MFG. CO. OF TORONTO, 43 Yonge St.

BELTING

PURPOSES.

HOSE
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Specialities in Wood-Working Machinery

The Champion Planer, Matcher and Moulder.
Planes 24x^8 to 6 inch thick, Matches and Sizes ip inches wide. Has extra 7 in. Slotte"

Head for Moulding.

The Little Giant Planer. Matcher and Moulder
Combined.

Cheapest Machine made. As well made and as durable for its capacity as the heavier machine

pes

OUR NEW STANDARD'BAND RE-SAWING MACHINE.
The above cut represents our New Patent Band Re-sawing Machine, lately designed and patented.H It has

been the general impiessis n of machine builders for many years that the machine should necessarily be very com-
plicated, being made of many pieces and fastened together by bolts, nuts, screws, etc., thinking by having them
complicated would naturally find a higher price. Tne cut herewith represents the machine which is made with as
few pieces is possible to make a first-class machine, and mikes the cost of these machines much less than the old
style. It will re-saw.a board 20 inches wide by 5 inches. The wheels are 40 inches in diameter by 2^-inch face.
254x22 gauge saw blade is used for very fine re-sawing The rollers can be quickly angled for weather-boarding,
variable friction feed, tension blade, combination cushion and weight, guide stem weighted ; shifters convenient
for operator. Rollers can be set aside in one-half a minute, the machine is then ready for the finest of scroll work.
Total height, ab - ut nine feet. Shipping sveight of machine. 2,ood pounds. Tight and loDse pulleys, 16x5 inches,
and should run 520 revolutions per minute. With each machine we furnish brazing tongs and clamps, with S
wrench, one -A saw blade, brazed set. and filed. Other size blades furnished at lowest market price.

OS

pa

OQ

X
OQ

S3

KCHEAPEST

[hesapeake

305 St. James Street, Montreal, and 30 St. Paul Street, Quebec.

SAWMILLERS INCREASE YOUR EARNINGS
By Cutting Cheese-Box and Basket Stuff with our

YENEER MMHINE.
A New and Increasing Trade. Outfit Cheap. Profits Large.

Don't forget Ewart Link Belting
Best Conveyor and ^Elevator extant for all Materials.

Send for new Price List of Mill and Factory Supplies.

The Waterous Engine Works Go.
BRANTFORD AND WINNIPEG.

Mention " The Canada Lumberman " when writing us.
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LUMBER

TRUCK * WHEELS.

IMPORTANT AUCTION SALE

The Montreal
4,

Gar Wheel Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

CHARCOAL IRON CHILLED

Railroad Wheels

Offices: New York Life Insurance

Building, Montreal.

Works: Lachine, Quebec.

WE make a Specialty of Wheels suitable for

the requirements of Lumbeimen and
Street Car Service, and can supply them Bored,
Finished and Balanced.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.

EPPS'S COCOA.
BREAKFAST,

" By a thorough knowledge of the natural

laws which govern the operations of digestion

and nutrition, and by a careful application of the

tine properties of the well-selected Cocoa, Mr.
Epps has provided our breakfast tables with
a delicately flavored beverage which may save
us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious

use of such articles of diet that a constitution may
be gradually fed up until strong enough to resist

every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle

maladies are floating around us ready to attack
wherever there is a weak point. We may escape
many a fatal shaft by keeping out selves well forti-

fied with pure blood and a properly nourished
frame."

—

Civil Service Gazette.

Made simply w ith boiling water or milk. Sold
only in packets, by Grocers, labelled thus :

JAS. EPPS & CO., Homoeopathic Chemists,
London, England.

J, K. POST & Gd.,

LUMBER MERCHANTS
And Shipping Agents.

OSWEGO. N. Y.

THE MONARCH BOILER

(PATENTED) AND HERCULES ENGINE.

Portable from 6 to 70 horse power. Surpass
portable steam power heretofore produced for

strength, durability, compactness, and the ease
with which they can be moved.
The 70 horse power can betaken over the rough-

est roads, or into the forest, and set up as easily

and quickly as an ordinary 20 horse power port-

able engine, and as firm as a brick-set stationary

engine. En gines and boil ers of every siz e and des-

cription. Kotary Saw Mills, Shingle and Lath
machines, Law Grinders, Planers, etc. Mill
machinery and supplies of every description.

Every boiler insured against explosion by ihe
Boiler Insurance & Inspection Co. of Canada.
Write for circulars.

Gilmour & Company's Mills and Limits

on Gatineau and Trent Rivers.

A. ROBB & SONS,
Amherst, N.S.

ESTABLISHED OVER 40 YEARS

Amherst Foundry and
Machine works.

Messrs. Gilmour <i Co. will ofier for sale bv
auction at the RUSSEL HOUSE, at the

CITY OF OTTAWA,
the whole of their valuable mills and limits,

with plant, real estate, lumber, etc.. on the

9th DA Y OF APRIL, 1890
at 2 o'clock, p.m. The sale will be in parcels.

For a full description of the parcels, list of chat-
tels and details apply to either of the undersigned
or at the offices ot the firm at Ottawa. Chelsea,
Trenton and Quebec.

Dated 20th November, 1SS9.

ALLAN GILMOUR, Ottawa.
JOHN CILMOUR, Chelsea, Quo.
DAVID GILMOUR, Trenton.

J. D. GILMOUR, Quebec.

Sovereign Grease
St, Catharines, July 20th, 1S89.

To whom it may concern :
—

I have been using Soverign Grease for the
past two months, and I can say that it has given
me entire satisfaction, and is a saving of 60 per

cent, over Oil, and is that much better than Oil.

I have been running eight (S) trips from St. Cath-
arines to Montreal and return on 40 lb s. Grease,
and using it on my crank-pin as well as all other
bearings. Yours respectfully,

(Signed,) SAM BRISBIN,
Engineer'' Ocean"

Ottawa, Aug. 5th, 1889.

THE STOCK OIL & GREASE CO.
Gents,—We have used the Sovereign Grease

for some time, and do not hesitate to pronounce it

a first-class lubricator, and as such has given us
entire satisfaction as to its durability and cheap-
ness.

Truly yours,
ARTHUR JONES,

Foreman of Union Machine Shops.

Deschenes Mills, Aug. 12th, 1S89.

MESSRS. McDOUGAL & CaZNER, Ottawa :

Dear Sirs,—We have been using the Stock Oil

& Grease Co.'s Sovereign Grease in our saw
mills since spring, with very satisfactory results

Yours truly,

R. & W. CONROY.

Rockland, Ont., Aug. 20th, 1S89.

STOCK OIL & GREASE CO., Montreal :

Dear Sirs,—Please send us per first freight

boat, two hundred 1,200) pounds of Grease, same
as sample left by you here a short time ago.

Yours truly,

W . C. EDWARuS & CO.

AGENTS.
F. G. STRICKLAND & CO.. New Westmin-

ster, B. C.
McDOUGAL & CAZNER, Ottawa, Can.
CHINIC HARDWARE CO., Quebec, P. Q.
DUNLOP & CHAPMAM, Pembroke, Ont.

STOCK OIL & GREASE CO Y
SOLE MANUFACTURERS

59 Common St., Montreal

EBSTER'S
Onateiteed Dictionary.

A DICTIONARY,
118,000 Words, 3000 Engravings, a

GAZETTEER OF THE WORLD,
of 2o,ii00 Titles, and a

BIOGRAPHICAL DICTIONARY,
of nearly lo,(Kji) Noted Persons,

ALL IN ONE BOOK.
Contains 3000 more Words and nearly 2000 more
Illustrations than any other American Lictionary.

Should be in every school in the Dominion.

—

Canada Educational Monthly, Toronto.
Best Dictionary ofthe language.

—

London Time*.

G. Si C. MERRIAM & CO., Publishers,
Springfield, Mass., I . S. A.

Electric lightincApparatus
57, ADE LAIDE ST.W
TORONTO

ONT.

,,flj

If ^HEiasmi

SCRIBNER'S

LUMBER

OverOne Million Sold.

\/| OST complete book of its kind ever published.
I
y l Gives measurement of all kinds of Lumber,

Logs, Planks. Scantling: cubical contents of square
and round Timber ; hints to lumber dealers ; wood
measure ; speed of circular saws ; care of saws

;

cord-wood tables : felling trees ; growth of trees ;

land measure ;
wages, rent, board, interest, stave

and \ fading bolts, etc. Standard book throughout
the United States and Canada. Get the new illus-

trated edition of 1882. Ask your book-seller for it.

Sent post-paid for 35 cents.

G W FISHER, Box 238, Rochester, N.Y
or A. G. MORTIMER. Peterboro', Ont.

MACHINERY FOR SALE

1. Circular Saw Mill (heavy) with

steam feed, 3 head blocks, to cut thirty

feet.

2. Circular Saw Mill (heavy) with rope

feed, 2 head blocks, to cut twenty feet.

3. Lane's Patent Lever Set Circular

Mill, No. 1, to cut 25ft.

4. Two Law's Shingle Machines.

5. One Iron Pulley 5ft x i6in face.

6. One Iron Pulley 4ft, 2in x 1 5 >^in

face.

7. One Iron Pulley 8ft x 14m face.

8. 52in Leffel water wheel, made by
Jos. Hall Co'y. good as new.

9. 30^ in Leffel water wheel, made by
Jos. Hall Co'y. G. order.

10. 14m Little Giant water wheel,

made by J. C. Wilson & Co. Good order.

11. Wood Shaper (heavy) iron frame;

wood top, two spindles and counter

shaft ; in good order.

12. Iron Planer, 28in x 28in x 8ft.

Good order.

13. Iron Turning Lathe 28m x 14ft

bed. Good order.

14. Iron Turning Lathe, rod feed, 8ft

bed x I2in. Good order.

15. Iron Turning Lathe 15m x 8ft bed,

screw feed ; fair order.

16. Heavy Iron Boring Lathe 42m in

gap x 8ft bed. Good order.

17. Bolt Gutter, cuts from pi to iin
;

in fair order.

Paxton, Tate & Go.

PORT PERRY, ONT.

Established ibti.

J. W. LANG & CO.

Wholesale Grocers k Importers

33, Front St. East, Toronto.

We shall be pleased to have you write to its

foi samples and prices of

TEAS, TOBACCOS, SUGARS,
SYRUPS, RICE, Etc.

We can and 'Mill cut pricesfine to large buyers.

We have a

GOOD, SOUND. FINE FLA VOURED TEA
at 12^2 cents.

Write for sample chest. Address,

J. "W. ILj^bTG- 6z C O.
TOK.02STTO-

MACHINERY FOR SALE
LIST of woodworking machines for sale byH.

W. PETRIE, Brantford; branch opposite Union
Station, Toronto.

SAW mill outfit, Waterous direct action, at a
bargain.

SEVERAL second-hand saw rigs, two, three
and four block.

A FINE 66 in. inserted-tooth saw, also 52 in. do.

ON,fD new eclipse saw mill with all late improve-
ments.

ONE saw gummer, Disstonmake. Philadelphia.

ONE set of hoop machines, American make.

CANADIAN agent for the celebrated Winnie
hoop machinery, catalogue free.

ONE drag saw rig, Waterous' Engine Company
make.

ONE hub turning lathe, American build.

ONE automatic handle lathe.

BROOM handle lathe with wood frame, cheap.

ONE set ot spoke machinery, Fay & Co. make.

GOLDIE & McCULLOCH stave cutter, set
equalizing saw, &c.

ONE Blanchard spoke lathe, Fay & Co. make.

ONE new axe handle lathe.

ONE lot Ewart chain belt good as new with
sprocket wheels.

4 POLE road cars, also a number of lumber
cars.

ONE self feed lathe machine. Waterous make.

NEW gang lath machine.

ONE Fairbank's timber guage.

ONE saw mill head block. Gait make.

HEADING turner, Gcldie & McCulloch make.

ONE single edger with frame work.

NO. 2 large size smallwood shingle machine.

DOUBLE edger Waterous Engine Co. build.

ONE Drake's patent self feeding parallel
shingle edger.

DOUBLE block shingle machine, Pierce make,
40,000 capacity per day.

TWO Hall self acting shingle machines. Goldie
& McCulloch makers.
TWO smallwood shingle machines, Waterous

make.

FOUR Laws patent upright swing shingle
machine
ONE Doherty swing shingle machine.
DRAG saw machine. Goldie & McCulloch.
TWO new shingle packers, all iron.

SHINGLE jointers, 3, 4 and 6 knives.

ONE new No. 3 Rogers saw filer and gummer.
ONE 6" inch Warren turbine water wheel,

. Goldie & McCulloch, builders.

48 inch Leffel.

48 inch Warren turbine in scroll case.

4S inch Sclater.

44 inch improved turbine water wheel.

PAIR of Sampson tnrbine wheels, 42 inch, run
together.

42 inch Sampson turbine.

TWO 40 inch Leffels,

35 inch Leffel.

44 inch Little Giant.

3o',-2 nch Leffel.

30 inch Sclater.

30 inch Burnham.
26 inch Leffel.

2pnch Turbin: bv vV.iitlaw

"21 -ncl Arcfmedian,
23 inch Leffel.

25 inch Vulcan in close case, Port Perry make.

24 inch Leffel.

15 inch Archmedian in close case.

17K inch Leffel.

10 inch brass wheel in iron close case.

WATER wheel governor, Gait make.

MY new list is just out of press, send for it.

FULL particulars regarding any of above
machines sent on application. Address, H. W.
PETRIE, Brantford, Ont., Toronto banch oppo-
site Union Station.

CEDAR
TELEGRAPH POLES WANTED

I will pay Cash for any quantity

of long Telegraph Poles delivered at

loading points on G. T. Railway during

the season of 1890.

Apply to

J. H. HARVEY,
Coboconk, Ont.

Purchaser for

h. d. McCaffrey, Oswego.

MANUFACTURERS
OFPETER GERLACH & COMPANY,

Alligator Chisel-Bit Saws.
THE CHAMPION STAVE, HEADING AND SHINGLE MACHINES,

ICE TOOLS AND MILL SUPPLIES.
CLEVELAND, - OHIO.
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TORONTO HARDWOOD LUMBER CO.

Wholesale Dealer's in and Shippers of all kinds of

v
*4*

HARDWOOD LUMBER

B3 Front StrEEt WEst, CnrnEr Lnrne StrEEt,

4&
>- TORONTO, ONT. *

3p Telephone 2130.

Correspondence solicited from parties having Hardwood Lumber for sale, giving

description of Stock and Prices F. O. B. Cars at Mill.

F*. J* DRAKE,
PATENTEE AND MANUFACTURER OF

SAW, SHINGLE I LATH MACHINERY
Belleville, Ontario.

DiAKFTPATENOAU^^ SHINGLE AND HEADING MACHINE™
Capacity from 25,000 to 50,000 per day.

The frame of iron throughout, very heavy and rigid, strongly bolted and braced
;

carriage very light and strong, made of forged cast steel saw plate, running on steel

ways or tracks; will take in a block [8 inches wide and 19 inches long, adjustable for

16 inch or 18 inch shingles.

Drake's Improved Shingle Edger.
With 40 inch saw will make more No. I Shingles from the same quantity of timber than

any Wheel Jointer in existence.

It has a heavy iron frame made for two operators, two inch steel saw arbor, with extra
long bearings; driving pulley 8 inches diameter, 7 inch face, saw 40 inches diameter, 16 gauge,
speed, 1,600 per minute.

Mill men who have once used this machine will not use any other. For capacity, remov-
ing sap-knots, rot or any other imperfections, for making parallel shingles and economy of stock,
it is superior to any other.

Also manufacturer of other kinds of Shingle Jointers, both self-acting and hand-feed Shingle Machines, Tacking Boxes, Drag Saw Machines, Bolters, Staticnaiy ar.d Fcrtalle Saw Mills,

DosMc E/igeis, Single Edgers, Slab Saw Rigs, Bull Wheel Rigs, Lath Machines, Lath Bolters, in fact a general line of Mill Machinery, with Pulleys, Shafting, &c. Satisfaction guaranteed in

all cases. Send for estimates on anything required, and the same will receive immediate attention.
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TO MILL OWNERS, MANUFACTURERS
AND ALL WHO ARE USING

Jk.AAA A. A A A A A. A A A. A A A A.A A A A A A A A A A AA A A A AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA^

Leather*Belting
j
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Which will Run Straight on the Pulleys,
Which is Thoroughly Well Stretched,

Which will not Teat' at the Lace Holes,
Which will (five Complete Satisfaction,

Gait* Machine* Knife* Works.
JHJHIISi

OWT
PEtt« f

j. lii.i

MACHINE KNIVES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION FOR

Planing, Moulding & Stave Cutting.

cm

lillilp

SEInTID foe peice list

S^InTX) TO

PETER HAY, GALT, ONE

The ZES-AjrsziBTTisrComp't7

DESERONTO, ONT.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

F\ E. Dixon &> Co. * terracotta* fire-proofing*
M A N U F ACTl'RERS OF

PATENT LAP-JOiNT STAR RIVET

^LEATHER IBELTING*
jo King Street East, Toronto.

Sole Agents in Canada for the

CELEBRATED PHCENIX OIL
The Only PefBct BeIl Dressing.

All our Belting is sold at the Canadian price list. Please compare be-

fore purchasing. Send for Discounts and our Pamphlet on Belting.

For Use in Old and New Buildings.

Endorsed by Leading Architects. Absolutely Fire-proof. About as Cheap as

Wood or Brick. Weight One-Third that of Brick. Does not

Crack on application of Heat or Water.

Deadens Noise. Gives Warmth in Winter; Coolness in Summer.

NAPANEE CEMENT COMPANY
(LIMITED.)— MANUFACTURERS OF —

Hydraulic Gementj
PARTICULARLY adapted for Dams, Smoke Stacks, Foundations, Cul-

verts, Cisterns, Cellars, etc.

ENDORSED BY LEADING RAILWAYS AND CONTRACTORS.

For Building, Plastering, Gas Purifying, Paper Making, &c.

DOMINION SAW WORKS!
JAS. ROBERTSON & CO.

253 to 267 King Street West,

Toronto, - - Ontario.

JAMES ROBERTSON
Dalhousie and William Streets,

MnntrEal, - - Que.

ANUFACTURERS OF ^TaWS
\

EVERT SAW FULLY WARRANTED.
Prices on Application.

Circular, Shingle, Gang, Cross Cut, Concave, Mulay, Drag, Grooving.

Tliufoer^s Royal

ANTI-FRICTION*BABBIT*METAL.
Importers and Dealers in

Band Saws, Emery Wheels Saw Sets,

Saw Swages, Rubber Belting, Iron Pipe,

Saw Gummers, Leather Belting, Files, &c.
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THE GANATJA LUMBERMAN
published monthly by

Office : Simcoe Street, Peterborough, Ontario.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
One Copy one Year, in Advance, ... - $100
One Copy six months, in Advance, ... - 5«

Advertising Rates Furnished on Application.

The Canada Lumberman is published in the interest of the

umber trade and of allied industries throughout the Dominion

being the only representative in Canada of this foremost branch of

the commerce ot this country. It aims at giving full and timely

information on all subjects touching these interests, discussing

these topics editorially and inviting free discussion of them by others.

Especial pains are taken to secure the latest and most trustworthy

market quotations from various points throughout the world so as

to afford to the trade in Canada information upon which it can rely

in its operations.

Special correspondents in localities of importance present accur-

ate report not only of prices and the condition of the market but,

also of other matters specially interesting to our readers. But cor-

respondence is not only welcome but is invited from all who have

any information to communicate or subjects to discuss relating to the

trade or in any way effecting it. Even when we may not be able to

agree with the writers we will give them a fair opportunity for free

discussion as the best means of eliciting the truth. Any items of

interest are particularly requested for even if not of great import-

ance individually they contribute to a fund of information from

which general results are obtained.

Advertisers will receive careful attention and liberal treatment.

We need not point out that for many the Canada Lumberman
with its special class of readers is not only an exceptionally good
medium for securing publicity but is indispensable for those who
would bring themselves before the notice of that class. Special at-

tention is directed to Wanted " and For Sale" advertisements

which will be inserted in a conspicious position at the uniform price

of 15 cents per line for each insertion. Announcements of this

character will be subject to a discount of 25 per cent, if ordered for

three successive issues or longer.

Subscribers will find the small amount they pay for the Canada
Lumberman quite insignificant as compared with its value to them.
There is not an individual in the trade or specially interested in it,

who should not be on our list thus obtaining the present benefit

and aiding and encouraging us to render it even more complete.

The long pending difficulty between the Keewatin

Lumber Company and those who wish to obtain a

patent to the property in the Lake of the Woods is

likely to reach a speedy settlement. Mr. Dewdney has

given instructions to Mr. Pither, the local Indian agent,

to notify the Keewatin Lumber Company to desist

from further cutting and trespass, and also for him to

seize all the timber cut on Sultana Island that being a

portion of the Indian reserve. Mr. Pither at once
proceeded to carry out his instructions, and an early

settlement of the dispute may be looked for.

The receipts from Crown Lands in the Province of

Ontario during the past year largely exceeded the

estimates. The increase is considerable. The esti-

mate was $1,100,000 while the actual receipts were
|i,205,000. Of this sum $1,079,000 was from woods and
forests and $126,000 from Crown Lands, including the

fees on mining locations. There has been no sale of

timber limits since the great sale of 1887, in which

$1,300,000 was obtained in bonuses upon 450 miles of

timber. Last year was only a normal or average year,

and the fact that in such a year $1,079,000 was re-

ceived as a revenue from timber is very satisfactory.

The question of taxation is one in which all business

men are to a great extent interested. It is a noticeable

fact that a strong current of opinion is setting in in the

ckicf against the taxation of personal property and
income*, A short time ago the Hamilton Board of

Trade passed a resolution unanimously against it, the

I-ondon Board of Trade did the same, and more
recently the Toronto City Council Legislative committee
have followed suit. The Toronto men further suggest

that all dwelling-houses worth less than $800 shall be

exempt from taxation, with the view of easing the

burden on the poorer classes Land increases in value

enormously in all centres of population without an

effort on the part of the owners, and the tendency of

the time in cities is to place the burden of taxation on

the land.

Late English papers contain a full report of the

decision in the Booth-Ratte suit. The Judicial Com-
mittee of the Privy Council concluding their decision,

said :
" No question arises in this case as to the

wharf and boathouse being an obstruction to the naviga-

tion. So far from being an obstruction to navigation,

the maintenance of a floating wharf of that kind

is, in the circumstances stated by the learned chancel-

lor, a positive convenience to those members of the

public who navigate the river with small craft. As
a riparian owner the plaintiff would be at liberty to

construct such a wharf, and would be entitled to

maintain an action for the injuries to it which are

complained of. For these reasons their Lordships

agree with the Divisional court and the Court of

Appeal that judgment should be given for the plaintiff,

and they will humbly advise her Majesty to affirm the

judgment of the Court of Appeal and dismiss this

appeal." The costs will be paid by the appelants.

Mr. R. R. Dobell, of Quebec, who is largely interest-

ed in the lumber business in Canada, has recently

been in Washington interesting himself considerably

in the lumber question. He is also anxious that the

United States Government should do something to

secure reciprocal relations for Canadian vessels

rough the St. Clair Flats and the canal which con-

nects it with the upper lakes. Mr. Dobell bases his

theory upon the claim that inasmuch as by the treaty

of 1871, the Welland canal is made free for ever to all

vessels of the United States, it would be just that

Canadian shippers and vessel-owners should have a

similar advantage through the St. Clair Flats canal.

As the provision contained in the Washington treaty

as to the free navigation of the Welland canal by
vessels of the United States is a matter which can
have no possible relation to any free navigation by
Canadian vessels through the St. Clair Flats, it is not

very probable that Mr. Dobell's suggestion will meet
with favor.

Ottawa and Quebec lumbermen are agitating for

the construction of a direct railway from Quebec to

Lake Temiscamingue, passing along the Valley of the

upper Ottawa. It is asserted that if this railway were
built, and also the Cap Rouge railway, which is to

connect the Canadian Pacific with the coves on the St.

Lawrence, the whole timber trade of the upper Ottawa
would be revolutionized, and that square timber which

is now brought to Quebec by water, many months after

it is cut, and at great expense, would be carried by rail

to the Quebec coves immediately upon being manu-
factured thus saving money in transportation and
enabling the lumberman to get quick returns for his

timber. It is maintained that if the Cap Rouge rail-

way were built, cars loaded with oak from West
Toronto, or with pine from the Ottawa, Lake Huron
and Lake Superior districts, would be brought to the

different coves between Cap Rouge and Sillery in the

same way if Quebec had a railway direct to Lake
Temiscamingue, local mills would be built along the

track, and all the pine unfit for square timber would be
rut into deals and shipped along with the square tim-

ber for the English market. It is pointed out that if

there is any delay on the part of Quebec, Toronto will

get her projected railway into that country, and the

lumber will find another market in Ontario and the

United States to the injury of Quebec.

A RECENT telegram from Washington to the

Toronto Mail says there have recently been a good

many enquiries from Canada as to the probable effect

of the proposed tariff bill upon the Canadian lumber

trade. The situation is this : The House Committee
on Ways and Means, where the measure originates,

has for the present passed over the lumber schedule in

the original bill, and has left the main provisions of

that bill substantiallv like those in the Senate bill of last

year, after, which this new tariff bill is to be modeled An
important feature, that relative to the retaliatory pro-

vision, which it has been suggested should be inserted

in the bill as an offset for the export duty levied by the

Dominion Government upon logs, has been temporar-

ily passed over, and no action has been taken as yet

with regard to it. Mr. Dingley, of Maine, a member
of the Committee of Ways and Means, has proposed

to that committee that a provision shall be inserted in

the bill that an additional duty shall be placed upon
sawn lumber coming from countries which impose an
export duty upon logs to the amount of the export duty

so imposed. This proposition is directly aimed at the

export tax imposed by the Dominion Government upon
Canadian logs. The effect of the insertion of this

proposition in the tariff bill would, if the latter should

be enacted into law, be to double the present duty

upon sawn lumber. If for instance the export duty

should be maintained by the Dominion at $2 per

thousand on logs, the duty upon sawn Canadian lum-

ber imported into the United States would be $4.

Mr. Dingley's view is that if the provision were adopt-

ed by the United States Congress, the result would be

that the Dominion would remove the export duty

from logs. No proposition has been made here, and
none will be made to impose any duty upon Canadian
logs. The lumber manufacturers of this countrv,

particularly those of the States adjacent to the great

lakes, desire to have the Canadian logs in order to use

them as the raw material from which they can manu-
facture lumber ; and the export duty upon Canadian
logs now imposed by the Dominion is seriously

interfering with the use of Canadian logs in those

border States. A proposition very similar to that

which has been proposed in the House by Mr. Dingley

has been introduced in the Senate by Mr. Hoar and
referred to the Senate Committee on Finance, to

which the tai iff bill will ultimately go.

The lumbermen on the other side of the line do not

appear to present a bold front in their efforts to induce

the American Government to do something foolish by
way of compelling the Canadian Government to repeal

the export duty on logs. As it has before been in-

timated in the Lumberman, our friends are not united

on the question. A lumberman, operating in Michigan

writes to an exchange as follows :
" It is my firm

belief that a different line or policy should be pursued

in reference to Canadian logs and lumber. Let our

ports of entry be thrown open to both the logs and
lumber of our sister country, and the general effect

will be good. Instead of irritating our neighbors

when there is no necessity for so doing, let us rather

pursue a conciliating policy, especially when our

people are to be the ones most directly benefited, as

they surely would be by the removal of the lumber and
log duty. I am not in favor of annexation, nor

political union, for I believe that we have grave prob-

lems now confronting us, too many conflicting interests

to harmonize, too large an element of foreign and
unpatriotic spirit to assimilate and civilize and Ameri-
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canize, to justify any such measure as the annexation

of either Canada or Mexico, but a commercial inter-

change of the products of these countries with ours

is practicable and would result in our gain. Possibly

our people would not be benefited by lower prices for

lumber, but the home supplies would be relieved of

a terrible drain, and made to last many years longer

than they now seem likelv to do, unless a more liberal

spirit is manifested in the treatment of the lumber

tariff question.

In the Ontario legislature, Hon. Mr. Hardy denied

that the Crown timber agent at Rat Portage had
absconded. He said, Dulmage, a bush ranger, had
been employed by the government to obtain informa-

tion and prevent parties from cutting timber without

licenses, or who held licenses from the Dominion
government and were paying the funds into the Ottawa
treasury. Dulmage had not been given authority to

collect moneys, but had done so, and had made his

returns at various times. He didn't hand over all the

money, however, and when the government found it

out issued a warrant for his arrest. Dulmage skipped,

leaving the province out $15,000. As he had not been

appointed timber agent he had never given security.

We learn with regret that the well-known lumber

firm of McCraney & Wilson, of Toronto, has been

compelled to assign. The news of the failure will be

received with surprise, as the firm was in good repute,

and believed to be in a sound financial condition. It is

stated that the direct liabilities of the firm amount to

$50,000 and the indirect to $40,000. Several explan-

ations are given for the failure. The lumber trade has

not been in a flourishing state for some time past, and

the firm has sustained severe losses. Coupled with

this Mr. McCraney has been in bad health and could

not give his affairs the personal attention required.

The assets will, it is said, cover the liabilities of the

firm, and consist of accounts due and stock. It is to

be hoped the firm will be able to make a satisfactory

arrangement with their creditors so that they may be

enabled to resume business be "ore long.

Mr. Jas. A. Vanwart, of the St. John and West
India steamship line, who recently returned with the

Portea, is most enthusiastic over the prospects of trade

with the south, and declares that the most sanguine

expectations of the promoters of the line have been

exceeded in the reception afforded the enterprise by

the colonies which were visited. He says that the

people on the islands and in the Demerara have a

strong British sentiment, and are anxious for closer

commercial relations with Canada. The merchants

would be glad to buy in Ganada if articles and prices

suit. They complain that cards sent them from

business houses in Canada do not contain quotations of

prices, while such information is always given by

English and American firms. They pay spot cash and

are not waited upon much by commercial travellers,

but buy by quotation and sample. Mr. Vanwart

found that pine was the favorite lumber for that warm
climate. Large quantities are imported from the

States, nearly all of which is lrom Canadian saw mills.

An eastern lumberman, down in the State of Maine,

writing to a local paper, gives some timely hints on

how to consign lumber. He says : Many persons

shipping lumber, timber, &c, do not exactly under-

stand the nature of shipping such stuff. New York

city inclusive of neighboring points, is without question

the largest consumer of lumber in the world. In what

we call a working day this section consumes about

400,000 ft. of different kinds of lumber an hour or the

enormous total of 1,200,000,000 feet a year. With this

in view the unsophisticated shipper might reasonably

argue that it would be at any time safe to consign a

lew cars of almost any kind of stock to such a gigantic

market and be sure of getting a fair value for the stock

shipped
;
yet such is not the case. It is an extremely

hazardous business to make promiscuous consignments

and the shipper who does so is pretty certain to be

dissatisfied with the returns that he receives. If ship-

pers will follow the advice we herein give and do their

part of the business faithfully, we believe that they will

find that shipping lumber on consignment is a good

business and one that will yield fully as good returns

as sales made in any other manner. Now when a

shipper starts out to do a consignment business his first

duty should be to select a good reliable commission

dealer. The way to ascertain the standing of such is

first to write him and ask his references On receipt

of a reply do not ship simply because his references

look good but investigate them. If a shipper can also

communicate with a good commercial agency he

should do so. After being thoroughly satisfied on the

question of honesty and ability the next thing is to

establish confidential relations together. Withhold

nothing that will give a commission man the inside

facts as to your stock to dispose of. Having done all

this it is not yet time to ship. The next step is to

inform your agent—for such your commission dealer

becomes—as to what you have to sell. Be explicit.

In defining your stock always state the amount in feet

of each thickness you have to market ; state carefully

how long it has been on sticks, whether carefully piled

or not. Give the width as nearly as possible. Define

the quality based on the rules that we will hereafter

lay down and it is always better to err on the right

side and make your description a little poorer than the

stock actually is than the opposite. Having done all

this, in due time you will learn about what such stock

is worth, and if on receipt of such information you feel

justified in shipping do so. After the shipper has conclud-

ed to ship, his next thought is loading the cars. This

must be done as neatly as possible, putting each thick-

ness (if shipping more than one thickness) by itself,

having the ends nearest the door in a box car and ends

of a flat, even uniform, for on its arrival your agent

may want to exhibit the stock as it lies in the car and

the better appearance it makes the more likely is it to

attract a buyer. So shippers will see that it is to their

advantage to have their stock appear well when
shipped ; then as the stock has been brought to market,

sold and delivered, comes the settlements As soon as

the stock is delivered, a good commision man will at

once remit by cash. No matter how he makes his

settlements with a customer, he will remit you in cash

as soon as sold, unless otherwise agreed. Never draw

on the seller, unless instructed to do so, and then it is

better to draw on a three days sight as drafts at sight

do riot carry grace, and are liable to find your agent

out and be returned dishonored ; whereas at three days

sight, if when the party on whom they are drawn

should be out, a notice is generally left at his office and

drafts are held by the Bank for acceptance. Always

remember that after arrival of stock, deliveries can not

be made in a day, in fact it often takes from a week to

ten days to get unloaded, surveyed and inspected.

Your confidence in your agent should be such as would

lead you to believe that no unneccessary delay will be

allowed. The charges for handling stock are 5 per

cent, commission and 2 per cent, additional for cash

settlement. There is another item, storage. It is

always better to place all shipments direct from the

car, but sometimes it occurs that a seller may think it

more advantage to the shipper to put stock in the

store house, and sell from there. When such is the

case, charges vary according to the place, a fair basis

for calculation, would be $1.50 per thousand feet the

first month, which includes unloading, carting, &c, and

30c per feet for subsequent months. If shippers will

take all this to heart there will be little cause for

complaint.

SPLINTERS.
Mr. G. W. Ostrom, representative in the local

legislature, has introduced a bill to amend the Act

respecting the driving of sawlogs and other timber ir

lakes, rivers, creeks and streams.

#

Mr. Cook, M. P., intends to move for an order of the

House of Commons, giving a complete list of all

applications for timber limits in Manitoba, Keewatin,

British Columbia, and the northwestern territories,

showing the names and addresses of applicants and

the limits applied for, not already brought down ; also

for orders in council relating thereto.

A new saw mill Association has been organized at

Atlanta, Georgia, to be known as the Georgia Saw Mill

Association. Its object is to secure uniform inspection

and measurement, equitable freight rates and a general

regulation of all matter of interest to the mill owners.
* *

*
Advices from Manitoba state that the supply of

men for camps in that province does not nearly equal

the demand, Over one thousand men have been

engaged in Winnipeg for work in the lumber camps
within the past six weeks, and it is quite probable that

some of the contractors will have to import men from

the east.

* *

Several cuttings of spruce deals for next season

are reported as sold at prices slightly in advance on
last year's rates, among which are the Montmorency,
to Messrs. Dobell, Beckett & Co.; SewelPs to Messrs.

Smith, Wade & Co.; Crawford & Atkinson's to Messrs.

John Sharpies, Sons & Co.; Jol/s to Messrs. John
Burstall & Co., and J. S. Murphy's two cuts (Riviere a

Pierre and St. Joachim,,) to a Liverpool house.
* *

*
This winter, square timber is being got out all along

the line of the Canadian Pacific Railway from Ottawa
to Lake Superior, the completion of that line having

opened out new districts, where valuable pine timber

is being made. This timber will be carried by rail to

a point between Ottawa and Montreal, where it is

thrown into the river and rafted to Quebec, from which

port it will be forwarded to the English market.

HOME AND FOREIGN TRADE REVIEW.

Office of Canada Lumberman,
\

Feb. 28th, 1890. J
Trade is very quiet at Toronto but this is usually

the case at this time of the year. The weather has

been favorable for logging during the month, and
prospects both for stock and business will correspond-

ingly improve. There is no depreciation in prices

worthy of mention, but trade has been very quiet-

Work in Ontario is progressing finely in the woods. In

the Ottawa Valley lumbermen are very busy getting

out both logs and square timbei.

The threatenings of the United States Legislators to

add to the present duties on lumber an increase equal

to the Canadian export duty on logs unsettles the view

of those holding large stocks of sawed lumber in

Canada.

Those who profess to be in the secrets of some of the

leading senators of the United States claim that this

measure will be put through.

Lumber and shingles are both weaker than a year

ago. A little stiffening of views was held in some
quarters during the continued absence of snow among
sections along the frontier, but now that the weather is

favorable to log drawing all reports of short supply

disappear.

Undoubtedly the large failures that are taking place

throughtout the States in different lines of business

coupled with the stringency of the money market in

Canada adds to the depression which is being manifest-

ed in the number of small lumber establishments with

their accumulation of lumber that have been' and are

being closed out.'

Lath owing to the mildness of the winter have been

in rather better demand in the New York and Boston

markets than usual

FOREIGN.

Trade in Britain is fairly active for the time of the

year, and a considerable amount of lumber is constant-

ly going into consumption. A very good business is

being done in American walnut, and though the recent

arrivals have been rather heavy they have not been

much in excess of the demand. First class American

whitewood is moving well at fair prices, but inferior

stuff is weak. Logs are not in brisk demand and

prices are barely remunerative. The cessation of fresh

shipbuilding orders and the unsettled condition of the

iron market has tended to create a depressed felling

and the timber trade in consequence is not so brisk as

it has been. The imports to Glasgow at this season

are usually confined to parcels per steamship from the

itates, but of late these have been restricted to very
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small quantities, owing to high steamer rates. In the

absence of imports, stock of walnut logs are fast being

reduced, large sales having recently been made.

The Montreal freight market for deals has opened at

60s per standard for steamers to Liverpool for one or

two trips and several to London at the same rate. " It

may hardly be necessary," says an exchange, " for us to

again impress upon the saw millers of Canada the

absolute necessity that exists for a curtailment of their

productions. Most of the markets of this country are

overburdened with stocks of pine deals, and they will

only act prudently if they restrict their output to

moderate limits, so as to give the markets here a

chance of reducing the present heavy quantities under

which they labor.
::

Several Quebec shippers are now on the other side

. of the Atlantic, and it is understood that several con-

tracts have been made around on the Scotch coast
;

the business transacted is, however, not very extensive.

Quebec freights are inclined to recede further ; 23s to

Clyde fails to find charters and ships are freely offer-

ing. •

RAMBLING NOTES.

By Our Travelling Correspondent.]

MIDLAND.

Seventeen years ago, this now very thriving town of

nearly 3000 population, with its mayor, corporation

and fine public buildings, well laid out streets, etc.,

was almost a virgin forest. Midland and its district,

however, has two histories—its present and its early

Indian one. It was the stronghold of the once mighty

Huron tribe ; and here the early Jesuit fathers first

planted the flag of Christianity among them, and the

Indian Legendary lore of the district teems with tales

of suffering and eventually martyrdom which those

heroic, well born, and educated men endured. The

greater tribe of the Iroquois, however, eventually con-

quered and almost entirely wiped out the Hurons,

and only a straggler here and there still remains to

hand down to posterity the legends of the once mighty

race, and the first to receive and accept the doctrines

of Christianity. Now the axe of the lumberman has

changed the face of this once war-like scene ; the

white man has replaced his Indian brother, and towns

small and great, are springing up with their fine build-

ings, elevators and railway tracks, and occupying the

spots where the Indian wigwams for centuries had

been pitched.

Messrs. Peters & Cain have been operating a steam

saw mill here for the past six years with an annual

output of about five millions. They ship principally to

Toronto and West and to the United States. They
report stocks as heavy, but recent enquiries give them

every hope for a brisk spring trade.

Chew Bros, have been here also for 14 years, they

have a steam saw and shingle mill. They report

having quite two-thirds of last season's stock still on

hand, and only intend to produce about half the usual

quantity this season. Present demand is not great but

prices hold their own. Hardwoods, oak and bass-

wood are most in demand.

The Emery Lumber Company, of East Saginaw

have an agency here, presided over by Mr. D. L.

White, jun.. the treasurer of the Company. They have

three large limits and cut annually from 12 to 15 mill-

ion feet of lumber which they ship to the United

States for export. They have been operating thus here

for past three years on account of the export duty on

logs to the United States. Mr. White reports present

trade as quiet without prospect of improving till spring

trade comes in.

Last fall, as usual, cars of the G. T. R were very

scarce, but are plentiful now when useless. Shipments

could not be made and in consequence stocks are

much heavier than they ought to be, and less will be

taken out this winter than usual. The Southern States

yellow pine has been felt to hurt not only Canadian I

white pine but also that of Michigan.

The Ontario Lumber Company, whose chief offices
|

are at Toronto, have a five million capacity steam saw
j

mill located here under the management of Mr. A.
j

Cadenhead.

Mr. A. Miscampbell's is the largest steam saw mill
j

here. He has two circulars and a gang saw in oper-

ation, and last year cut about 17 million feet of lum-

ber for the Emery Lumber Company and other

customers.

VICTORIA HARBOR.

The Victoria Harbor Lumber Company is located

here ; have been established 19 years, and operate two

steam saw mills, with an annual output of some 15

millions.

Mr. John McDermott's steam saw mill, with a

capacity of two millions per year, has been located

here for past ten years.

STURGEON BAY.

The very oldest saw and shingle mills in the

Georgian Bay district are located here, owned and

run by Messrs. Playfair & Co. They turn out some 10

millions per annum, shipping principally to the United

States ; and deals to Great Britain.

Mr. W. Tanner, has also a saw mill located here.

WAUBAUSHENE.
Here is located the headquarters of one of the

largest lumber companies in the Dominion of Canada,

viz : The Georgian Bay Lumber Company, Ltd.,

whose operations last year exceeded 100 million feet,

50 millions of which was actually manufactured lum-

ber. Mr. Scott reports stocks as heavier than usual,

and that they, like other firms, will take out much less

this winter ; but the only feature worth noticing is that

reports from the United States indicate a brighter

prospect for the coming season.

FESSERTON. .

Messrs Laking, Trask & Co., whose steam saw mills

are located here, have just dissolved partnership by

mutual consent, Mr. Laking being now the sole

proprietor.

Mr. E. U. Wiffen has a circular mill located here

with a capacity of three and a half millions. Having

some one and a-half millions in stock, he does not

intend to take out as much as usual this winter.

Messrs. John Campbell, Y. N. Brisley and A. M.

Wood have also mills located here, but as they were

shut down, and all away in the limits cutting I could

not get any information this visit.

R. O. D.

BRITISH COLUMBIA RED CEDAR.

The red cedar {Thuya gigantea) of British Columbia,

comes next in importance after the Douglas fir, but the

time is rapidly approaching when it will be fully as well

known and appreciated both in the home and foreign

markets as the latter. For inside finish the British

Columbia cedar is unequalled in color and beauty of

grain, and some handsome and striking effects can be

produced by the use of this wood. To-day some of the

mp#t palatial residences in Canada and the eastern

- states are finished in British Columbia red cedar, and

with excellent effect. It is susceptible of a high polish,

which, apart from its rare and beautiful grain, makes it

all the more valuable for panel work and ceiling. It is

durable beyond belief, and is exceptionally easy to

work. In common uses it is manufactured into doors,

sashes and shingles, and an extensive market has

already been found in the Northwest Territories

and the eastern provinces for these lines, and the

demand is constantly growing. Shingles cut from red

cedar are absolutely free from knots, and they neither

curl, warp or split, and dampness has little perceptible

effect on them. For the same reasons the wood is

particularly adapted to the manufacture of sash and

doors. Fort Nesqually, built by the Hudson Bay Co. in

1 84 1 , was covered with split cedar shingles, which are

still sound. Roofs laid 30 years ago in Westminister,

and for many years covered with moss, have never

leaked and appear little the worse for wear. The red

cedar has always been in great favor with the Indians,

who hollow their canoes out of the wood, because it is

so light, splits so true and works easily. The early

inhabitants of Queen Charlotte Islands built their

houses from the red cedar, they being able even with

the rude tools then in use among them to split the logs

to any thickness required. It is an invaluable timber

for the many purposes mentioned, and it is bound to

extend until it is found on every market on the conti-

nent.

An Excellent Thing for Journal Bearings.

This is about the time for building and repairing

many different king of machinery preparatory to next

seasons operations, such as steamboats, grist mills,

sawmills, engines, mining machinery, line shafting, etc.

The important thing for the successful working of

machinery is to have good bearings made of the best

box metal tbat can be had, as with good boxes you

have a good working machine. The Toronto water

works engines, on which Spooners Copperine is used,

have now been running two years, and at the present

rate of wear, the boxes will last fifty years. Copperine

is now admitted to be the finest metal in use for such

purposes. It is as much better than Babbit's metal of

anv kind as steel is better than iron. Any machinist

seeing the engines referred to working would be

delighted with it Mr. Spooner is an advertiser in this

journal, and in our rounds we have enquired from

those who have used his Copperine, and without

exception it is pronounced the best metal for wear of

any in use. At the present time we should think Mr.

Spooner would do well to introduce his Copperine,

into the United States as they have nothing like it,

and it would be a larger field for his energies.

PERSONAL.
Mr. Peter McLaren, of Perth, Ont., one of the wealthiest

and most favorably known lumbermen in the province, has

been called to the Senate Mr. McLaren is chiefly known tc

fame from his connection with the suit that gave rise to the

Rivers and Streams bill, which was time and again disallowed

by the Dominion Government. Mr. McLaren will be quite

an acquisition to the Senate as he has the reputation of being

a very level headed man.

Mr. A. Miscampbell, one of Midland's prominent lumber-

men, paid us a short visit during the month.

CASUALTIES.

Wm. Cronin, of Moncton, N. B. was crushed to death by

a log falling on him while at work in the woods.

Last month, a man working in Dunn's camp on the Span-

ish river, had his leg broken by a log.rolling over it.

Neil Macdonald, a workman at the Glenrodden saw mill,

Ont., was crushed to death by a number of logs rolling over

him.

Francis Seguin, a shantyman from Ottawa, while at work

on the Temiscamingue, had both his legs broken by a tree

falling on them.

A young man named John Gorman, of Packenham, was

killed Feb. 6th, while working in Ferguson's shanty, Mississ-

ippi, Ont., by a large log rolling on him.

Two young shanty teamsters from Glengary county named

Robert and Donald McAllister, while crossing a small but

deep lake on the Upper Ottawa, with two loads, broke

through the ice. The men by almost superhuman exertion

saved their lives, but both teams were lost.

John Hopkins, and Alfred Granston, not long in the

country from England, went up shantying for a firm on the

Du Lievre. They recently returned, Hopkins having both

hands badly frozen and Granston his foot crushed by a heavy

piece of timber.

Quebec Mines and Crown Lands.

A statement contained in a report of the Crown

Lands Department just distributed in the House shows

the value of the mineral produce of the Province of

Quebec for the season of 1889 to be $2,266,660. Mines

of various kinds furnished employment to 2,064 people

without counting those engaged in building, cutting

wood, in the accessory workings, and those employed

in the different matters connected with mining in-

dustries. If it be added that the more important of

these industries are yet only in their infancy, and that

others, such as those connected with iron, the employ-

ment of natural gas in the St. Lawrence Valley, that of

petroleum in Gaspe, &c, are, so to speak, not yet in

existence there will remain no doubt that the Province

of Quebec has much to look forward to in the develop-

ment of her mineral resources. The most valnable

mineral output of the year was that of copper, which

amounted in value to $720,000. The phosphates pro-

duced $460,000, asbestos $352,260, building sto.ia

$200,000. bricks $200,000, slate $90,000, and pig iron

manufactured from bog ore $120,000.
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THE NEWS.
ONTARIO.

—Mr. 1'hilip Evans is building a fine new mill at Bond-

head.

—McKinnon & Walsh, of Little Current, have cut 30,000

logs this winter.

-Mr. D. Cambpell. of Sturgeon Bay, is shipping shingles to

New Hampshire.

Mr. Zimmerman is building a sash, door and blind

factory at Windsor.

—Rankin River Lumber Company, Sauble Falls, are

succeeded by Lowry «.V Lawience.

—Christie A: Co. 's shingle mill at Severn Bridge is run-

ning steady and the shingles find ready sale.

—The season's cut of lumber on the Quinze river has been

excellent, and the drive will commence early.

—Leask Bros, planing mill and sash and door factory at

Gore Bay is now completed and in good running order.

- Maitland & Rixon's new saw mill, which was wrecked in

the high wind at Owen Sound, is being re-constructed.

—A large number of Canadians on their return from the

Michigan woods, have arrived on foot in Stratford penniless.

- -The Lumber Splitting Company's new factory at Trenton

is now ready for operations, and will be started in a short

time.

—Geo. Wilson, of Dalston, has purchased the hardwood

timber belonging to Mr. Watson and started a camp of wood-

choppers.

—Three men who came down from Pierce & Co. 's shanties,

where there are 55 men, report all hands sick with the

exception of three.

—A large new gang saw and boiler and engine will be put

into the saw mill at Thessalon, and it will be run to its

full capacity all summer.

—Mr. A. McCormack, lumber merchant of Pembroke, is

spoken of as the liberal candidate for the new constituency of

Nipissing in the Local House.

—Cook Bros , of Serpent River, have completed their new
tramway in place of the one destroyed by fire last fall. They

are also erecting a large new dock.

—Lumbering operations are brisk at Sundridge this winter,

and teams are in great demand. Large quantities of wood

pulp are being shipped from that point.

—Silas Bundage, operating for the Chatham Manufactur-

ing Co., has been getting out timber in the vicinity of

Ruthven, and is now engaged in shipping it.

—George Cartwright, lumber merchant, Carlisle, has pur-

chased 20 acres of timber from Mr. Henry Castle, but in the

absence of snow he is compelled to let it stand.

—Plenty of snow in the Nipissing district and in conse-

quence saw logs and timber are moving lively. Mr. R.

Smith is putting some fine timber on Beatty creek.

—Three shantyinen from the limits on the Coulonge have

arrived recently in Ottawa, all suffering from la grippe.

They report the disease very prevalent in the woods.

—Large quantities of lumber, shingles and pulp wood are

constantly being shipped from Burk's Falls and the shipments

would be much larger if a sufficiency of cars could be pro-

cured.

—Three hun Ired million feet of pine on one small river in

Western Algoma is the report of the Ontario Government

bush rangers, and the Rainy River railway is to run through

that country.

—Robert Livingston, of the 16th concession, county Grey,

has the contract fer getting out logs for the Star mill. Mr.

Querengesser's mill on the same line is running again sawing

up a quantity of old stock.

—Gilmour & Co. are getting out a large quantity of logs

and a quantity of square timber. 160,000 logs will come

down the Moira, and already large quantities are coming into

Trenton by rail to be cut at the Cedar mill.

- -Down the Ottawa river, including its northern tributary

streams, were floated during the year ending June 30th, 1889,

127,923 pieces of timber and 3,725,386 saw logs, producing a

icvenue to the Government of $87,709.39.

—Large numbers of shantymen on Black river have been

laid up with influenza, and several teams which went up late

in the fall have been standing in the stables ever since owing

to the inability of their drivers to work them.

—The Grass Valley steam saw and shingle mill of Mr.

John Hobert, Burk's Falls, on the Magnettewan river, start-

ed ud last month to cut custom logs that have been hauled

to the mill on sleighs. As soon as these are cut into lumber

he proposes to run the shingle mill right along until the

regular season opens for lumber cutting.

—T. Nester & Co. 's camp is situated twelve miles from

Thessalon and sixty miles from the Sauk. Work began on

the first of September
;
cutting and skidding of logs were over

before Christmas ; hauling of logs began with the new year.

They will put out about 70,000 logs this winter on the

Mississauga river.

—Lumbering is brisk in the neighborhood of Coldwater.

Messrs. Playfair & Co. are getting out seven thousand cords

of wood intended for shipment to Toronto. They are also

cutting near Sturgeon Bay. Jos. Brown is getting in a quan-

tity of pine logs, and the Georgian Bay Lumber Co.,

although not going into the business as strong as in the past,

are cutting a fair number of logs.

— Mr. Win. Williams, of Houghton, has invented an

appliance for skidding logs. The apparatus consists of skid

and a derrick carrying a snatch block and a pulley. A chain

is attached to the skid and passes over the snatch block and

the power is supplied by means of a team of horses or a yoke

of oxen and a logging chain to the pulley, and the log lying

on the chain is thus lifted on to the skid.

—A company of Canadians have purchased a large quan-

tity of standing timber along the Sturgeon River and Otter

Creek, in Michigan, and are now engaged in cutting and

squaring it and hauling it on sleighs to a shipping point on

the Sturgeon. It is claimed to be the best timber in the

upper peninsular. It is to be shipped by water to Quebec

and there re-shipped to Liverpool. Operations on a much

larger scale will be commenced there next summer.

—Port Carling, in the Muskoka district, has two saw mills.

Mr. R. McDermott has a saw mill which he runs fairly steady

from May until November each year. He does almost

exclusively a shipping trade. J. S. Wallis, also has a steam

saw, shingle and planing mill, which he usually runs from

April to December, and sometimes starts up as early as

March and runs to the end of the year. He gives his time

and attention almost exclusively to the local trade.

—Some 25,000,000 feet of lumber are booked to be shipped

to the States, via Rideau canal, next summer. Nine years

ago only 1,000,000 feet went by this route, showing a very

large increase. According to the Washington treaty, Cana-

dian barges can go no further with freight than Oswego, none

being allowed in American inland waters. Bargemen com-

plain that could they go further they could bring back coal

instead of returning light.

—The favorable weather of this season has caused a large

quantity of logs tc be taken out at McKellar by the

different lumber concerns. S. & J.
Armstrong are getting out

a quantity of basswood and pine to cut at their mill at Parry

Sound. They are also now cutting some of the same at their

McKellar mill. The surveyors of the Parry Sound Colonial

Railway expect to pass through this village en route to Burk's

Falls the other terminus of the road. The railway to Parrv

Sound is now an established fact, and this will help the lum-

bering interests at that already important lumber centre.

—Mr. Robert M. Gibson of this city says the Ottawa

Journal, has invented a machine which can be attached to

any saw mill at a comparatively small cost, and without the

necessity of making any alterations in the present ma-

chinery ;
having for its objects the handling and conveying

the saw dust from the mills to a furnace where it can be con-

sumed, or otherwise to carry it any reasonable distance for

utilization for fuel or other purposes. Mr. Gibson's invention

has already been submitted to competent authorities who

have expressed themselves as satisfied that it will accomplish

all that the inventor claims for it. The machine also is

intended to separate blocks, edgings, etc., from the saw dust

after it has been caught and carried from the mill.

— Mr. Kennedy, of the Cameron & Kennedy lumber mills

of Norman, Lake of the Woods, says it is the firm's intention

to take out the .same number of logs this winter as last.

He does not anticipate any trouble from low water, such as

some of the mill owners experienced last year and the year

before. The heavy fall of snow during the past few weeks has

tended to allay any fears which the lumbermen had that 1890

would be another year of exceptionally low water. It is said

that with a rapid spring opening, lumbering and navigation

on all the lakes and rivers in the country will be better than

for many seasons past. Mr. Kennedy is a firm believer in

the Hudson Bay railway, even if the bay is only navigable

for three or four months. He spoke of the magnificent water

power at Grand Rapids, to which Minneapolis would be no

rival, the iron mine and fisheries which would be developed,

and sees in the construction of the line a future for Manitoba

and the Northwest which without this line will remain in the

far future. Mr. Kennedy is sanguine over the prospects of Rat

Portage and looks forward to stirring times next summer.

QUEBEC.

—G. H. Henshaw, lumber merchant, Montreal, has assign-

ed.

—The " Three Lake Mills " at Spider Lake are not-

lumbering this season.

—Mills it Cook have their sash and door factory, at Brome
Corner, in full operation.

—The cut of spruce logs in the St. Maurice district will

equal, but pine may be somewhat less than last season.

—Mr. Joly's Lotbiniere cut which will likely be about

100,000 feet has been sold to Messrs. John Burdsall & Co.

—Messrs. J. Sharpies & Sons, have purchased Atkinson's

and Crawford's cuts for the season being about 200,000. feet.

—The cut of Mr. Murphy's mills at St. Joachim and St.

Pierre have been sold to Messrs. Kennedy of Liverpool and
will reach about 200,000 feet.

—Whole gangs of men suffering from La Grippe have been

obliged to return from the manufacturing districts, and the

winter output will of necessity be curtailed.

—Labor is quite scarce in the Lake St. John district this

year. Lumbering operations are going on to such an extent

that employment is offered to every available man.

—The British Government has awarded the contract for

Canadian lumber and deals for the Imperial dock-yards in

England to Messrs. Dobell, Beckett & Co., of Quebec.

—Messrs. W. & J. Sharpies, of Quebec, have contracted for

about 200, joo feet of Michigan waney, and have also bought

Caldwell's manufacture of square and waney timber amount-

ing to about 300,000 feet.

—Messrs. Smith, Wade & Co. have contracted for Messrs.

Klock's manufacture of square and waney timber, amounting

to about 1,250,000 feet ; the same firm have bought the new
Hawkesbury Lumber Company's output of about 400,000 feet.

— It is reported that Messrs. Dobell, Beckett & Co., of

Quebec, have contracted with a Wisconsin firm for next

season's delivery for 400,000 feet of waney, and also with the

Georgian Bay Lumber Co. for 350,000 feet of Michigan

waney.

—Messrs. Goodday, Benson & Co., of Quebec, have

purchased about 100,000 spruce and 300,000 pine wintering

over at Hall's mills, Becancour
; they have also contracted for

the Saguenay mills of St. Fulgence, which will turn out about

200,000.

—A large parcel of square waney pine consisting of about

700,000 feet, recently changed hands at Quebec, at a slight

advance on previous quotations. The only raft of square and

waney pine, now wintering over at Quebec, is that of Mr.

Edwards measuring about 52,000 feet.

—The total revenue of the Crown Lands Department for

the fiscal year ended 30th June, 1889, is shown by the report

of the Commissioner, to have reached the enormous figure of

$1,065,199.65, and the expectation is expressed that for the

current year the revenue will amount to $1,200,000.

— Messrs. Dobell, Beckett & Co. have bought about 180,-

000 pine deals wintering over at the Buckingham mills and a

large quantity wintering over at Baptist's Three Rivers and

Calumet Mills
;
they have also contracted for the Montmor-

ency cut, for the coming season amounting to about 500,000.

—The improvements under way at James Maclaren & Co. 's

and McClymont & Co.'s mills in New Edinburgh are almost

completed and will much improve the capacity of both mills.

Lumber shipping from the yards across the Rideau has now

assumed a lively turn, large quantities being consigned daily

to the United States markets, via the St. L. & O. railway.

—Most of the cuts of the Quebec mills, consisting prin-

cipally of spruce, have been sold for the coming season.

The prices maybe quoted at $41.50, $2S, $25 and $21 f.o.b.

bateaux, at which figures most of the contracts have been

made. The Breakey Chaudiere Mills cut, which will turn

out about 400,000 is the only considerable cut now remaining

unsold.

—C. G. Davies, timber merchant, of Quebec, who was

agent for Bryant, Powis and Bryant, a well-known and

extensive house of London, England, has absconded, being

defaulter it is said, to a large amount. The exact amount of

the absconder's shortage, is a mere matter of speculation, but

it is placed all the way from $150,000 to $200,000. Dab-

bling in timber and stocks is said to have led to his difficulties.

—A number of Quebec mills have disposed of their cuts for

the coming season. Messrs. Smith, Wade & Co. have

purchased from Mr. Edwards the Rockland pine deals which

wintered over and amounting to about 700,000. The price is

said to be the same as paid Mr. Gilmour for his cut of last

year, $1 15, $80, $39, and $29. The same firm have also

contracted for the coming season's cut of Mr. Sewell's four

mills which will run up to about 250,000 feet.
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—Brown's sash and planing mills at Lennoxville, Que,

burned Feby. 8th. Loss $3,000 ; insurance $1,500.

—London Timber of January 18th says : Messrs. Smith,

Wade & Co. have purchased the Edwards' pine deals winter-

ing quantity about 10,000 Petersburg stds. These deals are

well-known in this market. Messrs. Dobell & Cov have

purchased the Baptist (Three Rivers and Calumet) cuttings of

pine deals also the balance of the Ross, Buckingham. Prices

have not transpired, but are understood to be about on the

basis of previous sales in the Quebec market.

—A large amount of business has already been done in

Great Britain in chartering from Quebec and other ports on

the St. Lawrence for next spring. Current rates to range of

U. K. ports are : Deals, 62s 6d, and timbei 25s. From the

spruce districts some business has also been done at from 60s

to 65s for New Brunswick ports, and 55s for Nova Scotian

ports. Shippers are particularly requested to insert in the

charter party a clause that " any time lost by reason of strikes,

lock-outs, or combinations of workmen—whether partial or

general—shall not count as part of the loading or discharging

time."

—The Scotstown Lumber Company, is applying for articles

of incorporation under the "Joint Stock Companies Incorpor-

ation Act," for the purpose of lumbering, sawing and

manufacturing sawn and dressed lumber, and doing a general

milling and trading business. The chief place of business will

be at Scotstown district of St. Francis. Capital stock fifty

thousand dollars, in five hundred shares of one hundred

dollars each. The names of the applicants are Frank Dudley,

Portland, Maine, lumber dealer, Rufus Henry Pope, of

Cookshire, mill-owner ; William Ives, advocate ; and Henry

Braithwaite Brown, advocate, both of Sherbrooke. William

Ward Bailey, of Cookshire, miller. The first directors are

the said Frank Dudley, Rufus H. Pope and William B. Ives.

MANITOBA AND THE NORTHWEST.
—The saw mills on Lake Winnipeg cut last season about

fifteen million feet, all spruce and tamarac.

—The total amount of lumber sold in Manitoba last year

was about one hundred and twelve million feet.

—Mr. J. A. Christie, of Brandon has a fine saw mill at

that place and expects to cut ten million feet this season.

—R. B. Wisch, lumber dealer, McGregor, has bought out

George Rogers' lumber yard at that place and combined the

business with his own.

—Albert Carman, of Winnipeg, has been appointed to

assume the management of Dick, Banning & Co.'s lumber

yard at Portage la Prairie.

—A government inspector seized npwards of 500,000

shingles and some lumber in Minnedosa recently. They had

been manufactured without the manufacturers first interview-

ing the Government.

—There are seven saw mills on the Lake of the Woods,

which will saw this season 60,000,000 feet, providing no logs

are " hung up" in driving, and some say that the cut will be

near 80,000,000 feet.

—The Western Lumber Company are building a new tug

at Fort Francis for Rainy Lake. About 40,000,000 feel of

logs are to come down from Rainy Lake this season and

about the same from the American rivers.

—Capt. J. Jonnasson, one of the most extensive lumber

shippers on Lake Winnipeg, says the various companies are

taking out a greater number of logs than they first calculated

upon. The season has turned out more favorable than was

expected.

—The Ontario & Minnesota Lumber Company have

limits on the Big Forks, they had about ten million stuck last

spring. Their contractors are putting in 15,000,000 this

winter, but on account of sickness among the men they will

probably only put in ten or twelve million feet.

—Considerable railroad building will be done the coming

summer in Manitoba by all the railroads, including the

Central Pacific, Northern Pacific and Manitoba, and other

branch lines from these main roads, which will greatly in-

crease the demand for bridge timber, &c, and as new towns

will spring up, considerable lumber will be required for build-

ing purposes.

—The Dominion government is calling for tenders for a

license to cut timber on a length of 50 miles square on the

ea*t side of Lake Winnipeg, beginning at the mouth of the

Hollow Water river, a tributary of Lake Winnipeg on its

ea»tern shore ; thence northerly along the eastern shore of the

laid lake io miles in direct distance, and back easterly

throughout from the shore of the lake, five miles measured at

right angles to its general bearing within the said distance.

Northern and southern boundaries to be due east and west

lines, the rear boundary to be in not more than four courses.

—Bailey & Saunders, of Duluth, who are cutting their own

timber from deeded land, are cutting this winter on the

Little Forks River ; the Itasci Company, are cutting north

of Duluth, 4,500,000 feet of logs, which they have contracted

to furnish Dick, Banning & Co., delivered in the Rainy river

next spring, and to whom they sold and delivered the only

American logs brought into Canada last year from the State

of Minnesota, the amount being between six and seven mill-

ion. The other parties who had logs in the State of Minne-

sota to be delivered in Rainy river were all stuck and may

come down this season.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.

—The saw mills on the coast have resumed operations and

it is conceded that the busiest season on record is ahead of

them.

—The Royal City Planing Mills Co. are well supplied with

orders and will have to run to their fullest capacity to meet

the heavy demands.

—The British barque, Gloaming, has been towed to sea

from Hastings saw mill, Vancouver with 1,031,000, feet of

lumber for Calao, Peru.

—A carload of machinery has arrived at New Wesminster

from Cowan & Co., Gait, Ont., for use in Mr. T. Ackerman's

new sash and door factory.

—The Vancouver Lumber Company's saw mill has been

purchased by Messrs. Edmond & Webster, of Westminister,

who propose to run it on a large scale.

—A number of Ontario capitalists are negotiating for the

erection of a saw mill above Mr. Laidlaw's cannery, at Sap-

perton. Arrangements have been completed for the purchase

of land for the mill site and lumber yards.

—It is reported that a number of the .piles at the new Ross-

McLaren mill have been smashed by the ice jamming against

them. Also, that the chimney of the saw dust consumer has

been canted over by the force of the recent gale.

—The Victoria Lumbering & Trading Co. have commenced

to manufacture at their mill at Chemainus the material for

their new mill. The new mill will h*ve a capacity of sixty

million feet annually, all of which is intended for the export

trade.

—Work in the logging camps is almost entirely suspended

owing to the heavy snow in the woods. Not being prepared

for lumbering operations on the eastern plan the loggers have

been forced to suspend operations until such time as the snow

disappears.

—The Port Moody saw mill, after being repaired, has

again started running full time, with a large number of orders

ahead. The North Pacific Lumber Company are pushing the

work in connection with their mill, which is expected to be

the largest on the inlet.

—The contract for framing the bridges for the Regina &
Long Lake railway has been awarded the Royal City Planing

Mill, Westminister. Work on them will be begun at once.

When completed they will be put together, to see that every-

thing fits, after which they will be taken apart and shipped

east.

—The report of the minister of the crown lands recently

issued, states that there are 25 saw mills in the province,

with a daily capacity in the aggregate of 170,000 or about

275,000,000 per annum. The acreage of timber leases held

from the provincial government amounts to 135,063 acres,

and on crown lands, 10,930,400; timber leasehold, 9,420,565 ;

private property, 3,342,352, total 31,878,384 ; royalty col-

lected, $12,575.59 ; rebate on timber exported $3,051.48.

—The shipments of lumber from British Columbia during

the past year approximates some 32,ooo,ooo^feet, valued at

nearly half a million dollars, and about fifty ships having an

aggregate tonnage of some 43,000 tons, were employed.

This industry has been fairly active, although several of the

leading mills shut down temporarily early in the season during

the progress ot extensive additions to buildings, plant and

modern machinery (notably in the case of the Moodyville

saw mill at Burrard Inlet,) aud the capacity of these estab-

lishments has been so enlarged that they are now in a better

position to fill orders than heretofore.

—

Colonist.

NOVA SCOTIA.

—The Milton Manufacturing Company, Yarmouth, recent-

ly organized with a capital of $25,000 for the manufacture of

lumber, building materials, woodenware, etc., has completed

the erection of its factory, and is now at work. The main

building is two stories and a half high, with a frontage of 100

feet, and an L in the rear 27x45. In addition the company
has a two story and a-half building in the rear, the lower part

of which is for store room, and the upper part a glazing room.

The steel boiler is 5 feet in diameter and 17 feet long, and

the engine is 100-horse power.

NEW BRUNSWICK.
—The recent heavy snow storm rather interferes with lum-

bering in the northern countries but is a bonanza in the south,

where there was a scarcity of snow.

—The amount of lumber being cut on the west branch of

the Penobscot during the present year is estimated to be

3,000,000 feet, giving employment to 500 horses, oxen and

over 1,400 men.

AMERICAN.

—Hickory logs bring $25 a thousand at Ada, O., where

sucker rods for oil wells are manufactured.

—President Strickland of the Penobscot Log Driving Com-

pany, Me., estimates the winter's cut on the west branch at

56,300,000.

—The Chicago Lumber Co. has purchased 60,000.000 feet

of lumber from the Branning Manufacturing Co., and leased

the planing mill of that company at Edenton, N. C.

—While sinking a well at his new saw mill, near Seymour,

Ind., Jesse Cox came across some large chestnut trees thirty-

five feet below the surface in a perfect state of preservation.

—In the New England States most of the yards are buying

from hand to mouth. In hardwood there is very little doing

either for prompt or future delivery. Many of the dealers in

hardwood predict that the demand will be light this season.

—The J. E. Potts Salt & Lumber Company, of Au Sable

is hauling 500,000 feet of logs by rail daily. The company

recently purchased a tract of timber of Alpena parties for

$130,000, and it is said has 800,000,000 feet of standing pine

that will go to the mill at Au Sable.

—Estimates of the quantity of pine lumber remaining in

Florida vary from 6,500,000,000 to 120,000,000,000. Al-

though there are extensive bodies of virgin forest still un-

touched, it is very evident to lumbermen tkat at the present

rate of destruction the supply cannot last more than fifteen or

twenty years. Merchantable building lumber from Florida is

now worth $25.50 by the cargo at New York, which sold two

or three yeais ago for $19.50.

—J. E. Potts Salt & Lumber Company, Au Sable, Mich.,

will not extend its logging road to Hillman, as was reported.

The company's output was 112,500,000 feet, instead of from

60,000,000 to 80,000,000 feet. Its own mill sawed over

87,0x1,000 feet. Outside parties sawed the rest. Mr. Potts

writes as above, and confirms the report of the purchase of

$130,000 worth of pine from the Minor Lumber Company, of

Alpena.

"—A new fibre plant called maholtine has been discovered

on the Island of Trinidad, of which great things are expected.

The bark is easily stripped from the stalks which are about 10

feet long. The product is reported worth from $85 to $100

a ton in London, Eng.

—The sale of the Spokane Mill company's property to an

English syndicate, representing the Bank of London, is being

negotiated in New York. The property is one of the most

valuable in the city and controls one entire channel of the

Spokane river, furnishing an immense water power. There

are four mills and several acres of high priced real estate,

fronting on the river, which go with the property. It is

reported the price at which the mill will be sold is $1,500,000.

It is rumored that negotiations are pending for the Washing-

ton Water company's property by the same Englishmen.

The company practically owns all the enormous water

power of the city outside of that owned by the mill company.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES.
—Messrs. Murphy & Bates are getting out the timber for

their new saw mill on the east shore of the Georgian Bay,

near Owen Sound. The building will be ready for occupation

by the 1st of Tune and will employ about fifty men.

—The Waterous Engine Works Co., of Brantford, have

just completed for Dancan McCormack of Montreal, at

Casselman, Ont., one of the most complete saw mills in

Eastern Ontario. It consists of a 70-horse power engine, two

boilers, circular saw irons, with improved carriage, consisting

of five log seats wi'h rope feed, heavy three saw double edger,

double trimmers, swing saw, friction bull wheel, shingle

machine, combined planer and matcher, saw dust carrier,

live rolls, &c. Their men are now at work constructing a

similar mill at Lachute, Que., for Messrs McGibbon & Co.,

which will be started in a few days. In both of these mills

can be seen their new friction grip pulley which is sufficiently

strong to stop and start with ease the heaviest circular or gang

mill without stopping the power. This pulley will be a

great acquisition to mill men, and from its strength and

effectiveness it is sure to have a large sale. We would advise

any one troubled with the old style of friction clutch pulley,

or who is desirous of stopping heavy machinery without inter-

fering with the power to write them for information. T.uir

friction grip cm hi attached to old pulleys as well as to iie<v
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MEASURING MILL-WORKED STOCK.

Every different locality has its own peculiar neces-

sity, and must be governed by its own kind of trade.

In places where stock boards are run exclusively, it

would seem to be no trick to keep run of the work, and

you would say a 12-inch 16-foot board split into three

or four parts is easy to keep track of, but two 5's and

one 6 is the only way we can count it split in three

parts, unless we are selling by the car load and put in

187 3>2-inch strips for a 1,000 feet of stuff ; or, if we

split four times and make 2><-inch worked stuff, just

250 pieces to the thousand comes out right. When we

come to mark it up for the retail trade it comes fair,

each strip makes even four feet, while the 3
,'/•>' -inch stuff

must be marked two pieces five and one six, as we

must mark up enough to make the rough stock hold

out good.

In "ye olden time'' when stuff was sawed at random

lengths and any width, and 20,000 feet put behind a

planer with the order to "work eight inches and under,"

and the first width came out 7^ inches and the last

two inches wide, then the man that tallied the stuff had

his head and hands full. It was common, then, and is

in some places now, to have a "tell tale," and when the

stuff was fed in the feeder turned the tell tale to show

the number of feet that was in the piece, while the man
taking away re-marked it from the tell tale.

For the retail trade it is very common to mark the

stock both sides when it is worked into flooring, then

the stuff is already marked and always on the rough

side. As very little stuff is made into flooring more

than inches wide, and barn boards less than 7%
inches wide, we have for coarse stuff all the widths that

are usually found in the trade in these two kinds of

stuff, only barn boards are usually planed two sides

while flooring is seldom planed but one.

The greatest trouble in tallying comes from running

random lengths and widths. If, as I have noticed, we

take a lot of this kind of stuff, either southern pine or

eastern pine or spruce, we would have to go by the rule

of give and take. For example : The six-inch stuff

works only inches wide. This comes easy, for

one-half the length of the stuff would be half the number

of superficial feet, but when we go down to the

it is a different thing. For example : Beginning with

the shortest merchantable board, 10 feet, it is 55, and

this gives four feet seven inches, and the usual way is,

where it overruns a half foot, to call it one foot more,

so the worked board 10 feet long and finishing five

inches wide would be marked 5, while the board 1 1 feet

long and the same width would also be marked 5. The
12-foot lengths are usually marked 5 and 6 alternately.

Some mills do not pay any attention to the odd feet

and mark the stuff up for 10, 12, 14 and 16-foot lengths,

while others stick to the odd feet. Coming down to

the narrower widths, as stuff finishing 3^ inches is

usually marked 1 1, 12 and 13 feet mark 4, and 14, 15

and 16-foot lengths mark 5, and so on, each succeed-

ing three feet in length is marked one foot more as 23,

24 and 25 feet long would all be marked 8. The point

is, to mark the finished stuff just what the rough stuff

is surveyed and marked. It is well enough, however,

to keep your eye on the surveyor's mark, for very often

it seems as if the surveyor was mixed up, something

was in and wit was out.. Carloads of stuff going east

are seldom marked for any widths of finished stock,

as so many pieces of a given width are put in for a

thousand feet. This saves the trouble of marking at the

mill and the retailer must mark it up himself, or count

the pieces, as they very often do where they are sold.

I am fully aware that board and timber surveying is too

complicated to be fully explained here. The common
arithmetic rule of multiplying the length in feet by the

width in inches, and dividing by 12, gives only the

faintest idea of lumber surveying ; yet the rule is

correct and everything must go by it.

I give these very few examples to show the principle

and do not go into the details of surveying, mark-

ing and inspecting. This is a business of itself, and

men to do it successfully need to make it a special

study and commit to memory like one would the

multiplication table, having the lengths and widths all

n the head so that when the width and length are

given the contents of the board is known immediate-

ly. The surveyor should be as ready to mark the

contents of the board and tally, as he would to say

twice two are four.

If any one is in the trade and working stuff for a

market, he should have cards with the different widths,

lengths and thicknesses all figured up. A few of these

cards of convenient size cover the whole thing and are

very handy, for on them all the odd widths and lengths

are carried out, a glance showing how many feet are

in the piece. Our own trade, South and North Caro-

lina pine stock exclusively, is all marked as it comes

away from the planer, and no attention whatever is

paid to what the piece is marked in the rough. The

southern pine all comes random lengths to fill some

particular order. Then the pieces are counted and no

marking is done. We very seldom work anything

wider than 3
l

4. inches, except in 1 Yz and thicker stock,

and all our southern pine comes sawed to three and

four-inch widths. The other widths 8, 10, 12 and 14

inches, for step plank, and from these widths we can

get anything we need, while our sidings from the saw

mill furnishes stock for small orders outside of widths

above noticed. North Carolina stock comes to us 8,

10, 12 and 14 inches wide, and wide stock for surfacing

often goes up to 20, 22 and 24 inches wide. This wide

stock we do not saw for matching, the 8, 10 and

12 inch furnishing all the narrow stork. We never

re-mark this stock but count so many pieces to

the thousand, always counting it so it will not come

under what there was in the rough stock. In loading

a car for filling an order the number of pieces of each

width and length is all the tallying there is done, which

saves a great amount of work. This refers only to

North Carolina stock. Yellow pine being any length

from 10 to 30 feet, must all be marked, at least we

always mark it.

It is a very easy matter to make a tally card and the

convenience more than pays for the trouble of mark-

ing. We get them printed by the thousand, so when

one is worn out there are more always at hand. They

are, however, used exclusively about the mill ; the sur-

veyor and inspector are supposed to be able to do their

part without a card, or at least they ought to.

One thing should be borne in mind, that the stuff

after it is planed and matched should just hold out to

what it was m the rough, barringtriDiming.

This subject might be carried much farther, as there

are many short cuts in the lumber business that

surveyors resort to, which saves many a long row of

figures and much calculation.

OUR TRADE WITH BRITAIN.

The business done in the timber trade of the Mersey ports

for the year 1889 has been the largest on record. With

scarcely a single exception the principal articles of importa-

tion show a large increase over any previous period. Rough-

ly speaking, the importation of the chief kinds of square

timber of all sorts has been 58 per cent, over that of 1888,

and 70 per cent, over that of 1887, whilst that of deals,

spruce, pine and redwood, flooring, etc., has been 36 per

cent, over that of 1887. The stock of all kinds of square

timber on hand at Liverpool at the close of the year amount-

ed to no less a quantity than 2,619,000 cubic feet, and of all

kinds of deals, boards, flooring, etc., 37,355 St. Petersburg

standards, making a total in the aggregate of 8,782,000 cubic

feet. The Timber Trades Journal in reviewing the trade of

that port with British North America says tnere is hardly a

single description of timber, whether in the log or manufac-

tured into deals, boards or other forms, which has not been

imported in larger quantities than ever before known. All

the shipping ports in the Dominion of Canada have had their

fair share of the large increase in business, and in the high

prices they have received for their lumber. It would be too

much to expect that after such a good season as the last

must have been to the Canadian lumber interests, they would

stay their hands awhile and get out only what the markets

art likely to bear without loss, or until our stocks are reduced

to a more moderate compass. But we trust that the quantity

to come forward of either timber or deals will be

moderate for the ensuing season.

Yellow Pine Timber.—The import from Quebec of

waney and square pine logs for the past season reaches

nearly 1,950,000 cubic feet, from St. John, N. B.
, 19,000

cubic feet, and from other ports 53,000, making in the

aggregate 2,022,000 cubic feet. This is 33 per cent, more

than last year, and 55 per cent, more than the previous one.

It is true we have had a largely increased consumption, but

not sufficient to equalize these liberal supplies. This leaves

us with a stock on hand of 573,000 cubic feet, a little more

than double the quantity held here last year at this time, and

composed of about 350,000 cubic feet of square and 200,000

cubic feet waney boardwood.

The import has been chiefly on contract, though some
parcels have been consigned for sale on this side, Generally

speaking the bulk of the shipments have maintained the

reputation of the various shippers, but some have been infer-

ior, and differences have had to be adjusted between shipper

and importer.

Red Pine Timber.—This wood has been imported to

about the same extent as last year, viz., 53,000 cubic feet, but

excepting for special purposes, it is now but little used. Even
with the above moderate quantity the stock on hand is 50 per

cent, more than last year.

Oak.—The supply of oak in all its forms, and from alt

sources, has been nearly 2,000,000 cubic feet during the year

but the consumption has been correspondingly large. The
demand from the railways and waggon works for rolling

stock has been continuous throughout the year, and in con-

sequence of this the stock has not been materially increased.

Prices for good wood have been steady, but inferior wood
could only be placed with tempting figures. The stock

stands at 373,000 cubic feet, viz : 105,000 ft. of logs and

ft. 178,000 waggon scantling.

Elm.—The import has been nearly double that of last year,

and has nearly all been on contract. The consumption has

been large, viz: 115,000 cubic feet, leaving us with a fairly

moderate stock of 53,000 cubic feet, which will probably be

quite sufficient to meet all requirements until next season's

wood arrives.

Ash.—This wood has come forward as freely as it did last

year, the import alike being 82,000 feet. It has been in

good request, however, and the stock is only about 20,000

cubic feet. This, however, will be found quite ample.

Birch.—At the opening of the season the stock was moder-

ate, and this wood being in strong request, high prices were

obtainable for both logs and planks. The importation dur-

ing the summer and autumn months quite overran the

consumption, and prices receded rapidly. In spite, however,

of the lower range of values, the demand was not stimulated,

and we end the season with a stock of 265,000 cubic feet,

more than four times the quantity held here last year.

Gl'MWOOD, once known as satin walnut, is hardly ever

now spoken of, and it can only be sold at very low pric.s

commensurate with its demerits. The last sale was at about

i6d. to i8d. per cubic foot.

Lancewood Spars.—The import has been moderate, and
with a fair demand existing good prices have recently been
obtained. The stock on hand is only about 300 pieces.

Quebec Pine and Spruce Deals, Boards, &c—In

these goods we have had an excessive importation, it being

nearly 50 per cent, above that of last year, and had it not

been for the flourishing state of trade in the north we should

have been in a sad plight. The total quantity of these goods

imported was 37,957 St. Petersburg standards. Much of this

was forced off at little or no margin of profit, to save addition-

al expense of storage and accruing interest. Owing to this

the stock is not excessively large, though nearly double that

of this time last year, viz., 10,149 St. Petersburg standards, of

which, however, 1,133 standards are spruce and 5,016 stan

dards pine. The demand latterly has been very moderate,

consumers being already well provided for, so that we shall

be well off for these goods until the next spring arrivals come

to hand.

New Brunswick and Nova Scotia Spruce Deals.—
We commenced the year with a moderate stock of 7,620

standards, which was reduced, by the end of May, to 3,682

standards. The business outlook was promising, and con-

tracts for these goods were made early in the season at £7
15s. to ,£8 per standard c.i.f. ; but as the season progressed

the market receded, and St. John, N. B. shipment in June

had dropped to £7 12s. 6d. per standard c.i.f, with inferior

shipments at a corresponding reduction. A further decline

was experienced in August and September for large steamer

cargoes, which were sold at £7 10s. per standard c.i.f., at

about which price these goods have remained. It is freely

stated that there are few, if any, spruce deals remaining un-

shipped at any of the lower ports, and that the stock in St.

John, N. B., is exceedingly light. Should this be the fact,

'.hen the stock in hand to-day, say 18,932 St. Petersburg

standards, iriay not be too large to supply the wants of the

market until the new season's goods arrive. This would

naturally be late, as it would consist of this winter's cut.

These and similar statements, have so often been made

before, and so often proved to be unfounded, that we simply
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give them for what they are worth.

The importation at London of Canadian timber during the

year compares as follows :

:SS9. _iSSS. _iSS^

Oak
Birch
Ash
Elm
Yellow Pine
Red Pine

Loads.
2.136
6,067
7.07S
4,4So

3,198
244

Loads.
2,264

2,154
i,c66
94i

4,114

294

1SS6.

Loads. Loads.
3.175 3.076

2,976 2,620

64S 1,632

737 622

2,716 2.681

216 2S9

The timber trade at Glasgow during 18S9 has been active,

the records of import and consumption showing an expansion

compared with former years. The increase in the imports of

Quebec timber as compared with 1888, is chiefly in hard-

woods, oak, elm, ash and birch, and as a result the stock of

those now held is larger than the amount a year ago.

The Greenock timber trade, and in fact most all the Scotch

ports show an increased volume of business compared with

recent years, and is due almost entirely to the great boom in

shipbuilding.

The timber trade of the Irish south and west coast ports

shows a large increase of business over the preceding year.

It is early yet to predict just what the result of the coming

season's trade with Britain will be ; but with a prospect of

lower freights, and with continued industrial prosperity in

Britain, we may expect the trade of the present year will not

come far behind that of 1889.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Madawaska, N. B., Feb., 1890.

Editor Canada Lumberman.

No doubt in many cases, it will entail considerable expense

upon mill-owners to enable them to get rid of their saw dust

and waste about their mills if the law is enforced, and no

doubt there are party predjudices which makes it very

difficult for a minister to know where exceptions should be

considered, and in my opinion, the only true way to handle

the question is to serve rich and poor alike.

The throwing of sawdust and mill rubbish into our streams

is a nuisance to navigation and to fish, and the want of fish-

ways into dams on our streams is a greater nuisance than

saw dust to the fish when they want to pass over.

From inquiries made by your correspondents leads me to

think the scarcity of soft wood in Ontario is beginning to be felt.

Our pine has become an article of the past, and our spruce

lands on the St. John river are well stripped. The cutting of

trees down to 12 feet, 8 and 9 inches in diameter, leaves it

only a question of time when there wdl be none to cut. Our

politicians seem to think that our timber lands will last for

ever, by the reckless manner in which they strive to get rid of

them to speculators. Lumber sold to be manufactured out

of our country is a suicidal policy, and the next generation

will regret the shortsightedness of their political predecessors.

Our forests are fortunes at our feet, and we allow Ameri-

cans to come and take away. A few years ago the timber

reserves of Michigan were considered endless. Where are

they now ? On the St. John river a few years ago, nothing

could be seen floating down it only magnificent pine timber

16x18 inches average. Where is it now? Now we see no

pine and spruce logs cut down to 9 inches and less at the top

end—on the other hand in many cases they are not worth

hauling to the mill, and with all this slaugher our country is

no better off than it was before.

Lumbermen do not study the future prosperity of our

country, all they think of is self and make their Jack while

the lumber lasts. Now-a-days the lumber rings and railway

rings, whenever any favors are wanted, whip the politicians

into line and their requests are granted ; but if the pioneeis

of our country deem it essential to protect our lumber and

local mills that are depending upon our forests for supplies to

enable them to build up the country, no notice is taken of

them.

If subsidies were given to large manufacturing concerns to

enable them to manufacture anything from a tooth-pick to

a parlor set, to meet the domestic wants of foreign countries,

and by the utilization of our magnificent water-powers, it

would do more to create a market for our hard and soft wood

than many imagine. It would, furthermore, encourage labor,

turn our wild lands into agricultural fields, open up a channel

of trade for land and water carriage, greater than any other

scheme. But some would cry out that this would be taxing

the poor to make the rich richer, whereas it would only be

taking from poor and rich alike to enable the poor man to

get a home and improve his condition in life. Too little

notion is paid to the local wants of our pioneers, who are

generally poor, and who need local industries to give them

Tri;,ioyment. The trader's motto is, there is no friendship

in tra/Je, and the lumberman's motto is, monopolize all the

land* you can get, and as this is a free country, those who

have no shoei can go barefooted.

P. O. Bvkam.

PIECE LUMBER.
(B, am,,. Fl.U.r

]

The demand for cheap goods, and the strong

competition that many lines of goods have to meet,

have caused careful men to put on their " thinking cap."

There are so many ways in which the cost of goods

can be increased or decreased, that only those who are

giving the closest attention to their business can make
any profit outside of the regular cost for material and

labor. Freights are no small part of the real cost of

goods that have to be delivered and every way that the

weight can be lessened adds materially to a small

margin.

Lumber that is being shipped a long distance should

be planed if possible, thus saving weight, and the

utmost care should be exercised in selecting the lumber,

that nothing is shipped that is not to be utilized. The
average country mills saw their lumber so it will vary

in thickness nearly or quite one-quarter of an inch.

Their 12-foot lumber is all kinds of lengths, some being

an inch or two less than 12 feet, while the logs will vary

from 11 feet 10 inches up to 13 feet or even more than

that. If the purchaser is going to cut this lumber up

into short lengths this may not be a serious objection,

but for marketable lumber the very looks of the long

and short boards is enough to hurt the sale—at least

for the best market price.

If these odd lengths can not be utilized, along with

the extra thickness, is a matter that has arrested the

attention of manufacturers. Of late many manufact-

urers of small articles have fallen in line with the idea

of buying piece lumber—that is to say, if they are

manufacturing any article where duplicate pieces are

used so they can ask for bids for 1,000 or 10,000 pieces

of certain sizes and qualities, to be delivered at certain

specified times, they are saving in both freight' and in

price. So many of these small articles are saved by

mills that are utilizing pieces too small for their regular

work.
The writer's attention was called not long since to a

mill which saved from the slabs and the good part of

the culls, over a car load a month of their lumber Y%

inch thick for fruit crates, and at prices with which no

manufacturer could saw up whole lumber and compete.

Tent pins and tent slides are made by the car load by

mills which have an eye upon utilizing their scrap.

Hame sticks are made by the car load by hardwood
mills which save the good, sound lumber from between

knots and defects. Wagon felloes also are simply a

utilizer of rough lumber. These goods and many others

are contracted for by the piece, in car lots, enabling

the mill man who has learned the real value of a dollar,

and the value of a piece of wood, even though it

contains but a fractional part of a foot, to get every

cent out of his material.

The piece lumber enables the saving mill man to

utilize everthing in his lumber. It brings the lumber

to the least possible waste, making a great saving in

weight by shipping only stock that is to be used, reduc-

ing the freight to the lowest minimum, and a saving of

labor to the manufacturer from cutting this material

from boards or planks, which can only be done with

more or less loss in the various widths. Chair factories,

toy factories, plow factories and many of the furniture

factories are buying nearly all of their lumber cut to

certain sizes—piece lumber. We predict it to be the

future system of supply where it is possible to utilize

it. It enables mill men who depend upon the forest

for their supplv to take every advantage that near

timber will afford them, in working rough logs, small

timber, cutting out defects, making first-class lumber

out of common. It also is an advantage to the mill

man who has a long distance to haul his lumber, by
selecting only such stock as he can handle to advan-

tage and with profit.

A peculiar feature of this piece lumber is, the con-

sumer does not make the price, yet he controls it as

far as supply and demand will admit him to. He asks

for bids in large quantities, thus placing the order in

the hands of those who are willing to work the cheap-

est or are the most desirous for work, only as freight

rates may favor the near ; we might add, placing the

orders in the hands of those who read the woodwork-
ing journals—not one, but several, so that they keep

themselves posted with the wants of the consumer.

In fact the writer thinks that next to his boiler and

engine he wants the lumber journals as a part of the

plant, looking upon them as an essential part, for

lumber that is not well sold is akin to lumber poorly

manufactured.

Poor lumber and poor prices have dragged many a

mill man to ruin. The best is the cheapest, let it be

machinery, help, lo#s, market or what it may, and the

man who does not travel, visit the market, his com-

petitors, read the journals and see what the people

want, what improvements they have to offer to the

world is a manufacturer of the past, not of the present.

BRITISH COLUMBIA FIR.

In quantity, quality and general utility, says the

Daily Columbian of recent date, the Douglas fir of

British Columbia stands the acknowledged king of

all merchantable woods. In every test that has been

made between it and other woods the Douglas fir has

always came out victorious. Where strength, beauty

of grain, and lightness combined are required," this

noble wood never fails to be the chosen article, and
the leading lumber dealers in all the large cities of the

east find that the demand for it becomes general when
once its great usefulness is known, and they are con-
sequently obliged even now to keep a stock on hand.
It is a safe prediction that a few years hence the
Douglas fir will be added to all quotations in the east-

ern lumber markets. Of course this will not be until

freight rates are so reduced that the lumber can be
laid down at a reasonable cost—the present rates

militate strongly against an immediately large market
for it. But notwithstanding the manner in which
the • Douglas fir is handicapped, it still finds its way
into all the important car manufacturing companies in

America—a class of work which requires the very
strongest and best wearing kinds of timber. The
Canadian Pacific Railway Car Works in Perth and Mon-
treal use the Douglas fir for car sills and frame work :

so does the Crossen Car Works, of Cobourg, Ont, and
the great Barney & Smith Car Manufacturing Co., of
Dayton, Ohio. Many million feet of this lumber is

used annually by these companies, and they all pro-
nounce it the finest car timber in the world.

The strength of the Douglas fir is surprisingly great,

and the old idea that oak was the strongest and most
lasting of all woods is completely exploded by recent
tests of this wonderful timber. The English Admiralty
gives the Douglas fir the greatest tensile strength
of any known wood except oak. The Northern Pacific

Railway Co.'s tests, give Douglas fir the greatest

resistance to breaking strain, and pronounce it the

best bridge timber in the world. The Canadian
Pacific Railway bridges through the mountains are
constructed of Douglas fir, and are acknowledged to

be unequalled in strength and durability of any similar

structures in the world. The Imperial Government
specify spars and masts of Douglas fir as the best

known.
A number of tests were made last May by the

Northern Pacific railway. The experiments were
made with 2x4 inch sticks, four feet long laid edgewise
on supports 3 ft. 10 inches apart, being in proportion
one-fourth of a regular bridge stringer. By applying
a concentrated weight in the centre, they were all load-

ed down until breaking.

The following table shows the result

:

Breaking Strain
per Square inch

Total Breaking in extreme
Load in Centre Fibre.

Description. Pounds. Pounds.
1. A piece cut from a stik,

having been exposed to

the weather for : or 6

years and partly decay-
ing broke at 3.060 6,400

2. A piece cut from a soft,

sappy, fine grained, yel-

fir 3.060 6,400

3. A piece cut from a green
coarse grained butt of fir 3.630 7,600

4. A piece cut from an old,

seasoned, medium grain-
ed stick, having been ex-
posed to the weather for

several years 4,320 9.100

Tests were also made as follows :

5. A piece of Eastern white
pine 1,610 3,40a

6. A piece of green Eastern
oak 2,430 5,100

Taking Nos. 3 and 6 as being fair comparative pieces,

it will be seen that the fir is about half as strong again
as oak when green, while the fourth piece shows that

the fir gains enormously in strength, by seasoning.

But the comparisons between Nos. 1 and 2 and 6 are

still more remarkable. In the case of No. 1. a partial-

ly decayed piece of fir is capable of standing a strain

greater by one-fourth than sound, green oak, and soft,

sappy yellow fir stands equally as great a strain.

White pine, of course, cuts a very poor figure as com-
pared with fir, and will bear no comparison of any
kind with the latter for any purpose where great

strength is needed.
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TRADE REVIEW.
Toronto, Ont.

Toronto, Feb. 28th, 1890.

CAR OR CARGO LOTS.
1% and thicker clear picks. American inspection $20 oo@
\% and thicker, three uppers. American inspection. ..

i£ and thicker, pickings. American inspection

1x10 & 12 dressing and Detter 1800
1x10* 12 mill run 1300
1x10 * 12 dressing 1400
1x10 * 12 common 12 00
1x10 & 12 spruce culls 1000
1x10 * 12 mill culls

1 inch clear and picks 24 00
1 inch dressing and better 18 00

1 inch siding mill run 1300
1 inch siding common 11 00
1 inch siding ship culls 10 00
linch siding mill culls 800
Cull scantling 800
iK and thicker cutting up plank 22 00
1 inch strips 4 in to S in mill run 14 00
1 inch strips, common 11 00
1% inch flooring 1400
iKinch flooring 1400
XXX shingles, 16 in 2 20
XX shingles, 16 in 1 20
Lath, No. 1 I 70
" No. 2

YARD QUOTATIONS.
Mill cull boards & scantling$io oolDressing stocks 16 oo(E

Shipping cull boards, pro- (Picks Am. inspection
miscuous widths 13 00 Three uppers, Am. inspect.

stocks 14 00 F. M.
Scantling & joist, up to 16 ft 14 oo'iMin. flooring, dres'd 28 00

18ft 15 00 1 }4 " " rough ... 18 00
20 ft 16 00
22 ft 17 00

24 ft 19 00
26 ft 20 00
28 ft 22 00

30 ft 24 00

32 ft 26 CO

34 ft 28 50
.22 50

" 40 to 44 ft 35 00

Cutting up planks 1% and
thicker dry 2500 2600
" board 18 00 22 00

i
z
/t

" " dres'd F.M. 25 00
" " undrs'd B.M.18 00
" " dres'd... 18 00
" " undres'd 12 00

Beaded sheeting, dress-
ed 22 00

Clapboarding, dres'd
XXX sawn shingles
per M 2 65

36 ft 30 oojSawn Lath 2 06

38 ft 32 oolRed oak 30 00
White " 3«

Basswood, No. 1 & 2 18 00
Cherry, No. 1 & 2. .. 50 00
White ash, 1 & 2 25 00
Black ash. 1 & 2 20 00

;3o 00
37 00
25 00
20 00
14 00
15 00
13 00
11 00
9 00

25 00
20 00
14 00
12 00
11 00
9 00
9 00

25 00
15 00
12 00
15 00
15 00
230
! 3°
1 90
1.70

520 00
40 00
50 00

30 oc

22 00
28 00

19 OO
20 00

15 00

35 00
12 00

2 75
2 20

40 00

45 00
20 00
60 00

35 00
30 00

Montreal, Que.

Montreal, Feb. 28th, 1890.

Pine, 1st quality
" 2nd "
" shipping Culls
" 4th quality Deals

Spruce
Hemlock
Ash, log run
Basswood, log run
Oak
Walnut (common)

" (good)
Butternut
Cherry
Birch
Maple
Lath. 1st quality
Pine Shingles. 1st quality.

2nd •'

WHOLESALE
$35 00@40 00
22 00 25 00

16 00
12 00
12 00
10 00
18 00
20 00

40 00 100 00

14 00
10 00
10 00

9 00
13 00

22 00
60 00
15 00
20 00
I 80
I 50
1 25

100 00
40 00
80 00

25 00
21 00

I 90

3 00
I 50

Hamilton, Ont.

Mill cull boards ai:d
scantlings $ 900(^10

Shipping cull boards
promiscuous widths. 1000 12
Shipping cull stocks.
Scantling and joist up
to 16 feet

do up to 18 feet

S16 00
16 00
16 00

do up to 20 feet
do up to 22 feet
do up to 24 feet
do up to 26 feet
do up to 28 feet
do up to 30 feet 21 00
Cutting up plank 1%
and thicker dry. . .. 2000 2500

Cutting up boards 20 00

Hamilton, Feb. 28th, iJ

|Dressing stocks. ...

kj ,1% flooring, rough. ..

\i% flooring, rough. ..

i2oo!iJ^ flooring, dre-.sed .

1400J15?
flooring, dressed .

|i flooring, dressed .

Beaded sheeting 1. ..

5 50] Picks, Am inspection
Three uppers Am. In.
XXX sawn shingles..
Sawn Lath
Red Oak
White Oak
Basswood No. 1. & 2..

Cherry No. 1 & 2
White Ash No. 1 & 2.
Black Ash No. 1 & 2.

21 50
25 60

32 00

2 60

20 00
25 00
16 00
60 00

25 00
20 00

lb 00
18 00
18 00

25 00

32 00
23 00

30 00

34 00
4c 00
2 70
2 25

25 00

30 00
20 00
70 00

35 00

30 00

Ottawa, Ont.

Ottawa, Feb. 28th, i*

Pine, istqual.. M.$3$ 00&40 00 Oak
" 2nd 22 00 25 00 Walnut ," shipping culls 14 00 16 ooCherry.
" 4th qua|. deals 1000 12 ooButternut

mill culls. . . 800 10 00 Birch
Spruce, <£ M . . . 10 00 12 00 Maple, hard.
Hemlock . . . . 9 00 17 00 Laths
Ash 1300 18 00 Shingles.
Bass 12 00 20 001 " cedar

$40 00(& 100 CO
60 00 100 00
60 00
22 00
15 00
20 00
I 80
I 50
I 50

80 00

40 00
25 00
21 00

I 90
3 00

3 00

Spruce deals
Pine " -

Deal ends -

Scantling - -

Spruce, extra
clear
No. 1 extra

St. John, N. B.

St. John, Feb. 28th, 1!

Deals, Boards, Scantling, etc.

- - - - $12 oo'Spruce boards - -

- - - - 15 oo'Pine " - - -

- - - - 6 00 Oak " ----- 40 00
- - - - 10 00 Ash " - - - 15 oo@25 00

Hemlock 7 50

Shingles.
- - ' - $3 5°] No. 1 1 25

- 3 00 Pine - -- -- -- -- 1 25

Pine, extra
clears ------ 45 00
2d clears 35 oo,

2 2=1

Clapboards.

35 00 Spruce, extra ------ 24 00
clears

No. 1

No. 2

Flooring, Dressed.
6 in. .No. 1 12 00,4 in.. No. 1 -

" No. 2 ------- 10 oo| " No. 2 - -

Miscellaneous.
Staves 3 001S; 4 ;o Laths - - -

Heading 17 in. per pr. 04 Pickets - -

" 18 in. 04J2 05% Railway ties

22 in. C4I4 . 06
!

23 00

15 00
10 CO

12 00
10 00

1 80
6 5o@i 5 00

Vancouver and New Westminster, B.C.

New Westminster, Feb. 28th. 1890.

Car load and ship rates according to assortment. Bridge and
Wharf Plank and Timber.
10 to 40 ft. long, per M, net ..... . $11 00
41 to 70 ft.

•••••••• .... $12 oo@i5 00
Rough lumber, building material 11 00

" Sized 12 50
Fir, Clear . 17 50
Cedar, Bench or Selects ... .25 00

" " " " D. D . -3o 00
/ in, 1% i%xb in.

T. & G. Edge, Grain and Dry . . . . . 27 50
Green . •. 25 00

No. 1, Dry - - - - - ... - -22 so
" 1, Green - - - - - - - - - 20 00
" 2, Dry - 20 00
" 2, Green --------- x j 50
Cut to length, extra per M - - - - - - - 2 50
D. Dressed - - - - - - - - '

. - - 2 50
/ in, iYi 1Y1X4 in.

Edge Grain, Dry 27 50
" " Green - -- -- -- -- 25 00

T. & G. Edge Grain, Dry - - - - - - - 25 00
No. 1, Dry - - 25 00
" 1, Green - -- -- - ---22 50
" 2, Dry ---2000
" 2, Green - - -- -- -- -- 17 50

S. S. Planks for scows 17 50
D. D. cedar, verandah cover, any length ... - 45 00
" ' " " cut to length - - - - 50 00

Shingles - 250
Lath 2 25
D. D. clear Cedar 40 oo@6o 00
Pickets, rough 11 00
Five per cent, off above prices for cash with the order.
Delivery on scow to mouth of river.

20 M ft. and over 75c. per M. ft

10 to 20 M ff $1.00
"

Under 10 M ft. 1.25 " "

Albany, N. Y.

Boards, 10 in. each.,
loist, 4x6

2% in. and up, good..j
4ths
Selects
Pickings

1% to 2 in., good
4ths
Selects
Pickings

1 in. good
4ths .'.

Selects
Pickings

Cutting up, 1 to 2 in..

Bracket plank
Shelving Doards,i2in.

and up
Dressing bds. narrow
Sapping boards
Box boards

Shingles, shaved pine
2d quality

Sawed, extra
Sawed, clear butts. .

.

Cedar, XXX

Albany, N.Y., Feb. 28th,
Hemlock.

'314 IJoist, 2^x4, each
33- I

Wall strips, 2x4
Pine

;$s oo(t

53 00

48 00

43 00

50 00

43 00

45 00

33 00
50 00

45 00

40 00

35 00
30 00

32 00

28 00
20 00
16 00

13 00

§6o 00

55 00
50 00

45 00

55 00

45 00

52 30

35 00

5:

4'

4:

38 00

35 3o

36 00

32 00
22 00

18 00
l6 DOi

10 in boards dressing
and better $28
Common ... 16

12 in. boards dressing
and better 32
Common 16

1 Vi in. siding, selected
13 ft 43
Common 16

1 in. siding selected.. 43
Common 14

Norway, selected 24
Common 12

10 in. plk. 13 ft. dress-
ing and better, each 431

Culls 23
10 in. boards, 13 ft.,

dress,& better each 28
Culls 17

oo@34 00
00 22 00

00 36 00
00 22 00

00 45 00
00 21 00
00 46 00
00 19 00
00 26 00
00 15 00

@5o
25

33
22

Shingles and Lath.

3 50

6 50

5 00

4 90

3 75

4 30

Shingles,cedar mixed 2
Hemlock

Lath, pine 2
Spruce 2
Hemlock 1

3 00
2 25

2 35
225
2 00

Burlington, Vt.

Burlington, Feb. 28th, 1890.

Caada Pine Sidings—ixS in. and up, 12 to 16 ft. D 2 or 4 S.
Select & shelving .... $46 oolFinish . . . $37 oo@38 00
Pickings 37 00 Dressing . . .27 oo@28 00
Pickings & better . . 40 oo@42 oo]Common . . 20 oo@2i 00

Canada Pine Stock—1x10 in. 12 to /6 ft. D 2 or 4 S.
Selects (clear) . . . 55 00 Pickings & better . . 44 oe
1st shelving . . .42 00 As run, common out 28 oo@3o 00
2d . ••• 39 0O1N0. 1 barn boards . . 25 00
3d ... 30 oofei ooCommon . . . . 21 00

Pickings . . . . 38 ool

Canada Pine Stock—1x12 in. 12 to ib ft. D 2 or 4 S.
Selects (clear)

1st shelving
2d
3d .

Pickings

Pickings & better
As run, common out . .

No. 1 barn boards
Common . . 21 006

44 00
33 00
26 00
22 00

33 00
22 00

57 00
47 00

. 41 00

. 32 00
. 3S 00

Canada Pine Slock—14 in. 12 to ib ft. D 2 or 4 S,
Pickings & better . . 45 0013d shelving
As run, common out . . 33 oojCommon
Canada Pine Short Boards—1x8 in. (b* up, // ft. under, D 2 S

or R.
Pickings & better 35 co@35 oo'Dressing & common, d
As run, common out . . 30 00 2 s or 3 2 s & m 20 oo@2i 00

ICommon . , 18 00 20 00
Canada Pine Sheathing, D. M. 6° B—/ in. 4 to 7 in. 3 in. &• up

CB% ir..

1st quality, 12 to 16 ft. . 46 oolist & 2d quality. 9 to 11 ft. 3300
2d ... 36 oo@37 00I 7 & 8 ft. . . . 34 00
3d ..... 27 0013d quality, n ft. & under 22 00
4th (selected common) 22 ooj 4th . . . . 18 00
Canada (Quebec) Spruce— 1 and i'A in. 4 to 10 in. D 2 S and M.

Clear, 10 to 16 ft . . 32 00IN0 2. 10 to 16 ft. . 15 oo@i6 00
No. 1 . . . 22 00'

Above prices delivered on a rate of $30 per car load.

Buffalo and Tonawanda, N. Y.

Buffalo, Feb. 28th, 1890.

Norway
Common, 1 to 2 in. all

widths 12 5o@i5 oo
4x4, 5x5, 6x6 turning. . 22 00
4x4, 5x5, 6x6 common 1600
Pine.

all

23 00
Clear. 1 to 2 in

width
Dressing, 1 to 2 in. all

widths 16 oo@2o 00
White

Up'rs, 1 to 4 in. INo. 2 cuts, 1 to 2 in

ioin $45 oo@55 00 and thicker $20 oo@24 00
Sl'cts & Picks, iDressing, 1 to 2 in.. 22 00 27 00

1 to 4 in 3800 45 ooCommon, 1 to 2 in.. \a 00
Fine common, 1 to 2 No. 1 barn, 7 to 12 in 1850

in. and thicker.. 3300 39 oo|No. 2 barn. 7 to 12 in 1650
Mill culls, 1 to 2 in.. 900No. 1 cuts, 1 to 2 in

and thicker 27 00
Mold strips, 1 to

2 in 27 00

39 00

33 00
Shingles

17 00
20 50
17 50
10 00

XXX. iS-in, sawed 3 70]thick cut (trade mark) 16 in

XX. iS-in. sawed clear butts 2 70, per square 250
X. 18-in. sawed 1 80XXX cut 225
XXX, 16-in " 340'Xcut 1 10

XX, 16-in " clear butts. ... 2 40 No 2 cut 50

No. 2. 16-in " gophort cut 125
Thick cut 3 2o Square end, per thousand. . . 5 00
XXX cut 3 00 Octagon or pointed end 5 25

X cut 1 50 Scalloped or round end 525
No. 2 cut 65lOther shapes made to order 5 25

Ys in. clear
1 and 1% inches.
1% and thicker..
Rejects

Y% in. 10 inches and
over

Yi in. coffin boards .

.

1 inch, 10 inch and
over

1 in. white. .

.

\Vt to 2 inch

.

2% to 4 inch

.

New York City.

New York, Feb 28th, 18

Black Walnut.

$78 oo@82 oclCulls, 1 inch $3=, oo@
93 00 95 00 Culls, thick 36 00
100 00 105 00 Counter tops, 18 in.

50 00 52 00! and over no do

Poplar, or White Wood.
1 inch. 8 in. and over 30 50

24 oo@ 2600 2J4 and thicker 33 50
29 00 30 00 Common 1 to 2 in 22 00

Saps, 1 inch & thicker 25 00
. 31 50 32 ooCulls, all thickness.. 16 00

Ash.

36 oo@ 37 00 Strips clear 26 oo@
38 00 39 00 Black ash, good 26 00
.40 00 41 00 Black ash, com 18 00

36 00
38 00

3i 5°

34 5o

24 00
27 00
17 00

27 00
30 00
19 00

1 inch plain sawed. 36 00
\Vi to 2 inch 39 00
Tbicker 40 00
Quarter-sawed, white, all

1 inch 80 oo@ 82 oc

1 inch strips 43 00
1% to 2 inch 85 00

Chestnut, clear 33 00
Chestnut common . . 2000
Basswood white 30 00
Basswood common.. 21 00
Maple, clear 30 00
Birch, clear 32 00
Birch, is and2s 26 00
Cottonwood 21 00

Oak.

39 oc|3 inches and over.. . 50 oo@ 51 00
40 00 Thicker 52 00 54 00
41 00 Strips under 6 in 39, 00 41 00

clear, 6-!Dimension cut size 24 00 26 00
Cherry

i lA and thicker 95 oo@ioo 00
45 00 Counter tops, 18 in.

88 00 and over 110 00 115 00
Culls, all thickness 18 00 19 00

Miscellaneous.

§ 35 ooHickery, old growth 50
22 00 Hickery, 2nd growth 65
32 00 Elm 20
23 00 Sycamore 24
32 00 Sycamore quartered 35
35 00 Gum 36
36 00 Butternut . . . .45
22 00 Sycamore dressed flg 24

55 00
70 00
22 00
27 00

40 00

38 00

50 00
25 00

Saginaw, Mich.

East Saginaw, Feb. 28th, 1890.

CARGO LOTS.

Uppers 36 oo@38 oojNorway 8
Common 16 00 21 00 Box n
Shipping Culls ... 9 00 n 00 Straight measure . . 12
Mill Culls

I

YARD QUOTATIONS CAR LOTS DRY.
Siding.

Clear, 1% in 23 00 <

7A in 46 00
Select, il4 in 20 00

1

Ya in 39 00
Finishing Lumber rough.

Three uppers, 1 in. . 42 oo@44 00 Fine common, iin. .

iji&i^ in . .4400 45 oo
1 iK&2in.

Selects, 1 in. . . .3600 37 00 C, 7, 8 & 9 in. . . .

i5i & 2 in. . . . 38 ool

foist, Scantling and Timber.

12 to 18 feet ... 10 00I20 feet ....
20 feet .... 11 00I24 "

Plank and timber, 12 inches wide, $1 extra.

Lath. Shingles and Pickets.

5o@io 00
00 11 50
t,o 20 00

C, 1Y2 in...

_i in
No. 1, % in.

Lath, No. 1 white pine 1 50
No. 2 " Norway 1

Shingles, i
5* in climax . . 3 50

XXX ..." 3 25
XX climax 2 50
18 in. 4 in, c. b. .1 50,'

XXX
XX

P'kts.2 to 2Y2. in rough
Dressed
i^in. square, rough
Dressed

. 17 00
30 00
.12 00
.19 00

32 00

33 00
25 00

12 00

13 00

2 25

1 75
15 00
20 OG
18 00

25 00

Oswego, N. Y.

Oswego, Feb. 28th, 1890.

Thr^e uppers, i%, i
lA & 2 inch $

Pickings, 1%, i
lA & 2 in

No. 1 cutting up, \Yi, 1Y2 & 2in

No. 2 cutting up. 1%. iM & 2in

1 in strips, 4 to 8 wide, selected for moulding strips, 14

to 16 ft

1x6 selected for clapboards

Siding.

1 in siding, cutting up 1% in selected
piks & uppers 30 oo@39 ooiji in dressing

1 in dressing 19 oo@2i 00 Vyi in No. 1 culls.

.

1 in No. 1 culls 14 oo@i6 00 1% in No. 2 culls.

.

1 in No. 2 culls 13 oo@H 00 \% in No. 3 culls..

1x12 Inch.
12 & 16 ft, mill run
12 & 16 ft, No. 1 &2, barn boards
12 & 16 ft, dressing and better
12 & 16 ft, No 2 culls

•
" - ' ixjo Inch.

12 & 13 ft, mill run, mill culls out
12 & 13 ft, dressing and better
12 & 13 ft, No 1 culls

12 & 13 ft, No 2 culls

14 to 16 ft, mill run mill culls out

14 to 16 ft, dressing and better

14 to 16 ft, No. 1 culls

14 to 16 ft, No. 2 culls

10 to 13 ft, No. 3 culls

43 oo@45 00
35 00 36 00
30 00 31 00
19 00 21 00

31 00 33 00
32 00 34 00

35 00@40 00
17 00 19 00
14 00 16 00
13 00 14 00
9 50 10 00

20 00 23 OO
18 00 19 00
26 00 30 oc

15 00

/ 1-4x10 Inches.

Millrun, mill cullsout 20 oo@23oo|No. 1 culls.

Dressingand better.. 25 00 30 00IN0. 2 culls.

1x4 Inches.

£>i9 0o|No. 1 culls.

27 oo|No. 2 culls.

19 00 20 00
25 00 27 00
16 00 17 00
14 00 15 00
20 00 22 00
25 00 27 00
16 00 17 00
14 00 15 00
9 50 10 00

16 oo@i7 00
14 00 15 00

Mill run, mill culls out 17 oc
Dressing and better.. 2300

6 7 or 8, mill run, mill

culls out 19 00@2I 00

6, 7 or 8, drsg& better 2400 2800

ixj Inches.

6, 7 or 8, No. 1 culls..

6, 7 or 8, No. 2 culls.

.

13 0O@I4OO
11 00 12 00

15 oo@i6 00
1300 1400

Shingles.

XXX. iS in pine 3 5o@3 7o

Clear butts, pine, 18 in. 2 50 2 70

XXX, 16 in pine 310 320
Stocks cedars, 5 or 6 in

.

No. 1, i^xiK-
No. 1, 1x3

XXX, 18 in cedar
Clear butt, 18 in cedar
XX, 18 in cedar

5 001

Pickets.

15 oojNo. 2, 1x3
20 001

Lath.

3 20@3 60
2 40 2 60
2 10 2 20

. 9 00 10 00

No.
No.

jj^ , 2 9o!No. 2, 1 1-4.

-4 x 60]
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EXCHANGE ECHOES.
Northwestern Lumberman.

The action of congress on matters which

will have a bearing on the Canadian export

duty on logs will probably soon be known.

Some of the wheel horses of both houses have

the question under consideration, and lumber-

men are making their way to Washington,

where they will get in their work as lobbyists.

Without doubt the great majority of manufac-

turers would be glad to see Canadian lumber

shut out of the United States entirely ;
partic-

ularly would this please southern and Pacific

coast operators. The fact is, the saw mill

capacity of this country is enormous, there is

plenty of timber to meet that capacity, and

the saw mill men think that it belongs ta them

to supply the lumber the country needs.

The Northwestern Lumberman is respons-

ible for the following, which it calls
;< Johnny's

Composition": "My Pa he's got a saw mill.

A buz saw aint got no mouth, but it gets thar

jes the same. Teeth grows all over him, like

hairs on a dern catapiller. I hates them

things. If I had ter waller round like that I

wouldn't try ter be a butterfly. The bes way

to feel of a buz saw is poke it with a board.

Pa's hired man got three fingers. He says

thats nufif to drink by. When I'm big I'm

goan have wiskers and chaw teibaccer like Pa.

Pa's got a nigger in his mill, I spose cos theys

a wood pile there. If I says 'dont monkey

with the buz saw' they throws me in the saw

dust. That's a chestnut. Lumber goes on

live rolls. I guess thems fer feed. Pa says

trees has bark, but saw mill dogs dont."

Timberman.

Reports from the camps in Wisconsin are to

the effect that the loggers are not even taking

time to grumble these days, so intent are they

in hurrying the giants of the forest to river

banks. The weather couldn't be better if it

had been made to order. It is warm enough,

and not too warm for good work. The thaws

have had no bad effects in the woods where

the snow is protected by the trees, but has

aided very materially in bettering the state of

the roads. There is no end to the icy roads,

and the heavily loaded sleighs slip along

almost by themselves. A shortage in the log

crop is no longer thought of, and should the

cut not come up to the anticipated amount it

will not be on account of any fault of the con-

tractors.

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.

EPPS'S COCOA.
BREAKFAST,

"By a thorough knowledge of the natural

laws which govern the operations of digestion

and nutrition, and by a careful application of the

fine properties of the well-selected Cocoa, Mr.
Epps has provided our breakfast tables with
a delicately flavored beverage which mav save
us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious

use of such articles of diet that a constitution may
be gradually led up until strong enough to resist

every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle
maladies are floating around us ready to attack
wherever there is a weak point. We may escape
many a fatal shaft by keeping oui selves well forti-

fied with pure blood and a properly nourished
frame ."— Civil Sen ice Gazette.

Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
only in packets, by Grocers, labelled thus :

JAS. KfVS & < <>.. Homoeopathic Cbmiittt
Londo, Kngland.,

THE
BALL ELECTRIC LIGHT ft

MANUFACTURERS OF SIS

Electric uchtwcApparatus
57. Adelaide St.w

TORONTO
ON T.

IMPORTANT AUCTION SALE

Gilmour & Company's Mills and Limits

on Gatineau and Trent Rivers.

Messrs. Gilmour & Co. will ofier for sale by
auction at the RUSSEL HOUSE, at the

CITY OF OTTAWA,
the whole of their valuable mills and limits,

with plant, real estate, lumber, etc., on the

9th DAY OF APRIL, 1890
at 2 o'clock, p.m. The sale will be in parcels.

For a full description of the parcels, list of chat-

tels and details apply to either of the undersigned
or at the offices ot the firm at Ottawa. Chelsea,
Trenton and Quebec.

Dated 20th November, 1889.

ALLAN GILMOUR, Ottawa.
JOHN CILMOUR. Chelsea, Quo.
DAVID GILMOUR, Trenton.

J. D. GILMOUR, Quebec.

Sovereign Grease
St, Catharines, July 20th, 1S89.

To whom it may concern :
—

I have been using Soverign Grease for the
past two months, and I can say that it lias given
me entire satisfaction, and is a saving of 60 per
cent, over Oil, and is that much better than Oil.

I have been running eight (S) trips from St. Cath-
arines to Montreal and return on 40 lbs. Grease,
and using it on my crank-pin as well as all other
bearings. Yours respectfully.

tSigned.) SAM BRISBIN,
Engineer" Ocean."

Ottawa, Aug. 5th, 1SS9.

THE STOCK OIL & GREASE CO.
Gents,—We have used the Sovereign Grease

for some time, and do not hesitate to pronounce it

a first-class lubricator, and as such has given us
entire satisfaction as to its durability and cheap-
ness.

Truly yours,
ARTHUR JONES,

Foreman of Union Machine Shops.

Deschenes Mills, Aug. 12th, 1889.
MESSRS. McDOUGAL & CaZNER, Ottawa :

Dear Sirs.—We have been using the Stock Oil
& Grease Co.'s Sovereign Grease in our saw
mills since spring, with very satisfactory results.

Yours truly,

R. & W. CONROY.

Rockland. Ont., Aug. 20th, 1SS9.

STOCK OIL & GREASE CO., Montreal :

Dear Sirs,— Please send us per first freight
boat, two hundred 1,2001 pounds of Grease, same
as sample left by you here a short time ago.

Yours truly,
W . C. EDWARDS & CO.

AGENTS.
F. G. STRICKLAND & CO., New Westmin-

ster, B. C.
McDOUGAL & CAZNER, Ottawa, Can.
CH1NIC HARDWARE CO., Quebec, P. Q.
DUNLOP & CHAPMAM, Pembroke, Ont.

STOCK OIL * GREASE CO Y
sole manufacturers

59 Common St., Montreal

WANTED.
100 Cars No. I Lath.

One Million feet first and Second
quality 1, ~\% and 1^ inch Basswood.

500 M. ft. 1 inch Cull Basswood.

PORTER, ROBERTSON, & CO.
31 Adelaide St. East,

Toronto, Ont.

THE MONARCH BOILER

(PATENTED/ AND HERCULES ENGINE.

^.ROBBfxSONS
EEI.EIMTED

ROTARY

SCR IBNER'S

Guaranteed
to Saw Lumber

Perfectly Smooth and.
Even in thickness.

Portable from 6 to 70 horse power. Surpass
portable steam power heretofore produced for
strength, durabi lity

, compactness, and the ease
with which they can be moved.
The 70 horse power can be taken overthe rough-

est roads, or into the forest, and set up as easily
and quickly as an ordinary 20 horse power port-
able engine, and as firm as a brick-set stationary
engine Engines and boilers ofeveryBizeand des-
cription, Rotary Saw Mills, Shingle and. Lath
machines, Law Grinders, Planers, etc. Mill
machinery and supplies of every description.
Jvvery boiler insured against explosion by the
tKttler Insurance & Inspection Co. of Canada.
Write for circulars.

LUMBER

mm LOG BOOK

f/

;

euY

^pitibi

A. ROBB & SONS,
Amherst, N.S.

Amherst Foundry and
M achine works.

CSTABUSHCD OVER 40 YEARS.

OverUne Million Sold.
VU\ OST complete book of its kind ever published.
I'l Gives measurement of all kinds of Lumber,
Logs, Planks, Scantling; cubical contents of square
and round Timber ; hints to lumber dealers ; wood
measure; speed of circular saws; care of saws;
cord-wood tables : felling trees ;

growth of trees ;

land measure ; wages, rent, board, interest, stave

and h eading bolts, etc. Standard book throughout
the United States and Canada. Get the new illus-

trated edition of 1882. Ask your book-seller for it.

Sent post-paid for 35 cents.

G. W. FISHER, Box 338, Rochester, N.Y.

or A. G. MORTIMER, Peterboro', Ont.

LUMBER

TRUCK * WHEELS.

The Montreal

Gar Wheel Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

CHARCOAL IRON CHILLED

Railroad Wheels

Offices: New York Life Insurance

Building, Montreal.

Works: Lachine, Quebec.

WE make a Specialty of Wheels suitable for

the requirements of Lumbermen and
Street Car Service, and can supply them Bored,
Finished and Balanced.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

Established ibti.

J. W. LANG & CO.

Wholesale Grocers & Importers

33, Front St. East, Toronto.

We shall be pleased to have you write to us

fot samples and prices of

TEAS, TOBACCOS, SUGARS,
SYRUPS, RICE, Etc.

We can and will cut pricesfine to large buyers.

We have a

GOOD, SOUND, FINE FLA VOURED TEA
at I2}i cents.

Write for sample chest. Address,

J. -V^T. ILJ^IbTG- dc CO.
TOEONTO.

m Ai 11 1 s Eitv ion salt:
LIST of woodworking machines for sale by H.

W. PETRIE. Brantford; branch opposite Union
Station, Toronto.

SAW mill outfit, YYaterous direct action, at a
bargain.

SEVERAL second-hand saw rigs, two, three
and four block.

A FINE 66 in. inserted-tooth saw, also 52 in. do.

ON K new eclipse saw mil) with all late improve-
ments.

ONE saw gummer, Disston make. Philadelphia.

ONE set of hoop machines. American make.

CANADIAN agent for the celebrated Winnie
hoop machinery, catalogue free.

ONE drag saw rig. Waterous Engine Company
make.

ONE hub turning lathe, American build.

ONE automatic handle lathe.

BROOM handle lathe with wood frame, cheap.

ONE set ot spoke machinery. Fay & Co. make.

GOLDIE & McCULLOCH stave cutter, set
equalizing saw, &c.

ONE Blanchard spoke lathe. Fay & Co. make.

ONE new axe handle lathe.

ONE lot Ewart chain belt good as new with
sprocket wheels.

4 POLE road cars, also a number of lumber
cars.

ONE self feed lathe machine. Waterous make.

NEW gang lath machine.

ONE Fairbanks timber guage.

ONE saw mill head block. Gait make.

HEADING turner. Gcldie & McCulloch make.

ONE single edger with frame work.

NO. 2 large size smallwood shingle machine.
DOUBLE edger Waterous Engine Co. build.

ONE Drake"s patent self feeding parallel
shingle edger.

DOUBLE block shingle machine. Pierce make.
40,000 capacity per day.

TWO Hall self acting shingle machines. Goldie
& McCulloch makers.
TWO smallwood shingle machines, Waterous

make.

FOUR Laws patent upright swing shingle
machine
ONE Doherty swing shingle machine.
DRAG saw machine. Goldie & McCulloch.
TWO new shingle packers, all iron,

SHINGLE jointers. 3. 4 and 6 knives.

ONE new No. 3 Rogers saw filer and gummer.
ONE 6? inch Warren turbine water wheel,

Goldie & McCulloch. builders.

48 inch Leffel.

48 inch Warren turbine in scroll case.

48 inch Sclater.

44 inch improved turbine water wheel.

PAIR of Sampson tnrbine wheels, 42 inch, run
together.

"

42 inch Sampson turbine.

TWO 40 inch Leffels.

3; inch Leffel.

44 inch Little Giant.

30K nch Leffel.

30 inch Sclater.

30 inch Burnham.
26 inch Leffel.

24inch Turbine by Whitlaw .

21 'ncr Archmedian,
20 inch Leffel.

25 inch Vulcan in dose case. Port Perry make.

24 inch Leffel..
.

15 inch Archmedian in close case.

17H inch Leffel.

10 inch brass wheel in iron close case.

WATER wh <,•.-: g: cr:. - <i?. : :

MY new list is just out of press, send for it.

FULL particulars regarding any of above
machines sent on application. Address, H. W.
PETRIE, Brantford, Ont., Toronto banch oppo-
site Union Station.

CEDAR
TELEGRAPH POLES WANTED

I will pay Cash for any quantity

of long Telegraph Poles delivered at

loading points on G. T. Railway during

the season of 1890.

Apply to

J. H. HARVEY,
Coboconk, Ont.

Purchaser for

h. d. McCaffrey, Oswego.

MANUFACTURERS
OFPETER GERLACH & COMPANY.

Alligator diisol-Rifc Saws.
THE CHAMP.ON STAVE , HEADING AND SH.NGLE^ACHINES.^ suppL|ES

CLEVELAND, OHIO.
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Specialties in Wood-Working Machinery

The Champion Planer, Hatchet' and Moulder
Planes 24 x J to 6 inch thick, Matches and Sizes 15 inches wide.

Head for Moulding.
Has extra 7 in. Slotted

The Little Giant Planer, Matcher and Moulder
Combined

.

Cheapest Machine made. As well made and as durable for its capacity as the heavier machine

OUR NEW STAXDABB BAND BE-SAWING 31ACHIKE
The'above cut represents our New Patent Band Re-sawing Machine, lately designed and patented. It has

been the general impressio n of machine builders for many years that the machine should necessarily be very com-

plicated b-inT nu'lf of many pieces and fastened together oy bolts, nuts, screws, etc., thinking by having them
complicated would naturally find a higher price. The cut herewith represents the machine which is made with as

few pieces is possible to make a first-class machine, and makes the cost of these machines much less than the old

style It will re-saw a board 20 inches wide by 5 inches. The wheels are 40 inches in diameter by 254-inch face.

256x22 gauge saw blad» is used for very fine re-sawing The rollers can be quickly angled for weather-boarding,

variable friction feed, tension blade, combination cushion and weight, guide stem weighted ;
shifters convenient

for operator Rollers can be set aside in one-half a minute, the machine is then ready for the finest of scroll work.

Totalhei^ht about nine feet. Shipping weight of machine. 2,000 pounds. Tight and loose pulleys, 16x5 inches,

and should run 520 revolutions per minute. With each michine we furnish brazing tongs and clamps, 'with S

wrench one % saw blade, brazed set, and filed. Other size blades furnished at lowest market price.

PS
Pu

Pi
«aSO
CO

X
OS

HE

&CHEAPEST

i 1

II

THE [h ESAPEAKE |ELTIN Gt£v

305 St. James Street, Montreal, and 30 St. Paul Street, Quebec.

SAWMILLEBS INCBEASE YOUB EARNINGS
By Cutting-fCheese-Box and Basket Stuff with our

YENEER MAGHINE.
'0T A New and Increasing Trade. Outfit Cheap. Profits Large

Don't forget Ewart Link: Belting
Best Conveyor and Elevator extant for all Materials.

Send for new Price List of Mill and Factory Supplies.

TheWaterouh EngineWorks Co.
BRANTFORD AND WINNIPEG.

Me ntion " The Canada Lutnberman " when writing us.
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WANTED AND FOR SALE.

Announcements in this department will
be inserted at the uniform rate of fifteen
cents per line, each issue, payable in ad-
vance. For four or more consecutive inser-
tions of the same advertisement a discount
of twenty-five per cent, will be allowed.
Eight words of ordinary length should be
counted as one line. Copy must reach this
office bvthe 25th of the month to secure the
appearance of the advertisement in the
paper of the following month.

NOTICE—Splendid opening for any person
wishing to go into the Saw-mill business.

For sale in the town of Parry Sound. Steam Saw-
mill. New and good machinery. Also quantity
of logs and some timber limits. For full particu-
lars apply to S. & J. ARMSTRONG, McKellar,
Ontario.

WANTED—A PARTNER IN THE HARD-
WOOD saw mill and ship timber business.

Good supply of hardwood timber in surrounding
country, Shipping facilities the best, both rail

and water. Experience not particularly neces-
sary. Would require a partner with about five

thousand or more capital. For particulars write
\YM. PATTERSON, Wallaceburg, Ont.

WANTED—POSITION AS SUPERINTEND-
ANT or Foreman in Saw Mill, competent

Millwright, can take an interest in business with
a reliable party if desirable. Unexceptional
reference furnished as to experience and ability.
The Province of British Columbia preferred. Ad
dress. H. W., Office of Canada Lumberman ,

Peterborough.

WOOD-WORKING FACTORY WANTED.
Hepworth station, on G. B. & L. E. Div. of

G. T. R.. presents a splendid opening for a hard-
wood working factory of some kind. Abundance
of beech, maple, elm, birch and black ash can be
purchased cheap. A suitable building, with boil-
er and engine if required can be procured near the
station by applying to J. E. MURPHY, Hepworth
station. Ont.

HAVING MOVED OUR LUMBERING
* '* operations to Parry Saund district, we offer
our Angus saw mill, farm and wild lands for sale
on easy terms; large quantities of hemlock,
cedar, hardwood and small pine yet remain on
many of these lands: several improved farms for
sale. JOHN. B. SMITH & SONS. Toron to.

ESTABLISHED 1SS1—JOHN B. SMITH &
Sons, manufacturers of lumber, lath, shingles,

doors, sash, blinds, mouldings, sheetin, flooring,
boxes, etc.: buy from the manufacturer : our new
factory now in running order : note our address.
Strachan avenue, Toronto.

WANTED—A SITE FOR A SAW MILL
in a pine limit, to cut by the thousand.

Capacity 10 to 12 M. in ten hours. Latest improve-
ments ; 25-horse power engine. Correspondence
solicited. JAS. A. SHARP, Inglewood. Ont.

FOR SALE—pine timber, four hundred acres ;

estimated at two million feet : 4 miles from
railroad station : soft white pine, suitable for
twenty to sixty foot bill stuff. Apply to E.
TODD. Hepworth.

HARDWOOD lumber, bought, sold or received
on consignment. TUCKER DAVID, lum-

ber commission merchant. 313 Eleventh Ave.. N.Y.

BLACK ash, basswood and red oak—firsts and
seconds wanted in car 01 cargo lots. Ap-

ply to T. W.WALKER, agent the Rathbun Com-
pany. Toronto.

FOR SALE—flooring, sheeting, etc.—also rough
lumber, lath and shingles. Toronto & Mid-

land Mfg. Co. Office and yard, foot of Spadina
avenue, Toronto : mills at Midland, Ont.

CASH paid for all kinds of hardwood lumber ;

give full particulars ; car or cargo lots only.
W. N. McEACHERN & Co., No. 3 dock, Toronto.

F. PARKIN
4*iiiiiiiiiiiiiimm«»

Gait File Works
RALT, ONT.

MILL FILES A SPECIALTY.

Write for Price Lists and Mention

this Journal.

Lumbermen *

Desirous of Securing First-class Printed

Stationery for their Office

and Shanty use

SHOULD SEND THEIR ORDERS TO

THE LUMBERMAN JOB DEPT.

THE RATHBUN COMPANY,
DE8ERONTO, - - ONTARIO,

MANUFACTURERS OF

-Doors, Sash, Blinds, Stairs
AND ALL KINDS OF WOODEN HOUSE FINISHING MATERIALS.

Cedar Oil fok Puhwxg Boilers
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

r
Peterborough, Ont.

The Finest Work and Most Reasonable Prices.

J. T. TTJ^iC3P„
Sail, Tent and Awning Maker,

251 George and 154 King Streets.

RETERBOROUGH.
Canoe, Yacht and Boat Sails made to order.

Peifect Fits guaranteed.

Every description of Lumbermen' s Si'tplies
and Waterproof Clothing.

GEO. [jlSHOP ENGRAVING *

«« AND PRINTING flO.
LIMITED.

On Steel, Copper, Stone and Wood.

LITHOGRAPHING,
PLATE PRINTING,

BOOK and JOB PRINTING
PHOTO-ENGRAVING,

BOOK BINDING,
ELECTROTYPING.

Illustrated Catalogues and Reports a
Specialty.

Estimates Furnished.

169 St. James Street, Montreal.
M^iMPA ST Toronto-

The Millwrights and
Engineers Safeguard.

No Hot Boxes. Stands any weight or motion. Best and cheapest metal
known for Machinery Journal Bearings. Reliable Machinists use no other. To
be had at every enterprising Hardware store in the Dominion.
ALONZO W. SPOONER, Patentee and Manufacturer, PORT HOPE, ONT.

ORONO CANT
LIGHTEST IN THE MARKET, ^mmmmmm

SOCKET FORGED FROM
SHEET .NORWAY IRON

NE W STYLE-COMPLETE.
Socket is in one piece, made

from Norway Iron, forged by a

Patent Process, and extends above Hook, adding strength. Drop Forged
Hook and Round Bill

;
easily disengaged. Pick, with shoulder. Selected

Rock Maple Handle, specially bored.

NEW STYLE—ALL STEEL

OLD STYLE-COMPLETE.
Wrought Norway Iron Socket and Band. Steel Hook

Drop Forged Hook Round Bill. Rock Maple Handles.

HANDLES.

:vall ball

Long Pick.

Selected Straight-Grained, Split and Turned Rock Maple
; Handles. Extra Fine Quality

; 5, by2 and 6 feet long.

LUMBER DRIVER'S BOOT CALKS
Made from the best Refined Tool Steel and forged. The method of oil temperino- used leaves every

one of the same temper, rendering them stronger and more durable than any other Calks.

Ask your dealer for our make, and see that our Labels are on the boxes.

SEND FOR PRICES.

^T.McAVITY &SONS, - ST.JOHN,N.B.
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FRICTION PULLEY BOARD.
The Best Matsrial evar used far Frictions of all kinds.

MANUFACTURED BY

rTlio Dominion I^eatlier* Board Company
Montreal, Quebec

Asbestos Mill Board
SAMPLES FURNISHED.

• - •
• ••
• . •

PLEASE MENTION THIS PAPER.

Steam Packing
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

F. SCHOLES, Managing Director. A. ALLAN, President. J. 0. GRAVEL, Secretary-Treasurer.

THE CANADIAN RUBBER COMPANY
# # m CikJPITJ*JLu - - ' - $2,000,000. Jt # «

MANUFACTURERS OF

RUBBER SHOES AND FELT BOOTS
OUR PATENT PRESSED DOUBLE STRIP

-* RUBBER • BELTING
specially adapted for heavy work, such as Saw 3Iills, Elevators, etc.

Rubber, Engine, Hydrant, Suction, Steam, Brewers and Fire Hose ;

Wringer Rolls, Carriage Cloths, Blankets, Stopples, Etc., Etc.

I^EOXTLID O-OOIDS OIF E"X7"E^^cT ZDIEJSCiKIIFTIOIbT.

Dnr RntitiEr ErardBn Hdse is the Best in the Market.

OFFICE AND WARERO03IS : FACTORY :

333-335 St. Paul Street. Papineau Square.

J. J. McGILL, Manager,

MONTREAL, - - QUEBEC,

WESTERN BRANCH:

Corner Front and Yonge Sts, TORONTO, ONT.

J. H. WALKER, Manager.

B. F. Sturtevant's Patent Progressive Lumber Dry Kiln.
RELIABLE ZRAIFTID !

GUARANTEED
TO DRY

-IN-

Best Manner Possible

ALL KINDS OF

HARD and SOFT
WOOD LU3IBER.

WRITE+F0R+CATAL0GOE.

91 liberty Street
NEW YORK.

NO WARPING,
CHECKING

AND BLUEING
—WITH THE—

STURTEVANT
Patent Hot Blast

Steam Heating

Apparatus.

31 N. Canal Street
CHICAGO.

B. F. STURTEVANT, Patentee and Sole Manufacturer, 34 Oliver Street, (corner of Franklin street) BOSTON, Mass., U. S. A.

A. R. Williams, Soho Machine Works, Toronto, General Agent for the Dominion.
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P^EFRESENTATI¥E ^UMBER FIRM u

Thos. H. Willmott. A. K. McIntosh.

willmott & Mcintosh,
Wholesale Dealers in

SLUMBER*
and 40 Front Street Fast,

£ Lumber Shipped to all Parts by Rail or Vessel, g

Agents for the Celebrated

LUFKIN BOARD AND LOG RULE
Prompt Delivery in all Cases

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

* 1CRANEY • & • WILSON *
Manufacturers and Wholesale dealers in all kinds of

Pine and Hardwood Lumber
LATH AISTID SHINGLES.

Ship Plank, Decking and Long Bill Stuff, a Specialty.

Mills at Burlington, Bronte and Huntsville,

Head Office: 16 UNION BLOCK, corner Toronto and Adelaide Sts., Toronto.

Branch Office: 19 Duke Street, Ottawa.

TORONTO and OTTAWA.

OFFICES
Hamilton, Toronto

Windsor. Gravenhurst

TELEPHONE
No. 1046

MILLS
Gravenhurst, Huntsville

Katrine, Essex Centre

ROBERT THOMSON & CO.
DEALERS I

N

l*ine and Hardwood

\Wmbe^P\^timber\
Mills Operating all the year round. Correspondence Solicited.

03 BAY STREET,

TORONTO

DONOGH & OLIVER,
Wholesale Dealers in

LUMBER
OFFICE :

Nos. 16 and 17 Imperial Bank Buildings,

TORONTO OFFICE
London Canadian Chambers

THOMAS MEANEY,
REPRESENTATVE

Wellington Street East.

TORONTO, ONT.

DALTON MCCARTHY, President. J. H. EYER, Manager.

Toronto and Midland Mf'g Co.
(INCORPORATED.)

Wholesale * Lumber + Dealers
AND MANUFACTURERS OF

DRESSED LUMBER, FLOORING,
Ceiling, Sheeting, Siding, Shelving, Mouldings of all Descriptions.

Office and Yard :

FOOT OF SPADINA AVE., - TORONTO.
Plan ing Jlills : MIDLAND, ONT.

"PORTER, ROBERTSON & CO.

STOCKS

STRIPS

SIDINGS

BILLSTUFF

WHOLESALE HARDWOODS

LUMBER =
DEALERS LATH, ETC.

Millicha nip's Ba tidings,

31 * Adelaide * Street * East,

TORONTO.
Sir Alex. Campbell. K.C.M.G. Pres.

(Lieut Go/r.uf Ontario)

John L.Blaikie Esq .Vice Pres.

-Sit-Lumbermen, *
Desirous of Securing First-class Printed

Stationery for their Office and Shanty Use

SHOULD SENV THEIR OXVERS TO

The Lumbemran Job Dept.

Peterborough, Dnt,G C.ROBB Chief Engineer. A.FRASER. Secy. Treas

Head Office. 2Toronto St.

TORONTO,
t

Th e Finest Work and Most Reasonable Prices.
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Tlio Improved Common Sense Dry K^iln
••iiiiiiiniiiiii** • •liiiiiiiiinmo*

It is pre-

eminently

the

tot process

in use,

••iiiiiiiiiiiini**• •IIIIIIIIIIIIIII9*

says

It extracts the moisture from the centre ; combines active circulation, moderate heat, and condensation of the sap
; secures the quickest and best results in the

most perfect and economical way known. The process is applicable to old or new kilns. Quickly and repeatedly repays all outlay. For Hardwood Lumber use no
other, and avoid all checks, warps and case-hardening. It seasons lumber exactly like, and equal to, air seasoning. More largely used than all others in England
and the United States Address,

St. Albans Mfg. Go., St. Albans, Vt., U. S. A.
C C. CLEVELAND. . G. F. CLEVELAND.

J. I. GOODHUE & CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

AND

JLijace I^i^Jit 111 1;!".

ID^Isr^ri.T-ILIB - - QUEBEC.

GEORGE BRUSH,
MACHINIST, FOUNDER & BOILER MAKER,

EAGLE FOUNDRY,
1<4 to 34 KING STREET,

3IONTREAL, QUE.

RAILROAD, BANK & OFFICE

DESKS
TIEIES cfc CO.,

300 ST. JAMES Street, MONTREAL.

F. Lt. STRICKLAND & CD.

MACHINERY MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS
DEALERS IN

Saw Mill Machinevy, Engines, Boilers, Etc., Etc.

ISTE^r Westmiitsteb, IB. C.

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

THE BEST ENGLISH OAK TANNED

LEATHER BELTING, ETC.
* JAMES LESLIE

XTJ-rbTCTIOZtxT OF CEAI& A.1<TX> ST. STREETS
p.o. box 996 MONTREAL, QUEBEC.

JOHN BERTRAM ft SONS,

TOOL -\7^7"OT3.:KS

DUNDAS, ONTARIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

WOOD-WORKING MACHIKER 1

MACHINE TOOLS, ETC.

Write for Prices and Catalogues.

F. G. BECKETT ENGINE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

SAW * MILL * ENGINES* AND "BOILERS

AND ALL KINDS OF MILL MACHINERY.

Steam Launches and Tug Boats a Specialty.

— E3I^3yriT_iT OlST, ONTARIO —
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND MENTION THIS PAPER

GEO. CORMACK
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

All kinds of LUMBER.
Lumber Shipped to allparts by Rail or Vessel.

WHITBY, ONTARIO

The Gutta Percha and Rubber Mfg. Company
OF TORONTO.

Offices : 43 YONGE STREET, TORONTO. Factories : PARKDALE, ONT.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF "MONARCH," "RED STRIP," AND "LION" BRANDS OF

RUBBER BELTING
PARTICULAR ATTENTION GIVEN lO SPECIAL. BEETS FOR LUMBER WILLS

Our celebrated " Maltese Cross" Rubber; "Baker Fabric' 1 and Ajax Cotton;
>

-

H " Giant 11 and Light Linen. Fire Hose constantly in stock.

LUMBERMEN'S HEAVY RUBBER CLOTHING, OUR OWN MANUFACTURE.
Address all Communications to

THE GUTTA PERCHA & RUBBER MFG. CO. OF TORONTO, 43 Yonge St.

BELTING

PURPQSES.
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TO MILL OWNERS, MANUFACTURERS
AND ALL WHO ARE USING

Gait* Machine* Knife* Works.
mm 1—1 mm——

b A AJ*AAA AAA A_*k i

Leather*Belting

1 i

L
9 Nftl

MACHINE KNIVES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION FOR

Planing, Moulding & Stave Cutting.

t IS

2«1

seitx) foe, ps:ce x,:st

IF -w^n^TT IBIEXjTTSST'G-

Which will Run Straight on the Pulleys,
Wliich is Thoroughly Well Stretched,

Which will not Tear at the Lace Holes,
Which will give Complete Satisfaction,

SEItTX) TO

F\ E. Dixon & Co.

PETER HAY, GALT, ONT.

MANUFACTURERS OF

PATENT LAP-JOINT STAR RIVET

^LEATHER IBELTING*
jo King Street East, Toronto.

Sole Agents in Canada for the

CELEBRATED PHCENIX OIL
The Only Pbibcl Belt Dressing.

All our Belting is sold at the Canadian price list. Please compare be-

fore purchasing. Send for Discounts and our Pamphlet on Belting.

The ZB^TieiiB-criNr Coivnp'^r,
DESERONTO, ONT.,

MANUFACTURERS OP

•TERRA COTTA* FIRE-PROOFING *

For Use in Old and New Buildings.

Endorsed by Leading Architects. Absolutely Fire-proof. About as Cheap as

Wood or Brick. Weight One-Third that of Brick. Does not

Crack on application of Heat or Water.

Deadens Noise. Gives Warmth in Winter; Coolness in Summer.

NAPANEE CEMENT COMPANY
(limited

MANUFACTURERS OF —

HydrauliG Gement1
'J

Particularly adapted for Dams, Smoke Stacks, Foundations, Cul-

verts.verts, Cisterns, Cellars, etc.

ENDORSED BY LEADING RAILWAYS AND CONTRACTORS.

For Building, Plastering, Gas Purifying, Paper Making. &c.

DOMINION SAW WORKS !

JAS. ROBERTSON & CO. JAMES ROBERTSON
253 to 267 King Street West, Dalhousie and William Streets,

Toronto, - - Ontario. Montreal, - - Que.

[ft
ANUFACTURERS OF ^|AWS

}

Circular, Shingle, Gang, Cross Cut, Concave, Mulay, Drag, Grooving.

Thuberfs Royal

ANTIFRICTION*BABBIMETAL.
Importers and Dealers in

EVERY SAW FULLY WARRANTED.
Prices on Application,

Band Saws, Emery Wheels Saw Sets,

Saw Swages, Rubber Belting, Iron Pipe,

Saw Gummers, Leather Belting, Files, &c.
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TORONTO HARDWOOD LUMBER ffl.

Wholesale Dealers in and Shippers of all kinds of

HARDWOOD LUMBER

83 Front StrEEt West,, CnriiEr LoriiE StrEEt,

* TORONTO, ONT.

'/if- SIS*
Telephone 2130.

Correspondence solicited from parties having Hardwood Lumber for sale, giving

description of Stock and Prices F. O. B. Cars at Mill

W. J. DRAKE,
PATENTEE AND MANUFACTURER OF

SAW, SHINGLE* LATH MACHINERY
Belleville, Ontario.

Capacity from 25,000 to 50,000 per day.

The frame of iron throughout, very heavy and rigid, strongly bolted and braced
;

carriage very light and strong, made of forged cast steel saw plate, running on steel

ways or tracks; will take in a block 18 inches wide and 19 inches long, adjustable for

16 inch or 18 inch shingles.

Drake's Improved Shingle Edger
\\ ith 40 inch saw will make more No. 1 Shingles from the same quantity of timber

any Whsel Jointer in existence.

It has a heavy iron frame made for two operators, two inch steel saw arbor, with

long bearings; driving pulley 8 inches diameter, 7 inch face, saw 40 inches diameter, 16 g-uge,

speed, 1,600 per minute.

Mill men who have once used this machine will not use any other. For capacity, remov-

ing sap-knots, rot or any other imperfections, for making parallel shingles and economy of stock,

it is superior to any other.

Also manufacturer of other kinds of Shingle Jointers, both self-acting and hand-feed Shingle Machines, Packing Boxes, Drag Saw Machines, Bolters, Stationary and Portable Saw M

Double Edgers, Single Edgers, Slab Saw Rigs, Bull Wheel Rigs, Lath Machines, Lath Bolters, in fact a general line of Mill Machinery, with Pulleys, Shafting, &c. Satisfaction guaranteed in

all cases. Send for estimates on anything required, and the same will receive immediate attention.
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THE CANADA LUMBERMAN
PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY

ARTHUR Gr. MORTIMER,
Office : Simcoe Street, Peterborough, Ontario.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
One Copy one Tear, in Advance, ... - $100
One Copy six months, in Advance, .... 50

Advertising Rates Furnished on Application.

NOTICE OF REMOVAL.
It devolves upon us this month to inform our read-

ers that immediately on completion of the current

issue the publication office of the " Canada Lumber-

man" will be removed from Peterborough to

Toronto. This change has been contemplated for

some time, and is now being carried out in the

Interest of both the journal itself and the lumber

trade in general. In order to facilitate business and

accumulate from month to month a complete quota

of news from all sections of the country it is neces-

sary that the editor should be brought in contact

with as many members of the trade as possible, and

this is only possible in a large city where both the

manufacturer and dealer are in the habit of making
periodical visits. The temporary offices of "The
Lumberman " are at 69 Adelaide St. West, where we
shall be glad to welcome all our friends, until per-

manent quarters in the heart of the city are ready for

occupation. Correspondents will please make a note

of the new address and hereafter address their

letters to Toronto.

ACCORDING to the report of the Commissioner of

Crown Lands for the Province of Ontario for 1889, sent

down to the Legislature on March nth, the area of

crown lands sold during the year was 53,960 acres,

value, $71,765.63. The amount collected was $66,888.54.

The total collection on account of all sources of revenue

was $1,204,639.32, while the total disbursements of the

department on account of all services and expenditures,

were $236,336.69. The total collection for woods and

forests during the year was $1,078,598.12, which includes

$66,058.20 on account of bonuses, leaving the net col-

lection on account of timber dues, ground rent, etc., to

be $1,012,539.32.

The Governor of Tennessee, if we are to judge from

his recent message to the legislature of that state, is

blessed with a considerable amount of " horse sense."

Coming down to the question of timber stealing he

says :
" The law making power has been vainly besought

in the past to prov ide protection for timber by making

its unauthorized taking a criminal offence. Why should

the taking of another's timber be held to be only a

trespass, when the taking of his horse is felony ? I am
persuaded that many persons have been deterred from

investing money in our lands because of the insecurity

•of property in timber, and the immunity vouchsafed

depredation by the absence of a penal statute. The
time has come when we must look more attentively to

the preservation of our timber, and restrain wanton

waste.'
1

TUB Grand Trunk Railway, says an exchange, seems

totally unable to do the business required in many parts

of the country. The road is lamentably deficient in

rolling stock, both locomotives and cars. One single

firm, that of Messrs. Mickle, Dyment & Son, of Barrie

and Gravenhurst, will cut this year 25,000,000 feet less

logs than they would otherwise have cut, because they

cannot obtain cars to take it to market, and they seri-

ously contemplate shutting down some of their mills

the coming season for a similar reason. They wanted

last season 40 cars a day, but were only furnished with

four or five. They have now cars standing in their

yard loaded, and the stock covered with snow and ice,

but cannot get engines to take their lumber to its des-

tination. Short work would be made with an individual

failing to perform a written or implied contract, but a

railway corporation is permitted to do its duty or fulfill

its obligations or not, just as it pleases. We hold it to

be the duty of the government to compel this gigantic

corporation to do what its charter implies, or withdraw

its powers and privileges from it. If the Grand Trunk
cannot put enough rolling stock on its roads to do the

business of the country, it had better go into liquida-

tion, and let other companies that can take its place.

The House Committee on Ways and Means at

Washington, has had the lumber question on hand, and

so far has reached no decision as to the various plans

proposed to counteract the effect of the Canadian ex-

port duty on logs. The sub-committee, however, has

provided for a slight reduction in the tariff on square

timber, but practically makes no reduction upon other

timber, and no change in the duty on sawed timber.

The Senate Committee reduced the duty on pine lumber

from $2 per thousand feet to $1.50, and left the duty on

cheaper grades, such as hemlock, spruce, etc., at $1 per

thousand feet, the same as the law now fixes it, and has

been since 1872. There was some disposition mani-

fested by the committee to reduce the duty on white

pine lumber, but it was shown to the satisfaction of the

committee that the price of the labor that enters into

the manufacture of lumber in many of the states border-

ing on the Dominion exceeded the price of the same
labor in Canada by $1 per thousand. As the duty on

white pine lumber is only about 16 per cent, when
reduced to an aa valorem standard, and the duty on

spruce and hemlock is only 11.70 per cent., the com-

mittee decided not to change the rates. The report of

the sub-committee will be reported to the full committee

before it goes to the House, and it may be that other

changes will be made, anyhow, it will be some time yet

before any definite action will be taken.

The annual banquet of the lumber section of the

Toronto Board of Trade, to those members of the

board eligible for membership in the lumber section,

was held at McConkey's restaurant on the evening of

March 7th. The entertainment was an excellent affair.

Mr. A. K. Mcintosh presided and the vice-chair was

occupied by Mr. G. Gall. Among the guests were :

Messrs. John I. Davidson, president of the Board of

Trade, J. Donogh, J. J. Withrow, J. B. Miller, W.
Forbes, G. Moir, J. D. Hay, Richard Dinnis, T. Will-

mott, J. Tennant, Capt Hall, A. Dinnis, A. G. Hager-

man, Joseph Oliver, A. A. Scott, W. Leak, A. R. Riches,

(James Tennant, T. Meaney, Edgar A. Wills, secretary-

treasurer. The music was supplied by Mr. J. Monk.

Songs were sung by Mr. William Simpson and Mr. A.

Dinnis. Mr. T. Meaney contributed a recitation.

After the toasts of " The Queen " and the Dominion

Parliament" and "Local Legislature." Mr. John I.

Davidson responded to the " Board of Trade of the

City of Toronto." Mr. A. K. Mcintosh to the toast of

the " Lumber Section," Mr. J. Donogh to the "Carload

Trade," Mr. J. D. Hay to the "Interior Mill," Mr. A,

R. Riches to the" Hardwood Trade," Mr. J. B. Miller

to the " Lake Mill," Mr. W. Leak to the " Local Mill,"

Mr. J. Firstbrook to the "Box Manufacturers," Mr.

J. J. Withrow to the " Planing Mill," Mr. Richard

Dinnis to the " Contractors," Capt. Hall to the " Build-

ers' Interests," and Messrs. Willmott and Meaney
spoke on behalf of "The Ladies."

Grossly exaggerated statements have from time to

time been telegraphed all over the country from

Minnesota regarding the alleged timber stealing along

the Minnesota and Canadian border. It is asserted by

Canadians who are engaged in the lumber business,

and who ought to know something in regard to the

matter, that there was no truth in the sensational

despatches ; that the logs brought into Canada to be

manufactured in Canadian mills were bought from

Americans who claimed to be the owners of the logs.

Stealing is not a very creditable business to follow, and

if it has been going on as is alleged the Americans

ought to put a stop to it. When these " tall lies " were

first circulated, few believed that it had been going on

for years. The most recent account, however, would

seem to indicate that there might possibly be a " spec
"

of truth in the w ild tales which have been floating over

the country. A recent report from White Earth, Minn.,

says :
" United States Marshal Campbell, who went

from Red Lake with a posse of Indian police to inves-

tigate a reported timber steal in the vicinity of Rainy

Lake, with instructions to arrest any persons found

trespasssing on Indian or Government land, has re-

turned. They report that timberthieving has been carried

on for many years until now the banks of the streams

emptying into Rainy Lake have been denuded of all

marketable pine and hardwood timber. Most of these

lumbermen are Canadians who come to cut timber on

American soil under the pretext that they have the

right to do so because their wives are Indian women,
belong to the Red Lake Reservation."

The official reports on sawdust in the Ottawa river,

called for by Senator Clemow, have been laid before

the Senate. Mr. Henry Grey, civil engineer, who acted

for the Government, reports that he commenced work
in August last at Kettle Island, when he found in the

channel on the north side of the island the sawdust had
so silted up that only small boats could now pass with

safety where twenty-five years ago there were twenty-five

feet of water. He found three feet of sawdust in the

eastern channel, whilst large quantities of mill refuse

were stranded at the government boom and shore,

forming a source of great danger owing to their liability

to become ignited in summer. He found that an ex-

tensive bank of sawdust, measuring thirty feet in depth,

had formed at the waters edge on the east shore of the

Lievre river, and that the Lievre river itself is thickly

dotted with small shoals formed by the depositing of

mill refuse mixed with sand that had been carried down
by freshets from far up the river, the refuse being the

accumulation of deposits from an annual cut of 30.000.-

000 feet of lumber. Between Kettle Island and the

Chaudiere Falls he found that sawdust had been largely

deposited at the bay giving entrance to the Rideau

locks. These deposits were the cause of great labor

and delay to vessels passing inwards or outwards at low

water. From Nepean Point to the Gatineau Point the

bottom contains frequent deposits, the bays are almost

completely filled up. whilst the channel is being gradu-

ally interfered with by mill refuse. Mr. Sanford Flem-

ing reports to the committee of lumber manufacturers

that he and his son made an examination of the river at

different points, and says the refuse consists of sawdust,

edgings, buttings and slabs. Large deposits of saw-

dust were found in side channels, sheltered bays, eddies

and inlets, but the main channel of the river remains

unobstructed for the purpose of navigation. Soundings

were taken during the past season on lines of cross

sections which were made by the government engineers

the year previous, also on a continuous line along the

entire length of the channel from Ottawa to Grenville,

a distance of sixty miles. These soundings reveal a
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depth of water for the greater part which is indeed re-

markable. Mr. Fleming reports that only at five points

on the whole sixty miles is the depth at low water under

ten feet, but admits that navigation is affected at the

entrance to the Rideau canal. Here there is a deposit

for a distance of about 200 yards outwards from the

entrance to the lower lock. The deposit here is pro-

bably for the most part sawdust, and it is due to the

fact that the entrance to the canal is in a deep and

sheltered bay where the sawdust collects and where

there is no current sufficient to carry it away. Mr.

Fleming concludes his report by saying that with regard

to the future, there is no probability of the navigation

between the city of Ottawa and Grenville being irre-

trievably destroyed, or seriously obstructed, from the

cause assigned, for centuries to come. Here there is a

conflict of opinion between the two engineers, and those

who are interested have a splendid opportunity of draw-

ing their own conclusions.

The people of Victoria, B. C., have done a wise thing

by rejecting, by a large majority, the by-law ta give a

bonus of $25,000 to aid in the establishment of a saw

mill. This bonus business is not only unfair, but it is

dangerous and erroneous in principle. A number of

large mills have been established at different points

along the coast by private enterprise, and to bonus so

largely such an industry is simply giving one establish-

ment an unequal advantage over others. It is simply

assisting with public money to set up competition to

those whohavealready investedin lumbering enterprises.

For the future welfare of the province it is to be hoped

that a quietus has been put on the bonusing business.

The ventilation of the Cypress Hill timber limits

matter in the House of Commons, and Mr. J. C. Rykert's

connection therewith, has occasioned a great deal of

excitement in Ottawa, and, for that matter, throughout

the country as well. Mr. Rykert's integrity being

assailed there was only one of two things for him to

do, either to deny the charges made altogether, or to

defend himself. He chose the latter course. J. C.

Rykert is an M. P., who by certain methods was intru-

mental in securing a cool $200,000 out of Louis Sands,

a millionaire lumberman. Rykert secured a large grant

of land in the Cypress Hill district, Assiniboia. It was

offered to Sands through a Winnipeg man for $200,000,

on the representation that it would cut 100,000,000 feet

of pine. Sands sent a Manitoba surveyor to look over

the tract and he reported that the facts were as stated

by Rykert's representative. After purchasing and

paying for the tract $100,000 in cash and $100,000 in

notes that were at once negotiated, Sands found that

the Canadian Pacific road claimed one-half the grant.

Rykert used all his influence to have the Canadian

Pacific railroad claims removed, but was unsuccessful,

and Sands had to pay $4,680 to release the railroad

claim.

A MEETING of the creditors of McCraney & Wilson,

lumber dealers, Toronto, was held March 10th, at the

office of Townsend & Stephens, when inspectors were

appointed as follows: R. Y. Fish,Waterloo; Mr. Dymond,

Barrie ; Willmott, Toronto, and DeCew, Essex

Centre. A statement was presented showing the direct

liabilities to be $40,989, with assets at $39,000. The

total available assets are $128,932, of which sum $9645

consists of stock-in-trade, $1638 bills receivable, $14,-

576 open accounts, $243 cash, $2540 real estate, $1248

Manitoba farm, and balance miscellaneous. Among
the principal creditors are : McArthur Bros. & Co.,

$1030; Collins Inlet Lumber Co, $511 ; Dominion

Bank, $237 ; Willmott & Mcintosh, $1220; Mickle,

Dyment & Son, Barrie, $9021 : R. Y. Fish, Waterloo,

$3278 ; J. D. Shier, Bracebridge, $846 ; Lakefield Lum-

ber Company, Lakefield, $1930; Vanstone Bros., South-

ampton, $1222
; Jerry Siebert, Chippewa Hill, $679 ; J.

E. Cooper, Saurin, $656; W. J. Douglas & Co., Burling-

ton, $1012 ; Paul Wiedman, Wiedman, $477 ; James

Sharpe, Burk's Falls, $320 ; N. McEachren, Burks

Falls, $459 ; T. H. DeCew, Essex Centre, $1093; John

H. Lesh, Goshen, Ind., $547; W. T. Craig, Kinmount,

$500; Hugh Wilson, Cannington, $940 ;
George E.

Neihergall, Clavering, $38 ; Bennet & Witte, Cincin-

nati, O., $628; Chew Bros., Midland, $739; R. B. Cotter

Lumber Company, Louisville, Kentucky, $527 ; W.
Pearson, Singhampton, $725 ; Peter Shaw, Novar,

$2201; J. O. Revell, Coboconk, $700; A Sydney Smith,

Port Sydney, $360; W. McClymont & Co., Ottawa,

$329 ;
Shepherd & Morse Lumber Co., Ottawa, $275 5

W. Young, Wiarton, $529; W. H. Leonard, Hope Bay,

$472; H. Cargill & Son, Cargill, $450; Est. T. H. Carr,

Owen Sound, $601.

A DEPUTATION of the Toronto Board of Trade, com-

posed of Messrs. Mcintosh, Donogh and Tennant, ad-

dressed the grain section on March 14th regarding the

scarcity of cars on the Grand Trunk Railway, and the

delay in moving cars when they were -loaded. The

lumbermen have been unsuccessfully complaining for a

long time, and recently the grain men have suffered

seriously for want of cars. The lumbermen thought

that the combined efforts of the two sections would

bring the railways to time. A number of examples

were given of the delays. Mr. Mcintosh wanted 40

cars and had none since Feb. 2. Mr. Donogh stated

that 17 loaded cars stood at Bradford four days with-

out being moved. Much amusement was caused by

Mr. Tennant's complaint that he could not get cars to

bring coffin lumber to the city ; there had been a very

great demand during the past three months ; he wanted

twenty cars for one customer and could only get five.

It was also explained on the authority of Mr. Wragge
that the general manager had instructed him to

take all the cars that came along for the ice business.

Mr H. N. Baird claimed that the Canadian Pacific

was as bad as the Grand Trunk. Mr John Earls looked

quite innocent, and said he did not know there was

such a scarcity of cars in the lumber trade. He said

that there was an active demand for cars, and admitted

that there was a scarcity of engine power. Mr. Mcin-

tosh mentioned a case where five cars went four miles

on their journey in three weeks. Mr. M. McLaughlin

mentioned incidentally that he had a car loaded at

Brandon on the 6th and it arrived over the C. P. R. on

the 13th, taking only seven days. No action was taken

by the gentlemen.

The discussion which followed a motion to go into

committee of supply in the Ontario Legislature, brought

out some valuable information regarding the timber

resources of the province. From 1885 to 1889 inclusive

there were derived from this source $13,184,196, show-

ing to what a large extent the revenues of the province

are dependent upon its timber. It appears that up to

Confederation there had been but eleven thousand

square miles put under license, and this at the rate of

50 cents per square mile, out of which the government

had realized only $5,500. After Confederation there

was a sale by the Sandfield Macdonald Government of

655 square miles in i87i,thenof 459 square miles by Mr.

Scott during the Blake administration, and then during

the eighteen years of the present administration there

had been placed under license 3,270 square miles of

territory. The proceeds to the Government from these

sales amounted to $2,499,860. Hon. A. S. Hardy, Com-
missioner of Crown Lands, gives the sales year by year

as follows : 1877, 375 square miles for $75,739, averag-

ing $201 per square mile ; 1 88 1 , 1,379 squaie miles, for

$733,675, or an average of $532 per square mile
; 1885,

1,057 square miles, for $326,810, or an average of $309

per square mile; and in 1887,459 square miles, for

$1,312,312, or an average of $2,859 per square mile.

The total for the 17 years of Mr. Mowat's administra-

tion was 3,270 square miles for $2,448,536, or an aver-

age of $658 per square mile. The timber area in the

present possession of the government is given as fol-

lows : West of the Ottawa river and northwest of the

limits sold in 1872, between 80 and 85 west and extend-

ing north to 48th parallel of latitude, there are esti-

mated to be 24,000 square miles ; between the Ottawa

agency and berths sold in 1881, there were 540 square

miles. Averaging timber on this area at 1,000,000 feet

to the mile we have 24,540,000,000 feet. Col. Dennis,

late Deputy Minister of the Interior, estimated the tim-

ber in the disputed territory at $26,000,000,000 feet.

Here alone was a total of 50,540,000,000 square feet of

timber untouched. There is undar license in Ontario

now 19,000 square miles, and from the best estimates

and information procurable on the subject there are in

this area 10,000,000,000 square feet. The two totals

represented, say, in round numbers, 300,000,000 of

standard logs of 200 feet each. The output for the year

1888 inclusive ot square and board timber was, say,

4,000,000 standard logs of 200 feet each. The value of

the 50,540,000,000 feet of timber which it wasestimated,

as above stated, was still in the possession of the

Crown, at the regular bonus of $1.50 per 1,000 feet was

$75,810,000 ; adcl the duty of $1 per 1,000 feet, and

there was another $50,540,000, or a total of bonus and

duty of $126,350,000. An additional ten jnillions for

the values of dues on timber on lands now licensed at

the rate of $1 per thousand feet would bring the total of

the present value of the' undeveloped timber resources

of the province up to $136,350,000.

Mr. Bronson's bill before the Ontario Legislative

Assembly, which has passed its first reading, repeals

Section 40 of The Timber Slide Companies- -Act, and

substitutes the following therefor :

—

The tolls to be collected upon different kinds of

timber shall bear to each other the following propor-

tions, viz.

:

Red and white pine, 'tamarac, $ cts.

spruce and hemlock, square or

waney board per piece o 1

Oak, elm and other hardwood,
square, or flatted or waney board " o \%

Spars " o 3
Masts ' " o 5

Sawlogs, 17 ft. and under o }{
Redand white pine, tamarac, spruce
and hemlock, round or flatted,

over 17 ft. and under 25 ft. long. " o }/$

Red and white pine, tamarac, spruce
and hemlock, round or flatted,

25 feet to 35 feet long " o 5/12
Red and white pine, tamarac, spruce
and hemlock, round or flatted,

35 ft. and upwards in length " o %
Sawed lumber, board measure. . . . per 1000 ft. o 3
Staves " o iS

Firewood, shingle bolts and other

lumber per cord o 2

Railway ties other than cedar, in 8

or 16 ft. lengths per Ph of 8 ft. o 1-12

Cedar, round or flatted, 8 ft. long

or under per piece o 1/16

Cedar, round or flatted, over 8 ft.

and under 17 ft. long " o l

/%
Cedar, round or flatted, over 17 ft.

and under 25 ft. long " o 1/5

Cedar, round or flatbed, over 25 ft.

and under 35 ft " o
Cedar, round or flatted, 35 ft. and
upwards %

The returns showing the settlement effected with the

lessees of hydraulic lots at the Chaudiere, and copies

of the new leases entered into with the owners, have

been laid on the table of the Senate. The names of the

first lessees and also the names of the present lessees

are given. On January 1st the amount due under said

leases was $64,685.60. Disputes having arisen from

time to time between the government and the lessees, a

provisional settlement has been arrived at whereby the

present proprietors or the original lessees agreed to pay

Her Majesty the whole arrears of rent due to January

1st, 1890, and transferring to Her Majesty all existing

rights, executing a general release to Her Majesty of

all claims in respect to the premises, and that their

leases should issue to the parties entitled thereto. The
new lease provides that lessees shall pay rent and taxes.

The term is fixed at 21 years, the annual rent at $100

for each hydraulic lot. The quantity of water furnished

to the lessees is to be equivalent to i5c-horse pow er in

each hydraulic lot, or sufficient to drive existing machi-

nery. Should larger mills be erected they may take

more water power under conditions to be fixed. In case

of adjoining lots the accumulated power may be used

on one lot, all machinery to be of the best. Should the

government boom be closed Her Majesty may lease

that power. Nothing to interfere with good and suffic-

ient supply of water to the citizens of Ottawa ; all sur-

plus water is reserved to the Queen ; all dams, booms,

etc., constructed by the lessees at their own expense,

each lessee is to bear his portion of the expense. The
chief engineer of public works is to have free access
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•day or night to all mills, etc. Each lessee shall main-

tain his own flume. The minister may make improve-

ments at the cost of the lessees. In case of any default

the title is to revert to the crown, and no lessee can

have anv claim for loss against the Queen.

The Conger Lumber Company, of Parry Sound, paid

their employees 5 per cent, on their season's earnings,

out of the mill profits for the season of 1888, which is| a

snug little bonanza for the men just at this time of the

year, when the camps are all closed and the mill will

not run for a month yet. If other lumber concerns

would adopt the same system, there would not be

grounds for strikes or changing of hands—there would

be more harmony between employers and employees.

Long may they have a surplus to divide among the

"horny-handed sons of toil."

Mr. H. W. Powis, Mr. Mason, of London, Eng.,

and Mr. Graddon, late book keeper to Mr. Charles G.

Davies, the alleged defaulter, have had an interview

with Mr. Davies at Suspension Bridge. The books of

the defaulter have been recovered and made up. As a

result of the investigation, and of the information fur-

nished by Mr. Davies, it has been»ascertained that the

direct loss will be much less than previously stated.

That of Messrs. Bryant, Powis & Bryant is expected to

be not more than $25,000 to $30,000. The amount of

the indirect losses depend largely upon what realization

can be made of the assets and debts of Davies. One
Quebec firm is said to owe $90,000 to the estate agency

of Mr. Davies, while another house for which Mr.

Davies acted has also a very heavy claim against the

same firm. Mr. Davies took very little money away

from Canada, his losses being chiefly through specula-

tion. At a meeting of creditors of Chas. G. Davies Mr.

John T. Welch was appointed curator and Messrs.

Powis and Mason inspectors.

Mr. Ostrom has introduced a bill into the Ontario

Legislature to amend the Act respecting the driving of

saw logs and other timber on lakes, rivers, creeks and

streams. It provides that the arbitrators shall in all

cases use the following scale as a basis for calculating

and fixing the proportion in which parties to any arbi-

tration proceedings shall bear the burden and expense

of driving all material within the meaning of the act.

SCALE.

1 Pine saw log, 17 feet and under 1 standard.

1 Cedar, over 8 feet and under 17 feet . . . . 1
"

2yz Cedars, 8 feet and under 1
"

2X R. R. Ties, flatted 1
"

\% R. R. Ties, round 1
"

1 Hemlock, Ash. etc., log, 17 feetandunder. \% "

1 Piece, round, flatted or square timber,

over 17 feet and under 25 feet long. . \ YZ "

1 Piece, round, flatted or square timber,

over 25 feet and under 35 feet long. .2
"

1 Piece, round, flatted or square timber,

35 feet long and over 3
"

Mr. Blair in introducing his stumpage resolution

in the Local House, at Fredericton, X. B., referred to

the efforts of the North Shore lumbermen during the

past several years to secure a reduction of the stump-

age. The government has been obliged to decline to

comply with the request of the lumbermen for many
years because the finances of the country would not

admit of a reduction. Now, however, the territorial

revenue was so large that a reduction of 25 cents per

thousand could be made without interfering with the

services of the country. A lengthy debate followed

the introduction of the government resolution affirming

the aJvisability of a reduction of the stumpage to 25c.

per thousand superficial feet was finally carried by ten

majority.

Wt are advised from Quebec that Messrs. J. S.

Murphy & Co., lumber merchants of that city, have

made an assignment of their estate for the benefit of

their creditors. The statement filed in court by the

invilvent firm, shows their liabilities to be $187,000,

while their assets appear to be about $151,000. The

assignment was made at the instance of Simson,

Mason & Co., of London, Eng. J. S. Murphy, indi-

vidually, has also failed for $75,000, and W. H. Wilson,

who was partner for J. S. Murphy & Co., has also

assigned his own estate valued at some $275,000.

These failures which aggregate $510,000, are said to be

the outcome of the Davies defalcation. J. S. Murphy's

large lumbering operations in the west will be continued

and the manufactured timber will be brought down this

spring, the contracts previously made by Mr. Murphy

with Mr. Wade and others being carried out. The

operations at Riviere a Pierre and St. Anne mills will

be continued and the logs brought down and sawn in

the interest of the estate.

The Toronto lumbermen are justly indignant at the

lack of transportation facilities provided by the railways,

especially the Grand Trunk. Another meeting was held

in the Board of Trade rooms on Monday, March, 24th,

Mr. A. K. Mcintosh in the chair. There was a full

attendance, and some ofthe members present expressed

their views freely on the subject, the railroads coming

in for a good deal of criticism. The main difficulty

appears to exist in the lack of locomotive power rather

than a scarcity of cars. Things are even worse at the

present time, say the lumbermen, than when they com-

plained last year. One member spoke ofa shipment of

lumber leaving Waubaushene on the 13th and only

arriving in Toronto on the 24th ; a second member had

received only five cars when he wanted two hundred
;

a third instanced the fact of two trains lying on the

Esplanade for two days because there was no loco-

motives to draw them. The lumber section will issue

a circular to lumbermen in Ontario asking for full

information, and base a report upon that, which report

will be presented to the railroad authorities. Another

cause of complaint is the absence from Toronto of a

Grand Trunk superintendent of cars. Under the present

system all enquiries have to be addressed to Allandale,

Hamilton, or other outside points, and the annoyance

and delay resulting is great. Robert Thompson, A. K.

Mcintosh and John Donogh were appointed a com-

mittee to enquire into matters and the council of the

board will be asked to co-operate with the section in

[

endeavoring to secure a local superintendent of cars.

The Republican members of the House Ways and

Means Committee have practically agreed upon every

point of division upon the tariff schedule upon which

they have been engaged for several months. It is

based upon the Allison Bill, which passed the Senate

a year ago. In the lumber schedule the duty on saw-

ed boards, planks and finished lumber is reduced 50

per cent, from present rates. The following is the text

of the provisions upon which the Ways and Means
sub-Committee has agreed as to retaliation in the

matter of the export duty levied by the Dominion

Government upon logs. After the lumber schedule the

following is proposed : Provided that, in case any

foreign country shall impose an export duty upon pine,

spruce, hemlock or other logs, or upon stave bolts,

shingles, wood or heading blocks exported to the

United States from such country in excess of the duty

fixed in this act upon the sawed lumber manufactured

of the logs heretofore mentioned, then the duty upon

the sawed lumber herein provided for when imported

from such country shall remain the same as fixed by

the law prior to the passage of this act. The bill as a

whole is of particular interest to Canadians. It will

now be presented to the House, where no doubt it will

elict considerable discussion, and it may be that some

alterations will be made. The House is expected to

pass the bill by the first of June, and it will be some

months before it reaches the President for signature.

SPLINTERS.
The Ways and Means Committee at Washington

has reconsidered the proposed lumber duties, and fixed

the duty on sawn lumber at $1.50 per 1000 feet. This

is a cut of 50c. per thousand, the existing duty being $2.

We are in receipt of a circular letter from G. F.

Slater, of the Vancouver Shingle Mill, B. C. He has

recently given his mill a complete overhauling, and has

perfected his arrangements for the manufacture of

dimension shingles, and can now turn out 75,000 a day

of any width from four to twelve inches wide. It is now
a well demonstrated fact that shingles made from

British Columbia Fir have never been equalled in

quality, much less excelled.

* *

Lumbermen are anxious to know what is the matter

with the weigh scales at Alliston. They are said to

weigh about 1,000 lbs. too heavy. Perhaps the G.T. R.

will rise and explain.
* •

There has been an extra demand for lath this season

and as a result they are difficult to obtain. Several

buyers have been scouring the country of late for this

commodity but have not been very successful.

*

In our last issue we stated that Messrs. Smith, Wade
& Co., of Quebec, had contracted for the coming sea-

son's cut of E. L. Sewell's four mills, which will run up

to about 250,000 feet. It should have read 200.000

Quebec standards.
* *

We are in receipt of a very handsome hanger card,

sent us by Messrs. Roblin & Sadler, the well-known

leather belting manufacturers of Montreal and Toronto.

In gold letters on the front of the card is the firm's

name and address, while on the reverse side is given

their price list.

*
Mr. Charlton, M. P., has moved for a list of timber

limits granted by the Dominion government since

March, 1885, the names of the parties to whom granted,

the area of each limit granted, whether granted to the

highest bidder in public competition, and the amount of

bonus, if any, in each case.

*
A meeting of the Southern Yellow Pine Association

was held in Montgomery, Ala., last month. No business

of importance was transacted. The question of an

advance in the prices was brought up, but the meeting

deemed it inexpedient to advance the price list at the

present time. The convention will convene again in

Montgomery in June next.

*
The millmen on the St. Lawrence are pleased to see

that the firm of Goodday, Benson & Co., who have
recently established themselves in Quebec, propose

developing the hardwood business, and at the same
time they expect to do a large business with Ontario,

especially where ash, birch and maple can be manu-
factured and shipped by rail to Montreal, Three Rivers

and Quebec.
* *

Mr. N. E. Cormier, lumberman, of Aylmer, Que.,

has made an abandonment of his estate to the court

under the Quebec Insolvent Act. Some weeks ago a

meeting of his creditors was held, and an extension of

time given, but the assignment has been forced by the

Ontario government seizing for timber dues. The pro-

ceedings of the meeting are thus void, and the estate

will go into liquidation.
* *

*

It is said that Lake Superior lumber shipments this

year will be greater than in the previous year. The log

cut in Wisconsin has been enormous, and a large num-
ber of new vessels will soon be afloat. Lumber will be

carried from Ashland to Buffalo, and Tonawanda and
other important lumber centres, at a rate lower than for

several years. Charters have already been secured at

22}4 per 1000, and shippers say that rates will be lower

when navigation opens.

CASUALTIES.

Mr. John Mattice, of Novar, while working in a lumber

camp at Emsdale, had one of his legs broken.

D Riddel, while working at a circular saw in Muirhead &
Mann's mill, Victoria, B. C, had two of his fingers and part

of a thumb cut oft".

Two men named Turcotte and Bush, employed with others

in building a dam on a small creek in the Scott timber limits,'

about twelve miles from Apsley, Ont., were severely injured

by the premature explosion of a blast. They were en^.iged

in blasting for the foundations.
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THE NEWS.
ONTARIO.

—J. S. Clemens, lumber dealer, Preston, has assigned.

—A McWilliams, saw mill owner, Dutton, has assigned.

—Isaac Cockburn, lumber dealer, Hamilton, has assigned.

—Lumbermen expect to do a big rafting business at Belle-

ville this year.

—S. B. Crossfield's mill, at Sturgeon Bay, cut 120,000

shingles in a week.

—Walker's shingle mill at Coulson, is turning out a large

amount of shingles.

—Messrs. Burton Bros., of Barrie, will start lumbering on

the Spanish River next fall.

—The lumber camps up north are breaking up and the men

are dispersing tc their homes.

—C. M. Chadburn, owner of a saw mill at Kincardine, has

assigned to J. McK. Stewart.

—The lumbermen of the Chaudiere are all growling over

the scarcity of cars for shipping purposes.

—Lumber camps in North Hastings are breaking up on

account of so much water in the swamps.

—Large shipments of pulp wood, square timber, shingles

and ties, are being shipped from Emsdale.

—The Sundridge station yard is covered with pulp wood

and timber and more is arriving ever}- day.

—James Jarrett's large planing mill at Alliston, was burned

March 9th. Loss heavy. Insurance $1,000.

—A very large amount of square timber is being taken out

of the large swamp between Uthoff and Foxmead.

—Wm. Spence, lumberman, Parry Sound, has failed and

assigned to G. Copeland for the benefit of creditors.

—The Georgian Bay Lumber Co. 's mills, offices, etc., are

to be illuminated by four hundred incandescent lights.

—W. P. Christie & Co.'s mill at Severn Bridge has had to

shut down for lack of snow to get their stock from the woods.

—Lumbering operations at Rosse are drawing to a close,

hauling being nearly finished and several camps have already

broken up.

—During the winter Mr. J. D. Shier has shipped from his

mill yard, Bracebridge, a very large quantity of lumber, lath

and shingles.

—A. D. Vanbuskirk and George Vent have cut 265 cords

of cedar bolts for Mr. Playfair, Sturgeon Bay, since the latter

end of January.

—Captain Carter, manager of the Rathbun mills at Deser-

onto, had a narrow escape fr.om being killed at the Fenelon

Mills the other day.

—Messrs. Perley & Pattee, lumber merchants of the Chau-

diere, intend using rope transmission in their saw mills during

the coming summer.

—The saw and shingle mills belonging to Olds Bros.

Greenbush, were totally destroyed by fire recently. Loss

$2000 ; no insurant".

—The firm of Greensides & Hurlburt, of Mitchell, have

dissolved partnership. The lattergentleman will continue the

lumber and saw mill business.

—Mr. R. Simpson, of Collingwood, will take charge of the

new mill which he completed lately for the Imperial Lumber

Company, in Nipissing district.

—John Irvin & Sons, of Pontypool and Brampton, are

building a shingle mill at Dundalk. A saw mill is also con-

templated to run in connection.

—The creditors have decided to wind up the estate of Messrs.

McCraney & Wilson, lumber merchants, of Toronto, having

refused to compromise at 30c. on the dollar.

—Thos. Mackey, the well-known lumberman, Pembroke,

was one of the injured in the railway accident near that place.

His head was forced through the roof of the car.

—Messrs. McLachlan Bros.' mills at Arnprior, are being

thoroughly overhauled and being refitted with every modern

improvement, previous to starting the season's cut.

—Returning shantymen from the Upper Ottawa lumber

regions say that the drive will be a brisk one, and that there

will be plenty of water in the creeks to facilitate operations.

—The forests surrounding Burk's Falls are full of fine

maple, birch and beech, but there is such a demand for pulp

wood that special attention is being paid to cutting the latter.

— Mackey & Co., Ottawa, have taken out some unusually

large specimens of timber in Fitzroy township this winter,

which is something unusual for a locality so near the great

lumbering centre.

—Mr. James Johnston, of Clarence, has taken out a very

large cut of timber during the shantying season, and will soon

start his drive of lumber from the Upper Ottawa and

tributaries to the Quebec market.

—David and Reeve Milne, of Grey county, have purchased

200 acres of land in Garrick township, 100 of which is

heavily timbered with pine, cedar, hemlock and hardwood.

They intend building a saw mill this spring.

—Perley & Pattee's new logging engine has not yet got

down to work in their limits at Big Lake and Mackey 's station.

When an attempt was made to start it the driving wheels

broke, and a delay is now caused by waiting for new ones.

—T. H. DeCew, of Essex Centre, has purchased the timber

on a block of land belonging to W. J. Johnston, in Colches-

ter North, and situated near his mills. The land is covered

with a heavy growth of timber that has never been touched

and which is very valuable

—Shield's camp has finished drawing logs from the shanty

to the mills at Sturgeon Bay. At the beginning of the

winter they had doubts of getting the logs all drawn this sea-

son, but they have got along as well if not much better than if

there had been deep snow.

—The lumberoutput of Graham, Horne& Co., Port Arthur,

during the past year approached very closely upon 5,000,000

feet. The firm has a large force of men in the woods around

Vermillion Bay getting out logs for next season's operations

up there, and they expect to do a still better business this year.

—Mr. G. McWilliams has purchased the factory of Mr.

Wm. Forsyth, Peterborough, and will conduct the planing

mills and carry on the manufacture of pumps, fanning mills,

wind engines, washing machines, etc. Mr. Forsyth's reason

for retiring from the business is his intention to remove to

Manitoba.

—Mr. John Wilson, of Mr. J. R. Booth's firm, has just

returned from a tour of inspection through Mr. Booth's

limits. Mr. Wilson states that the work so far accomplished

in the bush is equal to anticipations. The weather previous

to January was somewhat unfavorable for work, but since

that time everything has been going along well.

—Messrs. Murphy, Gates & Co., of Hepworth, are calling

for tenders for the erection of a saw mill on the Bay Shore at

Owen Sound, which, when finished, will be one of the best in

that section of the province. The capacity will be about

30,000 a day. The mills of the company at Hepworth have

recently been remodeled, new engines and boilers added, and

the capacity doubled.

—A young man, aged 20 years, left his home in Otterville

last fall to work in a lumber camp near Saull Ste. Marie. A
couple of weeks ago, while in the woods at night, he was shot

in the back by an unknown enemy. The shooting was done

at an hour when everyone in the camp was asleep. It is

supposed he was shot by a Chippewa Indian. His body was

taken to his former home for burial.

—Mr. J. D. Shier, of Bracebridge, has his stock of logs

pretty well out. The whole stock in the northern district

will, he thinks, be got out. Mr. Shier is strongly averse to

any concessions to Yankee lumbermen which will enable

them to strip our forests for the benefit of their own mills

while preserving what forest they have left till Canadians

shall be out of the market from lack of material.

—The Lake of the Woods lumber companies are getting

out an enormous quantity of logs this winter, and the mills

will have to be kept running night and day during the sum-

mer in order to cut them. Mr. Chalmer, manager of one of

the companies, says this will be the busiest season on record

at Rat Portage and Keewatin in the lumbering business.

The mills will be fitted up with electric lights for night work.

The reduction of timber dues is the cause of a larger amount

of timber than usual being taken out.

—The estate -of Totten, Henderson & Co., lumber, etc.,

Little Current, is being wound up. The firm offered 75c. on

the dollar. The settlement did not go through, however, and

the stock, valued at $6,333, has been sold to Bowlby &
Campbell at 50c. on the dollar. The liabilities are $22,000.

The creditors are now suing John Totten to make him a part-

ner, and as the defendant is worth about $10,000 the creditors

stand a show of getting something unless they lose the suit. In

the event of failure to prove that John Totten was a partner,

the creditors will receive about 10c. on the dollar.

— Mr. J. R. Booth, of Ottawa, has just received a consign-

ment of Canadian white oak from Bradley, Morris & Reid,

(limited) of Hamilton in which there were some pieces 18x26

inches, free from wane. Canadian lumbermen doubted that

such pieces could be procured in Canada at the present day,

but the firm in question supplied this on short notice to Mr.

Booth. It is superior to Ohio and Michigan oak, and is to be

used by Mr. Booth in the remodeling of his mill at the

Chaudiere. The firm intend opening a branch office in Ottawa

for the convenience of contractors who require pine or hard-

wood timber.

—Messrs. F. E. Dixon & Co., leather belt manufacturers,

ot Toronto, are doing a thriving business in their line. They
have lately completed a large driving belt for the Toronto

Electric Light Co., thirty-tix inches wide, double thickness,

and 126 feet long. This is he third large belt of the same

size which the firm have made for the same company, besides

100 feet of twenty-five inch double, and innumerable smaller

belts, all of which are giving first-rate satisfaction. They have

recently sent away a twenty-inch double belt, 67 feet long for

the new electric light works at Picton, Ont., and two large

driving belts for the electric light works at Winnipeg, Man.

The belts made by this company seem to give general satis-

faction.

—A tale of suffering, and a very narrow escape from death,

is reported from the vicinity of the Pettewawa river recently.

It appears that a man named Cleophas Potvin, a woodsman,

started early one day to walk a distance of eighteen miles on

snowshoes, carrying an axe with him, to another shanty.

Potvin was subject to falling fits, and after travelling about

half the distance along the " bush" road, was seized with one

of these, falling helplessly prostrate on the snow. How long

he laid there he does not know, but when he revived one of

his hands and both feet were terribly frozen. The frame of a

deserted shanty he perceived was close at hand and into this

unfortunate man crawled as best he could. With the hand

that had escaped the frost he gathered a few chips lying on

the floor and lit them with a match. He laid beside the

scanty fire and fell into a deep slumber, and that night and

next day the man laid almost next door to death. On the

morning of the second day he fortunately attracted the atten-

tion of a passing teamster by his shanty and he was rescued

.

Potvin lives in West Hull and has been brought down for

proper treatment. He is a married man with a family and

the severe frost bites he suffered may incapacitate him from

working in the future.

QUEBEC.

—A wholesale timber firm of St. Peter street, Quebec, is

reported to be in difficulties a demand of assignment having

been made by English creditors.

—Baird Bros., Douglastown, have had quite a number of

men in the woods this winter cutting timber to be sawed at

their new steam shingle mill built last summer.

— R. N. Bishop, of Ottawa, and R. S. Dowd, of Quyon,

have been operating in the pine woods around North Onslow

during the winter. The timber taken out is clean and sound,

but small average.

—Lumbering has been brisk this winter in the Lake Megan

tic district. The Nantais Mill Comany got out, ten million feet.

Hall's company will have about ten million feet, and the

Berlin Mills company about five million of pulp wood.

—Geo. A. Fraser's shanty camp on the Magnassipi river, has

broken up for the season. They were jobbing for Hurdman's

concern, and took out a big cut. The drive will soon start in

earnest, as men are already being booked for the work.

—Messrs. Tourville & Co., who are owners of several saw-

mills in the province, with main office in Montreal, report as

follows :
" Our sales were fairly good last year. We manu-

factured about forty million feet, and our exports amounted to

over thirty million feet. On account of European freight rates

being so high, much of the contracted lumber had to be held

over this winter. Our sales this winter are good, and we have

ocean steamers chartered for the early spring shipments. We
are putting out this winter for our Fierreville mill two hundred:

thousand logs, about as much for our two Louisville mills,

sixty thousand for our Nicolet mill, and fifty thousand for the

Wickham mill. This is greatly in excess of the output last

year, and consists of pine, spruce, hemlock, tamarack, fir, etc."

NOVA SCOTIA.

— In Nova Scotia the winter's cut has been very satisfactory.

]. P. Mitchell & Co., cutting on the waters of Lake Alma and

its tributaries, will put in about 7,000,000 feet ; E. Davidson

& Sons will cut about 4,000,000 feet for their mills on the

Nictaux
; J. B. Leslie, John G. Morrison and the Round Hill

Wooden Ware Co., will each put in about 1,000,000 feet.

—Our wharves, says the Bridgewater Entoprise, have a

very bare appearance at present, and the piles of lumber

usually seen on them at this time of year are now only con-

spicuous by theii absence. If the present arbitrary measures

for the stopping of our lumbering industry here are continued

by the Dominion Government those in want of lumber will be

obliged to order it from Ottawa, where they have exemption.
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NEW BRUNSWICK.
— Four Madawaska brothers lumber on an extensive scale

but never use horses. They are called champion strong men

of the province and draw the sled loads themselves.

—Logging is about over on the Madawaske, all the teams

are out of the woods, the snow having driven them out early.

The cut will be no greater than last year, and would have

been far less, but for the favorable weather in the forepart ot

the winter.

—It is estimated that 'he lumber cut on the St. John, the

Aroostook and their tributaries this year will be 150,000,000,

-which together with the lumber hung up last year will give

200,000,000. Of this latter quantity 125,000,000 is American

cut, the remaining 75,000,000 provincial. This latter figure

also includes the Quebec cut which comes down the St. John.

— In the northern part of the province the lumbermen are

leaving the woods because the snow is seven feet deep and

work is unprofitable. In the south and in Nova Scotia they

are forced out of the \yoods because there is no snow. The

lumber cut all around is less than was estimated, though in the

north the season was excellent while it lasted. Fredericton

is in fear of a freshet if the snow up the river melts rapidly, as

it seems likely to do.

—On account of the prevalence of la grippe this winter in

the camps on the Miramichi, the cut has not been as large as

expected ; some 70,000,000 feet will he cut instead of 80,000,-

000 teet, as was anticipated. Mr. T. Lynch in the South

East will cut about 10,000,000 ; W. Richards, from 8,000,000

to 10,000,000: Mr. Walsh, 5,000,000; R. iV A. Richie,

5,000,000 to 6,000,000 ; J. Robinson and H. Turnbull, each

about 2,000,000 In the North West, Birchwell & Son will

cut about 3,000,000. About 2,500,000 of last year's cut was

hung up.

—The secretary' of the Fredericton Boom Company has

furnished a statement showing the quantity of pine, spruce,

and cedar logs from the State of Maine delivered at that boom

for a series of years, commencing with 1884-5. The average

value of these logs is estimated at $10.50 per thousand feet,

but estimating it to be $10 per thousand feet, the importation

of logs from Maine in quantity and value has been as follows :

Quantity. Value.

18S4-5

90,000,000

feet § 900,000
1885-6

99.000.000

" 990.000
1886-7 101,500,000 " 1,015,000
1SS7-S

99,000000

" 990,000
1SSS-9

78,000,000

" 780.000

467,500,000 " $4,078,000

The estimated amount for 1889-90 is 125,000,000 feet, valued

at $1,250,000.

— Mr. Henry Hilyard, of the firm of Hilyard Bros., St.

John, recently returned from the headwaters of the St. John

river. He says that all the choppers have abandoned the

operations and gone home because of the great depth of snow

in the woods. He reports the snow seven feet deep on the

level. This has lessened the time of chopping by about a

month, and will very materially reduce the season's cut. Mr.

Hilyard thinks the reduction will be about one-sixth of the

total cut. The cut was estimated at 140,000,000, but he does

not think that it will exceed 120,000,000 or 125,000,000. No
scarcity of logs is anticipated during the coming summer,

because 40,000,000 or more of last year's logs are in the

streams, and the great depth of snow justifies the belief that

there will be a sufficiently heavy freshet to bring everything to

the lx>oms.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.
—The saw mills at New Westminster are overrun with

orders at present.

—The by-law to give $25,000 to aid a proposed =aw mill at

Esquimalt, near Victoria, B. C. , has been defeated.-

—The erection of the North Pacific Lumber Company's

new mill beyond Port Moody is progressing favorably.

—The Brunette Sawmills Company are building two fine

tugs at their shipyard at the delta of^the Brunette river,

Sapperton.

— British Columbia has sprung up from 128,000 tons of

shipping engaged in the coasting trade in 1876, to 2,196,000

tons in 1890.

—Johnston, Walker & Flett, of the Queen City Planing

Mills, Victoria, B. C, have ordered an engine, 100 horse

power, also a new set of saw mill machinery.

—A scow load of lumber, in tow from Port Discovery mill

to Anacertes, was lost near Deception Pass in a gale. The
scow <-ontained about 60,000 feet, worth $1000.

— Messrs. Mclntyre & Howout, two Michigan lumbermen,

have purchased the Cowichan sawmill from Mr. Sutton, and

will increase its capacity to 1 50,000 feet per day.

—Muirhead & Mann, sash and door factory, Victoria, em-

ploy sixty-six men ; monthly pay roll of $2,800. Last year

the amount of work done amounted to $150,000.

—Work on DeBeck Bros.' new saw mill at Sapperton is

progressing rapidly. They expect to have it completed by

[uly, and will then be able to cut 150,000 feet of lumber per

I day.

—Losee & Morrison have completed arrangements for the

purchase of the machinery of a mill having a capacity of

40,000 feet daily which they will erect at Shawnigan Lake,

Vancouver Island.

—Losee & .Morrison are erecting a saw mill at Shawnigan

Lake with a capacity to cut 40,000 feet of lumber a day. They

will also manufacture all kinds of dressed lumber, and will

establish yards in Victoria.

—Lasee & Morrison are erecting a saw mill at Shawnigan

Lake with a capacity to cut 40,000 feet of lumber a day.

They will also manufacture all kinds of dressed lumber, and

will establish yards in Victoria.

—Thos. Gamble & Co., of Fort Simpson, have ordered from

Strickland & Co., the machinery firm, a complete new saw

mill. They are also putting in a new Archimedean turbine

water wheel to run their present wheel.

—The Hastings saw mill, Vancouver, has closed down to

be remodeled. Nearly all the present machinery will be taken

out and replaced by new machinery. The capacity will be

increased to about 150,000 feet per day.

—The North Pacific Lumber Company have forwarded an

order to M. Beatty & Sons, of Welland, for one of their

latest improved pile drivers, to be used in the construction of

of the new mill at Burrard Inlet. It will be 35-horse power,

and is expected to arrive in two or three weeks.

—Knight & Co., of the Popcum Mills, Chilliwack, are

putting in a new Wheelock automatic cut-off engine, 75-

horse power, and intend going extensively into the manufacture

of " Excelsior," a preparation of wood for upholstering pur-

poses. The engine will be worked as an auxiliary to their

present water power.

— F. G. Strickland & Co, of New Westminster, have re-

ceived an order from Messrs. Johnston, Walker & Flett, of

the Queen City Planing Mill, at Rock Bay, Victoria, for an

engine, ioo-horse power, also for a new set of saw mill ma-

chinery. The engine will be from the works of Wm.
Hamilton, Peterborough.

—W. P. Sayward, Rock Bay saw mill, Victoria, employs at

logging camps and mill sixty men, with a monthly pay roll of

$3,000. The output for last year amounted to about 3,500,-

000 feet. Mr. Sayw-ard has decided to increase the capacity

of his mill to 100,000 feet of lumber per day, and is now
putting in the requisite machinery.

—G. O. Buchanan runs the only sawmill on the inland

sea known as Kootenay Lake ; several other parties talk of

putting in mills in the spring however. Mr. Buchanan is

putting in a new carriage, a top saw and a gang edger, and he

has a large stock of logs on the beach. The climate is very

fine, with abundance of snow for logging and a temperature at

the same time so mild that the mill can be run all winter.

—The McLaren-Ross Company, of New Westminster, have

let the contract to the Wm. Hamilton Manufacturing Com-

pany of Peterborough, Ont., for the largest band saw ever

manufactured in Canada. The machine stands over all about

82 feet high, and will weigh about 20 tons. The band wheels

on which the saw will run are each ten feet in diameter, with

a face of fourteen inches. When this mill is in running order

the company will be able to saw a plank in the clear between

saw blades 110 feet long, 12 inches thick, and 72 inches

wide, or, by turning the log down they will be able to make
a stick of timber 72 inches square by no feet long. This

means that this mill will be able to cope with as large a log as

can be got to the mill. This mill was designed by Mr. I. N.

Kendall, the superintendent for the McLaren-Ross Mills, and

the plans and specifications were made by Mr. F. W. McCrady.

—G. F. Slater, of the Vancouver Shingle Mills, Vancouver,

has recently given his mill a thorough overhauling. The mill

can now turn out 75,000 dimension per day, of any width

from four to twelve inches. A circular recently issued by the

proprietor says :
" It is now a well demonstrated fact that

there is no timber on this continent as good as British Colum-

bia cedar for the manufacture of shingles. There are well-

authenticated cases of these shingles lasting thirty years in the

wet climate of this coast, forming a perfect protection to the

roof at the end of that time. It is believed they will easily-

last a generation in an ordinarily dry climate. Perhaps their

strongest point is that they arc perfectly adapted to extreme

heat and cold. They always lie flat on the roof, and will not

curl or twist as other shingles. This being one of the essential

7>oints in a shingle, it should at once commend them to all

who want a perfect shingle."

AMERICAN.

—T. W. Wheeler & Company's shipyard and dry-dock at

Bay City, Mich., has been sold for $3,500,000 to an English

syndicate. The present company receives $1,750,000 for a

half interest, and takes $1,750,00.) in stock. The Wheeler

party puts in $100,000 for betterment, and extension of plant.

—Tannic acid is being made by several chemical concerns

in the South direct from the wood by distillation. The- wood
is shipped to the chemical works in eight foot lengths, or in

the shape of what is commonly known as cordwood. There

are also machines for grinding the bark, and thus every

portion of the tree is utilized.

—A firm of Kansas city, Omaha and Chicago, has pur-

chased 100,000 acres of pine and cypress lands on the Sabine

river. The land lies in Texas and Louisiana, and is on both

sides of the river. It is nearly 100 miles in length by 5 to 10

in breadth. On the lower end of the site is the town of

Logansport, La., where the firm will operate a large saw

mill. A town site will be laid, and it is expected a city of

several thousand inhabitants will spring up in a short time.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTES.

John Bruce, of Stephenson, Ont., had his leg badly crushed

by a saw log.

Robert Frost, of South Orillia, Ont., had his hand badly

lacerated while working at a circular saw in his mill.

—Deseronto is the only town in Canada lighted by gas

made from sawdust.

—The Lumber Cutting Company, of Trenton, have started

heir mill.

—L. M. Palmer's stave mill, at Dawn, was burned March
21st. Loss, $13,000 ; insured.

—A young man named J. McFarlane, residing in Lohaber,

Que., while working in a shanty near Sturgeon Falls, had his

leg broken, and lost one of his horses by an accident.

—Mr. D. Miller's shingle mill at Washago, and a small

quantity of shingles, were burned March 25th. The origin of

the fire is unknown. Loss about $1,200; insured for $300.

—The shipbuilding industry in Nova Scotia is very active.

The aggregate number and tonnage of the vessels in process

of building amounts to thirty-two vessels and nearly 25,000

tons.

—Mr. Thos. Appleyard, owner of a saw mill at Keldon,

Ont., while removing a slab from a log in his mill, by some

means was thrown against the saw in such a way that both his

legs were cut off. He survived his injuries a eouple of hours.

Samuel Stevenson, a married man, living near Templeton,

Ont., whilst cutting trees on the Ottawa river near the Hill-

man's Mills property, was crushed by a falling tree. He had

three of his ribs broken.

—Messrs. A. Robb & Sons, Amherst, are turning out a

large amount of work. Their Monarch Economic Boiler is

largely in demand, as is also their Hercules and Robb rotary.

Messrs. Robb find that even with the facilities they now have

they have difficulty in supplying the Monarch Economic fast

enough. Thev are now working on Monarch Economics for

Ottawa, Summerside, etc., besides all their machine and other

work.

— It is an established fact that the Brompton Mills Company
has in the district of Saint Francis been cutting lumber for

the second time and with as good or better results on territory

from which it had taken all the available timber from twenty

to thirty years ago. The thinning out of the large timber has

given the small an opportunity to increase in size, and the

manager of this company is confident of a liberal supply of the

best lumber from this source for many years to come.

—Two wood -choppers named Hugh and Sandy Jamieson,

working in the woods in Michigan, recently received word

they are heirs to more than $100,000 worth of property in

Manitoba. Their fortune results from the death of an uncle,

at one time a resident of Amhertsburg, Ont. When living at

Amhertsburg Jamieson was a Presbyterian minister. He
became interested in an English syndicate through his brother,

who lives in London, and went to the North-west to secure

lands along the C. P. R. The syndicate purchased immense

tracts before the boom commenced, and the ex-preacher

secured many thousand acres of choicest soil. He was suc-

cessful, and in a few years amassed considerable money.

These two nephews, both hard-working Scotchmen, were

favourites of his. They look so nearly alike that it is difficult

to tell them apart. The news came to them by a letter,

which stated their share of the fortune was worth over $50,000

each. They will quit hewing ties at $4 per 100.
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SAWS ADAPTED TO THIN WORK.
By J H Miner.

1

It is the opinion of many, that a saw of a given

number of teeth is suitable for all kinds of timber. This

is no more the case than it would be to assume that

different kinds of timber were alike. A saw that is

adapted to soft wood will not run in hard wood success-

fully and a saw that runs well in hard wood is not

adapted to soft wood. The opinion of many is that

saws for hard and soft wood are to be hammered

differently ; this is not the case. All saws should be

hammered in one way only (with the exception of spud,)

and that is the right way. The difference does not

come in this or that style of tooth, or in a certain style

of filing, but the difference depends on the number of

teeth in the saw, an item of importance although

thought but little of by many.

It is a common idea that the more teeth the more

lumber is obtained, that is the more teeth the

better, and when they fail the saw maker gets the

blame. The saw is considered a bad one because it

will not run. The sawyer got his idea of teeth from

another man who was running twice as many teeth as

he, and cutting as much again of lumber, so without

any consideration of various circumstances he concludes

that he can double his capacity by using more teeth

This shows how much some millmen know about saw-

milling. The extra teeth cut nothing but their pocket

strings.

But there are some men who do not run a sufficient

number of teeth. They could cut more lumber if they

had more teeth. There is a limit in all things, and it

seems to me that saw-makers ought to adopt a stand-

ard of teeth to the amount of feed in all kinds of hard

wood and soft wood.

Instead, they allow a man to select his number of

teeth. If he hits it all right, if not the saw maker suf-

fers the blame. Why ? Because the saw won't run.

The sawyer can't tell what is wrong with the saw. The
fact is, there is nothing wrong, the saw fs in good con-

dition, but is finally sent back to the saw maker con-

demned, and yet the saw maker did not see it. I know

of just such a case, and the mill man thought he had

such a worthless saw that he never again ordered from

that firm- This man was running a saw of 36 teeth, on

2>2
-

' feed, in white oak, beech, elm, hickory and ash,

which constitutes the body of hardwood. His saw was

running fairly well. He had a 20-horse power engine,

and it was really about the saw he wanted, so far as

teeth were concerned. But his neighbor had a 50-horse

running on 4" feed with 54 teeth successfully. So the

first man was led to believe his capacity could be in-

creased, and he ordered a saw like his neighbors with

54 teeth. The result was it would not cut a straight

line unless in the best of oak. As all hard wood sawyers

know, there is a vast difference in the toughness of oak

in sawing it.

The trouble with this saw was that the teeth cut the

dust so fine that the throats would not hold it, the re-

sult was it passed between the rim of the saw and log

and heated the rim. If he had had the power he

could have increased his feed to a chip and the saw

would have run all right.

There is a limit to the amount of feed that can be

maintained in hardwood as in any other, and this

limit is determined by the skill of the sawyer and con-

dition of the saw and mill. But practically seventy

teeth are all that any saw wants in hardwood, where

timber is rafted and some of it is allowed to sun dry for

twelve or eighteen months before it is floated to the

mill. Some use eighty teeth in hardwood, but this is

not often the case, and when eighty are employed the

timber is green.

My experience has been that there is no difference

between the number of teeth to the inch of feed in

hardwood and in soft. I believe that there can't be

as much feed maintained in hardwood as in soft. So

in like manner the teeth should diminish in number.

A saw will stand twice the feed in soft wood and so

half the number of teeth is proper.

I have always used in all kinds of timber twelve

teeth to every inch of feed. If I am cutting mixed

logs, hard and soft, and can arrange it so, I saw them

separately, having two saws so as to make the in-

creased time in the soft wood by the increased feed.

Any saw that w il! run in hardwood will run in soft.

But this is not the consideration, as the same mill

would cut twice the amount by having the saw that is

adapted to the work.

The great trouble is in gettirg too many teeth in

hard wood, which is an increase of power, which of

course reduces the feed and causes the trouble I have

referred to. In soft wood, that is what. I term as such

as yellow pine, cypress, poplar, gum and cottonwood,

the dust from sawing is of a spongy compact nature,

and the fine dust made has not that firm rolling nature

that hardwood dust has. For hardwood a tooth

should be a trifle shorter and a little stiffer than in soft

wood.

HAMMERING VS. FILING SAWS.
[By E C Granny ]

There are things known to a saw. expert who has to

handle a variety of saws, repair a variety of mills, saw

arbors, etc., that are not so easily known by a saw-

maker or a sawyer strictly so called.

Here is a case to illustrate. I sold a 50-inch saw to

a party who informed me that his saw would not go

well at all ; that it was crowning on the log side. I

went at once to his mill and found his story correct
;

but the cause of this was not the fault of the saw. The

fast collar had been cracked, and a band of wrought

iron shrunk on it ; in doing this the cracked collar had

offset the track. When the nut was screwed up it

bulged the saw. I told him this. He give me a

"clincher" then. "My old saw does not crown any
;

why should this?" I put the old saw on the arbor,

but it was an old saw—very old—so old, that it was

5-guage thick, whereas the new one was 7 and 8-guage.

The thickness of the old saw resisted the pressure, but

wabbled it some ; but being small it would go fairly

straight but not well. I took out the check pins and

attempted to true up the collar with a hand tool.

Then I found another trouble. There was not one particle

of babbitt lining in the cap of the box ; the arbor would

jumb up to the cap as soon as the tool touched it. By

relining the box with babbit metal I was enabled to

true the collar. My new saw then hung straight and

went as well as the power would make it. Neither the

proprietoror sawyer thought that there was anything par-

ticularly wrong, but thoughtit was wrong formeto charge

forty cents per hour and expenses. Who was to blame

here—the saw-maker or the sawyer ?

You ought to know that a new saw, perfectly true

(practically speaking) should remain so on the arbor,

and that it is the fault of the arbor, not the saw But

this is an extreme case, a clear case. I will give you

several. All but one was the fault of the mill and not

of the saw. Another case was much more obscure and

not so plain as to the fault.

In this case the mill was high speed and about 60

H. P. water wheel. The saw ran about 900 revolutions

per minute, this required the saw to be open consider-

able. The saw in question had been sent three times

to the saw company, who claimed they had done all

they could to the saw, then sent a man to the mill, and

finally compromised the matter by discounttng their

bill, nearly the whole of it. The saw was sent to me.

I opened it some, but before returning it I tried it on a

fast mill near my place of business. It did good

work but would not go well then on the home
arbor, some better, they said, but was crowning

on the log side. I have made it a rule that

it was better to have every saw go well and trust to the

honor of the mill men, who are as a rule as honest as

anyone. So I went to the mill at once—some sixty

miles away. I found the speed nearly 1,000 revolu-

tions out the cut ; but in it lagged to 400 or 500.

This was bad ; but the saw did not hang right. It

was crowning on the log side at rest, but under speed

it was up true and ran steady and pretty. "That is

the way she always goes," they said, " but in the cut as

soon as we crowd it a mite, it will dodge. What is the

trouble ?

"

I did not attempt to look wise or silly, but said,

"
I do not know ;

" but went straight to work to carry

out my warrant to either make it go well, or go heme
minus my bill and time and expenses. I trued the

collars with a short, accurate straight-edge. " Oh,,

that is all right; the small saw stands true." "That may
be, for it is smaller, consequently it is hammered more
rigid, and when at rest the collars do not control it."

I said, " Oh !

" The proprietor was looking for honest

information, for he was a merchant and was not

posted. Neither was the sawyer very well posted.

The collars were originally turned concave, both alike,

saucer shape, but the solid collar, being the softer of

the two, had dulled or worn back at the edge more
than the loose collar ; so it was convex for the space

of a %-mch from the outer edge. This of course

bulged the saw, and when the speed went down the

collars controlled the saw as to the straightness of it.

This caused it to crowd the log, heat, and then every-

thing was wrong.

i trued the collar with a hand tool, and lined the

saw so as to touch the carriage head block in twenty

feet. When started up it ran well
;
they crowded on

all the feed, 3^ inch, in as large spruce and hemlock
as the saw would cut (a 52-inch saw) ; crowded it until

the speed would lag to 200 revolutions, but the saw
stood to its post like the Roman sentinel for five

hours. Then, when stopped, the proprietor put his

hands on the saw, " Why, it is cold as a stone ! What
does this all mean ?" he said to me. " It means that

you have been bamboozled because you are not post-

ed." He paid all my bills and expenses, and looked

thoughtfully wise.

Saw Quartered Oak.
[Southern Lumlirrma,n

]

The owners of portable saw mills working at a dis-

tance from transportation, so that they can market only

the upper grades of lumber, should try their hand at

sawing quartered oak. The demand is always active,

and the prices paid for quartered oak are fully 30 per

cent, more than for plain sawed oak. Most of the

owners of portable saw mills with whom we have talk-

ed are afraid to undertake to saw quartered oak. They
claim that they have never cut this class of lumber and
are afraid they can not do it. Quarter-sawed oak is

almost as easily sawed as plain oak, and requires but

little more skill. There are various designs and draw-

ings show ing just how a log should be sawed to produce

the greatest amount of quartered lumber, which are

safe guides to beginners. Any practical sawyer can cut

quartered oak to advantage, in fact, in sawing oak in

the ordinary way, the product will be at least 25 per

cent, quarter sawed. All the portable mills in this sec-

tion saw oak more or less, and to increase the price of

their product is certainly worth an effort. Any sawyer

who wants to cut quartered oak and is afraid to under-

take it, should visit some mill making a specialty of

this work, catch the idea, and then go home and make
as good quartered-sawed lumber as anybody.

COPPERINE.

It is simply astonishing the effect that Spooner's

Copperine has. Mr. Gidley, of the Little Bob Mills,

opened a box of this anti-friction metal on Tuesday,

and the thermometer has been fooling around zero ever

since. With stove wood at $3 a cord, if Mr. Spooner

should happen into this village just now, he would get

hustled out so quick that he would require to be boxed

in his own metal for a time to get cooled off. Mr.

Gidley says, though, that this metal is wonderful stuff

for journal bearings, no matter what the weight or speed

may be there i£.,no disturbing the equanimity. Belts

may break, fly wheels burst, and lubricators burn out, but

this metal remains as cool as a clam, or a professional

widow on her fifth wedding. The sales of copperine

are said to be increasing rapidly. There are still a

number of old McGintys around some of the machine

shops and factories who think they can make Babbit,

but what kind of fly plaster is it ? Why, if you look at

it with a warm glance it blushes like a girl in her teens.

It may be a few cents cheaper, but it costs as

many dollars the very first time it heats.. Mi.

Spooner's Copperine appears to be the material. We
have this week sent out a stack of subscription accounts

and if they don't come back next week, Mr. Spooner

will receive an order, if he will chalk it up of course, for

several boxes of his finest Copperine, for this journal

will be at a white heat.
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WHICH PART OF THE TREE IS STRONGEST?
" It is by no means rare," says the proprietor of a

large physical laboratory for builders and for prospect-

ive owners of buildings, " to have joists, plates, sills

and other important pieces tested, in order that the

size and kind for prospective uses may be determined."

Why not? Is it not of much greatej^ importance that

the strength of materials entering into the construction

of factory, store or dw elling be as accurately determined

and well known as those out of which cars, bridges and

cross ties are built ? Proprietors of extensive car

works, railroad and construction companies have the

strength of materials known before a blow is struck, by

which means enough and no more is used to sustain the

strains to which the materials are to be subjected ; but

an architect and builder who makes a specialty of such

knowledge is extremely difficult to find in this, and we

presume, any other city, on the American continent.

This leads to the question, strength considered, of the

relative merits of certain portions of a tree. It might

be supposed, inasmuch as every layer from the cential

pith to the bark is in a different stage of prefection, the

innermost, or earliest formed, being the most matured,

would naturally be the strongest ; but practical tests,

made on the most modern and accurate testing mach-

ines, demonstrate that this is only true up to a certain

period of growth. The greatest strength and toughness

lies near the most recently formed heartwood, or that

part the nearest to the sapwood. For this reason alone,

to say nothing of many other peculiarities that will be

enumerated at another time, it becomes a matter of the

greatest importance in the selection of timber or lumber

for special purposes requiring great strength and tough-

ness, to have as little sapwood as possible, and as little

pitch.

With practical tests already made this ltads to the

conclusion, timber or lumber for these special purposes,

where the above properties are required, should be cut

as near the sapwood as the timber will allow, for it

should be remembered that the tree does not cease

growing when it comes to maturity. As long as the

tree is alive it continues to increase in bulk by the ad-

dition of the annual layer, but when, maturity is once

passed, each succeeding year produces a certain degree

of deterioration. This decay appears in various stages,

and generally exhibits in the first instance, either a

white or yellowish color at the butt or root end of the

stem. If white, the decay is very slight, and does not

appear more than a few feet up at most, but if a yellow-

ish red in color, it is not unfrequently of a most serious

character. Again, if the affected parts have assumed a

decidedly red tinge, the tree is said to be foxy, and
scarcely fit for any purpose, as the decay will be found

to permeate a greater portion of the entire tree.

A more advanced stage of deterioration is that which

may be described as a drying up or wasting away of the

wood layers surrounding the pith. This forms a hollow

first at the butt, and then spreads upwards, gradually

increasing in size as the tree gets older, while this defect

may eventually reach into the very branches.

Trees are most valuable as yielding the largest

amount of good timber just prior to their reaching ma-
turity, which is indicated by the topmost branches and
branchlets becoming stunted and presenting a scraggy

appearance. If. therefore, we wish to select a prime

healthy tree for felling, we must select one having an

abundance of young shoots, and the topmost branches

of which look vigorous, strong, pointed and healthy,

this being the most certain evidence that the tree has

not exhausted all the vegetable food within reach of its

roots ; in other words that the tree has not passed its

maturity.

Whenever there if the unmistakeable evidences of

permanent decay in a tree, the most economical thing to

do is to cut it down, convert such parts as will answer

the purpose into lumber, and use the balance for such

purposes as do not require strength, durability, or stay-

ing properties. The size o
r
any tree, cannot be taken

as a criterion of the tree s maturity by any means, there

being unlimited growth if the roots can find food to

sustain and extend the formation fabric.

Mr. A. W. Beldiag told the i'enctang Herald that the

Katrine mill will cut 10,000.000 feet this season.

STEEL RIM FRICTION GRIP PULLEY
The Waterous Engine Works Company, of Brant-

ford, Ont., have just patented a Steel Rim Friction

Grip Pulley, especially light and strong, which is

claimed to be the most strong and effective made, and

can be readily applied to old pulleys whose hub is

large enough to bush. The cut represents 78x7 pulley

built for elevator work, several having been finished for

the Martin Elevator Company, of Manitoba. The
friction rim is made fast to shaft and always revolves

with it, and is simply a strong, narrow-face pulley.

When idle the driving pullev and all the grip mechan-

ism stands. To bring it into work the sliding sleeve is

forced with lever towards pulley and readily passes

beyond the diametral centre of grip arms, thus closing

the friction grips on friction rim and locking them
there, and at the same time relieving sleeve of all

strain. The friction grips are of hard maple, set end

grain to the work in iron cases, and are readily replaced

when worn. The end of grip arm is of cast steel and
engages a small block of cast steel let into the under

side of top grip arm, which is adjustable, being from

the inner end, and can be adjusted with the set screw

on top to put any strain desired on friction to take up

wear. To apply this friction clutch to old pulleys it is

required to know size and shape of arms
;
number, di-

ameter and face of pulley ; size of shaft, diameter and

length of hub, and what pulley drives. Parties inter-

ested in the above can obtain all necessary information

by addressing the Waterous Engine Works Co., Ltd.,

Brantford, Canada.

MAKING CLOTHESPINS.
" It takes ten men to make a pin, if not more," is a

quotation from an ancient reader, descriptive of pin

making. It takes exactly that number to make a

clothespin, which are retailed at from three to five cents

per dozen. It is only with the rapidity with which they

are made that a profit is secured ; and something of the

speed may be judged when it is stated that a maple
tree can be worked into clothespins in one hour at the

new factory in Carthage, N. Y.

The logs come into the saw mill and are quartered,

then sawed into blocks 27 inches long by a swinging

saw ; another saw cuts the blocks into boards 4+ -inches

thick
; then a gang of smaller circular saws cut the

boards into ^-inch squares. The entire group of sticks

as they come from the saws are taken and laid smooth-

ly lengthwise on a large revolving drum which is di-

vided into spaces about 20 inches each, by carrying

slats. This drum feeds the sticks to another gang saw

which cuts them into pin lengths (each one making
f.ve) whence they drop into an elevator and are carried

into a hopper which delivers them on to a table in

front of the turning machines. These machines have a

head something like an iron nail cutter, with a motion

very similar, and an iron tongue which darts out and

catches the stick as a toad catches a fly. They stand in

line with a wooden trough back of them through which

runs an endless belt. These machines quickly do the

turning and drop the pin on the endless belt, which in

turn conveys them to another elevator which lands

them on the slotting table. The slotting machines,

two in number, hase something the appearance of two

old-style coffee mills set back to back. The pins being

dropped into these machines are carried against a saw

which makes the slot, and at the same time a knife,

located on the saw arbor, cuts out the pin sufficiently

to receive the line. It then drops into another elevator

and is carried into a large drying vat. which is supplied

by hot air blown through a large pipe from the boiler

room.

After being dried the pins are again elevated to the

tumbling-box, from which they come slick and smooth,

and are then ready for boxing and shipping. The saws

and turning machines are all handily grouped, and as

they run rapidly it requires quick-motioned folks to at-

tend them. The machines for manufacturing clothes-

pins are capable of turning out 250 pins per minute.

Ottawa Valley Output.

The output of square timber of the Ottawa Valley

lumber firms for 1889-90 is estimated at eight million

two hundred and eighty-five thousand cubic feet, being

in excess of the cut of any previous season, due to a

great extent to the brisk demand and high prices of

last year. This calculated at the average current rate

of 26 cents per cubic foot, represents a value of $2,154,-

100. Counting 50 cubic feet to a tree this amount
represents in trees cut down, 165,700.

The cut per individual firm is as follows :

R. H. Klock & Co 1.150,000
A. Fraser 600,000
Hurdman & Co 550.000
Hale & Booth 500,000
Hawkesbury Lumber Co. 450,000
D. Moore (estate) 400.000

400,000
400,000
300,000
250,000
250,000
250,000

Gillies Bros
Thistle. Carswell
Caldwell
A. Lumsden
B. Booth
McCuaig & Moorehead
Carswell & Francis
Barnett & Mackie ....

A. Barnet
McLachlin Bros
Rochester, Doherty & Co.
W. Mackay
J. & G. Bryson
J. Mackay
Emery Lumber Co.
E. S. Read
Rayside & MacMjster . .

.

R. Gorman
Ferley & Pattee
Booth & Murtagh
O. Sills

J. R. Booth
O'Brien 6c Barry
J.K.Ward
Jas. Agert
Jas Bellisle

250.000
250,000
215.000
200,000
200,000
1-3.000

:50.000
150.OOO

150,000
130.OOO
125,000
120,000
120,000

100,000
100 ,000
80,000
So.aoo
So,000
60,000
50,030

Total Cubic Feet 8.2S5,ooo

Building in the South.

The building fever has struck this country with the tenacity

of la grippe, and seems to be contagious. Old cities that have

been dead or dreaming for the last two decades have the

fever and are building at a marvelous rate. Old houses that

have stood duty for generations as honored landmarks, and

which it seemed sacrilege to remove, are levelled to the

ground, and costly structures taking their place. Entire

blocks of business houses are built, new streets opened, and

the suburbs, by the introduction of the electric, cable, and

dummy cars, are dotted with handsome residences. Capital

that has long been tied up in stocks and bonds finds a safe

investment in houses. New towns are springing up daily, and

are born with coats off. Building operations are not confined

to any section, but are general throughout the entire land.

The architects are crowded, and reports from every city are

to the effect that " building will be more extensive this than

last year," and the buildings are more substantial and costly.

The agricultural districts are in better financial condition, and

will build more extensively than ever before. More hardwood

finish will be used, and quartered oak, ash, gum, sycamore,

and yellow pine will be largely wanted. The South will lead

in building, and will build more houses than in any past two

years. The Building and Loan Associations enable the work-

ing man to build houses to an extent never before known.

The demand for lumbei will be great, and the dealer who
does not make money this year will have no one to blame.

The country is prosperous, and it is hardly possible for any

calamity to retard building operations this year.
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Trade in Toronto may be described dull. No
orders for bills of any size have made their appear-

ance, and business is confined to sorting up orders from

the yards and purchases for immediate requirements

by the factortes and builders. The same may be said

of the trade in Western Ontario. Yet while trade is

comparatively dull, it is impossible to forward with any

degree of rapidity at all, the few orders that call for

shipment. There is not a wholesale firm or a manu-

facturer that has not on his books orders a month old

unfilled. The cai shortage of last fall was serious

enough while it lasted, because every- one was busy and

anxious to clean up orders before the close of naviga-

tion. But the present difficulty is intensified by the fact

that business is dull, and still the stuff cannot be

moved.

The ice business seems to be the primary cause of

the trouble. The Grand Trunk Company are handling

icefrom Barrie, Orillia, Gravenhurst, Midland, Jackson's

Point and other places, and are letting the lumber,

grain and stone shippers stand still and wait for a more

convenient season. Thisice businessisgoingto continue

all summer so that no relief may be expected from the

stoppage of shipments. The root of the difficulty lies

in the penurious policy of the Grand Trunk Company.

They have not engine power sufficient to move more

than half of the daily shipments, and consequently at

every siding in Toronto and out of it may be seen

empty and loaded cars detained for days and sometimes

weeks, while the ice trains go through in quick time.

Some radica' measure must be adopted to obtain a

remedy for this evil. If lumber, grain and stone

shippers could be united for action something could be

done at once, but the grain men are frightened at the

first move on the part of the railway company, and it is

left to the lumbermen to bear the brunt of the fight for

decent treatment. The lumbermen are considering the

matter now and will take it up in dead earnest without

delay.

The indications are that the buildings to be erected

in Toronto this year will be chiefly of the more expen-

sive class, iron, stone and brick structures. House
building has received a check, partly through the

advance in rates of interest, especially on progress

loans, and partly because suburban building has been

overdone, and rents are declining below a remunerative

figure.

In the west, where the trade is very largely dependent

upon the farming community, there has been so .little

business done through the winter that stocks are com-

paratively unbroken, and the yards will be able to

supply the early spring demand without difficulty.

Prices remain unchanged, and there seems to be no

immediate prospect of an advance.

In the Ottawa valley the mills are busily engaged in

getting ready for the season's operations, and the out-

look in the timber trade may be considered fair. The
prospects are considered to be far better than they

were in the early part of the winter.

FOREIGN.

Since our last report the timber trade at London has

been anything but brisk, the deliveries from the docks

being almost confined to the requirements of London
and the suburbs. As regards Canadian and New
Brunswick freights, chartering continues very slack.

Some spruce vessels from Miramichi have been fixed

on the basis of 57s. 6d. and Richibucto at 62s. 6d. for

usual range of ports on the other side.

The hardwood market continues quiet with the ex-

ception of American walnut, in which there is a brisk

movement just now. High prices, says a London
paper, can be obtained for prime wood for which there

is a brisk demand. In cedar there is a steady move-

ment, and prices though firmer are still weak.

Trade at Liverpool has been decidedly dull for some
time past, in consequence of which competition has

been very keen. Timber says the stock of satin walnut

logs is exhausted, and some fresh, well figured parcels

would yield excellent results, as it is still being largely

used by wholesale cabinet and chair makers for the

cheaper description of bedroom furniture. Some thous-

ands of hands have quit work at the great steamship

lines, and considerable exitement has existed at the

north end docks, but so far no interference with the

timber porters or the lumpers, at the few ships dis-

charged has been manifested.

Messrs. Farnworth & Jardine in their recent wood

circular report : Business, as is usual at this season of

the year, has been quiet ; the deliveries have been fair,

but prices generally are lower, and the stock of most

articles still too heavy.

Canadian ^ood, Quebec.—Yellow Pine Timber,

both square and waney, have moved off slowly. Wan-
ey pine maintains its value, but square pine, of which

the stock is excessive, is dull of sale, and prices easier.

Red Pine : There has been little inquiry ; the stock is

ample. Oak, in the log has not been imported ; there

has been-a fair consumption, but the present stock,

which consists chiefly of United States wood, is still

large ; values are unchanged. Oak Planks have been

imported in excess of last year, but the demand
continues good, and stocks are now more moderate

;

prices are steady. Elm : There has been fair inquiry,

but the stock is still much too heavy. Ash is dull of

sale ; the stock is ample. Pine Deals : There has

been more inquiry, and the deliveries have been

satisfactory ; the stock, however, is much in excess of

the same month last year.

New Brunswick and Nova Scotia Spruce

Deals.—The import has been less than last year, viz :

455 standards, against 1,097 standards ; the deliveries

have been fairly satisfactory, but it is difficult to main-

tain present prices ; the stock is much in excess of

last year, viz : 15,889 standards, against 6,025 stan-

dards, and it is very desirable that shipments for the

early part of the season should be reduced to a very

moderate scale. Pine Deals have not been enquired

for.

The arrivals at Glasgow have been unimportant-

Rates of freight on parcels per steam liners from the

States are still so high as to restrict imports, but easier

rates are anticipated, when larger shipments may be

expected. The latest scheme in the timber trade is

a proposal, emanating from London, to amalgate the

timber concerns of the east coast of Scotland, with a

view of abolishing competition.

When writing The Lumberman hereafter be sure

and address Toronto, and not Peterboro' as formerly.

TORONTO HARDWOOD LUMBER CO.

Wholesale Dealers in and Shippers of all kinds of

4Z. HARDWOOD LUMBER 4*

B3 Front Street West, Car. Lnrne Street,

* TORONTO, ONT. *

1ii> Telephone 2130.
lit-

Correspondence solicited from parties having Hardwood Lumber for sale, giving

description of Stock and Prices F. O. B. Cars at Mill
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CAR OR CARGO LOTS.
iji and thicker clear picks, American inspection $20 oo(£

i'A and thicker, three uppers, American inspection. ..

i'A and thicker, pickings, American inspection

1x10 & 12 dressing and Detter 1800
txio* 12 mill run 1300
1x10 & 12 dressing 14 00
1x10 * 12 common 1200
1x10 * 12 spruce culls 10 00
1x10 « 12 mill culls

1 inch clear and picks 24 00
inch dressing and better 1800

1 inch siding mill run 1300
1 inch siding common 11 00
1 inch siding ship culls 10 00

i nch siding mill culls 800
Cull scantling 800
iVi and thicker cutting up plank 22 00
1 inch strips 4 in to 8 in mill run 14 00
1 inch strips, common 11 00

i'A inch flooring 14 00

l'A inch flooring 1400
XXX shingles, 16 in 2 20

XX shingles, 16 in 1 20

Lath, No. 1 I 70
"

. No. 2 ™-.

.

YARD QUOTATIONS.
Mill cull boards & scantlingSio 00

Shipping cull boards, pro-

miscuous widths 13 00
stocks 14 00

Scantling & joist, up to 16 ft 14 00

iS ft 15 00
" " 20 ft 16 00
" " 22 ft 17 00
" " 24 ft 19 00
" " 26 ft 20 00
" " 28 ft 22 00

" 30 ft 24 00
" 32 ft 26 00
" 34 f*. 28 50

22 50
" 36 ft 30 00
" 38 ft 32 DO

" 40 to 44 ft 35 ooiWhite " 35 00
Cutting up planks i'A and Basswood. No. 1 & 2 18 00

thicker dry 25 00 26 oojCherry, No. 1 & 2. .. 50 00
board 18 00 22 ooiWhite ash, 1 & 2 25 00

1 Black ash. 1 & 2 20 00

Dressing stocks 16 oo(i

Picks Am. inspection
Three uppers, Am. inspect.

F. M.
I'A'm. flooring, dres'd 28 00
i'A " " rough ... 18 00
i'A " " dres'd F.M.25 00

" " undrs'd B.M.18 00
" " dres'd... 18 00

" undres'd 12 00
Beaded sheeting, dress-
ed 22 00

Clapboarding, dres'd
XXX sawn shingles
per M 2 65

Sawn Lath 2 00
Red oak 30 00

!3o 00
37 00
25 00
20 00
14 00
15 00
13 00
11 00
9 00

25 00
20 00
14 00
12 00
11 00
9 00
9 00

25 00
15 00
12 00
15 00
15 00
230
130
1 90
1 70

320 00
40 00
50 00

30 oc

22 00
28 00
19 00
20 00
15 00

35 00
12 00

2 75
2 20

40 00

45 00
20 00
60 00

35 00

30 00

Montreal, Que.

Montreal, Mar. 31st, 1890.

Pine. 1st quality
" 2nd "
" shipping Culls
' 4th quality Deals

Spruce
Hemlock
Ash. log run
Basswood. log run
Oak
Walnut (common)

(good)
Butternut
Cherry
Birch
Maple
Lath, 1st quality
Pine Shingles. 1st quality.

2nd •'

WHOLESALE.
$3? 00@40 00
20 00 25 00
14 00
10 00
10 00

9 00

13 00
12 00

40 00

16 00
12 00
12 00
10 00
18 00
20-00

95 00

50 00 100 00
22 00
60 00

15 00
20 00

I 50
1 50
I 25

Hamilton, Ont.

Mill cull boards ai:d
scantlings $ 9 oog

Shipping cull boards
promiscuous widths. 10 00
Snipping cull stocks.
Scantling and joist up
to 16 feet

do up to 18 feet
do up to 20 feet
do up to 22 feet
do up to 24 feet

.

do up to 2b feet .

21 50
25 00

do up to 28 feet
do up to 30 feet
Cutting up plank 1%
and thicker dry. . .. 2000

Cutting up boards. ...

Hamilton, Mar. 31, ii

Dressing stocks $16 00
i'A flooring, rough. .. 1600
l'A flooring, rough. .

1200 i'A flooring, dressed
14 oo\l% flooring, dressed

I flooring, dressed
14 00 Beaded sheeting 1 . ..

15 50 Picks, Am inspection 32 00
16 00 Three uppers Am. In.

17 00 XXX sawn shingles.. 260
18 00 Saw n Lath
19 00 Red Oak 2000
20 00 White Oak 25 00
21 00 Basswood No. 1. * 2. . 1600

Cherry No. 142 60 00
25 03 White Ash No. 1*2. 25 00
20 00 Black Ash No. 1 4 2 20 00

30 00

25 00
25 00
1 90
3 00
1 50

18 00
18 00

16 00 18 00
25 00
32 00
23 00

30 00

34 00
4c 00
2 70
2 25

25 00

30 00
20 00
70 00

35 00

30 00

Ottawa, Ont.

Ottawa, Mar
Pine, 1st qual., T@ M.$35 00^40 00 Oak

31, 1890.

2nd
" shipping
" 4th qua|.
" mill culls
Spruce, y. M.
Hemlock . .

Ash . . .

Bass . . .

22 00
culls 14 00
deals 10 00

. . 800
. . 10 00

. . 9 00
. .1300
. . 12 00

25 00 Walnut
16 00 Cherry.
12 00 Butternut
10 00 Birch
12 00 Maple, hard.
17 00 Laths
18 00 Shingles.
20 001 ' cedar

40 OoglOO CO
60 00 100 00
60 00 80 00
22 00 40 00
15 00 25 00
20 00 21 00
I 80 1 90
I 50 3 00
I 50 3 00

St. John, N. B.

St. John, Mar. 31, 1890.

Deals, Boards, Scantling, etc.

Spruce deals $12 oclSpruce boards -

15 oo!Pine " - -Pint
Deal ends
Scantling

6 00 Oak
10 00 Ash

Hemlock '

Shingles.
*"3

12 00
00^40 00

40 00
00^25 00
• - 7 50

No. 1Spruce, extra - - •

" clear 3 oo.Pine - - - -

No. 1 extra - - - 2 25I

Clapboards.

Pine, extra 35 00 Spruce, extra -

clear* 45 00. " clears

1 25
1 25

2d clears 35 oo,

6 in. .No. 1
•• No. 2

Flooring, Dressed.
. ... 12 004 in., No. 1 - -

- - - - 10 00; " No. 2 - -

Miscellaneous.

Stare* 3 oo@ 4 5o Laths - - -

Heading 17 in. per fit. 04 Pickets - -

" 18 in. 04 r
->','A Railway ties

22 in. oa'A 06
1

No. 1

To. 2

24 00

23 00
• 15 00
10 00

12 00
10 00

1 80
50(5:15 00

Vancouver and New Westminster, B.C.

New Westminster, Mar. 24th. 1890.

Carload and ship rates according to assortment. Bridge and
Wharf Plank and Timber.
10 to 40 ft. long, per M, net ..... . $1100
41 to 70 ft. »««•«_ .... $12 00&:I5 00
Rough lumber, building material 11 00

" " Sized 12 50
" Fir, Clear 17 50

Cedar, Bench or Selects . . . 25 00
11 11 " • " " D. D . 30 00

/ in, i'A l%x6 in.

T. & G. Edge, Grain and Dry . . . . . 27 50
" " " Green . . 25 00

No. 1, Dry - 22 so
" i.Green - - - - - - - - - - 2000
" 2, Dry - - - - - - - - - -20 00

2, Green - - - - - - - - -17 50
Cut to length, extra per M - - - - - - - 2 50
D. Dressed - - - - - --250

/ in, i'A 0/2X4 in.

Edge Grain, Dry - - - -27 50
" Green - - " - - - - - - - 25 00

T. & G. Edge Grain, Dry - - - - - - - 25 00
No. 1, Dry-------- - - 25 00
" 1, Green ---22 50
" 2, Dry - - -- -- - ---20 00
" 2, Green - -

.

- 1750
S. S. Planks for scows --------- 17 50
D. D. cedar, verandah cover, any length - - - - 45 00
" ' " " cut to length - - - - 50 00

Shingles 2 50
Lath 2 25
D. D. clear Cedar 40 oo@6o 00
Pickets, rough 11 00
Five per cent, off above prices for cash with the order.
Delivery on scow to mouth of river.

20 M ft. and over 75c. per M. ft

io to 20 M ff $1.00
"

Under 10 M ft. 1.25
"

Boards, 1x10 in. each.
Joist, 4x6

iths 5o 00 00
Selects 4S 00 % 00

40 00 41 00

1 to 2 in., good 40 00 50 00

4ths 44 00 45 00

Selects 39 00 40 JO

Pickings 34 00 35 00
1 in. good 5o 00 55 00

4ths 4; 00 48 00
Selects 40 00 43 Oo
Pickings 35 00 38 00

Shelving Doards,i2in.
and up 26 00 32 00

Dressing Dds. narrow 20 00 22 00
Sapping boards 16 00 18 00
Box boards 14 00 16 00

Shingles, shaved pine 6 50
2d quality 5 00

Sawed, extra 430 440
Sawed, clear butts. . . 300 3 30
Cedar, XXX 4 00 4 20

Shingles, cedar mixed 2 75
Lath, pine 2 00

Spruce 2 00
Hemlock 1 75

Burlington, Vt.

Burlington, Mar. 31, 1890.

Canada Pine Sidings—1x8 in. and up, 12 to ib ft. D 2 or 4 S.
Select & shelving . . . . $46 oo'Finish . . . $37 oo@38 00
Pickings 37 ool Dressing . . . 27 oo@2S 00
Pickings & better . . 40 oo@42 oo|Common . . 20 oo@2i 00

Canada Pine Stock—1x10 in. 12 to 16 ft. D 2 or 4 S.
Selects (clear) . . .55 oolPickings & better . »
1st shelving . . .42 00 As run, common out 28 00
2d . ... 39 oolNo. 1 barn boards
3d ... 30 oo@3i oojCommon ....

Pickings . . . . 38 ool

Canada Pine Stock—1x12 in. 12 to 16 ft. D 2 or 4 S.

44 oe
30 00
25 00
21 00

Selects (clear)
1st shelving
2d
3d .

Pickings

57 00
47 03
41 00
32 00
38 00

Pickings & better
As run, common out
No. 1 barn boards
Common

44 00
33 00

21 00@22 00

Canada Pine Stock—14 in. 12 to 16 ft. D 2 or 4 S.
Pickings & better . . 45 0013d shelving . . . 33 00
As run, common out . . 33 ooCommon . 22 00
Canada Pine Short Boards—1x8 in. & up, 11 ft. dr= under, D 2 S

or R.
Pickings & better 35 oo@35 ootDressine & common, d
As run, common out . . 3000 2 s or 3 2 s & m 20 oo@2i 00

iCommon . , 18 00 20 00
Canada Pine Sheathing, D. M. b> B—/ in. 4 to 7 in. j in. cV up

CBVb in.

1st & 2d quality, 9 to 11 ft. 33 00
7 & 8 ft. . . . 3400

>3d quality, 11 ft. & under 22 00
4th . . ^ . 18 00

1st quality, 12 to 16 ft. . 4600
2d ... 36 oo@37 00
3d 27 00
4th (selected common) 22 00
Canada (Quebec) Spruce— 1 and 1^ in. 4 to 10 in. D 2 S and M.

Clear, 10 to 16 ft . 32 00IN0 2. 10 to 16 ft. . 15 oogi6 00
No. 1 . . . . 22 ool

Above prices delivered on a rate of $30 per car load.

all

23 00
Clear, 1 to 2 in
width

Dressing, 1 to 2 in. all

widths 16 oo_
White

Up'rs, 1 to 4 in.

10 in S44 oo@56 00
Sl'cts & Picks,

1 to 4 in 36 00 38 00
Fine common, 1 to 2

in. and thicker.. 3c 00 33 00
No. 1 cuts, 1 to 2 in

and thicker 27 00 40 00
Mold strips, 1 to

2 in 27 00 31 00
Shingles

XXX, 18-in, sawed 3 85|Thick cut (trade mark) 16 in
XX. 18-in. sawed clear butts 2 80 per square 250
X. 18-in, sawed 1 25
XXX, 16-in " 325
XX, 16-in " clear butts.... 2 25
X 16-in 90
Thick cut 3 20
XXX cut 300
X cut 1 50
No. 2 cut 65

XXX cut 2 25
X cut 1 10
No 2 cut 50
Short cut 1 25
Square end, per thousand. . . 5 00
Octagon or pointed end 5 25
Scalloped or round end 5 25
Other shapes made to order 5 25

Albany, N. Y.

Albany, N.Y., Mar. 31st, 1890.
Hemlock.

14c. IJoist. 2^x4, each 12

33 I
Wall strips, 2x4 10

Pine.
2% in. and up, good. .$55 oo@56 oolio in boards dressing

and better $28 oo@34 00
Common 15 00 20 00

12 in. boards dressing
and better 2900 3600
Common 1500 2200

i'A inch siding.select-
ed 40 00 45 00
Common 15 00 20 00

1 in. siding selected.. 3800 4200
Common 1300 1800

Norway, selected 2200 2500
Common 1200 15 00

10 in. plk. 13 ft. dress-
ing and better, each 43@5o
Culls 23 25

10 in. boards, 13 ft.,

dress,& better each 28 33
Culls 17 22

Shi gies and Lath.

3 00

2 35
0 00
0 00

Buffalo and Tonawanda, N. Y.

Buffalo, March 31, 1890.

Norway
Common, 1 to 2 in. all

widths 12 5o@i5 00
4x4, 5x5, 6x6 turning. . 22 00

20004x4, 5x5, 6x6 common 1600
Pine.
No. 2 cuts, 1 to 2 in

and thicker $20 oo@24 00
Dressing, 1 to 2 in.. 22 00 27 00
Common, 1 to 2 in . . 16 00 20 00
No. 1 barn, 7 to 12 in 18 50 20 50
No. 2 barn. 7 to 12 in 16 50 17 50
Mill culls. 1 to 2 in . . g 00 10 00

ye in. clear
1 and i'A inches.
i'A and thicker .

.

Rejects

yt in. 10 inches and
over

K in. coffin boards .

.

1 inch, 10 inch and
over

1 in. white. .

.

l'A to 2 inch .

2% to 4 inch

New York City

New York., Mar. 31, 1890.

Black Walnut.

$78 006:82 oof Culls, 1 inch %y. cog 36 go
93 00 95 00 Culls, thick 36 00

"
3S 00

roo 00 105 oo'Counter tops, 18 in.

50 00 52 x< and over 110 so no &o

Poplar, or White Wood.
|i inch, 8 in. and over 30 50 31 50

24 oog 26002^ and thicker 33 5-3 34 to
29 00 30 ooCommon 1 to 2 in 22 00 24 00

Saps. 1 inch & thicker 25 00 27 00
31 ;o 32 00 Culls, all thickness., ib 00 17 00

Ash.
T/b 006; 37 ooStrips clear 26 oog 27 00
38 00 39 00 Black ash, good 26 00 30 00
40 00 41 00 Black ash, com 18 00 19 oo

Oak.

1 inch plain sawed. 36 oog 39 ocj> inches and over.. . 50
I$£ t02inch 3900 40 00 1'hicker 52
Thicker 40 00 41 00 Strips under 6 in 39
Quarter-sawed, white, all clear. 6- Dimension cut size 24

Cherry

1 inch 80 oog 82 ot\>'A and thicker 95 oogioo 00
1 inch strips 43 00 45 00 Counter tops, 18 in.
l'A to 2 inch 8500 8800 and over 110
Rejects 40 00 40 00 Culls, all thickness 18

Miscellan eous.
Chestnut, clear 33 oog 35 ooHickery, old growth 50
Chestnut common . . 2000 22 00 Hickery. 2nd growth 65

cog 51 00
00 54 00
00 41 00
00 26 00

3.

19 00

Basswood white 30 00
Basswood common.. 21 00
Maple, clear 30 00
Birch, clear 32 00
Birch, is and2s 26 00
Cottonwood 21 00

32 00 Elm 20
23 00 Sycamore 24
32 00 Sycamore quartered 35
35 oolGum 36
30 00 Butternut . . . .45
22 00 Svcamore dressed flg 24

00 38

55 00
70 00
22 00
27 00
40 00
" 00

50 00
25 00

Saginaw, Mich.

East Saginaw, Mar. 31, 1890.

CARGO LOTS.

Uppers 36 oo@38 oo;Norway % jog 10 00
Common ....... 16 oo 21 00 Box 11 00 11 50
Shipping Culls ... 9 00 11 00 Straight measure . . 12 ;o 20 oo
Mill Culls

YARD QUOTATIONS CAR LOTS DRY.
Siding.

Clear. i'A in 23 oojC, i'A in 17 00
7/% in 46 00 K in i 30 oo

Select, i'A in 20 oolNo. 1, J£ in 1200
Vt in 39 ool % in 19 00

Finishing Lumber rough.
Three uppers. 1 in. . 42 001S.45 00 Fine common, 1 in. . 32 00

i'A & l'A in . . 00 00 46 00 i'A & 2 in. . . 33 00
Selects, 1 in. . . .36 00 37 00 C. 7, 8 & 9 in. . . . 26 00

iVt ac 2 in. . . . 38 00;

Joist, Scantling and Timber,

12 to 18 feet ... 10 oo'2o feet 12 00
20 feet .... 11 00I24 '• '

13 00
Plank and timber, 12 inches wide. $1 extra.

Lath, Shingles and Pickets.

Lath, No. 1 white pine 1 90. XXX . . . . 2 20
" No. 2 " Norway 1 351 XX . . . . 1 70

Shingles, I
s
! in climax . . 3 56 P'kts.2 to 2 lA in rough 1500XXX ..." 3 25|Dressed 20 00XX climax 2 50 i% in. square, rough iS 05

iSin.4 in, c. b. . 1 sciDressed . , .250;

Oswego, N. Y.

Oswego, Mar. 31, 1890.

843 00S45 00
35 00 36 00
30 00
19 00

31 00
21 00

Thr^e uppers, 1%, i'A & 2 inch
Pickings, i'A, i'A & 2 in

No. 1 cutting up, i'A, i'A & 2in.

No. 2 cutting up. i'A. i'A & 2\n
1 in strips, 4 to 8 wide, selected for moulding strips, 14
to 16 ft

1x6 selected for clapboards

Siding.

1 in siding, cutting up 11'A in selected 35 ooiffi 4o 00
piks & uppers 3ooo@39oo iK in dressing 1700^1900

1 in dressing 19 oo@2i ooliji in No. 1 culls.
1 in No. 1 culls 14 oo@i6 ooli'A in No. 2 culls.

1 in No. 2 culls 13 oo@i4 oo|i^ in No. 3 culls.

1xi2 Inch.
12 & 16 ft, mill run
12 & 16 ft, No. 1 &2, barn boards
12 & 16 ft, dressing and bei'er.
12 & 16 ft. No 2 culls

1x10 Inch.

31 00
32 00

14 00
13 00
9 50

20 00
18 00
26 00

33 o»
34 03

16 00
14 00

23 oo
19 00
30 30

23 OO
27 00
17 00
15 00
22 00
27 OO
17 OO
15 OO
10 00

12 & 13 It, mill run, mill culls out 19 00
12 i: 13 ft, dressing and better 2: 00
12 & 13 ft, No 1 culls 16 00
12 & 13 ft, No 2 culls 14 00
14 to 16 ft, mill run mill culls out 20 00
14 to 16 ft, dressing and better 25 00
14 to 16 ft. No. 1 culls 16 00
14 to 16 ft. No. 2 culls 14 00
10 to 13 ft, No. 3 culls 950

/ 1-4x10 Inches.

Mill run, mill culls out 20 oo@23oo'No. 1 culls 16 oogi7 00
Dressing and better.. 25 00 30 00N0. 2 culls 1400 1500

1x4 Inches.

Mill run, mill culls out 17 oogigoolNo. 1 culls 13 ooguao
Dressing and better. . 2300 27 oo!No. 2 culls 11 00 1200

ixj Inches.

6 7 or 8, mill run, mill |6, 7 or 8, No. 1 culls.. i5oogi6o»
culls out is oo@2i 00 6, 7 or S, No. 2 culls. . 130* 1400

6, 7 or 8. drsg& better 2400 28 oo|

Shingles.

XXX, 18 in pine 3 5o@3 70 XXX, iS in cedar 3 201

Clear butts, pine. iS in. 2 50 2 7ojClear butt, iS*in cedar., 2 40
XXX, 16 in pine 310 3 20 XX, iS in cedar 210

5 00',

Pickets.

15 oolNo. 2, 1x3 9 00
20 ool

Lath.

No. 1. H , 2 loiNo. 2, 1 1-4

No. 1 -4 1 6o|

Stocks cedars, 5 or 6 in.

No. 1, iKxiJ*.
No. 1, 1x3

3 60
200
2 20

1 90
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The Iiiipi^ovocI Common Sense 13
••iiiiiiiiiiiini**

its

over all

others.

• •III1IIIIIMIIII9*

4k
• •IIIIIMIIIIIIII**

It is pre-

eminently

the

best process

in use,

• •minimum**

It extracts the moisture from the centre ; combines active circulation, moderate heat, and condensation of the sap
;

secures the quickest and best results in the

most perfect and economical way known. The process is applicable to old or new kilns. Quickly and repeatedly repays all outlay. For Hardwood Lumber use no

other, and avoid all checks, warps and case-hardening. It seasons lumber exactly like, and equal to, air seasoning. More largely used than all others in England

and the United States. Address,

St. AlbmiH Mfg. Co., St. Albans, V t U. S. A.
C. C. CLEVELAND. G. F. CLEVELAND.

J. L. GOODHUE <C CO., GEORGE BRUSH,
MANUFACTURERS OF MACHINIST, FOUNDER & BOILER MAKER,

EAGLE FOUNDRY,
AND

I^jace Leather. 14 to 34 ZSHnTG- STEEE T,

JDJL.HT^rT3L.XJ& - - QUEBEC. MONTREAL, QUE.

RAILROAD, BANK & OFFICE

DESKS
TIEIBS 3c CO.,

300 ST. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL.

F. E. STRICKLAND & CD.

MACHINERY MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS
DEALERS IN

Saw Mill Machinery, Engines, Boilers, Etc., Etc.

HSTiE^r Westminsteb, IB. O.

CORRESPONDENCE IMViTEO

THE BEST ENGLISH OAK TANNED

LEATHER BELTING, ETC.
JAMES LESLIE *

T"U"3>"j CTXOI>T OF CEAI& J%.±712 ST. J^iTX'OIiTE STBEETS
P.O. box 996 MONTREAL, QUEBEC.

JOHN BERTRAM 4 SONS,

C-^ZlnT^ID^ TOOL WOKKS
DUNDAS, ONTARIO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY
MACHINE TOOLS, ETC.

"Write for Prices and Catalogues

F. G. BECKETT ENGINE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

SAW* MILL* ENGINES* AND *B0ILERS

AND ALL KINDS OF MILL MACHINERY.

Steam Launches and Tug Boats a Specialty.

— EEazmzixjToin", OisTT^xeio —
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND MENTION THIS PAPER

GEO. CORMACK
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

All kinds of LUMBER.
Lumber Shipped to allparts by Rail or Vessel.

WHITBY, ONTARIO

The Gutta Percha and Rubber Mfg. Company
OF* TORONTO.

Offices : 43 YONGE STREET, TORONTO. Factories : PARKDALE, ONT.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF "MONARCH," "RED STRIP," AND "LION" BRANDS OF

RUBBER BELTING
PARTICULAR ATTENTIONCGIA'EN TO SPECIAL BELTS FOR LIMBER MILLS

Our celebrated " Maltese Cross 11 Rubber ;
" Baker Fabric " and Ajax Cotton

;

" Giant ,1 and Light Linen. Fire Hose constantly in stock.

LUMBERMEN'S HEAVY RUBBER CLOTHING, OUR OWN MANUFACTURE.
Address all Communications to

THE GUTTA PERCHA & RUBBER MFG. CO. OF TORONTO, 43 Yonge St.

BELTING

PA«Er™<iiNi
f PURPOSES.

HOSE
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TO MILL OWNERS, MANUFACTURERS Gait* Machine-:- Knife-:- Works.
AND ALL WHO ARE USING

»

»

>

»

>

>]
Leather*Belting

^-vvywvyvvww vvwv vw vww w v wwwwwwwvvwww
IF 1TOTJ ^Ar^HSTT BELTING

Which will Run Straight on the Pulleys,
Which is Thoroughly Well Stretched,

Which will not Tear at the Lace Holes,
Which will give Complete Satisfaction,

SEND TO

F\ E. Dixon &> Co.

ESl
Cf.lT

0 IT.

LI

I j J ij

MACHINE KNIVES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION FOR

Planing, Moulding & Stave Cutting.

pa"
Hh1 C UT I

y

PETER HAY, GALT, ONT.

MANUFACTURERS OF

PATENT LAP-JOINT STAR RIVET

^LEATHER $EELTING*
70 King Street East, Toronto.

Sole Agents in Canada for the

CELEBRATED PHCENIX OIL
The Drily Pbibcl Belt Dressing.

All our Belting is sold at the Canadian price list. Please compare be-

fore purchasing. Send for Discounts and our Pamphlet on Belting.

TheBathbuitComp't,
DESERONTO, ONT.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

• TERRA COTTA* FIRE-PROOFING *

For Use in Old and New Buildings.

Endorsed by Leading Architects. Absolutely Fire-proof. About as Cheap as

Wood or Brick. Weight One-Third that "of Brick. Does not

Crack on application of Heat or Water.

Deadens Noise. Gives Warmth in Winter; Coolness in Summer

NAPANEE CEMENT COMPANY
(limited— .manufacturers of —

Hjj«3rraiiIiG Gement i

Particularly adapted for Dams, Smoke Stacks, Foundations, Cul-

verts, Cisterns, Cellars, etc.

ENDORSED BY LEADING RAILWAYS AND CONTRACTORS.

For Building, Plastering, Gas Purifying, Paper Making. &c.

DOMINION SAW WORKS!
JAS. ROBERTSON & CO. JAM ERTSON

253 to 267 King Street West, Dalhousie and William Streets,

Toronto, - - Ontario. Montreal, - - Que.

1
ANUFACTURERS OF > AWS

\

b^ZJ
Circular, Shingle, Gang, Cross Cut, Concave, Mulay, Drag, Grooving.

Thuber's Roual

ANTIFRICTION! BABBIT! METAL.
Importers and Dealers in

EVERT SAW FULLY WARRANTED.
"Prices on Application.

Band Saws, Emery Wheels Saw Sets,

Saw Swages, Rubber Belting, Iron Pipe,

Saw Gummers, Leather Belting, Files, &c.
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F\ J. DRAKE,
PATENTEE AND MANUFACTURER OF

SAW, SHINGLE I LATH MACHINERY
Belleville, Ontario.

MAKeTpAtEtMUNTLESS SHIRcli^DHiAEcMAiwE
Capacity from 25,000 to 50,000 per day.

The frame of iron throughout, very heavy and rigid, strongly bolted and braced
;

carriage very light and strong, made of forged cast steel saw plate, running on steel

ways or tracks; will take in a block 18 inches wide and 19 inches long, adjustablefor

16 inch or 18 inch shingles.

Drake's Improved Shingle Edger.
With 40 inch saw will make more No. I Shingles from the same quantity of timber than

any Wheel Jointer in existence.

It has a heavy iron frame made for two operators, two inch steel saw arbor, with extra

long bearings; driving pulley 8 inches diameter, 7 inch face, saw 40 inches diameter, 16 gauge,
speed, 1,600 per minute.

Mill men who have once used this machine will not use any other. For capacity, remov-

ing sap-knots, rot or any other imperfections, for making parallel shingles and economy of stock,

it is superior to any other.

Also manufacturer of other kinds of Shingle Jointers, both self-acting and hand-feed Shingle Machines, Tacking Eoxes, Drag Saw Machines, Bolters, Stationary and Portable Saw Mills,

Double Edgers, Single Edgers, Slab Saw Rigs, Bull Wheel Rigs, Lath Machines, Lath Bolters, in fact a general line of Mill Machinery, with Pulleys, Shafting, &c. Satisfaction guaranteed in

all cases. Send for estimates on anything required, and the same will receive immediate attention.

Sovereign Grease
St, Catharines, July 20th, 1889.

To whom it may concern .

—

I have been using Soverign Grease for the
past two months, and I can say that it lias given
me entire satisfaction, and is a saving of 60 per
cent, over Oil. and is that much better than Oil.

I have been running eight (8) trips from St. Cath-
arines to Montreal and return on 40 lb;. Grease,
and using it on my crank-pin as well as all other
bearings. Yours respectfully.

(Signed.) SAM BRISBIN,
Engineer*' Ocean."

Ottawa. Aug. ;th, 1889.

THE STOCK OIL & GREASE CO.
Gents,—We have used the Sovereign Grease

for some time, and do not hesitate to pronounce it

a first-class lubricator, and as such has given us
entire satisfaction as to its durability ana cheap-
ness.

Truly yours,

ARTHUR JONES,
Foreman of Union Machine Shops.

Deschenes Mills, Aug, 12th, 1889.

MESSRS. McDOUGAL & CaZNER, Ottawa :

Dear Sirs,—We have been using the Stock Oil
& Grease Co.'s Sovereign Grease in our saw
mills since spring, with very satisfactory results.

Yours truly.

R. & W. CONROY.

Rockland. Ont., Aug. 20th, 1889.

STOCK OIL & GREASE CO., Montreal :

Dear Sirs,—Please send us per first freight
boat, two hundred (200) pounds of Grease, same
as sample left by yau here a short time ago.

Yours truly,

W . C. EDWARDS & CO.

ACENTS.

F. G. STRICKLAND & CO., New Westmin-
ster, B. C.

McDOUGAL & CAZNER. Ottawa, Can.

CHINTC HARDWARE CO., Quebec, P. Q.
DUNLOP & CHAPMAM, Pembroke, Ont.

STOCK OIL & GREASE CO Y

SOLE MANUFACTURERS

59 Common St.. Montreal

THE RATHBUN COMPANY,
DESEBONTO, - - ONTARIO,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Doors, Sash, Blinds, Stairs
AND ALL KINDS OF WOODEN HOUSE FINISHING MATERIALS.

Cedar Oil for Purging Boilers
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

Staam Saw-mill
FOB SALE.

THE subscribers offer for sale their steam saw
mill at Deux Rivieres, consistingof a complete

set of machinery, carriage to saw 50-foot lengths,
friction bull wheel, swing butting saw and double
edger with shafting, pulleys and belting, rollers
and saws. Engine, boiler and pump complete.
Cutting capacity 15 to 20,000 feet per day of n hrs.
Also a shingle machine and planer and matcher,

together with watervvheel belting, shafting,
pulleys, etc.

The above machinery is in first-class order and
will be sold in conjunction with the building in
which it is placed or separately as may be desired.

Apply to ,

A. & P. WHITE.
Pembroke.

Wnan writing " Tha Lumber-
man" hereafter be sure and

;

address Toronto, and not

Peterborough as formerly.

'[KRAMER

A\€WNj)Ac $T Toronto-

The Millwrights and
Engineers Safeguard.

No Hot Boxes. Stands any weight or motion. Best and cheaoest metal
known for Machinery Journal Bearings. Reliable Machinists use no other. To
be had at every enterprising Hardware store in the Dominion.
ALONZO W. SPOONEB, Patentee and Manufacturer, POBT HOPE, OXT.
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Representative Lumber firms

Thos. H. Wili.mott. A. K. Mcl NTOSH

williott & Mcintosh,
Wholesale Dealers in

"LUMBER*fp - - •— - ' — ' r-r —_ - „m
^r/i^^W^i^/i^i^i^^^i^^^^'^^ <IP^ W w •*!

Jdf and 46 Front Street Fast,

TOEOITTO, - - OITTAEIO.
^' Lumber Shipped to all Parts by Rail or Vessel.

Agents for the Celebrated

LUFKIN BOARD AND LOG RULE. T

Prompt Delivery in all Cases

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

* McCRANEY • & • WILSON *
Manufacturers and Wholesale dealers in all kinds of •

Pine and Hardwood Lumber
LATH SSIIIbTG-ILIES

Ship Plank, Decking and Long Bill Stuff, a Specialty.

Mills at Burlington, Bronte and'.Huntsville,

Head Office: 16 UNION BLOCK, corner Toronto, and Adelaide Sts., Toronto.

Branch Office: 19 Duke Street, Ottawa.

TORONTO and OTTAWA. '

OFFICES
Hamilton, Toronto

Windsor, Gravenhurst

TELEPHONE
No. 1046

MILLS
Gravenhurst, Huntsville

Katrine, Essex Centre

ROBERT THOMSON & CO.

DONOGH & OLIVER,
Wholesale Dealers in

L
Nos. 16 and 17 Imperial Bank Buildings,

Wellington Street East.

TORONTO, ONT.

DALTON MCCARTHY, President. J. H. EYER, Manager

Toronto and Midland Mf'g Go.
(INCORPORATED.-

Wholesale * Lumber + Dealers
AND MANUFACTURERS OF

DRESSED LUMBER, FLOORING,
Ceiling, Sheeting, Siding, Shelving, Mouldings of all Descriptions.

Office and Yard :

FOOT OF SPADINA AVE., - TORONTO.
Planing Mills : MIDLAND, ONT.

PORTER, ROBERTSON h CO.

DEALERS IN

Pine and Hardwood

Mills Operating all the year round. Correspondence Solicited.

TORONTO OFFICE if)7 R/\V STREETLondon Canadian Chambers 1 u

j

un 1 J 1 I\J-H-l 1 ,

TORONTO
THOMAS MEANEY,

REPRESENTATIVE

STOCKS

STRIPS

SIDINGS

BILLSTUFF

WHOLESALE HARDWOODS

LUMBER =
DEALERS LATH, ETC.

Millichanip's JBu tidings,

35 * Adelaide * Street * East,
TORONTO.

YARD : NORTHERN DOCK, FOOT OF BATHURST STREET.

Sir Alex. Campbell. K.C.M.G. Pres.
(Lieut Go <r. uf Ontario)

John L.Blaikie Esq .Vice Pres.

Lumbermen,
Desirous of Securing First-class Printed

Stationery for their Office and Shanty Use

SHOULD SEND 1HEIR ORDERS TO

The Lumberman Job Dept.

Consult^ &g1NEEr s
G.C.ROBB. Chief Engineer. A.FRASER. Secy.Treas.

Head Office. 2Toronto St.

Toronto.
Toronto, Dnt.

The Finest Work and Most Reasonable Prices.
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WANTED AND FOR SALE. IMPORTANT AUCTION SALE
Announcements in this department will

be inserted at the uniform rate of two
cents a word for first '20 words and one cent
for each additional word, payable in ad-
vance. For four or more consecutive inser-
tions of the same advertisement a discount
of twenty per cent, will be allowed. Each
initial and figure counted as one word.
Copy must reach this office by the '25th of
the month to secure the appearance of the
advertisement in the paper of the following
month.

NOTICE—Splendid opening for any person
wishing to go into the Saw-mill business.

For sale in the town of Parry Sound. Steam Saw-

mill. New and good machinery. Also quantity

of logs and some timber limits. For full particu-

lars apply to S. & J. ARMSTRONG, McKellar,
Ontario.

,

CASH paid for all kinds of hardwood lumber :

give full particulars ; car or cargo lots only.

W. N. McEACHERN & Co.. No. 3 dock, Toronto

OOD-WORKTNG FACTORY WANTED,
Hepworth station, on G. B. & L. E. Div. of

G. T. R.. presents a splendid opening for a hard-
wood working factory of some kind. Abundance
of beech, maple, elm, birch and black ash can be
purchased cheap. A suitable building, with boil-

er and engine if required can be procured near the

station by applying to J. E. MURPHY, Hepworth
station, Ont.

HARDWOOD lumber, bought, sold or received
on consignment. TUCKER DAVID, lum-

ber commission merchant, 313 Eleventh Ave., N.\ .

HAYING MOVED OUR LUMBERING
operations to Parry Sound district, we offer

our Angus saw mill, farm and wild lands for sale

on easy terms; large quantities of hemlock,
cedar, hardwood and small pine yet remain on
many of these lands ; several improved farms for

sale. JOHN. B. SMITH & SONS, Toronto.

ESTABLISHED 1SS1—JOHN B. SMITH &
Sons, manufacturers of lumber, lath, shingles,

doors, sash, blinds, mouldings, sheetin, flooring,

boxes, etc.: buy from the manufacturer; our new-

factory now in running order; note our address,
Strachan avenue, Toronto.

WANTED—A SITE FOR A SAW MILL
in a pine limit, to cut by the thousand.

Capacity 10 to 12 M. in ten hours. Latest improve-
ments ; 25-horse power engine. Correspondence
solicited. JAS. A. SHARP, Inglewood, Ont.

FOR SALE—pine timber, four hundred acres ;

estimated at two million feet ; 4 miles from
railroad station ; soft white pine, suitable for

twenty to sixty foot bill stuff. Apply to E.
TODD, Hepworth.

BLACK ash, basswood and red oak—firsts and
ceconds wanted in car 01 cargo lots. Ap-

ply to T. W. WALKER, agent the Rathbun Com-
pany, Toronto.

FOR SALE—flooring, sheeting, etc.—also rough
lumber, lath and shingles. Toronto & Mid-

land Mfg. Co. Office and vard, foot of Spadina
avenue, Toronto ; mills at Midland, Ont.

IMFORTANT SALE

TIMBER • LIMITS.

The estate of the late David Moore will offer

for sale at Public Auction at the Russel House,
in the City of Ottawa, on

TUESDAY, 28th OCTOBER, 1890
at three o'clock in the afternoon the following
valuable timber limits

:

Parcel No. i.—400 square miles on Kippewa
river, in the province of Quebec, and being berths
Nos. 37, 56, 47, 46, 65, 64, 62, 63.

Parcel No. 2—Berths No. 3 on the north shore
of Lake Huron in Ontario, license No. 103 of 18S9-

90. Area, 36 square miles.

Parcel No. 3 -Berth No. 1, township of Springer
in Ontario, license No. 104 for 1889-90. Area 34
square mi'es.

Parcel No. 4.—Berth No. 15 on the north shore
of Lake Huron, in Ontario, license 105 of 1S89.
Area, 36 square miles.

The purchaser will be bound to take the supplies
on each limit according to schedule and valuation.
For terms and conditions of sale apply to E. D.

Moore, Esq., Hull, and to the undersigned.

CHRISTIE & CHRISTIE.
J. R. FLEMING. Solicitors,

Advocate. no Wellington St., Ottawa.
353 Sparks St.. Ottawa.

5th February 1890.

4>. Electric lightingApparatus
57, Adelaide St. w-

TORONTO
ONT.

Gilmour & Company's Mills and Limits

on Gatineau and Trent Rivers.

Messrs. Gilmour & Co. will ofier for sale by
auction at the RUSSEL HOUSE, at the

CITY OF OTTAWA,
the whole of their valuable mills and limits,

with plant, real estate, lumber, etc., on the

9th DA T OF APRIL, 1890
at 2 o'clock, p.m. The sale will be in parcels.
For a full description of the parcels, list of chat-
tels and details apply to. either of the undersigned
or at the offices ot the firm at Ottawa. Chelsea,
Trenton and Quebec.

Dated 20th November, 18S9.

ALLAN GILMOUR, Ottawa.
JOHN CILMOUR.-Chelsea, Quo.
DAVID GILMOUR, Trenton.
J. D. GILMOUR, Quebec.

F. PARKIN
4«llllllllllllllllllll«»

Gait File Works
GALT, LINT.

MILL FILES A SPECIALTY.

Write for Price Lists and Mention

this Journal.

GRATEFUL—COMFORTING.

EPPS'S COCOA.
BREAKFAST,

"By a thorough knowledge of the natural
aws which govern the operations of digestion
and nutrition, and by a careful application of the
fine properties of the well-selected Cocoa, Mr.
Epps has provided our breakfast tables with
a delicately flavored beverage which may save
us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious
use of such articles of diet that a constitution may
be gradually fed up until strong enough to resist

every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle
maladies are floating around us ready to attack
wherever there is a weak point. We may escape
many a fatal shaft by keeping out selves well forti-

fied with pure blood and a properly nourished
frame."

—

Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold

only in packets, by Grocers, labelled thus :

JAS. EPPS & CO., Homoeopathic Chemists*
London, England'

Sail, Tent and Awning Maker.
251 George and 154- King Streets,

PE TERBOROUGH.
Canoe, Yacht and Boat Sails made to order.

Peifect Fits guaranteed.

Every description of Lumbermen'' s Supplies
and V/aterproof Clothing.

GEO. BISHOP ENGRAVING •

«» AND PRINTING (]0.

LIMITED.

On Steel, Copper, Stone and Wood.

LITHOGRAPHING,
PLATE PRINTING,

BOOK and JOB PRINTING
PHOTO-ENGRAVING,

BOOK BINDING,
ELECTROTYPING.

Illustrated Catalogues and Keports a
Specialty.

Estimates Furnished.

i 69 St. James Street, Montreal.

MANUFACTURERS

PETER GERLAGH & COMPANY,
Alligator' Griisel-Bit Saws,

THE CHAMPION STAVE, HEADING AND SHINGLE MACHINES,
ICE TOOLS AND MILL SUPPLIES

CLEVELAND, - OHIO.

SCRIBNERS

LUMBER

LOGBOOK
Over One Million Sold.

IV/I OST complete book of its kind ever published.
1*1 Gives measurement of all kinds of Lumber,
Logs, Planks, Scantling; cubical contents of square
and round Timber ; hints to lumber dealers ; wood
measure ; speed of circular saws ; care of saws ;

cord-wood tables : felling trees ;
growth of trees ;

land measure ; wages, rent, board, interest, stave

and reading bolts, etc. Standard book throughout
the Lnited States and Canada. Get the new illus-

trated edition of 1882. Ask your book-seller for it.

Sent post-paid for 35 cents.

G. W. FISHER, Box 238, Rochester, N.Y .

or A. G. MORTIMER, Peterboro', Out.

LUMBER

TRUCK * WHEELS.

The Montreal

Gar Wheel Go.

MANUFACTURERS OF

CHARCOAL IRON CHILLED

Railroad Wheels

Offices: New York Life Insurance

Building, Montreal.

Works: Lachine, Quebec.•«
WE make a Specialty of Wheels suitable for

the requirements of Lumbeimen and
Street Car Service, and can supply them Bored,
Finished and Balanced.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

Established isti.

J. W. LANG & CO.

Wholesale Grocers & Importers

33, Front St. East, Toronto.

We shall be pleased to have yon write to us

foi samples and prices of

TEAS, TOBACCOS, SUGARS,
SYRUPS, RICE, Etc.

We can and will cut pricesfine to large buyers.

We have a

GOOD, SOUND, FINE FLA VOURED TEA
at \2yz cents.

Write for sample chest. Address,

J. ^7J~. Xj-a.iTGr dc CO.
TOEONTO.

3IACHINERY FOR SALE
LIST of woodworking machines for sale by H.

W. PETRIE, Brantford; branch opposite Union
Station, Toronto.

SAW mi
bargain.

outfit, Waterous direct action, at a

SEVERAL second-hand
and four block.

saw rigs, two, three

A FINE 66 m. inserted-tooth saw, also 52 in. do .

ON E new eclipse saw mill with all late improve-
ments;

ONE saw gummer, Disston make. Philadelphia.

ONE set of hoop machines, American make.
CANADIAN agent for the celebrated Winnie

hoop machinery, catalogue free.

ONE drag saw rig, Waterous Engine Company
make.
ONE hub turning lathe. American build.

ONE automatic handle lathe.

BROOM handle lathe with wood frame, cheap.
ONE set ot spoke machinery, Fay & Co. make
goldie & Mcculloch

equalizing saw. &c.
stave cutter, set

ONE Blanchard spoke lathe, Fay & Co. make.
ONE new axe handle lathe.

ONE lot Ewart chain belt good as new with
sprocket wheels.

4 POLE road cars, also a number of lumber
cars.

ONE self feed lathe machine. Waterous make.
NEW gang lath machine.
1

' N F. Fairbank's timber guage.
ONE saw mill head block, Gait make.

HEADING turner. Gcldie & McCulloch make.
ONTs i ngle edger with frame work.

NO. 2 large size smallwood shingl e machine.
DOUBLE edger Waterous Engine Co. build.

ONE Drake's patent selt feeding parallel
shingle edger.

DOUBLE block shingle machine, Pierce make,
40,000 capacity per day.

TWO Hall self acting shingle machines. Goldie
& McCulloch makers.
TWO smallwood shingle machines, Waterous

make.

FOUR Laws patent upright swing shingle
machine
ONE Doherty swing shingle machine.
DRAG saw machine. Goldie & McCulloch.
TWO new shingle packers, all iron.

SH INGLE jointers. 3. 4 and 6 knives.

ONE new No. 3 Rogers saw filer and gummer.
ONE 6" inch Warren turbine water wheel,

Goldie & McCulloch. builders

48 inch Leffel,

4S inch Warren turbine in scroll case.

48 inch Sclater.

44 inch improved turbine water wheel.

PAIR of Sampson tnrbine wheels, 42 inch, run
together.

4: inch Simp-oil 1 1 ; r i 1 1 1 1
1

.

TWO 40 inch Lgffels,

35 inch Leffel.

44 inch Little Giant.

30^ nch Leffel.

30 inch Sclater.

3oinch Burnham.
26 inch Lefel.

24inch Turbine by Whitlaw.
21 'ncf Archmedian,
20 inch Leffel.

25 inch Vulcan in close case, Port Perry make.

24 inch Leffel.

15 inch Archmedian in close case.

i7 l/2 inch Leffel.

10 inch brass wheel in iron close case.

WATFK uln.'.:l gnviTiinr, iTjlt make.

MY new list is just out of press, send for it.

FULL particulars regarding any of above
machines sent on application. Address, H. W.
PETRIE, Bradford, Ont., Toronto banch oppo-
site Union Station.

THE MONARCH BOILER

(PATENTED) AND HERCULES ENGINE.

CELEBRATED

ROTARY SAW MILU

zg^^ll-^^tfmg^ Guaranteed

V ' ^ to Saw Lumber
Perfectly Smooth and

Even in thickness.
Portable from 6 to 70 horse power. Surpass

portable steam power heretofore produced fof
strength, durabi lity, compactness, and the ease
with which they can be moved.
The 70 horse power can be taken overtherough-

est roads, or into the forest, and set up as easily
and quickly as an ordinary 20 horse power port-
able engine, and as firm as a brick-set stationary
engine Engines andboilersofevervsizeanddes-
cnption. Botary Saw Mills, Shingle and Lath
machines, Law Grinders, Planers, etc. Mill
machinery and supplies of every description.
Every boiler insured against explosion bv the
Boiler Insurance & Inspection Co. of Canada.
Write for circulars.

A. ROBB & SONS, I Amherst Foundry and
Amherst, N.S.

| Machine works.
ESTABLISHED OVER 40 YEARS.
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PORTABLE

SAW MILLS

If Want of Snow
HAS PREVENTED LOGS REACHING

YOUR STATIONERY MILL

4S.

P

Buy one of our

ORTABLE
^t? ^1?

E
NGINES

gi,
'a? '/i?

20 to 40 H. P.

ON WHEES

OR SKIDS

Which with the saw irons
in your stationery mill or
a new set from us, will

make a Portable Mill that

you can take to the woods,
cutting your lumber as
economically and as well

as if at your stationey mill.

IJave you to stop your Girder
MILL TO START GAXG,J3AJvn

MILL OR CIRCULAR ?

JT)QES A SHIFTING BELT

TROUBLE YOU?

JNVESTIGATE THE MERITS

OF OUR

Patent Friction *

Steel
Carriage

MANY REFERENCES

With Double

Action Friction Grip

Set Works.

Grip Pulley.

Made to suit any work andguaran-

teed. Single, Double and Treble Arms-,

Whole or Split. Cheaper than fast

and loose pulleys and better.

L eft hand forward^

right hand back

to stop, tooth is

swaged left back

right forward, re-

leases swage, lifts it

to next tooth, when
former operation

I f.
7!/'7' swages it, &c.

WATEROUS ENGINE WORKS CO.
j

BAND SAW SWAGE. | a

Price $30.
GUARANTEED

Made in several sizes suitable for logs from 2 to 9 feet

in Diameter.

Send us Specifications for estimates of Mills, Engines, Boilers, Etc.

THE WATEROUS ENGINE WORKS CO,

Mention " The Canada Lumberman !: when writing us.
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RRICTION PULLEY BOARD.
ThB Best Material ever used, for Frictions of all kinds.

MANUFACTURED BY

The I3oniiiiioii I^eatlier Board Company
Montreal, Quebec

Asbestos Mill Board.
SAMPLES FURNISHED.

•••

PLEASE MENTION THIS PAPER.

Steam Packing
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

F. SCHOLES, Managing Director. A. ALLAN, President. J. O. GRAVEL, Secretary-Treasurer.

THE CANADIAN RUBBER COMPANY
OF MOlTIREiLL.

# ^ CAPITAL, - - - ^52,000,000.
MANUFACTURERS OF

RUBBER SHOES AND FELT BOOTS
OUR PATENT PRESSED DOUBLE STRIP

-# RUBBER * BELTING
Is specially adapted for heavy work, such as Saw Hills, Elevators, etc.

Rubber, Engine, Hydrant, Suction, Steam, Brewers and Fire Hose

;

Wringer Rolls, Carriage Cloths, Blankets, Stopples, Etc., Etc.

Zt^OTTILID GKDOIDS OF EVEE"3T IDESCKIFTIOnST.
Dur Rntiber GardEn Hdsb is the Best in the Market.

OFFICE AND WAREROOMS : FACTORY:
333-335 St. Paul Street. Papineau Square.

J. J. 3IcGILL, Manager,

MONTREAL, - - QUEBEC,

WESTERN BRANCH :

Corner Front and Tonge Sts, TORONTO, ONT.

J. H. WALKER, Manager.

B. F. Sturtevant's Patent Progressive Lumber Dry Kiln.
EELIABLE

GUARANTEED
TO DRY

-IN-

Best Manner Possible

ALL KINDS OF

HARD and SOFT
WOOD LUMBER.

IRITWOMATALOGUE.

91 Liberty street
NEW YORK.

NO WARPING,
CHECKING

AND BLUEING
—WITH THE—

STURTEVANT
Patent Hot Blast

Steam Heating

Apparatus.

31 N. Canal street
CHICAGO.

B. F. STURTEVANT, Patentee and Sole Manufacturer, 34 Oliver Street, (corner of Franklin street) BOSTON, Mass., U.S.A.
A. R. Williams, Soho Machine Works, Toronto, General Agent for the Dominion.
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Transmission * ok * Power.
Translated from " The Ingenieur Conseil 11

of Jul}
-

15, 1889.

Transmission by belts is a relic of routine which should be rooted out, as has been already done with the ancient gear-wheel transmission. I venture to predict

that by the time another exposition is opened belts will have entirely given away to ropes. I make this prophecy with all the more boldness since belts have not the

theoretical superiority over ropes which gearing had over belts. It can already be said that in theory and in practice belts are inferior to ropes, since they can or.

made to adhere by a tension of both parts—that is, the part w hich does no work must have at least half the tension of the part which bears the working strain. Without
this tension the belt would slip on the pulleys. No change of material or of make-up can correct this essential fault—the necessity of stretching to accomplish adherence

With ropes, however, the adherence of the rope to the pulley is effected by the pressure against the sides of the wedge-shaped groove, and the useful tension,

that- of the working part of the rope, is sufficient to produce this pressure. The lower part of the rope has no need of tension. Thus, in theory, the rope is better than the

belt, and in practice no draw-back arises to offset this advantage. On the contrary, rope cannot slip—like belts—from pulleys. The breaking of a rope occasions no
stoppage, no accident. The rope falls harmless to the ground and can be replaced after working hours.' -It even announces when it intends to break by visibly unwinding.

For thirty years we have sustained the tope idea, and made the foregoing argument prevail. We understand the opposition of the routinists at the present

time. Very few makers know how to turn out good grooved pulleys, or could supply good ropes. This was a serious difficulty. The slightest inequality in the diameter

of ropes, or in size of grooves, or even in the compressibilty of the ropes, causes them to bury themselves in grooves more or less, so sensibly altering the circnmference

run over by the different ropes on a single pulley, and consequently give rise to considerable resistance, certain ropes acting as brakes towards the others, instead

of assisting them.
At the Exposition transmission by ropes is practice^! by three Belgian firms, two Swiss firms, and two French ; all others employ belts.

Why? We cannot explain, but when the next Exposition opens we will see if they continue to inflict upon their patrons a mode of transmission which, whatever
be the ingenuity of the makers of belts, leather, cotton or steel, will always cost more, absorb more power, and cause more stoppages than transmission by ropes. Until

that time the Belgian firms have found themselves in excellent company among the constructors of machinery who have adopted this method of transmitting power.—From
the Ingenieur-Conseil of July 15.

The above extract is confirmatory of what has been advocated by THE DODGE WOOD SPLIT PULLEY CO. from the commencement, i. that power
transmission by ropes is far superior to belts for general purposes, and applicable for distances and in places where neither belts nor gearing can be used at all.

The French writer intimates clearly that for thirty years he has recognized this superiority of ropes, and yet the people have refused to be convinced. This
argues a fault in the system which he advocates, and that fault is not far to seek. The system which he advocates is known as the "English" system. It consists of a

multiplicity of separate ropes, and the "fault" resides in the impossibility of attaining an equal tension of the several ropes. That this lack of uniform tension is the
condition of every "English" rope transmission is evident to the eye. No two ropes of the system hang w ith the same slack, and it needs no argument to show that for that

reason no two are doing the same duty. The rope having the strongest tension is, therefore, overloaded, and will be first to give out ; and it is small consolation that its

giving out does not stop the works, since the fact that a part of the system is doing no work shows that the w hole thing is an overload, and that a much smaller outfit

would do the work w ith equal satisfaction if properly constructed.

That is precisely w hat has been accomplished by the American System as brought forward and perfected by the Dodge Manufacturing Company, w herein a single

endless rope having any required number of passes, and under uniform tension throughout, transmits power uniformly, each strand doing its full share of the whole duty.

While thirty years have so far failed to show the practical advantages of the English multiple system, that in the year 1889 only seven users of it appear in the
great Exposition at Paris, and American engineers have, almost to a man, repudiated it, the American single rope system has in three years attained a popularity almost
anprecedented, and bids fair in the near future to supplant belts for all purposes except the smallest.

For estimates and full particulars regarding this modern system of transmitting power apply to

The D lley Co., Toronto.
J5o^l 333.

NORTHEY + & *C0> SPECIAL * STEAM * PUMPS.

PUMPS FOR
Boiler Feeding, Five Protection .

Water Supply, Mining Use, <Cv., &e

NORTHEY & CO.,

SINGLE AND DUPLEX
Steam and Water Power Pumps for all Kinds of Service.

rn ilKSE PUMPS are of the Latest and Best Design, the result of long and valuable experience
=

in the Canadian Pump trade.

«M^^;<-vM<-£lt, *te. ^t,^^(^^t^b^t.M v*''-

•?(«• ">1> 1st- «W ^W?i«* "fi^K*W -Jii"> (C ?

INDEPENDENT

Air Pump Condensers
For Attaching to High Pressure

Marine and Stationery Engines.

GREAT ECONOMY
HgH IN FUEL AND POWER GUARANTEED

' Prices and Particulars on Application.

lif ttf 1(?W Id- 'ilfW -?iv- -7it- -Ji*- -/if^v-

TORONTO, ONT.
OFFICE AND WORKS: CORNER FRONT and PARLIAMENT STREETS.
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CHARLES MAVHITLAW, Manager.

MANUFACTURERS OF

r v v r r r w

Chisel Bit Inserted Tooth Sawsa

DEALERS IN

Stave Sawing Machinery.
• MANUFACTURERS OF

STEEL CYLINDER SAWS.

New Drums made of Best Steel. New Steels put on and repairs

promptly attended to

Circular, Shingle, Gang, Mill, Mulay, Pit,

Billet Web, Gross Cut and Cylinder Saws.
From Best Selected English Cast Steel and Special Silver Steel.

Trrrrrrrrr r w r r 7 r r ¥ r

= .POST OrfP1G;E; BOX, I I.^F
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OOOOOOOOOQOOOO
Cotton and Rubber

BELTING
All Sizes Kept in Stock.

ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

o 0000000000000

THE ABOVE CUT REPRESENTS A SECTION OF OUR WATERPROOF BELTING.

This Belt is made in both Light and Heavy Double Leather of the best

material, fastened with Waterproof Cement and Brass Wire Screws, after

which the entire belt is sata rated with a preparation which renders it

entirely waterproof.

Just fclie Belt for Damp Places in a Sa/izir

Robin &> Sadler,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Dealers in Lace Leather and Cotton and Gandy Belting.

-^miiiiiimiimiiiiiiiiiimmiiiiiiii!^

129 BAY STREET, 2518, 2520 & 2522 NOTRE DAME STREET,

TORONTO. MONTREAL,
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TERMS OF SUBSCIRPTION:
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The Canada Lumberman is published in the interest of the

lumber trade and of allied industries throughout the Dominion
being the only representative in Canada of this foremost branch of

the commerce ol this country. It aims at giving full and timely

information on all subjects touching these interests, discussing

these topics editorially and inviting free discussion of them by others.

Especial pains are taken to secure the latest and most trustworthy

market quotations from various points throughout the world so as

:o afford to the trade in Canada information upon which it can rely

in its operations.

Special correspondents in localities of importance present accur-

ate report not only of prices and the condition of the market but,

also of other matters specially interesting to our readers. But cor-

respondence is not only welcome but is invited from all who have

any information to communicate or subjects to discuss relating to the

trade or in any way effecting it. Even when we may not be able to

agree with the writers we will give them a fair opportunity for free

discussion as the best means of eliciting the truth. Any items of

interest are particularly requested for even if not of great import-

ance individually they contribute to a fund of information from
which general results are obtained.

Advertisers will receive careful attention and liberal treatment.

We need not point out that for many the Canada Lumberman
with its special class of readers is not only an exceptionally good
medium for securing publicity but is indispensable for those who
would bring themselves before the notice of that class. Special at-

tention is directed to Wanted'' and For Sale" advertisements,

which will be inserted in a conspicious position at the uniform price

of 15 cents per line for each insertion. Announcements of this

character will be subject to a discount of 25 per cent, if ordered for

three successive issues or longer.

Subscribers will find the small amount they pay for the Canada
Lumberman quite insignificant as compared with its value to them.
There is not an individual in the trade or specially interested in it,

who should not be on our list thus obtaining the present benefit

and aiding and encouraging us to render it even more complete.

THE LUMBERMAN'S NEW QUARTERS.
The change of location, as announced in our last

issue, has been carried out, and The Lumberman
offices are now located at 20 Yonge street Arcade,

Toronto. Our new quarters are in the heart of the

< ity and very easy of access, which will tend to great-

ly facilitate our business and enable us to be in direct

communication with lumbermen and our customers

generally. We cordially invite all lumber manufact-

urers and dealers to call and see us when in the city,

and we can assure them they will meet with a kind

reception. The removal has necessarily caused us to

be somewhat late with the present issue, but hereafter

ue will be out on time on the first of every month, and
will spare no pains to make the Canada Lumberman
more valuable to the trade with each succeeding issue.

Ii is understood that the bill which was introduced

at the beginning of the present session by Hon. Mr.

Tupper, which was to take away the powers of the

Privy Council in exempting certain rivers and streams

from the operation of the act forbidding sawdust being

deposited therein, will be dropped from the order

paper this session, and for at least another season the

sawdust question will be an undetermined one. This

action has been taken owing to the absence of the

Minister of marine and fisheries in Washington.

I HE bill recently passed by the Ontario legislature

respecting licenses, affecting registered lands, enacts

as follows; "Where a license under the revised sta-

' re-.pe' ting timber on publir lands, or under the

revised statutes of 1887, was or shall be granted and
the land is registered under the land titles act, the

same -hall be deemed to have been, and to be, subject

to the rights of the licensee for the current year, or of

his assignee, without the fact of such lands being so

subject being expressed in the entry in the register, or

in the certificate of ownership. 1 '

Quite a sensation was caused in business circles in

Quebec recently over the announcement that two notes,

of $25,000 each, drawn by a leading timber house of

that city, and made payable at Bryant, Powis &
Bryant's, were posted at the Bank du Peuple for non-

payment. It appears that Mr. Powis disputes the

endorsation on the back of the notes by Mr. Davies,

on his alleged power of attorney, and has warned the

parties, who are ready to pay the notes, to pay the

amount into court until the matter is settled by law.

Mr. Casgrain is advocate for the bank, and will in-

stitute proceedings. It is likely that Mr. Davies will

be brought back to Quebec, when the whole particulars

of his financial losses and trade exploits will be made
known.

American walnut logs of good quality and planks of

the first grade, says London Timber of recent date, are

still in active demand at full prices. Lumber generally,

however, shows signs of weakening. An enormous

amount of all descriptions of goods is being consumed,

but the recent importation has been very heavy, and
consequently stocks of inferior cut stuff are rather more
than ample, particularly at some of the yards. The
stock, as shown by the dock returns, however, are con-

siderably less than they were at several periods of last

year, the best year that London importers and dealers

in this wood have ever had. As the demand is better

than last year, there are many who still consider stocks

low. This is undoubtedly so with regard to logs, the

growing tendency of which appears to be permanent

scanty supplies, with a growing demand, in face of the

general inferiority of imported lumber.

The highest practical testimony to the efficiency of

wood paving in London streets, says Timber, has just

been given by the omnibus drivers and car men of the

leading companies and firms in the metroplis. The
Horse Accident Prevention Society recently issued a

plebiscite among the drivers of the London Car Com-
pany, to the principal omnibus and cab proprietors,

and the leading carriers, inviting them to vote for

which they judged from their experience, to be the

best and safest system of paving in vogue in the streets

of London, and also which they judged to be the

worst and most dangerous. The result not only shows

the intelligent interest taken in this question by

the drivers, but is such a one as will somewhat sur-

prise those who have persistently and rancourously

opposed the use of wood as a material for street

paving. From the votes received and now published

by the Society, it appears that 750 drivers and carmen

declare wood to be the best and safest material
;

macadam comes next, with 219 votes; granite comes

next with 197 votes, while only 51 pronounce in favor

of what most people believe to be the most formidable

rival of wood, viz., asphalte. 'But the result of the

voting on the other side, namely, as to which is "the

worst and most dangerous paving," is even more

striking in comparing wood to asphalte. No less than

1,046 drivers declare that asphalte is the worst, while

only 122 declare against wood. Whatever else may
be said for or against this opinion, none wdl venture to

deny that it is a competent opinion, and that it is a

practical one. The intelligent bus driver or carman is

the person above all others, who from his daily experi-

ence, is the best able to judge of a practical question

of this kind, and this class of men have no interests

in this matter which are antagonistic, either to the in-

terests of their employers or to those of the public

generally.

The wise men in Washington and the savants in

Ottawa, have within the past few weeks been making

ringing changes on the tariff question, and between the

two governments the Canadian lumbermen are getting

pretty badly squeezed. The lumber schedule as re-

ported in McKinley's bill remains as reported in The
Lumberman last month. There has been a slight

change in the phraseology of the provision which is

designed to counteract the export duty imposed on

logs by the Dominion of Canada, and which is in the

nature of a retaliatory provision. That proviso as

embodied in the perfected bill is as follows :
" Pro-

vided that in case any foreign country shall now or at

any time hereafter impose an export duty, tax or other

form of charge, upon pine, spruce, elm, or other logs

exported to the United States from such country in

excess of the equivalent per thousand feet board

measure of the duty fixed by this Act upon the sawed

lumber manufactured from the logs of the kind herein-

before mentioned, then the duty upon the sawed lum-

ber herein provided for, when imported from such

country, shall be forthwith increased to, and during the

imposition thereof maintained at, an amount equal to

the duty, tax or charge at any time imposed by such

foreign country upon the exports of such logs to the

United States. And that the Secretary of the

Treasury be empowered and directed to enforce the

provisions of this Act." Should the bill pass in its

present shape it will virtually leave the import duty on

Canadian lumber at $2 per thousand as it is has been

in the past. In order that Canadians may derive a

benefit from the proposed reduction of the import duty

to $1.50 per thousand it will be necessary for the Do-

minion government to reduce the export duty on logs

50 cents per thousand feet. Such a course would, we
feel sure, meet with the hearty approval of the lumber

trade of this country, and in fact there is no reason

why we should not be willing to reduce it to Si, or abol-

ish it altogether, whenever the United States govern-

ment sees fit to take similar action as regards the im-

port duty on our lumber. Now is the time to act in

this matter, and we hope the proper authorities at

Ottawa will take immediate steps to further the inter-

ests of the Canadian lumber trade by making the re-

quired reduction.

The Minister of the Interior in his annual report

recently laid before parliament, makes the following

allusion to the sale of timber lands in the North-West

Territories and British Columbia :
" The revenue from

the above sources during the past year amounted to

$102,732.61, a decrease as compared with 188S of $19,-

015.28. The timber dues are less than those of 1S88

by $14,781.92, being for this year $77,071.97. Of the

revenue for timber, $18,044.77 was derived from bon-

uses, ground rents and royalties on timber cut from

lands in the railway belt in British Columbia, being

$7,522.74 less than the previous year, but the crown

timber agent reports that he has collected since Octo-

ber 31st the sum of $15,147.61 on timber cut within the

12 months preceding that date. Taking this amount

into consideration, the dues collected for timber cut

within the departmental year, namely, from October

31st, 1888, to October 31st, 1889, amounted to $33,192.-

38, being an increase of $7,624.87 over the amount col-

' lected for timber cut during the previous year." The

1 crown timber agent at Winnipeg leports that fuel is
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somewhat cheaper than last year, cordwood on railway

cars at Winnipeg'. being $2.75 to $4.50 a cord for pop-

lar and spruce, respectively. About 18,000 cords of

wood were sold in the Winnipeg and western markets

during the year. As regards dues on burnt and fallen

timber and forest fires in the northwest the minister

says: "During 1S87 forest fires in Manitoba and the

northwest were more than usually destructive, and I re-

gret to say that the experience of last year was equally

unfortunate. One of the consequences of these fires

has been the partial destruction of quantities of timber

upon berths under license to mill owners. It is well

known that unless the timber which has been injured

bv fire is manufactured into lumber within two years

from the time of fire, it is rendered not only useless but

harmful, inasmuch as it falls, and being highly inflam-

mable is a constant source of danger to what living

trees there may be still remaining in the locality. Dur-

ing the early part of last session, after conference with

senators and members of parliament from Manitoba

and the northwest, I issued instructions to permit act-

ual settlers on Dominion lands to obtain permits for 25

cents each, enabling them to cut all the burnt and fallen

timber under seven inches in diameter which they

might require for their own use for fuel and fencing.

This decision appears to have been very acceptable to

the people. It has been suggested that the depart-

ment should take further precautions for the prevention

of forest fires. This might be possibly done if the staff

of forest rangers were greatly increased, but the good

to be derived from this large additional expense would,

I am afraid, not be adequate to the cost incurred."

Michigan men are now at Washington endeavoring

to have congress take cognizance of the fact that there

is no import duty on cedar, and that American oper-

ators are placed at a great disadvantage by Canadian

rompetition. Farmers in Michigan, for example, who

take cedar off their land after the lumbermen have

been over it are injuriously affected. Canadians have

been doing a rushing business, but the trade in poles

across the line has been largely dull and unprofitable.

It is said, however, that the senate ways and means

committee does not take kindly to the proposition of

placing a protective duty on cedar.

The McArthur Bros. Co., of this city have put in

the usual quantity of timber in Canada this season

They own a line of boats, and freight their own timber

from the Georgian bay to Quebec, where it is tran-

shipped for the European market, as they sell direct

to English houses. Mr. P. McArthur, one of the

members of this company, resides at Saginaw, where

he is interested with S. S. Wilhelm and E. E. Eastman

in lumbering operations. They put in a number of

million feet of short logs, and also some board pine, in

upper Michigan. The McArthur Co. is at present

doing perhaps as large a timber trade as any other

firm in the Dominion.

Mr. W. G. Per ley, M. P., a prominent and well-

known lumberman of Ottawa, died at his residence on

Wellington St. on April 1st, in his 59th year. The late

Mr. Perley was born at Enfield, New Hampshire, on the

4th June, 1830. He received his education there and
was twice married. Before coming to Canada the late

Mr. Perley was in business with Mr. G. B. Pattee at

Canaan, N. H. About thirty years ago Messrs. Perley

& Pattee came to Ottawa, and on account of the water

facilities decided to engage in lumbering at the

Chaudiere. The Bronson's were already located on

the island, but at that time the place was very wild and

there were few improvements. The firm of Perley &
Pattee purchased a site from the government, and the

next year built a mill. In 1869 the mill was burnt down
but was built thrice its original size. At first the firm I

purchased their logs, but they soon began to buy limits

for themselves. The first limit bought was that on the

Coulogne. Their atea of limits was gradually in-

creased until the firm now owns 1,800 square miles of

limits. Improvements were made to the mill year by

year until it became a very extensive and valuable

property. In 1887 the late Mr. Perley was elected a

member for Ottawa. He was associated with Mr. J.

R. Booth in the construction of the Canada Atlantic

railway, and was also part owner with Mr. Pattee of an

orange plantation of 100 acres at Riverside, California,

which has the reputation of being one of the finest in

that section. The late Mr. Perley devoted himself

entirely to business, but a few years ago Mr. G. H.

Perlev and Mr. C. B. Powell were taken into the firm,

since which time he ceased to take a very active part

in the business, but he continued up to the time of his

death to visit the office and interest himself in the

management. He was a man highly esteemed by all

who knew him. His funeral was a very large one,

some three hundred vehicles being present.

The parliamentary committee appointed to consider

Mr. Taylor's anti-foreign labor bill met again last

month and examined a number of witnesses upon the

subject of foreign labor W. W. Graham, foreman of the

saw mill on the St. Croix river at St. Stephen, N. B.,

testified to the effect of the American act at that point.

He said that perhaps there were 100 Canadians who

lived in St. Stephen and formerly worked in the states,

but were now prevented from doing so. About 450

Americans came over to St. Stephen to work, but no

fault was found until Canadians were prevented from

going to the other side. In one saw mill, which was

run by Canadians, but was situated beyond the center of

the river, and consequently in American territory, Can-

adians could not work, but an adjoining mill, owned by

Americans and situated in Canada, was at full liberty

to employ whom it liked. What they wanted was fair

play. A Canadian section man on the St. Croix

& Penobscot railway was informed by the president of

the company a few days ago that he must move to the

states or leave the company.

The commercial editor of Le Canadien has been

interviewing some leading Quebec shippers and dealers

on the prospects of the timber trade for the coming

summer with the following results : Mr. R. R. Dobell, of

Dobell, Becket & Co., said:— I regret that prices of

timber are too high, the supply exceeds the demand

and the market is somewhat overstocked. But it may
be said in general that trade is excellent. The demand

is fair, and will be certainly much larger this year than

for a considerable time back. We shall have a large

number of steamers in port this summer, if we can get

fair treatment from the Ship Laborers' Society. There
is no doubt that the conduct of the Society for the last

couple of years has caused trade to desert our port.

Masters wishing to have no trouble with the laborers

have taken their ships elsewhere. Possibly this year
again a number of owners may hesitate to trade at

Quebec for fear of difficulty with the Society. The lat-

ter should have mainly in view the attracting to Quebec
of as much trade and work as possible. For this a

good understanding and good will are necessary. The
further we go, the more will the carrying trade be done
by steamers, as more speedy and less costly. Trade is

good, but the best advice we can give to manufacturers
and merchants is to be prudent. In England business

is lively, but the slightest falling of in the demand
might entail loss on exporters. Lt-Col. Forsyth, of the

firm of f. Bell Forsyth & Co., said:—A large demand
for deals is generally looked for this summer in the

port of Quebec, and the trade in any case promises to

be still better than last season. Prices for white pine

are high in England and for the moment the demand
is not as active as at this time last year. The pine

deal market is quiet, but a decided improvement is

reported in spruce deals. Altogether, from the best

information obtainable, the timber trade to day is satis-

factory, with an evident upward tendency. All our

merchants look forward to a very profitable season.

Mr. Herbert M. Price, of Hall & Price, owners of the

Montmorency mills, spoke of the sawn lumber business.

According to him the indications for the coming season
are most encouraging^ with a fair English demand.
Spruce deals are selling at very good prices, and the

market is better than for the last two years. Spruce is

in great demand on the American market, indeed it is

extraordinary how this wood has been sought for

within the last couple of years. It follows that manu-
facturers have no difficulty in placing their goods, cer-

tain qualities especially. The American market is very

much improved. For certain qualities of spruce the

prospect is very good, and hemlock will also be in

demand. The retail lumber business is very thriving,

tamarac and hemlock being more largely used than in

former years. Altogether, an excellent business is

expected this coming season.

SPLINTERS.

It is stated that Canadian capitalists have pur-

chased forty thousand dollars worth of standing

timber in Carrol county, Virginia, and will erect large

saw mills.

* *

A GREAT sale of valuable timber and mineral pro-

perties will be held at Knoxville, Tenn., May 21st. A
full description of the properties for sale will be found

in our advertising columns.

What's the matter with the station agent at Mid-

land? Like the proverbial flea when he's wanted he's

some place else. Fashionable business hours won't do

when lumber has got to be shipped.
* *

We are requested by the Toronto Hardwood Lum-
ber Co. to announce that Mr. F. S. Miller has no

further connection with that firm, and that they will

not be responsible for any business he may do in their

name.

*

The auction sale of Gilmour & Co's, mills, and

limits, on Gatineau and Trent rivers, advertised to

take place at the Russell House, Ottawa, on the 9th

day of April, has been postponed until the 31st, of

fuly. See advertisement in another column.

We are indebted to our friends F. G. Strickland

& Co., of New Westminster, B. C, for a splendidly

gotten up illustrated view of that city. It was issued as

a holiday supplement to the World, and so great has

been the demand for it that it was necessary to issue

a second edition.

* *

Messrs McArthur Bros., lumber merchants of

Toronto, have struck it rich, having purchased a newly

discovered gold mine, 18 miles north of Thessalon, for

the sum of $7,500. Assays made by Professor Hays,

of Toronto, of some of the specimens run as high $44,-

000, to the ton.

*

Found at last, a practical friction Grip Pulley and

Cut-off Coupling, simple, efficient, instant in its action,

applicable to the heaviest, as well as the lightest

machinery and shaft. Patented in Canada and the

United States. Send for particulars to Waterous

Engine Works Co., Brantford, Canada. Mention this

paper.

*

On the order for the third reading of the bill to

amend the timber slides company's act, Mr. Hardy

moved the further consideration of the bill in com-

mittee, and the amendment of several ofits clauses.

The amendment did not affect the principal of the

measure which was again reported to the house, and

afterward read the third time.
* *

John Charles Rykert, M. P., of timber limit no-

toriety, member for Lincoln has resigned. Mr. Rykert

seems merely to have forestalled the action of the

House, as the investigating committee were to have

unanimously reported him guilty of conduct corrupt and

discreditable. The general feeling appears to be that

Mr. Rvkert took the wisest course in resigning.

* * *

There were exported from the Ottawa consular

district to the United States during the quarter ending

March 31st, 1890, lumber amounting to $203,292,

against $387,521,67 during the same period in 1889.

There were also exported during the first quarter of the

present year to the United States, box shooks to the

value of $847; plank decking, $2,737; lath, $8,511;

pickets, $2,214. In bond for export lumber, $71,353.

* *
*

The lumbermen of London have effected an organ-

ization which is practically a branch of the London

Chamber of Commerce, and is to be known as the Tim-

ber Trade Section of that body. At this late day they

have been seized with the co-operative idea, having dis-

covered that they can accomplish more through the

instrumentality of an organization for mutual aid. In

" unity there is strength," and we trust the organization

will achieve an abundant measure of success.
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The Winnipeg Commercial of recent date says : In

the lumber trade there is not much movement yet, but

some shipments have been going forward to start new

yards at country points, or sort up old dealers for

spring business. The tendency is easy in lumber

prices, owing to competition from imported lumber.

Some cutting in prices is likely to result at points

where there is competition from Minnesota lumber,

though it is expected that association prices will be

maintained as closely as possible at the Lake of the

Woods mills.

The lumbermen of Toronto are now more hopeful

of securing their asked for reduction in the tariff on

lumber, since the Grand Trunk Railway Company have

issued a circular to the coal dealers announcing a

reduced tariff on coal and coke, in car lots of not less

than 24,000 each, from Buffalo, River Street Station,

Black Rock and Suspension Bridge, N. V. The new
tariff has already taken effect, and the principal item

in it is the lowering of freight on anthracite and bitum-

inous coal, the reduction on the former being consider-

ably more than on the latter.

It is stated that the prices of redwood lumber have

fallen so low at San Francisco that there is no longer

any money in the business for millmen, and a proposi-

tion is now on foot to form an organization, under

which combine, the manufacturers would unite in con-

signing their cargoes to one representative house in

that city. This action, it is claimed, will give redwood

men the same advantages as those enjoyed by Oregon

and Puget Sound mill owners, nearly all of whom are

represented by the Pacific Pine Lumber Company,

which takes charge of all cargoes arriving, fixes

schedule or standard rates, and secures uniform values

for cargo lots.

The building of the Sault Ste Marie and Hudson

Bay Railway will open out a new field for lumbering

operations. By a recent exploration of the line of this

road between the Sault Ste Marie and the Canadian

Pacific Railway it is ascertained that fifty miles of the

territory intersected is thicklv covered with white pine

timber, and the other fifty miles is heavily timbered

with black and yellow birch, maple, oak, hemlock and

tamarac. The latter kinds of timber are not floatable,

and consequently cannot be taken to market without a

railway. There will be large quantities of pulp wood,

cedar and tanbark to go over this road, which will find

a readv market at Sault Ste Marie.

The Lumber Manufacturers Association of Michi-

gan, recently formed at Saginaw, and which is sup-

posed to embrace all the products of lumber in the

>tate, has issued a scale of prices for common assorted

Norway and hemlock bill stuff delivered on the cars

as follows : Norway from 12 to 40 feet long, 10 inch,

from $10 to $25 per thousand; 12 inch from $11 to

$28 ; 14 inch from $14 to $32 : over 40 feet long, $1 for

each additional foot. Common assorted hemlock bill

stuff from 12 to 40 feet long ; 10 inch from $9 to $19
;

12 inch, from $9.50 to $19.50 ; 14 inch, from $10 to

$20; and $1 extra for each additional foot over 40 feet

in length.

Shipowner^, merchants and others handling ocean

cargoes at Quebec, and the representatives of the Ship

Laborers Union have agreed upon a basis of operation

for the year 1890-91, so that the interests of each may
be protected throughout the year. The rate of wages

on sailing vessels loading and discharging have been

fixed at $3 per day of nine hours, taking effect April 1st,

and to remain in force up to November 30th inclusive
;

and from that date up to March 31st, at $2 per day.

The rate of wages on ocean steamers, loading and

dis< harging, have been fixed at $4 per day of nine

hours, going into effect on the same date and tore-

main in force up to November 30th inclusive, and from

that date up to March 31st, 1891, at $3 per day. The
-Kippers, of lumber and timber agiee to employ none
' her- but members of the Ship Laborer s Union on

all vessels controlled by them, and further guarantee

that the members shall be paid the rate of wages

above mentioned. The same rate of wages w ill rule at

St. John during the.same .period.

The Waterous Steam Fire Engine is gaining

daily in popularity. Last month three of their No. 5,

city size, were sold in the city of St. Paul, and one of

the smaller size to a New York house. This month

leads off with a large No. 5 to the city of Buffalo ; a

No. 2 to Fairfax, Minn.; a No. 2 to Madison, Minn.,

and still another to Appleton, Minn., while the Michi-

gan State penitentiary, at Marquette takes a No. 1

hose cart. The following No. 1 hose carts have been

placed in Canada within a year, two each to Simcoe

and Lakefield, one each to Bobcaygeon, Teeswater,

Nananimo, B. C, Shelburne, Carleton Place, Aylmer,

Parry Sound, Winnipeg, Man., and Colhngwood. The
town of Simcoe has two engines, Lakefield, Bobcay-

geon and Parry Sound each one.

Complaints have been made by owners of lumber

mills along ihe Ottawa river above the Chaudiere Falls,

that the Canadian Pacific Railway Company refuse to

furnish sufficient cars for the conveyance of their lumber

to market. They say that the company's rolling stock is

employed in the through traffic from St. Paul to the

seaboard, and that consequently local points are

neglected, while the rates charged for the carriage of

local freights are exceedingly high. The lack of suffi-

cient provision for the conveyance of their lumber to

market is felt severely by the mill owners, particularly

during the winter months when there is no outlet by

water. The Dominion government should include in

their great canal colonization scheme the Ottawa river

canal, as the construction of that w ork would give the

lumbermen of the Ottawa district an outlet for their

products by water for at least six months in the year.

The Mississippi Valley Lumberman says: A feature

of the McKinley tarriff bill, now before Congress, is

criticised by some of the New York lumbermen.

They find that the bill provides for a duty on all kinds

of pine in the rough of $1.50 per thousand feet, with a

duty added on planed or dressed lumber of 25 cents.

The extra duty is presumably put on in the interest of

American labor, but the difference in freight on planed

and rough lumber between Toronto and Albany is 40

cents a thousand, making a premium of 15 cents

per thousand for planing on the Canadian side.

Spruce lumber, which is the cheapest lumber known

except hemlock, has a duty placed on it of $2 a thous-

and. There is very little spruce in the country out-

side of Maine and no interest can be subserted by

protecting lumber of this class. Evidently the McKin-

ley bill will need a good deal of overhauling before it

will become very available or very satisfactory to the

lumbermen, who, as a class, are willing to accept ab-

solute free trade in lumber.

A VERY large and influential deputation of the

lumbermen of the Ottawa Valley, numbering about

forty in all, waited on Hon. Geo. E. Foster, and Hon.

Mackenzie Bowell, to protest against the proposed

duty on heavy mess pork. The deputation was

introduced by John Bryson, M. P. and Mr. Robillard,

M. 1'. Amongst those present were, Messrs. J. R.

Booth, Allan Gilmour, Hiram Robinson, H. K. Egan,

Alex. Fraser, Westmeath, R. Gorman, R. Nagle, R. H.

Klock, R. Blackburn, Parker, of Buckingham, Warden
of Ottawa county, David MacLaren, Aid. J. Hender-

son, E. H. Bronson, M. I'. P., F. P. Bronson, Capt.

Berkeley Powell, Gillies Bros., Arnprior ; R. Hurd-

man, Thos. Raphael, Robt. Conroy, G. B. Greene,

Secy. Upper Ottawa Improvement Co, W. R. Thistle

and many others. At present the duty is $2 a barrel,

and it is proposed to increase it by a half cent a pound

which w ill make the duty $3.20 a barrel. The lumber-

men asked no alteration in the proposed duty on

lighter porks. The ministers informed the deputation

that the matter would receive due consideration.

Mr. W. I). DlMOCK, representing the firm of Bir-

rel & Kent, of Truro, N. S. and Mr. T. S. McMulIcn,

accompanied by Messrs. Putnam, McDonald, Dickey

and Sir Adams Archibald, M. P's., recently called upon

Sir John MacDonald to nrge upon him the necessity of

reducing the present rates on timber carried over the

Intercolonial railway. " These two firms
::

'Birrel &
Kent and T. S. M< Mullen., ^ay-, Mr. Dimock, "handle

two-thirds of the lumber product of the province. .Mr.

Mc.Mullen paid last year $23,000 in freight on deals,

etc. carried by the I. C. K. to Halifax for shipment,

and if the present increased tariff were then in force,

he would have paid $6,000 more. The firm of Birrel

& Kent paid $10,000, but would have had to pay

$2,000 additional had the present rates been charged

last year. Of the sixty-six million feet cut in Nova
Scotia last year, forty million were transported to

Halifax, the port of shipment over the Inten olon-

ial railway. But if the increased tariff is to go

into force this year, we will not be able to ship

to Halifax at all, as it will be cheaper to construct

independent communication between the mills and
seacoast, at the nearest available ports on the

Bay of Fundy or elsewhere." The delegates con-

ferred with Mr. Schricber, Chief Engineer of govern-

ment railways, and Mr. George Taylor, general

freight agent of the Intercolonial, and afterwards

interviewed Sir John Macdonald upon the question of

freight rates. Sir Adams Archibald and Mr. Dimock
went fully into details to show the necessity of a re-

duction of the Intercolonial freight tariff. Sir John
promised that the matter would be fully investigated

by the government at once, and that during the Easter

recess the question of railway freight would be decided.

LUMBERMEN AT MONTREAL.
An imposing deputation from the lumber section of

the Toronto Board of Trade visited Montreal, April

10th. for the purpose of interviewing Sir Joseph Hick-

son, general manager of the Grand Trunk railway, in

regard to the scarcity of cars and other matters per-

taining to the lumber interest. The deputation

consisted of A. K. Mcintosh, Joseph Oliver, J. L.

Spink, George Gall, A. A. Scott, James Tennant,

S. C. Kanady, J. Tennant, H. N. Baird, E. A. .Wills

and Messrs. H. Brennan and J. Thomson, of Hamil-

ton. At the interview in Montreal besides Sir Joseph

Hickson, there were Messrs. Sargent, Wainwright

and Stephenson, of the Grand Trunk, and before these

gentlemen were the grievances of the lumbermen laid.

Three things were complained of—the scarcity of cars,

the lack of locomotive power, and the want of a car

superintendent at Toronto, from whom full information

could be obtained regarding the whereabouts of cars.

Referring to the lack of cars and want of locomotive

power Mr. Hickson admitted that the complaints of

the deputation were just. He acceded the point that

there had been just cause for complaint for some
time back, but explained it by the fact that there had

been an extraordinary demand for ice, and that also

a large number of cars had been required to carry

dead meat this year. The majority of the engines had

been used to convey this ice, and another thing was

that long box cars could not be procured to carry

lumber, as the foreign roads would not let the road

have them except for ice. The lumbermen, however,

contended that their regular traffic had no right to

suffer because of an extra ice traffic, and they also

thought that the Grand Trunk railway should be a

wealthy enough road to own rolling stock without re-

lying upon other roads. The interview- lasted over

two hours, and ended by the promise on the part of

Sir Joseph Hickson that immediate steps should be

taken to procure more cars and locomotives so that

lumbermen might ratch up w ith their back orders. In

regard to a car superintendent in Toronto, Mr.

Hickson decided to make a change in Mr. Wragge's

office. There will be a superintendent appointed from

his office who can give all information in regard to

cars, and also order the movement of cars from out-

side points. Sir Joseph also asked the deputation

that when any complaints should be made, that they

come through Mr. Wragge's office and not through

local agents or subordinate offices. If the promises

given by Sir Joseph Hickson are carried out there will

be no further need for lumber or other merchants to

complain of a scarcity of cars or lack of locomotive

power on that road. The deputation was well satis-

fied with the interview.
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FILING VS. HAMMERING SAWS.
"Since the hammering of circular saws has been taken

up by filers and saw experts the impression has

gained ground that all the sins of the lumber pile are

due to bad hammering : that if the saw is well ham-

mered it will make good work, whether it is well filed

or well tended at the brakes : and on the part of the

proprietor the mill is allowed to get out of repair, track

crooked, saw arbor sprung, collars out or wobbled, and

things generally loose,'* says a writer in the Mechanical

News. "The saw is bundled off to the shop to be

hammered, or a man sent to the mill and roundly

cursed because he did not make the saw perfect. I

have had considerable experience on both sides, and

therefore this letter.

"When saw makers charged $15 to $18 for hammer-

ing a 50-inch saw, and it cost $3 to $5 more for express

or freight, the mill man looked well to his works ; but

now the proprietor is easily 'fogged' by the lazy sawyer.

He says, 'She is warped or rim-bound. I can't make

good work. You must get a new saw.'

"i wish to say to my brother sawyer from an experi-

ence of many years as hammerer, filer and sawyer, that

not one saw in a hundred gets 'rim-bound,' as he terms

it ; but as his assertion is indefinite anyway, this name

may do as well as any. But if allowed to be a little

pointed in my remarks. I should say the sawyer him-

self was 'rim bound,' that his conceptions were inclosed

in too small a space. He is ready to blame the mak-

ers of the saw, when he himself is to blame. I will

make here a pretty strong assertion, that I can make

90 per cent, of all the saws that leave the shop of the

maker or of a good hammerer, run well without the use

of a hammer. Once the sawyer resorted to every ex-

pedient to save the expense of repairs on saws ; now he

goes back at once on Mr. —'s saws and wants him to

send a man forthwith. The maker meets competition

and must keep his reputation, so he sends a man, a

hammerer, of course, when he should have sent a prac-

tical sawyer. The saw maker of the shop will at once

detect the variation of the saw from truth and yet be

immensely puzzled because it does not 'stand up' to the

work. He knows that a saw sent to Mr. —'s mill runs

first-class, and this one is just as well made and runs

the same speed. He comes from headquarters, and

must not even look serious, but fix the trouble at once,

when he can't. I pity him ; if he had only been five or

ten years at the brakes too, the mill man would not

'bamboozle' him so easily.

"The saw makers have a stereotyped paiagraph in

their catalogues that a saw must be filed square, set

both sides alike, and the track straight and in line with

the saw, the collars true, &c. &c. That is theory—

a

good one as far as it goes. His man, not one in ten

that he sends out, is close enough in his work to make

it so
;
besides, he is not quite loyal to his employers.

He says, 'That is not my hammering.' Now the fact

is, he would promote the reputation of his house much
more if he located the trouble with the mill in place of

the saw ; but the tension of the saw is his hobby, and

that covers all. So thinks the sawyer, and he forthwith

opens the saw with his hammer. This helps the matter

some, or a saw hammered so open that you can heat

the rim considerably with the guide pins before it will

run snakey will bear leading with the guides. The
sawver thinks this is good and sets it down at once

that all saws should be so. Not so. You will soon

have trouble from another source. Your saw will get

canted and set bulged, when it will have to go to the

shop sure, with lots of other sins. The fact is, the

makers are generally right, (not always) ; the saw, if

subjected to no accident, will get oft" at once if your

mill is right. 'Well, tell us what is wrong.' That is

what I am going to do in another article.

"I am a saw hammerer of years of experience, and
make bold to 'say my say' at the risk of being called

'He knows it all.' The fact is a saw properly filed and
set for the work it is doing and run on a true arbor,

and properly iined with the carriage, incident to the

kind of timber, time of year, whether hot or cold,

whether above or below freezing point, whether dry or

water-soaked, whether New England pasture oak or

Vermont rock maple, or Quebec spruce, or western

pine, should run well if properly hammered, is true ; but

every one of these conditions hinges on the other.

"Most makers prefer their saws to go in steam mills,

for steam power averages better than water power. It

is a hard task for the hammerer to strain his saw for

900 or 1.000 turns out of the cut, then dash it on three

or four inch feed, and slow the speed down to 500 or

even 300 rev olutions per minute. This is the case in

many water mills. The fact that a saw can do some

business in a mill of 10-horse power does not hold good

that the same saw will do in a mill of 80-horse power.

It takes more power to drive a saw than most people

think.''

BAND VS. CIRCULAR SAWS.

When the advocates of improved processes intro-

duced the circular saw, few sawyers and mill men
believed it possible that a log could be converted into

lumber without the stubshort, or some means to hold

the board and keep it from falling back against the

machinery ; but the circular, like all good inventions,

_ came to stay, and the old Mulay saw was taken to the

scrap pile, norwithstanding the violent and stubborn

opposition. Belts superseded the cumbersome coarse

gearing, and better lumber and more of it was the

result. Following closely upon the circular saw came
the adjustable tooth, which at the time of its first intro-

duction was deemed equal to a dynamite factory in

point of danger, and none would attempt to use them

for fear of being shot ; but the inventors were intrepid,

and stood by their saws with adjustable teeth while

making thousands of revolutions per minute and pass-

ing through hundreds of knots. Of course they were

adopted and came to stay, and now the solid tooth cir-

cular saw mill is considered a fit companion for the

key-winding watch and muzzle-loading shot gun, all of

which have been crowded to the wall in less than a

quarter of a century.

Circular saws, as compared with the old Mulay, were

I

great timber savers, but the demands have drawn

heavily on our forests, and the sawdust taken as good

timber to produce as the finest board. The inventor of

the band saw now saw an opportunity to lessen the

amount of sawdust and at the same time render

plethoric his picket book. He tried it, he worked it,

and called it a success. He induced the lumbermen to

do the same
;
they did, and indorsed his discovery

;

and now where the supply of timber and lumber cor-

responds, the band saw is invariably found. After the

band saw, what ?

A valued correspondent, who remained a skeptic as

long as he could, now thinks all others lacking in enter-

prise that will not use band saws altogether. He has

been using band saws for some time, and claims

unvarying success. Of late years his company has at

no time used a band mill with less than twenty

thousand feet capacity, and has fifteen of them in use

at one time. With one mill they sawed thirty thousand

feet of inch boards in ten hours. The company, speak-

ing of a general average, state they have sawed six

million feet per year, and, outside the sawing of timber,

e. g., the production of more salable lumber per round

thousand of logs, their lumber commands a much
better price, as the surface is smoother, requiring much
less time, power, and loss of material to plane down
ready for use.

With reference to the economical features, these are

varied. If we take a given quantity of logs, estimate

the amount of lumber they will make, we must make
due the allowance for sawing ; this meam sawdust, the

production of 'which means power and plenty of it
;

hence the smaller the pile of sawdust made, the less

power required in producing that lumber, other things

being equal, and if we make the estimate of this un-

biased, the result will be astounding.

It is claimed that a sixty-horse power engine will run

three band saw mills, each having a capacity of tw enty-

five thousand feet per day, and still have a surplus

power sufficient to run all the edges and cut-offs, to

trim the lumber ready for market at one handling.

The writer knows of several mills having thirty-horse

power engines, that do not produce ten thousand ieet

of lumber in a day—from daylight till dark. Take the

foregoing as a base of figures, place the average of

these mills below what is positively known to be, say

twenty thousand feet each per day of ten hours, at a

very low estimate, see what will be saved in a saw kerf

alone. The best band saws only consume an inch in

making twelve trips through the log ; now the ordinary

circular saw, on the hypothesis of it being perfectly

adjusted, evenly set, and by expansion at periphery

does not wabble and cut a w ider swath. Some saws

will do this, we all know ; here we have a saving of

two thousand feet, or, in round numbers, one-fifth more

lumber than what goes into sawdust, for which in some

cases furnaces are erected to burn the gigantic piles,

and many an entire saw mill has gone up in smoke

thereby.

As a regular financial transaction, the following facts

are readily deducible : taking the general average

price for all kinds of lumber ordinarily made in large

mills, this twelve thousand feet of lumber destroyed

would be worth ten dollars a thousand, making just

one hundred and twentv dollars absolutely lost every

day the mill is running, in lumber alone. Of course

the price given is a very low estimate, but all the

quotients obtainable appear far too large ; curtail these

prices the best we may, the average proportion of this

loss would be uppers, the best as well as the poorest

lumber, leaving with this company's plant a saving of

thirty thousand dollars in a two hundred days' run,

making due allowance for breakage, stoppages, etc.

Say three mills cost six thousand five hundred dol-

lars each, put up and started exclusive of power, there

would still be left a neat little margin of twenty-three

thousand five hundred dollars saving in two hundred

days and still have the mills
;
figures that tell plainly

what may be saved. With the above estimates no cal-

culations are made of the increased power required to

produce this great pile of dust falling from the circular

saw ; if this were added, the results would appear as

the high wrought dream of some band saw crank, but

they are already fearful, and we will not attempt to

make them more so.

LUMBERING PAST AND PRESENT
"Speaking of lumbering, said a prominent New

Brunswick lumberman the other day : "There is no

business in which the advance and improvements over

old plans and methods have been more rapid and com-

plete than in the lumbering operations in the woods.

Why, said he, it is only a few years since the man who
went into the woods in the fall, saw no signs of comfort

until he came out in the spring. The accommodations

were all of the most rude and primitive character, the

camps were generally built after the men went into the

woods, and were mere protections against the weather,

the men laid down at night on some boughs, with such

covering as they might happen to bring into the woods

with them ; the fare was the most common kind, being

chiefly pork and fish—none of the present comforts

being heard of in those days. It was on the streams

that the men suffered most. From long before day-

light in the morning until after sundown at night the

men drove the lumber down the swollen streams, and

often drenched through at night by an accidental bath

in the cold water, or by a beating rain, they laid dow n

on the cold ground without covering of any kind and

slept until morning. They always laid close together

and built huge fires, which two men of the party, in

turns, kept blazing all night long, and by the time the

men were read)' to turn out they were pretty well dried,

provided it did not rain during the night. Now these

things are all changed and the old plan of getting

along in the woods has given way to the progressive

spirit of the times, and the man who goes into the

woods for the winter very often goes to a house far

better than the one he left his family in at home, and

almost always more conveniently appointed. The
lumber camps of the present day are substantial and

commodious, are fitted up with all the modern improve-

ments. A good cooking range and a good cook are

the first essentials. The sleeping accommodations

around the sides of the camp are well supplied with

straw beds, and plenty of woollen blankets. The "grub''

is of the best quality and the most nutritious that the

country affords. Beans and pork and hot buns form

the morning meal, a dinner of cold meat and bread is

carried to the men in the woods, while a hot supper of
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fresh beef, potatoes and some kind of pudding, or per-

haps codfish or soup awaits them on their return to

the camp in the evening. The evening hours are spent

in various ways, some of the men grinding axes, others

mending- socks, mocassins or snowshoes, others read-

ing a book or a late paper sent them by their friends at

home, while another plays the fiddle or entertains the

company with a song. No card playing is ever seen

in a well regulated lumber camp. A bundle of papers

or books from the regions of civilization is looked

upon as a great treat, and goes the rounds of all the

men, who read everything, even to the advertisements.

The old method of driving is improved on, the men

being well fed and sleeping in tents each night. Tak-

ing everything into considesation the life of the lum-

bermen of the present day is a comfortable and healthy

SAWDUST - -A CURIOUS PHENOMENA.
When the ice was moving dow n the river a couple

of days ago, says the Ottaw a Journal, a curiosity was

visible on the surface of one of the big floes. An
archaeologist strange to the neighborhood would have

pondered long and curiously over the thing, and if

depending wholly on his own conjectures as to its

cause, he would have been as wise at the end as at the

beginning. It was a huge oval excresence or ring of

sawdust on the surface of the ice, from fifty to one

hundred yards in diameter. The ring was perfectly

clean cut, the sawdust marking it being several feet in

depth. Several thousand loads of sawdust were there.

The archaeologist would ask himself in vain how the

sawdust came there on top of a thick field of ice in

mid-water, laid out so beautifully but with no apparent

reason whatever for its being. He would have to turn

to one of the natives for an explanation. Then he

would be informed that during the winter, when the

ice was sound and strong, half a foot in thickness, and

at a spot where scores of persons had a few hours

before been skating and amusing themselves, there

came an upheaval from the depths of the Ottawa, a

crashing explosion, a shattering of the solid ice over a

xrasiderable area, and a foul geyser of rotten eruption

throwing a tremendous ring of sodden sawdust on the

ice around. Then the river froze over again at

leisure, but with the huge sawdust ring reposing on its

white surface to commemorate until spring the bond-

age of the river to the saw mills at the Chaudiere.

Is it possible that this foul gas exploding from the

sawdust deposit on the bed of the river could be

generated in fresh sawdust ? The argument of the

sawdust apologists is that each spring the freshets

clean out from the channel the sawdust deposit of the

previous season. Yet here in the channel w e have a

foul eruption indicating the presence beneath of

thousands of fermenting tons of sawdust. Did all the

>awdust get there in the previous season only, or if it

did, could it so soon become rotten enough to furnish

such an explosion ': An explosion which is stated to

have broken some windows on shore.

WOOD AS FOOD.
Probably no modern science presents a wider field

for speculation than that of chemistry, and more
especially, perhaps, that branch of the science which

treats organic compounds, says the Lancet. Since the

day when Wohler overthrew forever the notion that

organic substances were exclusively the products of

the operation of a so-called vital force by his discovery

of the synthesis of urea, a great number of bodies,

hitherto obtained only in Nature's laboratory, have

successfully been built up, as the result of a careful and
most minute study of their exact nature.

The discovery of the preparation of substances by
artifice, more particularly the dyes, has as a matter of

course influenced very considerably home and foreign

Industrie-). What shall be said, then, when chemistry

promise-, to solve hard problems of political and social

economy? In an address delivered at Heidelberg,

by no less eminent an authority than Victor Meyer,

t is announced "that we may reasonably hope that

'hemistry will teach us to make the fibre of wood the

source of human food." What an enormous stock of

food. then. be found if this becomes possible in

the wood of our forests or even in grass and straw.

The fibre of wood consists essentially of cellulin, C6,

Hio, O5. Can this be made to change into starch?

Starch has exactly the same percentage composition,

but as everone knows it differs very much in its proper-

ties and the nature of its molecule is probably much
more complex. Cellulin is of little or no dietic value

and it is not altered, like starch, in boiling water. It

really gives gluecose when treated with sulphuric acid,

as is easily shown when cotton-wool, which is prac-

tically pure cellulin, is merely immersed in it. Starch

gives the same product when boiled with weak acid.

The author further quotes the researches of Hellreigel,

which go to show beyond dispute that certain plants

transform atmospheric nitrogen into albumen, and that

this process can be improved by suitable treatment.

The production, therefore, of starch from cellulin,

together with the enforced increase of albumen in

of plants would, he adds, in reality signify the abolition

the bread question. It must be borne in mind, however,

that theory, fascinating and promising though it may
be, is not always capable of being followed up by a

practical result.

BRITISH BOARD OF TRADE RETURNS.
The Board of Trade returns for the month of March,

show the imports to be £36, 140,000 being a decrease

of £ 1 2 5,000, or about % per cent. The exports

to £20,067,000, a decrease of £1,392,000, or about 6 l/Z

per cent. The total value of the imports for the three

months is £105,282,000, a decrease of £1,334,000, and

that of the exports £62,738,000, an increase of $2,-

081,000.

The imports of hewn and sawn 'wood of all de-

scriptions for the month were almost identical with

those of March, 18S9, the figures showing only two

loads in favor of the present year, the excess of 23,935

loads of hewn being counterbalanced by a similar

falling off of sawn.

The first three months show a falling off in the

imports of all descriptions of wood goods of 21,106

loads. The same discrepancy between hewn and

sawn timber is very noticeable, the former showing an

increase of 30,526 loads, and the latter a decrease of 51,-

632 loads. In the hewn timber the imports from every

country, with the exception of British North America

show an increase, whilst in the sawn, the falling off is

noticeable, particularly in the cases of Sweden and

Norway and British North America, where it amounts

to 33> '59 ant' 10,35 1 loads respectively.

CANADIAN TIMBER LIMIT GRANTS.
A Washington correspondent of the Mississippi

I 'alley Lumberman, w riting from that city under date of

March 31st, says, " Unofficial reports find their way to

this city of investigations which have been started by the

Canadian parliament on the subject of grants of timber

limits by the Dominion gov ernment to its supporters.

The statements made by Mr. Charlton, M. P., are start-

ling and connect members of the government of

corrupt practices. Mr. Charlton quo'.ed grants of

timber limits to seventeen members amounting to 850

square miles. The speech was made on a motion to im-

peach a member of corrupt practices. The limit which

was the subject of impeachment was given the boodlers

for $500 and was sold to Louis Sands, a lumberman of

Manistee, Michigan, for $200,000. He complained of

being swindled, and made a long affidavit or, the

situation. In connection with this affidavit it was

stated that thirty-four members of the two houses of

parliament had been given timber tracts at merely

nominal figures. The total number of square miles so

granted was 25,000, or 1 6, 1
92,000 acres.

Sands in his affidavit said that a Winnipeg broker

induced him to pay $10,000 for the refusal of the

Cypress hills timber limit, at $200,000, provided that

the limit turned out as represented, and contained

100,000,000 feet of good timber. The limit lay in the

Northwest territory. He had it surveyed by a man in

Manistee in whom he always had confidence, and he

reported that it was as represented. He believes his

surveyor was bribed. He paid the price and at a cost

of $40,000 bought a saw mill anil moved it to the limit.

On his arrival he found that he had been made the

victim of misrepresentation. Instead of 100,000.000

feet, the timber would not scale more than 20,000,000

and it was small stuff at that, and would cost more to

manufacture than it could be sold for in that part of

the country. In addition he found that the Canadian

Pacific railway company was entitled to every odd
section in the tract and he was obliged to purchase

this from the company before he could do any work on

one half of his tract. Altogether he made a strong

case.

Complete figures W the amount of timber tract*

disposed of in this way are not given in, except that

there were 550 orders in the council, five years ago.

With this method of disposing of government timber,

it is not strange if lumber can be manufactured cheaper

on the Canadian side of the line than on this."

Ontario Crown Lands.

The report of Hon. A. S. Hardy, commissioner of

crown lands for Ontario for 1889, shows that 1,279 acres

of clergy lands, realizing $1,262, were sold last year,

and the collections on account of former sales of the

same class of lands reached $3,972. The area ofcrown
lands sold in 1889 was 53,640 acres, valued at $71,765,

and the collections were $66,888. On account of

common and grammar school lands $16,000 were col-

lected. The total revenue from crown lands for the

year was $1,204,639 and the cost of the department was

$236,336. The fire ranging service was satisfactorily

performed, very few forest fires occurring during the

year. The total cost of the service was $15,468, one
half of which will be collected from the holders of

timber limits. 858 locations on free grant lands were

made, covering an area of 114,050 acres. 386 patents

were issued to settlers in free grant townships. A
number of new townships were surveyed into farm lots

during the year ; and the outlines of eight townships

at the head of Lake Temiscamingue, on the Upper
Ottawa, have been run. From mineral lands the

department derived $36,829 of revenue, 138 miles of

colonization roads were constructed and 404 miles

repaired. Eighteen new bridges were built and the

total expenditure upon colonization roads and bridges

was $103,666. The total receipts on account of land

sales reached $1 14,913 ; timber dues, $947,883 : ground
rents, $64,767 .;

bonuses, $66,058 ; fees, $980 : refunds.

$10,147. The total collections at the Ottawa agency

of the Ontario crow n lands department during 1889

amounted to $336,397, and the collections at Quebec
an account of timber cut in the Ottawa district were

$43,714. The areas covered by timber licenses in

Ontario are : In the Ottawa division, 6,547 square

miles ;
Belleville division, 1,489 square miles, and

Western division, 9,190 square miles. The quantities

cut m the Ottawa district last year are shown by the

following table :

—

Pieces. Feet.
White pine logs 1,982,874 237.665,827
Other logs 24,445 1,426.606
White pine square timber 33.S68 1,754,382
Red pine do 9.S60 356,787
Boom and dimension 63,855 10.SS0.521

The total number of white pine logs cut in the

province last year was 6,802,308, measuring 725,727,-

633, feet ; 86,231 pieces of white and 10.890 pieces of

red pine square timber were cut.

The ow ners of portable saw mills, says an exchange,

working at a distance from transportation, so that they

can market only the upper grades of lumber, should try

their hand at saw ing quartered oak. The demand is

always active, and the prices paid for quartered oak are

fully thirty per cent, more than for plain sawed oak.

Most of the owners of portable saw mills with whom
we have talked are afraid to undertake to saw quarter-

ed oak. They claim that they have never cut this class

of lumber and are afraid they can not do it. Quarter-

sawed oak is almost as easily sawed as plain oak, and

requires but little more skill. There are various de-

sign and drawings showing just how a log should be

sawed to produce the greatest amount of quartered

lumber, which are safe guides to beginners. Any
practical sawyer can cut quartered oak to advantage,

in fact, in saw ing oak in the ordinarv way, the product

will be at least 25 per cent., quarter sawed
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THE NEWS.
ONTARIO.

—Lumber shipping is quite lively at Longford Mills.

—The Katrine mills will cut 10, x»,ooo feet this season.

—Robert Armstrong, lumber dealer, Kirkfield, has failed.

—Mr. Ainslie, of Comber, is erecting a new saw mill at

Staples.

—The Kingston Car Works are now turning out two cars

every day.

— J. Whiteside, Huntsville, is maWng an addition to his

saw mill this spring.

—Mr. Geo. Thomson, of Zetland, is about putting a new

engine into his saw mill.

—The Parry Sound Lumber Co., and the Conger Lumber

Co. have started their mills.

—The saw mill of Messrs. Leishman & Sons, Bracebridge,

commenced operations in March.

—McLachlan Bros., of Arnprior, have a drive of 200,000

saw logs coming down the Bonnechere.

—McMurchy's mill, at Sundridge, runs 24 hours a day.

It cuts birch in the day and pine at night.

—The Georgian Bay Lumber Co. 's mill at Port Severn

commenced running a couple of weeks ago.

—Mr. Gray, of Dundas, owner of a saw mill at Stillwater,

purposes putting in a large shingle mill and planer.

—The Rathbun Company have taken nearly 200 carloads of

posts from one locality in North Hastings this season.

—The saw mill at Thessalon will start running in a couple

of weeks. The new engine and boiler are now in place.

—Messrs. Murphy & McRae, forwarders, have placed a

number of barges at the Chaudiere lumber docks to be laden

with lumber.

—There are twenty million feet of logs to come down the

Thessalon river this summer, besides about six thousand

cords of paper wood.

—John Ferguson's saw mill at North Bay, destroyed by

fire not long ago, has just been rebuilt on a much larger

scale than the old one.

—The Black River is opening up and the river drivers are

preparing for the drive. Unless there is more rain the water

will be lower than usual.

—Rat Portage people want the Ontario Government to

buy off the lease of the Lake of the Woods islands from the

Keewatin Lumber Company.

—Mr. Dyment's mill at Thessalon will be run to its full

capacity this summer. A large new engine, boiler and

smokestack arrived last week.

—James Playfair & Co's mill at Sturgeon Bay commenced

running April 14th, one month later than last year, and is

expected to have a full season"s run.

—Now that the car famine has terminated, over one hun-

dred cars of lumber a day are being loaded and despatched

from the Chaudiere over the C. A. R.

— Messrs. McLachlan Bros." mills at Arnprior, are being

thoroughly overhauled and refitted with every modern im-

provement, previous to starting the season.

— Messrs. R. & W. Conroy are having their splendid mills

at Deschene extensively repaired and it is said that cutting

operations will begin about the first of May.

—The Rathbun company have 3,500 tons of ice stored at

Rossmore, Prince Edward county. It took 50,000 feet of

lumber to build the house in which to store it.

—Early in April snow was still five to six feet deep in the

lumbering regions north of the Desert, where timber cutting

was still going on as if spring had not yet appeared.

—River driving is booming in the Coldwater river. Water

is plentiful and the logs are being run through in rapid order.

The logs belong to Messrs. Trask & Co. , Fesserton.

—A proposition has been made that a joint stock company

be formed to purchase the plants and limits of Mr. I. Cock-

burn, Gravenhurst, and to operate the mill as formerly.

—Both railroads at Ottawa have been supplied with a

large number of lumber cars. This will lessen the demand
anticipated by forwarders when the boating season properly

opens.

—Messrs. W. R. Thistle & Co. have sold their saw mill at

Pembroke to a joint stock company composed of Messrs.

Thos. Hall, Dunlop & Chapman, A. & P. White and John

Bromley.

—The saw mill run by Paul & Wiseman, Havelock, has

commenced operations. They have over seven thousand logs

to saw, besides shingles, which will keep them busy at least

six months.

—Messrs. Bronson & Weston's small lumber mill at the

Chaudiere commenced operations April 21st. The rest of

the saw mills are expected to commence work in the course

of a week.

—Lumbermen are preparing to start their drives of saw

logs down the Moira river and tributary streams. A large

number of men have within a few days been engaged at Belle-

ville for the drives.

—The sudden disappearance of the snow last month will

inconvenience the getting out of wood in the north. One

contractor near Havelock has hauled out some 2,000 cords

but has still 4,000 cords in the woods.

—Messrs. Bronson & Co. ate making a new tramway from

their piling ground at the Chaudiere to the C. A. R. yards, so

that in future they will be able to load their cars on their own
grounds, and despatch them direct over the line.

—Messrs. James Maclaren & Co. 's lumber mills at New
Edinburgh commenced operations April 21st and are now
running full blast. There is an abundance of logs available

and the season's cut, it is estimated, will be up to previous

years.

—The mills of Murphy, Gates & Co and Maitland, Rixon

& Co., at Owen Sound are approaching completion. These

mills are the first to go into the wholesale lumber trade at

that port. They will raft their logs from the peninsula and

north shore.

—A long procession of shanty teams passed through

Ottawa on April 5th, on the way to their homes from the

timber limits of Cook & Co., on the Serpent river. They

reported lots of snow still in the woods there, and a veiy

successful winter.

—A Lake of the Woods lumberman says : This will be

the busiest season on record at Rat Portage and Keewatin in

the lumbering business. The mills will be fitted up with

electric lights for night work. A larger amount of timber than

usual has been taken out this winter.

—The cut of logs in the Ottawa district by the Chaudiere

and Hull lumbermen is said to have been about 350,000,000

feet. Other firms in the Ottawa valley will turn out 2,700,-

000 logs or about 380,000,000 feet board measure, giving a

total of 5,1000,000 logs or 730,000,000 feet for the Ottawa

valley and upper Ottawa districts.

—A process of manufacturing Portland cement has been

patented in Canada. The process consists in mixing clay and

sawdust in certain proportions to a plastic mass ; blocks are

then formed out of this mass, these blocks are then dried and

calcined under a white heat. The cement has been tested

and gives excellent results either when used neat or mixed

with sand.

—The Orillia Packet says : Mr. William Thomson, Orillia,

who has had a contract for getting out timber for the

Georgian Bay Lumber Co. in the township of Wood, has

completed his season's operations and returned home on

Monday. He is now arranging for shipping timber over the

Grand Trunk Railway, having had the contract for loading

in this district for eight or nine years. He says the quantity

of board and timber got out this season is unusually large

and probably three thousand cars will be required for moving
it.

—The foundation and other mason work of the Rathbun

Company's new dry-kilns at Deseronto are about completed.

The new structure will be on a more extensive scale than the

old one, another compartment being added. Mr. B. F.

Sturtevant, of Boston, Mass., will furnish the apparatus

which will be employed for drying the lumber. By the new
system hot blasts of air will be driven into the drying

compartments by powerful fans. It is supposed that the new
kilns will be ready in a month's time. In the meantime

temporary kilns have been arranged to meet the requirements

of the sash and door shop.

—The exports from Canada during March amounted to

$3>3°9> 181, of which $433,663 were forest products. In-

cluded in above are goods not the produce of Canada, valued

at $239,480. The importations for home consumption in

March, were valued at $8,783,219, and the duty collected

$2,046,837. Compared with the corresponding month last

year both imports and exports show a falling off, the decrease

in exports being due to the fact that over $1,000,000 worth of

bullion passed through Canada. The exports for the nine

months of the current fiscal year reach the total of $73,208,-

731, as compared with $65,541,095 in the previous year,

showing the grand increase of $7,667,636. The value of the

imports was $82,552,887 as against $72,246,110, or an in-

crease of $10,306,777. The duty collected amounts to

$17,494,499, as against $17,151,007 last year.

QUEBEC.

—The Quebec banks have about $2,000,000 invested in

timber to forward to the European market this season.

—Mr. J. Campbell, of South Dudsville, is doing quite an

extensive business in lumber and pulp wood this season, and

Mr. M. W. Bell is building a saw mill at the same place.

— It is reported that the firm of McLaren & Ross, New
Westminster, B. C. , had engaged from Quebec some 500

French Canadians to work in or about their mills and logging

camps this summer, but the report is discredited.

NEW BRUNSWICK.

—C. J. Keith & Co., of Havelock, have in their mill pond

and on the banks about 3,000,000 feet of lumber ready for

spring business.

—About 2,000,000 of the 5,000,000 of lumber cut by W. H.

& J. Rourke, of St. Martins, during the past winter have been

floated into the Irish river.

—The firm of Clarke Bros., Bear River, have in the adjacent

rivers a drive of 30,000 logs which are expected to arrive at

the mills in a few weeks. These will be manufactured in the

saw-mill at that place, and shipped during the season to South

American and other ports.

At the annual meeting of the St. John River log driving

company the following directors were elected : W. H. Mur-

ray, C. F. Woodman, Franklin Stetson, Geo. B. Dunn, W.
B. Beveridge. Mr. Murray was elected president and Mr. J.

Fraser Gregory secretary and treasurer of the company,

—Walter Stevens, of Presque Isle, who has been lumber-

ing on the head waters of the St. John, expects to get some

7,000,000 feet of spruce this season. This, with the drive he

had hung up last year, will make nearly 12,000,000 he has to

put intc the market this year, if the season is favorable, and

he has good luck.

—The drive of logs on the St. John river has been sold to

Robert Connors at the following rates :

Grand Falls 24 cts.

Aroostook Falls 24

Salmon River 18

Tobique River 18

All points below 10

—J. D. Leary is trying a new experiment in timber raft

construction this year. At several points in New Brunswick

he has crews of men and teams building cribs on the ice.

His plan differs materially from that adopted in the construc-

ion of the Joggins raft, in the fact that his tow will be made
up of a number of cribs containing about 500 pieces of piling

each. Each crib has a strong chain laid lengthwise in the

centre of the timber, the whole being firmly secured on the

outside by binders of heavy wire rigging. When completed a

number of those cribs sufficient to make up the low will be

coupled together much the same as a railway train. Powerful

tugs will transport them to New York.

NOVA SCOTIA.

—Sometime ago there was considerable talk regarding the

construction of a dock at the head of the Bay, says the Am-
herst Press. The advantages to Amherst and surrounding

country would be very great. The millions of feet of deals

made in this section could then be shipped to foreign markets

direct, instead of as now going first to Halifax or St. John,

thus saving 50 cents per thousand to the producer.

MANITOBA AND THE NORTHWEST.
—Williams & Willoughby have opened out a lumber

yard at Regina, Assa.

—Roberts & Crawford's mill is now busy at work on this

side of the Riding Mountains.

—J. M. Taylor, planing mill, Portage la Prairie, is put-

ting in new machinery in his factor)-.

—Garret & Mennie, machinists, Morden, are about to add

a planing mill plant to their business.

—Campbell & Stevens, lumber dealers, Glenboro, have

sold out to R. Logan & Co., and are moving to Carman.

—Mr. Shaw has received the machinery for his mills

which will soon be in operation on the Valley river, Lake

Dauphin.

—Mr. McPherson's machinery for a saw mill will soon be
'

moved down into the settlement and established on the

Vermillion river.

—The Boom Company on Rainy River has been extend-

ing and repairing all winter, and now have a first class boom
in every particular.

—The Lake Dauphin district, says the Minnedosa Tribune

will soon have three saw mills in operation. This district of

northern Manitoba is evidently going ahead, though it is but

a short time since settlers started to go into that section.
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— Fred. Robinson, a Lake Winnipeg lumberman, has taken

a partner. He is also erecting a planing mill at Selkirk.

—Campbell & Stevens, lumber dealers, Glenboro, have

sold out to R. Logan & Co., and are moving to Carman.

— It is thought that reductions will be made this year in the

freight rates on lumber from the Lake of the Woods mills to

points in Manitoba.

—The Keewatin Lumber & Manufacturing Company are

putting in a band mill this spring. It was furnished by-

Allison, of Milwaukee.

-Dick, Banning cV Co. ire putting in a new engine in

their steam tug " Mary Hatch,"' which will make her the

most powerful boat on the Lake of the Woods.

—About 1000 men will be employed by the saw mills at

the Lake of the Woods this summer, and more lumber will

probably be made than during any previous year.

—The Lake Dauphin district, says the Minnedosa Tribune,

will soon have three saw mills in operation. This district of

northern Manitoba is evidently going ahead, though it is but

a short time since settlers started to go into that section.

—A judgment was recently given against the Winnipeg

Lumber and Pine Company for false arrest. The judgment

was in favor of one Miller, a wood-chopper, for $1,800. He

was trying to hold cordwood under a lien when arrested.

—P. T. Brown, Chas P. Smith, Samuel Beatty, Henry E.

Ridout and R. A. Staton, all of Toronto, Ont., are applying

for incorporation in Manitoba as the Assiniboine Milling Com-

pany, to do a lumbering manufacturing business, with head

office at Winnipeg. Capital stock, $45,000.

—Tenders for supplying the Winnipeg City Council for the

vear with two inch pine plank were considered recently, and

that of D. Sprague of the Winnipeg saw mill at $16 per

thousand was recommended for acceptance, as being the

1 west. This is considered a very low figure, $4 or $5 per

thousand less than the price paid last year.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.
—The first band-saw introduced into British Columbia is

1 eing placed in the McLaren-Ross mills at Westminster.

—Lumbering has been carried on quite extensively between

1'alliser and Beaver during the past winter and spring, the

j principal operators being W. C. Willis and the Robinson

brothers whose lumber is shipped principally to the prairies.

—The Victoria Times says : The schooner Mary E. Russ,

!s discharging 90,000 feet of California redwood at J. Sehl's

furniture factory. When this is completed she will unload

the remainder, 110,000 feet, for Muirhead & Mann's sash and

door factory. The cargo is said to be a very fine one of its

kind, and it seldom happens that a vessel brings a full load

of this wood for a British Columbia port.

—The Victoria Lumber and Manufacturing Company have

(
laced a contract for a complete outfit for their mills to be

established at Chemainus. The mill will have a capacity of

150,000 feet of lumber per 10 hours. The machinery will be

furnished by the Wm. Hamilton Manufacturing Company, of

Peterborough, Ont.

— Messrs. Ackerman Bros.' new saw and planing mills at

Westminster are going up rapidly, and will soon l>e in running

order. A large number of men are now employed on the

erection of the buildings ; the saw mill machinery has arrived

and is beinu put in place. It is intended to make these mills

complete in every respect.

— Messrs Hugitt \ Mclntyre, of Wisconsin, who purchased

the mill owned by Sutton & Co., situated on Cowichan Bay,

have placed the order for the machinery for their new mill.

The order is for a new mill of a capacity of 150,000 per diem.

It includes six steel boilers, 22 feet by 50 inches, and an

engine of 250 horse power. The business is to be carried on

1/y a company of Wisconsin capitalists, who propose to

expend some $30,000 to $40,000 in clearing Courichan river

and preparing it to run logs.

— Lumbering business is going ahead in British Columbia.

'I he last of the machinery for the McLaren-Ross mill, at New
\\ <•-* minuter, has arrived and the mill will be in operation

during the present month. The capacity will be 200,000

• i day. The roof is on the new Brunette saw mill at

New Westminster and it will be sawing in a short time ; its

capacity will be 125,000 feet per day. The North Pacific

Company'l mill on the Burrard Inlet, about three miles from

Port M'.ody, will \»- ready in about eight months and will

have a rapacity of 100,000 feet per day. The Vancouver

Saw Mill at Vancouver, recently purchased by Edwards

« Webster, of New Westminster, has again been put in

operation. The mill will eventually engage in the foreign

trade.

— Vancouver Neun. In the yards of the Brunette Saw
Mill*. (>;mpariy ul New Westminster, Mr. Balfour, ex-super-

intendent of the bridges for the Canadian Pacific Railway

Company, is finishing up'a contract for the Qu'Appelle, Long

Lake & Saskatchewan Railway Company. The sixth and

last span of the bridge which is to be put across the Saskat-

chewan river at Saskatoon is now being framed and fitted.

Each span of the bridge is 146 feet in length, and the total

length of the structure, with approaches, will be about 1,100

and the height 70 feet from the water. The bridge is framed

and finished in the mill yard and each piece is numbered

ready for shipment to Regina. Two cars are required to

ship each span or twelve cars for the whole bridge. The

last shipment will go east on Friday next. Mr. Balfour is

shipping the material for a scow and two pile drivers for the

same company. He has large contracts for the above com-

pany, and at present is getting the long timber from the

Brunette Mills. The shorter stuff is being cut at Donald and

other points in this province east of here. Mr. Balfour main-

tains that the far-famed Douglas fir of this province, if proper-

ly seasoned, smoothly planed and carefully fitted and painted

with the right kind of waterproof paint, will last longer and

make a stronger structure than any iron or steel.

AMERICAN.
—Vellow pine dimension stuff has advanced $1.50 a

thousand at the mills in Nashville, Tenn.

—According to surveyor-general's report 249,770,000 feet

of logs have been cut in the fifth or Duluth district of Minne-

sota, an increase over any previous year, and about 10 per

cent, more than the anticipated cut.

—The local manufacturers and dealers in furniture, at

Louisville, Ky. , have agreed to furnish goods to Tornado

sufferers at cost, to say nothing of other material assistance.

The lumbermen have stubbornly refused to put up prices.

—A petition to Congress has gone up from Camden, Maine,

from the cordwood men, asking that a duty of one dollar per

cord be placed on such wood as . is imported from the

Provinces, a large amount of which is brought into Camden
and Rockland every year.

—Shipment of lumber by water from the Saginaw river is

now fully inaugurated, with freights established at the follow-

ing figures: $1.75 from Bay City to Buffalo and Tonawanda,

and $1.50 to Ohio ports, with the usual addition from

Saginaw to the points named.

—A saw mill is being invented to be exhibited at the

World's Fair 122 feet long which will cut up a log into

boards and deliver them at the other end of the mill in thirty

seconds from the time the log comes into the mill. The
inventor has taken out patents for United States, Canada

and England.

— Ross, Bradley & Co.'s planing mill at Bay City, Mich.,

smploying 1 50 hands, was destroyed by fire on April 5th..

The department was unable to check the flames, which

spread to adjoining lumber piles and consumed 500,000 feet

of the value of $15,000. Some of the machinery was saved.

The fire broke out in a shed back of the mill and was of

incendiary origin, it being the third attempt within six weeks

to burn up the industry. The loss on the mill will reach

$30,000, without insurance. There is a slight insurance on

the lumber.

the Mckinley tariff bill.

The McKinley tariff bill has been referred to the

committee of the whole house on the state of the

union, and it is understood that it will come up for

debate sometime during the present month. That

part of the bill relating to lumber and its products will

no doubt occasion a good deal of discussion. It is

intimated that when the bill comes before the senate

that a move will be made to extend the free list by the

addition of several lumber products.

The following is the text of the bill on wood and its

manufactures :

Si IIEDl'I.K I).—WOOD AND MANUFACTURES OF.

Timber, hewn and sawed, and timber used for spars and in

building wharves, 10 per cent, ad valorem.

Timber, squared or sided, not especially provided for in

this act, '/2 of one cent per cubic foot.

Sawed boards, plank, deals, and other lumber of hemlock,
whitewood, cycamore, and basswood, $1 per thousand
feet board measure; white pine, $1.50 per thousand feet

board measure ; sawed lumber, not specially provided for in

this act, $2 per thousand feet board measure ; but when
lumber of any sort is planed or finished, in addition to the

rates herein provided, there shall be levied and paid for each
side so planed or finished 50 cents per thousand feet board

measure ; and if planed on one side and tongued and
grooved, $1 per thousand feet board measure ; and if planed

on two sides, and tongued/and grooved, $1.50 per thousand
feet board measure. Provided that in case any foreign

country shall impose an export duty or other equivalent

charge on logs exported to the United States, then the

sawed lumber and above named imports from such foreign

country shall be equivalent to such export duty, to be ascer.

tained under regulations prescribed by the secretary of the

treasury, in addition to the duty provided in this act.

Sawed lx>ards, planks, deals, and other forms of sawed
cedar, lignum -vita.-, lancewood, elx>ny, box, grandilla,

mahogany, rosewood, satinwood, and all other cabinet

woods, not further manufactured than sawed, 35 per centum
ad valorem.

Veneering and wood, unmanufactured, not specially en-
umerated or provided for in this act 20 per centum ad val-

orem.
Pine clapboards, $2 per one thousand.

Spruce clapboards, $1.50 per thousand.

Hubs for wheels, posts, last-blocks, wagon-blocks, oar-

blocks, gun-blocks, heading-blocks, and all like blocks or
sticks, rough hewn or sawed only, twenty ]>er centum ad
valorem.

Laths fifteen cents per one thousand pieces.

Pickets and palings, twenty per centum ad valorem.

Shingles, thirty-five cents per one thousand.

Slaves of wood of all kinds, ten per centum ad valorem.
Casks and barrels (empty,) sugar-box shooks, and packing-

boxes and packing-box shooks, of wood, not specially

provided for in this act, thirty per centum ad valorem.

House or cabinet furniture of wood, wholly or partly

finished, 35 per centum ad valorem ; chair cane, manufactured
but not made up into finished articles, 10 per centum ad
valorem.

Manufacturers of wood, or of which wood is the component
material of chief value, not specially provided for in this act,

35 per centum ad valorem.

The free list is as follows :

Wood—Logs and round unmanufactured timbei not
specially enumerated or provided for in this act.

Fire wood, handle- bolts or stave-l>olts, and shingle- lxdts,

hoop-poles, railroad ties, ship timber and ship planking.

Woods, namely, cedar, Iignum-vit;e, lancewood, ebony,
box, grandjlla, mahogany, rosewood, satinwood, and all

forms of cabinet woods in the log, rough or hewn ; bamboo
and rattan, unmanufactured ; briar-root, or briar wood, and
similar wood unmanufactured, or not further manufactured
than cut into blocks suitable for the articles into which they
are intended to be converted ; bamboo, reeds, and sticks of
partridge, hair-wood pimento, orange, myrtle, and other
woods, not otherwise specially provided for in this act, in

the rough, or not further manufactured than cut into lengths
suitable for umbrella, parasol, sun-shade, or whip-sticks, or
walking canes ; and India malacca joints, not further

manufactured than cut into suitable lengths for the manufac-
tures into which they are intended to be converted.

The products of the forest of Maine, which are manufac-
tured in New Brunswick may be brought in free of duty
under rules and regulations made by the secretary of the

treasury. These provisions are as follows :

That all lumber, timber, hemp, manilla, wire rope and
iron and steel rods, bars, spikes, nails, plates, angles, beams
and bolts and copper and composition metal which may be
necessary for the construction and equipment of vessels built

in the United States for foreign account and ownership
or for the purpose of being employed in the foreign trade,

including the trade between the Atlantic and Pacific ports of

the United States, after the passage of this act, may be im-
ported in bond, under such regulations as the secretary of the

treasury may prescribe ; and upon proof that such materials

have been used for such purpose no duties shall be paid
thereon. But vessels receiving the benefit of this section

shall not be allowed to engage in the coastwise trade of the

United States more than two months in any one year, except
upon the payment to the United States of the duties on
which a rebate is herein allowed : Provided, that vessels

built in the United States for foreign account and ownership
shall not be allowed to engage in the coastwise trade of the

United States.

That the produce of the State of Maine upon the Saint

John river and tributaries, owned by American citizens, and
sawed or hewed in the province of New Brunswick by Ameri-
can citizens, the same being unmanufactured in whole or in

part, which is now admitted into the ports of the United
States free of duty, shall continue to be so admitted under
such regulations as the secretary of the treasury shall, from
time to time, prescribe.

That the produce of the State of Maine upon the Saint

Croix river and tributaries owned by American citizens, and
sawed or hewed in the province of new Brunswick by American
citizens, the same being unmanufactured in whole or in part,

and having paid the same taxes as the other American
lumber on that river, shall be admitted into the ports of

the United States free of duty, under such regulations as the
secretary of the treasury shall, from time to time, prescribe.

CASUALTIES.
Mr. George Scott, while unloading logs at Calder's mill,

Morris, Ont., had his leg broken just above the ankle.

Jas. Foy, of Euphrasia, a timber driver, fell off a stick of

timber into Beaver river, April iSth, and was drowned.

While Joseph Bruhm, of New Cornwall, N. S. , was en-

gaged in chopping logs he was stuck by a falling tree and

fatally injured.

Mr. A. Archambault, of Hull, had his right hand almost

cut off last month by coming in contact with a circular saw

in Story i\: Connor's planing mill, in Ottawa.

Mr. Wilson King and son and Mr. George Wood his son-

in-law, who had been booming timber on Gull Lake, Ont.,

while returning home were thrown into the lake by the team

breaking through the ice. The elder Mr. King, who was 55

years of age, and the horses weie drowned but the son and

son-in-law escaped.
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HOME AND FOREIGN TRADE REVIEW.

Office of Canada Lumberman, \
April 30th, 1 890. J

There is little to be said regarding the lumber trade

of Toronto which has not already been referred to in

these columns. Trade continues very quiet, and so

long at least as the existing strike among the brick-

layers and stone-masons continues there will be but lit-

tle probability of an improvement. Building opera-

tions are virtually at a stand still throughout the city, and

it is not probable that operations will be carried on this

summer to any considerable extent. Several contracts

are under way for the erection of extensive commercial

buildings, but they are of a character which do not

bring to the lumber trade any large amount of business.

Notwithstanding the very rapid increase in population

too many buildings have been erected for residential

purposes in Toronto during the past two or three years.

The loan companies are now valuing much more closely

than heretofore, and are increasing the rate ot interest

to a considerable extent. This will naturally prove a

severe blow to speculative builders and hamper them

materially in their operations. The stock of lumber in

the yards is by no means large, although well assorted.

Prices remain as usual, without any particular tendency

either up or down.

Considerable improvement has been noticeable dur-

ing the last month in the way of cars over the Grand

Trunk system lor carrying lumber, although there is

still some trouble experienced in moving stock over the

Midland division. The Northern division shippers

have been well supplied, and if they are as well treated

in the future as they are at present, lumbermen will

have no cause to complain on this score.

But while lumbermen can congratulate themselves on

the improvement in the car service they still have the

old grievance against the Grand Trunk in the matter

of excessive freight charges. The LUMBERMAN has on

several ormer occasions referred to this question, and

the dealers have individually and collectively used all

the persuasion possible in the attempt to relieve them-

selves of what they consider exorbitant charges. There

has been altogether too much guess-work going on

on the part of the G. T. R. in the matter of lumber

weigh bills, and as the difference is invariably in favor

of the railway company it is only reasonable to suppose

that the lumbermen are doing a considerable amount

of kicking. What is wanted to overcome this difficulty,

and place the lumbermen on an equitable footing with

the railways, is the appointment of a government weigh-

master whose duty it would be to see that all cars of

lumber are properly weighed and charged accordingly.

Under the existing state of affairs the lumbermen not

only have to pay a considerable percentage of their

profits in excess freights but are compelled to devote

a large amount of valuable time in the attempt to have

these over charges remedied, which attempts as a rule

prove utterly fruitless. The lumbermen are undoubted-

ly the best customers of the G. T. R. and are certainly

entitled to the most honorable treatment.

In Western Ontario the season opens out with the

yards carrying a considerable amount of last year's

stock. Trade is reported as moderately good, but

purchasers in cargo lots are very light as yet.

There has been a better demand for 1 and 1 )4 inch,

clear, and pickings, in the United States. Prices re-

main about the same as at the close of last season.

The trade in 12 inch, stocks for South America is

practically extinguished, owing largely to the internal

dissensions now existing in that quarter.

Hon. Mr. Tupper, the Canadian representative, has

been in Washington for some weeks, conferring with

the members of the United States government on the

tarriff question, but as yet little, if anything, can be

learned regarding the purport of negotiations. The
mills in Northern Ontario are starting up in good

shape, and from what can be learned there will be no

dearth of lumber this year. Very few stocks have, how-

ever, been sold as yet.

A large number of mills in the Ottawa Valley have al-

ready started up, and before the end of the month they

will all be pretty well under way. Considerable of the

lumber wintered over in the Ottawa yards has been

moved by rail this spring, but with the opening of navi-

gation the stocks will soon be cut down. Lumbermen

as a rule were not particularly anxious for an early

commencement of operations owing to the fact that the

yards were stocked with lumber, and piling room was

scarce. It is not likely that the season's cut will be as

large as that of last summer, when there was a very

early commencement and a late winding up.

A fair winter's work has been done in the woods, and

the number of logs turned out is satisfactory to the

lumbermen, though somewhat smaller than the previous

winter, from the fact that operations were not gone

into so extensively, and because a considerable amount

of sickness prevailed in the shanties. About one thou-

sand men have left for the Upper Ottawa to attend to

the drives, and about one thousand more will follow.

The prospects for the coming season are considered

bright by the lumbermen in general. Owing to the

unsettled condition of the labor market business is on

the quiet order. Prices of lumber remain unchanged,

Lath and shingles are in good demand, and prices firm.

The demand for lumber at Quebec is active, and the

prospect for a good seasons trade is considered very

hopeful, both manufacturers and shippers agreeing that

the prospect has not been so encouraging for many

years past. Now that the question of wages has been

settled between the merchants and ship laborers we

see nothing to interfere with the prospects of the port.

Little as yet has been done in charters. A steamship

was recently chartered for deals from Montreal to a

direct port in the United Kingdom, on a basis of 60s.

A fairly active trade is being done in Winnipeg.

Country yards, which have been very bare since last

summer, are being replenished, and this has made the

trade more active. Prices are somewhat irregular and

tending downwards. The competition from Minnesota

lumber keeps the situation interesting, and makes deal-

ers less independent as to schedule prices. The retail

prices have gone down $2 per thousand. Water on the

streams is not so high as was expected, yet lumbermen

are hopeful that they will be able to get down their

logs, and if there is no difficulty in this direction the

season will be an active one at the mills.

The carpenters strike has seriously affected the lum-

ber interests at Chicago. Lumber vessels have been

waiting for days, there being no sale at any price, the

buyers taking advantage of the strike to bear the

market. At present there are some 10,000,000 feet of

lumber on the market. The stocks on hand in the

yards show an increase of 12,000,000 feet of hardwood

lumber over that of last year at this time, and a de-

crease of 30,000,000 pine.

FOREIGN.

The hardwood market at London shows signs of

marked improvement, and the firmness of the market

has exhibited most encouraging features. An ex-

ceptional amount of mahogany has changed hands, and

American walnut logs of good quality are in active de-

mand at full prices.

The strike of the dock laborers at Liverpool has ma-

terially interfered with the timber trade, and especially

with charters. London Timber says, as far as we can

learn, no charters for steam tonnage have been made

as yet from St. John, although at this time last year

several were loading. Freights are decidedly a little

easier from the spruce ports, and from the Baltic con-

siderably so, but Quebec timber freights continue about

the same. The Timber Trades Journal says, a vessel

of about 1,000 tons register has just been fixed from

Batiscan to Liverpool at 57s. 6d. for all deals, and one

or two more from Quebec for west coast ranges at 55s.

We also hear of a charter for 1,100 tons register vessel

from Quebec to London with a mixed cargo at 23s. and

52s. 6d. One vessel of 1, 100 tons register has just been

fixed from West Bay to direct afloat west coast Britain

or E. C. Ireland range at 50s. From Lower St. Law-

rence Mills a couple of vessels have been taken up at

57s. 6d. and 55s. respectively.

Messrs. Churchill & Sim in their wood circular of

recent date report: From Canada there are still no ar-

rivals worth mentioning. The stock of deals has al-

most entirely passed out of first hands, and the quantity

appearing on the market has been much smaller than

in recent months, and prices have consequently been

somewhat firmer. The lower rates of freight now cur-

rent have enabled sellers more freely to meet buyers'

ideas as to prices, with the result that a fair amount of

business has been arranged for forthcoming open water

shipment on terms which appear very reasonable for

the buyers. There is no change to report in the po-

sition of timber, the sales have been of retail quantities

only, without variation in values,

BRITISH COLUMBIA.
From our Regular Correspondent.]

New Westminster, April 24th, 1890.

The lumber business has opened this season with the

best prospects ever known in the history of the lumber

business of British Columbia.

Almost every mill in the province have increased

their capacity for the coming season. Hastings saw

mill will cut 125,000 feet a day this year, having spent

some $35,000 in increasing their facilities and putting

in new machinery. The Brunette Saw Mill Company
have sold the machinery in their old mill and have

built alongside a mill to cut 100,000 a day.

W. P. Sayward, Victoria, has increased his plant by

large additions of machinery, and the same may be

said of the Royal City Mills here, the Vancouver

Saw Mill Company, at Vancouver, G. Willis Croft,

Fort Simpson, R. Cunningham & Son, Skeena, Victoria

Lumber & Manufacturing Company, (the old Croft

and Angus mill,) the Hazlett & Mclntyre concern who
have bought the Sutton mill and are- increasing the

cut to 100,000 a day, the machinery is now being

manufactured by the William Hamilton Manufacturing

Company.

Messrs. Lossee & Morrison are building a 50,000

mill on Shawnigan Lake, a short distance from

Victoria on the E. & V. R. R.

The estimate from present prospects are that before

the season is well under way that double the output

per month will be turned out than has ever heretofore

been done.

Your correspondent was favored with a look at a

testing of how the large carriage worked in the

McLaren-Ross mill at New Westminster, and special

interest was taken in how the using of compressed

air would work for the sett works and canting, and

even at this early stage of trial everything worked

with such precision that the onlooker was surprised

and predicts for all the new improvements of Mr.

S. N. Kendall, the mechanical superintendent, a

decided success ; in fact, there will be a revolution

of rebuilding mills when everything gets running in

this mill, and also when the new Kendall and saw

gets working. I have it from almost every mill in the

province that if it is a success they will all put a

similar one in. It will be the first band mill in British

Columbia, and they expect it running about the first of

July.

The mill will start to cut about the first of May, but

will not run to its capacity till about the first of July.

From a recent letter from Australia, the buyers

there say that though all Pacific coast lumber is class-

ed as Oregon pine that consumers are now asking for

and paying more for British Columbia fir, and that

trade journals will very soon give it space in their

market reports. There has been quite an influx of

eastern lumbermen this winter. Mr. John Wilson, of

J. R. Booth, Levi Young, W. H. Baldwin, all of Otta-

wa, and Mr. Clanton from New Brunswick, and

several others from Quebec province.

There is every likelihood of one or more mills being

established on the Fraser river in the near future by

some of these parties.

In a recent dispute over the lumber question and the

respective merits of the Oregon pine and Douglas fir,

the question was asked, " can you tell me if any large

firm in Canada use Oregon pine?" to which the

answer being given in the negative another question

was asked, " can you tell me if any large firms in the

United States use Douglas fir, paying duty on it?"

to which the answer was, Yes ! several ; the most

prominent being the Barnev & Smith Mfg. Co.,

of Dayton, Ohio, who use exclusively our fir for car

sills. After testing every wood in America they find

that is the maximum of strength and durability and

the minimum of weight. Now after such authority
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no questions need be asked regarding the excellent

qualities of the British Columbia wood from a prac-

tical users standpoint if the commision taking evidence

at Portland, Oregon, had not after a severe test pro-

nounced from a theoretical standpoint the same verdict.

Canada in the near future must look to British

Columbia for her woods, and the large track of land

lying north of Lake Superior and east of the Rockies,

must after settlement is more general, become large

consumers of lumber and the mills in British Colum-

bia are beginning to wake up to this prospect, and

more attention in the future will be given to the

development of business in this territory.

Mr. Haslam, M. P. P., of Nanaimo, has recently

brought into the Provincial legislature, a bill to further

protect our numerous forests from fire and devastation

by parties, prospectors and otherwise, carlessly let-

ting fire run through and destroy large and valuable

tracts of timber. The bill was carried, but if it is not

more practical in its results than a previous bill, it will

not be Mr. Haslanvs fault but the government's, and

they must recognize the necessity now or never, of

giving lumbermen better protection to save their limits

from destruction.

Some beautiful sticks of timber left the Royal City

Mills, recently for the C. P. R. shops at Montreal,

to be used in the construction of cars fir the C. P. R.

Large orders have been placed on the mill-owners

books for summer delivery, and if the shipping service

's anything like what they should be, considering the

high rites of freight and quick dispatch in loading,

one hundred per cent, more lumber will leave for

foreign parts than any previous year.

But last season, and almost assuredly this, the mills

could not get vessels, only getting one when they

wanted three— in fact it is reported that one mill cut

so many logs last year in proportion to their orders

and were so kept back through lack of vessels that

they are going to shut down their camp for three

months.
Fir.

.

A TRADE EVOLUTION.
The follow ing article on the lumber trade situation,

taken from the Northwestern Lumberman, will, we think,

prove of sufficient interest to Canadians to justify us in

its reproduction.

It is becoming more and more apparent that the
lumber trade is undergoing a change that will not long
hence make it very different from what it was in past
years. Causes are at work that will render this inevit-

able. The building of railroads, the partial exhaustion
of forest supplies on old areas, the determination of
capital and enterprise into newer fields, especially in

the south and on the Pacific coast, the shifting of cen-
ters of production and distribution, and the enlarge-

ment of demand in the newer cities and agricultural

regions, are the main causes operating to bring about
the revolution in contemplation. Every intelligent

lumberman knows that great changes are taking place
and many are seeking to adjust their operations to

them.
Perhaps the most conspicious result thus far reached

in the evolution of the lumber business is the abate-
ment of the old set lines of movement, massing of
stocks, and control of the market. When white pine
was king, and it was the principal building and manu-
facturing wood of twenty states, the lumber trade was
a simple matter. The producing fields were < learly

defined, and there were fairly distinct divisions of it

with reference to distribution. It was then known that

specific regions were to be supplied with pine. The
amount of demand was estimated by the crop yield and
the prices for which farm products would sell. The log

supply was an important consideration, and snow and
ice were depended on to get logs to the mill. If winter
conditions were adverse, the log supply was estimated
low, though often mistakenly. When it was considered
meager, a demand for an active market and high prices

was made by the manufacturers. Thus, conditions
were simplified to supply and demand. Producers
knew that consumers were dependent on them for lum-
ber, for no adequate resource but the white pine mills

existed, and there were but few avenues of transporta-

tion to carry lumber to market. The eastern states de-

pended on Canada, the Saginaw valley and Pennsyl-
vania; the west on Michigan and Wisconsin, with
Minnesota in later years. In the west, for years, the
lumber supply in the back country had to be drawn
from Chicago, Kacine and Milwaukee, on Lake Michi-
gan, and Mississippi river points for the further west.

.Michigan City helped supply Indiana and Toledo,
Cle-.eland and Sandusky furnished Ohio and a part of
Indiana.

During the development of the prairie northwest the
lumber trade of western Michigan and Wisconsin made
rapid strides. It rose and in degree of prosperity cor-

respondingly to the abundance of the crop yield and
the condition of financial affairs, from year to year, or

decade to decade. Nobody thought that the west
could ever have any other resource for lumber than
the white pine forests and mills. The ebb and flow of

the pine trade was the gage to the general lumber busi-

ness of the country. White pine in the lumber market
was like wheat among the grain pits. Manufacturers
and dealers took advantage of fluctations in prices to

make money of w ide ranges of value. No outside fac-

tors were taken into consideration in the deal. There
was some movement of poplar and the hardwoods in

the west, and of hemlock and spruce in the east; but
they had no competitive effect on white f ine, which
overwhelmed every other kind of lumber in the market.
In the west the yellow pine was scarcely heard of. It

was not brought to this market in the smallest until

1880 or 1 88 1 . When a few car loads of flooring were
shipped in, pine dealers laughed at it. None of them
dreamed that in their time it should make any ripple in

the market as a competitor with northern lumber. Be-
hold what a change has been wrought in ten years

!

In the days of white pine supremacy western cities

were small. Until the decade just past comparatively
little iron and hardwoods were used in the construction

and interior finishing of buildings. Pine predominated
in city as well as country.

In the sixties and seventies the rural trade was the

main dependence. Recently, the larger cities have
grown so enormously, while agriculture has beer de-

pressed, that their requirement is now the chief consid-

eration.

This transference of the larger demand from country
to city has reversed the order of trade. While the cities

have grown in population and extent, they have also

developed vast wealth, and a corresponding tendency
to costliness of structure and embellishment. Palaces
have taken the place of cottages. These are built to

stand for centuries. They require durable material.

Hardwoods have come in and pine has been in a great

measure ruled out. It will not do to put pine interiors,

window frames, sash and doors into granite and steel

buildings. So we now see the wood working factories

full of hardwood jobs. The possession of wealth has
induced a diversity of taste and desire for a variety of

woods for house interiors. Hence furnishers of mater-
ial are required to search the forests of the continent,

and those of the other hemisphere as well, for woods
both durable and rare. This diversity of requirement
has diminished the important place white pine once
occupied in the factory and carpenter's shop. Steel

has largely taken the place of timbers, and a variety of

w oods that of pine as a finishing material.

In this change in the mode of construction southern
pine has come in as a special factor. Once'used in the

gulf states almost entirely, the limit of distribution has
been pushed northward until it now touches the shore
of the great lakes. The effect of this is to increase

competition between the two leading building woods,
and equalize prices. White pine cannot be advanced
beyond a certain degree, for that would let in southern
product. Yellow pine must be sold at prices that are

successfully competitive with northern lumber.

The result of the changes indicated is a balancing of

values that prevents great fluctuations and speculation

in lumber. Mill product must now and hereafter be
handled on narrow margins. But if manufacturers and
dealeis cannot realize the large profits they once did,

they are not subject to the losses that in past years
pertained to the business, if they proceed carefully and
with good judgment. They can rely on steady values

for years to come. Their principal concern should be
to adroitly meet competition so as to save a little mar-
gin in transactions, and to watch their credits so as to

avoid losses by bad debts.

An order-in-council has been passed restoring the

old tarriff of 1880 on lumber on the Intercolonial rail-

way.

GENERAL NEWS NOTES.

—About 30,000,000 feet of lumber was wintered over at

Parry Sound.

— Pine wood is now used in the manufacture of paper pulp

at Fenelon Falls.

—Timber rafting will be carried on at Belleville on a

large scale this year.

— It is expected that Gilmour's big mill w ill commence op-

erations on May 24th.

— Messrs. Carswell, Thistle & Mackay are putting up anew
saw mill at Calabogie Lake.

—J, S. Walker, owner of a saw mill at Dundalk, has assign-

ed to Fred. St. Lamb, Dundalk.

Last week 500 men went up from Mattawa to drive logs

and timber for I lie different lumber firms.

— Messrs McTaggart k Leachman, Wen Toronto Junction,

have opened a lumber yard on Royce Avenue.

—The Belleville Intelligenter states that alx>ut 470,000 lop
will be brought down the Moira river this year.

—Anderson Bros. , of Maple Grove, ha\e the contract of

building a stave and saw mill for Ainslie Bros., at Staples.

—Messrs Ludlam & Ainslie. ot Cornier, will commence

immediately the erection of a large planing mill at Windsor.

—Messrs. Hay & Paton, New Lowell, are fitting up their

new saw mill, preparatory to commencing their summer oper-

ations.

—Capt. Crow of the Owen, has the contract for delivering

500,000 cords of wood to Walkerville, and 200,000 to Romney
tunnel.

—The Gilmour Company started their saw mills on the

Gatineau, April 17th, being the earliest of the Ottawa miller^

to set to work.

—Carrick Bros., of Fawkham, are extending their booms

further up the river, their old ones not being sufficient to hold

their large stock.

—Lumbermen in the neighborhood of Burk's Falls are all

ready to run their logs and large gangs of river men are arriv-

ing almost daily.

—The Ottawa Lumber Co's. mill at Calumet will com-

mence operations about the loth of May, giving employment

to over one hundred men.

—ThelVahuapitae, owned by the Emery Lumber Company,

of Midland, is the largest vessel that ever entered that harlxjr.

She is capable of carrying 2,000,000 feet of lumber.

—Burk's -Falls saw mill, owned by Gall, Anderson & Co.,

of Toronto, has commenced cutting hardwood lumber as an
opening for the season. Mr. Wm. Train is manager.

—An exchange says that a traveller from Bridgewater, Hast-
ings county, says that men who in former years were earning

$25 to $30 a month in the woods this season were glad v> get

$14 and $15.

—Messrs Pierce & Co's large lumber mill at the Chaudiere

commenced operations April 26th. From the large number
of men that were looking for work it would seem that iabor

will be very plentiful this summer.

— Large numbers of men are being dispatched to man the

drive for the lumber firms on the Ottawa. It is probable that

the logs will come down earlier than usual this season, as the

water in the creeks is high at present.

—The mills of A. McPherson & Co., Longford Mills, began

operations on the 17th, ten days earlier than ever before.

They have a large stock of logs and anticipate a long season's

work . The mills have been overhauled and somewhat en-

larged.

—Mr. F. Bennet is erecting new saw and grist mills in

Johnson township near Stobic Station. The mills are located

in a splendid locality, having water and in easy access to the

settlers on St. Joe's Island as well as those on the main shore.

The saw will soon be ready for cutting and the grist will be

finished sometime in August.

—Mr. Andrew McCormack has completed the sale of 100

square miles of timber limits, belonging to the Banque Nation-

ale, to Mr. James Cox, of England, the price realized being

about $25,000. The limits are known as the Jean de Terre

limits situated on the Gatineau river, 175 miles from Ottawa,

and were formerly owned by Messrs Curner and Martineau.

—Coastwise freight rates on lumber are high, with a brisk

demand for tonnage. The ice business very largely increases

the call for schooners. It will take a fleet of 20 or 30 vessels a

considerable part of the summer to carry away the ice said to

be harvested, and lumber rates from New Brunswick ports to

the United States are likely to rule high.

FIRE RECORD.

Gilmour & Co. *s lumber mills at Ironsides were burned a

couple of weeks ago.

Clark's and Carmicheal's saw mills at Powassan, Parry-

Sound District, have been burned.

The Fraser grist and saw mills at the mouth of Little River.

Victoria Co., N. B. were completely destroyed by fire last

month.

The tug Mt Arthur, belonging to the Collin's Bay Rafting

Company, was completely destroyed by fire April 25th, at

Collin's Bay. Total loss about $30,000. partially covered by

insurance.

Two spruce gang mills, with two lath machines, belonging

to James Murchie «.\: Sons, Milltown, N.B., were burned last

month. The hemlock mill adjoining was somewhat damage*!
Loss, $7,000 : covered by insurance.
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TRADE REVIEW.
Toronto, Ont.

Toronto, April 30th, 1890.

The labor strikes have had a marked effect upon the local

trade, but otherwise the trade is picking up to some extent.

Soon as the labor strikes are ended, no doubt a good trade

will be done. The car supply is more plentiful, and the lum-

bermen are hopeful of an improved trade. Prices remain

unchanged. For further particulars see local trade report.

CAR OR CARGO LOTS.
ij^and thicker clear picks. American inspection $20 oo(E

ijj and thicker, three uppers, American inspection. ..

ijj and thicker, pickings, American inspection

ixio * 12 dressing and Detter 1800
1x10 * 12 mill run 13 00
1x10 & 12 dressing 1400
1x10 * 12 common 12 00
1x10 & 12 spruce culls 1000
1x10 & 12 mill culls

1 inch clear and picks 24 00
inch dressing and better 1800

1 inch siding mill run 1300
1 inch siding common 11 00
1 inch siding ship culls 10 00

i nch siding mill culls 800
Cull scantling 8 00

1% and thicker cutting up plank 22 00
1 inch strips 4 in to 8 in mill run

.

1400
1 inch strips, common 11 00
1% inch flooring 14 oo

i'A inch flooring 1400
XXX shingles, 16 in 220
XX shingles, 16 in 1 20

Lath, No. 1 I 70
11 No. 2

130 00
37 00
25 00
20 00
14 00
15 00
13 00
11 00
9 00

25 00
2000
14 00
12 00
11 00
9 00
9 00

25 00
1 3 00
12 00
15 00
15 00
230
! 30
1 90
I 70

YARD
Mill cull hoards & scantlingS
Shipping cull boards, pro-
miscuous widths

stocks
Scantling & joist, up to 16 ft

' 18 ft
" 20 ft
" 22 ft
" 24 ft
" 26 ft

" 28 ft
" 30 ft
" 32 ft

" 34 £
"

"
" '36

'ft

" 38 ft
" 40 to 44 ft

Cutting up planks iK and
thicker dry 25 00
" board 18 00

QUOTATIONS.
10 00 Dressing stocks 16 oo@2o 00

Picks Am. inspection 40 00

13 00 Three uppers. Am. inspect. 50 00
14 00 F. M.
14 oo|iMin. flooring, dres'd 2S 00 30 oc

15 00 1 14 " " rough ... 18 00 22 00
16 00 " " dres'd f.m. 25 00 28 00
17 00 " "' imdrs'd b.m.iS 00 19 00

19 00 " '" dres'd... iS 00 20 00
20 00 " " undres'd 12 00 15 00
22 oo, Beaded sheeting, dress-
24 oo ed

22

00 35 00
26 00 Clapboarding. dres'd 1200
28 jo XXX sawn shingles
22 50 per M 2 65 2 75
30 00 Sawn Lath 2 00 2 20

32 do! Red oak 30 00 40 00

35 00 White " 35 00 45 00
I Basswood. No. 1 & 2 18 00 20 00

26 00 Cherry, No. 1 & 2. :. 50 00 60 00
22 00 White ash. 1 & 2 25 00 35 00

I Black ash, 1 & 2 20 00 ;o 00

Montreal, Que.

Montreal, April

There has been very little doing in the lu

some time, buyers confining themselves mainly

immediate wants. Soon as spring trade fairly

lively trade may be expected. Prices in the

without change worthy of note.

Pine, 1st quality
" 2nd "
" shipping Culls
" 4th quality Deals
" mill cull :

Spruce
Hemlock
Ash, log run
Basswood. log run -.

Oak
Walnut (common)

(good)
Butternut
Cherry
Birch
Maple
Lath. 1st quality
Pine Shingles, 1st quality
Cedar " "'

30th, 1890.

mber trade for

to supplying

opens, a more

meantime are

WHOLESALE
$35 oo@4o 00
22 00 25 00
14 00
10 00
8 00
10 00

9 00
13 00
12 00

40 00 100 00

60 00 100 00
22 00 40 00

16 00
12 00
10 00
12 00
17 00
18 00
20 00

60 00

15 00
20 00
1 80
1 ;o

1 50

so 00

25 00
21 00

I 90
3 00

3 00

Hamilton, Ont.

Mill cull boards ai:d

scantlings t 9oo@iooo
Shipping cull boards
promiscuous widths. 1000 1200
Snipping cull stocks. 1400
Scantling and joist up
to 16 feet 1400

do up to 18 feet 15 50
do up to 20 feet 16 00
do up to 22 feet 17 00
do up to 24 feet 18 00
do up to 26 feet 19 00
do up to 28 feet 20 00
do up to 30 feet 21 00
Cutting up plank 1%
and thicker dry. . .. 2000 2500

Cutting upboards. ... 2000

16 00

21 50
25 00

Hamilton, April 30, 1890.

Dressing stocks $16 00
1% flooring, rough. .. 16 00
i'A flooring, rough.

.

1% flooring, dressed
1% flooring, dressed
1 flooring, dressed
Beaded sheeting 1. .

Picks, Am inspection 32 00
Three uppers Am. In.
XXX sawn shingles.. 260
Sawn Lath
Red Oak 20 00
(White Oak 25 00
Basswood No. 1.42.. 16 00
Cherry No. 142 60 00
White Ash No. 142. 25 00
Black Ash No. 1 & 2 .20 00

18 00
18 00
18 00
25 00

32 00

23 00
30 00

34 00
4c 00
2 70
225

25 00

30 00
20 00
70 00

35 00
30 00

Ottawa, Ont.

Ottawa, April 30, 1890.

Some of the mills have started up and others are getting

ready to start as soon as possible. There is a fair prospect for

a good season's operations. Soon as navigation opens, which

will only be a few days, we shall see lively times again along

the Ottawa.

Pine, 1st qual., M.$35 006)40 oo Oak
" 2nd " 22 00 25 ooJWalnut
" shipping culls 1400
" 4th qua|. deals 10 00
" mill culls. . .800

Spruce, T$ M. . . 10 00
Hemlock . . . . 9 00
Ash 13 00
Bass 12 00

16 00 Cherry. . ,

12 oo'Butternut
10 00 Birch
12 00 Maple, hard.
17 ootLaths
18 oo|Shingles.
20 00! " cedar

$40 00(2; 100 CO
60 00 100 00
60 00
22 00

15 00
20 00
I 80
I 50
I 50

80 00
40 00

25 00
21 00
I 90

3 00

3 00

St. John, N. B.
St. John, April 30, 1890.

Deals, Boards, Scantling, etc.

Spruce deals $12 ool 3pruce boards
D. .» ______ ,r ID «_ »*
Pine
Deal end_
Scantling

Spruce, extra - -

" clear - -

" No. 1 extra

Pine, extra -

clears -

2d clears

15 oolPine
6 oo Oak
10 00 Ash

Hemlock
Shingles.

$3 Sol
- 3 00 Pine

2 25I

Clapboard:

35 00

- - 15 oo(

No. 1

12 00
1)40 00
40 00

^25 00

7 50

1 25
1 25

• 45 00

35 00

Spruce, extra -

" clears

Flooring, Dressed.
6 in. .No. 1 12 00I4 in., No. 1

" No. 2 10 oo| " No. 2

Miscellaneous.
Staves 3 oo@ 4 50 ILaths -

Heading 17 in. per pr. 04 Pickets -

" 18 in. 04^ 05K Railway
22 in. 04^ 06

I

No. 1 -

No. 2 -

- - 24 00
- 23 00

- - 15 00

12 00
10 00

6 5o(

1 80

^15 00

Vancouver and New Westminster, B.C.
New Westminster, April 30th. 1890.

Car load and ship rates according to assortment. Bridge and
Wharf Plank and Timber.
10 to 40 ft. long, per M, net ..... $n 00

41 to 70 ft. $12 oo@i5 00

Rough lumber, building material n oo

Sized 12 50
" " Fir, Clear ...... . 17 5°
" " Cedar, Bench or Selects . . . 25 00

.
"

.
" " ". " D. D . . .30 00

/ in, 1% I'Axb in.

T. & G. Edge, Grain and Dry . . . . . 27 50
" " " Green . . . , . 25 00

No. 1, Dry - r - : 22 So
" 1, Green 20 00
" 2, Dry - - - - 20 00
" 2, Green -. - - - - - - - - i7 5o

Cut to length, extra per M 2 50

D. Dressed - - 7 " 2 $°

1 in, iVi i%%4 in.

Edge Grain, Dry - - 27 50
" Green _ - , - 25 00

T. & G Edge Grain, Dry - - - - - 25 00

No. 1, Dry - - 25 00
"

1, Green ------ - - - 22 50
" 2, Dry - - - - - 20 00
" 2, Green i7 5o

S. S. Planks for scows - - - -
.

- - - - - 17 5o

D. D. cedar, verandah cover, any length - 45 00
'• ' " " cut to length - - - - 50 00

Shingles - - - - - r 2 5°

Lath • • . 2 25

D. D. clear Cedar 40 oo@6o 00

Pickets, rough • . 11 00

Five per cent, off above prices for cash with the order.

Delivery on scow to mouth of river.

20 M ft. and over 75c per M. ft

10 to 20 M ff • • $1.00
"

Under 10 M ft 1.2;
"

Albany, N. Y.

Albany, N.Y., April 3ost, 1890.

The market is fairly active, the greater demand, however,

being for the lower grades in pine. Hemlock of all grades is

in good request, and prices are well maintained. Hardwoods
are in moderate demand and prices remain unchanged.

Hemlock.
Good, 1x10 in. each.. 14c. 12^x4. run, each 12^
ixid in culls. . . 10 I2X4. run each 9^

Pine.

2^ m. and up, good. .$53 do@55 oo 1

4ths 48 00
Selects 4300
Pickings 38 00

1 to 2 in., good 49 00

4ths 44 00

Selects 3900
Pickings 34 00

1 in. good 50 00

iths 45 00

Selects 40 00
Pickings 35 00

Shelving Doards,i2 in.

and up 26 00

Dressing bds. narrow 2000
Sapping boards 1600
Box boards 14 00

Shingles, shaved 1

2(fquality
Sawed, extra 4 3o

Sawed, clear butts. . . 300
Cedar, XXX 400

10 in boards dressing
and better $28 oo@34 00
Common 15 00 20 00

12 in. boards dressing
and better 29 00
Common 15 00

i
lA inch siding,select-
ed 40 00
Common 15 oo

1 in. siding selected.. 3800
Common 13 00

Norway, selected 2200
Common 1200

10 in. plk. 13 ft. dress-
ing and better, each 4215)50

Culls 22 25
10 in. boards, 13 ft.,

dress,& better each 28
Culls 17

Shingles and Lath.
6 5o|5hingles, cedar mixed 275
5 00 Lath, pine 200
4 40 Spruce 2 25

3 30 Hemlock 2 00
4 20

50 00

45 00

40 00

50 00

45 00
40 30

35 00

4 :

43 o_

32 00
22 00
18 00
16 DO

3600
22 00

45 00
20 00

42 00
1S00
25 00

15 00

33

3 00

2 35
0 00
0 00

Buffalo and Tonawanda, N. Y.
Ruffalo, April 30, 1890.

Trade is reported as exceptionally good. The hardwood
trade report an increasing demand for dry stock. Quartered
oak is in good demand, and local dealers find it very difficult

to find any quantity of it just now, when they are greatly in

need of it. Cherry is in fair demand. We have no change to

note in prices.

Norway
Clear, 1 to 2 in. all

width
Dressing, 1 to 2in. all

widths 16 ool

Common, 1 to 2 in. all

23 00 widths 12 5o@i5 00
4x4, 5x5, 6x6 turning. . 22 00

£20 004x4, 5x5, 6x6 common 1600
White Hine

No. 2 cutsUp'rs, 1 to 4 in

10 in $44 oo@55 00
Sl'cts & Picks,

1 to 4 in 38 00 45 00
Fine common, 1 to 2

in. and thicker.. 33 00 39 00
No. 1 cuts, 1 to 2 in

and thicker 27 00 39 00
Mold strips, 1 to

2 in 27 00 33 00
Shingles

XXX, 18-in, sawed 3 7o|Thick cut (trade mark) 16 i

XX, 18-in. sawed clear butts 2 70 per square 2 50

1 to 2 in
and thicker $20 oo(S>24 00

Dressing, 1 to 2 in.. 22 00 27 00
Common, 1 to 2 in . . .4 00
No. 1 barn, 7 to 12 in 18 50
No. 2 barn. 7 to 12 in 16 50
Mill culls, 1 to 2 in . . 9 00

17 00
20 50
17 50
10 00

X. 18-in, sawed 1

XXX, 16-in " 3 40
XX, 16-in " clear butts.. .. 2 40
X 16-in •' 90
Thick cut 3 20
XXX cut 300
X cut 1 50
No. 2 cut 65

XXX cut 2 25
X cut 1 10
No 2 cut 50
Short cut 1 25
Square end, per thousand. . . 5 00
Octagon or pointed end 5 25
Scalloped or round end 5 25
Other shapes made to order s 25

New York City

New York, April 30, 1890.

Eastern spruce assumes a decidedly firm tone, and every

indication points to a permanent stability in prices. The hem
lock market is strong at $12.50 to $13 for joist, and $13 to

$13.50 for boards. There is a unanimous inquiry for quartered

oak, as it is being used for every conceivable purpose, and
seems to serve as a substitute for all other woods. Trade in

walnut is slow, and the same may be said of gum. Basswood,
chestnut and maple are in fair demand. Prices are practically

the same as last year, and the supply is ample. Cherry is

used sparingly. White ash boards are inquired after, and
prices are unchanged.

Black Walnut.

ys in. clear $80 oo@82 oc Pulls, 1 inch $35 oo(5

1 and i
lA inches 95 00 97 00 ^ulls, thick 36 00

i
lA and thicker 100 00 105 oo Counter tops, 18 in.

Rejects 50 00 52 do! and over no do

Poplar, or White Wood.

y% in. 10 inches and it inch. 8 in. and over 30 50
over 24 do® 2600 2 V2 and thicker 33 50

Yi in. coffin boards ... 29 00 30 00 Common 1 to 2 in 2200
Saps, 1 inch & thicker 26 00

32 00 Culls, all thickness.. 1600

Ash. .

1 inch, 10 inch and
over 31 50

36 00

38 00

150 00

3i So

34 50
24 00
27 00
16 50

1 in. white 36 oo@
\Vi to 2 inch 38 00
z xA to 4 inch 40 00

37 oo'Strips clear 27 oo@ 28 00

39 ool Black ash, good 26 00 30 00
42 00 Black ash, com 18 00 19 00

Oak.

1 inch plain sawed. 37 oo@ 39 oc I > inches and over. . . 51 001

1% to 2 inch 39 00 40 00 1'hicker 53 00
Thicker 40 00 41 00 Strips under 6 in 40 00
Quarter-sawed, white, all clear, -'Dimension cut size 24 00

Cherry

82 oi\:V2 and thicker 95 001

42 00 Counter tops, 18 in.

9000 and over 110 00
44 00 Culls, all thickness 18 00

Miscellaneous.

35 oojHickery, old growth 50 00
22 oojHickery, 2nd growth 70 00
32 00 Elm 20 00
23 00 Sycamore 2,

30 00

35 00

30 00
22 00,

1 inch 80 oo@
1 inch strips 40 00
iVi to 2 inch 85 00
Rejects 40 od

33 oofc

20 00

30 00

Chestnut, clear. .

.

Chestnut common
Basswood white.

.

Basswood common.. 21 00
Maple, clear 28 00
Birch, clear 32 00
Birch, isand2s 26 00
Cottonwood 21 00

Sycamore quartered 38 00
Gum 36 00
Butternut . . . 45 00
Sycamore dressed fig 24 00

52 00

55 00
42 00
26 00

115 00
19 00

55 00

75 00
22 00
26 00
40 00

38 00

50 00
25 00

Burlington, Vt.

Burlington, April 30, 1890.

Canada Pine Sidings—1x8 in. and up, 12 to lb ft. D 2 or 4 S.
Select & shelving . . . . $46 oojFinish . . . $370063800
Pickings 37 00 Dressing . . . 270062800
Pickings & better . . 40 oo@42 oo|Common . . 20 oo@2i 00

Canada Pine Stock—1x10 in. 12 to ib ft. D 2 or 4 S.
Selects (clear) . . .55 ooTickings & better
1st shelving . . 42 oojAs run, common out 28 00
2d . ... 39 00 No. 1 barn boards
3d ... 30 oo@3i 00 Common ....

Pickings . . . . 38 00!

Canada Pine Stock—ixn in. 12 to 16ft. D 2 or 4 S.

4a 00
30 00
25 00
21 00

Selects (clear)
1st shelving
2d
3d .

Pickings

57 00
47 od
41 00
32 00
38 00

Pickings & better
As run, common out . .

No. 1 barn boards
Common . . 21 oo^

44 00
0033 <

26 c

Canada Pine Stock—14 in. 12 to ib ft. D 2 or 4 S.
Pickings & better . . 45 0013d shelving . . . 3300
As run, common out . . 33 oolCommon . 22 00
Canada Pine Short Boards—1x8 in. & up, 11 ft. th= under, D 2 S

or R.
Pickings & better 33 oo@35 ooJDressine & common, d
As run, common out . . 30 00 2 s or d 2 s & m 20 oo@2i 00

ICommon . , 18 00 20 00
Canada Pine Sheathing, D. M. fi^ B—/ in. 4 to 7 in. s in. &* up

C B
1st quality, 12 to 16 ft. . 46 00
2d ... 36 oo@ 37 00
3d . . . . . 27 00
4th (selected common) 22 oo,

1st & 2d quality. 9 to 11 ft. 33 00
7 & 8 ft. . . . 3400

3d quality, 11 ft. & under 22 00
4th . . 1800

Canada {Quebec) Spruce— \ and 1% in. 4 to 10 in. D 2 S and M.
Clear, 10 to 16 ft . . 32 00IN0 2. 10 to 16 ft. . 15 oo@i6 00
No. 1 . . . 22 ool

Above prices delivered on a rate of $30 per car load.

Saginaw, Mich.

East Saginaw, April 30, 1890.

The cargo market is quiet, yet there is a good deal of lum-
ber changing hands. Prices are about the same as last spring.

Under inspection, stocks are held at $8.50 to $10 for shipping
culls; $17 to $19 for common and $36 to $38 for uppers.

Shingles are qniet. Clear buts are slow at $2 to $2,10, and
XXX are firm at $3 to $3.30. Yard dealers report a
brisk trade, 'he volume of business being large. Lath are firm

and in good demand.
,

CARGO LOTS.
Uppers 36 oo@3S oojNorway

21 00 Box 11 00
00 Straight measure . . 12 50

Common 16 00
Shipping Culls ... 9 00

Mill Culls

YARD QUOTATIONS CAR LOTS DRY.
Siding.

00IC, i'A in

8 5o@io 00

Clear, i'A in

1A in ....

Select, 1% in

% in

Three uppers, 1 in.

i%&i lA in .

Selects, 1 in. . .

i5i 6c 2 in. . .

20 00.N0. 1,
lA in— 39 ool % in

Finishing Lumber rough.

. 42 oo@44 00 Fine common, iln. .

. 44 00 46 ool iK & 2 in.

. 36 00 37 00^, 7, 8 & gin. . . .

38 00 Coffin Boards 16 in. & over

foist. Scantling and Timber.

12 to 18 feet ... 10 00I20 feet

20 feet .... 11 00I24 '•

Plank and timber, 12 inches wide, $1 extra.

Shingles.

XXX iS in. Climax 3 50

XXX Saginaw 3 25

XX Climax 2 00

iS in 4 in c. b 1 00
Lath, and Pickets.

11 50
20 00

17 00

30 oo
12 00

19 00

32 00

33 00

25 oo

12 00
13 00

18 in X (cull) 50
XXX shorts 2 00
XX i 2i

Lath, No. 1 white pine 2 00

No. 2 " Norway 1 40

Pickets. 2 to 2]4 in, 3 to 4 ft.

rough.., 15 oc
Dressed 20 00
1% in. square, rongh 18 00
Dressed 25 00
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Boston, Mass.

Boston, April 30th, 1890.

There is a fair demand for western pine, and prices remain

firm. The spruce market is especially firm, with prices high

all around. Several cargoes from Maine and the provinces,

sold readily at $15 to $15.50 which is from $1.50 to $2 more

than the same stock sold for in the fall. Dry boards are much

wanted. Hemlock boards are scarce, eastern boards selling

$12 to $13 rough and $13 to $14 planed. Clapboards are

scarce and high with an active demand. The shingle trade is

fairly good, and prices fully maintained. Lath are steady at

$2.10 to $2.20, by cargo, and 10 cents a thousand extra by

car load.

Western Pine—by car load.

Uppers. 1 in ..

1%. & 2 in
... oo@5o 00 Fine com.. 3 & 4 in.. 42 oo@46 00

4S 00 50 00 No 2, 1 in. Fine com. 28 00 33 00

3 & 4 in 55 00 60 00 i
lA & 2 in 29 00

Selects. 1 in 42 00 43 00 No. 1 strips,*4 to 6 in 40 00

1%. i
lA &2in 43 00 45 00 No. 2 35 00

3 & 4 in 45 00 50 00 No. 3 24 00
Moulding boards. /to Cut ups, 1 to 2 in.. .. 2400

11 inch clear 36 00 3S 00 Coffin boards 19 00
60 per cent clear 34 00 36 00, Common all widths . 22 00

Fine common 1 inch 36 00 3S 00 Shipping culls 15 oc

1%, i
lA & 2 inch.. . 38 00 40 ooi

Eastern Pine—Cargo or Car Load.

Nos. 1. 2 & 3 40 006:43 oo'Clapboards. 4ft., sap
4 28 00 30 00) clear 40 00

26 00! Sap, 2nd clear .. .. 33 00

16 50 Heart extra 50 00

13
50J

Heart clear 45 00
Bevel siding 6in, clear 23 00

50 00,

23 00
& coarse 16 00

Refuse 12 00
Wesfrr pineclapbds
4 ft. sap extra .. .. 45 00

Ship'g bds
efus

31 00

43 00

37 00
26 oc

30 00
22 00
26 00

15 50

45 00

35 00

55 00

50 00
24 00

Spruce—by Cargo.

Scantling and plank,
random cargoes . . 14 00S

Yard orders, ordin-
ary sizes 15 00

Yard orders, extra
sizes 15 00

Clear floor boards . . 19 00

No. 2 16 00

Lath.
Spruce by cargo 2 io@2 20

Shingles.

3 25

Coarse, rough .... 12 00
15 00 Hemlock bds., rough 12 00

" " dressed 12 00
16 ooClapbds., extra, 4 ft. 38 00

I Clear, 4 ft 35 00
18 00! Second clear ..."
20 00 No. 1 10 00

14 00

13 00

14 03

40 00

37 00

25 03

14 00

Spruce 1 251^1 50 Cedar, sawed, extra
Pine. 1S in. extra . . . 400 425 Clear
Pine. No. 1 3 00 3 15 Extra, No. 1 . . .

ICypress. No. 1. iS in.

3 5°

3 00
2 50

5 00

Oswego, N. Y.

Oswego, April 30, 1890.

Thrje uppers, iK, & 2 inch
Pickings, iK, l'A & 2 in

No. 1 cutting up, 1%, i
lA & 2in

No. 2 cutting up. i'A & 2in

1 in strips, 4 to 8 wide, selected for moulding strips,

to 16 ft

1x6 selected for clapboards

Siding.

1 in siding, cutting up in selected—
piks & uppers. . ... . 30 00(^39 00 1% in dressing. .

.

1 in dressing 19 ooia>2i 00 1% in No. 1 culls.

1 in No. 1 culls i4 0ofei6oo iji in No. 2 culls.

1 in No. 2 culls 13006114 ooliJi in No. 3 culls.

1x12 Inch.

12 & 16 ft, mill run
12 & 16 ft, No. 1 &2, barn boards
12 & 16 ft, dressing and better.

12 & 16 ft. No 2 culls

.$43 00^4-; 00
35 00 36 00

. 30 00
19 03

31 00
21 00

14
31 00
32 00

33 03
3* 03

35 oo(§40 00
17 00 19 00
14 00 16 00
13 00 14 00
9 50 10 00

20 00 23 00
18 00 19 00
26 00 30 oo

15 00

ixio Inch.

12 & 13 ft, mill run, mill culls out 1900 2000
12 & 13 ft, dressing and better 2500 2700
12 & 13 ft, No 1 culls 16 00 17 00
12 & 13 ft. No 2 culls.. 14 00 15 00
14 to 16 ft, mill run mill culls out 2000 2200
14 to 16 ft, dressing and better 25 00 27 00
14 to 16 ft. No. 1 culls 16 00 17 00
14 to 16 ft. No. 2 culls 1400 15 00

10 to 13 ft, No. 3 culls 950 1000

/ 1-4x10 Inches.

Mill run. mill culls out 20 006.23 00 No. 1 culls 16 00^:17 00
Dressing and better .. 25 00 30 00 No. 2 culls 1400 1500

1x4 Inches.

Mill run, mill culls out 17 00^1900 No. 1 culls I3oo@uoo
Dressing and better . . 2300 27 00 No. 2 culls 11 00 1200

/xj Inches.

6 7 or 8, mill run, mill 16, 7 or 8, No. 1 culls.. i5oo@i6oo
culls out 19 00^21 006, 7 or 8, No. 2 culls. . 1300 1400

6, 7 or 8. drsg & better 24 00 28 oo,

Shtt.^les.

XXX. 18 in pine 3 5o<^3 70 XXX, 18 in cedar 3 2o@3 60

Clear butts, pine, 18 in. 2 50 2 70 Clear butt, 18 in cedar., 2 40 2 60

XXX. 16 in pine 310 3 20 XX, 18 in sedar 210 220
Stocks cedars, 5 or 6 in . 5 00!

Pickets.

No. 1. i5i"5i »5 oo'No. 2, 1x3 900 1000

No. 1. 1x3 2000!

Lath.

Jfe I J£ , 2 20 No. 2, I 1-4 2 00

Mo. 1 -4 •••• 160

Forest Fires.

There Is in Canada, running from Labrador to the Rocky

Mountains and on into Alaska, a timbered belt, mainly

coniferous, some seven hundred miles boad by four thousand

mile* long. Black and White Spruces and Tamarack prevail

in the northern edge of this belt, but going south one finds

•-.<•' rr. ;/«•.<! wi'h Bar.ksian Pine, Balsam, fir, Cedar, (in the

eastern section) and finally Red and White Pine. At one

time or another, says Robert Bell, assistant director of the

Geological survey of Canada, in Forest Leaves, fire has run

through this vast tract, whose composition specially exposes it

to destruction. The trees are rather small, and when they

stand a sufficient distance apart the limbs grow all the way

down to the ground. Open spaces are covered with reindeer

mosses, as inflammable as tinder in summer, and among the

trees equally dry yellow mosses help to spread the flames.

Indian hunters and other wild Indians, knowing how

destructive forest fires are to the game, upon which they live,

are very careful not to cause them. Yet everywhere evidences

of former fires occur. Mr. Bell thinks these are often caused

by lightning, or by spontaneous combustion of iron pyrites,

which have been known to set fire to lignite beds in the Sas-

katchewan region, and believes them to have been a benefit

in the long run to the forests.

He says they facilitate lotation in species, prepare soils

needed for certain species, and, in the case of Banksian Pine,

are essential to the opening of its hard cones, which will

remain obdurately closed long enough for the tree to fall and

rot, but, when a fire passes over, will immediately gape open

and allow the seeds to be scattered by the wind.

It may be that naturally set fires in a region where there are

thousands of years for the working out of results may be favor-

able to the diversification and the improvement of a vast con-

tinental forest belt. But when there is now and is need and

use of forest products by civilized man, in the present time or

in a near future, then forest fires are quite another matter.

And in view of the vast and rapidly growing part which wood

products and industries are taking in the world's work, it

would seem that the resources of great governments could find

no better employment than in preventing these conflagrations.

EXCHANGE ECHOES.
Southern Lumberman.

The universal expression of saw mill men, lumber dealers,

iron makers, railroad people, and others, is to the effect that

we are to have an exceedingly prosperous year, and this fact

alone is cheering, for nothing conduces so materially to a

healthy condition of trade as the hopeful expressions of busi-

ness men, and it is a well-known fact that the voice of one

croaker may be heard further than a fog horn.

Southern Lumberman.

Dry houses are being more extensively used now than ever

before. Indeed, they have become an absolute necessity, for

it is the custom of buyers in this country to defer placing

orders until the lumber is actually needed, and without dry

kilns it would be impossible to fill the orders with prompt-

ness. The manufacturers of dry-kilns^ have made improve-

ments and perfected the kilns until the drying of lumber has

been reduced to a science. No well-equipped mill is now

without dry-kilns and planing mills, and many of the small

mills of the south, cutting not more than 15,000 or 20,000 feet

daily, are adding planers and dry houses of some kind.

New York Commercial Advertiser.

It is stated that a practicing attorney of Sella, la., has

made a large amount of money not only for himself but for

the Iowans by buying up the stray walnut logs of the state

and shipping them direct to Germany and England. Last

year between 1,200 and 1,500 car loads were shipped, nearly

all being picked up in Iowa. Few among the early settlers of

the state ever dreamed of the value that walnut trees would

possess, and that within a quarter or a half of a century after

settlement. Thousands of fine trees were cut down, burned,

or allowed to rot on the ground, or split up for old-fashioned

rail fences. Now buyers rummage every mile of territory in the

state to find logs, and put them on the cars to be carried

thousands of miles across the ocean to be worked up in fine

furniture for the adornment of European Palaces.

Northwestern Lumberman.

The lumbermen of the world should not lose sight of the

fact that the great Columbian exposition will be held in this

city in 1893. Certain legislative processes requiring time

are still necessary before the World's fair bill is finally passed

and signed, but it is not possible at this stage of the matter

for anything to arise to defeat or cripple the enterprise.

Although New York and St. Louis champions stood as

obstructionists in the house, and a policy of delay has been

adopted by New York Senators, the question was permanent-

ly decided when Chicago won the fight on the ballot for

location. The bill, when passed by the senate, as it is almost

certain to be, is expected to be amended slightly, and will

then be passed in its new form by the house. That the

president will sign it is a foregone conclusion. Accepting

the matter as already settled, the lumbermen and machinery

makers in this country, and in foreign countries, may go

ahead with their plans for making exhibits at Chicago in

1893.

Soutiern Lumberman.

In the prairie or open country the farmers would find it

a most profitable investment to plant black locusts, as there is

nothing that promises such returns for so little labor. The

fencing on a farm is perhaps the most expensive part to keep

up, and farmers who own no timber lands have to pay a

considerable amount annually for fencing posts. There is no

post that will last so long or give such satisfaction as the

black locust, and the planting is the only cost, as there is no

cultivation or other care of the trees necessary. The seeds

can be procured at a nominal cost, and the trees reach a size

suitable for fencing posts in ten or fifteen years. The posts

should be put in the ground unpeeled, for if cut during the

winter months, the bark adheres close to the wood and acts

as a shield trom the weather. Black locust grows on almost

any soil and- in any climate, and can be planted to advantage

on the waste places of the farm. The cutting of the post in

no wise destroys the crop, for the trees are reproduced from

the stumps ; in fact, U is about as difficult to destroy a black

locust thicket as to get rid of hungry creditors.

Northwestern Lumberman.

The question of the tariff on lumber is again being agitated.

At the last session of congress the senate committees which

labored upon tariff matters were breezed a great deal about

lumber, and heard so much on both sides of the question that

a vacillating policy was pursued. There was a clamor for a

reduction of the duty on lumber in the interest of cheaper

building and manufacturing material, and a remonstrance to

that proposition by various senators and congressmen who
treated the matter from a business, rather than a theoretical

or political standpoint. The import duty on soft lumber wa^

placed at $1 in the proposed bill, but pressure was brought to

bear, by which it was increased to $1.50. Precisely the same

course is reported to have been lately pursued in committee

deliberations over the lumber clause in the tariff bill. The
figure is said to have lately been changed from $1 to $1.50.

There is, of course, a difference of opinion as to the propriety

of making any change in the lumber tariff, yet a reduction of

50 cents is not great enough to cause much apprehension or

complaint. If congress will take action by which the amount

of the Canadian log export duty will be added to the import

lumber duty collected by this country, the lumbermen of the

United States, or those interested in Canadian logs, will

evince little dissatisfaction with the proposed tariff change on

lumber. The lumber schedule of the new tariff bill show s

several changes. Hewed timber has been reduced in duty

from 20 to 10 per cent., and squared timber from I cent to yz
cent a cubic foot. Mahogany, rosewood and other cabinet

woods are placed at 35 per cent, ad valorem, unfinished house

furniture is enumerated at 30 per cent., and chair cane, not

made up, is fixed at 10 per cent. The duty on lumber from

unenumerated woods remains at $2 a thousand.

Exchange.

The superintendent of the Keokuk and Hamilton Bridge

company has lately visited the Pacific coast and purchased a

large bill of cedar and fir. The amount required is 250,000

feet ; of this 165,000 will be yellow fir and 'he remainder red

cedar. The order for the fir was given the St. Paul & Ta-

coma Lumber company, at Tacoma ; The cedar to the

Buckley Lumber company, at Buckley, Washington. The

Keokuk & Hamilton bridge is 2,280 feet in length, and is an

iron structure with the exception of the flooring timbers.

Heretofore Wisconsin pine has been used, the life of it being

about eight years. The last time new timbers were put in it

was found quite difficult to secure the lengths required, but at

the present time none of the Mississippi river saw mills cared

to figure on the contract, but recommended the superinten-

dent to buy on the Pacific coast. The largest stick required

is only 8x16x50, while the major portion of the order was for

6x16x36. These sizes seem small in this section, while the

inability of the eastern saw mills to fill the order shows the

littleness of their timber. In the order for yellow fir the

sizes were reduced about 15 per cent, from the sizes hertofore

used. The tests made would have warranted a much greater

reduction than this, but these tests have been comparatively

few, and it was not deemed advisable to make any more of a

reduction than above. The Northern Pacific engineers place

the life of yellow fir for bridge purposes at ten years. Now,

taking the 15 per cent, saved in sizes and two years more, (or

25 per cent.) gained in the life of the timbers, an advantage

of forty per cent, is found to exist in tavor of the fir. - In

addition there should be added another good per cent, for the

saving made in relaying floors, as four fir floors will last as

long as five pine ones. We feel confident then when

sufficient satisfactory tests have been made to establish the

fact of the great strength of fir a further reducticn will be

made by eastern engineers and architects when buying to

replace white pine.
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MENASHA PULLEYS AND HANGERS.
The following concerning the Menasha Wood Split

Pulley Company of Menasha, Wis., will be of interest to

many readers : The Menasha pulleys have long taken

the first rank among pulley dealers and users. They

are found in the largest and best equipped factories

and mills of all kinds in every state and territory, and

are sold by over sixty of the best dealers in pulleys in

WORKS OF MENASHA WOOD SPLIT PULLEY COMPANY.

America in all the large cities. The feature which

makes them superior to other pulleys is that they have

a hardwood bent rim. which makes the best belt sur-

face of any pulley made
;

besides, if it wears at all, it

will wear even, and is not affected by the action of the

belt upon it. As the rim is practically a solid piece of

draulic pressure to the exact thickness, so that it is a

perfect fit, and when gripped to shaft it is absolutely

impossible for pulley to turn upon shaft. The excel-

lent friction qualities of friction-board paper are fully

understood by all mechanics. The relative propor-

tion of friction developed as between paper and wood

is about 75 per cent, in favor of paper. Their hubs are

standard size to fit with bushing any size shaft. The

Menasha pulley is very handsome and neatly finished.

It has every quality of strength, durability and long life

that a pulley should have, and at the same time it is

the lightest and best pulley in the market. The Men-

asha Company also manufactures the smallest split

pulley made—3 inches in diameter. When there are

so many inferior wooden pulleys placed upon the mar-

ket, it is gratifying to know that this concern has taken

special pains to overcome the principal difficulties that

are had with wooden pulleys. Their pulley has a hard

belt surface that will not wear uneven at all, a firm, re-

liable friction grip upon the shaft and will not get loose

MENASHA SPLIT PULLEY OPENED UP.

MENASHA SMALL SPLIT PULLEY.

in the arms. The company has recently issued a hand-

some descriptive circular, which will be mailed free to

all asking for it.

They also manufacture hickory hangers, which are

the only hangers wooden made. They are fast taking

the place of heavy and expensive hangers. These han-

gers are made with an upright post, having side braces

running to a crossbar at the top and handsomely fin-

ished in natural wood. An iron box made on a special

style is bolted to the upright post, and the strength is

proportioned to the load,

same as an iron hanger.

They are also adjustable

in every direction. Their

particular features are :

They cost half the price of

an iron hanger, freight is

60 per cent. less, and are

stronger and more hand-

some than iron, and are

also adjustable, so that in

every way they are sir

perior to iron hangers.

wood, no glue or nails being used in its construction,

it is very much stronger than a rim made of several

hundred pieces, which is the case with some other

wooden pulleys. The hubs of the pulleys are either

hardwood or iron, according to the size of the pulley,

and spokes are securely bolted to the rim, so that every

MENASHA SPfcTT DRIVE PULLEY.

part of the pulley is positively put together, and its

durability is not depending on the shrinkage or swell-

ing of the wood. Another important feature is that it

is fastened to the shaft by gripping between the- hub

and shaft, friction-board paper, made very hard by hy-

T1MBER OF THE NORTHWEST.
Mr. Smith, Commissioner of Dominion Lands, in

his last annual report to the Dominion government

regarding the timber supply and forest culture of the

Canadian northwest, makes some valuable suggestions.

He savs :
"

1 would direct your particular attention

to the rate of consumption of the timber of the north-

west. It shows how rapidly the already small access-

ible forest area of the country is being diminished,

and presents for solution^ problem of the highest

importance to the prairie region and the Dominion

at large. The deforesting of countries having an

abundant supply of timber, and where there is no rapid

increase of population, is a serious matter, but when

the timber supply of a country is scarcely sufficient for

its present requirements, and that country is annually

augmenting the number of its inhabitants in an abnor-

mal degree, an extensive and annually increasing

diminution of its wooded area is a question of su-

preme moment and a cause of the greatest alarm.

I need not enlarge to any great extent upon the

serious consequences tvhich must result to the north-

west if this state of affairs continues, nor present

an array of arguments to demonstrate the vital

necessity of some steps being taken to check the

loss which is being sustained, and the pressing duty

of devising measures for creating new sources of

supply in order to repair the evil already done. These

considerations are so obvious that they cannot fail

to present themselves involuntarily to the mind of any

one acquainted with northwest matters. In a country

of such long and severe winters as this is an adequate

supply of fuel, obtainable without excessive cost, is

absolutely indispensable. Unless this can be assured,

the value of the northwest as a field for settlement,

however fertile may be its prairies and however ex-

uberant its crops, will be seriously affected. For-

tunately there appear to be coal deposits of consider-

able extent in various parts of it, and this in some
degree compensates for its lack of timber, but coal

can never altogether take the place of wood with the

agricultural population, for, besides being their main
article of fuel, wood is depended upon almost entirely

by the settlers as a building material, and is largely

used for fencing purposes. Its value in these respects

alone is therefore sufficient to justify strenuous efforts

to preserve and increase the quantity now in the

country. But besides these very practical and patent

considerations, other reasons for the preservation and
multiplication of forest—more theoretical but of scarce-

ly less importance— if, valid, are advanced by many
competent authorities on forestry.

"It is claimed that deforestation produces important

climatic changes. In the deforested area, it is said, ex-

tremes of temperature are aggravated and the average

moisture of the air is lowered, the neighboring country

loses the protection from cold and drying winds which

the mechanical action of the forest as a wind break

affords, evaporation from the soil is augmented and

accelerated, and the volume of streams, rivers and lakes

is diminished. These unfavorable results are stated to

be most marked and serious in countries at a consider-

able distance from the sea or other large bodies of

water, and especially where they are separated from

stretches of water by high mountain ranges, which

interfere to prevent the passage of moisture-laden

winds. An increase in a country's forest area, is con-

trarywise claimed to exert an opposite influence, to

modify temperature, to decrease cold winds in winter

and scorching blasts in summer, and to increase the

rainfall. These theories as to the climatic and hydro-

logic influences of forests may or mav not be correct.

It is a fact that in the northwest, and more particularly

in the settled portions, the country has of recent years

dried up very considerably— sloughs and marshes are

fast disappearing, rivers once navigable are now so

low as to render traffic upon them impossible, and

damage to crops by drouth is becoming frequent, but

whether this is in consequence of the rapid consump-

tion and destruction of timber, or results from other

causes, 1 am not in a position to say. Though suf-

ficient definite data have not been obtained to ab-

solutely confirm them, these theories are worthy of

notice when considering this subject. If they be

correct they add tremendous force to the arguments

for forest preservation and multiplication in the north-

west, but even if they be chimerical, the plain, practical

consideration of fuel and building materials, as I have

before said, are of quite sufficient weight to bespeak for

this matter most serious and intelligent regard."

PERSONAL.
Mr. James Macpherson of the Interior Department, who

died at Ottawa on March 31st, was formerly a lumberman.

He had been employed in, the Interior Depaitment for a

number of years, being previously engaged in the lumbering

business in the western states.

Mr. Andrew Miscampbell, a well known lumberman of

Midland, Ont., has been selected as the standard bearer of

the East Simcoe Liberal Conservatives in the coming local

election.

Benjamin F. Sturtevant, the well known inventor and

manufacturer of blowers and lumber drying apparatus, died

of apoplexy last month at Boston, Mass., at the age of fifty-

seven years. Mr. Sturtevant was a man of strong individual-

ity and great force of character, His business was pushed

with remarkable' energy and as a result he had accumulated

a large fortune. He was very benevolent, having donated

out of his accumulated fortune, gifts to various benevolent

institutions exceeding $200,000 prior to his death.

Mr. Thomas Maxwell, a well known lumberman, died at

his old home, Oak Ridge, N. B. of paralysis last month.

Mr. Maxwell was for more than 25 years a prominent lum-

berman on the St. John river, and at his death was nearly

85 years of age. He had amassed quite a property, and

I

leaves two children.
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London Timber of April 26th says the

New Brunswick Trading Company was

ordered by Mr. Justice Stirling, on

Saturday last, to be wound up on the

petition of the Bank of Montreal, for

whom Mr. Buckley, Q. C. appeared.

He said the bank were creditors to the

amount of ^3,347 17s. iod. on dishonor-

ed bills, besides ,£44,385 on current

account. The capital issued consisted

of 7,610 preference shares of £\o each,

and of 13,890 ordinary shares of the same

amount, and the uncalled capital am-

ounted to about £57,000. The petition

had been standing over in the hope that

some arrangement might be made, but

nothing has been done, and he now
asked for the usual order, with the ap-

pointment of Mr. Caldwell Ashworth,
manager of the petitioning bank at

Montreal, as provisional liquidator Mr.
Dibden, who appeared for the company,
said he could not oppose the order, nor

did he object to the appointment of Mr.
Ashworth.

A few years ago the band saw war-

regarded as an experiment, especially

in certain regions where it had not been
fairly introduced The lumber man-
ufacturers watched the results of its use

with curiosity and interest, and when a

wide-awake lumberman put in a band
the less progressive stood aloof, shook
their heads and predicted that the inno-

vator would fail ; he had made a mis-

take in trying to use it on this or that

wood. But the cavaliers have now been
forced to admit the error of their judg-

ment. Many of them afford ample proof

of this by throwing out the time-honored
circular and putting in a band saw. It

was prophesied that the band would fail

in the south and on the Pacific coast, but

it has done nothing of the kind. When
new plants are put in, the equipment often

includes a band saw, and when a man
desires to be abreast of the limes he puts

one in anyhow.

—

Northwestern Lumber-
man.

For the Duluth and Superior mills

and those on the Iron Range the cut has

been over 30,000,000 larger than last

year. From present appearances, it the

logs come down good, the summer's cut

will be about 124,500,000.

StBam Saw-mill
FOR SALE.

THE subscribers offer for sale their steam saw
mill at Deux Rivieres, consisting of a complete

set of machinery, carriage to saw 50-foot lengths
friction bull wheel, swing butting saw and double
edger with shafting, pulleys and belting, rollers

and saws. Engine, boiler and pump complete.
Cutting capacity 15 to 20,000 feet per day of 11 hrs.

Also a shingle machine and planer and matcher,
together with waterwheel belting, shafting,
pulleys, etc.

The ibove machinery is in first-class order and
will be sold in conjunction with the building in

which it is placed or separately as may be desired.
Apply to

A.& P. WHITE.
Pembroke.

ACKINAC
Summer Tours.

Palace Steamers. Low Rates.
Pour Trip* per Week Between

DETROIT, MACKINAC ISLAND
PeU/Mey S»ult 8t«. Marie, and Lake

Huron Way Porta.

BTtTy Week Day Between

DETROIT AND CLEVELAND
. •;»; 7- ^ '. .- J - • 1 . y, AwruM aad Sept.

Double Dally Line Between

CHICAGO AND 8T. JOSEPH, MICH.
O'JR ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLETS
Bate* an.1 Bxauraion Tlek»u will befurnlahed

by too* Ticket Agent, or aodreea
E. B. WHITCOMB, 0. P. A., DfmoiT, Mich.,

Owtrolt and Cleveland Stearr Nay. Co.

WANTED AND FOR SALE.

Announcements in this department will
be inserted at the uniform rate of two
cents a word for first 20 words and one cent
for each additional word, payable in ad-
vance. For four or more consecutive inser-
tions of the same advertisement a discount
of twenty percent, will be allowed. Each
initial and figure counted as one word.
Copy must reach this office by the 25th of
the month to secure the appearance of the
advertisement in the paper of the following
month.

LUMBER SALESMAN with connection in

Toronto and Western Canada open for in-

gagement. Address " H " office of " Canada Lum-
berman," Toronto.

NOTICE—Splendid opening for any person
wishing to go into the Saw-mill business.

For sale in the town of Parry Sound. Steam Saw
mill. New and good machinery. Also quantity
of logs and some timber limits. For full particu-

lars apply to S. & J. ARMSTRONG, McKellar,
Ontario.

CASH paid for all kinds of hardwood lumber
;

give full particulars; car or cargo lots only,

W. N. McEACHERN & Co., N o. 3 dock, Toronto

OOD-WORKING FACTORY WANTED.
Hepworth station, on G. B. & L. E. Div. of

G.T. R., presents a splendid opening for a hard-
wood working factory of some kind. Abundance
of beech, maple, elm, birch and black ash can be
purchased cheap. A suitable building, with boil-

er and engine if required can be procured near the
station by applying to J. E. MURPHY, Hepworth
station, Ont.

HARDWOOD lumber, bought, sold or received
on consignment, TUCKER DAVID, lum-

ber commission merchant, 313 Eleventh Ave., N.\ .

HAVING MOVED OUR LUMBERING
operations to Parry Sound district, we offer

our Angus saw mill, farm and wild lands for sale

on easy terms ; large quantities of hemlock,
cedar, hardwood and small pine yet remain on
many of these lands ; several improved farms for

sale. JOHN. B. SMITH & SONS, Toronto.

ESTABLISHED 1S81-TOHN B. SMITH &
Sons, manufacturers of lumber, lath, shingles,

doors, sash, blinds, mouldings, sheetin, flooring
boxes, etc.; buy from the manufacturer; our new
factory now in running order; note our address,
Strachan avenue, Toronto.

WANTED-A SITE FOR A SAW MILL
in a pine limit, to cut by the thousand.

Capacity 10 to 12 M. in ten hours. Latest improve-
ments ; 25-horse power engine. Correspondence
solicited. JAS. A. SHARP, Inglewood, Ont.

FOR SALE—pine timber, four hundred acres ;

estimated at two million feet ; 4 miles from
railroad station ; soft white pine, suitable for
twenty to sixty foot bill stuff. Apply to E.
TODD. Hepworth. •

OLACK ash, basswood and red oak—firsts and
L) seconds wanted in car 01 cargo lots. Ap-
ply to T. W. WALKER, agent the Rathbun Com-
pany, Toronto.

FOR SALE—flooring, sheeting, etc.—also rough
lumber, lath and shingles. Toronto & Mid-

land Mfg. Co. Office and yard, foot of Spadina
avenue, Toronto ; mills at Midland, Ont.

SAW EXPERT WANTED.
A first-class saw expert wanted at once. Ad-

dress JOSEPH ATKINSON, Florence. Ont.

WANTED SITUATION.
Eighteen years experience Saw Mill business

from stump to market. Best of references.
Address "C," care of "Canada Lumberman,"
Toronto.

LATH WANTED.

A large quantity of No. 1 Lath, green and
dry, for present and future shipment. Address.

PORTER, ROBERTSON & CO.
35 Adelaide St. East,

Toronto.

A BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY.
For Sale. Rent, or Partnership—sash and door

factory and saw mill ; adjoining the city ; doing a

good business and can be largely extended
; first-

class machinery and 60 horse-power engine, dry

kiln, etc.; premises suitable for shipyard. For
particulars apply to M. STRACHAN & SON,
Kingston, Ont.

RAILS AND CARS FOR SALE.

Light Steel Rails for Tramways ; good order.

Cars for lumber, cheap.

JOHN J. GARTSHORE,
49 Front St. West,

Toronto.

FOR SALE CHEAP—SAW AND

STAVE MILL.

In county of Essex—46 acres fine farming lands,

good farm buildings—plenty of timber near
; only

2'A miles from two different railways—terms easy

—splendid bargain—must be sold. JAMES. S.

LAIRD, P. L. S., Essex, Ont.

IMPORTANT AUCTION' SALE IMPORTANT SALE

Gilmour & Company's Mills and Limits

on Gatineau and Trent Rivers.

-OF

Messrs. Gilmour & Co. will ofier for sale by
auction at the RUSSEL HOUSE, at the

CITY OF OTTAWA,
the whole of their valuable mills and limits,
with plant, real estate, lumber, etc., on the

9th I)A Y OF APRIL, 181)0

at 2 o'clock, p.m. The sale will be in parcels.
For a full description of the parcels, list of chat-
tels and details apply to either of the undersigned
or at the offices ot the firm at Ottawa. Chelsea,
Trenton and Quebec.
Dated 20th November, 1889.

ALLAN GILMOUR, Ottawa.
JOHN CILMOUR. Chelsea. Quo.
DAVID GILMOUR, Trenton.
J. D. GILMOUR, Quebec.

POSTPONEMENT,

GILMOUR MILLS AND LIMITS.

The sale of the above properties, advertised to

take place on the 9th April, is postponed until the

31ST JULY, 1890,
when they will be put up without further post-

ponement at the same hour and place.

Dated 5th April, 1890.

ALLAN GILMOUR.
DAVID GILMOUR.
JOHN GILMOUR.
J. D. GILMOUR.

IMPORTANT SALE

TIMBER • LIMITS.

The estate of the late David Moore will offer

for sale at Public Auction at the Russel House,
in the City of Ottawa, on

TUESDAY, 28th OCTOBER, 1890

at three o'clock in the afternoon the following
valuable timber limits

:

Parcel No. i.—400 square miles on Kippewa
river, in the province of Quebec, and being berths
Nos. 57, 56, 47, 46, 65, 64, 62, 63.

Parcel No. 2—Berths No. 3 on the north shore
of Lake Huron in Ontario, license No. 103 of 1889-

90. Area, 36 square miles.

Parcel No. 3 --Berth No. 1, township of Springer
in Ontario, license No. 104 for 1889-90. Area 34
square miles.

Parcel No. 4.—Berth No. 15 on the north shore
of Lake Huron, in Ontario, license 105 of 1889,

Area, 36 square miles.

The purchaser will be bound to take the supplies
on each limit according to schedule and valuation.
For terms and'eonditions of sale apply to E. D.

Moore, Esq., Hull, and to the undersigned.

'CHRISTIE & CHRISTIE,
J.R.FLEMING, Solicitors,

Advocate, no Wellington St., Ottawa.
353 Sparks St., Ottawa.

5th February. 1890.

TENDERS.
SEALED TENDERS marked " For Mounted

Police Provisions and Light Supplies," and
addressed to the Honorable the Minister of Rail-
ways and Canals, Ottawa, will be received up to
noon on Tuesday, 3rd June, 1890,
Printed forms of tender, containing full in-

formation as to the articles and approximate
quantities required, may be had on application at
any of the Mounted Police Posts in the North-
west, or at the office of the undersigned.
No tender will be received unless made on such

printed forms.
The lowest or any tender not necessarily ac-

cepted.
Each tender must be accompanied by an ac-

cepted Canadian bank cheque for an amount
equal to 10 per cent, of the total value of the
articles tendered for, which will be forfeited if the
party declines to enter into a contract when
called upon to do so, or if he fails to complete
the service contracted for. If the tender be not
accepted the cheque will be returned.
No payment will be made to newspapers insert-

ing this advertisement without authority having
been first obtained.

FRED. WHITE,
Comptroller, N.W.M Police.

Ottawa, April 22, 1890.

VALUABLE

* PROPERTIES.

The valuable Timber and Mineral pro-
perties of the Scottish Carolina Timber and Land
Co., Limited, in liquidation, situated in Western
North Carolina and East Tennessee, will be offer-
ed for sale by public auction, at the court-house
door, Knoxville, Venn., on

WEDNESDAY, 21st MAY, 1890.

This Splendid property comprises specially
selected tracts of land in Madison and Haywood
counties, N. C. ; extensive and valuable Timber
Rights

; several good mountain farms, and a mag-
nificent bottom land farm, near the town of New-
port, Tennessee. The land which is held in fee
siniple extends to over fifty thousand acres.
There is also a most substantially built Saw Mill
fitted with Band and Circular Saws and Machinery
of the most modern construction, having a daily
capacity of 75.000 feet, also Lath and Shingle
Mills. This first-class mill is situated on a tract
of some fifty acres of land on the Tennessee River
about one mile below Knoxville. which is one of
the most rapidly and steadily increasing cities of
the South, with a present population of 50,000.
Tuere is a side track on the K. & A. R. R.. and
'here will be direct communication with the K. S
R. R.. which passes right through the lumber
yard. The Storage Boom in connection with this
property is on the French Broad River, some
twenty miles above the mill, and has a capacity to
hold over Thirtv Million feet of logs, and com-
mands all the chief sources of supply. Logs can
be rafted to the mill from the boom all the year
round.
This property having come into the hands of

mortgagees, must be sold, and such a sale offers a
Rare Chance to Investors «r Practi-
cal Lumbermen. Everv facility will be
afforded for inspection of the property, which will
be exposed first in parcels and then as a w hole.
For full description and all particulars, apply to

WILLIAM PAGE,
Scottish Carolina Timber and Land Co., Limited

Knoxvilee, Tenn.

ESTABLISHED 1871.

J. W. LANG & CO.

Wholesale Grocers & Importers

33, Front St. East, Toronto.

We shall be pleased to have you write to us

foi samples andprices of

TEAS, TOBACCOS, SUGARS,
SYRUPS, RICE, Etc.

We can and zuill cut pricesfine to large buyer*.

We have a

GOOD, SOUND. FINE FLAVOURED TEA
at \zyz cents.

Write for sample chest. Address,

J. H^HnTO- dc CO.

GEO. BISHOP RNGRAVING *

»« AND PRINTING (JO.
LIMITED.

On Steel, Copper, Stone and Wood.

LITHOGRAPHING,
PLATE PRINTING,

BOOK and JOB PRINTING

PHOTO-ENGRAVING,
BOOKBINDING,

ELECTROTYPING.
Illustrated Catalogues and Keports a

Specialty.

Estimates Furnished.

169 St. James Street, Montreal.
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The Millwrights and
Engineers Safeguard.

No Hot Boxes. Stands any weight or motion. Best and cheapest metal
known for Machinery Journal Bearings. Reliable Machinists use no other. To
be had at every enterprising Hardware store in the Dominion.

ALOXZO W. SPOOXER, Patentee and Manufacturer, PORT HOPE, ONT

The Casselman Lumber Co.

CASSELMAN, ONT. 'Successors to FLATT & BRADLEY.

ESPECIAL GOOD FACILITIES FOR SHIPPING.
HEMLOCK BILL STUFF OF EXCELLENT QUALITY.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF

PINE, SPRUCE, ASH, MAPLE AND OTHER HARDWOODS.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

THE RATHBUN COMPANY,
DESEROXTO - - ONTARIO,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Doors, Sash, Blinds, Stairs
AND ALL KINDS OF WOODEN HOUSE FINISHING MATERIALS.

Cedar Oil for Purging Boilers
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

MANUFACTURERS
OFPETER GERLAGH & COMPANY,

Alligator Oliisel-Bifc Saws.
THE CHAMPION STAVE, HEADING AND SHINGLE MACHINES,

ICE TOOLS AND MILL SUPPLIES
CLEVELAND, - OHIO.

F, PARKIN
««iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii«»-

Gait File Works
ErALT, DNT,

MILL FILES A SPECIALTY,

Write for Price Lists and Mention

this Journal.

Electric lightingApparatus
57, Adelaide St. w.

TORONTO
ONT.

THE MONARCH BOILER

(PATENTED) AND HERCULES ENGINE,

buy

$oition3
tm"~

SCRIBNERS

LUMBER

LOGBOOK

AROBBkSONS
CELEBftfiTEO

ROTARY SAWMILL

Over One Million Sold.
TMI OST complete book of its kind ever published.
I I Gives measurement of all kinds of Lumber,
Logs. Planks. Scantling: cubical contents of square
and round Timber ; hints to lumber dealers : wood
measure : speed of circular saws ; care of saws

;

cord-wood tables : felling trees : growth of trees :

land measure ; wages, rent, board, interest, stave
and r> wading bolts, etc. Standard book throughout
the United States and Canada. Get the new illus-
trated edition of 1882. Ask your book-seller for it.

Sent post-paid for 35 cents.

G. \V. FISHER, Box 238, Rochester, N.V
cr A. G. MORTIMER. Toronto, Out.

^ Guaranteed
to Saw Lumber

Perfectly Smooth and.

__ 'en in thickness.
Portable from 6 to 70 horse power. Surpass

portable steam power heretofore produced fof
strength, durabi lity, compactness, and the ease
with which they can be moved.
The 70 horse power can be taken overtherough-

est roads, or into the forest, and set up as easily
and quickly as an ordinary 20 horse power port-
able engine, and as firm as a brick-set stationary
engine. Engines and boilers of everyBizeamd des-
cription. Rotary Saw Mills, Shingle and Lath
machines, Law Grinders, Planers, etc. Mill
machinery and supplies of every description.
Every boiler insured against explosion by the
Boiler Insurance & Inspection Co. of Canada.
Write for circulars.

A. ROBB & SONS, I Amherst Foundry and
Amherst, N.S.

| M tchine works.
ESTABLISHED CVER AC YEARS.

LUMBER

TRUCK * WHEELS.

The Montreal

Gar Wheel Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

CHARCOAL IRON CHILLED

Railroad Wheels
Offices: New York Life Insurance

Building, Montreal.

Works: Lachine, Quebec.•«>
WE make a Specialty of Wheels suitable for

the requirements of Lumbeimen and
Street Car Service, and can supply them Bored,
Finished and Balanced.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.

EPPS'S COCOA.
BREAKFAST,

"By a thorough knowledge of the natural
aws which govern the operations of digestion
and nutrition, and by a careful application of the
fine properties of the well-selected Cocoa, Mr.
Epps has provided our breakfast tables with
a delicately flavored beverage which may save
us many heavy doctors' bills. It is by the judicious
use of such articles of diet that a constitution may
be gradually fed up until strong enough to resist
every tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle
maladies are floating around us ready to attack
wherever there is a weak point. We may escape
many a fatal shaft by keeping ouiselves well forti-

fied with pure blood and a properly nourished
frame .

"— Civil Service Gazette.
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold

only in packets, by Grocers, labelled thus :

JAS. EPPS & CO., Homoeopathic Chemists.
London, England.

J". J. TTJX^ISTEI^,

Sail, Tent and Awning Maker.
251 George and 154. King Streets.

PETEKBOROUGH.
Canoe. Yaclit and Boat Sails made to order.

Pei feet Fits guaranteed.

Every description of Lti»it>er»icn's Si'-bplies
and Waterproof Clothing.

Menasha Hickory Pulleys

We make the only
lardwood bent rim
spoke arm split pulley,
only small split pulley,
only wooden hangers
in the maket. Send for

discounts & circulars.

Mf nasha
Wood Split Pulley Co.

MENASHA, WISCONSIN.

MACHINERY FOR SALE
LIST of woodworking machines for sale by H.

W. PETRIE, Brantford; branch opposite Union
Station, Toronto.

SAW mill outfit, Waterous direct action, at a
bargain.

SEVERAL second-hand saw rigs, two, three
and four block.

A FINE 66 in. inserted-tooth saw, also 52 in. do.

ONE new eclipse saw mill with all late improve-
ments.

ONE saw gummer. Disston make. Philadelphia.
ONE set Of hoop machines, Ameri can make.
CANADIAN agent for the celebrated Winnie

hoop machinery, catalogue free.

ONE drag saw rig, Waterous Engine Company
make.
ONE hub turning lathe, American build.
ONE automatic handle lathe.

BROOM handle lathe with wood frame, cheap.
ONE set of spoke machinery. Fay & Co. make
GOLDIE & McCULLOCH stave cutter, set

equalizing saw, &c.
ONE Blanchard spoke lathe, Fay & Co. make.
ONE new axe handle lathe.

ONE lot Ewart chain belt good as new with
sprocket wheels^

4 POLE road cars, also a number of lumber
cars.

ONE self feed lathe machine. Waterous mak~
NEW gang lath machine.
ONE Fairbank's timber guage.
ONE saw mill head block. Gait make.
HEADING turner, Gcldie & McCuIloch make.
ONE single edger with frame work.
NO. 2 large size smallwood shingle machine.
DOUBLE edger Waterous Engine 'Co. build.
ONE Drake's patent self feeding parallel)

shingle edger.

DOUBLE block shingle machine, Pierce make,
40,000 capacity per day.
TWO Hall self acting shingle machines. Goldie

& McCuIloch makers.
TWO smallwood shingle machines, Waterous

make.

FOUR Laws patent upright swing shingle
machine
ONE Doherty swing shingle machine.
DRAG saw machine, Goldie & McCuIloch.
TWO new shingle packers, all iron.

SHINGLE jointers, 3. 4 and 6 knives.
ONE new No. 3 Rogers saw filer and gummer.
ONE 6? inch Warren turbine water wheel.

Goldie & McCuIloch, builders.

48 inch Leffel.

48 inch Warren turbine in scroll case.

48 inch Sclater.

44 inch improved turbine water wheel.
PAIR of Sampson tnrbine wheels, 42 inch, run

together.

42 inch Sampson turbine.

TWO 40 inch Leffels,

35 inch Leffel.

44 inch Little Giant

.

30I4 nch Leffel.

30 inch Sclater.

3oinch Burnham.
26 inch Leffel.

24inch Turbine by Whitlaw.
21 'ncr*IArchme!iian,

20 inch Leffel.

25 inch Vulcan in close case. Port Perry make.

24 inch Leffel.

15 inch Archmedian in close case.

17% inch Leffel.

10 inch brass wheel in iron close case.

WATER wheel governor. Gait make.

MY new li st is just out of press, send for i t.

FULL particulars regarding any of above
machines sent on application. Address, H. W.
PETRIE, Brantford, Ont., Toronto banch oppc-
site Union Station.

?TftRAMER

/A€WND* Sr Toronto-
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TO MILL OWNERS, MANUFACTURERS
AND ALL WHO ARE UISNG

|
Leather*Belting

Gait* Machine* Knife* Works.

HP "5TOTT ^XT^L.TZT'T BELTING

Which tv ill Run Straight on the Pulleys,
Which is Thoroughly Well Stretched,

Which will not Tear at the Lace Holes,
Which will give Complete Satisfaction,

F\ E. Dixon & Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

4

PATENT LAP-JOINT STAR RIVET

^LEATHER IBELTIN
jo King -Street East, Toronto.

Sole Agents in Canada for the

CELEBRATED PHCENIX OIL
The Only PefGct Belt Dressing.

All our Belting is sold at the Canadian price list. Please compare be-

fore purchasing. Send for Discounts and our Pamphlet on Belting.

MACHINE KNIVES
OF EVERV DESCRIPTION FOR

Planing, Moulding & Stave Cutting.
SEiTU FOE PEICE TiTflJ

PETER HAY, - - - GALT, ONT

The Bathbtjit Cozmztp'^t,
DESERONTO, ONT.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

*TERRA*C0TFA* FIRE-PROOFING •

For Use in Old and New Buildings.

Endorsed by Leading Architects. Absolutely Fire-proof. About as Cheap as

Wood or Brick. Weight One-Third that of Brick. Does not

Crack on application of Heat or Water.

Deadens Noise. Gives Warmth in Winter; Coolness in Summer.

NAPANEE CEMENT COMPANY
(limited.)— manufacturers of —

t:
Hydraulic Cementif d

Particularly adapted for Dams, Smoke Stacks, Foundations, Cul-

verts, Cisterns, Cellars, etc.

SED BY LEADING RAILWAYS AND CONTRACTORS.

SOACH * XjI^CB,
For Building, Plastering, Gas Purifying, Paper Making, &c.

DOMINION SAW WORKS!
JAS. ROBERTSON £ CO. JAMES ROBERTSON

253 to 267 King Street West,

Toronto, - - Ontario.
Dalhousie and William Streets,

Montreal, - - Que.

A1NUFACTURERS OF ^ AWS j

1 •

'

;

EVERY SAYS FULLY WARRANTED.
Price* on App ft cation.

Circular, Shingle, Gang, Cross Cut, Concave, Mulay, IXrag. Grooving.

Thuber's Royal

ANTI-FRICTIONtBABBITlMETAL.
Importers, and Dealers in

Band Saws, Emery Wheels Saw Sets,

Saw Swages, Rubber Belting, Iron Pipe,

Saw Gummers, Leather Belting, Files, &c.
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PORTABLE

SAW MILLS

If Want of Snow
HAS PREVENTED LOGS REACHING

YOUR STATIONERY MILL

one of our

PORTABLE
•ift,

NGINES
E
20 40 if. J>.

ON WHEES

OR SKIDS

Which with the saw irons
in your stationery mill or
a new set from us, will

make a Portable Mill that
you can take to the woods,
cutting your lumber as
economically and as well
as if at your stationery
mill.

MANY REFERENCES

f-
jAVE YOU TO STOP

YOl TR MILL TO S TAR

T

GANG, HAM) MILL OR

CIRCULAR ?

\ JjQES A SHIFTING

1 BEL i • IR ' ) I LiL 1: )
'0 u. /

YVES TIGATE Till.

:! MERITS OF OUR

atentFriction

Grip Pulley.
Made to suit any work and

guaranteed. Single, Double

• aid Ttvble Arms, Whole or

Split. Cheaper than fast

and loose pulleys and better

Girder Steel Carriage

Double Action Grip

Set Works.

Left band forward,

right hand back

to stop, tooth is

swage left back

right forward, re-

leases swage, iifts it

to next tooth, when
, . . -, » 1 r / J n j. n I

former operation Made in several sizes suitable tor logs from Z to if teet

WATEROUS ENGINE. WORKS CO.

BAND SAW SWAGE.

yj^y swaghs it, &c

Price $30
GUARANTEED

THE WATEROUS E

in Diameter.

Send us Specifications for estimates of Mills, Engines, Boilers, Etc.

WORKS CO.

Mention " The Canada Lumberman " whe?i writing us.
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FRICTION F*UIvLE^Y BOARD.
ThB Bast Material bvet usbq for FricTions of all kinds.

MANUFACTURED BY

Tlie Dominion Leather IBoarcI Companij
Montreal, Quebec

Asbestos Mill Board. M W Steam Packing
SAMPLES FURNISHED.

• ••
•••

PLEASE MENTION THIS PAPER. CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

F. SCHOLES, Managing Director A. ALLAN, President.

THE CANADIAN RE

J O GRAVEL, Secretary-Treasurer.

COMPANY
OIF1 2v£O^TT^E^.X

«tf«« vVt<- vMi-

^i? -Jf? C^lF9TtFA1la9 - - - ^2,000,000,
MANUFACTURERS OF

«M«. gg£ Jto
^i? ^? W

RUBBER SHOES AND FELT BOOTS
Ol R PATENT PRESSED DOUBLE STRIP

RUBBER • BELTING
JTs specially adapted for heavy work, such as Saw 3Iills, Elevators, etc.

Rubber, Engine, Hydrant, Suction, Steam, Brewers and Fire Hose

;

Wringer Rolls, (Carriage Cloths, Blankets, Stopples, Etc., Etc.

i^ZOTJLZD GrOOIDS OF E^EE^lT EESOEIETIOIbT.
Dnr RiintiBr GardEn Hqse is thB Bsst in ths MarkBt.

OFFICE AND WABEBOOMS : FACTORY:
333-335 St. Paul Street. Papineau Square.

J. J. MeGILL, Manager,

MOSTBEA L, - - QUEBEC.

WESTERN BRANCH :

Corner Front and Yonge Sts, TORONTO. ONT.

J. H. WALKER. Manager.

B. F. Stiirtevanfs Patent Progressive Lumber Dry Kiln.

guaranteed
to />/;

)

-IN-

Best Manner Possible

ALL KINDS OF

HARD <nt d SOFT
WOOD LUMBER.

WRITE+FOR+CATALOGUE.

91 LIBERTY STREET
NEW YORK.

NO WARPING
CHECKING

AND BLUEING
—WITH THE—

STURTEVANT
Patent Hot Blast

team Heating

Apparatus.

31 N. Canal Street
CHICAGO.

B. F. STURTEVANT, Patentee and Sole Manufacturer, 34 Oliver Street, (corner of Franklin street) BOSTON, Mass., U. S. A,

A. R. WillAv/ms, So/to Machine Works, Toronto, General Agent for the JJomhiion.
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The Improved Common Sense Dry I^iln

••iiiiiiiiiiiini**

Maintains

its

lead

over all

others.

••iiiiiiiiiiiiiii**

\3

••imimmim**

It is pre-

eminently

the

best process

in use.

••iiiiiuiiiiiiii**

It extracts the moisture from the centre ; combines active circulation, moderate heat, and condensation of the sap ; secures the quickest and best results in the
most perfect and economical way known. The process is applicable to old or new kilns. Quickly and repeatedly repays all outlay. For Hardwood Lumber use no
other, and avoid all checks, warps and case-hardening. It seasons lumber exactly like, and equal to, air seasoning. More largely used than all others in England
and the United States. Address,

St. iSJbans MTg. Go., St. Albans. Yt., I J. S. A.
C. C CLEVELAND. G. F. CLEVELAND.

J. L. GOODHUE & CO., GEORGE BRUSH,
MANUFACTURERS OF MACHINIST, FOUNDER & BOILER MAKER,

^Leather Belfcincj
AND

EAGLE FOUNDRY,
I^ace Leather. 14 to 3 4' J^HSTOr STEEE T,

ZD^I^^riILX_.E - - QUEBEC. 3IOWTEEAL, QUE.

RAILROAD, BANK & OFFICE

DESKS
TIEIES c& CO.,

300 ST. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL.

F. LI. STRICKLAND & CD.

MACHINERY MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS
DEALERS IN

Sato Mill Machinery, Engines, Boilers, Etc., Etc.

jSTs~Zr "Vv7"ESTMIiTSTBE, E3. <_;_

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

GOODBAV, BENSON & G0.
QUEBEC, 1 \ O.

General Lumbers Timber Merchants.

Correspondence is solicited from parties having choice stocks of Hardwood and Pine

to offer, either in the log or in sawn lumber.

JOHN BERTRAM & SONS,

TOOL 'JT'OEEIS

DUNDAS, ONTARIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

WOOD-WORKING MA < II INEKY
MACHINE TOOLS, ETC.

Write for Prices ml Catalogues

F. G. BECKETT ENGINE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

SAW * MILL * ENGINES * AND -BOILERS

AND Al l. KINDS OF Mill. MACHINERY.

Steam Launches and Tug Boats a Specialty.

'!£ SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND MENTION THIS PAPER

GEO. CORMACK
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

All kinds of LUMBER.
Lumber Shipped to allparts by Rail or Vessel.

WHITBY. - - ONTARIO

The Gutta Perclia and Rubber Mfg. Company
OF* TORONTO.

Offices : 43 YONGE STREET, TORONTO. Factories : PARKDALE, ONT.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS OF "MONARCH,' "RED STRIP," AND "LION" BRANDS OF

RUBBER BELTING
PARTICULAR ATTENTION GIVEN 1 0 SPECIAL KELTS FOR LUMBER MILLS

Our celebrated " Maltese Cross " Rubber ;
" Baker Fabric " and Ajax Cotton

;

" Giant " and Light Linen. Fire Hose constantly in stock.

LUMBERMEN'S HEAVY RUBBER CLOTHING, OUR OWN MANUFACTURE.
Adtlress all Communications to ,

"

THE GUTTA PERCHA & RUBBER MFG, CO. OF TORONTO, 43 Yonge St.

PACKlMof^TUBlNG
PURPOSES.
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~R EPRESENTATI¥E ]^ jQj
UMBER FIRMS

Thos. H. Willmott. A. K. McIntosh.

willmott & Mcintosh,
Wholesale Dealers in

II -w ~m- t ~m m- w ^ » -m .

DONOGH & OLIVER,
Wholesale Dealers in

LUMBER
44 46 Front Street East,

TOEOITTO, - - OInTT^EIO.
Lumber Shipped to all Parts by Rail or Vessel. j|-

Agents for the Celebrated

LUFKIN BOARD AND LOG RULE
Prompt Delivery in all Cases

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

ONTARIO UJ/ABER GQ
Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in all kinds of

Pine and Hardwood Lumber
# Lath and Shingles. |fr

HEAD OFFICE:

Y0NGE STREET ARCADE, - Toronto.

LUMBER
OFFICE :

Nos. 16 and 17 Imperial Bank Buildings,

Wellington Street East.

TORONTO, ONT

DALTON MCCARTHY, President. J. H. EYER, Manager

Toronto and Midland Mf'g Co.
(INCORPORATED. I

OFFICES
Hamilton, Toronto

Windsor, Gravenhurst

TELEPHONE MILLS
No. 1046 Gravenhurst, Huntsville

Katrine, Essex Centre

ROBERT THOMSON & CO.
DEALERS IN

Pine iiiicl Hardwood

Afi/ls Operating all the year round. Correspondence Solicited.

Toronto office imRAV^TRrrTLondon Canadian Chambers 1 UJ VIA 1 ij 1 ALL I
,

THOMAS MEANEY,
REPRESENTATIVE TORONTO

Wholesale * Lumber * Dealers
AND MANUFACTURERS OF

DRESSED LUMBER, FLOORING,
Ceiling, Sheeting, Siding, Shelving, Mouldings of all Descriptions.

Office and Yard :

FOOT OF SPADINA AVE., - TORONTO.
Planing Mills : MIDLAND, ONT.

PORTER, ROBERTSON I CO.

STOCKS

STRIPS

SIDINGS

BILLSTUFF

WHOLESALE

LUMBER s

DEALERS

HARDWOODS
EMLOCK

SHINGLES

LATH, ETC.

Millicha nip's Buildings,

35 * Adelaide + Street * East,
TORONTO.

YARD : NORTHERN DOCK, FOOT OF BATHURST STREET.

Sir Alex. Campbell. K.C.M.G. Pres.
'Lieut Govr. of Ontario)

John L.Blaikie Esq .Vice Pres.

Consulting ^NC1NEER s.
G.C.ROBB. Chief Engineer. A.FRASER. Secy. Treas.

Head Office. 2Toronto St.

Toronto.

Lumbermen,
Desirous of Securing First-class Printed

Stationery for their Office and Shanty Use

SHOULD SEND THEIR ORDERS TO

The Lumberman Job Dept.

Toronto, Dnt.
The Finest Work and Most Reasonable Prices.
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J. DRAKE,
PATENTEE AND MANUFACTURER OF

SAW, SHINGLE I LATH MACHINERY
Belleville, Ontario.

iIi?PATmDAiS AND HEADING MA0lii~
Capacity from 25,000 to 50,000 per day.

The frame of iron throughout, very heavy and rigid, strongly bolted and braced
;

carriage very light and strong, made of forged cast steel saw plate, running on steel

ways or tracks: will take in a block 18 inches wide and 19 inches long, adjustablefor

16 inch or 18 inch shingles.

Drake's Improved Shingle Edger.
With 40 inch saw will make more No. 1 Shingles from the same quantity of timber than

any Wheel Jointer in existence.

It has a heavy iron frame made for two operators, two inch steel saw arbor, with extra

long bearings; driving pulley 8 inches diameter, 7 inch face, saw 40 inches diameter, 16 gauge,
speed, 1,600 per minute.

Mill men who have once used this machine will not use any other. For capacity, remov-
ing sap-knots, rot or any other imperfections, for making parallel shingles and economy of stock,

it is superior to any other.

Also manufacturer of other kinds of Shingle Jointers, both self-acting and hand-feed Shingle Machines, Tacking Boxes, Drag Saw Machines, Eolters, Stationary and Portable Saw Mills,

Double Edgers, Single Edgers, Slab Saw Rigs, Bull Wheel Rigs, Lath Machines, Lath Bolters, in fact a general line of Mill Machinery, with Pulleys, Shafting, &c. Satisfaction guaranteed in

all cases. Send for estimates on anything required, and the same will receive immediate attention.

TORONTO HARDWOOD LUMBER CO.

Wholesale Dealers in and Shippers of all kinds of

*4*

HARDWOOD LUMBER

B3 Front StrEEt WEst, Cor. LariiE StrEEt,

* TORONTO, ONT.

Correspondence solicited from parties having Hardwood Lumber for sale, giving

descfiption of Stock and Prices F. O. B. Cars at Mill. Telephone 21 jo.

WdntOrl 9t flNPQ
'i00 '000 Birch, I to in.; Basswood, 1 in.; Hard Maple, :i in. and Elm. All to In-

Iff dll lull dl UllUUl strictly Ista and 2nds. Prices to be F. O. B. cars shipping point,
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THE CANADA LUMBERMAN
TUBLISIIF.D MONTHLY BY

AETHTJE Or. MORTIMER,
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TERMS OF SUBSCRiPTION:
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The Canada Lumberman is published in the interest of the

lumber trade and of allied industries throughout the Dominion
being the only representative in Canada of this foremost branch of

the commerce ot this country. It aims at giving full and timely

information on all subjects touching these interests, discussing

these topics editorially and inviting free discussion of them by others.

Especial pains are taken to secure the latest and most trustworthy

market quotations from various points throughout the world so as

to afford to the trade in Canada information upon which it can rely

in its operations.

Special correspondents in localities of importance present accur-

ate report not only of prices and the condition of the market but,

also of other matters specially interesting to our readers. But cor-

respondence is not only welcome but is invited from all who have

any information to communicate or subjects to discuss relating to the

trade or in any way effecting it. Even when we may not be able to

agree with the writers we will give them a fair opportunity for free

discussion as the best means of eliciting the truth. Any items of

interest are particularly requested for even if not of great import-

ance individually they contribute to a fund of information from
which general results are obtained.

Advertisers will receive careful attention and liberal treatment.

We need not point out that for many the Canada Lumberman
with its special class of readers is not only an exceptionally good
medium for securing publicity but is indispensable for those who
would bring themselves before the notice of that class. Special at-

tention is directed to Wanted" and For Sale" advertisements

which will be inserted in a conspicious position at the uniform price

of 15 cents per line for each insertion. Announcements of this-

character will be subject to a discount of 25 per cent, if ordered for

three successive issues or longer.

Subscribers will find the small amount they pay for the Canada
Lumberman quite insignificant as compared with its value to them.
There is not an individual in the trade or specially interested in it,

who should not be on our list thus obtaining the present benefit

and aiding and encouraging us to render it even more complete.

Mk. William Westly, writing from Portland, Me.,

to a Canadian exchange says, many of the Canadian

mill men might to do well this yeai if prices keep up,

in sawing New York orders instead of South American
orders, as the price is $2 per thousand better than last

year. Any one could run a random order for New
York that had timber suitable for the South American

trader.

THE Canadian Rubber Co. has secured the sole

right for the Dominion to manufacture the celebrated

Forsyth Patent Seamless Pelting. This belting, which
is now being introduced for. the first time in this

country, is intended to obviate all the criticisms and
present possible defects to which the hitherto estab-

lished methods are subject. Mr. J. H. Walker is -the

efficient manager of the Toronto Branch of the Cana-
dian Rubber Co.

THE legislature of Newfoundland has just passed a

bill authorizing grants of land from five to 1 50 miles in

extent for a term of 99 years, the timber on which may
be used for making wood pulp. There are enormous

areas m stunted timber, chiefly spruce and fir, of from

six to nine inches in diameter which can be used in

this manufacture. A company has been formed, some
of whom are English capitalists, who propose to go
into this business on a large scale, at St. Johns. A
large number of applications for these timber lands

have been received and probably several companies
will be formed.

THE United States tariff bill has passed the House

with some trifling amendments. There is no change

in the lumber %< hedule beyond the reduction of 50 cents

per thousand on pine boards and half of one cent per

foot on square timber. The proviso which adds the

export duty laid upon logs to manufactured lumber

imported from any country levying such export duty

does not take effect till March 1st, 1891. Chemical

and wood pulp are given a specific duty equivalent to

the present rate. The present intention of the Senate

Finance Committee is to have the bill reported back

to the Senate in three weeks. It is possible that some

changes may be made.

Sir John A. Macdonald's announcement in the

House of Commons that the Government was ready to

remove the export duty of $2 a thousand on pine and

spruce logs, whenever the United States are ready to

reduce the duty on sawn lumber to $1 a thousand, and

that the Washington Government would be duly

notified to that effect, does not, so far, appear to have

had any salutary effect on the rabid retaliationists on

the other side of the line. The announcement, how-

ever, is in line with the policy advocated by the

Lumberman, that if our American friends are really

desirous of getting our logs free of duty, they must first

remove the duty on sawn lumber, and failing to do

this, we favor the levying of an export duty on logs

equal to the duty imposed on sawn lumber.

There are seven saw mills in the Lake of the

Woods, and the lumber cut this season will be unpre-

cedently large. Some 40,000,000 feet of Canadian logs

as well as about 25,000,000 feet of American logs will be

cut at these mills. Hertofore the lumbermen had no

bona-fide right to cut the timber, but now the Ontario

Government, having control, have given the lumber-

men what they require, which accounts to a great

extent for the increased activity in the business. The
Ontario Covernment purposes, at no distant day, hold-

ing a sale of timber to meet the requirements of those

now in the industry and others who may desire to

purchase. It is currently reported that there will be

quite a number of small limits put up to suit pur-

chasers of limited means.

The editor had the pleasure during the past month

of visiting a number of the representative lumber firms

of Puffalo and Tonawanda. His brief sojourn was made
pleasant by the courtesy shown him by each member
of the trade with whom he came in contact, and on his

return he had fully arrived at the conclusion that al-

though we cannot always agree on the tariff and other

questions, that the Yankee lumberman understands the

secret of hospitality. As years pass by and new ones

come the mutual interests of the Canadian and Ameri-

can lumbermen are becoming more closely allied, and

it is only a matter of time before the one barrier be-

tween the lumber trade of the two countries—the tariff

on logs and lumber — will be removed, and our interests

will be mutual. We have taken pains to carefully dis-

cuss the tariff question with a number of the leading

lumbermen at the points visited, and we find that there

is an almost universal feeling in favor of abolishing

both the export and import duties. Our trip will be

i
continued during the present month as far east as New
York, and we hope to glean sufficient information in

the different cities visited to fill an interesting page in

a future issue of The LUMBERMAN. In the meantime

we will withhold our notes and combine them with

those yet to be put on paper.

THE announcement that Smith, Wade & Co., the

well known timber merchants of Quebec, are in finan-

cial difficulties has been received with much regret

by the prominent lumbermen of that province. The
trouble is attributed to speculation in timber and a

decline in prices in England. The liabilities are

placed at about two millions, and if no settlement can

be arrived at between the firm and its creditors, the

failure will have a very depressing effect on the timber

trade in the Ancient Capital, as millions of dollars

worth of timber in rafts purchased by the firm will be

thrown on the market. This would undoubtedly oc-

casion a great depression in prices, and might be the

means of bringing about other failures in the timber

trade. Some sixty vessels are expected at Quebec on

charters made by the firm. The principal creditors

are Bryant, Powis & Bryant, of London, $300,000 :

Quebec Bank, $175,000 ; Bank of Montreal, $130,000
;

Merchant's Bank, $125,000 ; Bank of British North

America, $75,000 ; Union Bank, $25,000, and western

lumbermen $700,000. Later advices assure us tha
t

their assets are largely in excess of their liabilities and

the principal creditors have agreed to give the time

and extension required to realize on the large stock

of '.imber now held by the firm. It is to be hoped that

they will be enabled to carry on their extensive busi-

ness without the necessity of going into liquidation.

In a recent interview ex-Congressman Henry C.

Burleigh criticised the provisions of the McKinley

tariff bill, in which he claimed that the reduction of the

duty on pine lumber from $2 to $1.50, while the duty

on spruce remained at the first named price, laid an

additional tax on the poor man's lumber, and also

adds an extra twenty-five per cent, per thousand on

dressed lumber, practically giving the Canadian plan-

ing mills a bonus of fifteen cents, since the difference in

freightage between planed and unplaned lumber is

forty cents. The American Economist, the organ of

the American protective tariff league, replying to Mr.

Burleigh says, " Supposing it to be true for Mr. Bur-

leigh's particular locality that the difference in the

freight on dressed and undressed lumber is fifteen

cents more than the difference in duty, yet he must

see that it is purely a question of distance from the

Canadian border. If the difference in duty were fifty

cents or seventy cents or ninety cents, the same
objection could be made against the tariff by persons

living further from the importing country. If twenty-

five cents extra on dressed lumber is not sufficient

to overcome the difference in freight, what redress

did Mr. Burleigh expect through the Albany Argus,

which is assiduously working for free lumber? Ob-
viously, if the twenty-five cent duty pays a bonus of

fifteen cents per one thousand, to the Canadian plan-

ing mills, and if, as Mr. Burleigh says, the difference

in freight on dressed and on undressed lumber is

forty cents per one thousand, then by precisely the

same logic, free lumber, which Mr. Burleigh's friend

the Argus, demands, would pay a forty cent bonus

to the Canadian planing mills. But as a matter of

fact, the new tariff bill makes no such provision as

Mr. Burleigh attributes to it. Unplaned pine and
spruce alike now pay a duty of two dollars per thous-

and ; if planed or finished on one side, two dollars and
fifty cents ; if planed and finished on two sides three

dollars ; if planed on one side and tongued and
grooved, three dollars ; and if planed on two sides and
tongued and grooved, three dollars and fifty cents.

Now the only change made in the above rates is that

unplaned pine is reduced from two dollars to one
dollar and fifty cents per thousand. This gives the

Whitehall planing mills the same protection that they

now receive for all other kinds of lumber, and an
additional fifty cents per thousand for dressed pine

;

that is, one dollar if planed on one side, a dollar and
fifty cents if planed and finished on two sides, or

tongued and grooved ; and two dollars per thousand
if planed on two sides and tongued and grooved.
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If those of our subscribers who are in arrears would

only be a little more prompt in sending their remittan-

ces they would confer on us a great favor. The

amounts are mostly small, but they are scattered all

over the Dominion, amounting to many thousands of

dollars. We could use the money to good advantage

in getting out a better paper, if they would only send

in the amounts due us. We dislike to be "dunning"

but then it has sometimes to be "dun" you know.

AFTER a close investigation of the Henderson Lumber

Company, of Montreal, the firm has been declared to

be insolvent. In view of the circumstances Mr. Justice

YVurtle has granted the petition for a winding up order.

The liabilities of the firm will not exceed $180,000, the

Ontario Bank being the principal creditor. At a meet-

ing held May 30th, Mr. F. Riddell was appointed

liquidator and Mr. W. W. Chipman for the Ontario

Bank, Mr. Rowley for the Eddy Manufacturing com-

pany, of Hull, Mr. John Ostell, Mr. C. H. Walters and

Selkirk Cross were appointed inspectors.

The black birch which is rapidly coming into favor,

is a close-grained and very handsome wood, and can

be easily stained exactly to resemble walnut. It is just

as easy to work, and is suitable for nearly if not all the

purposes to which black walnut is at present applied.

Birch is of much the same color as cherry, but the lat-

ter wood is now very scarce, and consequently dear.

When properly stained, it is almost impossible to dis-

tinguish the difference between cherry and walnut. In

the forests throughout Ontario birch grows in abund-

ance, especially if the land is not too boggy. There is

a great difference in the wood of different sections.

Where the land is high and dry the wood is firm and

clear, but if the land is low and wet, the wood has a

tendency to be soft and of a blueish color. In all the

northern regions it can be found in great abundance,

and as the trees grow to a great size, little trouble is

experienced in procuring it in large quantities.

We are pleased to note that the affairs of Smith,

Wade & Co., of Quebec, are in a fair way of settlement,

and that the firm will be permitted to continue business.

The following letter has been published by Mr. Powis,

one of the principal creditors : "Inasmuch as certain

statements with reference to Messrs. Smith, Wade &
Go's financial position have appeared in the public

press, I think it right, as representing one of the largest

secured creditors and as charged with negotiating an

arrangement, to say that any embarrassment of the firm

arises from excessive purchases preventing the com-

pletion of their usual arrangements. A draft agreement

has been prepared providing for the business being

carried on as usual and affording means of realizing the

stock and assets, which, at cost, exceeded the liabilities,

in the usual course of business, and the distribution of

the proceeds among the creditors. The leading finan-

cial institution of the country and the leading local

bank have signed the agreement, and the largest pri-

vate creditors have given their adhesion to it, but for

the last week it has been awaiting the signature of the

Union bank, which though not refused, has not been

given, and with them must rest the responsibility of the

stoppage of the present negotiations and the widespread

distress and loss that would result to the Quebec trade

and probably the needless liquidation of this old estab-

lished Quebec firm."

A large and representative gathering of northwes-

tern lumber manufacturers convened at Minneapolis,

Minn., last week, to discuss the situation of trade with

especial reference to prices. Some fifty or sixty firms

were represented at the meeting, and it was voted to

advance prices on common grades ten per cent. The
most important action of the meeting was to commence
the work of securing for the northwest and Mississippi

valley uniformity of grades, uniformity in the nomencla-

ture of grades, and uniformity in the thickness that

listed lumber shall be cut, as a means that would
ultimately bring about a better condition in prices.

There was a strong feeling that the situation might be

improved by withdrawing the traveling men from the

road for a period of thirty or sixty days, and the com-

mittee to whom was entrusted the work of attempting

to secure uniform grades, was also charged w ith the

duty o'~ attempting to secure the signatures of three-

fourths of the manufacturers in a prescribed territory

to withdraw their traveling men, the action to be bind-

ing when the signatures of the requisite number is se-

cured. It is evident from the action taken, that the

lumber industry in the northwest is not in a healthy

condition, and that the price of the manufactured pro-

duct is out of all proportion to the cost of production

and the price of stumpage.

HARDWOOD INSPECTION.
The lumber section of the Toronto Board of Trade,

at a meeting held during the past month, adopted the

hardwood inspection compiled by the committee

appointed for that purpose. The members of the

committee have devoted much time and thought to the

preparation of this inspection, and it is to be hoped

that it will be generally accepted by the trade through-

out the country as a basis for determining the value of

the various grades of hardwood lumber placed on the

market. The pine inspection, which has been com-

piled by the same committee, has also been submitted

for approval, but will not be taken up by the lumber

section until June 2nd. The following is the report as

adopted, touching upon hardwoods only :

It is impossible to make rules that will govern every

piece of lumber, there being no two pieces of lumber

exactly alike ; it is therefore expected that the In-

spector shall be a person of experience, and use his

best judgment—based upon the general rules given
;

making no allowance for the purpose of raising or

lowering the grades of a piece.

The Inspector must not favor either the buyer or

seller, but take lumber as he finds it, and pass upon

each piece the grade to which it belongs. Inspectors

should examine all lumber on the poorest side, except

flooring. All lumber must be measured in even lengths,

excepting stock that is cut to order, for special pur-

poses, when it shall be measured for the full contents.

Bark or waney pieces shall be measured inside the

bark or wane. All tapering pieces will be measured

one-third the length of the piece from the small end.

All badly cut lumber shall be classed as Cull, or

placed one grade below what it would be if properly

manufactured. All lumber shall be sawed thick enough

to meet the required thickness when seasoned. Lum-
ber sawed for newels, columns, balusters, axles, or other

specific purposes, must be inspected with a view of the

intended use of the piece, and the adaptability for that

purpose, as in most of cases it cannot be utilized for

other purposes. Heart pieces are excluded from all

grades above Cull. Worm holes are considered one of

the most serious defects. Gum spots in Cherry is a

defect, and if excessive, will lower the piece one or two

grades. Warped, twisted, stained and stick-rotten lum-

ber shall either be classed as Cull or Mill Cut and

refuse.

The standard lengths of Whitewood to be 12, 14 and

16 feet, admitting 10 per cent, of 10 feet lengths ; Wal-

nut and Cherry, 10,12, 14 and 16 feet lengths, admit-

ting 10 per cent, of 8 feet ; 8 feet to be admitted as

No. 1, must be 12 inches wide and upwards ; to grade

as No. 2, 8 inches wide and upwards.

A standard knot must not exceed / and 1-4 inches

diameter, and must be sound. Log Run shall be the

unpicked run of the log, Mill Cull out. Lumber sold

on grade, and without special contract, will be

measured according to these rules. The Inspector

will be required to keep a correct copy of all measure-

I ments, and give duplicate of same, to both buyer and

seller if required.

In all grades mentioned as combined in No. 1 and 2.

All pieces less than 8 inches shall be considered as

seconds.

RULES for inspection of hardwood lumber.
Black Walnut.—Combined grade of first and

seconds, Rejects and Shipping Culls. No. 1, from 8 to

10 inches, shall be clear of all defects ; 10 to 16 inches

wide, may have 1 and 1-2 inches bright sap or 1 stan-

dard knot ; 16 inches wide and upwards, may have two

inches bright sap or two standard knots, showing on

one side only. Seconds.—6 inches wide and upwards,

must be clear of all defects at 7 inches ; at 10 inches

will admit 1 and 1-2 inches sap, or 2 standard knots,

10 to 16 inches w ide will admit of two inches sap, or

2 standard knots; 16 inches wide and upwards, may
have 3 inches sap, or 3 standard knots ; 12 inches wide

and upwards, will admit of a split, if straight, 1-6 the

length of the piece, provided the piece be equal to No.

1 in other respects. Not over 10 per cent, of seconds

will be taken w ith splits of the above character.

Rejects.— 5 inches wide and upwards ; at 7 inches,

may have 1 inch sap or 1 standard knot, 7 to 12 inches

wide, may have 2 inches sap or 2 sound knots, 12 to

18 inches wide, may have 4 inches sap or 4 sound

knots, above 18 inches, may have 5 inches bright,

sound sap. Shipping Cull will include all lumber not

equal to the above, that will average and work 2-3 its

width and length.

Cherry and Butternut.—Will be graded and inspect-

ed according to the rules given for Black Walnut, with

the exception of gum specks in Cherry.—See in-

structions.

Whitewood, Cottonwood or Balm of Gilead.—Will

include the combined grade of first and seconds—No.

1 Common, No. 2 Common, or Shipping Cull. The
combined grade of first and seconds shall not be less

than 65 per cent, of No. 1. No. 1 shall be 10 inches

wide and upwards and clear of all defects at 12 inches,

12 to 15 inches may have 1 and 1-2 inches bright sap

or 1 standard knot—showing on one side only, 15 to 18

inches, may have 2 inches sap ; 18 inches and upwards

may have 3 inches sap or two standard knots, showing

on one side only.

Seconds.—8 inches wide and upwards, clear of all

defects at 9 inches, at 10 inches wide, may have 1

standard knot or a split not over 12 inches long, 15 to

18 inches wide may have 2 standard knots, or 3 inches

bright sap, 18 to 22 inches may have 3 standard knots

or 4 inches bright, sound sap.

No. 1 Common, shall be 6 inches wide and upwards,

bright, sound and clear sap, not a defect in this grade,

8 to 12 inches wide, may have 3 standard knots, 12 to

16 inches wide, 4 standard knots, 16 to 24 inches, 5

standard knots, or may have straight heart cracks not

showing over 1-4 the length of the piece, if it have no

other defect excepting bright sap.

No. 2 Common or Shipping Cull, will include lumber

with more defects than the No. 1 Common. Pieces

will be counted where 2-3 of the piece will be available

for use for rough manufacturing purposes, stained sap

or other defects will be counted in this grade, dotted

and rotten sap, and other lumber than as above named,

will be classed as Mill Cull or refuse, and have no
standard value.

Bass-wood shall be inspected the same way as White-

wood, Cottonwood or Balm of Gilead, with the ex-

ception that Seconds will take lumber 6 inches wide

and up.

Ash and Oak shall be graded as first and seconds,

and 6 inches and over in width. Boards or Piank 8

inches wide will admit of one standard knot or one

defect ; 10 inches and over wide will admit of two or

more defects, according to the width of the piece
;

bright sap is not considered a defect.

Culls include all widths, lengths and sizes, except

such stock as will not work one-half without waste.

Other than the above are classed as Mill Culls, and
have no value in this market.

Chestnut shall be 6 inches and over in width, and
clear up to 8 inches. Pieces 9 inches wide may have

3 standard knots, over 12 inches wide 4 standard

knots. This grade must be absolutely free from worm
or pin holes. Culls shall constitute all lumber below

the above grade that will cut one-half without waste.

Sycamore shall be inspected the same way as Oak
and Ash.

Hickory shall be inspected the same as Oak and
Ash.
Rock and Soft Elm shall be 6 inches and up wide,

and- up to 10 inches shall be perfect. Beyond that

width shall take the inspection given to Oak and Ash.

Hard and Soft Maple shall be inspected for first and
seconds in the same manner as Oak and Ash.

Clear Maple Flooring shall have at least one clear

face and, two edges also clear. Common Maple
Flooring shall be of the same general character as

clear, may have one or two small sound knots of not

more than 3-4 of an inch in diameter, or a small wane
on one edge, which will not injure it for working its

full size without waste.

Birch shall have the same inspection as Hard and
Soft Maple, with the exception that sap is considered

a defect more than in Maple.
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THE NEWS.

ONTARIO.

—Wm. Gibson & Co., shingle mill, Powassen, have dis-

solved.

—D. B. McRae, owner of a saw mill at Meldrum Bay, has

assigned.

—Yigar Bros." saw mill at Port Arthur commenced running

last week.

—The rirst square timber of the season reached Ottawa on

May 23rd.

—Tait's mill, at Orillia, resumed work for the season on

April 28th.

—Mickle & Dyment's mill, Barrie, has resumed work for

the season.

—Gilmour's big mill in Trenton will not commence run-

ning until June.

—The saw and shingle mills in the vicinity of Wyvale are

now in full blast.

—Beckett Bros.
,
planing mill, sash and door factory, Smith's

Falls, have assigned.

—The mill of Cameron Kennedy, at Norman, will start

running early in June.

—Mr. Clark is building a new saw, shingle and lath mill at

St. Ola, North Hastings.

— All the square timber that was around the Sundridge

station has been shipped.

—Josiah Kean, of Fesserton, shipped a car load of shingles

for Vermont on May 12th.

—The C. Beck Mfg. Co., Penetanguishene, is rebuilding

the burner at the big mill.

—The first night shifts for the season went on duty at the

Chaudiere mills May 12th.

— Mr. C. Young, of Young's Point, has his large drive of

logs safely lxx>med and ready for the saw.

—James Playfair iV Co. have had two new circular saws

put into their mill at SUirgeon Falls, Ont.

— Nearly all the mills in Fesserton are now running with

every prospect of a good season's business.

—Senator McLaren, of Perth, has purchased one hundred

thousand acres of Mineral land in Virginia.

—The Collins Bay Rafting Company expect to ship 1,000,-

000 cubic feet of lumber from Belleville this season.

—The first saw logs made by the Hawkesbury Lumber
Company, at Maniwaki, arrived at the Gatineau boom May
8th.

—Logs are coming down very slowly from the Gatineau.

The total cut in that section is about a third less than last

year.

—A considerable quantity of dimension timber is being

««n in the F. B. Fddy company's large mill at the Chau-

dieie.

—The three mills at Byng Inlet have once more got down
to Aork, and the cut in each is expected to be fully up to

former years.

— McClyment's saw mills, at Ottawa, started up for the

first time May 3rd, and expect to run the whole season with-

out stopping.

—The mills at Washago have started again. Brady &
Hartley's shingle mill started on May 12th, and Miller's a

few days later.

— Returning shantymen arriving from the Serpent river

report the drive as coming down slowly owing to the prevail-

ing cold weather.

—The new band saw in I'erley iV Pattee's mill at the Chau-

diere is n«>w running full blast, and is turning out a large

amount of timber.

—The tug A'fjo/u/c, towed out of Midland Harbor May
12th, the large barge Wahnapitae, loaded with 2,000 tons of

ice and 300,000 feet of lumber.

— -The total amount of logs got out during the week ending

April 27th for the mills at Keewatin, Norman and Rat Portage

will \*s ninety million feet b.m.

— A nurnl*r of cribs of timber reached Ottawa on May 24th

and are Ujorned at Nepeau Point waiting a tug to tow them

on to the <<hiel)ec markets.

—The saw mill at L'hthoff is doing a brisk business cut-

ting and shipping luinlxrr. They loaded and shippe I eighteen

<ar» from the 1st to the 10th of May.

Mr Robt. II. McKee, formerly of the Deseronto Cedar

Mill and lately of Arnprior, is now manager of the Satsuma

Lumber Company at Satsuma, Florida.

— Messrs. Bronson & Weston shipped their first barge of

lumber from their new yard at Rockliffe, on May, 17th.

The lumber was for Grier & Co., of Montreal.

—W. VV. Carter and Murney Deans, of Deseronto, are

about to start a portable saw mill to cut 1,500 logs which

they have on hand about two miles from Cookslon station.

—A gang of twenty-eight men employed on the drive for

the Bronson concern arrived at Ottawa on May 27th. They

got big wages for their services, being all picked river men.

—Davidson Hay, of Cache Bay, have commenced running

their saw mill in full force. About seventy men are employer]

and they expect to cut 100,000 feet per day during the season.

—The personal estate of William Triain, Toronto, formerly

lumber dealer, Muskoka, in which an offer of 25 per cent, on

the dollar was refused, has been wound up and will pay 9 1-5

cents.

—The Waterous Engine Works Co., of Brantford, shipped

last month to Rat Portage a 40-horse power boiler for Mr.

John Buhner, and a 30-horse power boat boiler for Mr.

Reid.

—Bronson's scow, towed by the Minnie Belle, transfers

300,000 feet daily on an average Jrom the Chaudiere to the

Rockliffe grounds, where it is landed and piled in readiness

for shipping.

—Mr. D. Miller's shingle mill at Washago, which was de-

stroyed by fire about a month ago, has been re-built and is again

running. He intends running day and night in order to cut his

season's stock.

—Mr. J. Kean, Fesserton, is now cutting cedar shingles.

He has just put in a new carrier from the lake to the mill,

which will enable him to handle shingle bolts with much

greater facility.

—The Emery Lumber Co. are at present shipping, via

C. P. Ry., a raft of square and waney pine which was cut

last winter on one of their berths, north of Sudbury. It is a

splendid lot of timber.

— Mr. J. Galbrailh, of Emsdale, has added quite a lot of

new machinery to his shingle mill and built extensive carriers

for the refuse slabs and saw dust across the Magnetawan.

The mill will soon be in working order.

— Perley & Pattee's mill at the Chaudiere has started up

for the season. A new band saw is being placed in the mill,

which will be brought into use in a few days. The mill for a

time will only be run during the day time.

—There are less logs in the Gatineau this season than for

25 years past, owing to the short cuts and late season. Half of

the Hawkesbury deal logs are at the Gatineau boom and the

rest are expected down in the course of another month.

—The freight carried over the Canada Atlantic railway

during the year ending June 30, 1889, amounted to 407,000

tons including 115,970,000 feet b.m. of lumber and 49,957
cords wood. The length of the line is only 138 miles.

— Rafts of timber are coming down the Ottawa in fine

style. Recently a raft belonging to Thistle, Carswell & Co.,

passed Dieux Riviers, composed of one hundred and eighty-

one cribs of square and waney pine of a very fine quality.

—The Deseronto Tribune says, many of the best men em-

ployed by Gilmour, Trenton, are leaving for the United

States. The exodus from the Bay district has now assumed

proportions almost equal to that from the maritime provinces.

—The first raft of the season to pass down the Ottawa

river belonged to R. H. Klock & Co. and was a pretty large

one. The first logs of the season floated down to the mouth

of the muskrat, belonged to the Pembroke Lumber Company.

—The lumber cargoes of the Canadian barges Isaac May,
Waubaushene and Muskoka were attached by the sheriff at

Toledo to satisfy a claim for $1 1,000. The action was brought

by Milton T. Van Lickle & Co., of Bay City. The case was

settled.

—The mill of the Minnesota & Ontario Lumber Company,
at Norman, started up on May 14th. The company intends

cutting twelve million feet of lumber this season by running

the mill for all it is worth and making time and a quarter

part of the season.

—Mr. J. K. Booth's mills at the Chaudiere have started up.

A new rope transmitter is being constructed to replace the

old belt transmitter, which will save considerable money and

time. There is a large supply of logs on hand and the

season's cut is expected to be a good one.

—The largest drive of logs ever floated on Still river,

I'airy Sound district, is now on its way to the mills. The
timber is reported as being first-class, and if the water remains

as high as il is at present the drives on this, as well as on .ill

other streams in this locality, will go through in good shape.

—While the frame of Ludlum Ac Ainlie's planing factory

at Comber was being raised on May 16th, one of the scaffolds

gave way, completely burying five men underneath the lum-

ber and timbers. The men were Ijadly bruised, but all will

recover.

—The Gravenhurst Banner says : The proj>erly known as

Taylor's mill property in West Gravenhurst will change

hands shortly. Our townspeople in the west will be pleased

to see this mill in operation, as when run to its full capacity

it gives employment to a greater number of hands than any

other mill in town.

—The E. B. Eddy Company will prolrably start their mills

at Ottawa, alxnit the I2lh inst. They have some twelve

million feet of logs to saw, but they are scattered all over the

river. Hurdman Bros., Hull, expect to start up about the

same time.

—Messrs. DeCew and Co'.lier, of Essex, lately purchased

from the Canada Company their large block of 5,000 acres

timber lying in the Townships of Colchester North and South,

which is covered with elm, cottonwood, oak, ash, sycamore

and maple, and are arranging with the L. E. , E. & D. R. R.

for a four mile spur to run through the centre of the block.

—The following lumber mills are located on the Lake ol

the Woods : At Rat Portage, Ross, Hall is: Brown and the

Western Lumber Co.; at Norman Hy. Bulmer's, Cameron &
Kennedy and the Minnesota & Ontario Lu:nl>er Cos. ; at

Keewatin, The Keewatin Lumber & Manufacturing Co., and
Dick & Banning's. These mills give employment to nearly

1,000 men.

—The mills of the Parry Sound Lumber Co., the Midland

& N. S. Lumber Co., and the Conger Lumber Co., at Parry

Sound, have all commenced running with a large stock of

logs on hand. The cut in each of these mills will average

about the same as last year. The remaining three mills in

this prosperous lumber town are getting things in shape for

the season's operations and Will soon be in operation also.

—The new bridge over the St. Lawrence at Coteau Land-

ing, built by the Canada Atlantic Railway, has only been in

operation for a few months. It is only used by one railway,

its principal business being the transportation of lumber from

Ottawa to Rouses' Point and other places in the United

States, and yet the number of cars passing over it is already

250 freight cars daily, besides four passenger trains each

way,

—On the Oxtongue River last week George and William

Robson had a very exciting saw log ride. They went to

break a jam of logs caused by a great rock in the river,

expecting, that as soor. as the logs started, to get on to the rock

for safety until all the logs had passed down. When the logs

started they went oft" with a rush with the two young men on

the logs, and in a twinkling the rock was lost to sight. They

clung to the logs down thiough a series of perilous rapids, but

they arrived safely at the foot.

--The receipts of the Ontario Crown Lands Department

during the 17 years from 1S73 to 1889 are given as follows :

—

1873, $1,121,264 ; 1874, $890,676 : 1875, $494,004 ; 1876,

$673,370; 1877, $628,713 : 1878, $445,192 ; 1879. $457,340:

1880, $616,311 ; I SS I, $992,504 ; 1882, $1,095,152 ; 1S83,

$635,446 ; 1884, $570,305 ; 1885, $736,865 ; 1886, $820.-

895; 1887, $1,148,894; 1888, $1,450,098; 18S9, $1,204,639.

Total, $13,915,658. The average of the receipts for those 17

years has been about $773,000 a year.

—The Mississippi Valley Lumberman says the propertv near

Rat Portage which originally belonged to Dennis Ryan and

W. J. Macauley, together with a large amount of stumpage

on the Minnesota side along the Big Fork and Little Fork

rivers is being offered for sale. Mr. Ryan is another of the

capitalists who has dabbled in lumbering without making it

so profitable as to be disposed to continue the business.

But if Minnesota lumbermen can pay the duty and ship

lumber across the line into Manitoba, there ought to be

money in operating a mill on Canadian soil, making lumber

from logs admitted duty free.

—During the gale of May 17th, several rafts of logs are re-

ported to have been lost on the lakes. The Maganetauan
with a large raft in tow for Collingwood was struck by a gale

outside of Hope Island, and after holding as long as possible

the raft was driven among the islands and broke away, drifting

oft" towards Honey Harbor. Most of them may be picked up.

The Superior with a raft in tow for Chew Bros., Midland, also

encountered the gale and her raft went adrift. At the time of

writing it is also feared that the Chamberlain has lost its raft

of logs on the way from Little Current to this port for the Beck
Manufacturing Co.
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PROPOSED U. S. TARIFF ON LUMBER.

The following communication, written by Mr. Wm.
Little, of Montreal, and published in the Canadian

Journal of Commerce, will be read with interest by

lumbermen on both sides of the line.

Respecting the proposed changes in the United

States tariff as regards lumber, you have no doubt

observed that the majority of the House Committee of

Ways and Means of the U. S. Congress have, in their

Bill "To Reduce the Revenue, and Equalize the Duties

on Imports and for other Purposes" reported a tariff

to practically exclude for a time Canadian pine and
spruce lumber, by imposing the rate of $3 per M. on

spruce and $3.50 per M. on pine lumber ; for although

these are not the terms used, yet these will be the rates

of dutv established if their recommendation be adopt-

ed ; but knowing that no duties imposed on imports are

so universally reprobated by the American people as

those on lumber, now that their forests of white pine

and spruce, this side of the Rocky Mountains, have

been recklessly destroyed—no less than four bills having

been introduced in the last session for putting all forest

products on the free list—it seemed strange that this

committee should recommend increasing these duties

to nearly double the existing rates. The mystery is,

however, solved by the announcement made by the

American lumber journals that this change in the tariff

was made at the instance of Messrs. Congressmen Bliss

of Saginaw, and Wheeler of West Bay City, who had
succeeded in getting a provision inserted, "that sawed
lumber imported from any country which imposes an

export duty on logs shall pay a duty equivalent to such

excess in addition to the dutv provided bv the proposed

bill."

This was certainly patriotic in Congressmen lumber-

men Bliss and Wheeler, and the American people will,

no doubt, be grateful to them for trying to double up
the duties on lumber, in order that they and their

friends in the Saginaw district who have run out of

timber (which hitherto, fearing the duty might be re-

moved, they claimed was inexhaustable) may obtain

Canadian sawlogs at a nominal rate, to keep their

otherwise worthless saw mills in operation, and add
still further to their enormous wealth. A veiy pretty

little scheme as it is, and one that might be successful,

but for the fact that the people of the United States

have yet to be consulted, and the Canadian people may
also have something to say in the matter.

That the gentlemen of this Committee have been
trirled with is evident, as the lumber papers state,

1

the

Congressmen of the Committee find it hard work to

understand why this demand is made as they know
little about the lumber business in a practical way,"

which remark is obviously correct, as they appear ig-

norant even of the effect of their own recommendation,
for, after having proposed to nearly double the existing

rates of duty, they talk of a reduction, and say: "We
are satisfied any reduction of the light duties on lumber
proposed would tend to discourage the proper care of

our timber lands, now so generally preserved by the

judicious cutting of the trees of full giovvth at such in-

tervals of time as will preserv e the timber reserve, etc."

The reasons here given, if not intended to be ironical,

are so incongruous, when applied to the treatment of

his timber land by the American lumberman as to bor-

der on the sublime. Who, except the gentlemen of

this Committee, ever knew of an American lumberman
giving proper or any care whatever to his timber—of

his not cutting every tree, from which he could realize

a c ent, down to six inches in diameter, and leaving the

forest when he is through with it, looking like the

abomination of desolation. Even to mention the word
forest to the majority of American lumbermen is like

flaunting a scarlet rag in the face of a mad bull, and
American lumber journals never print the word but

with fear and trembling, lest they might seriously offend

some of their constituents.

Who ever heard of one of them contributing a dollar

to the cause of the forests, out of the millions they have
amassed from their destruction ? Their contributions

don't go in that direction, but are rather employed in

deriding any attempt to create an interest in forestry, a
subject of such paramount importance to the welfare of

both the United States and Canada that it is trifling to

mention it in connection with such a petty subject as

timber duties. Unfortunately for the cause it is this in-

significant duty, of no moment by itself, that estranges
those who should, and no doubt otherwise would, be
among its most ardent advocates. Their forestry work
is not now done in the woods, but in Washington.
With the fiscal policy of the United States we, of

course, have nothing to do ; and if the American people
choose to impose upon themselves a tariff of $1.50 or

$3.50 or any other rate on imports of Canadian lumber
it is a matter which concerns themselves, and we will

rest content ; but to fancy that the Canadian govern-
ment will change its policy because Messrs. Bliss and
\Vheeler's friends are short of sawlogs is too ridiculous

for anything ; and the rate will probably be raised to

$3 as originally intended, unless the U. S. lumber-
men permit some material reduction to be made from
existing tariff rates on lumber.

For 20 years up to 1886, the export duty on pine saw
logs remained at $1 per M. while the duty exacted on
Canadian pine lumber entering the United States was
$2 per M., a policy which completely destroyed the

Canadian sawmill industry on the Lake Erie shore, anc1

which was on this account transferred to Buffalo and
Tonawanda, while during the same period thousands of

American citizens were employed in New Brunswick
sawing American sawlogs taken from the State of

Maine, then to be shipped home free of duty when
sawn, all to the prejudice of the Canadian lumberman

;

and our government neither remonstrated nor made
any change in the rate of duty ; but at this time rumbl-
ings began to be heard from the west ; we were to be
inv aded in the rear, and finally the American lumber
journals announced that a raid was to be made on the

Georgian Bay district of Canada, and that Gen. Alger,

Col. feffers, Col. Bliss, in fact a small army of superior

officers, were then organizing with that intent. Our
government thus forewarned, and having also learned

from the same reliable sources of the havoc and desola-

tion which followed wherever these warriors appeared
—of the mighty monarchs they had overthrown, of the

hundreds of millions they had slaughtered, and of the

vast territories the)' had laid waste, thought it prudent
to put a couple of extra rails on its fence, which was
then only one rail high, just high enough that they
might know there was a fence there; but when these

gentlemen heard o this, and said "that they didn't

mean harm in any way, that they didn't intend any
devastation o our country, but just wanted a few saw
logs ; that though they had plenty of logs at home, they
were a little off color, and they just wanted a few of our

good logs for " sweetning,"—and promising to be good
fellows for the future, our government took one rail

down, so that they don't find any difficulty in getting

over it; but they are still not, happy because we don't

take down the fence altogether ; and because some of

them invested a few dollars in Canadian timber limits,

worth ten times any sum paid for them, and our govern-
ment won't legislate especially for their interest and
that we don't all go into extacies to have these gentle-

men, who have devastated their own forests, rush in

and destroy ours in like manner, we hear a constant

whine about the ungenerous conduct of the Canadians,
and the existing conditions misrepresented and dis-

torted. There are, however, American lumbermen of

character, such as the Hon. S. O. Fisher, of West Bay
City, who, holding to some old fashioned notions of

honesty, and probably annoyed at hearing so much of

this delusive cant, had the fairness to say: "As soon as

we undertake anything of that sort ('referring to towing
over logs to Michigan) up will go the export duty to $3
or $4 a thousand feet. They (the Canadians) would
not let us rob them any more than we would not let

them rob us." These candid words, however, caused
his banishment from the capitol, as to be "unsound on
the sawlog question" is rank treason in the eyes of

Michigan lumbermen, and his place in the council of

the nation is now filled by the Lord High Admiral,
who, with our friend the mighty warrior Colonel Bliss,

appear to have doffed their warpaint to pursue the

peaceful avocation of log-rolling in Washington, and
are now, as our western friends say, "Working this log

racket for all it is w orth.''

"But more true joy the exiled Fisher feels

Than Wheeler with a senate at his heels."

The Canadian government has always expressed its

willingness to reduce or entirely remove the sawlog
duty, whenever the United States lumbermen permit
Congress to reduce or remove the duties from Canadian
lumber, even though at the present moment—when the

log and lumber duties are alike—all Saginaw lumber-
men (Messrs. Bliss and Wheeler included) know that

they now have an advantage of more than $2 per M.
over the Canadian manufacturer, owing to the cheaper
rate at which logs can be towed as compared with

freighting the product in vessels—the better condition

in which the stock is delivered in market, free from
splits, checks, and weather stains—and the additional

value, delivered without cost, of the rough products for

pickets, lath, shingles and fuel for their salt blocks,

which the Canadian operator, owing to his isolated

position and the cost of freight, finds in many in-

stances a nuisance.
Without taking into consideration the very great ad-

vantage of being in a large market, where buyeis go
to purchase stock, and which can be supplied at any
time by rail or water, instead of having to send forward
their lumber at the convenience of vessel owners, and
accept such prices as they can get from buyers who at

the time of arrival may neither want the lumber nor
have any convenient place to receive it—the writer

knows from personal experience that the advantages
possessed by those towing logs from Canadian points

on Lake Erie to Buffalo and Tonawanda, over those
manufacturing in Canada, were mote than $4 per M.
and had the effect of bankrupting every Canadian
manufacturer rash enough to try to compete under such
exceptional conditions, a fact which enabled the Hon.
Mr. Weston, four years ago, to make the painfully true

remark, "On the North shore of Lake Erie the Cana-
dian saw mills aie in ruins, but the mills at Tonawanda
are employing thousands of American workmen manu-

|

facturing Canadian logs towed from the Erie north
shore. The Saginaw mills are running out of stock
and looking to Georgian Bay for Canadian logs to

cross the Huron Lake to keep their mills and men at

work."

And now that this matter has been so obtrusively
forced on our attenMon—unless some satisfactory ad-
justment is arrived at, the Canadian lumberman will

insist that the export duty on saw logs shall at least be
fixed at such a rate higher than the import duty im-
posed by Americans on Canadian lumber, as to place
the Canadian manufacturer on an equal footing with

Americans sawing Canadian sawlogs. "Only this and
nothing more." Moreover, the sentiment is rapidly grow-
ing that, considering the condition of our own forests,

it would be prudent to prohibit the export of pine saw-
logs altogether, a course which will assuredly be adopt-
ed should the exceptional duties proposed be enacted
by the United States government.

It is probable, however, that when this matter is dis-

cussed in the House, Messrs. Congressmen Bliss and
Wheeler may discover that there are other Congress-
men, who are not lumbermen, who like the gentlemen
of the Committee, may "find it hard work to under-
stand why this demand is made," and though they may
"know little about the lumber business in a practical

way," they may know enough about it to enquire on
what grounds the existing duty on lumber, which
should have been abolished years ago, should now, for

the sole benefit of a few Michigan lumbermen, who
have speculated in Canadian timber limits, be raised to

nearly double the present rates, while ninety-nine out

of every hundred Americans outside of Congress con-
sider, in the interests of the country, these duties

ought at once to be removed ; not reduced but absolute-

ly, completely removed; as whatever duties are im-
posed on pine and spruce lumber must herea ter be
paid by the consumers—the merchantable white pine

and spruce timber of the United States, east of the

Rock}' Mountains, being about gone.
Taking as an illustration the pine of the State of

Michigan; we find that the 29,000,000,000 feet, report-

ed by the census of 1880 as standing in the lower pe-

ninsula, have dwindled to less than one-tenth that

amount. The editor of the Chicago Timberman, afte;

investigation, could only discover 3,000,000,000 there

last year, a portion of which was cut the past winter, so

that of good merchantable white pine there is not to-day

a supply in the whole of the State that would satisfy

the sawing capacity of the Michigan saw mi'ls for

more than six months. There is still some little to be
had of gleanings from third or fourth cut burnt-over

stump lands, the product from which goes entirely into

the different grades of culls,—this, together with some
red pine ( Norway) and inferior hemlock, may keep the

mills running for a short time, but, as is said above, the

good, merchantable white pine timber is about gone,

and the mill owners, not one in ten of whom owns a

stick of good white pine standing, find that the few in-

dividuals who hold what patches of good timber are

left, will not dispose of it to them at such a rate as to

leave them a profit in converting it into lumber, and
being forced to get stock somewhere, are becoming
desperate ; and while some are going south and west
others appear to be retiring gracefully from the field as

expeditiously as the insurance companies can conveni-

ently pay for cremated saw mills ; while others again,

like our friends Bliss and Wheeler, seem inclined to

raid Canada for supplies, and although we are always
happy to have oui American friends amongst us, and
are willing that they shall enjoy every privilege pos-

sessed by ourselves, outside o: voting away our proper-

ty, we must draw the line there-

Assuming, as we have a right to do, that the census

estimates of 1880 of standing pine timber in Minnesota,
Wisconsin, and the upper peninsula of Michigan, are

as accurate as the present condition of the forests in

lower Michigan has proved them to be, we have from
the total of 55.170,000,000 feet then standing, to deduct

37,45 1,342,338 feet, being the amount cut during the

past 10 years, according to the admirable comparative
statement annually prepared by the Northwestc) n
Lumberman, which leaves only 17,708,657,662 feet re-

maining, and adding say 2,000,000,000 for lower Michi-
gan, we have a total of 19,718,657,662 feet remaining on
hand, as compared with 84,170,000,000, as returned
by the census 10 years ago, and since the cut last year
amounted to 8,305,833,277 feet, there would appear to

be just a little over two years supply in the whole
North West.

It is not, of course, contended that this is the exact

condition, for no doubt timber has been cut in the past

few years that was not included in the estimates when
they were made, but to offset this there must be taken V

into account the amount of timber made into shingles,

during the time, the same authority giving a return of

41,303,373,085 shingles, requiring probably equal to

8,000,000,000 feet of timber. So that it becomes evi-

dent that the great white pine forests of the United
States have v anished.

The spruce forests of the east, which are confined
chiefly to the States of New York, and Maine, New-
Hampshire, and Vermont, have now but "a few scat-

tered remnants" of their once great wealth of timber,
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and bear hardly a relative value to the great white pine

forests of the West, the three last mentioned (no esti-

mates having been made by the census of the forests in

New York) contained, according to the census of 1880,

7,265,000,000 feet of spruce timber, with an annual cut

of 653,281,000 feet, which would amount in ten years to

6,532,810,000 feet, and leave but 732,190,000 feet on
hand, or a little more than one year's supply. The
larger portion of it lying on the head waters of the river

St. John in the State of Maine, that part of Canada so

generously presented by Lord Ashburton to the Maine
lumbermen, together with the right of using the St.

John river through Canada to get these logs to market,

which would otherwise be valueless, together also with

all the privileges enjoyed by Canadians for sawing
them, and shipping the product to market. These
Maine saw logs owned by American Citizens, amount-
ing to about 100,000,000 feet annually, and which
though sawn in Canada into lumber, the sawing being
restricted to American citizens and would be "taboo 1 '

if a Canadian laborer was to saw a board, and are a
continuous nuisance to the Canadian lumberman from
the time they enter the country to and after they leave

it. having free entry into the U. S. markets, equal to an
annual bonus of $200,000 to the Maine lumbermen

—

are the saw logs so frequently referred to and mis-called

free American log exports, by American lumber journals,

when misstating the condition of sawlog exports be-

tween the two countries ; when Canadian sawlogs,

taken from adjoining territory, driven down the same
river through Canada, sometimes sawn at the same
Canadian sawmill, and shipped on the same Canadian
vessels, have a duty imposed upon their products of $2
per M. upon reaching the same market in the United
States. So that the Canadian lumberman is handi-
capped in the east to the extent of $2 per M. on his

spruce lumber, and in the west $2 per M. on his pine
lumber, and still the greed of the American lumberman
is not sated.

We have a right to suspect that this whole affair is a

piece of political bunkum, to be used at Ottawa as a
lever to get some reduction in the duties on sawlogs,
without removing the duty from Canadian lumber, for

it is well known that efforts are now being made in that

direction, and that an offer has been made of reducing
the lumber duty to $1 per M., if the sawlog duty is re-

moved ; but such an arrangement would be disastrous,

as we have no more timber than we require for our own
milling industry, and should offer no inducements
whatever for getting rid of it. It would be against our
interests to agree to remove the sawlog duty in ex-

change for free lumber and logs all round, yet for the
sake of getting rid of all difficulties, and to relieve our
American lumber friends from the intolerable worry
these duties appear to give them, it might be advisable
to consent to such an arrangement ; but the matter is

purely one for the people of the United States to deal
with, and except on their account we should feel no
concern about it. I*" this Bill was intended to increase
the Revenue, one might have some patience under the
necessities of the case, but even then one has a right to

enquire why the whole community on both sides of the
line should be sacrificed, to further enrich a few lum-
bermen, who are already too powerful for their coun-
try's good, but since the ostensible object is to reduce
it, the solution is quite simple. " Free logs for free

lumber." "Only this and nothing more."
Our people are beginning to learn that their true in-

terests lie in conserv ing their forests, and are not so
desirous of sacrificing their remaining stock of timber
as to force it on unwilling purchasers. Nine out of ten
Canadian manufacturers would be better off i

r they had
not cut a stick of pine for the American market in the
past five years, as the enhanced value of the timber, if

standing to-day, would more than compensate for any
profits realized during that time ; and now that the
United States forests of white pine and spruce are so
near their end, a fact which the census w ill clearly
establish, unless the lumbermen prevent the investiga-
tion, we may soon expect the entire removal of duties
from lumber. Consequently Canadians are not at all

nervous over the outlook, and if the American people
wish to impose upon themselves the excessive rates of
duty proposed, it w ill be their own loss and not that of
the Canadian lumberman.
The writer does not wish it to be inferred that he is

in favor of export duties, or of a restrictive policy of
any nature in our intercourse with the American peo-
ple, for he has always advocated the freest trade rela-

tions between the two countries; believing, as he does,
that the general conditions are so nearly alike, that any
advantages possessed by one would be fully counter-
balanced by other advantages gained by the other, and
the general result be beneficial to both

;
but, until we

have freer trade, let us have that which is measurably
fair, not that which is all crow on one side and all

pigeon on the other.

William Little,

—About 30,000,000 feet of logs were shipped from Canada

W the Saginaw river last season to he manufactured in

American mill*, I nit it is estimated that the figures may reach

50,000,000 fed this present season.

FOREST TREES.

To the Editor :— It is not easy to procure young

forest trees worth planting. The trees raised in the

nurseries can generally be relied upon, and they are

sold at moderate prices, but, ow ing to distance, want of

easy communications, delays in forwarding and deliv-

ering (which are often the cause that the trees when re-

ceived, are unfit for planting) and to the cost, however

moderate. It is very seldom that farmers have re-

course to the nurseryman for the forest trees they in-

tend planting (I do not allude here to fruit trees.)

They generally go to the woods for them, often a dis-

tance of several miles. Those who have tried it know-

how hard it is to find such trees as they want, how

much time and trouble it takes to dig them up, and

how impossible it is, even with the greatest care, to

avoid wounding and tearing off the roots. They know,

too, how little satisfaction they have generally derived

from all that work. Trees taken out of the forest and

transplanted on the open are placed at a great disad-

vantage
;
they fail so often that people get discouraged

and many give up tree planting as too difficult an un-

dertaking.

Nothing is easier; in the proper season, with soil fit

to grow the kind of tree you wish to plant, if the tree is

in good order, with a little care you ought to succeed.

But the trees you dig out of the woods are seldom in

good order, and they cost you a high price in time, if

not in money. If you wish for good trees, in great

number, safe to grow, without trouble or expense, pro-

cure them from a nursery, but let that nursery be your

own.

Any farmer can start in a corner of his garden a

nursery of forest trees by sowing the seed of the trees

he wishes to plant. With a little observation it is easy

to find out when the seed is ripe ; for instance, towards

the end of June, beginning of July, the seed of the elm

and of the soft maple (acer rubrum) is ripe ; by sowing

it at once it will sprout and the little trees grow nearly

one foot in height this summer.

The maple, oak, ash, birch, butternut, etc., ripen

their seed in autumn ; better sow it at once than winter

it in the house. Sow in straight rows, with a garden

line, leaving a picket at each end to guide you when

weeding. Sow, say half an inch deep, for the maple

seed and for other kinds, in proportion to the size of the

seed, two or three inches deep for butternut and wal-

nut. Thin after the first year, if needed, and transplant

further on the little trees removed in thinning. After

three or four years, more or less (the time will depend

upon the rate of growth of each kind of tree), plant your

young trees where they are destined to stay. Choose

a cloudy or rainy day in the spring, and without leav-

ing home, with no trouble, without breaking any roots,

you will take up and plant at once, without allow ing the

roots time to dry, one hundred young trees, certain to

grow, in less time than it would take you to go to the

woods and dig up ten trees, with a poor chance of their

taking root and living.

These young trees will cost nothing, your children

will soon learn how to weed them and take care of

them, especially if you set them the example. Our own
children when quite young, took pleasure in sowing

acorns and watching the growth of the young oaks, as

they came up. By sowing you can procure, with no
expense, any number of young trees and rewood, by
degrees, all the land which is not fit for cultivation and
ought to have been kept as woodland.

But do not forget to fence carefully your nursery and
your plantations so as to keep out the cattle. No use

planting trees without fences, the cattle will destroy

everything.

In many cases nature w ill spare you the trouble of

sowing where the ground is favorable, in July and
August, along the ditches, the roads and fences, on the

moss on barren patches, wherever there is a little

dampness in the neighborhood of the elms and soft

maples, you will find hundreds of young elms and
maples just sprung up from the seed fallen from those

trees
;
plant them in your nursery. Try it this sum-

mer. The seed of the elm is so minute and delicate

that it is better to pick up those young seedlings than

to attempt sowing the seed.

In the maple groves the ground is covered with a

regular carpet of young maple seedlings. You can

pull them up easily by hand in the fall or early spring

when the ground is still damp without breaking any of

the small roots. Plant them at once in your nursery.

It is very difficult to collect pine and spruce seed.

Early in the spring, when the ground is still soft and

spongy, in the pastures near where those trees grow

you will see a number of young pines and spruces

that you can pull up very easily. Plant them at once

for that kind of tree you must shelter from the sun

until they are well rooted.

Whenever the ground of a garden has been dug up

and worked in the fall, if there are any maple or ash

growing in the neighborhood, it will be noticed that the

ground in the spring is more or less covered w ith maple

and ash seedlings, grown from the seeds fallen from

those trees. It takes a very little time to pull up and

replant hundreds of them, and scarcely any one of

them w ill fail ; of course, they must not be pulled up

too roughly or it may damage the delicate roots ; if

the ground is too hard, use a trowel. As much as

practicable, they ought to be pulled up when they have

only got their two first leaves, which are easily known

by their peculiar shape, long and narrow, from one

inch and a half to two inches long and about a quarte

of an inch w ide.

For several years past I have been seeking the

cheapest and, at the same time, most effective mode of

restoring the woods, where they hav e been completely

destroyed ;
many of our old settlements are com-

pletely denuded of trees, and I recommend this simple

mode as the best, from my personal experience. Let

those who suffer for the want of fuel, of timber for

building, of trees for shelter and ornament, and those

who would look to have a sugar maple grove at their

door—let them start their own nurseries this very-

summer ; it will entail no expenditure of money, take

but very little time, and repay them bountifully. It

will be a pleasure for me to give any further in'or-

mation and advice to all those who may apply for it.

H. G. JOLY DE LOTBINIERE,

Leclercville, P.Q., May 1, 1890.

NEW BUNSWICK LUMBER COMMISSION.
Commenting on the proposed Timber Lands Com-

mission to be appointed by the local government, the

Miramichi Advance says : It will have a very important

subject to deal w ith—one in which there is a large

public interest, as well as questions affecting the great-

est of all our local industries. A misapprehension seems

to prevail to some extent in regard to the range of the

commission's work and its functions. It is not to be

as some suppose, a body to present to the government

an array of facts and conclusions in the interest of the

lumber industry, but a court of enquiry into the whole

subject of the Crown Timber Lands of the province,

for the purpose of reaching conclusions which may
assist the government in so amending the present

system of administration of those lands as to secure

the best obtainable results in the equitable interest of

the people on the one hand and the lumber trade on
the other. The enquiry will embrace such branches

of the subject as the rates of stumpage that should be

exacted ; the situation of the different tiacts of crown
lands, relatively to streams, and their value dependent

thereon and upon the other facilities available in con-

nection with them for marketing their products : the

improvement of streams as a means of increasing the

value of lands for public revenue purposes
; the merits

or demerits of the long lease system ; the best methods
available for preserving the timber lands : the manage-
ment of provincial fishery rights, etc.—the general

result to be the adoption of as perfect and satisfactory

a system as possible of administering the public

domain of the province.

The commission is not to exceed three members,
and it will have power to summon and examine wit-

t
nesses under oath. As it functions are quasi-judicial
and the interests involved in its inquiry of great
consequence, in both their fiscal and trade aspects^ it is

important that the gentlemen selected to compose it

shall be chosen especially with a view to their fitness
for the discharge of their duties, having due regard
for the public interest on the one hand and that of
the people engaged in the lumber industry, in all its

I branches, on the other.
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CULTIVATING SLACK WALNUT.
The growing scarcity and increasing demand for

black walnut lumber has frequently been referred to in

the LUMBERMAN", as also the profits which would likely

accrue from its cultivation. The Portland, Ore., Jour-

nal of Commerce has the following remarks on the

subject :

In view of the incessant demand for black walnut

umber and its growing scarcity, it is surprising that

there is so little attention paid to the cultivation of the

timber, especially when the labor to be expended is so

small and the returns so munificent. There are very

few farmers in the country who cannot spare a few

acres of land to be devoted to the cultivation of this

valuable wood, which is always in active demand, and

there is no crop to which they can turn their attention

that is so prolific, and so certain of munificent returns

on the investment of labor, as that is about all that is

requisite to be expended ; and there are few localities

In the country where the soil and climate may not be

found adapted to the cultivation of this valuable timber.

It is an undisputed fact that there are hundreds of

farms in the United States and Canada in which, in the

land clearing process, sufficient black walnut timber

has been converted into rails for fencing, and cremated

in log heaps " to get rid of it," which if it had been per-

mitted to stand, would to-day be sufficiently valuable to

purchase several farms with all the improvements and

stock ; and scattered trees which were fortunately

spared from the wreck and destruction, have been sold

for from $100 to $400 each on the stump. With these

facts before the farmers of the country, it seems almost

incredible that so few of them avail themselves of so

apparent an advantage. True it is a crop that requires

several years of waiting for returns, but any farmer, who

when starting in as agriculturist, will plant an acre of

ground to black walnut, and continue to plant one acre

yearly, in the ordinary course of nature will live to reap

yearly returns far in excess of all the roots and cereals

he can raise by laborious and toilsome application to

his usual avocation as a tiller of the soil ; and providing

he should fail to reap the reward himself, he has made

provision for his family that is as safe as government

bonds, and more profitable than life insurance, as the

planting of a black walnut means the harvesting of a

tree in 20 years, the minimum value of which shall be

$20, and an increase in value thereafter of at least $2

a year if permitted to stand, and a final value of from

$100 to $300 a tree when they reach full maturity.

An experimental black walnut grove now nearing fru-

ition in Michigan is rapidly developing, and from which

the owner, in a very few years, will reap the harvest of

the most profitable crop ever planted in the State, and

the owner's greatest regret is that he did not enter

more extensively into the business. He says if he had

planted half his farm with black walnuts, the standing

timber in 25 years would have been worth three times

the balance, with all his stock, buildings and other im-

provements. The certainty of returns is the great fea-

ture of the business. Black walnut is in demand from

one end of the country to the other, and its scarcity is

becoming more apparent from year to year, dealers

finding it more difficult to obtain. It is one of the most

valuable timbers capable of production, besides being

hardy and thrifty ; hence the farmer who devotes a

small portion of his time and opportunity to meet the

unfailing demand, makes an investment for the future

which will certainly meet his most sanguine expec-

tations.

HOW TO REPAIR A CRACKED CIRCULAR SAW.

A correspondent of a London exchange says, cracks

in circular saws may arise from a variety of causes

such as too hard a temper, striking a nail, saw binding,

improper shape of tooth for the wood, &c. Teeth with

angular gullets are more liable to crack at the roots

than those with rounded gullets, more especially il

the gullets are not sufficiently large and deep to allow

of a ready escape for the sawdust. If the crack is

only a short one—say two or three inches in large

saws— it may usually be stopped from extending by

drilling a small hole at the extremity of the crack.

To do this a drill of the hardest possible temper will

be required, and for making this we have found Mushat's

special steel suitable. The drill must be run very

slowly and be well lubricated. The hole should be

slightly counter-sunk on either side. For saws up to

3 ft. diameter a hole of about % in. diameter will

generally be suitable ; for saws above 3 ft. diameter,

about a -}i hole.

If the saw is of large diameter, and the crack ex-

tends too far into the blade to permit of its being

safely run with only a stop-hole drilled as above

described, saw-makers drill out the plate, and fit in

one or more yokes according to the length of the

crack. The best method of doing this with which we

are acquainted is as follows :—First of all the stop-

hole is drilled at the end of the crack and carefully

plugged, and afterwards the saw is bored to enable a

small yoke or clip to be fitted in. This yoke is flat,

and of the same thickness as the saw. Its ends are

rounded, and its middle is narrower than the ends are,

that the saw may be firmly held. The diameter of the

ends should be about % of an inch wider than the

middle of the yoke, which centre is parallel and

straight. The holes at either end of the yoke and the

intermediate metal are drilled out and cut away. Th e

saw-plate must now be carefully counter-sunk on both

sides, and a piece of steel accurately fitted into the

opening and rivetted into its place. The yoke should

now be ground down until it is of exactly same guage

as the rest of the saw and perfectly smooth, so that

when the saw is set to work there should not be undue

friction at this point. If the saw is a very large one and

the fracture extensive, two yokes will probably be

required. It will not pay to repair small saws in this

manner.

Thread and Needle Trees.

On the plains of New Mexico are forests of a growth

known as thread and needle trees. The tree partakes

of the nature of the gigantic asparagus, and has large,

thick, fleshy leaves, resembling one of the cactus family,

known as the "Prickly pear." The "needles" of the

needle and thread tree are set along the edges of these

thick leaves. In order to get equipped for sewing, it is

only necessary to push the thorn or needle gently back-

ward into its fleshy sheath, this to loosen it from the

tough outside covering of the leaf, and then pull it from

the socket. A hundred fine fibres adhere to the thorn-

like spider webs. By twisting the needle during the

drawing operation this fibre can be drawn out to an

almost indefinite length. The action of the atmosphere

toughens these minute threads amazingly, to such a de-

gree as to make a thread twisted from it no larger than

a common No. 40, capable of sustaining a weight of

five pounds, about three times the tensile strength of

common six-cord thread. The scientific name of this

forest wonder is Tentyana mucadica.

LARGE MACHINERY SHIPMENTS.

On the 30th ult. the Waterous Engine Works Co., of

Brantford, Ont, shipped to the Brunette Saw Mill Co.,

New Westminster, B. C, one of the largest saw mill

carriages that has ever been built in the province. It

consisted of six girder steel log seats, extending 76

feet from centre of first to centre of last block. Each

block was formed of two 10 in. steel girders, with

a heavy steel plate rivetted on top of each girder,

surmounted by a very heavy knee piece, which was

set forward by three inch screws made of steel. Un-

der each log seat were two 3 in. steel axles with heavy

steel V wheels on the front and flat wheels with a

flange on the back. These ran on a heavy steel track.

This immense carriage was built to take in logs of 7 feet

diameter, 80 feet long, weighing 80 to 100 tons each.

The carriage itself without any woodwork weighed

over 12 tons. The setting and receding device on this

carriage is a new departure. They shipped on the

same car a King edger made to take in lumber 50 in.

wide using six saws. This edger with its appurtances,

weighed tn the vicinity of five tons. Such heavy

machinery as this cutting lumber is unknown to the

Ontario trade, but is the only class that will stand the

immense timber of the Pacific Coast. We understand

that the same firm has received an order from the

Northern Pacific Lumber Co., for the engines, boilers

and burner required in their mill at Port Moody. They
are also building a large boiler for the Globe Printing

Co., Toronto, 16 feet long 66 in. in diameter, with but

one sheet only on the bottom of the boiler, and two

smaller boilers for the British American Starch Co., of

Brantford. They have more recently shipped a 50

horse power saw mill with gang edger, planer and

shingle machine to John Lineham, Calgary, and an-

other similar outfit over the Northern Pacific to Koot-

enay, Idaho, and thence by teams to the mining district

of Nelson City, B.C., and two sets of saw mill machine-

ry with gang edger, slab saw and shingle machine to

St. Johns, N. F., which will sail by the steamer
" Cacouna," leaving Montreal on the 14th.

WHAT CRACKS SAWS.
A writer in the Tradesman gives his ideas on a

subject which is a matter of interest to all who are

engaged in sawing wood.
" Unequal expansion," he says, " is a cause for saws

cracking, especially when the crack is at the bottom

of the tooth. There is always more strain upon the

periphery of the saw when running than there is at the

centre, no matter how carefully it is hammered, and that

strain is always parallel to its face. When a cold saw is

first put in motion with the centrifugal strain that is

already brought to bear upon the periphery, if by any

reason that part becomes heated betore the heat is

communicated to the whole plate, that part becomes

suddenly expanded, and with this and centrifugal force

together, it must either stretch or break, and if the

steel is of an inferior quality and deficient in strength

the latter result will follow.

"While bad filing and not sufficient set frequently

produce this effect, yet the nifmber of teeth and the

size of the gullet in proportion to the feed has much to

do with it. The action of the saw tooth upon the wood
is much the same as a chisel in the hands of a workman
in the act of paring across the grain of a stick of tim-

ber, and the nearer the shape of the tooth approaches

the shape of the chisel the cleaner and easier the cut.

The sawdust should have the appearance of fine chips

instead of dust, as will be the case where the teeth

are so blunt that the wood is scraped off rather than

cut. For instance, a saw with 40 teeth working on a

2% -inch feed, each tooth would only be required to cut

a chip i-i6th of an inch deep, and with a chisel of the

width of a saw tooth in the hands of a workman would

be considered a light chip, and if the gullets are

sufficiently large to contain that amount of sawdust

which accumulates while passing through the log

without packing so tight as to cause friction, upon the

sides, then the saw will run without heating. But, on

the contrary, if there is not sufficient room to carry the

sawdust so that it is compressed in the gullet or a pari*

of it escapes between the plate and the log, the friction

will cause the saw to heat. It is quite unnecessary to

point out to an experienced sawyer the effects of trying

to run a hot saw. In such cases either the feed must

be cut down or a saw with a less number of teeth and

larger gullets should be substituted.

"I apprehend this is one reason why saws with in-

serted teeth have come into favor with a certain class

of sawyers, not that they are any better than one with

solid teeth, but because as a rule they are further apart

and have more space for the sawdust, and besides, the

teeth are easier to keep in the original shape. If a

saw with solid teeth, having the same number and the

same clearance were used and the teeth kept in their

original shape, there is no doubt but that a much
thinner saw could be successfully used."

James McDonald, aged 17 years, was drowned while en-

gaged in river driving on the Salmon River, Ont., for the

Rathbun Company. The accident occured at Newton's Mills,

Crow Lake. His home is in the township of Sheffield near

Tamworth.

Peter McLean, a lumberman, was drowned some weeks

ago while crossing on the ice to Little Current, Ont.

The saw mill owned by Mr. Will. Coon, near Rush Point,

Ont., was destioyed by fire May 7th., together with a quan-

tity of logs and maple lumber. Loss considerable ; no

insurance.
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THE NEWS.
QUEBEC.

—The rise in the Cherry River has started all the stranded

logs down stream.

—Messrs MacLaren & Co's. saw log drive on St. Dennis

Creek, is hung up for the season.

—The Sawyerville mill will work up a large amount of

hardwood lumber the coming season.

—A larger number of rafts of square timber. will go to

Quebec by water this season than last.

—Nearly the whole of the Quebec spring timber fleet con-

sists of vessels flying the Norwegian flag.

—The dropping of the anti-sawdust bill by the government

has created a pretty strong feeling in Montreal.

—The first shipments of lumber from Quebec this season

from American ports took place on May 24th, ex. barges.

—The Cookshire Mill Company and its new acquisition the

Scotstown pulp and saw mills, under the name of the Scots-

town Lumber Co., have on the stream and at the mills some

18,000,000 feet of lumber to saw and prepare for market.

—Bryant, Powis & Bryant Company ,
limited, sustained in

its stock operation recently in the London market a drop of

25 per cent, on its quotations. The stock ruled at par, but on

the receipt of the Davies defalcations it fell 25 per cent, on

the dollar.

—The timber driven down the Moria will this year be one

of the largest on record. It will consist of about 530,000

pieces, made up as follows : Gilmour& Co., 375,000 pieces ;

Rathbun Co., 130,000; Flint & Holton, 20,000; Lumber

Cutting Machine Company, 3,000.

—The value of the shipments from the Vice-Consular, dis-

trict of Cookshire to U. S. ports for the month of April was

$34,537,61, an average of over thirteen hundred dollars a

day. The leading articles are pulp wood, R. R. ties, ship

timber, clapboards, pulp, asbestos, lime, telegraph poles and

spruce gum, of which last item 3,255 lbs. were exported.

— Mr. Justice Wurtelle has refused the petition of the

Eddy Manufacturing Co. to wind up the affairs of the Hen-

derson Lumber Co., Montreal, and has ordered them to give

proof of their allegation that the latter company is insolvent.

The Judge held that the mere fact that a firm did not meet

its notes promptly was not sufficient proof of its insolvency.

—Mr. Francis Murtagh had a man drowned off his drive on

May 8th. A gang of twelve men undertook to run two boats

over Bear Chute on the Coulonge river. The first boat swamp-

ed in the cellar, but the six men in her hung on to the boat

until they got ashore', but the last six men were not so for-

tunate, their boat filled with water and the men were obliged

to turn her bottom side up and to get on top of her to save

their lives. One French Canadian from Three Rivers missed

his hold and sank to rise no more. Mr. Murtagh forbid the

men to run the rapids.

NEW BRUNSWICK.
— Rafting operations have commenced at the Douglas

booms.

—All the lumber mills in the vicinity and at Marysville are

again sawing.

— R. Swim & Son, general store and lumber, Doaktown,

have dissolved.

Mr. Gil>son is shipping a largp quantity of shingles cut in

h:- Marysville mill to the American market.

—The late rains have swollen the streams in the province,

and the logs are coming down in good shape.

— A million feet of logs have already entered the boom of

K. P. Burns A: Co. at their mills on the Nepisiquit River.

—The Miramichi River, N.B. , is now open for navigation,

and a number of boats are being rapidly loaded with lumber.

—The Madawaska Improvement Co., have prepared ma-

terial for the construction of a large dam at the foot of Bear

Lake.

—The r-redericlon booms are estimated to have already re-

ceived ico.OOO.COO feet of lumber and about 80,000,000 feet

art on the way.

I ! • nij.loyec-! in the ->aw mills in St. John are discussing

th<-
1
ropriety of taking steps toward reducing the day in their

business to nine hours.

Mr. S\m. Richards has leaned the Muirhead mill at Chat-

ham and will run it this season. The prospects are for a good

•eaton'k tawing as Mr. Richards has a good supply of logs.

The recent rains brought down all the Rusiagonish drives,

and the lojrs are now in the rafting ground. Some of the

lamU rmen have their lumber rafted and ready for market.

Jwirge quantities of railroad tics are being shipped to the

American market from Grand Falls. The price paid for

them is $13 per hundred—a much better figure than was

obtained for them a few years ago.

—The boom across the southwest Miramachi broke away

May 22nd, and a million of logs got adrift. The logs be-

longed chiefly to Richards & Lynch. All driving operations

on the river have been stopped in consequence of the accident.

—The Madawaska Improvement Company are about to

construct a large dam at the foot of Bark Lake. The dam is

intended to keep a large reserve in the lake, which will be

used for flooding when the drive is threatening to stick in some

of the rapids further down the river.

—There is much activity among the lumbermen at Rogers-

ville, N.B. The driving season has begun and promises to be

a good one. Gill & Dalton, and Maloney have a large num-

ber of men employed on the waters getting the lumber down.

As usual a very large quantity of railroad ties and posts have

been got out during the past winter.

—The business prospects of the Lake St. John Railway

during the ensuing season are said to be excellent. Nearly

six thousand men have been employed along it making timber

during the past winter, and it is calculated that it will bring

to the Quebec market next summer over 60,000,000 feet of

timber. Last year it carried 40,00-1,000.

—Notwithstanding the light fall of snow last winter in

Kings and St. John counties, N. B., there has not been a better

winter for the lumbermen in many years. Among the many
operators on the main stream of the Salmon River, Robert

Mills easily bears the palm. One day last week one team of

horses hauled two loads containing 39 logs, which scaled

4,000 feet. Mr. Mills has been at work seven weeks, and

has browed 7,000 pieces, and that on a three and one-half-

mile track. Sussex can boast the champion axeman in the

person of John McCaughey, who in one day chopped and

made ready 60 logs, and his average was 50 a day.

- -The St. John Gazette says : The past winter has been a

favorable one for lumbering, taken on the whole, and the cut

throughout the Province is perhaps larger than for the last few

years. On the St. John river and its tributaries the total

amount of lumber cut expected to be got out is considerably

larger than last year. This year's cut on the St. John and

tributaries, including pine, spruce and cedar, will amount to

over 150,000,000 feet. Of the total about fifty-five million is

Province lumber, while the rest was cut on the American side

of the line. The heavy rains the past few weeks are keeping

all the streams so well up that the prospects now are that in

addition to this year's cut all the lumber hung up last year will

be driven out, amounting to some forty-five millions. Seven-

teen millions of this was hung up in the Province, and twenty-

eight millions on the American side. Logs are coming into

Spring Hill very fast, most of them being yet bank stocks.

Upwards of a million came in there yesterday, making 250

joints. The boom company will begin rafting on Monday.

The amount of pine and cedar lumber cut this year is about

10,000,000 feet, much more than last year's cut. About

1 3,000,000 of cedar will be got out.

NOVA SCOTIA.

— It is reported that the Dominion Government will strictly

enforce the sawdust law upon the LaHave River, N.S. and its

tributaries.

—Some 700 men remained in the camps in the woods along

the line of the Ship Railway the past winter awaiting the

recommencement of work this spring. The season is at least

two weeks late and cold at that.

MANITOBA AND THE NORTHWEST.

—James White is opening a lumber yard at Rapid City.

— J. L. Campbell, of Brandon, is about to embark in the

lumber business at Melita.

—The Manitoba Lumber & Fuel Co., Winnipeg, has been

sold out by the sheriff.

—J. A. Chri-iL, if Brandon, has about 8,000,000 feet of

logs waiting to be cut.

— R. S. Thompson, lumber, etc., Glenboro, has disposed of

his branch business at Wawanesa.

R. Heatherington, lumber dealer, Douglass, has purchased

the business and stock of T. Greenwood, Brandon.

—The saw mill at Whitemouth, owned by D. Ross, was

the first mill in that district to be put in operation this year.

--D. Sprague, of the Winnipeg saw mill, will cut 5,000,-

000 feet of lumber this year. His logs will be brought down

the Red River from Minnesota.

—The Lake Dauphin district, says the Minnedosa Tribune,

will soon have three saw mills in operation. This district of

northern Manitoba is evidently going ahead, though it is but

a short time since settlers starteil to go into that section.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.

—The McLaren-Ross Lumber Company's machinery is

giving them perfect satisfaction, and those new machine? de-

signed especially for their mill by D. N. Kendall exceeds his

most sanguine hopes.

—Mr. Nelson's mill on Cambria Island is well under way,

and the machinery in the old Brunnette mill, which is to do

service in the new structure, is now being removed for the

purpose.

— It is reported that a number of large luml>er manufactur-

ers from the vicinity of Barrie, Ont., will shortly visit the

Coast with the object of investing in timber lands, and build-

ing a mill of large capacity.

—The Brunette saw mill is rapidly approaching completion.

The engines are in their proper places, boilers are being

bricked in, and the boiler house is well under way. Cutting

operations will be commenced at an early date.

—Favorable progress is being made on the new mill to Ix:

erected at Hastings. The machinery will be of 150 hor.,e

power. The 50 horse power will be erected as a semi-porta-

ble, and with it will be cut the lumber for the larger structure.

—The American ship Pachtolus has cleared from Moody-

ville, with 808,000 feet of lumber for Shanghai. The Willie

Reed, of New Vork, is ready to clear from jhe same point

with 1,029,000 feet for Valparaiso, and the Ninevah will be

ready by the end ot the week with 1,000,000 feet for Sydney,

Australia.

—The greatest boom that British Columbia has ever -c-cn

in the way of lumbering has been going on the past year, and

from present indications the same rapid progress in mill build-

ing will continue for an indefinite lime. This is certainly the

great lumber country of the future, and Eastern capitalists

fully realize the fact.

Rapid progress is being made on the new mill of the North

Pacific Lumber Co., on Burrard Inlet, and in a short time,

what a few month; ago was a British Columbia forest, will l>e

a scene of activity in the lumber industry. The machinery in

this mill is being imported principally from Ontario, the great-

er part of which has been especially designed for the purpose.

The company have already some eight acres of their mill site

cleared and stumped on the north of the C. P. R. track.

—New Westminster Columbian : The Mechanics' Mill

Company, manufacturers of lumber, sash, doors, blinds,

shop fixtures, etc., is now in full running order and prepared

to furnish any material in the above-mentioned lines. The
proprietors of the mill are Messrs. Ackerman Bros., who are

well and favorably known throughout the city and district.

The interest of Mr. J. E. Kr.ight in the business has been

bought out by Messrs. Ackerman Bros., and the whole

establishment is now under their control.

—The new buildings of 4he Brunette Saw Mills Co. are

very nearly completed. Their apppearance is most imposing

and their capacity immense. The buildings are so placed as

to be convenient for vessels loading lumber at the wharves

and thus work will be executed in the most expeditious and

safe manner. Nearly all the machinery is in place, and is of

the latest and most approved description, part being specially

imported from the east. The company have enough orders

on hand to keep the new mills running at their utmost limit

for some time to come. As has been often stated the Brun-

nette mills are very advantageously situated for the loading

of vessels of deep draught. The water along the front of

their docks has an average depth of thirty feet, so that the

largest ship that enters the Eraser can approach the Brunette

saw mill docks with perfect safety. A large force of men is at

work on the new mill buildings and adjusting the machinery,

and the extension will probably be in running order in

about a month or six weeks.

AMERICAN.

—The Penokee Lumbering company has closed a deal of

3,000,000 feet of lumber for shipment to England. It will go
down the lakes to Quebec and thence to its destination.

—Clinton, Iowa, has a saw mill which cost $200,000, and
is capable of sawing 450,000 feet in eight hours. It has

seven band and three gang saws and two batteries of ten

boilers each.

— Messrs. Francis Bros. , of Pakenham, Ont., have sold to

Messrs. Saxe Bros., of Albany, N.Y., the White Fish Lake
Indian Reserve. The price paid was about one hundred

thousand dollars.

—Great forest fires have been raging in Northern Wiscon-

sin. In the vicinity of Kings bridge, the lumber camps with

all their contents and a large number of buildings have

been destroyed. Thousands of acres of valuable timber have

been burned over and nothing but heavy rains will save other

timber tracts.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

NEW BRUNSWICK MATTERS.

Madawaska, May 17th, 1S90.

Editor Canada Lumberman

:

Logs are floating very satisfactory this spring in this prov-

ince, and the drives will, it is expected, reach the mills in

good time. Morrison's drive has reached Grand Falls, and

Cushing's is expected in to-morrow. The water has kept un-

usually high this spring, and is likely to continue so for some

time, as at this date there is still considerable snow in the

woods. Since the ice run out there has been a constant pas-

sage of both old and new logs, and the numerous drives which

are yet to go down stream will doubtless make good headway.

The output this year will be about on a par with that of

last year. A large amount of stock which has been held over

since last season will be cut up the present summer, and lum-

bermen appear anxious to pick up all the small lots within

their reach.

I noticed in your valuable journal of a recent date an article

on the past and present of the lumbering interests of this prov-

ince, and the article served to call to my mind incidents and

experiences in the lumber camps fifty years ago. About that

time I lumbered on the Musquash waters for the. Lancaster

Mill Co., and it is hardly necessary to state that the accom-

modation, both'in the shanty and drives, was altogether dif-

ferent to what it is to-day. Our food consisted chiefly of pork

and beans, fish, bread, molasses and tea. The chef de cuisine

was not so well up in his art as he is to-day, but "the boys"

retained their appetites and ate as heartily on our primitive

fare as they do to-day with their fancy dishes of roast beef and

plum pudding. Hundreds of times have we eaten our dinners

in the woods far from camp with the bread frozen so stiff that

it had to be cut with an axe or thawed out by the fire. The

rude camp with a firefin the center and cots all around, was

the accommodation we then had, but notwithstanding this I

can look back on those old days and remember them as the

most enjoyable time of my life.

Years ago Charlotte county produced the smallest men

for lumbering and stream driving to be found in New Bruns-

wick. The old-fashioned pick hand-spikes, cut from the

woods, as necessity required, were the only tools in demand

those days. Now we have all the latest improvements in the

shape of pike poles, peavies and boot calks, but with all these

modern conveniences I doubt whether much more progress

in the driving of logs is being made. While the hardy woods-

man always welcomes the advent of new appliances calculated

to lessen labor and facilitate operations I have my doubts if a

lumberman's life is more enjoyed now with all its comforts of

a finished camp, such as good floors, beds, ranges and other

luxuries, as it was in primitive times when but few convenien-

ces w ere to be had.

The good old days when rafting was much lower than it is

now, will be recalled by many. Men followed rafting as a

regular business, and experience was as necessary as in any

other line of skilled labor in which a man might embark. A
good rafter knew the river like a pilot, and was as much at

home in its channel as a red dog is under a kitchen stove.

Life in the lumber camps and on the rolling wave, was full of

its pleasures, and even the hours of toil were sent spinning

along on the wheels of music and song. There was lots of

fun in the business, and the girls along the shore had their

little romances to tell as the fleets went by—romances just

like those girls on land can tell. The history of those days

and nights are left in pleasant rhymes, rattling stories and

gleesoroe songs—some printed and some carried around in the

shape of traditions—that once gladdened the hearts of thou-

sands of rafters. Every fleet had its fiddler who could scrape

out a break down and play "Rye Straw," the "Rocky
Roads," "Haste to the Wedding," and so on; its warblers

who filled the moonlight night with glorious songs ; and its

story-tellers, always primed to the chin with yarns that raised

a laugh and made hearts happy.

I visited Lepieaux a short time ago and found it a desolate

place. What was once fine mills and dwellings are now
tumbling down with decay. Here in times past millions of

feet of lumber were annually manufactured and shipped to

Europe, while hundreds ofmen found employment in the mills

and woods. Now only a few fishermen inhabit the place.

Maganadavic in those days was also an important lumber

point, but to-day is nothing. From here large quantities of

square pine timber was shipped to England.

If more attention was paid to the protection of our forests

by our local and Dominion politicians we would not be in the

unenviable position we are in at present. Our milling inter-

ests have dwindled down next to nothing, and the greater

part of our timber has be«»n, and is being, cut by Americans

and floated across the river to be manufactured in American

mills. These logs are allowed to leave our province without

a cent of duty being paid on them, and as a result we are not

only losing the revenue which should be ours, but our forests

are fast disappearing, and our own people left to seek employ-

ment elsewhere. Surely the time has now come, if it ever

j

will come, when united action should be taken to protect our

own interests and put a positive stop to this wholesale slaugh-

ter of our forests.

Old Lumberman.

THE U. S. TARIFF ON LUMBER.

Editor Canada Lumberman.

Sir:—You will have observed that the Chicago Timber-

man, while making a fair criticism of some of my remarks in

a recent letter to the Journal of Commerce, has probably made

a misprint in the amount mentioned by me ( when contrasting

the advantages of those towing logs from the Canadian shore

of Lake Erie to Buffalo and Tonawanda over those manu-

facturing on this side) when he makes me state this amount at

$7 per M. instead of $4 per M. as mentioned in my letter.

I have, however, to admit that appearances are against the

position I assumed of the improbability of our government

changing its policy, because some of our Michigan friends

were short of saw logs, and if one was not aware of the true

inwardness of this affair, the Timberman's criticism would be

justifiable when it says :
" Mr. Little seems to be just a trifle

w ide of the mark, and unaware of the easy grace with which

Sir John, notwithstanding his seventy odd years, can turn a

summersault. Even while we write the news comes from

Ottawa that the export duty will be removed, if the United

States tariff on lumber is reduced $1 per thousand."

The facts are that this action was taken by our government

at the persistent importunity of the agents of our Michigan

friends, who, after assuring us that Congress existed merely to

record their wishas, made the proposal referred to, and who,

as I surmised at the time, had no sooner got this exceptional

proviso inserted in the U. S. Tariff bill than they set their

agents here to work to ascertain what effect it might have ;

but learning that our people were perfectly indifferent in the

matter, and that the export log duty would be restored to $3

( if the export of logs was not prohibited altogether ) should

the ridiculous provision become law, they at once began to

importune cur government to permit them to say that the saw-

log duty would be removed in case the lumber duties were re-

duced to $1 per thousand.

It is but true to remark that the export duty en sawlogs was

never relished even by those who favored it as the lesser of

two evils ; but as Sir Boyle Roche said :
" He was willing to

throw away a part or even the whole of the constitution to

save the remainder," we preferred even an export duty rather

than wholly sacrifice a portion of our remaining timber.

At last, however, Sir John, not wishing to be too hard in

this matter, out of that exuberance of good nature for which

he is proverbial, and which he always evinces whenever the

interests of our American friends are concerned, consented to

their proposal, so that the backing down, if any, was rather

on the part of our American fiiends, who, instead of insisting

on a duty of $3.50 per M. on Canadian lumber as they origin-

ally proposed, are pleased now to make the duty $1 per M.

It is as I have already remarked, a matter of no moment

whatever to us what the rate of duty may hereafter be on

white pine and spruce lumber, as the duty whatever it may be,

will have to be paid by the American people if they want the

lumber, but it is to be hoped that the United States Congress,

recognizing the great harm already done their country by this

pernicious duty, now that the lumbermen have let go their

grip and offered to reduce the duty one half, will go a step

further in the right direction and remove the duty altogether,

and thus get rid of the anomoly of charging duties on lumber,

at a time when the condition of their forests on the Atlantic

side shows that they should rather offer a bounty to any

country willing to part with its timber, than to restrict its im-

port by the imposition of any duty whatever.

William Little.

Montreal, May 20th, 1890.

Moodyville, B. C, May 14th, 1890.

Editor Canada Lumberman.

Dear Sir,— Noticing a short article in the April issue of

The Lumberman headed " Copperine " I am lead to think

that Mr. Gidley, of Little Bob mills, evidently intended to

extend a recommendation for Mr. Spooner's Copperine, but

has taken a curious way of doing it. I, too, will speak well

in behalf of Spooner's best Copperine for we use a great deal

of it, and have no hesitation in s'ating that it is the best

anti-friction, as compared with its cost, that we have ever

used. We sometimes are compelled to make proper Babbit

metal to use alongside (so to speak) of Spooner's Copperine.

Why do we do it? Because a genuine Babbit metal, under

certain circumstances, outdoes, to a certain extent, the Cop-

perine. We would not go to the expense of making pure

Babbit metal if no better than a cheaper make. Good
Babbit metal costs from 40 to 60 cents per lb., and cannot be

got for less, for the reason that the copper invariably costs

30 cents and antimony 25 cents. Adding to this the cost of

preparation the proper article cannot be produced for less

than the figure above mentioned. I know quite well where-

of I speak, and am able to testify from practice to the

difference in qualities of anti-friction metals. What I have

stated in this regard is intended to assist Mr. Spooner and

the use of his metal, but is done in a different way from that

of Mr. Gidley, and I have no. doubt but that Mr. Spooner

will read this with actually better satisfaction. When we

take the actual first cost of metal as a base for calculation

Mr. Spooner's metal for seven-eigths of the purposes for

which such metal is used, is certainly at the front ; but it

must not be said that lubricants may burn out without melt-

ing even the best (soft) anti-friction ever made, no matter

what its cost. Such remarks are not in justice to Mr.

Spooner's Copperine.

S. J. Randall,

Master Mechanic, Moodyville Saw Mill Co.

UTILIZE THE WASTE.
A correspondent writing from Portland, Me., to the

Skerbrooke E\~aminer\\?LS the following to say in regard
to waste in manufacturing hardwood lumber.

There has always seemed to the writer a great waste
in the manufacture of hard wood such as birch, maple
and ash in Canada, and as your correspondent is in-

terested in the business a few remarks as to saving in

the manufacture may not come amiss.

Many mill men when shipping here such a car with

the expectation of having a large return from it, and
when they come to have it inspected they think they

are greatly cheated, when such is not the case. When
a man buys a No 1 lot of boards he wants them and
does not not care to have the poor ones. What can he
do ? He cannot surely be expected to give a number one
price for a number two article. And then what a loss

to the shipper, he pays freight and duty on a low priced

article and that reduces the profits. When visiting

mills in your neighborhood last winter your correspon-

dent was asked several times by mill men what shall

we do with our second quality of lumber if we give you
all our first ? or that it did not pay to saw and send
hardwood. There is a way out of this. Everything
can be brought into use and there is a use for every-

thing. Now instead of ripping and tearing into the

logs if your mill men would consider that there can be
got out of lumber a larger per centage of short clear

stock and only a small waste than by sawing it all into

boards and plank, and this can be done by sawing it

into bobbin and spool stock. We append to this a list

of the sizes that are mostly used, lengths and number
of feet, and we feel sure that it would pay to manufac-
ture it for this market for there are always orders for

such stock and much of the waste slabs that are now
thrown away could be cut up and made use of.

All this must be plump to gauge when thoroughly
seasoned with the sides straight and parallel. The
accompanying schedule has been found practically cor-

rect and mill men should make guages to green size

and see that the sticks fill them. Sticks cut tapering

or 1-32 scant cause waste and annoyances.
There is a proper machine to cut such stock and can

be set up with a small cost, and we feel sure that it

would pay to cut such stock.

No. of sticks in Greeu size, Day size, No. of feet
iu a, Bundle, iuches iuches in Bundle
whatever square. square. 1 ft. long.
length.

I20 9-16 % IO

76 I I - 1

6

H IO

53 13-16
(

IO

45 H 13-16 IO

38 I 5-16 ft 10

34 I 15-16 10

30 I I - 16 1 IO

27 I 5-32 1 1 - 1

6

10

24 I 7-32 H IO

22 I 9-32 1 3-16 io'/3
20 I II-32 iX IO 5-12

18 > 13-32 1 5-16

16 I 15-32 iH IO I 12

•5 I 9-16 1 7-16

12 iH Q

12 1 1 - 1

6

1 9-16

12 10 9-16

10 1 13-16 1 1 1 - 1

6

9/2
10 iy& 10 1-5

9 1 15-16 I 13 16 9 5-6

8 2 1-32 iy* 9H
8 2 3-32 1 15-16 10

8 2 5-32 2 10^
7 2 7-32 2 1 - 1

6

IO

7 2 9-32 2% 10%
6 2 n-32 2 3-' 6 9 3-5

6 2 13-32 2%
6 2 9-16 2H nX
5 2 n-16 2'A 10 5.12
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INSPECTION OF PINE LUMBER

As Adopted by the Lumber Section of the
Toronto Board of Trade.

Inspectors of lumber must measure and inspect each

piece as thev find it of full length and width ; imperfec-

tions are not to be measured out.

All lumber must be put into the grade its defects call

for regardless of measurement.

All lumber over 1 inch in thickness must be measured

full with the % or ]/2 added on each piece. (No frac-

tion in width allowed.)

In inspection the Inspector is instructed to use his

best judgment, based upon the rules laid down for his

guidance.

The standard knot is to be considered as not exceed-

ing \)i inches in diameter.

Splits are a greater or less defect to lumber, and

must be con;-ideied accordingly.

All lumber must be cut plump in thickness and be

well manufactured, and all lumber imperfectly manu-

factured shall be classed as Culls.

RULES FOR THE INSPECTION OF PINE LUMBER.
The following shall be the grades of lumber author-

ized by the Board of Trade of the City of Toronto :

—

Clear Lumber shall be perfect in all respects and free

from Wane, Rot, Shake or Check, not less than 12 feet

long, 8 inches wide, and 1 inch thick. A piece 12

inches wide will admit of imperfections to the extent of

one standard knot or its equivalent in sap. In lumber

over 12 inches wide the Inspector must use his best

judgment in accordance with the instructions above

given.

Picks.— Pickings must not be less than 12 feet long,

8 inches wide, and 1 inch in thickness, well manu-
factured and free from Wane, Rot Shake or Check. A
piece 8 inches wide will admit of one standard knot or

imperfections in sap to the same extent ; a piece 12

inches wide will admit of 2 standard knots, or imper-

fections in sap to the same extent. For lumber wider

than 12 inches, of this grade, Inspectors will carry out

the instructions as given regarding wide clear lumber.

No. 1 Cutting up shall not be less than 12 feet long,

7 inches wide, and 1 inch in thickness. Clear pieces

10 feet long and the required width are included in

this grade ; this must be free from Wane, Rot. Shake,

or Check. Pieces from 7 to 9 inches wide will admit

of imperfections to the extent of 2 standard knots of

their equivalent in sap. Pieces from 10 to 12 inches

wide will admit of 3 standard knots or imperfections

equivalent to them in sap, and wider for lumber of

this grade Inspectors will follow instructions as given

in two previous grades. Inspectors are informed that

this grade is expected to cut out two-thirds Clear in

piofitable lengths to the consumer.

No. 2 Cutting up shall not be less than 10 feet long,

6 inches wide, and 1 inch in thickness, and shall cut

at least one-half Clear in accordance with the in-

structions as given above regarding No. 1 Cutting up

lurr.b;r.

Fine Dressing-—This grade of lumber shall be

generally of a sound character, and shall be free from

wane, rot, shake or check, not iess than 10 feet long, 7

inches wide, and 1 inch in thickners. A piece 7

inches wide will admit of one or more knots which can

be covered with a 10c. piece if they are sound. A
piece w ider than 7 inches will admit of one or more

knots of the same size according to the judgment of

the Inspector in regard to the width.

Common Dressing shall not be less than 10 feet long,

7 inches wide, and 1 inch in thickness, and shall be

free from wane, rot, shake or check, and shall be

generally of a sound character, and w ill admit of stan-

dard knots that will not unfit it for dressing purposes.

Common shall be free from rot and unsound knots,

and well manufactured, not less than 10 feet long. 7

inches wide and 1 inch in thickness.

Strips.—Clear Strips shall be from 4 to 6 inches

wide, not less than 12 feet long, and 1 inch in thick-

ness, and shall have one perfectly clear face free from

all imperfections ;
bright sap will be permitted on the

reverse side.

Sap Strips for fine dressing shall be from 4 to 6 inches

wide, not less than 12 feet loj»g and 1 inch in thickness,

and will admit of one knot which can be covered by a

10 cent piece, in a piece 4 inches wide ; and two knots

of like size in a piece 6 inches wide. All strips free

from other imperfections and having bright sap on two

sides would be admitted into this grade.

Common Dressing Strips shall be from 4 to 6 inches

wide, not less than 10 feet long, and 1 inch in thick-

ness, and shall be well manufactured and generally of

a sound character, will admit of knots which are sound

and not coarse, and which w ill not unfit it for ordinary

dressing purposes,

sound character.

Common Strips shall be from 4 to 6 inches in width,

not less than 10 feet kmg, and 1 inch in thickness, free

from rot and wane, and to be of coarse, sound char-

acter.

No. 1 Culls.—This grade shall consist of lumber

above the grade of No. 2 Culls, and shall admit of

coarse knots and stains and be free from rot ; it shall

also admit of pieces imperfectly manufactured, below

1 inch in thickness and peifectly sound and not render-

ed worthless through improper manufacture.

ATo 2 Culls shall be lumber that will work one

half sound.

WHAT THEY SAY OF US.

The Lumberman at at all times appreciates the

good words spoken of it, not only by those who from

issue to issue peruse and inwardly digest its contents

from a business standpoint, but. also from our confreres

of the press. Since the removal of the publication to

Toronto the press of the country has been profuse in

its expressions of good-will and its appreciation of our

efforts, to one and all of which journals we would ex-

tend our sincere thanks.

A brief extract from a few of these notices will suffice

to show our readers the esteem in which the Lumber-
man is held by members of the fourth estate.

"A worthy exponent of the large and influential industry,

which it claims to represent."

—

Toronto Empire.

"The Lumberman is a eood thing of its class, and con-
tains much that is interesting and instructive to lumbermen,
workers in wood, and the general reader."

—

Barrie Advance.

" It is a creditable publication in every sense, and deserves
success. "

—

Miramichi Advance.

" It is brim full of all sorts of reliable information in its line,

and is invaluable to the lumber trade."

—

Huron Expositor.

" It is a fine specimen of typography, and the interests of
the lumber trade and of allied industries are served well by
this publication."

—

Toronto News.

"The Canada Lumberman is a paper of sterling worth
and we are gratified to hear that it is experiencing a degree of
prosperity commensurate with its merits."

—

Chicago Timber-
man.

"It is an excellent monthly, and should be in the hands of
every man engaged in the lumber business."

—

Shelbume Free
Press.

" We are glad to note that success has attended a paper
that is a credit to Canadian journalism, and to the business
whose interests it represents."

—

Montreal Trade Review.

" It presents a neat typographical appearance, and abounds
in valuable information for the lumber trade."

—

Toronto
World.

"The Canada Lumberman is one of our most valued
exchanges, and we wish it the greatest success."

—

Saw Mill
Gazette, New York.

"Our contemporary shows signs of prosperity in the very
creditable appearance it makes, and the lumbermen have an
organ which they ought to appreciate."

—

Patent Review.

" It cannot be too heartily recommended to the notice of
all interested in the lumber trade."

—

Orillia Packet.

"An excellent publication and should be in the hands of all

interested in lumbering."

—

North Star.

" This enterprising journal has met with great success, and
must continue to deserve an ever increasing patronage."

—

Deseronto 'Tribune.

" It is the best got up periodical in Canada, whether as to
editorial matter or typographical appearance."

—

Pembroke
Standard.

" It is a most ably conducted journal, and should be in the
hands of all those interested in the lumber trade. It contains
the latest and trustworthy market reports from various points
throughout the world."

—

Sherbrooke Examiner.
" One of the best journals of its class in America."

—

Mid-
land Free Press.

"Thoroughly well edited and is one of the finest specimens
of typographical work in the country. "—Manitoulin Ex- I

positor.

" As a paper devoted to a special interest, and that interest

of a very great and growing importance in this country,
The Lumberman is a credit alike to its publishers and to I

Canada."

—

New Westminster, (B. C.,) Truth.

HOME AND FOREIGN TRADE REVIEW.
Office of Canada Lumberman, \

May 31st, 1890./

The local lumber trade has been unusually quiet

during the past month, and still remains so, with little

prospect of any immediate improvement. The strikes

in the building trades, and the stringency in money
matters, have had a depressing effect in nearly every

branch of business, and we need not look for much
change for the better until the strikes are ended and
there is an easing up in money matters. While there

are quite a number of improvements going on in the

city, there is a noticeable lack of buildings going up in

the suburbs compared with the last two or three years,

caused by the fact that in too many instances suburban

investments have ceased to be remunerative. While

-

orders are continually coming in from the country,

there is no disguising the fact that the poor crops of

the past two years have been a great drawback to the

prosperity of the lumber trade. The trade of the

Ottawa Valley shows signs of improvement, as there is

an improved demand over that of a month ago, yet the

shipping is not as heavy as it was during the same
period of the previous year. While the consumption of

lumber in Canada and the United States may be con-

sidered good, there is a noticeable depression in the

trade, occasioned by the unsettled condition of the

tariff, as buyers for the British and South American
markets are holding off, believing that if the McKinley
bill passes in its present shape, they will be able to pur-

chase at their own prices.

It is impossible to predict at the present time with

any degree of accuracy w hat the lumber business will

amount to the present summer, as much depends on
undeveloped circumstances.

The financial embarassment of Smith, Wade& Co.,

of Quebec, has brought about a depressed feeling in the

trade of that city, and the prospects of the lumber
business are anything but assuring. It is estimated

that this year's output in pine w ill be over fifty per cent,

larger than last year, and it is predicted by some that

this will have the effect of reducing prices in the English

market.
FOREIGN.

Latest advices from London report the hardwood
market as exceptionally brisk, and generally speaking
there is a good steady market all round, prices being

firm without in any instance being high. Business

between dealers and merchants is good, being stimu-

lated by the continuance of the demand for con-

sumption in regard to all the descriptions respecting

which it has been good for sometime past, and an
appreciable improvement w ith regard to most of the

kfnds, which have of late shown signs of dullness.

The American walnut trade has increased enormously
during the past twelve months, and the market con-

tinues brisk, possessing all the encouraging features

which it has exhibited for many weeks past. The
hardwood imports have been large, though the arrivals
have not been numerous.
There is a fair inquiry for American whitewood

Lumber of good quality is in demand, and logs find
ready sale. Prices are good, but low grades are w eak.
and stocks more than ample.
There is a steady demand for cedar at Liverpool

and the stocks in dealers' hands are now within a small
compass. Small parcels of American walnut and
whitewood continue to come to hand, and in spite
of their generally poor quality meet with fair sale
immediately they are landed going principally into the
hands of dealers. The latter has been imported rather
freely, but as the demand is good there has been no
difficulty in disposing of the various parcels as soon as
landed.

BRITISH BOARD OF TRADE RETURNS.
The Board of Trade returns for April show an in-

crease in the importation of all the discriptions. as
compared with the corresponding month of last year.
In heavy goods the quantity imported, exceeds by 22.517
loads, and in sawn goods by 9,311 loads, the quantity
imported during April, 1889. The total quantities are,
heavy 172,076 loads in April. 1SS9, against 194.593
loads during April of present year, the respective
quantities of sawn goods being 195,981 loads, as com-
pared w ith 205,292 loads. The increases in same goods
telate exclusively to the importation from Baltic pons :

these goods from all other countries show a decrease,
and this also is chiefly the case with regard to hewn
timber, there being a decrease from the British East
Indies and the United States.
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TRADE REVIEW.
Toronto, Ont.

Toronto, May 31st, 1890.

The city trade has been dull for sometime, owing to the con-

tinued strikes in the building trades, but a fair amount of

country orders have been coming in. The sawing season has

fairly set in and the drives as a rule are making good progress.

Navigation is fairly active. Prices remain unchanged.

CAR OR CARGO LOTS.
iKand thicker clear picks. American inspection $20 oo@3o 00

1% and thicker, three uppers, American inspection. .. 37 00

ljj and thicker, pickings, American inspection 2500
1x10 4 12 dressing and better iS 00 2000
1x10 * 12 mill run

13

00 14 00

1x10 s 12 dressing

1400

1500
1x10 s 12 common

1200

1300
1x10 i- 12 spruce culls

1000

11 op

1x10 & 12 mill culls 9°o
1 inch clear and picks

2400

2500
inch dressing and better

18

os 2000
1 inch siding mill run

1300

1400
1 inch siding common

11

00 1200
1 inch siding ship culls

10

00 11 00

i nch siding mill culls 800 900
Cull scantling

800

900
1K and thicker cutting up plank 2200 2500
1 inch strips 4 in to S in mill run 1400 1500
1 inch strips, common ti 00 1200
\% inch flooring

1400

ij 00

ij^inch flooring

1400

1500
XXX shingles, 16 in

2
20 2 30

XX shingles, 16 in

1

20 1 30

Lath, No. 1

1

70 1 90
No. 2 1 70

YARD QUOTATIONS.
Mill cull hoards & scantlingSio 00 Dressing stocks 16 oo@20 00

Shipping cull boards, pro- Picks Am. inspection 40 00

miscuous widths 13 ooThree uppers. Am. inspect. 50 00

stocks 14 00 F. M.

Scantling & joist, up to 16 ft 14 00 1 Kin. flooring, dres'd 28 00 30 oc

18 ft 15 00 \i
lA " " rough ... 18 00 22 00

" " 20 ft 16 00 1% " " dres'd f.m. 25 00 28 00
" " 22 ft 1700 " '' undrs'd B.M.18 00 19 00
" " 24ft 19 00 " " dres'd... iS 00 20 00
" " 26 ft 20 00 " " undres'd 12 00 15 00
" " 2S ft 22 ool Beaded sheeting, dress-

'• 30 ft 24 00 ed 22 00 35 00

32 ft 26 oo'Clapboarding, dres'd 1200
" 34ft 28 5o|XXX sawn shingles

22 50 per M 2 65 2 75
" " 36 ft 30 oo'Sawn Lath 2 00

38 ft 32 do Red oak 30 00
" 40 to 44 ft 35 00

Cutting up planks and
thicker dry 25 00 26 00

board 18 00 22 00

White " 35
Basswood, No. 1 & 2 18 00
Cherry, No. 1 & 2. .. 50 00
White ash, 1 & 2 25 00
Black ash, 1 & 2 20 00

Mill cull boards ai:d

scantlings ?

Shipping cull boards
promiscuous widths.
Snipping cull stocks.
Scantling and joist up
to 16 feet

do up to 18 feet

do up to 20 feet

d« up to 22 feet

do up to 24 feet

do up to 26 feet

do up to 28 feet

do up to 30 feet

Cutting up plank i%
and thicker dry.. ..

Cutting up boards. . .

.

Hamilton, Ont.

Hamilton, May 31st, 18;

Dressing stocks $16 00
• 9 oo@ 10 oo : 1 % flooring, rough. .. 1600

1 % flooring, rough... 1600
1000 12 ooliji flooring, dressed .

14 00 \i
lA flooring, dressed .

1 flooring, dressed . 21 50

14 00! Beaded sheeting 1 . .. 2500
15 50 Picks, Am inspection 32 00

16 00 Three uppers Am. In.

17 00 XXX sawn shingles.. 2 60

18 00 Sawn Lath
19 00 1 Red Oak 2000
20 oojWhite Oak 25 00
21 00 Basswood No. 1. & 2. . 1600

Cherry No. 1 & 2 60 00

20 00 25 00 White Ash No. 1 &• 2. 25 00
20 ool Black Ash No. 1 & 2. 20 00

40 00

45 00
20 00
60 00

35 00

30 00

iS 00
18 00
1800
25 00

32 00

23 00

30 00

34 00
4c 00
2 70
2 25

25 00

30 00
20 00
70 00

35 00

30 00

Ottawa, Ont.

Ottawa, May 31st, 1890.

All the mills are now running and doing good work, but

owing to the large stock of lumber wintered over, the cut

this summer will not likely be up to that of last season,

which was an exceptionally good one. It was thought that

the reduction in the ship rates this spring would have

materially increased the demand from the English market,

but it has not been felt as yet by the manufacturers. The
drives from the upper streams have commenced to arrive and

business along the river has quite an animated appearance.

Pine, istqual., M.S35 oo(§40 oc
" 2nd 22 00 25 oc
" shipping culls 1400
" 4th qua|. deals 10 00
" mill culls. . .800
Spruce, V W. . . 10 00
Hemlock . . 9 00
Ash 1300
Bass 12 o»

Oak
.Valnut
Cherry. . ,

Butternut
Birch

2 00! Maple, hard.
17 oolLaths
18 oolShingles.
20 ool " cedar

16 oc
12 00
10 00

$40 oo(§.ioo co
60 00 100 Oj

. 60 00 80 00
22 00 40 00
15 00 2; 00
20 00 21 00
1 80 I 90
1 50 3 00

. 1 50 3 00

Spruce deals
Pine
Deal ends -

Scantling -

St. John, N. B.
St. John, May 31st,

Deals, Boards, Scantling, etc.

- - - - $12 oolSpruce boards - - -

- - - - 15 oolpine " - - -12

- - - - 6 00 Oak " - - - -

- - - - 10 00 Ash " - - - 1

;

Hemlock " - - - •

Shingles.

$3 50I No. 1

12 00
oo@40 00

40 00
00lS,2j 00

- 7 50

Spruce, extra $3 5°| 1 1 2;
'• clear 3 ooiPine 1 25
" No. 1 extra - - - 2 25I

Clapboards.

Pine, extra 35 00 Spruce, extra 24 00
" clears 45 00 " clears 23 00
" 2d clears 35 00 " No. 1 - - -1500

" No. 2 - - - 10 00

Flooring, Dressed.

6 in. .No. 1 12 oo|4 in., No. 1 1200
" No. 2 - - 10 oo| " No. 2 10 00

Miscellaneous.

Staves 3 oo@ 4 50 1
Laths 1 80

Heading 17 in. per pr. 04 Pickets 650^1500
" 18 in. 04K 05!^ Railway ties

22 in. 04M 06
i

Pine, 1st qua'y M
Pine, 2nd "

Pfne shipping culls

V M
Pine, 4th quality
deals V M

Pine, mill culls.^M
Spruce, per M
Hemlock, lumber..
Hemlock timber
Ash

Montreal, Que.

Montreal, May 31st,

$2; oo@35 00 1 Basswood 14
20 00 25 00

[

Oak, per M 40
Walnut " 55

1200 1400, Cherry " 65
Butternut, per M... 22

9 oo 11 00 Birch, " . 12

600 8 00 Spruce timber , 12

900 11 00 I Hard Maple " ... 20

7 00 10 00 1 % Lath 1

1200 1400 I Shingles, 1st, per M 3
13 00 20 oo ! Shingles. 2nd, " 1

IS90.

00 20 00
00 50 00
00 100 00
00 80 00
oo 40 00
00 20 00
00 1 5 00
00 22 00

3 25
1 50

Vancouver and New Westminster, B.C.

New Westminster, May 31st, 1890.

Car load and ship rates according to assortment. Bridge and
Wharf Plank and Timber.
10 to 40 ft. long, per M, net . . ... . $11 00
41 to 70 ft. '••'«"; .... $12 oo@iS 00
Rough lumber, building material 11 00

Sized 12 Jo
Fir, Clear 17 50
Cedar, Bench or Selects . . 25 00

" D. D . . 30 00
/ in, 1% iVixb in. •

T. & G. Edge, Grain and Dry . . . . . 27 50
Green .. . . . , . 25 00

No. 1, Dry - - 22 So
" 1, Green - - - - - - - - -20 00
" 2, Dry - - -20 00
" 2, Green - - - - - - - 17 50
Cut to length, extra per M 2 50
D. Dressed - - - - -

.
- - - 2 50

/ in, 1% i l/ix4 ! .

Edge Grain, Dry - -27 50
" " Green --------- 25 00

T. & G. Edge Grain, Dry - - - - - - - 25 00
No. 1, Dry-------- - - 25 00
" 1, Green - -- -- - ---22 50

2, Dry - - 20 00
" 2. Green - - - - - - - - • - - 17 50

S. S. Planks for scows - - 1750
D. D. cedar, verandah cover, any length - 45 00

" " cut to length - - - - 50 00
Shingles - -- -- -- -- -- 2 50
Lath . 2 25
D. D. clear Cedar .40 oo@6o 00
Pickets, rough . . 11 00
Five per cent, off above prices for cash with the order.
Delivery on scow to mouth of river.

20 M ft. and over 75c. per M. ft

10 to 20 M ft $i.oo
"

Under 10 M ft. . 1.25
"

Albany, N. Y.

Albany, N.Y., May 31st, 1890.

The spruce and hemlock men report a good business, with

orders ahead. Prices will have a tendency to ease off a little

when the new lumber comes in, especially on spruce and hem-

lock. There is quite a little business doing in hardwoods,

notably in oak, ash and cherry. There is little doing in wal-

nut. Shingles are in fair demand, and lath are selling well.

Hemhck.
i3 lAc UKx4. run, each 12%
q% I2X4. run each 9K

Pine.

3 3°<§!55 oojio in boards dressing
and better.. $28 oo@34 00

Good, 1x10 in. each
1x10 in culls

2^ in. and up, good
4ths 48 00
Selects 43 00
Pickings 38 00

1 to 2 in., good 49 00

4ths 44 00
Selects 3900
Pickings 34 00

1 in. good 50 00
4ms 45 00

Selects 40 00
Pickings — 35 00

Shelving Doards,i2in.
and up 28 00

Dressing tods, narrow 2000
Sapping boards 1600
Box boards 13 00

50 00

45 00! Common 15 00
40 00 12 in. boards dressing
5000 and better 2900
4500 Common 1500
40 00 1 K inch siding,select-

35 00 ed 40 00
Common 15 00

48 00 1 in. siding selected. . 3800
43 Oo Common 1300
38 00 Norway, selected 2200

Common ». 1200
10 in. plk. 13 ft. dress-
ing and better, each 42@5o

25

32 00
22 00
18 00
ij 00

3600
22 00

45 00
20 00
42 00
18 00

25 00
15 00

Shingles, shaved pine 6 50
2<fquality 5 ooi

Sawed, extra 4 30 4 40
Sawed, clear butts. . . 300 330
Cedar, XXX 4 00 4 20

Culls 22
10 in. boards, 13 ft.,

dress,& better each 28
Culls 17

Shingles and Lath
Shingles, cedar mixed 2 75
Lath, pine 200

Spruce 2 25
Hemlock 190

3 00

Buffalo and Tonawanda, N. Y.

Buffalo, May 31st, 1890.

Hardwoods are moving very freely and at strong prices on

quotations. The greatest drawback to the lumber trade at

the present time has been strikes, and aside from this the lum-

ber trade in Western New York would be in good condition.

Lumber receipts at Tonawanda have been quite heavy this

spring, and the trade is hopeful of doing a good season's

business.

Norway
Clear, 1 to 2 in. all iCommon, 1 to 2 in. all

width 2300 widths I2 5o@i5oo
Dressing, 1 to 2 in. all 4x4, 5x5, 6x6 turning. . 2200
widths 16 oof5:20 00UX4, 5x5, 6x6 common 1600

White Pine.
Up'rs, 1 to 4 in. INo. 2 cuts, 1 to 2 in

ioin.„. . $45 00(5:55 ooj_ and thicker $20 00(624 00
27 00
17 00
20 50
17 50
10 00

[Dressing, 1 to 1 in.. 22 00
45 00 Common, 1 to 2 in . . H 00

No. 1 barn, 7 to 12 in 18 50
No. 2 barn. 7 to 12 in 16 50
Mill culls, 1 to 2 in . . 9 00

39 00

39 oc

Sl'cts & Picks,
1 to 4 in 38 00

Fine common, 1 to 2

in. and thicker.. 33 00
No. 1 cuts, 1 to 2 in

and thicker 27 00
Mold strips, 1 to

2 in 27 00 33 00
Shingles

XXX, 18-in, sawed 3 7o|Thick cut (trade mark) 16 in
XX, 18-in. sawed clear butts 2 70, per square 2 50
X, 18-in, sawed 1 80XXX cut 2 25
XXX, 16-in " 3 401X cut 1 10
XX, 16-in " clear butts 2401X0 2 cut 50
X 16-in 90 Short cut 1 25
Thick cut. 3 2oSquare end, per thousand. . . 5 00
XXX cut 3oopctagonor pointed end 52;
X cut 1 joiScalloped or round end 5 25
No. 2 cut 65lOther shapes made to order 5 25

New York City

New York, May 31, 1890.
White pine is in increased demand as compared with the

past few weeks, and is about equal to the trade of last year.

Hardwoods are unchanged. Quartered oak and poplar, ash,

maple, elm and hickory, all find leady sale al current rates.

Cherry is still short in supply and high in price. The export
trade in walnut seems to he improving, while other hard-
woods find their due quota of foreign sales. The shingle

trade has improved considerably this spring, and while com-
petition is keen, sales are active. Lath are somewhat firmer

in price, with a slight prospect of further increase.

Black Walnut.
lear $80 00^82 0 I ^ulls, 1 inch $31

:% inches— 95 00 97 00 Julls, thick 36 00
36 00

38 001 and
1% and thicker 10000 105 oo|Counter tops, 18 in.

Rejects 50 00 52 00' and over no 00 150 00
Poplar, or White Wood.

Yi in. 10 inches and |i inch. 8 in. and over 30 50 31 50
over

25

oo@ 2600 2^ and thicker 33 50 34 50
K.in. coffin boards .. . 29 00 30 00 Common 1 to 2 in 22 00 24 00
1 inch, 10 inch and paps, 1 inch & thicker 2600 27 00
over

31

50 32 00 Culls, all thickness.. 16 00 16 50
Ash.

1 in. white 36 oo(5> 37 ooiStrips clear 27 oo@ 28 00
\Vi to 2 inch 38 00 39 00; Black ash, good 26 00 30 00
2Vi to 4 inch 40 oo 42 ool Black ash, com 18 00 19 00

1 inch plain sawed.
iK to 2 inch
Thicker
Quarter-sawed, whit

1 inch
1 inch strips.

iK to 2 inch.
Rejects

Chestnut, clear. . ..

Chestnut common .

.

Basswood white....
Basswood common.
Maple, clear
Birch, clear
Birch, is and2s
Cottonwood

Oak.
37 oo@ 39 ocl 1 inches and over... 51 oo(S

39 00 40 00 1'hicker 53 00

40 00 41 00 Strips under 6 in 40 00
e. all clear, - Dimension cut size 25 00

Cherry
82 oo@ 85 ocl;^ and thicker 95 00(8

40 00 42 00 Counter tops, 18 in.

85 00 90 ool and over no oo

40 oo 44 00 Culls, all thickness 16 00
Miscellaneous.

33 oo@ 35 ooiHickery, old growth 50 00
20 00 22 oojHickery, 2nd growth 70 00

30 00 32 oolElm 20 00
21 00 23 oo'Sycamore 24 00
28 00 30 oolSycamore quartered 38 00

32 00 35 00 Gum 36 00
26 00 30 ooi Butternut . . . . 45 00
21 00 22 oolSvcamore dressed fig 24 00

52 00

55 00
42 00

27 00

100 00

18 00

55 00

75 00
22 00
26 00
40 00
38 00
50 00

25 00

Burlington, Vt.

Burlington, May 31, 1890.

Lumber shipments from this market have been very fair

since the opening of the season. Dressed lumber is in good
demand and all the planing mills are running full time and
some of them overtime. The supply of cars is under the re-

quirements. Prices are well maintained, and collections are

fair.

Canada Pine idmgs —1x8 in. an d up, 12 to ib ft. D 2 or 4 S.
Select & shelving . . . . $46 oolFinish . . . $37 oo@38 00
Pickings 37 00 Dressing . . , 2700(832800
Pickings & better . . 40 oo(S>42 oo|Common . . 20 oo@2i 00

Canada Pine Stock—1x10 in 12 to 16 ft. D 2 or 4 S.
Selects (clear) . . . 55 oo'Pickings & better . .4400
1st shelving . . 42 ooAs run. common out 33 00
2d . . . 39 00 No. 1 barn boards . .2600
3d ... 30 oo@3i 00 Common . . 21 00 22 00

Pickings . . . 38 ool

Canada Pine Stock—ixi! in. 12 to 16 ft. D 2 or 4 S.
Selects (clear)

ist shelving
2d
3d .

'

.

Pickings

57 00
47 00
41 00
32 00
3S 00

Pickings & better
As run, common out . .

No. 1 barn boards
Common . . 21 006

44 00

26 00
!22 00

Canada Pine Stock—14 in. 12 to lb ft. D 2 or 4 S.
Pickings & better . . 4; 0013d shelving
As run, common out . . 33 oolCommon
Canada Pine Short Boards—1x8 in. b> up, 11 ft. &* tinder, D 2 S

or R.
Pickings & better 33 co@35 oolDressing & common, d
As run, common out . . 30 00 2 s or 3 2 s & m 20 oo@2i 00

ICommon . , 18 00 20 00
Canada Pine Sheathing, D. M. cV B—/ in. 4 to 7 in. $ in

CB% in.

ist quality, 12 to 16 ft. . 46 oolist & 2d quality. 9 to n ft.

2d ... 36 oo@37 ool - 7 & 8 ft. . . -
.

3d ..... 27 00 3d quality, 11 ft. & under
4th (selected common) 22 ooi 4th ....
Canada (Quebec) Spruce— \ and ijf in. 4 to 10 in. D 2 S and M.

Clear, 10 to 16 ft . . 32 00IN0 2. 10 to 16 ft. . 15 oo@i6 00
No. 1 22 ool

Above prices delivered on a rate of $30 per car load.

33 00
22 00

dr3 Up

33 00
34 00
22 00
18 00

Saginaw, Mich.

East Saginaw, May 31, 1890.

While there is a good deal of lumber selling in a quiet way,
yet complaints of dullness are common. Prices rule about the

same as a year ago. Some lots of bcx have been sold at $11.
Under inspection the quotations range at $8.50 to $10 for

shipping culls ; $17 to $20 for common, and $36 to $38 for

uppers. The local yards are pretty free customers, and plan-

ing mills and factories are busy.' Shingles are in better de-

mand. Clear butts range at $1.90 to $2.10, and XXX at $3
to $3.25.

CARGO LOTS.
Uppers 36 oo@3S oojNorway
Common 16 00 21 00 Box n 00
Shipping Culls ... 9 00 11 ooStraight measure . . 12 So
Mill Culls ......

YARD QUOTATIONS CAR LOTS DRY.
Siding.

23 00IC, 1% in
46 00 7/& in .... .... ., ..

20 oo.No. 1, % in— 39 ool % in
Finishing Lumber rough.

42 oo@44 00 Fine common, 1 in. .

. 44 00 46 00 \M & 2 in.

. 36 00 37 00C, 7. 8 & 9 in. . . .

38 oolCoffin Boards 16 in. & over
Joist, Scantling and Timber.

12 to 18 feet ... 10 oo'2o feet

20 feet .... 11 00I24 "

Plank and timber, 12 inches wide, $1 extra.
Shingles

8 5o@io 00

Clear, iV2 in..

% in ....

Select, 1^ in.

% in
'

Three uppers, 1 in.

Selects, 1 in.

\~'A <& 2 in.

11 50
20 00

17 00
30 00
12 00
19 00

32 00

33 00
25 00
iS 00

12 00
13 00

XXX 18 in. Climax 3 50

XXX Saginaw 3 25

XX Climax 2 00

iS in 4 in c. b 1 00
Lath, and Pickets

iS in X (cull) 55
XXX shorts 2 00
XX... i 20

Lath, No. 1 white pine 2 00
" No. 2 " Norway 1 40

Pickets. 2 to 2 lA in, 3 to 4 ft.

rough ., 15 Oo
Dressed 20 Oo
\

lA in. square, rongh iS Oo
Dressed 25 00
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33 03
34 00

00
19 00

14 00
13 00
9 5o

20 00
15 00
26 00

Oswego, N. Y.

Oswego, May 31st, 1890.

Since the opening of navigation trade has been fairly active.

The demand for white pine, \% inch and thicker, No. 1

cutting up and better, is good. Receipts of lumber so far

have been rather light.

Three uppers, 1%, 1*4 & 2 inch $43 oo@45 00
Pickings, 1%, 1% & 2 in 35 00 36 00
No. 1 cutting up, 1%, & 2in 30 00 3r 00
No. 2 cutting up. & 2in 19 00 21 00
1 in strips, 4 to 8 wide, selected for moulding strips, r4

to 16 ft 31 00
1x6 selected for clapboards 3200

Siding:
l in siding, cutting up i}£ in selected 35 oo(E

piks & uppers 30 oo@39 00 \% in dressing 17 00
1 in dressing 19 oo@2i 00 i!i in No. 1 culls

1 in No. 1 culls 14 oo@i6 00 iH in No. 2 culls

1 in No. 2 culls 13 oo@i4 00 iM in No. 3 culls

ixr2 Inch.

1 : & 16 ft, mill run ..."

12 & r6 ft. No. 1 &2, barn boards
12 & 16 ft, dressing and better.

12 & r6 ft. No 2 culls
1x10 Inch.

12 & i3 ft- mill run, mill culls out 19 00
12 & 13 ft. dressing and better 25 00
12 & 13 ft. No 1 culls 16 00
12 & 13 ft, No 2 culls 14 00
14 to 16 ft. mill run mill culls out 20 00
14 to 16 ft, dressing and better 2500
14 to 16 ft. No. 1 culls 16 00
14 to 16 ft, No . 2 culls 14 00
io to 13 ft. No. 3 culls 9 So

/ 1-4x10 Inches.

Millrun. millcullsout 20 oo@23 00; No. 1 culls i6oo@i7 0o
Dressing and better .. 2> 00 30 00! No. 2 culls 1400 1500

1x4 Inches.

Millrun, millcullsout 17 oogigoolNo. 1 culls 13 oo@i4 00

Dressing and better. . 2300 27 00; No. 2 culls 11 00 1200
/xj Inches.

6 7 or 8, mill run, mill 16, 7 or 8, No. 1 culls.. 15 oo@i6 00
culls out 19 oo@2i 006, 7 or 8, No. 2culls. . 1300 1400

6. 7 or 8, drsg& better 2400 28 oo|

Shtnerles.

XXX. iS in pine 3 5o@3 70IXXX, 18 in cedar 3 40@3 70

Clear butts, pine, iS in. 2 50 2 70 Clear butt, 18 in cedar., 2 40 2 70

XXX, 16 in pine 310 3 2o|XX, 18 in cedar 200 210
Stocks cedars, 5 or 6 in. 5 00

Pickets.

No. 1, i^xiK 15 oo'No. 2, 1x3 900 1000
No. 1, 1x3 20 00!

Lath.

No. 1. % 2 2o[No. 2, 1 1-4

No. 1 -4 1 60:

14 00
10 00

23 00
19 00
30 00
15 00

20 00
27 00
17 00
15 00
22 00
27 00
17 00
15 00
10 00

1 80

Boston, Mass.

Boston, May 31st, 1890.

The movement in lumber is confined almost entirely to

spruce and southern pine. Under the pressure of an active

demand and scarcity of supplies, the spruce market is in a

very firm condition. Random spruce is quoted at $15 to $16,

and dimension at $16 to $19. The amount of pine on the-

market for sale is extremely limited and confined, for the

most part, to ordinary grade siock. Prices are fairly well

maintained. The shingle business continues good and prices

are unchanged. Extra sawed cedars are quoted at $3.40 to

$3.50, clear $3. In the hardwood line trade is inactive, with

the exception that there is a good demand for quartered oak

of high grade, and cherry. Good quartered Oak is in good

demand and prices are firm.

Western Pine—by car load.

Uppers. 1 in $48 00SI50 00 Fine com.. 3 & 4 in.. 42 00^46 00
l'/i, iH & 2 in . .. 48 oo 50 00 No 2, 1 in. Fine com. 26 00 30 00
3 & 4 in 55 00 60 00 1%, i'A & 2 in 29 00 31 00

Selects, 1 in 42 00 43 00 No. 1 strips, "4 to 6 in 40 00 43 00
'

lA & zin 43 00 45 00 No. 2 35 00 37 00
3 & 4 in 45 00 50 00 No. 3 24 00 26 oc

Moulding boards, 7 to Cut ups, 1 to 2 in.. .. 24 00 30 00
11 inch clear 36 00 38 00 Coffin boards 19 00 22 00

60 per cent clear 34 00 36 00 Common all widths . 22 00 26 00
Fine common 1 inch 36 00 38 03 Shipping culls 1 in 15 00 15 50

i'/Z. i'A & 2 inch.. . 38 00 40 00 do i
lA in 15 50 16 50

Eastern Pine—Cargo or Car Load.
Nos. 1. 2 & 3 40 00^43 00 Clapboards, 4 ft., sap

4 28 00 30 00 clear 40 00 45 00
$ 23 00 26 00' Sap, 2nd clear . . . 33 00 35 00

Ship'g bds & coarse 10 00 16 ?o Heart extra 50 00 55 00
Refuse 12 00 13 50 Heart clear 45 00 50 00

Bevel siding 6in, clear 23 00 24 00West'rr pine clapbds
4 ft. sap extra . . 4500 50 oo|

Spruce—by Cargo.

Scantling and plank, Coarse, rough .... 12 00 14 oo
random cargoes . . 14 00^15 00 Hemlock bds., rough 12 00 n 00

Yard orders, ordin- " " dressed 12 00 14 oi
ary sizes 15 00 16 00 Clapbds., extra, 4 ft. 38 00 40 00

Yard orders, extra Clear, 4 ft 35 00 37 00
sizes 15 00 18 00 Second clear ... 25 00

Clear floor boards . . 19 00 20 00' No. 1 io 00 14 00
So. 2 16 00 17 00

Lath.
Spruce by cargo 2 io@2 20

Shingles.

Spruce 1 25^1 50 Cedar, sawed, extra 3 25 3 50
Pine, 1 S in. extra . . . 400 4 2; Clear 300
Pine. No. 1 3 00 315 Extra. No. 1 . . . 2 50

Cypress. No. 1. 18 in.
5 Cc

EXCHANCE ECHOES.
Northwestern Lumberman.

A great many mill men profess to favor the
-

band saw as

an economizer, as well as a means of securing nicely manu-

factured lumber, but they do not carry their economy as far as

they migh'. There are many ways in which they could

co-operate with a thin saw. In regions where the timber

supply is on the wane, economy has, of course, been enforced.

Bat in the south, on the Pacific coast, or wherever timber is

plenty, it should be borne in mind that a reduction of kerf is

not ihe only economy that should be sought. The checking

ofwa»te should begin in the woods, and be carried through all

the detail* of manufacture. No good timber should be left in

the forest to rot, no fires should be carelessly left to burn, and

nothing should be sacrificed at the mill. In many localities

almost as much timber is left in the woods to decay as is cut,

and half as much stock is thrown away at the mill as is sold.

There is where reform should set in.

New York Lumber Trade Journal

Never in the history of the Spruce trade was the time so

auspicious for advancing prices- The price at which Spruce

is selling by the cargo to-day makes it impossible to make a

cent at combination prices, and a very careful investigation

leads us to believe that the chance of getting cheap Spruce

this summer is very slim indeed. Even though the cut may

be up to the average, there are other conditions which make

low prices out of the question. In the fust place stocks

here are low. It will take a good deal of lumber to get

them up to a normal condition, but the most important fac-

tor is freight. It is as certain as anything can be, that freights

this summer will rule higher than for many years. With over

a million tons of ice to come forward, there is no chance

for a decline. We want our dealers to realize this. The

present prices were made to stand until June, but why wait

until June ? Ninety per cent, or more of our dealers are

ready to advance prices at once, and it should be done.

Every day's delay means money lost.

Southern Lumberman.

If complaint, abuse and loud-mouthed recrimination prove

obstacles in the way of the lumber commission merchant, he

certainly finds Jordan a somewhat difficult road to travel, for

he is constantly reviled, accused of extorting excessive com-

mission and charged with sacrificing lumber at almost any

price when put on the market. Many of these accusations

are, doubtless, unjust, and the commission merchant is, in

many instances, a necessity and a direct benefit to the oper-

ators of small saw mills. Certainly the commission man who

works up business and places orders direct with the mill man

at a specified price for his product, is a benefit to the trade.

The day is passed when consignments of lumber should be

made blindly to any market. Shippers who on the strength of

exaggerated reports or other erroneous information, blindly con-

sign lumber may expect the returns to be unsatisfactory. Many
commission merchants place orders direct, and we believe, as a

general thing, all commission merchants discourage promiscu-

ous shipments. They are demoralizing to the trade and unsatis-

factory to the shipper. Lumber to command the best prices,

should be cut to order and to the special wants of the market

where it is sold. Operators of small mills can find a sale at

home for their product at almost market quotations, and when

they have no established trade, should sell their lumber in the

nearest market. Lumber should never be consigned for sale.

CASUALTIES.
Edward Folley, a workman at the Vancouver saw mill,

had his thigh fractured by a log rolling on it.

Andy Forbes fell off a car while loading square timber at

Sundridge the other day and badly hurt himself.

A young German was drowned at Pembroke, Ont, on the

12th of May. While working on a drive he fell off a log.

Aaron Born, aged 18 years, was drowned May 12th, while

driving logs on the Indian river, near Jamieson's Bridge.

Ont.

August Bucholtz, while working in A. & P. White's saw

mill at Pembroke, Ont., had one of his thumbs cut off with a

saw on May 12th.

Albert Gray, a lad 16 years of age, recently from Toronto,

fell from the log boom north of Grand Rapids, Mich., on May
1 1th and was drowned.

E. Chevier, employed in hewing timber on the Upper

Ottawa, recently had the toes of his left foot severed. He
has a wife and family living in Mechanicsville.

The boiler in the steam saw mill of Kerr Bros. , Farran's

Point, Ont. exploded May 15th, completely demolishing the

mill and killing a young man by the name of Rombough.

Frank Donois, 23 years of age, unmarried, and a resident

of Maidstone Cioss, was drowned at Romney, Ont., in Lake

Erie, while rafting for the Essex Land & Lumber company.

John Golivard, who is employed as a culler at J. K.

Booth's mills, Ottawa, had his right leg broken May 17th,

owing to a stick of timber being blown on top of him by the

high wind.

At Deseronto, Ont., May 19th, James Master, conductor

on the refuse train of the Rathbun company, while stepping

on the moving train fell under the cars and received probably

fatal injuries.

Louis Baldue, a sharvtyman, who was coming down from

the woods, jumped off the train at Ashton, Ont., while the

train was in motion and broke his leg. He belongs to St.

Joseph d'Orleans.

FIRE RECORD.

J. Wheeler's grist and shingle mill at Freelton, Ont., was

destroyed by fire April 28th. Loss heavy.

Mr. Hodgin's saw mill, located a few miles from Portage

du Fort, Quebec, was burned May the 8th.

A saw mill owned by Laziare Denier, at St. Julia de

Somerset, Que., was destroyed by fire May 3rd.

The saw mill at Vallens, Ont. has been burned down.

Loss about $2,500. It is not likely to be rebuilt.

The saw mill belonging to John Wood, Colpoy's Bay, was

totally destroyed by fire a few days ago. The mill was one

of the oldest landmarks in the Bruce peninsula.

The shingle mill and dwelling house, and 150 thousand

shingles owned by R. J. Miller, at Black Lands, N.B., were

burned last month. Loss about $1,500 ; no insurance.

PERSONAL.

Mr. William Vanstone, for many years engaged in the

milling and lumbering business, died at Brussels last month.

Mr. Geo. W. Strickland, of Lakefield, Ont., vice-president

of the Lakefield Lumber Company, died at his residence in

that village, May 15th, after a few days illness.

Thomas Nester, one of the wealthiest and best known

lumbermen in Michigan, was stricken with apoplexy on May
loth, and died two days later at Barga, in the Upper Penin-

sula. Fifty-seven years ago, Nester was born in county

Mayo, Ireland. In 1846, the Nester family emigrated to

Canada and settled near Hamilton. In the winter of '51

Nester went to Michigan to work in the woods near Bay

City. For many years he worked in the woods in the winter

and participated in the drive in the spring. He finally

worked his way up until he became the owner of a large saw

mill at Alger, and afterwards carried on extensive lumbering

operations. He leaves a fortune variously estimated at from

$2,000,000 to $4,000,000.

WOOD SPLIT PULLEYS.

The Dodge Manufacturing Company was the very

first party in the United States to make a successful

wood split pulley, and interchangeable for shafts of

different sizes is not dented by any one, and that they

have thus been great benefactors to mechanics and

manufacturers, is also not denied. That they have

stood by the manufacturers with the best belt pulley

that can be purchased, at reasonable prices, is demon-

strated by the numerous failures among the imitators

who have been constantly springing up. In no case

has an imitator equaled the product of this company,

or produced a pulley not in infringement of their patent

rights, and making every user and consumer liable to

annoying suits at law. A good wood split pulley can

not be made without the use of some of the patents be-

longing to the Dodge Company, and the various attempts

to do so have not been successful, but have resulted in

some remarkable mechanical monstrosities, which

nevertheless have been put upon the market, guaran-

teed by their authors to be as good as the Dodge "In-

dependence." In no case has this proved true. The
"Independence" has now been upon the market for

over nine years, and over five hundred and eighty

thousand (580,000) have been sold, and in every case

with satisfaction to the consumer. Every pulley is sold

on the following special guarantee ;

OUR SPECIAL GUARANTEE.

We guarantee every pulley made by us shall be, in

every respect, as represented.

We guarantee the poplar face in every case, to trans-

mit from 25 to 60 per cent, more power with the same

belt, than any iron pulley made, with like tension belt.

We guarantee the compression fastening in even-

case to be perfect, and to hold firmly upon the shaft.

We guarantee the compression of wood on iron to

hold stronger than set screws in any case, and to be

the most perfect fastening ever invented.

To summarize : We guarantee satisfaction entire.

Any pulley found defective and not as represented,

may be returned at our expense. We will allow any

party who is skeptical as to the merits of our wood

split pulley, and who means business, a trial of 30 days,

and if not satisfactory, to be returned at our expense.

For further particulars address ; Dodge Wood Split

Pulley Co., Toronto. Ont.
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WINNIPEG LUMBER TRADE.
There is a noticeable increase in the movement of

lumber at Winnipeg, but the full volume of the sea-

son's trade has not yet been reached. Following are

the prices at the different mills in the Keewatin

district : Dimension : 2x4 to 12x12, 12 to 16 ft. long,

$14 : do. 10, 18 and 20 ft. long, $15 ; $1 per M advance

on each inch over 12 in. surface
; 50c per M on each

foot over the above lengths to 24 ft. long ; $1 per M
advance on each foot over 24 ft. long

;
surfacing 50c per

M ; surfacing and sizing $1 per M. Boards : 1st com-

mon, rough, $16.50, dressed, $17.50 ; 2nd common,
rough, $14, dressed, $15 ; culls, rough, $10, dressed,

$11 ; 1st common, stock, 12 in. rough, $19, dressed,

$20 : do. 8 and 10 in. rough, $18, dressed, $19 ; 2nd

common stock, 12 in. rough, $16, dressed, $17 ; do. 8

and 10 in. rough, $15, dressed, $16 ; 10 ft. long and
under, $1 less per M. Shiplap, 10 in, $16 ; 8 in, $15.-

50 ; 8 and 10 in. flooring and siding, at $1 per advance.

Siding, ceiling and flooring : 1st, 6 in. $29 ; 2nd, 6 in.

$25 ; 3rd 6 in, $21 : 4th 6 in, $18 ; 1st 5 in, $29 ; 2nd

5 in, $25 ; 3rd, 5 in, $20 ; 4th, 5 in, $17 ; 1st, 4 in, $29 ;

2nd, 4 in, $25 ;
3rd, 4 in, $19 : 4th, 4 in, $16 ; $1 per

M advance for dressing on both sides
; $1 per M less

for lengths 10 ft. and under. Bevel Siding : No. 1, 1st

siding, yi in x 6in, $20 ; No. 2, 2nd siding, y2 in x 6 in,

$17. Finishing (1%, 1% and 2 in): 1st and 2nd clear,

$45 ; 3rd clear, 40 ; selcts $30 ;
shop, $25 ; 1 inch 1st

and 2nd clear, $40 ;
3rd clear, $32 ; No. 1 stock, 35 ;

No. 2 do. $30 ; No. 3 do. $25. Mouldings: window
stops, per 100 ft. lineal, $1

;
parting strips, do, 60c

;

X round and cove, do., 75c. Casing : 4 in. O G. per

100 ft. lineal, $1.75 ; 5 in. O G, do., $2.25 ; 6 in. O. G.

do., $2.50 ; 8 in. O G, base, do., $3.50 ; 10 in. O G
base, do., $4.25. Lath, $2. Shingles : No. 1, $3 ; No.

2, $2.50 ; No. 3, $1.50 ; No. 4, $1.

QUARTER SAWED LUMBER.
A number of enquiries having been received of late

regarding the best method of cutting quarter-sawed
lumber, we reproduce an article on this subject which
appeared in The Lumberman some four years ago,

and which, we think, with the illustrations produced,
will give our readers a practical idea of the most suit-

able method yet adopted. We are indebted to the

Southern Lumberman, of Nashville, Tenn., for the il-

lustrations in this article.

Within the past few years there has sprung up quite
a brisk demand for " quarter sawed " lumber. This de-
mand is based mostly on the fact that lumber of any
kind cut in this manner shrinks less and warps less

than that sawed in the usual manner and is really more
valuable for nearly all purposes, but its popularity is

also due, in some measure, to the fashion that is gain-
ing prevalence for figured oak and other Southern
hardwoods, for interior finish, for panels, furniture and
many other uses. It is one of the most sensible fash-
ions ever started, because it is a well-known fact that

the greatest shrinkage in any lumber is in the direction
of the periphery, or circumference of the tree, and the
least shrinkage and slightest warping is in a line "with
the grain" from the bark to the heart of the tree. To
cut lumber as nearly like clapboards or staves are riven,

with the least possible loss of timber, is the object of
"quarter" sawing. The most desirable feature is' to se-

cure clearness and width. None but the best logs 14
or 16 feet should be cut if the highest prices are expect-
ed. The width should never be under five inches, and
the wider it is the better. All boards should he cut
"full," so as to dry up to full thickness. The best
thickness is 1 inch to iV2 inches. Thick lumber com-
mands $3 to $4 per thousand more than boards, but
the demand is as yet limited for thick stuff, and it re-

quires more time to season. Our experience is that it

is better to dry quartered oak before trimming off the
bevel edge and the sap, as this plan gives a more per-
fect board, bur it costs more and some good mill men
differ with us.

These sketches were produced from the rough pencil
sketches sent in by practical saw mill men, and the de-
scriptions are given in their own language. This goes
to show that one practical man can convey his ideas to
another practical man better than anybody else can do

it for him, and that the lack of drawing skill or a col-

lege education will not debar him from imparting prac-

tical ideas through the columns of any paper.

The plan mostly used in the band mills in Nashville

is that of Mr. J. D. Allan. It is best to have lower

dogs, but not absolutely necessary, as we have seen

good work done by using wedges on the head-blocks.

Following are the best known plans for cutting quarter-

stuff.

First cut, halving the

log.

Second cut, an eighth

into boards.

Third cut, another
eighth into boards.

Fourth cut, another
eighth into boards.

Fifth cut, another
eighth into boards.

The other half of the log*is cut in the same manner.

D. J. ALLEN, NASHVILLE, TENN.
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DAVID G. GREEN, BELLEFONTA I NE, O.

Fig. i shows a log full and the way it should be quar-

tered. Fig. 2 shows a quarter on block and the way it

should be sawed for "qurrter-sawed." Fig. 3 shows a

log cut the way it should be sawed to get "grain-

sawed" lumber. Fig. 4 shows a grain-sawed board and

the way it would warp. Fig. 5 shows a board warped

at the center only, "which illustrates itself." Fig. 6

shows a board sawed directly through the heart. It

will not warp, but will burst open at A; it will not

shrink in width, but will get thinner. It will warp ir*

the direction of the bark. That is why quarter-sawed

lumber should never be edged up until it is seasoned.

HI

M. C. ADAMS, ELLETTSVI LLE, IND.

Mr. Editor,— I notice in the columns of your paper

the question is asked how to saw "quartered" oak * *"

I have a drawing of the way I saw it:—Fig 1 repre-

sents a log that is quartered by sawing through the

center first, and then splitting the halves in center.

Lay quarter on blocks with bark side down, and saw it

as represented in the drawing. The object of "quar-

tering" is to show the grain of the timber, and I think

this way the best. Fig. 2 represents a log that is too-

small to quarter. The part that is not lined off may be
sawed as the sawyer may wish, the balance, if sawed as

represented in drawing, will sell as "quartered" lum-

ber, for it is plain to be seen that it will show the graiit

or figure as well as if the log had been quartered.

T. M. & J- C. DICKSON, INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

We notice in your issue of October Kst you wish

ideas in regard to quarter-sawed oak. We enclose you

a diagram showing the method we have used for years^.

and with great advantage, and if any benefit to you in

your investigations, you are welcome to it.

1. Take octagon A, (right hand at top), saw off B.

three inches from center.

2. Turn A down flat and cut off C.

3. Turn A down again and cut off D;

4. Turn A back and cut off 6x6 of heart.

5. Turn A heart side down, and finish in boards.

6. Put C on blocks and cut boards as indicated.

7. Finish balance of C as indicated in G.

8. Cut E and B same as C.

All the sap boards are saved in making the octagon,

and the heart is made into a 6x6. Use no logs less

than 26 inches in diameter at the small end.
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VALUABLE MILL PROPERTY FOR
SALE.

THE SAW MILL formerly owned by E. Dun-
stan, better known as the Hickory mill, situ-

ated on Maidstone avenue, in the town of Essex.

The property consists of one and three-quarter

acres of land', frame mill, in good repair, machine-

ry been running until very recently, and all in first-

class order. There is also a spoke machine in

good running order, good supply of water, favour-

able location : spur from Michigan Central rail-

road running into yard : goad roads, bmall pay-

ment, in cash ; balance, with approved security,

on terms to suit purchaser. For further particu-

lar; apply. CLARKE & WISMER. Barristers,

etc . Essex.

MACHIN ERY FOR SALE
LIST of woodworking machines for sale by H.

W. PETRIE. Brantford; branch opposite Union
Station. Toronto.

ONE new eclipse planer and matcher, Gait

make. .

PLANER and matcher. Detroit make.

CHAMPION planer, matcher and molder, near-

Iv r.ew.
. :

:
:

LITTLE GIANT planer, matcher and molder,

1 : S223.
,

PLANER and matcher, wood frame, good
order.

!

24 inch planer and matcher. Dundas make
*

.
, poney planers and matchers only Si~>-

27 inch double surfacer. revolving bed, Cowan
& Co make. .

24 inch ponev planer. Ross make. Buffalo.

No. 4 ponev planer. McKechnie &. Bertram

b :ilj.
.

24 inch wood frame planer, Kennedy & sons

make. .

ONE planing machine knife grinder.

24 inch wood frame surfacer planer, cheap.

24 inch surface planer, Rogers make, Norwich,

Cor.n.
.

2^; inch surface planer, American build.—
21 inch wood frame planer, Kennedy & Sons

build. .

22 inch surface planer. McKechnie ft Bertram.

22 inch wood frame planer in good order.

20 inch wood frame planer in good order.

12 inch diagonal buzz planer, new. Gait make.

DANIEL'S planer. R. Ball ft Co. make.

MATCHER. Kennedy & Sons make, Owen
Sound. *

BEADING and molding attachment for planer,

F -- ..aker. Buffalo.

Ncj. 2 tnree side molding machine. Gait make.

"THREE side molder, Rogers make. Connect-

icut.

NEW power morticer. Gait make, also several

nu hand. .

t u.\r. chair or upright boring machine.

FRON top shaper. Goldie & McCuiloch build-

ers.

CENTENNIAL top jig saw, Goldie & McCul-
.

_ _
.', :-.-r-

_

DOUBLE cope tenoning machine, Dundas
:

TENONING machine without copes, price

on;; jtio. .

NEW % inch re-saw. Gait make, also band re-

iil :
-

.

W ' iD turning lathe; several sizes.

Nr-vV combination saw table all iron and steel"

"IB PROVED saw arbors all sizes, Gait make.
Large stock.

.

ONE improved iron frame saw, new. Buffalo

make
SAND PAPEREkS new and second hand.

NEW dovetailing machine. Tyrell s Patent.

NEW 30 inch also 36 inch band saw. Gait make.

NEW 2; inch band saw. Cant Bros, make Gait.

FOURpower scroll saws and three toot power
do., good order.

SHAPER. iron top. Goldie & McCuiloch build-

ers, at a bargain

THREE blind slat tenon ers. all Gait make.

DODGE wosd split pulleys at manufacturer's
pr.'e- Quick delivery.

Fvh/1 and liana n.itenr.g machine, latest de-

signs.

FOOT and hand wiring machine, Gait make
FULL particulars of any machine in above list

on application. Send for my descriptive lists of

Engines, Boiler-?. Iron ana Woodworking ma-
chines. Waterwheels. &c. H. W. PETRIE,
Brantford and Toronto.

T. SHORTISS,
DEALER IN

PINE & MINERAL? LANDS
9 Toronto Street,

TORONTO, - ONT
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

WANTED AND FOR SALE.

Announcements in this department Mill
be inserted at the uniform rate of two
cents a word for first 20 words and one cent
for each additional word, payable in ad-
vance. For four or more consecutive inser-
tions of the same advertisement a discount I

of twenty per cent, will be allowed. Each
initial and figure counted as one word.
Copy must reach this office bv the 25th of
the month to secure the appearance of the
advertisement in the paper of the following
month.

LUMBER SALESMAN with connection in

Toronto and Western Canada open for in-

gagement. Address " H " office of " Canada Lum-
berman," Toronto.

NOTICE—Splendid opening for any person
wishing to go into the Saw-mill business'

For sale in the town of Parry Sound. Steam Saw
mill. New- and good machinery. Also quantity
of logs and some timber limits. For full particu-

lars apply to S. & J. ARMSTRONG, McKellar,
Ontario.

CASH paid for all kinds of hardwood lumber;
give full particulars: car or cargo lots only,

W. N. McEACHERN & Co., N 0. 3 dock, Toronto

OOD-WORKING FACTORY WANTED.
Hepworth station, on G. B. & L. E. Div. of

G. T. R., presents a splendid opening for a hard-
wood working factory of some kind. Abundance

•of beech, maple, elm, birch and black ash can be
purchased cheap. A suitable building, with boil-

er and engine if required can be procured near the
station by applying to J. E. MURPHY, Hepworth
station. Ont.

HARDWOOD lumber, bought, sold or received
' on 'consignment, TUCKER DAVID, lum-

ber commission merchant. 313 Eleventh Ave.,NT* .

FOR SALE—pine timber, four hundred acres ;

estimated at two million feet ; 4 miles from
railroad station ; soft white pine, suitable for

twenty to sixty foot bill stuff. Apply to E.
TODD. Hepworth.

LATH WANTED.
A large quantity of No. 1 Lath, green and

dry, for present and future shipment. Address.

PORTER, ROBERTSON & CO.

35 Adelaide St. East,

Toronto-

A BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY.
For Sale. Rent, or Partnership—sash and door

factory and saw mill ; adjoining the city ; doing a

good business and can be largely extended ; first-

class machinery and 60 horse-power engine, dry
kiln, etc.; premises suitable fcr shipyard. For
particulars apply to M. STRACHAN & SON,
Kingston, Ont.

RAILS AND CARS FOR SALE.

Light Steel Rails for Tramways ; good order.

Cars for lumber, cheap.

JOHN J. GARTSHORE,
49 Front St. West,

Toronto.

FOR SALE CHEAP-SAW AND
STAVE MILL.

In county of Essex—46 acres fine farming lands,
good farm buildings—plenty of timber near ; only
2}/i miles from two different railways—terms easy
—splendid bargain—must be sold. JAMES. S.
LAIRD, P. L. §., Essex, Ont.

A. P. & W. E. KELLEY CO.
WHOLESALE Lumber dealers. Yards at

Tonawanda and Chicago. Correspondence
invited.

LAYCOCK LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS of Pine, Hemlock and1" Oak Timber up to 85 feet in length. Saw
Mills : Ackley, Pa , Black Re ck, N. Y., Graven-
hurst. Ont. Office, corner Main and Seneca Sts,
Buffalo, N. Y.

WILLARD W. BROWN.

202 Main Street, Buffalo, handles all kinds
of Hard Woods.

C. P. HAZARD.
WHOLESALE dealer in Lumber. Shingles,

Lath and Fence Posts. Correspondence
invited from the Canadian trade. No 92 River
Street. Buffalo. N. Y. -

WHITE, RIDER &. FROST.
WHOLESALE dealers in Michigan, Wisconsin

and Canada Pine and other woods. Princi-
pal office. Tonawanda, N. Y.; branch office, New-
York City.

COWPER &. CRECORY.
RECEIVERS and Forwarders of Lumber,

Lath, Shingles, &c. Unexcelled facilities

lor shipping by canal or rail. Tonawanda, N. Y.

A. M. DODCE &. CO.
MANUFACTURERS of and Wholesale deal-
1
T

I ers in all kinds of Lumber, Lath and Shing-
les. Tonawanda, N. Y.

E. & B. HOLMES.
HOLESALE dealers in Lumber and Timber.

Office, Michigan and Canal Streets, Buffalo,w
N. Y.

CHEESMAN DODCE
TIMBER and Lumber Merchants. Ship and

Boat stock, Railroad Ties, &c. Office. 16
West Seneca Street, Buffalo.

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co.
OFFICE and yard, 17? Louisiana Street, Buf-

falo. Holders of Hardwood stocks are in-
vited to correspond.

EMMET FLEMING

J
NSPECTOR and Commission dealer in Lum-

Y.
ber. Office, 251 Louisiana Street, Buffalo, N.

THE TONAWANDA LUMBER CO.
|\/| ILLS at East Tawas, Mich.; office 106 Main
1
T

I Street, oppdsite N. Y. C. and H. R. R. R.
Station, North Tonawanda, N. Y.

w
Y.

J. &. T. CHARLTON
HOLESALE dealers in Masts and Spars,
Canada Round Pine, &c. Tonawanda, N.

L. A. KELSEY LUMBER CO., Ltd.

[yi ANUFACTURERS and dealers in Hard-
I I wood Lumber of all kinds. Describe stock
and write for prices. Office Tonawanda, N. Y.

BOVEE & HOWDEN
iyi ANUFACTURERS and Wholesale dealers
I I in Hard and Soft Wood Lumber. Holders
of Canadian stocks are invited to write for quota-
tions. Offices at Tonawanda and Le Roy, N. Y.

IMPORTANT AUCTION SALE

Gilmour & Company's Mills and Limits

on Gatineau and Trent Rivers.

Messrs. Gilmour & Co. will ofier for sale by
auction at the RUSSEL HOUSE, at the

CITY OF OTTAWA,
the whole of their valuable mills and limits,
with plant, real estate, lumber, etc., on the

9th DA Y OF APRIL, 1890
at 2 o'clock, p.m. The sale will be in parcels.
For a full description of the parcels.Tist of chat-
tels and details apply t» either of the undersigned
or at the offices ot the firm at Ottawa. Chelsea,
Trenton and Quebec.

Dated 20th November, 1SS9.

ALLAN GILMOUR. Ottawa.
JOHN CILMOUR. Chelsea, Quo.
DAVID GILMOUR, Trenton.
J. D. GILMOUR, Quebec.

POSTPONEMENT.

GILMOUR MILLS AND LIMITS.

The sale of the above properties, advertised to

take place on the 9th April, is postponed until the

3 1ST JULY, 1890,
when they will be put up without further post-

ponement at the same hour and place.

Dated 5th April, 1S90.

ALLAN GILMOUR.
DAVID GILMOUR.
JOHN GILMOUR.
J. D. GILMOUR.

IMPORTANT SALE

TIMBER * LIMITS
The estate of the late David Moore will offer

for sale at Public Auction at the Ruscd House,
in the City of Ottawa, on

TUESDAY, 28th OCTOBER, 1890
at three o'clock in the afternoon the following
valuable timber limits

:

Parcel No. (,—400 square miles on Kippewa
river, in the province of Quebec, and being berths
Nos. 57, 56, 47, 46, 65, 64, 02, 63.

Parcel No. 2—Berths No. 3 on the north shore
of Lake Huron in Ontario, license No. 103 of

90. Area, 36 square miles.

Parcel No. 3 -Berth No. 1, township of Springer
in Ontario, license No. 104 for 18S9-90. Area 34
square miles.

Parcel No. 4.—Berth No. 15 on the north shore
of Lake Huron, in Ontario, license 105 of 1889,
Area, 36 square miles.

The purchaser will be bound to take the supplies
on each limit according to schedule and valuation.
For terms and conditions of sale apply to E. D.

Moore, Esq., Hull, and to the undersigned.

CHRISTIE & CHRISTIE.
J.R.FLEMING. Solid! -

Advocate, 110 Wellington st., Ottawa.
353 Sparks St.. Ottawa.

5th February 1S90.

TENDERS
SEALED TENDERS marked '• For Mounted

Police Provisions and Light Supplies.'' and
addressed to the Honorable the Minister of Rail-
ways and Canals. Ottawa, will be received up to
noon on Tuesday, 3rd June. 1890,
Printed forms of tender, containing full in-

formation as to the articles and approximate
quantities required, may be had on appLication at
any of the Mounted Police Posts in the North-
west, or at the office of the undersigned.
No tender will be received unless made on such

printed forms.
The lowest or any tender not necessarily ac-

cepted.
Each tender must be accompanied by an ac-

cepted Canadian bank cheque for an amount
equal to 10 per cent, of the total value of the
articles tendered for, which will be forfeited if the
party declines to enter into a contract when
called upon to do so. or if he fails to complete
the service contracted for. If the tender be not
accepted the cheque will be returned.
No payment will be made to newspapers insert-

ing this advertisement without authority having
been first obtained.

FRED. WHITE.
Comptroller, N.W.M Police.

Ottawa. April 22. 1S90.

Notice to Contractors.

SEALED Tenders, addressed to the undersign-
ed, and endorsed " Tender for Kingston Dry

Dock," will be received at this office until Friday,
the 27th day of June next, inclusively, for supply-
ing, setting in place, and delivering in complete
working order, the Pumping Plant in connection
with the Dry Dock, now in course of construction
at Kingston, Ontario, in accordance with the con-
ditions and stipulations contained ir. the form of
tender, and plan attached thereto, copies of which
can be obtained on application to the undersigned
at Ottawa, and W. O. Strong. Esq . Resident
Engineer, 30 Union street. Kingston. Ont.

Tenders will not be considered unless made on
the form supplied and signed with the actual sig-

natures ot tenderers.
An accepted bank cheque, payable to the order

of the Minister of Public Works, equal to five per
cent, ofamount of tender, must accompany each
tender. This cheque will be forfeited it the party
decline the contract, or fail to complete the work
contracted for. and will be retui ned in case of non-
acceptance of tender.
The Department does not bind itself to accept

the lowest or any tender.
By order, A. GOBZIL. Secretary.

Department of Public works, (

Ottawa. 17th May, 1S90. )

RUBBER BELTING
MONARCH. RED STRIP AND LION BRANDS.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE GUTTAPERCHA GRUBBER MANUFACTURING CO. OF TORONTO.
OFFICE, 43 YONGE ST. TORONTO. „ FACTORIES AT PARKDALE . ONT.

Write for Discounts.
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FRICTION PULLEY BOARD.
ThB Bast Material bvbp usbq for Frictions ui all kinds.

MANUFACTURED BY

The Dominion lAeatlierr Board Company
Montreal, Quebec

Asbestos Mill Board. H If Steam Packing
SAMPLES FURNISHED. PLEASE MENTION THIS PAPER. CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

TORONTO HARDWOOD LUMBER CO.

Wholesale Dealers in and Shippers of all kinds of

* HARDWOOD LUMBER *

B3 Front StrEEt Wgs^ Car. LnrnE StrBEt,

* TORONTO, ONT. *

Correspondence sol cited from parties having Hardwood Lumber for sale, giving

description of Stock and Prices F. O. B. Cars at Mill Telephone 21 jo.

WontOfl Ot nnPQ 300>000 Birch, l to 4 in.; Basswood, 1 in.; Hard Maple, 3 in. and Elm. All to be
YVuHlulI til UlluUl strictly lsts and 2nds. Prices to be F. O. B. ears shipping point.

ST. CATHARINES SAW V0RKS.
Finest Material, Most Even Temper. - The largest Saw Factory in the Dominion

Our Circular Saws are Unequalled. MRSHh : & .

OUR specialties.

Our Cross-Cut Saws are Une.rcelled. f
?/ \ \ Thi " " <'"'<"'">' Sair '

The " Leader " Cross-Cut Saw.
And our Hand Hip and Butcher Saws «' m

% 0 pj The Lawson " Butcher Saw.
Fully Equal to any on the Continent. y& % '^Me:bn p"

j7 1 '
^ V

Herlutf/ Hand Saw.

THE BEST IN THE WORLD ! a - v'K send for catalogue.

R. H. SMITH COMPANY, LiTD, St. Catharines, OnT.
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The Improved Common Sense I JXjIn
• •iiiimmiiiii**

Maintains

its

lead

over all

others,

• •iimiiiiiniii**

It extracts the moisture from the centre ; combines active circulation, moderate heat, and condensation of the sap; secures the quickest and best
most perfect and economical way known. The process is applicable to old or new kilns. Quickly and repeatedly repays all outlay. For Hardwood L
other, and avoid all checks, warps and case-hardening. It seasons lumber exactly like, and equal to, air seasoning. More largely used than all othe
and the United States. Address

• •llllllllliiiin**

It is pre-

eminently

die

best process

in use.

••iiiiiiiimiiiii**

results in the
umber use no
rs in England

St. Albans Mfg. Go., St. Albans, Yt., IT. S. A.
C. C CLEVELAND. G. F. CLEVELAND.

J. L. GOODHUE <« CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

AND

I^iicio Leather.
[LLE - - QUEBEC,

GEORGE BRUSH,
MACHINIST, FOUNDER & BOILER MAKER,

EAGLE FOUNDRY,
14 to 3-4 EZI3STO- STREET,

MONTREAL, QUE.

RAILROAD, BANK & OFFICE

DESKS
TEES 3z CO.,

300 St. James Street, MONTREAL.

F. G. STRICKLAND & CD.

MACHINERY MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS
DEALERS IN

Saw Mill Machinery, Engines, Boilers, Etc., Etc.

3S7E"W "WE3TMI2T3TEE, E. O-
COAACSPONOENCE INVlTEO

GOODBAY, BENSON & G0.
QUEBEC, F\ Q.

General Lumber t Timber Merchants.

Correspondence is solicited from parties having choice stocks of Hardwood and Pine
to offer, either in the log or in sawn lumber.

JOHN BERTRAM & SONS,

C^KTiLE^L TOOL WOEKS
DUNDAS, ONTARIO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

WOOD- WOIiKING MACHINERY
MACHINE TOOLS, ETC.

Write for Price* and Catalogues

F. G. BECKETT ENGINE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

SAW * MILL* ENGINES * AND - BOILERS

AND ALL KINDS OF MILL MACHINERY.

Steam Launches and Tug Boats a Specialty.

W SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND MENTION THIS PAPER O

GEO. CORMACK
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

All kinds of LUMBER.
Lumber Shipped to allparts by Rail or Vessel.

WHITBY, ONTARIO

B. F. Sturtevant's Patent Progressive Lumber Dry Kiln.
EELIABLE EAPIE ! CECEAP !

GUARANTEED
TO DR Y

—IN-

I "™ " :

1m
PfTr,

Best Manner Possible

A IX KINDS OF

HARD and SOFT
WOOD LUMBER.

WRITE*F0R+CATALOGUE.

91 LIBERTY STREET
NEW YORK.

B. F. STURTEVANT, Patentee and Sole Manufacturer, 34 Oliver Street, (corner of Franklin street ) BOSTON, Mass., U. S. A.

A. R. Williams, Soho Machine Works. Toronto, General Agent for the Dominion.

NO WARPING
CHECKING

AND BLUEING
—WITH THE—

STURTEVANT
Patent Hot Blast

StBam Heating

Apparatus.

m 31 N. Canal Street
CHICAGO.
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"R EPRESENTATIYE ^ J^UMBER FIRMS

Thos. H. Wilt.mott. A. K. McIxtosh.

willmott & Mcintosh
Wholesale Dealers in

iLUMBERi
WSi? 'fR' -SiC-^? It? "/if 1i? tO" lii-Otf *>i^ "fR- ffl

^4 46" Front Street East,

TOEOUTO, - - OITTAISIO.
^ Lumber Shipped to all Parts by Rail or Vessel. |;

Agents for the Celebrated

LUFKIN BOARD AND LOG RULE. T
Prompt Delivery in all Cases

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

ONTARI0 LUMBER GQ
Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in all kinds of

Pine and Hardwood Lumber
# Lath and Shinarles. ^

HEAD OFFICE

YONGE STREET ARGADE, TOR0NTO.

DONOGH & OLIVER,
Wholesale Dealers in

L
OFFICE :

Nos. 16 and 17 Imperial Bank Buildings,

Wellington Street East.

TORONTO, ONT.

DALTON MCCARTHY, President. J. H. EYER, Manager-

Toronto and Midland Mf'g Co.
(INCORPORATED.)

Wholesale * Lumber + Dealers
AND MANUFACTURERS OF

DRESSED LUMBER, FLOORING
Ceiling, Sheeting, Siding, Shelving, Mouldings of all Descriptions.

Office and Yard :

FOOT OF SPADINA AVE., TORONTO.
Plant nf/ Mills : MIDLAND, ONT.

OFFICES
Hamilton, Toronto

Windsor, Gravenhurst

TELEPHONE
No. 1046

MILLS
Gravenhurst, Huntsville

Katrine, Essex Centre

ROBERT THOMSON & CO.
DEALERS I

N

Pine and Hardivood

Mills Operating all the year round, Correspondence Solicited.

103 BAY STREET,TORONTO OFFICE
London Canadian Chambers

THOMAS MEANEY,
REPRESENTATVE TORONTO.

PORTER, ROBERTSON k CO.

STOCKS

STRIPS

SIDINGS

BILLSTUFF

WHOLESALE

LUMBER
DEALERS

HARDWOODS
HEMLOCK
SHINGLES

LATH, ETC.

.1/ illiehamp 's Buildin as

,

35 * Adelaide * Street + East,
TORONTO.

YARD : NORTHERN DOCK, FOOT OF BATHURST STREET.

Sir Alex. Campbell. K.C.M.G. Pres.
(Lieut Go vr. uf Ontario)

John L.Blaikie Esq .Vice Pres.

of Canada.
Lumbermen,

it?

Consulting

G.C.ROBB. Chief Engineer. A.FRASER. Secy.freas.

Head Office. 2Toronto St.

Toronto,

Desirous of Securing First-class Printed

Stationery for their Office and Shanty Use

SHOULD SEND THEIR ORDERS TO

The Lumberman Job Dept.

TarnntD, Dnt.

The Finest Work and Most Reasonable Prices.
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TO MILL OWNERS, MANUFACTURERS
AND ALL WHO ARE USING

& Aft* A* *********** A AJkAAAAA A A-AA A. AA A& A A.AA JTj|

*T v V ^ v v V V WVWWVV VW^F"WW V W"V WW^FW WWW WWwwwwWWWW V^S

Which will Bun Straight on the Pulleys,
Which is Thoroughly Well Stretched,

Which will not Tear at the Lace Holes,
Which will yive Complete Satisfaction,

SEND TO

K. E. Dixon &> Co.

Gait* Machine* Knife-:- Works.Bl
w

:yx 3N rr.:

Pr T[l

MACHINE KNIVES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION FOR

Planing, Moulding & Stave Cutting. 4

PETER HAY, GALT, ONT.

MANUFACTURERS OF

PATENT LAP-JOINT STAR RIVET

^LEATHER tBELTING
jo King Street East, Toronto.

Sole Agents in Canada for the

CELEBRATED PHCENIX OIL
The Only PeiBct Belt UrBssing.

All our Belting is sold at the Canadian price list. Please compare be-

fore purchasing. Send for Discounts and our Pamphlet on Belting.

TI5EBATHBU1T COMIP'Y',
DESERONTO, ONT.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

*TERRA*COTTA* FIRE-PROOFING *

For Use in Old and New Buildings.

Endorsed by Leading Architects. Absolutely Fire-proof. About as Cheap as

Wood or Brick. Weight One-Third that of Brick. Does not

Crack on application of Heat or Water.

Deadens Noise. Gives Warmth in Winter; Coolness in Summer.

NAPANEE CEMENT COMPANY
LIMITED.— MANUFACTURERS OF —

Hydraulic Gement^
Particularly adapted for Dams, Smoke Stacks, Foundations, Cul-

verts, Cisterns, Cellars, etc.

ENDORSED BY LEADING RAILWAYS AND CONTRACTORS.

For Building, Plastering, Gas Purifying, Paper Making, &c.

DOMINION SAW WORKS !

JAS. ROBERTSON & CO.
253 to 267 King Street West,

Toronto Ontario.

ERT
Dalhousie and William Streets,

MontrEal,

ft
ANUFACTURERS OF >|AWS

j

Que.

/ ( E l: V SAW FULLY WA IHiANTE 1*.

Prices on Application.

Circular, Shingle, Gang, Cross Cut, Concave, Mulay, Drag, Grooving,

Thuber's Royal f

ANTI-FRICTION *BABBIT *METAL.
Importers and Dealers in

Band Saws, Emery Wheels Saw Sets,

Saw Swages, Rubber Belting, Iron Pipe,

Saw Gummers, Leather Belting, Files, &c.
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The Millwrights and
Engineers Safeguard.

No Hot Boxes. Stands any weight or motion. Best and cheapest metal
known for Machinery Journal Bearings. Reliable Machinists use no other. To
be had at every enterprising Hardware store in the Dominion.

ALOXZO W. SPOOXER. Patentee and Manufacturer, PORT HOPE, OXT

The Casselman Lumper Go.

CASSELMAN, ONT. <oye> Successors to FLATT & BRADLEY.

ESPECIAL GOOD FACILITIES FOR SHIPPING.
HEMLOCK BILL STUFF OF EXCELLENT QUALITY.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF

PINE, SPRUCE, ASH, MAPLE AND OTHER HARDWOODS,
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

THE RATHBUN COMPANY,
DESEROXTO, - - OXTARIO,

MANUFACTURERS OF

UnnrSj Sash, Blinils, Stairs
AND ALL KINDS OF WOODEN HOUSE FINISHING MATERIALS.

Cedar Oil for Purging Boilers
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

MANUFACTURERS

PETER GERLAGH & COMPANY,
Alligator^ Chisel-Bit Saws.

THE CHAMPION STAVE. HEADING AND SHINGLE MACHINES,
ICE TOOLS AND MILL SUPPLIES

CLEVELAND, - OHIO.

P. PARKIN
•<«ill!ll|lllllllllllll«»<

Gait File Worts
ErALT, DNT.

Electric lightingApparatus
57. Ade laide St.w
TORONTO

ONT.

MILL FILES A SPECIALTY.

Write for Price Lists and Mention

this Journal.

f
SCRIBNER'S

LUMBERbuy
THE

§ ^OlTiOM

t^jSMi LOG BOOK
OverUne Million Sold.

MOST complete book of its kind ever published.
Gives measurement of all kinds of Lumber.

Logs. Planks. Scantling: cubical contents of square
and round Timber ; hints to lumber dealers ; wood
measure ; speed of circular saws : care of saws ;

cord-wood tables : felling trees : growth of trees:
land measure ; wages, rent, board, interest, stave
and \ jading bolts, etc. Standard book throughout
the Lnited States and Canada. Get the new illus-

trated edition of 1882. Ask your book-seller for it.

Sent post-paid for 35 cents.

G. W. FISHER, Box -i-.iH, Rochester, N.Y
cr A. G. MORTIMER. Toronto, Out.

THE MONARCH BOILER

(PATENTED) AND HERCULES ENGINE.

Portable from 6 to 70 horse power. Surpass
portable steam power heretofore produced for

strength, durability ,
compactness, and the ease

with which they can be moved.
The 70 horse power can betaken overtherongh-

est roads, or into the forest, and set up as easily

and quickly as an ordinary 20 horse power port-

able engine, and as firm as a brick-set stationary

engine. Engines and boilers of every size and des-

cription. Rotary Saw Mills, Shingle and Lath
machines, Law Grinders, Planers, etc. Mill
machinery and supplies of every description.

Every boiler insured against explosion by ihe
Boiler Insurance & Inspection Co. of Canada.
Write for circulars.

A. ROBB & SONS, I Amherst Foundry and
Amherst. N S. \

Machine works.
EtTJBllSHtD OVER 10 YEARS.

LUMBER

TRUCK * WHEELS.

The Montreal

Car Wheel Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

CHARCOAL IRON CHILLED

Railroad Wheels
Offices: New York Life Insurance

Building, Montreal.

Works: Lachine, Quebec.

WE make a Specialty of Wheels suitable for

the requirements of Lumbeimen and
Street Car Service, and can supply them Bored,
Finished and Balanced.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

StBam Saw-mill
FOR SALE.

THE subscribers offer for sale their steam saw
mill at Deux Kivieres, consisting of a complete

set of machinery, carriage to saw 50-foot lengths,
friction bull wheel, swing butting saw and double
edger with shafting, pulleys and belting, rollers
and saws. Engine, boiler and pump complete.
Cutting capacity 15 to 20.000 feet per day of n hrs.
Also a shingle machine and planer and matcher,

together with waterwheel belting, shafting,
pulleys, etc.
The above machinery is in first-class order and

will be sold in conjunction with the building in
which it is placed or separately as may be desired.

Apply to

A. & P. WHITE.
Pembroke.

J- J. TTTTfULSriE:^

Sail, Tent and Awning Maker,
251 George and 154- King Streets,

PETERBOROUGH.
Canoe. Yacht and Boat Sails made to order.

Peifect Fits guaranteed.

Every description of Lumbermen' s Su-bplics
and Vy'aterproof Clothing.

Menasha Hickory Pulleys

We make the only
hardwood bent rim
spoke arm split pulley,
only small split pulley,
only wooden hangers
in the maket. Send for
discounts & circulars.

Menasha
Wood Split Pulley Co.

MENASHA, WISCONSIN.

?TftRAMER
fins >Jf

*

Zl^ftiJNDA ST Toronto-

ESTABLISHED 1871.

J. W. LANG & CO.

Wholesale Grocers & Importers

33, Front St. East, Toronto.

We shall he pleased to have yon write to us
/or samples and prices of

TEAS, TOBACCOS, SUGARS,
SYRUPS, RICE, Etc.

We ca-i and luill cut pricesfine to large buyers..

We have a

GOOD, SOUND. FINE FLAVOURED TEA
at \iy2 cents.

Write for sample chest. Address,

J. 'W. ZLj^ZLnTGt <Sc CO.
xoieois: to.

GEO. glSHOP ENGRAVING *

«« AND PRINTING CO.
LIMITED.

* ZEZLSrOT^^^TIlsrG- *

On Steel, Copper, Stone and Wood.

LITHOGRAPHING,
PLATE PRINTING,

BOOK and JOB PRINTING
PHOTO-ENGRAVING,

BOOK BINDING,
ELECTROTYPING..

Illustrated Catalogues ;«n<l Reports a
.Specialty.

Estimates Furnished.

169 St. James Street, Montreal.

TO MACKINAC
Summer Tours.

Palace Steamers. Low Rates.
Four Trips per Week Between

DETROIT, MACKINAC ISLAND
Petoskey, Sault Ste. Marie, and Lake

Huron Way PortB,

Every Week Day Between

DETROIT AND CLEVELAND
Special Sunday Trips during June, July, August and Sept.

Double Daily Line Between

CHICAGO AND ST. JOSEPH, MICH.
Our illustrated Pamphlets
Hates and Excursion Tickets will be furnished

by your Ticket Agent, or address
E. B. WHITCOMB, G. P. A., Detroit, Mich.,

Detroit and Cleveland Steam Nav. Co.
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- DODGE PATENT -

Wood Separable or Split Pulleys
Best Belt Surface, Lightest, Strongest, Best Balanced and

Most convenient Pulley in the World.

In Comparing Prices of Pulleys, please note the following :

1. Our list is lower than most others.

2. Every Pulley is a Split Pulley.

3. Every Pulley is guaranteed to transmit from 25 to 60 per cent, more power
than an iron with the same tension of belt.

4. Our Pulleys are 70 per cent, lighter than iron pulleys.

5. The fastening does not mar the shaft.

6. They are perfect in balance.

7. They can be used on many different sizes of shafting.

8. They are the most thoroughly made wooden pulleys in the world.

9. And the hansomest pulley on the shaft.

10. No chances to take. Every pulley as represented or no sale.

Order a Sample Pulley after which you will have no other.

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Illlllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII9III Ill Ill Illllllllllhlll Illlllllll IIIIIIIIIII.il 1 1 mini HIIIIIH

WE ALSO MANUFACTURE

Every Pulley is a Split Pulley. I . . p , DM Z"Zt ^ With our Patent Bushing System
' 1

r
.

" * = Wooden Grooved Pulleys for the Transmission of i Fvprvnnllp mfi,„ Hff fMade in anv size from 9 inches to six ft. = ' = Everv Pulle >' w"' fit 22 or more different sizes of

diameter with original bores of 3 and 3^ inches, 1 POWCr OV Manilla RODe. I
shaft 'ng' therefore 200 of our Pulleys and an

.

J
.

= J
,MM,,M,M ""C"' = assortment of bushings represent as many as

bushings to be used tor intermediate sizes; = under the Dodge Patent System from 5 to 500 H. p. state power to be = 4,000 iron pulleys, a great advantage to dealers
larger bores to order 7 transmitted, speed of shafts, relative position of shafts, distauce between ^ carrvincr stock0

Y shafts, and we can furnish a clear estimate. Jo 3lUL^

niiiiiiimiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiim

Apply for particulars to

The Dodge Wood Split Pulley Co., Toronto.

1\ J. DRAKE,
PATENTEE AND MANUFACTURER OF

SAW, SHINGLE % LATH MACHINERY
Belleville, Ontario.

DRAKE'S PATENT DAUNTLESS SHINGlIliDlEAWiA«
Capacity from 25,000 to 50,000 per day.

The frame of iron throughout, very heavy and rigid, strongly bolted and braced;
carriage very light and strong, made of forged cast steel saw plate, running on steel

ways or tracks; will take in a block 18 inches wide and 19 inches long, adjustablefor
16 inch or 18 inch shingles.

Drake's Improved Shingle Edger.
With 40 inch saw will make more No. I Shingles from the same quantity of timber than

any Wheel Jointer in existence.

It has a heavy iron frame made for two operators, two inch steel saw arbor, with extra
long bearings; driving pulley 8 inches diameter, 7 inch face, saw 40 inches diameter, 16 gauge,
speed, 1,600 per minute.

Mill men who have once used this machine will not use any other. For capacity, remov-
ing sap-knots, rot or any other imperfections, for making parallel shingles and economy of stock,

it is superior to any other.

AUo manufacturer of other kinds of Shingle Jointers, both self-acting and hand-feed Shingle Machines, Packing Boxes, Drag Saw Machines, Bolters, Stationary and Portable Saw Mills,

DmMc Edgars, Single Edgers, Slab Saw Kigs, Bull Wheel Rigs, Lath Machines, Lath Bolters, in fact a general line of Mill Machinery, with Pulleys, Shafting, &c. Satisfaction guaranteed in

al'. ca*e». Send for estimates on anything required, and the same will receive immediate attention.
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THE GANADA LUMBERMAN
publish fd monthly by

Office :

Richmond Chambers, ii and 13 Richmond Street W.
Toronto, Ontario.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
One Copy one Year, in Advance, $1 .00
One Copy six months, in Advance, - - 50

Advertising Rates Furnished on Application.

The Canada Lumberman is published in the interest of the

lumber trade and of allied industries throughout the Dominion

being the only representative in Canada of this foremost branch of

the commerce of this country. It aims at giving full and timely

information on all subjects touching these interests, discussing

these topics editorially and inviting free discussion of them by others.

Especial pains are taken to secure the latest and most trustworthy

market quotations from various points throughout the world so as

to afford to the trade in Canada information upon which it can rely

in its operations.

Special correspondents in localities of importance present accur-

ate report not only of prices and the condition of the market but,

also of other matters specially interesting to our readers. But cor-

respondence is not only welcome but is invited from all who have

any information tocommun : cate or subjects to discuss relating to the

•rade or in any way effecting it. Even when we may not be able to

agree with the writers we will give them a fair opportunity for free

discussion as the best means of eliciting the truth. Any items of

interest are particularly requested for even if not of great import-

ance individually they contribute to a fund of information from

which general results are obtained.

Advertisers will receive careful attention and liberal treatment.

We need not point out that for many the Canada Lumberman
with its special class of readers is not only an exceptionally good
medium for securing publicity but is indispensable for those who
would bring themselves before the notice of that class. Special at-

tention is directed to Wanted " and For Sale" advertisements

which will be inserted in a conspicious position at the uniform price

of 15 cents per line for each insertion. Announcements of this

character will be subject to a discount of 25 per cent, if ordered for

three successive issues or longer.

Subscribers will find the small amount they pay for the Canada
Lumberman quite insignificant as compared with its value to them.
There is not an individual in the trade or specially interested in it,

who should not be on our list thus obtaining the present benefit

and aiding and encouraging us to render it even more complete.

A N CM EROL'SLY signed petition has been presented

to the city council of Ottawa asking that measures be

at once taken to prevent the erection of planing mills

or the establishment oflumber yards in the thickly

inhabited portion of the city, where they are likely to

prove a standing menace to life and property
; as it is

claimed the piling of lumber in a neighborhood not

only increases the danger of fire, but it reduces the

value of residential property, and increases the

insurance charges upon properly.

A kill to regulate the management of lumber rafts

upon the great lakes and connecting waters has been

introduced into the House at Washington. It provides

that lumber rafts shall be limited in length to 550 feet,

and that not less than two tugs shall be employed in

handling each. The buoys that have been dragged

from their places are to be restored and proper lights

are to be earned. Heavy penalties are prescribed for

violating the provisions of the bill.

A REPRESENTATIVE of THE LUMBERMAN paid a

brief ms, t to the K. H. Smith Saw Co., of St. Cather-

ines recently, and found that well-known establishment

full of work and experiencing some little difficulty in

keeping up w ith orders. A ramble through their impor-

tant works was marie particularly agreeable through the

practical and courteous manner by which the junior

Mr. Smith explained the various appliances and modes
adopted in the manufacture of saws. Suffice it to say

that our representative left in the best "temper" pos-

iible, and "saw" enough to satisfy himself that the

Smith Co. were doing a prosperous trade.

In support of the statement that the season in the

lumber trade is very quiet this year, and promises to

remain so, the Ottawa Journal quotes Mr. E. H. Bron-

son as saying that "the contracts fot the season's cut

made this year are not nearly as heavy as usual, nor up

to last year. The output at the mills will not be as

heavy either. Neither Perley's, Pearce's, nor ourselves

will run the June night gangs, or work as late in the

season. Taking it altogether, the cut will be some

seventy millions less than last year."

It is by no means certain that the McKinley Tariff

Bill will become a law, as the Republicans are not

united on the measure, and with the determined oppo-

sition manifested to it by the Democrats the indica-

tions are that the measure will be defeated. Mr. Blain

is reported as having denounced it as the most danger-

ous, if not the most infamous, me'asure that was ever

concocted by any party, and in doing so he only ex-

presses the President's views as well as his own. Mr.

Vincent's resolution in the British House of Commons,

to the effect that it is not deemed expedient to admit

manufactured goods into the country free of duty, when

a foreign nation imposes a prohibitive tariff to keep out

the goods from another country, may have had some-

thing to do with bringing about this change of front.

The imposing of a high tariff in Britain on American

productions would be a terrific blow to the manufactur-

ers of many kinds of goods in the United States. The
Republicans may ultimately find out that their little

tariff game is a game which more than one country can

play at, and that there is such a thing as carrying this

tariff question a little too far.

A REPORT of Consul E. L. Baker from Buenos

Ayres, South America, has recently been made public

by the state department at Washington, in which the

consul gives figures showing the precise condition of

the lumber market, &c. In regard to the lumber trade

at that point he says: "Arrivals of lumber at Buenos

Ayres from Brunswick, .Pensacola, Montreal, Portland,

Boston, Quebec, Fernandina, Halifax, St. Mary, Calais,

Wilmington, Canada, &c: in 1S88, 108,112,811 feet ; in

1889, 136,750,600 feet. Part of these arrivals went up

the river. The stock of lumber at present lying in the

"barracas" of the Riachuelo is considerable. The car-

goes recently sold are as follows, and show the actual

state of the market :

White Pine. Per 100 meters.

No. 2 $165 to $175
N~. 5 H5 <° U7
No. 7 115 to 120
No. 8 100 to 102

Salado 90 to 92
Spruce 92 to 94
Pitch-pine 41 to 42

The price of white pine in gold will be found by

multiplying the above quotations by 44>2 cents, the

present value of the Argentine paper dollar.''

There are good indications of much business ac-

tivity in Western Canada, and there are signs that the

present year will be one of great progress. Lumbering,

mining, railway building, and many industries depen-

dent upon them appear to be in a flourishing condition.

The prospects for good crops are excellent, and unless

signs fail, the season will be a remunerative one for the

agriculturist. It is stated on good authority that be-

tween five hundred and a thousand miles of rail, and

perhaps more, will be laid in the country from Lake

Superior to the Pacific, and it is probable that the line

to Hudson Bay will be built in the near future. The

greater part of the railway building will he through set-

led districts, connecting with roads which are extending

their lines, all of which are stretching out for the great

Saskatchewan country, which has long been awaiting

such improved facilities. The advancement of a

country causes a great increase in the timber industry,

and it is especially noticeable in the Lake of the Woods
district, where immense areas of fine timber have re-

cently been added to the already large supply, and the

indications are that the output of the saw mills in the

district will be larger than ever before known.

At the annual meeting of the shareholders of the

Canadian Bank of Commerce, the general manager,

Mr. B. E. Walker, in reviewing the business of the

past year made the following remarks in regard to the

condition of the timber and lumber trade : "The winter

operations in connection with the timber and lumber

trade have been carried on without undue cost, but

under the disadvantage of unsteady w eather and con-

siderable illness among the men in the woods from

the prevailing epidemic. As a whole, logs must have

cost somewhat more than in ordinary years. There

has been no difficulty in driving, and the mills will be

plentifully supplied. In fact, notwithstanding the cur-

tailment in production last winter, we must hope there

will also be a reduction next w inter, as it is clear that

in many respects the market is not what it has been

the past few years. The market in the United States

is fairly satisfactory, but the fears expressed a year ago

regarding the South American market have been real-

ized, and, what with strikes and a smaller volume of

building operations at home, prices are barely sustain-

ed and sales are not so easily made as could be desired.

In this connection it is a satisfaction to notice that the

production of pine saw logs in the Ottawa district for

1889-90 (including a smaller stock carried over than

usual) is slightly below the average of nine years past.

The cut in other localities is also considerably reduced as

compared with that of two years ago, so that the tiade

in lumber is still in a healthy condition, if not so posit-

ively prosperous as heretofore. We are not interested

to any extent in the square timber trade and have no

special knowledge concerning it, but it seems clear, that

tempted by the high prices of late yf*ars, manufacturers

have overproduced, the output in the Ottawa district

being 60 to 70 per cent, higher than the average of the

last nine years.'"

The way the timber goes is a caution. The ques-

tion of forestry is one of wide interest to those who
have given the subject thoughtful consideration: but the

uninitiated have but little idea of the great destruction

of forests on this continent which has been going on

for years by lumbermen, and by fires which frequently

follow in their wake. Mr. William Little recently

addressed a printed letter to the President and Coun-

cil of the Montreal Board of Trade on the forestry

interests of Canada, w hich is an elaborate and forcible

plea against the rapid destruction of our timber which

has been going on for many years. The facts present-

ed by the writer of the letter in question, bearing upon

the reckless cutting of timber in the United States, are

positively astounding. A few of the statistics present-

ed will be sufficient to give the general reader an idea

as to the extent which this destruction has been carried

on. Land covered with wood growth in the United

States, 450,000,000 acres ; extent cut over annually. 25.-

000,000 acres ; wood and timber cut of all kinds annu-

ally, 24,000.000,000 cubic feet, valued at $1,000,000,000:

timber lands owned by the government, 70,000,000

acres ; value of timber stolen within seven years.

$36,719,935 ; saw mill capacity of the United States,
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60.000.000.000 feet. We make the following quotation

from Mr. Little's letter :
" Less than twenty years ago

I visited nearly all the saw mills between here to, and

including, Quebec, and nearly all the mills along and

on the tributaries of the St. Lawrence were sawing al-

most exclusively white pine saw logs, while at present

the few which still remain are confined almost entirely

to cutting spruce and hemlock, much of this even of an

inferior grade. And the logs now sawn at the Ottawa

mills will not turn out over sixty per cent, of their stock

into grades better than culls. And the rafts of superior

pine that ran 80 to 150 feet average (about twenty-five

years ago I myself took a raft to Quebec of 1 58 feet

average) now run from 50 to 80 cubic feet average. I

have already said that the present annual production

of sawn lumber in the United States would load a train

of cars 25,000 miles long, or long enough to encircle

the earth, and I fancy some will be surprised at such

figures : but it is figures like these that force all who

will reflect on the matter, to use expressive adjectives

whenever treating of its importance ; but this sawn

lumber is onlv a small part of forest freight, there are

still all other forest products ; and when we add timber

for railway and fencing, mining and export, round and

hewn timber, we have our train loaded 72,000 miles ;

and if to this we then add the firewood, etc., amounting

alone to 216,000 miles, we have a total train of 288,000

miles in length, or more than enough to reach from the

earth to the moon, still leaving our lumber train encircl-

ing the earth with 23,000 miles of a train to spare '.

—

its weight alone, if green, over five hundred million

tons, or enough to load five hundred thousand (500,000)

ships of one thousand (1000) tons each 1 The whole of

these timber products handled annually by the Ameri-

can workman, not only shows what a mighty weapon is

the axe in the hands of the skillful chopper, but leaves

all othei agencies—whether of fire, flood, or tempest

—

so completely in the rear, that in the race of destruct-

ion they may be said to be practically ' nowhere.'

"

The Pine and Haidwood inspections, as published in

The Lumberman last month, have been submitted to

the Toronto Board of Trade for approval and finally

adopted. It is to be hoped that these rules for the in-

spection of lumber will not alone be taken advantage

of by the members of the lumber section of the Board

of Trade of this city, but that they will become gener-

ally recognized by the whole lumber fraternity of the

country.

There can be little if any doubt but the fears of

many United States lumbermen that Canada would in-

crease still further the export duty on Canadian logs,

and thereby render the timber lands they have secured

in the Dominion comparatively valueless, had much to

do with the Senate's fixing of the lumber duty at such a

moderate figure. In the question of lumber duties

Canada at present holds the big trump card, and it is

to be hoped that it will be played in the interests of

freer trade intercourse on this continent.

Holders of Canadian timber limits appear to have

unlimited confidence in the future prospects of a rise

in stumpage, which is evidenced by the fact that while

many operators, especially in the Georgian Bay district,

are making comparatively but little money at the pre-

sent time in manu acturing lumber, they nevertheless

place a value on their limits which but a short time ago

would have been considered exorbitant in the extreme.

There is no disputing the fact that the holding of our

timber lands for future rise in values will bring greater

returns than the lumber now cut from them.

The condition of the lumber trade throughout

Canada remains practically unchanged. The local

trade in the cities shows no signs of immediate im-

provement, nor is it likely to until after the harvest.

The strikes in Toronto, which materially affected

trade in this line, are now fortunately over, but

lasted long enough to impede building operations to

a considerable extent. The uncertainty regarding the

proposed reduction in the lumber duty by the United

States Congress is also militating for the time being

against our exports to that country. Until the fate of

the McKinley tariff bill is known our shipments of

lumber to the United States will be much reduced in

volume, as holders of stock naturally desire to benefit

by any reduction in duty which may be decided upon.

The mills throughout the country are now in full swing,

and while the output in the aggregate will not be as

large as last year, stocks will be quite equal to the de-

mand. Middlemen have not as yet done much in the

way of stocking up for the fall and winter trade, and

as a consequence mill men have disposed of but little

of this season's cut.

THE crown timber agent for British Columbia in his

recent report states that inquiries have been made by

both eastern Canadian and American lumbermen, with

the view of establishing extensive mills in the province,

and that he was pleased to be able to state that as a

result of these inquiries James McLaren, of Ottawa,

and the Ross family, of Quebec, have erected on the

Fraser river the largest mill in the province, being

75x450 feet, with a cutting capacity of 250,000 feet

daily. This has stimulated Canadian and American

capitalists, many of whom have their advance guards

looking after limit and mill sites. In his last report he

had mentioned that the Douglas pine and cedar have

already found sale at remunerative prices in the mar-

kets of China, Japan, Australian colonies and South

American states, and he was now enabled to say that

since that time several cargoes of these woods have

been shipped to Great Britain, by way ofCape Horn, and

notwithstanding an excessive rate of freight found

ready sale at prices which warranted further ship-

ments. There was every reason to look forward, at a

very early day, to an immense expansion of the lumber

trade of the province, the timber of the Rocky, Selkirk

and Gold ranges of the Rocky mountains finding their

way to the great northwest prairies, the wheat fields of

the world, while the lumber manufactured from the

timber growing nearer the coast will chiefly go to the

other markets mentioned above.

The Northwestern Lumberman, in its usual lordly

style, criticizes the recent utterances of Mr. Little, of

Montreal, on the international lumber question, which

appeared in the last number of this journal. The

language used is characteristic of the journal in which

it appeared, and while no point has been made against

Mr. Little, the item is a fair index of the one-sided

policy adopted by the press of the United States on all

questions affecting commercial relations between the

two countries. If our contemporary thinks it can pick

up the gauntlet and discuss this^question with our cor-

respondent it has a perfect right to do so, but Mr. Little

is "loaded" on the tariff question and will not easily be

ousted from the field.

Henry M. Stanley says the late journey of him-

self and comrads for the relief and rescue of Emin, the

Governor of Equatoria, extended over 6,000 miles in

length, and occupied them 987 days. Five hundred of

these days were passed in the Central African forest,

and for 487 days they pursued their journey through

grass lands. They travelled 1,670 miles through the

great forest of Equatorial Africa, which was 621

English miles in length, and its average breadth was

517 miles, which made a compact area of 321,057 square

miles. This enormous tract was overgrown with trees

varying from 20 ft. to 200 ft. in height, so close

together that the branches interlaced one another, and

formed a canopy through which the sunshine could

not penetrate. The sun might scorch and dazzle

overhead, but a little speck of white light flickering

here and there was all that revealed the fact to the

traveller in the dark, impenetrable forest.

The North Tonawanda Lumbermen's Association

of Tonawanda, N. Y., held a meetting June 10th, to

discuss the McKinley tariff bill so far as it affects lum-

ber. The leading Tonawanda dealers were present, as

also the Hon. John Charlton, member of the Canadian

parliament. After discussing the matter at great length

it was voted that a telegram as follows be sent to

Senator Hiscock at Washington: "A difference of

opinion exists as to whether duty on lumber should be

reduced to $1 or $1.50 per thousand. A majority favors

$1. But we are unanimous on the conditions of adding

the entire Canadian export duty on logs to our import

duty on sawed lumber. The Canadian government

has power to remove the export duty by orders in coun-

cil, and can act immediately without consulting the

parliament." Mr. Charlton said that the Canadian

government was willing to make all reasonable con-

cessions in regard to the export duty on logs, and in

fact, stood pledged to reduce it if the United States

made an equivalent reduction. That, however, is one

of the things that goes without saying, as the space

writer is prone to remark. This country certainly

would make no reductions that would not be met by

Canada. Mr. Charlton had been to Washington to feel

the popular pulse on the lumber question, and had

found that a strong effort was being made to secure

absolutely free lumber, and it was his opinion that a

compromise would have to be effected, and he thought

that $1 would be the rate finally settled upon. Of

course, so far as protecting the interests of American

mill men who desire to saw the timber bought in

Canada in mills on this side the line, this difference of

50 cents in opinion on what the import lumber duty

shall be, cuts a small figure. It is the addition of the

log export duty to the lumber import duty which they

need to bring about.

SPLINTERS.

A demand of assignment has been made on Smith,

Wade & Co., of Quebec, at the instance of the Union

Bank of Canada, on a claim of $25,000, but the assign-

ment has not yet been made.

The Kirby Carpenter Co., of Menominee, Mich.,

have just placed their order with B. F. Sturtevant for

three Standard Dry-Kilns. These kilns will dry 22,-

000 feet of 1 inch pine per day.

Several lumber firms in Tonawanda, N. Y., have

recently gone into the business of handling Canadian

lumber, and quite a trade is being done at that point

in the Canadian product.

* *

There is an increased demand in the Eastern States

for Canada grey elm. It is rather soft wood and will

not warp, and is used for furniture, imitation walnut.

It usually sells for from $18 to $20 on cars at Buffalo.

The monthly statement of exports shows the value of

the goods exported from Canada during May to be

$6,756,724, of which $2,041,095 were products of the

forest. This is an increase on the total exports of

$200,000 over May last year.

* *

The Dominion government has approved of the

tariff and tolls to be charged by the Sable and Spanish

Boom and Slide Company, of Algoma, on saw Jogs,

timber and lumber passing through the booms and

other works on the Spanish river.

* *

We call the attention of our readers to the advertise-

ment of the Scottish Carolina Timber & Land Com-

pany in another column, announcing the postponed date

of auction sale, giving all purchasers time to examine

the properties. Sale to take place Wednesday, Aug.

6th, 1890. '
-

*

A PROMINENT Ottawa lumberman is authority for

saying that the prospects are very black for the lumber

trade this summer. Thirteen feet of pine against eight

feet last year have been made. Freights will come

down and the English market will be glutted, causing

a falling off in the prices.

*

The Tariff bill has been reported by the Senate

Finance Committee to the Senate with the reasons of

the committee for recommending its proposed changes

in the bill as it passed the House. The committee has

changed the tariff on pine lumber from $1.50 to $1.00

per M., at which figure it is likely to remain, provided

the bill becomes law.
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The arrivals of hewn timber in Britain from Canada

during the month of April, were larger by ,£1,048 than

in the same month last year, but those of sawn timber

show a reduction of ,£45,032. The imports for the foui

months ending April 30th were, hewn ,£5,803 against

^13.176 same period last year, and sawn ,£67,784

against ,£136,837 same period in 1889.

# *

Finding that the quarters allotted the Canada
Lumberman in the Yonge street Arcade were alto-

gether inadequate to the wants of our business we

have found it necessary to remove to larger premises.

We are now permanently located in the Richmond
Chambers, 11 and 13 Richmond street West, where we
shall be pleased to welcome all members of the lum-

ber trade and others who can favor us with a call.

* * *
The Skiilings, Whitneys & Barnes Lumber Company

of Boston, Mass., has bought what lumber Messrs Hall

& Buell now have in their yard at Tonawanda, N. Y.,

together with the good-will of said firm, and has as-

sumed their lease of wharf property and piling ground,

and will continue the lumber business as heretofore

with this addition. The capital stock of this company
has been increased to $1,000,000.

In the matter of Smith, Wade & Co., Quebec, Mr.

Justice Routhier has dismissed their demurrers and

pleas in objection to the Bank's answer. Further, the

learned judge, with the concurrence of his colleagues

on the Bench, stated that he was satisfied that the pro-

ceedings taken by the firm were erroneous, and that he

was without jurisdiction, thus maintaining the Bank's

answer to this effect. The firm will appeal.

In February last the Menasha Wooden Ware Co.,

of Menasha. Wis., placed an order with B. F. Sturte-

vant. of Boston, Mass., for a Steam Hot Blast apparat-

us for 20 "Tower" dry kilns. These kilns are of novel

design, there being only one other plant of the kind in

the United States, and are drying their green staves in

from 3 to 4 days. They are so well pleased with the

results obtained that they ha e placed a duplicate order

for 20 more kilns, doubling their capacity.

Neil Van Dorman, of Fresno, Cal., and ten skilled

workmen are now engaged in getting out the World's

Fair big tree, a section of a redwood tree. This will

be the largest section ever removed from California.

The tree is located at the mammoth forest fifty-two

miles east of Tulare, at an altitude of 6,325 feet above

the sea ievel. The tree measures 99 feet in circum-

ference, making it 33 feet in diameter. It will require

three flat cars for its transportation, as the total weight

will not be less than 65,000 pounds.

A CHANGE of advertisement for the Dodge Wood
Split Pulley Co. has been received too late for the

present issue, a fact which is to be regretted inasmuch

a3 it has especial reference to saw mill men. This

company direct particular attention to their patent

rope drive system which is now in use in many of the

leading mills and factories throughout the country,

and is proving an unqualified success. Estimates are

given on drives for any power or at any angle. Among
the principal users of the rope transmission are : J.

R. Booth and Ferley & Pattee, Ottawa
; The Rathbun

Co., Deseronto ; and the Brunette Saw Mills Co.,

New Westminster, B. C.

BRITISH COLUMBIA TIMBER.
A New Brunswick gentleman, who has recently been

inspecting the timber forests of British Columbia, gives

a glowing account of the timber resources of that prov-

ince. He says that when about 100 yards from the

shore he measured two cedars. One was 53 feet in

circumference, the other 37 feet. He measured one

fir 33 feet, and one spruce 16 feet in circumference,

and strange to say, the spruce grew on top of a cedar

windfall that was five feet in diameter, and yet sound
and firm. These all grew within a radius of 100 feei.

He turned over a fir knot that had doubtless lain for

,<::' It measured 33 inches in circumference. He
had seen mill men in New Brunswick make merchant-

able deals out of smaller logs than that knot. The
trees grow from 250 to 300 feet high, sometimes run-

ning 100 feet without a limb. There is a tree within

the city limits that was felled two years ago, and part

of it still lay on the ground, that was nine feet in

diameter at the butt, at 100 feet from the butt five feet

in diameter, and at 200 feet, 25 inches in diameter.

Trees of this kind are common. Three years ago

there were shipped from Vancouver four sticks of tim-

ber, each 95 feet long (squared 48 inches,) squared up

to a proud edge. They were for the Panama canal.

A few weeks ago there was sawed in the Hastings mill

one tree that made 27,000 feet—about three car loads.

Any carpenter can figure that out, and he will find

that one tree made sufficient lumber to build a house

40 by 50 feet square, and two and a half stories high

and finish it inside and outside. People ask how it is

that timber on the Pacific coast grows so large. He
knew of only one reason ; it is a simple fact that the

trees have twelve months out of every year to grow.

Three hundred and fifty thousand superficial feet have

been taken off a single acre. A prominent mill man
told him that the logs in his boom averaged each 2,000

feet. It takes about 26 New Brunswick logs to aver-

age that amount of lumber. He saw three cows lying

down, leisurely chewing their cud, all inside a hollow

stump, and they were not crowded by any means.

FRICTION GRIP CUT OFF.

In this friction grip cut off the shaft that is cut from

the driving shaft carries all the mechanism of the cut

off, the cut off proper only revolves when brought into

contract with the friction pulley, keyed to the driving

shaft "A.'' This cut off coupling is nothing more or

less than our friction grip pulley with the one exception

that it has no belt rim to it, but this belt rim could be

attached at very little advance in price, and would

make the pulley on coupling if desired. The friction

grip pulleys have been furnished to the Cookshire Mill

Co., of Cookshire, Que. ; the Riorden Paper Mills, of

Merritton ; the Wilson Paper Mills, of Lachute, and
Martin, Mitchell Elevator Co., West Lynn, Manitoba,

and are all giving the best satisfaction. Manufactured

by the Waterous Engine Works Co., (Ltd.) Brantford,

Ont., to whom all communications should be addressed.

LEARY COMPLETES ANOTHER RAFT
Considerable interest is being manifested in and

around St. John, N. P., in the latest experiment of

James D. Leary, of New York, the man who has

achieved a. considerable amount of notoriety through

his efforts to float extensive rafts of lumber from

Joggins, N. S., to New York, the last of which was

successful.

Mr. Leary has purchased 30 square miles of timber

land near the St. John river, in Queens county. It is

not heavy timber but such as can be used for piling.

It would not be worth cutting for any other purpose, as

it consists of a poor quality of pine, with spruce,

hackmatack and fir. Mr. Leary conceived the idea of

towing this piling to New York in rafts, and ex-U. S.

Consul Murray of St. John, joined him in the enter-

prise. The lumber was put together in cribs, and 17

of these cribs are now in St. John harbor, having been

floated down the river last week. Two ocean tug boats

arrived from New York yesterday, and to-morrow the

start for New York will be made.

Each of these cribs is from 50 to 80 feet long, 40

feet wide and over 9 feet deep, containing over 500

pieces of piling. The 17 cribs contain nearly 9,000

pieces of piling, or about 17 small schooner loads. It

is said there is $30,000 worth of timber altogether. In

the cribs the piling all runs lengthwise, and each one

is bound around by six wire cables, w hich were hauled

taut by means of a donkey engine. A chain cable of

1 7-8-inch wire runs through the center of all the cribs

and connects them together. About seven feet of sea

room being allowed between each two. It is estimated

that when the two tugs are fastened to the tow, the

distance from the foremost tug to the hindmost crib

will be about 3,000 feet. It will, in fact, be a long

series of rafts, each slightly oval shape, and will trail

along like a huge sea serpent. The trip to New York
w ill take about 10 days. Some persons are of opinion

that the rafts will not stand a heavy sea, while others

—

and these, of course, include Messrs. Leary and Mur-
ray—declare their confidence that no trouble will be

encountered. Should the trip be made in safety, there

will of course be a very large saving in freight, as

much, one gentleman well versed in lumber matters

declares, as $8,000 on the amount of timber in these

cribs. Should the scheme succeed, other rafts will

follow, and in fact other cribs are now being construct-

ed up river. Mr. Leary will use most of his tow in

crib work along the water front of the Astor lands on
Harlem river, where he has a heavy contract. There is

an unlimited supply of that sort of timber to be got in

this province if there should be a demand for it. A
good deal of piling is shipped hence to United States

every year by schooner, and a number ot schooners

are now either loading or on their way to New York.

Naturally these people do not look with favor on Mr.

Leary's scheme. Six or seven years ago Mr. Murray
had some piling towed to New York, but no such ex-

tensive scheme as this has ever been undertaken

here or elsewhere.

OUR TIMBER EXPORTS TO BRITAIN.

The following cargoes of Canadian wood have been

reported at various United Kingdom ports since May
3rd.

Ayr—Siddaitha, Halifax, 16,361 deals.

Belfast—Kate Burrill, St. John 20,808 pes. sawn fir.

Beaumaris—Svalen, Darien, 171 pes. hewn fir, 365 pes.

sawn fir, 93 deals.

Bristol—Ontario, .Montreal and Quebec, 300 cases splints.

DUBLIN—Sognadelen, Halifax, 161 pes. birch, 1,217 birch

planks, 16,314 pes. spruce.

FLEETWOOD—Southern Queen, St. John, 20,569 deals.

GLASGOW— Alcides, Halifax and Baltimore, 21 walnut

logs, 473 pes. oak lumber, 4,424 staves, 147 w. o. planks.

Warwick, Montreal, 898 pes. oak lumber. Hibernian, Mon-
treal, 171 pes. maple, 120 deals. Circe, Montreal, 2.372 oak
planks. Canadian, Montreal, 17 logs timber, 2.S76 deals.

Sarmatian, Montreal, 15,643 deals.

LIVERPOOL—Catherine, St. John, 21,274 deals and
battens, 11 scantlings, 2,323 deal ends. Truro, Halifax,
19,082 spruce deals, 912 spruce deal ends, 4,54s birch deals,

427 birch deal ends. Haima, Halifax, 21,703 spruce deals,

1,050 spruce deal ends, 134 birch deal ends, 1,459 birch deals.
Lake Ontario, Montreal, 4,076 deals, 2,411 boards. Lake
Nepigon, Montreal, 372 deals, 17,807 boards, 1,859 maple
blocks. Sardinian, Montreal, 12,232 deals, 6,7S6 boards.
Oregon, Montreal, 19,320 deals, 1,322 maple blocks. Poly-
nesian, Montreal, 14,182 deals, from Quebec, 320 cases
splints. Lake Winnipeg, Montreal, 12,253 boards, 4,072
deals. Earl Burgess, St. John, 51.6S1 deals, 1,950 scantling.

6,211 ends, 1,009 boards. Bella, Halifax, 15,634 deals,

1,041 ends, 50 boards. Fearnought, St. John. 36,441 deals,

26 scantlings, 5,806 ends. Dominion, Montreal, S.693 deals,

3,236 boards, 4,622 maple blocks. Lake Superior, Montreal,

8,355 maple blocks, 22,644 Pcs - lumber, 271 boards, 234
deals.

LONDON—Damara, St. John's, 100 stds. deals, from
Halifax, 7^ stds. birch, 125 crts., 71 bdls. moelds, 475
doors. Grecian, Montreal, 8,077 deals. Vedra, Montreal,
48,012 deals. 8,075 ends.

SLIGO—Frederica, St. John. 17.581 deals and ends."

WHITEHAVEN—Vidfarne, Si. John. 14,522 deals and
battens, 1,355 deal ends.
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—All the saw mills at Rat Portage are now running.

H. A. Patterson & Co., lumber dealers, Chatham, have

sold out.

T. H. Flanagan has started to manufacture shingles at

Port Arthur.

—Thomas Robins" shingle mill, Wyebridge, is closed

down for repairs.

—Coulon's mill, at Little Current is turning out about

S6,ooo feet a day.

—Trenouth's shingle mill, at Fawkham, is turning out a

large amount of shingles.

Mr. John Knight, of Douglas, is going to work a saw-

mill at the Fourth Chute.

Mr. T. H. Flanagan, has started the manufacture of

shingles at Conmee's mills.

The total lumber cut on the Gatineau section is about

one-third less than last year.

Messrs. Holden, of Belleville, have purchased the Fee-

ney shingle mill at Moira lake.

A toll of 8 cents per cord is to be imposed on pulp wood

coming out of the Gatineau boom.

—Mr. P. Payette, Penetanguishene, has obtained a patent

in the United States for a saw mill dow.

—The Rathbun Company's drive of saw logs down the

Moria will amount to over 200,000 pieces.

—The logs on the Kippewa are mostly out of the bush,

and the drive is being pushed as rapidly as possible.

—Men are being hired already for next winter's work in the

woods. The wages are said to be about the same as last

year.

—The Minnesota & Ontario Lumber Company's mill at

Norman, which was shut down for want of logs, is running

again.

—L. Secback, of Carlingford, is busy cutting, having ob-

tained a fair stock of logs. He is cutting mostly hemlock and

spruce.

—Governor's Bay is alive with cribs of timber and the men

working on them. Some three hundred cribs are being made

into rafts.

—R. H. Smith *and J. Clark have secured a five years'

lease of the foundry at Tilbury Centre, and will convert it

into a planing mill.

—The movement in Shingles at Severn Bridge has been

lively during the past spring. There are no stocks on hand

worthy of mention.

—The Rainy River is jammed with logs and navigation is

for the time being closed, and will remain so until the Boom
Company get the logs sorted.

—On the government boom, near Leamy's lake, work is

now at its height. Rafts are being made and logs sorted and

put in tows, ready for transit.

—Mr. M. L. Russell's drive of 2,000 cedars has arrived at

the boom at Renfrew. They are for telephone poles and will

be shipped to Wales, Ont., to Croil & McCulloch.

— Messrs. R. Henderson & Co's drive is out of McDonald

Creek, and will be into the Ottawa in a few days. A. Lums-

den's square timber from Gorden Creek is being run to Des

Joachims.

—Messrs. Bronson & Weston are using their new line from

the Chaudiere mills to their piling grounds in Stuarton, which

is now being exclusively used for lumber to be shipped by rail

to American buyers.

—A large raft of white pine, said to be of excellent quality,

belonging to Messrs. Bishop & Kemp, recently reached

Ottawa. The timber was made in the country around the

mouth of the Madawaska river.

—Lumber shipments from the vicinity of Ottawa have
been very brisk of late. A large number of American boats

are in constant waiting to load at the Chaudiere docks and
Bronson's piling grounds at Rockclifte.

H. W. Petrie, of Brantford, has just put in an engine and
boiler in the Banner office, Dundas, which is giving every

satisfaction. Mr. Petrie has a reputation for putting in first-

class machinery, and the sample put in here fills the bill.

—Hurdman's drive is very backward this season, and it is

estimated that over one hundred thousand logs have yet to be
taken out of the Mississippi for the firm which, however, took
out more timber last winter than in the season previous.

—Thistle & Co.'s large raft of one hundred and eighty cribs,

which was anchored in the bay near Rockliffe, started June

16th for Quebec. It was in tow of the steamer Vermont.

Hurdman & Co.'s raft left the same day for the Ancient

Capital.

—The Rathbun Company, of Deseronto, has received an

order for furnishing the frames, sash, storm sash, blinds, doors

and inside finish for sixteen dwelling houses to be erected in

Quebec city. All this material must be delivered by July 1st.

—H. W. Petrie, of Brantford, has sold and recently shipped

two outfits of machinery for cheese factories, one for the

Q'Appelle Butter & Cheese M'fg Association, Q'Appelle, N.

\Y. T. ; the other for the Palmerston Cheese Co., Palmerston,

Ont.

—The mill men and other business men of Burk's Falls are

seeking aid to build a spur from the present station to the saw,

shingle and planing mills, and other important industries, and

to connect the river navigation with the Northern and Pacific

junction.

—Mr. J. H. Gordon, of Mutchmor & Gordon, Ottawa,

has received a judicial order authorizing him to sell the stock

of N. E. Cormier, of Aylmer. This consists of mills, timber

lim'ts, horses and carts, etc. The sale will probably take

place early in July.

—The Chisholm Timber Limit Company accuse N. M.

Campbell and Alexander Fraser of trespassing, cutting and

removing timber from their reserves in Northern Ontario.

The company took action against the two named for $2,000

damages for the trespass and acts of the alleged timber

poachers.

—Mr. Hugh McDonald, agent for J. R. Booth on the

Temiscamingue river, reports a fair winter's work accomplish-

ed in the bush and a splendid spring for driving purposes, the

water being a most favorable height. Between 70,000 and

80,000 logs were taken out and are now all in the Ottawa

river.

—A large amount of timber has been taken out on the Du
Moine river during the past winter. A raft belonging to the

Hawkesbury Lumber company, containing 106 cribs recently

passed down the Ottawa, and another is on the way. Mac-

laren & Edwards also have a big lot of timber coming down

from the Du Moine.

—A raft of 181 cribs, 4,387 pieces, passed Britannia on the

10th ult., having come from the prolific Petewawa, 100 miles

from the Rock Farm. The timber is the property of Thistle,

Carswell & Francis and is very fine, reaching 50^ feet aver-

age. The limit upon which the timber was cut was bought

21 years ago for $50,000 and since the purchase 16 rafts have

been taken therefrom, value probably $300,000.

—The Orillia Packet : Among some of the larger ship-

ments from Midland and Waubaushene to the States, during the

past week, coming to the notice of the United States Consul

at Waubaushene, were :—600,000 feet of lumber by one firm ;

950,000 feet by another; 65,0,000 feet by another, and 550,-

000 feet of lumber and 3,000 tons of ice by another. A lively-

business is being done all along the line.

—The rise in the Rainy River and its tributaries will en-

able the lumbermen in the Lake of the Woods district to get

all last year's cut out, which were " hung up " owing to low

water, and they have also been enabled to get all of this

winter's cut, so that a majority of the mills have now a two

years' supply of logs which within the next month will be in

the booms at the mills. All the mills are preparing for

making large cuts.

—The three mills at Byng Inlet cut more lumber than any

other town on the Georgian Bay. One of these is operated

by Burton Bros., of Barrie, the other two by the Georgian Bay

Lumber Company. They cut annually 40,000,000 feet of

lumber, which represents a market value of $450,000, which

is quite a large income for a village with a population of 600.

Most of the square timber at this point is rafted into a string

of 500 feet, which is towed to Waubaushere. It is then car-

ried by rail to Belleville, where it is again rafted and floated

to Quecec, when it is shipped to England.

—George Clarke, of Dunchurch. while engaged with a

number of workmen in breaking a jam of logs by the use of

dynamite, lit the fuse connecting with a charge placed in

the centre of a log, and not retreating far enough received the

whole force of one-half of the charged log in the right side of

the body. When the workmen returned after the discharge,

they found Clarke lying on the ground and picked him up for

dead. He recovered conciousness, however, when he related

the cause of the accident, smoked his pipe and died in sixteen

hours afterwards.

—The Ottawa Free Press says :—Very often when there is

an adverse wind the work of collecting the logs that come
down through the Chaudiere slides, and rafting them is a very

tedious and laborous one. At high water too, it often hap-

pens that the swift water carries the logs far beyond the point

at which the rafting goes on. When the cribs have been

gathered on the Hull side of the river it is always difficult on

account of the current and eddies to bring them across to the

opposite side. It is rendered trebly so when their is a con-

trary wind. Mr. W. P. Lett who has often watched the "hard

work of the raftsman on the river, suggests that a small steam-

boat be employed to tow the cribs across. This would he

says save a whole day in making up the rafts, besides the sav-

ing that would result in the expenditure for food for the men.

QUEBEC.

—J. B. Lafontaine, lumber, Chamborn, has assigned.

—Prosper Lafontaine, lumber, Lake Bouchette, has assign-

ed.

—Herbert & Co., saw millers, of St. Martine, have assign-

ed.

—The lumber business at St. Johns is reported as being

very dull this season.

—The manufacture of burial caskets out of wood pulp is a

new industry to be started at Pont Rouge.

The E. B. Eddy Manufacturing Co., Hull, are receiving

orders for their pulp faster than they can produce it, and it is

stated that they are already contemplating doubling the capa-

city of their pulp mills.

—At a little town called Mille Vaches, about thirty-five

miles above the Saguenay, a British company has started the

largest saw mill and pulp factory in Canada, and one of the

largest in the world. The works aie on the edge of a vast

forest, and can deliver their product straight from their rooms

to the deck of a ship or steamer. Nearly all the wood pulp made
is consumed by paper makers, who are enabled by its use to

produce paper at less than two-thirds of what it formerly

cost. The extant of the business can be easily imagined from

the fact that at least ten manufacturers are millionaires, and

that each one made his fortune from wood pulp. The best

wood for the manufacture is the white birch, which produces

the finest grade of paper, but nearly all ordinary trees are

more or less available.

NEW BRUNSWICK.
—The lath sawyers employed at Murray's mill, St. John,

have struck for $1.80 a day. They were getting $1.65.

—The exports from St. John for May were $316,692,

against $574,000 in May 1889. The falling off in exports is

wholly in lumber.

—There were over one hundred millions s. f. of lumber in

the Fredericton booms on the 6th ult., the largest quantity

ever there before at one time.

—A large raft of piling belonging to J. D. Leary, of New
York, was towed out of the harbor at St. John, on June 17th,

by two tugs sent there for that purpose. The raft is not

built up like those taken from the Joggins, but fastened to-

gether and spread over the water like ordinary rafts. The
piling was cut up the Salmon river, a tributary of the St.

John, and floated to St. John, where it was made up in large

rafts. It is said to contain sixteen cribs of 400 to 500

sticks each, and.the timber is valued at $150,000.

—Robert Connors purchased in the spring the right of

driving logs to the booms on the St. John river. This season

has been an especially favorable one for the work, and

Providence almost unassisted by man has already floated logs

to the booms estimated at 140 millions. It is estimated that

200 millions will be brought down the St. John river before

the season closes, and this will be the largest quantity of logs

ever floated in this great lumbering area in any previous

year. With trifling labor it is stated that Mr. Connors' net

profit in driving the logs this year will be twenty or twen'y-

five thousand dollars. Look out for a scramble for the dirving

next year.

NOVA SCOTIA.

— St. fohn Sun : Since the first of April Mr. Buchanan has

been superintending the overhauling of Major Roop's rotary

rotary and shingle mill at Springfield, and E. Davison & Sons'

mill at Alpena, both on the line of the Nova Scotia Central.

Davison's mill combines gang, rotary, shingle machine and

lath machine. Mr. Buchanan states that there is quite a

large traffic over the Nova Scotia Central. From the mills at

Alpena, Springfield and Cherryfield about five millions of

lumber will go to Bridgewater and Lunenburg, besides ship

timber and stock to Mahone Bay. Last year Mr. Buchanan

built a mill for Mr. Wagner, and put in a turbine wheel of

his own design, made by himself and shipped across the bay

when he went this spring. It is now in operation and gives

complete satisfaction. Mr. Nichol who is running the mill,

informs him that with 1 1 feet head of water it will drive

through fifteen thousand feet of lumber in ten hours. The
wheel is 40^ inches in diameter, and its designer is confident

that it will do better work than any he has seen in use.
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—A great deal of lumber is being shipped from Parrsboro.

—G. A. & H. S. Flett, Upper Nelson, have started a sash

and door factory.

—The Gold river steam mill has got to work and is well

supplied with logs.

—Todd's mill ai Margaret's Bay, which generally manu-

factures from six to eight millions, will not manufacture over

five millions this year.

—The drives on the lakes and rivers of the south shore have

been successfully driven to the booms, and the sawing has

fully commenced for the season.

—The Medway Lumber Co. have been successful in getting

their first drive to the boom, some 45,000 logs, and the lum-

bering industry is quite up to the output.

—The Halifax Herald of the 13th ult., says : "Few
people realize the amount of business going on at present in

Parrsboro. There are 12 square rigged vessels in port load-

ing deals, and about twenty lighters, two steam tugs, and a

great number of men are employed handling the deals."

MANITOBA AND THE NORTHWEST.

—Mr. Wade contemplates opening out in the lumber

business at Deloraine.

— It is rumored that a sash and door factory will be start-

ed at Boissevain this year.

—A saw mill is being built a Sheep Creek, Alberta, south

of Calgary, by Mr. Lineham. The mill will have a capacity

of 20,00c ft. a day.

— 1. A. Christie, of Brandon, is adding a planer to his saw

mill with a capacity of 90,000 feet daily, and expects to

employ sixty men, turning out over five million feet of lum-

ber this season.

—The Western Lumber Company are building a new tug

at Fort Francis for Rainy Lake. About 40,000,000 feet of

logs are to come down from Rainy Lake this season and

alxrnt the same from the American Rivers.

—Capt. J. Johnnasson, one of the most extensive lumber

shippers on Lake Winnipeg, says the various companies are

taking out a greater number of logs than they first calculated

upon. The season has turned out more favorable than was

expected.

—From Rupert's House, on James Bay, north to Richmond

Gulf, although the soil on the coast is of a sandy

nature, it is good for agricultural purposes. It is wooded with

good spruce, tamarac, poplar and white birch. At Fort

George, on the Big river, good spruce logs are brought down,

some measuring two feet and a-half in diameter. Tamarac

although not seen on the coast farther north than Richmond

Gulf, is said to grow in great quantities inland and much far-

ther north. Black spruce is also found on the Rat river. In

fact the most rocky tracts support a growth of trees large

enough to be of value for many purposes directly this territory

is opened up by civilized man.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.
— L. Riden is building a fine saw mill at Victoria.

—U. F. Adams intends to establish a saw mill near Vic-

toria.

—The saw mill of the Northern Pacific Company, at Bur-

rard Inlet will have a capacity of 100,000 leet daily, and will

1* ready this summer.

—The Nelson City Improvement Company, Nelson City,

are erecting a saw mill at that place, wj^h a capacity to cut

50,000 feet of lumber a day.

—The mills at Port Moody, are running night and day to

meet the demand from Manitoba and the Territories for

British Columbia lumber and shingles.

—The new sa--h and door factory being built by Mr. Has-

lam, Nanaimo, will \>z 70x36 feet, two stories high. Em-
ployment will 'te given to about sixty hands.

— Vancouver is building a half million dollar sugar refinery,

aod wiH draw the raw sugar from Japan, China and the West

Indies and send return cargoes of lumber.

—The Royal City Planing Mills Ccmpany have already

secured three water lots in Liverpool, just above the railway

wharf, and will immediately commence the construction

of wharfa thereon for their use in shipping lumber.

—The Colonist says : Mr. Grant, the well-known logger

of Valdez Island, has hit upon a novel plan of having a float-

ing l°W>'ng camp. With this end in view, he has given

Me**™. Clarke & Watson, a contract for two large scows, one

of about 100 tons and the other about 50 tons burden. Their

romtruction will be commenced at once. This is a new
departure in the lodging business, and will greatly facilitate

the work of moving from one site to another. The large

tcow will be used a* a stable and place of storage, while the

small one will furnish living and sleeping accommodation

for the men. The two will be worth $2,oco.

—The new saw and planing mill and sash and door factory

lately erected by Ackerman Bros., at New Westminster,

on the water front, is all but complete, and will commence
active manufacturing operations next week. The enterprise

is controlled by Ackerman Bros, and E. Knight and has

been incorporated under the title of Mechanics Mill Com-
pany.

—W. P. Sayward's saw mill, at Victoria, B. C, which has

been closed down for weeks, undergoing repairs and improve-

ments, has been started up and will now turn out 75,000 feet

of lumber a day. The present mill was started by Mr. Say-

ward in 1878, when 20,000 feet was considered a good day's

output. The Hastings mill at Vancouver has closed down.

Its capacity will be increased to about 150,000 feet a day.

AMERICAN.
—The Langstaft'-Orm Manufacturing Company, of Pa-

ducah, Ky., are shipping white oak lumber to Montreal.

—Upwards of 500,000,000 feet of timber and 300,000
cords of tan bark will be opened to market this season in

western Pennsylvania by a railroad which is now under
course of construction.

—It is said the output of shingles in the Muskegon dis-

trict will be fully 100,000,000 less than last year. Three of

the largest companies will undoubtedly stop manufacturing

because they find no money in the business.

—The receipts at Tonawanda, N. V., up to June 1st, 1890,

by lake were 125,310,000 feet of lumber, 13,900,000 shingles,

577,000 pieces of lath, 10,180 fence posts, 68,550 railroad ties.

Shipments by canal for May, 1S90, 53.597,594 feet lumber,

2,722,000 shingles, 61,190 cubic feet timber. Shipments via

ail for May, 1890, 2,580 cars.

—The Tittabawassee Boom Company, Mich., has only

rafted this season a trifle more than half as many logs as the

Muskegon Boom Company, the former tying out 475,000
pieces and the latter about 800,000. Tne old Tittabawassee,

which has rafted more logs than any company in the world
since its organization, is rapidly losing prestige, and will be
away down in the list inside of the next five years.

—The property of the Randolph Boom & Lumber Co.,

comprising 36,320 acres of land in Randolph, Pendleton and
Tucker counties, W. Va., was sold June 10th at Commission-
ers sale, by order of the United States District Court, to Levi

C. Gordon, of Baltimore, for $190,100. Millions of feet of

timber in the log was also bought by the same purchaser.

The tract sold is said to be one the finest timbered districts in

the state.

—The Lindsay & Phelps company, of Davenport, la., has
been incorporated for dealing in logs, lumber, etc., and building

and owning saw mills or other mills of this sort in any of the

states or territories or in British possessions. The amount oj

capital stock authorized is $500,000 in shares of $100 each>

but may be increased by the stockholders, but is not to exceed

$2,000,000. The term of incorporation is twenty years, and the

incorporators are James E. Lindsay, John B. Phelps, Ralph E.

Lindsay, Fred. Wyman and William Potter.

CASUALTIES.
Norbert Marchilder, a wealthy raftsman, was drowned at

the Bear Chute, on the Coulonge river a few days ago.

Roleau, a lumberman on the Rainy River, broke his leg

and he was five days reaching Rat Portage in a canoe.

Owen Caiey had his right arm badly lacerated by being

caught in a butting saw at Rathbun's mills, Campbellford,

Ont.

A shantyman named Gascon received a fracture of the left

arm, while working on the drive above Sudbury, Ont., last

month.

Wm. Schoenfurth had two fingers of his left hand ac-

cidently cut off while at work in a saw mill near Eastman
Springs, Ont.

Luman Foote, a young man employed in the Cedar Mill,

Deseronto, Ont., had two fingers of his left hand cut off by a

shingle jointer.

A man named Van Dusen got his leg broken and was
otherwise badly injured last week, on Carswell iv. Hough's
drive, on North River.

An employee of Mr. A. W. Hepburn, lumberman, Picton,

Ont., was instantly killed a few days ago by being crushed

between two sawlogs which he was unloading from a truck.

Two lumbermen, named Nathan Ernest and Gabriel

Ernest, were working in a jam of logs at Indian River, St.

Margaret's Bay, N. S., when the logs started and both were

thrown into the water and drowned.

M. W. Phillips, owner of a saw mill alxrat eight miles from

Flesherton, Ont.. met with a sudden death on the 10th ult.

While edging lumber a splinter struck him on the breast, over

the region of the heart, leaving a hole almost through the

body. He died in about fifteen minutes.

Last week while Mr. R. Murray, night foreman at Camer-

on & Kennedy's mills, Norman, Ont., was attending to some

defects on the slash table, a heavy slab fell off the rollers an!

was driven by the carriage against Mr. Murray's leg, breaking

it.

Three men in the employ of Messrs. Booth 6; Gordon, were

drowned at Rugged Chute on the Keppawa last week, and

another who escaped, was so badly injured that report says he

has since died, the latter is named Ferguson, and is a brother

of the foreman.

N. H. Phillips, a saw mill owner at Euphrasia, Ont., lost

his life last month. He was working at an edger in his mill,

and was in the act of carrying an armful of edgings, when the

carriage ran back striking the edgings and driving one

through his heart.

FIRE RECORD.
Wm. Gibson & Co's shingle mill, and John Clark's saw

mill at Powassen, Ont., were recently destroyed by fire.

W. W. Short & Co.'s shingle mill, Red Rapids Bridge,

N. B., w-as burned recently, insured for $1,000.

The Star lumber mill at Ompah, Ont., was totally destroy-

ed by fire on the 10th inst. Loss $6,000 ; nearly covered by-

insurance.

A fire in Mr. J. R. Booth's lumber yards at Rochesterville,

Ont., on June 9th, caused the loss of 65,000 feet of lumber.

The loss is estimated at $1,560.

The planing mill belonging to Thackeray & Co., togethe

with a large quantity of lumber, was totally destroyed by fire

to Ottawa on the 3rd June. Loss estimated at $15,000;

insurance none.

S. J.
Miller's shingle mill, Charlo, N. B. , was recently-

destroyed by fire.

A recent fire at Portage la Prairie destroyed $4,000 worth

of cordwood, owned by the Portage Milling Co.

Wm. Voung's saw mill at Wiarton was recently burned ;

partially insured.

EXCHANGE ECHOES.
Northwestern Lumberman.

"Michigan men have dipped heavily into Canada pine dur-

the past year," said a well informed. pine land man to me the

other day. "Vou may not have heard of it" he continued,

"but one of the largest deals made during the year was the

purchase late last fall by Gen. Alger, of Detroit, and Con-
gressman Bliss, of Saginaw, of a tract of pine between Winni-

peg and Port Arthur, on the north shore of Lake Superior,

estimated to cut 1,000,000,000 feet. The price asked was the

modest sum of $1,000,000, but the sellers came down to

$425,000, and the purchase was made at that figure. Alger

& Bliss also bought another tract in lower Canada. A. P.

Bliss bought something like 300,000,000 feet. Brewer, Rapp
& Kerr bought a large tract in lower Canada, and McClure,

of Saginaw, also purchased an extensive tract in lower Canada.

This looks as if the tariff question has not disturbed these

gentlemen from regarding Canada as a good field for invest-

ment. A number of Bay City, Oscoda and Alpena lumber-

men have also bought a good many hundred million feet of

Canada timber.

Mississippi Valley Lumberman.

Senator Washburn, of Minnesota, has offered anamendment
to the McKinley tariff bill putting lumber on the free list, and
it is intimated from Washington that there will not be very

serious objection to the change. Senator Washburn undoubt-

edly represents faithfully the sentiment among his constitutents

who may be in the lumber trade, however contrary free lum-
ber may be to the views of some of the Michigan lumbermen.
It may be remarked paranthetically, that Mr. Washburn
has until recently been closely identified with the lumber
trade and is thoroughly familiar with all the conditions sur-

rounding it in the northwest. With the duty removed there

would be a possibility of the extension of the trade in lumber
in the British northwest. With the opening of the Red Lake
reservation it is probable that some lumber would be made at

points along lines now building in Minnesota, while the man-
ufacturers along the Northern Pacific would enjoy an enlarged

field for the distribution of their product. It is a good deal

of a question whether there is any serious objection in anv
quarter, unless it possibly be in the Pacific northwest, against

the removal of the duty on lumber. Free lumber would not

for any extended period effect the market value of the com-
modity, and it would undoubtedly contribute to the preser-

vation of our timbered resources.
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HOW TO HAMMER CIRCULAR SAWS.

On this subject J. H. Miner, of Baton Rouge, La.,

speaks as follow s : The saw being the life of your mill,

keep it in good condition. The chief element of this is

in hammering and keeping the saw straight and true.

The former we will term tension, which applies to keep-

ing the saw open to accommodate the centrifugal force

applied by its speed. The latter, straightening, applies

to keeping the plate true and free from lumps. Saw
hammering is a peculiar art, and accomplished by but

few to any degree of perfection, simply from the many
fogy ideas advanced by men, some of whom boast of

their 20 years' experience. I have stood for 10 years at

the lever, watching closely every so-called peculiarity

of the saw.

The first thing is to straighten your saw. This is

done on a wooden, firm, end-grain block or leather

padded anvil. All mill saws dish more or less from

the log, and are full on that side. It is necessary to

lean the saw until the center sags so that it'will appear

as straight as possible, then with a 20-inch straight

edge mark all the full places, watching closely just

outside of the collar. Near the rim apply the straight

edge at right angles in several positions ; it is best to

use, say, a 12 inch straight edge on the rim, as you

can get closer to the teeth, mark your saw with chalk

or hard soap, on the rim when you find places to show

straight one way, but high the other way ; make a

long mark directly in line with the straighest way.

This indicates a twist, and will in all cases on the rim,

extend toward the center of the saw. When the 20-

inch straight edge is applied on the radius (from cen-

ter to rim) such a place will not show, but take the

12-inch and apply across this line, and you will find it

to be high. If there is a twist it will be higher on the

extreme edge. The straight pene hammer must be

used on such places, the straight way of the hammer
directly on the straightest way of the saw, which is

toward the center. As the extreme edge is the high-

est, nearly all the blows must be applied there, care

being taken not to go too far in. A twist showing six

inches is often removed by hammering only on the rim.

Twisted places are sometimes found at the center

when the saw is dished.

Having laid off the saw, go to the block and strike

one blow on every mark with the round face of the

hammer, using the long face on the long marks. The
first operation may dish the saw in the other way,

which, if not too much, shows good work. Don't rub

out your marks, and when the other side is laid off

notice i'any of the'marks correspond ; if so, too heavy

a blow was applied ; in this way the heft of blows can

be determined. Work on both sides of the saw,

getting the rim as true as possible and leave it leaning

a trifle to the log. This constitutes straightening. If

your saw's tension is nearly right it will nOw run much
better, but this is not always the case. I will add here

that before attempting to straighten a saw as de-

scribed, a careful inspection must be made. All saws

get long or loose on the rim by use, and it's no com-

mon thing among small mills to find saws so loose

on the rim as to form a twist or winding position
;

if not quite so loose it will not be winding, but may
appear nearly straight with the rim—very flimsy,

while the center will be as stiff as a board. In short,

all such saws are stiff in the center and will not give

and must be tensioned before straightening.

This tensioning is done by stretching the saw near-

er the center on an anvil with firm blows, regardless

of the lumps in the saw. First, strike a circle line

one-half way the radius, then two lines two inches

apart below this, and one above, four lines in all.

Hammer the two center lines first on both sides of

the saw, but if it is very loose on the rim it will often

require four to six lines ; in such cases the lines can

be closer together. Never go nearer the rim than one-

third the radius, and not much closer to the center.

Keep this in view. The one-half way part of the saw
must be the more open. A saw- open too near the

center will not run at all in many cases. After giving

your saw some tension, nine times out of ten your

twisted saw, to your surprise, will show up straight.

Sometimes a saw gets twisted through accident ; such

saws will show the center a little loose, and when they

do, take the twisted saw to the block with a long pene,

as stated. High-speeded saws require to be moie
open in the center, many of them dishing through with

a snap. A saw too open, will heat in the center and

crowd from the log, while a saw to loose on the rim

w ill snake and assume a complete wind or twist when
a little hot on the rim. In such cases the center has

to run hot in order to get anything like work out of the

saw. A saw too open in the center is stiffened by

hammering the rim not nearer than two inches of the

teeth
; very little work on the rim will change a saw.

When the saw has about the right spring straighten it

up on the block ; then a trial will determine its ten-

sion. If the saw will not screw up true the collar

should be turned. If a saw is to remain on the man-

drel it may be papered if the collars dish it.

It is very essential that unequal tension be corrected

in a saw that runs at a high or even moderate speed.

Not one man in fifty knows anything about this, to say

nothing of how to remove it.

Unequal tension is this : One part of the saw being

tighter, or more open than the other. I could write a

volume on this important part of the saw's life. Now,

to remove it, and in the simplest way, screw the saw up

on the mandrel, take hold of the " tail " of the saw w ith

the right hand (if it is a right hand mill) and spring the

saw all you can to you, and at the same time apply the

long straight edge and notice closely the opening. Apply

the straight edge say every six inches, moving the saw

and noticing the variation in light. You will find some

places spring more, while others, remain nearly to the

straight edge ; mark these places plainly. Now go on

the outside of the saw, having everything free, so you

can .spring the saw, except the guide pins, which must

be close to the saw . On this side mark the variations as

before. If your saw has a loose place you will find that

it stood off more on both sides at that place A tight

place will stand off less and alike on both sides. In sim-

pler words, loose places appear as though the plate

was very thin, while tight places appear thick because

they stand closer to the straight edge on both sides of

the saw ; loose places the farthest away. An open

place on one side which shows high on the other in-

dicates a lump ; such a saw is not true and must be

taken to the block and trued up.

To remove loose places hammer near the rim

opposite such a place. Tight places are stretched right

where they show it. For practical purposes, the saw

should show very nearly the same spring all around.

Always test both sides, and when even a slight varia-

tion is found it should be removed
;
then, if the saw

is too open or to stiff, treat the center or rim a little on

the anvil.

The fogy method is to always hammer a saw on the

anvil, striking it as heavily as possible. When a saw

requires a little straightening, it is mostly on the rim

(the outlet of the saw) ; if this is done on the anvil

what is the result ? Lumps partly beaten down, with

all the tension gone ; then the hammerer goes to the

center to overcome just what he ought not to have

done. A few blows on the block, and the saw would

have retained its tension— been in better shape with 10

times less work. No man can remove a twist in this way,

directly on the rim. I have noticed over 50 such men,

and they never get right up to the rim of the saw.

Why ? because it w ill curl up, every time, on the anvil.

Test this with a piece of sheet iron, and be convinced.

The tinner, iron and coppersmith are sensible men
;

they have their copper or mallet hammer and a

smooth block to straighten their work on. Why ?

Because only a blow or two on an anvil would stretch it

into a wind, and then they are done. The saw is

precisely the same way, and it remains only a question

of time that the saw will be unequally tensioned, and

then it is done. A man that knows anything about

tension in a saw, will take care of that vital part.

Take a dished saw that requires only a few light blows

near the collar, on the block. What does the fogy do ?

Stretch the rim, "pulling the dish" out, and a lot of

other foolish things. A saw too open requires the rim

stretched, but never a dished saw. Another idea is to

hammer in lines from the center to the rim, only to

result in tight and loose lines, and to buckle the saw.

A man of gumption ought to know better than this,

and this is the cause of many fractured saws. Others'

theories are, that when a saw is sprung it must be
sprung more to get the lump back. My idea is if it is

sprung it ought not to be, and should be gotten back
without additional stretching, namely :—the block.

Small saws are treated precisely the same as larger

ones, but much more mildly. An expert changing

from a thick saw to a thin one invariably will strike

too heavily
;

great care must be exercised. They
require but little tensioning, and should be stiff. Blue

spots are treated on the block, and when they come
back the rim should be stretched opposite such a

place. Their appearance continually indicates a loose

place.

SCALING LUMBER.

A correspondent writing to a Quebec exchange has

the following to say on the subject of scaling lumber :

In these enlightened days of standard measures, stan-

dard weights, and even standard time, it does seem
incongruous that no one fixed rule has been establish-

ed by law for the buying and selling of so important

an article of commerce as the natural products of our

timber lands. In many parts of the eastern town-

ships there are no less than four different log scales in

use, all more or less at varience one with another,

while the Provincial Government adds still one more

to the list, which is used by them for levying timber

dues on leased government timber lands. No doubt

contracts can be made according to any one rule

agreed upon, and where both contracting parties are

fully conversant with the way in which this one

peculiar rule will hold out in board measure over log

scale no injustice will be done to either, but while all

other rules, weights and measures are being for the

sake of convenience and simplicity reduced to one

acknowledged standard, and this usually a decimal

one, it does seem as though there was some peculiar

design in keeping up this puzzling state of confusion

for the purpose of taking advantage of the unfortunate

settler, who finds it difficult enough to master suf-

ficiently for his own protection any one table by which

he can measure the contents of his own logs before

surrendering them to the insatiable man of the

presiding demon of the mill yard. Taking for the

rate of example logs of twelve feet in length, and of 8,

12, 24 and 36 inches diameter, it would appear that

the difference in these five tables is not only remark-

ably great but also that in varying they do so with no

apparent irregularity.

Length Diameter Amount
Log Rules of Log. of Log. in Feet.

Feet. Inches.

Bangor 12 8 33
Oughtred 12 8 28

Scribner 12 8 22

Quebec Government 12 8 24
Doyle's Rule 12 8 16

Bangor 12 12 78
Oughtred 12 12 68

Scribner 12 12 59
Quebec Government 12 12 5°
Doyle's Rule 12 12 48

Bangor 12 24 327
Oughtred 12 24 300
Scribner 12 24 303
Quebec Government

,
12 24 315

Dovle's Rule 12 24 300

Bangor 12 36 770
Oughtred 12 36
Scribner 12 36 692
Quebec Government
Doyle's Rule

12 36 710
12 36 786

In following a comparison of the different rules in

the above tables, through the various sizes of the logs,

it will be seen that in the larger sized logs the dis-

crepancies are not so gieat as in the small, also that

some of those which cut severely on small timber give

the best measure on large. This fact is well known to

lumber sawyers who use two rules in buying logs,

applying whichever suits their purpose best. I have

also known those who ship round timber to the United

States use the Scribner, or even the Doyle rule for

buying logs from the farmers, and sell by and pay the

duty on the Bangor scale, by which they gain in actual

measure from 250 to 500 feet on every thousand feet

bought and sold where the logs are 10, 12 and 14

inches in diameter. Piratical as this undoubtedly is.
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the case grows worse when we come to the Doyle rule,

now much in vogue, and inserted in the later editions

(no date) of Scribner's Log Book. In the preface it

says, " Doyle's rule for measuring saw logs has been

substituted for Scribner's and the whole book has been

carefully examined by Daniel Marsh, a practical civil

engineer." Xow what does a civil engineer know

about how many feet of boards a practical sawyer can

cut from a round spruce log ? Further on the publish-

er says :
" Hence after repeated correspondence and

consultations with large lumber dealers and practical

sawyers in various parts of the country, we have

become satisfied that the calculations given in this

table are universally considered the only fair measure-

ment for both buyer and seller.'' Mark you this

" correspondence and consultation " is always from

lumber dealers and sawyers, and so also are the

favorable testimonials in the book. Could we but hear

the expressions of those who of late years have been

driven to cutting even their best butt logs into pulp

wood in order to avoid the ruinous measurements of

log scales ot which but few have the opportunities of

understanding, we should say at heart that the Doyle

rule was not " universally
: " approved. Again, as the

Doyle rule is not figured for logs under ten inches in

diameter, millers are in the habit of "jumping " the

scale of all such as containing 24 feet, (for 16 ft. logs.)

Now if we take an 8-inch, a 9-inch and a 10-inch log

and measure them by the Doyle rule, the total result

will be 84 feet, while the same logs scaled by the

Bangor rule, will give 164 feet, or nearly 100 per cent,

more ! In other words it would take about 18 logs of

these three sizes to make 1,000 feet of lumber by the

Bangor rule, while the Doyle rule would exact about

36 logs for the same amount. Now the only inference

that one can draw from these conclusions is, that if the

Government continues to refuse to establish a uniform

legal scale they must have some interested motive for

doing so.

LUMBERING IN THE NORTHWEST.
The Dominion government agent of the crown tim-

ber agency for the province of Manitoba and the

district of Assiniboia, has furnished the government

with some interesting facts regarding the development

of the timber and lumber industry of that agency. He
reports that last year was not a favorable one to those

engaged in lumbering in his district. The winter was

short and the snow fall light. Instead of four months'

sleighing, as is usual in Manitoba, there were hardly

three, hence the season in which hauling could be

done was greatly shortened. Fully one-half of the whole

winters cut was left in the woods or hung up on the

streams, in consequence of low water. But if the quantity

of timber cut and left in the woods, from the causes

just mentioned, be taken into consideration, a larger

business by several million feet, was done than in the

preceding year. The total quantity of lumber manu-

factured by the mills operating under government

license amounted to 13,826,827 feet, which compared

with 1888, shows a falling of 3,582,309 feet. It must

be remembered, however, that the amount of lumber

manufactured for the preceding year included the

output at the mills at Rat Poitage and Keewatin,

while last year the operations there were carried on

under the supervision of the Ontario crown timber

agent, who collected the revenue therefrom. No pire

lumber is now manufactured within the agency except

what is brought down the Red River from Minnesota,

of which last reason there was about 3,000,000 feet

The only standing pine, excepting jack pine, is in that

part of the district of Keewatin to the north of the

English river and Lac Seul. Lumbering is almost

exclusively confined to spruce. Tamarack is the only

other available timber to be found in any quantity, and

as it rarely exceeds a diameter of 12 inches at the

stump, it is found more profitable to make it into ties

and piles for railway purposes. The following is a

Marly correct statement of the lumber sold during the

year: Canadian manufacture, 37,464,454 feet ; United

States manufacture, 10,429,017 feet. The above shows

a large increase in the importation of United States

lumber over that of 1888. This lumber is manufac-

tured at Duluth and other points in Minnesota, with a

view principally of supplying the trade in the Ameri-

can territories to the west, but owing to the lightness in

the demand, brought about largely by the failure of

the grain crops in many districts, notably northern

Dakota, the Manitoba market is looked to. Shipping

facilities have so improved by the incoming of the

Northern Pacific railway that no difficulty is now
experienced in placing this lumber upon the market

in competition with that from the mills at Rat Portage

and Keewatin. No timber or other products of the

forest were exported from the agency to the United

States during the year. The country lying to the west

and northwest of Lake YVinnipegosis, as far as the

Saskatchewan rivei,has been pretty generally burned

over, including the valuable timber on the berths on

the Bird Tail creek, the western slope of the Riding

mountains, Shell river and Duck Mountain district,

Swan and Etoimami rivers, and the Porcupine hills.

The quantity of timber in the districts named, as near-

ly as can be estimated, is upward of 900,000,000 feet,

of which a large part has been damaged by fire. Little

damage occurred during the past year through prairie

fires to the timber on Dominion lands in the settled

districts, the settlers having taken greater precautions

than in former years to prevent them. Many are still

of the opinion that these fires are frequently started by

sparks from locomotives, but since coal has been

substituted for wood as fuel on the engines, and an

improved spark arrester has come into use, fires from

this cause are of comparatively rare occurrence.

LUMBER INDUSTRY IN WESTERN CANADA.
The minister of the interior in his annual report re-

cently issued, supplies some interesting details re-

garding the lumber industry in the Northwest terri-

tories and British Columbia. There was a decrease of

$14,781 in revenue from timber dues during the year

1889, as compared with 1888. The revenue received

from the British Columbia crown timber agency during

the last year was $18,044.77, a decrease of $7,522.74.

Of the amount collected the sum of $4,092,50 was re-

ceived for bonuses of berths put up to public competi-

tion. The total area so acquired was about 45 square

miles, averaging a bonus of $90.32 a mi:e. The total

quantity of lumber manufactured for the year amounted

to 23,759,942 feet, as compared with 24,436,895 feet in

1888, and sold at the rate of $9 and $10 a thousand.

There are 11 mills cutting timber within the agency.

The McLaren-Ross Lumber Company has erected the

largest ;-aw mill in British Columbia, having a capacity

of 250,000 feet in 12 hours.

The total amount of dues collected for timber w ithin

the Calgary agency during the year amounted to $16,-

8 1 1. 12, being an increase of $6,21 1.73. The total quan-

tity of lumber manufactured was 1,149,248 feet. The
price of lumber at Calgary was from $12 to $18 ; at

Cochrane, $12 to $16 ; at Fort McLeod, $15 to $43 : at

Lethbridge, $30, and Cypress Hills, $13. Six saw mills

were cutting lumber within this agency under govern-

ment license, and several portable mills under permit.

The total amount of dues collected within the Ed-

monton agency was $4,041.73, being a decrease of $2,-

691.57, as compared with the previous year. The price

of lumber at Edmonton during the year was $20 to $23

a thousand, and at St. Albert $23 to $25. The agent

reports two saw mills in operation within this agency.

Two mills were burnt last summer ; one is being re-

built, but it is not the intention to rebuild the other.

The total amount of dues collected within the Prince

Albert agency was $4,093.59, being an increase of $674.-

57, ov er the previous year. Lumber sold at Prince Al-

bert from $20 to $42 a thousand, and at Battleford from

$30 to $35. There is only one saw mill in this agency

cutting timber under license, the one at Prince Albert,

erected by Moore & Macdowall in 1876. There are

also several saw mills at Prince Albert and Battleford

cutting timber under permit.

Saw mill returns received at the head office give the

following quantities of building material as having been

manufactured and sold during the year within the five

agencies: Lumber manufactured, 39,849,554 feet; sold,

41,071,655 feet; shingles manufactured, 1,621,750; sold,

2,404,750; lath manufactured, 682,400 ;
sold, 675,098.

Sixty licenses'to cut timber over a total area of 2,289.-

35 square miles were issued during the year. The
areas licensed in Manitoba, the three provisional ter-

ritorial districts, and on Dominion lands in British

Columbia, are as follows : Manitoba, 497 miles ; Alber-

ta, 1,492 ; Assiniboia, 59 ;
Saskatchewan, 197 ; British

Columbia, 41. The area under license in British

Columbia seems small, seeing that the authority of

council has been obtained to issue licenses to cut tim-

ber over 70 berths containing, approximately, a total

area of 663 square miles. This is caused from the fact

that the returns of the surveys of the majority of these

berths have not yet been filed. The regulations pro-

vide that this must be done before a license issues.

In addition to the 2,247.56 square miles in Manitoba

and the northwest territories under yearly license, an

area of 791 square miles is covered by 21-year leases,

which were issued prior to December, 1883. Of this

latter area 559 square miles are situated on the shores

of Lake YVinnipegosis. The leases in question were

acquired at public auction. The number of applications

received during the year to cut timber was 81, of which

45 were licenses to cut timber in Manitoba and the

northwest territories, and the remainder to cut timber

upon Dominion lands in British Columbia. The num-
ber of applications during the previous year was 107.

Within the past year 1 1 orders in council, which author-

ized the issue of yearly licenses to applicants to cut

timber on lands in Manitoba and the northwest ter-

ritories upon their complying with certain conditions,

were canceled for non-compliance.

The total area of the berths described in these orders

in council was, approximately, 506 square miles. The
number of berths still under license or authorized to be
licensed in the province and territories is 149, but it is

probable that the orders in council, which authorized

the licensing of some of these berths will scon be can-

celed for non-fulfillment of the conditions. The regula-

tions governing the granting of yearly licenses to cut

timber in Manitoba and the northwest territories, ap-

proved March 8, 1883, as amended by orders in council

passed since that date, have been superseded by regula-

tions authorized by council on Septembei 17, 1889,

which regulations also govern the disposal of licenses

to cut timber on Dominion lands in the province of

British Columbia, with the exception that the vearlv

rental of timber berths situated west of Eagle pass, in

British Columbia, is 5 cents an acre—the same rental

that is charged by the provincial government—instead

of $5 a square mile, the rem charged for berths in

Manitoba and the northwest territories. By the same
order in council the timber permit regulations for Man-
itoba and the northwest territories were amended, and
were also made applicable to Dominion lands in British

Columbia. It will thus be seen that the department

has now one set of timber regulations for all Dominion
lands, instead of, as formerly, three distinct sets.

Sugar Pines of The Sierras.

An American paper says, the sugar pines of the
Sierras is the most superb of all the pines, and the
territory it occupies from an elevation of 3,000 feet to

8,000 is, beyond doubt, the most interesting portion of

the mountains for campers, tourists or botanists.

Specimens have been measured that were forty feet in

circumference and 300 feet in height. This pine has^
smooth, round and columnar trunk, rising without
limbs for two-thirds of its height. It is the most
valuable timber tree of the Sierras, is rapidly dis-

appearing, and is not well represented among the

younger growth of the forest. A few large trees grow-
ing on private estates will remain to be famous gener-
ations hence over whole countries. David Douglas,
the discover of this species, measured a fallen tree

whose circumference at three feet from the base was
nearly fifty-eight feet. Trees of 250 feet in height can be
found still standing near some of the old towns of the
upper Sierra region. In wonderful contrast to these
giants of the California forest are the dwarf pines that
grow from the limits of the third climatic zone of the
Sierras to the very base of the glaciers. James Muir
once cut a dwarf pine whose trunk was three and a
half inches through, and counted 420 rings. The little
tree was tough as a whip cord, as it had need to be in
the Alps of California, on the very limits of eternal
snow.
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TRADE REVIEW,
Toronto, Ont.

Toronto, June 30, 1S90.

CAR OR CARGO LOTS.
iKand thicker clear picks, American inspection §20 oo@3o 00

and thicker, three uppers, American inspection. ..

i& and thicker, pickings. American inspection

1x10 4 12 dressing and tetter 1800
1x104 12 mill run 1300
1x10 * 12 dressing 1400
1x10 * 12 common 12 00
1x10 4 12 spruce culls 1000
1x10 * 12 mill culls . . . ,

1 inch clear and picks 24 00
inch dressing and better 18 00

1 inch siding mill run 13 00
1 inch siding common 11 00
i inch siding ship culls 10 00
i

:nch siding mill culls 8 00
Cull scantling 8 00

i\i and thicker cutting up plank 22 00
1 inch strips 4 in to S in mill run 14 00
1 inch strips, common 11 00
1% inch flooring 14 00

1 y, inch flooring 1400
XXX shingles, 16 in 2 20

XX shingles, 16 in 1 20
Lath, No. 1 1 70
" No. 2

YARD QUOTATIONS
Mill cull hoards & scantlingSio 00 Dressing stocks 16 oo@20 00

Shipping cull boards, pro- Picks Am. inspection 40 00

miscuous widths 13 00 Three uppers. Am. inspect. 50 00
stocks 14 ooi F. M.

Scantling & joist, up to 16 ft 14 00 1 }<in. flooring, dres'd 2S 00 30 oc

iS ft 15 00 iK " " rough . . . iS 00
" " 20ft 16 oojij^ " dres'dF.M.2; 00
" " 22 ft 17 ool " '' undrs'd b.m.iS oo
" " 24 ft 19 00 *' " dres*d... iS 00

" 26 ft 20 00 " " undres'd 12 00
" 2S ft 22 00 Beaded sheeting, dress-

" " 30 ft 24 oo ed 22 00
" " 32 ft 26 oo Clapboarding. dres'd

" 34 ft 2S 50 XXX sawn shingles
2250 per M 265 275

" " 36 ft 30 oojSawn Lath 2 oo 2 20
" " 38 ft 32 ooi Red oak 30 00 40 00
" 40 to 44 ft 35 oo; White " 35 00 45 00

Cutting up planks iK and Basswood. No. 1 & 2 18 00 20 00

thicker dry 25 00 26 00 Cherry. No. 1 & 2. .. 50 00 60 00
board 18 00 22 00] White ash, 1 & 2 25 00 35 00

! Black ash. 1 & 2 20 00 30 00

00
25 00
20 00
14 00
15 00
13 00
11 00
9 00

25 00
20 00
14 00
12 00
11 00
9 00
9 00

25 00
15 00
12 00
15 00'

15 00
230
130
1 90
1 70

22 03
28 00
19 uo
20 00

35 00
12 00

Hamilton, Ont.

Hamilton, June 30, 1890.

Mill cull boards ai:d
scantlings $ 9oo@io

Shipping cull boards
promiscuous widths. 10 00 12
Shipping cull stocks. 14
Scantling and joist up
to 16 feet 14 00

do up to iS feet
do up to 20 feet 16 <

do up to 22 feet 17 (

do up to 24 feet 18 <

do up to 26 feet 19 <

do up to 2S feet 20 <

do up to 30 feet 21 c

Cutting up plank ij£
and thicker dry. ... 20 00 25 c

Cutting up boards 20 :

Dressing stocks.. $16 00

ilK flooring, rough. .. 1600
I iA flooring, rough. .. 1600
iK flooring, dreised .

':i
sA flooring, dressed .

1 flooring, dressed . 21 53
Beaded sheeting 1. .. 2500

18 00
iS 00
18 00

25 00

32 00

23 00

30 00

50
1 Picks, Am inspection 32 00 3400

4c 00
2 70
225

25 00

30 00
20 00
70 00

35 00
30 00

2 60
jThree uppers Am. In.
XXX sawn shingles.
Sawn Lath
jRed Oak 20 00
White Oak 25 00
Basswood No. 1. 4- 2.. 1600
Cherry No. 1 i- 2 60 00
White Ash No. 1 & 2. 25 00
Black Ash No. 1 4- 2. 20 00

Ottawa, Ont.

Ottawa, June 30, 1890.

Pine, 1st qual.. ^ M.$35 oo@43 ocl Dak
" 2nd " 22 00
" shipping culls 14 00
" 4th qua|. deals 10 00
" mill culls. . . 8 00

Spruce, 4jt M. . . 10 00
Hemlock . . . . 9 00
Ash 13 00
Bass 12 00

00 vValnut
,

16 oc Cherry. . ,

12 ooi Butternut
10 00 Birch
12 00 vlaple. hard.
17 00 Laths
18 00 Shingles.
20 ool " cedar

$40 oo(S,ioo co
60 00 100 00
60 00
22 00
15 00
20 00
1 80
1 50
1 50

80 00
40 00
25 00
21 00
1 90

300
300

Montreal, Que.

Pine, 2nd "

Pfne shipping culls

e>M
Pine, 4th quality

Pine, m ill culls, «?M

Hemlock, lumber..
Hemlock timber
Ash

S25 oo@35 00
20 00 25 03

12 00 14 00

9 00 II 03
6 00 8 00

9 00 II 00

7 00 10 00
1200 14 00
1300 20 03

Montreal, June 30, 1890.

Basswood 1400 2000
Oak, per M 40 00 50 00
Walnut " 55 00 100 00
Cherry " 6500 8000
Butternut, per M... 2200 4000
Birch, " ... 1200 2000
Spruce timber 1200 1500
Hard Maple " ... 2000 2200
I'A Lath 125
Shingles, 1st. per M 300 325
Shingles. 2nd, " 1 25 1 50

Spruce deals
Pine '*

Deal ends -

Scantling - -

St. John, N. B.

St. John, June 30, 1890.

Deals, Boards, Sca7itling, etc.

- - - $12 oolSpruce boards - - - - 12 00
- - - - 15 oo Pine " - - -12 oo@40 00

• - - - 6 00 Oak " ----- 40 00
- - - - 10 00 Ash " - - - 15 oo@2$ 00

Hemlock *'

7 50
Shingles. •

$3 50I No.Spruce, extra - - -

'• clear 3 ooiPine - - - -

" No. 1 extra - - - 2 25I

Clapboards.
Pine, extra ------ 35 oo'Spruce, extra
" clears - 45 00 " clears
" 2d clears 35 00;

"

1 25

No.

:

No. :

• 24 00

23 00
• 15 00
10 00

Flooring, Dressed.

6 in..No. 1 12 oo 4 in., No. 1

" No. 2 ------- 10 oo| '' No. 2

Miscellaneous.
Staves 3 oo@ 4 50 Laths -

Heading 17 in. per pr. 04 Pickets 6 5o@i5 00
18 in. 04H 0554 Railway ties

'• 22 in. 04A 06
j

12 03
10 00

Vancouver and New Westminster, B.C.

New Westminster, June 30, 1890.

Car load and ship rates according to assortment. Bridge and
Wharf Plank and Timber.
10 to 40 ft. long, per M. net $11 00
41 to 70 ft. >• " >' "'. .... $12 oo@i5 00
Rough lumber, building material 11 00

Sized 12 50
Fir, Clear 17 50
Cedar, Bench or Selects . . 25 00

" D. D . . 30 00
/ in, i\{ iVzxb in.

T. & G. Edge, Grain and Dry . . . . . 27 50
" Green . . . 25 00

No. 1, Dry - - - 22 50
" 1, Green - - - - - - - - - -20 00

2, Dry - - - - - - . .. - -20 00
" 2, Green - - 17 50
Cut to length, extra per M- - - - - - - 2 50
D. Dressed - - - - --250

/ in, i}i i l/ix4 1 .

Edge Grain. Dry - - -- -- -- - -27 50
" Green 25 00

T. & G. Edge Grain, Dry - - - - - - - 25 00
No. I, Dry - - 25 00
" 1, Green - -- -- - ---22 50
" 2, Dry - ------ - - - 20 00
" 2. Green ---17 50

S. S. Planks for scows 17 50
D. D. cedar, verandah cover, any length - 45 03

" " " cut to length - - - - 50 00
Shingles - ---- - 2 $0
Lath 2 25
D. D. clear Cedar .40 oo@6o 00
Pickets, rough 11 00
Five per cent, off above prices for cash with the order.
Delivery on scow to mouth of river.

20 M ft. and over 75c. per M. ft

10 to 20 M ft. . $1.00
'*

Under 10 M ft. . . . . .< . . 1.25 " "

Good, 1x10 in. each.,
ixio in culls

zA in. and up, good..}
4ths
Selects
Pickings

1 to 2 in., good
4ths
Selects
Pickings

1 in. good
4ths
Selects
Pickings

Shelving Doards,i2 in.

and up '.

Dressing bds. narrow
Sapping boards
Box boards

Shingles, shaved pine
2d quality

Sawed, extra .•.

Sawed, clear butts. .

.

Cedar, XXX

Albany, N. Y.

Albany, N.Y., June 30,

Hemlock.
I3^c. I2KX4. run, each
<)A 1 2x4. run each

Pine.
;;3 33@55 oojio in boards dressing
43 00 50 ool and better $28
43 00 45 oo 1 Common 15

3800 40 00 12 in. boards dressing
4900 5000 and better 29
4400 4500 Common 15

39 00 40 30 \Vi inchsiding.select-
34 00 35 00 ed 40
5000 55 00 Common 15

45 00 48 00 1 in. siding selected. . 38
4000 43 Oo Common 13
3500 38 00 Norway, selected 22

Common 12
2S 00 32 00 10 in. plk. 13 ft. dress-
2000 2200 ing and better, each 42
16 00 18 00 . Culls
1300 15 3010 in. boards, 13 ft.,

dress, & better each 2S
Culls 17

Shingles and Lath.

12V2
9

ZA

4 30
3 00

4 00

6 50

5 00

4 40

3 30
4 20

Shingles.cedar mixed 2
Lath, pine 2

Spruce 2
Hemlock 1

oo@34 00
00 20 00

00 36 00
00 22 00

00 45 00
00 20 00
00 42 00
00 18 00
00 25 00
00 15 00

@5o
25

33
22

75 3 00
00

25

90

Buffalo and Tonawanda, N. Y.

Buffalo, June 30, 1890.

all

23 00
Clear. 1 to

width
Dressing, 1 to 2 in. all

widths 16 oo@20 00 4x4, 5x5
White Pine.

Norway
Common, 1 to 2 in. all

widths 12 5o@i5 03
4x4, 5x5, 6x6 turning. . 22 00

6x6 common 16 00

Up'rs, 1 to 4 in.

ioin $45 oo@55 00
Sl'cts & Picks,

1 to 4 in 38 00 45 00
Fine common, 1 to 2

in. and thicker.. 33 00 39 00
No. 1 cuts, 1 to 2 in

and thicker 27 00 39 00
Mold strips, 1 to

2 in 27 00

No. 2 cuts, 1 to 2 in
and thicker $20 oo@24 00

Dressing, 1 to 2 in.. 22 00 27 00
Common, 1 to 2 in., y 00 17 00
No. 1 barn, 7 to 12 in iS 50 20 50
No. 2 barn. 7 to 12 in 16 50 17 50
Mill culls, 1 to 2 in . . 900 1000

33 00
Shingles

XXX, iS-in, sawed 3 7o|Thick cut (trade mark) 16 in
XX, iS-in, sawed clear butts 270, per square 250
X. iS-in, sawed 1 80XXX cut 2 25
XXX, 16-in " 3 40'X cut 1 10
XX, 16-in " clear butts.. .. 2 4ojNo 2 cut 50
X 16-in ' 9oShort cut 1 25
Thick cut. 3 20 Square end, per thousand. . . 5 00
XXX cut 3 ooiOctagon or pointed end 525
X cut 1 50iScalloped or round end 5 25
No. 2 cut 65lOther shapes made to order 5 25

Saginaw, Mich.

East Saginaw, June 30, 1890.

CARGO LOTS.
Uppers 36 oo@3S oojNorway 8 5o@io 00
Common 16 00 21 00 Box n 00 11 50
Shipping Culls ... 9 00 11 oo Straight measure . . 12 So 20 00
MillCulls

YARD QUOTATIONS CAR LOTS DRY.
Siding.

23 00IC, iK in 17 00
46 00 Yt in 30 00
20 00 No. 1,

lA in 12 00
39 ool Vi in 19 00

Finishing Lumber rough.
. . 42 oo@44 00 Fine common, 1 in. . 32 00

. 44 00 46 00 iyt & 2 in. . . 33 00
37 00 C, 7. 8 & 9 in. ... 26 00
38 00,Coffin Boards 16 in. & over iS 00

Joist, Scantling and Timber.
12 to 16 feet ... 10 00I20 feet 12 00

16 feet . . . . 11 oo!24 : 13 00
Plank and timber, 12 inches wide, $1 extra.

Shingles.
XXX iS in. Climax 3 5018 in X (cull)

XXX Saginaw 3 25 XXX shorts
XX Climax 200 XX

iS in 4 in c. b 1 00
Lath, and Pickets.

Lath. No. 1 white pine 2 00 Pickets, 2 to 2 lA in, 3 to 4 ft.

" No. 2 " Norway 1 40! rough.., 15 00

I
Dressed 20 00

\i
lA in. square, rongh..., 18 00

! Dressed 25 oo

Clear, 1% in

% in —
Select, OA in

% in

Three uppers. 1

1H&1A in
Selects, 1 in. .

1 % & 2 in. .

55
2 00
i 20

Yi in. clear
1 and i% inches.
\

lA and thicker .

.

Rejects

y% in. 10 inches and
over

mA in. coffin boards .

.

1 inch, 10 inch and
over

1 in. white. .

.

\M to 2 inch .

2 lA to 4 inch

.

1 inch plain sawed
\M to 2 inch
Thicker
Quarter-sawed, whi

1 inch
1 inch strips.

\Vx to 2 inch.
Rejects

Chestnut, clear
Chestnut common.
Basswood white . .

.

Basswood common
Maple, clear
Birch, clear
Birch, is and2S
Cottonwood

New York City

New York, June 30, 1890
Black Walnut.

$So oo@S2 ocl Julls, 1 inch $35 oo(S

95 00 97 op Dulls, thick 36 00
100 00 105 oo'Counter tops, iS in.

50 oo 52 30 and over no 30
Poplar, or White Wood.

|i inch. 8 in. and over 30 50
. 25 33@ 260012^ and thicker 33 50
. 29 00 30 00 Common 1 to 2 in 22 00

iSaps, 1 inch & thicker 26 00
.. 31 50 32 oo Culls, all thickness.. 16 00

Ash.
36 oo@ 37 oo Strips clear 27 oo@ 28 00

. 38 00 39 00 Black ash, good 26 00 30 00
.40 00 41 03:Black ash, com 18 00 19 00

Oak.
37 oo@ 39 ocl ) inches and over..

.

39 00 40. oo| i'hicker
40 00 41 oruStrips under 6 in

te, all clear, -'Dimension cut size
Cherry

. 84 oo® 85 oAiV2 and thicker
40 00 42 00 Counter tops, iS in.

85 00 93 ooj and over 1

40 oo 44 00 Culls, all thickness
Miscellaneous.

33 oo@ 35 oO|Hickery, old growth
2000 22 oo'Hickery, 2nd growth
30 00 32 00 Elm

. 21 00 23 oolSycamore
28 00 30 oo'Sycamore quartered

. 32 00 35 oo|Gum
26 oo 30 oo, Butternut ....
21 00 22 oo,Svcamore dressed flg

36 co

37 00

150 00

31 So

34 03

24 00
27 00

52 oo@ 53 00

53 55 55 00
40 00 42 00
25 00 27 00

95 00@I00 00

10 00

16 00

50 00
70 00
20 00
24 00
3S 00

35 00

45 00
24 00

55 00

75 00
22 00
26 00
40 00

37 00

50 00

25 00

Boston, Mass.

Boston, June

Western Pine—by car load.

Uppers, 1 in $48 oo@5o 00 Fine com.,j & 4 in

.

1%, 1% & 2 in . . . 4S 00

3 & 4 in 55 00

!0, 1890.

Selects, 1 in 42 00

1%, lA & 2in 43 00

3 & 4 in 45 00
Moulding boards, 7 to

m.. <

50 00! No 2, i in. Fine com
60 00 VA, I'A & 2 in 29 oo
43 001N0. 1 strips, 4 to 6 in 40 00
45 00 No. 2 35 03
50 00 No. 3 • 24 00

Cut ups, 1 to 2 in ... . 24 00
11 inch clear 36 00 38 00 Coffin boards 19 00

60 per cent clear 34 00 36 00! Common all widths . 22 00
Fine common 1 inch 36 00 3S 00! Shipping culls 1 in 15 oz

iVi, lA &t 2 inch.. . 38 00 40 ooi do i% in 15 50

Eastern Pine— Cargo or Car Load.

Nos. 1, 2 & 3 40 oo@43 00 Clapboards, 4 ft., sap

42 00^46 00
26 00 30 00

28 00

5 23 00
Ship'g bds & coarse 16 00
Refuse 12 00
West'rr pine clapbds

4 ft. sap extra . . . . 45 00

Scantling and plank,
random cargoes . . 14 oo@i5 00

Yard orders, ordin-
ary sizes 15 00

Yard orders, extra
sizes 15 00

Clear floor boards . . 19 00
No. 2 16 00

30 00 clear 40 00
26 00 Sap, 2nd clear . . . . 33 00
16 50 Heart extra 50 00

13 50 Heart clear 45 00
Bevel siding 6in, clear 23 00

50 00

Spruce—by Cargo.

Coarse, rough .... 12 00
Hemlock bds., rough 12 00

" dressed 12 00
16 00 Clapbds., extra, 4 ft. 38 00

Clear, 4 ft 35 00
Second clear . . .

No. 1 10 0020 00
17 ool

Lath.
Spruce by cargo 2 xo

Shingles.

1 Cedar, sawed, extra 3 25
Clear
Extra, No. 1 . . .

Cypress, No. 1, iS in.

Spruce 1 25@i 50
Pine, iS in. extra ... 4 00 4
Pine, No. 1 3 00 3 15

31 00

43 00

37 00
26 0:

30 03
22 03
26 03

15 5°
16 50

45 00

35 00

55 00
50 00
24 00

14 00

13 00
14 00
40 oo

37 00

25 00

14 00

3 5o

3 00
2 50
5 oc

Oswego, N. Y.

Oswego, June 30th, 1890.

Thrje uppers, 1%, 1% & 2 inch \

Pickings, iA & 2 in

No. 1 cutting up, 1%, iA & 2in

No. 2 cutting up. i
lA, \

lA & 2in

1 in strips, 4 to 8 wide, selected for moulding strips, 14
to 16 ft

1x6 selected for clapboards

Siding.

1 in siding, cutting up 1% in selected
piks & uppers 3ooo@3gooiJ^ in dressing...

1 in dressing 19 oo@2i 00 ijj in No. 1 culls.

1 in No. 1 culls 14 oo@i6 00 i% in No. 2 culls.

1 in No. 2 culls 13 oo@i4 00 i'A in No. 3 culls.

1X12 Inch.

12 & 16 ft, mill run
12 & 16 ft, No. 1 &2, barn boards
12 & 16 ft, dressing and better.

12 & 16 ft. No 2 culls

ixjo Inch.

12 & 13 ft, mill run, mill culls out
12 & 13 ft, dressing and better
12 & 13 ft, No 1 culls

12 & 13 ft, No 2 culls

14 to 16 ft, mill run mill culls out
14 to 16 ft, dressing and better

14 to 16 ft, No. 1 culls

14 to 16 ft, No. 2 culls

10 to 13 ft, No. 3 culls

/ 1-4x10 Inches.

Mill run, mill culls out 20 oo@23oo|No. 1 culls

Dressingand better.. 25 00 30 oolNo. 2 culls

1x4 Inches.

jigoolNo. 1 culls

27 oo|No. 2 culls

ixj Inches.

16, 7 or 8, No. 1 culls..

^21 oo]6, 7 or 8, No. 2 culls.

.

2S oo| .

Shi>.g/es.

XXX, iS in pine 3 6o@3 SolXXX, iS in cedar
Clear butts, pine, 18 in. 2 60 2 So Clear butt, iS in cedar
XXX, 16 in pine 3 10 3 2o|XX, iS in cedar
Stocks cedars, 5 or 6 in

.

143 oo@45 00
35 00 36 00
30 00 31 00
19 03 21 00

31 00 33 00
32 00 34 00

35 oo@40 00
17 00 19 00
14 00 16 00
13 00 14 00
9 50 10 00

20 00
18 00
26 00

19 00
25 00
16 00
14 00
20 00
25 00
16 00
14 00
9 50

23 00
19 00
30 00
1500

20 00
27 00
17 00
15 00
22 00
27 00
17 00
15 00
10 00

Mill run, mill culls out 17 oo(£

Dressing and better. . 2300

6 7 or 8, mill run, mill
culls out 19 00^

6, 7 or 8, drsg & better 24 00

16 oo@i7 00
14 00 15 00

13 00@I4 00
11 00 12 o„

15 oo@i6 00
13 00 14 00

3 40®3 7°
2 40 2 70
2 00 2 10

No. 1, i^xiK-
No. 1, 1x3

No.
No.

J£ , 2 20IN0
-4 1 60

5 00]

Pickets.

15 oo^No. 2, 1x3.

.

20 ool

Lath.

2, 1 1-4.

900 1000

1 80
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WANTED AND FOR SALE. COWPER &. CRECORY.
OECEIVERS and Forwarders of Lumber,
l\ Lath. Shingles, &c. Unexcelled facilities

for shipping by canal or rail. Tonawanda, N. Y. IMPORTANT
AUCTION

MACHINES, V FOB SAL J.

Announcements in this department will
be inserted at the uniform rate of two
cents a word for first 20 words and one cent
for each additional word, payable in ad-
vance. For four or more consecutive inser-
tions of the same advertisement a discount
of twenty percent, will be allowed. Each
initial and figure counted as one word.
Copy must reach this office bv the 25th of
the month to secure the appearance of the
advertisement in the paper of the following
month.

LIST of miscellaneous machines, etc., for sale

byH,W. PETRIE, Brantford and Toronto.

A. M. DODGE & CO.

IVf ANUFACTURERS of and Wholesale deal-
11 ers in all kinds of Lumber, Lath and Shing-
les. Tonawanda, N. Y.

ONE corn and cob crusher.

FINE grain or feed mills.

ONE Craig wheat scourer.

E. &. B. HOLMES.
\_/HOLESALE dealers in Lumber and Timber.W Office, Michigan and Canal Streets, Buffalo,

N. Y.

ONE mill stone dresser.

ONE corn husker.

n IflTirF ^nlpnHM nnenincr for anv Derson
1^1 wishing to go into the Saw-mill business'

For sale in the town of Parry Sound. Steam Saw
mill. New and good machinery. Also quantity

-of logs and some timber limits. For full particu-

lars apply to S. & J. ARMSTRONG, McKellar.
Ontario.

SALE I
TWO corn shellers.

CHEESMAN DODCE
T^IMB^R and Lumber Merchants. Ship and
1 Boat stock. Railroad Ties, &c. Office. 16

West Seneca Street, Buffalo.

TWO paint mills.

ONE tile machine.

The Scottish Carolina Timber and
Land Company's Mills, Limits. Real
Estate, etc., situated in Western North
Carolina and East Tennessee.

fSTThe whole of these VALUABLE
PROPERTIES, as previously advertised,

to be sold by Public Auction on the 21st

of May, at Knoxville, Tenn., w ill be put

up for sale at the same hour and place on

Wednesday, 6th Aug., 1890,

Without further postponement and ab-

solutely without reserve if not previously

disposed of by private contract. For a

full description of the parcels, list of

chattels and details, apply to

WILLIAM PAGE.
Knoxville, Tenn.

ONE clay crusher.

ONE copper-jacketed kettle.

y^ASH paid for all kinds of hardwood lumber;

V> givefull particulars; car or cargo lots only,

W. N. McEACHERN & Co., N o. 3 dock. Toronto

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co.
/"VFFICE and yard, 175 Louisiana Street, Buf-

\J falo. Holders of Hardwood stocks are in-

vited to correspond.

TWO copper dye kettles.

TWO set cracker or biscuit machines, with die^..

| 1 \RDW00D lumber, bought, sold or received

11 on consignment. TUCKER DAVID, lum-
ber commission merchant. 313 Eleventh Ave.,NA .

ONE sugar or sorgum mill.

EMMET FLEMING
I NSPECTOR and Commission dealer in Lum-
1 ber. Office, 251 Louisiana Street, Buffalo, N.
Y.

ONE union leather splitter.

0 a r\r\r\ will buy the Sinclair
^3 %J saw mill, sas^ and doer factory

in Paislev—saw mill capacity about io.ood feet per
day : sash and door factory contains the usual

machinery : the situation is good for getting in

logs, being on the Saugeen river. For further

particulars apply to HECTOR COWAN, barris-

ter. Paisley.

ONE steam rock drill.

ONE foot press forcanner's use. with dies.

THE TONAWANDA LUMBER CO.

|V| ILLS at East Tawas, Mich.: office 106 Main
L
y

l Street, opposite N. Y. C. and H. R. R. R.
i^tcition, iNorth Toniwsnds,, N. \

.

ONE fruit evaporator.

ONE Caligraph typewriter.

ONE clover thrasher and huller,

\.r WTED—Elm \\i and 1% inch ; White andW Black Ash. 1 i
1
,. :': and ? inch : Red,

White and Burr Oak. 1 to 4 inch ; Cottonwood. 1

inch: Chestnut. 1 and lj£ inch: Balusters and
Square Oak. Ash. Birch. Cherry and Walnut.
Give full particulars regarding grade, thickness,

how long on stick, and price delivered in New-

York City. C. G. HORTON, 3+ West :4th Street.

New York City.

J. & T. CHARLTON
\- /HOLESALE dealers in Masts and Spars,W Canada Round Pine, &c. Tonawanda, N.
Y.

ONE ditching machine.

UN ii \\ lard sulky plow.

ONE hosiery or bobbin winder.

L. A. KELSEY LUMBER CO., (Ltd.)

IVI ANUFACTURERS and dealers in Hard-
11 wood Lumber of all kinds. Describe stock
and write for prices. Office Tonawanda, N. Y.

ONE set scouring rolls.

ONE Chase flock cutter.

P*OR SALE—Timber Fortunes—I am sacrific-

r ing some estates—tracts 160 to 5.000 acres-
perfect titles : oaks. gum. ash. cypress, for $1 per
acre. Great chance for speculators and traders.

Sold over 66.000 acres of these small groups within

past four weeks. Lands are in Louisiana and
above the overflow. Don't lose this opportunity.
No options nor plats given out on these groups.

W. H. HOWCOTT. New Orleans. La.

ONE lot press plates.

BOVEE & HOWDEN
V/l ANUFACTURERS and Wholesale dealers
1*1 in Hard and Soft Wood Lumber. Holders
of Canadian stocks are invited to write for quota-
tions. Offices at Tonawanda and Le Roy, N. Y.

IMPORTANT SALE

TIMBER * LIMITS.

TY\ 0 meat choppers.

ONE large clothes mangle.

ONE shooting gallery tube.

i 1 \." h" cm 0 11 K^itip tv, 5 1

1

Ui'i. alUdll uuuc 111111.

/\ GENTS WANTED—If you want to make
l\ Money, take hold and sell our choice Nur-
*erv stock. Now is the time, write us at once for

terms. MAY BROTHERS. Nurserymen, Roch-
ester. N. V.

IMPORTANT AUCTION SALE
ONE run 42 inch buhr stones.

The estate of the late David Moore will offer

for sale at Public Auction at the Russel House,
in the City of Ottawa, on

TUESDAY, 28th OCTOBER, 1890

at three o'clock in the afternoon the following
valuable timber limits :

Parcel No. 1.-400 square miles on Kippewa
river, in the province of Quebec, and being berths
Nos. 57, 56, 47, 46. 65. 64. 02, 63.

Parcel No. 2—Berths No. 3 on the north shore
of Lake Huron in Ontario, license No. 103 of 1SS9-

90. Area, 36 square miles.

Parcel No. 3 --Berth No. 1, township of Springer
in Ontario, license No. 104 for 1SS9-90. Area 34
square miles.

Parcel No. 4.—Berth No. 15 on the north shore
of Lake Huron, in Ontario, license 105 of 1SS9,

Area, 36 square miles.

The purchaser will be bound to take the supplies

on each limit according to schedule and valuation.

For terms and conditions of sale apply to E. D.
Moore, Esq., Hull, and to the undersigned.

CHRISTIE & CHRISTIE,
J.R.FLEMING. Solicitors,

Advocate, no Wellington St., Ottawa.

353 Sparks St., Ottawa,
ah February 1S90.

10 water wheels, different sixes and makes.

ONE lot spu' and bevel gears.

A BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY.
For Sale. Rent, or Partnership—sash and door

factory and saw mill : adjoining the city : doing a

good business and can be largely extended ; first-

class .machinery and 60 horse-power engine, dry
kiln, etc.: premises suitable for shipyard. For
particulars apply to M. STRACHAX & SON,
Kingston. Ont.

Gilmour 8c Company's Mills and Limits

on Gatineau and Trent Rivers.

Messrs. Gilmour & Co. will ofier for sale by
auction at the RUSSEL HOUSE, at the

CITY OF OTTAWA,
the whole of their valuable mills and limits,

with plant, real estate, lumber, etc., on the

9th DAY OF APRIL, 1890
at 2 o'clock, p.m. The sale will be in parcels.

For a full description of the parcels, list of chat-

tels and details apply to either of the undersigned
or at the offices ot the firm at Ottawa. Chelsea,
Trenton and Quebec.

•Dated 20th November, 18S9.

ALLAN GILMOUR, Ottawa.
JOHN CILMOUR. Chelsea, Quo.
DAVID GILMOUR, Trenton.

J. D. GILMOUR, Quebec.

POSTPONEMENT.1 WW 1 1 WIlklTlftall 1 I

GILMOUR MILLS AND LIMITS.

ONE lot shafting, hangers and pulleys.

ONE lot balance wheels.

ONE set cheese box machinery.

ONE lot Cook's patent levels.

TWO steam fire engines.

FIVE hand fire engines.

RAILS AND CARS FOR SALE.
Light Steel Rails for Tramways : good order.

Cars for lumber, cheap.

JOHN J. GARTSHORE.
49 Front St. West,

Toronto.

TWO hose carts.

EIGHT steam pumps.

ONE No. 10 centrifugal pump.

THREE hydraulic rams.

FOR SALE CHEAP—SAW AND
STAVE MILL.

In county of Essex—46 acres fine farming lands,
good farm buildings—plenty of timber near : only
2,4 miles from two different railways—terms easy
—splendid bargain—must be sold. JAMES. S.
LAIRD, P. L. Essex. Ont.

ONE champion spark arrester.

ONE lot lifting jacks.

ONE lot new portable forges

I also have Engines, Boilers of all sizes. Iron

and Wood-Wood Machinery, Send for descriptive

list. H. W. PETRIE. Brantford and Toronto.

A. P. & W. E. KELLEY CO.
\./HOLESALE Lumber dealers. Yards atW Tonawanda and Chicago. Correspondence
invited.

LAYCOCK LUMBER CO.

|V| ANUFACTURERS of Pine. Hemlock and
I I Oak Timber up to feet in length. Saw
Mills : Ackley. Pa . Black Ri ck. N. Y., Graven-
hurst, Ont. Office, corner Main and Seneca Sts,
Buffalo, N. Y.

VALUABLE MILL PROPERTY FOR
SALE.

"THE SAW MILL formerly owned by E. Dun-
1 stan. better known as the Hickory mill, situ-

ated on Maidstone avenue, in the town of Essex.
The property consists of one and three-quarter
acres of land, frame mill, in good repair, machine^
ry been running until very recently, and all in first-

class order. There is also a spoke machine in

good running order, good supply of water, favour-
able location : spur Irom Michigan Central rail-

road running into yard ; good roads. Small pay-
ment, in cash : balance, with approved security,
on terms to suit purchaser. For further particu-
lars apply. CLARKE & WISMER. Barrister,
etc. , Essex.

T. SHORTISS,
DEALER IN

niwc Hi mimft? n i? i hmr'sl^lNC 0/ / uNL.KH.Li L.HNLVO
9 Toronto Street,

TORONTO, ONT.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

StBam Saw-mill
FOR SALE.

npHE subscribers offer for sale their steam saw
1 mill at Deux Rivieres, consisting of a complete

set of machinery, carriage to saw 50-foot lengths,
friction bull wheel, swing butting saw and double
edger with shafting, pulleys and belting, rollers

and saws Engine, boiler and pump complete.
Cutting capacity 1; to 20,000 feet per day of n hrs.

Also a shingle machine and planer and matcher,
together with waterwheel belting, shafting,
pulleys, etc.

The above machinery is in first-class order and
will be sold in conjunction with the building in
which it is placed or separately as may be desired.

Apply to

A. & P. WHITE.
Pembroke.

WILLARD W. BROWN.
OrtO Main Street. Buffalo, handles all kinds
-cU <C of Hard \\

The ^ale of the above properties, advertised to

take place on the 9th April, is postponed until the

3iST JULY, 1890,
when they will be put up without further post-

ponement at the same hour and place.

Dated 5th April, 1890.

ALLAN GILMOUR.
DAVID GILMOUR.
JOHN GILMOUR.
J. D. GILMOUR.

C. P. HAZARD.
Y-/HOLESALE dealer in Lumber. Shingles.W Lath and Fence Posts. Correspondence
invited from the Canadian trade. No 92 River
Street. Buffalo. N. Y.

WHITE, RIDER & FROST.
\-/HOLESA LE dealer, in Michigan. Wisconsin
WW and Canada Pine and other woods. Princi-
pal office. Tonawanda. N. Y.: branch office. New

•>

RUBBER BELTINC
MONARCH, RED STRIP AND LION BRANDS.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE CUTTA PERCHA k RUBBER MANUFACTURING CO. OF TORONTO.
OFFICE, 43 YONGE ST. TORONTO. FACTORIES AT PARKDALE . ONT.

Write for Discounts.
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- DODGE PATENT -

ood Separable or Split Pulleys
Best Belt Surface, Lightest, Strongest, Best Balanced and

Most convenient Pulley in the World.

In Comparing Prices of Pulleys, please note the following :

Our list is lower than most others.

Every Pulley is a Split Pulley.

Every Pulley is guaranteed to transmit from 25 to 60 per cent, more power
than an iron with the same tension of belt.

Our Pulleys are 70 per cent, lighter than iron pulleys.

The fastening does not mar the shaft.

They are perfect in balance.

They can be used on many different sizes of shafting.

They are the most thoroughly made wooden pulleys in the world.

And the hansomest pulley on the shaft.

No chances to take. Every pulley as represented or no sale.

Order a Sample Pulley after which you will have no other.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiniiiiim 1111 1111111111111 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii«iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiihiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 111111111111111111111111111 111111111111111111111111111

nil • WE ALS0 MANUFACTURE

Every Pulley is a Split Pulley.
| m^ Pulleys for the Transmission of I

Made in any size from 9 inches to six it. = ' ^

diameter with original bores of 3 and y/2 inches, § POWBr U) fVl 3 11 1 1 1 B HOpB. j
bushings to be used tor intermediate sizes ; E

_

larger bores to order.

I With our Patent ushing System

Every pulley will fit 22 or more different sizes of
shafting, therefore, 200 of our Pulleys and an
assortment of bushings represent as many as

Under the Dodge Patent System from 5 to 500 H. P. State power to be = 4,000 iron pulleys, a great advantage to dealers
T transmitted, speed of shafts, relative position of shafts, distance between "m rarreino- ct-nrl-

T shafts, and we can furnish a clear estimate.
i.tuiyiiig oluuk.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii tiiiiiiifiifitiiiiiiiiii^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiEiiiiifiiaiifiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiifitiiiiiiiiiiiiijfiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiitiiiifiiiiiiiii]

The

Apply for particulars to

od Split ., Toronto.

F% J. DRAKE,
PATENTEE AND MANUFACTURER OF

SAW, SHINGLE \ LATH MACHINERY
Belleville, Ontario.

dIIeTp^^ SHINCLE AND HEADING MACHINE
Capacity from 25,000 to 50,000 per day.

The frame of iron throughout, very heavy and rigid, strongly bolted and braced ;

carriage very light and strong, made of forged cast steel saw plate, running on steel

ways or tracks; will take in a block 18 inches wide and 19 inches long, adjustablefor

16 inch or 18 inch shingles.'

Drake's Improved Shingle Edger.
With 40 inch saw will make more No. I Shingles from the same quantity of timber than-

any Whtel Jointer in existence.

It has a heavy iron frame made for two operators, two inch steel saw arbor, with extra

long bearings; driving pulley 8 inches diameter, 7 inch face, saw 40 inches diameter, 16 gauge,

speed, 1,600 per minute.

Mill men who have once used this machine will not use any other. For capacity, remov-

ing sap-knots, rot or any other imperfections, for making parallel shingles and economy of stock,

it is superior to any other.

Also manufacturer of other kinds of Shir.gle Jointers, both self-acting and hand- reed Shingle Machines, Tacking Boxes, Drag Saw Machines, Bolters, Stationary and Portable Saw Mills,

Double Edgers, Single Edgers, Slab Saw Rigs, Bull Wheel Rigs, Lath Machines, Lath Bolters, in fact a general line of Mill Machinery, with Pulleys, Shafting, &c. Satisfaction guaranteed in

all cases. Send for estimates on anything required, and the same will receive immediate attention.
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The Millwrights and
Engineers Safeguard.

No Hot Boxes. Stands any weight or motion. Best and cheapest metal
known for Machinery Journal Bearings. Reliable Machinists use no other. To
be had at every enterprising Hardware Sstore in the ominion.

AIOXZO W. SPOOXER, Patentee and Manufacturer, PORT HOPE, OXT

The Casselman Lumber Go,

CASSELMAN, ONT. Successors to FLATT & BRADLEY.

ESPECIAL GOOD FACILITIES FOR SHIPPING.
HEMLOCK BILL STUFF OF EXCELLENT QUALITY.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF

PINE, SPRUCE, ASH, MAPLE AND OTHER HARDWOODS.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

THE RATHBUN COMPANY,
DESEROXTO, - - ONTARIO,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Honrs, Sash, Blinds, Stairs
AND ALL KINDS OF WOODEN HOUSE FINISHING MATERIALS.

Cedar Oil for Purging Boilers
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

MANUFACTURERS
OFPETER GERLACH & COMPANY,

Alligator Cliisd-Bit Saws.
THE CHAMPION STAVE, HEADING AND SHINGLE MACHINES,

ICE TOOLS AND MILL SUPPLIES
CLEVELAND, - OHIO.

P. PARKIN
«»iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuii»»

Gait File Works
BALT, ONT.

MILL FILES A SPECIALTY.

Write for Price Lists and Mention

this Journal.

SCRIBNER'S

LUMBER

LOGBOOK
OverUne Million Sold.

TMI OST complete book of its kind ever published.
1*1 Gives measurement of all kinds of Lumber.
Logs, Planks. Scantling: cubical contents of square
and round Timber : hints to lumber dealers ; wood
measure: speed of circular saws: care of saws:
cord-wood tables : felling trees : growth of trees :

land measure : wages, rent, board, interest, stave
and r wading bolts, etc. Standard book throughout
the Lnited States and Canada. Get the new illus-

trated edition of 1802. Ask your book-seller for it.

Sent post-paid for 35 cents.

G. IV. FISHER, Box 238. Rochester, NY
or A. G. MORTIMER. Toronto. Out.

3 Electric lightingApparatus
57, ADELAIDE ST. W.

TORONTO
ONT.

THE MONARCH BOILER

AND HERCULES ENGINE.(PATENTED)

LUMBER

TRUCK * WHEELS.

The Montreal *

Gar Wheel Co,

MANUFACTURERS OF

CHARCOAL IRON CHILLED

Railroad Wheels
Offices: New York Life Insurance

Building, Montreal.

Works: Lachine, Quebec.•«
WE make a Specialty of Wheels' suitable for

the requirements of Lumbeimen and
Street Car Service, and can supply them Bored,
Finished and Balanced.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

MARK H. IRISH
Broker and

Commission Agent.
Special attention given to buying and selling

Saw Mills, Timber Limits and Mineral
Lands

In the United States and Canada.

NO SALE NO COMMISSION.

Room 12 Mail Building, Toronto, Ont.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITEC

Portable from 6 to 70 horse power. Surpass
portable steam power heretofore produced for

strength, durability ,
compactness, and the ease

with which they can be moved.
The 70 horse power can be taken over therough-

est roads, or into the forest, and set up as easily

and quickly as an ordinary 20 horse power port-

able engine, and as firm as a brick-set stationary

engine. Engines and boilers of every size and des-

cription. Kbtary Saw Mills, Shingle and Lath
machines, Law Grinders, Planers, etc.

_
Mill

machinery and supplies of every description.

Every boiler insured against explosion by ihe

Boiler Insurance & Inspection Co. of Canada.
Write for circulars.

V ROBB & SONS, I
Amherst Foundry and

Amherst, N.S. Machine works.
ESTABLISHED OVES 40 YEARS.

J. J. TURNER,
Sail, Tent and Awning Maker,

251 George and 154. King Streets,

PETERBOROUGH.
Canoe. Yacht and Boat Sails made to order.

Feifect Fits guaranteed.

Every description of Lumbermen's Sniplies
and Waterproof Clothing.

Menasha Hickory Pulleys

We make the only
hardwood bent rim
spoke arm split pulley,
only small split pulley,
only wooden hangers
in the maket. Send for
discounts & circulars.

Menasha
Wood Split Pulley Co.

MENASHA, WISCONSIN.

KRAMER
5^3 flHC & *

IA\ewNj)A ST Toronto.

Established ie7i.

J. W. LANG & CO.

Wholesale Grocers & Importers

33, Front St. East, Toronto.

We shall be pleased to have you write to tts

foi samples and prices of

TEAS. TOBACCOS, SUGARS,
SYRUPS, RICE, Etc.

We can and will cut pricesfine to large buyers.

We have a

GOOD. SOUND, FINE FLAVOURED LEA
at I2y2 cents.

Write for sample chest. Address,

J. 'W. ILj^IDTG- cSc CO.
TOEOKTO.

GEO. BISHOP ENGRAVING

AAAAV V V V AND PRINTING (JO.
LIMITED.

* EiNTG-R^^rinsro- »

On Steel, Copper, Stone and Wood.

LITHOGRAPHING,
PLATE PRINTING,

BOOK and JOB PRINTING-
PHOTO-ENGRAVING,

BOOK-BINDING,
ELECTROTYPING.

Illustrated Catalogues and Reports a
Specialty.

Estimates Furnished.

169 St. James Street, Montreal..

TO MACKINAC
Summer Tours.

Palace Steamers. Low Rates.
Pour Trips per Week Between

DETROIT, MACKINAC ISLAND
Petoskey . Sault Ste. Marie, and Lake

Huron Way Ports.

Erery Week Day Between

DETROIT AND CLEVELAND
Special Sunday Trips during June, July, August and Sept.

Double Daily Line Between

CHICAGO AND ST, JOSEPH, MICH.
Oun illustrated Pamphlets
Rates and Excursion Tickets will be furnished

by your Ticket Agent, or address
E. B. WHITCOMB, G. P. A., Detroit, Mich.,

Detroit and Cleveland Steam Nav. Co,
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Tlio Improved Common Sense 13ry
««iiiiiiniiiiiii««

Maintains

its

lead

over all

others.

• •iiiimniiiiii**

• •lllilllllllllll**

It is pre-

eminently

the

best process

in use.

• •minimum**

It extracts the moisture from the centre ; combines active circulation, moderate heat, and condensation of the sap ; secures the quickest and best results in the
most perfect and economical way known. The process is applicable to old or new kilns. Quickly and repeatedly repays all outlay. For Hardwood Lumber use no
other, and avoid all checks, warps and case-hardening. It seasons lumber exactly like, and equal to, air seasoning. More largely used than all others in England
and the United States. Address,

St. Albans Mfg. Go., St. Albans. Vt., U. S. it.
C. C. CLEVELAND. G. F. CLEVELAND.

J. L. GOODHUE <£• CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

I^eatlier Belting
AND

I^ace Leather.
ZDAIST^TT-LIE: - - QUEBEC.

GEORGE BRUSH,
MACHINIST, FOUNDEB & BOILER MAKER,

EAGLE FOUNDRY,
1^ to 3-4 ^IISTO- STREET,

MONTREAL, QUE.

RAILROAD, BANK & OFFICE

DESKS
r-n-EES &z CO.,

300 St. james Street, MONTREAL.

F. D. STRICKLAND & CD.

MACHINERY MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS
DEALERS IN

Saw Mill Machinery
, Engines, Boilers, Etc., Etc.

2?T^-v.r "WE3TMI1TSTEE, T3. O.
correspondence invited

GOODBAY, BENSON & G0.
QUEBEC, F*. Q.

General Lumber « Timber Merchants,
f

Correspondence is solicited from parties having choice stocks of Hardwood and Pine
to offer, either in the log or in sawn lumber.

JOHN BERTRAM & SONS,

:j±.i<r^.iDJ± tool works
DUNDAS, ONTARIO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

WOOD- WORKING 31AGKINER Y
MACHINE TOOLS, ETC.

Write for Prices anti Catalogues

F. G. BECKETT ENGINE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

SAW --MILL-- ENGINES ^'AND -^BOILERS

AND ALL KINDS OF MILL MACHINERY.

Steam Launches and Tug Boats a Specialty.

— I-E.&.:m:it_iXO£T, OiTT^a.s.io —
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND MENTION THIS PAPER O

GEO. CORMACK
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

All kinds of LUMBER.
Lumbe*. Shipped to allparts by Rail or Vessel.

WHITBY, ONTARIO

B. F. Stnrtevanfs Patent Progressive Lumber Dry Kiln.
Q I ARANTUKD

TO DRY

RELIABLE EAPID I

—IN —

Best Manner Possible

ALL KINDS OF

HARD and SOFT
u OOD LUMBER.

WRITE+POR+CATALOGUE.

91 LIBERTY STREET
NEW YORK.

NO WARPIN G
CHECKING

AND BLUEING
—WITH THE-

STURTEVANT
Patent Hot Blast

Steam Heating

Apparatus.

31 N. Canal street
CHICAGO.

B. ,F. STURTEVANT, Patentee and Sole Manufacturer, 34 Oliver Street, (corner of Franklin street) BOSJON, Mass., U. S. A.
A. R. Williams, Soho Machine Works, Toronto, General Agent for the Dominion.
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RELICTION PULLEY BOARa
ThE Bsst Matsrial evet nsBd far Frictions uf all kinds,

MANUFACTURED BY

The J3oixiiiiioii I^eathei" BoardCompany
Montreal, Quebec

Asbestos Mill Board. H H Steam Packing
SAMPLES FURNISHED. PLEASE MENTION THIS PAPER. CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

TORONTO HARDWOOD LUMBER CO.

Wholesale Dealers in and Shippers of all kinds of

* HARDWOOD LUMBER *

B3 Front StreEt West,, Cor. LuriiE StrEEt,

* TORONTO, ONT. *

Correspondence solicited from parties having Hardwood Lumber for sale, giving

description of Stock and Prices F. O. B. Cars at Mill. Telephone 21 jo.

U/ontOfl Qt nnOQ 300 '00° Birch
>
1 to 4 hl

' >' &<**.*WOQfl, 1 in.; Hard Maple, 3 in. and Elm. All to be

If dllluU dl UlluUi strictly lsts and 2nds. Prices to be F. O. B. cars shipping point.

ST. CATHARINES SAW V0RKS.
Finest Material, Most Even Temper. r. The largest Saw Factory in the Dominion.

Our Circular Saws arc Unequalled. w ^>
OUR specialties.

Our Cross-Cut Haws arc Unexcelled. W "\ % \
Th ? " Simonds » Circular Haw.

The " Leader " Cross-Cut Haw.
And our Hand liin a ltd Butcher Ha ws r^

f\ The Lawson ' Butcher Haw.
Fully Equal to any on the Continent. \ \ ' f I The « Hcrlinq » Hand Haw.

THE BEST IN THE WORLD ! ., send for catalogue.

R. H. SMITH COMPANY^ lim, St. Catharines, Ont.
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~P EPRESENTATIYE ]^ j^UMBER FIRMS

Thos. H. Wili-mott. A. K. McIntosh.

willmott & Mcintosh
Wholesale Dealers in

#&

_ ~ —
= m

^rVi^W^rt* 'ili- 40"i&tte tie tie tie tie tie tie tie *Jiv»w wW}|v» *)

44 46 Front Street East,

TOEOITTO, - - OITTAEIO.
$ Lumber Shipped to all Parts by Rail or Vessel. |-

PLUMBER

Agents for the Celebrated

LUFKIN BOARD AND LOG RULE
Prompt Delivery in all Cases

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

ONTARIO L6JABER GQ
Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in all kinds of

Pine and Hardwood Lumber
If: Lath and Shingles. |fr

HEAD OFFICE:'

YONGE STREET ARCADE, - TORONTO.

OFFICES
Hamilton, Toronto

Windsor, Gravenhurst

TELEPHONE
No. 1046

MILLS
Gravenhurst, Huntsville

Katrine, Essex Centre

ROBERT THOMSON & CO,
DEALERS IN

Pine and Hiarxlwood

M: Operat'ng all the year round. Correspondence Solicited.

TORONTO OFFICE 1fV* RflV ^TRTTT
London Canadian Chambeps ' UJ Dill J I ULL I

THOMAS MEANEY,
REPRESENTATVE TORONTO.

DONOGH & OLIVER,
Wholesale Dealers in

L
OFFICE :

Nos. 16 and 17 Imperial Bank Buildings,

Wellington Street East.

TORONTO, ONT.

DALTON MCCARTHY, President. J. H. EYER, Manager.

Toronto and Midland Mfg Co.
(INCORPORATED.)

Wholesale * Lumber * Dealers
AND MANUFACTURERS OF

DRESSED LUMBER, FLOORING
Ceiling, Sheeting, Siding, Shelving, Mouldings of all Descriptions.

Office and Yard

:

FOOT OF SPADINA AVE., - TORONTO.
Planing 3IUls : 311DLAND, ONT.

PORTER, ROBERTSON k CO,
3

STOCKS

STRIPS

SIDINGS

BILLSTUFF

WHOLESALE

LUMBER
DEALERS

HARDWOODS
HEMLOCK
SHINGLES

LATH, ETC.

Millichamp's Bu tidings,

35 * Adelaide * Street * East,
TORONTO.

YARD: NORTHERN DOCK, FOOT OF BATHURST STREET.

St. Lawrence Canals. Rapide Plat Division.

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
SEALED TENDERS addressed to the undersigned.and endorsed "Tender for the St. Lawrence Can-

aU. will be received at this office, until the arrival of the eastern and western mails on Wednes-
day, the 2ird day ofJuly next, for the construction of a lift lock, weirs, etc., at Morrisburg and the deeD-
ening and enlargement of the Rapide Plat Canal. The work will be divided into three sections each
about a mile in length.
A map of the locality, together with plans and specifications, of the respective works, can be seen on

and after Wednesday the qth. day of July next, at this office, and at the Resident Engineer's OfficeMprmburg, where printed forms of tender can be obtained.

wn.e, the
cu cheque on

a chartered bank in Canada for the sum of $6,000, must accompany the tender for section No i and an
accepted cheque on a chartered bank in Canada, for the sum of $2,000 for each of the other sections
The respective accepted cheques must be endorsed over to the Minister of Railways and Canals, and

will be forfeited if the party tendering declines entering into contract for the works at the rates and on
.•atedin the offer submittea. The cheques thus sent in will be returned to the respective

parties whose tenders are not accepted.
This department doe* not, however, bind itself to accept the lowest or an v tender.

Department of Railways and Canals, /
y
"a P* IMRDLEY

Ottawa, 13th June. 1890. (
'

Secretary.

ra-
in the case of firms there must be attached to the tender, the actual signatures of the full n
iture of the occupation and residence of each member of the same, and, further, an accepted c

Shingles Wanted.
We would purchase the cut of a few

mills making first-class shingles.

WILLMOTT &. MclNTOSH,
Toronto.

Planing Mill, Lumber Yard

and Sash and Door Factoiy

FOR SALE.

A rare opportunity is now afforded for ac-

quiring one of the best paying investments in

the Town of West Toronto Junction. The
Factor}7 is well equipped with the latest and
most improved modern machinery, and is in

full and successful operation. Railway switch
on the premises. Proprietor retiring on ac-

count of ill-health. Price moderate and terms
to suit. Full particulars can he had on appli-

cation to

HOOVER & JACKSON,

West Toronto Junction.
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TO MILL OWNERS, MANUFACTURERS
AND ALL WHO ARE USING

^ +t A A A A A AAAAA.AAA A A-A A A A A A A AA A. A A A A A A.AAA A AAA AAAA A A AA A A AA 4^

Leather*Beltmg\

Gait* Machine* Knife* Works.

||1I|H|

lu
c'MT"

MACHINE KNIVES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION FOR

Planing, Moulding & Stave Cutting.

V
t

ISF W^-ISTT BELTING

Which will Run Straight on the Pulleys,
Which is Thoroughly Well Stretched,

Which will not Tear at the Lace Holes,
Which will give Complete Satisfaction,

TO

SEInTXJ foe. peice list

PETER HAY, GALT, ONT.

The IK^TiEiiBrcritT Comp'it,
DESERONTO, ONT.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

K. e. Dixon & Co. terracotta* fire-proofing*
MANUFACTURERS OF

PATENT LAP-JOINT STAR RIVET

^LEATHER *BELTING-*
jo King Street East, Toronto.

Sole Agents in Canada for the

For Use in Old and New Buildings.

Endorsed by Leading Architects. Absolutely Fire-proof. About as Cheap as

Wood or Brick. Weight One-Third that of Brick. Does not

Crack on application of Heat or Water.

Deadens Noise. Gives Warmth in Winter; Coolness in Summer.

NAPANEE CEMENT COMPANY
(LIMITED.)

— MANUFACTURERS OF —

CELEBRATED PHCENIX OIL
The Only Fbiecl Belt Dressing.

All our Belting is sold at the Canadian price list. Please compare be-

fore purchasing. Send for Discounts and our Pamphlet on Belting.

Hydraulic Geroentjj
"PARTICULARLY adapted for Dams, Smoke Stacks, Foundations, Cul-

J- verts, Cisterns, Cellars, etc.

ENDORSED BY LEADING RAILWAYS AND CONTRACTORS.

For Building, Plastering, Gas Purifying, Paper Making, &c.

DOMINION SAW WORKS!
JAS. ROBERTSON & CO. JAMES ROBERTSON

253 to 267 King Street West,

Toronto Ontario.
Dalhousie and William Streets,

Montreal

ANUFACTURERS OF ^AWS

EVERY SAW FULLY WARRANTED.
Prices on Application.

Circular, Shingle, Gang, Cross Cut, Concave, Mulay, Drag, Grooving.

Thuberfs Royal

ANTIFRICTION* BABBIT!METAL.
Importers and Dealers in

Band Saws, Emery Wheels Saw Sets,

Saw Swages, -Rubber Belting, Iron Pipe,

Saw Gummers, Leather Belting, Files, &c.

=v_=»=c<
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The Canada Lumberman is published in the interest of the

lumber trade and of allied industries throughout the Dominion
being the only representative in Canada of this foremost branch of

the commerce ol this country. It aims at giving full and timely

information on all subjects touching these interests, discussing

these topics editorially and inviting free discussion of them by others.

Especial pains are taken to secure the latest and most trustworthy

market quotations from various points throughout the world so as

to afford to the trade in Canada information upon which it can rely

in its operations.

Special correspondents in localities of importance present accur-

ate report not only of prices and the condition of the market but,

also of other matters specially interesting to our readers. But cor-

respondence is not only welcome but is invited from all who have

any information to communicate or subjects to discuss relating to the

trade or in any way effecting it. Even when we may not be able to

agree with the writers we will give them a fair opportunity for free

discussion as the best means of eliciting the truth. Any items of

interest are particularly requested for even if not of great import-

ance individually they contribute to a fund of information from

which general results are obtained.

Advertisers will receive careful attention and liberal treatment.

We need not point out that for many the Canada Lumberman
with its special class of readers is not only an exceptionally good
medium for securing publicity but is indispensable for those who
would bring themselves before the notice of that class. Special at-

tention is directed to Wanted" and For Sale " advertisements

which will be inserted in a conspicious position at the uniform price

of 15 cents per line for each insertion. Announcements of this

character will be subject to a discount of 25 per cent, if ordered for

three successive issues or longer.

Subscribers will find the small amount they pay for the Canada
Lumberman quite insignificant as compared with its value to them.
There is not an individual in the trade or specially interested in it,

who should not be on our list thus obtaining the present benefH
and aiding and encouraging us to render it even more complete.

The managers of land and improvement companies
boards of trade, and citizens generally, should give all

possible encouragement to new enterprises offering

employment to the working class. Every new saw mill,

furniture factory, planing mill, machine shop, or new
enterprise of whatever description, giving employment
to labor, is an advantage to any community where such

establishments are needed, and should 1 e encouraged

by every legitimate means. m

PULP manufacturers are deeply interested in an
electrical method of reducing wood in the manufactuie
of pulp. By this new process it is claimed that the

fibre is manufactured so cheaply that the entire pulp

business will be revolutionized, and the digesters now
in use will be driven out of use. Kelner, in Germany,
has been experimenting for several years with electricity

in this direction, and is said to .have succeeded in per-

fecting the process. A patent has been applied for in

the United States.

"I HOI if f. one thing," says an observant manufactur-

er, "and that is hardwood logs, especially oak, that

have been placed in the water immediately after cut-

ing and allowed to thoroughly soak, make brighter

lumber, with less tendency to sap stain, than that from
logs that are left on the ground for several months. I

find, also, that in green logs, if sawed immediately after

cutting, and the lumber is thoroughly steamed prepar-

atory to placing it in the dry kiln, the same results will

b* obtained, greatly enhancing the value of the lumber
for fine finishing purposes."

Authority has been granted by the Newfoundland

legislature or the granting of lands from five to fifty

miles in extent for a period of 99 yeais, the timber on

which may be used for manufacturing wood pulp.

Large areas of stunted timber, principally spruce and

fir, are to be found in Newfoundland which is admir-

ably adapted to the making of pulp. A company has

been formed at St. John, some of whom are English

capitalists, and it is expected that they will go into the

business on a large scale.

Forests of evergreen trees are conveniently situated

in Manitoba, where magnificent spruce woods are

separated from an existing main line of railway by only

twenty or thirty miles of level prairie, w ith the exten-

sive and rapidly filling country to the north, and to

which settlement the railway could soon be extended,

where, north of the mountains, fresh forests of spruce

would be reached and other resources developed. Ex-

perienced and wealthy Ottawa lumbermen have had

men engaged for months every summer ranging those

rich forests of spruce, securing timber limits.

The Dundas Standard, an ably conducted weekly,

has the following good woids to say of this journal :

—

"The Canada Lumberman, formerly published at

Peterborough, has removed to the centre of trade in

this province, Toronto. This excellent journal, devoted

to the lumber trade and allied industries, is the only

representative of the business in Canada, and it is not

too much to say that it is a credit not only to the sec-

tion of trade it represents but to the journalism of this

country .as well. Mr. Arthur G. Mortimer, the editor

and publisher, is the right man in the right place, and

any interested should send their $ in at once. They
will get their value."

A MEETING of the creditors of S. & J. Armstrong,

McKellar, Muskoka, was held at the Walker House on

July 3rd. The firm commenced business in 1870, as

general dealers and lumbering merchants. In 1881

they claimed to be worth over $20,000, but a couple of

years later they affected a compromise with their cred-

itors for 50 cents on the dollar. In August last they

asked for an extension of time, which was granted. It

is said their liabilities are now about $20,000, and in a

circular which they have issued they state they will not

be able to pay 100 cents on the dollar. William Beat-

tie, of Parry Sound, is the largest creditor, being inter-

ested to the extent of over $4,000 and the others are

mostly in Toronto. An offer of 50 cents on the dollar

was made and after looking carefully into the matter

the creditors decided to accept. It is therefore likelv

the firm will continue business under this arrangement.

In a paper read before the recent inter-national con-

ference of state boards of health, held at Nashville,

Tenn., Dr. P. H. Bryce, of Toronto, speaking of the

protective and climatic influence of forests, states that

it is a matter of not onlv national solicitude and state

concern, but also of individual interest, that the strong-

est possible pressure by means of the press and per-

sonal influence be brought to bear on legislatures,

national and local, with a view of initiating some broad

and comprehensive scheme for nationalizing all the

territory of the great watersheds, and for the appoint-

ment of forest officers, both state and federal, w ith ex-

tended executive powers, who shall survey the whole

areas, lay out reservations where needed to protect val-

leys and their towns and cities, and to extend the work

already initiated of a general tree planting and culti-

vation. Dr. Bryce gives his reasons at length for be-

lieving that cyclones, water spouts, hailstorms, etc.,

which are increasing in frequency and destructiveness,

result directly from the clearing away of the forests,

and should their destruction continue he thinks the

permanency of spring and deep water courses will roon

be affected..

Beneath the foundations of Savoy palace, London,
oak, elm, beach and chestnut piles and planks were
found in a state of perfect preservation, after having

been there for 650 years. While taking down the old

w all of Tunbridge castle, Kent, there was found in the

middle of a thick stone wall a timber curve, which had
been enclosed for 700 years. Some timber of an old

bridge was discovered while digging for the foundation

of a house at Ditton park, Windsor, which ancient re-

cords incline us to believe were placed there prior to

the year 1296. The durability of timber out of ground
is even greater still. The roof of the basilica of St.

Paul, at Rome, was framed in the year 818 ; and now-

after more than a thousand years, it is still sound, and
the original cypress wood doors of the same building,

after being in use more than 600 years, were, when re-

placed by others of brass, perfectly free from rot or

decay, the wood retaining its original odor. The tim-

ber dome of St. Mark, Venice, is still good, though

more than 850 years old. The roof of the Jacobin

convent at Paris, which is of fir, was executed more
than 450 years ago.

" The report that Canada proposes to remove the export duty
from logs in return for the reduction of the duty on Canadian lum-
ber to $1 dollar per thousand is viewed with much distrust by lum-
bermen in the Saginaw Valley. It is a doubtful story. The Cana-
dian parliament has never yet conceded anything that the Canucks
could evade or avoid. Such action, however, would be greeted with
satisfaction as well as surprise says a Michigan man.'"

The above extract is taken from the Lumber Trade

Journal, of Chicago, a first-class paper in its line, but

like its contemporaries, a little too much inclined to

throw mud at anything Canadian. The statement that

"the Canadian parliament has never conceded any-

thing that Canucks could evade or avoid" is simply rot.

Whenever it has been necessary for the two countries

to discuss commercial telations on any subject the

Canadian government has invariably shown a disposi-

tion to do its share towards bringing about the desired

results. In fact, as a rule, it has gone more than half

way and made concessions which were not in accord-

ance with the sentiment of our people. So far as the

question of the export duty on logs is concerned, such

duty was found necessary to counteract the effect of

the import duty on our lumber, and had not the import

duty been in force, no duty on our logs would have
been thought of. Once let the American government
abolish the duty on our manufactured lumber and there

is no question but what the export duty on logs will

soon be a thing of the past. Fair and honest dealing

is all we want, and we have no hesitation in saying that

any action on the part of Congress to bring about a

freer exchange of lumber products will be heartily

seconded by the Dominion parliament. We have

shown no disposition towards hoggishness in this coun-

try, which is more than we can say of our neighbors

across the border.

The alarming number of fires which are continually

occurring in the saw and planing mills of this courtry.

and the fabulous amount of property which goes up in

smoke should be a warning to mill owners not to ne-

glect keeping a full line of insurance on their property.

The words "no insurance" or "insurance very small"

are too often to be found in reports of such occurrences.

Fire insurance has saved many an unfortunate lumber-

man from utter bankruptcy, and has enabled the par-

ties to continue business successfully. The most suc-

cessful lumberman keep well insured at all times, and
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consider fire insurance an absolute necessity. Fire is

the most destructive element the lumberman has to con-

tend with, and all the" automatic sprinkling arrange-

ments, hose, or fire extinguishers, are no guarantee

whatever against fire, and give no assurance that mill

and lumber will not be a pile of ashes some morning

when least expected. The same care should be exer-

cised in investigating the standing of insurance com-

panies as is shown in giving a line of credit to custo-

mers, and policies carefully watched and not allowed

to lapse. Saw mills are a hazardous risk at best, and

the rate of insurance is necessarily high, and companies

making extremely low rates are to be avoided. Put the

mill in shape to meet the requirements of the old line

companies, and accept policies only from sound and

solvent concerns.

The receipt of a copy of the Prize List for

this years
7 Toronto Industrial Exhibition, which is

to be held from the Sth to the 20th of September

next, reminds us that the fair season is again fast

approaching. The Prize List shows the addition

of many new classes and a large increase in the

amount offered as premiums. Toronto offers many
attractions to visitors during the season, but the great-

est of all is its annual Exhibition which this year

promises to be greater and better than ever. A copy

of the Prize List can be obtained by any of our readers,

why may desire one, by dropping a post card to Mr.

H. J. Hill, the Secretary at Toronto.

The following estimates of Forestry interests of the

L'nited States, have recently been compiled :

Acres covered with wood growth, or 26 per cent, of
total land area 450.000.000

Acres cut over annually 25,000,000

Wood consumed annually

:

Timber and lumber, cubic feet 4.800,000.000
Railroads " " 500,000,000
Mining timber " "

. 150,000.000
Fences " ' .- 500,000,000
Export " 150,000000
Fuel " " 18,000.000,000

Total cubic feet 24.000,000,030

Value of wood consumed annually Sr.oco.ooo.ooo
Timber lands belonging to U.S. Government acres 7olooo!ooo
Value of timber reported stolen from public lands §36.719.935
Amount recovered during same period S47S'o;3
Saw mill capacity of the U. S., ft. B. M 60,000,000,000

A San Francisco lumberman, referring to the proposed

rafting of lumber to that city, says : "The lumbermen
of San Francisco have been considering the matter of

rafting timber from the Columbia River and ports on
Puget Sound 'o San Erancisco. By floating the lumber
from Puget Sound down the coast, the cost of freight

will be lessened considerably. The rafts will contain

about as much as half a dozen ships can carry, and can
be handled at about one-sixth of the usual cost. The
danger of loss is the only drawback, but huge rafts

have successfully weathered the Atlantic waves, and
we believe success will attend similar efforts on the

Pacific. The Eastern plan of building ocean lumber
rafts will be adopted. If this should prove successful

many settlers along the Columbia River will be enabled
to market their lumber without difficulty. They will

ship it to a raft station and there dispose of it. This
will revolutionize the entire lumber business of the

Northwest. The best timber in the land is found in

Washington, but little profit is now made from it owing
to its distance from the center of population."

Mr. Justice MacMahon, on July 24th, handed out

his judgment in the case of Harris & Watson. The
action was tried before him without a jury at Toronto
on the 12th and 31st days of May last, and was brought
to recover $800, the amount of a promissory note

made by the defendant in favor of the plaintiff, payable

six months after date. The defence set up was failure

of consideration and a counter claim was pleaded,

claiming $400 and damages against the plaintiff. On
the 15th of June, 1889, the defendant entered into a

contract to buy some 4,000 saw logs, represented by
the plaintiff to be in Head river, in the township of

Digby, County Victoria. The defendant was to pay
$1,200 for the said logs, and the defendant at the time
of entering into the contract paid to the plaintiff $400
in cash and gave his note for $800 at six months. On
the clay on which the contract was entered into it is

alleged in the defence that not more than one-fourth of

the said logs were then at the place represented, the

greater portion of the logs having been carried down

the stream by a drive which had passed down the river

some days prior thereto, and that the plaintiff was not

in a position to make delivery of the logs. It is also

alleged that the plaintiff represented that the said Head

river was situated near Uxbridge. and that on said

river situated close to the proximity to said logs there

was a saw mill at which the logs could be sawn up into

lumber, and that this was untrue. Judgment is direct-

ed to be entered for the defendant after the first day of

next sittings of the Divisional Court, dismissing the

plaintiff's action with costs ; also that judgment be

entered for the defendant on his counter-claim against

the plaintiff for the sum of $209.11 with costs.

The lumber trade at Ottawa as well as at other

points along the valley is remarkably dull as compared

with the season of last year. The English market at

present is very quiet, and the United States market is

only fair, as American dealers will not buy for future

delivery until they know whether the McKinley Tariff

bill is going to become law or not. The South

American trade is nil, as the collapse of several finan-

cial institutions has made the business of exporting

lumber to that country very risky. Very little lumber

will be sent to the Argentine Republic until the

financial crisis is over. At this time last year the

Chaudiere mills were in full blast day and night,

while this summer only about half the mills are

running night watch The slackness in trade will

probably affect the cut close on to 100,000,000 feet. In

the meantime the piling grounds are very much
congested, and becoming more so with every day's cut,

and if the lumber merchants had a sufficiency of piling

grounds they do'not feel justified in going on piling up

lumber until they have some definite idea of the future

prospects of trade. The stoppage of night work de-

prives some seven or eight hundred men of employ-

ment, ?nd quite a number of men have left to seek

work elsewhere. It is evident that the square timber

business has been overdone, as the demand is not

commensurate with the supply. It is stated on good

authority that there will be little or no square timber

made during the coming winter owing to the large

quantity turned out last winter and the slow demand
for it this summer. The present indications are that

not over one-fourth of the timber on hand will be

disposed of this season and the balance will have to be

wintered over.

There is no disguising the fact that the supply of

timber in the Ottawa region is becoming rapidly

smaller year by year. In two decades, or perhaps less,

this region will be almost deserted by the hardy wood-

man, and although the timber resources of northern

Ontario are by no means depleted, it is to the Pacific

slope that our lumbermen will in the future have to

look for an inexhaustible field for their work. The
State of Washington and British Columbia are the

coming lumber regions. Already many of our Cana-

dian lumbermen are turning their wistful eyes towards

the setting sun. Of British Columbia much has been

said of its wonderful timber resources. Washington

State lying unmediately to the south of British Colum-

bia, in the western part between the Cascade Moun-
tains on the east, and the Pacific Ocean on the west,

is the heaviest growth of timber in the United States.

The causes which have led to its greatest density are

to be found in the large amount of annual rainfall

and the mildness of the climate. There are no heavy

frosts or extremely cold weather to interfere with the

trees, nor is the summer heat sufficient to deprive the

ground of the necessary moisture. The timber belt of

Washington includes the whole extent of land from the

Cascade Mountains to the ocean, and from Columbia

River on the south to the British line on the north, an

area equal to that of the State of low*. It is esti-

mated to contain one hundred and seventy-five billion

feet. Most of this timber will cut from twenty-five

thousand to as high as sixty thousand feet to the acre.

It is composed chiefly of fir and cedar, the former

growing to a height of two hundred and fifty feet, with

an average diameter of four feet. These magnificent

timbers are shipped to all parts of the world, while

sawed lumber from this region is sent to California,

South America, Europe and Asia, and its famous
cedar shingles are encroaching upon the markets of

the east. The cut of Washington's mills now covers

about two million feet per day, yet it will be over one
hundred years before this vast timber country will

perceptibly feel this immense consumption of its

supplies. The Pacific Coast is the timber slayer's

future paradise.

In its report of the public sales 'of the week, the

London Timber Trades Journal, under date of July
5th, says : "The quantity of Oregon pine, ex George,

from Puget Sound, was so considerable that we would
imagine the holders did not succeed very well in at-

tempting to place the goods privately. They were the

principal feature of the sale, though there seemed no
particular anxiety to secure them. It is very seldom
that such a large line of selected goods of this high

character is brought under the hammer for absolute

disposal, and the presumption is that if the holders

could have got anything that covered the first cost,

they would not have run the risk of the public sales.

The average price realized, viz., is 6d per foot cube,

was a tremendous sacrifice, as we believe the freight

came to 90s. So that what with the landing and rent

charges there would be very little left for the first cost

of the timber. It is lamentable to see these high class

goods going the price of common deals. The sizes are

splendid, but the nature of the wood, together with the

very high freight put it out of this market, although in

shipbuilding localities we understand there is a de-

mand for it, but unfortunately insufficient to lead up to

remunerative prices. The woods from the Californian

and Columbian districts at present labor under great

disadvantages in rounding Cape Horn, the cost of

which takes away the gilt when brought into com-
petition with goods that have only half the distance

to come. The price made in Wednesday's sale plain-

ly shows that there is no market for the stuff in Lon-

don, least of all when brought under the hammer.
Comparing the prices of the Oregon pine ex George

with those obtained at Messrs. Churchill and Sim's

sale of the 26th September last year, there is a marked
difference in the average values the drop being about

9d per cube foot on the goods realized this week."

Negotiations are continuously going on among
lumbermen for the sale or purchase of saw mills, timber

limits, lumber, or machinery plant, and many more
transactions of a similar character would be readily

closed if the wants of the individual parties were made
known to the trade in general. In our rounds among
the mills we are often asked questions regarding the

probable chance of buying or selling mill or other pro-

perties, and the only practical advice we can give in

matters of this kind is to suggest that such wants be

made known through The Lumberman, which has a

circulation almost effectually covering the whole lumber

and wood-working interests of the Dominion. The
"Wanted and For Sale" columns of this journal should

be patronized by the whole trade of the country, and

we have no hesitation in saying that advertisements of

this character, having special reference to the lumber

trade, will bring better returns than the same advertise-

ment inserted in all the daily papers of the country.

This may seem a broad statement, but it is neverthe-

less a fact, as not two per cent, of the readers of any one

daily paper have any interest in the particular wants of

the lumber trade; while on the other hand every copy of

The Lumbermen published goes into the hands of

men directly interested in all matters pertaining to their

particular branch of trade. At one time or another every

lumbermen, be he manufacturer or dealer, is interested

either in the purchase or sale of some commodity, and
rarely knows where to look for a customer. An invest-

ment of from fifty cents to two dollars will make his

wants known to the whole trade from the Atlantic to

the Pacific and also through the United States. We
are anxious to see the "Wanted and For Sale" depart-
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ment of this journal generally recognized, and the re-

sult will undoubtedly be a benefit to all concerned, the

publisher included. How many will forward a small

"ad'' for our next issue?

SPLINTERS.

United States furniture manufacturers do not

take kindly to the McKinley tariff bill, objecting

seriously to several of its clauses.

The Leary raft, after being hung up on the coast of

Maine for some time, being disabled, left Portland on

July 26th, being drawn by two tugs, for New York.

* *

In consequence of forest fires in Manitoba and the

Northwest steps have been taken to reduce the royalty

on lumber manufactured from timber damaged by fire

to half the ordinary dues.

*

The movement of sawed lumber at Ottawa is not

what it should be, and the slackness in orders from

abroad is having a depressing effect upon the general

tone of business.

*

In Great Britain strikes are having an effect on the

wood trade which is adverse to our operators in this

country. The great premium on gold in South Ameri-

can markets, to which our lumber largely goes, is

another annoying feature for our exporters.
* *

*

The public, and the lumber trade in particular, will

be pleased to learn that Smith, Wade & Co., of Que-

bec, who were in difficulties some time ago, have

arrived at a settlement with their creditors. From re-

ports received the firm pay all liabilities, cancel all

contracts made last year, and will continue business.

*

As usual when the Sheppard Publishing Co., of

Toronto, undertake to do anything they do it well.

Their holiday number of Saturday Night is no ex-

ception to the rule, being beautifully and artistically

gotten up. and is a credit alike to its energetic publish-

ers and the city from which it emanates.

Don't fail to read the advertisement of The Scottish

Carolina Timber and Land Company in another

column, announcing the postponed date of Auction

Sale giving all purchasers more time to examine the

properties. Sale to take place 7th October, 1890, on

which day the sale will occur without further postpone-

ment.

The custom collections on dutiable goods at the

port of Ottawa for the year ending June 30th were

$364,64.74, as against $350,045.96 for 1888-9, or an

increase of $14,649.74. The inland revenue collections

at Ottawa for the fiscal year ending 30th of June,

1890, amounted to $252,627.54 against $247,797.86 the

previous year, showing an increase for the year just

ended of $4,829.68.

*
The insolvent lumberman, Mr. A. Ferguson, who

rcently skipped out from St. John, N. B., to Boston,

has returned to that city in obedience to an order

issued from the superior court on the application of

Weldon & McLean, acting for some of the creditors.

An examination of his affairs will be held before a com-
missioner of the superior court. The order on which
Mr. Ferguson came back protects him from arrest in

any civil proceeding.
* #

»

A DESPATCH from St. Paul, Minn., announces that

the L'. S. Government is about to take steps to stop

the stealing of lumber by Canadians along the northern

border of Minnesota. An expedition will leave Duluth,

August 1st, destined for the western portion of Rainy
lake, a special agent having reported that on the Big

and Little Rainy rivers, great quantities of logs are be-

ing run into the lake and across to the Canadian
border.

An order-in-coun'il has been passed, placing on the

free list fello.vs of hickory wood, rough sawn to shape
only, or rough sa.vn and bent to shape, not planed,

smoothed or otherwise manufactured, when imported

by manufacturers of carriage and cart wheels to

be used in the manufacture of such articles in their

factories onlv.

As recently intimated in the Lumberman that there

would soon be a sale of timber lands in Ontario, it is

now announced that under order in council certain tim-

ber berths in the Rainy River and Thunder Bay dis-

tricts, and a berth composed of part of the township of

Aweres, in the district of Algoma, will be offered for

sale by public auction, on the first day of October next,

at the Department of Crown Lands, Toronto. For

further particulars see advertisement in another page.
. * *

*
A letter to the president and council of the Mon-

treal Board of Trade objecting "To get rid of the Tim-

ber," by William Little, of Montreal, is the title of a

pamphlet on our table. In addition to the letter itself,

to which we referred in our last issue, the pamphlet

contains an appendix replete with information in re-

gard to forest conditions, and the work should be in

the hands of every person interested in forestry.

* *
*

Too much care, says an exchange, cannot be used in

seeking to keep pieces of iron and other foreign sub-

stances out of logs that are on the way to the saw.

The numerous shocking accidents that occur on ac-

count of bolts and spikes in logs ought to sharpen the

vigilance of all mill hands. There is no assurance that

a bursting saw can be successfully dodged. Last week

a man at Lyons, la., had his head cut off by a flying

fragment at a distance of about 30 feet.

We have received from the Secretary of the Toronto

Board of Trade the rules and regulations for the

inspection of pine and hardwood lumber in pamphlet

form. This inspection, which was adopted by the

Section and sanctioned by the Council of the Board,

on the 16th of June last, has already been published in

full in these columns. Anyone desirous of securing a

copy of the pamphlet, however, can be accommodated
by applying to the Secretary, Edgar A. Wills, Esq.

* *
*

Vancouver, B. C. is forging ahead at a rapid rate,

as is evidenced by the statement showing the trade of

that port during the past year furnished by the col-

lector of customs. The collections for 1890 amounts
to $210,515 an increase of $75,836 over the previous

year. The imports were valued at $698,170, an in-

crease of $254,233, and the exports at $485,735 a

decrease of $31,901. The decrease is entirely in lum-

ber, and was caused by one of the mills shutting down
for the purpose of putting in new machinery, thereby

reducing the product. Four years ago the forest

primeval held undisputed sway where this large trade

is now being done.

*

The losses by the recent fire in Midland, as far as it

is possible to ascertain, are as follows : Emery Lum-
ber Co., on lumber, $40,000 ; insured for $30,000.

Moore Lumber Co., loss $20,000 ; covered .it is under-

stood, in some American companies. Miscampbell &
Dickinson, loss on trams, docks, office, machine shop,

boarding house and stables, $7,500 ;
fully covered by

insurance. J. A. Smith, boat builder, loss on boat

houses, tools, lumber, etc., $1,800; insurance $300.

Grand Trunk Railway, damage to track, lumber, tim-

ber, etc., fully covered by insurance. Burton, on dock,

$500 ; no insurance.

* *
*

We notice an item to the effect, says the Chicago
Timberman, that four cargoes of board pine lumber
is being shipped from Ashland to Quebec by the

Penokee Lumber Company. This seems like a

singular reversal of the order of things, for American
lumber to thus pass all along the Canadian border into

Quebec while so many millions of feet of Canadian
pine is crossing the line and competing with the

!

American product in our own markets. It seems like

"carrying coals to Newcastle." But in these modern
times there are no eccentricities of business sufficient

to cause any great surprise. Cargoes and trains of

lumber daily pass each other, each destined to locali-

ties in close proximity to the point from whence the

other came.

How Much Timber a Tree Will Make.
How is the amount of timber in a standing tree

calculated ? The usual rule for measuring timber is

to measure the trunk around the middle, take one-

fourth part of the girth and square it, and multiply

this square by the length or height of the tree. In

calculating a standing tree it is usual to measure the

height of the tree to the first fork, and if there is still

a good portion of trunk above that, it is measured
separately and added to the previous calculation. If

a tree is very irregular, divide it into several lengths

and find the solidity of each part separately : or add
all the girths together and divide the sum by the

number of them. When the square of the quarter

girth is multiplied by the length, the product gives a
result nearly one-fourth less than the quantity in the

tree. This rule is, however, invariably practiced by the

limber merchants, and is not likely to be abol-

lished. Some allowance ought to be made to the pur-

chaser on account of the waste in squaring wood so

as to be fit for use. Dr. Hutton recommends the fol-

lowing rule, which will give the contents extremely

near the truth :
" Multiply the square of one-fifth of

the girth by twice- the length, and the product will be

the contents."

—

Mississippi Valley Lutnberman.

Canada's Debt

The national debt of Canada is now $236,236,865.

For the eight months of the fiscal year just past the

revenue has been $25,833,946 and the current expen-

diture $21,518,189, showing a nominal surplus of

$4,315,756 for the year so far. However, as against

this there has been during the same eight months an
additional expenditure on capital account of $3,847,-

779. So that in reality the Dominion revenue is less

than half a million ahead of expenditure to date. It

must not be forgotten, however, that the capital ex-

penditure has been principally on railways and public

works of a permanent character. Altogether the

Dominion is in good financial health.

Trade Notes.

A handsome new 50-page catalogue has been receiv-

ed from B. F. Sturtevant, Boston, illustrating the new-
est designs of hot blast apparatus for drying lumber
and heating buildings. Every reader of the Lumber-
man can obtain one by mentioning this paper, simply
sending a written request to the publisher.

We notice that the Waterous Engine Works Co.,

of Brantford, Ont., are the successful tenderers for the
sixlaige boilers required by the Public Works Depart-
ment of London, and three for Toronto. As these
boilers have to be got out on pretty short notice, this

work will keep them busy for some little time. The
boilers weigh in the vicinity of eight to nine tons each,
and are all locomotive boilers of new design. Having
a first class plant in their boiler department, and
having all in their favor in purchasing their material,

this firm is hard to beat in the matter of boilers w here
quality of work is considered. We are also informed
that they have secured an order from the North Pacific-

Lumber Company, of Port Moody, for a long and
heavy saw carriage, duplicate of the one recently

furnished the Brunette Saw Mill Company, of West-
minster, B. C, also double heavy husk frame of
suitable size for the carriage and one heavy " King"
edger to edge boards 50" wide, 6" to 8 ' thick with six

saws. The large timber of British Columbia makes it

necessary to have special machinery for manufacturing
it into lumber.

—E. & C. Farquar, cedar paving contractors, of Toronto,
have located their sawing plant at Owen Sound. The
advantage to the Toronto contractors is that one carload of
cut material would make two carloads unsawn, and that

instead of the uncut timber being delivered at the firm's

yards in the city and then sawn and carted long distances to

the locality where the contracts are in progress, the cars of
cut timber can be delivered at the north, south, east and
west ends of the city, as the contracts require.
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THE NEWS.

ONTARIO.

—Mr. Ainslie's saw mill at Staples is nearly completed.

—The United Association of Lumbermen has been organ-

ized at Ottawa.

—Messrs. McCreary & White will start a new sash and

door factory at Arnprior.

—Orr Bros., of Maidstone Cross, have commenced the

season's cut at their saw mill.

—About one ihousand men are employed in connection

with the saw mills at Arnprior.

—All the Rathbun logs are down the Salmon River and

have been towed to Deseronto.

—The cut of Pierce & Co., of Ottawa, is turning out in a

way that surpasses the first expectations.

—The Messrs. Gilmour have one hundred thousand pieces

in Moira lake to be brought down this season.

—Mr. Beecher, Nephew of Henry Ward Beecher, has been

in Kingston selling British Columbia spar timber.

—The drives in the Ottawa district, though somewhat

delayed by cold weather, are now making good progress.

—Christie's shingle mill at Severn Bridge has been shut

down for nearly two weeks owing to the breakage of a saw.

—The Hawkesbury Lumber Company have already

succeeded in floating down three rafts to Quebec this season.

—The Rathbun Company's logs have come down the

Moira and will soon be all sorted and rafted from Belleville.

—The saw mill now idle at Edgar, will no doubt be in

operation next year, as the owners are negotiating for stock.

—Mr. W. D. Wilson has been admitted as a special part-

ner in the wholesale lumber firm of W. N. McEachren & Co.,

Toronto.

—The Collinsby Rafting Company's steam barge Isaac

May took fire while proceeding up lake Erie and was badly

damaged.

—From 30 to 40 cars are daily loaded at the Waubaushene

station with square timber of enoimous size by the Georgian

Bay Lumber Co.

—The Gatineau boom, Leamy's lake, and Brigham's creek

are now clear of saw logs. There are about 75,000 logs at

the Cascade boom.

—Business is being rushed at the Rathbun mill at Campbell-

ford, two gangs of men being employed, one during the day

and the other at night.

—Mining and lumbering operations will be brisk this season

in the Lake of the Woods district. About 60,000,000 feet of

lumber will be handled.

—Nelson Green, of Kingston, claims to have been paid $40
to set fire to Freeman's saw mill last fall, the object being to

secure $3,000 insurance.

—The tail of Gilmour's drive on the Moira River has

reached Hawkin's Bay, and that on the Scoot has reached

the mouth of that stream.

—Ottawa's exports to the United States in the twelve

months were valued at $3,067,360. Of this total the value of

lumber expoited was $2,687,001.

D. Leger, of Riceville, Ont., who has been running a saw

mill for some time, finds himself unable to meet his engage-

ments and has accordingly assigned.

—A new tariff of tolls, to be levied on timber, saw logs,

etc., passing through the Government slides and works upon

the Ottawa and its tributaries, has been approved.

—The shipments of dry lumber, shingles and spruce, con-

tinue to be heavy from Burk's Falls, but the train service has

been so heavily taxed that it has been difficult to get the

loaded cars drawn out.

—The schooner S. H. Dunn, with a cargo of lumber from

Toledo, Ohio, for Kingston, Ont., went ashore near Nine

Mile Point in Lake Ontario, recently. She was lightered and

pulled off without much damage.

—The Ottawa river opposite Parliament Hill, Nepean
Point and the Queen's wharf, is fairly alive with raftsmen,

who are busily engaged in getting cribs of timber together

before being taken in tow for lower ports.

—There has been no shipping so far on the South side ot

the Ottawa river at Booth's and Perley Sc. Pattee's docks,

owing to high water. It is expected that the barges will be

placed at the docks shortly as the water is gradually lowering.

—The upper part of the Rainy River boom in the Lake of

the Woods, near Rat Portage, gave way with a crash the

early part of July and some 9,000,000 or 10,000,000 feet of

logs weie let out. A number of these logs were recovered

at the mouth of Rainy river.

—Since navigation opened up the amount of lumber ship-

ped by water from Ottawa has been very much smaller than

last season. Recently business has been looking a little

brighter, as quite a number of barges are being loaded for

Quebec and the States.

—Messrs. Klock Brothers' large raft of ninety cribs left Des-

chene lake July nth. The first of the cribs arrived at the

head of the Chaudiere slide on the I2th. The raft will

anchor near Nepean point where the firm have a raft consist-

ing of one hundred and thirty-five cribs.

—There recently passed out of the Ptttewawa about

35,000 pieces of pine, 750,000 feet of lumber. They will

comprise ten large rafts. The timber was got out and owned

by Hale & Booth, R. Booth, Bainet & Mackay, A. Barnet,

McLachlin Bros, and A. Fraser.

—The Rathbun Co.'s logs are just reaching the mouth of

the Otonabee river, and the Dickson Co. logs have started to

run into the little lake at Peterborough. As this company

are only sending the first quality logs to Rice Lake it will

take some time before they are let into the river.

—There are more unemployed men hanging around the

Chaudiere mills than usual, and it will take more orders than

have so far been received from Canada and the United States

to set them at work. Owing to the large stock of lumber on

hand the cut this summer will fall considerably short of that

of last year.

—Thirteen rafts of square timber have passed down from

Mattawa to Des Joachims, got out and owned by Gillies

Bros., R. Hurdman & Co., Estate David Moore, James

Klock & Co., Perley & Pattee, Moorehead & McCuaig and

Duncan McMaster. The quantity is something like 50,000

pieces—say 1.500,000 feet. .

"

—Piling room is badly wanted by some of the Chaudiere

mills. The present grounds are much congested, owing to

the slacknesss in shipments, and becoming more so with every

day's cut. Unless shipping should prove unexpectedly brisk

before the end of the season some of the mills will be obliged

to close down early in the fall.

—Missionary work is being done by religious Canadians

among the lumbermen in the shanties of timber districts.

Lately a minister visited 34 camps on the Temiscamingue,

and another visited 62 on the Bonnechere and Petewawa,

distributing literature and holding services. Ottawa lumber-

men contributed $155 to the mission.

—The Eddy shore mill property, Ottawa, formerly Skead's

mill property, has been sold to a syndicate consisting of Ter-

rence McGuire, Alexander Mutchmore and James Gorman.

The property consists of 74 acres and includes all booms

and piers and other property remaining after the great fire

which destroyed the mills, the lumber and the house some

years ago.

—Room for piling lumber around the Chaudiere has be-

come so limited that the lumbermen are seeking for other

grounds. Some have already chosen land down the river

below Rockcliffe, and now a scheme is on foot to run a spur

of the Canadian Pacific railway down to the river, which

would immensely facilitate the shipping of lumber from the

proposed grounds.

—During a severe storm some days ago a boom containing

a large quantity of logs at L'Original belonging to Messrs.

Baptiste Bros., broke and the logs scattered in all directions

and but for the timely arrival of Messrs. Lee Bros., of

the steamer Benito, would have all been swept down
the river and lost. Messrs. Lee noticed the break and with

considerable exertion managed to capture the whole lot.

—An American company has secured a large tract of pine

timber on the Wahnapitae river, including what has been

known as the McArthur limit. It is intended to cut a road

from the limit headquarters to Sudbury, for conveyance of

supplies. Operations will begin forthwith. It is expected

that between 800 and 1,000 men will be employed. About

20,000,000 feet of logs will be rafted and towed to Au Sable.

—The Timber/nan says : The towing of logs through the

chain of lakes is becoming an important business, and a large

number of tugs and men are engaged therein. The sight of an

immense raft in tow of one or more powerful steam tugs is

now no longer an extraordinary sight, and the business is

being engaged in the present season to a larger extent than

ever before. If the export tax were removed from Canadian

logs, rafts would be as numerous on the lakes as regular line

propeilors.

—An unusually large raft of rock elm timber, drawing

fourteen feet of water, recently went forward to the Soo from

Wiarton in tow of the tugs " Clarke," and "Jones." It was

a Government contract just completed by Mr. Win. Young

—

whose mill was unfortunately burned down a few weeks ago—
and was made up of picked logs measuring in all some

150,000 feet. The timber will be used in the construction of

a beacon. Mr. Young's mill is already in course of erection.

—Last year there were manufactured in the Parry Sound

district about 35,000,000 feet of lumber in addition to a large

quantity of shingles, lath and dressed lumber. The con-

struction of the Parry Sound railway promises to open up

this country which has already been only partly developed.

When the road is completed, in addition to the passenger and

freight traffic of the lakes, a large business will be developed

in hardwood for manufacturing purposes, thus making Parry

Sound a base of supply for all lumbering purposes with the

western states.

—The big freight steamship Seguin was successfully

launched at Owen Sound, on July 16th. It is the third

gigantic steel vessel that has been launched at the Poison

Iron Works Company's ship yards within a year. She is

designed to inaugurate a new era in the lumber carrying

trade of the Upper Lakes. The Parry Sound Transportation

Company have had the vessel built at a cost of about $1,000,-

000, and she will ply between Parry Sound and Tonawanda
carrying chiefly for the Parry Sound Lumber Company which

has a large share in the vessel.

—Government Detective Murray has returned from Mani-

toulin Island. While there he investigated the facts concern-

ing the death of Peter McLean, of Windsor. Mr. McLean
went north on April 1st to begin the year's purchases of lum-

ber, and suddenly disappeared, and representations were

made to the Government that the man had been murdered.

The result of the investigation proved conclusively, however,

that McLean was accidentally drowned. His course was

traced across the ice, and his coat and hat were found in close

proximity to the whole through which he is believed to have

dropped.

—The Ottawa Fiee Press says : A splendid raft belong-

ing to Klock & Co. , arrived at Deschene Lake from the

Magnissippi limits recently. It was pronounced by several

experts who are sojourning at Britannia to be the finest they

had ever seen. The raft remained all day on the lake, and

the opportunity was taken by several of the campers at the

waterside resort to enjoy a substantial meal of pork and

beans. When the raft went down the rapids, several of the

residents of Britannia, including ladies, enjoyed a ride on the

cribs, although in one or two instances they got a pretty

severe ducking.

—The Ottawa Journal says : Mr. J. W. McRae waited

last month on Mr. Trudeau, deputy minister of railways and

canals, and petitioned for the dredging out of the pool or reser-

voir lying between St. Louis dam and the canal and known

as Carting's or Dow's lake, so as to 'give boats ready access

to Mr. J. R. Booth's and the other lumber yards. This, it

was promised, should be done and it is the intention of the

lumbermen to build wharves there. The petitioners also

asked that a branch of the canal should be constructed

from the dam to the Ottawa river above the Chaudiere Falls.

It is probable that the survey will be made and plans pre-

pared at an early date.

—Parry Sound, says a correspondent in the Toronto Em-
pire, is on the shore and environed by beautiful hills that

mark the end of the Laurentian range, and has a moving

population of from 2,000 to 2,500. The Seguin river, ex-

tending far into the back woods, is the highway for the

innumerable logs that float down to the three large lumber

mills at its entrance. The amount of lumber cut here during

the year is about 35,000,000 feet. The three companies are

the Conger Lumber Company, the Midland and North

Shore Lumber Company and the Parry Sound Lumber Com-

pany. In connection with the latter company is a general

store, where the employees of the company can obtain supplies

in advance in lieu of wages. Pay day is once every month,

the average pay being $30 a month. At the beginning of

the month the employe gets a book of six slips, each good for

$5 worth of merchandise. On these slips the goods bought

are entered, and at the end of the month, when pay day

conies, the employe hands in his book and is paid in cash

the balance due him. Sometimes the balance may be the

other way, if the lumberman has been improvident. This

truck system, as it is called, was in years gone by an intoler-

able grievance, restricting all trade outside the company's

store. An instance is related, where a woman brings a pair

of boots to the shoemaker to be mended. " How much will

they be?" "Ten cents." She returns in an hour's time

with two plugs of tobacco in payment for the work. Natural-

ly the business men of the Sound raised a most vigorous

protest against such proceedings as these and now the lumber

company allows its employes greater freedom and pays them

cash.
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—D. Brown, lumber dealer, Owen Sound, has assigned.

—F. McGibbon, lumber dealer, Strathroy, has sold out.

—The bulk of the lumber sold to Oswego buyers has been

shipped for this season.

— Mr. fames Greenless, of Alliston, has purchased the

Creemore saw mill from Jas. [arret.

—Mr. f. Wilson, of Ottawa, hasgone to New Westminster,

B. C. to commence the lumbering business there.

—Twenty men left Arnprior recently to peel bark in the

woods at Cedarsport, Pa., at $1.50 a day and board.

— It will require two hundred thousand feet of planks to

lay the floor of the Bay of Quinte bridge at Belleville.

—The Emery Lumber Co., Waubaushene, recently loaded

five barges for the -States with about two niilion feet ofluml er

— Messrs. [. Boyd & Son, of Eastman Springs, are shipping

quite a lot of lumber and their saw mill is running full blast.

—Frank Murtha's raft of 195 cribs of timber left the Chau-

diere for Quebec on July 2>_th. R. Gorman's raft of 145 cribs,

left the same day for Quebec.

—The body of a man was found in the river at Portage du

Fort last month. Supposed to be that of Leblom who was

missed from a raft some time since.
*

—Messrs. Rochester & Doherty's timber is now all down.

The firm took out some 4,550 pieces on the Antoine creek,

a tributnry of the Upper Ottawa, last winter.

—Thirty men recently started from Ottawa tc man Erank

Murtha's drive of timber on the Coulonge. They will take it

to the Quebec market, and will be paid from $30 to $35
per month.

—Mr. J. R. Booth will not work his limits on Black River

next winter. He has already sent a number of men up the

Desmoines River to make preparations for next winter's

shantying.

—The French River Tug company has made application

for incorporation for the purpose of towing, rafting, etc. The
chief place of business is Windsor, Ont., and the capital stock

$15,000, divided into 600 shares of $25 each.

—A large raft of square white" pine timber recently came

down the Ottawa, owned by Messrs. Carswell & Francis,

which is probably the best made on the Ottawa or its tributar ;

ies this season. The timber was made on the old Fort Eddy

limits. The raft contained 195 cribs or 265,000 cubic feet,

seventy-five per cent, board pine. The string average is 20%
cubic feet.

—A meeting of creditors of the Henderson Lumber Com-
pany was held last week, and a genetal out-line of the state of

business laid before them by the provisional liquidator. The

liabilities of the company will not exceed $185,000, the Ont-

tario bank being the principal creditor. The books being a

little behind, a detailed statement could not be rendered. F.

Riddell was appointed liquidator.

—A new departure in taking timber to the Quebec market

has been inaugurated by Ottawa lumbermen. The following

gentlemen have taken their timber loose from Pettewawa to

Cochneux boom (below Portage du Fort) and are now rafting

up there : Messrs. Hale & Booth, A Barnet, A Eraser, Tough

& Carswell. A. Barnet and A. Eraser will store theirs in

Chats lake. J. & G. Bryson's raft is running at Chats rapids.

—McDonald Bros., of South Indian, on the line of the

Canada Atlantic railway, are now cutting shingles for the Bos-

ton market. They will make about 10,000,000 '.his year, and

will increase their capacity next season, if their expectations
j

for this year's work are realized. They are making three

grades, which are quoted at $1.25, $2 and $2.50 f. o. b.

They are also taking out about 7,000 cords of hemiock bark

for New V'ork parties.

— Algoma Advocate : What we consider a gross injustice is

being perpetrated year after year by American firms taking

out timber in the district, not only to the men employed by

them, but to the business men located near the scene of

operatior.-. Wt refer especially to the lumbering firm of

Messrs. Timothy, Nestor & Co., who when applied to for

wages by their men, present them with time cheques made
payable at Saull Ste. Marie. Michigan. Thus the men have

either lo squander a portion of their hard-earned wages in

paying for their trip to the Sault, or have the cheques dis-

counted at sonic of the business places in the locality, in order

to receive any cash. Not only dots this system entail an un-

necessary loss lo the hard-working men, but it is the means
of driving away a great deal of trade which the local business

men otherwise would enjoy. The workingrrien have no right

to \r: rom|*:ll<-d 10 Iravcl dfiy or sixty miles to get th«'ir wages

and th<- ^x.ricr orni lhing is done in order that justice be

iri'-t'<l out n> ihrv men llir- U llcr.

QUEBEC.

— Klock's first raft arrived at Quebec a month ago.

—A raft of square timber made the distance from Ottawa to

Quebec in six days.

—Edmond Perousse, operator of a small saw mill at Port

Daniel, has made an assignment.

— It is rumored that the Eddy Manufacturing company, of

Hull, intend purchasing Cormier's mills at Alymer.

—The exports of lumber at Montreal for May of this year

exceeded that of the same month last year by $186,230.

—A Lower Town (Quebec) firm has a South American con-

tract on hand for about half a m l'ion boxes. Two cargoes

have been already shipped this season.

— It is said that already this season upwards of 400,000 feet

of raft timber have been shipped to the Quebec market from

Toledo and Lake Huron ports.

—At Lake Megaritic, the Nantais Mills Company is spend-

ing from $12,000 to $15,000 in repairs and additions, part of

which is for a furnace to burn the sawduat.

—The Quyon boom broke a month ago but the logs came out

with such a rush that they jammed, giving the men ample

time to secure a boom around them.

—Dougherty & Rochester had quite a lot of cribs broken in

the companys booms above the slides, and they have been

somewhat unfortunate all the way down from Des Joachims.

— Mr. Dufresne is building a large saw mill at Windsor

Mills, Que., ind Captain Lewis, of Portland is just com-

pleting a saw mill at the same place. J. C. Bedard and

Joseph Bedard have each a saw mill run by steam, and are

shipping large quantities of lumber.

—The Cormier sale at Aylmer, on July nth realized over

$13,000. Mr. Cormier himself purchased thelumber, shingles,

etc., for- 40 cents on the dollar, realizing about $4,300, and

the furniture, etc., for 30 cents making about $2,200. About

22,182 logs and pieces of lumber were purchased by Mr.

Cormier and the Rathbun Lumber Company for 50 cents each.

The factory, machinery and timber limits yet remain to be

sold. The object of the sale was to satisfy a debt of $10,000

for timber limits, and boomage dues owing to the Dominion

Government. Sufficient was realized to pay off all indebted-

ness.

NEW BRUNSWICK.

—Coasting vessels are receiving $3.75 per 1,000 feet on

lumber from St. John to New York.

—An abundant lumber crop is expected in new Brunswick

this summer as nearly all the drives are coming out, bringing

50,000,000 or 60,000,000 feet hung up last year.

—A. Ferguson, a lumber operator, at Sussex, has dis-

appeared together with $50,000 belonging to his creditors.

A number of small dealers will be ruined by this defalcation.

—Owing to abundance of rain so far this season, the drives

throughout this province have made exceptionally good

headway. The fear which at one time existed that the

drives on the St. John river would experience difficulty has

proved unfounded as the streams have risen sufficient to

carry all logs down safely. Rafting has been going on for

many weeks, and tug boats on the river have all they can do

in the line of towing to the mills. It is now quite certain that

very few logs will be hung up on the St. John this year. Un-
fortunately prices in the English market are not as good as

last year. Freight rates are lower, which is some compen-
sation. »

NOVA SCOTIA.

The Lloyd Manufacturing Company's saw and rotary mills

works were burned at Kentsville, N. S.,June 19th. No
insurance.

— Maine lumbermen who operate on the St. John river are.

said to be enthusiastic over the prospect of getting to market

over 100,000,000 feet of logs more this year than last. The
estimate for the river and its tributaries is over 200,000,000

feet.

MANITOBA AND THE NORTHWEST.

— Robinson & Co., of Selkirk, are erecting a large planing

mill at that point.

— It is likely that a new sash and door factory will be

started al Boissevain this year.

The Keewatin Lumber Company is putting in

a baud saw in its mill, which will be the first saw of the kind

in I ha I district.

—A large number of young maples are being shipped to

Port Arthur where they are sold for shade 'rees. Their

growth is far more rapid than that of other imported trees.

—W. J. Mathers, general lumlxrr meichant, Deloraine,

and W. H. Atkinson, will open a branch lumber yard at

Hartney, a new town on the Brandon-Souris branch of the

C. P. R.

—Notice of application for a charter has l>een given by the

Brokenhead Milling and Luml^cring Company, of Broken-

head, Manitoba. The company will have a capital stock of

$6,000, divided into shares of $50 each.

AMERICAN.

—The Grand Haven Lumber Co., Spring Lake, lost

$200,000 worth of lumber by fire on July 8th.

—There are 413 species of trees to be found within the

limits of the United States and territories.

—Maine lumbermen who operate on the St. John River

are said to be enthusiastic over the prospect of getting to

market over 100,000,000 feet of logs more this year than

last. The estimate for the river and its tributaries is over

200,000,000.

—Reports from all the producing points, show conclusively

that the stocks of first and second poplar are unusually small,

and that the demand has been exceedingly active. The
supply of logs is above the average. The mills are full

of orders and running on full time.

—In 1872 the pine supply of logs of the Saginaw and tribu-

taries was estimated by an expert at 5,600,000,000 feet, and

it was calculated that the supply would be exhausted in 12

years. The smallest output of any season of the Saginaw

river mills since 1872 was 573,000,000 feet, and the total

output of the mills on the river from 1872 to 1889, inclusive,

exceeds 12,800,000,000 feet, and it is said the end will not be

reached for several years.

CASUALTIES.
Neil Leckie, of Admaston, Ont., was drowned at Carswell

& Hough's drive on the Pettewawa.

Frank Rivers, a shantyman, was drowned at Ragged Falls,

near Bridgewater, Ont., while breaking a jam.

A man named Severt received a severe cut over the left eye

in McLachlin's saw mill at Arnprior, July 10th.

Robert Lowery, of West Gravenhurst, Ont., while working

in Mickle's mill, had four fingers of his left hand severely cut

a few days ago.

A young man named Carrier was accidently killed on f uly

17th in a saw mill at Scott's station, on the line of the Quebec

Central railroad.

A young man named Reinbird slipped against the circular

saw at Lovering's mill, Coldwater, Ont., the other day, and

was severely cut.

John Kearns, a young man employed in McCracken's ->aw

mill, Maple Grove, Ont. had his fingers badly cut with the

small saw, last month.

A young man named Delaney, employed in one of the

Chaudiere saw mills, had an arm badly lacerated a few7

days ago by being caught in the belting.

James Craig, of Gesto, while working in his saw mill had

his left arm badly mutilated by coming in contact with the

saw. It was found necessary to amputate the arm below the

elbow.

While a raft of timber, owned by the Hawkesbury Mill

Company, Ont., was running the Mountain slide, a snag

struck a loading stick of the crib on which a man was stand-

ing. He was thrown into the air about twelve feet and fell

on his elbow, dislocating it at the elbow joint.

A man named Morrison, working at one of the camps
north of Bute Inlet., Ont., was gored by an ox a few days

ago, and is not expected to live. He was at work on a log at

the time, when it rolled against a team of oxen, one of which

gored the unfortunate man in the stomach.

Thomas Young, aged 23, of Clark river, who was en-

gaged as cook in one of the lumber camps above Chapleau,

feeling unwell decided to go home On arriving at Chapleau

he found the train he wished to go on had not arrived, and
thinking a walk might do him good, determined to proceed

on foot to the next station. About half way he became so

sick that he was obliged to seek refuge in a deserted camp.

There he lay for five days, a prey to the mosquitos and black

flies, unable to summon assistance ami without anything to

eat. Finally he managed to drag himself two miles to

the railway track, where he met the section men, who placed

him on the train for home. He died shortly after reaching

his destination, and was so disfigured by the bites of insects

as lo be hardly recognizable.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

Editor Canada Lumbermen :

Thank you very much for considering my opinion relative

to inspection, and a standard of inspection of sufficient value

to merit the attention of your constituency. I am certainly

unchanged regarding the desirablity of some uniform system

which if it cannot be international, should at least be national,

and I imagine that the Dominion lumbermen have not

thoroughly considered the question as a body, or they would

have the determination to establish a standard from a feeling of

very pride. Ifwe, as a body, would recall the fact that we have

more capital invested in our trade than the combined banks

many times over, and that our operations extend from almost

pole to pole, it perhaps would be possible to lead us to de-

termine proper rules for the guidance of our trade in the way

of inspection. Of the utility of such a system I need scarcely

refer to, the results following would be :

( I) The cessation of private interpretations of grades.

(II) The acceptance of a properly considered code of rules,

(in) The stoppage in a great measure of disputes contin-

gent upon the acceptance of an intelligeble standard.

A break in the methods which we have hitherto pursued, is

made by the Lumber Section of the Board of Trade. They

have gotten out a thoroughly digested system, not by any

means perfect, but yet one that will bear comparison in a super-

lative degree with the rules of other chief centres, it is to be

had on application free, let all get a copy and endeavour to

guide themselves thereby; and another suggestion is, where they

find any fault, let the fault-finder connect himself with the board,

and by his vote and intelligence endeavour to remedy the

evils complained of, but in the meantime the lumbermen of

the Dominion should endeavour to 'get away from the old

order of things and strive to conform as much as possible with

the proposed regulations. Let us have system and we will have

order. Give us order and we will have respect, and having

respect we can settle down to the remedy of other grievences.

M.

Toronto, July 14th, 1S90.

EXCHANGE ECHOES
Northwestern Lumbermar.

There is a good deal of talk about felling trees by elec-

tricity, but no authorative information is furnished upon the

subject. It has been asserted that the scheme has proved

successfull in foreign countries, and that it would be tried by

American lumbermen. Really very little is known about the

matter. If trees can be felled by electric wires more econom-

ically and with more safety than in the ordinary way the

plan should come in vogue. But the accidents and deaths

that occur in connection with telephone and electric lighting

lines suggest that any electrical system that could be intro-

duced into the woods for bringing down trees would have its

drawback. The falling tree or limb would be likely to

continue doing its deadly work unless everybody could get

entirely out of range before the electrical spark performed its

mission.

Exchange.

Whert a man is engaged in depicting the wonderful ad-

vantages of his locality in a timbered region, the forests are

always vast and " practically inexhaustible," but when he is

on another tack and is telling how rapidly the lumber barons

are destroying the forests, they become reduced to a beggarly-

supply that will be wiped away in a few years. Metaphors

and generalties neither denude the forests nor render their

ultimate consumption impossible.

Winnipeg Commercial.

In the quest of duty on lumber it was shown before the

Senate committee that the influence of the Northwestern

States was greater than many people supposed. The in-

fluence of those States have for some years put forth in favor

of a freer exchange of natural products with Canada, but in

the Senate particularly they have as a rule been unable to

cope with this antagonistic New England element. That

the Northwest is gaining in power was manifest, when the

proposed reduction of duty of the McKinley bill of 50 cents

a thousand feet was increased by the Senate to $1, thus

making the duty on imported lumber $1 a M. This, if it

becomes law, will be quite a step towards the wiping out of

lumber duties altogether. If our Canadian Government will

take action on the reciprocity clause of our tariff act, as the

duties are lowered in the United States, the day is not far

distant when lumber duties in both countries will be arrange-

ments of the past. Some lumbermen may take a shortsighted

view of this mafter of abolishing lumber tariff, but any loss

they might sustain, by having to compete without tariff pro-

tection with United States manufacturers, would be more

than made up by the opening up of United States markets to

themselves.

Mississippi Valley Lumberman.

Wm. Gillis is an Oshkosh lumberman 75 years of age who

has spent sixty winters in the woods and is still a hale and

hearty man. He is described as a native of New Brunswick.

He began to work in the woods when only fifteen years of age

and his first experience as a pinery hand was in the forests of

Maine. Twenty-five years ago he left the New England

state to try his fortune in the west and the first season he was

in Wisconsin was spent in the employ of Nels Carter, who

was a predecessor of Ripley 6c Mead, in the ownership of

what is now known as the Stanhilber & Amos plant. Since

that time he has worked for almost every lumberman who

has had a camp on the Wolf. Last winter he was in the

employ of L. O. Rumery. He walked at least seventy miles

a week and sometimes double that distance. If nothing

prevents, Mr. Gillis will next winter, for his sixty-first season,

go to the pinery. He is tall and still erect with not a

wrinkle to mar his pleasant features, and with his dyed hair

as black as it was the day he was twenty, it is almost a tax

upon one's credulity to believe that Mr. Gillis is in reality an

old man. He hasn't missed a winter in the woods since he

began lumbering and woiks on the drive every spring.

Northwestern Lumberman.

A communication from T. W. Hotchkiss on a subject im-

portant to hardwood lumbermen is printed elsewhere in this

paper. Mr. Hotchkiss, since his retirement from the United

States consulship at Ottawa, Can., has returned to his first

love, the lumber business. But what news has been received

through official sources from his old stamping ground since he

left it ? Who is so wise as to attempt to tell how many feet

of lumber has been exported from Canada into the United

States during the past year ? Who has been made aware

that the present consul has paid any attention to the lumber

industry, notwithstanding that industry is so prominent, and

questions concerning it have kept thousands of people on

both sides of the line in a state of fermentation ? These

questions can be answered in but one way. This state of

things, in prospective, was what the lumber journals feared

when they were working for the reappointment of Mr.

Hotchkiss. They knew that his work as consul has been

peerless, made, so by his thorough understanding of the lum-

ber business, and his intelligence to grapple with the questions

therewith connected. Mr. Blaine was fully aware of the

character of Mr. Hotchkiss' work, and knew there was no

politics in the efforts of the lumbermen to have him retained

as consul : that such retention was purely for the good of a

great industry. It was shown that the political views of

nearly all the editors of the lumber journals who labored for

the reappointment of the gentleman were not in accord with

his. But that there was no politics in the movement is

planly what sounded its death knell. It is the heeler who
must be rewarded. The competent, painstaking worker

who does not shout for party at the top of his voice can go to

shoel for all the political managers care.

HOME AND FOREIGN TRADE REVIEW.
Office of Canada Lumberman, \

July 31st, 1 890.

/

Owing to the English market being enormously
overstocked, the overproduction, of timber in the Baltic

as well as in Canada, the depressed state of finances

coupled with the revolutionary disturbances in South
America, together with the uncertainty attending the
outcome of the McKinley tariff bill, the lumber trade
in general is remarkably dull, with the exception of
British Columbia where the lumber trade is booming^-
The condition of trade in the Ottawa Valley is exceed-
ingly slack as compared with the same period of last

year. Large numbers of hands are out of employment,
as the mills are not running their full capacity, owing
to their piling grounds being well stocked, and this

in the face of a light foreign demand. As to the square
timber trade, the bottom has fallen out of it. A pro-
duction of fully 50 per cent, over that of last year, with
little or no demand for it has given the lumbermen a
great set back, arid as a consequence the banks will of
necessity have to carry them along until there is an in-

creased demand, and this will add materially to the
cost of the product. It is the opinion of many well-

informed lumbermen that the cut of square timber
next season will be very small.

At Quebec trade may be said to be in statu quo, as
there is not much timber lying there, as that was
mostly shipped in the spring, and as to the new stuff

going there, there is positively no market for it. Usu-
ally Quebec ships largely to Liverpool, but the market
there is flooded with lumber, and there are few
buyers. The merchants are overstocked, the demand
continues about the same, but the supplies are ex-

cessive.

Trade in the United States is picking up some, and
their will probably be an increased demand from that

quarter during the fall, whether the McKinley tariff bill

passes or not. If it should pass even in its present

shape, it is not likely that it will come into operation

before next spring.

Following is a comparative statement of timber

masts, bowsprits, spars, staves, &c, measured and
culled at Quebec to date :

Waney White
Pine ....

White Pine. .

Red Pine ....

Oak
Elm
Ash
Basswood ....

Butternut ....

Tamarac
Birch & Maple
Masts & Bow-

sprits

Spars
Std. Staves. . .

W.I. Staves. .

Brl. Staves ....

646,029 1,292,245 1,214,745

191,485 2,016,547 1,039,977

262,474 381,548 38,610

558,578 616,299 454,067
125, 519 527,634 381,603

7L3°° 204,203 63,181

415 373
419 1,158 L540

L324 5,635 3,686

123,432 334,o63 151,701

18.9.2.27

180.7.2. 9
1 J-4-3- 5

33 pieces

40.8.0.22

55.4.3-26

o. 1. 1. 10

FOREIGN.

Business at London continues fairly active, and al-

though there has been no upward movement in prices

there has been no indication of a relapse. The dis-

parity, however, between the prices asked privately

and those realized at auction are very great. There
has been a brisker movement in the hardwood trade.

American walnut, so far as prices are concerned,
appears to hold its own. Logs realized at public sale

prices ranging from 2s. id. to 3s. 9d. per ft. cube,

planks 3s. to 4s. 4d. per ft. cube.

At Liverpool a veiy encouraging feature in the mar-
ket is the continued good demand by actual consumers,
in addition to which good inquiries are more numerous.
There is no change to note in the pr ces of hardwoods.
Although in the very height of the import, sales are

extremely difficult to make, especially at renumerative
prices.

Messrs. Denny, Mott & Dickson in their wood mar-
ket circular for July report :

—

CANADIAN TIMBER.- Yellow Pine. The de-

mand has been very small during the half-year, owing
to the lack of shipbuilding orders ; at the same time
the market is bare of good square timber, and there is

only one parcel of some 1 50 loads of really first-class

Waney Pine on hand.

The Quebec shippers have effected but few forward
contracts for the new season's goods ; and there is no
encouragement for speculation as it is very doubtful

whether the c.i.f. cost would be realized.

OAK.—The market has been quiet, and there is still

a certain quantity of first-class timber on hand.

ELM.—The market is quite bare, and although the

demand is dull, a moderate supply of the new season's

wood should do well.

Disappointed as Quebec shippers may be, any im-
prudent action on their part in sending forward un-

wanted supplies of either pine, oak or other timber
would be sucidal policy. If a revival m the shipbuild-

ing demand is near at hand the Autumn shipment,

from Quebec can be augmented accordingly.

BRITISH BOARD OF TRADE RETURNS.

According to the Board of Trade for June, the quan-
tities of sawn goods imported, during the month,
amount to 500,013 loads, as compared with, 563.698
loads during June of last year, and the quantities of

hewn goods of 190,229 loads, as against 179,733 loads,

an increase in hewn goods of 10,496 loads, but an im-
portant decrease in sawn goods of 63,685 loads. There
are very heavy decreases in the importation of sawn
goods from the Baltic ports. Sweden and Norway sent

over during the month very moderate quantities, while

Russia shows a decrease of 25,150 loads in the impor-

tation of manufactured wood goods. Large increases

are noted from other countries.

The Timber Trades Journal says satisfactory as the

government figures are, however, we cannot accept
them as an index to the turn likely to be taken by wood
prices for better or for worse as the autumn comes on.

The timber trade, we know by experience, can be
active and prices rising when the general trade of the

country is essentially bad. Apart from the report be-

fore us, which represents the prosperous halt of the

year, when the weather was fine and the harvest pro-

spects good, with the political atmosphere clear, there

is the present time with its over-clouded aspect to be
considered. Just now the indications are none too

favorable. Dearer money is not unlikely, and the

trade of the country, though fairly good, lacks the

animation which inspired it last year. Any superfluity

of importation over that of 1888 in this connection can-

not be regarded in any other light than as prejudicial

to unremunerative prices. We may be on the eve of a

great depression, but of a sudden turn the other way
there is no probability.
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TRADE REVIEW.
Toronto, Ont.

Toronto, July 31, 1890.

CAR OR CARGO LOTS.
i^and thicker clear picks. American inspection $20 oo@.to 00

i'A and thicker, three uppers. American inspection. ..

lK and thicker, pickings. American inspection
1x10 & 12 dressing and"better 18 00
ixio* 12 mill run 13 °°
1x10 & 12 dressing 1400
1x10 & 12 common 1200
1x10 4- 12 spruce culls 1000
1x10 & 12 mill culls

1 inch clear and picks 2400
inch dressing and better 1800

1 inch siding mill run 130°
1 inch siding common 11 00

1 inch siding ship culls : 1000
rnch siding mill culls 800
Cull scantling 8 00

i}i and thicker cutting up plank 22 00
1 inch strips 4 in to S in mill run . 14 00
1 inch strips, common 11 00
\% inch flooring 1400
1 'A inch flooring 14 00
XXX shingles, 16 in 2 20

XX shingles, 16 in 1 20

Lath, No. 1 1 70
" No. 2 ,

YARD QUOTATIONS.
Mill cull hoards & scantlinggio 00 Dressing stocks 16 oo@2o 00

Shipping cull boards, pro- Picks Am. inspection 40 00

miscuous widths 13 00 Three uppers, Am. inspect. 50 00
stocks 14 00 F. M.

Scantling & joist, up to 16 ft 14 00 i}<in. flooring. dres :d 28 00

18 ft 1; 00 i'A " " rough ... 18 00
" 20 ft 16 00 \\i

" " dres'd f.m. 25 00
" " 22 ft 1700 " " undrs'd b.m.iS 00

" 24ft 19 00 " " dres'd... 18 00
" " 26 ft 20 00 '* " undres'd 12 00
" " 2S ft 22 00 Beaded sheeting, dress-

" 30 ft 24 00
: ed 22 00

32 ft 26 00 Clapboarding, dres'd
" " 34 ft 28 50 XXX sawn shingles

22 50 1
per M 2 65 2 75

" " 36 ft 30 ooiSawn Lath 2 00 2 20
" .38 ft 32 do! Red oak 30 00 40 00

" 40 to*44 ft 35 oo White " 35 00 45 00

Cutting up planks i'A and Basswood, No. 1 & 2 18 00 20 00

thicker dry 25 00 26 00 Cherry. No. 1 & 2. .. 50 00 60 00
" board 18 00 22 00 White ash. 1 & 2— 25 00 35 00

Black ash. 1 & 2 2000 3003

37 00
25 00
20 00
14 00
15 00
13 00
11 00
q 00

25 00
20 00
14 00
12 00
11 00
9 00
9 00

25 00
15 00
12 00
15 00
15 00
230
130
I 90
1 70

30 oc

22 00
28 00

19 UO
20 00

35 00
12 00

Hamilton, Ont.

Mill cull boards ai.d
scantlings $ 900^10 00'

Shipping cull boards
promiscuous widths. 10 00 12 00
Snipping cull stocks. 14 00
Scantling and joist up
to 16 feet

do up to iS feet . .

.

do up to 20 feet . .

.

do up to 22 feet . .

.

do up to 24 feet . .

.

do up to 26 feet . .

.

do up to 28 feet . .

.

do up to 30 feet . .

.

Cutting up plank
and thicker dry.

Cutting up boards

Hamilton, July 31, iS

Dressing stocks $16 00

i'A flooring, rough. .. 1600
1 'A flooring, rough . . 1600
\Vi flooring, dre-sed .

l}4 flooring, dressed .

1 flooring, dressed . 21 50
14 00 Beaded sheeting 1 . .. 2500
15 50 Picks, Am inspection 32 00

16 00 Three uppers Am. In.

17 00 XXX sawn shingles. . 2 60
'

1 8 00 Sawn Lath
19 00 Red Oak 20 00
20 00 White Oak 25 00
21 00 Basswood No. 1. 4- 2.. 16 00

Cherry No. 1 4- 2 60 00
20 00 25 00 White Ash No. 1 4 2. 25 00

26 00 Black Ash No. 1 & 2. 20 00

18 00
18 00
iS 00

25 00

32 00

23 00.

3000
34 00
4c 00

270
2 25

25 00

30 00
20 00

70 00

35 00

30 00

Ottawa, Ont.

Ottawa, July 31 1890.

Pine, 1st qual
" 2nd '"

•' shipping culls 14 00
4th qua|. deals 10 00
mill culls. . . 8 00

Spruce. V v'- •
10 00

Hemlock . . 9 00
Ash 13 00
Bass 12 00

"t? M.$35 00640 01 I Dak
22 00 25 oc Walnut

16 Of Cherry.
i2or.:Butternut
10 oc 'Birch
12 00 Vlaple. hard.
17 01 Laths
18 ooiShingles.
20 00 cedar

$40 006 ioo co
60 00 100 00
60 00
22 00
15 00
20 00

1 80
1 50
I 50

80 00

40 00

25 00
21 00

1 90
300
300

Montreal, Que.

Pine, istqua'y *j? M $2; 03&35 00

Pine, 2nd " " 2000 2503
Pfne shipping culls

VM 1200 1400
Pine. 4th quality
deals VM 9 00 11 00

Pine, mill culls.V M 600 800
Spruce, per M 900 11 00

Hemlock, lumber .. 700 10 oo

Hemlock timber.... 1200 1400
Ash 13 00 2000

Montreal, July 31, 1890.

Basswood 1400 2000
Oak, per M 40 00 50 00
Walnut " 55 00 100 00
Cherry " 65 00 80 03

Butternut, per M... 220c 4000
Birch. " . 1200 20 03

Spruce timber 1200 1500
Hard Maple " ... 2000 2200
1'4 Lath 12;
Shingles. 1st. per M 300 3 25
shingles. 2nd. " 1 25 I

Spruce deal".

Pine
Deal ends
Scantling - •

Spruce, extra - -

" clear - -

" No. t extra

Pine, extra - - -

*• clear* - -

" 2d clears - -

St. John, N. B.

St. John, July 31, 1890

Deals, hoards, Scantling, etc.

- - - $12 oclSpruce boards
- - - - 15 ooPine

- - - 0 00 Oak "

- - - - 10 00 Ash
Hemlock "

Shingles.
• - - $3 >o No. 1

- 3 00 Pine - - - -

- 2 2-

Claphoards.

35 00 Spruce, extra •

- 4: 00 " clears

- - 12 00
12 00640 00

- 40 00

15 00%2-, 00
- - - 7 50

- - - 1 25
- - 1 25

- 35

*>in .No. 1

No 2

State*
Heading 17 in. per pr

* iS in.

22 in.

Flooring, Dressed.
- 12 M 4 in., No. 1 - -

- - 10 00 • No. 2 - -

Miscellaneous

3 00% 4 50 Laths - - -

04 Pickets - - •

v*'A ttH Railway ties

06

No. I

No. 2

24 00

23 00
15 00
10 00

12 00
10 00

1 80
6 50(^15 00

Vancouver and New Westminster, B.C.

• New Westminster, July 31, 1S90.

Car load and ship rates according to assortment. Bridge and
Wharf Plank and Timber.
10 to 40 ft. long, per M, net . . . . . .81100
41 to 70 ft. . . . . . $12 oo0<i5 00
Rough lumber, building material . . . . . 11 00

" •' Sized 12 50
Fir, Clear . 17 50

" " Cedar. Bench or Selects . . 25 00
" " " " " D. D . . 30 00

/ in, i'A. i lA.x6 in.

T. & G. Edge, Grain and Dry . . . . 27 50
" " " Green . . . . - 25 00

No. 1, Dry - - -.22 So
" 1. Green - - - - - - - - - - - 20 oo

2, Dry - - - - -- -- - 20 oo
" 2, Green - - - - - - '- -17 50
Cut to length, extra per M - - - - - - -250
D. Dressed - - - - - -- - - - 2 50

/ in, i lA 1V1X4 1.

Edge Grain, Dry - - 27 50
" " Green - -- -- -- -- 25 00

T. & G. Edge Grain. Dry - - - ' - - - - 25 03
No. 1, Dry-------- - - 25 03
" 1, .Green - -- -- - ---22 50
" 2, Dry - - - - 20 00
" 2. Green - - -- -- -- -- 17 50

S. S. Planks for scows - - - - - - - - -17 50
D. D. cedar, verandah cover, any length ... - 45 03

" ' - " " cut to length - - - - 50 00
Shingles - -- - - 2 50
Lath 2 25
D. D. clear Cedar 40 oo@6o oo
Pickets, rough . 11 00
Five per cent, off above prices for cash with the order.
Delivery on scow to mouth of river.

20 M ft. and over 75c. per M. ft

10 to 20 M ff $1.00
"

Under 10 M ft. 1.25 " "

Albany, N. Y.

Good, 1x10 in. each .

.

ixi3 in culls.
*

2'A in. and up, good.

4

4ths
Selects
Pickings

1 to 2 in., good
4ths
Selects
Pickings

1 in. good
4ths
Selects
Pickings

Shelving Doards,i2 in.

and up
Dressingbds. narrow
Sapping boards
Box boards

Shingles, shaved pine
2cfquality

Sawed, extra
Sawed, clear butts. .

.

Cedar, XXX

Albany, N.V., July 31, 1890

Hemlock.
13'Ac. I2MX4. run, each

12x4. run each
Pine.

53 30@$5 oojio in boards dressing
4800 5000 and better $2? 00(^34 00

4300 4500 Common 1500 2000
40 00 12 in. boards dressing
5000 and better 2900
4500 Common 1500
40 30 i'A inch siding.select-
35' oo| ed : 40 00

Common 15 oo
1 in. siding selected. . 38 00
Common 1300

Norway, selected 2200
Common 1200

10 in. plk. 13 ft. dress-
ing and better, each 42.'5;5o

Culls 22 25

15 30|io in. boards, 13 ft.,

dress, & better each 28 33
Culls 17 22

Shingles and Lath.

9'A

38
49 00

44 00

39 00

34 00
50 00

45 00

40 00

35 00

26 00
20 00
16 00
13 co

4s 00

43 Oo
3S 00

32 00
22 00
iS 00

9'A

36 00
22 00

45 00
20 00
42 00
18 00
25 03

15 00

50

5 00

4 30 4 40

3 00 3 30

4 03 4 20

Shingles, cedar mixed 2.75
Lath, pine 200

Spruce 2 25
Hemlock 1 75

300

Buffalo and Tonawanda, N. Y.

Buffalo, July 31, 1890.

Clear. 1 to 2 in. all

width
Dressing, 1 to 2in. all

widths

Up'rs, 1 to 4 in.

Norway
Common, 1 to 2 in. all

24 do widths
4x4, 5x5, 6x6 turning.

.

18 00I4X4, 5x5, 6x6 common
White Pine.

INo. 2 cuts, 1 to 2 in

12 50
22 00
16 00

10 in $45 oo@58 oo| and thicker $16 00622 00
Sl'cts & Picks,

1 to 4 in 39 00
Fine common, 1 to 2

in. and thicker.. 3200
No. 1 cuts, 1 to 2 in

and thicker :6 00
Mold strips, 1 to

2 in 27 co

Dressing, 1 to 2 in.. 22 00 25 00
50 oolCommon. 1 to 2 in.. 14 00 17 00

INo. 1 barn, 7 to 12 in 18 50 21 00
45 oo No. 2 barn. 7 to 12 in 16 00 17 od

Mill culls. 1 to 2 in .. 900 1000
37 00

33 00
ihmgtes

XXX. iS-in. sawed 3 7olThick cut (trade mark) 16 in

XX. iS-in. sawed clear butts 270! per square 250
X. iS-in. sawed 1 80 XXX cut 225
XXX, 16-in " 3 43 X cut 1 10
XX. 16-in " clearbutts 2 401N0 2 cut 50
X 16-in ' 9o:Short cut 1 25
Thick cut. 3 20 Square end, per thousand. . . 5 00
XXX cut 3ooOctagon or pointed end 5 25
X cut 1 5o|Scalloped or round end 525
No. 2 cut 6jiOther shapes made to order ^ 25

Saginaw, Mich.

East Saginaw, July 31, 1890.

CARGO LOTS.
Uppers 36 oo@38 oolNorway

21 oo; Box 11 00
11 00 Straight measure . . 12 w

Common 16 00
Shipping Culls ... 9 00
Mill Culls

YARD QUOTATIONS CAR LOTS DRY.
Siding.

Clear. i'A in 23 00C, i'A in

% in 46 00 % in

Select, i'A in 20 00 No. i.'A 'in

% in 39 ool 7A in
Finishing Lumber rough.

Three uppers. 1 in.^. 42 00644 00 Fine common, 1 in. .

1 'A & 1 Vi in .
*

. 44 00 46 00 1 'A & 2 in

5o@io 00
11 50
20 00

Selects. 1 in

1% & 2 in

12 to 16 feet

16 feet

37 00 C, 7. 8 & 9 in. . . .

38 00 Coffin Boards 16 in. & over
Joist, Scantling and Timber.

10 00 20 feet

. ... 11 00I24 "

Plank and timber. 12 inches wide. Si extra.
Shingles.

17 00
30 oo
12 00

19 00

32 00

33 00
26 Ou
iS 00

12 00

13 00

18 in X (cull) 50
XXX shorts 2 00
XX i 25

XXX is in. Climax
XXX Saginaw 3 25

XX Climax 2 00

18 in 4 in c. b 1 00
Lath, and Pickets.

Lath, No. 1 white pine 2 co Pickets, 2 to 2 lA in, 3 to 4 ft.

No. 2 " Norway 1 4c rough.., 15 oo
Dressed 20 00
OA in. square, rongh 18 00
Dressed 25 00

Yz in. Jear
1 and i'A inches..
1V2 and thicker. .

.

Rejects

Ya in. 10 inches and
over

K in. coffin boards..
1 inch, 10 inch and
over

1 in. white. .

.

i'A to 2 inch

.

2 lA to 4 inch

.

New York City

New York., July 31, 1890.

Black Walnut.
$80 00^82 0 I Culls. 1 inch 00^ 36 co
95 00 97 oclCulls. thick tf> 00 37 oo
100 00 105 30 Counter tops, 18 in.

«o » 52 30 and over no oo t$o 00
Poplar, or White Wood.

1 inch. 8 in. and over 30 50 31 50
. 2? oo*j 26002!^ and thicker 33 00 34 03
. 28 oo 29 01 Common 1 to 2 in 22 50 23 50

Saps. 1 inch & thicker 2600 27 00
. 31 jo 32 00 Culls, all thickness.. 1; 00 16 oo

A th.

36 00% 37 00 Strips clear 27 006; 28 oo
38 00 39 oc Black ash, good 26 00 30 00
.40 oo 41 03 Black ash. com 18 00 19 co

0»k.
5o@ 53 00
oo 55 00
00 44 co
00 27 00

1 inch plain sawed. 37 oo*g 39 0 I > inches and over... 52
i!i to2inch 39 03 40 o. i'hicker 54
Thicker 40 00 41 00 ?trips under 6 in 42
Quarter-sawed, white, all clear, - Dimension cut size 25

Clfrry
1 inch ... 83 ooiSj 85 0 \>'A and thicker 95 006,100 00
1 inch strips 40 00 42 ot Counter tops, 18 in.

i'A to 2 inch 85 oo 90 00 and over 110 00 11; 00
Rejects 40 oo 44 ooCulls, all thickness 16 00 18 00

Miscellaneous.
Chestnut, clear 33 oo(3j 35 ooHickery, old growth 50
Chestnut common . . 20 00 22 00 Hickery. 2nd growth 70
Basswood white 30 00
Basswood common.. 21 00
Maple, clear 28 00
Birch, clear 32 00
Birch, is and2s 26 oo
Cottonwood 21 00

32 00 Elm 20 (

23 oo Sycamore 24 t

30 00 Sycamore quartered 38 <

35 00 Gum 35 i

30 00 Butternut . . . . 45 <

22 00 Sycamore dressed fig 24

55 oo

75 00
22 00
26 00
40 00

37 00
53 00
25 00

Boston, Mass.

Western Pine-

BOSTON, July 31, 1890.

-by car load.

Uppers. 1 in ..

iK, i'A & 2 in

3 & 4 in 55 00
Selects, 1 in 42 00

i'A, i'A & 2in 43 00

3 & 4 in 45 00
Moulding boards, 7 to

11 inch clear 36 00
60 per cent clear 34 00

oo@5o 00' Fine com.. 3 & 4 in.. 42 00^41 00
50 00 No 2, 1 in. Fine com. 28 oo^o 00
60 00 i'A, i'A & 2 in 29 oo
43 00 No. 1 strips, 4 to 6 in 40 00
45 00

50 00

38 00

No. 2 35 00
No. 3 24 00

Cut ups, 1 to 2 in 24 00
Coffin boards 19 00

36 00 Common all widths 22 03
Fine common 1 inch 36 00 38 03 Shipping culls 1 in 15 00
iK. i'A & 2 inch . . . 38 oo 4000! do i'A in 1550

Fastem Fine—Cargo or Car Load.

Nos. 1, 2 & 3 40 03'§43 oojClapboards, 4ft., sap
30 oo clear 40 00
26 00 Sap. 2nd clear .. .. 33 00
16 50 Heart extra 50 00
13 5o|_ Heart clear 45 00

28 00

5 23 00
Ship'g bds & coarse 16 03
Refuse 12 30
West'rr pineclapbds

4 ft. sap extra . . . . 45 oo

5' 00

43 oo
37 00
26 00

30 00
22 00
26 00
i> 50
16 50

35 00

55 00
50 00

Bevel siding6in. clear 23 00 24 00
50 001

Spruce—by Cargo.

Scantling and plank, (Coarse, rough .... 12 00 14 00
random cargoes . . 14 oofgi; oc Hemlock bds.. rough 12 00 noo

Yard orders, ordin- " dressed 12 00 14 oa
ary sizes 15 00 16 ooClapbds., extra, 4 ft. 38 00 40 00

extra
sizes 75 00

Clear floor boards . . 19 00

No. 2 16 00

Clear, 4 ft 35
Second clear . . .

No. 1 10

37 00

25 00
14 00

Yard orders,
18 ool

20 00

1

17 ool

Lath.
Spruce by cargo 2 io@2 20

Sh ingles.

Spruce 1 2$fffi 50 Cedar, sawed, extra
Pine, iS in. extra . . . 400 425 Clear
Pine, No. 1 3 00 315 Extra, No. 1 . . .

Cypress. No. 1. 18 in.

3 25 3 5o

3 00

Oswego, N. Y.

Oswf.go, July 31, 1890.

Thr^e uppers, i'A. i'A & 2 inch §43 oo@4^ 00
Pickings, i'A, i'A & 2 in 35 00 36 00
No. 1 cutting up, i

lA. i'A & 21'n 3000 3100
No. 2 cutting up. i'A, i'A & 2in 19 00 21 00
1 in strips, 4 to 8 wide, selected for moulding strips, 14
to 16 ft

1x6 selected for clapboards.

Siding.

1 in siding, cutting up \\'A in selected 35 oo@40 00
piks & uppers 30 ooi5>39 oo;i^ in dressing 1700 1900

1 in dressing 19 00&21 00 i
!4 in No. 1 culls

1 in No. 1 culls 14 00S 16 00 i'A in No. 2 culls

1 in No. 2 culls 13 00(2,14 ooiiJi in No. 3 culls

1X12 It. Cll.

31 00
32 00

14 00
13 00
9 50

33oo
34 03

16 00
14 CO
10 00.

23 00
19 00
30 00
1500

20 OO
27 00
17 00
15 00
22 00
27 00
17 00
15 00
10 00

12 & 16 ft, mill run 2000
12 & 16 ft, No. 1 &2. barn boards 18 00
12 & 16 ft, dressing and better. 26 00
12 & 16 ft. No 2 cutis

1x10 Inch.

12 & 13 ft, mill run, mill culls out 19 00
12 & 13 ft, dressing and better 2; 00
12 & 13 ft, No 1 culls 16 00
12 & 13 ft, No 2 culls 14 00
14 to 16 ft, mill run mill culls out 20 00
14 to 16 ft, dressing and better 25 00
14 to 16 ft. No. 1 culls 16 00
14 to 16 ft, No. 2 culls 14 00
10 to 13 ft. No. 3 culls 9 50

1 1-4x10 Inches.

Mill run. mill cnllsout 20 00152300 No. 1 culls 16 oo@i7 oa
Dressing and better.. 2^ 00 30 001N0. 2 culls 1400 n oo

1x4 Inches.

Mill run, mill culls out 17 oo@i9oo:No. 1 culls 11 006:14 on
Dressing and better. . 2300 27 00 No. 2 culls 11 00 120

TXJ Inches.

6 7 or 8. mill run, mill 6, 7 or 8, No. 1 culls.. 15 00
culls out 19 oo@2i 006, 7 or S. No. 2 culls. . 1300

6, 7 or S, drsg & better 2400 2800,

Shit.gles.

XXX. iS in pine 3 6o@3 So XXX. iS in cedar 3 43(83 70
Clear butts, pine, iS in. 2 60 2 So Clear butt. iS in cedar , 2 40 2-0
XXX, 16 in pine 310 3 20 XX, iS in cedar 200 210
Stocks cedars, 5 or 6 in

.

16 00
1400

No. 1,

No. 1,

No. 1.

No. 1

i^xitf.
1x3

5 00

Pickets.

15 00 No. 2. 1x3.

.

20 00

Lath.

1 90 N0. 2, 1 1-4.

1 bo

9 00 10 00

So
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OUR TIMBER EXPORTS TO BRITAIN.

The following cargoes of Canadian wood have been

reported at various United Kingdom ports since our

last issue.

ABERDEEN"—Magdalene, Quebec, 19 pes, hewn oak, 56
pes. hewn elm, 19 pes. hewn ash, 231 pes. hewn birch, 183
pes. hewn pine, 10,727 pine deals.

HARROW—Kate Crosby, Miramichi, 2S,So9 deals, bat-

tens and boards. Starlight, Miramichi, 50,574 deals and ends.

Palmas, Montreal, 30,000 deals, boards and ends.

BELFAST—Newminster, Harvey, 38,087 fir deals, 9,094
fir boards, 2,993 h f c'eal ends. Tasmanian, Parrsborough,

34,506 deals and battens, 216 scantlings, 2,053 deals. Nor-
man, Miramichi, 28,749 deals and scantlings, 12,000 palings.

Jane Kelsall, St. John, 41,679 deals and battens, 677 pes.

hewn scantling, 7,571 deal ends. Annie Burrill, St. John,

23,017 deals, 2,511 deal ends, 2S2 pes. hewn birch. Valona,

Miramichi, 26,377 pes. sawn fir, 12,000 palings. Europa,
Miramichi, iS, 145 deals and ends. Arethusa, Miramichi, 12,-

423 deals, 7,200 boards. J. W. Oliver, St. John, 73,580
deals and deal ends. Roska, Miramichi, 20,490 deals, 28

pes. birch. Marie, Miramichi, 19,652 deals and scantlings.

BRISTOL—Texas, Montreal' and Quebec, 6,265 white

pine boards, 672 white pine deals. Maud, Quebec, 179 pes.

oak timber, 1,087 pes. hewn fir, 1,672 deals. Idaho, Mon-
treal, 3,153 pine deals, 980 white pine deals, 13,001 deals,

429 pes. birch. Emilie Marie, Halifax, 13,906 spruce deals,

2,792 birch deals. Ontario, Montreal, 40,625 deals, 3,811
boards, 453 ends. .

CARDIFF—Marianne, Montreal, 26,022 pes. sawn fir.

Ala.-ka, Montreal, 887 pes, sawn fir, 48,942 deals, boards and
ends, 84 pes. hewn fir, 73 pes. oak. Herbert, St. John, 44,-

515 deals and boards. Emil Stang, St. John, 29,810 fir

deals. Senator Weber, St. John, 48,345 pes. sawn nr.

Ariadne, Sheet Harbor, 23,211 deals, ends, scantlings and
boards. Pafetta, St. John, 18,419 deals and ends. Anna
Camp, Quebec, 6,653 pes. sawn fir, 16.) pes. hewn oak, 54
pes. elm.

CARNARVON—Dinorah, Halifax, 8,275 spruce deals.

Heltne, St. John, 19,925 deals and battens.

DUNDEE— Bavaria, Quebec, 25 pes. hewn oak, 100 pes.

hewn elm, 12 pes. hewn ash, 550 pes, hewn birch, 25 pes.

hewn walnut, 12 pes. hewn red pine, 315 pes. hewn yellow

pine, 18,652 sawn pine deals, 2,833 sawn spruce deals, 2,400
oak staves. Austerlitz, Montreal, 36,456 deals and ends, 50
pine boards, 2,153 deals.

FLEETWOOD—Lizzie Burrill, St. John, 38,263 deals

and ends. Geraldine, St. John, 35,744 deals. Sphynx,
Quebec, 967 pes. hewn fir, 277 pes. birch. 15,902 sawn deals.

Sapphire, St. John 39,921 deals and ends, 1,478 pes. sawn
Wrch.
GLASGOW—Concordia, Montreal, 4,130 deals, 29^ stds.

deals, 612 pes. oak lumber, 3 cars oak lumber. Siberian,

Quebec and Montreal, 23,230 deals. Amarynthia, Mon-
treal, 7,537 deals, 2,147 oak lumber. Ashburne, Montreal,

25.332 pine deals. Pomeranian, Quebec and Montreal, 521
loads deals. Alcides, Montreal, 5,811 deals, 46 pes. bass-

wood, 209 pes. oak, 10 maple logs, 384 pes. timber. Ratata,

Bathurst, 19,019 deals. Bjorviken, Weymouth, 12,419 spruce

deals, 125 logs birch timber, 2,130 hardwood planks, 14,077
pes spoolwood. Hibernian, Quebec and Montreal, 6,396
deals. Austerlitz, Montreal, 36,456 deals and deal ends, 50
logs waney boardwood, 2,153 deals. Canadian, Montreal,

4,457 deals. Circe, Montreal, 637 pes. oak lumber, 556
deals. Sarmatian, Quebec and Montreal, 6,922 bdls. spool-

wood.
GLOUCESTER—Dora Forster, Miramichi, 82,588 deals.

Stillwater, 34,820 deals, battens and boards. Chieftain,

Halifax, 21,481 deals, 746 pes. sawn birch, 549 pes. hewn
birch. Eva, Halifax, 15,559 deals. Lima, Halifax, 22,631
deals.

GRIMSBV—Aslacoe, Quebec, 69,335 deals, 295 Pcs - hewn
fir.

HARTLEPOOL, (WEST)—Satsman, Montreal, . 15,212
deals and boards, 23,993 deals and ends. Charrington, Mon-
treal, 40,066 deals and ends, 10,860 boards, 69 pes. oak, 4
pes. ash, 129 pes. hew n fir, 15 pes. elm.

LEITH— Sicilian, Quebec, 654 pes. hewn timber, 15,755
deals and ends. Abington, Quebec, 18,747 deals, 443 pes.

saw n fir, 120 pes. hewn elm, 129 pes. hewn ash, 68 pes. hewn
oak, 364 pes. hewn birch. Abington, Quebec, ill pes.

hewn waney.
LIMERICK—St. Andrews, Miramichi, 24,875 deals. Fal-

con, Quebec, 26 pes. oak, 14 pes. elm, 105 pes. hewn fir,

13,319 deals.

LLANELLV—Vulcan, Halifax, 2,543 pes sawn fir, 9,791
pes. saw timber, 19 pes. hewn timber. Eliza Lines, Halifax,

8,100 pes. sawn timber, 2,411 pes. fir.

LIVERPOOL— Michigan, Montreal, 3,620 ends, 29,977
deals, 13,635 boards. Lake Huron, Montreal, 6,193 deals,

2,401 boards, 5,104 pes lumber, 4,141 boards, 99 logs timber.
Eleanor, Quebec, 1,020 pes. waney pine, 39 pes. oak, 365
pes. birch, 30 pes. elm, 16 pes. chestnut, 1,474 pine deals,

4,588 pine deal ends, 238 pes. ash, 9,615 spruce deals,

1,050 spruce deal ends. Vancouver, Montreal, 9,790 boards,
10,206 deals and ends, 11,510 maple blocks, 3,020 pes. W.
pine, 880 deals, from Quebec, 1,921 pine deals. Maude,
Miramichi, 39,357 deals, boards and ends, 4, 161 deals and
ends, 404,400 palings. Erema, Charlottetown, 4,891 deals
and ends, 818 pes. larch timber. Netherholme, Montreal,

54,878 deals and ends. Nova Scotian, Quebec, 185 pes.

splints ; from Montreal, 2,641 maple blocks, 3,497 deals, To-
ronto, Montreal, 257 maple blocks, 7,742 deals, 9,294 boards.
Natant, St. John, 25,677 spruce deals, 8,320 palings, 727 pes.

birch timber. Gamma, Halifax, 159 stds, spruce deals, 100
stds. birch. Oxenholme, Montreal, 9,885 spruce, 7,566 pine
deals, 3,032 pine deal ends, 2,125 P>ne "boards. Circassian.
Montreal, 6,156 deals; from Quebec, 748 pine and 3,326
spruce deals. Lake Nepigon, Montreal, 756 maple
blocks, 1,342 deals, 10,052 boards, 4,363 pes., 54 logs boards
41 deals. Panama, St. [ohn, 54,359 spruce deals, battens,

scantlings, boards and ends. Sarnia, Montreal, 290 maple
blocks, S.953 boards, 13,730 pine deals, 1,007 scantlings.

Straits of Magellan, Montreal, 3,509 ends, 18,822 deals,

4,796 boards. W. H. Corsar, Parrsboro, 39,810 spruce deals

and battens, 343 spruce scantlings, 2,322 spruce deal ends,

115 deals, 2,524 birch deals and battens, 116 deal ends.

Muriel, Halifax, 15,120 deals and battens, 8 boards, 1,032
deal ends. Vancouver, St. John, 27,300 deals and battens,

1,774 boards, 8,217 deal ends, 2,132 scantlings, 5,803 birch

planks, 428 birch ends. Lake Qntario, Montreal, 5,284 deals,

3,475 boards, 7,200 maple blocks. Paramatta, West Bay,

524 stds. spruce deals, ends and battens. Capenhurst, Mira-
michi, 2,303 birch deals and ends, 46,671 fir deals and ends,

7,500 palings. Oregon, Montreal, 705 pes. scantling. City
of Lincoln, Montreal, 2,133 deal ends, 21,844 deals, 4,067
boards. Sardinian, Montreal, 4,703 pine boards, 4370 deals,

1,159 maple blocks. Cathinea, Chatham, 11,524 deals and
ends. Columbia, Halifax, 20,761 deals, 2,311 ends. Equa-
tor, Quebec, 166 pes. oak, 31 pes. elm, 44 pes. ash, 475 pes.

white pine, 14,337 pine deals, 2,036 pine deal ends, 5.841
spruce deals. Neophyte, Quebec, 7,400 pine boards, 2,752
pine deals, 30,585 spruce deals. Silistria, Quebec, 58

' pes.

oak, 79 pes. elm, 97 pes. waney, 458 pes. square pine, 1,881
pine deals, 1,200 pine ends. Lake Winnipeg, Montreal, 5,

005 deals, 12,651 boards. Prince Louis, Quebec, 856 pes.

pine, 1,376 pine deals, 690 pine deal ends, 1,870 spruce deals,

358 pes. oak. Shelburne, West Bay, 32,610 deals, 3,665
scantlings, 2,082 ends. Polynesian, Montreal, 5,918 maple
blocks, 2,754 deals ; from Quebec, 500 cs. splints. Vilhelm
Ludwig, Bathurst, 10,107 deals, 290 scantlings, 1,479 ends,

1,420 boards. Edith, Halifax, 7,019 birch deals and battens,

651 birch deal ends, 11,551 spruce deals, 197 spruce ends.
Dominion, Montreal, 529 pes. oak lumber, 7,098 deals, 1,673
boards. Sleipner, Miramichi, 289,725 palings, 50,410 deals,

boards and ends. Fernside, Montreal, 14 stds. timber, 558
stds. deals. Lake Superior, Montreal, 11,067 deals, 8,183
boards. Parisian, Montreal, 5,709 deals, 878 ends ; from
Quebec, 446 splints. Ossuna, Richibuctn, 30, 128fir deals and
ends. Konoma, Richibucto, 27,311 fir deals and ends, 436
birch deals and ends. Macleod, Richibucto, 17,099 -spruce

deals, 1,173 scantlings, 4,077 boards, 2,850 ends. Gallego,
St. John, 35,444 deals, 2,670 scantlings, 15,288 ends, 3,808
boards, 477 boards, 5,706 birch planks, 1,066 birch ends.

LONDON— Brazillian, Montreal, 9,511 deals, 1,065 splints.

Ulunda, Halifax, 7,273 pes. lumber, 2,116 doors, 216 bdls.

moulds, 2,479 splints, 38 pes. timber, 2,498 deals. Heathfield,

Montreal, 7,693 deal ends, 45,108 deals. Osmanli, Mon-
treal, 2,248 deal ends, 55,154 deals. Amy, Three Rivers,

50,383 deals. Bonnington, Montreal, 43,154 deals, 4.887
ends. Lady Tenn.ant, Montreal, 8,468 deal ends, 47,359
deals. Maritans, Montreal, 68,388 deals, ends, etc. Hov-
ding, Quebec, 6,712 deal ends, 37,682 deals. Calabria,

Montreal, 3,059 ends, 1,240 boards, 32,045 deals. Assyrian,

Montreal, 428 crts. woodenware, 673 cs. splints, 13,008 deals.

Damara, Halifax, 1,193 cs ' splints, 2,069 doors, 109 bdls.

moulds, 651 pes. ash, 4,579 deals, 324 pes. birch. Sea King,
Montreal, 115 pes. ash, 6,093 deals. Calabria, Montreal,

3,059 ends, 1,240 bds. 32,045 deals. Lennatin, Quebec,

1,400 pine deal ends, 17,614 deals. Countess, Montreal,

57,606 deals. Rydal Holme, Montreal, 754 stds. deals.

Carin, Quebec, 1,994 ends, 30,931 deals. Acuba, Mon-
treal, 54,690 deals, &c.

, 597 pes. timbei. Storm King,
Montreal, 4,352 deals. Cordonia, Montreal, 60,844 deals

and deal ends. Clara, Quebec, 28,830 deals. Savannah,
Quebec, 8,585 deal ends, 34.597 deals, 3,064 staves. Grecian,

Quebec, 773 cs. splints. Niithsdale, Montreal, 51,719 deals.

LONDONDERRY—Buda, St. John, 12,725 deals. Ar-
vio, St. John, 1,226 pes. sawn fir.

MARYPORT—Alma, Quebec, 35 pes. timber unrated, 79
pes. hewn fir, 1,734 deals, 24 pes. oak, 12 pes. ash, 45 pes.

birch, 169 pes. waney, 135 Ids. deals and ends, 209 pes. fir

timber.

NEWRY—Norden, St. Margaret's Bay, 15,250 deals and
deal ends. Ruby, Miramichi, 8,839 deals and ends. Can-
ning, St. John, 20,270 deals and ends.

SOUTHAMPTON—Forsete, Quebec, 86 pes. hewn fir,

10,865 pes. sawn fir, 691 staves.

SWANSEA— Lady Nairn, Halifax Harbor, 9,375 spruce
deals. Calliope, St. John, 27,240 pes. sawn fir, 8,723 pes.

sawn birch. Formica, Halifax, 3,432 birch deals, 313 birch

ends, 7 spruce scantlings, 161 spruce deal ends, 8,597 spruce

deals. Tanjore, St. John, 28,660 pes. sawn fir, 25 pes. sawn
birch-

WEXFORD— Sovereign, St. John, 11,659 deals.

FIRE RECORD.
Reid and Eaton's portable saw mill was destroyed by fire at

Steam Mill, N.S. on July 8th.

Setterly Bros, saw mill at Bearbrook, Ont., was destroyed

by fire June 6th. The loss is $30,000, with no insurance.

The shingle mill .on Gambier Island, B.C., belonging to

W. L. Johnston & Co., of New Westminster, was burned on

July 1st. Total loss, no insurance.

Setterby Bros.' saw mill at Barbrook, 21 miles from Ottawa,

has been destroyed by incedinary fire. The stock of logs and

timber was also destroyed.

The foundry, machine shop, and planing mill occupied by

Dodwell and Sanders, at Claremont, Ont. were totally de-

stroyed by fire on July 13th. Loss $3,000 ; no insurance.

Mr. John B. Schmidt's sawmill, near Phillipsburg, Ont.

was burned on July 4th. The fire originated from a boxing

of a shaft that had become too hot. Loss about $2,000 ; no

insurance.

A fire at Midland, Ont. on July 19th, caused the loss of

.between five and six million feet of lumber owned by the

Emery Lumber Company of East Saginaw, and the Moore

Lumber Company, of Detroit. Covered by insurance.

The aggregate loss by the big lumber yard fire at Ferrys-

burg, Mich., on July 7th, foots up $45,000, with total insur-

ance of $35,000. Most of the lumber destroyed was owned

by Tonawanda parties, and McFie & Son, of Grand Rapids,

Mich, lost a quantity of hardwood lumber.

Adams & Gregory's lumber mill at Carleton, N. B. , was

consumed by fire June, 21st, with 200,000 feet of lumber, in-

volving $25,000 loss to the firm and $3,000 loss on lumber

owned by E. G. Dunn. The former had $8,000 insurance.

The furnace is supposed to have caved in and caused the con-,

flagration.

The shingle mill at Port Graves, Gambier Island, Howe
Sound, B. C, owned by W. L. Johnson & Co., of New
Westminster, was totally destroyed by fire on July 8th. AH
the stock of shingles on hand, 750,000, besides the shingle

blocks ready for cutting, were destroyed. No insurance on

either stock or machinery.

A disastrous conflagration at the foot of Michigan Street,

Chicago, occured on July 30th. Between ten and fifteen

acres of lumber were consumed, and about forty freight cars.

Five hundred thousand telegraph poles, a great quantity of

railroad ties and oak plank, besides wharfing material, several

huge store buildings and a gigantic pile driver were destroyed.

Loss about $300,000.

A fire at East Tawas, Mich., on July 1 6th, cost the lumber-

men $3,000,000. The barge Sea Gull, lying alongside Sibly

& Bearinger's lumber docks, caught fire, setting fire to the

docks and the huge piles of lumber stretched along the bay.

Sibley & Bearinger lost $2,000,000. The others losers are a

Tonawanda lumber company, Wm. Looke, Emery Bros, and

Isaac Bearinger.

Mr. W. E. Anderson's saw mill at Sundridge, Ont., with

all the machinery in it, was burned to the ground on July 3rd.

The roof caught fire from the boilers, and was in a mass of

flames before discovered, although the mill was running and

the night gang at work. After a long, hard fight, the spread

of the flames was checked, and the large stock of lumber in

the yard was saved. No insurance. Loss about $4,000.

On the 3rd July, Young & Leslie's saw mill, sash and door

and shingle factories, situated in the valley of the Pottawott-

amie, near Owen Sound, Ont., were discovered to be on fire,

and within an hour the buildings had been consumed, to-

gether with a considerable quantity of dry lumber. The mills

were owned by Mr. Nichol, and were uninsured ; loss about

$8,000. The stock was owned by Young & Leslie Bros. ;

loss unknown.

A destructive fire occured during the last' month in the

extensive works of the Wm. Hamilton Manufacturing Co., of

Peterborough, Ont. which destroyed property to the amount

of from $30,000 to $40,000. The buildings occupied three or

for acres, but fortunately only the moulding shop and pattern

house were burned. But it was in the last named department

where the greatest damage was done, many thousand dollars

worth of patterns have been destroyed. The insurance is

small, but little delay will be occasioned in turning out orders

on hand.

A destructive fire at Saginaw, Mich, on July 29th, spread

over an area three-quarters of a mile long by an eight of a

mile wide and destroyed property valued in the aggregate at

$375,000. Nearly 19,000,000 feet of lumber and 15,000

cords of wood were destroyed, besides mills, offices, docks,

tramways and other property, including 66 freight cars. The

Owen Hutchinson Lumber Company lose $45,000; John G.

Owen, $18,000 ; H. B. Neason, Son & Co., $90,000 ; J. J.

Winsor, $20,000; Brown & Ryan, $175,000, 66 freight cars

$40,000.

Fire was discovered on the morning of July 6th on the

steambarge Sea Gull, laying at Bearingers dock, East Tawas,

Mich., which had about 5,000,000 feet of pine lumber piled

upon it. The flame soon spread to the lumber, which was all

burned. The Sea Gull, after parting her lines, floated to

Emery Bros.' dock, where was piled about 7,000,000 feet of

lumber, and this, too, was all consumed. The burning stea-

mer then floated on for half a mile to Locke & Stevens' dock,

which was piled with 4,000,000 feet of lumber, and this was

also burned. The steamer kept on drifting, and went high

out on the beach and burned to the water's edge. The crew

of the Sea Gull got off" safely except the woman cook, who

was burned to death. The lumber on Bearinger's dock was

owned, by Sibley & Bearinger. The lumber on Emery Bro-

thers dock was owned by the Michigan Pipe Company and

3,000,000 feet by Emery Brothers, which was fully insured.

The lumber on Locke & Stevens' dock was owned, 3,000,000

feet by the Michigan Pipe Company and 1,000,000 feet by

Alger, Smith c\; Co. The loss on lumber and clock is about

$300,000.
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PRACTICAL HINTS TO LUMBER MANUFACT-
URERS.

By C. G. Horton

Sawyers often make a grave mistake in not sawing

so that the lumber will be full thickness when dry.

Boards should be sawed not less than 175 inch, and

plank one-eighth thicker than the specified thickness.

As some woods shrink more than others, due allowance

for drying should be made for them. Inch boards or

plank are either reduced to the next standard thick-

ness, or to one grade lower, on account of its thinness,

and in inch stock it is often refused altogether, or

thrown into culls.
* **

A careless sawyer often makes a board plump on one

edge, while the other edge lacks just enough to spoil

the board for the grade into which its quality would

place it. Much otherwise good lumber is reduced to

culls, on account of its being full thickness in the centre,

and too thick or thin at either one or both ends. The
inspection rules make all such stock culls. A hint to

the wise. Do not think that lumber, as above, will es-

cape the eye of the inspector, and go as good. It will

not ;
and, on the other hand, if a buyer sees much such

stock in a car, before buying, it often prevents a sale,

or the buyer will make a point of it, and hagger for a

reduction in the agreed price.

* *
*

Bad sawing is constantly creating disputes between

sellers and buyers. The inspector in the market puts

his rule and his eye on the badly manufactured lumber,

and the buyer, not wishing to pay for firsts and have

only seconds, refuses to settle on the original invoice

from the shipper. A majority of these disputes would

not have occurred had them an at the saw known and

done his duty. It is proper that all work should be done

well, because it is right and just that it should be done

in that manner, but there is with the manufacturer

the strong motive that in the manufacture of lumber it

will pay. Every mill man certainly knows that it does

not pay to send a poor lot of lumber to any of the great

markets. We were standing one day by the side of a

mill owner, on the banks of the Ohio River, watching

the care and precision followed by the employes

There was no haste, which was remarked to the man
at our side. His reply was, that he did not want his

men to rush work. He wanted care and good work.

That he would rather have one thousand feet well and
correctly manufactured, than to have three thousand

sawed up hap-hazard. He was an old mill man, and
he knew what would pay. Go into any market you

may choose, and you will find well-manufactured stock

sells more readily and brings better prices than uneven-

ly sawed lumber. The mere slashing up of logs with-

out regard to what can be made from them can never

be profitable. There are very many logs that can be

so manufactured, that the run will be 70 or 80 per cent,

ones and twos, when careless work would make over

50 per cent, culls. It is, perhaps, natural for a em-
ployee, especially if but recently employed, to desire a
good showing in his work, and he may fall into the

error that he will be judged by quantity rather than

quality. I wish to impress deeply upon the minds of

manufacturers that the only correct method is to manu-
facture well and make the most of each particular log.

Good lumber is saleable and profitable, while poor lum-

ber is profitless, weakens the markets, wastes raw
material, and opens the direct road to failure for such

manufactures.

*
Another cause of much badly-manufactured lumber

is the prevailing custom of paying so much per thous-

and for sawing. The sawyer may know his business

thoroughly, but to work up to his knowledge may re-

quire more extra time than he is willing to devote to

"the other man's" interests, and the result is, he does

a good day's work in the number of feet he has sawed,

but the man for whom the work was done doubly pays

for it. How much better it would be for both mill

owner and the man who is having the work done could

they agree on a stated price per hour. It may seem a

broad assertion, but I venture to say that by this ar-

. eSWBl the man for whom the sawing is done—pro-

viding the logs sawed be valuable timber— will gain

enough to pay for the whole day's saw-bill, as by this

plan the sawyer can see advantages to be taken of a

log, which never would have occurred to him if quantity

instead of quality were taken into consideration. The
mill owner who saws his ow n logs need not be told

that care must be taken, and yet many will "butcher"

their own timber as though they were not sawing

money out of their own pockets every hour they run

their mills. These are the men who want the lumber

buyers from the large markets to pay them the same

price that the careful sawyer gets for his product, and

will think they have not been fairly dealt with if they

are made to pay for their own mistake.
* *

*

In loading cars, the ends of the lumber in the middle

of the car should be even
;

this, of course, is not abso-

lutely necessary, but it is an important point when a

car load has arrived in market and a seller is endeavm-

ing to dispose of it. Every thickness should be by it-

self. When ends are even the various thicknesses and

average width can be seen at a glance. Such loading

indicates care, and shows at once that the mill man
understands his business, and also creates a favorable

impression. When practicable only one thickness

should be sent in the same car. It may also seem like

taking unnecessary trouble for a mill man to select his

lumber and load only one grade in a car. But it will

surely pay him to do so. There are buyers who want

nothing but the good lumber. Others call for only the

lower grades. Some want only boards. Others will

only buy 1 and \% and nothing else. In sending

mixed car loads, it may necessitate as many sales as

there are thicknesses or grades, and the chances are

that in such a disposition, the lumber will have to be

handled several times, which adds to the expense and

reduces the net return. There are buyers who want all

thicknesses and grades, and will buy mixed cars of

different sorts of lumber, but they are exceptions to the

general rule. Under all circumstances a shipper

should use box cars, if it is possible to secure them, as

when the lumber arrives at its destination it is dry and

free from dirt, ice and cinders. As between all-rail and

rail-and-water delivery, all-rail is desirable every time,

especially if the saving in rate is only 2 or 3 cents a

hundred pounds. Re-handling of lumber should be

avoided as much as possible. Occasionally a manu-

facturer makes the mistake of sending in a 16-foot

board or plank 12 inches wide, that is strictly clear ex-

cept 2 feet at each end, thinking it will be inspected

and graded as a 12-foot board, and marked as A No.

r. The inspector takes it as a whole will measure it

as 16 feet, and put it in its proper grade. Moral: Saw
off the bad ends at the mill, save the freight and raise

the grade. Marking off the ends with a black line will

not do. An inspector does not take that into consider-

ation. Bark and wane edges should be edged off, and

and never ship heart pieces. They will not pay freight,

and make the good lumber look like it was conscious

of keeping bad company.
* *

*

Write to your consignee that I have this day sent

you a car of [state what kind of lumber]—Then describe

the quality, thickness, length, and give all the informa-

tion possible that may aid the seller in describing the

stock to his customers. Tell how long it has been on

stick, etc. With this information it can be sold before

it arrives. Shippers of lumber make a grave mistake

in misrepresenting to their consignee the stock they

send them. Praise from the owner will not raise the

quality or enhance the value of his stock. If the con-

signee can rely upon the statement of the shipper, he

can oftentimes make sales before the stock arrives
;

otherwise he is compelled to ascertain this fact by per-

sonal examination in order that he may know to what

class of customers it must be offered. One of the most

frequent complaints made of the manufacture of lum-

ber is in regard to the thickness. Too many mill men
think that if they approximate the thickness desired

the lumber will pass inspection. It pays to cut all sizes

of lumber " full."

* *
*

In listening to an old lumber inspector deliver him-

self of some general instructions on inspection to a tyro,

I caught an idea that had occurred to me before, but

which I had never heard quite so forcibly expressed.

He said : "When you look at a piece of lumber, prim-

arily dismiss altogether from your mind its specific

quality
; regard it as a piece of absolutely clear lumber

of the certain dimension it is ; take first the width,

thickness and length into your mind; establish v. ith

yourself what it would be if it was absolutely clear, and
then hunt defects, grading down as they may appear,

until it fits the grade notch the defects force it into.

The system is correct in principal ; is quick and gives

an inspector a chance to use his brains in sorting lum-

ber, as well as his optics and the board rule.

* •
*

To know exactly how to season lumber so that it will

not split, face crack, mold, warp, twist or spring is

much more of a science than most people imagine. As
valuable lumber runs into money very fast it is neces-

sary in order to reap the largest profit on it to get it

dry and ready for use in the quickest possible way. At
the same time if we dry it so fast that it will face crack

or check, the loss will likely be more than the gain.

Different lumber must be treated in different ways, of

course. For instance, oak, ash, hickory, rock elm and
other tough woods, must dry very slowly, hence when
piled it must be crossed with very thin stickers and the

pieces close together to get it to dry as slowly as pos-

sible, but still it would not do to pile it solid, as it

would at once begin to mould or rot. Basswood,

pine, poplar and other soft woods can be dried quicker

without much danger of opening up on the surface

Thin lumber, such as five-eights, three fourths and inch

does not check so much as thicker lumber. Squares

check the most of any lumber. This can easily be ex-

plained. A thin board dries all the way through and a

thick board dries so much faster on the outside than in

the centre that the shrinkage being unevenly divided

between outside and inside causes it to pull apart on

the outside. Checks depreciate the value of lumber

faster than knots or bad places in it for the simple rea-

son that bad spots can be cut out, but season checks

are generally all over the piece. Haven't time to stick

lumber carefully, will not answer. The acids of hard-

woods are strong, and when two fresh-cut boards or

plank are piled face to fare, a souring moulding, or

darkening process, begins at once. This stain cannot

be removed, and becomes intensified by age. If you
wish to get full value for your lumber, you must take

time to stick it properly, as fast as it comes from the

saw. Don't spend your time in wondering why your

stock is not as bright and nice as some you have seen.

It is because you continue to saw and pile it close to-

gether, and leave it for days and weeks in that con-

dition, until it is spoiled, and no amount of care will

remedy the mistake. No hardwood pile should be

more than eight feet wide. - Six feet is much better.

The front part of the foundation of the pile should be

at least two feet from the ground, the back about eigh-

teen inches. A space of at least two feet should be left

between such piles. Begin each pile by leaving a

space between each board, and pile so until the top is

reached. The openings thus made, will be so manv
chimneys for the air to circulate through and dry out

your lumber more in thirty days than it w ould dry if

piled close together in three months. Place the cross

sticks about four feet apart and directly over each other.

Put your sap boards with the sap down, and on the

outside of the pile. Pile each length in separate pile.

It is the custom of many to use wide boards or plank

for cross sticks, one at each end and one in the centre

of the pile. The result is that every board or plank is

stained, rotten, or doty at the point of contact with

these w ide ratlines. Cross sticks should never be more
than 3 inches wide and thoroughly dry. Another rea-

son for the concessions in price is often made on hard-

woods when it reaches this market, is that in cross

sticking lumber with wide long stock, the same as that

in the pile, it necessitates a pile to be 12, 14 or 16 feet

wide. Such a pile cannot be well ventilated : as a con-

sequence much of the lumber in the centre becomes
streaked and browned in the hot months by the gase-

ous vapors which have evaporated from the lumber
during the day, and settled back upon it during the

night. This gives lumber a doty or dead appearance,

and hardwood should have its natural, bright and
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cherry surface. The front stick or crosser should be

placed so as to project one inch beyond the ends of the

lumber. This allows just enough moisture to collect

to prevent the stock from drying too rapidly on the

ends, or faster than other portions of the piece.

When a pile is completed, the top should have a sub-

stantial covering to protect the lumber from the sun or

rain. The best way is to elevate the front end of the

crossing about 12 inches, and the back about 6, which

will admit of a free circulation of the air. The cover-

ing should project beyond each end of the pile also

over each side.

The best time to saw Basswood is when the frost is

in the log. If the boards are placed on end when fresh

from the saw for a few days, in an exposed position,

when snow is on the ground, it will improve the color.

The more white stock a quantity of Basswood contains,

the more ready the sale and the better the price. Great

care should be exercised in piling, as Basswood, like

maple, easily and quickly stains.

Bills of Lading should always be accompanied by

a memorandum of the contents of the car, giving as

near as possible, the total number of feet, the approxi-

mate number of each thickness and some idea of the

quality of stock. When several cars of one kind of lum-

ber are shipped at the same time, care should be taken

to grade the stock when loading, and put each quality

in separate cars. The reason for this is, that some

dealers at times want only the better grades, while

others the inferior stock ; others still, all qualities.

RAINY RIVER COUNTRY.
Conditions are favorable to its development both as

an agricultural and mining district of considerable im-

portance. The lumbering industry is already well es-

tablished, the greater part of the timber which is sawn

at the numerous mills near Rat Portage and Keewatin

being brought down the Rainy River. The fur trade

also is an active industry, trapping being the chief

occupation during the winter months of the numerous

bands of Indians who inhabit the country, while in the

summer they support themselves by fishing, shooting

and rice-making.

Agriculture is perhaps the most promising of the

economic prospects of the region. Rainy River, from

its source at Coutchiching to Hungry Hall, flows tor

eighty miles through a rich alluvial plain, which, so far

as can be judged from the banks of the river, is emin-

ently adapted to support a large agricultural popula-

tion. Travellers and explorers vie with one another in

praising the beauties of the river and its capabilities

for settlement.

The distance from Rainy Lake to the Lake of the

Woods, following the windings of the stream, is about

eighty miles, and throughout the whole of this extent

the land fronting on the river is fit for settlement, with-

out a single break.

The average breadth of superior land for a distance

of 80 miles might perhaps, with propriety, be assumed
to be not less than six miles, giving an area ot available

soil of high fertility, exceeding 260,000 ; and there can

be little doubt, that with the progress of clearing, much
that is now included in the area occupied by swamp,
would, without difficulty or expense, be reclaimed.

The river has preserved a very uniform breadth,

varying only from about 200 to 300 yards. The soil

is a sand loam at the surface, much mixed with veget-

able matter. Occasionally, where the bank has re-

cently fallen away, the clay is seen stratified in layers

of about two inches in thickness, following in all re-

spects the contour of what seems to be unstratified

drift clay below. Basswood is not uncommon, and

sturdy oaks, whose trunks are from 18 inches to two in

diameter, are seen in open gioves, with luxuriant grasses

and climbing plants growing beneath them.

Along the river crops of potatoes, turnips, hay, oats,

wheat, corn, tomatoes and cabbage, all growing to per-

fection this season, which shows that the climate, as

well as the soil, is suitable to successful farming, especi-

ally when tomatoes ripen as they certainly did this

year as well as ever they ripen in the vicinity of Lake
Ontario.

The timber along the river is chiefly large thrifty

poplar, mixed with some scattering oak and swamp
elm. and some evergreens such as balsam and spruce

;

inland, the timber changes in character somewhat from

that along the river shore, as large balm Gilead, spruce,

balsam and tamarac are met with more frequently, and

the nice open bush which prevails along the river banks

is changed for a tangled brushy undergrowth ; but the

character of the soil remains the same. Tamarac and

spruce swamps occur frequently in this section of the

country, as in the case all through this large level area

of good land which lies along the banks of Rainy River.

These swamps are all perfectly dry this summer and

are nearly all capable of being made into excellent land

by drainage, as they lie nearly as high as the surround-

ing dry lands, and only require proper ditching to take

t^ie surface water off in wet seasons. The extreme

levelness of the country causes the presence of so much
swamp land here, as the surface water has no means of

escaping from the low lying portions, and consequent-

ly the growth of moss and swamp timber is engerdered.

In most cases the beds of the little streams are deep

enough to form outlets for ditches and drains, and

these creek beds are usually so numerous that to drain

any swamp no very long ditches would be required.

THE ANDREWS DRY-KILN.

We present among our new advertisers this month
the card of the Andrews dry-kiln, which has been in

use by many of the most prominent manufacturers in

the United States in drying their oak, and it has met
with an unqualified success. It would seem that they

have entirely removed the difficulty of checking, honey-

combing or case-hardening oak, which is the great

draw-back in drying out staves. There is absolutely

no machinery about it. Its peculiarity being at the

sides of the kiln a sheet steel covering fastened direct-

ly to the building, leaving between itself and an inner

wall a passage which opens at the top of the kiln into

the heating chamber. The steam pipes run the entire

length of the kiln, and therefore equalize the heat, so

that lumber begins to dry immediately upon entering

the kiln. The heat arises, passes through the lumber,

takes moisture with it, strikes the cold metal, and
immediately begins to condense, the water running

down into a brass gutter and out of the kiln, the heat

again passing up through the pipes and through the

same process. As the lumber progresses from the

entering to the delivery end of kiln, this circulation

becomes more rapid, and the drying is usually done in

three or four days. As this circulation is from side to

side of the kiln, there is no interfering of air currents,

as there would be providing it was from the length of

the kiln. It should be stated that this kiln originated

in A. H. Andrews' establishment at Chicago, and that

it was adopted after trying nearly everything that had
any apparent merit that was offered for sale, and a

thorough test in the work of this firm showed it to be

a perfect success, and the class ot office and bank
furniture that this firm produce, which is recognized as

standard in every particular, has demonstrated its

value to them and to the leading furniture men of the

country as we have above stated.

We should recommend to all stave manufacturers

who are considering the purchase of a dry-kiln, to

carefully consider the merits of this system, which can

more fully be explained by communicating with them

and as they are of unquestionable standing, their

statements can be relied upon as being correct and
substantiated.

WINNIPEG LUMBER DISTRICT CUT.

The total quantity of lumber manufactured by the

mills operating under Government license amounts to

13,826,827 feet, B. M. During 1889, there was sold in

the Winnipeg district, lumber, Canadian manufacture,

38,464,454 feet. United States manufacture, 10,429,017

feet. This is a large increase in the importation of

United States lumber over that of last year. It is re-

gretable that last year was one of disastrous bush fires.

The country lying to the west and northwest of Lake

Winnipegoosis, as far as the Saskatchewan river, has

been pretty generally burnt over, including the valuable

timber on the banks of the Bird Tail Creek, the western

slope of the Riding Mountains, Shell River and Duck
Mountain district, Swan and Etoimaini rivers, and the

Porcupine Hills. The quantity of timber in the dis-

tricts named, as nearly as can be estimated, is upwards
of 900,000,000 feet, B. M., of which a large part has

been damaged by fire. The fires can be traced to the

camps and hunting grounds of Indians. In but few

cases are they started by white settlers.

At Winnipeg cordwood is selling, in car lots, at

$2.75 and $4.50 a cord—poplar and spruce, respective-

ly. It is estimated that about 18,000 cords of wood
were sold on the Winnipeg markets during the year.

Sawmills in Manitoba and Assiniboia operating

under Government license for the year ending October

31, 1889, and the capacity for twelve hours :

—

Capacity feet.

Brouse & Co., C. A 7000
Brown, Rutherford & Co 10,000
Bucknall Bros 30,000
Cameron, Alex 6000
Dick, Banning & Co 60,000
Federal Bank of Canada 20,000
Imperial Bank of Canada
Jermyn, J. A 15,000
Jonasson, Sigt 12,000
Keewatin Lumbering & Manufacturing Co 12,600
Likely, John 8,000
Miller & Patton 20,000
Morton, George 12,000
McArthur, Peter 6,000
McFadyen, David 3,000
Northwest Timber Co 12,000
Rainy Lake Lumber Co 60,000
Ross, David 10,000
Selkirk Lumber Co 30,000
Smith, Samuel 7,000
Sprague, Daniel 30,000
Wells Bros 3,000
Whymster & Kyall 6,000

Lumber dressed and rough entered at Winnipeg for

the year ending October 31, 1889 :

—

Lumber, dressed, pine Feet. 4,852,587
Lumber, dressed, oak " 4,500
Sash Number. 33,030
Doors " 12,752
Lumber, rough, pine Feet. 5,236,175
Lumber, rough, oak " 271,600
Lumber, rough, basswood " 27,165
Lumber, rough, cherry " 19,000
Lumber, rough, maple " 1,000
Piling, pine and tamarac " 16,900
Poles, posts, cedar and tamarac. Number. 18,215
Ties, tamarac " 26,962
Shingles M 2,263

Our Ultima Thule.

Hudson's Bay receives upwards of fifty rivers,

Lake Winnipeg and Lake Winnipegosis seventy-

four rivers, some of them thousands of miles long,

with innumerable tributaries. Great Slave Lake, which

is one hundred and seventy-two miles in length and one
hundred and thirty-eight miles broad, receives many
large streams. Lake Athabasca, Great Bear Lake,

and a multitude of other lakes, form the head waters

of immense rivers that, like Great Fish River,

Coppermine River and McKenzie River, drain

an almost boundless territory and flow into the

Polar Sea. The vast region comprising nearly half a

continent is, in many parts, not much different from

Manitoba. The same trees, the same birds, the same
fish and the same flowers. Taking the country as a

whole there is much more wood than in the southern

portion of Manitoba and the Northwest Territories,

and although wheat may not ripen on every part, bar-

ley, rye, and many vegetables grow, and grass is

abundant everywhere, except on the sea coast where

the reindeer moss is found. Even at York Factory, on

the coast of Hudson's Bay, so far back as 1832, forty

cattle were kept, and there were good gardens, where

turnips, radishes, potatoes and many flowers flourish-

ed. In fact, cattle, horses and sheep can be kept in

unlimited numbers nearly all over the vast region that

lies north of the present settlement in Manitoba and
the Northwest Territories.

The saw mill and immense dry-house of the Menasha
Woodenware Company, at Menasha, Wis., were destroyed by

fire June 1 |th. Loss $100,000.
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WANTED MP FOR SALE .

Announcements in this department will
be inserted Ht the uniform rate of two
cents a word for first 30 words and one cent
for each additional word, payable in ad-
vance. For four or more consecutive inser-
tions of the same advertisement a discount
of twenty per cent, will be allowed. Kach
initial and figure counted as one word.
Copy must reach this ofHce by the 25th of
the month to secure the appearance of the
advertisement in the paper of the following
month. _

CASH paid for all kinds of hardwood lumber ;

give full particulars; car or cargo lots only,

W. N. McEACHERN & Co.. N o. 3 dock. Toronto

HARDWOOD lumber, bought, sold or received

on consignment. TUCKER DAVID, lum-
ber commission merchant. 313 Eleventh Ave.,N.\ .

FOR SALE—Lumber Business, including large

stock lumber ; planing mill, with machinery
for making doors, sash, mouldings and bee sup-
plies : mill or yard sold separate. Pierce & Co.,

Aylmer. Ont.

rt « r\r\r\ ^ill buy the Sinclair
00«VJV-/vJ saw mill, sasl and-door factory

in Paisley—saw mill capacity about 10.003 feet per
day : sash and door factory contains the usual

machinery : the situation is good for getting in

logs, being on the Saugeen river. For further

particulars apply to HECTOR COWAN, barris-

ter. Paisley.

WANTED— 1 to 4 inch Birch. Ash and Oak,
firsts and seconds. Quote lowest Cash

price. WALTER D. STARR, 14th Street &
10 Ave., New York city.

WANTED—Elm iK and 1% inch ; White and
Black Ash. 1. iK- '-

lA and inch; Red,
"White and Burr Oak, 1 to 4 inch ; Cottonwood, 1

inch; Chestnut, 1 and iK inch; Balusters and
Square Oak, Ash, Birch, Cherry and W alnut.

Give full particulars regarding grade, thickness,
how long on stick, and price delivered in New-
York City. C. G. HORTON, 34 West :4th Street.

New York City.

FOR SALE—Timber Fortunes— I am sacrific-

ing some estates—tracts 160 to 5.000 acres-
perfect titles : oaks, gum. ash. cypress, for $1 per
acre. Great chance for speculators and traders.

Sold over 66.000 acres of these small groups within
past four weeks. Lands are in Louisiana and
above the overflow. Don't lose this opportunity.
No options nor plats given out on these groups.
W. H. HOWCOTT. New Orleans, La.

500 Carloads

Prime White Oak Small Boards.

1, i'/hs, \ and 1% inch thick
; 2H to 5 'ncn

wide, 2 feet and up long, wanted for cash at

the mills.

Further all kinds of HARDWOOD LUM-
BER AND LOGS.

Address

CARL GARTNER,
Hamburg, Germany.

AGENTS WANTED— If you want to make
Money, take hold and sell our choice Nur-

sery stock. Now is the time, write us at once for

terms. MAY BROTHERS. Nurserymen, Roch-
ester, N. Y.

CASH FOR HARDWOOD LUMBER.
We purchase all kinds of Hardwood Lumber

and will pay you SPOT CASH for same F. O. B.

cars. Send us full particulars.

W. N. McEACHERN & CO.,

Toronto, Ont.

RAILS AND CARS FOR SALE.

Light Steel Rails for Tramways ; good order.
Cars for lumber, cheap.

JOHN J. GARTSHORE,
49 Front St. West,

Toronto.

FOR SALE CHEAP—SAW AND
STAVE MILL.

In county of Essex—46 acres tine farming lands,
good farm buildings—plenty of timber near ; only
2% miles from two different railways—terms easy
—splendid bargain—must be sold. JAMES. S.
LAIRD. P. L. 5.. Essex, Ont.

Planing Mill, Lumber Yard
and Sash and Door Factory

FOR SALE.
A rare opportunity is now afforded for ac-

quiring one of the Lest paying investments in

the Town of West Toronto Junction. The
Factory it well equipped with the latest and
most improved modern machinery, and is in

full and successful operation. Railway switch

on the premises. Proprietor retiring on ac-

count of ill-health. Price moderate and terms
to suit. Full porticulara can be had on appli-

cation to

HOOVER & JACKSON,
West Toronto Junction.

Menasha Hickjry Pulleys

We make the only
hardwood bent rim
spoke arm split pulley,

mly small split pulley,

inly wooden hangers
m the market. Send for

discounts & circulars.

Menasha
Wood Split Pu ley Co.

MENASHA, WISCONSIN.

A. P. &. W. E. KELLEY CO.
WHOLESALE Lumber dealers. Yards at

Tonawanda and Chicago. Correspondence
invited.

LAYCOCK LUMBER CO.

IVf ANUFACTURERS of Pine, Hemlock and
1
V I Oak Timber up to S5 feet in length. Saw

Mills : Ackley. Pa , Black Rfck, N. Y., Graven-
hurst, Ont. Office, corner Main and Seneca Sts,

Buffalo, N. Y.

WILLARD W. BROWN.
Main Street, Buffalo, handles all kinds

of Hard Woods.

C. P. HAZARD.
WHOLESALE dealer in Lumber, Shingles,

Lath ajid Fence Posts. Correspondence
invited from the Canadian trade. No 92 River
Street, Buffalo. N. Y.

WHITE, RIDER & FROST.
WHOLESALE dealers in Michigan, Wisconsin

and Canada Pine and other woods. Princi-

pal office. Tonawanda, N. Y.; branch office, New
York City.

COWPER &. CRECORY.
RECEIVERS and Forwarders of Lumber,

Lath, Shingles. &c. Unexcelled facilities

tor shipping by canal or rail. Tonawanda, N. Y.

A. M. DODGE & CO.
ANUFACTURERS of and Wholesale deal-

1
T

1 ers in all kinds of Lumber, Lath and Shing-
les. Tonawanda. N. Y.

w
N. Y.

E. &. B. HOLMES.
HOLESALE dealers in Lumber and Timber.

Office, Michigan and Canal Streets, Buffalo,

CHEESMAN DODCE
TIMBER and Lumber Merchants. Ship and

Boat stock. Railroad Ties, &c. Office. 16

West Seneca Street. Buffalo.

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co.
OFFICE and yard, 17; Louisiana Street. Buf-

falo. Holders of Hardwood stocks are in-

vited to correspond.

EMMET FLEMING
INSPECTOR and Commission dealer in Lum-
I ber. Office, 251 Louisiana Street. Buffalo, N.
Y.

THE TONAWANDA LUMBER CO.
|\/| ILLS at East Tawas. Mich.; office 106 Main
1
T

I Street, opposite N. Y. C. and H. R. R. R.
Station. North Tonawanda, N. Y.

w
Y.

J. & T. CHARLTON
HOLESALE dealers in Masts and Spars,
Canada Round Pine, &c. Tonawanda, N.

L. A. KELSEY LUMBER CO., Ltd.
IV/I ANUFACTURERS and dealers in Hard-
11 wood Lumber of all kinds. Describe stock
and write for prices. Office Tonawanda, N. Y.

BOVEE & HOWDEN
iyi ANUFACTURERS and Wholesale dealers
I I in Hard and Soft Wood Lumber. Holders
of Canadian stocks are invited to write for quota-
tions. Offices at Tonawanda and Le Roy, N. Y.

Postponement

!

Scottish Carolina Timber & Land Co.,

Limited, in Liquidation.

The Sale of the Saw Mill, Timber Lim-
its, Plant, Real Estate, Logs, etc,, adver-
tised to take place at Knoxville, Tenn.,
on the 6th of August, is postponed until

7th October, 1890
when they will be put up without further

postponement and absolutely without

reserve if not previously disposed of by

private contract. For a full description

of the parcels, list of chattels and de-

tails, apply to WILLIAM PAGE,
Knoxville, Tenn.

and Andrew Williamson, Chartered Ac-

countant, Liquidator of the Scottish Car-

olina Timber and Land Co. Limited, in

liquidation, and Agent for the others

concerned. Offices No. 149 West George

Street, Glasgow, Scotland.

IMPORTANT SALE

TIMBER • LIMITS.

The estate of the late David Moore will offer
for sale at Public Auction at the Russel House,
in the City of Ottawa, on

TUESDAY, 28th OCTOBER, 1890

at three o'clock in the afternoon the following
valuable timber limits :

Parcel No. i.—400 square miles on Kippewa
river, in the province of Quebec, and being berths
Nos. 57, 5°. 47. 46, 65, 64, 62, 63.

Parcel No. 2—Berths No. 3 on the north shore
of Lake Huron in Ontario, license No. 103 of 1SS9-

90. Area, 36 square miles.

Parcel No. 3 -Berth No. 1, township of Springer
in Ontario, license No. 104 for 1889-90. Area 34
square miles

Parcel No. 4.—Berth No. 15 on the north shore
of Lake Huron, in Ontario, license 105 of 1SS9,
Area, 36 square miles.

The purchaser will be bound to take the supplies
on each limit according to schedule and valuation.
For terms and conditions of sale apply to E. D.

Moore, Esq.. Hull, and to the undersigned.

CHRISTIE & CHRISTIE,
J R. FLEMING. Solicitors,

Advocate, no Wellington St., Ottawa.
353 Sparks st., Ottawa.

Sth February 1S90.

Electric lightingApparatus
57, Adelaide St. w.

TORONTO
ONT.

MACHIyE I; ) FO S . / L E
LIST of miscellaneous machines, etc., tor sale

b> H W. PE'IKlh. brmtford and Toronto.

ONE corn and cob crusher.

FINE grain or feed mills.

ONE Craig wheat scourer.

ONE mill stone dresser.

ONE corn husker.

TWO corn shellers.

TWO paint mills.

ONE tile machine.

ONE clay crusher.

ONE copper-jacketed kettle.

TWO copper dye kettles.

TWO set cracker or biscuit machines, with die^.

ONE sugar or sorgum mill.

ONE union leather splitter.

ONE steam rock drill.

ONE foot press forcanner's use, with dies.

ONE fruit evaporator.

ONE Caligraph typewriter.

ONE clover thrasher and huller,

ONE ditching machine.

ONE Wiard sulky plow.

ONE hosiery or bobbin winder.

ONE set scouring rolls.

ONE Chase flock cutter.

ONE lot press plates.

TWO meat choppers.

ONE large clothes mangle.

ONE shooting gallery tube.

ONE small bone mill.

ONE run 42 inch buhr stones.

10 water wheels, different sixes and makes.

ONE lot spu r and bevel gears.

ONE lot shafting, hangers and pulleys.

ONE lot balance wheels.

ONE set cheese box machinery.

ONE lot Cook's patent levels.

TWO steam lire engines.

FIVE hand tire engines.

TWO hose carts.

EIGHT steam pumps.

ONE No. 10 centrifugal pump.

THREE hydraulic rams.

ONE champion spark arrester.

ONE lot lifting jacks.

ONE lot new portable forges

I also have Engines, Boilers of all sizes. Iron

and Wood-Wood Machinery, Send for descriptive

list. H. W. PETRIE, Brantford and Toronto.

VALUABLE MILL PROPERTY FOR
SALE.

THE SAW MILL formerly owned by E. Dun-
stan, better known as the Hickory mill, situ-

ated on Maidstone avenue, in the town of Essex.
The property consists of one and three-quarter
acres of land, frame mill, in good repair, machine-
ry been running until very recently, and all in first-

class order. There is also a spoke machine in
good running order, good supply of water, favour-
able location : spur from Michigan Central rail-

road running into yard ; good roads. Small pay-
ment, in cash ; balance, with approved security,

I on terms to suit purchaser. For further particu-
lars apply, CLARKE & WISMER. Barristers,
etc., Essex.

T. SHORTISS,
DEALER IX

PINE & MINERAL? LANDS
9 Toronto Street,

TORONTO, - ONT
CORRESPONDENCE solicited.

RUBBER BELTINC
MONARCH. RED STRIP AND LION BRANDS.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE CUTTA PERCHA & RUBBER MANUFACTURING CO. OF TORONTO.
OFFICE. 43 YONGE ST. TORONTO. FACTORIES AT PARKDALE . ONT.

Write for Discounts.
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READ, MARK, LEARN AND INWARDLY DIGEST.

R'RINTED MATTER is one of the commodities neces-

sary in every business man's office. Every blank used

is not only an economizer of labor, but gives tone and prestage

to a business which other agencies fail in doing. Many years

practical experience on our part has demonstrated that the

public in general, and the lumber trade in particular, are

ready and willing to pay for really good work, at remunerative

prices, in preference to accepting second-class, or botch work,

at cheaper rates; and there is no reason why they should not be, because

the actual difference in cost between the production of the two is compara-

tively so trifling that no shrewd business man can afford to pursue a " penny-

wise and pound-foolish" policy. Good work pays alike the customer and the

pnnter, especially the former : in fact the public has been educated to judge

in a great measure of the character and standing of an establishment by the

manner in which its business announcements have been executed and the taste

displayed therein—on the principle, we suppose, that "a tree is known by its

fruit."

After catering to the wants of

the lumber trade in the printing line

while located in the picturesque town

of Peterborough for nearly four years,

and as our business increased in volume

we sighed for still greater quarters

to exercise according to our strength,

therefore removal became imperative

—

and we migrated like a caravan to

our present location, 11 & 13 Rich-

mond Street West, Toronto, where we

have again enlarged and improved our

facilities for quick and elegant print-

Removal Became Imperative
in^'

After anchoring in this locality

and getting fairly settled behind the

sign-board of A. G. MORTIMER,

Printer, we became conscious of a

new and unexpected impetus to the

production of the highest work of our

chosen art that proved our already

large facilities inadequate to respond to

the demands upon us
;

so, alive to the

necessities of the hour we have just

added to our plant a large and varied assortment of the latest and most

attractive styles of types, borders, ornaments, etc., thereby enabling us to suit

the varying tastes of the most exacting.

A New and Unexpected Impetus.

Making as we do a specialty of printing for the lumber trade, we

understand their wants, and can in every case guarantee the utmost satisfac-

tion. Our customers already number some of the largest lumber operators-

throughout the different provinces, but like Oliver Twist—we want more.

In addition to the usual line of blanks

usually found in a well regulated business

office, such as Letter and Note Heads, Bill

Heads, Statements, Memorandums, Enve-

lopes, Cards, Tags, Receipts, Drafts, Cheques,

Etc., we pay particular attention to the

wants of lumbermen in the way of Shanty

Orders, Settlements, and all othei kinds of

blank forms used in the shanty and on

the drives.

ILES

as the Crow flies

TO
A. G. MORTIMER'S

Printing House

f TORONTO #

«.<!'*»:"'.

The Wayfarer Gains a Glimpse

We Migrated Like a Caravan

With a knowledge of the business borne

of long experience ' we can undertake your

work with confidence, knowing that our faci-

lities are of the best and our prices such as to warrant you in giving us your pat-

ronage. We know the happy smilewhich will overspread your countenance

on inspecting the first order executed in our establishment.

Thanking our many customers for theliberal patronage heretofore bestowed ;.

feeling satisfied that with the best mater-

ial and machinery at our command, first-

class workmen, and a determination on

our part to merit continued success, we

confidently ask for and expect a contin-

uance of the same. In short, we propose

in the future, as in the past, to turn

out the best work at reasonable prices,

and devote our undivided personal atten-

tion to the business requirements of our

friends and the public in general.

The Happy Smile

Painfully realizing the uncertainties of this life

and the varying mutability of the affairs of men, we

long since consecrated to our use the old and honored

maxim " Whatever is worth doing at all is worth

doing well"—converting it to our rule o' thumb

in practice, a

guiding monitor

through the sha-

dows and the

bright light,

the wind storms

and the pelting rain—and shall abide by

it faithfully and perseveringly until time

shall be no more. Vive vale.

Good Night.

Thanking our Many
Customers, Etc.
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The Only Successful Kiln fnr Drying Oak and other Hardwoods

"THE ANDREWS"
-# NEW LUMBER #

dry-kiijN.
Its remarkable efficiency depends upon its peculiar mode of

applying heat to, and eliminating moisture from, the air used

in drying. We use no costly fan, engine or other device that

requires constant attention, nor do we waste heat by a special

chimney. The air .circulates through the lumber, and the

moisture absorbed from it is extracted from the air by natural

methods. You can not afford to lie without it.

Our Process Duplicates Nature The following well-known furniture manufacturers

have recently purchased the ''Andrews Kiln."

Estey Manufacturing Co., - - - Owasa, Mich.
East Shore Furniture Co., - - - Manistee, Mich.
Universal Tripod Co., - - - Grand Rapids. Mich.
Crand Rapids School Furniture Co., Grand Rapids, M.
New England Furniture Co., - Grand Rapids, Mich.
Milwaukee Chair Co.,

Oshkosh Furniture Co.,

Skandia Furniture Co.,

Story & Clark Organ Co., *-

Rock Falls. Manufacturing Co.,

Courey & Birely Table Co., -

Southern Spring Bed Co., -

Sidney School Furniture Co.,,

Milwaukee, Wis.
Oshkosh, Wis.
Rockfork, 111.

Chicago, I1L

- Sterling, 111.

Shelbyville, Ind.

Atlanta, Ga.
Sidney, Ohio.

Outside VieW Of the AndreWS Kiln. New Richmond Church Furniture Co., N. Richmond, O

A. H. Andrews 2t CO., Proprietors and Manufacturers
215,217,219,221 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

The Casselman Lumber Ce.

CASSELMAN, ONT. ^T^ Successors to FLATT & BRADLEY.

ESPECIAL GOOD FACILITIES FOR SHIPPING.

HEMLOCK BILL STUFF OF EXCELLENT QUALITY.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF

PINE, SPRUCE, ASH, MAPLE AND OTHER HARDWOODS.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

MAITLAND, RIXON & CO.

I. W. MAITLAND.
H. RIXON.
J. G. AINSLIO.
W. STODART.

Owen Sound, Ont.

Saw Millers Lumber Dealers
All kinds of Building Material kept in stock.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF LONG BILL STUFF IN ROCK ELM, PINE, CEDAR

Quotations Furnished on Application. AND HEMLOCK.

F. J. DRAKE,
PATENTEE AND MANUFACTURER OF

SAW, SHINGLE 1 LATH MACHINERY
Belleville, Ontario.

BKAKeTmTEST DAUNTLESS SHINGLE AND HEADING MACHINE
Capacity from 25,000 to 50,000 per day.

The frame of iron throughout, very heavy and rigid, strongly bolted and braced;
carriage very light and strong, made of forged cast steel saw plate, running on steel

ways or tracks: will take in a block 18 inches wide and 19 inches long, adjustablefor

j6 inch or 18 inch shingles.

Drake's Improved Shingle Edger.
With 40 inch saw will make more No. I Shingles from the same quantity of timber than

any Wheel Jointer in existence.

It has a heavy iron frame made for two operators, two inch steel saw arbor, with extra

long bearings; driving pulley 8 inches diameter, 7 inch face, saw 40 inches diameter, 16 gauge,
speed, 1,600 per minute.

Mill men who have once used this machine will not use any other. For capacity, remov-
ing sap-knots, rot or any other imperfections, for making parallel shingles and economy of stock,

it is superior to any other.

Also manufacturer of other kinds of Shingle Jointers, both self-acting and hand-feed Shingle Machines, Tacking Boxes, Drag Saw Machines, Bolters, Stationary and Portable Saw Mills,

Double Edgers, Single Edgers, Slab Saw Rigs, Bull Wheel Rigs, Lath Machines, Lath Bolters, in fact a general line of Mill Machinery, with Tiilleys, Shafting, &c. Satisfaction guaranteed in

.al! catet. Send for estimates on anything required, and the same will receive immediate attention.
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The Millwrights and
Engineers Safeguard.

No Hot Boxes. Stands any weight or motion. Best and cheapest metal
known for Machinery Journal Bearings. Reliable Machinists use no other. To
be had at every enterprising Hardware store in the Dominion.
ALOXZO W. SPOOXER, Patentee and Manufacturer, PORT HOPE, OXT

THE RATHBUN COMPANY,
DESEROXTO, - - ONTARIO,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Doors, Sash, Blinds, Stairs
AND ALL KINDS OF WOODEN HOUSE FINISHING MATERIALS.

Cedar Oil for Purging Boilers
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

F. PARKIN
•<»iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin«>

Gait File Works
BALT, QNT,

MILL FILES A SPECIALTY.

Write for Price Lists and Mention

this Journal.

THE MONARCH BOILER

(PATENTED) AND HERCULES ENGINE.

CELEBRATED ffi^?s#
ROTARY SAW MILlJ

Guaranteed
Saw Lumber

Perfectly Smooth and
1 thickness.

Portable from 6 to 70 horse power. Surpass
portable steam power heretofore produced for
strength, durability, compactness, and the ease
wi:h which they can be moved.
The 70 horse power can be taken overtherough-

est roads, or into the forest, and set up as easily
and quickly as an ordinary 20 horse power port-
able engine, and as firm as a brick-set stationary
engine. Engines and boilers of every size and des-
cription. Eotary Saw Mills. Shingle and Lath
machines, Law Grinders, Planers, etc. Mill
machinery and supplies of every description.
Every boiler insured against explosion bv the
Boiler Insurance & Inspection Co. of Canada,
n rite for circulars.

Amherst Foundry and
Machine works.

ESTABLISHED OVER 40 YEARS.

A. ROBB & SONS,
Amherst, N S.

MARK H. IRISH
Broker and

Commission Agent.

Special attention given to buying and selling

Saw Mills, Timber Limits and Mineral
Lands

In the United States and Canada.

NO SALE NO COMMISSION

Room 12 Mail Building, Toronto, Ont.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

Auction Sale of Timber Berths.

DEPARTMENT OE CROWN LANDS.

(Woods and Forests Branch.)

Toronto, ;nd July, 1890.

NOTICE is hereby given, that under Order
in Council certain Timber Berths in the

Rainy River and Thunder Bay Districts, and
a Berth composed of part of the Township of
Aweres, in the District of Algoma, will be
offered for sale by Public Auction, on
Wednesday, the First day of October next,

at one o'clock in the afternoon, at the Depart-
ment of Crown Lands, Toronto.

ARTHUR S. HARDY,
Commissioner.

Note.— Particulars as to localities and
description of limits, area, etc., and terms
and conditions of sale will be furnished on
application, personally, or by letter, to the

Department of Crown Lands, or to Wm.
Margach, Crown Timber Agent, Rat Portage
for Rainy River Berths, or Hugh Munroe,
Crown Timber Agent, Port Arthur, for

Thunder Bay Berths.

No unauthorized Advertisement of the above

will be paidfor.

j. j. T'TJ-^iNr-HiTe,

Sail, Tent and Awning Maker,
251 George and 154- King Streets.

PETERBOROUGH.
Canoe. Yacht and Boat Sails made to order.

Peifect Fits guaranteed.

Every description of Lumbermen*'s Supplies
ami Waterproof Clothing.

TO MACKINAC
Summer Tours.

Palace Steamers. Low Rates.
Pour Trips per Week Between

DETROIT, MACKINAC ISLAND
Fetoskey, Sault Ste. Marie, and Lake

Huron Way PortB,

E-rery Week Day Between

DETROIT AND CLEVELAND
al Sunday Trips du July, August and Sept.

Double Daily Line Between
CHICAGO AND ST, JOSEPH, MICH.
Our l llustratecT pamphlets
Kates and Excursion Tjeketa will be furnished

by your Ticket AeeDt, or address
E. B. WHITCOMB, G. P. A., Detroit, Mich.,

Oetrolt and Cleveland Steam Nav. Co,

L

Should send. their orders for

Printing
TO

A. G.MORTIMER

PRINTER

It and I3 Richmond St. West,

Toronto, Out

Color Printing and Embossing a
Specialty.

Estimates Promptly Furnished on
all Classes of Work.

Orders by Telephone or Mail will

receive prompt attention.

Telephone I 344.

-THE-

GEO. glSHOP RNGRAV1NG .

«» AND PRINTING flO.
LIMITED.

On Steel, Copper, Stone and Wood.

LITHOGRAPHING,
PLATE PRINTING,

BOOK and JOB PRINTING
PHOTO-ENGRAVING,

BOOK BINDING,
ELECTROTYPING.

Illustrated Catalogues and Keponts a
Specialty,

Estimates Furnished

i 69 St. James Street. Montreal,

'IftRAMER
5^3 ffNK >}f

*

£IA\6WN0* $r Toronto-

ESTABLISHED 1871.

J. W. LANG & CO.

Wholesale Crocers & Importers

33, Front St. East, Toronto.

We shall be pleased to have yon write to u.t

/or samples and prices of

TEAS, TOBACCOS, SUGARS,
SYRUPS, RICE, Etc.

We rvill cut prices fine to large buyers.

We have a

GOOD, SOUND. FINE FLAVOURED TEA
02/15 cetiis.

Write for sample chest. Address,

J. w. LiLiTa cSc co.
TOEONTO.

LUMBER

TRUCK * WHEELS*

The Montreal
4c

Car Wheel Go.

MANUFACTURERS OF

CHARCOAL IRON CHILLED

Railroad Wheels
Offices: New York Life Insurance

Building, Montreal.

Works: Lachine, Quebec.

WE make a Specialty of Wheels suitable (or

the requirements of Lumbeimen and
Street Car Service, and can supply them Bored.
Finished and Balanced.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED
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jTriction pulley Qoard.
The Best Materials ever used

for Frictions of all

# kinds 0

-MANUFACTURED BY-

The

Dominion Leather Board Company,

Montreal, Quebec.

Steam

Packing.

SAMPLES FURNISHED. PLEASE MENTION THIS PAPER. CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

TO MILL OWNERS, MANUFACTURERS
AND ALL WHO ARE USING

Gait* Machine* Knife* Works.
1 IlillttllOIIIIIIIII lilfflilH lliiililliiil 11111111

l|iiii§|j|iS| Hil

Leather*Belting
XT' "STOTT ^T-^HSTT BELTING

Which will Bun Straight on the Pulleys,
Which is Thoroughly Well Stretched

,

Which will not Tea)' at the Lace Holes,
Which will give Complete Satisfaction

,

MACHINE KNIVES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION FOR

Planing, Moulding & Stave Cutting.

PETEf

HAY 0»T

FOE PEICE LIST

PETER HAY,

X

GALE, ONE.

3E1-TD TO

F\ E. Dixon &> Co.
MAM'F ACTC'RERS OF

PATENT LAP-JOINT STAR RIVET

LEATHER IBELTIN&*
jo King Street East, Toronto.

Sole Agents in Canada for the

CELEBRATED PHOENIX OIL
The Only Pefect Belt Dressing.

All our Belting is sold at the Canadian price list. Please compare be-

fore purchasing. Send for Discounts and our Pamphlet on Belting.

DESERONTO, ONT.,

*TERRA*COTTA*FIRL-PROOFING *
For Use in Old and New Buildings.

Endorsed by Leading Architects. Absolutely Fire-proof. About as Cheap as

Wood or Brick. Weight One-Third that of Brick. Does not

Crack on application of Heat or Water.

Deadens Noise. Gives Warmth in Winter; Coolness in Summer.

NAPANEE CEMENT COMPANY
„ (limited. 1

— manufacturers of —

Hydraulic Gemen^
Particularly adapted for Dams, Smoke Stacks, Foundations, Cul-

verts, Cisterns, Cellars, etc.

ENDORSED BY LEADING RAILWAYS AND CONTRACTORS.

ZEEQ^-CIH: * ZLJItvdllE],
For Building-, Plastering, Gas Purifying, Paper Making, &c.

B. F. Stitrtevants Patent Progressive Lumber Dry Kiln.
BELIABLE

GUARANTEED
TO DRY

-IN-

Best Manner Possible

ALL KINDS OF

HARD and SOFT
\VOOI> LUMBER.

WRITE+POR+CATALOGUE.

91 LIBERTY STREET
NEW YORK.

NO WARPING
CHECKING

AND BLUEING
—WITH THE—

STURTEVANT
Patent Hot Blast

Steam Heating

Apparatus.

31 N. CANAL STREET
CHICAGO.

B. F. STURTEVANT, Patentee and Sole Manufacturer, 34 Oliver Street, (corner of Franklin street* BOSTON, Mass., U.S.A.
A. /:. Williams, Soho Machine Works, Toronto, General Agent for the Dominion.
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"R EPRESENTATI¥E
(^) ^\ C3 LUMBER FIRMS

THOS. H. WlLl.MOTT. A. K. McIntosh.

willmott & Mcintosh
Wholesale Dealers in

3# -w t t -m ir —-v -w "\ w _JraS

LUMBER XXX
x.xx.^

^i>FW^^i^^^i^i^i**^^^ ^ ^ "*i

44 <md 46 Front Street East,

TOZEeOlSTTO, - - OITTAEIO.
-| Lumber Shipped to all Parts by Rail or Vessel. |-

Agents for the Celebrated

LUFKIN BOARD AND LOG RULE*.

Prompt Delivery in all Cases

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

Toronto Hardwood Lumber Co«

Wholesale Dealers and Shippers in all kinds of

y

I HARDWOOD * LUMBER

7f
83 Front Street West, Corner Lome Street, TORONTO.

OFFICES
Hamilton, Toronto

Windsor, Gravenhurst

TELEPHONE
No. 1046

MILLS
Gravenhurst, Huntsville

Katrine, Essex Centre

ROBERT THOMSON & CO.
DEALERS IN

F*ine and Hardwood

\ LUMBEmj^TIMBER]
Mills Operating nil the year round. Correspondence Solicited.

TORONTO OFFICE
j q3^ STREET,

TORONTO.

London Canadian Chambers

THOMAS MEANEY,
REPRESENTATIVE

DONOGH & OLIVER,
Wholesale Dealers in

L
OFFICE :

Nos. 16 and 17 Imperial Bank Buildings,

Wellington Street East.

TORONTO, ONT

DALTON MCCARTHY, President. J. H. EYER, Manager'

Toronto and Midland Mf'g Co.
(INCORPORATED.

Wholesale * Lumber + Dealers
AND MANUFACTURERS OF

DRESSED LUMBER, FLOORING
Ceiling, Sheeting, Siding, Shelving, Mouldings of all Descriptions.

Office and Yard :

FOOT OF SPADINA AVE., - TORONTO.
Planing Mills : MIDLAND, ONT.

PORTER, ROBERTSON k CO.

STOCKS

STRIPS

SIDINGS

BILLSTUFF

WHOLESALE

LUMBER s

HARDWOODS
EMLOCK

SHINGLES

DEALERS LATH, ETC.

MMlichamji's Bu ildin gs,

35 * Adelaide * Street * East,
TORONTO.

YARD : NORTHERN DOCK, FOOT OF BATHURST STREET.

Sir Alex. Campbell. K.C.M.G. Pres.
'Lieut Govr. of Ontario)

John L.Blaikie Eso .Vice Pres.

Consulting
EngWE£Rs

ROBB. Chie

Head

f Engineer. A.FRASER. Secy. Treas.

Office. 2Toronto St .

Toronto.

A NEW COUNTRY!
Has been opeDed for development by the constnso

tion of the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault St.
Marie Railway C'*SOO LIME") through

the large foreBts of

PINE, HEMLOCK AND HARDWOOD
In Wisconsin and the Upper Peninsula

ot Michigan.

Good Chances for Saw Mills
Exist at many points on this
inew li*A. Information fur-
'nistaed, as far as possible, rel-
ative to mill sites, groups of
timber, price of stumpage,
etc. Mill machinery trans*
ported free of charge.

Low Rates.
Good Facilities,

Prompt Service.

W.W. RICH,
'600' Railway, Minneapolis, Minn.

SCRIBNERS

LUMBER
J±2sTT>

LOGBOOK
Over One Million Sold.

OST complete book of its kind ever published.
lM Gives measurement of all kinds of Lumber,
Logs, Flanks, Scantling; cubical contents of square
and round Timber ; hints to lumber dealers ; wood
measure : speed of circular saws ; care of saws

;

cord-wood tables : felling trees : growth of trees ;

land measure ; wages, rent, board, interest, stave

and b fading bolts, etc. Standard book throughout
the Lnited "States and Canada. Get the new illus-

trated edition of 1SS2. Ask your book-seller for it.

Sent post-paid for 35 cents.

G. W. FISHER, Box 238. Rochester, XV
or A. G. MORTIMER. Toronto, Ont
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The Improved Common Sense rg iln

••iiiiiiiiihiiii»»

Maintains

its

lead

over all

others,

••iiiiiiiniiiiii**

\3

-It*

'•IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIC*

It is pre-

eminently

the

best process

in use.

••iiiiiimiiiiii*)

^7.

It extracts the moisture from the centre ; combines active circulation, moderate heat, and condensation of the sap ; secures the quickest and best results in the
most perfect and economical way known. The process is applicable to old or new kilns. Quickly and repeatedly repays all outlay. For Hardwood Lumber use no
other, and avoid all checks, warps and case-hardening. It seasons lumber exactly like, and equal to, air seasoning. More largely used than all others in England
and the United States. Address,

St. Albans Mf'c). Co., St. Albans, Yt., U. S. A.
C. C CLEVELAND. G. F. CLEVELAND.

J. L. GOODHUE & CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

J^eatlieir^ Belting
AND

Lace Leather.
ZD^-isr^nr-x^ - - qtjebec.

GEORGE BRUSH,
MACHINIST, FOUNDER & BOILER MAKER,

EAGLE FOUNDRY,
1-4 to 34 I^inSTO- STKEE T,

ZIONTREAL, QUE.

RAILROAD, BANK & OFFICE

DESKS
TEES 6z CO.,

300 ST. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL.

F. B. STRICKLAND & CD.

MACHINERY MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS
DEALERS IN

Sfnr Mill Machinery, Engines, Boilers, Etc., Etc

New "Westmihstee, 33. C.
CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

GOODBAY, BENSON & G0.
QUEBEC, I\ Q.

General Lumber i Timber Merchants,
/" TTTT ~\

.»

Correspondence is solicited from parties having choice stocks of Hardwood and Pine
to offer, either in the log or in sawn lumber.

JOHN BERTRAM 4 SONS,

;^1C^F_ID^ TOOL "sT^O^I^S

DUNDAS, ONTARIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

UOOIt- WORKING MACHIKEII 1

MACHINE TOOLS, ETC.

Write for Pricei anil Catalogue*

F. G. BECKETT ENGINE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

SAW* MILL* ENGINES* AND TOILERS
AND ALL KINDS OF MILL MACHINERY.

Steam Launches and Tug Boats a Specialty.

— EHLS-IuEITjTOI", OiTTJVESIO —
SEND FOR CATALOGUE ANO M EN T; ON THIS PAPER ^

GEO. CORM'ACK
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

All kinds of LUMBER.
Lumber Shipped to allparts by Rail or Vessel.

WHITBY, ONTARIO

ST. CATHARINES SAW V0RKS.
Finest Material, Most Even Temper.

Our Circular Saa-s are Unequalled.

Our Cross-Cut Saws are Unexcelled.

And our Hand JH/> and Butcher Saws

Fully Equal to any on the Continent. V? •

* \

The largest Saw Factory in the Dominion.

OUR SPECIALTIES.

The " Simonds » Circular Sou:

The « leader » Cross-Cat Saw.

The •* Lawson " Butcher Saw.

The '* Herling " Hand Saw.

THE BEST IN THE WORLD ! SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

R. H. SMITH COMPANY, Utd, St. Catharines, Ont.
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IMPROVED ,

Four Valve
High Speed

Automatic
Engine.

Economy and Absolute
Regularity of Speed

Guaranteed.

70 Foot Steel Carriage
KNEES OPEN 66 INCNES FROM SAW,

•V \^Made in all sixes, from smallest size for ord7nar^g^logs^\
y,

largest ill^f<•m opening up, 40 inches, to the hen riest, for the largest

.J

OsGilating Twine Engine,Steam Feed,

Pacific Coast Edger

3 Sizes, 8 x 12 12 x 14

and 14 x 20.

with d saws to edge, JO to 00 incites

wide up to 8 inches thick.

BOILER WORK OF ALL KINDS A SPECIALTY.

FRICTION CRIP PULLEY
CRIP SPLIT

SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND PRICES

Watcrous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Can,
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5 Single Copies, io Cent ».

THE CANADA LUMBERMAN
published monthly by

Office :

Richmond Chambers, ii and 13 Richmond Street W.
Toronto, Ontario.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION:
One Copy one Year, in Advance,
One Copy six months, in Advance.

M .00
50

Advertising Rates Furnished on Application.

The Canada Lumberman is published in the interest of the

lumber trade and of allied industries throughout the Dominion
being the only representative in Canada of this foremost branch of

the commerce ot this country. It aims at giving full and timely

information on all subjects touching these interests, discussing

these topics editorially and inviting free discussion of them by others.

Especial pains are taken to secure the latesf and most trustworthy

market quotations from various points throughout the world so as

to afford to the trade in Canada information upon which it can rely

in its operations.

Special correspondents in localities of importance present accur-

ate report not only of prices and the condition of the market but,

also of other matters specially interesting to our readers. But cor-

respondence is not only welcome but is invited from all who have
any information to communicate or subjects to discuss relating to the

trade or in any way effecting it. Even when we may not be able to

agree with the writers we will give them a fair opportunity for free

discussion as the best means of eliciting the truth. Any items of

interest are particularly requested for even if not of great import-
ance individually they contribute to a fund of information from
which general results are obtained.

Advertisers will receive careful attention and liberal treatment.
We need not point out that for many the Canada Lumberman
with its special class of readers is not only an exceptionally good
medium for securing publicity but is indispensable for those who
would bring themselves before the notice of that class. Special at-

tention is directed to Wanted'' and For Sale" advertisements
which will be inserted in a conspicious position at the uniform price
of 15 cents per line for each insertion. Announcements of this
character will be subject to a discount of 25 per cent, if ordered for

three successive issues or longer.

Subscribers will find the small amount they pay for the Canada
Lumberman quite insignificant as compared with its value to them.
There is not an individual in the trade or specially interested in it,

who should not be on our list thus obtaining the present benefit
and aiding and encouraging us to render it even more complete.

The McKinley anaconda is still slowly dragging its

slimey length along in the United States Senate, and
although the Democrats have made a gallant fight

to scotch the reptile before it is turned loose, still the
Republicans cling to the iniquitious monster with the
greatest tenacity, with the determination, if possible, of
forcing the thing through. Should it pass, those who
claim to be posted, say the President will sign the bill,

and then the band will begin to play.

Two rich French Canadians, from Rhode Island,
had an interview with the members of the Quebec
government the other day with a view to ascertaining
what facilities will be afforded them for obtaining tim-
ber limits and erecting mills at Lake St. John. They
propose to introduce machinery in such mills to pre-
pare lumber for the United States market to which it

will be directly shipped. They immediately left for
Lake St. John, and state that if they succeed in estab-
lishing the proposed enterprise a large number of
French Canadians in the States will return to work
for them.

THE Rat Portage lumbermen are complaining that
the sale of timber berths advertised by the Ontario
Government to take place in Toronto, Oct. 4th, comes
KM late in the season for them, the consequence being
that they will be obliged to make contracts with Ameri
can loggers, which means a loss of $100,000 to $125,000
to the town, besides leaving some 800 men idle. The
supplies required for camps also amount to about
\\'s,'//,. ;t larye portion of which is purchased in Rat

Portage, and this also would be lost to the district.

The lumbermen intend petitioning the Government to

grant permits in order that they may get to work

at once.

Complaints from the lumbermen of Ontario are

loud and long against the Grand Trunk railway, owing

to the failure of the company to supply them with an

adequate number of cars. This is an old grievance

which breaks out every year, but this year it has broken

out with greater intensity than ever before, and much
earlier than usual. The suffering that many of the

lumbermen have to endure, owing to the mismanage-
ment of the freight department of the railways, is

simply outrageous. At a conference had with Sir

Joseph Hickson, in Montreal last November, a speedy

remedy of the evil was promised. This promise has

not been fulfilled, and if the car service is so lamentably

short in the dull season, what will it be when the busy

season, which is near at hand, commences ?

The immense volume of traffic through the United
States canal at Sault Ste. Marie is far in excess of the

Suez Canal and gives promise that the proposed Can-
adian canal will prove a good paying property. A
recent report shows that the United States canal during

the year ending June 30th, 1890, gave passage to 10,108

vessels, of which 6,800 were steam vessels propelled by
screws and 2,834 were sailing vessels. During the

calendar year of 1889 there was transported through
the canal 7,516,022 net tons of freight, showing a re-

markable development of trade on the Great Lakes.

Among the important items of traffic passing through
the canal during the year ending June 30th, 308,032,-

000 of lumber b. m. is reported, and nine rafts contain-

ing 17,500,000 feet of lumber were passed down the

rapids.

Advices from Ottawa indicate that the merchants
are fully alive to the fact that financial troubles are

staring them in the face in view of the depression

which threatens the lumber trade. The merchants
and others who have been supplying the mill hands
are beginning to curtail their lines of credit, in anticipa-

tion of many hundreds of hands being thrown out of

employment this fall. Unless the lumber industry

should revive within a short time there will, no doubt,

be much suffering among those who have been depend-
ent upon this industry for a living. Many of those who
are thrown out of employment, who are able to get

away, will no doubt seek for employment elsewhere.

The banks concur in the opinion that before matters
improve the lumbering industry of the Ottawa Valley
will have to pass through hard times.

There is nothing succeeds so well as success. Mr.
Leary has manifested a wonderful amount of persever-
ance in endeavoring to make his leviathan rafting a
success. The great raft which left Joggins, N.S., two
months previous, arrived at Hemstead bay on August
6th. It originally contained seventeen sections, each
100 feet long, 25 feet deep and 35 feet wide, of which, it

is reported, four sections were lost near Cape Cod.
Although this raft does not contain as much lumber as
the one towed to New York two years ago, it is the
longest ever constructed, being 1,400 feet in length, 80
feet over a quarter of a mile, containing 8,000 logs and
valued at $35,000 to $40,000. Mr. Leary has construct-

ed a second raft consisting of 14 cribs of piling, which is

being towed in two sections of seven cribs each, St.

John tugs taking the sections as far as Portland, Me.,
where the New York boats will take them in tow. All

of the piling Mr. Leary had on hand has now been

utilized, and nothing more will be done this summer in

the way of shipping.

The Canadian government has decided to send an

agent to Jamaica to represent Canada at an Interna-

tional Exhibition to be held there next January, and in

doing so the government is acting wisely in thus seek-

ing a promising market for Canadian products, as an
international exhibition is a good place at which to

advertise whatever a country has for sale. The articles

bound to find a market, and which are now being sup-

plied by the United States to that country to a certain

extent, are boots and shoes, butter, cheese, biscuits,

flour, corn meal, cotton goods, ice, furniture, lumber,

woodenware, clothing, fish, pork and provisions, soap,

sashes, certain lines of hardware, Vjbacco, snuff, doors,

sashes and tools. As many of the above mentioned

articles can be cheaply furnished by Canada it is

important that a good exhibit should be made, which if

properly done, will do justice to the country and our

people. Those who intend to exhibit should not defer

active preparations, and as there will be keen competi-

tion, Canada should be largely and well represented.

Some of the furniture manufacturers of Grand
Rapids, Michigan, have been investigating the possi-

bility of getting lumber from Canada, and the results

prove to be quite interesting. Oak lumber, plain-sawed

and good quality, is quoted at $25 to $26 in that State,

delivered on board the cars. This is claimed to be
about thirty per cent, higher than the same stuff could

have been had a year ago, the advance being caused

by a shortage in the crop last winter, and an increased

demand for oak in house finishes and for furniture. In

Canada almost any quantity of choice dry oak lumber

can be had at $18 to $20, but the investigators find

that even at these figures the importation of the lumber
would be unprofitable. It is claimed that the tax im-

posed by the government on imported lumber would
increase the cost by $2.50 per thousand, as the govern-

ment always measures the superficial feet, making
a difference of twenty per cent, in the merchantable
lumber received. The average freight rates from Can-
adian points to Bay City for oak lumber is about S8,

while the rates from Michigan producing points is but

$3 or $4. Thus it appears, that the duty, addec1 to the

heavier freight rates, would make the Canadian lumber
more expensive than the home article. Michigan's

supply of oak is rapidly being exhausted, and at the

present rate of consumption the furniture men w ill ere

long have to look elsewhere for supplies or turn their

attention to something else.

A number of American papers, published at lumber
centres, are at the present time busily engaged in

endeavoring to stiffen the back bones of weak-kneed
Senators, with the view of retaining the lumber clause,

as it at present stands, in the McKinley bill. The
News, published at Tonawanda, N. Y., in a recent
issue says :—"Our lumbermen largely favor a reduction
of lumber duties and it is probable that a majority-

would not be adverse to free lumber. All condemn the
log export duty as an unreciprocal and unjust import.
Our mill men here, and in Buffalo, Lockport, and at

other points along the Erie canal, desire to draw sup-
plies of logs from the Canadian forests for bill timber,
and other special grades of lumber, and in doing so
would not interfere in the slightest degree with the busi-

ness of Canadian mills engaged in cutting the grades of
lumber kept in yards. For many years past the export
of logs from the United States to saw mills in New
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Brunswick and other parts of Canada has been many-

times greater than the export of logs from Canada to the

United States. Our government imposes no export

duty, why should the Canadian government do so ? We
trust that the house proviso in the wood schedule of

the tariff, adding the amount of the log export duty

to the import duty on lumber, will be retained. It will

prove effectual, and will compel the immediate repeal

of the export duty. If this proviso is not retained,

nothing less should be done than to make any reduc-

tion in the lumber duty contingent upon the repeal of

the export duty."

The following gleaned from United States Consul

Lavs' report of exports from Ottawa to the United

States, for the year ending June 50th last, will be

interesting to many readers. Bark, $17,815: box

shooks, $45,266 ;
lath, $80,456 ; lumber, $2,687,001 ;

pickets, $21,748; pulp wood, $20,106; posts, $1,130;

railway ties, $6,246 ;
shingles, $4,657.

At present, building in Manitoba is chiefly confined

to elevators and grain warehouses at country points.

A large number of such buildings are in course of

construction all over the prairie province, as a result of

the fine crop prospects, and this has added very con-

siderably to the recent demand upon the lumber

dealers. The quantity of Minnesota lumber brought

into Manitoba has not been as large as last year,

although a considerable quantity has recently been

brought in for elevator construction along the line

of the Northern Pacific railway.

THE New Westminster, B. C, Truth, under date

of August 16th, says : "A genuine surprise was crea-

ted in commercial circles yesterday, by' the announce-

ment that Messrs. F. G. Strickland & Co., the well

known machinery agents of this city, had made an

assignment for the benefit of their creditors to Deputy

Sheriff Armstrong. The firm has been doing a very

extensive business, and one which was generally believed

to be prosperous. Messrs. Forin & Morrison are

solicitors for the assignees." An investigation made

into the affairs of the firm shows thus far that the

assets very largely exceed the liabilities, and in all

probability 100 cents on the dollar will be paid to

the creditors.

The band saw is fast becoming popular as well as

famous for the work it does. It is without doubt

the saw of the future and it has come to stay.- A
Wisconsin exchange has the following to say relative

to the band mill :— Mill men in Marinette who are

using band saws that cut 19,000 feet of lumber in a

single hour probably little realize thai when band saws

were first introduced, a cut of 10,000 in 11 hours was

considered good work. The first one put in at Manistee

was obliged to have a guarantee that it would cut 10,000

feet in 11 hours. It has now overtaken the circular in

the daily cut and' will soon exceed it, and can well lay

claim to its being the coming mill of the country. The

same objection at first made against the circular saw

was overcome, and it will be the same in regard to

band mills. They are no longer an experiment.

A number of Chinamen were recently employed in

removing lumber from one of the slides at the Brunette

Saw Mills, B. C, when a considerable quantity had

been taken away from the lower end, when that remain-

ing above suddenly and unexpectedly slipped downward.

One cf the Chinamen was caught by it and pinned up

against the remainder of the pile at the bottom. His

predicament was a serious and critical one, but as he

still had the use of his lungs, though up to the neck in

lumber, he began in his extremity to shout "murder;"
that perhaps being the most direful word in the English

language which he could summon. A large force of

mill hands instantly got to work to relieve the unfortu-

nate Mongolian, who was found after all not to be very

seriously injured, though considerably bruised and out

of shape on account of the pressure of the wood on his

legs, back and arms. It was a miracle he was not

killed. Immediately he was set free one of his com-

.patriots got him on his shoulders and trotted off with

him to his shack.

The South American lumber trade as yet shows no

signs of improvement, as that country is still in a very

unsettled condition. Mr. Otis Sheppard, of the firm of

the Sheppard & Morse Lumber Company, of Boston,

who is well informed on the South American lumber

trade, recently said. "The South American market is

about as flat as can be. We had entertained hopes

that the Montevideo market would have recovered from

the depression of the earlier part of the season, but I

have just received advices from the Argentine Republic

to the effect that there is more lumber in stock now in

Montevideo than they can use up this year. Buenos

Ayres is also overstocked, and we cannot tell when the

market there will improve. It certainly does not look

promising for the next 12 months. The financial dis-

turbance has been long threatening, and is largely due

to government extravagance. Gold is now at a pre-

mium of 200, which means that it takes $300 of Argen-

tine money to buy $1 in gold. Of course, the practical

closing of the market for the present is a serious

drawback to the Canadian producer, and accounts for

the restricted output and consequent dullness. You
will understand the importance of this South American

market to Canadian lumbermen when I tell you that

the exports, principally from Canada to the Argentine

Republic last year, amounted to about 80,000,000 feet

of white pine, 134,000,000 feet of pitch pine, and 1 10,-

000,000 feet of spruce. The United States market is

only fair. The number of strikes in the lumber trades

in New York, Worcester, Lowell, Lynn, Lawrence and

other cities, has reduced the consumption of lumber

much below what it would otherwise have been. The
stock of lumber in Albany just now is lighter than I

have known it to be for many years at this season."

A Pacific coast lumberman, a native of far away
Norway, recently p^jd a visit to the land of his nativity

—

a land famous for its balmy breezes and immense
forests. In his meanderings he visited Christiana, Nor-

way, to take a look at the largest saw mill in the world,

and if it is correctly described, and we have no reason

to doubt the correctness of the account, it is evidence

that other lands than ours can boast of having big saw
mills and lumber kings. He says. " It has a capacity of

1,000,000 feet a day (eighteen hours). It runs thirty-

six gang saws, though they are much smaller than the

ones used in this country ; it is fitted up with circular

saws and other machinery similar to ours. It has six

planing mills. From forty to fifty ships load at one

time at its docks. In connection with this mill, and

owned by the same man, are two large flour mills. The
London yard of this mill extends more than one mile

in lengfch. The lumber shipped is all seasoned, some
of it in kilns and the rest by piling. The greatest care

is exercised in keeping the mill floors clean and white.

In some parts of the world the men who unload it are

not allowed to wear boots and must go in their bare

feet. The lumber manufactured is much smoother, he

says, than in this country as the saws are not crowded

as much as here, and the saw teeth are finer. .It is cut

to exact gauge and so evenly cut to length that when
piled the ends are almost as even as the face of a brick

wall. The extent of the traffic in lumber on the Baltic

ocean can be comprehend when 500 vessels laden with

lumber were seen in one day on that body of water.

England, Ireland and Scotland absorb annually 3,700,-

000,000 feet of lumber. The English people have a

fancy for white floors, hence the Norway pine is the

popular lumber in that country. The forests of Norway
are good for 500 years, in fact under the present system

one might say forever. When a piece of timber land has

been cut over it is at once as thickly replanted ; at the

end of a few years it is gone over again and the poor

trees cut to give room for the good ones. The lumber

of Norway is the great barrier against which the Pacific,

Atlantic and Gulf coast lumbermen of our country

must always contend. Their markets make the prices

for export lumber the world over."

SPLINTERS.

The total value of goods exported from Canada

during the month of July was $12,022,931, of which

$4,336,363 was derived from the products of the forest.

A demand of assignment has been made upon Joseph

Cadieux, manufacturer of doors, blinds and sashes,

Montreal, by Damase Parizeau, lumber merchant. The
liabilities are in the neighborhood of $75,000.

Interested readers will do well to remember that

the sale of the mill property belonging to the Scottish

Carolina Timber and Land Co., will take place at

Knoxville, Tenn., on Tuesday, Oct. 7th next.

*

The parties sent out by the American government

to investigate the charges of alleged wholesale thefts of

timber in Minnesota by Canadian lumbermen, will in

all probability, find the 180,000,000 feet of logs, said to

have been stolen, stowed away in a gopher hole.

* *

The firm of Gilmour & Co., with headquarters at

Ottawa, has been dissolved, Mr. Allan Gilmour retir-

ing. Mr. John Gilmour with his cousin, Mr. J. D.

Gilmour, now constitute the firm, which will manufac-

ture lumber and trade under the firm name of John
Gilmour & Co.

Spruce, pine and hemlock are the principal woods

handled in Nova Scotia. Lumbering is carried on

differently in that province, from the plan pursued

in the rest of the provinces. In Nova Scotia a dealer

purchases the right to a whole section, and as fast as he

clears it plants other trees, so that there is no chance of

the timber becoming exhausted. This is a plan worthy

of emulation.

The rate at which timber lands are being bought up

on the Pacific coast, in the south, or whenever they are

to be found in considerable quantity, within the limits

of the United States, renders it pertinent to consider

the time when all the desirable fores ts will have been

consumed as not very remote. There is yet lots of tim-

ber that can be purchased, but the most of the great

opportunities for buying to advantage are gone.

The Executors of the Estate of R. E. Smith, Port

Hope, Ont., will offer for sale by auction, at 17 King

Street East, Toronto, on September 17th, a timber

limit, situated on the north shore of Lake Huron ; also

valuable saw mills, water powers, wild lands, etc.

Attention is called to these properties as some of them

are very valuable. For further information see adver-

tisement in another column.

* *

The shipment of spruce deals, etc., from the port of

St. John to the United Kingdom and Continent for the

first six months of 1890, as compared with the same

period of 1889, show in respect to spruce deals a falling

off of nearly one-half for the six months of 1890, as

compared with the corresponding period of last year.

The total shipments of deals to June 30th in 1889

amounted to 93,451,021, as against 50,748,867 to June

30th, 1890.

The New Brunswick Lumber Commission held its

first meeting at Fredericton last month. The session

was quite a lengthy one. Among other things it was

decided to call witnesses to elucidate the different

phases of the lumber business. After exchanging views

regarding the rate of stumpage an adjournment was

made for one month. In the meantime the secretary

will obtain information as to the lumber cut on public

and private lands, shipment, etc.

* *

All friends of forestry in Canada will be interested

to know that the American Forestry Association has

accepted the invitation tendered by the Government of

the Province of Quebec to meet this summer at Quebec

in the Parliament Buildings from the 2nd to the 5th

day of September. The preservation of the forest and

its judicious management are questions of vital impor-

tance to Canada where nearly all the forests lands, with
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very few exceptions, are part of the public domain. It

will be interesting to study the Canadian system on the

spot, and every facility for doing so will be afforded

the association. The result cannot fail to strengthen

the hands of the American Forestry Association in its

endeavors to protect the forest wealth of this Continent,

and we have no doubt but earnest and useful work will

be done by the Convention.

* *
*

A Company is now being formed in England for the

purpose of acquiring some 50,000 acres of timber land

situated on the Bay of Fonseca, in Spanish Honduras.

This land is covered with virgin forest of mahogany,

cedar, fustic and logwood and is to be purchased outright

by the company who purpose to fell the timber and mar-

ket it in European and American markets. It is esti-

mated that the forests will last over twenty years, and

as the land is cleared it is proposed to plant rubber and

orange trees.

A dastardly attempt was made on the night of Aug.

27th to fire the lumber yards at Tonawanda, N. Y.

No less than eleven fires were started within the period

of twenty-four hours, all presumed to be of incendiary

origin. The Lumber Association has offered a reward of

$1,000 for the apprehension of the incendiary. Dodge's

planing mills, Kent's, Hollister's, Bass & Co., and

Holland Bros :

. lumber vards where set on fire, also J.

S. Bliss
: shingle factory, and twice cars on the Central

tracks were set a fire.

* *
*

W. Hl'ME Clay, a prominent young lumber mer-

chant of Winchester, Ky., disappeared from his home
a short time ago. A short time after his departure a

number of protested notes turned up, and more recent-

ly it has transpired that a number of forgeries had been
- committed. The amount of forgeries is estimated

at over $100,000. Young Clay lost about $13,000

booming lots in Winchester last spring, and is said to

have dropped a pile on other booms. All his property

has been attached.

*

New Brunsw ickers got out an unusually large supply of

logs last winter, and this summer they are cutting large

quantities of lumber, despite the slack foreign demand.

They evidently have faith in the early resumption of

the English demand. There are already some signs to

be noted indicating an improvement in the trade of the

United Kingdom. Shipbuilding on the east coast of

England is showing signs of increased activity, and
when the yards on the Clyde begin brisking up prices

will be apt to advance.

*

It is a remarkable fact that while the lumber trade

of the Ottawa Valley is in a very depressed state, the

Georgian Bay lumber mills are running full time and

doing an excellent business. This is largely accounted

for from the fact that the Ottawa lumbermen depend to a

considerable extent upon the British and South Amer-
ican markets, which are depressed at the present time,

while the Georgian Bay mill owners, manufacture lar-

gely for the American market. The Georgian Bay
mill owners have sent word to Ottawa that a large num-
ber of the men out of employment there can be provid-

ed with work in that region.

HOME AND FOREIGN TRADE REVIEW.

Office of Canada Lumberman, \
Aug. 30th, 1 890. J

The local trade continues dull and the movement of

stocks is limited There are signs, however, of im-

provement, but it is not noticeable to any great extent.

Prices remain unchanged. Trade in the West is very

good, although we have not heard of the purchase of

any very large storks, buyers confining themselves

mainly to ordering for immediate requirements. An
increased demand for lumber is confidently looked for,

as the harvest crops are good and as the farmers in

Ontario for the last few years have done but little in

repairing, extending or building, it is expected they

will take advantage of the situation and make neces-

sary improvements.'

The stagnation in the Ottawa lumber trade still con-

tinues on account of the South American markets

being temporarily cut off and the slackness of the

English trade. The shipping of lumber from the

Chaudiere by rail is becoming more lively, as the cars

on the Canadian Pacific and the Canada Atlantic

Railways are being loaded as fast as they can be sup-

plied. Some large orders are being reported from the

United States, the Bronson, Weston Company having

received one from the Oswego Lumber Company that

will keep them busy shipping inch lumber for some

time to come. The Oswego company utilizes the

lumber by making boxes for the American Standard

Oil Company. The prospective termination of the

troubles in South America has a tendency to restore

confidence in the revival of trade, and should there be

no other outbreak it will not be long before orders for

lumber will be coming in from that source. In the

meantime the labor market at Ottawa is overstocked,

and is likely to remain so for some time to come, as the

quantity of timber taken out this winter will be com-

paratively small. Wages this winter will not be what

they were last year. It is not expected they will exceed

the following:—General hands from $12 to $15 per

month; axe men, about $15 to $18; hewers, $26 to $30;

scorers and liners, $20 a month. It is most likely that

there will be an increased local demand this fall, as

reports collected from various centres in Canada indi-

cate that the stocks are very low. In most yards the

dealers have been living from hand to mouth in the

expectation of fluctuations which have not occurred.

The timber and deal trade at Quebec is in a very

depressed state, and holders of timber feel rather

anxious about present prospects. The lumbermen are

not trying to force sales, as they feel it is useless to try

and sell until there is a better demand. A raft of

Ottawa timber, about 44^-2 feet average, is reported to

have been sold at the low figure of 24 cents, which is a

great falling off in price since last year. In deals there

is nothing doing, although some lots of spruce are re-

ported to have been sold at prices considerably under

contracting price of last autumn. A number of rafts

are ' lying in the booms unsold, the holding of which

will entail considerable loss upon the owners, as the

boomage dues mount up quickly, and will have to be

paid. The banks generally take the timber as a kind

of collateral security, but this year they refuse to do so.

It is stated that Mr. R. H. Klock has taken out more

square timber than any other man, six or seven rafts

of which are still lying in the booms awaiting a market.

It is generally conceded that there is a slight improve-

ment in the markets of Great Britain, but the South

American market for the time being is literally dead.

The following is a comparative statement of timber,

masts, bowsprits, staves, &c, measured and culled at

Quebec to date :

—

1888 1889. 1890.

Waney White
Pine 1,214,623

815,682
2,715,695 2,868,730

White Pine. . .. 3,373,065 2,127,792
Red Pine 283,914 905,404 97,808
Oak 732,624 928,692 843,036
Elm 166,434 705,430 486,055
Asb 1 10,587 226,829 92,787
Basswood 2,495 415
Butternut 419 1,501 2,031

Tamarac 1,324 7,i35 7,825
Birch & Maple 126,819 365,913 163,377
Masts & Bow-

Spars 33 pieces

Std. Staves. .

.

19.0.3. 10 49.7.2.2. 5.5.2. 7

W. I. Staves.. 319.2. 1.26 58.9.3.16

Brl. Staves. . .. I3-3-3-25 1 . 1 .0. r

FOREIGN.

Late advices from London indicate a steady im-

provement in the hardwood trade, the volume of busi-

ness being done giving no cause for complaint. Prices

of almost all descriptions are reported firm, some kinds

having a tendency rather to harden than otherwise.

Recent arrivals of American black walnut have been

fairly numerous, the logs arriving being of much better

proportions and more convertible in character. This

better class of stuff is readily disposed of and brings

fair prices.

Arrivals at Liverpool have been quite large during

the month. An immense amount, both of timber and

deals, have arrived, a large portion of which was con-

stantly going into consumption. Competition is re-

ported as being keen, and prices are consequently cut

j
fine. The import last August of spruce, including

I 6,000 stds. from Quebec district, amounted to nearly

I

30,000 stds. Up to the present time, says Timber, the

j

imporf this month has only reached 6,000 stds., and
I from all the particulars we can gather the further

arrivals will not exceed 6,000 more ; this must tell, and
we believe that the stock next issued will show that the

position of this article is very much strenghened, at the

same time, prices are ruling very low, and on those

cargoes which were purchased early in the year and
were not sold there must be a considerable loss.

There has been a slight improvement in trade at

Glasgow, although prices remained at the same low

level which has characterized them for the last few

months. American spruce was not going off well, as

against the low prices ruling for north of Europe im-

portations. Some sales have been made in Quebec
timber of new import, but the aggregate is reported as

being disappointing. The demand in hardwood is re-

ported as being good, as the stock in first hands is low.

Walnut is in request especially prime wood. Birch and
ash have been in good demand and stocks are pretty

well depleted.

BRITISH EOARD OF TRADE RETURNS.

The official returns furnished by the Board of Trade
show a considerable falling off in the importations of

wood goods of all descriptions as compared with the

corresponding month last year, Mahogany excepted.

From all countries the importation of sawn lumber is

less by 87,351 Ids., the quantities being 834,605 Ids. in

July this year, as against 921,956 Ids. the same month
last year- There has also been a falling off in hewn
goods, the figures being 274,052 Ids. in July last year,

against 262,942 Ids. in July the present year, a differ-

ence of 11,110 Ids. In sawn goods from the Baltic

ports there is a diminution of no less than 117.948 Ids.,

40,110 Ids. from Sweden (321,270 Ids., as against 361,-

380 Ids.) and 67,838 Ids. short from Russia—219.532

Ids., against 287,370 Ids. Sawn goods from the United
States and Canada, on the other hand, are considerably

in excess of those imported during July last year, the

excess from "the latter amounting to over 40,000 Ids.

With regard to hewn goods there are increases of

about 11,000 Ids. from Germany, the quantities from

all the other timber importing countries being less.

The returns for the seven months ending Julv 31st,

1889 and 1890, give an increase for the present year on
hewn wood, but a decrease in the quantities of sawn, the

difference amounting to 54.976 in hewn and 181,125

loads less in sawn, thus taking the two together, there

is a decrease this year of 126,149 loads of wood goods.

EXCHANGE ECHOES.
Southern Lumberman.

The Southern saw-mill owners are prosperous and in

better financial shape than ever before, and the future is bright

indeed. Southern lumber of all kinds is in better demand and

prices are higher than for several years. Timber possessions

were secured at low prices and are enhancing in value rapidly.

New manufacturing enterprises of every character are starting

up, old and new towns are growing at an astonishing rate, the

farmers are building to an extent never before known, and the

home demand for lumber is active. Oak, yellow pine, gum,

and many other varieties of hardwoods are plentiful and practi-

cally untouched, and the mills will continue in successful

operation for a number of years.

Timberman.

Down in New Brunswick they are cutting large quantities

of lumber this summer, notwithstanding the slack foreign de-

mand. They seem to have faith in the resumption of the

English demand in the not far distant future. In point of

fact there are already some signs to be noted indicating that

the bottom has been reached in the trade of the United King-

dom, and the turn may soon come. Shipbuilding on the east

coast of England is brisking up, and when the yards on the

clyde resume their full measure of activity look out for a rise in

timber.

—A firm of saw mill owners at Fort William, have written

to Mayor Erratt, of Ottawa, stating that they wish to hire

mill hands at the rate of $1.75 a day, with steady work all

winter in the shanties. They offer to advance fares from

Ottawa to Vermillion Bay, near which place the mills are

situated.
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THE NEWS.

ONTARIO.

—Mr. T. B. Pearce will, it is said, build a large saw mill at

Marmora.

—Messrs. Moffat Bros., of Carleton Place, have bought a

planing mill at Renfrew.

—Joseph 0. Labelle, a lumber trader of South Indian,

has assigned to Mr. Larmonth.

—Mr. Mooney, of Minden, Ont., is erecting a steam saw

mill on the shore of South lake.

—Dickson Co's mill, at Harwood, isdoing big work, sawing

and turning out first class lumber.

—Messrs. Huston & Co. purpose erecting a new shingle

mill at Ruskview for next winter's work.

—Canada has 13,325 miles of railway. Last year the rail-

ways carried 3,000,000,000 feet of lumber.

Buhner's mill, at Norman, has been shutdown for want of

logs. The new planing mill is nearly completed.

—Alexander Leishman, formerly of Arnprior, has gone into

the wholesale and retail lumber business in Woodstock.

—A rarity in the shape of a raft of 25,000,000 feet of white

pine timber passed down the St. Clair river a few days ago.

The Casselman Lumber Co. is now running full blast

night and day under the able management of Mr. E. Har-

greaves.

Mr. A. McCormack, of Pembroke, has purchased a fine

new tug in Montreal for work in towing his lumber across

the lake.

The Ontario government is advertising for 62 pieces of

white oak timber, to be delivered at Lindsay on or before

September 20.

The Beck Mfg. Co. mill, at Penetangurshine, isdoing good

work this summer—turning out upwards of a hundred thou-

sand feet per day.

—As the Rathbun Company have not been running the

Eagle Mill at Rossmore this year there is a decline in the popu-

lation of that village.

—Mr. Joseph Williams has established a factory at Goderich

for the manufacture of patent barrels, and is turning out

700 of these a day.

—Twenty-five men left Peterboro', on Aug. 4th, for British

Columbia, to work in the mills and the limits near Bear-

mouth, owned by the Columbia Lumbering Company.

—The firm of Greensides & Hurlburt, of Mitchell, saw

millers and lumber dealers dissolved some time ago. The busi-

ness is now carried on by H. J. Hurlburt who is doing a very

good business.

—A raft owned by Mr. John Bryson, M. P., containing 93

cribs of square timber recently passed down the Ottawa in tow

of the tug John. The raft will be boomed at Quebec until the

market improves.

—Mr. D. Morrison, agent for Cook Bros., lumber mer-

chants of Algoma, left Ottawa, on Aug. 7th, for Cook's mill, on

the Canadian Pacific railway, with seventy-five men for the

winter operations

—A drive of saw logs belonging to the Dickson Co., num-

bering ninety thousand pieces, passed Young's Point on Aug.

6th. They will be cut up into market lumber at their saw

mills in Harwood.

—The building used by the Longford Lumber Co. , as a

woodenware factory at Orillia, is advertised forsale, the inten-

tion being to remove the business to Longford, to be nearer

the supply of raw material.

—The Messrs. McLachlin Bros.' Little Bonnechere drive of

saw logs has been abandoned at Currier's, above Round Lake,

it being found impossible to drive them on account of the

growth of weeds in the river.

—Mr. R. English, customs officer at Manitowaning reports

that the combined receipts of Little Current and Manitowan-

ing for the year ending 30th June, 1890, amounted to $11,400.

The bulk of this was collected in export duty on saw logs.

—A raft of very fine timber came down the Ottawa last

month, belonging to Barnet & Mackie. It was taken out at

White Trout lake on the Pettewawa containing 207 cribs of

square and waney white pine, of wonderfully fine quality and

large average.

—The Western Lumber Company, at Rat Portage, have re-

ceived about 300,000 feet of logs and intend starting sawing

again at once. They have a lot more near at hand and the

management think they will be able now to have steady run-

ning for the balance of the season.

—Christopher Wagner, a Toronto lumber dealer, who runs

a planing mill in the west end, assigned to Messrs. Camp-

bell May, July 23rd, for the benefit of his creditors. Mr.

Nicholas Dyment, of Barrie, is the principal creditor. The

cause of the failure is attributed to building speculations.

—Ontario is doing more to preserve her forests than any

other province or state in North America. She pays every

year a large amount for a force of fire rangers, the lumbermen

paying an equal sum. These men, numbering 60 or 70, patrol

the forests in all directions, and prevent a large number of

fires which would no doubt otherwise occur.

—The Gilmour & Co's mill and other properties have been

withdrawn from sale, an arrangement, it is understood, having

been effected, whereby Mr. John D. Gilmour, of Quebec, will

come to Ottawa and go into partnership with Mr. John Gil-

mour, and Mr. Allan Gilmour, of Ottawa, will remove to Tren-

ton and go into partnership with Mr. David Gilmour.

—Something went wrong a few days ago with the lever

connections on the steam carriage at the Minnesota & Ontario

Lumber Co's mill, at Norman, and caused the carriage to go

at full speed to one end of the run, badly breaking up the car-

riage. The two men who were on the carriage at the time,

jumped before it struck and escaped without any great injury.

—The Snider Lumber Company, of Waterloo, is applying

for an act of incorporation for the purpose of "carrying on a

general lumber business to build and operate mills, etc., " at

Rosseau Falls and Gravenhurst, in the district of Muskoka,

and at the town of Waterloo, and elsewhere in the Province of

Ontario. The amount of the capital stock of the company is to

be $40,000.

—Midland has grown with the rapidity of a Western

States town and has now a population of over 2,800. It is

fast attaining eminence as a lumber town, having now several

lumber, shingle and planing mills, while immense quantities

of lumber brought from mills on the north shore are handled

from vessels to cars and distributed through Ontario and the

Eastern States.

— Rathbun & Co's. mill, at Lindsay, gives employment to

twenty-five men during a season, and will cut about 75,000

ties this summer. Counting 200 ties to the car load, the

season's output will load 375 cars, and large quantities of pine

and cedar shingles, lath, etc., are also turned out. The strip

taken from the side of the tit in squaring it is shipped off to

be made into broom handles.

—A meeting of the creditors of S. & J. Armstrong, general

merchants and lumber dealers, McKellar, District of Parry

Sound, was recently held in the Walker House, Toronto. The
proposition of the insolvents to pay 40 cents on the dollar in in-

stalments payable in 4, 8, 12, and 16 months was unanimous-

ly accepted. The liabilities of the firm amount to $14,859,

and the assets to about $12,000. The firm will continue in

business as usual.

—The number of rafts that have passed Deux Revieres this

summer is as follows :— Messrs. R. H. Klock & Co., 6
;

Thistle, Carswell & Co., 1 ; R. Hurdman & Co. 3 ; Carswell

& Francis, 2 ; A Lumsden, 2 ; Estate D. Moore, I ; Mc-

Cuaig & Moorehead, I ; Wm. Mackey, I
;
Rayside & Mc-

Master, I
;
Perley, Pattie cS: Co., 1

; J. cV. B. Bryson, 1
;

making 20 rafts, which may safely be averaged at 150,000

feet each, making the respectable average of 3,000,000 feet

—

all destined for the Quebec market.

—Geo. Dunster, lumber dealer and contractor, of Wood-
stock, made an assignment a short time ago. At a meeting

of the creditors the other day it was shown that he owed
about $io,oco, while the assets scarcely reached $3,000.

Last January he showed to his banker a surplus of $17,000,

but his books showed a shortage of over $7,000. M. f. H.

Brown, assignee, will wind up the estate. Messrs. D. Pea-

cock, Woodstock, and R. Gillies, of Gillies Bros., Paris, were

appointed inspectors.

—At the Algoma asizes held at Sault St. Marie the case of

Rowan vs. The Blind River Lumber Co. was concluded.

The plaintiff John Rowan, took out a contract to get out logs

for the defendants from their timber limits. The logs were

brought across Lauzon lake by the company instead of by the

plaintiff, and the company claim that the logs were improp-

erly and irregularly cut. For these reasons they made a large

deduction from the money coming to Mr. Rowan. His lord-

ship refused to allow the greater part of these deductions,

and found a total verdict for the plaintiff of $3,321.83.

—The Dickson Lumbering Company's mills, at Harwood,

started to run July 31st. About 60,000 feet was cut in the

afternoon. The Company are making great improvements in

the mill property, also repairing and fitting up the houses. The
boarding house, a fine building, has been much enlarged. Two
large tanks have been erected on the hill to hold water in re-

serve to supply the boilers and protect against fire, and as

soon as possible the Grand Trunk Railway Company will

complete the branches into the mill yard. Nearly all the old

hands are employed again which helps to count for such a

successful start.

—Official returns show that the total value of boards, deals,

plank, etc., imported into Canada from the United States for

the year ending June 30th, was $413,527 against $405,365 in

1889. During June the quantity of American lumber import-

ed was over double that brought into Canada from the United

States during Tune last year.

—The Amable du Fund is a small stream emptying into

the Ottawa on the Ontario side above Mattawa, and is a most

prolific lumber region. Messrs, Raymond McMaster, and

Mr. John McKay have taken out some excellent lumber this

season. The former brought down a raft containing 96 cribs,

equivalentto 2,400 pieces or 160,000 squarefeet. One magni-

ficent piece consisted of 132 square feet. Mr. McKay brought

down a raft composed of about 77 cribs making 1,925 pieces

or 127,000 square feet. About 75 per cent, of timber in the

two rafts is waney and the other 30 per cent, square. Both

were destined for Quebec.

—A raftsman named David McMullen, who was coming

down the Ottawa near Deux Riviere on Monday last, had a

narrow escape from drowning. He was on a crib of timber

belonging to Messrs. McCuaig and Moorhead, in company

with four others, when it struck against a large rock in a swift

current and was smashed. McMullen was the only one who

was in danger of losing his life as he was carried down by

the cunent. He kept himself above water until he drifted

against a large rock to which he clung until rescued by his

companions. McMullen was badly injured about the body as

a result of the accident.

—The water power at Rat Portage is the among greatest

in the world ; it is practically unlimited. The lake

forms a mill dam of three thousand six hundred square miles,

twenty two feet above Winnipeg River, and by cutting races

through the narrow ledge of rock which divides the two bodies,

mill sites can be located almost the whole distance between

Keewatin and Rat Portage. Vet, with these excellent facili-

ties for water power, nearly all the lumber mills there are run

by steam, owing doubtless to the mills being located with a

view to convenience in handling and storing logs. Speaking

of lumber mills it was estimated that the cut of lumber this

season will exceed one hundred million feet.

—Capt. McKay, Mr. J. Naton, the lumbermen,

and several others, went up from Ottawa on Aug. 9th to

Dechene's Lake and boarded a crib with the intention of run-

ning the rapids and slides. This portion of Gillies Bros.' raft

was in charge of Pilot Seraphin Corbeille, an old river man.

To their horror the party found, on running down a short dis-

tance, that the crib was rushing on to a monster log which had

become jammed in the rocks. In a moment they struck full

head on. All hands clung to the timbers for dear life, while

the pilot and his crew made superhuman eftorts to right the

crib, which was swirling round half under water. The pas-

sengers were washed off for a time, but were rescued and pass-

ed down with the loss of a portion of the crib.

—The United States consul at Ottawa has forwarded his

annual report of the exports from that district to the United

States during the year ending June 30th, to the treasury de-

partment at Washington. As compared with last year the

following increases or decreases in value of exports of the

forest are shown :

1889. 1890.

Hemlock bark :$ 23,085 $ 17,815
Box shooks 234,162 45,266
Lath 57,45" 80,456
Lumber

2,672,701

2,687,001
Pickets 19.913 21,748
Shingles 7,082 4,657
Railway ties 16,783 6,246

—The construction of the Parry sound railway promises to

open up a rich mineral and lumbering country which has al-

ready been partly developed without railway facilities. It

will connect the lake s>stem at the Georgian bay with the var-

ious systems of the Dominion. It will be the shortest direct

route east to Montreal and Boston, Parry Sound being about

the same distance from those points as Toronto, and saving

also a distance of 100 miles from Collingwood and 120 from

Owen Sound. In addition to the passenger and freight traffic

of the lakes a large business will developed in hardwood for

manufacturing purposes, thus making Parry Sound a base of

supply for all lumbering purposes with the western states.

Last year there were manufactured in the district about

35,000,000 feet of lumber, in addition to a large quantity

of shingles, lath and dressed lumber.
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—A planing mill has been added to Bulmer's mill at Rat

Portage.

—It is stated that Mr. Klockhas-so far run the largest

amount of square timber.

—The Rathbun Company have a number of men at

work at Tarn worth' Station taking out 16,000 railway ties.

—The deaths by drowning amongst the lumbermen and

raftsmen in the province have been very numerous this season.

—The Western Lumber Company, of Rat Portage, is adding

a new tug to its plant, for service on the Lake of the Woods.

—The saw mill employees of Norman ask that ten hours

constitute a day's work, at the same pay as at present for

eleven hours.

—A raft belonging to Messrs. Thistle, Carswell & Francis

became broken up at Britannia, and the boom had to be cut

to prevent its total destruction.

—The Georgian Bay Lumber Company, at Waubaushene,

shipped over four and a half million feet of lumber to the

States in one week last month.

—Masson's saw mill, at Mechanicsville, which was closed

down all the summer, has commenced running and now em-

ploys between seventy-five and one hundred hands.

—James Playfair & Co's mill, at Sturgeon Bay, has closed

down for the season. Their shingle mill is still in operation

and will probably continue cutting until late in the fall.

—The large circular saw in the mill of the Georgian Bay

Lumber Company, at Waubaushene,- broke a few days ago,

when running at full speed, ,but fortunately no one was in-

jured. -.-
. .

—Mr. Cornelius Young, of Young's Point mills, was a few

days ago fined $20 and costs under the Fisheries Act for allow-

ing mill refuse to enter the Otonabee river from his premises

on August I2th. Inspector Gilchrist prosecuted.

—A stick of timber 120 feet long and three feet square is to

be exhibited by the British Columbia Exhibit Association at

the Toronto Exhibition this trnnth. The specimen will be

cut into two pieces, each requiring two flat cars in transport-

ation.

—Four rafts passed down the Chaudiere slides on August

20th. One of 102 cribs belonged to Messrs. Hurdman Bros.,

and for quality it is said to be the raft of the season. Another

raft belonged to Barnett & McKay. Two rafts of Messrs.

Hurdman came over the Deschene on August 22nd.

—The Emery Lumber Company has engaged Thomas
Pickard, of Saginaw, to cut 30,000,000 feet of logs annually

for five years in the Georgian Bay district. The logs will be

cut by mills at Bay City and Saginaw. The timber is on the

Wahnapitae river, from w hence the big barge Wahnapitae takes

its name.

—A big wind struck Lake St. Peter last week, the result be-

ing that McMaster & Rayside's raft, which was just ahead of

Caldwell's raft, had a haid time. Every band on the raft

was smashed except the cookery band, and some fifty pieces

of fine timber were lost. The crew had to work hard to save

the logs, and several narrowly escaped drowning. At the I

Long Sault Mr. McMaster nearly lost his life through a band

breaking. .

—The log drives in the Lake of the Woods country has :

progressed very favorably this season. Early in the season .

there was a slight mishap by a lot of logs in- the Rainy river

having been swept down by the heavy current, but were re-

covered at the m juth of the river. During the summer a i

c juole of small rafts were broken up on the lake, causing some

delay and extra expense in picking up the logs. Otherwise

everything has gone smoothly in moving the logs.

—Considerable excitement was created on the Ottawa river

some days ago in the vicinity of the Queen's wharf when

the barge Jumbo, belonging to Mr. George Harris, tipped

over and dumped about 150,000 feet of pickets, which were

piled on the deck, into the water. The barge, along with a

number of others, was in tow of Mr. Harris' steam tug, and

was just leaving for Burlington when the accident occurred.

The pickets, which were tied up in bundles when loaded, were

spread around the river in all directions, many bundles break-

ing while tumbling off the deck. A number of men were set

10 Aork immediately to gather them up in row boats, and were

kept busy all 'lay in doing so. Many of them were found be-

low Gatineau I'oint. Fortunately none of the barge hands

were on top of the load at the time.

QUEBEC
— It is estimated that 3,500 cords of pulp wood have been

delivered lothe E. B. Eddy factory at Hull during the season.

—It is Mid that Eddy's mill, at Hull,' will cease operations

for the Mimmer shortly as the supply of logs is becoming
»canty. .

—The Hawkesbury Mill Company shut down qn Aug. 12th,

having got through with their necessary cut for this season.

—The shipments of lumber, ship timber and railway ties

from Cookshire to the United States have been unusually large

this year.

—McLean & Son's saw-mill, near the C. P. R. track, has been

bought by Gilchrist, Greene & Co., of the Union Furniture

Factory, Wingham.

—A fine raft of square -white pine timber recently left

Montreal for Quebec. It consisted ofover 100 cribs, compris-

ing about 130,000 cubic feet.

—The final drive of the Gatineau River saw logs and tim-

ber for the present year has arrived at the Cascades. There

are about 35,ocx>logs in the Cascades boom.

—The Royal Pulp and Paper Company, East Angus, has

been incorporated with a capital stock of .$300,000 for the

manufacture of paper pulp, paper lumber, etc.

—Arnold's mill at Spanish., Ri.ver is turning out 120,000 feet

a day, and it is expected that the season's cut will amount to

15,000,000. The company have enough logs cut to last till

September, 1891.

—Z. D. Wilson's new saw-mill at Glen Sutton is reported

as working to perfection. He is shipping his timber to Ver-

mont. Lumbermen in this section are already making pre-

parations for next winters work.

—Mr. John Poupore, a London operator in the Ottawa

Valley, attributes the stagnation of the square timber trade to

the enormous output of last winter. It was twice as large, he

said, as that of any other year known to Ottawa Valley lum-

bermen.

—W. H. Petrie, of Toronto, has received the order from

the Royal Canadian Yacht Club, of Toronto, for an automatic

engine with boiler, etc., to be erected upon their beautiful

grounds at the Island, to be used driving an electric light

plant, pumping water, etc.

—Mr. Frank L. Vandusen, foreman in Messrs. Bronson &
Weston's lath mill on Victoria Island, has invented a most

serviceable machine for the manufacture of lath. It turns

out 59,000 laths a day, while two other machines in use by the

firm for years past, only make 60,000 during the same time

between them.

—The largest tow of logs ever brought down the Georgian

Bay was towed by the tugs Resolute and Superior to Parry

Sound a few days ago. It contained about 40,000 pieces,

most of them being very long. They were from Whitefish

river and made up at Little Current. The logs were taken

out by Howrie & Co., of Michigan, and will be cut at Peters

& Cain's mill.

—The final drive of the Gatineau sawlogs and timber for

the present year recently arrived at the Cascades. There are

about 35,000 logs in the Cascades boom, and after the drive

passes the boom about 16,000 of Gilmour's logs will remain in

the pocket booms. The logs will remain there until Bing-

ham's sweep gets pass the Gatineau mills, when they will be

sent down to the Chelsea boom.

—During the past year 2,953 loads of cordwood, 1,865 car

loads of lumber and 558 cords of square timber were hauled

over the Quebec and St. John Railway. New steam mills

have been built during the year at St. Raymond and Lake

Bouchette, and others are in course of erection and projected.

The produce of the logs made along the line during the past

winter will give about 40,000,000 feet of lumber for trans-

portation. The company's charter provides for a western ex-

tension to Lake Temiscamingue, which would make the lum-

ber business of the St. Maurice and upper Ottawa tributary to

Quebec, and is therefore of immense importance to the city.

—Aid. Crannell, of the Bronson Weston Lumber Com-

pany, in a recent conversation with a Free Press reporter,

said :
—" I don't think any of the mills will continue to run

night and day, as has been the case hitherto, and it is probable

we will shut down the 1st of September. The cut this season

I don't think will exceed three quarters what it was last year.

We are employing on the average about 800 men in our mill

and are running just as usual. There won't be anything like

the amount of logs and timber out this winter that there were

last. There is a large quantity of lumber unsold, and by shut-

ting down early in the season, there will be a still larger

quantity left over, rendering it unnecessary to cut so largely

during the winter. On this account therefore there will not

be so many hands required for the woods. Is there any pros-

pect of an improvement in the market ? Not at present but

theie is a possibility. The Argentine Republic is able to

throw off trouble very easily. They are in trouble now, but

the very minute money begins to circulate and things quiet

down, there will be a demand for lumber. There is no section

of the world gets over trouble so easily as that country does.

The demand for lumber may come this fall, but I think it is

very doubtful. Yes, there will l<e hard times in Ottawa this

winter."

NEW BRUNSWICK.

—Daniel Lund, grist miller and lumlx:rman, Aboushagan,

has assigned.

—New Brunswick advices state that the drives are all com-

ing out this season.

—J. R. Sutherland & Co., lumber dealers, Winnipeg, have

sold out to Geo. W. Brown.

—Alma and Point Wolf export alxjut 8,000,000 feet of

sawn lumber and 8,000,000 laths a year.

—Robt. Jewett's saw mill located on the river bank alxjve

the Government House, Fredericton, will be ready for work

in two or three weeks.

—New Brunswick is having a heavy log crop. The drive?

are ail coming in, and along with the new logs there are from

50,000,000 to 60,000,000 feet that were hung up last year.

—As an indication of the extent of Mr. Gibson's business at

Marysville, it may be stated that the reported value of lumber,

cotton, bricks, etc., shipped from Marysville last month

amounted to $110,200.

—Robert Connors has brought the corporation drive into

the booiTH. Everything has come down with it, and the river

and its tributaries above are wholly cleared of logs. Mr.

Connors has made money this year.

—Shipments of spruce deals from St. John to the United

Kingdom during the first six months of the present- year show

a falling off of nearly half as compared with the like period in

1889. The totals for the first six months of each year are :
—

for 1889, 93,451,021 s. f. ; for 1890, 50,748,867 s. f.

—Mr. Gibson's saw mill, at Blackville, during the last week

has been cutting birch logs, and a large force has been

employed. Mr. Gibson having purchased the logs put into

Bartholomew river last winter by Messrs. John McLaggan and

Jas. Robinson, will have a total of over five millions to manu-

facture at this mill, which will probably occupy the whole

season.

—The lumber shipping business all along the eastern coast,

says the Moncton Transaipt, is in a flourishing condition just

now. A few days ago there were 19 square rigged vessels at

Bay Verte and on Sunday there were 12 at Point du Chene

and six at Buctouche, among the latter being the bark Sagona,

which owing to her large size will take in her entire load out-

side the bar.

—Advices from St. John, N. B., state that there are more

logs landed at Indiantown than ever before in the history of

St. John. The six tugs of Glasier & Tapley all arrived during

the day and each had a large tow, one of the boats, the Lily

G., having over 125,000,000 fett of logs. The river continues

so high that the tugs are averaging two trips a week—some-

thing almost unprecedented.

— It is reported that the St. Lawrence Lumbering Com-

pany, now closing business in Betsiamis, Quebec, and of

which K. F. Burns, M. P., for Gloucester, is the local mana-

ger, has completed negotiations for the purchase of the saw

mills of K. F. Burns & Co., of Bathurst, and also the old

Stewart mills on the village side of Bathurst harbor. Mr.

Burns, it is rumored, will be manager of the whole concern in

the Dominion.

—The rafting record at the Douglas and Mitchell booms

last week breaks the record. At the Djuglas boom in seven

days, 1,661 joints were rafted and at the Mitchell 1,400 mak-

ing with the 736 joints which were rafted at the Sterling about

3,800 joints for the week at the three booms. At the Douglas

boom work was faciliated by what is know n as the Elliott

patent, an aid to rafting planned and patented by Robert

Elliott, the foreman.

—A despatch from St. John says, the judgment of Regis-

trar Linklater in the London bankruptcy court in the case of

R. A. & J. Stewart has attracted great attention , as it was

the most remarkable case in the history of lumbering in this

province or in all Canada. The application of the bankrupt

firm for discharge was suspended for five years, and though

they were acquitted of the charge of deliberate fraud they were

found to have contracted debts without reasonable expectation

of paying them, of rash and hazardous speculation, trading

with a knowledge of insolvency, and making undue prefer-

ences. The most disastrous effect in this province resulting

from the Stewart failure was the hopeless failure of the Mari-

time bank in St. John, entailing heavy losses on every hand,

and the failure of George McLeod, a heavy lumber operator

in Kent county. The extent of the firm's operations and the

immense amount involved make the case one of unusual

interest.
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Trade Notes. j

The Dickson Company's new mill at Harwood,

One, is now running full blast and it is said to be doing

good work. The entire outfit of saws for this mill was

furnished by Messrs. Burns & Thomas, of 534 Dundas

Street, Toronto, and they are giving splendid satis-

faction.

Messrs. William Leak & Company, of Dundas street,

Toronto, have taken a new departure in the lumber

business, at least so far as this city is concerned. They

are now prepared to receive any quantity of lumber con-

signed to them on storage, paying freight, and making

advances on the consignments. They will also issue

warehouse receipts which can be hypothecated to banks

and others, whenever deemed necessary. They offer

their planing factory for sale on easy terms. See adver-

tisements in another column.

A. T. Anderson & Company, Contractors for Electri-

cal and General Machinery, who for some years have

been doing business in Montreal and Peterboro', have

decided to make Toronto their headquarters, deeming

it a good distributing point. We trust they will be as

successful in their future undertakings as they have been

in the past. Their work always gives satisfaction.

They are now located at 75 Adelaide street, East,

Toronto, and will be pleased to have a call from their

patrons and friends.

The marvelous growth of Chicago as evidenced by

the census report giving the " Fair City" over a million

inhabitants has compelled the old reliable and estab-

lished houses to cast their lines out further into the

deep. No house in Chicago has evinced more enter-

prise and grasp, and yet careful conservative judgment,

than A. H. Andrews & Company, who have recently

moved into their elegant new store at 21 5 Wabash Ave.

It marks an epoch when a house of this character is

willing to leave a corner which they have occupied for

fourteen years and move southward, even for only half

a block. The new store has a frontage of eighty feet

by a depth of one hundred and sixty Seet, and is seven

stories in height. The building is a marvel ofconveni-

ence and beauty, having a large copper bay from the

second story up. The high character and standing of

the house and of its work have accumulated a momentum
that gives it first place among the manufacturers of

fine furniture for offices, banks and public buildings.

THE CAR QUESTION AGAIN.

A representee gathering of Ontario lumbermen was

held in the council chamber of the Toronto Board of

Trade on the 29th ult. to again consider the most ex-

pedient course to pursue to relieve the trade of the ever-

present trouble experienced in secui ing ample cars from

the railway companies to move lumber. Mr. A. K.

Mcintosh, of the well-known firm of Willmott & Mc-

intosh, of this city, occupied the chair, and among
those present were : Messrs. Allan McPherson, Long-

ford ; Robert Laidlaw, Thomas Meaney and George

Gall, of Toronto ; H. M. Brennan, Hamilton ; A. J.

Halliday, Orillia; James Tennant, John Waldie. M. P.,

A. A. Scott, James Tennant (of Tennant & Co.), W. S.

Tennant and Mr. Salmon, of Toronto ; T. J. Hammill,

Barrie ; D. L. White, Midland ; C. W. Beck, Penetang
;

W. W. Belding, Katrine ; Gideon Shortreid, Hillsdale.

The chairman in his opening remarks pointed out in

forcible language the fact that while the present was

undoubtedly the dullest season of the year in the lum-

ber trade, the supply of cars was altogether inadequate

to the wants of the trade. If such a state of affairs ex-

isted now, who could foretell the result when the busy

moving season arrived ? But a small fraction ofthe cars

required are secured at all and when they are obtained

and loaded thedelay in transportation usually upsetsany

expectations a consignee may have indulged in. It is

no uncommon thing for cars, detained on switzes and
elsewhere, to take from nine to ten days on the road

from point of shipment to Toronto, and if these cars

are intended to cross the line, thirty days are often con-

sumed. There was no disputing the fact that the future

success or failure of the lumber trade largely depended
on a solution of the existing difficulty. This meeting

had been called principally ip the interest of outside

manufacturers, whose interests were identical with those

of the Toronto lumbermen. United action was neces-

sary, and while their present grievance was an old one,

former meetings of a similar character, while not over-

coming the difficulty, had resulted in stirring up the

railway authorities to a sense of their duty, and in vari-

ous ways resulted in doing good. Upwards of one

hundred letters had been received from manufacturers,

the speaker said, complaining loudly of the deficiency

in Grand Trunk rolling stock, and from these letters it

was learned that there was a falling off in cars of at

least 25 per cent, compared with the same period last

year.

A lively discussion followed the chairman's remarks,

in which nearly every one present took pa'rt. But little,

however, transpired which has not already been dis-

cussed through the columns of THE LUMBERMAN. Mr.

John Waldie, however, in his remarks seemed to pretty

thoroughly solve the situation so far as the Grand Trunk

railway was concerned, in attributing the present

stagnation in rolling stock to the fact that hundreds of

extra cars are now being used in the work of double-

breaking the G. T. R. between Toronto and Montreal.

These cars, he said, which rightly belonged to the lum-

ber trade, had been confiscated for the company's own
use, without regard to the wants of the lumber trade

who were the sufferers. Better, the speaker said, shut

the lumbermen off entirely for a year and push this

work through then extend it over a period of several

years as they are at present doing.

A discussion regarding high freight rates, and excess

charges also ensued in. which it was demonstrated that

the Canadian lumber rates were 25 per cent, higher at

the present time than Michigan rates which was equal

to about 50 cents per M. feet.

The following resolution, moved by Mr. John Donogh
of Toronto, and Mr. C. Beck, of Penetanguishene, was

put to the meeting and unimously carried :

—

" That a committee be appointed representing all

branches of the lumber interest to prepare a statement
of grievances and compile all available information in

regard to the scarcity of cars and causes leading there-
to, and when such statement has been prepared and
endorsed by the trade, to lay the same before the council
of the board of trade and ask for its co-operation in

urging the Grand Trunk Railway Company to remedy
the disabilities by which the lumber trade is now
harassed."

The following were appointed as a committee :

Messrs. Waldie, Laidlaw, Dyment, Beck, J. Brennan,
W. Thompson, J. Donogh and A. K. Mcintosh.

And thus ended a meeting which it is hoped will

bear fruit and relieve the lumber trade of grievances

which have already too long existed.

OUR TIMBER EXPORTS TO BRITAIN.

The following cargoes of Canadian wood have been
reported at varions United Kingdom ports since our

last issue.

ABERYSTWITH— Hope, New Richmond, 40 pes. hewn
fir., 8,648 deals, battens, and scantlings, Diadem, New Rich-
mond, 7,532 deals, 652 deal ends.

ABERDEEN—Garibaldi, Quebec, 24 pes, hewn oak, 83
pes. hewn elm, 96 pes. hewn birch, 262 pes. hewn waney,
14,790 deals, 3,474 deal ends, 1,200 staves.

ARDROSSAN—Gloria, Halifax, N S., 6,711 deals.
AYR— Norway, Quebec, 25 oak logs, 45 elm logs, 20 birch

'°gs, 590 fir logs, 4,438 deals. Tjomo, Quebec, 49 pes hewn
fir, 78 pes. hewn n.o.e., 31 pes. hewn oak, 13,527 fir deals.
HARROW— Palmas, Montreal, 30,217 deals, boards and

ends. Sarah, Pugwash, 20,918 deals and battens. Ilmalor,
Miramichi, 20,467 fir deals and ends. Harmonie, Pugwash,
19,464 deals and battens. Marie, Bay Verte, 27,997 deals
and battens. Starodder, Halifax, 7,726 deals and ends.
Norwood, Quebec, 182 pes. hewn elm, 1,262 pes. hewn pitch
pine, 5,9^2 deals. .

BARNSTAPLE— Habor, M'ramichi, 6,926 fir deals, 10,386
fir boards.

BELFAST— Finland, Dalhousie, 108 Ids. birch, 14,514
deals and scantlings. Carl, Richibucto, 9,178 deals, scant-
lings &c, Arlington, Miramichi, 20,307 deals and ends, 5,000
pes. sown fir. Gatineau, Quebec, 60 pes. hewn birch, 33 pes.
hewn ash, 53 pes. hewn elm, 776 pes. hewn fir, 8,946 fir

deals. Stanley, Bay Verte, 17,231 deals and ends. Liddes-
dale, St. John, 63,798 deals and ends, &c. Tikoma, River
Ouilla, 28,349 deals and ends. Boenezer, Miramichi, 14,035
deals and ends. Hiram, St. John, 12,624 deals and ends.
Amaranth, Quebec, 8 pes. oak, 123 pes. elm, 20 pes. birch,
16 pes. hewn fir, 25 pes. sawn fir, 574 pes. square timber, 19,-

770 deals, 7,362 boards. Australia, Miramichi, 25,651 deals
and scantlings, 1,466 boards. Courant, Quebec, 387 pes.
hewn fir, 40 pes. elm, 805 pes. fir, 144 pes. timber unrated.
Emanuel, Dalhousie, 12,159 deals and scantlings. Magna,
Bay Verte, 20,066 deals and scantlings. Erato, Miramichi,
16,861 deals and scantlings. Courant, Qutbec 74 pes. hewn

elm, 256 hewn fir, 10,399 pes. sawn fir. Condor, Bay Verle,

13,624 deals. Sheffield, Miramichi, 16,939 deals, scantlings,

&c, 4,000 paling boards. Luis A. Martinez, Pictou, 1,020

pes. hewn birch, 400 pes. sawn birch. Magdalene, Richi-

bucto, 9,217 deals, ends, and scantlings. Carl, Quebec, 2,600
deals and ends. Prins Oscar, Newcastle, N. B., 19,591 deals,

1,247 spruce ends. Hvideorm, Miramichi, 20,415 deals.

Celeritas, Richibucto, 8,066 deals and scantlings. Donald
Ferguson, Quebec, 11 Ids. oak, 4 Ids. birch, 4 Ids. whitewood,

34 Ids. hewn elm, 384 Ids hewn fir, 5,609 deals, 1,319 pes.

sawn fir. Charger, Quebec, 12,792 fir deals, 567 pes. hewn
fir, 148 pes. hewn birch, 45 pes. hewn oak, 50 pes. hewn ash,

5 pes. hewn hickory, 26 pes hewn elm, 23 pes hewn poplar.

Dronningen, Quebec, 40,766 deals and ends. Adelgunde,
Quebec, 7S1 pes. hewn oak, 6,124 fir deals. Alexandra,
Dalhousie, 12.875 deals and ends.

BEAUMARIS — Marie, Campbellton, 10,239 deals.

Deodata, Dalhousie, 1,344 deals, 8,189 spruce deals, 2,541
birch deals.

BRIDGEWATER— Eros, Bathurst, 10,093 deals and ends.

BRISTOL—Cormorin, Halifax, 21,425 deals, ends, scant-

lings, and boards. Drumerlie, Montreal, 200 Ids.
, 1,000 stds.

deals. Exandi, Buctouche, 11,228 deals, battens, scantlings,

and ends. Thrudvang, Shediac, I2,u6deals, scantlings, and
ends. Capulet, Montreal, 52,161 deals, battens, and ends.

Indrani, Montreal, 544 pes timber, 850 ends, 8,758 deals, 2,-

944 sidings, 49 pes. birch. Respit, Shediac, 14,777 deals

battens, and ends. Mary Frazer, Parrsboro', 32,587 deals,

battens, scantlings, and ends. Hedevig, Shediac, 17,991
deals, scantlings, and ends. Sagurtna, Shediac, 13,001 deals,

battens, and ends. Texas, Montreal and Quebec, 3,446 deals,

1,562 deals and endss 300 cs. splints. Ebba,|Chatham, 7,885
boards, 5,079 scantlings, 13,868 deals, 782 ends, 358,436
staves.

CARDIFF—Arbutus, St. John, 13,808 deals snd battens.

Michele B., Miramichi, 3,143 pes. sawn fir. City of Ottawa,
Quebec, 164 pes. oak, 781 pes hewn fir, 3,512 pes. sawn fir.

Linda, Chatham, 16,240 deals and boards.

CARLISLE—Thrudvang, Miramichi, 12,440 fir deals.

CARNARVON—Esmeralda, Sherbrooke, N. S., 6,434
deals. Apollo, Economy, 8,470 deals.

CHESTER—Hamlet, Richibucto, 12,537 deals boards,

and ends. Victoria, Richibucto, 7,992 deals, 3,442 boards,

879 deal ends.

COLERAINE—Urd, Chicontimi, 6,902 spruce deals.

CORK—Douglas, St. John, 18,946 pes. sawn fir. Lottie

Stewart, St. John, 22,832 deals battens, and ends. Nightin-

gale, Quebec, 32,408 deals and battens. Thornhill, Quebec,
1,024 pes. hewn fir, 12,396 deals, battens, and ends. Bravo,

14 pes. oak, 32 pes. hewn unrated, 231 pes. hewn fir, 26,787
deals, 2,787 ends. Alert, Hillsborough, 23,703 pes. sawn fir,

489 ends. Florida, Quebec, 1, 202 pes. hewn fir, 14,511 deals

and ends. Landsblomsten, St. John, 7,334 deals and deal

ends. Mercur, St. John, 954 Ids. sawn fir. Artos, St. John,
13,222 deals, battens, and deal ends.

DUBLIN— Stanley, Quebec, 35,418 deals, 290 ends.

Skien, Quebec, 17,002 deals. Dronning Sophie, Dalhousie,

12,343 deals, 412 pes. timber. Buteshire, St. John, 29,722
deals. Cyprus, St. John, 39,415 deals. Ruby, Quebec, 10,-

040 deals, 840 pes. timber. Mercur, Quebec, 19,467 deals

and ends. Otto & Antonie, St. John, 98,943 deals and ends.

Susanne, Bay Verte, 16,434 deals. Terpsichore, Quebec,

36,802 deals, 3,000 taves. ScotS Halifax, 8,722 deals, 239
pes. timber. Martha, Miramichi, 21,804 deals. Forsoget,

Quebec, 418 pes. oak, elm, hickory, birch, ash, walnut, and
board pine, 11,156 deals, 1,564 pine boards. Libra, Mirami-

chi, 19,717 deals and ends.

DUNDALK—Minnie G. Elkin, St. John, 15,936 deals,

battens, and ends.

DUNDEE—Louis, Quebec, 2 pes. hewn oak, 20 pes. hewn
elm, 82 pes. hewn birch, 290 pes. hewn fir, 2.800 deals.

DROGHEDA—Aldine, St. John, 12,667 deals.

FLEETWOOD— Aftensjernen, Bay Verte, 17,605 deals.

Terzo, West Bay. 29,925 deals. Ascalon, Quebec. 32,089
deals. Atlas, Shediac, 18,088 deals and ends. Adelphia,

Bay Verte, 16,287 deals and ends. Novdskov, Miramichi.

15,133 deals and ends. Indiana, Bay Verte, 19,138 fir deals.

Stonney, Petrel, West Bay, 31,158 fir deals. Munster, West
Bay, 49,411 deals. Junior, Bay Verte, 13,214 deals battens,

and ends. Mirjam, Bay Verte, 19,445 deals. Nordstjernen,

Bay Verte, 18,526 deals, scantlings, and ends.

GALWAY—Galway, St. John's, 15,585 deals. Culdoon,

St. John's, 4 spars.

GRANGEMOUTH—Sarpsborg, Quebec, 59 pes. oak, 309
pes. pine, 9,368 deals and ends.

GLASGOW. —Warwick, Montreal, 5,694 deals. Bonita,

Yarmouth, 12,382 spruce deals, 1,049 spruce ends, 2,746 birch

deals, 35 birch ends. Martha Reid, Parrsboro'. 17,504 spruce

deals, 1,557 spruce de 1 ends. Trenmore, Bathurst, 10,306
pine deals. 1,363 pine deal ends. Olaus, Quebec, 1 5, 105 pine

deals and ends. Circe, Montreal, 397 pes. oak lumber, 4,-

479 deals. Ros; rir.n, Montreal, 5,560 deals. Siberian, Que-
bec and Montreal, 6,783 bdls. spooht'ood, 2,926 deals. Con-
cordia, Halifax and Baltimore, 23,316 bdls. spoolwood, 4,280
staves. 752 oak planks, 671 pes. oak lumber, 40 walnut logs.

To Venner, Dalhousie, 9,963 spruce deals and ends. Alcides,

Monreal 28 maple logs, 20 stds. deals, 393 pes. oak lumber,

33 pes. timber. Friedrich, Quebec, 20,793 P'ne deals, 3,480
pine ends, 5, 128 red pine deals, 16,471 spruce deals, 2,400
ppe. staves, 3,600 w. i. staves. Alida, Campbellton, 8,279
spruce deals, 359 spruce scantlings, 1, 144 spruce ends, 182 pes.

birch timber, 295 pes. spruce timber, 6 pes. pine timber.

Buenos, Ayrean, Montreal, 9,056 deals. Scandinavian, Hali-

fax and Philadelphia. 4,437 staves. Lief, Richibucto, 7,884
deals, 1,069 scantlings, 789 ends. Colina, Montreal, 5,218
staves, 2,166 pes. maple, 2,^24 deals.

GLOUCESTER—Westerbotten, Shediac, 640 Ids, deals

and battens. Mistletoe, St. John, 25,904 deals. America,
Bay Verte, 16,378 deals and battens. Alma, Miramichi. 23,-

705 deals. Ceylon, Pugwash, 24,084 deals. Orontos, Parrs-

borough, 24,028 deals. Carniola, Parrsbourough, 22,317
deals. Drumburlie, Montreal, 74 pes. hewn fir, 63,973 dials.

Iris, Miramichi, 20, 161 deals.. Hanna, Richilucto, 11,154
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deals. Erling, Bay Verte. I7,574deals. Inverleith, Montreal,

24,882 deals. Daggry. Buctouche, 1,269 Pcs - ' >irch, 12,976

deals. Helios, Pugwash, 20,400 deals. Esperance, Richi-

bucto, 15.345 battens, boards, andends.
GREENOCK—Johanne, Quebec. 163 pes, square white

pine, 105 pes waney white pine, 800 white pine deals, 900
white pine deal ends, 2,239 red pine deals, 960 spruce deals,

49 pcs. oak, 81 pcs. white pine timber, 132 pes, elm, 969 pcs.

red pine. Royal Visitor, Quebec, 4,168 spruce deals, 91 pcs.

elm, 673 pcs. waney white pine, 2,540 spruce deal ends, 116

pcs. oak. Anna, Quebec, 164 pcs. birch, 4 pcs. maple
i 77

pcs. oak, 204 pcs. birch. 419 pcs. waney white pine, 187 pcs.

square white pine, 1,796 spruce deals, 2,843 P'ne deals and
ends. Prince Charlie, Quebec, 226 pcs. oak, 182 pcs. elm,

36 pes birch, 677 pcs. square pine, 459 pcs. white pine, 108

red pine, 2.842 pine deals, 1,871 red pine deals, 152 spruce

deals, 1,372 spruce deal ends, 2,109 P'Pe staves, 3.600 W. I

staves. Australia, Quebec, 1
1 5 pes. oak, 75 pes elm, 227 pcs.

birch, 90 pcs. ash, 63 1 pcs. white pine, 2,552 spruce deals, I,-

384 spruce deal ends. Prinds Leopold, Quebec, 158 pes. oak,

125 pcs. elm, 257 pcs. birch, 243 pes red pine, 617 pes square

pine, 556 pcs. waney pine, 735 pine deals, 5,031 spruce deals,

1.409 spruce deal ends, 2,000 ppe. staves 3 600 w.i. staves.

HARTLEPOOL, WEST— Lina, Quebec, 80 pcs. elm, 179
pcs. birch, 603 pcs. hewn fir, 2.269 deals. Augusta, Quebec,
81 pcs. oak, 125 pcs. elm, 80 pcs. ash, 76 pcs. birch, 653 pcs.

hewn fir, 2.576 fir deals.

INVERNESS— Elizabeth, Quebec, 109 pes hewn oak, 4
pcs. hewn hickory, 2 pcs. hewn ash, 15 pcs. hewn elm, 24
pcs. hewn birch, 2 pes hewn walnut, 30 pcs. hewn pine, 4,952
sawn deals.

LONDON— Electrique, Montreal, 28,603 deals, 1,388
deal ends. Elizabeth, Quebec, 24,525 deals, 1,586 deal ends.

Grey Colin, Montreal, 7,971 deal ends, 57,900 deals. Tyne-
dale, Montreal, 84,054 deals, &c. Gerona, Montreal, 212
pcs. timber. Hazelmere, Montreal, 36,261 deals, &c, 865
deal ends. Avalon, Montreal, 55,954 deals. Orion, Quebec,
29,848 spruce deals, 1,913 deal ends, 5,737 staves. Kalos,
Saguenay, 27,318 deals, 2,069 deal ends, 8,160 palings.

Magnum, Quebec, 7,586 pine deals, 31,852 pine and spruce
deals. Galveston, Montreal, 49, 187 deals. Freg, Quebec,
I,028 pcs. timber, 22,154 deals. Elsie, Quebec, 40,640 deals,

2,562 deal ends. Tordenskjold, Three Rivers, 2,442 deal
ends, 33,224 deals. Betty, Matane, 22,429 spruce deals, 3,-

639 spruce deal ends. Alfhild, Quebec, 45,993 deals, 2,883
ends, 7,200 staves. Henriette, Quebec, 8,801 pine deals, 364
pine deal ends, 9,341 spruce ends, 5,217 cypress deals, 121
cypress deal ends, 71 tamarac deals, 3 tamarac deal ends.

Aljuca, Quebec, 34.788 deals and ends. 37 pes., 490 bdls.

baluster squares, 3,269 planks. Betsy & Arnold, Quebec,
5,605 deal ends, 1 3,667 deals, 207 pes oak, 203 pcs. birch,

34 pcs. elm, 63 pcs. pine. Fredriksvcern, Buctouche. 8,944
deals and battens, 321 scantlings, 1,423 deal and batten ends.

Lady Blessington, Sorel, 476 stds. deals andends. Assyrian,

Montreal, 1,013 cs. splints. Haab, Quebec, 26,812 deals. 2,-

192 deal ends. Vedra, Montreal, 46,881 deals, 6,435 deal

ends. Hovding, Quebec, 34.112 deals, 2,026 deal ends.

Neptun, Quebec, 38,208 spruce deals, 2,249 P'n e deal ends.

Jarlen, Quebec, 970 pcs. timber, 19,157 deals, 1,905 deal,

ends. Lamington, Montreal, 13,107 deals, 4,802 ends ; from
Quebee, 39,292 deals. Concurrent, Sault-au-Cochon, 18,202

deals, 1,276 ends, 6,500 palings. Inverdrine, Quebec, 17,-

797 deals, 2,479 deal ends. Craigallion. Quebec, 36, 374 deals,

3,151 ends. Brazilian, Quebec, 673 cs. splints, from Montreal,:

2,658 deals. Ocean King, Montreal, 4,790 deals. Beta,

Quebec, 28.926 deals, 1,115 deal ends. Persia, Quebec. 46,-

587 deals, 2, 6uo deal ends. Adorna, Quebec, 41,319 deals.

3,506 deal ends. Benjamin Bung, Quebec, 30,939 deals, 3,-

490 deal ends. There^e. Quebec, 21,021 deals, 1,943 ends.

Altmore, Montreal, 43,689 pine deals, 4,894 ends. Ulunda,
Halifax, 1,009 no - 5 bdls. doors, 69 bdls. moulds. 8,558 deals,

6 scantlings, 1,653 splints. Norse King, Montreal, 313 pcs.

timber, 10,002 deals, I car oak planks. Eira, Quebec, 28.-

155 deals, 2,228 ends.

LONDONDERRY—Aeronaut, St. John, 900 Ids. dressed

fir. Alart, Quebec, 170 Ids. hewn fir, 7 Ids. oak, 6 Ids. un-

rated hewn, 750 Ids. sawn fir, 4 Ids. oak staves. Constance,
Quebec, 21.585 deals and ends. Lothair. Miramichi, 1,009
Ids. hewn fir. Falka, St. John, 8,000 fir deals. Brage, Bay
Verte, 18,072 fir deals.

LANCASTER—Konsgrewe, Miramichi, 23,242 deals and
boards. Solnaer, Richibucto, 12,146 deals. Jane, Quebec,
12 pcs. oak. 63 pes. elm, 67 pcs. birch, 624 pcs. fir, 3,182 fir

deals. Primula, Richibuc'o, 9,407 deal ends.

LEITH— Nicosia!), Quebec, 23 pcs. elm, 34 pcs. ash, 114
pcs. birch. 75 pes. hewn fir, 453 sawn fir, 8,567 fir deals, 4,-

000 fir deal ends, 5,204 fir deals. Dracona, Montreal, 3,937
deals.

LIMERICK— Frier, St. John. N. P,., 544 Ids. fir deals,

Bellmore. St. John, 27,225 deals and ends. Huldren, Halifax,

I I. 500 fir deais and ends.

LLANELLY—Vanadis, Halifax, 10,487 pes. sawn timber,

2.631 pes. sawn fir, Caprice, Pictou, 7,820 pcs. sawn timber.

MILFORD—Eliza, Shediac, 9,101 pcs. sawn fir.

MARYPORT— Frivold, Miramichi, 12.872 deals, 12 Ids.

hewn birch.

NEWPORT -Resource, Quebec, 10 pes, hewn elm, 352
pea, hewn birch, 20 pcs. hewn red pine, 66 pcs. hewn yellow
pine, 9,195 deals and ends. Amicozia, Miramichi, l9,8ol
deals, scantlings, boards, die. Teresa G., Miramichi, 22,983
deali, scantlings, boards, &c.

NEWRY—Canning, St. John, 4 spars. Norma, Miramichi,

15.340 deals and deal ends. Semana, Quebec, 23,007 deals

and ends, 12,225 spruce palings.

PLYMOUTH—Canoba, Quebec, 16 pes. hewn oak, 6 pcs.

htwn hickory, 7 pcs. hewn ash, 78 pes. hewn birch, 1,416 pcs.

hewn fir, 7,452 pcs. sawn fir, 2,069 oak staves. Berkley
Castle, Quebec, 16 pes. hewn oak, 4 pcs. hewn hickory, 40
pcs. hewn birch, 11 pcs. hewn ash, 1,180 hewn fir, 7,439 pcs.

sawn fir.

PORTSMOUTH—Mohawk, Quebec, 860 pes, hewn fir,

4,331 fir deals.

ROCHESTER—Kalliope, Quebec, 219 pcs. hewn pine,

987 sawn pine deals.

SLIGO— Antilla, St. John, 15,983 deals and battens.

Darpa, St. John, 11,419 fir planks. Urania, Quebec, 11,524
fir planks. Esmeralda, Chicoutimi, II, 377 fir deals. Froy,

Quebec, 13,083 deals and battens.

SKIBBEREEN — Forest, St. John, 25,893 deals and
battens.

SUNDERLAND— British Constitution, Quebec, 19 pcs.

hewn oak, 30 pcs. hewn elm, 38 pes. hewn ash, 20 pcs. hew n

red pine, 341 pcs. hewn white pine, 2,356 white pine deals

and ends. |essie Morris, Quebec, 193 pcs. hewn oak, 76 pes.

hewn birch, 28 pcs. hewn elm, 675 pcs. hewn pine, 1,731
sawn deals.

SWANSEA—Zorida, Buctouche, 6,663 pcs. sawn birch,

10,858 pcs. sawn fir. Saea, Quebec, 53 pcs. hewn oak, 45
pcs. hewn elm, 659 pcs. hewn pine, 3,592 pcs. sawn fir. Jean
Bart, Buctouche, 1,864 birch deals, 357 ends, 8,964 spruce
deals, 1,189 spruce ends. Carl, Oak Bay, 6,661 spruce deals,

216 spruce ends, 4,345 pcs. sawn birch, 1,420 birch ends.

Aspotayan, Halifax, 7,654 spruce deals, 207 spruce deals and
ends, 8,655 birch deals, 520 birch deals and ends. Erik,

Richibucto, 3,873 pes sawn birch, 3,485 pes sawn fir.

TROON—Hiawatha, Bay Verte, 14,305 deals and ends.

Codcordia, Halifax, 8,674 deals and deal ends.

TYNE.—Juno, Quebec, 81 pcs. oak,, 120 pes. elm, 28 pes.

hickory, 30 pcs. birch, 17 pcs. walnut, 1,011 pcs. pine, 2,310
pine deals. Fremona, Montreal, 100 Ids. timber, 13,327
deals, 748 deals. Nirod, Quebec, 17 pcs. oak, 50 pcs. elm,
3o pcs. birch, 3g pcs. ash, 11 pcs. red pine, 532 pcs. square
pine, 2,040 pine deals, 816 pine deal ends. Erminia, Que-
bec, 24 pcs. elm, 69 pcs. birch, 588 pcs. fir, 540 deals and
ends.

LIVERPOOL— Lake Huron, Montreal, 6 pcs. mahogany,
15,427 boards, 20,048 deals. Skjoldmoen, Bay Verte, 13,881
deals and battens, 1,226 scantlings, 664 deal ends. Corean,
Quebec, 445 splints; from Montreal, 5,163 deals. Eye, Bay
Verte, 13,309 deals and battens, 1,521 deal ends. Saturnina,
St. fohn, 72,436 deals. Mary Elizabeth, Halifax, 13,524
spruce deals, 261 spruce deal ends, 6,493 birch deals, 247
birch deal ends. Vancouver, Montreal, 10,170 deals and
ends, 3,026 pcs. maple, 4,070 deals, 11,629 boards, 259 pcs.

oak lumber. Estra, Parrsboro', 12,695 deals and battens, 455
scantlings, 1,205 c, eal ends. Keswick, St. John, 13,384
deals and battens, 1,133 scantlings, 7090 deal ends, 764 pcs.

birch. Cavalier, Halifax, 19,063 deals. Sinken, Bay Verte,

309 Ids, deals, battens, and ends. Alumbagh, St. John,

3,634 deal ends, 21,291 deals, battens, &c, 968 pcs. birch.

Elida, Parrsboro', 16,281 deals and battens, 530 scantlings,

188 deal ends. Volta, Bathurst, 12 logs wood. Aviner,
Buctouche, 1,095 hardwood deals and battens, 1 59 hardwood
ends. Oriso, Bugwash, 14,450 deals, 248 scantlings, 1,297
deal ends. Herman, Quebec, 308 pcs. w. p. timber, 396 pcs.

waney white pine, 922 pine and 3,146 spruce deals, 178 pine
deal ends. Osmania, Quebec, 151 pcs. oak, 429 pcs. birch,

957 pcs. pine, 18.522 deals, 2,724 ends. Somand, Bay
Verte, 23,266 deals and battens, 3,118 scantlings, 1,693 deals.

Sjufina, Bay Verte, 98 scantlings, 11,201 deals and battens,

959 deal ends. Sagona, Buctouche, 25,522 fir deals and
ends, 3,837 birch deals andends. Europa, Dalhousie, 16,059
spruce deals, 2,090 deal ends. Vigo, Shediac, 12,164 deals
and battens, 2,760 scantlings, 1,722 ends, 3,107 boards.
Sherwood, Halifax, 27,819 wood goods. Osmo, Campbell-
ton, 14,441 deals and battens, 688 scantlings, 1,574 deals and
ends. Hjalmer, Bay Verte, 13,557 deals and battens, 71
scantlings, 230 deal ends. Dove, Dalhousie, 16,275 birch,
pine, and spruce deals, battens, scantlings and ends. Sophie,
Bay Verte, 18,906 deals and battens, 2,152 scantlings. Uno,
Quebec, 27,373 spruce deals, 1,768 spruce deal ends. Gyda,
West Bay, 13,918 deals and battens, 913 scantlings, 1,180
deal ends. Kong Oscar II., West Bay, 23,642 deals and
battens, 901 scantlings, 1,005 deal ends. Hortensia, Parrs-
borough, 20,874 deals and battens, 639 scantlings, 2,130 deal
ends. Familien, Shediac, 12,811 deals and battens, 957
deals, 619 scantlings, 691 ends. Straits of Magellan, Mon-
treal, 29,032 deals, 4,718 boards, 2,240 ends. Olga,
Bathurst, 18,393 deals, 3,572 boards, 1,233 er)ds. City of
Lincoln, Montreal, 4,370 red pine deals, 8,380 w. pine deals,

2,946 pine deal ends, 4,727 spruce deals, 187 spruce deal
ends, 14,554 boards, 2,901 deals. Maiden City, St. John,
2,756 deals and battens, 1,509 scantlings, 2,175 deal ends.
Polynesian, Montreal, 68 pkgs. broom handles, 1,706 deals;
from Quebec, 446 cs. splints. Oregon, Montreal, 855 deals,

625 doors, 13 cs., 13 bdls. moulds, 94 stds. deals, 5 stds.

ends. Brigidi, Bay Verte, 12,228 deals and battens, 2,284
scantlings, 924 deal ends. Dagny, Parrsborough, 16,551
deals and battens, 185 scantlings, 1,519 deal ends. Aviner,
Buctouche, 8,337 spruce deals and battens, 708 scantlings,

821 spruce ends. Africa, Bathurst, 20 logs timber. Rondo,
Campbellton, 655 birch planks, 414 birch ends, 98 birch
boards, 17,495 P>ne deals and scantlings, 2,469 ends, 7,818
spruce boards. Lake Nepigon, Montreal, 8,918 boards.

2,466 deals. Ramon de Larrinaga, St. John, 23,308 deal
ends, 60,256 deals and battens, 5,334 scantlings, 8,327 beards,

951 birch planks, 95 birch ends. Circassian, Montreal, 3,683
deals; from Quebec, 581 cs. splints, 2,951 bdls., 31 bxs.

shooks. Ethiopian, Quebec, 2094 spruce ends, 28,138 spruce
deals. Telegraph, Quebec, 12,647 spruce deals, 1,483 spruce
deal ends. General Domville, St. John's, 41,435 deals and
battens, 3,444 scantlings, 7,395 deal ends, 6,090 boards.
Alava, Montreal, 32,391 pine and 10,261 deals, 4,629 pine
and 770 spruce deal ends. Ole Bull, Halifax, 15,016 deals

and battens, 1,064 deal ends. Otto, Dalhousie, 13.981 deals

1,990 deal ends, 2,210 planks. Hebe, Bay Verte, 15.698
deals and battens, 1,191 ends. Claudine, Pugwash, 17.443
spruce, 2,272 spruce ends. Toronto, Montreal, 735,
doors, 13 bdls. moulds, 3010 boards, qty. deals, qty. deal

ends, 2,803 maple blocks, 16 rd. maple logs, 298 pcs. ash
scantlings. Reform, Miramichi, 19,251 deals, boards, scant-

lings, and ends. Neptunus, Parrsboro', 15,990 deals, 2,312
ends, 1,882 scantlings. Nibo, Vancouver, 1,978 pcs. lumber.

Lake Ontario, Montreal, 5 087 deals, 11,115 boards. Sar-

dinian, Montreal, 3,201 deals. Michigan, Montreal, 42,375
deals, boards, and ends. Nor, Richibucto, 8.63 1 deals, 441
scantlings, 1 ,2 18 ends, 2,986 l<oards. Sarnia, Montreal, qty. dU.
Capella, Bay Verte, I7,0i8deals and 1/attens 1,961 sctligs, 1.450
deal ends. Marie, Shediac, 1 1,509 deals and battens, 1.901
scantlings, 1,104 ends. Astrid, Bathurst. 11,069 deals,
scantlings, boards, and ends. Armenia, Newcastle. 16,881
deals and battens, 27,380 board*--, 3.187 scantling*. 3,218
deal ends. Frey, Miramichi, 14,183 deals, 545 mtttftltj
2,030 ends. Ala, Bathurst, 12,778 deals, scantlings,
boards, and ends. Festina Lente, Chatham. 10.744
de i Is, boards, ends, and scantlings. Cavalier. Quebec,
20!) pes oak, 133 pes waney board pine, 4.210 spruce
deals, 038 spruce ends, 224 pcs. waney and 243 pcs. square
white pine, 73 pcs. round, 2 pcs. square hickory. 137 pea.
ash, 190 pcs. white pine timber, 512 pes pine deal ends.
Canopus, Quebec, 147 pcs. ash, 1.937 pes. birch, 6,053 pine
deals, 0,235 pine boards, 41,045 deals, boards, and e ds.
Oxenholme, Montreal, 20,687 deals and ends, 0,270 boards.
Hertha, Miramichi, 19.484 spruce boards, 8,299 spruce
deals, 1,331 spruce ends. Olaf Nickelsen, Shediac. 170J
stds. deals and scantlings. Frank Carville, Quebec. 1^6
pcs. oak, 02 pcs. elm, 240 pcs. waney w. and 945 pcs.
square w, pine, 2,020 pine and 1,124 spruce deab. 316
pine ends. Aarvak, Quebec, 240 pes. oak, 502 pcs. waney
pine, 196 pcs. red hickory, 948 pine deals. 2,031 pine deal
ends, 6 254 spruce deals. Axel, Bay Verte, 19,473 deals
and battens, 1,712 scantlings, 1,178 deal ends. Winni-
fred, Quebec, 954 pine deals, 570 pcs. waney pine. 90 pcs.
ash, 949 pine deal ends, 5,249 spruce deals, 214 pcs. oak,
2-,685 spruce deal ends. Paragon, Parrsborough. 20.145
spruce deals, 2,195 spruce scantlings, 2,770 spruce ends.
America, Quebec 99 pcs. oak, 973 pcs. wanev pine, 272
pcs. birch, 166 pcs. elm, 23 pcs. bright pine "ends, 5,836
bright pine deals, 875 spruce deal ends. Straits of
Gibraltar, Montreal, 48,729 deals and boards. Lake
Superior, Montreal, 10,928 deals, qty. deals. Folkvang,
Quebec, 816 pcs. waney pine, 332 pcs. oak, 3,118 pine and
1,294 spruce deal ends, 8,985 spruce deals. Parisian.
Montreal, 6,222 deals. City of Liverpool, Quebec. 17,665
spruce and 3,012 pine deals, 2,387 pine deal ends, 119 pcs.
oak, 475 pcs. birch, 239 pcs. ash. 183 pcs. square white
pine, 94 pcs. waney white pine, 31 pcs. wanev maple. 07
pcs. elm. Dovre. Newcastle, 11,116 deals and battens,
2,673 scantlings. 2,881 deal ends, 49,581 boards. Murciano,
St. John, 17,102 deal ends, 38,052 dea's, 4,652 scantlings,'
6,356 boards, 1,376 pcs. birch, 5 scantlings, 67 ends.
Dominion, Montreal, 400 deals, 3,538 pes , and a qty.
deals, 2,803 pieces and a quantity of boards. Cungal.
Miramichi, 211,700 palings, 4,268 "deals, scantlings, and
ends, 10,768 boards and ends. Sondre Norge. Bav Verte.
17,552 deals and battens, 366 scantlings. 902 deal ends.
Diana, Shediac, 15,525 deals and battens, 1.108 scant-
lings, 1,919 ends. Cosmo, Quebec, 330 pcs. oak. 118 pcs.
birch, 152 pcs. ash. 703 pcs. pine, 7.723 spruce deals.
1,726 pine deals. Mayne, Miramichi, 17.623 deals. 1.403
scantlings, 7,110 boards, 1,331 ends. Serra, St. John.
35,974 deals and battens, 3,021 scantlings. 16.610 deal
ends, 4,829 boards. 1.872 planks. Bessie Hamilton.
Quebec, 193 pcs. oak, 42 pcs. elm. 43 pcs. red. 155 pcs.
square, and 445 pcs. waney white pine, 5.611 spruce deals.
Nymph, Bay Verte, 13.301 deals and battens, 1 308 scant-
lings. Valborg, Quebec, 6,178 spruce and 18,823 pine
deals, 2,705 ends.

CASUALTIES.

While booming logs, on Aug. 5th, at the Vancouvrer Com-

pany mill, Vaucouver, B.C., Joseph Ouillet and Isaac Green fell

into the water and were drowned. Ouilett was formerly from

St. John's Que., and Green from Hillsboro, Wellington County.

Ont.

Joseph Gangon, a hand in the employ of Gilmour & Co.

fell off a raft at the Government boom on the Ottawa, on Tuly

7th, and was drowned.

A man named McMillan, working on Messrs. McCuaig &
Moorehead's raft, was drowned on Friday in the rapid at Deux
Rivers. The crib on which he was running struck the Toon
rock and broke up. There were seven men on it, four of whom
remained on the rock, the other two clung to a piece of timber

till they were rescued by a passing crib.

While Adam Weber, of Kreaztiger's planing mills, Water-

loo, Ont. was sawing a slab off an oak board with a circular

saw, a wedge shaped piece about three feet long broke off,

was caught by the saw, and violently hurled back, striking

Mr. Weber in the right eye, penetrating the brain. But little

hope is entertained of his recovery.

A young man named Hannal, employed on a lumber barge,

was drowned at Hall's Booms, Que., on July 19th.

A French lumberman named Labatt was seriously injured

a few days ago on Spanish River. He was on a tow of logs

when they jammed and in endeavoring to displace them he

slipped between two logs, which, coming togethei before he

could get out, crushed one of his legs, breaking it into two
places.

—While Mr. L. E. Shaver was assisting a gang of men to

remove a stick of square timber at Perley & Paltee's flume,

Ottawa, Ont., the piece of timber canted over on him and

knocked him into the flume which was twelve feet deep. He
fell heavily on the rugged bottom and among the injuries re-

ceived was a broken wrist.
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TRADE REVIEW.
Toronto, Ont.

Toronto, August 31, 1S90.

CAR OR CARGO LOTS.
ij£and thicker clear picks, American inspection $20 oo@3o 00
ik and thicker, three uppers, American inspection. .. 37 00
\% and thicker, pickings, American inspection 2500
1x10 a 12 dressing and Detter iS 00 2000
1x10 s 12 mill run

1300

1400
1x10 * 12 dressing

1400

1500
1x10 4 12 common

1200

1300
ixio & 12 spruce culls

1000

11 00
1x10 * 12 mill culls 900
1 inch clear and picks

2400

25 00
inch dressing and better

1800

2000
1 inch siding mill run

13

00 14 00
1 inch siding common

11

00 1200
1 inch siding ship culls

10

00 11 00
iinch siding mill culls. 800 900
Cull scantling

800

900
iji and thicker cutting up plank 2200 2500
1 inch strips 4 in to S in mill run 1400 1500
1 inch strips, common

11

00 1200
iY inch flooring

14

00 15 00
i$4 inch flooring

1400

1500
XXX shingles, 16 in

2

20 230
XX shingles, 16 in

1

20 130
Lath, No. 1

1

70 1 90
No. 2 i 70

YARD QUOTATIONS.
Mill cull boards & scantlingfio oojDressing stocks 16 oo@2o 00
Shipping cull boards, pro- Picks Am. inspection 40 00
miscuous widths 13 oo:Three uppers. Am. inspect. 50 00

stocks 14 001 F. M.
Scantling & joist, up to 16 ft 14 oolij^in. flooring, dres'd 2800

iS ft 15 00 1A " " rough ... 18 00
20 ft 16 00 iY " " dres'd f.m. 2

22 ft 17 00.

24 ft 19 00
26 ft 20 00
28 ft 22 00

JO ft 24 00

undrs'd b.m.
" " dres'd ... iS 00
" " undres'd 12 00

Beaded sheeting, dress-
ed .... . 22 00

.22 50
" " 36 ft 30 00
" ' ." 38 ft 32 DO
" 40 to 44 ft 3; 00

Cutting up planks iY and
thicker dry 25 00 2600
" board 18 00 22 00

32 ft 26 00 Clapboarding, dres'd
34 ft 2S 50 XXX sawn shingles

per M 2 65
Sawn Lath 2 00
Red oak 30 00
White '*

35 00
Basswood. No. 1 & 2 18 00
Cherry, No. 1 & 2. .. 50 00
White ash, 1 & 2 25 00
Black ash, 1 & 2 20 00

Hamilton, Ont.

Mill cull boards and
scantlings

Shipping cull boards
promiscuous widths.
Shipping cull stocks.
Scantlingand joist up
to 16 feet

do up to 18 feet

do up to 20 feet

do up to 22 feet
do up to 24 feet
do up to 26 feet
do up to 28 feet
do up to 30 feet

Cutting up plank iY
and thicker dry.. ..

Cutting up boards. ...

Hamilton, August 31, 18

Dressing stocks $16 00

$ 9oo@iooo 1Y flooring, rough... 1600
1A flooring, rough. .. 1600

. 10 00 12 00 1 Y flooring, dreised .

14 00 iA flooring, dressed .

1 flooring, dressed . 21 50
14 00 Beaded sheeting 1 . .. 2500
is 50 Picks, Am inspection 32 00
16 00 Three uppers Am. In.

17 00 XXX sawn shingles. . 260
18 00 Sawn Lath
19 00 Red Oak 2000
20 00 White Oak 25 00
21 ooj Basswood No. 1. & 2.. 1600

Cherry No. 1 & 2 60 00
25 00 White Ash No. 1 & 2. 25 00
20 oolBlack Ash No. 1 & 2. 20 00

30 oc

22 00
28 00

19 uo
20 00
15 00

35 00
12 00

2 75
2 20

40 00

45 00
20 00
60 00

35 00
30 00

18 00
18 00
18 00

25 00

32 00

23 00

30 00

34 00
4c 00
2 70
2 25

25 00

30 00
20 00

70 00

35 00

30 00

Ottawa, Ont.

Ottawa, August 31, li

Pine. 1st qual.,
" 2nd "

" shipping
" 4th qua|.
" mill culls

Spruce. lj! M.
Hemlock . .

Ash

f* M.$35 oo@40 01
22 00 25 oc

culls 14 00
deals 10 00

. . .800
. . 10 00

. . 9 00
13 00

16 Of

12 OC

Bass 12 00

Oak
Walnut
Cherry. . ,

Butternut
10 ool Birch
12 00: vlaple. hard.
17 00'Laths
18 00 Shingles.
20 ool " cedar

$40 oo@ioo co
60 00 100 00
60 00
22 00
15 00
20 00
1 80
1 50
1 50

80 00

40 00
25 00
21 00

1 90
300
3 00

Montreal, Que.

Pine, istqua'y M $25 oo@3$
Pine, 2nd " " 20 00 25

Pfne shipping culls

V M 12 00 14
Pine, 4th quality
deals ^ M 900 11

Pine, mill culls,^>M 600 8

Spruce, per M 900 11

Hemlock, lumber.. 700 10

Hemlock timber.. . . 1200 14

Ash 13 00 20

Montreal, August 3

00 Basswood
00 Oak, per M

;

Walnut "
00 Cherry "

Butternut, per M...
00 Birch, " ...

00 Spruce timber ,

00 Hard Maple " ...

00 : 1 Y Lath
00 Shingles, 1st, per M
oo I Shingles. 2nd, "

I, 1890.

1400 2000
40 00 50 00

55 00 100 00
65 00 80 00

40 00
20 00

15 00
22 00

22 00

12 00
12 00
20 00
I 25
300
1 25

325
1 50

Spruce deals
Pine "

Deal ends -

Scantling - -

Spruce, extra
" clear

No. 1 extra

St. John, N. B.

St. John, August 31, 1890.

Deals, Boards, Scantling, etc.

- - - - $12 oolSpruce boards - - - - 12 00
- - - - 15 ooFine " - - -12 oo@40 00

• - - - 6 00 Oak " 40 00
- - - - 10 00 Ash " - - - 15 oo@25 00

Hemlock "
7 50

Shingles.
- - - $3 5o| No. 1 1 25

3 00 Pine - --
1 25

Pine, extra -

" clears -

" 2d clears

2 2;

Clapboards.

35 oolSpruce. extra
- 45 ool " clears

35 00' No. 1

No. 2

- 24 00
23 00

- 15 00
10 00

Flooring, Dressed.
6 in. .No. 1 - 12 00 4 in., No. 1 1200
" No. 2 ------- 10 oo| " No. 2 10 00

Miscellaneous.
Staves 3 oo@ 4 50 jLaths 1 80
Heading 17 in. per pr. 04 .Pickets 6 5o@i5 00

" 18 in. 0454 osKRailway ties
' 2e in. 04H 06

Vancouver and New Westminster, B.C.

New Westminster, August 31, 1890.

Car load and ship rates according to assortment. Bridge and
Wharf Plank and Timber.
10 to 40 ft. long, per M, net ..... . gu 00
41 to 70 ft.

1 " .... $12 oo@i5 00
Rough lumber, building material 11 00

" Sized . . . . . , 12 50
" Fir, Clear 17 50
" Cedar, Bench or Selects . . . 25 00

" D. D . . . 30 00
/ in, iY i%xb in.

T. & G. Edge, Grain and Dry . . . . . 27 50
" " • " Green . . . . - 25 00

No. 1, Dry - - - - - - - - 22 So
" 1, Green - - - -. '. - '— - - - 20 00
" 2. Dry - 20 00
" 2, Green - - - - - - - .- -17 50
Cut to length, extra per M - - - - - - -2 50
D. Dressed - - - - - - - - - 2 50

/ in, iY i]4x4 1.

Edge Grain, Dry - - -27 50
" " Green - - - - - - - -.- 25 00

T. &G. Edge Grain, Dry - - - - 25 00
No. 1, Dry - - - 25 00
" 1, Green ...... - - - 22 50
" 2, Dry 20 00
" 2, Green - - - - - - - .•' - - - 17 50

S. S. Planks for scows -
.

- - 17 50
D. D. cedar, verandah cover, any length - - . . 4500
" '" " " cut to length - - - -50.00

Shingles - 2 50
Lath 2 25
D. D. clear Cedar 40 oo@6o 00
Pickets, rough 11 00
Five per cent, off above prices for cash with the order.
Delivery on scow to mouth of river.

20 M ft. and over 75c. per M. ft

10 to 20 M ff -. . . $1.00
"

Under 10 M ft. 1.25 " "

Good, 1x10 in. each

.

ixid in culls

2A in. and up, good. .$5
4ths 48 00
Selects 43oo
Pickings 38 00

1 to 2 in., good 49 00
4ths 44 00
Selects 3900
Pickings 34 00

1 in. good 50 00
4tns 45 00
Selects 40 00
Pickings 35 00

Shelving Doards,i2ifi.
and up 26 00

Dressing Dds. narrow 2000
Sapping boards 1600
Box boards 14 00

Albany, N. Y.

Albany, N.Y., August 31,

Hemlock.
13'Ac \2

lAx.4. run, each
<)A '2x4, run each

Pine.

I3K
9'A

Shingles, shaved pine
2d quality

Sawed, extra 4 30
Sawed, clear butts. . . 3 00
Cedar, XXX 4 00

do@55 00 10 in boards dressing
50 00 and better $28
45 00 Common 15

40 00 12 in. boards dressing
5000 and better 29

45 00 Common ; 15

40 ooiY inch siding,select-

35 00 ed 40

55 00' Common 15

48 00 1 in. siding selected. . 38
43 Oo Common 13
38 00 Norway, selected 22

Common 12

32 00 10 in. plk. 13 ft. dress-
2200 ing and better, each 42
18 00 Culls 22
17 00 10 in. boards, 13 ft.,

dress,& better each 28
Culls ijxio. 22

Shingles and Lath.
6 50 Shingles.cedar mixed 2

Lath, pine 2
Spruce 2
Hemlock 1

5 00

4 40

3 30
4 20

oo@34 00
00 20 00

00 36 00
00 22 00

00 45 00
00 20 00
00 42 00
00 18 00
00 25 00
00 15 00

@5o
25

33
25

75 3 oo
00

25

75

Buffalo and Tonawanda, N. Y.

Buffalo, August 31, li

Clear, 1 to 2 in. all

width
Dressing, 1 to 2 in. all

widths

Norway
Common, 1 to 2 in. all

2400 widths , 1250
4x4, 5x5, 6x6 turning. . 22 00

1% 004x4, 5x5, 6x6 common 16 00
White Pine.

No. 2 cuts, 1 to 2 in

and thicker $16 oo@22 00
Dressing, 1 to 2 in.. 22 00 25 00
Common, 1 to 2 in . . 14 00
No. 1 barn, 7 to 12 in 18 50
No. 2 barn. 7 to 12 in 16 00
Mill culls, 1 to 2 in .. 900

17 00
21 00
17 03
10 00

Up'rs, 1 to 4 in.

10 in $43 oo@5S 00
Sl'cts & Picks,

1 to 4 in 37 00 45 00
Fine common, 1 to 2

in. and thicker. . 31 00 33 oo
No. 1 cuts, 1 to 2 in

and thicker :6 00 37 00
Mold strips, 1 to

2 in 27 00 33 00
Shingles

XXX, 18-in, sawed 3 7o|Thick cut (trade mark) 16 in
XX, 18-in, sawed clear butts 270 per square 250
X. 18-in, sawed 1 80 XXX cut 225
XXX, 16-in " 3 40 X cut 1 10
XX, 16-in " clear butts.
X 16-in

Thick cut. 3 20
XXX cut 3 00
X cut 1 50
No. 2 cut 6s

2 40 No 2 cut 50
90 Short cut 1 25

Square end, per thousand. . . 5 00
Octagon or pointed end 5 25
Scalloped or round end 5 25
Other shapes made to order 5 25

Saginaw, Mich.

East Saginaw, August 31

CARGO LOTS.

1890.

I38 00
21 00
11 00

Norway 8 5o(2

Box 11 00
Straight measure 12 So

Uppers 36 oo%
Common 16 00
Shipping Culls ... 9 00
Mill Culls

'

YARD QUOTATIONS CAR LOTS DRY.
Siding.

23 00 C, iA in

42 00 Yi in
20 00 No. 1, Yt in

39 00 V% in
Finishing Lumber rough.

42 oo@44 00 Fine common, 1 in. .

44 00 46 00! 1 Y & 2 in.

37 oojC, 7. 8 & 9 in. . . .

38 oolCoffm Boards 16 in. & over
foist, Scantling and Timber.

12 to 16 feet ... 10 00I20 feet

16 feet .... 11 oo|24 "

Plank and timber, 12 inches wide, $1 extra.
Shingles.

XXX 18 in. Climax 3 50 18 in X (cull).

XXX Saginaw 3 25
""

XX Climax 2 00
18 in 4 in c. b 1 00

Lath, and Pickets.

Clear, iA in.

Vt in ....

Select, 1 54 in .

7A in

Three uppers, 1 in.

i^&i^ in

Selects, 1 in. .

\'A & 2 in. .

10 00
11 50
20 00

17 00

30 00
12 00
19 00

32 00

33 00
26 00
18 00

12 00
13 00

XXX shorts.
XX.

50
2 00
1 25

Lath, No. 1 white pine 2 00
" No. 2 " Norway 1 40

Pickets, 2 to 2'A in, 3 to 4 ft.

rough
Dressed
\A in. square, rongh.
Dressed..

15 30

20 00
18 00
25 00

Ys in. clear
1 and iY inches.

.

iA and thicker . .

.

Rejects

y% in. 10 inches and
over

Vi in. coffin boards..
1 inch, 10 inch and
Over

New York City

New York, August 31, 1890.

Black Walnut.
$80 oo@S2 oclCulls, 1 inch $3$ oo@ 36 00
95 00 97 00 Culls, thick 36 00 - 37 00
100 00 105 00 Counter tops, 18 in.

50 00 52 00 and over 110 30 1S0 00
Poplar, or White Wood.

|i inch. 8 in. and over 30 50 31 50
. 25 oo@ 26ooj2}4 and thicker 33 00 34 00
28 00 29 oolCommon 1 to 2 in 22 50 23 50

Saps, 1 inch & thicker 2600 27 00
31 50 32 00 Culls, all thickness.. 15 00 16 00

Ash.
36 oo@ 37 oo!Strips clear 27 oo@ 28 00
38 00 39 001 Black ash, good 26 00 30 00
40 00 41 oo.Black ash, com 18 00 19 00

1 in. white
iY to 2 inch . .

.

2% to 4 inch . .

.

Oak.
1 incli plain sawed, 37 oo@ 39 01 h inches and over... 52 50^
1^ to 2 inch 39 00 . 40 00 i'hicker 54 00
Thicker 40 00 41 00 Strips under 6 in 42 00
Quarter-sawed, white, all clear, -iDimension cut size 25 00

Cherry
1 inch 83 oo@ 85 0. \zA and thicker 95 oo<§
1 inch strips 40 00 42 oc- Counter tops, 18 in.
i5i to2inch 8500 9000 and over 110 00
Rejects 40 00 44 00 Culls, all thickness 16 00

Miscellaneous.
Chestnut, clear 33 oo@ 35 oo Hickery, old growth 50 00
Chestnut common . . 2000 22 00 Hickery, 2nd growth 70 00

32 00 Elm 20 00
23 00 Sycamore 24 00
30 oo| Sycamore quartered 38 00

35 oolGum 35 00
30 00 Butternut . . . . 45 00
22 oolSvcamore dressed fig 24 00

30 00
21 00

Basswood white
Basswood common
Maple, clear
Birch, clear 32 00
Birch, is and 2s 26 00
Cottonwood 21 00

! 53 00

55 00

44 00
27 00

:ioo 00

is 00

55 00

75 00
22 00
26 00

40 00

37 00
50 00
25 00

Boston, Mass.

Boston, August 31, if

Western Pine—by car load.

50 00

60 00

43 00

45 00

50 00

Fine com... 3 & 4 in..
No 2, 1 in. Fine com.
• 1 Y, i'A & 2 in 29 00
No. 1 strips, '4 to 6 in 40 00
N°- 2 35 00
No. 3 24 oo

Cut ups, 1 to 2 in ... . 24 00
Coffin boards 19

15 50

42 oo@46 00
28 00 30 00

40 00

33 00

Uppers, 1 in $48 oo@5o 00
iU, i

lA & 2 in . .. 48 00
3 & 4 in 35 00

Selects, 1 in 42 00
iY, iA & 2in 43 00
3 & 4 in 45 00

Mouldingboards, 7 to
11 inch clear 36 00 38 00

60 per cent clear 34 00 36 oo| Common all widths '. 22 00
Fine common 1 inch 36 00 38 oo]Shipping culls 1 in 15 oo

i/^, iA & 2 inch . . . 38 00 40 ool do iY in

Eastern Pine—Cargo or Car Load.

Clapboards, 4ft., sap
clear

26 00 Sap, 2nd clear
16 <o Heart extra 50
13 50 Heart clear 45

Bevel siding6in, clear 23 00 2400
45 00 50 00

Spruce—by Cargo.

ICoarse, rough .... 12 00
14 oo@i5 ooHemlock bds., rough 12 00

" dressed 12 00
16 oolClapbds., extra, 4 ft. 38 00

I Clear. 4 ft. ... . 35 00
15 00 18 00 Second clear . . .

19 00 20 oo| No. 1 10 00
16 00 17 ool

Lath.
Spruce by cargo 2 11

Shingles.

Nos. 1, 2 & 3 40 oo(gi43 00
4 28 00 30 00

5 23 00
Ship'g bds & coarse 16 00
Refuse 12 00
West'rr pineclapbds

4 ft. sap extra

Scantling and plank,
random cargoes . .

Yard orders, ordin-
ary sizes 15 00

Yard orders, extra
sizes

Clear floor boards .

No. 2

3i 00

43 00

37 00
26 00
3o 00
22 00
26 00
15 50
16 50

45 00

35 00

55 00
50 00

14 00

13 00
14 00
40 00

37 00
25 00
14 00

Spruce 1 251?

Pine, 18 in. extra ... 4 00
Pine, No. 1 3 00

1 50 Cedar, sawed, extra 3 25
4 25

3 15

Clear
Extra, No. 1

Cypress. No. 1, 18 in.

3 50
3 00
2 50

5 co

Oswego, N. Y.

Oswego, August 31, 1890.

843 00@45 00
35 00 36 00
30 00
19 00

31 00
32 00

1 Y in selected 35 oo(?
iY in dressing 17 00
iY in No. 1 culls.

iY in No. 2 culls.

i'A in No. 3 culls.

14 00
13 00
9 50

20 00
iS 00
26 00

Throe uppers, iY, iA & 2 inch
Pickings, iY, iY & 2 in

No. 1 cutting up, iY, iA & 2in
No. 2 cutting up. 1 Y, 1 A & 2in
1 in strips, 4 to 8 wide, selected for moulding strips, 14

to 16 ft '.

1x6 selected for clapboards.

Siding.

1 in siding, cutting up
piks & uppers 30 oo@39 00

1 in dressing 19 oo@2i 00
1 in No. 1 culls i4 00@i6oo
1 in No. 2 culls 13 oo@i4 00

1X12 /> ch

12 & 16 ft, mill run
12 & 16 ft, No. 1 &2, barn boards
12 & 16 ft, dressing and better.
12 & 16 ft, No 2 culls

ix10 Inch.

12 & 13 ft, mill run, mill culls out 19 00
12 & 13 ft, dressing and better 25 00
12 & 13 ft, No 1 culls 16 00
12 & 13 ft, No 2 culls 14 00
14 to 16 ft, mill run mill culls out 20 00
14 to 16 ft, dressing and better 25 00
14 to 16 ft, No. 1 culls 16 00
14 to 16 ft, No. 2 culls 1400
10 to 13 ft. No. 3 culls 9 50

/ 1-4x10 Inches.

Mill run, mill culls out 20 oo@23oo| No. 1 culls 16 oo@
Dressing and better.. 2s 00 30 ool No. 2 culls 1400

1x4 Inches.

Mill run, mill culls out 17 oo@i9oo|No. 1 culls 13 oo(
Dressing and better. . 2300 27 oo'No. 2 culls 11 00

1x5 Inches.

6 7 or 8, mill run, mill

culls out 19 oo<§

6, 7 or 8, drsg & better 24 00

Shihgles.

XXX, iS in pine 3 6o@3 80IXXX, 18 in cedar 3 4o@3 70
Clear butts, pine, 18 in. 2 60 2 So Clear butt, iS in cedar., 2 40 2 70
XXX, 16 in pine 310 3 20 XX, iS in cedar 200 210

31 00
21 00

33 00
34 00

Uo 00
19 00
16 00
14 00
10 00

23 00
19 00
30 00
1500

20 00
27 00
17 00
15 00
22 00
27 00
17 00
15 00
10 00

17 00
15 00

11400
1200

16, 7 or 8, No. 1 culls.. i5oo@i6oo
21 006, 7 or 8, No. 2 culls. . 1300 1400
28 ool

Stocks cedars, 5 or 6 in

.

No.
No.

No.
No.

iKxiK.
1x3

5 oo 1

Pickets.

15 00IN0. 2, 1x3 9 00 10 00
20 ool

Lath.

}i 1 90IN0.
1-4 I 6o|

2, I 1-4. I So
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A PROBLEM FOR MILL MEN.

The following was recently sent to the Scientific

American, which, with answer given by that journal we

give below. In a stick of timber 40 feet long, 24 inches

square at one end, and 12 inches square at the other

end, how many feet of lumber are there ? It is also stat-

ed that the proposition has been given to several lumber-

men in the Chicago Exchange building, who have found

various results
;
among others, the following : 60 feet,

600 feet, 720 feet, 876 feet, 1,080 feet, 1,200 feet, and

2,400 feet : that if the cubical contents of the timber

in feet is what is wanted, 1,200 feet would be the cor-

rect answer ; but if a lumberman were buying the stick,

and desired to find how many feet of board measure

there was in it, and put his rule at work, he would find

but 1,080 feet, an allowance being made for sawing, of

the "kerf " Answer: For obtaining the solid contents,

the rule in Haswell's is for the frustum of a pyramid.

Add together the areas of the two ends and the square

roots of their product ;
multiply sum by height, and

take one-third of the product. Thus : 4 sq. ft. plus 1 sq.

ft. equals 5 sq. ft., and plus the square root of their pro-

duct, which is 2, equals 7, which multiplied by height,

which is 40 feet, equals 280 feet, which divided by 3

equals 83^ cubic feet, which multiplied by 12 equals

1,120 feet board measure, without allowing for kerfs or

waste. Considering the taper of the timber and allow-

ing for kerf, you cannot make more than iofeet of lum-

ber to the cubic foot. Then 93 yi x 10-933 feet mer-

chantable lumber 1 inch thick that could possibly be

obtained from the piece.

HARDWOOD.
!Am,Ho>» Builder

|

Hardwood as a building material is so rapidly super-

ceding pine and other woods that it is creating an un-

comfortable feeling among the dealers who handle soft

woods only. There are dealers now engaged exclusively

in the hardwood trade, who are working up an immense

business in this stock, and those who are sharp enough

to see the drift of the building trades are starting yards

in which nothing but hardwood is found. Mahogany,

oak and cherry have been the rage among cabinet

makers for some months past, and builders and archi-

tects are using these woods whenever it can be found

allowable.

There can be no doubt in the mind of any one pos-

sessing ordinary foresight that hardwood must furnish

the material out of which the lumber trade of the future

is to be carved. There is a good deal of pine left yet,

although, perhaps, some of the overwise wrestlers with

this unsolvable problem of the timber supply may
awaken some fine day to find that the "denudatics"

were not so very far wrong after all in predicting that

it will not hold out at the present rate of cutting more

than a dozen or two of generations. Put this aside,

and independent all together of whether there be much
or little pine yet to be sawed, it is unmistakable that

some varieties of hardwood are crowding it closely for

thefirst place. Time was when hardly a pine yard in

the northwest thought of including maple flooring

among the essential items of its stock ; now where is

the first class dealer who does not sell thousands of

feet of it every year ? Ten years ago hardwood finish

for business buildings or dwellings was regarded as an

unusual and unnecessary extravagance ; but the time

has come when it is an economical provision, and a

necessity indispensable to a building of any pretensions.

It is easy to perceive that white pine as a finishing

wood has seen its best days, and although it will al-

ways find a market and command a good price, it is

bound to give way to an increasing extent before the

rapid and steady advance into favor of its superior rival.

The hard and heavy yellow pine of Mississippi and

Georgia is already displacing the white for building

timbers, and no doubt it will before long be as much

M Ight for that purpose as it has been these many years

for car sills. Something of a revolution is in progress

among the architects and buiiders, and many of them

have already reached the point of preferring good, sound

wooden beams, properly fire-proofed, to iron girders,

and the spread of this belief in the superior merit of

timber for such purposes must result in greatly increas-

ing the sale of yellow pine and other strong and heavy

woods. As a matter of fact, hardwood of all kinds is

but just beginning to find use, and its manufacture and

sale is justas todevelop and growas the consumption of

all kinds of materials is certain to be greater from now

on than it was ever before. In all this, however, there

is nothing to disturb the operator in white pine. If he

has got a large stock of that variety of wood, either

standing in the tree or piled upon his dock or in his

yard, we would not by any means advise him to let it

go into other hands without yielding him a satisfactory

quidpi 0 quo. He may rely upon having his business

as long as there is a pine log left for his sawyer to oper-

ate on ; but he ought not to be surprised if before many

years his hardwood brother in trade should pass into

the front rank, leaving him to fill the secondary place

which the latter has always heretofore been content to

occupy.

STRAW LUMBER.

An important industry has just been started at New
Portage, Ohio—the manufacture of straw lumber. The

plant is a large one, and has back of it the straw-board

trust, of which Q. C. Barker is a leading member, and

has sustained financial backing. If the hopes of the

projectors are realized, an immense business will be

speedily built up, and houses finished in various shades

and fashions of straw lumber, instead of handsome

hardwoods, will become common.

The establishment will be the first of its kind ever

built, and its products will differ in many respects from

the material out of which the so-called paper bucket is

made. It will begin work immediately, and as soon as

enough of its product is finished to make it possible, it

is intended to erect a house out of the material and see

whether it will stand the weather. The company is cer-

tain that it will be adapted to all kinds of inside finish-

ings, if not fitted for exposure to weather, and expect it

to take the place of plaster to some extent at least. It

will be made in a great variety of styles for inside use

and can be marbleized so perfectly that it is difficult to

distinguish it from the genuine stone itself. In this

shape it is expected that it will be found available for

use in halls, bathrooms and like places.

The company expect to be able toputthestrawlumber

on the market as a substitute for lath and plaster at a cost

about the same as the actual plaster, and claim it will

be more durable and easier to use. In the marbleized

form it will cost, it is calculated, about one-third as much
as marble. In interior finishings, a wide market is ex-

pected for it as an embossed decoration similar to lin-

crusta walton, but costing one-third as much.

The company believe their product will withstand

the weather and prove available for fancy tiling for

roofing purposes and the like, and that it will be both

water-proof and weather-proof and in a measure fire-

proof as well. Should their expectations be realized,

there is a wonderfully wide field before this new enter-

prise.

SHE MEANS BUSINESS.
From the Miti>ui,,|i,

;
V*UeT Lumberman- " *ejr

Some time ago Frank Waltenburger, a young painter

living in Minneapolis, received undoubtable proof that

he was the owner of valuable timber land in Florida.

It appears that Mrs. Ellen Waldo believed she was the

owner of the land and has been pluckily engaged in

manufacturing lumber on the land. She has written

Waltenburger the following frank letter ;"In writing you

this letter I, perhaps, am violating the laws of conven-

tionality
;

but, as we never met, in fact, as you have

never heard of me until now, there can be nothing of

sentiment in the propositition that I am about to make
to you. To explain, first of all, how I know your ad-

dress and name. Last week the Washington County

Times published a story credited to a St. Paul paper,

in which it was set forth that you were legal owner,

by the possession of an old deed, of section 30, township

3, range 14, in this county. I laughed at the story at

first, for I own half of that section myself, though, as it

now appears, my title is imperfect. The other day I

received notice from a firm of lawyers in Jacksonville

of the true state of affairs, and what I have now to say

to you is, after due deliberation on the situation, I have

improved the property in such a manner that it is now
very valuable. I own a timber mill which employs

twelve hands and yields me a fair income, besides I

have property in Pensacola giving me an income of

$i,oooayear. I have also three farms, railroad land along

the line of the Louisville & Nashville railroad, yielding

me a fair annual profit. The newspaper account I read

of your appearance stated that you were good looking,

poor and hard working. I am a widow, 28 years old,

am called good looking by my friends and by those

who dislike me I am said to be stout. I have two

children, Mamie, 5 years old, and Elsie, 3- Their

father died some years ago, and was unable to attend

to business during the last few years of his life, being

an invalid from rheumatic trouble, and I carried on the

business myself then as I do now. Now, Mr. Walten-

berger, you have a title to this property which I have

labored very hard to render productive. I am attached

to the place, and should dislike to abandon prospects

which seem fairly brilliant. Here, then is my offer : I

have a growing business, a fair income and two children.

You have a deed of some property, of which you know
but little, except it is said to be of value. Will you

marry me, share equally with me in everything, and as

my husband relieve me of the burden of a business

which has grown to greater proportions than I can

successfully operate alone ? You may have an attach-

ment ; if so, the subject is one to be dropped at once,

and we must negotiate on different lines. If, on the

other hand you are heart-whole and like my appear-

ance from the photo I send you, let me have yours in

return, together with your views on the subject propos-

al. All other things being satisfactory, I can arrange

to come to St. Paul for the purpose of becoming better

known to you, or I will make any arrangement you

wish should you prefer to visit Chipley or Pensacola

with the same object." There's a woman that it is

dollars to nickles it would be safe to go into the saw

mill business with.

CARE OF BAND SAWS.
Bt J. B Mi-:

The band saw has come to stay and is no longer con-

sidered an experiment. Its universal adoption among
practical mill men will only be a question of time.

The lack of the proper skill to operate it is now the

obstacle. This is confined principally to the filer. The
style of mill need not be mentioned, as there are many
prominent makes.

Few realize, in the erection of mills, the extreme sen-

sitiveness of such a saw, and have not built as firm and
perfect a carriage track as necessary, observation being

drawn from what would make a perfect running rotary.

The filer has been much behind in this respect, and

men who could hammer a band saw dealt such heavy

blows as not only fill the saw full of lumps, but crvs-

talize the steel. A glance into every band mill will

demonstrate this from the number of broken saws.

The tension of the band saw is its life ; its longevity is

determined from the manner in which this is applied.

The band saw is not a tedious saw to hammer by any

means. The prevalent way of striking a saw too heav-

ily is practiced by nearly all. A round, but nearly flat-

faced, hammer should be used, and the saw should

scarcely show a hammer print. The principal feature

is to keep the centre of the saw a little looser or longer

than the edges. This supports the saw while if it were

a little slack on the edges it would snake badly, on the

same principle of a circular in the same condition.

In opening a saw, the tension must not be extended

closer than one-half inch of the edge. This is deter-

mined by sagging the saw while on the bench and ap-

plying the straightedge. One-half inch on either edge

should stand to the saw, or very nearly so, while the

center should show good light. Now, this opening

must be the same throughout the saw. Great care

must be taken that there are no places where the ten-

sion is too close to edge or varies from the center. The
next thing is to keep the back perfectly straight, or a

little convex, still maintaining the tension. The back

is kept straight by hammering the concave parts gently

from edge to center, care being taken to have the ten-

sion right when back edge is straight. Many have
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much trouble in this way and leave a saw with bad,

that is, unequal, tension. Only six inches of unequal

tension will affect a saw.

A perfectly round-faced hammer should be used in

tensioning, otherwise a defect would eventually bring a

long twist in the saw, not heeded by many. The

straight-edge test of the tension is all that can be relied

upon, and where the tension is too close to edge, the

saw must be hammered gently, directly on edge, so as

to open that part a little only ; a slight defect of this

kind will produce a crack. The back edge of the saw

is not looked after enough ; the back guide, in some

cases, is too close, and with badly fitted teeth the saw

is often pushed over Occasionally a piece of soft

emery wheel should be held against the back of saw

while moving slowly. It has saved many a saw from

fracture. It is not necessary for the back to case-

harden to produce fracture. I have noticed a change

in tension from a slight dressing of the back edge,

which plainly shows an equal strain on edge which the

straight-edge test can not show.

A saw should by no means show hammer blows
;

such work is attended by the same results as hammer

tension in a spring, which, if continued, makes it very

brittle and fractures.

Removing twists from band saws is always done with

cross-pene hammer, using the long pene in the direc-

tion of the twist or straightest way of the straight-edge

test. A firm, smooth, wooden table should be used, by

which six or eight feet of the saw can be laid flat. This,

with a good north or east light, will reflect any long,

gradual twist, which is removed by very gentle blows,

in the course of the twist.

In straightening a band saw, the edges should be

straightened first, as here is where defects of this nature

start. Many begin by pounding the center, which does

not effect the edge. The long pene is used directly on

edge in straightening invariably across or nearly across

the saw, seldom paralled. A smooth even, saw will

carry less set, with less strain on the wheels, which

greatly adds to the life of a saw. Great care should

be used not to make too sharp or slim a gullet, as a

new wheel often does, and never allow a wheel to show

the least bit of glaze. One place of case harden is suf-

ficient to produce a crack.

Few men realize the extreme sensitiveness of a band

saw. There is no reason why a band saw can not be

worn out without breaking if wheels are kept clean.

The tendency is to use broader saws, and when 10 or

12-inch saws, with tension within one inch of edge, are

used, broken saws, in my opinion, will be done away

with.

Small band saws can be kept straight by straighten-

ing on the wheels, slacking tension of wheel until the

saw will sag a little, then with a short straight-edge,

small hammer and smooth-faced mallet, the saw can

be trued right on the wheel. The idea in slacking it a

little is to find the defect, otherwise the strain would

keep it straight. It should be hammered very gently,

and the back kept straight, or it will not run true on

the wheels. Great care must be taken to keep wheels

true and free from dust.

BILLS OF EXCHANGE.

The New Dominion Note Law About to Come in
Force.

The Montreal Gazette publishes an interesting article,

giving the effect of the new law relating to promissory

notes and bills of exchange, which comes into operation

on September ist. It says:—A bill, payable to a par-

ticular person, but not containing words prohibiting

transfer, is to be hereafter negotiable. The holder of

a bill, containing the name of a referee in case of need,

was bound to present himself to the latter, but now this

formality is optional. Under the old law, a forged bill

was wholly inoperative, but by an amendment offered

by the Senate and assented to by the commons, if a

cheque payable to order be paid by the drawee upon

a forged endorsement out of the funds of the drawer,

the latter shall have no right of action against the

drawee to recover back the amount so paid, unless he

gives notice in writing of such forgery to the drawee

Hereafter, a bill not accepted on the day of present-

ment or within two days thereafter, must be treated as

dishonored for non-acceptance. Under the laws of

some of the provinces, a written acceptance was not

necessary ; under the new Act, as formerly in most of

of the provinces, the acceptance must be on the bill it-

self. Heretofore in Ontario, Manitoba, and Prince

Edward Island an acceptance to pay at a particular

place was a general acceptance, unless it stated that it

was payable there "only, and not elsewhere"; under

the new Act, an acceptance to pay at a particular

specified place, with or without the words, "there and

not elsewhere," is not conditional or qualified. The
practice prevailing in Ontario and other provinces,

and sanctioned by a well-settled jurisprudence, that a

bill or note payable at a bank or other particular place,

without the words, "there and not elsewhere,'' may be

presented for payment at the particular place or to the

acceptor or maker, cannot be continued ; the bill or

note, in such a case, must be presented for payment at

the bank or other particular place ; otherwise the drawer

and endorser will be discharged. Where authorized

by agreement or usage, a presentment foi acceptance

or payment through the post-office is sufficient. An
acceptance for honor cannot be offered after protest for

non-payment, but only after protest for non-acceptance

or for better security, and before maturity of the bill.

The acceptor for honor must receive notice of the

protest for non-payment. The protest for better

security is a novelty. An acceptor for honor or under

protest is no longer bound to give notice of his accept-

ance. A drawer or endorser, receiving notice of a

qualified acceptance, must express his dissent to the

holder within a reasonable time, if he does not wish to

be deemed to assent to the same. In the future a per-

son signing a bill otherwise than as a drawer or ac-

ceptor, for instance, as a guarantor or donneur daval,

shall be treated as an endorser, and as such entitled to

protest
;
formerly a donneur (Pgval was liable in the

same manner and to the same extent as the person on

whose behalf he became a guarantor, and was not

entitled to any protest apart from the latter. Hereto-

fore a bill payable on demand could be protested at

any time before the statute of limitations was required,

but under the Act it must be protested within a reason-

able time Under the new Act, a bill signed under the

seal of a corporation is negotiable, and a bill payable

according to the current rate of exchange of a certain

place, to be ascertained as directed by the bill, is a bill

of exchange ; the law seems to have been otherwise, at

least in some of the provinces. If a bill be payable at

a particular place it must be presented for payment at

that place, else the holder may have to pay the costs of

suit taken against the acceptor or maker
;

if, for in-

stance, the latter show that provision for the payment

of the bill has been made at that particular place. It

is no longer necessary for a notary to write on a dis-

honored bill the words " protested or noted for non-

acceptance or non-payment," as the case may be.

Under the Code, service of the notice of protest, wheth-

er for non-acceptance or for non payment, could be

made at any time within three days after the last day

of grace, but under the Act it must be given no later

than the next following business day, as is practised in

Ontario under the present law. A notice of protest

had to be mailed " in the nearest post-office," but now
it will be sufficient to deposit the same "in any post-

office." Until now, presentment for payment had to be

made on the afternoon of the last day of grace, but

under the Act it can be made at any reasonable or suit-

able hour of the last day of grace, whether in the fore-

noon or the afternoon. The protest or noting for non-

payment must be made after three o'clock in the after-

noon of the last day of grace. Noting is to be a pre-

liminary step to protest, instead of being a distinct for-

mality or deed. Under the Code, when a bill contains

the words "value received," value is presumed to have

been received on the bill ; but under the Act, whether

the words " value received " appear on the face of the

bill or not, that presumption exists. Under the Code,

the endorsee of an overdue bill takes it subject to all

objections and equities to which it was liable while in

the hands of the endorser, whether they attach to the

bill or some collateral matter; but under the

English law prevailing in Ontario and under the Act,

such endorsee will not be affected by such collateral

matter like a set-off. The damages of two or four per

cent, allowed by the Civil Code and also by provincial

statutes upon bills returned under protest from Europe

or the West Indies, or any British province of North

America, or the United States, have not been re-enacted

by the Act.

THE ESTIMATION OF THE VALUE OF TIMBER
LANDS.
[B.v E IwarJ JaulcJ

There are few matters more easy of determination

than the value of timber lands, provided only the proper

means be taken to secure such local information, the

possession of which is absolutely necessary to the solu-

tion of the question. While in the case of metalliferous

veins, all is uncertain, in the matter of standing trees all

is certain. You see them standing around you more or

less thickly. You notice their size and soundness, and
can readily calculate the cost of hauling logs to the

nearest mill, railway or stream, so that any mistakes in

timber land investments which may occur must arise

either through the ignorance of the explorer or be the

result of fraud and misrepresentation. This is more
generally the case. There are, of course, local dif-

ferences in the structure or character of the wood, ac-

cording to difference in the soil and climate on and in

which the trees have grown. Such, for instance, as that

of Hickory, which is found of very much better quality

in some districts than in others, and what is true of

this wood is equally true of many others.

The very first thing, in fact, which the explorer should

study when examining a tract of timber land is the

character of the various woods growing upon it. The
size and number of trees are evident to the eye. Not so

with the quality of their wood, which requires time and
the gathered evidence of others lo decide upon. In

ascertaining the value of timber lands, the facts to be
gathered from the most intelligent of the inhabitants

living in their vicinity form a most important factor.

The explorer sees these timber lands usually at one
season of the year only, and this, perhaps, the most
favorable time. The labor market too, must be learned

on the spot, and its local fluctuations studied. Then
again, the explorer should ascertain what prices were

paid for the last tracts of land of the same quality with

that which he was about investigating, which had been

disposed of in proximity to the point where his explora-

tions were being made.

If also there had been any attempts made by parties

interested in adjoining lands to create a "boom," he
should take care to see that his judgment was not ex-

cited by this cause. Many men are so much the creatures

of excitement that they are easily affected by the actions

or statements of others. It is therefore a matter of

prime necessity that the explorer should base his calcula-

tions on known facts, and not in general, on the assump-

tion of " what was sure to be " of others.

A very important question for the explorer to ascertain

when in the neighborhood of the country which he is

sent to explore, by parties desirous of purchasing, is

this, " cannot as good lands be got there at a less price?"

In the writer's own experience in the matter of timber

land investigation he has found in the majority of cases

that, as good lands could be bought in the same locality

and as favorably situated as those which he had been

employed to examine, and at a much less price.

Oak timber loses about one fifth of its weight in sea-

soning, and about one-third of its weight in becoming

dry. Gradual drying and seasoning are considered the

most favorable to the durability and strength of timber.

Kiln drying is particularly serviceable for boards and
pieces of small dimensions, and unless performed slow-

ly is apt to cause cracks and impair the strength ot the

wood. If timber of large dimensions be immersed in

water for some weeks, it is improved, and is less liable

to warp and crack in seasoning.

A popular soprano is said to have a voice of fine

timber, a willowy figure, cherry lips, chestnut hair and

hazel eyes. She must have been raised in a lumber

region.
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WANTED AND FOR SALE. VALUABLE PROPERTIES
Advertisements will be inserted in this depart-

-meni at the rate of rj cents per line each insertion.

When four or more consecutive insertions are

ordered a discount of 25 per cent, will be allowed.
This notice shows the width of the line, and is set

in nonpareil type. Advertisements must be re-

ceived not later than the 27th of each month to

insure insertion in the following issue.

HARDWOOD lumber, bought, sold or received

on consignment. TUCKER DAVID, lum-
ber commission merchant. 313 Eleventh Ave.,N.\ .

WANTED— 1 to 4 inch Birch, Ash and Oak,
firsts and seconds. Quote lowest Cash

price. WALTER D. STARR, 14th Street &
lo Ave., New York city.

WANTED—Elm iM and 1% inch : White and
Black Ash. I, 1%. and 1 inch; Red,

White and Burr Oak, 1 to 4 inch ; Cottonwood, 1

inch: Chestnut, 1 and inch: Balusters and
Square Oak. Ash. Birch, Cherry and Walnut.
Give full particulars regarding grade, thickness,

how long on stick, and price delivered in New
York City. C. G. HORTON. 34 West :4th Street.

New York City. .

FOR SALE—Timber Fortunes— I am sacrific-

ing some estates—tracts 160 to 5,000 acres-
perfect titles ; oaks, gum. ash. cypress, for gi per

acre. Great chance for speculators and traders.

Sold over 66.000 acres of these small groups within

past four weeks: Lands are in Louisiana and
above the overflow. Don't lose this opportunity.

No options nor plats given out on these groups.

W. H. HOWCOTI". New Orleans, La.

CASH FOR HARDWOOD LUMBER.
We purchase all kinds of Hardwood Lumber

and will pay you SPOT CASH for same F. O. B.

cars. Send us full particulars.

W. N. HcEA( HERN & CO.,

Toronto, Ont.

RAILS AND CARS FOR SALE.

Light Steel Rails for Tramways ; good order.
Cars for lumber, cheap.

JOHN J. GARTSHORE,
49 Front St. West,

• Toronto.

FOR SALE CHEAP SAW AND
STAVE MILL.

In county of Essex —46 acres fine farming lands,
good farm buildings—plenty of timber near ; only
2K miles from two different railways— terms easy
—splendid bargain must be sold. JAMES. S.
LAlklJ. V L. 8. Essex. Ont.

LUMBER FOR SALE.
r> r\r\r\r\ feet - ] i iuch an(i thicker, clear dry

OVJUUU lu uber for sale, tor particu-

lars apply to *
'

CHA- QUERF.NGESSER.Prodhageii, Ont

SHINGLE MILL FOREMAN RE-

QUIRED.
Must be experienced, strictly temperate,, and

with a good record. Capacity of mill about
100,000 per day. Address, giving references, ex-,

pected remuneration,
THE RATHBTJN CO ,

Deserouto, Ont.

FOR SALE.

pl.ANTNG FACTORY, only 2 years built, with

one hundred and fifty Horse Power Engine and

Boilers and Modern Machines, wit!) railway

siding and street car at door. Terms easy.

WILLIAM LEAK & CO.,

Lumber, Coal and Wood,

Dundas Street. Toronto.

MAGNIFICENT WATER POWER
FOR SALE.

EIGHTEEN acres of land, with one of the
finest permanent water powers in Canada

and equal to ovtr 1000 H. P , on C Y. K. trunk
line. 23 miles west of North Bay. For a Pulp
Mill no better site. Spruce can be delivered for

$L50 per cord in any quantity. Water carriage
via Lake S'ipissing. For price, plans and terms
apply- to

A T ANDERSON A CO.,

Contractors, &c,
75 Adelaide St. East,

Toronto.

ok THE

Scottish Carolina Timber and Land Co.,

will he sold by Public Auction,

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 7th, 1890,

at the Court House Door, between the hours

of 10 and 4, at

KNOXVILLE, TENN.

The properties offered for sale comprise a

most substantially built Saw Mill, of 75,000
feet capacity, and extensive Plant for the

manufacture of Lumber. A Storage Boom
and Lands on the French Broad Kiver, with
space to hold one y ar's supply of Logs.
Several million feet of Saw Logs in the

streams. River Driving Appliances. Val-

uable Timber and Mineral Lands in East
Tennessee and Western North Carolina.

Real Estate at Knoxville, having 3,000 feet

frontage on the Tennessee River, adjacent to

two Railroads, and suitable for Manufacturing
Sites. A fine River-Bottom Farm of 275
acres, one of the best in East Tennessee.
Also, good Mountain Farms and Lands in

Tennessee and North Carolina,
,

especially

adapted for Stock raising and the cultivation

of Tobacco. Miscellaneous Stores, &c.

The Saw-mill, Boom, Logs, &c. , and pro-

perty held under a Deed of Trust, will be
exposed in parcels and as a whole to the
highest bidder for cash, and in bar of re-

demption ; or on such term! as may be
announced at the sale, and absolutely without
reserve, unless sold by private contract pre-

viously.

For further particulars, address,

WILLIAM PAGE,
Scottish Carolina T. & L. Co.,

Knoxville, Tenn.
N. B.—There will be Reduced Rates over

all Railroads from any point in the United
States, to Knoxville, with liberal arrange-

ments as to limit of Tickets, owing to the
Veterans' Reunion, commencing on Tuesday,
October 7th, the day of sale.

TIMBER LIMIT

Saw 31 ills, Water Powers,

Farms, Wild Lands, &c.

-BY—

PUBLIC AUCTION-
The Executois Estate R. C. Smith will offer

for said by Auction, at The Mart, King street

east, Toronto, Canada, on

Wednesday, 17th September,

at I o'clock p. m., their remaining timber
limit, being Berth No. 69, North Shore, Lake
Huron, estimated to produce from 20 to 25
mill OH feet b. m., White Pine, besides Red
Pine', Cedar and other tine Timbers ; the Saw
Mills, Water Power and other valuable pio-

perty at Fenclon Falls ; Water Power, at

Peteiboro", (band or Hooey's Island, in

Balsam Lake, containing 1,145 acres, with
new Steam Saw Mill, Frame Dwe'ling, etc.

Farm at Fenelon Falls, and Wild Lands in

Vcrulam, Bexley, Snowdon, Lutterworth and
Somerville. For particulars and terms apply

to Executors Fstate K. C. Smith, Port Hope,
Canada; G. H. G. McVity, Executor, 288
Huron street, Toronto, or to OLIVER,
COATE & Co., The Mart, Auctioneers, 75
King street east, Toronto.

/MPO ItTAXT SA LE

TIMBER • LIMITS.

The estate of the late David Moore will offer
for sale at Public Auction at the Russcl House,
in the City of Ottawa, on

TUESDAY, 28th OCTOBER, 1890

at three o'clock in the afternoon the following
valuable timber limits :

Parcel No. i.—400 square miles on Kippewa
river, in the province of Ouebec, and being berths
Nos. 57, 56, 47, 46, 65, 64, 62, 63.

Parcel No. 2— Berths No. 3 on the north shore
of Lake Huron in Ontario, license No. 103 of 1889-

90. Area, 36 square miles.

Parcel No. 3 -Berth No. 1, township of Springer
in Ontario, license No. 104 for 1889-90. Area 34
square miles,

Parcel No. 4.—Berth No. 15 on the north shore
of Lake Huron, in Ontario, license 105 of 1889,
Area, 36 square miles.

The purchaser will be bound to take the supplies
on each limit according to schedule and valuation.
For terms and conditions of sale apply to E. D.

Moore, Esq.. Hull, and to the undersigned.

CHRISTIE & CHRISTIE,
J.R.FLEMING, Solicitors,

Advocate, 110 Wellington St., Ottawa.
353 Sparks st., Ottawa.

W\ February. 1890.

Auction Sale of Timber Berths.

DEPARTMENT OF CROWN LANDS.

(Woods and Forests Branch.)

Toronto, end July, 1890.

NOTICE is hereby given, that under Order
in Council certain Timber Berths in the

Rainy River and Thunder Bay Districts, and
a Berth composed of part of the Township of

Aweres, in the District of Algoma, will be

offered for sale by Public Auction, on

Wednesday, the First day of October next,

at one o'clock in the afternoon, at the Depart-

ment of Crown Lands, Toronto.

ARTHUR S. HARDY,
Commissioner.

Note.— Particulars as to localities and
description of limits, area, etc., and terms

and conditions of sale will be furnished on

application, personally, or by letter, to the

Department of Crown Lands, or to Win.
Margach, Crown Timber Agent, Rat Portage

for Rainy River Berths, or Hugh Munroe,
Crown Timber Agent, Port Arthur, for

Thunder Bay Berths.

ATo unauthorized Advertisement of the above

will he paidfor.

500 Carloads

Prime White Oak Small Boards.

1, i'/ik, 1 /-is ar)d i/i inch thick ; 2>Vz lo 5 inch

wide, 2 feet and up long, wanted for cash at

the mills.

Further all kinds of HARDWOOD LUM-
BER AND LOGS.

Address

CARL GARTNER,

MA< 'H I v /; /; ) FO i: s . 1 /. E
LIST of miscellaneous machines, etc.. for sale

by H W PETRIK. Brentford ar.d Toronto.

ONE corn and cob crusher.

FINE grain or feed mills.

ONE Craig wheat scourer.

ONE mill stone dresser.

ONE corn huser.

TWO corn shellers.

TWO paint mills.

ONE tile machine.

ONE clay crusher.

ONE copper-jacketed kettle.

TWO copper dye kettles.

TWO set cracer or biscuit machines, with dies.

ONE sugar or sorgum mill.

ONE union leather splitter.

ONE steam rock drill.

ONE foot press forcanner's use, with dies.

ONE fruit evaporator.

ONE Caligraph typewriter.

ONE clover thrasher and huller,

ONE ditching machine.

ONE Wiard sulky plow.

ONE hosiery or bobbin winder.

ONE set scouring rolls.

ONE Chase flock cutter.

ONE lot press plates.

TWO meat choppers.

ONE large clothes mangle.

ONE shooting gallery tube.

ONE small bone mill.

ONE run 42 inch buhr stones.

10 water wheels, different sixes and makes.

ONE lot spu' and bevel gears

ONE lot shafting, hangers and pulleys.

ONE lot balance wheels.

ONE set cheese box machinery.

ONE lot Cook"s patent levels.

TWO steam fire engines.

FIVE hand fire engines.

TWO hose carts.

EIGHT steam pumps.

ONE No. 10 centrifugal pump.

THREE hydraulic rams.

ONE champion spark arrester.

"ONE lot lifting jacks.

ONE lot new portable forges

I also have Engines. Boilers of all sizes. Iron

and Wood-Wood Machinery, Send for descriptive

list. H. W. PETRIE. Brantford and Toronto.

Hamburg, Germany.

ON THE "SOO."
The large forests of Pine, Hemlock and

hard wood on the line of the Minneapolis. St.

Paul and Sault St. Marie Railway i"SOO
LI N E") offer excellent opportunities for en-
terprising Saw Mill Men to locate in Wiscon-
sin and the Upper Peninsula of Michigan.

Information furnished, as
jfar as possible, relative to
millsites.gTOups of timber,
price ofstumpag«.ete. MILL
MACHINERY TRANSPORTED
FREE OF CHARGE,

Low Rates,
Good Facilities,

Prompt Service,

W. W. RICH,
'Soo' Railway, Minneapolis. Minn.

RUBBER BELTINC
MONARCH , RED STRIP AND LION BRANDS.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE GUTTA PERCHA K RUBBER MANUFACTURING CO. OF TORONTO.
OFFICE, 43 YONGE ST TORONTO FACTORIES AT PARKDALE . ONT.

Write for Discounts.
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THE RAINY RIVER TIMBER DIFFI-
CULTY.

,.T R»tPoil|(eSMl.]

For the past few days a number of American

loggers have beer, in town, and it appears they are

endeavoring to close an angements with our local

lumbermen to take out American logs for the

various mills here during the coming winter.

Last year it will be remembered that our mill

men had considerable difficulty in getting permits

until late in the season, and which delay put them

to a great expense in getting out the logs. This

was due to their not being able to make the

necessary improvements last fall, and which

necessitated it being done in the spring, and as a

result the mills have been idle half of this season.

In fact last winter's cut is only now coming in,

and the mills have been shut down a greater por-

tion of this summer. This has resulted in a very

great loss to the town.

The Government has now a sale of timber berths

advertised to take place in Toronto on October

1st, and should the lumbermen here have to wait

until this date before knowing what limits they

will have to work, or whether they can purchase

or not, it simply means a repetition next summer
of this year's experience, or the other alternative

of their making contracts with the American

loggers, which means a loss of §100,000 to S125.000

to our town, which would all be spent in the

States instead of here as before, besides leaving

some 800 men idle. The supplies required for

camps also amounts to about $100,000, a large por-

tion of which is purchased in Rat Portage, and

this also would be lost to the district.

This is a very serious condition of affairs for

Rat Portage and this end of the district, and the

Government should at once take some steps to

put these limits in a shape, so that the lumbermen
will not be so seriously inconvenienced as they

were last year. All the improvements needed to

bring out their logs next spring requires to be

done this fall, so that advantage can be taken of

the high water when the snow goes off, and if no

permits are issued, or arrangements made for th e
lumbermen here this year, they will be placed

in the same position as this summer, causing a

serious loss to themselves, and more particularly

to our town, unless they close arrangements with

the American loggers for their supply, which

might answer their purpose, but would result dis-

astrosly for the public.

We understand that the lumbermen intend

petitioning the Government to grant permits in

order that they may get to work at once, and we
trust that in the interests of the town the prayer

of their petition will be granted immediately, as

the Government have already realized a good price

under the permit system for their timber.

A representative of The Lumberman
on seeing the above called upon the Hon
A. S. Hardy, Commissioner of Crown

Lands, and found that gentlemen with

the petition above referred to before him.

" I have just returned to the city," said

the Commissioner, "and while I have

seen considerable in the papers regarding

the difficulty complained of by the lum-

bermen in the Rainy River district, I

have not as yet had time to examine into

the matter." " Do you think that any

concession will be made to the lumber-

men by the Government ?" was asked.

''That I cannot say at present, but if

after looking into the matter we find any

change in our present plans desirable it

will certainly be made. I have invar-

iably considered the interests of the

lumber trade in all matters affecting

limits, and will endeavor to act in justice

to them in the present instance. Beyond
this I can say nothing at present." The
permit system has been in force during
the past two years, and the Government
does not wish to longer continue it.

This is the first sale that has been
announced to take place in the Rainy
River country, notice of which was given
during the last session of parliament.

The Commissioner assured our repre-

sentative that the Government would
much prefer to hold these limits for some
time to come, but as the lumbermen
seemed anxious to buy they were accord-
ingly being put up. It is to be hoped
that some amicable arrangement will be
carried out whereby the lumbermen will

be able to conduct their operarions with-

out being forced to buy American logs

for next season :

s cut. Doubtless before

another week transpires a solution of the

difficultv will be arrived at.

FIRE RECORD.
On the morning of August 15th the large

planing mill and lumber yard owned by

Messrs. Scott & Cross and located at 34
Hayter street, Toronto, were totally destroyed

by fire, together with all the machinery, tools

and material in process of manufacture. The
damage in the mill and yard will amount to

about $10,000, and is insured in the City of

London Co. for $1,800. The factory was
one of the largest in the city, was of modern
structure and, as usual, contained material of

a highly inflammable character. A number
of dwelling houses adjoining were also de-

molished.

A fire in the lumber yards of Killaby &
Kennedy, at Lindsay, Ont., on Aug. 17th,

occasioned a loss of about $1,200, fully

covered by insurance.

WANTED.

ACTIVE or silent partner for well established
Wholesale Lumber business ; half interest ;

any good salary to right man. Correspondence
strictly confidential. Address A. B. C, Care of

Canada Lumberman.

North Shore Navigation Go.

THREE DAYS, I CPO r\f\
Meals and Berth included. I J)O.UU.
ROUND TRIP TICKETS FROM TO-
RONTO AND HAMILTON, $ 1 O. B.
CUMBERLAND, Toronto; C. E. MORGAN.
Hamilton, and a?l G. T. R. Ticket Agents.

THE NEW PALACE STEAMER

CITY OF MIDLAND
Is intended to leave Collingwood every Mon-
day and Thursday at 8.30 a.m., and Midland
at 2 p.m., on arrival of G. T. R. morning train
from Toronto, Hamilton, Peterboro',
Port Hope, and all points on Northern and
North-western and Midland Divisions of G. T.R.,
for Parry Sound, Byng Inlet and
French River.
Returning will reach Midland at 2 p.m.

Wednesday and Saturday, connecting with trains
for Toronto, Hamilton, Peterboro',
Port Hope, Barrie, and all points East
and South, on Northern and North-western,
G. T. R., and at Collingwood with trains

North.
For freight and passenger rates apply to all G.

T. R. Agents and on board steamer.
C E. STEPHENS, Sec.-Treas., Collingwood.

W. J. SHEPPARD,
Genera! Manager, Waubaushene

GEO. glSHOP ENGRAVING •

«« AND PRINTING flO.

LIMITED.

On Steel, Copper, Stone and Wood.
LITHOGRAPHING,

PLATE PRINTING,
BOOK and JOB PRINTING

PHOTO-ENGRAVING,
BOOK-BINDING,

ELECTROTYPING.
Illustrated Catalogues and Keports a

Specialty.

Estimates Furnished.

I

169 St. James Street, Montreal.

Menasha Hickory Pulleys

We make the only
hardwood bent rim
spoke arm split pulley,

only small split pulley,
only wooden hangers
in the market. Send for

discounts & circulars.

Menasha
Wood Split Pulley Co.

menasha; WISCONSIN.

J. J. TTTIFiltflEIIRs

Sail, Tent and Awning Maker,
251 George >hd 154 King Streets.

PETERBOROUGH.
Cance. Yacht ard Ecat Sails made to order.

Peifect Fits guaranteed.

Ezery descripiun of Lumbermen''s Supplies
and Waterproof Clothing.

T. SHORTISS,
DEALER IN

PINE & MINERAL? LANDS
9 Toronto Street,

TORONTO, 1
- - ONT.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

MANUFACTURERS
OFPETER GERLAGH & COMPANY,

Alligator' Gliisel-Bit Saws.
THE CHAMPION STAVE, HEADING AND SHINGLE MACHINES,

ICE TOOL8 AND MILL 8UPPLIES.
CLEVELAND, - - OHIO.

5? Toronto-

F.PARKIN
-•iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin**

Gait File Works.
GALT, ONT.

MILL FILES A SPECIALTY.

Write for Price Lists and Mention

this Journal.

SCRIBNER'S

LUMBER

LOGBOOK
Over One Million Sold.

1VI OST complete book of its kind ever published.

1~I Gives measurement of all kinds of Lumber,
Logs, Planks, Scantling; cubical contents of square

and round Timber ; hints to lumber dealers ; wood
measure ; speed of circular saws ; care of saws ;

cord-wood tables : felling trees ; growth of trees ;

land measure ; wages, rent, board, interest, stave

and b eading bolts, etc. Standard book throughout
the United States and Canada. Get the new illus-

trated edition of 18S2. Ask your book-seller for it.

Sent post-paid for 35 cents.

G. W. FISHER, Box 238, Rochester, NY
or A. G. MORTIMER. Toronto, Ont.

Electric lightingApparatus
57, ADELAIDE. ST.W.

TORONTO
ONT.

A. P. & W. E. KELLEY CO.
WHOLESALE Lumber dealers. Yards at

Tonawanda and Chicago. Correspondence
invited.

LAYCOCK LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS of Pine, Hemlock and
1*1 Oak Timber up to S5 feet in length. Saw
Mills : Ackley, Pa, Black Rock, N. Y., Graven-
hurst, Ont. Office, corner Main and Seneca Sts.
Buffalo, N. Y.

WILLARD W. BROWN.
0f\0 Main Street, Buffalo, handles all kinds^U/C of Hard Woods.

C. P. HAZARD.
WHOLESALE dealer in Lumber, Shingles.

Lath and Fence Posts. Correspondence
invited from the Canadian trade. No 92 River
Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

WHITE, RIDER & FROST.
WHOLESALE dealers in Michigan, Wisconsin

and Canada Pine and other woods. Princi-
pal office, Tonawanda, N. Y.; branch office, New
York City.

COWPER & GREGORY.
RECEIVERS and Forwarders of Lumber,

Lath, Shingles, &c. Unexcelled facilities
tor shipping by canal or rail. Tonawanda, N. Y.

A. M. DODGE &. CO.
lyiANUFACTURERS of and Wholesale deal-
11 ers in all kinds of Lumber, Lath and'Shing-
les. Tonawanda, N. Y.

E. & B. HOLMES.
HOLESALE dealers in Lumber and Timber.

Office, Michigan and Canal Streets, Buffalo,w
N. Y.

CHEESMAN DODGE
TIMBER and Lumber Merchants. Ship and

Boat stock, Railroad Ties, &c. Office, 16
West Seneca Street, Buffalo.

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co.
OFFICE and yard, 175 Louisiana Street, Buf-

falo. Holders of Hardwood stocks are in-
vited to correspond.

EMMET FLEMINC
INSPECTOR and Commission dealer in Lum-

ber. Office, 251 Louisiana Street, Buffalo, N.
Y. *

THE TONAWANDA LUMBER CO.
|V/|ILLS at East Tawas, Mich.; office 106 Main
l
T

l Street, opposite N. Y. C. and H. R. R. R.
Station, North Tonawanda, N. Y.

w
J. & T. CHARLTON

HOLESALE dealers in Masts and Spars,
Canada Round Pine, &c. Tonawanda, N.

L. A. KELSEY LUMBER CO., (Ltd.)
lyiANUFACTURERS and dealers in Hard-
1~I wood Lumber of all kinds. Describe stock
and write for prices. Office Tonawanda, N. Y.

BOVEE & HOWDEN
MANUFACTURERS and Wholesale dealers

in Hard and Soft Wood Lumber. Holders
of Canadian stocks are invited to write for quota-
tions. Offices at Tonawanda and Le Roy, N. Y.

TO
BUILD
if von start right.
The first step-
should be an ex-
amination of Mr.

Sboppell's building designs—the only largo
collection of designs that are artistic, prac-
tical and reliable. The estimates are guaran-
teed. Mr. Shoppell's publications are ej
follows : Price.
Portfolio of $1,0"0 Houses, 30 designs, §2 0)

" " 1,500 " 80 " 2C)
2.000

2,500
3,000

3,500

4.000

toco
6,000
7.500

10,000
' Stables

82
83
30
30
28
Si
21

19

2C)
2 C)
2 00
2 00
2 00
2 00
2 00
2 CO
2 CO
2 00

•The first Portfolio contains designs that cost as
low as $600. $600, $700 and $800.
Any 3 of the above Portfolios for $5 : any 7

for $10 ; the complete set (12) for $15. Bound
volume containing over 200 designs selected
from the various portfolios, price §5, return-
able if not satisfactory.

Address R. W. SHOPPELL.
Architect, C3 B'way, New York.
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WHICH ?
Season's Stumpage Three Millions

COST.
Stumpage and Dues

Cutting, Watering and Delivering at Mill

Cutting and Piling

Loading on Cars

Interest on 18,000 feet 1 year at 7%, $12.80

Wear and tear of Machinery

Three millions at

2,700,000 at ... SI 1-00

450,000 Culls at ... 6.00

Profit

$2.50

3.50

2.00

.25

.40

.35

$9.00 $27,000

529,700

2,700 32,400

$5,400

Season's Stumpage Three Millions

cost.
Stumpage and Dues

Cutting, Watering and Delivering at Mill,

Cutting and Piling, ...

Loading on Cars

Interest and Expenses,

Three Millions at

3,240,000 at

540,000 at

$11.00

6.00

S2.50

3.50

2.00

.25

.75

$9.00

835,640

3,240

Interest on Extra Cost of Mill, $1,000

Profit,

$27,000

38,880

811,880
60

811.820

^^OJ?J?y to say we are too busy to exhibit our BAND SAW MILL this year as

intended. Unexpected ordersfrom Chili, Venzuela and Hungary, in addition to

our regular trade, push us at present to the utmost of our capacity.

Parties ijiterested in the Band Saw Mill question can see one of the mills that we are

building for a customer in Hungary in operation at our works during the last of the first,

and early part of the second week of the Industrial Exhibition.

We invite customers to run up to Brantford, inspect our uorks, and examine Boilers,

Iengines and Saw Mill Machinery in cotirse of construction.
0 ~ - —

WE WILL EXHIBIT AT TORONTO FAIR OUR

New Patent Steam Fire Engine, Ariel Hook and Ladder Truck,

Ordinary Hook and Ladder Truck, Hose Cart

AND GENERAL ASSORTMENT OF

Fire Department Supplies, Plain and Traction Farm Engines, Shingle and Chopping Mills

and the NEW FRICTION CRIP PULLEYS

Waterous Engine Works Co., Brantford, Canada
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Saw * Mill * Machinery.
New Improved

RIGID SAW FRAME j
Cast in One Piece.

Takes any size of Saw up to 60 inches

Improved Saw Guide, adjusted with screws.

Outer arm throws up to permit saw to be
removed. Heavy Steel Mandrel running in

Reservoir Oil Boxes. Iron fender for boards
to drop on, &c.

Girder Steel

Log Carriages
Several Sizes to (§\ cable or

suit all diameters

and lengths of logs

Rack Feed

by

Steam or

Friction.

This cut repre-
sents our Single
Girder Single
Truck Carriage.
Light but Strong.

Toronto Exhibition.
We regret to say that.we shall be unable to exhibit this year our

usual display of Saw Mill Machinery. It was our intention to exhibit

our Band Mill again, improved over last year, but an order from Hun-
gary, which has to be filled promptly, takes the only one we have near
completion. Being very busy in our Engine, Boiler and Saw Mill

departments, we have not the time, nor can we spare the workmen to

make a large exhibit.

We shall be much pleased to see any intending purchasers at our

works, which are only a short distance from Toronto.

THE-

Waterous Engine Works Co.

Brantford, Canada.

PATENT DOUBLE ACTION

FRICTION SET-WORKS.

WE WILL EXHIBIT
•* AT

TORONTO

OUR IMPROVED

SHINGLE MILLS,

CHOPPING MILLS

FRICTION GRIP PULLEYS.

No. 2 Steam Fire Engine.

ARIEL TRUCKS,
Ordinary Hook and Ladder Trucks,

FIRE DEPARTMENT SUPPLIES.
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The Only Successful Kiln fnr Drying Oak and other Hardwoods

"THE ANDREWS"
* NEW LUMBER *

DRY-KlbN.
Its remarkable efficiency depends upon its peculiar mode of

applying heat to, and eliminating moisture from, the air used

in drying. We use no costly fan, engine or other device that

requires constant attention, nor do we waste heat by a special

chimney. The air circulates through the lumber, and the

moisture absorbed from it is extracted from the air by natural

methods. You can not afford to be without it.

Our Process Duplicates Nature. The following well-known furniture manufacturers

have recently purchased the "Andrews Kiln."

Estey Manufacturing Co., .... Owasa, Mich.
East Shore Furniture Co., - - - Manistee, Mich.
Universal Tripod Co., - - - Grand Rapids, Mich.
Crand Rapids School Furniture Co., Grand Rapid?. ML
New England P urniture Co., - Grand Rapids, Mick
Milwaukee Chair Co.,

Oshkosh Furniture Co.,

Skandia Furniture Co.,

Story & Clark Organ Co.,

Rock Falls Manufacturing Co..

Courey & Birely Table Co., -

Southern Spring Bed Co., -

Sidney School Furniture Co.,,

Milwaukee, Wis.
Oshkosh, Wis.
Rockforlc 111.

Chicago, 111.

- Sterling. 111.

Shelbyville, Ind.

Atlanta, Ga.
Sidney, Ohio.

Outside VieW Of the AndreWS Kiln. New Richmond Church Furniture Co., N. Richmond, O.

A. N. Andrews & GO., Proprietors and Manufacturers
215,217,219,221 Wabash Ave., CHICACO, ILL.

The Casselman Lumber Co.

CASSLEMAN, ONT. Successors to FLATT & BRADLEY.

ESPECIAL GOOD FACILITIES FOR SHIPPING.

HEMLOCK BILL STUFF OF EXCELLENT QUALITY.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF

PINE, SPRUCE, ASH, MAPLE AND OTHER HARDWOODS.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

J. \V. MAITLAND
H. RIXON 1. G. AIXSLIK

\V. STODART

Maitland, Rixon & Co.,
Owen Sound, Ont.

Saw Millers ^Lumber Dealers
All kinds of Building Material kept in stock.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

LONG BILL STUFF IN ROCK ELM, PINE, CEDAR AND HEMLOCK-
QUOTATIONS FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.

F. J. DRAKE,
PATENTEE AND MANUFACTURER OF

SAW, SHINGLE I LATH MACHINERY
Belleville, Ontario.

DliETF^inlApEESS SHINGLE AND HEADING MACHINE
Capacity from 25,000 to 50,000 per day.

The frame of iron throughout, very heavy and rigid, strongly bolted and braced
carriage very light and strong, made of forged cast steel saw plate, running on stee

ways or tracks; will take in a block 18 inches wide and 19 inches long, adjustablefoi

16 inch or 18 inch shingles.

Drake's Improved Shingle Edger.
With 40 inch saw will make more No. 1 Shingles from the same quantity of timLer than

any Wheel Jointer in existence.

It has a heavy iron frame made for two operators, two inch steel saw arbor, with extra

long bearings; driving pulley 8 inches diameter, 7 inch face, saw 40 inches diameter, 16 gai;ge,

speed, 1,600 per minute.

Mill men who have once used this machine will not use any other. For capacity, remov-
ing sap-knols, rot or any other imperfections, for making parallel shingles and economy of stock,

it is superior to any other.

Also manufacturer of other kinds of Shingle Jointers, both self-acting and hand-feed Shingle Machines, Tacking Boxes, Drag Saw Machines, Eolters, Stationary and Portable Saw Mills,

'.1
. >i« L'i^tr-., Single Kdgers, Slab Saw Rigs, Bull Wheel Rigs, Lath Machines, Lath Bolters, in fact a general line of Mill Machinery, with Pulleys, Shafting, &c. Satisfaction guaranteed in

al! case*. Send for estimates on anything required, and the same will receive immediate attention.
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Thos. H. AYillmott. A. K. McIntosh

willhott & Mcintosh,
Wholesale Dealers in

_
' — — - -—- ——- ^ ,.

Of -r t ^ — -
j^jgj

LUMBER
,3 ^4 roirt 46 Jfyvmf Sfree* JErtsf,

TOEOITTO, - - OInTT^ZBZEO.
-|' Lumber Shipped to all Parts by Rail or Vessel. |;

Agents for the Celebrated Prompt Delivery in all Cases

LUFKIN BOARD AND LOG RULE, t CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

DONOGH & OLIVER,
Wholesale Dealers in

L
OFFICE

Nos. 16 and 17 Imperial Bank Buildings,

Wellington Street East.

TORONTO, ONT.

Toronto Hardwood Lumber Co,

Wholesale Dealers and Shippers in all kinds of

(• HARDWOOD * LUMBER

"

TORONTO.

DALTON MCCARTHY, President. J. H. EYER, Manager

/T\
T

83 Front Street West, Corner Lome Street,

Toronto and Midland Mfg Co.
(INCORPORATED.)

OFFICES TELEPHONE MILLS
Hamilton, Toronto No. 1046 Gravenhurst, Huntsville

Windsor, Gravenhurst Katrine, Essex Centre

ROBERT THOMSON & CO.
DEALERS IN

Pine and Hardwood

Mills Operating all the year round. Correspondence Solicited.

103 BAY STREET,

TORONTO.

TORONTO OFFICE
London Canadian Chambers

Wholesale * Lumber * Dealers
AND MANUFACTURERS OF

DRESSED LUMBER, FLOORING
Ceiling, Sheeting, Siding, Shelving, Mouldings of all Descriptions.

Office and Yard :

FOOT OF SPADINA AVE., - TORONTO-
Plan ing Mills : MIDLAND, ONT.

PORTER, ROBERTSON k CO.

STOCKS

STRIPS

SIDINGS

BILLSTUFF

WHOLESALE

LUMBER :

DEALERS

HARDWOODS
EMLOCK

SHINGLES

LATH, ETC.

THOMAS MEANEY,
REPRESENTATVE

Millichamp's Buildings,

35 * Adelaide * Street * East,
TORONTO.

YARD : NORTHERN DOCK, FOOT OF BATHURST STREET.

ST. CATHARINES SAW V0RKS.
The largest Saw Factory in the Dominion.Finest Material, Most Even Temper.

Our Circular Saws are Unequalled.

Our Cross-Cut Saws are Unexcelled.

And our Hand Rip and Butcher Saws

Fully Equal to any on the Continent.

OUR SPECIALTIES.

The " Simonds " Circular Saw.

The " Leader " Cross-Cut Saw,

The Lawson " Butcher Saw.

The " Herling " Hand Saw,

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.THE BEST IN THE WORLD !

R. H. SMITH COMPANY, LiTd, St. Catharines, OnT.
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C. C. CLEVELAND. G. F. CLEVELAND.

J. L. GOODHUE & CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Leather Belting
AND

Lace Leather.
ID-^Isr^IX.ILjIE - - QUEBEC.

GEORGE BRUSH,
MACHINIST, FOUNDER & BOILER MAKER,

EAGLE FOUNDRY,
14 to 34 ZE^IISTG- STREET,

MONTREAL, QUE.

RAILROAD, BANK & OFFICE

DESK S
300 ST. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL.

STORAGE OF LUMBER.
We are prepared to receive any quantity of Lumber for storage.

Freight and money will be advanced on same. Also, Warehouse
Receipts issued, which can be hypothecated to banks and others.

Storage charges easy. For further particulars apply to

W. LEAK & CO.
Tjumlaor, Coal and Wood,

DUNDAS STREET, - - TORONTO.

G00DBAY, BENSON & G0.
QUEBEC, l\ Q.

General Lumber i Timber Merchants,
^ TTTT

Correspondence is solicited from parties having choice stocks of Hardwood and Pine

to offer, either in the log or in sawn lumber.

JOHN BERTRAM &* SONS,

DUNDAS, ONTARIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY
MACHINE TOOLS, ETC.

Write for Prices and Catalogues

F. G. BECKETT ENGINE CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

SAW * MILL * ENGINES* AND TOILERS
AND ALL KINDS OF MILL MACHINERY.

Steam Launches and Tug Boats a Specialty.

— H.&.2*!r.ITjT01T, OiTTAHIO —
SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND flENTION THIS PAPER

GEO. CORMACK
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

All kinds of LUMBER.
Lumber Shipped to allparts by Rail or Vessel.

WHITBY, ONTARIO

The Millwrights and
Engineers Safeguard. A. T. ANDERSON & CO.,

CONTRACTORS FOR

Electrical and General Machinery.

No Hot Boxes. Stands any weight or motion. Best and cheapest metal
known for Machinery Journal Bearings. Reliable Machinists use no other. To
be had at every enterprising Hardware store in the Dominion.
ALONZO W. SPOONER, Patentee and Manufacturer, PORT HOPE, ONT

THE RATHBUN COMPANY,
EsTABLISHED 1871.

DESERONTO, ONTARIO,
MANUFACTURERS OF

IlDnrs. Sash, Blinds, Stairs
AND ALL KINDS OF WOODEN HOUSE FINISHING MATERIALS.

Cedar Oil for Purging Boilers
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

THE MONARCH BOILER

'PATENTED) AND HERCULES ENGINE.

TV

Portable from 6 to 70 horse power. Surpass
portable steam power heretofore produced for

strength, durability , compactness, and the ease
with which they can be moved.
The 70 horse power can betaken over the rough-

est roads, or into the forest, and set up as easily
«,:.•! quickly as an ordinary 20 horse power port-
%',:<: '<:.((. t.':, a.'.d a -

-, firm os a brick-set stationary
en^j r.c. Engines and boilers of every size and des-
ert! '.on. Hotary Haw Mills, Shingle and Lath
machines, Law Grinders, Planers, etc. Mill
machinery and supplies of every description.
Every boiler insured against explosion by She
P.-,i.er Insurance cV Inspection Co. of Canada,
^rius for circulars.

A ROBB & SONS, I Amherst Foundry and
Amhertt, N.8. Machine works.

cstaslishcs oven *o ycams.

TO MACKINAC
Summer Tours.

Palace Steamers. Low Rates.
Pour Trips per Week Between

DETROIT, MACKINAC ISLAND
Petoskey, Sault 8te. Marie, and Lake

Huron Way Ports.

Every Week Day Between

DETROIT AND CLEVELAND
Sr*rl»l Sunday Trips during June, July, Au|(u«t .D .j Sept.

Double Dally Line Between
CHICAGO AND ST. JOSEPH, MICH.
Our illustrated pamphlets
Bates and Excursion TiokeU will be furnished

by your Tloket Agent, or addrees
E. B. WHITCOMB, G. P. A., Detroit, Mich.,

Detroit and Cleveland Steam Nav. Co.

J. W. LANG & CO.

Wholesale Crocers & Importers,

33, Front St. East, Toronto.

We shall he pleased to have you write to us
foi samples and prices of

TEAS, TOBACCOS, SUGARS,
SYRUPS, RICE, Etc.

We will cut prices fine to large buyers.

We have a

GOOD, SOUND. FINE FLAVOURED TEA

at 15 cents.

Write for sample chest. Address,

J. w. i_,^3sror dc 00.
TOEOHTO.

MARK H. IRISH
Broker and

Commission Agent.

Complete instalatious of . team and Hydraulic
Power, Electric Light and Power Plants, Wiring
and Construction for Arc and Incandescent
Lighting. Agents for the celebrated " C. & C."
Electric Motors.

75 Adelaide Street East,
Toronto. Ont., Canada.

Estimates furnished and every information
cheerfully given to intending purchasers.
N. B.—Only first-class work on which a full

guarantee will be given.

LUMBER

TRUCK * WHEELS,

The Montreal

Gar Wheel Co.

Special attention given to buying and selling

Saw Mills, Timber Limits and Mineral
Lands

In the United States and Canada.

NO SALE NO COMMISSION.

Room 12 Mail Building, Toronto, Ont.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

MANUFACTURERS OF

CHARCOAL IRON CHILLED

Railroad Wheels
Offices: New York Life Insurance

Building, Montreal.

Works: Lachine, Quebec.«
WE make a Specialty of Wheels suitable for

the requirements of Lumbeimen and
Street Car Service, and can supply them Bored,
Finished and Balanced.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED
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Friction jp^ulley Board.
The Best Materials ever used

for Frictions of all

• kinds •

MANUFACTURED BY-

The

Dominion Leather Qoard Company,

^Iont>i7«EiI, Quebec.

Steam

Pack ing.

SAMPLES FURNISHED. PLEASE MENTION THIS PAPER. CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

TO MILL OWNERS, MANUFACTURERS
AND ALL WHO ARE USING

Gait* Machine* Knife* Works.

Hiali: I^.^a is^l'ii^ii'iiitil;

IP -2-OXJ WiLITT BELTING
Whic7i will Run Straight on the Pulleys,

WJiich is Thoroughly Well Stretched,
Which will not Tear at the Lace Holes,

Which will give Complete Satisfaction,— SEisrr) to

F\ E. Dixon & Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

PATENT LAP-JOINT STAR RIVET

^LEATHER IBELTING*
jo King Street East, Toronto.

Sole Agents in Canada for the

CELEBRATED PHCENIX OIL
ThE Only Pefect Belt Dressing.

All our Belting is sold at the Canadian price list. Please compare be-

fore purchasing. Send for Discounts and our Pamphlet on Belting.

MACHINE KNIVES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION FOR

Planing, Moulding & Stave Cutting.
SEND FOE FEICE LIST

PETER HAY, - - - GALT, ONT.

The ZS^tsbttilt Comp'it.
DESERONTO, ONT.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

*TERRA<GTTA* FIRE-PROOFING •
For Use in Old and New Buildings.

Endorsed by Leading Architects. Absolutely Fire-proof. About as Cheap as

Wood or Brick. Weight One-Third that of Brick. Does not

Crack on application of Heat or Water.

Deadens Noise. Gives Warmth in Winter; Coolness in Summer.

NAPANEE CEMENT COMPANY
(limited.)— manufactu rf.rs of —

Hydraulic Cement %

Particularly adapted for Dams, Smoke Stacks, Foundations, Cul-

verts, Cisterns, Cellars, etc.

ENDORSED BY LEADING RAILWAYS AND CONTRACTORS.

BOACH * ZLXn^ZE],
For Building, Plastering, Gas Purifying, Paper Making, &c.

B. F. Sturtevanfs Patent Progressive Lumber Dry Kiln.
SELIABLE CXIIE^IF I

GUARANTEED
TO DRY

—IN-

Best Manner Possible

ALL KINDS OF

HARD and SOFT
WOOD LUMBER.

WRITE*FOR+CATALOGUE. m
91 LIBERTY STREET

NEW YORK.

NO WARRING
CHUCKING

AND BLUEING
-WITH THE—

STURTEVANT
Patent Hot Blast

Steam HEating

Apparatus,

31 N. Canal street
CHICAGO.

B. F. STURTEVANT, Patentee and Sole Manufacturer, 34 Oliver Street, (corner of Franklin street) BOSTON, Mass., U. S. A.

A. R. Williams, Soho Machine Works, Toronto, General Agent for the Dominion.
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The Canada Lumberman is published in the interest of the

lumber trade and of allied industries throughout the Dominion
being the only representative in Canada of this foremost branch of

the commerce ot this country. It aims at giving full and timely

information on all subjects touching these interests, discussing

these topics editorially and inviting free discussion of them by others.

Especial pains are taken to secure the latest and most trustworthy

market quotations from various points throughout the world so as

to afford to the trade in Canada information upon which it can rely

in its operations.

Special correspondents in localities of importance present accur-

ate report not only of prices and the condition of the market but,

also of other matters specially interesting to our readers. But cor-

respondence is not only welcome but is invited from all who have

any information to commun : cate or subjects to discuss relating to the

trade or in any way effecting it. Even when we may not be able to

agree with the writers we will give them a fair opportunity for free

discussion as the best means of eliciting the truth. Any items of

interest are particularly requested for even if not of great import-

ance individually they contribute to a fund of information from

which general results are obtained.

Advertisers will receive careful attention and liberal treatment.

We need not point out that for many the Canada Lumberman
with its special class of readers is not only an exceptionally good
medium for securing publicity but is indispensable for those wh'o

would bring themselves before the notice of that class. Special at-

tention is directed to Wanted" and For Sale" advertisements

which will be inserted in a conspicious position at the uniform price

of 15 cents per line for each insertion. Announcements of this

character will be subject to a discount of 25 per cent, if ordered for

three successive issues or longer.

Subscribers will find the small amount they pay for the Canada
Lumberman quite insignificant as compared with its value to them.
There is not an individual in the trade or specially interested in it,

who should not be on our list thus obtaining the present benefit

and aiding and encouraging us to render it even more complete.

TO VISITING LUMBERMEN.
LUMBERMEN visiting Toronto are invited to use the

office of the Lumberman as their own. We shall take

pleasure in supplying them with every convenience for

receiving and answering their correspondence, and hold

ourselves at their service in any other way that they

may desire.

THERE recently arrived at Montreal from British

Columbia, via the C. P. R., three huge sticks of timber,

which created a great deal of admiration, being the

finest specimens of timber ever shipped from the Pacific

Province to that city. The sticks are of Douglas fir,

measuring three feet square and are sixty feet long,

being knotless and together weigh about 20,000 lbs.

The trees from which they came averaged from five and

a-half to six feet in diameter. They were purchased by

the Harbor Board for dredging purposes.

THE run of square timber down the Ottawa is over

for this season. The last raft passed Quyon on Sept.

17th. Mr. E. B. Greene, secretary of the Upper Ottawa

Improvement Company, states that the run of square

timber this year has been in excess of the past three or

four years, although it is known that many of the lum-

bermen are booming at Quebec rather than sell in the

present depressed state of the market. The cut of logs

this year will be lighter than usual and there will be

less felled in the woods during the coming winter than

for several seasons past. Wages average $8 less per

month than last year.

The balance sheet of Messrs. Bryant, Powis &
Bryant, Limited, London, for the year ending last

March makes a very unfavorable showing. The loss

on the year's transactions is set down at ,£42,249. It

was understood that the firm had lost heavily in Canada.

The Canadian loss is divided into two items, ,£15,363

being the amount of bad debts made in connection with

Davies & Murphy, of Quebec, and ,£13,000 the esti-

mated deficiency on securities in Canada. The third

and last item of loss is on the depreciation of stock since

March 31st, 1889, which is estimated at £y,ooo, or

about 6y2 per cent, on the entire stock.

Hundreds of carloads of telegraph poles are ship-

ped yearly from different points in Ontario, principally

from Dundalk, Romney, Buckhorn and Kingsville, to

Buffalo, Pittsburg, Syracuse, Cleveland, and many other

points in the United States, and the tie trade ofRomney,
Buckhorn and Kingsville keeps many Canadian vessels

constantly employed. Should the McKinley Bill, as

amended by the Senate, become a law, it will entail great

financial loss upcn those who are engaged in shipping

this class of products, many contractors having entered

into engagements for the year at a stated price, the im-

position of a 25 per cent, duty on posts, ties and tele-

graph poles will seriously affect them.

In Canada, says the London Timber TradesJournal,

the position is not a whit better than at the Baltic ports,

the output being far in excess of the demand, and it is

reckoned by some authorities that the present depressed

i.state of the market will extend over a couple of years.

,\ A great deal of the present evil is due to the desire

abroad to hurry goods out—cutting for the American

market, and accumulating goods too rapidly, with no

alternative but to see them lying idle, or shipped at a

sacrifice to the United Kingdom. The lumbering oper-

ations in the Dominion, anyhow, have far exceeded the

demand, and, w ith plenty of other woods daily coming

into competition, the interval above mentioned may be

tided over before the recovery comes is over estimated.

1

I M '. y.y saw the lumber trade so bad before either

during winter or summer," remarked a Toronto dealer

the other day. "The whole bottom seems to have fallen

out of the business. Last week one of our representa-

tives took a trip west but only succeeded in disposing

of one car, and that at a figure which makes the trans-

action next to unprofitable. In fact there is no demand,
and it is almost impossible to effect a sale at any price.

To the strike last spring is generally attributed the fall-

ing off in the local trade ; as to the causes which have

influenced that outside I am at sea. We are looking

for an improvement after the exhibition, but are not

anticipating great things."

A MAHOGANY tree lately cut in Honduras made three

logs which were sold in Europe, says an exchange, and
brought over $1 1,000. The mahogany tree ranges from

1 to 7 feet in diameter, is often 60 feet to the first

branches, and frequently exceeds 90 feet in height. The
Honduras mahogany comes to market in logs from 2 to

4 feet square and 12 to 14 feet long, planks sometimes

being obtained that are 7 feet wide. The weight of a

cubic foot of mahogany varies from 35 to 53 pounds. As
compared with oak, which is called 100 per cent., the

strength of mahogany is 67 and 96, its stiffness is from

73 t0 93> ar)d its toughness from 61 to 99 per cent. The
government engineer of Honduras estimates the total

1 value of the trees, such as are regarded fit to be cut, at

$200,000,000, while the smaller trees not ready to cut are

also worth a large amount.

THE alterations in the United States tariff, as passed

by the Senate, in that portion of the Tariff bill which is

known as Schedule D, will befounc1 important changes.

Lumber, sawn, N.E.S. is placed at $2 per M. ; planed

$2.50 per M.; grooved $3 per M.; planed double $3.50

per M. Boards, planks, deals, &c, of hemlock, white

wood, basswood and sycamore $1 per M. White pine

boards $1 per M. Timber, hewn and sawn, 10 per cent;

squared N.E.S. %c. cubic foot. Pine clapboards $1

per M.
;
spruce $1.50 per M. Pickets and palings 10

per cent, ai valorem. Laths 15 cts. iodo pieces.

Shingles, white pine 20 cts. per M.; others 30 cts. Rail-

way ties and telegraph poles, hitherto free, 25 per cent.

Cedar posts and paving posts 25 per cent. Staves of

wood all kinds 10 per cent.

Large investments of British capital have recently

been made in the Southern states, but it seems as

though the investors for some cause or other, studiously

avoid the lumbering interests. At the present time,

however, there is no incentive to go extensively in the

business while there are so many engaged in it who are

wishing that they were engaged at something else. A
Baltimore paper states that $3,000,000 of English money
has just been invested in iron and other factories in

Virginia
;
nearly $5,000,000 in Florida phosphate mines

and fertilizer factories, nearly $1,000,000 in cotton and
rolling mills, breweries and powder works in Tennesse

;

over $1,000,000 in Texas coal mines, and other large

amounts in Louisiana, South Carolina and Arkansas.

The Ontario government has taken a new departure

in regard to the sale of timber berths, and while it may
not be very flattering to the American holders of Cana-

dian timber limits, it may have the effect of preserving

our forests for the benefit of Canadian operators and
workmen. Among the conditions of the sale of timber

berths in the Rainy River and Thunder Bay districts,

to be held on October first, is a highly important one,

of which the public have practically no knowledge. The
conditions of the sale do not appear in the advertise-

ment, but the one referred to reads as follows :
" Tim-

ber cut from these limits to be manufactured in the

province"; all of which means that all the timber cut

from these limits must be manufactured in the Province

of Ontario. This policy, once adopted by all the prov-

inces, would be far more effectual in preserving our

forests than any export duty upon logs we could im-

pose.

A Michigan lumberman, who recently visited the

Ottawa and Georgian Bay districts, has the following

to say in regard to the present condition of the lumber

interests :

—
" I find that the American demand for tim-

ber limits is increasing and the stumpage is advancing

in price. Already the talk of reciprocity is advancing

the value of limits. Pieces of land w hich I looked over

three months ago have advanced 25 per cent, in price.

The cut of timber the coming winter will be curtailed

considerably. The log cut will also be decreased. The
docks seem to be pretty well filled with lumber which

must be carried over the winter. The export trade

during this season has not been brisk. The South

American difficulty, it is supposed, is accountable for it

to a large degree. In the South, Kentucky, Tennessee

and North Carolina, where I spent May, June and July,

I found a good deal of enquiry for stumpage. Operators

do not seem to be making much money because they do

not get enough for their lumber. There are too many
small mills and stumpage is too cheap ; however, I pre-

dict a bright future for the Southern lumber busi-

ness."
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An English syndicate is lumbering extensively in

Madagascar. Another syndicate has recently been

organized in London to purchase a concession granted

by the Queen of Madagascar consisting of about 1,500

square miles. The concession is for a term of ten and

a half years. The land is said to be covered with a

dense forest, in which there is a large percentage of

ebony and rosewood. The forests contain in addition

to this, however, teak nato intzy, azovola and lalona,

woods suitable for house building, ship building, piling

and furniture making. Azovola is said to be]much like

black walnut in grain and color, and to be a suitable

cabinet wood.

The Memphis Lumber Exchange is having a beauti-

ful cottage built, constructed of the native woods of

Mississippi, Arkansas, Alabama and Tennessee. It

will rest on a flat car and be hauled through many
northern states, to show the growth of southern enter-

prise in the lumber business. It will be about fifteen

feet in height, with entrances at either end of the car.

The gables will face on both sides of the car, and the

roof will be covered with c press shingles and the sides

will be partly covered with them. On the outside of

the car will stand in large letters the names of the states

from which the different woods in the cottages were

obtained. It will be exhibited at different points in the

vest and northwest.

The Lumberman congratulates Mr. E. H. Bronson,

of the Bronson & Weston Lumber Co., Ottawa, on his

recent elevation to the position of member of the Ontario

cabinet. Mr. Bronson is probably one of the best

known lumbermen in the province and has been a mem-
ber of the Provincial government for sev eral terms. As

a business man his ability is too well known to require

comment here and as a man of sterling worth and in-

tegrity he fills a position achieved by few. It is

rumored that he will soon be given a Portfolio in the

House, and we have no doubt but that he will fill any

position given him with credit to himself, and to the

entire satisfaction of his constituents.

Mayor McCaffrey, of Oswego, N. Y., is exten-

sively engaged in importing telegraph poles from Cana-

da, and is anything but pleased with the McKinley bill.

He says :

—
" I import large numbers from Canada every

year, and in no way compete with American lumber.

At present these poles are admitted free. If the pro-

posed duty of 25 per cent, is levied, it will make a differ-

ence of from 25 cents to $1.25 on every pole imported.

We pay for poles in Canada $1 to $5 each, according to

length. The best quality ofcedar is obtained in Canada
—yellow cedar. The cedar of Michigan is known as

white cedar, and is inferior to the yellow cedar of

Canada. I can't understand why this proposed duty is

imposed, unless it is to give the manufacturers of iron

railroad ties and iron poles a monopoly."

The meeting of the American Forestry Congress

held at Quebec in the early part of last month was an

event in the great lumber interests of the country. The
inaugeration address was delivered by Lieut. -Gov.

Angers, who welcomed the American members to the

city. In his address he referred to the forest wealth of

this great continent, to the waste which has been going

on for so many years, and especially in the United

States, where the lands are sold outright to the lumber

operator. He contrasted the Canadian method of deal-

ing with public lands, and showed very clearly that the

lease plan was by fai the better of the two. Dwelling

upon the enormous raids made on Canadian forests

during the last few years, he referred to the fact that

from 1867 to 1889, 10,430,000,000 feet of lumber, board

measure, and 69,000,000 cubic feet of timber were re-

moved from the province of Quebec, while the revenue

derived from the lumber had been $9,800,000, and more
than $1,000,000 last year. Hon. Mr. Joly opened the

meeting of delegates to the congress. General James
G. Wilson, of New York, gave information regarding

the state of forestry in New York, after which he was
followed by the Rev. G. F. Talbot, of Maine, and Mr.

John Woods, of Boston, who dilated upon the state of

forestry in their respective states. The secretary, Mr.

I

Fisher, of Philadelphia, in giving his report of the work

done by the association during the past year, said twenty-

nine states and the provinces had joined the association.

I After reciting the number of members and financial

position of the association the reports showed a general

awakening of public opinion on the forestry question.

The general devastation of the American forests was

creating quite an excitement, and there was a general

demand for proper legislation. The prospects were that

before long forestry would be one of the greatest inter-

ests on the continent. A number of papers were read

and addresses w ere delivered by a number of the dele-

gates present, and before separating, the congress

adopted resolutions recommending the sending ofyoung

men to Europe to study forestry, and also the modi-

fication of rules regulating the management of public

timber lands in order to secure the re-wooding of

forests. Protests were adopted against the threatened

suppression of the board of forestry of California, and

against the alienation of the last group of trees in Tulare

county. Recommendations were also made in regard

to the preservation of forests from fire. The American

Forestry Association has been the means ofdoing much

good since it first came into existence, and a very large

field for usefulness liesbefore it.

The delegation of lumbermen and pork-packers

which waited on the Ontario government last month to

press their demands for a more definite interpretation

of recent amendments to the tariff laws relating to the

duty on mess pork, was attended with very happy re-

sults to the lumbermen. The trade had all along con-

sidered that the duty of 1 )4 cents per lb., or $3 per

barrel, was all that would be expected on pork whether

mess or clear
;
yet, how ever, sev eral hundred barrels

had been stopped in Montreal in bond, and a duty of

three cents a pound, or $6 a barrel demanded because

the bones had been removed from the pieces, thus mak-

ing them clear pork, and there in lay the point of con-

tention. As there are some 60,000 barrels of mess

pork used in the Ottawa Valley every year, it became a

serious matter to the lumbermen. After due deliber-

ation the cabinet sustained the contention of the lum-

bermen, and instructions were given to the customs

department to collect only the old duty of $3 a barrel

in future.

An arbitration is going on at Belleville, Ont., between

the Messrs. Gilmour and the Rathbun company, before

Messrs. J. M Irwin and George H. Pape, arbitrators
;

arising out of a dispute as to the relative cost of driving

their timber along a certain portion of the Trent river

in the season of 1887. The arbitration will endeavor

to arrange the dispute between the two firms as to the

driving of the saw logs, cedars, railway ties, telegraph

poles, etc. Both firms went into lumbering on the

Trent river with the understanding that the driving was

to be done jointly. The dispute is as to the amount of

cost to be borne by each, as the two firms cannot agree

upon the difference in driving saw logs and other lum-

ber. The Gilmour's claim that two railway ties are

equal to one standard log of 100 feet, while the other

company claims that it takes four railway ties. It is

also contended by the first named firm that two cedar

posts equal one standard log while six is the figure

mentioned by the Rathbun company. If the Gilmour

contention is right the Rathbun company will it is said

have to pay them a sum considerably over $10,000.

Commenting upon the shipment of a vessel load of

fir timber from Puget Sound to England, the Winnipeg

Commercial says, that what is true of Puget Sound may

also be applied to our own province of British Columbia.

The Pacific province has a great wealth of timber of

the same variety and at least as fine quality as the

Puget Sound country. Lumbering has made rapid pro-

gress in British Columbia during the last year or two,

and the trade there is reaching out for new markets for

their manufactures. British Columbia mills have every

advantage which can possibly be enjoyed by Puget

Sound mills so far as foreign trade is concerned, and

they should be able to compete successfully for this

trade. If Great Britain wants Pacific coast lumber

British Columbia should be able to supply it to the

best advantage, as regards price and quality, or dimen-

sion. Biitish Columbia lumbermen have been expcrt-

ing for years to Australia, South America and Asiatic

ports, and some shipments have also gone forward to

Great Britain. The trade in the latter direction is no

doubt destined to expand. If evet the Panama canal

is completed, and there is no doubt but that it will be

in time, the cost of shipping Pacific coast lumber to

Europe would be materially reduced and the trade would

experience a great "boom." In the matter of domestic

trade, British Columbia hjinbermen are at a disadvan-

tage perhaps with the Puget Sound mills, as the home

market is more restricted. The local demand is limited

to the requirements of a population less than 100,000,

and eastward from the province the population of the

prairie country is also limited. With the rapidly in-

creasing population there will be a steadily increasing

demand within the province and especially throughout

the prairie region east of the mountains. The fine

quality of British Columbia lumber is gradually gain-

ing for it an increasing trade even throughout the

old province of Eaetern Canada. The fine qualities of

the fir and cedar for inside finish in wood are strong

points in favor of the lumber, and where such a wood is

desirable, a slight difference in the cost will not stand

in the way. The great strength and durability of the

Douglas fir, combined with the large size of the timber,

render it very valuable for special classes of work. For

bridge timber, spars, railway work, or for any purpose

w here a strong, durable piece of timber of extra large

size is desired this fir is very desirable. It can be ob-

tained in sticks up to two to two and a-half feet square

and one hundred and fifty feet long. These qualities

bring the timber into demand for special purposes, and

the number of big sticks of timber being shipped east-

ward from British Columbia mills is steadily increasing.

A COMMITTEE representing the lumber section of

the Toronto Board of Trade assembled on Sept 19th, in

local superintendent Edmund Wragge's office, Toronto,

where they met Sir Joseph Hickson, Mr. Wragge and

a full representation of the mechanical department of

the G. T. R. The purpose of the conference was to ob-

tain from Mr. Joseph Hickson an explanation regard-

ing the treatment lumbermen throughout the province

had received at the hands of the G. T. R. in the matter

of shortage in cars and delay in transportation for their

trade. The following gentlemen were present : John I.

Davidson, president of the board : H. N. Baird, vice-

president ; E. A Wills, secretary
; John Donogh, act-

ing chairman of the lumbermen's section ; R. Laidlaw,

R. Thompson, John Waldie, M.P., T. H. Willmott, J.

Scott, Waubaushene ; M. Brennan, Hamilton, and A.

Macpherson, Longford- The representatives of the G.

T. R- were : Sir Joseph Hickson, Edmand Wragge,

James Stevenson, John Earls, A. White, J. W. Riddell,

R. Quinn, and James Webster. The committee were

agreed that they had a grievance and all were equally

satisfied that they would be able to place the matter in

such a light before the general manager that he would

be compelled to take action and give them an immediate

remedy ; but in this they were doomed to disappoint-

ment, as they failed to secure the slightest promise

upon which to hang the smallest hope of immediate re-

lief. Sir Joseph, who had just returned from a trip

through the lumber regions of the north, freely ad-

mitted that there had been a shortage in cars, notwith-

standing the fact, as he stated, that 2,000 cars had been

built during the past twelve months, most of which had

been used by the company for constructing purposes.

He attributed the cause of the shortage to the large

shipments of ice during the summer months, stating

that over 1 50,000 tons had passed over his line. The

increase in the carriage of forest products had been at

least 100,000 tons, and considering the large number

of washouts on the road last spring, he stated that it

might be easily seen that he had a good excuse for the

delays complained of When asked the question " if

he would guarantee to provide cars at once in sufficient

numbers to move all the lumber now ready for ship-
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merit,'' the general manager replied by stating that the

barley men throughout the country were clamoring for

cars, all anxious to get rid of their stock before the

McKinley bill comes into force, practically prohibiting

them from shipping across the border, and that their

wants must be attended to. Before the committee re-

tired S'r Joseph stated that he would be pleased at an

early date to meet a committee representing the lum-

bermen and discuss with them ways and means for

increased facilities for shipping during the winter

months.

After months of agitation and speculation regard-

ing the final destiny of the lumber clause of the Mc-

Kinley tariff bill in the United States Congress a ver-

dict has at last been reached. The House conferees

have accepted the Senate's amendment, making a re-

duction on sawed boards, planks, deals, and other lum-

ber : of hemlock, white wood, sycamore, white pine

and basswood, of $1 per M feet board measure. The
House proviso in regard to the export duty levied by

any foreign country on logs has been restored, which

means that in order to derive a benefit from the reduc-

tion in the import duty on our lumber the Dominion

gevernment will be called upon to remove the existing

export duty of $2 on Canadian logs. While The
Lumberman has always spoken in favor of maintain-

ing our export duty as an offset to the high tariff on

lumber from this country, it is only justice to the trade

of both countries that we should meet the present action

of Congress half way by abolishing the export duty.

The revenue to our government which has been derived

from the export duty referred to has been too meagre

to cause any perceptible decrease in the Dominion's I

finances, and the impetus the reduction in the import

duty will give to the Canadian lumber trade will doubly

make up for any deficiency in this regard. There seems

to be but little doubt in the minds of those who are in

a position to know the feeling of the government on

this question, that immediate action will be taken to-

wards abolishing what Americans term " the pernicious

Canadian log duty." We predict that just so soon as

the McKinley bill becomes law there will be a revival

in the lumber trade in this country such as we have not

had for years. It is indeed a consummation devoutly

to be wished.

SPLINTERS.

We learn that the duty on Mahogany lumber, as pro-

posed by the McKinley tariff bill, has been reduced to

ten per cent, ad volorem, instead of thirty-five, as hereto-

fore proposed.
* *

*

An important meeting of lumbermen, at which every

mill manufacturing pine lumber between Lake Superior

and Winnipeg was represented, was held at Rat Portage,

Ont., on Sept. 22nd. A new price list was adopted,

and prices were readjusted. The new list comes into

effect at once.
* *

*

During 1889 the total value ofexports of lumber and

the products of the forest from Canada to Brazil was

$13,118, to Chili $67,137. to Peru $31,1 13, to the Argen-

tine Republic $560,956 and to Uruguay $73,787. Over

23,000,000 feet of lumber was exported from Canada to

South America last year.

* *
•

Paper, tough as wood, is said now to be made by

mixing chloride of zinc with the pulp in the course of

manufacture. It has been found that the greater the

degree of concentration of the zinc solution, the greater

will be the toughness of the paper. It can be used for

making gas pipes, boxes, combs, for roofing, and even,

it is added, for making boats.

•

k. A. Gregory, well known in lumber circles in the

province of New Brunswick, died last month at St.

John, aged 68 years. He came to this country from

Ireland when 13 years old, and worked his way up un-

til he became a large operator. For several years he

ha* conducted a large mill on the west side of the har-

bor at St John.

Official returns for the seven months ending July

30th show a decline of from ,£233,501 to ,£188,31 5 in

the value of square timber exported from Canada to

Great Britain as compared with the corresponding

period of 1889, and in the value of lumber a decline of

from ,£1,050,978 to ,£1,039,533. Exports of lumber for

July show an increase of ,£63,079 as compared with the

same month of 1889.

Valuable timber limits belonging to Rochester,

Doherty & Co., comprising 127% square miles, together

with improvements, will be offered for sale at public

auction, at the Russel House, Ottawa, Ont., on October

28th. The limits are situated on the Ottawa River

opposite Mattawa and have a frontage of twenty-one

miles- Owing to the death of the late W. H. Doherty
(one of the partners) these limits will be sold to wind
up the business. See advertisement on another page.

ENGLISH lumbermen are manifesting a growing liking

for Oregon pine of all dimensions, and it looks as if a

good future lies before the saw mill companies of that

region when the Isthmus ofPanamashall be cut through.

It can then be laid down in England at a great reduc-

tion from present prices and its large dimensions, dur-

ability and freedom from knots and sap will be sure to

make it a prime favorite.

* *
*

THE estate of the late firm of F. G. Strickland & Co.,

New Westminster, is likely to turn out much better

than was first anticipated. One hundred cents on the

dollar will be paid and a respectable surplus left for the

benefit of the firm. No men in theirjine of business as

I

machinery agents were better known in British

Columbia. F. G. Strickland has resumed business.
* » *

THE old and well-known lumber and manufacturing
firm of E. &. B. Holmes, of Buffalo, N. Y., recently

failed for about a million dollars,after having been about
fifty years in business. The assets at the time of failure

were reported to be ample. They have since settled

with their creditors at 50 cents on the dollar, pavable
in 6, 12, 18 and 24 months, without interest, secured by
mortgage on real estate.

EXCHANGE ECHOES.
Northwestern Lumberman.

Although a great deal is said by Canadians concerning the

undesirability of allowing American lumbermen to have access

to Dominion forests without paying roundly for the privilege,

there is little doubt that over the whole of Canada a reduction

in the import lumber duty by the United States would be

hailed with great joy, even though it did involve the removal

of an export log duty by the Dominion. The Canadians are

doing considerable talking, but they know on which side their

bread is buttered.

Timberman.

Strange as it may seem, although the mountain ranges of

Australia are clothed with dense forests, some of the trees al-

most overtopping the sequoias of California, that whole country

does not produce a wood available for the manufacture of

barrels and pails, and the thousand and one articles that are

made of our soft wood. Not a clothes-pin is made in all

Australia, and this insignificant little implement is a staple

article of our trade with those colonies, being shipped thither

almost by the ship load. Australia draws upon California for

her redwood, upon Washington for pine, but her clothes-pins,

pails, tubs and such like ware she obtains from New York,

Boston and Philadelphia. Her street cars are principally of

New York manufacture.

Northwestern Lumberman.

Notwithstanding all the free lumber talk, when the lumber

clause of the McKinley tariff bill came up for consideration in

the senate last week all propositions to remove the duty from

lumber were voted down. The wood schedule is reported to

have been passed practically as it came from the committee,

except that pine clapboards were added to the items to be re-

duced from $2 to $1. The duty on white pine shingles was

placed at 20 cents a thousand. The committee had changed

the proviso which added the amount of the export log duty

imposed by any country to the amount of import duty on lum-

ber, so that it provided for a retention of the duty hitherto ex-

isting in the case of any country which maintained an export

duty on logs. Thus Canada would not get the benefit of a

reduction in the import lumber duty until action was taken by

the Dominion government todo away with the existing export

log duty. Assurance has again been received that Sir John

Macdonald has agreed that the duty shall l<e removed should

congress finally adopt a lumber duty of $1, and he will, with-

out doubt, be called upon to fulfill the alleged promise. The

fight over the reduction of duty in the senate was very sharp.

The prairie state representatives wanted free lumber, and those

from lumber producing states chiefly acted on the defensive.

Senator Stockbridge, of Michigan, called attention to the

mignitude of the lumber business in his state alone, and held

that owing to the lesser cost of production in Canada $2 was

a thoroughly equitable duty. He gave Michigan's lumber

product last year as 4,643,000,000 feet in round numbers,

which sold for over $60,000, while 23,752 men were employed,

exclusive of the woods, the mills alone paying out about $7,-

670,000 in wages. He said also that about $200,000,000 was

invested in the lumber mills and appliances of this country,

and that over $90,000,000 was annually paid out in wages.

After extended consideration and long delay the tariff bill itself

was passed last Wednesday ; and having gone that far, little

doubt could lemain of its ultimately becoming a law, concur-

rence by the lower house and the president's signature only

remaining necessary.

Southern Lumberman.

Lumbermen and investors who, at present values, obtain

large bodies of oak timber lands will, beyond doubt, reap a

rich harvest in the future ; as, contrary to the general belief,

it is a difficult matter to procure this class oftimber lands, and

prices can not but advance. Lumbermen who have prospected

through the Virginias, Tennessee, and other Southern

States, report that accessible, large bodies of oak timber are

few and far between. At present, perhaps, the finest bodies

of large oak are to be found in the Mississippi Valley and the

Yazoo Delta. Since the introduction of quarter sawing the

demand for oak lumber has wonderfully increased and there

can be no doubt that values will continue steadily to advance.

PERSONAL.

Mr. E. H. Bronson, lumberman, has been made a member
of the Ontario Cabinet.

Mr. C. A. Larkin, a well-known lumberman of Brandon,

Man., visited the city last week and gave The Lumberman
a call. He reports trade good in the west.

Mr. Norman Mclntyre, saw mill man, of Durnham, Ont.,

called at the Lumberman's office last month on his return

from Quebec. He reports the lumber trade as being very

dull in the Ancient City.

Mr. John Nicholl. of Queensboro. Ont., paid us a visit last

month.

FIRE RECORD.

Champion's saw mill, situated near Campbellton, N. B.,

was burned on Sept. nth. Loss heavy.

The saw and planing mill owned by F. W. Galbraith, at

Bethany, Ont., was recently burned. Loss $2,000 ; insurance

$800.

The planing mill of the Cobban Manufacturing Company,
Toronto, was damaged by fire on August 29th to the extent of

about $14,000.

F. G. McMullen's steam saw mill, at Shubencadie, N. S.

,

was completely destroyed by fire on Sept. 13th. The loss is

estimated at $12,000.

Fire in the lumber yard belonging to Gall, Anderson & Co.,

Toronto, on Sept. 2nd, caused damage to the amount ofabout

$1,000.

The old Loggie mill on the public wharf at Chatham, N. B.

,

and which has not been worked for many years, was recently

burned, supposed to be of incendiary origin. The machinery

in the building was worth from $1,000 to $1,200. No insur-

ance.

L. \V. Patten's drying kiln at Spallumcheen, B. C, caught

fire the other day and was completly destroyed, together with

about 5,000 feet of lumber. Loss, about $300.

The Lothair & Modis planing factory and the W. H. Plum-

mer Lumber Company's lumber yards at Sault Ste Marie,

were destroyed by fire on Sept 12th. Total loss about $14,-

000, insurance $10,000. Cause of the fire unknown.

The saw and grist mills at Kagawong, Ont., belonging to

Mr. J. W. Lang of Toronto, were burned on Sept. 13th. The
mills, which were a total loss, were rented to Mr. J. A. Wilson,

who succeeded in saving a small amount of lumber. The
mills were insured for $1,200. Mr. Wilson had no insurance.

The steam saw mill of Joseph Bedard, at Windsor, Que.,

was burned Aug. 7th. Mr. Bedard had 22 men at work. He
has arranged to build Without delay. Loss about $4,000 ;

insurance $1,500.
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OAK AND ITS USES.

Within the last half of the present decade oak lumber

has come into great favor with architects, builders and

for decorative purposes where it was thought only costly

furniture woods would be acceptable to the trade and

to the tastes of a refined public. The history of the

lumber trade for five years past demonstrates the fact

that good taste and judgment have fixed upon oak as

the most popular wood for all interior finish for dwell-

ings, offices, banks, theaters and places of public resort.

Of course it has been a standard wood always where

strength, durability and plentifulness were an object,

but it is only within a very few years that it has come
to be acknowledged as one of the leading woods for

decorative purposes where its proverbial strength and

durability can also charm the eye by its inherent beauty

of grain without the aid of the painters art. If the

reader doubts the popularity oak lumber has attained

among architects, builders and consumers, he is respect-

fully referred to the price lists from 1884 up to the

present. Plain sawed oak has advanced within that

time from $14 and $18 per thousand to $24 and $26 per

thousand, and the demand is in excess of the stocks on

the market at present. More than that—within the

period above mentioned, a demand has sprung up for

oak lumber cut from the log in such a manner as to

show the greatest beauty of its grain. This is called,

among millmen and dealers, quarter-saw ed lumber, and

the method of cutting it has been explained more than

once in the Tradesman . This class of lumber is in de-

mand at present, in the proportion that where four car-

loads are wanted only about one is to be had.

The price f. o. b. at any point having less than

a thirty-five cent rate to eastern points is $34 to

$36 per thousand for first-class stuff five inches and

up in width. Extra w ide and fine panel boards, say 14

to 18 inches in width, are in demand at walnut and

cherry prices, say $60 per thousand and very hard to

get at that price. These prices run unreasonable in

contrast with those for oak a few- years ago, but there is

a shortage in the market that is becoming more pro-

nounced every day under an unprecedented demand.

Oak has come to be a very fashionable furniture wood
and the factories at Grand Rapids, Mich., consumed

more than 35,000,000 feet last year and are on the mar-

ket now for twice that amount of good, dry lumber. All

other furniture factories in the country are compelled

to use oak to meet competition and demands of their

customers. But the demands of the furniture manu-

facturers compared to that for grain oak for interior

finish or private, public and business houses is as only

one to ten. Hence the greatest shortage in supply and

the advance in prices as above noted.

Accepting the foregoing statements as facts—every

one of w hich can be readily substantiated, and more
could be said if necessary— it would be a useless

suggestion to advise owners of oak timber not

to part with it without a thought of its future

values.

Whatever may be the future of oak lumber—w hether

the demand for it is a fashion that will pass away in a

few years, or whether the world has just found out its full

merits as a furniture and ornamental wood, are not ques-

tions under discussion, but two things are clear: First, oak

lumber is in good demand now ; and second, the great

bulk of available supply is in the southern states. We
have two varieties of oak in the south in great abund-

ance, that for beauty of grain and color meet the re-

quirements of modern taste for interior finish and for

articles of furniture and fixtures, viz : Querens alba

and Q, ruba—the first known by lumbermen as white

oak and the latter as red oak and when properly manu-
factured it requires a trained eye to distinguish one from

the other, and tastes differ as to which makes the most
handsome finish, but the majority favor white oak as is

evidenced from the higher price it brings in the market.

But w hoever mistakes one for the other is no worse off

than he who mistakes short leaf pine lumber for the pure

Georgia long leaf article.

With an active demand at rising prices for an article

we have in its raw state in the greatest abundance, it

will not be out of place to offer some suggestions as to

prepairing it for market. To begin at the stump. In

the prepaiation of timber for market, how many know
how to cut down a white oak tree ? Almost anyone

with physical strength and a good sharp axe can cut a

tree down, but there is not one in a hundred who can

fell an oak tree, a good tough tree, as it should be done.

There is only one way to do it right and ever to many
to do it wrong. Let us select our tree, an average sized

one, say thirty-five inches in diameter. We first decide

where it is best to let it fall. This depends upon the

nature of the ground, the facilities for loading the logs

on the waggon (there are very few tram roads where

tall oaks grow) and the trees standing near, for we do

not want to lodge our tree nor destroy any other valuable

ones. Next, which way will the tree fall ? If it stands

so straight we are in doubt we look at it from two points

at right angles to its base, note if it leans any way, if

not, see where the heaviest limbs are. This quickly

decides w here the center of gravity tends and any ex-

perienced axeman can fall a tree within a foot of the

place selected. But suppose the tree leans greatly in

one direction shall we fall it the way it leans ? Cer-

tainly not, if we wish to save the best cut for lumber,

because if it is a tough tree the breaking of so much of

the heart would, by the weight of the tree and its

branches, pull slivers out of the butt cut several feet

long and cause it to split either in falling or in subse-

quent drying. If other conditions are favorable, we

will fell it as nearly at right angles to the way it leans

as possible so as to cut as nearly through the heart as

possible before the tree begins to topple. Having de-

cided this matter, which can be done in less time than

it takes to write it, we take our positions. I chop right

handed and want my partner to be left handed, so that

we may stand side by side and chop on opposite sides

of the tree, or four men may work on the same tree if

two are right and two are left handed. The height of

the stump will be governed to some extent by the shape

of the tree ; if it is " swell butted," as many of the

toughest white oaks are, cut as high as convenient, if

the trunk is smooth and tolerable uniform in size from

the ground up, cut as low as possible. Let the stump

be about two inches higher on the side opposite the

direction the tree is to fall. The reason for this is ap-

parent. If the stump is highest on the side the tree is

to fall it serves as a fulcrum and the uncut center instead

of breaking square off will be pulled out in slivers by

the pow erful leverage of the tree w hen the bevel of the

trunk strikes the stump as it will when the tree has

fallen about two-thirds of the distance to the ground.

Most choppers will leave the stump on the side where

they stand from two to six inches higher than the other.

This is a loss of labor and some timber and a habit that

once acquired is very hard to get rid of. After having

cut out the first kerf compare work and see if we have

made our cullings parallel. If we have left one "cor-

ner," as it is called, thicker than the other, (which is apt

to be the case on large trees) we c an easily remedy the

mistake in taking down our second kerp. In taking

down our second kerp be sure and take enough and not

too much as either involves a loss of labor for no good.

As the work proceeds, cut to the center leaving the cor-

ners to support the tree. It is better to cut entirely

through the heart of a very tough tree before it begins

to crack and thus avoid all danger of splits and slivers.

When the tree shows signs of falling put in the best and
most rapid work possible on the corners so as to leave

little of the wood to break as possible. The last few

strokes on the corners may be made to change the

direction of the tree in falling seveial feet.

Before the tree falls, one or more skids, poles some-

thing should be placed for it to fall on to keep it off the

the ground for the convenience of sawing and loading

the logs. Some judgment is required in placing these

skids as trees are often cracked or split by improperly

placing them or having them too high. After the tree

has been trimmed and the brush cleared aw ay the axe-

man's work is finished. In marking off the tree into

"cuts" care should be taken to get the best part of it

into the most desirable lengths, as twelve, fourteen and

sixteen feet lumber is more used than eight and ten feet

lengths. One or tw o inches excess of length should be

allowed for crooked sawing and sun cracks. A short-

ness of one inch means a loss of twenty-three inches on

every piece of lumber cut from the log because lumber-

men recognize nothing but even lengths. Thu3 a piece

of lumber lacking an inch of being ten feet in length is

inspected as eight feet long, a loss of 20 per cent, of

timber besides the labor of handling and cost of trans-

portation. It is just such little mistakes, blunders and

carelessness as this that eat up the profits of lumber

manufacturers. There is not a single step in the manu-

facture of lumber from the first stroke of the axe into

the tree to the final disposal of its products that will not

repay the most careful attention and management.

RUNNING CIRCULAR SAWS.
[.I W W , in 8»i* Mill Gitxetle.

J

I have had ten years' experience and think I know
something about running and keeping a saw in order.

In the first place I will tell how I keep my saw in order.

If it is a good straight saw there is little trouble. The
saw should be filed straight ; to do this a beginner

should use a very small try square until he gets so he

can file true and straight. Give the saw plenty of set.

I use a common swage. It has two sides, one straight

and the other concave. I use the concave side alto-

gether, as it leaves the tooth with sharper corners than

the straight side and therefore it cuts easier and will

stay on the line much better than it otherwise would.

The teeth should be swaged wider for soft wood than

for hard. It is better to get them too wide than not

wide enough. The saw will run all right even if too

wide, but if not wide enough then you will have trouble,

as it will get worn on the rim, impairing its strength so

that it will run uneven, one time in and the next time

out. When running that way stop and swage. After

the teeth are swaged wide enough with the concave

side of the swage take a file and tip the corner of the

teeth, the longest ones the most ; turn the handle of the

file to the centre of the saw to make the back side the

most and leave the teeth with cutting corners. Do not

use a guage, it cuts the corner square and does not

leave a cutting corner, and by using the file with the

handle down the back side is cut so it will clear the

wood, and does not drag. I have seen old sawyers use

the gauge, but I don't likeit; aman cansoon getso he can

cut the teeth all exactly the same without it if he is care-

ful. If my saw gets dull between morning and noon,

or night, which it will, I take a good sandstone, one

that is fine and hard— I alw ays keep one by me - I hold

to the saw while running and let it tip the teeth enough

to bring them to an edge. It will make them cut like

they did when they were first filed. Some will object

to this, they think it will wear the saw too fast, but you

can cut lumber to make up for all the loss in that direc-

tion and twenty times more. With a little mill I some-

times use the sandstone four times a day, twice before

noon and twice after.

Sometimes when a saw is filed it will not run straight,

it will run in too much, or run out too much. If it runs

in the log too much, tip the corners of the teeth, with

the sandstone next log, which will make it run the other

way ; be careful not to tip them too much, for it will

dull them and make the saw run hard. If the saw

pinches in the log and gets worn don't try to crowd

it through, but back out and put some oil on it ; if it is

not too warm you can go right through, but if it is very

warm, let it run a little while'and it will cool off; don't

put water on the saw if hot, better wait and let it cool

than to spoil the saw. Some may read this who has a

bad saw and objects to my plan ; if that is the case the

saw had better be fixed as soon as possible.

If in starting the saw is limber and wabbles bad

don't start it into the log, for the saw will not run true,

no matter how well it is dressed ; but let it run and

take a hand stick and hold it between the frame and

saw, and press it to the saw until it gets warm in the

collar ; it will then get stiff and will run very well. You
must keep it rubbing against the log enough to keep it

warm, but not enough to heat it. Have the track level

and straight
;
keep the saw hanging true, that is plumb:

try it with a level or plumb-bob ; make it hang true
;

keep it on a line with the carriage. The " lead" that

so many think a saw will not run without is all stuff;

the saw will run if it is on a line with the carriage, but

the front of the saw should set so that if the teeth just

strike the log the back side should miss it about one-
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sixteenth of an inch, so the teeth will not mark the tim-

ber ; that is all the "lead
1
' that is needed.

For a little mill I like a thin saw about eleven or

twelve gauge ; it runs lighter, but is harder to keep on

the line than a thicker saw. For a twenty-horse power,

I like a seven and nine gauge ; that is, seven at the eye

and nine on the rim, with about fifty teeth. Keep the

backs as full as you can without striking the log ; it

makes the teeth stronger. Never make one stroke too

much with the file : file until the tooth is to an edge and

no more, it only wears the saw ; when the tooth is to an

edge it cannot be any sharper.

ST. JOHN'S SPRUCE SUPPLY THREATENED

For many years the city of St. John, New Bruns-

wick, has been supplying New York very largely with

Spruce lumber, especially with Spruce lumber of large

dimensions, as the logs which come from the Aroostook,

and from above the Grand Falls of the Saint John,

which are the best timbered sections of that river, are

of large size. When one looks at the great tree lying

in the Douglas boom close to Fredericton and compares

them with those lying in the Penobscot, he at once sees

that the Saint John timber, in point of size, is far ahead

of that now cut on the Penobscot.

There seems to be now, however, a reasonable prob-

ability that within a few years a considerable part of

these large logs will be sawn elsewhere than - at Saint

John ; that is to say, that they will be sawn on the

Aroostook at Caribou ; and above the Grand Falls, at

Temiscouata Lake, and at or near the point where the

Saint Francis joins the Saint John, which is thirty-five

miles north of Edmundston, the present terminus of

the New Brunswick Railway, which has late.ly been ab-

sorbed by and incorporated with the Canadian Pacific.

The people of the County of Aroostook, wearied out

with carrying freight probably more than 100 miles

further than they need, were a short line budt from

Caribou or Fort Fairfield to the Penobscot, have con-

cluded to build a railway direct which shall strike that

river without passing through English territory, and are

now taking steps to forward its construction. Against

this the Canadian Pacific is fighting hard, but the short

road must eventually succeed, if even if it be for a time

hindered by the machinations of its gigantic adversary.

Already a large dam has been built at Caribou, on

the Aroostook, where there is abundant power to saw

all the logs on that river, and the people of Aroostook

are even now anticipating the time when all the logs

coming down the river shall be held there to be sawn

into planks and boards for transport over the short line

when it shall have been completed.

Ascending the Saint John to Edmundston, we find

that there is a line of railway running from the Saint

John River at that place to River du Loup, on the Saint

Lawrence, the distance by it being from one point to

the other eighty-one miles. We find that the owners of

this railway 'Temiscouata, are this summer building a

railroad from Edmundston to the mouth of the Saint

Francis, above which are situated the most extensive

timber limits on the Saint John, or its branches, and

where any quantity of lumber can be easily held in

booms, and where, as the Saint John is the boundary

between the United States and Canada, lumber can be

sawn on the American side of the river and be exported

either to Great Britain or to the United States, in either

case free from duty.

English deal can be hauled from the Saint Francis by

rail when the Saint Francis road is completed to the

wharf at River du Loup for $1.20 per M. B.M.; and

freights from that place to Europe are cheaper than

they are from Saint John, and Quebec deals command
a higher price than those sawn in Saint John ; now it

costs about $2 per M B. M. to carry logs by water from

the Saint Francis to the mills at Saint John, as the

Temiscouata Railway crosses the Intercolonial at River

du Loup, and as that connects with the Grand Trunk,

boards, shingles, clap-boards etc., can be carried by

these routes in bond to any desired place in the United

States. So far as we can learn, there is no doubt but

that the construction of sawmills up the Saint John
River will follow on the completion of the various roads

which we have named. The lumber sawn at these mills

can be exported free of duty, as we have already men-

tioned, to both Great Britain and the United States.

Not only so, but logs grown on the tributaries of the

Saint John in the Province of Quebec, when they come

to such mills so to be built in the State of Maine,

become American lumber, and when sawn can be ex-

ported free from duty, and no power can collect any ex-

port duty on such logs, from the fact that they will by the

very current of the river, and not by any act of man,

run into the booms which would be built above such

mills. Fron these facts we are led to the belief that the

day is not very far distant when the mills at Saint

John will have formidable rivals to contend with hun-

dreds of miles distant from that city.

—

Exchange.

HOW TO MEASURE LOGS.

A thorough knowledge of the means by which the contents

of any log or stick of timber can be accurately determined

either in feet, board measure, or cubic feet, is a necessity with

every one engaged in the lumber trade. Although this may
seem difficult at first, in reality it is very simple, as is satisfac-

torily shown by an expert on the subject in a recent communi-

cation to the Tradesman, from which the data for this article

are gathered. There are several rules and tables published

for determining the contents of logs, but the Doyle rule, which

is given in Scribner's log book, is in most universal use, and is

considered the standard. If all timbers 10 be sawn were square

to begin on, then the different tables would not vary, but every

lumberman knows there is considerable good lumber in a

round log outside the four lines that must be cut to bring it to a -

square. In a small log this amounts 'to very little, but in large

ones it will reach as high as 30 per cent. One third of the

diameter of the log is usually allowed for squaring it.

Small logs will generally cut more than the Doyle rule,

mentioned above, gives, and for this reason some New York

exporters have adopted other tables, the most popular of which

is Gard's log book. G. F. Herring's log tables which are pub-

lished by Pastoriza & Brown, Houston, Texas, are used to a

considerable extent in the southwestern territory. These

tables give results considerably below the Doyle rule. To
illustrate : According to Doyle a log 40 inches in diameter

and 10 feet long, contains 810 feet, the same log 40 feet long

contains four times as much, or 3,240 feet. The Herring's

rule makes a log 40 inches in diameter and 10 feet

long contain 667 feet, and one 40 feet long of the

same diameter, 2,734 feet, instead of 2,668 feet, as it

would, if the short length were correctly calculated, and the

mean diameter taken. The discrepancy is probably due to

some custom of taking the diameter of long logs, that is not

explained in Mr. Herring's book.

The rules so far alluded to are for estimating logs on land
;

for floating logs, the one commonly used in the streams of the

hardwood belt is called the Cumberland river rule, but has

never been printed except in card form. It is very simple.

From the dimension-of the log one-third is subtracted to bring

it to a square, and from the square thus formed, one-fifth is

taken from one side for saw kerf. Take for example a log 10

feet long and 15 inches in diameter. One-third of this for

squaring it leaves a diameter of 10 inches and one-fifth off one

side for saw cut, will leave a log 8x10 inches. Multiply the

two sides together and the product by the length in feet,

dividing by 12, leaves 67 feet for the amount of lumber, board

measure, while the same log according to Doyle rule, would

produce 77 feet. For a log 10 feet in length and 40 inches in

diameter, this rule gives 473 leet. The same log by Doyle's

and Gard's rules contains 810 feet, and by Herring's 667. If

cut with a band saw, it would produce more lumber than any

of them give, providing it be round, straight and perfectly-

sound. The low estimate given by the river rule is to protect

the buyer of logs from natural defects hidden under the water,

and from intentional fraud.

In measuring logs in the water, a stick is used called the

river log rule. It consists of a hickory strip, very much like

the ordinary lumber rule, only about six feet long, and has a

metal hook projecting at right angles from the lower end.

There are three rows of figures for six different lengths of logs.

In using it, the hook end is thrust straight down into the

water, and the hook brought firmly up against the bottom

side of the log, and the thumb placed against the stick at the

top. The figures on the stick nearest the point indicated by

the thumb, in the row for that length, shows the contents of

the log. Thus it will be seen that under this rule the log is

measured from outside to outside of the bark, which neutral-

izes the apparent discrepancy between it and the Doyle rule.

Those who handle rafted logs will find this rule very satis-

factory as it gives uniform results and sufficiently below the

actual contents of perfect logs to make up for all ordinary de-

fective ones beneath the water.

WILL THE CIRCULAR SAW CO?
This is a question asked by Mr. J. H. Miner in a letter

to the St. Lotas Lumberman. He then proceeds to

answer it as follows : The band saw mill is now an

established machine for the more economical conver-

sion of logs into timber, but it yet remains a question

whether it will replace the circular as the standard mill.

There are many things to be taken into consideration in

determining which to buy. This question lies principally

in the skill to be had to successfully operate the band

saw. There are mills that are actually cutting more

lumber '.han the circular on the train of wheels and

strain of tension to maintain it, it is evident that the

tooth must be precisive. The amount of deviation that

would hardly affect a circular saw would be sufficient

to condemn the band, and put it where many are that

are now in use, viz. : behind the circular.

The cracking of band saws is another serious trouble

which seems inevitable, and yet there are mills that

hardly have a cracked saw. This evil, which so greatly

retards the introduction of the band will be overcome-

This can not be entirely attributed to the tension ofsaw

or to the filer, but remains to be overcome in the con-

struction of the mill, that is as light an upper wheel as

possible and a more sensitive straining device, which

the later designs seem to be greatly overcoming.

Larger wheels are being used, which greatly helps the

contact of saw, and greatly overcomes that crystallizing

tendency. The future mill will be a roto 12-foot wheel,

with 12-inch saws ; then the back and tooth edge of

saw may be kept slack of tension and there remain

enough blade to make a stiff strained saw that will lead

the circular in any capacity of sawing. The circular at

present has only one advantage over the well-fitted

band, and that is in small timber w here a great deal of

heavy timbers are sawed, such as railroad stuff. In

this case the band saw has but little economy, as there

are but few lines run to complete the log, the gain of the

band being in one-inch boards and larger timber.

The filer that realizes that the band is the coming

saw, and applies himself to it, will always be in demand
at the highest wages. There are many mill men that

continue to vote for Andrew Jackson, through the eye

of prejudice and will cling to the "old reliable."

When to Cut Timber.

Timber should be cut when ripe, like any other crop.

Gentlemen foresters may as well advise letting ripened

corn remain to moisten and fertilize its field as to urge

the preservation of forest trees for similar reasons.

Trees which fall and decay are wasted. That waste

within the limits of the United States is very great. He
who has lain in the camp and heard in the unnatural

stillness preceding storms that strange, dull roar like

distant cannons, of mighty trees laid low, and con-

sidered how hourly and yearly vast numbers of forest

kings go down to death upon millions of acres now in-

accessible, may be led to view the problem in variance

with the philosopher wondering why this potential

wealth is not appreciated, why lumber is imported when

better stock is rotting here, and if the assumed necessity

of water supply in districts where water runs unhindered

to the sea warrants the burden of an unproductive and

therefore valueless area. Much more may he marvel at

the wisdom of him who hoards a wasting forest in the

face of a persuasive market ; that timber sold, the in-

terest on the cash returns might foster a second crop

on twice the area.

—

Exchange.

Ottawa Lumber Shipments.

The quantity of lumber carried from Ottawa and

Hull by the Canadian Pacific and Canada Atlantic

Railways for 1888 and 1889 is reported as follows :

—

1888 1889

Sawn lumber, feet,

board measure 119,304,517, 125,937,719.

Shingles 50,000.

The quantity carried by the Ottawa canals for the

period is as follows :

—

1888 1889

Sawn lumber, feet,

board measure 316,923,600. 368,910,600.

Shingles 5,028,000. 5.184,000.
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OUR ALBANY LETTER.

Albany, N. v., Sept. 25th, 1890.

The coming month will probably see the McKinley

tariff bill a law but it is uncertain yet when the lumber

schedule will take effect. When it was first learned

that the McKinley bill threatened to increase instead

of decreasing the duty on lumber coming to this country

from Canada the largest concerns in this market, in-

cluding Arnold & Co, Saxe Bros., D. L. White & Co.,

J. Benedict & Son, Boyd & Co., Babbit & Saunders, and

Rodney Vose, all dealers in Canada pine, prepared a pro-

test and sent a delegation composed of Chas. G. Saxe, of

Saxe Bros, and John Macdonald, ofBoyd& Co., to Wash-

ington to appear before the Honorable, the Ways and

Means Committee of the House of Representatives.

These two gentlemen have large lumber interests in

Canada and own extensive limits. They argued that

the duty on lumber should be $1 per thousand, in which

event Canada would repeal her $2 per thousand export

duty on logs. The Committee at that time agreed in

case the tariff was increased to amend tbe bill by pro-

viding that the lumber tax should not go into effect un-

til March 1891, thus giving meri who had made large

purchases of Canada lumber a chance to turn them-

selves before the bill became law ; but now that the

tariff has been reduced to $1 per thousand instead of

being increased it will probably go into effect the mo-

went the bill has received the President's signature.

At any rate it cannot go into effect any too quick now

t© suit tbe dealers here who seem to have a mistaken

idea that their everlasting fortune will be made the mo-

ment the duty on lumber is removed. Some concerns

are even now holding back their shipments of lumber

from the mills so as to take advantage of the reduction

in duty when it does come. They will find, however,

that within a very short time after the reduction takes

place the whole thing will be lost sight of entirely and

lumber will be no cheaper than it was before, for the

supply and demand as in all cases regulates the price.

Right here peihaps it might be of interest to quote

the opinion of Dean Sage on the subject. Mr. Sage is

the head here of the firm of H. W. Sage & Co., one of

the oldest, richest and most extensive lumber concerns

in this state and in Michigan where they own large

limits. He says :
" The papers state that were the

rate per thousand lowered, Sir John McDonald has

agreed to secure a remission of the Canadian export

duty. The Canadian market controls the lumber in-

terest of this conntry, and will more and more as time

goes on. The Michigan trade is very different, and is

now merely strong enough to compete in a compar-

atively small way with Canada as long as these duties

are levied. Suppose the export duty is taken off, Cana-

dian dealers will raise the price of lumberby the amount

of the old duty. Of course Michigan dealers could

get the same prices. The merchants in Canada make

no bones about the matter. One of the argument sused

by them to induce Michigan dealers to work for the re-

duction of duty here and the subsequent repeal of the $2

per thousand Canadian export duty on logs, was that an

increase in price was just as beneficial for them, and

meant an increase in profits with no diminution of busi-

ness. The chief point at issue seems to me to be :

shall the United States by a reduction of the duty let

Canada get several millions of dollars which otherwise

we would have ? Of course those men who own Cana-

dian tracts favor lower rates as their property would

increase as much again in value. Lumber dealers,

both Canadian and Michigan, will gain, but the rest of

this country will lose."

It seems to be pretty generally understood by

dealers here that Canada will add in price just in pro-

portion as the rate is reduced.

The lumber trade in this vicinity and throughout the

state has been exceptionally good this year and from

all indications it will remain so the rest of the season.

From the New York and the adjacent markets come
favorable reports of a good fall trade with prices firm.

The export trade from New York to South America

Australia, Africa, England and France have improved

very much of late and the demand for ten and twelve

inch uppers has increased in consequence ; but ship-

ping boards are not the only thing in demand as good

lumber comes in for a share of the trade. Only this

week a cargo of choice Michigan Uppers was shipped

from this market by A. S. Kibbee & Son to New York

there to be loaded on a vessel for Cape Town, South

Africa, and a part for some port in Australia, truly a

long journey from the remote logging camp in the

Michigan forest to those far away lands under the

equatcr.

The Shepard& Morse Lumber Co., of Boston, Mass.,

have sold one million feet of 1x12 shippers which they

will begin to load on vessels this week for Monte-video

and Buenos Ayres, South America.

The trade in Canada pine in this market has been

heavy this season, all the intermediate grades selling

well, while the call for good lumber has been better

than in some years before, 1% and 1% inch uppers

experienced the most demands but 2 inch uppers are

slow sale as are all the thicker grades. The stocks on

hand is in splendid assortment as the receipts have

been heavy of late. The bulk of the Canadian pine

here comes to us by canal by way of Tonawanda but

we have always had a consideiable quantity from the

Ottawa district until this summer when the supply

dropped off.

Dealers find it almost impossible to obtain boats in

Ottawa to fill their orders as the majority of them are

carrying ice this seaaon as it pays them better than

lumber, consequently the Albany men are left high and

dry with orders on their hands awaiting shipments.

The spruce and hemlock trade has been better this

season than in years, and better prices have been ob-

tained, but the dealers have been handicapped by a

shortage of stock, especially in spruce and hemlock

culls, owing to the mild winter we had with little snow.

The logs in the booms at the mills in Northern New
York have been nearly all cut up and the dealers can

now see the end of their stock. They are holding prices

very stiff on all grades and are not attempting to force

sales, but are rather holding back desirable lots for their

regular trade.

Hardwoods have had a good season withgood prices,

but certain lots have been short in stock. Ash, quart-

ered oak, cherry and whitewood have had the best de-

mand, but dry lots are scarce and high.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Bridgewater, N. S., Sept. 16th, 1890.

Editor Canada Lumberman

.

In your September issue we noticed that Mr. C.

Young, of Young's Point, on the Otonabee river, had
been fined $20 for allowing mill refuse to enter the

river.

We are quite interested in cases of this kind as the

law is very strictly enforced on the river Lahave, and
in a case before the courts to-day the lawyer contended
that "the miller should be fined, if one cupfull a week
dropped into the water, as the law had been broken."

We presume the offence in the case mentioned was
refuse outside of sawdust, but on our river there has
never been any refuse but the dust which could not be
saved from dropping into the water that was allowed

into the river.

The Minister has lately been down in Nova Scotia,

but carefully kept away from this his very pet district,

and has claimed he was carrying out the law thoroughly,

and had fined four men in Ontario who were now
endeavoring to keep some of the sawdust from the

rivers, and that in doing their best he would be lenient

with them. This sort of adininstration is very apt to

excite the query formerly raised ' by Mr. Joseph S.

Wallis of Port Carling, as to whether Mr. Young was
not also a Grit, since all the parties prosecuted on the

Lahave have inclined that way.

Our firm has been waiting two years for the law to

be carried out not only on the Lahave and Otonabee
rivers, but on the ten thousand similar rivers of our

Dominion so that the business could all stand on the

same footing.

Certainly very few water mills in Nova Scotia can be

worked under the rendering of the law quoted to-day,

i.e., liable to a $50 fine for allowing a tea cup full per

week to drop into the water, and while such a law re-

mains on our statute books it is useless to attempt busi-

ness while the Fisheries Department so partially apply

the law.

After thirty years steady sawing, our river is entirely

free from sawdust, except in the deepest pools of the

lower river, and we contend, with the whole native

population, that it has never done the least injury to

either fish or navigation.

We do this in the face of the report made last year,

in the drouth, by Capt. Gordon who based his current
on the August flow of water, offset our lumber industry
against the whole county of Lunenberg's fishery, which
extends from the Sand Banks of Newfoundland to Ber-
muda, and charges against our sawdust the discoloring

of the water, which all people of sense know is the
natural color of all the rivers in this part of the country,

caused by flowing over iron deposits or something of
that nature. He also laid to the sawdust the foul odors
of the mud in the bottom of the river, when everyone
on our coast knows the coves and creeks are just as bad
where they never saw a grain of sawdust.

He also refused to hear the testimony of respectable

citizens, of all shades of politics, after asking for their

attendance, but finally he could not get any testimony
to agree with the evident inclinations of his superiors,

he suppressed the whole, and started to hunt out all

the sawdust he could find. The alignments of his surveys
show he did this very effectually, as he certainly covered
all the deposits at that time existing, though no doubt
since carried to sea by the last season's freshets.

The stock of lumber having been very much reduced
prices have held good in this district, and much more
stock could have been sold to foreign customers who
have been supplied from this quarter.

People are preparing for a hard winter as no logs will

be cut on the Lahave till the mills are allowed to saw,

and the loss of $200,000 per year for the last two years

is beginning to have a very sensible effect in all kinds
of business. We only have to console ourselves that

no large sums have been squandered in N. P. industries

like some of our neighboring towns, so our merchants
still remain solvent.

Frank Davison.

Power's Creek, Madawaska, N.B. Sept. 1 6th, 1890.

Epitor Canada Lumberman.

Last week Mr. Connors started hie fall drive, and
the clearing of the Grand Falls of its lumber, just in

time to take advantage of the late heavy raise of water.

Mr. Connors was providentially favored with all his

drives this season. The season has been remarkably
good for driving, and never, perhaps, was the St. John
and its tributaries so completely cleaned out of all the

old and new stock, and no one begrudges Mr. Connors
the favors Providence has thrown in his way, as no man
is better adapted to take advantage of them.

Interested parties are again on the move with the in-

tention of trying their luck in the forest which holds

out fine inducements for operators to make a fortune-

Our American neighbors are again trying the game
of bluff by dangling reciprocity before our eyes, saying,

will you take it now or will you wait until you get it.

They have tried this game until it has become thread-

bare. The proper thing for the Dominion government
to do, so far as lumber is concerned, is to act and not

wait for a reciprocity in lumber, but exact at once an

export duty equivalent to the American import duty on

our lumber. It is most absurd to permit our forests to

be cut by Americans and the logs taken across the line

to be manufactured into lumber when we need the tim-

ber fcr our mills. In the parish where I live one hun-

dred thousand dollars of the export duty has been lost

by not exacting it for years past, which I can prove if

required, and still the slaughter goes on.

We hear Americans say, "for many years past the ex-

port of logs from the States to saw mills in New Bruns-

wick, and other parts of Canada has been many times

greater than the export of logs from Canada to the

States. So far as New Brunswick is concerned the

Americans have not one log that could be floated on
New Brunswick waters if we had got our just deserts

under the Ashburton treaty, and as it is all the timber

cut on our capitulated lands is manufactured by
Americans and by American labor. They are allowed

to cross the line6, year after ' year, and slaughter our

forests to the extent of millions of feet annually, and
this will be permitted to go on until our forests are com-
pletely denuded, and then we may expect reciprocity

with the Americans after securing our virgin wealth and
leaving our lands a barren waste.

P. O. Byram.

—A double raft owned by Messrs. Thistle, Carswell & Co.,

and A. Barnett, broke the tow rope in Lake Deschesne, Ont.,

on Sept. 20th, and was carried on to a rock on the rapids

where it hung. A large number of men were on the raft and

their position was for a time very perilous, but the men were

ultimately rescued in safety. The raft finally broke up into

cribs and the whole of the timber passed safely through.

—Mr. W. D. Morris, of the Bradley, Morris & Reid Co.,

(limited), of Hamilton, Ont., timber and lumber merchants,

was recently elected president of the company for the ensuing

year by a unanimous vote of the shareholders. The firm does

a very large business in hardwood lumber, making a specialty

of American and Canadian dimension oak.
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WHY SOME MILLS ARE MORE SUCCESSFUL
THAN OTHERS.

By C. R. Tompkins, M. E.

Whenever two mills are started with the same class of

machinery and with equal advantages as to trade, if the

one were successful and prosperous it would seem that

the other should be equally so ; vet in the every-day

experience of business life such is not always the case,

and while each party may, to all outward appearances,

be possessed of equal business tact and ability, yet one

may succeed in a few years in gaining a large compet-

ency while the other, after struggling along for a few

years, will not succeed and finally, either by failure or

selling out, will retire from the business little or no better

off financially than when he first commenced. This,

no doubt, in the majority of instances, arises not so much

from a lack of the necessary knowledge of the business

or the natural abilities of the proprietors, as from the

difference in their management. While it is very

essential that all kinds of business should be conducted

upon strictly correct business principles and economy

practiced in all of its departments, it is also possible

even to carry this point to such an extent that its own

objects are defeated and become unprofitable.

Every proprietor has the undoubted right to conduct

his own business from his own standpoint and accord-

ing to his own notions as viewed from the same, and

it is in this respect where men differ in the manner of

conducting their business. In one instance the pro-

prietor, while he may believe that he is conducting his

business upon strictly correct business principles, may

in some iespect be a tyrant without being fully aware of

that fact. His rules and regulations are like the laws

of the Medes and Persians, that cannot be changed,

and his foreman is given to understand that his oiders,

whether right or wrong, must be implicitly obeyed.

The foreman will act upon the principle of "obey orders

if it breaks owners," under such instructions, and will

earn- out the same principle with his own orders to the

men under his charge. They are allowed no discretion

whatever, and nothing must be done without his orders.

If a machine requires some adjustments outside of the

regular order of things, orbelts become so slack that they

will not drive and require taking up, the operator must

wait until the foreman comes around to give the neces-

sary orders. In this manner, by carrying this system

of supposed economy and strict regulations too far,

much valuable time is lost. A good story which illus-

trates this point and applies to just such cases is told by

a writer in one of the trade journals in expressing his

opinion of this class of foremen. A workman was run-

ning a circular saw and the belt was so loose by which

it was driven that he was obliged to stop the feed every

few inches in order that the saw might recover its speed,

and when asked why he did not stop and take up the

belt, replied that in this mill no one was allowed to do

anything without orders, and he :

d be d - d if he would

take it up until he had orders if it were never taken up.

Now i' will be seen that by carrying out this system

of strict regulations too far, as was in this case, this man
was not only losing more than one-half of his time, to

say nothing of the destruction of the belt, w hich w as

sure to follow by being burned by the friction in slip-

ping over the face of the pulley, and w hile this man was

drawing full pay for his time, he was earning the pro-

prietor comparatively nothing, besides damaging an

expensive belt. Now while it is all right and proper

for the foreman of a mill to have full charge of it and

all the workmen under his charge subject to his orders,

he should be possessed of sufficient common sense to

know that an intelligent workman is just as able to

judge when it is necessary for a belt upon his machine

to be taken up or a slight change in the adjustment re-

quired as he is, and in such cases the workman should

be allowed to exercise his own discretion instead of

standing around an hour or two w hile the foreman may
be otherwise engaged, waiting for an order to do that

which he knows must be done before he can proceed

with the work ; and the foreman who will not allow an

intelligent workman that privilege is not in all cases

w orking for the best interests of his proprietors or carry-

ing out the true principles of economy. And if sur.h mills

are not prosperous it is more in the fault of the manage-

ment than from any fault in the business itself. It docs

not necessarily follow that because a 'oreman may
allow an intelligent workman to use his own judgment

in certain cases that every man and boy in the mill

should have his own way and run things to suit them-

selves, or that his authority will in any way be abridged

thereby. On the contrary he should have strict rules

and regulations, and enforce them, but at the same

time they need not be of such an arbitrary nature as

not to admit of a liberal construction, and no intelligent

workman will take any undue advantage of them. But

if a mill is conducted strictly upon the arbitrary princi-

ples first mentioned the workman will soon come to

look upon himself as a mere machine and take no inter-

est w hatever in his work any further than putting in his

time and receiving his pay, and the success of such a

mill is an unknown quantity that is doubtful in its re-

sults. In the most successful mills it will be found that

the proprietor is a good business man with liberal ideasf

he selects for his foreman the most skillful and com-

petent man he can find, and while he may give him the

necessary orders for the general rules and regulations

of the mill, they will be of such a nature that the fore-

man may always put a liberal construction upon them

and use his own judgment and discretion in enforcing

the same. And while his own rules for the government

of the men under his charge may be ever so strict, yet

they will also be of such a nature that an intelligent

workman may be able to put a liberal construction upon

them also without violating them.

It must be remembered that in a large mill where

there are a number of machines to look after, besides

the other duties which naturally devolve upon the fore-

man, that he is always a busy man, and he will not re-

quire that every man whenever a belt requires taking

up or the machine requires some slight change in the

adjustment, that he should stand idle and wait for orders

to do so. While it is important, and the duty of every

man whenever any break occurs or any important

changes require to be made to report the same to the

foreman at once, it is not necessary and neither will a

sensible foreman require him to stand by his machine

like a post or a convict in state prison, and wait until

he comes around before reporting the same. Such a

foreman will always be popular with his men, and they

will take an interest in the work, and whether he is

present or absent the work will go on the same, and if

such mills do not prosper the foreman will have the

satisfaction of knowing that it is not his fault. But, as

a rule, such mills do prosper, for the very reason that

they are conducted upon good business principles
;

there is no antagonism between the proprietor and the

foreman ; neither is there any between the foieman and

his men. All are interested and each one working for

the good of the whole.

What is true with the planing mill is also true with

the machine shop and every other manufacturing estab-

lishment. The fact is the mechanics in this country as

a class are possessed of a good fair education, and are

too democratic in their principles to submit to any

species of depotism, either in the government of the

nation or in the workshop or factory, and rules and

regulations that might be submitted to in Russia or

some other despotic country in the old world, will not

be tolerated by American mechanics. In this country

socially the workman considers himself, and is as a rule,

fully equal to his employer, and the sooner employers

realize that fact, and the nearer their rules and regu-

lations approach to the true democratic principles which

exist in this country, and are carried out in the w ork-

shop and factory, the better and more satisfactory will

be the results.

A LUMBER SUIT.

The following from the Lumber Trade Journal would

indicate that there is trouble in the camp with a pro-

spect of fat fees for the lawyers :

—

" There has been considerable discussion of late in

the Saginaw and Bay City papers, as well as those at

Oscoda and Au Sable, concerning a suit commenced by

D. A. McDonald of Au Sable against a syndicate of

New York capitalists to compel the fulfillment of a con-

tract to cut 750,000,000 feet of logs on a tract of pine

land on the French River, in Georgian Bay, and con-

siderable feeling has been aroused from the fact that if

the contract were concluded, the logs would have been

cut at the mill of the Potts Salt & Lumber Company
at Au Sable, and it would have resulted in keeping the

mill running several years, and the distribution of a

large sum of money at the point named. The lumber-

men of the Saginaw Valley are noted for their honesty

in adhering to contracts, verbal or written, and they are

unused to any double dealing, such as it is claimed has

characterized the action of the New York syndicate,

composed of C. C. Cokefair, Joseph Swift, and othei

New York gentlemen. Mr. McDonald, the complainant

in the case, engaged Hon. Benton Hanchett, the emi-

nent attorney of Saginaw, who claims he has a good

case against the defendants for a clear violation of con-

tract, and his opinion is considered important in the

case because of its reliability. The plantiff avers that

Cokefair and Swift contracted for the sale of the timber

to the Potts Salt & Lumber Company, and the cutting

of the logs with himself, but never intended to live up

to the agreement, but simply used both parties as a lever

to get a big price from Saginaw parties, to whom it was

their intention to sell at the outset. The agreement

with Mr. McDonald was that he was to receive $4 per

thousand for logging the timber, and on the strength of

this agreement he contracted with Mr. J. Campbell to

cut 100,000,000 feet for $3 per thousand, which arrange-

ment would have netted him a clear $100,000, and that

he would have cleared $1 per thousand on the 750.000-

000 ; hence his suit for $750,000. There is evidently a

big legai fight on, and fat picking for the lawyers, un-

less the New York syndicate comes to terms, and when

this suit is settled, it is quite probable that Potts & Co.

will call for a settlement of the syndicate's agreement

with them. The true inwardness of the New York

parties can be appreciated when it is understood that

both Mr. McDonald and the Potts Company were in-

veigled into a trip to Detroit to close up their contracts,

and after discussing some minor points of the agree-

ments, the New York parties pretended that it was

necessary for them to go to Montreal before signing

the contracts, but instead of doing so, slipped over to

Saginaw to close a deal with parties there for the same

timber ; and the indications at present are that unless

they fulfill the agreement with the Saginaw parties

there will be a lawsuit staring them in the face from

that direction, and hence there is legal music in the air

in any event. As there is much timber involved as

would run all the mills on the Saginaw River one whole

season, the importance of the suit can be comprehended

at a glance.

American Trees.

There are 213 species of trees found within the limits

of the United States and territories ; sixteen of which,

when perfectly seasoned, will sink in water. The

heaviest of these is the black ironwood (Condalia fer-

rea), found only in Southern Florida, which is more

than 30 per cent, heavier than water. Of the other

fifteen the best known is the lignum vitae (Guaircum

sanctum), and the mangrove (Rhizophora mangle 1

.

Texas and New Mexico, lands full of queer, creeping,

crawling, walking and inanimate things are the homes

of a species of oak (cquercus grisca), which is about

one and one-fourth times heavier than water, and

which, when green, will sink almost as quick as a bar

of iron. It grows only in mountain regions, and has

been found westward as far as the Colorado desert,

where it grows at an elevation of 10.000 feet. All the

species heavier than water belong to tropical Florida,

or in the arid west and southwest.

Men for the Woods.

Ottawa lumbermen are constantly sending men to

the woods for the purpose of cutting logs during the com-

ing winter, but the number sent will be far less than last

year. Wages have declined considerably, log makers,

chainmen, choppers and teamsters now being engaged

for the winter receive about 40 per cent, less than they

did a year ago. The wages now being paid are about

as follows : Head log makers $18 per month : log

makers $16 to $17 ; road cutters, chainmen, etc., $12 to

$14 ; teamsters $12 to $16.
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TRADE REVIEW.
Toronto, Ont.

Toronto, Sept. 30, S90.

CAR OR CARGO LOTS.
iKand thicker clear picks. American inspection $20 oo@3o 00

and thicker, three uppers, American inspection. .. 37 00

i£ and thicker, pickings. American inspection 2500
1x10 & 12 dressing and Detter

18

00 20 00
1x10* 12 mill run

1300

1400
1x10 & 12 dressing

1400

1500
1x10 * 12 common — 1200 1300
1x10 * 12 spruce culls

1000

11 00
1x10 * 12 mill culls 900
1 inch clear and picks 2

i
00 2 5 00

inch dressing and better

1800

2000
1 inch siding mill run

1300

1400
1 inch siding common

11

00 1200
1 inch siding ship culls

1000

11 00
iinch siding mill culls 800 900
Cull scantling

800

900
1% and thicker cutting up plank 2200 2500
1 inch strips 4 in to S in mill run 1400 1500
1 inch strips, common

11

00 1200
i% inch flooring

14

00 15 00
15Z inch flooring

1400

1500
XXX shingles, 16 in

2

20 2 30

XX shingles, 16 in

1

20 130
Lath. No. 1 I 70 1 90

No. 2 1 70

YARD QUOTATIONS.
Mill cull hoards & scantlingSio 00 1 Dressing stocks 16 oo@2o 00

Shipping cull boards, pro- Picks Am. inspection 40 00

miscuous widths 13 00 Three uppers, Am. inspect. 50 00
stocks 14 00 F. M.

Scantling & joist, up to 16 ft 14 oo.iHin. flooring, dres'd 28 00 300c
18 ft 15 00 i

lA " " rough ... 18 00 22 00
" " 20 ft 16 00 iK " " dres'd F.M.25 00 28 00
" " 22 ft 1700 " " undrs'd b.m.iS 00 1900
" " 24ft 19 00 " " dres'd... 18 00 20 00
" " 26 ft 20 00 " " undres'd 12 00 15 00
" " 28 ft 22 00 Beaded sheeting, dress-
•' " 30 ft 24 00 ed

22

00 35 00
" " 32 ft 26 00 Clapboarding, dres'd 1200
" " 34 ft 28 50 XXX sawn shingles

22 50 per M 2 65
36 ft 30 oolSawn Lath 2 00

" " 38 ft 32 DolRedoak 30 00
" 40 to 44 ft 35 00 White " 35 00

Cutting up planks iK and Basswood. No. 1 & 2 iS 00

thicker dry 25 00 26 00 Cherry. No. 1 & 2. .. 50 00
board 18 00 22 ooAVhite ash, 1 & 2 25 00

I Black ash. 1 & 2 20 00

2 75
2 20

40 00

45 00
20 00
60 00

35 00
-?o 00

Mill culi boards ai.d

scantlings
Shipping cull boards
promiscuous widths.
Snipping cull stocks.
Scantlingand joist up
to 16 feet

do up to 18 feet

do up to 20 feet
do up to 22 feet

do up to 24 feet
do up to 26 feet
do up to 28 feet
do up to 30 feet
Cutting up plank i\i
and thicker dry.. ..

Cutting up boards. ..

.

Hamilton, Ont.

Hamilton, Sept. 30, 1890.

Dressing stocks $16 00

§ 9 oo@io 00 i% flooring, rough. .. 16 00

i'A flooring, rough. .. 1600
1200 \Vi flooring, dressed .

1400 i
lA flooring, dressed .

1 flooring, dressed . 21 50

14 00 Beaded sheeting 1 . .. 2500
15 50! Picks, Am inspection 32 00

16 oojThree uppers Am. In.

17 00 XXX sawn shingles.. 260
1 8 00 Sawn Lath
19 00! Red Oak 2000
20 00! White Oak 25 00
21 oolBasswood No. 1. &• 2.. 16 00

I Cherry No. 1 & 2 60 00

2; oojWhite Ash No. 1 & 2. 25 00
20 001 Black Ash No. 1 & 2. 2000

iS 00
iS 00
18 00

25 00

32 00

23 00

30 00

34 00
4c 00
2 70
225

25 00

30 00
20 00

70 00

35 00
30 00

Ottawa, Ont.

Ottawa, Sept. 30, 1890.

V M.$35 oo@4o oc
22 00 25 00

culls 14 00
deals 10 00

Pine. 1st qual..

2nd
" shipping
" 4th qua|.
" mill culls. . . S 00
Spruce. "@ M. . . 10 00
Hemlock . . . . 9 00
Ash 1300
Bass 12 00

16 o
12 00

~>ak
.Valnut
Cherry.
3utternut

10 ool Birch
12 00 vlaple. hard.
17 ooLaths
18 00 Shingles.
20 ool " cedar

40 OOfS;IOO CO
60 00 100 00
60 00 80 00
22 00 40 00
15 00 25 00
20 00 21 00
I 80 I 90
I 50 3 00
I 50 300

Pine. 1st qua'y tj) M
Pine. 2nd " "

Pfne shipping culls

€>M
Pine. 4th quality-

deals M
rine. mi llculls,"t>M
Spruce, per M
Hemlock, lumber..
Hemlock timber.. .

.

Ash

Montreal, Que.

Montreal, Sept. 30, 1890.

,2503(^3500 Basswood 1400 2000
Oak, per M 40 00 50 0020 00 25 00

12 00 14 00

9 00 11 00
6 00 8 00
9 00 11 00

7 00 10 00
1200 14 00

13 00 20 00

22 00

12 00

Walnut
Cherry "

Butternut, per M

.

Birch, "
.

Spruce timber 1200
Hard Maple " ... 20 00

\Vi Lath 125
Shingles, 1st. per M 3 00

Shingles. 2nd, " 1 25

55 00 100 00

65 00 80 00

40 00
20 00

15 00
22 00

325
1 50

St. John, N. B.

Sr. John, Sept. 30, 1890.

Deals, Boards, Scantling, etc.

- - - - $12 oolSpruce boards - - - - 12 00
- - - - 15 oo|Pine " - - -12 oo@40 00

- - - - 6 oo Oak " ----- 40 00
- - - - 10 00 Ash " - - - 15 oo@25 00

Hemlock ''
7 50

Shingles.
- - - - $3 50! No. 1---- - -1 25

- 3 00 Pine - -- -- -- -- 1 25
2 25I

Clapboards.

35 oolSpruce, extra 24 00
- 4; 00! " clears ----- 23 00

35 00 " No. 1 - - - 15 00
No. 2 - - - 10 00

Flooring, Dressed.
6 in. .No. 1 12 00 4 in., No. 1 - -- -- - 12 00
" No. 2 10 ooj " No. 2 10 00

Miscellaneous.
Staves 3 oo@ 4 50 Laths ----- 1 80
Heading 17 in. per pr. 04 Pickets 6 5o@i5 00

18 in. 04K 05K Railway ties

22 in. 04K 06
1

Spruce deals
Pine "
Deal ends -

Scantling - -

Spruce, extra - - -

" clear - - -

" No. 1 extra -

Pine, extra - - - -

clears - - - -

" 2d clears - - -

Vancouver and New Westminster, B.C.

New Westminster, Sept. 30, 1890.

Car load and ship rates according to assortment. Bridge and
Wharf Plank and Timber.
10 to 40 ft. long, per M, net . $11 00
41 to 70 ft.

••••>••> .... $12 oo@i5 00
Rough lumber, building material 11 00

" " Sized . . . . . 12 50
Fir, Clear . 17 50
Cedar. Bench or Selects . . 2; 00

" " " " " D. D . ... 30 00
/ in, 1% i xAxb in.

T. & G. Edge, Grain and Dry . . _. . 27 50
Green . . .

.

' - 25 00
No. 1, Dry - - - - - - - 22 So
" 1, Green - - - - - - - - - --20 00
" 2, Dry - - - - ----- 2000
" 2, Green - - - - - - . - - -17 50
Cut to length, extra per M 2 50
D. Dressed - - - - - - - - - 2 50

/ in, i~% i lAx4 1.

Edge Grain. Dry - - -- -- -- - -27 50
Green - - - - - - - - - 25 00

T. & G. Edge Grain, Dry - - - - - - - 25 00
No. 1, Dry-------- - - 25 00
" 1, Green - - .

- - - - - . - -22 50
" 2, Dry - - - . - ---20 00
" 2. Green - - -- -- -- - -17 50

S. S. Planks for scows - -- -- -- -- 17 50
9. D. cedar, verandah cover, any length - 45 00
" '• " " cut to length - - -' - 50 00

Shingles - - - - - - - - - - .- 2 50
Lath . 2 25
D. D. clear Cedar 40 oo@6o 00
Pickets, rough 1100
Five per cent, off above prices for cash with the order.
Delivery on scow to mouth of river.

20 M ft. and over 75c. per M. ft

10 to 20 M ff $1.00 "

Under 10 M ft. 1.25 " "

Good, 1x10 in. each.,
ixio in culls

2 XA in. and up, good. 4
4ths
Selects
Pickings

1 to 2 in., good
4ths
Selects
Pickings

1 in. good
4ths
Selects
Pickings

Shelving Doards,i2 in.

and up
Dressing bds. narrow
Sapping boards
Box boards

Shingles, shaved pine
2d quality

Sawed, extra
Sawed, clear butts...
Cedar, XXX

Albany, N. Y.

Albany, N.Y., Sept. 30,

Hemlock.
14c. 12^x4. run, each
10 12x4. run each

Pine.

53 3°@55 oolio in boards dressing
4800 5000! and better $28
4300 4500 Common 15

12 in. boards dressing
and better 29
Common 15

i
lA inch siding.select-
ed 40
Common 15

1 in. siding selected.. 38
Common 13

Norway, selected 22
Common 12

10 in. plk. 13 ft. dress-
ing and better, each 421

Culls 22
10 in. boards, 13 ft.,

dress,& better each 28
Culls ljxio 22

Shingles and Lath.
Shingles.cedar mixed 2

Lath, pine 2
Spruce 2
Hemlock 1

38 00 40 00

49 00 50 00

44 00 45 00

39 00 40 30

34 00 35 00

50 00 55 00

45 00 48 00

40 00 43 0*.

35 00 38 00

26 00 32 00
20 00 22 00
16 00 18 00

14 00 17 30

4 30

3 00

4 00

6 50

5 00

4 40

3 30

4 20

$34 00
20 00

3600
22 00

45 00
20 00

42 00
18 00

25 00
15 00

@5°
25

33
25

75 3 00

Buffalo and Tonawanda, N. Y.

Buffalo, Sept. 30, ii Jo.

to allClear, 1

width
Dressing, 1 to 2 in. all

widths

Up'rs, 1 to 4 in.

10 in %,
Sl'cts & Picks,

1 to 4 in 35
Fine common, 1 to 2

in. and thicker. . 31
No. 1 cuts, 1 to 2 in

and thicker 26
Mold strips, 1 to

2 in 30

XXX, 18-in $
XX, 18-in. or C. D 2

XXX, sawed
C.B. "

N0.2 "

Thick cut.
XXX cut
X cut
No. 2 cut
Fancy ends or butts

Norway
Common, 1 to 2 in. all

24 00 widths 12 50
4x4, 5x5, 6x6 turning. . 22 00

18 004x4, 5x5, 6x6 common 1600
White Pine.

No. 2 cuts, 1 to 2 in

\2 oo@55 00 and thicker $16 oo@22 00
Dressing, 1 to 2 in.. 22 00 25 00
Common, 1 to 2 in.. 1400 1700
No. 1 barn, 7 to 12 in 15 50 21 00
No. 2 barn. 7 to 12 in 16 00 17 ci
Mill culls. 1 to 2 in.. 900 1000

555 00

45 oo

33 00

27 00

30 32 00
tih'iigtes

\ 65@3 7jl
60 2 6; iS in. No
ib inch Shingles.

3 10

.... 235
1 00

3 40
3 i5

1 5o

70

4 5°

2. or culls
Per M.
$1 25@I 40

Thick cut per square 250
XXX cut 2 25
X cut 1 00
No 2 cut 55
XX 210
Dim. shingles, sawed, cut,

or planed 4 25

Saginaw, Mich.

East Saginaw, Sept. 30, 1890.

CARGO LOTS.
Uppers 36 oo@38 oojNorway 8 50^
Common 16 00 21 00 Box 11 00
Shipping Culls ... 9 00 11 ooStraight measure . . 12 ;o
Mill Culls

YARD QUOTATIONS CAR LOTS DRY.
Siding.

Clear, iH in 23 00 C, i
lA in

y% in 42 00 K in

Select, i'A in 20 00 No. 1, % in

% in .... 39 00 % in
Finishing Lumber rough.

(5;45 00 Fine common, 1 in. .

39 00 1% & 2 in.

37 00 C, 7, 8 & 9 in. . . .

38 oolCoffin Boards 16 in. & over
Joist, Scantling and Timber.

10 00I20 feet

. . . . 11 00I24 "

Plank and timber, 12 inches wide, $1 extra.
Shingles.

XXX iS in. Climax 3 50118 in X fcull)

XXX Saginaw 3 35 XXX shorts
XX Climax 2 ooi XX

18 in 4 in c. b 1 ool

Lath, and Pickets.

Three uppers, 1 in.

2, iK & i'A in .

Selects, 1 in. . .

154 & 2 in.

12 to 16 feet .

18 feet

10 00
11 50
20 00

17 00
30 00
12 00

19 00

32 00

33 00
26 00
iS 00

12 00
13 00

50
2 00

i 25

Lath, No. 1 white pine 2 00
No. 2 " " Norway 1 50

Pickets, 2 to 2% in, 3 to 4 ft.

rough . ., 15 oo

Dressed 20 00
t'/2 in. square, rongh..., 18 00
Dressed 25 00

Ye in. clear.
1 and 1 Yi inches.

.

New York City

New York, Sept. 30, iS

Black Walnut.
80 oo@82 ocl ^ulls, 1 inch $35 oo(§

95 00 97 oolJulls, thick 36 00
i

lA and thicker 100 00 105 00 Counter tops, 18 in.
Rejects 50 30 52 30 and over no 30

Poplar, or White Wood.
Ys in. 10 inches and |i inch. 8 in. and over 30 50
over 25 oo@ 26002^ and thicker 33 00

Yi in. coffin boards ... 28 00 29 00 Common 1 to 2 in 22 50
1 inch, 10 inch and Saps, 1 inch & thicker 2600
over 31 50 32 oo'Culls, all thickness.. 15 00

Ash.
1 in. white 36 oo@ 37 oo'Strips clear 27 oo@
iK to 2 inch 38 00 39 00 Black ash, good 26 00
2*A to 4 inch 40 00 41 oolBlack ash, com 18 00

Oak.
37 oo@ 39 ool 1 inches and over... 52 $o@
39 00 40 .00 Thicker 54 00
40 00 41 00 ?trips under 6 in 42 00

te, all clear, - Dimension cut size 25 00
Cherry

1 36 00

37 00

150 00

3i 5o

34 00

23 50
27 00
16 00

28 00

30 00

19 00

1 inch plain sawed
\Vi to 2 inch
Thicker
Quarter-sawed, whi

1 inch
1 inch strips.

\M to 2 inch.
Rejects

Chestnut, clear
Chestnut common .

.

Basswood white
Basswood common.
Maple, clear
Birch, clear
Birch, is and 2s
Cottonwood

53 00

55 00

44 00

27 00
erry

83 oo@ 85 oc :
lA and thicker 95 oo@ioo 00

40 00 42 00 Counter tops, 18 in.

85 00 90 00 and over no 00 115 00
40 00 44 00 Culls, all thickness 16 00 18 00

Miscellaneous.
33 35 00 Hickery, old growth 50 00
20 00
30 00
21 00
28 00

32 00
26 00
21 00

55 00
22 00 Hickery, 2nd growth 70 00 75 00
32 00 Elm 20 00 22 00
23 00 Sycamore 24 00 26 00
30 00 Sycamore quartered 38 00 40 00
35 00 Gum 35 00 37 00
30 00 Butternut .... 45 00 50 00
22 00 Sycamore dressed fig 24 00 25 00

Boston, Mass.

Boston, Sept. 30,

Western Pine—by car load.

Uppers, 1 in $48 oo@,o 00
iU, 1% & 2 in . .. 48 00 50 00

3 & 4 in 55 00 60 00
Selects, 1 in 42 00 43 00

\%, i
lA & 2in 43 00 45 00

3 & 4 in 45 00 50 00
Moulding boards, 7 to

11 inch clear -. 36 00 38 00
60 per cent clear 34 00 36 00

Fine common 1 inch 36 00 38 00
iU, i

lA & 2 inch ... 38 00 40 00

Fine com.. 3 & 4 in.. 42
No 2, 1 in. Fine com. 28
1%, i'A & 2 in 29

No. 1 strips, 4 to 6 in 40
No. 2 35
No. 3 24

Cut ups, 1 to 2 in ... . 24
Coffin boards 15
Common all widths . 22
Shipping culls 1 in 15

do \Yt in 15

Eastern Pine— Cargo or Car Load.

1890.

oo@46 00

33 03

31 00

43 00

37 00
26 00

30 00
22 03
26 00

15 5°
16 50

00

Nos. 1, 2 & 3 .

4

.5

Ship'g bds & coarse
Refuse
West'rr pineclapbds

4 ft. sap extra .. ..

40 oo@43 00
28 00 30 00
23 00 26 00
16 00 16 50
12 00 13 50

Scantling and plank,
random cargoes . .

Yard orders, ordin-
ary sizes

Yard orders, extra
sizes

Clear floor boards . .

No. 2

Clapboards, 4 ft., sap
clear 40 00
Sap, 2nd clear . . .. 3300
Heart extra 50 00
Heart clear 45 00

Bevel siding6in, clear 23 00
45 00 5° 00

Spruce—by Cargo.

ICoarse, rough . ... 1200
14 oo@i5 00 Hemlock bds., rough 12 00

" " dressed 12 00
15 00 16 00 Clapbds., extra, 4 ft. 38 00

Clear, 4 ft 35 00
15 00 18 00 Second clear . . .

19 00 20 oo| No. 1 10 00
16 00 17 ool

Lath.

45 00

35 00

55 00

50 00
24 00

14 00

13 00

14 00
40 00

37 00
25 00

14 00

Spruce by cargo

Spruce
Pine, 18 in. extra
Pine, No. 1 . . .

2 I0@2 20

Shitides.

1 251

4 00
ei 5°

4 25

3 15

Cedar, sawed, extra
Clear
Extra, No. 1 . . .

Cypress. No. 1. 18 in.

3 25 3 5o

3 00
2 50
5 00

Oswego, N. Y.

Oswego, Sept. 30, 1890.

Thr.-e uppers, 1%, i'A & 2 inch ... S43 oo@45 00
Pickings, 1%, i

lA & 2 in 35 00 36 00
No. 1 cutting up, 1%, i

lA & 2in 30 00 31 00
No. 2 cutting up. iK. *

lA & 2in 19 00 21 00
1 in strips, 4 to 8 wide, selected for moulding strips, 14
to 16 ft 31 00 33 00

1x6 selected for clapboards. 32 00 34 03

Siding.

\Vi in selected
\Vi in dressing. .

.

\Vi in No. 1 culls.

\Vi in No. 2 culls.

i
lA in No. 3 culls

.

1 in siding, cutting up
piks & uppers 30 oo@39 00

1 in dressing 19 oo@2i 00
1 in No. 1 culls 14 oo@i6 00
1 in No. 2 culls 13 oo@I4 00

1x12 fhch.

12 & 16 ft, mill run .... ....

12 & 16 ft, No. 1 &2, barn boards
12 & 16 ft, dressing and better. ....

12 & 16 ft. No 2 culls ,

txio Inch.

12 & 13 ft, mill run, mill culls out
12 ii 13 ft, dressing and better
12 & 13 ft, No 1 culls

12 & 13 ft, No 2 culls

14 to 16 ft, mill run mill culls out

14 to 16 ft, dressing and better

14 to 16 ft, No. 1 culls

14 to 16 ft, No. 2 culls

10 to 13 ft. No. 3 culls

/ 1-4x10 Inches.

Mill run, mill cullsout 20 oo@23oo|No. 1 culls

Dressing and better . . 25 00 30 001N0. 2 culls

1x4 Inches.

Mill run, mill culls out 17 oo@i9 0o|No. 1 culls.

Dressing and better. . 2300 27 oo|No. 2 culls

IXJ Inches.

35 00?
17 00
14 00
n 00
9 50

Uo 00
19 00
16 00
14 00
10 00

20 00 23 00
18 00 19 00
26 00 30 00

1500

19 00
25 00
16 00
14 00
20 00
25 00
16 00
14 00
9 5o

20 00
27 00
17 00
15 00
22 00
27 00
17 00
15 00
10 00

6 7 or 8, mill run, mill 6, 7 or 8, No. 1 culls .

.

culls out 19 oo@2i ooki, 7 or S, No. 2 culls.

.

6, 7 or 8, drsg& better 24 00 2800
Shingles.

XXX, 18 in pine 3 6o@3 So'XXX, iS in cedar
Clear butts, pine, 18 in. 2 60 2 So Clear butt, 18 in cedar
XXX, 16 in pine 3 10 3 20 XX, iS in cedar
Stocks cedars, 5 or 6 in. 500!

Pickets.

No. 1, i^xi^ 15 oojNo. 2, 1x3
No. 1, 1x3 20 ool

Lath.

No. 1. % , 2 00IN0. 2, 1 1-4

No. 1 1-4 1 6o,

16 oo@i7 00
14 00 15 00

. 13 00@I400

. 11 00 1200

15 oo@i6 00
1300 1400

3 40@3 70
2 40 2 70
2 00 2 ro

9 00 10 00

1 So



October, 1890. THE CANADA LUMBERMAN.
OUR TIMBER EXPORTS TO BRITAIN.

The following cargoes of Canadian wood have been

reported at various United Kingdom ports since our

last issue.

AVONMOUTH— Indrani, .Montreal, 14,652 deals, boards
and ends.

BARROW—Hermann, Bathurst, 25,724 deals and scant-

lings.

BEAUMARIS— Prinz Fredrich Carl, Halifax, I2,l74deals
and battens, 1,565 birch planks.

BELFAST—Demitra, Campbellton, 15,637 deals. Kaja,
Richibucto, 14,147 deals. Mizpah, Newcastle, 21,988 deals
and ends. Guldfaxe, Miramichi, 19,625 deals and ends, 6,-

000 palings. Harve, Miramichi, 30,664 deals. Hestia,

Quebec, 13,973 deals, 27 pes. elm, 25 pes. birch, 168 pes.

hewn fir. Havfruen, Bay Verte, 1 1,184 deals. Kong Karl,

Bay Verte, 17,146 deals. Norma, Bay Verte, 13,325 deals.

Algeria, St. John, 17,669 pes. sawn fir Irene, Miramichi,

12.593 deals and ends. Sigrid, Quebec, 95 pes. hewn oak,

165 pes. hewn n. o. e. , 808 pes. hewn fir, 3,991 pcc , sawn fir.

Adelgunds, Quebec, 10 pes. hewn n.o.e. Bertha, Pugwash,
15,679 deals and scantlings. Oliver Emery, St. John, 19,170
deals and ends. Saranak, River Quelle, 30,995 pes. sawn
Sr.

BRIDGWATER—Buffalo, Bathurst, 13,234 deals. Gorilla,

Shediac, 14,428 deals, scantlings and ends.

BRISTOL—Ontario, Montreal, 4,954 pine deals, 361 pine
ends. Linda Park, Montreal, 12,965 deals, boards and ends,

73 pes. birch. Indrani, Montreal, 6,563 deals, 2,380 ends,

5,781 boards. Saratoga, Quebec, 2,089 P'ne deals, 3,279
pine ends, 55, 100 spruce deals, 231 spruce ends, Octavia,
Quebec, 172 pes. oak timber, 95c pes. white pine timber, I,-

539 deals. Texas, Quebec aud Montreal, 300 cs. splints, I,-

044 deals.

CARDIFF—Venezian, St. John, 27,217 deals. Carnbay,
Quebec, 89 pes. hewn elm, 56 pes. hewn birch, 262 pes. hewn
fir, 2,925 deals, 1.786 staves, 80 Ids. oak. Ida B.

,
Miramichi,

31,398 deals. Admiral, West Bay, 22,022 pes. sawn fir.

Elma, Miramichi, 24,587 deals. Charles, Three Rivers, 21,-

003 pes. fir wood. Polynesian, Quebec, 199 pes hewn oak,

53 pes hewn elm, 148 pes. hewn birch, 1,212 pes. hewn fir,

9.219 pes sawn fir, S12 pes. oak split. Charles, Quebec, 2,-

651 pes. sawn fir, 253 pes hewn oak, 38 pes hewn fir, 5,548
deals. Ricordo, Chatham, 27,516 deals. Carnbay, Quebec,
8,097 deals. Polynesian, Quebec, 3,600 pes. oak.
CARNARVON—Somerset, Dalhousie, 6,311 deals, 9,018

pes. birch. Emanuel, New Richmond, 39 pes. hewn fir. 8,-

435 deals, 629 deal ends.

CORK— Arbitrator, St. John, 6,483 fir deals, 1,042 deal

ends. Able, Quebec, 20,900 deals, battens and ends.

Skibladner, Quebec, 13,488 deals and ends. Arklow, St.

John, 22,564 deals. Etta Stewart, St. John, 24,361 deals

and battens. Tharngy, St. John, 13,316 deals, battens, and
ends. Vanveen, St. John, 12,606 deals, 6,820 battens and
nds.

DUBLIN— Huaro, Quebec, 77,028 deals and ends. Anna,
Bathurst, 39,214 deals and boards. G. S. Perry, St. John,
20,984 deals. •

DUNDALK— Rival, St. John, 9.931 deals, battens and
ends. Hermod, Quebec, 13,914 deals and battens.

FLEETWOOD—Sphynx, Quebec, 851 pes. hewn flr, 17,-

150 fir deals. Rex, Shediac, 12,126 fir deals, 1,662 fir boards.

Venner, Campbellton, 9,583 fir deals, 1,380 birch deals.

Brodrene, Sherbrooke, 7,998 deals and ends. Gladstone,
Quebec, 8,628 deals and boards, 631 pes. hewn fir wood, 84
pes. hewn oak, 44 pes. hewn elm, 51 pes. hewn cherry, 48
pes. hewn hickory. Fry. Bay Verte, 19,987 deals. Agatha,
Bay Verte, 13, 125 deals and battens. Gessoner, Miramichi,

22,109 deals and battens. August, Halifax, 11, 546 pes. sawn
fir. Sigdal, Halifax, 14,278 deals. Johanne, West Bay,

26,964 deals. Larnica, St. John, 47,010 fir deals. William,

Jordan River, 17,822 deals and ends. Skien, West Bay, 20,-

824 deals.

GLOUCESTER—Bride, Miramichi, 30,517 fir deals.

Oscarsburg, Buctouche, 8,740 fir deals.

GALWAY— Elgin, St. John, 16,637 deals.

GLASGOW—Siberian, Montreal, 8.934 deals. Amaryn-
thia, Montreal, 5,018 staves, 9,445 deals, 1,547 pes. oak
lumber. Gairloch, Montreal, 41,419 deals, 595 iogs waney,

24 logs elm. Ardangorm, Montreal, 36,369 deals, 3,699
ends. Rosarian, Montreal, 8,818 deals, 318 logs pine. Con-
cordia, Halifax and Baltimore, 5,189 bdls. spool wood, 902
pes. oak lumber, 731 oak planks, 1,489 walnut squares, 56
whitewood planks, 4,400 staves, 27 walnut logs,

GREENOCK—Dictator, Quebec, 970 pes. white pine, 167
pes oak,, ill pes. elm, 159 pes. birch, 50 pes. ash, 2,165
pine deals, 792 pes. spruce, 433 spruce ends, 1,509 pine ends.

Cleveland, Quebec, 103 pes. maple, 91 pes. ash, 737 pes.

waney white pine, 73 pes. square white pine, 67 pes. elm, 2,-

579 pine deals, 1,141 spruce deal ends, 3,828 ppe staves, 176
pes. oak. Bernadotte, Quebec, 273 pes. oak, 80 pes. elm,

695 Ml waney wine, 7,097 spruce deals, 1,501 spruce ends.
W. G. Russell, Quebec, 45 pes. oak, 87 pes. elm. 81 pes. ash,

350 pes. red pine, 50 pes. square white pine, 74 pes. waney
waney pine, 2.214 spruce deals, 904 spruce ends 834 red deals,

457 pes. waney white pine, 193 pes. birch.

HULL— Ripon City, Montreal, 19,434 deals, 4,440
boards.

LLITH— Barcelona, Montreal, 46 pes ash, 20 pes. walnut,
''') .v.- v.r: r.i. 67 pes. hickory, 69 pes birch, 957 deals.

LLANELLV— Flora, Picton, 9,701 pes. sawn birch, 2,379
pc*. sawn fir.

LIVERPOOL— Hording, Bathurst, 19,298 deals and bat-

ten*, 1,675 scantling*, 4,458 deal ends, 17,677 boards. Edda,
Sheet Harbour, 1 1,432 heals and battens, 1,414 boards and
batten*, 1,576 deal ends. Emil, Drammen, 239,050 staves.

Harmonic, JJay Verte, 2,846 deals and battens, 1,620 deal

ends. Abrota, Tornea, 25,251 deals, battens, and boards, 43
fm». firewood. Corean, Montreal, 7,457 deals. Scaw Fell,

St. John, 45,357 deals and battens, 3,403 scantlings, 15,182
deal end*, 5,733 boards. Kobe, Halifax, 9,400 deals, 663

deal ends. Nevada, New York, 3,492 bdls. staves. Portena,
Chicoutimi, 10,222 spruce deals, 2,177 pine deals, 1,586 pint-

deal ends. Chapman, Quebec, 15,191 spruce deals, 1,596
spruce ends. Drafn, Bay Verte, 11,410 deals and battens.

1,021 scantlings, 1,340 deal ends, 748 deals. Lake Huron,
Montreal, 1,473 deals, 7,734 boards, qty. deals and ends, 3,-

243 deals, 537 oak planks, 11,272 boards. Vancouver,
Montreal, 3,760 boards, 3,494 bills, palings, 6,769 deals and
ends. Brodrene, Shediac, 11,550 deals and battens, 820
scantlings, 921 ends, and 960 boards. Ansgar, Campbellton,

7,193 spruce and pine, 543 birch, and 2,976 spruce deals, 797
spruce and pine deal ends, 40 boards. Oscar, Bay Verte, 20,-

689 deals and battens, 1,376 scantlings, 2,405 deal ends, 955
deals. Roska, Quebec, 486 pes. waney pine, 82 pes. oak, 56
pes. elm, 68 pes. ash, 2,517 spruce deals, 1,116 deal ends.
King's County, St. John, 59,787 deals and battens, 4,217
scantlings, 8,210 deal ends. Wasama, Halifax, 1,079 deal

ends, 17,753 deals and battens. Mathilde, Miramichi, 17,-

649 deals, kc, 2,362 ends. Corsican, West Bay, 13,799
deals and battens, 500 scantlings, 994 deals. Pacific, Pugwash,
19,091 deals and battens, 2,038 deal ends. Gyfle, Gaspee,

2,989 spruce and 58 pine deal ends, 30,846 spruce and 516
pine deals, 5,670 spruce boards. Anna, Halifax, 7,280 spruce
and 7,149 birch deals, 116 spruce and 464 birch ends. Lima,
St. John, 67 pes. sawn pine timber, 11,229 battens and deals,

381 scantlings, 3,500 deal ends, 710 pes. birch timber, 133
pes. white pine timber. Toronto, Montreal, 15,783 boards,

6,768 deals and ends. Circassian, Montreal, 6,601 deals, 641
cs. splints. Lake Nepigon, Montreal, 7,272 deals, 95 logs,

868 boards. Minerva, Bay Verte, 14,969 deals, 734 scant-

lings, 936 deal ends. River Garry, Montreal, 22,828 deals,

3,467 ends, 12,106 boards. Vidfarne, Bay Verte, 16,714
deals and battens, 1, 137 scantlings, 1,372 deal ends. Aram
Young, St. John, 22,397 deals and battens, 2,857 deal ends,

Lake Ontario, Montrel, 3,540 deals, 2,856 boards, qty. lum-
ber. St. Joseph, Quebec, 18,773 deals, 1,981 deal end?, I,-

458 pes. birch, 58 pes. waney pine, 50 pes. square waney pine

timber, 12, 154 spruce deals, and 1,802 spruce deal ends.

Theodor Korner, Parrsboro', 30,091 deals and battens, 5,310
deal ends. Sardinian, Montreal, 2,288 deals, from Quebec
456 cs. splints, 4,274 pine boards, 5,884 spruce deals. Cari-

slan, West Bay, 13,799 deals, 994 ends, 506 scantlings.

Engelbrekt, Musquash, 17,159 deals, 2,258 scantlings, 3,478
ends. Sif, Quebec, 67 oak logs, 754 pine logs, 3,501 pine

ends. King Cenric, Quebec, 551 waney pine, 235 square

pine, 190 oak, 215 elm, 26 cherry logs, 1,801 pine deals, I,-

862 ends, 3,579 spruce deals. Cashmere, Quebec, 199 oak,

186 elm, 755 pine, 75 ash. 3 hickory, I tamarac, I birch, I

basswood logs, 1,846 pine deals, 11,892 spruce deals, 2,608
ends. Kedron, Parrsboro', 32,747 spruce deals, 3,042 ends,

4,073 birch deals. Iowa, Quebec, 47 pes. oak, 91 elm, 770
pine logs, 2,849 spruce deals, 800 pine deal ends. Lake
Winnipeg, Montreal, 5,342 deals, 12,348 boards. Oregon,
Montreal, 2.288 boards, 11,938 deals, 9,265 boards, &c.
Alette, Bay Verte, 23,184 deals, 2,579 scantlings, 2,783 ends.

Polynesian, Quebec, 2,941 pine boards, 4,394 deals, 1,914
boards. Ariel, Parrsboro', 25,829 deals, 456 scantlings, 2,111
deal ends. Ferdinand, Parrsboro', 34,830 deals and battens,

1,112 deals, 1,751 scantlings, 1,851 deal ends.

LONDON— Arizona, Quebec, 47,041 deals, 4,284 ends,

7,200 staves. Bucephalus, Quebec, 35,799 deals, 2,011 ends.

Valborg, Quebec, 4,625 pine and 21,879 spruce deals, 132
pine boards, 2,534 ends, 188 pes. oak, 66 pes. elm, 7,200
staves. Ashbourne, Montreal, 12 pes. birch, 12 pes. pine, 81

pes. ash, 32,952 deals, 6,289 ends. Derby, Quebec, 2,103
pine and 30,124 spruce deals, 2,640 deal ends. Sophie,
Quebec, 3,077 pine and 40,123 spruce deals 5,696 deal ends.

Harald Haarfager, Quebec, 1 10 pes. oak, 80 pes. elm, 386
pes. ash, 51 pes. birch, 5,870 pine and 3,883 spruce deals,

218 pes. pine, 1,200 ends, II pes. walnut. Bona, Montreal,
1,000 stds. deals. Plessey, Montreal and Quebec, 166 pes.

ash, 484 cs. birch, 15,350 birch planks, 23,852 deals, 4,192
deal ends, 213 pes. walnut, 4 pes. maple. Damara, Halifax,

1,346 cs. splints, 1,551 doors, 148 pes. birch, 12,805 deals.

Chrysolite, Quebec, 37 pes. oak, 301 pes. elm, 250 pes. ash,

14,452 pine and 7,835 spruce deals. Storm King, Montreal,

1,572 ends, 14,209 pes, ends, 152 pes. timber. Queen of the

Nor h, Quebec, 137 pes. ash, 37 pes. pine, 215 pes. birch, 100

pes. oak, 4,321 deal ends, 24,255 pes. spruce. 895 pine deals.

Ludvig Halberg, Saguenay, 26,677 spruce deals, 1,398 spruce

deal ends, 3,220 palings. Glengairn, Quebec, 18,570 spruce

and 2,763 pine deals, 8,494 pes. ash, 2,774 pes. birch. Ruth,
Weymouth, 11,912 birch squares, 8,965 planks and ends, 2,-

514 deals and ends, 402 logs birch. London, Montreal, 268
ash ends, 45,445 pine and 27,789 spruce deals, 41 spruce

ends, 2,798 battens, 8,830 deal ends. Princess, Montreal,

51,040 spruce deals, 5,462 deal ends. Mondego, Montreal,

30,098 deals. Rydal Holme, Montreal, 744 stds. deals.

Palmas, Montreal, 67,202 pine deals, 9,428 pine end deals.

Jordan, Montreal, 814 stds. deals, 51 stds deal ends. Sarnia,

Montreal, 1,621 deals, qty. deals, ends, scantlings, and strips.

Avonmore, St. John, 934 stds. deals. Adamantine, St. John,
1.084 bdls. spoolwcod. Cameo, St. John, 57,889 deals and
battens, 2,798 scantlings, 11,973 deal ends, 3,871 boards.

Engelbrekt, Musquash, 1 7, 159 deals and battens, 2,258 scant-

lings, 3,478 deal ends. Brazillian, Quebec, 1,123 cs - splints.

Gerona, Montreal, 124 pes. timber, 16,733 deals. Erl King,

Montreal, 9,554 deals, 1,769 ends. Rydal Holme, Montreal,

744 stds. deals. Mareca, Montreal, 4,364 ends, 45,726 deals.

Johanna, Matane, 3,323 ends, 41,303 deals. Ocean King,

Montreal, 12,796 deals, 473 deal ends. Forest Holme, Que.,

6,943 pes. wood, 7,727 deals, 4,163 deal ends.

LIMERICK— Hugin, St. John, 13,691 spruce deals. T.

H. Schwensen, St. John, 12,499 spruce deals and ends.

LONDONDERRY—Omen, Miramichi, 17,390 deals ami

ends. Crown Jewel. St. John, 1,030 Ids. sawn fir.

LANCASTER— Emilie, Halifax, 15,735 deals and ends.

NEWRY—A. O. Vinje, Chatham, 10,926 deals, battens,

and deal ends.

NEWPORT—Alku, St John, 1,020 Ids. deals and battens.

Aquilia, Quebec, 31,795 deals and ends.

PLyMOUTH— Libert, Miramichi, 16,599 pes sawn fir.

Nicolette, Quebec, 73 pes. hewn oak, 196 pes. hewn elm, 50
pes. hewn birch, 10 pes. hewn ash, 320 pes. hewn fir, 13,966
pes. sawn fir, 1,017 staves.

PORTSMOUTH—Ringhorne, Quebec, 515 pes hewn fir,

1,967 fir deals. Elida, Soderhamn, 11,093 deals, battens,
and boards. Plymouth Rock, Quebec, 117 pes. hewn elm,

576 pes. hewn fir, 1,479 deals.

QUEENSBOROUGH— Kalliope, Quebec, 112 pes. hewn
elm, 460 pes. hewn pine, 2,071 pes. sawn pine, 5,212 m ..

sawn fir.

RAMSEY (Isle of Man)—Ernst and Maria, Dalhou >:t-, 33
pes. hewn fir, 9,134 pes. sawn fir.

SWANSEA—Annie Elizabeth, Pictou, 5,678 pes. sawn fir.

Churchstow, Montreal, 13,679 pes. sawn fir. Annie Elixal^etb,
Pictou, 6,375 pes. sawn birch. Mark Twain, St. John, 22,-

529 pes. sawn fir, 2,867 pes sawn birch. Sea, Newcastle, 22,-

137 deals and battens, 2,391. deal ends.
SLIGO—Moss Rose, St. John, 14,533 deals.

SOUTHAMPTON—Plymouth Rock, Quebec, 80 pes.
hewn elm, 13 pes. hewn fir, 13,763 pes. sawn fir. Mohawk,
Quebec, 4,450 pes. sawn fir. Ringhorne, Quebec, 334 pes.
hewn oak, 16 pes hewn oak.

SUNDERLAND—Elphinstone, Quebec, 234 pes. hewn
oak, 23 pes. hewn hickory, 53 pes. hewn elm, 24 pes. hewn
ash, 133 pes. hewn birch, 477 pes. hewn white pine, 142 pes.
hewn fir, 1,558 deals. Hero, Quebec, 49 pes. hewn oak, 77
pes. hewn elm, 10 pes. hewn ash, 240 pes. hewn birch, 35
pes. red pine, 429 pes. hewn fir, 2,914 deals and deal ends.
TROON—Messina. Halifax, 7,958 deals and ends. Mar-

garet Mitchell, Matane. 55,615 pes. sawn birch, 380 deals.
Maggie Browne, Matane, 44,801 bdls. sawn birch, 300 deals.
TRALEE—Nico, St. John, 8,410 deals and ends. Belle

Star, Chatham, 12,140 spruce deals. Ansio, Miramichi, 12,-

970 deals.

TYNE— Vikingen, Quebec, 7,171 pine deals, 974 pinedeal
ends.

YARMOUTH—Marianne Bertha Brunswick, 84 pes. hewn
fir, 298 pes. sawn fir, 2,498 deals and boards. Deodata,
Quebec, 87 p;s. hewn oak, 94 pes. hewn elm, 3,345 deals,

2,891 deals and ends. Emily, Quebec, 14,219 deal; and
ends. Christiania, Quebec, 12,521 deals and ends. Heimdal,
Quebec, 15,810 deals and ends.

WATERFORD— Frederick, St. John, 17,732 deals.

CASUALTIES.
While Frank Andis was engaged in rolling a log from the

big slabber in the Big mill at Deseronto, Ont., his cant hook
gave way and he fell back breaking his leg near the ankle.

Archie Brydon, while fixing the rope on the drum in Con-
Ion's mill, at little Current, Ont., the key in the revolving

shaft caught his coat and tore the right half of his coat and
shirt completely off, pitching him seven feet on his head in-

flicting a severe scalp wound and a cut on his shoulder. He
was picked up insensible.

Arthur Desaulmer, night watchman at Bulmers mill, Rat
Portage, Ont., was engaged replacing a displaced belt when
his clothing got entangled and he was whirled around the

shaft at a terrific speed. All his clothing and boots were torn

from his body and he was badly bruised although no bones
were broken.

A man named John Keller, of Peterboro', in the employ of

Cook Bros, in their lumber camps in the Serpent River dis-

trict, Ont., was killed by a falling tree Aug. 30th.

A young man named Abe Clark, head sawyer at Clark's

saw mills, Windermere, Ont., had his head cut clean off by
being dragged against the saw. He had been married only a

short time and was only 28 years old. The mill had been in

financial difficulties and the Clark's were making a fresh

start.

A man by the name of Consineau, hailing from Gatineau

Point, Ont., was recently drowned off a crib [of timber that

had been run through the Calumet slides. The timber

belonged to Klock Bros, and is their last raft of the season.

Xavier Ducharme while on his way to Quebec on a raft,

slipped on some cross pieces and fractured his left arm at the

elbow.

PUBLICATIONS.
The Toronto Saturday Night is among the most valued of

our exchanges, and is a happy medium between the orthodox

religious and the practical lumber journals which adorn the

editor's table. This literary and society journal always con-

tains something new and crisp, and is a credit to the good

taste of its thousands of Canadian readers. The Sheppard

Publishing Co., Toronto, are the publishers, to whom all com-

munications should be addressed.

THE Ontario government has decided to discontinue

the permit system, not only in connection with pine

timber, but also including burnt timber. It has been

the policy heretofore to put burnt timber limits in the

market as soon after the fire went through it as possible,

but this has it seems been found to work to the detri-

ment of the government. No more will be sold by

tender, nor will permits be granted to cut it.
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THE NEWS.

ONTARIO.

—Thunder Bay River is a solid jam of logs for forty miles.

—Segrist & Wright, saw mill men, at Colpoy's Bay, have

gone out of business.

—The Lumber Department of the Rathbun Company ship-

ped 95 cars of lumber dining August.

—Mr. Charles Eagle is fitting up his saw mill a' Balaclava

with the view of increasing his business.

Lumbering operations at Thessalon will soon commence

and promises to be as extensive as last year.

—The mill men of Rat Portage will have to procure a large

portion of their logs from the States for next summer's cut.

—The Hawkesbury Lumber Company sent a gang of twenty

men last week to work on the Du Moine the coming winter.

—W. C. Edwards & Co. left for Kippawa limits Sept. 9th

with a gang of men. Wages paid from $9 to $16 per month.

—Mr. Peter Shaw is erecting a second shingle mill at Clear

Lake. He will shortly close his mill at Novar for the winter.

Messrs. Jas. MacLaren & Co. , of Ottawa, have been com-

pelled to shut down their mills for a few days owing to the

scarcity of logs.

A gang of one hundred men have been hired by Messrs.

Davis & Hay, of Toronto, to work on their limits in the upper

Nipissing district.

David Sicklesteei's saw mill, at McGregor, has commenced

running. He has 40,000 feet ready to cut and teams are busy

hauling in more logs.

—Klock Bros', raft passed through the Chaudiere slides on

Sept. 6th, and is the last of the season, which closes compar-

atively early this year for rafts.

— E. Whitham recently rafted 452 pieces of oak from Mid-

land, Ont., to Bay City. It was for Wheeler's ship yard, and

the trip was made in four weeks.

—A raft owned by the Colinsby Rafting Company, and in

tow of the tug Traveller, ran ashore on one of the Brother

islands during the gale on Aug. 29th.

— It is said several mills in the neighborhood of Waubau-

shene will shut down because neither cars nor engines can be

procured to take the lumber to market.

—Shingles, wood, poles, etc., are being shipped from

Fesserton and more would be if cars were more plentiful.

Orders have to be cancelled for want of them.

—The steam mill of the Conger Lumber Co., Parry Sound,

has been closed down for a time owing to the piling ground

being all filled up. Lumber shipments have been very slack

of late.

—William Clubb is charged with stealing logs belonging to

the Parry Sound Lumber Co. from the shores of the Sound

and selling them after cutting off the ends. He has been com-

mitted for trial.

The Minnesota & Ontario Lumber Company, of Rat Por-

tage, have met their men half way by reducing the hours of

labor to 10% hours per day. The other mills it is said will

likely follow suit.

—The Madawaska drive is all at the mouth, and there is

supposed to be about 160,000 logs yet to boom out, but so far

as the lumbering is concerned the output will be very much
short of last year.

—Canada, last year, exported over $30,000 worth of wood

ashes, not to say anything of the quantity that must have Leen

used in the manufacture of pot and pearl ashes, of which over

$ico,ooo worth were exported.

—Since the completion of the slip, and the laying of 1,500

feet of new docks, the C. P. R. is fostering the lumber trans-

fer business at Owen Sound, and several very large consign-

ments have arrived recently.

—Notwithstanding the large quantity of square timber that

must of necessity be canied over, some work will be done in

that line during the winter in the Ottawa district
; 2,000,000

feet will probably be the limit.

—The shipping of lumber from Ottawa to local points has

been pretty brisk of late and considerable difficulty has been

experienced by the lumbermen in procuring cars. The supply

of cars is hardly equal to the demand.

—J. F. Cock, of Maidstone Cross, has opened a wood yard in

Windsor, and is contemplating doing the same at Walkerton.

Mr. Cock does his own shipping and has superior advan-

tages for handling wood in large quantities.

—The Deseronto Car Works are about to build a new kind

of platform roller car to be used about the yard of the Rathbun

Company. These cars are made with a turning platform on

which are rollers so that a load of lumber will be pushed oft

the car in a moment, thereby not detaining the car or the less

of time in handling each piece.

—The Midland & North Shore Lumber Company, of Parry

Sound, has commenced the manufacture of and is dealing in

every description of dressed lumber, mouldings, doors, sash,

blinds, newell posts, ballusters, hand rails, &c.

—The British Columbia Exhibit Association had some fine

specimens of timber at the Toronto Exhibition. The Royal City

Planing Mills, of Vancouver, had on exhibition some splendid

samples of the product of their mills.

—The tugs Resolute and Superior, plying on the Georgian

Bay, have done good work this season. They have towed

some 22,000,000 feet for the mills at Midland, besides seven

or eight million feet for Burton Bros., Byng Inlet.

—A big raft of logs belonging to the C. Beck Manufacturing

Company, Penetanguishene, broke loose from its moorings

across the bay last week and went ashore at the North-West

basin. It took considerable work to fetch them back.

—Mr David Gillies, of Carleton Place, in a conversation the

other day is reported as saying that he intended beginning cut-

ting early on Lake Temiscamingue and the Coulongue, but

reports that extremely little timber will be cut all over this

winter.

—The official return of exports from the Dominion during

July show that exports of the products of the forest headed

the list, the value being $4,099,940, while the forest products

of the United States shipped through Canada reached in value

$246,000.

—The Emery Lumbtr Company, composed of Bay City

and Saginaw paities, will cut 30,000,000 feet of logs the

coming winter on Wahnipetae river in Canada. A portion of

the logs will be sawed on the Saginaw River and another

portion at Tawas.

—The C. Beck Manufacturing Co., at Penetanguishene,

has a gang oT men on the Tonawanda Lumber Co's. limits up

the North Shore cutting logs for the company for next year's

sawing. They get the logs out in full tree lengths, to cut into

long timber and bill stuff at the mills.

—The Georgian Bay Lumber Company, at Waubaushene,

have finished shipping their square timber, having shipped

fourteen hundred cars, or eight million feet. Several barges

are loading at the dock and at the Severn with lumber for the

States, one of which takes over five hundred thousand.

—William Mackey, of Ottawa, has sold part of his rafts at

Quebec, and although the price did not exceed 27 cents, he

cleared himself with a small margin of profit from the fact

that he only paid $12,000 for his limit, years ago, which would

quickly sell, at the rates paid for limits last fall, for $300,000.

—The Madawaska drive is all at the mouth, and there is

supposed to be about 160,000 logs yet to boom out, but so far

as the lumbering is concerned the out-put will be very short of

last year. McLachlin Bros., of Arnprior, expect to have nine

shanties this winter ; last winter they had fifteen and a number

of jobbers.

—The property known as the Sparling Estate, at Pembroke,

consisting of planing mill, sash and door factory, etc., has

been sold to Messrs. P. White, James Findlay (Beachburg)

and James Stewart. These gentlemen do not intend to run

the mill, but simply bought to protect their own interests and

sell again.

—An old shantyman remarked the other day that it was

quite noticeable that the class of men being engaged to go to

the shanties this year were young and unexperienced men.

" The fact of these being hired at low figures gives the older

men no alternative but to sign on the same terms," the veteran

woodsman remarked.

—G. W. Green & Son, of Kingsville, last week put their

saw mill through a tett to ascertain how much it could cut

in a day. They turned out, in eight hours, 17,470 feet of inch

lumber. Three hands were "bushed" in the forenoon, con-

sequently they were short that much help in the afternoon.

They used the gas for firing.

—The North Star of Parry Sound says :
—"Times are likely

to be very dull here this winter owing to the stagnation in the

lumber market, and the probable effect of the McKinley tariff

bill. Already, one of our mills has closed down and we under-

stand that neither ol the lumber companies intend to operate in

the woods at all during the coming winter. This will mean no

employment for at least three hundred men who have usually

been employed in this place and neighborhood."

— In the matter of the Essex Land & Timber Co., doing

business in Essex and Kent counties, an application hav-

ing been made in Toronto to put the Company in liquidation

under the "Winding-up Act," an order was made by Judge

Robertson declaring the Company insolvent and liable to be

wound up, and another made referring to a master to appoint

an interim liquidator, &c. There are a large number of judg-

ments against the Company.

—Mr. A. Waters, Harbor Master at Belleville, furnishes the

following statement of the number of pieces ofsawlogs, &c,
brought down the Moira river and separated at the Belleville

boom, during the season of 1890 :— Saw-logs, 380,028 ; Rail-

way Ties, 24,893 ; Jots, 47,867 ; Cedar, 13,578 ;
Posts, 7,-

S31
;
Timber, 422 ; Long logs, 1,361; Floats, 1,905; Tel.

Poles or long Cedar, 2,461. Total, 480,346. The quantity

of all kinds of stuff taken down the Moira this season is less

than the last one by 208,025 pieces, consequently the revenue

will be correspondingly less by about $870.92.

—Burton Bros., of Byng Inlet, and the Midland & North

Shore Lumber Company, recently exchanged about a million

feet of logs. Burton Bros, had that quantity of logs at Parry

Sound, which had come down the Seguin and the M. & N.

S. Co. had a large quantity of logs at Byng Inlet which they

had to drive down the Maganettawan ; both lots of logs were

cut in the same township and were about the same quality, so

by exchanging the logs they saved the towage bill, and also

avoided the risk of possible loss while towing.

—Mr. Thackray's new saw mill at Ottawa contains many
improvements, but one feature is entirely novel in Canada.

This is the adoption of the Huyett & Smith system of drying

lumber in a hot-air vault. From the mill a flue conveys hot

air across a yard to a cell or vault 60 feet by 16, and with a

capacity of from eight to ten thousand feet of lumber. This

vault is kept at a high record, and the_heat is again conducted

back by flues so as to form in winter the hot air apparatus for

the upper stories of the mill. Pulley doors hang at each end of

the vault, and a double line of steel rails run through it. The
lumber is placed on low cars run in and left to dry, being

moved out on the same cars. The second and third floors of

Mr. Thackray's new mill will be used for factory purposes, it

being intended to move the factory from Mount Sherwood at

an early date. This is the first arrangement of this kind in

Canada.

—Byng Inlet has three saw mills, two on the north side of

the river, and one on the south. The lower mill belongs to the

Georgian Bay Lumber Co., and has a cutting capacity of 10,-

000,000 to 12,000,000 feet yearly. The upper mill, belonging

to the same company, has a cutting capacity of 14,000,000

feet. Between these at Byng Inlet North, Messrs. Burton

Bros., of Barrie, have one of the finest gang and circular mills

in the Dominion, having all the latest and most improved

machinery obtainable. The average cutting capacity per

day of \oy2 hours is 106,000 feet, and will cut during the

season about 15,000,000 feet. The cut this season, up to date,

is nearly 9,000,000 feet, and the quantity shipped over 10,800,-

000 feet, mostly to the United States market. The number of

hands employed at this mill is from 75 to 100, many of whom
are from Vespra and other parts of the country. Everything

is complete about the mill. There is a machine shop for doing

all sorts of work, the need of which mill work makes possible.

There is also a separate engine for dealing with fire, every

house in the settlement being furnished with water and appli-

ances to use the engine power when needed. - Messrs. Burton

Bros, have just completed a new burner, 30 feet in diameter,

and about 90 feet above the level of the mill. The cost of the

burner was a little over $6,000, and is a complete suc-

cess.

—Mr. Thos. B. Tait, of Burk's Falls, is the owner of a

shingle mill, situated on the 6th 'concession, along the rail-

way track and south branch of the Maganetawan river. The

remarkable features of the mill proper are its simplic-

ity of construction and convenience of labor. At a ten to

twelve feet raise the logs are drawn from the river at one end

by a chain to the drag saw, where it is cut in proper lengths ;

these are pared and sawed into proper size for the shingle saws

and thrown on to an elevating carriage to the floor above

where a boy places them right and left convenient to the men

who feeds the machines ; the trimmers receive the shingles,

trim and pass them to the sorters and they to the carriers,

which conveys them to the packers below ; the packers lift

them from the packing machines and carry the bundles out at

the opening opposite the receiving end of the building where

they are carted to the loading track for shipment. The refuse

carrier is constructed along the lower floor directly underneath

and between the shingle mills and between the refuse makers

on the lower floor, and extends to the burner pit with an end-

less chain movement. This finely arranged mill cuts fifty M
shingles per day and employs seventeen hands who live and

board at the farm. The mill drives its power from a thirty

horse engine and boiler.
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QUEBEC.

—Gilmour & Co's mills at Chelsea cut over 30,000,000 feet

of lumber this season.

—At a meeting of the Quebec Timber Co. , Limited, re-

cently held at Edinburgh, Scotland, a resolution was submitted

directing the affairs of the company to be wound up volun-

tarily.

—The goods from the wrecked steamer " Idahoe " were

recently sold at auction, at Quebec, walnut logs bringing 80

cents per foot, ash 20 cents ; birch 15 cents, cheese $1.80

per box.

—Mr. G. W. Vancor, of Knowlton, has bought from his

son, Mr. Frank Vancor, the Knowlton Pump and Shingle

Factor}-

, for $4,250, and intends to give the business a new

boom.

—As a shipping port Montreal is fast looming up. Large

quantities of square timber are being shipped from that port

this year. The general export business is reported as being

good this season and likely to remain so. Freights are plenty-

ful, but rates are low.

—The Quebec government has sent out a party to explore

the unsold timber limits on the Uppet Ottawa. The party is

composed chiefly of Indians under the control of Mr. J. B.

Charleson, superintendent of forest ranges for Quebec province,

who will go north to the waters at the head of Hudson Bay,

and it is expected that new and rich fields of timber will be

discovered. The exploration will take about three months.

NEW BRUNSWICK.

—The mill of W. H. & G. Rourke at St. Martins has shut

down owing to the low price of deals.

—Carr Bros., whose mill at Canterbury station, York

county, was recently burned, have put up a new one, and put

in a 60-horse power engine and boiler.

—Gibson's drive, or a portion of it, was not got all the way
down the Nashwaak last spring. A recent heaw rain sent

the river up with great rapidity, and these logs came down
with a rush, saving Mr. Gibson, it is said, fully $1,000.

—A Cushing & Co., of St. John, shipped a cargo the other

day to South America, but it was bought by two young specu-

lators, one an American and one and Englishman, who also

bought the schooner which took the cargo for service on River

Platte.

—Martin Lanigan <5c Co., of Kingston, Kent county, have

been fined $20 for putting sawdust and other rubbish in the

stream. For a second offense the party is liable to a fine of

from $50 to $200. The fishery officer declared his determi-

nation to see the law fully enforced.

—A lot of shingles were recently shipped from St. John to

the West Indies as part cargo of the steamship Loauda of the

Canada and South American line. This line of steamers is

an experiment under Dominion subsidy, and only one vessel

has thus far been placed on the route.

—A leading Fredericton merchant says there has been less

money in circulation in that town during the last two months

than for the like period for many years. The principal cause

as,igned is that large operators are holding their lumber for

l-etter prices, some of them even affecting loans on lumber to

carry them over the present depression.

—The Fredericton Boom Company reports that up to

Sept. 1st it had rafted 107,000,000 feet of logs and that fully

45,000,000 yet remained. D. Glasier & Sons brought 2,249

joints to St. John last week. The river has risen considerably

recently. There were rafted last week at the Douglas boom

1,281 joints, at the Mitchell boom 1,050 and at the Sterling

boon 642. The Nashwaak lumbermen have been enabled to

get all their loose timber in, that stream having risen several

feet, and the business along it has been resumed.

—One of Leary's rafts went to pieces along the shore. The
other left Portland, Me., Sept. 1st, and finally arrived safe at

Vineyard Haven. A Maine paper says :
—" It is about time

that something was done to stop the long-raft performances of

James D. Leary. His attempts to get big collections of piling

t<> New York are interesting, but at the same time a menace

to all coastwise commerce. Last Friday the smashup of one

of hU rafts scattered nearly 5,000 logs along the coast of Maine.

.SomeWly is bound to suffer from this and the business should

1* *hut off.

"

NOVA SCOTIA.

—A syndicate has purchased frorri Benjamin Young all his

lumbering property in Cumberland, his vessels and both of his

mill*, for about $180,000. The business will be conducted

under the name of Young Bros. & Co.

—The low by the destruction of A. Robb & Sons' foundry

at Amherst, by fire, is $50,000 ; insurance only $13,500.

Several loaded cars belonging lo the Intercolonial were parti-

ally burned and two houses destroyed. Sixty men are thrown

out of work.

—Messrs. Palmer, Crossman & Laws have established a

new foundry and machine shop at Amherst, where 'hey will

manufacture rotary saw mills, shingle, lath and clapboard

machines, etc.

—Jacob Bingay, of Yarmouth, whose mill near Meteghan

was recently burned, has ordered a heavy rotary mill from

Ontario. His old mill was a model, no expense being spared

to make it first-class in construction and appearance.

—Messrs. E. D. Davison & Sons, of Bridgewater, have

shipped so far this season 7,000,000 feet of lumber, five mil-

lions from Port Med way, and two millions from Bridgewater.

The latter place is fast becoming a lumber centre, and when

the La Have mills resume business, the output will be as

large as ever before.

—Two lumber laden schooners, coming down the bay from

A pple River, some days ago, were driven ashore. The

crew of one made rafts of the deck load of deals, and managed

to get ashore, but the three men and a girl on board the othei

were drowned. The vessels went to pieces. It was a wild

night all along shore.

—There is a large export business in lumber done at Parrs-

boro . Last year the shipments of deals were 30,000,000 feet.

This year it will be about the same. Twenty-five barques

have already loaded in the West Bay roadsteed, and there are

five barques now there loading. Messrs. Young & Son, of

Newville, have finished sawing. Two other large shippers,

Tucker and Miller, have filled all contracts for this season,

but Capt. N. C. Nordly has still 5,000,000 feet on hand await-

ing vessels. The deals are all lightered to West Bay, which

keeps a number of woodboats going steadily.

MANITOBA AND NORTHWEST.

—A lumber yaid is being opened at Crystal City, by Parr

& King.

—G. M. Jackson has started a lumber yard at Poplar

Point.

—J. R. Sutherland & Co., lumber dealers, Winnipeg, have

dissolved.

—The lumber dealers of Selkirk west report a considerable

increase in their trade lately.

—Thompson's new mill, at Rapid City, was recently tested

and found to work satisfactory.

—Mitchell & Bucknell, of Millwood, are making prepar-

ations for a big cut in the bush for the coming winter and ex-

pect to drive 4,000,000 feet next spring.

—Christie, of Brandon, and Tait, of Birtle, have made ar-

rangements to lease the sawmill at Birtle, Man., from the

town council for the balance of the season, and will commence

cutting lumber at once.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.

—The Mechanic's Mill Co., Ltd., saw mill and sash and

doors, New Westminster, is gazetted for inspection.

— It is reported that the demand for lumber tonnage from

British Columbia has fallen off somewhat, and prices have

weakened.

—N. Slaught & Co., a Michigan firm who recently acquired

timber limits in British Columbia, have purchased a mill site

from M. M. English, at Steveslon, near the mouth of the

Fras-er river, and intend erecting a mill of large capacity.

—A large iron steamship has been chartered to load lumber

at the Moodyvillemill, Burrard Inlet, for Melbourne, Australia.

She will carry 1,500,000 feet. This is a new departure in the

lumber trade, as heretofore only sailing vessels have been

engaged in the export lumber trade of British Columbia.

— F'orest fires of small dimensions are burning in several

parts of the New Westminster district. It is noticed that the

fires this summer are much smaller than in former years, but

at the same time the destruction of valuable timber is larger

than it should be.

—Angus Fraser has completed a contract for getting out

5,000,000 feet of logs for the Cowichan Lumber Company,

Cowichan Lake, Vancouver Island. The logs all through are

said to be the finest ever cut on the Island, and there are lots

more in the same place.

—The new saw mill of Lasee & Morrison at Shawnigan

Lake, Vancouver Island, has a capacity of 25,000 feet per day

of lumber, a large planer, a shingle mill capable of turning out

20,000 shingles per day, and a lath machine with a capacity

of 30,000. There is an abundance of timber in the immediate

vicinity.
*

— Messrs. Simmons, Burpee, Elkin & Smith, recently from

New Brunswick, have formed themselves into the Portable

Mill Company, and have erected a shingle mill about three

miles from New Westminster. They have put in one Dunbar

machine and will begin cutting shingles immediately. They

also propose putting in a clapboard machine which will lie the

first of the kind used in that district.

—W. L. Johnson & Co., of Gambier Island, Howe Sound,

whose shingle mill and machinery were completely destroyed

by fire some two months ago, have rebuilt and are running

again on a larger scale than ever. Since starting up over a

million of shingles have been turned out, for which a ready

market has been found. The new mill is larger than the old

one, its capacity is greater, but so great is the demand for its

output that the establishment has to be kept running night and

day.

—The McLaren- Ross mills at New Westminster will soon

be in a condition for cutting operations. The monster band

saw and its mass of machinery has come to hand and is now

being set in position, and when this machine is ready for use,

which will be in about a month's time, the whole establishment

will commence running with a full complement of hands.

The manager of the company says that besides supplying the

local and continental trade the mills will load at least one

vessel every week for foreign ports.

AMERICAN NOTES.

—A " corner in oak " is one of the most recent apparently

successful attempts at money-making in lumber in Wisconsin.

—Red cedar is pronounced by the Cleveland city authori-

ties as the cheapest and most durable paving material ever

laid down in that city, being far superior to white cedar.

—The actual value of the lumber, shingles and other pro-

ducts turned out by the Southern mills during the past year

amounted to $108,378,000, being an increase of 13c per cent,

over 1880.

—A floating saw mill is said to be in use in Florence, Wis.

The boat is 40 x 80 feet in size and draws 17 inches of water.

The mill hands live aboard and the boat is moved along the

river to wherever there is a fine lot of timber near the banks.

—The Michigan Shingle & Lumber Mill, Muskegon, Mich.,

the largest on the lake, burned Sept. 9th. A million and a

half feet of fine lumber and 22,000,000 shingles were also

burned with the docks and slip. Total loss $100,000.

— " The widest plank on earth,'" the Hamboldt Standard

states, is on exhibition at the railroad depot in that city. It

was cut at the Elk river mill, and is sixteen feet in width. It

will be among the Hamboldt exhibits at the World's Fair in

Chicago.

—A. L. Davis and Thomas McClymont, of Bay City, Mich.

,

were south last week to commence the lumbering of 365,000.-

000 feet of poplar in Mississippi the property of a Michigan

syndicate. Two mills have been erected on the tract and will

be operated to their full capacity, day and night, until the

supply of timber is exhausted.

—The building of saw mills in Maine and New Hampshire

with a 15,000.000 feet annual capacity is a surprise to the

Western lumbermen who imagined that the days of extensive

lumbering operations down East had been recorded in the

history of the past. But according to late accounts two such

mills are to be erected at once, one at Gorham, N. H.. and

the other at Gilead, Me. The builders have 200,000.000 feet

of timber of their own, besides probably nearly as much more

in close proximity to the sites they propose utilizing..

—It is reported that there are in the neighborhood of 40, -

000,000 shingles unsold at Muskegon, Mich. Altogether on

the various docks it is estimated that there are 60,000.000

shingles waiting to be placed on the market. Despite the

fact that several larger mills ran but a short time last year, yet

there will be, it is thought, about 100,000,000 shingles less

manufactured this year than last, and with the close of the

present season two or three mills will wind up their business.

Among these it is understood will be the Michigan Shingle

Co., which will either stop manufacturing entirely, or transfer

operations to other fields. P. P. Leonard mill, in all proba-

bility will run no longer. L. L. Arms will not resume and

the Muskegon Shingle and Lumber Co's mill will run light

during the next season.

Ten years ago London timber dealers were asserting

that in five years from that time the business of ship-

ping square pine timber or deals from Canada would

be at an end. To-day they are lamenting because of

the over-supply of Canadian deals and the immense

quantities of square timber awaiting purchasers in the

coves at Quebec.
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HOME AND FOREIGN TRADE REVIEW.

Office of Canada Lumberman,")
Sept. 30th, 1890 /

There has been very little improvement in the local

trade, and purchasers have mainly confined themselves

to buying for immediate wants. Trade in the West

has been fairly good, but lumbermen have been ham-

pered severely owing to a lack of car service, from

which there seems to be no prospect of any immediate

relief. Notwithstanding the dullness of trade prices

remain unchanged.

The shipment of lumber from Ottawa bas been very

dull and the season now rapidly drawing to a close has

been less important and by far less profitable than last

year. During last season there was an unusually large

cut, and millions upon millons of feet had to be carried

over. As to square timber, at the beginning of the

season there was a superabundance of stock over pre-

vious years at the same peroid, and there is at the pre-

sent time more lumber on hand than can be possibly

wanted during the coming winter. There has, how-

ever, been an increased demand for deals, and we hear

of a heavy contract being signed at Ottawa for the

English market. It is reported that the Hawkesbury

Lumber Company have disposed of six or seven million

feet of deals to Mr. R. R. Dobell, of Quebec, and that

Mr. ] R. Booth has sold a large quantity of deal to the

Messrs. Sharpies, of Quebec. While the English trade

is not brightening up as rapidly as it might, there is

more inquiry from the United States market.

At Montreal, dealers in lumber report a marked im-

provement in business with respect to a good fall trade.

Contractors held fairly large stocks in the spring, and

were afraid to buy extensively owing to the unsettled

state of the labor market. These stocks have now

been wiped out, and the trade is in a much healthier

condition generally. There is a r
air jobbing business

doing. Lumber shipments to the States have been fair

owing to the better condition of the market on the

other side.

The trade at Quebec continues very dull, and there

is not likely to be any change in the timber trade for

sometime to come. ^ Freights were never lower than

they are now. Deal freights opened this year at 60

shillings and last year reached as high as 72 shillings,

present rate for deals from Quebec to Liverpool, 37s.

6d- and timber at 16s. 9d. There will be fully ten

millon feet of square timber held over this winter at

Quebec and along the Ottawa, the interest upon which

will be enormous. "/.With what will be made this winter

the stock for shipment next summer will in all proba-

bility reach 12,000,000 feet.

The total of square timber now in Quebec is esti-

mated at about 8,000,000 feet, but this is in part made
up of some Gatineau, Lievere, Rouge and St. Lawrence

timber, and also of 10,000 pieces taken down by the

Canadian Pacific from the Nipissing district. Only

two rafts have been sold, so far as heard of, this year,

and the prospects are poor for any improvement.

The following is a comparative statement of timber,

masts, bowsprits, spars, staves, &c, measured and

culled to date at Quebec :

—

1888. 1889. 1890.

Waney Whtte
Pine . 1,612,958 3,223,252 4,157,778

White Pine . 1,386,644 3,809,058 3,264,399
Red Pine 628,350 298,218
Oak 91 5.060 1,155,989 931,641
Elm 169,604 744,092 5i7,558

Ash 127,803 240,194 111,956
Basswood 770 2,635 456
Butternut 419 i,545 2,079
Tamarac 3,i86 7,515 8,018

167,614Birch & Maple. . 168,070 365,980
Masts & Bow-

spirts

Spars 5 pieces 33 pieces

Std. Staves 19,0.3.10 60.0.1. 12 10.6.1.22

W. I. Staves 319.2. 1.26 116.0.2.29 7.7,0.19

Brl. Staves !3-3-3- 2 5 1.3.2.22

The probable reduction of the duty on lumber and
abolition of the log duty is stimulating the demand for

Canadian timber, and prices of stumpage have appreci-

ated considerably during the past few weeks, with a

possibility of a still higher range of values. A press

despatch from Saginaw, Mich., says lumbermen esti-

mate that as many logs will be put in the coming winter

in the Saginaw district as last winter. The output of

the mills this season, it is estimated, will exceed 700,-

000,000 feet, and if the Canadian export duty on logs

comes off, as expected, the quantity of logs rafted here

from Canada will steadily increase. Colonel Bliss re-

cently purchased the timber on an island in Georgian

Bay for $70,000, and it will come to this river. The

Saginaw Lumber and Salt Company has about 20,000,-

000 feet on Fritzwilliam Island to come here. The

Emilv Lumber Company will put in about 30,000,000

feet on the Wahnapitae this winter, a portion of which

will come here, and J. W. Howry & Sons and others

are lumbering on Georgian Bay. At Bay City, Gates,

Folsom & Arnold are operating in Canada, and R. G.

Peters of Manistee is also sending logs from Canada to

this river.

FOREIGN.

Business at London continues fairly active as far as

the quantity going into consumption is concerned, but

prices are very unsatisfactory. Timber of recent date

says : Canadian freights are now lower than they have

been at any time during the past decade. This is due

to the small demand on this side, and the unwillingness

of Quebec shipping houses to consign to an overstock-

ed market- Past experiences in this direction having

led to disaster and the wiping out in most cases of any

profits that may have been made on early contracts.

We congratulate our 'cute Canadian friends for having

at last woke up to the fact that wholesale consignments

are anything but a paying game. As a consequence

many of the ships recently 'seeking' at Quebec and

other ports having failed to secure cargoes have gone

to southern ports for cotton, while others have taken

prices which must be anything but remunerative.

BRITISH BOARD OF TRADE RETURNS.

The Board of Trade Returns for August show a fall-

ing off in the importation of all descriptions of wood

goods whether hewn or sawn, planed or dressed, and

also in the import of staves as compared with the cor-

responding month of last year. In hewn timber of all

descriptions there is a decrease equal to 38,886 loads,

of which Russia accounts for 24,000, Sweden and Nor-

way about 5,000, and the British East Indies about 10,-

000 loads, while Germany and other countries show

slight excesses.

The total decrease in sawn stuff is equal to 163,753

loads, Russia showing the greatest falling off, the figures

being 191,440 in August as against 303,946 loads the

same month last year. Sweden and Norway show a

decrease of about 45,000 loads, the United States of

about 10,000, while Canada is about 1,000 loads in

excess, add " other countries " about 3,000 loads. In

staves the reduction is 7,421 loads, while mahogany

alone shows an excess, and that only 279 tons.

In hewn goods for the eight months ending Aug.

31st a good average import is shown, while the log re-

turns show an increase of 16,090 loads over the heavy

imports of last year.

In sawn goods, such as deals, battens, boards, scant-

lings, &c, there is a difference of 244,878 loads, about

7 per cent, less ; but in values for the eight months im-

port on sawn the difference is nearly 1 1 yi per cent., as

compared with the previous twelve months.

The wood imports from British Ncjrth America are

represented by 9,159 less of hewn and 10,020 more of

sawn ; while the values are given on hewn at ,£424,143

in 1890 as against ,£491,196 for the eight months in

1889, and on sawn at ,£1,683,620 in 1890 as against

,£1,717,057 the same period m 1889.

GENERAL NEWS.

—Mr. J. A. Bougie & Frere, saw mill men at Brompton,

Que., have assigned.

—The Conger's Lumber Company's mill at Parry Sound,,

which was shut clown some time ago, owing to want of piling

ground for the lumber, will probably be started again shortly

—The night gang at Perley & P»ttee'ssaw mills at the Chau-

diere has been withdrawn for the season.

—At the sale of timber lands which took place at the

Crown Land's office, Fredericton, N. B., on Sept. 10th, all the

lands were bid in at the upset price.

—Ocean freight rates are depressed at St. John, N. B. The

rate thence to Cardiff, for deals, is about 37s. 6d.

—The boom company at St. John, N. B.
,
up to Sept. ist. r

rafted 107,000,000 superficial feet of lumber, and it isestimated

there are yet at tht booms to be rafted 45,000,000 feet.

—A saw mill, planing and carding mill and other property

at Ottawa, Ont, was lately sold by the Executor of the estate

of John Botier to an Ottawa man named Hopewell, for $23,000.

—The demand at St. John, N. B. , for deals for the English

market is exceedingly dull. Where $10 a thousand was re-

ceived early in the season, only $8 is offering now. An over-

stocked market on the other side is the alleged reason, though

there have been very few vessels in port recently. There

have been a number of arrivals recently and other vessels are

due which will necessarily cause some activity and perhaps

stiffen local prices a little.

—Mr. Elamer Ward, recen'ly from New Brunswick, is

erecting a new saw mill at Westminster, B. C. The capacity

of the mill will be about 30,000 shingles per day.

—The Keegans-Milne Company, of Montreal, will put in

an electric lighting plant in the Brunette saw mill, at West-

minster, B. C.

—The Davies-Sayward saw mill at Pilot Bay, on the east

side of Kootenay Lake, B. C. , is now near completion. The
mill owners have called for tenders for delivering 500,000 feet

of logs at the mill this year and 3,000,000 feet next year.

Mr. J. S. Murphy, lumber merchant, of Quebec, threatens

to institute an action for libel against Mr. Powis for certain,

remarks the latter is alleged to have made against him in the

annual report of the firm of Bryant, Powis & Bryant. Ha
also threatens the Timber Trades Journal, which published

the remarks in question.

—Messrs. E. B. Eddy & Co., of Ottawa, have gradually

been dropping out of the lumber business and have disposed

of their timber limit interests amounting to several hundred

thousand dollars.

—The lumber firm of McLaren & Co., Ottawa, Ont., which

had about one thousand men taking out logs up the Gatineau

district last winter and about three hundred men up the Ottawa,

will employ less men this year. Wages paid are low, but as

many men as can are being accommodated with work.

—Mr. R. R. Dobell, the Quebec lumber merchant, says the

lumber trade in Quebec is quiet and no signs of revival are

seen. He thinks matters will be dull all the winter.

—Mr. Jas. McLean, of Bryson, Que., is talking of building

a saw mill at Campbell's Bay.

-—The large circular saw in the mill of the Georgian Bay

Lumber Company, at Waubaushene, 0:U., broke a few days

ago when running at full speed.

—Mr. J. R. Booth, of Ottawa, signed a few days ago the

biggest contract for deals ever made for the English market.

—A company, of which Mr. Terence McGuire, of Ottawa,

is the manager, has purchased the E. B. Eddy limits in the

Madawaska woods, county Hastings, Ont , and will carry on

operations on a large scale this winter. A gang of men have

been sent up to begin the season's work.

— C. B. Champion, of Campbellton, N. B., whose saw mill

was recently burned, writes to a local paper, stating that his

mill was maliciously burned, and implying that W. W.
Doherty, mayor of the town, is the guilty party. It is most

likely that Champion will be arrested on a charge of criminal

libel.
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WANTED AND FOR SALE.
Advertisements wilt be inserted in this depart-

ment at the rate of 15 cents per line each insertion.

W'hcr four or more consec.itive insertions are

crdercd a discount of 25 per cent, will he allowed.
This notice shows the -width of the line, and is set

in nonpareil type. Advertisements must be re-

ceived not later than the sjth of each month to

insure insertion in thefollowing issue.

HARDWOOD lumber, bought, sold or received

on consignment. TUCKER DAVID, lum-
ber commission merchant. 313 Eleventh Ave.,N.\ .

LUMBER YARD AND FACTORY FOR
Sale. One of the oldest established in Bran-

don, doing good profitable business of about forty

thousand dollars per year, an exceptionally good
opportunity for any one wishing to commence
business in the most thriving City in Manitoba.
Box 97 Brandon. Man.

FOR SALE—OAK. PINE, Cypress Lands.
Large and small tracts. Seven Cypress

Braker or. R. R. can be put into mill for 80c. to Si
per thousand Fortunes for shingle mills, staves

or square timber. Fifteen years experience in

Michigan. Arkansas and Louisiana : no agents,

•deal with me direct : rock bottom prices. A. G,
NEWTON. Pine Blutf, Ark.

STEAM SAW MILL AND SHINGLE MILL
—complete—for sale or exchange. Drawer

40S, Orangeville.

SHINGLE MILL FOREMAN RE-

QUIRED.
Must be experienced, strictly temperate, and

with a good record. Capacity of mill about
100.000 par day. Address, giving references, ex-

pected remuneration,
THE EATHBUN CO ,

Deseronto, Ont.

RAILS AND CARS FOR SALE.

Light Steel Rails for Tramways ; good order.
Cars for lumber, cheap.

JOHN J. GARTSHORE,
49 Front St. West,

Toronto.

9.with

WANTED.
UEBEC BIRCH—Those who can furnish

choice lumber are invited to correspond

JOHN S. MASON & CO.

240 Eleventh Avenue,

New York City.

CASH FOR HARDWOOD LUMBER
We purchase all kinds of Hardwood Lumber

]

and will pay you SPOT CASH for same F. O. B.

cars. Send us full particulars.

W. N. McEACHERN & CO.,

Toronto, Ont.

FOR SALE

TWO BOILERS. 54 inches in diameter, 16 feet;
0 4-inch Tubes, Fronts and Safety Valve

;

also one Engine, 20x24. with heavy bed : large
Iron Driving Pulley and heavy Balance Wheel.
Apply to

M1CKLE. DYMENT & SON,
Gravenhurst.

FOR SALE.

A WELL EQUIPPED SAW AND PLAN-
ING Mill, with full machines of all kinds,

and ample power for present and additional
machinery. This mill is situated in one of the
be->t localities of Montreal and in the part which in-

creases with the most rapidity. Purchaser can buy
mill and machinery apart and state their own
terms. Tenders will be received until the 15th
October. Privilege of rejecting any or all tenders
reserved.

D. PARIZEAU,
Corner Craig and St. Denis,

Montreal.

MAGNIFICENT WATER POWER
FOR SALE.

EIGHTEEN acres of land, with one of the
finest permanent water powers iu Canada

and eqnal to over 1000 H. P , on C. P. E. trunk
line. 23 miles west of North Bay. For a Pulp
MI.l no better site. Spruce can be delivered for
1.10 per cord in any quantity Water carriage

v a Lake NipUsing. tor price, plans and terms
apply to

A. T. ANDERSON <Jt CO.,

Contractors, dec,

75 Adelaide St. East,

Toronto

WANTED.
ACTIVE or silent partner for well sstablished

Wholesale Lumber business ; half interest ;

any good salary to right man. Correspondence
strictly confidential. Address A. B. C., Care of
Canada Lumberman.

FOR SALE.

pLANING FACTORY, only 2 years built, with

one hundred and fifty Horse Power Engine and

Boilers and Modern Machines, with railway

siding and street car at door. Terms easy.

WILLIAM LEAK & CO.,

Lumber, Coal and Wood,

Duudas Street, Toronto.

Electric lightingApparatus
57, Adelaide St. w.

TORONTO
A ONT.

VALUABLE PROPERTIES
OF THE

Scottish Carolina Timber and Land Co.,

will be sold by Public Auction,

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 7th, 1890,

at the Court House Door, between the hours
of 10 and 4, at

KNOXVILLE, TENN.

The properties offered for sale comprise a

most substantially built Saw Mill, of 75,000
feet capacity, and extensive Plant for the

manufacture of Lumber. A Storage Boom
and Lands on the French Broad Kiver, with
space to hold one year's supply of Logs.
Several million feet of Saw Logs in the

streams. River Driving Appliances. Val-

uable Timber and Mineral Lands in East
Tennessee and Western North Carolina.

Real Estate at Knoxville, having 3,000 feet

frontage on the Tennessee River, adjacent to

two Railroads, and suitable for Manufacturing
Sites. A fine River-Bottom Farm of 275
acres, one of the best in East Tennessee.
Also, good Mountain Farms and Lands in

Tennessee and North Carolina, especially

adapted for Stock raising and the cultivation

of Tobacco. Miscellaneous Stores, &c.

The Saw-mill, Boom, Logs, etc., and pro-

perty held under a Deed of Trust, will be
exposed in parcels and as a whole to the

highest bidder for cash, and in bar of re-

demption ; or on such term; as may be
announced at the sale, and absolutely without
reserve, unless sold by private contract pre-
viously.

For lurther particulars, address,

WILLIAM PAGE,
Scottish Carolina T. & L. Co.,

Knoxville, Tenn.
N. B.—There will be Reduced Rates over

all Railroads from any point in the United
States, to Knoxville, with liberal arrange-
ments as to limit of Tickets, owing to the
Veterans

7

Reunion, commencing on Tuesday,
October 7th, the day of sale.

IMPORTANT SALE

TIMBER • LIMITS.

The estate of the late David Moore will offer
for sale at Public Auction at the Russel House,
in the City of Ottawa, on

TUESDAY, 28th OCTOBER, 1890

at three o'clock in the afternoon the following
valuable timber limits :

Parcel No. i.—400 square miles on Kippewa
river, in the province of Quebec, and being berths
Nos. 57, 56, 47, 46, 65, 64, 62, 63.

Parcel No. 2—Berths No. 3 on the north shore
of Lake Huron in Ontario, license No. 103 of 1S89-
90. Area, 36 square miles.

Parcel No. 3 --Berth No. 1, township of Springer
in Ontario, license No. 104 for 1889-90. Area 34
square miles

Parcel No. 4.—Berth No. 15 on the north shore
of Lake Huron, in Ontario, license 105 of 1889,
Area, 36 square miles.

The purchaser will be bound to take the supplies
on each limit according to schedule and valuation.
For terms and conditions of sale apply to E. D.

Moore, Esq., Hull, and to the undersigned.

CHRISTIE & CHRISTIE.
T.R. FLEMING, Solicitors,

Advocate, no Wellington St., Ottawa.
353 Sparks St., Ottawa.

i;th February 1890.

Auction Sale of Timber Berths.

DEPARTMENT OF CROWN LANDS.

(Woods and Forests Branch.)

Toronto, ind July, 1890.

NOTICE is hereby given, that under Order
in Council certain Timber Berths in the

Rainy River and Thunder Bay Districts, and
a Berth composed of part of the Township of

Aweres, in the District of Algoma, will be

offered for sale by Public Auction, on
Wednesday, the First day of October next,

at one o'clock in the afternoon, at the Depart-

ment of Crown Lands, Toronto.

ARTHUR S. HARDY,
Commissioner.

Note.— Particulars as to localities and
description of limits, area, etc., and terms

and conditions of sale will be furnished on
application, personally, or by letter, to the

Department of Crown Lands, or to Win.
Margach, Crown Timber Agent, Rat Portage

for Rainy River Berths, or Hugh Munroe,
Crown Timber Agent, Port Arthur, for

Thunder Bay Berths.

No unauthorized Advertisement of the above

tvill be paidfor.

500 Carloads

Prime White Oak Small Boards.

1, and iX inch thick ; 3^ to 5 inch
wide, 2 feet and up long, wanted for cash at

the mills.

Further all kinds of HARDWOOD LUM-
BER AND LOGS.

Address

CARL GARTNER,
Hamburg, Germany.

3IACHTNERY FPU SALE
LIST of miscellaneous machines, etc., for sale

byH.W. PETRIE. Brantford and Toronto.

ONE corn and cob crusher.

FINE grain or feed mills.

ONE Craig wheat scourer.

ONE mill stone dresser.

ON K corn huser.

TWO corn shellers.

TWO paint mills.

ONE tile machine.

ONE clay crusher.

ONE copper-jacketed kettle.

TWO copper dye kettles.

T WO set cracer or biscuit machines, with dies.

ONE sugar or sorgum mill.

ONE union leather splitter.

ONE steam rock drill.

ONE foot press forcanner's use, with dies.

ONE fruit evaporator.

ONE Caligraph typewriter.

ONE clover thrasher and huller.

ONE ditching machine.

ONE Wiard sulky plow.

ONE hosiery or bobbin winder.

ONE set scouring rolls.

ONE Chase flock cutter.

ONE lot press plates.

TWO meat choppers.

ONE large clothes mangle.

ONE shooting gallery tube.

ONE small bone mill.

ONE run 42 inch buhr stones.

io water wheels, different sixes and makes

ONE lot spu' and bevel gears.

ONE lot shafting, hangers and pulleys.

ONE lot balance wheels.

ONE set cheese box machinery.

ONE lot Cook's patent levels.

TWO steam fire engines.

FIVE hand fire engines.

TWO hose carts.

EIGHT steam pumps.

ONE No. 10 centrifugal pump.

THREE hydraulic rams.

ONE champion spark arrester.

ONE lot lifting jacks.

ONE lot new portable forges

I also have Engines. Boilers of all sizes, Iron

and Wood-Wood Machinery, Send for descriptive

list. H. W. PETRIE, Brantford and Toronto

SAW MILLS
ON THE "SOO."

The large forests of Pine, Hemlock and
lard wood on the line of the Minneapolis, St.
Paul and Sault St. Marie Railway ("SOO
L ! N E") offer excellent opportunities for en-
terprising Saw Mill Men to locate in Wiscon-
sin and the Upper Peninsula of Michigan.

Information furnished, as
(far as possible, relative to
mill sites,groups oftimber,
price ofstumpage.etc. MILL
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Low Hates,
Good Facilities,

Prompt Service,

W. W. RICH,
'Soo* Railway, Minneapolis, Minn.

RUBBER BELTING
MONARCH. RED STRIP AND LION BRANDS.

MANUFACTURED BY

THE GUTTA PERChM RUBBER MANUFACTURING CO. OF TORONTO
OFFICE. 43 YONGE ST TORONTO

Writi; for Discounts.
FACTOR ) ES " AT PAR KDALE . 0 NT.
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C. C. CLEVELAND. G. F. CLEVELAND.

J. L. GOODHUE & CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

AND

Lace Leather.
iD^isr^rix-X^E; - - qtjebec.

GEORGE BRUSH,
MACHINIST, FOUNDER & BOILER MAKER,

eagle: foundry,
14 to 34 KING STKEE T,

MONTREAL, QUE.

RAILROAD, BANK & OFFICE

DESKS
r-rrBIBS £d CO.,

300 ST. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL.

STORAGE OF LUMBER.
We are prepared to receive any quantity of Lumber for storage.

Freight and money will be advanced on same. Also, Warehouse
Receipts issued, which can be hypothecated to banks and others.

Storage charges easy. For further particulars apply to

W. LEAK & CO.
Xiumber, Coal and Wood.

DUNDAS STREET, - - TORONTO.

G00DBAY, BENSON & G0.
QUEBEC, F\ Q.

General Lumber i Timber Merchants.
f

Correspondence is solicited from parties having choice stocks of Hardwood and Pine

to offer, either in the log or in sawn lumber.

JOHN BERTRAM & SONS

O^InT^ID^ TOOL WORKS
DUNDAS, ONTARIO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY
MACHINE TOOLS, ETC.

Write for Prices and Catalogues

This Space belongs to

Timber Merchants,
LONDON, ENC.

GEO. CORMACK
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

All kinds of LUMBER.
Lumber Shipped to allparts by Rail or Vessel.

WHITB Y, ONTAR10

The Millwrights and
Engineers Safeguard.

[MlOilII Safeguard.

No Hot Boxes. Stands any weight or motion. Best and cheapest metal
known for Machinery Journal Bearings. Reliable Machinists use no other. To
be had at every enterprising Hardware store in the Dominion.

ALONZO W. SPOONER, Patentee and Manufacturer, PORT HOPE, ONT

THE RATHBUN COMPANY,
DESERONTO, - - ONTARIO,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Doors, Sash, Blinds, Stairs
AND ALL KINDS OF WOODEN HOUSE FINISHING MATERIALS.

Cedah Oil for Purging Boilers
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

THE MONARCH BOILER

(PATENTED) AND HERCULES ENGINE,

Portable from 6 to 70 horse power. Surpass
portable steam power heretofore produced for

strength, durability ,
compactness, and the ease

with which they can be moved.
The 70 horse power can be taken overtherough-

est roads, or into the forest, and set up as easily

and quickly as an ordinary 20 horse power port-
able engine, and as firm as a brick-set stationary
engine. Engines and boilers of every size and des-
cription. Kotary Saw Mills, Shingle and Lath
machines, Law Grinders, Planers, etc. Mill
machinery and supplies of every description.
Every boiler insured against explosion by ihe
Boiler Insurance & Inspection Co. of Canada.
Write for circulars.

A.. ROBB & SONS, I Amherst Foundry and
Amherst, N.S. Machine works.

ESTABLISHED OVER AO YEARS.

TO MACKINAC
Summer Tours.

Palace Steamers. Low Rates.
Pour Trips per Week Between

DETROIT, MACKINAC ISLAND
Petoskey, Sault Pte. Marie, and Lake

Huron Way Ports,

Br«ry Week Day Between

DETROIT AND CLEVELAND
Special Sunday Trips dariog June, July, August and Sept.

Double Daily Line Between

CHICAGO AND ST. JOSEPH, MICH.
Our illustrated Pamphlets
Eates and Exoursim Tickets will be furnished

by your Ticket Agent, or address
E. B. WHITCOMB, G. P. A., Detroit, Mich.,

Oetrolt and Cleveland Steam flav. Co,

Established 1S71.

J. W. LANG & CO.

Wholesale Grocers & Importers,

33, Front St. East, Toronto.

We shall be pleased to have you write to us
foi samples and prices of

TEAS. TOBACCOS, SUGARS,
SYRUPS, RICE, Etc.

We will cat prices fine to large buyers.

We have a

GOOD. SOUND, FINE FLAVOURED IEA
at "i f, cents.

Write for sample chest. Address,

TOBONTO.

MARK H. IRISH
Broker and

Commission Agent.

Special attention given to buying and selling

Saw Mills, Timber Limits and Mineral
Lands

In the United States and Canada.

NO SALE NO COMMISSION.

Room 12 Mail Building, Toronto, Ont.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

A. T. ANDERSON &C0.,
CONTRACTORS FOR

Electrical and General Machinery.

Complete instalations of team and Hydraulic
Power. Electric Light and Power Plants, Wiring
and Construction for Arc and In?andescent
Lighting. Agents for the celebrated " C. & C."
Electric Motors.

75 Adelaide Street East,
Toronto, Ont., Canada.

Estimates furnished and every information
cheerfu ly given to intending purchasers.
N. B.—Only first-class work on which a full

guarantee will-be given.

LUMBER

TRUCK * WHEELS.

The Montreal

* Car Wheel Co .

MANUFACTURERS OF

CHARCOAL. IRON CHILLED

Railroad Wheels
Offices: New York Life Insurance

Building, Montreal.

Works: Lachine, Quebec.«
WE make a Specialty 'of Wheels suitable for

the requirements of Lumbei men and
Street Car Service, and can supply them Bored,
Finished and Balanced.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED
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IMPORTANT SALE
—OF—

VALUABLE

Timber Limits
The undersigned has received instructions from

Rochester, Doherty & Co., to sell by public
auction at the

Hussell House, Ottawa, on

Tuesday, the 28th day

of October, 1890,

at 2.SO }> m.

Those valuable Timber Limits situated on the
Ottawa River, Province of Quebec, being com-
posed of Licenses Nos. 334, 335, 336, 337 and 33S of

1S90-91 containing 127^ square miles, more or less

together with all improvements. Depots, Farm,
Horses. Plant, &c. These Limits are situated on
the Ottawa River, opposite Mattawa, and have a
frontage of 21 miles, are well watered by Antoine
Colton, Cameron and Snake creeks, all of which
streams are well improved. To mill owners, this
sale of limits should attract special attention as
they are heavily timbered, and most conveniently
situated of any limits now in the market. Owing
to the death of the late \Y. H. Doherty (one of the
partners) these limits must be sold to wind up the
business. Terms and conditions will be made
known at the time of sale.

For farther particulars apply to

I. B. TACKABERRV,
Auctioneer.

J. Y. ROCHESTER, Ottawa, or T. & W.
MURRAY, Pembroke*, Ont.

ESTA BLISHED 1888.

THE INDUSTRIAL?

REVIEW
Thos. E. Powell & Co.. Publishers,

MEMPHIS, TENN.

The Most W idely Circulated Commercial.
Financial and Industrial Journal

in Hie South.

THE INDUSTRIAL REVIEW
Is a Monthly Journal devoted to Trades and

Manufacturers.

IT GIVES SPECIAL ATTENTION
To the mining interest, the milling interest, the
railroad interest, the steel and Iron interest, the
textile manufacturing interest, the lumber and
wood manufacturing interest, the hardware and
machinery trade, ana is an authority on

Southern Industrial Development.

TEKH8 Ol SUBSCRIPTION :

One copy, one year. gi. Advertising rates on
application.

Wood Working Machinery for Sale

i 20 H.P. engine, boiler and smoke stack.

i No. 3 planer and matcher.

i No. i shaper.
i Scroll saw.

i Rip saw bench,

i Moulding machine to mould 4 sides.

1 Iron frame tenoning machine.

1 Morticing machine.

1 Swing sawing machine.

1 Blind slat tenoning machine.

1 Double acting hand wiring machine.

1 Swing iron sand-papering machine.

1 Turning lathe.

And also a large quantity of Belting, Shafting
and Pulleys.

The above machinery is almost new.

Apply to

P.WHITE, - Pembroke, Out.

F. PARKIN
«enimuiiiiiiiiim»>

Gait File Works,
HALT, lint.

A. P. & W. E. KELLEY CO.
WHOLESALE Lumber dealers. Yards at

Tonawanda and Chicago. Correspondence
invited.

LAYCOCK LUMBER CO.
iyi ANUFACTURERS of Pine, Hemlock and
I I Oak Timber up to 8; feet in length. Saw
Mills : Ackley. Pa , Black Reck, N. Y., Graven-
hurst, Ont. Office, corner Main and Seneca Sts,
Buffalo, N. Y.

WILLARD W. BROWN.
Main Street, Buffalo, handles all kinds

of Hard Woods.202
C. P. HAZARD.

WHOLESALE dealer in Lumber. Shingles.
Lath and Fence Posts. Correspondence

invited from the Canadian trade. No 92 River
Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

WhTtE^ RIDER & FROSTS
WHOLESALE dealers in Michigan, Wisconsin

and Canada Pine and other woods. Princi-
pal office. Tonawanda, N. Y.; branch office. New
York City.

COWPER & GREGORY.
RECEIVERS and Forwarders of Lumber,

Lath, Shingles. &c. Unexcelled facilities

tor shipping by canal or rail. Tonawanda, N. Y.

A. M. DODGE Sl CO.
MANUFACTURERS of and Wholesale deal-

ers in all kinds of Lumber, Lath and Shing-
les. Tonawanda, N. Y.

E. & B. HOLMES.
HOLESALE dealers in Lumber and Timber.

Office, Michigan and Canal Streets, Buffalo,w
N. Y.

MILL FILES A SPECIALTY,

Write for Price Lists and Mention

this Journal.

Menasha Hickory Pulleys

We make the only
hardwood bent rim
spoke arm split pulley,
only small split pulley,
only wooden hangers
m the market. Send for
discounts & circulars.

Menasha
Wood Split Pulley Co.

MENASHA, WISCONSIN.

CHEESMAN DODCE
TIMBER and Lumber Merchants. Ship and

Boat stock, Railroad Ties, &c. Office. 16

West Seneca Street, Buffalo.

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co.
OFFICE and yard, 17^ Louisiana Street. Buf-

, falo. Holders of Hardwood stocks are in-

vited to correspond.

EMMET FLEMINC

J
NSPECTOR and Commission dealer in Lum-

Y.
ber. Office, 251 Louisiana Street, Buffalo, N.

THE TONAWANDA LUMBER CO.
ILLS at East Tawas, Mich.; office 106 Main

1
T

I Street, opposite N. Y. C. and H. R. R. R.
Station, North Tonawanda, N. Y.

w
Y.

J. & T. CHARLTON
HOLESALE dealers in Masts and Spars,
Canada Round Pine, &c. Tonawanda, N.

L. A. KELSEY LUMBER CO., (Ltd.)
\/l ANUFACTURERS and dealers in Hard-
I I wood Lumber of all kinds. Describe stock
and write for prices. Office Tonawanda, N. Y.

BOVEE & HOWDEN
MANUFACTURERS and Wholesale dealers

in Hard and Soft Wood Lumber. Holders
of Canadian stocks are invited to write for quota-
tions. Offices at Tonawanda and Le Roy, N. Y.

FAWCETT & CO.,

MEECHiLlTT # TAILOES,
260 Queen St. E., Opp. Seaton St., Toronto.

First-Class Goods and Trimmings. Workmanship and Fit Gauranteed.

All Orders Punctually Executed.

MANUFACTURERS
OFPETER GERLACH & COMPANY,

iiJligator Chisel-JEJit, Saws.
THE CHAMPION STAVE, HEADING AND SHINGLE MACHINES,

ICE TOOLS AND MILL SUPPLIES.
CLEVELAND, - - OHIO.

North Shore Navigation Co.

S6.00.
THREE DAYS.

Meals and Berth included. I

ROUND TRIP TICKETS FROM TO-RONTO AND HAMILTON, $ 1 O. B.
CUMBERLAND, Toronto; C. E. MORGAN.
Hamilton, and a'l G T. B. Ticket Agents

THE NEW PALACE STEAMER

CITY OF MIDLAND
Is intended to leave Collingwood every Mon-
day and Thursday at HM a.m.. and Midland
at 2 p.m., on arrival of G. T. B. morning train
from Toronto, Hamilton. Peterboro*,
Port Hope, and all points on Northern and
North-western and Midland Divisions of G. T.E.,
for Parry Sound, Byng Inlet and
French River.
Returning will reach Midland at 2 p.m.

Wednesday and Saturday, connecting with trains
for Toronto, Hamilton, Peterboro',
Port Hope, Barrie, and all points East
and South, on Northern and North-western.
G. T. R., and at Collingwood with trains
North.
For freight and passenger rates apply to all G.

T. R. Agents and on board steamer.
C. E STEPHENS, Sec.-Treas., Collingwood.

W. J. SHEPPARD,
Genera'. Manager, Waubaushene.

J. X. TTJENER,
Sail, Tent and Awning Maker,

251 George and 154- King Streets.

PE TERBOROUGH.
Canoe, Yacht and Beat Sails mace to order.

Pei feet Fits guaranteed.

Every description of Lumbermen' s Supplies
ana Waterproof Clothing.

T. SHORTISS,
DEALER BX

PINE & MINERAL? LANDS
9 Toronto Street,

TORONTO, - ONT.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

NcTrouble
TO

BUILD
if you start rizht.
The first step
should be an ex-

-—-————— animation of Mr.
SnoppelTs building designs—the only large
collection of designs that are artistic, prac-
tical and reliable. The estimates are guaran-
teed. Mr. ShoppelTs publications are £.3
follows

:

» Portfolio of!
Price.

l,OrO Eouses, 30 design, $3 go
1,500

- " 8.000
" " 2.5C0

" i 0C0
" 1.E00
'• <0C0
" t oco
" coco
" 7.5C0
'• 10,000
" Stables "

*The first Portfolio contains designs tha* cost li
low aB $500, $600, *7M)and 4bU>
Any 3 of the above Portfolios for S3 : any 7

for $10 ; the complete set (12) for $15. Bound
volume containing over 200 designs selected
from the various portfolios, price S5, return-
able if not satisfactory.

Address B. W. SHOPPELL
Architect, C3 B'way, Sew York.

10
£0
Zj

zo
Z)

£i
19

2C)
SO
2 O
2C)
2 CJ
2C)
2 CI
2 O
2 CO
2 CO
2 O

Established 1849. Incorporated 1884.

ADJUSTMENT

Detroit Saw Works
MANUFACTURERS OF

"V 'I* AA*
I

Circular, Gang, Mulay, Drag and Cross-Cut Saws.

MOULDING AND PLANING KNIVES,

French Band Saws, Emery Wheels and General Mill Supplies.

66, 68, 70 and 72 Fort St. East, DETROIT, HIGH.
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JTriction pulley Qoard The Best Materials ever used
for Frictions of all

kinds

-MANUFACTURED BY-

The

Dominion [eather Board (Jompany,

MLoixtr^jal, Quebec,

Steam

Packing.

SAMPLES FURNISHED. PLEASE MENTION THIS PAPER. CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

TO MILL OWNERS, MANUFACTURERS
AND ALL WHO ARE USINC

Leather*Belting

Which tvill Run Straight on the Pulleys,
Which is Thoroughly Well Stretched,

Which will not Tear at the Lace Holes,
Which will give Complete Satisfaction,

SSNS TO

R. E. Dixon & Co.

Gait* Machine* Knife* Works.

MACHINE KNIVES
.

. . OF EVERY- DESCRIPTION FOR

Planing, Moulding & Stave Cutting.
FOE PEICE LIST

PETER HAY, GALT, ONT

THE IK-i^TIEZIIBTTIN"COMP'T.
DESERONTO, ONT.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

MANUFACTURERS OF

PATENT LAP-JOINT STAR RIVET

^LEATHER*BELTING*
jo King Street East, Toronto.

Sole Agents in Canada for the

CELEBRATED PHCENIX OIL
ThE Dnly PBfect Belt Dressing.

All our Belting is sold at the Canadian price list. Please compare be-

fore purchasing. Send for Discounts and our Pamphlet on Belting.

•TERRA*COTTA* FIRE-PROOFING *
For Use in Old and New Buildings.

Endorsed by Leading Architects. Absolutely Fire-proof. About as Cheap as

Wood or Brick. Weight One-Third that of Brick. Does not

Crack on application of Heat or Water.

Deadens Noise. Gives Warmth in Winter; Coolness in Summer.

NAPANEE CEMENT COMPANY
(limited.)— manufacturers ok —

Hi]drauIiG Cement
PARTICULARLY adapted for Dams, Smoke Stacks, Foundations, Cul-

verts, Cisterns, Cellars, etc.

ENDORSED BY LEADING RAILWAYS AND CONTRACTORS.

For Building, Plastering, Gas Purifying, Paper Making, &c.

B. F. Sturtevanfs Patent Progressive Lumber Dry Kiln.
TZ.JL.JPT1D !

GUARANTEEI)
TO DR Y

-IN-

Best Manner Possible

ALL KINDS OF

HARD and SOFT
noon LUMBER.

Y/RITE+FOR+CATALOGUE. *
91 LIBERTY STREET

NEW YORK.

NO WARPING
CHECKING

AND BLUEING
—WITH THE—

STURTEVANT
Patent Hot Blast

Steam Heating

Apparatus.

31 N . Canal Street
CHICAGO.

B. F. STURTEVANT, Patentee and Sole Manufacturer, 34 Oliver Street, (corner of Franklin street) BOSTON, Mass., U. S. A

A. R. Williams, Soho Machine Works, Toronto, General Agent for the Dominion.
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The Only Successful Kiln for Drying Oek and other Hardwoods

"THE iiNDREWS"
* NEW LUMBER #

DRY-KILiN
Its remarkable efficiency depends upon its peculiar mode of

applying heat to, and eliminating moisture from, the air used

in drying. We use no costly fan, engine or other device that

Tequires constant attention, nor do we waste heat by a special

chimney. The air circulates through the lumber, and the

moisture absorbed from it is extracted from the air by natural

methods. You can not afford to he without it.

Our Process Duplicates Nature. The following well-known furniture manufacturers

I have recently purchased the "Andrews KlLN."

Estey Manufacturing Co., - - - Owasa, Mich.
East Shore Furniture Co., ... Manistee, Micb.
Universal Tripod Co., - - - Grand Rapids, Mich.
Crand Rapids School Furniture Co., Grand Rapic 14.

Outside View of the Andrews Kiln.

New England Furniture Co.,

Milwaukee Chair Co., - -

Oshkosh Furniture Co.,

Skandia Furniture Co.,

Story & Clark Organ Co.,

Rock Falls Manufacturing Co.,

Courey & Birely Table Co., -

Southern Spring Bed Co., -

Sidney School Furniture Co.,,

Grand Rapids, Mich.
Milwaukee. Wis.

- Oshkosh, Wis.

:
- Rockfork, I1L

- - Chicago, 111.

-- - - Sterling, 111.

- - Shelbyville, Ind.

Atlanta, Ga.
Sidney, Ohio.

New Richmond Church Furniture Co., N. Richmond, O.

A. H. Andrews & GO., Proprietors and Manufacturers
215,217,219,221 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

The Casselman Lumber Go.

CASSLEMAN, ONT. #f Successors to FLA.TT & BRADLEY.

ESPECIAL GOOD FACILITIES FOR SHIPPING.

HEMLOCK BILL STUFF OF EXCELLENT QUALITY.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF

PINE, SPRUCE, ASH, MAPLE AND OTHER HARDWOODS.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

J. W. MAITLAND J. G. AINSLIE
H. R1XON W. STODART

Maitland, Rixon & Co.,
Owen Sound, Ont.

Saw Millers^ Lumber Dealers
All kinds of Building Material kept in stork.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

LONG BILL STUFF IN ROCK ELM, PINE, CEDAR AND HEMLOCK.
QUOTATIONS FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.

F. J. DRAKE,
PATENTEE AND MANUFACTURER OF

SAW, SHINGLE I LATH MACHINERY
Belleville, Ontario.

itIi£?PAlin^ AND HEADING MACHINE
Capacity from 25,000 to 50,000 per day.

The frame of iron throughout, very heavy and rigid, strongly bolted and braced
;

carriage very light and strong, made of forged cast steel saw plate, running on steel

ways or tracks; will. take in a block 18 inches wide and 19 inches long, adjustablefor

j6 inch or 18 inch shingles.

Drake's Improved Shingle Edger.
With 40 inch saw will make more No. I Shingles from the same quantity of timber than

any Wheel Jointer in existence.

It has a heavy iron frame made for two operators, two inch steel saw arbor, with e*Ura

long bearings; driving pulley 8 inches diameter, 7 inch face, saw 40 inches diameter, 16 gauge,

speed, 1,600 per minute.

Mill men who have once used this machine will not use any other. For capacity, remov-
ing sap-knots, rot or any other imperfections, for making parallel shingles and economy of stock,

it is superior to any other.

Alio manufacturer of other kinds of Shingle Jointers, both self-acting and hand-feed Shingle Machines, Tacking Boxes, Drag Saw Machines, Bolters, Stationary and Portable Saw Mills,

Double Edgern, Single Edger*, Slab Saw Rigs, Bull Wheel Rigs, Lath Machines, Lath Bolters, in fact a general line of Mill Machinery, with Pulleys, Shafting, &c. Satisfaction guaranteed in

'a\\ ca*e». Send for estimates on anything required, and the same will receive immediate attention.
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TWO
Ho. 6 Rotary Power

PUMPS
Specially adapted for use in Mills and Factories

Or for Toivns of 5,000 inhabitants or under.

Giving a most efficient Fire Protection at a very low cost.

These Pumps have been in use in the City of Brantford Waterwoks, have been
thoroughly refitted, New Water Pinions, &e. Gauranteed to work as well as new and to
each throw 3 good fire streams. Can also supply shaft to connect these pumps together

with spur cut gear, ready to attach to engine or line shaft. Capacity 4.524 gallons per

rev., speed 40 to 169 per minute, 8 inch suction and discharge.

15.LSD FDR SJLLE, CHEAP. K

"
Steam Pump,

Diameter Steam Cylinders 12 and 18^ inches,

of Water Plunger io^{ inches.

Lenght of stroke 10 inches.

Speed 75 to 125.

Gallon per minute both Plungers at stated speed

530 to S90.

Steam Pipe 25^ inches. .

Exhaust 31^ inches.

Suction 8 inches.

Discharge 7 inches.

Capacity 4 to 6 good Fire Streams

Friction Grip Pulleys and Cut

Off Couplings.
Pulleys SPlit or So,id'

Cast Iron Pulleys.

Send for

New

Pulley

Catalogtie.

Steel Rim Cast Centre.

Waterous Engine Works Co.
J

SPLIT OR SOLID.

Canada,
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READ, MARK, LEARN AND INWARDLY DIGEST.

RRINTED MATTER is one of the commodities neces-

sary in every business man's office. Every blank used

is not only an economizer of labor, but gives tone and prestage

to a business which other agencies fail in doing. Many years

practical experience on our part has demonstrated that the

public in general, and the lumber trade in particular, are

ready and w illing to pay for really good work, at remunerative

prices, in preference to accepting second-class, or botch work,

at cheaper rates ; and there is no reason why they should not be, because

the actual difference in cost between the production of the two is compara-

tively so trifling that no shrewd business man can afford to pursue a "penny-

wise and pound-foolish" policy. Good work pays alike the customer and the

pi inter, especially the former ; in fact the public has been educated to judge

in a great measure of the character and standing of an establishment by the

manner in which its business announcements have been executed and the taste

displayed therein—on the principle, we suppose, that "a tree is known by its

fruit."

After catering to the wants of

the lumber trade in the printing line

while located in the picturesque town

of Peterborough for nearly four years,

and as our business increased in volume

we sighed for still greater quarters

to exercise according to our strength,

therefore removal became imperative

—

and we migrated like a caravan to

our present location, 11 & 13 Rich-

mond Street West, Toronto, where we

have again enlarged and improved our

facilities for quick and elegant print-

Kfmoval Became Imperative

After anchoring in this locality

and getting fairly settled behind the

sign-board of A. G. MORTIMER,

PRINTER, we became conscious of a

new and unexpected impetus to the

production of the highest work of our

chosen art that proved our already

large facilities inadequate to respond to

the demands upon us
; so, alive to the

necessities of the hour we have just

added to our plant a large and varied assortment of the latest and most

attractive styles of types, borders, ornaments, etc., thereby enabling us to suit

the varying tastes of the most exacting.

A New and Unexpected Impetus.

v\e Migrated Lies a Caravan

Making as we do a specialty of printing for the lumber trade, we

understand their wants, and can in every case guarantee the utmost satisfac-

tion. Our customers already number some of the largest lumber operators

throughout the different provinces, but like Oliver Twist—we want more.

as the Crow flies

TO
A. G. MORTIMERS

<f-«*W'-X^>

The Wayfarer Cains a Glimpse

In addition to the usual line of blanks

usually found in a well regulated business

office, such as Letter and Note Heads, Bill

Heads, Statements, Memorandums, Enve-

lopes, Cards, Tags, Receipts, Drafts, Cheques,

Etc., we pay particular attention to the

wants of lumbermen in the way of Shanty

Orders, Settlements, and all othei kinds of

blank forms used in the shanty and on

the drives.

With a knowledge of the business borne

of long experience we can undertake your

work with confidence, knowing that our faci-

lities are of the best and our prices such as to warrant you in giving us your pat-

ronage. We know the happy smile which will overspread your countenance

on inspecting the first order executed in our establishment.

Thanking our many customers for the liberal pationage heretofore bestowed;

feeling satisfied that with the best mater-

ial and machinery at our command, first-

class workmen, and a determination on

our part to merit continued success, we

confidently ask for and expect a contin-

uance of the same. In short, we propose

in the future, as in the past, to turn

out the best work at reasonable prices,

and devote our undivided personal atten-

tion to the business requirements of our

friends and the public in general.

The Happy Smile

Painfully realizing the uncertainties of chis life

and the varying mutability of the affairs of men, we

long since consecrated to our use the old and honored

maxim " Whatever is worth doing at all is worth

doing well"—converting it to our rule o" thumb

in practice, a

guiding monitor

through the sha-

dows and the

bright light,

the wind storms

and the pelting rain—and shall abide by

it faithfully and perseveringly until time

shall be no more. Vive vale.

Good NlfiHT.

Thankini; our Many
Customers, Etc.
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Thos. H. NYili.mott. A. K. McIntosh

willmott & Mcintosh
Wholesale Dealers in

*LUMBER*"—- ;

—
' ' — j^zz Ii

^ a/irt 46 Front Street Bast,

TOBOITTO, - - OUSTT-iL-IEEICX

^ Lumber Shipped to all Parts by Rail or Vessel, g
Prompt Delivery in all Cases

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.
Agents for the Celebrated

LUFKIN BOARD AND LOG RULE

DONOGH & OLIVER,
Wholesale Dealers in

L
OFFICE :

Hos. 16 and 17 Imperial Bank Buildings,

Wellington Street East.

TORONTO, ONT.

Toronto Hardwood Lumber Co.

Wholesale Dealers and Shippers in all kinds of

if

HARDWOOD * LUMBER

7£
83 Front Street West, Corner Lome Street, TORONTO.

OFFICES TELEPHONE MILLS
Hamilton, Toronto No. 1046 Gravenhurst, Huntsville

Windsor, Gravenhurst Katrine, Essex Centre

ROBERT THOMSON & CO.
DEALERS IN

Pine and Hardwood

DALTON MCCARTHY, President. J. H. EYER, Manager

Toronto and Midland Mf'g Go.
(INCORPORATED.)

Wholesale + Lumber + Dealers
AND MANUFACTURERS OF

DRESSED LUMBER, FLOORING
Ceiling, Sheeting, Siding, Shelving, Mouldings of all Descriptions.

Office and Yard

:

FOOT OF SPADINA AVE., - TORONTO.
Planing Mills : MIDLAND, ONT

PORTER, ROBERTSON & CO.

Mills Operating all the year round. Correspondence Solicited.

TORONTO OFFICE ^3 gfly STREET,London Canadian Chambers

THOMAS MEANEY,
REPRESENTATVE. TORONTO.

STOCKS

STRIPS

SIDINGS

BILLSTUFF

WHOLESALE

LUMBER s

DEALERS

HARDWOODS
EMLOCK

SHINGLES

LATH, ETC.

Millichamp's Buildings,

35 * Adelaide * Street * East,
TORONTO.

YARD : NORTHERN DOCK, FOOT OF BATHURST STREET.

ST. CATHARINES SAW V0RKS
The largest Saw Factory in the Dominion.Finest Material, Most Even Temper.

Our Circular Saws are Unequalled.
A

Our Cross-Cnt Saws are Unexcelled. Mm
And our Hand Rij> and Butcher Saws

Fully Equal to any on the Continent.

THE BEST IN THE WORLD !

OUR SPECIALTIES.

The " Simon ds " Circular Saw.

The " Leader " Cross-Cut Saw.

i| The Lawson " Butcher Saw.

The " Herling " Hand Saw.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

R. H. 5/niTH GOnPANY, bm, St. Catharines, OnT.
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The Canada Lumberman is published in the interest of the

lumber trade and of allied industries throughout the Dominion

being the only representative in Canada of this foremost branch of

the commerce of this country. It aims at giving full and timely

information on all subjects touching these interests, discussing

these topics editorially and inviting free discussion of them by others.

Especial pains are taken to secure the latest and most trustworthy

market quotations from various points throughout the world so as

to afford to the trade in Canada information upon which it can rely

in its operations.

Special correspondents in localities of importance present accur-

ate report not only of prices and the condition of the market but,

also of other matters specially interesting to our readers. But cor-

respondence is not only welcome but is invited from all who have

any information to communicate or subjects to discuss relating to the

trade or in any way effecting it. Even when we may not be able to

agree with the writers we will give them a fair opportunity for free

discussion as the best means of eliciting the truth. Any items of

interest are particularly requested for even if not of great import-

ance individually they contribute to a fund of information from

which general results are obtained.

Advertisers will receive careful attention and liberal treatment.

We need not point out that for many the Canada Lumberman
with its special class of readers is not only an exceptionally good
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of 15 cents per line for each insertion. Announcements of this

character will be subject to a discount of 25 per cent, if ordered for
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Subscribers will find the small amount they pay for the Canada
Lumberman quite insignificant as compared with its value to them.
There is not an individual in the trade or specially interested in it,

who should not be on our list thus obtaining the present benefit

and aiding and encouraging us to render it even more complete.

TO VISITING LUMBERMEN.
Lumbermen visiting Toronto are invited to use the

office of the Lumberman as their own. We shall take

pleasure in supplying them with every convenience for

receiving and answering their correspondence, and hold

ourselves at their service in any other way that they

may desire.

A RURAL lumberman in a letter to the editor of this

journal orders his paper stopped, and in lieu of the

mighty dollar kindly forwards a number of religious

tracts. We are endeavoring to fully appreciate our

friend's generosity as he is evidently under the impres-

sion that the man who edits a lumber journal is sadly

in need of spiritual help.

There are 843 firms engaged in operating the paper

and pulp mills of the United States. A great deal of

spruce timber is consumed by these mills. The de-

mand for raw material in the shape of spruce logs and
spruce slabs rs beyond all previous call for this material,

and the large pulp makers are looking about in various

directions, and securing a supply of growing spruce, to

make sure of a reserve stock to supply their mills in

years to come.

Mr. A. Cook, a large lumber dealer, of Whitehall,

N. Y., speaking recently about the removal of the ex-

port duty on logs, said that the action of the Canadian

Government somewhat surprised the American lumber-

men. They quite expected that the duty on pine logs

would be taken off. but had no idea that the Govern-

ment would also remit it on spruce logs. The probable

result will be that mills will be built along the American

side of the border for sawing spruce logs, as their pro-

duct will be protected by a duty of $2 a thousand, while

they will get the Canadian raw material free.

The Charleson exploration party, sent by the Quebec

Government to the head waters of the Ottawa and

Gatineau rivers has been heard from. They reached

the Hudson Bay post on the Jean de terre, a large

river falling into the Gatineau, on the 2nd of October,

and Fort Barrier on the 5th. The policy of the Quebec

Government in taking steps to ascertain with some de-

gree of accuracy the extent and value of the unleased

timber lands of the province, has been amply justified.

Mr. Charleson states that there are magnificent forests

of pine timber in that region not under lease, and which

will prove valuable sources of revenue to the province.

Hon. Mr. Duhamel, Commissioner ofCrown Lands,

I

Province of Quebec, has caused a circular to be issued

to all the woodrangers under his control commanding

them to rigidly enforce the law respecting the cutting

of timber in all cases without fear, favor, or affection, so

that hereafter lumbermen and jobbers will not be per-

mitted to scour the bush and select and carry away the

best logs, leaving the remainder of the tree to rot in

the woods, or to furnish fuel for spreading forest fires.

They will either have to take, utilize, and pay for the

' whole tree or they will not be allowed to touch it. The

I

immediate effect of this timely policy will be to make

it much more profitable to manufacture the raw material

! in the province than to send it across the line to the

United States to be manufactured there. This policy

if rigidly carried out will be the means of checking

j

great waste as well as securing the benefits of the

manufacture of the timber at home.

A slight change in the terms on purchase of timber

limits exceeding $10,000 has been made by the Ontario

Government to the advantage of purchasers. "Pur-

chases over $10,000 one-fourth of bonus is to be paid in

cash on the day of sale, and notes are to be given for

the remaining three-fourths of bonus, payable in three,

six and nine months, at a bank in the city of Toronto,

with 7 per cent, interest." A new condition has been

added, which reads as follows :
" Purchasers over $10,-

000 may make payment as above provided, or shall

have the option of paying instead one-fifth of bonus

in cash on day of sale and to give notes for the remain-

ing four-fifths of bonus at three, six, nine and twelve

months, and as otherwise above provided."

The policy recently adopted by the Ontario Govern-

ment making it compulsary on the part of those pur-

chasing crown timber limits to manufacture all logs cut

from same in this country, seems to have met with

general favor. The removal by the Dominion Govern-

ment of the export duty on logs, while it was deemed
necessary in the face of the recent action on the part

of the United States, has not been generally accepted

by the Canadian lumber trade as being all that could

be desired. While the large operators and those hold-

ing Canadian stumpage will greatly benefit by the

abolition of this duty, by far the greater number engaged

in the lumber trade will indirectly, if not directly,

suffer. As an offset to the liberal concession made by

the Federal Government, the proviso referred to above,

imposing the condition of local manufacture when sell-

ing timber limits, will have a salutary effect in putting

a stop to the undue exportation of Canadian logs. It

is to be hoped that the example set by the Ontario

legislature will be met with favor by legislators in the

other provinces and that the same policy will be

adopted throughout the Dominion.

The stagnation in the lumber trade at Quebec still

continues, with no prospect of any immediate improve-

ment, as there are absolutely no offers to buy. It is

more than likely the square timber will have to lay

over until next season. The McKinley tariff does not

effect the trade at Quebec so directly as it does in On-

tario, owing to the fact that whatever timber passes

through the city is en route to England. At Montreal

the timber trade to South American ports, which

was so flourishing during the summer of last year, but

fell off greatly the early part of the present season, has

revived to some extent. Freights, however, are lower

than last year, when no less than thirty ships were

sent from the St. Lawrence to South America at char-

tered rates of $17 per thousand feet. Lately three

ships have been chartered, two loading lumber in

Montreal and the other in Quebec at $11 per thousand

—a drop of $5 from last season's rates. Soon as mat-

ters get straightened up in South America a revival of

trade may be looked for, but not to any great extent

until next season.

The London Timber TradesJournal says, "A notice-

able feature of the brokers' catalogues recently has

been the large quantity of Quebec pine deals offered

without reserve, and the fact of nearly 100,000 pieces

being disposed of in this way during the last month
shows that the fears we expressed some little time back
of forced sales of these goods becoming necessary were

by no means groundless. Looking, however, at the

present state of the market, we should be sorry to say

that the course taken is not a wise one, both at the

docks and the mills, it would appear a very hazardous

policy to continue to hold these costly goods in the

hope of a near improvement in value commensurate
with the loss of interest, &c, which so rapidly mounts
up. Experience has taught us over and over again

that the chances are greatly against success in an
operation of that kind. It is notorious that any attempt

to force up the price of pine during the last few years

has always had the effect of greatly restricting the con-

sumption, as a reference to the statistics of some few

years back will show, while at the same time encourag-

ing the introduction of cheaper substitutes."

This is an age of great undertakings. The building

of the Chignecto ship railway and the completion of

the tunnel under the St. Clair river at Sarnia, is to be

followed by another stupendous enterprise at Niagara

Falls, N. Y. On the fourth of last month the first sod

was turned for the commencement of the construction

of the great Niagara tunnel. This gigantic scheme for

the development of Niagara's unrivalled water power is

in the hands of the Niagara Power Company, and the

contract for the work has been let to the Cataract Con-

struction Company, of Jersey, for $3,500,000. It is pro-

posed to tunnel under the present town of Niagara

Falls, N. Y., commencing at a point below the upper

suspension bridge, thence to the river above the town.

At this point the tunnel will be 100 feet below the sur-

face, and thence it will be extended one and a half

miles parallel with the rivers shore. Along this stretch

shafts will be put down, to be fed by lateral surface

canals from the river. The object of this new enterprise

is to furnish power for Buffalo and neighboring cities
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Important representations affecting the lumber in-

dustry in British Columbia were recently made to tlie

government by Mr. Corbould, M. F. Hitherto the dues

collected upon lumber manufactured from timber on all

crown lands belonging to the Government of Canada

in that province have been in the form of a ground

rent of $5 per square mile per annum, in addition to a

bonus of five per cent, on all sales made by the manu-

facturer. While the British Columbians have no ob-

jection to this system on its merits, a great number of

the lumbermen have been cutting on provincial, private,

and upon Dominion lands. As the timber is all placed

in the same stream, it is therefore difficult, when manu-

factured into logs at the saw mill, to distinguish be-

tween the product of those logs that are taken from

Dominion Government lands and those obtained from

private or provincial lands. Mr. Corbould's suggestion

is that the limit holder might be permitted to pay dues

upon sales of lumber, as at present, or to substitute for

that a royalty upon the stumps as might be agreed upon

between the limit holder and the crown timber

agent. It is understood that Sir John Thompson, Act-

ing Minister of the Interior, has decided to recommend

that this change be made.

The removal of the export duty on Canadian saw

logs has given quite a boom to the Michigan lumber

trade. The Detroit Tribune thus voices the opinion of

lumbermen on the subject ;
" The removal of the ex-

port duty is really a triumph for the consumers of lum-

ber and for Michigan lumbermen. Michigan mill

owners and Michigan mill hands. Michigan men own

about 3,000,000,000 feet of standing pine in Canada,

and this timber they are rafting across the lake to be

sawed in the mills of Saginaw, Tawas, Alpena, Cheboy-

gan and other Michigan cities. In this way American

labor and capital are kept employed, instead of relying

on Canadian capital and labor to cut our lumber. Some

idea of the benefit which the removal of the export tax

w ill be to Michigan is to be gained from the fact that

in the Saginaw valley alone there are 100 milling es-

tablishments, having a capacity of upward of 800,000,-

000 feet, and depending on these for fuel are salt manu-

factories making 3,000,000 barrels of salt annually.

These establishments employ between 10,000 and 15,-

000 men, and unless they can get Canadian logs they

cannot run to half their capacity next year. These

were the facts used by Col. Bliss in successfully urging

the cause of Michigan, Toledo and Cleveland lumber-

men for legislation which should compel the removal

of the export duty on logs, an action on the part of the

Canadians w hich practically insures free lumber to the

the consumers in the United States."

A timber limit case was tried at Hamilton, Ont., last

month. The action was brought by Francis F. Jones,

of Comber, Essex County, against James Sharp, M.P.P.,

of the Parry Sound district, James Ryan and George

Paget, of the Crown Lands Department, and Feter Mc-

Dermott, a timber dealer. The suit was instituted to

recover $500 paid by plantiffon account of the purchase

of a timber limit. According to the plaintiffs statement

of claim the defendants entered into a scheme to induce

plaintiff to purchase timber limits. Defendant Mc-
Dermott, so the plaintiff alleges, took him up toSpence

and Armour Townships and showed him the wrong

limits. The defendants introduced Regan to plaintiff

as an American timber buyer, and by this and other

means induced him to purchase a limit from defendant

Sharp for $7oOo, of which plaintiff paid $500. The
timber limit, it is alleged, turned out to be worthless,

and the plaintiff brought this action to recover the $500

paid down. After a number of witnesses had been ex-

amined an offer ofsettlement wasmade'by defendants,

but Mr. Jones refused the terms. Matthew Wilson, Q.C.,

for plaintiff, would not accept less than his full claim and
one-half the costs, and after some delay the defendants

accepted the terms, and judgment was given for plain-

tiff for $500 and interest, and setting aside the agree-

ment in question. Defendants to pay all their ow n and
half the plaintiffs costs. In this way the defendants

avoided being submitted to a cross examination.

Hitherto Newfoundland has made no pretention

of being a lumbering province, but she is now entering

the market as an exporter of deals, and is bidding for

a share of the deal trade of Great Britain. It is well-

known that the timber areas of Newfoundland are of

sufficient extent to supply logs for a respectable deal

business, and in coming to the front as an exporter of

deals she takes no inferior position in the matter of

quality of her output, as she enters the lists with the

lower provinces. Besides she will have a decided ad-

vantage in the matter of freights and cheap labor. The
London Timber Trades Join 'rial, commenting on the

arrival of a cargo of deals from Exploits Bay, says :

—

" It is a small cargo of about 140 standards of pine

deals, and the first production of new mills erected

there. It is sent here as a sample cargo, and the atten-

tion of the trade has been specially directed to it by

the brokers, Messrs. Duncan, Ewing & Co., in whose

hands the cargo has been placed for disposal. The
manufacture of the deals show considerable care, the

cutting being accurate and clean, whilst the specifi-

cation is very similar to Quebec productions, a very

large propoition being 12 to 16 ft. 3x11 in. Though
these goods are a vast improvement upon the Lower

Gulf pine deals to which we have been accustomed,

there is room for a still further advance in that direc-

tion by improving the grading. It has evidently been

the intention to follow the Quebec regulations for the

1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th qualities, but neither the first nor

the second come up to the standard we commonly see

imported. Too many of the ists have sap on the edge

and face, and as the deals evidently have been shipped

as soon as cut, the blue mould upon the sappy portions

is too prominent to please the eye. When these goods

are properly conditioned before shipment, and the

errors in classifying eliminated, we think there is a fair

prospect of finding a place in the markets of this

country. Of course the objections we have pointed out

are in a measure inseparable from a new departure,

which a little experience and care w ill soon remedy."

At the Ontario Government sale of timber berths

held in Toronto on the first of last month some pretty

good figures were obtained. The berths sold were

situated in the Rainy River and Thunder Bay districts

and in part of the township of Aweres, Algoma. The
lumbermen in the Port Arthur district think some of

the prices were excessive. In all an area of 485^
square rliiles were offered, of which 141 X squares miles

were withdrawn. The following are the amounts of

bonus in full with names of purchasers :

Sq. miles. Amount.
Robert Thomson 23 $24,725
George H. Wilkes 14 17,300

J. L. Murphy 70 45,650
W. H. Leavitt 6 3,650
Ross, Hall & Brown 13 9,725
L. B. Montgomery 31 10,450
H. L. Lavering 8 3,300
Cameron & Kennedy 43 25,325
S. ¥. McKinnon 28 62,250
M. H. Ford 22 42,500
Peter Ryan ig}4 7,800
Sadler, Dunbar & Co 37^ 20,625
McArthur Bros 18X 48,562 50

AVERAGES AND' TOTALS.

Total area 485%
Withdrawn 141

K

Total amount of bonus $321,862 50
Average per square mile sold 935
Area sold 343X

The immediate object of the sale wa6 to furnish timber

for the mills in the northwestern part of the province,

yet the result in a financial aspect was eminently satis-

factory. The average of $935 per mile is a much higher

figure than the average of previous sales, which was

$658, and is higher than the price obtained at any pre-

vious sale, except the famous sale of 1887, which yielded

the enormous return of $2,859 per mile. The best sales

were made in the districts near Port Arthur and Sault

Ste. Marie. The prices obtained at the sale exceeded
the expectations of the officers of the department, as

the timber in these regions is rather light and sparse,

and some of the country, particularly the region tribu-

tary to Rainy Lake and Rainy River, has not been as

thoroughly explored as some other parts of Ontario.

In conversation with a Michigan lumberman on the

tariff and the action of the Canadian authorities in

abolishing the export duties, says an exchange, he re-

marked that " there is now no reason for any howling

of tariff shriekers about protected lumber barons.

Practically, we have free trade in lumber. The sup-

ply of lumber for the entire east is derived chiefly from

Canada, Michigan, and points further in the north-

west. The duty of $1 a thousand now levied on Cana-

dian lumber will simply equalize freight, as Canada is

nearer the eastern market to that extent than is Michi-

igan, Wisconsin or Minnesota. The $1 a thousand is

no protection beyond simply equalizing freights, and

thus affording a fair field of competition. The Cana-

dian people so regard it and are perfectly satisfied as

to the action of the American Congress on the lumber

schedule. It will also have the effect of enhancing the

price of Canadian stumpage. I was reading last week

that one Canadian timber owner said the passage of

the bill would put $100,000 into his pocket in appreci-

ation of prices of timber. I do not doubt it. Then,

too, the repeal of the log export duty means more to

the Michigan lumbermen than many suppose. Several

hundred million feet of pine have been purchased in

Canada within the past 90 days in the expectation that

this tariff bill would pass and the export duty come off

This timber is destined for Michigan mills. It is to

the advantage of Michigan men to raft logs across the

lake to be manufactured, for the simple reason that it

has long been recognized that there is no better lumber

market in the world than eastern Michigan. It will

also prolong the life of Michigan mills by adding to the

source of supply. I predict that 250,000,000 to 300,-

000,000 feet of logs will be rafted across the lake from

Canada to eastern Michigan next season. This helps

the manufacturing industries, which in turn help the

entire people of the state."

Since the removal of the export duties upon spruce

and pine logs, and also upon shingle bolts of pine and

cedar and cedar bolts capable of being made into

shingle bolts, there has been quite a revival in the ship-

ments of lumber to the States. In view of the assur-

ances given by Sir John Macdonald in the House last

session, this action upon the part of the federal authori-

ties, of removing the export duties, cannot be said to

be altogether unexpected. A careful scrutiny of the

lumber and timber schedule of the McKinley Act shows

that only upon one class of lumber, viz., cedar paving

posts, railroad ties and telegraph and telephone poles

of cedar, has the duty been increased, such increase of

duty taking place on March 1st, 1891. In other classes,

notably in regard to spruce lumber, the duties are

maintained at the same rates as laid down in the old

tariff, but in almost every other case the import duty is

lower than the tariff which previously existed. The re-

duction in duties extends ftom ten and fifteen per cent,

upon the coarser and small grades of lumber to $1 per

thousand feet, or fifty per cent, upon pine. The value

of our total export of lumber to the United States last

year was in the neighborhood of $10,000,000, and of

this large sum about $7,000,000 would be directly

affected by the tariff, provided the export duty on logs

were not removed, as in that case the old schedule of

duties would stand In regard to spruce logs, the ex-

port duty was imposed by ourselves to avorthe sawing

of spruce lumber on the Canadian side of the line, and

it remains to be seen to what extent the mills and the

labor employed in them may suffer, in consequence of

Congress excluding spruce lumber from the lower rate

of duty. The difference of $ 1 per thousand feet upon

"sawed boards, plank, deals and other lumber, of hem-

lock, whitewood, sycamore, white pine and basswood,"

and of a lessened percentage of duties upon minor

qualities, will, without doubt, enable ourexporters to find

a large market for the coarser grades of lumber.

Timber limits to the extent of 127 square miles, on

the Quebec side of the Ottawa river near Mattawa,

were put up at auction at Ottawa on Oct. 28th. The

bidding was far from being spirited, and when $400 per

square mile had been offered the limits were with-

drawn.
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MILL ECONOMY.
Notwithstanding much has been said upon the sub-

ject of mill economy, there still remains much to be

said upon the subject that planing mill proprietors and

those of other wood-working establishments may profit

bv. In an article published in one of the leading trade

journals not long since, the writer criticises the manner

in which the machinery in otherwise first-class mills is

arranged, even going so far as to attribute many of the

failures in the various wood-working trades, where a

large amount of machinery is used, almost entirely to

this cause.

There is no question but. taking the average planing

mill or sash and door factory, no matter how well it

may be arranged, that a large item, if not one of the

largest in the running expenses, consists in the handling

of the stock. From the moment the lumber is received

from the yard to the time the finished work is loaded

for shipment or delivery, there is a constant process of

handling as it progresses from one machine to another.

There is no definite manner by which a separate ac-

count of a!! these items can be kept in the average shop

where a number of different jobs are going on at the

same time. Consequently, the particular cost of hand-

ling the materials for each separate job, aside from the

machine work and finishing, is an unknown quantity,

which can not be solved even by algebra, yet it finds

its way into the expense account all the same and is

plainly manifested in the balance sheet of some mills

at the end of the year-

Now if the item for handling stock in a w ell-arranged

mill is of so much importance, what will it be in a mill

where, as the writer referred to states that, "the ma-

chines appear to be placed just where the truckman

dumped them, without any reference to economy or

convenience in handling the material which must nec-

essarily pass from one machine to another." It is a

fact that is worthy of consideration, that, as a rule, in

nearly all wood-working establishments, more particu-

larly in planing mills, about the same process of man-

ipulation is followed. The lumber, as a rule, is first

submitted to the saw and from there distributed to trie

various machines, according to the natuie of the work.

As the largest amount of the materia! in the planing

mill, after leaving the saw, goes to the planers, these

mac hines should be placed in close proximity with

each other and soarranged that w hen the lumber leaves

the saw it is dropped just where it is wanted, in front of

the planer, without any further handling. Hut if the

saw table is placed upon one side of the mill and the

planer upon the other, as is frequently the case, so that

the lumber must all be carried from one to the other,

it will require the labor of one man 01 boy constantly

to perform that part of the work, and whatever his daily

wages may amount to is just so much needless expense

added to the cost of handling. It is true that where

there are a large number of machines in a mill, all can

not be placed in such close proximity with the saw as

to avoid a certain amount of handling and transferring

from one part of the mill to another, but w here such is

the case, instead of employing a number of men and

boys for this purpose, a few light two-wheeled trucks

should be provided, so that the saw yer. instead of drop-

ping the strips upon the floor to be picked up again

and carried separately to their destination, could place

them upon one of these trucks, so they may be easily-

wheeled to any part of the mill. By the use of a few

trucks of this kind one man w ill be able to perform the

same work that would require three men to perform

otherw ise, and the wages of two men saved.

In manv of the modern mills, provision is made for

driving into the mill with a load, so that the lumber
may be unloaded by the side of the machine where the

first operation is to be performed
; and, notwithstand-

ing this is an improvement over the old method, yet in

the further operations handling becomes necessary and

(he e <•! a number of small trucks, so placed that as

fast as the stock comes from the machine it is deposited

upon the trucks, instead of the floor, will always be
found useful in facilitating the work and save handling.

Every dollar saved in this manner, as well as many
other small items that might be mentioned, goes a long

way in the course of a year in either increasing or

diminishing the profits of the concern

Doing Away with the Saw.

A correspondent writing from Seattle, Wash., to an
exchange says: An industry which was lately started at

Ballard, a suburb of this city, promises to work a

revolution in the shingle business. This is the dressed

shingle mill of the Porter-Gage Company, where the

Cage patent shaved shingle machine is in use. In

many markets shaved shingles are held in high esteem

on account of the smooth surface of the shingle, which
allows the rain to run off. The cost of painting is also

materially reduced, as there are no rough places to be

filled up. Recently, when at Ballard, I called at the

mill in question and was shown over the plant bv Mr.

Gage.

One hundred and sixty cuts a minute were being

made by the machine, the shingles dropping on to an

endless carrier, which conveyed them to the jointing

room. The blocks differ in no respect from those used

in any other mill, except that they are first put into a

box and thoroughly st-eamed. This takes all the sap

and albumen out of the timber and softens it to facili-

tate cutting. The block while hot from the steam box

is placed in the machine and firmly dogged in a head
block which feeds it automatically to the knife in a zig-

zag manner (to correspond with the alternate butt and
tip of the shingle) by rack or series of teeth on each

side of the head block. These teeth feed the block a

little further than the thickness of the shingle being

made, but this extra thickness is pressed back bv a set

of rollers that are located just behind the knife and a

sufficient distance ahead of it to let the rollers strike

the block before the knife enters it. The object of this

is to compress the fibres of the timber and to hold the

block firmly against the head block while the knile is

going through.

When running ten hours a day the machine will make
from 80,000 tc 100,000 shingles, and the success of the

shingles so far produced has been such that another

machine has been ordered. The product of the mill has

been sold for several months ahead. I asked for the

figures o" the saving effected by the new machine, and
Mr. Gage placed a number of shingles together just as

they came from the machine. The block thus made
measured four inches and contained 18 shingles and
showed that no wood was missing from the original

block. The shingles were five to two inches, and a saw
would at the very best have made but 12 shingles from

the same timber. The machine therefore makes 50 per

cent, more shingles than is made by the saw. The com-
pany has made tes^s with redwood with equal satis-

faction, but the company's operations at present are

confined to Washington red cedar, and the whole

product is being shipped to eastern markets.

Lake of the Woods.

A meeting of lumbermen was recently held at Rat
Portage, at which every mill manufacturing pine lum-

ber between Lake Superior and Winnipeg was repre-

sented. The principal matter under consideration was

the cutting in prices. The price list was revised slightly

and it was decided to advance 1st and 2nd flooring $2

per thousand, and' 8 inch flcoring was reduced $1.

Following is the new'price list for lumber, f.o.b. at

Lake of the Woods mills : Dimension 2x4 to 12x12, 12

to 1 8ft long, $14 ; do. 10, and 20ft long, $15 ; $r per M
advance on each inch over I2in surface; 50c. per M ad-

vance on each foot over the above lengths to 24ft long;

$1 per M advance on each foot over 24ft long
; surfac-

ing, 50c per M
;

surfacing and sizing, $1 per M.
Boards : 1st common, rough, $16.50, dressed, $17.50 ;

2nd common, rough, $14 dressed, $15 ; Culls, rough,

$10, dressed $11 ; 1st common, stock, i2in, rough $19,

dressed, $20 ;
do. 8 and ioin, rough, $18, dressed, $19 ;

2nd common, stock, 12 in. rough, $16, dressed

$17 ; do. 8 and 10 in. rough, $15, dressed $16;
10ft long and under, $1 less per M. Shiplap : 8 and
ioin $16 ; 8 and roin flooringand siding at $1 per M ad-

vance. Siding, ceiling and flooring : 1st, 6in, $31; 2nd

6 in,$27;'3rd,6in,$2t ;4th,6in,$i6
;

1st, 5m, $31 ; 2nd,

5in, $27; 3rd, 5in, $21 ;
4th, 5111, $15; 1st, 4m, $31 ; 2nd,

4in, $27 ;
3rd, 4m, $20

;
4th, 4m, $15 ; $1 per M ad-

vance for dressing on both sides. $1 per M less for

lengths 10 feet and under. Bevel Siding: No. 1, 1st

siding, yi in.xoin, $20; No. 2, 2nd siding, yz in x 6 in.

$17. Finishing {1%, I yi and 2in
;

: 1st, 2nd and 3rd

clear, $40; selects, $30 ;
shop, $25 ; 1 inch, 1st. 2nd

and 3rd clear, $35 ; No. 1 stock, $35 ; No. 2 do. $30 ;

No, 3 do. $25. Mouldings : window stops, per 100 ft.

lineal. 60c
;
parting strips, do, 50c . % round and cove,

do. 60c. Casing : 4 in. O. G, per too ft lineal, $1.75;

6in O G. do, $2.25 ; 6in O G, do, $2.50 ; 8in O G, base,

do $3.50 : ioin O G, base, do, $4.25. Lath $2. Shingles

No. 1, $3 ; No. 2, $2.25 : No. 3, $1.50 : No. 4, $1.

A Five Thousand Dollar Tree.

On the side of the Big Black Mountain, three hun-

dred yards from Wise County line, in Harlan County,

Kentucky, and about ten miles from Big Stone Gap,

there stood, until last week, a tree that is thought to be

the most' valuable tree in the South Appalachian

Mountains, and is perhaps w ithout a peer on this con-

tinent. It is a curled-grain black walnut, and the owner

had it grubbed up by the roots, so as not to lose even

a chip. It is between five and six feet in diameter at

the base, and five cuts, eleven feet each, have been

sawed, the diameter of the fifth cut being four feet.

Some additional smaller cuts were gotten out of the

top. The grain runs in graceful, wavy curls, and is one

of the most valuable woods known, being used in

veneering. Capt. Pleasants, of New York, who for

years has dealt exclusively in this class of timber, pur-

chased it for $40 from a mountaineer, and thinks it is

the finest tree he ever saw. He paid George H. Satter-

field $300 to move the trunk six miles, to the end of the

S. A. & O. R. R., on Looney Creek, whence it was

shipped direct to the factory in New York. Capt.

Pleasants thinks that the tree will realize for him at

least $5,000.

Brandy from Wood.

An eminent German sanitary expert says that the

chemists have succeeded in making a first rate brandy

out of sawdust A man can therefore, get a rip saw

and go out and get as drunk as a lord on a fence rail.

A man can make brandy smashes out of the shingles

on his roof ; he can get delirium tremens by drinking the

legs of his kitchen chairs. You may shut an inebriate

out of a gin shop, and keep him away from a tavern,

but, ifhecan getuproarious on boiled sawdust and dessi-

cated window sills, any attempt at reform must neces-

sarily be a failure, and w e think that the opinion of a

sanitary crank upon the jim-jams of a house should be

taken with a most liberal grain of allowance.

Trees Six Hundred and Fifty Feet High.

Prof. Fred. G. Plummer, the civil engineer of Ta-

coma, is quoted in the Olympia Tribime as saying :
" I

have been all over this country and have the best col-

lection of flora to be found anywhere. What do you

think of these trees six hundred and fifty feet high. They
are to be found that high in the unsurveyed townships

near the foot Mt. Tacoma ; and what is more, I have

seen them and made an instrumental measurement of a

number with that result. There are lots of trees near

the base of Mt. Tacoma whose foliage is so far above

the ground that it is impossible to tell to what family

they belong, except by the bark. Very few people know
or dream of the immensity of our forest growth. I wish

that some of our large trees could be sent to the World's

Fairat Chicago. We could send a flag pole, for instance,

three to four hundred feet long."

FIRE RECORD.
John Millard's lumber mill at Broad River, N. S , was

totally destroyed by fire last month. Loss about $700.

Albert Turner's saw mill, at Black River, Kings county,

N. S., was recently burned with a quantity of lumber. Loss

$1,000 ; no insurance.

Wm. Sutherland's saw mill near Belleville, Ont., burned

Oct. 7th. It had been idle over a year. Loss $2,000 ; no

insurance.

O. P. Doray'ssaw mill and chair factory was destroyed by

fire, Oct. 1 2th. Loss estimated at $10,000 ; insured for

$2,000.

DeWinter's steam saw mill on the New Ross Road, King's

county, N. S., was recently burned. There was no insurance.
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THE EVOLUTION OF GRADES.

fSt. Louis Lumberman,]

In respect to its wide variation in quality the output

of the sawmill probably stands unique among crude

products of manufacture. Between that which is the

best that can be made and that which is good for noth-

ing the number of different grades that may be selected,

all with distinctive peculiarities, almost passes belief.

The lumber trade in some parts of the country has gone

far in its refinement of grading, but nowheie has there

been made all the varying qualities into which boards

and plank are susceptible of assortment. There are

evidently possibilities in this direction that have not yet

been attempted.

And yet in some varieties oflumber there are grades

enough, so many indeed as to give rise to much differ-

ence in the practice of the trade in making them, and

to lead to a certain disturbance of the equilibrium of

the business in consequence. We see frequent, or at

least occasional, attempts made to correct these varia-

tions from the standard, but the success of them lias

never been more than partial, and their effect, when

apparent at all, the reverse of permanent. It is im-

possible to point to a single case in which an import-

ant change has been made in grading rules or stand-

ards by a merely formal agreement. The amendment

of inspection rules embodying radical changes in grad-

ing has never been successfully undertaken when the

changes proposed had not previously been demanded

by the altered conditions of the business.

The truth is that lumber grades are the products of

evolution rather than in any sense creations. In the

beginnings of the trade lumber fell naturally into three

qualities—that which was good, and which was so de-

scribed : that which was of inferior quality, and which

was generally called common, and that which was be-

lieved to be good for nothing, and which took the sug-

gestive name of cull. The latter was not at first a grade,

its name indicating that it was considered to be value-

less, but with improvements in manipulation and the

increase of economy in consumption it was soon found

that even cull stock had its value for certain purposes

and it became marketable in part, only the worst of it

being reserved for the slab pile or refuse burner.

The development of lumber grades from this assort-

ment was as simple as it was rapid when once it started

There was, even when lumber began selling, but little

demand among consumers for a miscellaneous lot of

unassorted stock. They wanted certain quantities of

certain kinds, suitable for their particular purposes, and

the demand quickly led sellers to divide their good,

common and cull stock into other grades. Experience

showed them that they could make money out of such

divisions of the primary qualities, and naturally

grades multiplied. In the process of time differences

of opinion arose as to what certain grades should be,

and these gradually led to variations in the practice of

grading which some now hope to reform.

One point not to be lost sight of in this connection is

that this evolution of grades has been the direct result

of an increasing economy in the use of lumber. The

aim has been to assort lumber into such qualities that

the buyer desiring stock for any particular purpose

could get what he required without having to take along

with it a lot of stuff that would be unsuitable for his

purpose. In point of facts grades have not been made

so much by the lumber maker or the lumber mer-

chant as they have by the consumer. The require-

ments of the lumber users in New England, New York

and Pennsylvania differ materially from those of buvers

in th2 Western states, and we see a like difference in

the grades of lumber made for the Eastern and West-

ern trade. It is possibly thought by some that these

differences are accidental, but they are not
;
they are

fundamental rather, and have their source eithatf in the

variation of users' needs or in the inherent differences

in the character of the stock out of which they are

made.

It is possible, of course, that the grades of two man-

ufacturers or dealers, drawing their supplies from the

same source and selling to the same class of users,

should be identical ; and in like manner it is possible

that all manufacturers and dealers simularly situated in

relation to both supply and demand should be in prac-

tical accord in respect to their grading standards, but

it is futile to hope that the entire lumber trade can be

brought into uniformity. There are limits to the pos-

sibility of reform in this direction—and it may be said

indeed, to the desirability of a change also—that are

not always taken into account.

The practical difficulties in the way of securing an

absolute uniformity in grading, even when there are no

theoretical grounds of difference, are at least serious.

The absence of an accepted standard is one and the

differing views of buyers and sellers is another. A
standard might be set up, but it is open to question

whether all could be made to conform to it. Those

who are prejudiced in favor of good grades and those

who believe in "skinning" them to the limit of endur-

ance, would be very apt to follow their respective incli-

nations with a standard as well as without one, and

about the best that could be hoped for would be that

they might be restrained from going as far in either

direction as many have been in the habit of doing in

the past. But even this, of course, would be worth

striving for.

IMPORTED LOGS.

Between the tropics is a region fanned by ocean

breezes and drenched by summer rains. The excessive

heat and moisture, together with the rich, sandy loam,

produce a luxuriant growth of vegetation.

No man dare venture within these heavy woods with-

out an axe to cut away the giant vines which intercept

his path, and to protect himself from the attacks of the

boa-constructor and deadly cobra.

Within the vast stretches of gloomy forests of Mexico,

India and the Americas are hid the rich and rare woods

of nature. It was with a view to getting information

concerning these valuable timbers that a representative

of the Times Star strolled into a veneering establish-

ment on John street and accos-ted the genial pro-

prietor.

" What kinds Of wood do you use for veneering?"

was the query he started with.

" Many kinds," the manufacturer replied. " Here

are the native woods—oak, poplar, walnut, birch, but-

ternut and sycamore. Besides these, ofcourse, are the

foreign kinds, such as mahogany, rosewood, ebony,

English brown oak, Circassian walnut, prima vera and
satinwood. I know it is the common impression that

veneering is all done with imported material, but it is

not so."

"Where do you get the various woods ?"

" Native wood is bought in this vicinity. The Miami
Valley is noted all over the United States for its fine

oaks. Of the foreign woods, mahogany comes from

the eastern part of Mexico, along the Gulf. Prima

vera, or white mahogany, comes from Pacific slope of

Mexico. It is cut by the natives and thrown by them

into the ocean. The logs are then towed through the

surf to the steamers, which carry them to San Diego,

Cal. ; from there they come of course, by rail. Satin-

wood is a native of San Demingo. Circassian walnut

is shipped from Marseilles, France. It is grown in the

region of the Black Sea. English brown oak is ship-

ped from London and Liverpool. It is the oak found

in Sherwood Forest. Ebony is bought direct from

Madagascar island."

" What duty do you pay on the imported logs ?"

" Logs are on the free list, but thirty-five per cent, is

charged on manufactured stuff. It is a good thing, too,

for this foreign wood is mostly bought by the pound

and a great deal is waste "

" What is the original cost of these woods ?"

" Circassian burrs is the only variety we buy by the

pound. It costs us from twenty to sixty cents per

pound. Red mahogany costs us twenty cents per

square foot, board measure ; prima vera, twenty-five

cents ;
ebony, seven cents

;
English brown oak, sixteen

and satinwood twenty-five cents. Besides this, freight

must be added."
" What is a good walnut log worth ?

" A good solid walnut is worth, for our purposes, $120

per thousand feet. A good oak is worth $30."

"What is the most popular wood used now ?"

" White oak is in great demand, and mahogany just

holds its own."

" What is a burr?"

"A burr is a woody wart. They are obtained princi-

pally from oak and walnut. Here is a Circassian burr.

It weighs about five hundred pounds and cost us

nearly $300. Burrs and knots admit of a very fine

polish and are very expensive."

"These burrs are not sawed, but cut. First the bark

is trimmed off closely and then holes are bored into

them three inches deep. A long iron bar is then laid

upon it and bolted fast. The burr is now ready to put

into the machine. Before it is bolted on to this iron

bar, however, it is put into this large tank and boiled

from one to three days, depending upon the nature of

the burr. Then, while thoroughly soaked, it is put into

the machine and the bar is set in motion. This ma-

chine is a kind of lathe, and as the burr turns round

and round, the knife, which is nothing but a horizontal

plane, comes closer and closer. At last it strikes the

burr and peels off a thin shaving, as thin as a news-

paper. We generally turn off one hundred of these

shavings to an inch. In the case of a log, the iron bar

is not used, the log serving as its own support in this

manner."

The workmen by this time had a walnut log ready

to cut. They rolled it on the machine and lifted it to

its place. A screw was turned and a set of sharp teeth

advanced from each side and caught the log firmly.

The machine was set in motion, and soon the thin paper-

like rolls came off The log was cut within three inches

of the heart. It could not be cut any closer because of

the iron teeth in each end. If a log big enough

could be found the veneering could be made a mile long

if need be. As it is, it is run out upon a floor and cut

every ten feet. After being cut in large pieces it is

piled up, and to a stranger might easily be mistaken

for newly tanned leather. The next process it under-

goes is to be cut up very carefully for consumers, the

waste places being all taken out. The good veneering

is then piled in convenient sized bundles and stacked

where it may dry and be ready for sale.

Oak, mahogany and rosewood logs are sawed
;
oak,

because of its cheapness ; mahogany and rosewood,

because cutting spoils their grain by pressing the pores

together. This saw ing is done by a fine saw, and so thin

is it that no sawdust is perceptible. Sawed wood is

mostly twenty thicknesses to the inch. Oak is sawed

in a way called " quartering," that is, the log is first

split into four. Now, as most everybody knows, oak

logs are "flaked," that is, they have cracks, or lines,

running from the heart out to the sap. After a log is

quartered, a triangular strip is taken oft" of each side

of the quarter, so that the saw may be run, as nearly as

possible, parallel with these "flakes," or cracks. This

makes fine cut yes, which are very desirable for a hard-

wood finish.

A good deal of oak veneering is sold to be placed on

the outside of oak- finish, such cases as railroad cars,

fine panelling in houses, etc. Rosewood is used mostly

for tool handles, mahogany for inside finish and furni-

ture. Prima vera is much used for fine cabinets. It is

a "new" wood and admits of a fine polish.

" What is the extent of this business in this country ?"

was then asked.

" There is one mill besides ours in this city, one in

Indianapolis and none in the East this side of New-

York. Europe has a great many. There is consider-

able exchange in veneering, chiefly with Germany,

France and England."

" How is veneering put on ?"

" Where it is simply for ornament, as in looking-

glasses, only one ply or thickness is used. But one ply

alone is too liable to crack ; for this reason, very often,

five ply are put on, firmly glued together. This is why

it is shaved to thin. Nothing is gained by the ex-

tremely thin sawing, except this. It really takes more

wood. Furniture men polish the finer wood to bring

out the grain and then varnish it. We employ about

twenty-five men. . Cutting requires experts, and some

cutters get as high as $8 per day each."

O. P. Doray's saw mill and chair factory at Sutton, Que.,

wxs burned Oct. 15th. Loss $10,000 ; insurance $2,000.
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VARYING LUMBER SCALES
Inspection is not the only feature in the lumber busi-

ness that is chaotic. Measurement appears to be quite

as chaotic. For instance, for the scaling of logs there

are no less than five rules, and no two of them give the

same result. The surprising variations consequent

upon the use of so many rules in different sections may

be seen in the following measurements of twenty-foot

logs, eight, twelve, twenty-four and thirty-six inches in

diameter :

Length Diameter

of log. of log. Amount
Log Rules Feet. Inches, in feet.

Bangor 12 8 33
Oughtred 12 8 28

* Scribner 12 8 22

Quebec Government 12 8 24

Doyle's Rule 12 8 16

Bangor 12 12 78
Oughtred 12 12 68

Scribner 12 12 59
Quebec Government 12 12 50
Doyle's Rule 12 12 48

Bangor ... 12 24 327
Oughtred 12 24 300
Scribner 12 24 303
Quebec Government 12 24 315
Doyle's Rule 12 24 300

Bangor 12 36 770
Oughtred 12 36
Scribner 12 36 692
Quebec Government 12 36 710
Doyle's Rule 12 36 786

Commenting on these differences, a Canadian lum-

berman says :
" I have known those who ship round

timber to the United States use the Scribner or even

the Doyle rule for buying logs from the farmers, and

sell by and pay the duty on the Bangor scale, by which

they gain in actual measure from two hundred and fifty

to five hundred feet on every thousand feet bought and

sold, where the logs are ten, tw elve and fourteen inches

in diameter. As the Doyle rule is not figured for logs

under ten inches in diameter, millers are in the habit of

'jumping' the scale of all such as contain twenty-four

feet for sixteen-foot logs). Now, if we take an eight-

inch, a nine-inch and a ten-inch log, and measure them

by the Doyle rule, the total result will be eighty-four

feet, while the same logs scaled by the Bangor

rule will give one hundred and sixty-four feet,

or nearly one hundred per cent, more ! In other

words, it would take about eighteen logs of these three

sizes to make one thousand feet of lumber by the Bangor

rule, while the Doyle rule would exact about thirty-six

logs for the same amount."

BAND VS CICULARS.

Mr. John M. Stowell, of Milwaukee, Wis., a man of

large experience in the saw-milling business, has been

giving his experience and also his opinion- in the Lum-
berman of the future of the band mill. Mr. Stowell

says :
—"When the circular mill first became a candi-

date for favor there was an almost universal consensus

of opinion against it for various reasons. It took years

to overcome this general prejudice. I was there my
: elf and know whereof I affirm. I think I was the first

to introduce it in the large lumber mills of the north-

west, except that small circulars were used in what

were termed ' siding mills.' I mean, of course, that

circulars were not then used for cutting logs. So when

the band saw had demonstrated its usefulness in small

work, in pattern shops, furniture factories, etc., and the

proposition was made to use it in cutting logs, there

was the same nearly universal prejudice encountered

by the circular saw in its introduction for log sawing.

lioth did make a great deal of bad lumber at first,

and the gain in the speed of work was comparatively

small in the case of the circular. 1 remember that the

first one ever put in at Manistee, Mich., was only sold

on a warranty of 10,000 feet in eleven hours. On Satur-

day of the first week we ran, we sawed 11,758 feet in

eleven hours. The feat was heralded in the newspapers

far and wide, as something remarkable, and from that

day the success of the circular was assured. Now it is a

poor circular that will not, with plenty of power, in the

'.ame timber, cut that amount of lumber in a single

hour.

So the band mill started by cutting about the same

amount of lumber that the circular cut at first, which

was quite in advance of the cut on any mulay or sash

mill. It has been constantly increasing the cut until,

in the short time the experimenting has been going

on, the performance of the average circular has been

nearly overtaken. I predict that before the band mill

has been in use as long as the circular has been, the

product of the band will overtake, and, probably, ex-

ceed the cut of the circular.

Then the sav ing of stock demonstrate;- their immense
superiority over the circular, and justifies its claim to

be ' the coming mill.' The circular must inevitably be

relegated to use only where cheap plants are wanted for

very temporary purposes. But time will be required to

replace the circular just as time was required for the

circular to retire the older styles. In both cases those

changing earliest manifest the greater wisdom, and
pocket the greater amount of shekels."

GIVE THE SAW MILL MAN A CHANCE.
Br H. J. Sutherland.

In order that the saw mill man may have a chance

to secure fair returns for his money it is necessary that

each individual employee shall contribute his best efforts

to that end, for this business is a sort of chain, so to

speak, whose links must support each other. The
superintendent is the man I want to talk to first on this

subject, for upon him devolves the greater part of the

responsibility of managing the mill.

Are you sure, then, Mr. Superintendent, that your

employer gets the full benefit of your business ability

and saw mill experience? Are you sufficiently familiar

with every department of the mill business that you

can adjust the trouble in short order when the foreman

reports the mill broken down, or the boss of the logging

teams comes with a dolorous tale of crippled oxen, or

five or six men short ? If not, you had better step down
and out. You are a weak link in the chain.

Do you, Mr. Foreman, go on the principle that a

stitch in time saves nine, or do you wait for the belt to

break before you put in a new lace or a few rivets ?

You should examine your pulleys, shafting, and boxes

every day and be sure to re-babbitt your boxes just a

little before they need it. An ounce of preventive is

worth a pound of cure.

Mr. Saw Filer, a great deal depends on you, for the

saws must make or break the saw mill man, and it

matters not what your wages are, or what the surround-

ing circumstances may be, you, of all others, should do
your very best. Don't give your saws a lick and
promise, but every time a saw comes off the mandrel

examine it carefully for all manner of defects. Often a

few blows of the hammer will greatly improve them.

Hello, Mr. Sawer, are you sawing good lumber, and
plenty of it ? If not, stop this minute and take off the

bad running saw, unless the fault is in you, and in that

case go to the foreman and tell him to give you your

time ; also that you wish to give the saw mill man a

chance, as this is the best way you can do it. If on

the other hand, the troubles are in the saw, call the

filer's attention to it, and inform him that you will

change the saws every fifteen minutes rather than make
bad lumber. Remember, it is not the amount of lum-

ber desired as much as the quality. The first care of

the sawer should be to make good lumber, and all you

can of it. Try to make each succeeding day excel the

previous one.

Mr. Engineer, I am truly glad to see you ; how is

your part of the business going on ; are you giving your

employer a chance? Don't call him an old skinflint.

How many times have you had to stop your engine for

hot journals and other causes, that you know you could

have prevented ? Please bear in mind that if you

understand your business ever so well and do not do
your whole duty, you are no better than one w ho knows

but little, and will do the best he knows. How about

tha' knock in your engine ? Don't tell the superin-

tendent that the devil can not take it out : be honest,

and tell him you can't do it. Don't measure all other

men's skill by your own, or let your self-conceit outrun

your knowledge of machinery. Keep your engineingood

condition, do your repairing at night. I have no respect

for an engineer that makes a practice of stopping his

engine between six and twelve o'clock a.m., and one

and six o'clock P.M., except on signals, which is rarely

done if the men are trying to give the employer a

chance. Don't spend your time figuring horse-power

and back pressure. There is as much sense in figuring

on the number of yards of moonshine necessary to

make a muley cow a petticoat. Such an engineer is

fifty years behind the times. While you are figuring

out what, your engine needs, some good, practical engi-

neer will do what is wanted and have the engine run-

ning and doing better work than the figuring man
w ould ever accomplish. There is no rule of treatment

that will apply to all engines alike and get best results,

no more than the same medicine w ill have effect on all

people alike. It is admitted by the best mechanics
that it is an impossibility to make two engines alike,

one being, a perfect duplicate of the other. If I am not

mistaken Dennis Long & Co., of Louisville, Ky., tried

this several years ago with two steamboat engines and
failed, and give it as their opinions that it was an im-

possibility, and no firm stands higher for fine ma-
chinery.

Now, Mr. Night Watchman, please wake up. How
long have you been asleep ? Have you not learned

that a saw mill is neither a hotel or lodging house, but

a saw mill in which is stored thousands of dollars' worth

of machinery and lumber, and you are its only guardian

twelve hours out of every twenty-four? So come to

your senses, and realize the great responsibility that

rests on you. Stop sleeping so much while on duty, or

you w ill wake up some night in the neighborhood of

the New Jerusalem, and your employer in bankruptcy
;

and if your wife does not miss you she w ill miss your

wages.

Now, Mr. Shipping Clerk, if you will hold up from

playing poker at ten cents ante w ith the book-keeper, I

should like to give you a piece of advice. Be sure that

every car load of lumber you ship is just w hat your order

calls for. Be honest, mill men wont steal, and don't

want others to steal for them. Don't imagine that if you

succeed in swindling customers your employer will

think more of you, and raise your salary
; the chances

are that he will raise your scalp,and you will find Jordan
a hard road to travel.

Good-morning, Mr. Mill Man. I am glad to meet you,

as misery likes company. I do not think I am capable

of giving you any advice. I will only say this, be sure

that every shipment of lumber you make is properly in-

spected, then do not allow any son of Adam to steal

one foot of it. I would have one car or twenty cars of
lumber returned from New York to Tennessee before 1

would allow one foot stolen under any pretense
: take

this advice and you will never regret it in the long run.

By so doing you will give yourself a chance. Also bear

in mind that it is the little things that need the most
looking after : this done well the big things will take

care of themselves. Fleas bother us more than ele-

phants. If all the small streams that go to make up
the Mississippi river were stopped there would be no
" Father of Waters." Do not give any man a job for

friendship's sake, but look to the qualifications regard-

less of friendship or wages.

Weight of Lumber.

The following table shows the weight of dry and
green lumber per foot B. M. Although in some wood
there is an occasional variation, the estimate is correct

for all practical purposes.

GREEN. DRY.

Ash A lA 3'A Holly
Beech 5 4 l ignum Vitse

Birch 4X 3 Maple
Basswood 3>A VA Mahoganv
Ches'.nut 4 3 N. C. Pine
Cheery 4'A zU Oak
Cottonwood 4'A 3 Pitch Pine
Cypress

v
4 s

lA Poplar

Cedar 4 3 Sycamore
Elm 4 3X Sweet Gum
Hemlock 3 Walnut
Hickory 5 4 White Pine

GREEN.

5%
9
VA.

5%
4
5

5

3%
5

3%
4 lA
3'A

DRY.

4
&A
4'A
4 V

4
4
2¥

The large shingle mill of Mr. Fred Moore, Woodstock

N. B., was destroyed by fire Oct. 3rd. The mill was built

in 1887 and containtd five first class machines.
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THE NEWS.

ONTARIO.

—Spanish River lumbermen are going to make a small cut

this winter.

—Mr. David Gillies w ill soon begin cutting timber on Lake

Teniiscamingue and the Colounge.

—The Rathbun Co., of Deseronto, are going to make a

large exhibit at the Jamaica Exhibition.

—Lumber was exported from Peterboro' during the quarter

ending Sept. 30th amounting to $26,599.

—Jas. Play fair & Co., Sturgeon Bay, have taken out an

immense quantity of telegraph poles this fall.

—Mr. Jos. McCracken, formerly of Leamington, is now

spoken of as " one of the lumber kings of Arkansas."

— Mr. W. T- Trenouth, of Fawkham, is remodeling his

water mill and largely increasing its cutting capacity.

—Lumbermen report a very slight improvement in the num-

ber of cars obtained for their trade, the last month.

—Mr. McRae, who recently removed to Manitoba, has sold

his saw mill in Derby to Mr. Yates, late manager of Jones'

mill.

—Mr. Holbert's mill at Grass Valley, continues to run on

shingles. Both lumber and shingles are being shipped from

this mill.

—Two mills at Severn Bridge have finished their cut for

the season. Mr. Rainey's mill will probably run until (he

river freezes.

—Sprucedale is growing very rapidly, and Lawrence Bros.,

of Lawrence Mill>, are doing a large lumber trade in con-

sequence.

— Malkin Bros., of Ilfracombe, are preparing to do quite a

timber business at Axe Lake this season, and ar<> paying good

prices for pine.

—The E. B. Eddy Mfg Co.'s old -.' Conroy " limit on the

Madawaska river and the Clyde limits have been sold to T.

McGuire & Co. for $30,000.

— It is understood that with the duty on pine lumber at $1

a thousand, there will be considerable shipped to Chicago

from Algoma mills.

—The Georgian Bay Lumber Company, Waubaushene,

list year ran 16 camps. This year they will run only four and

will employ none but married men.

— Messrs. Murphy & Gates have completed their saw mill

near the Poison works, Owen Sound, and have commenced

work, employing about forty men.

—Very little shipping of lumber has been going on at

Sturgeon Bay owing to a scarcity of cars. It is said that lum-

bering in that section will be dull this winter.

—The Hawkesbury Lumber Company's mills have closed

down for the season. The reason assigned for the early clos-

ing is a scarcity of piling ground.

— Messrs. vVhaley & Hutcheson's new saw mill at Hunts-

ville is now in first-dass running order. Their mill is con-

sidered second to none in Huntsville.

—There is a heavy demand for cars at Burk's Falls for ship-

ments of lumber, shingles, bark and spruce wood, were they

supplied. Two trains a week could be loaded at this station.

—There were exported from the Waubaushene consular

district, for the quarter ending Sept. 30th, lumber amounting

to $296,000 ; box shooks, $22,000 ;
shingles, $10,000 ; tele-

graph poles, $6,000 ; laths, $1,000.

— It is reported in lumber circles that Mr. J. R. Booth has

bonded 400 miles of timber limits on the Upper Ottawa from

Alex. Fraser, of Westmeath, for $600,000, and that Mr.

Peter Cotton is now travelling there in Mr. Booth's interests.

—Mr. J. Wilson, of Little Current, recently sent some 250

men from Ottawa to work in the Michigan lumber camps.

The men are engaged on reaching the other side of the line,

in order to avoid infringing on the law.

—The South Simcoe News says the lumber trade is still

dull. This dullness will make work very scarce during the

winter. The mills are all crowded with lumber. There will

nM be many logs cut this winter and therefore not much for

the mills to do during next summer.

—The latest rumor is to the effect that 1 Michigan syndi-

cate at whose head is ex-Gov. Alger, is negotiating with Cana-

dians for the purchase of the timber on Huntei's Island situ-

ated in Lake Langanaga and Rainy Lake, on the northern

boundary of Minnesota. The stumpage is estimated at from

500,000,000 to 1.000,000,000 feet. It will cost them at least

$500,000.

—The Lowville sash, door and blind factory commenced

operations last spring with twenty men, now the pay roll

numbers upwards of fifty men, and is being gradually increased.

Among the many orders on hand is one for an Albany firm

amounting to $3,500.

—Charles Greaves was skidding logs for Parker & Wheeler,

of Maidstone. On one day he skidded 104 logs, which, be-

ing measured were found to contain 29,700 feet. This is

considered a very large day's work for one team.

—A schooner loaded with lumber attempted to drop down

the liver the other day without the use of a tug, and crushed

into the ferry Hope that was lying at Windsor. The side of

the Hope was crushed in, causing a loss of about $15°-

—The business of Mr. Peter Robinson, manufacturer of

lumbermen's tools on the Chaudiere, has increased largely

lately, and he is now extending his premises to three times

their former size. He finds his patents take with the lumber-

men.

—This winter the Collins Bay Rafting Company will build

a tug boat at Collins Bay to take the place of the steamer Mc-

Arthur, burned a short time ago. The new boat will cost

$25,000, and be composed principally of steel.

—A powerful tug to replace the tug D. McArthur will be

built at Collins Bay at a cost of $25,000.

—The Rathbun Company will cut a large number of logs on

the Moira river this year and operations will be about the

same on the Trent waters.

—MacLaren & Co's saw mill at New Edinburgh will close

down altogether for the season early this month. The cut

will not be quite as large as that of last year.

—The mills at Huntsville are about shutting down for the

season, and vigorous bush work will begin at an early date.

The Moore Lumber Company have already sent a large force

of men into the woods.

—The Ottawa customs house returns for September were,

free goods imported $104,584; dutiable, $80,535. Total

$185, 124. Goods entered for consumption $77,553 anci duty

collected $24,790.

—Messrs. Young & Leslie Bros., of Owen Sound, who had

their mill destroyed by fire last summer, have rebuilt their saw

mill and factory, which is now in running order.

—The Casselman Lumber Company's mills, at Casselman,

closed down on the 25th after one of the shortest seasons

known for years. The sash and door department is to be

extended by a branch in Montreal under the charge of Mr.

E. D. Morin, now foreman in Casselman.

—Large shipments of lumber are going forward from Ottawa

to the States since the repeal of the export duty on logs, and

both the C. P. R. and C. A. R. are pressed for cars.

—Lumber shipments have been very active at Parry Sound

since the export duty has been taken off; all the different

lumber companies being engaged in shipping lumber to the

States.

—A few sales of square timber have been made recently,

but nothing to indicate that any great proportion of the stock

will be wotked off this fall. Bernhart & Co. sold 140,000

feet, 54 feet average at 30 cents, and Hurdman a small lot at

25X cents.

. —Cameron & Son are busy getting out the timbers for a

contract of the Canadian Pacific railway. The company is

constructing two steamers at Pembroke, and requires 15,000

feet of oak. Some of this material will be in very large sticks,

the timbers for which were brought in from Milleroche by the

Grand Trunk recently.

—Canada's forest wealth is to be well illustrated at the

forthcoming exhibition at Jamaica, W. I. Adam Brown, the

commissioner appointed by the Dominion Government, is

arranging with Canadian lumbermen to make a magnificent

exhibit there.

—Allan Grant, of Toronto, Canada, formerly secretary for

the British Canadian Lumber Company is likely to be com-

mitted to jail for contempt of court in retaining and refusing

to produce certain books belonging to said company.

—A gang of thirty men left a few days ago for the Garden

river, a tributary of the Kippewa. They were sent up by

Capt. W. O. McKay, to make square timber for the concern

of E. D. Moore.

—A correspondent writing from Commanda, says that Mr.

Robert Smith, of Pembroke, has the contract of putting in

six million feet of logs for the Ontario Lumber Company, and

hasalready about one anda-half million on skids. The logs will

be watered in Commanda creek, and thence taken to the

mouth of the French river. This company have 54 men em-

ployed in their camp and also a gang of 14 men improving

Commanda creek.

—Some effective work has been done by the Government

dredges in the Ottawa river this season. Hillman's Bay was

found to be a a solid bed of sawdust.

The Indians on the Wikimikong Reserve, Georgian Bay, are

going into lumbering operations with great energy this season

and they will'be assisted by skilled white labor.

—Cedar and pulp wood are in great demand on St. Joe's

Island, Georgian Bay, and business is booming at Richard's

Landing in consequence.

—The Upper Ottawa Improvement Company expect to

have all their logs in the Quio boom by the last of October.

Last year they left over 40,000 logs at the Das Joachims, but

these are all down with this year's drive.

—Shantymen are still wanted in Ottawa, as many of the

idle men prefer to loaf around the Lower Town boarding

houses rather than accept a winter's work at low wages.

Capt. McKay has an order for three hundred men to go up

for the firm of the Dickson Co., of Peterbjro'.

—A Muskoka lumberman recently stated that last spring a

dealer offered him a fair price for all the lumber he had in

stock. To-day, owing to inability to obtain cars, the lumber

is still in the mill yards, the market is gone, and the lumber-

man has to bear the loss of interest in carrying over the stock

even if the prices should advance to the old figure next season.

—The mill men at Ottawa are as a unit in saying that the

season is the worst for many years. Owing to the depression

in the lumber trade men accustomed to obtain employment in

the woods there during the winter have left for other localities.

Some have gone to New York state, some to British Columbia,

a large number went to Manitoba, and more recently a large

number have been sent to Michigan.

—The rate of allowance on account of contingent expenses

of square timber cullers has been reduced, it having been

found that the existing allowance was out of proportion to the

requirements of the service. The new rates are as follows:

Waney timber, I cent a piece ; square timber, other than

waney, l/2 a cent a piece.

The Deseronto Tribune The McKinley Bill has during

the past two weeks caused the greatest rush ever known at the

Cedar Mill, which has been running day and night cutting

railway ties, posts, etc. Large gangs of men are employed,

and Messrs. Roach and Huppes have had a busy time. Posts,

ties, and telegraph poles in vast quantities have been coming

in by train from the back country day and night, as many as

forty cars being unloaded in a day. The Cedar Mill has been

turning out 4,000 ties a day. All this material is rushed

over on the barges to Oswego and Charlotte.

— Lumbering operations in the neighboring townships

around Thessalon promise to be brisk this winter. Mr. D.

Gordon will take out about 6,000,000 feet of logs, operating

in Coffin township. Mrs. Wm. Ausley has the contract of

taking out the remaining timber on Burton Bros', limits. Mc-

Arthur Bros, will operate in the township of Bridgeland, and

will take out about the usual quantity of square timber. It is

expected that more than the usual quantity of pulp wood will

be taken out.

—The Midland Free Press says things are going to be

mighty dull injhe lumber woods this winter and not over one-

quarter the usual cut of logs will be taken out during the

coming season as compared with that of last. From all quar-

ters comes the report of shutting down in the production of

saw logs, and of course that means a small cut of lumber next

summer. Over-production and fear of dull times is the cause.

—Manitoulin Expositor: Lumbering will not be brisk

this winter. Conlon Bros, are only running one camp, the

red mill company are not in the bush at all yet, and Patton &
Co. are also resting on their oars. Only Charlton and Howry

& Sons seem to be keeping up the old gait. This means a

considerable falling off in the work, and as the unemployed

shantymen on the Ottawa are seeking work on the Georgian

Bay wages are likely to be low.

—Reports from Midland indicate that operations by the

trade at that point will be conducted on about the usual scale

during the coming season. The Emery Lumber Company
will take out of their limits 30,000,000 feet of logs, about one-

third of which will be manufactured in the Miscampbell mill

at that place and the balance floated across the border to be

manufactured in the mills of the company on that side. Peters

& Cain will manufacture as usual next year about 5,000,000

feet of lumber. Their past season's cut has been all sold.

Chew Bros, operations will be about the same as in previous

years. It is understood that they have already disposed of at

least fifty per cent, of their next season's cut at satis-

factory figures. The Ontario Lumber Company have a

large force of men already in the woods and expect to take out

an average stock. Mr. Miscampbell, who manufactures almost

exclusively for the Emery Lumber Company will, it is ex-

pected, cut about 10,000,000 feet in his mill next year.
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QUEBEC.

—Bedard Godfroi, lumber dealer, Montreal, has assigned.

—The mills at Buckingham have closed down for the

season.

— Mr. Morgan, of Coaticook, is building a mill up Mae's

River, for sawing clapboards &c.

— G. Beddard, lumber dealer, Montreal, has been served

with a demand of assignment. He owes $2,300.

—Thistle & Carswell's raft ot square timber, the last one

brought down the Ottawa this season' reached Grenville early

last month.

— It is reported that Messrs. Hurdman & Co., of Hull,

have disposed of their square timber at about 7 cents per foot

under last year's prices.

—The E. B. Eddy Manufacturing Company have sawn 35,-

000.000 feet this season, and they will probably run until the

frost closes them down.

—A large number of Hull men have engaged to go lumber-

ing for the firm of Maclaren k Edwards up to the Gatineau as

also to Sudbury and Magnassippi Lake limits.

—The new paper pulp factory of the E. B. Eddy Manu-

facturing Company, at Hull, is already inadequate to meet the

demands. An addition to be built this winter, doubling the

capacity of the establishment, is in contemplation.

—Messrs. D. H. Henderson and N. Henderson, of

Montreal, have taken a seizure on the lumber held by the

Ontario Bank as security for advances made to the Henderson

Lumber Company and located on premises for which the

present plaintiffs claim $9,627 rent.

—In the arrival of ocean tonnage at Quebec this year there

is a decline of 5,474 tons in sailing craft and an increase of

28,980 tons of steamship tonnage as compared with 1889. A
comparative statement of timber passing throug the culler's

office shows an increase of 3,538,984 cubic feet to 4,630,791

cubic feet in waney white pine as compared with last year.

White pine decreased from 4,068.364 to 3,451,017 feet ; red

pine from 632,513 to 301,642 feet ; oak from 1,160,453 to V
085.242 feet ; elm from 744,902 to 611,452 feet ; birch and

maple from 365,980 to 186,810 feet.

NOVA SCOTIA.
— Mr. Samuel Dodge, Middleton, has started a sash and

door factory, and will saw dimension stuff, staves, etc.

—Mr. Claude Hartland has started a factory at Liverpool,

for the manufacture of sash, doors, blinds, mouldings, etc.

—The Barclay Clements Company, limited, is applying for

letters patent for the carrying on throughout the Dominion and

elsewhere of a general commission, shipping and brokerage

business, chartering and employing steamers, and the purchas-

ing, holding and selling timber lands, etc., etc. The chief

place of business will be the town of Yarmouth. The amount

of capital stock is $50,000.

—Extensive rains recently caused a serious flood in Cumber-

land county .and did damage to a number of manufacturing

establishments. At River Philip, C. A. Thompson & Bros',

portable saw mills was carried into the river. John Bent's

mill-dam, near Amherst, also burst and 2,000 logs were swept

down the stream, breaking Curran Bros', dam, and letting

loose 8,000 logs which were carried out to sea.

NEW BRUNSATCK.
—C. E. Smith, lumber dealer, Fredericton, has failed.

—A North Shore paper notes the fact that four shingle

mills have been destroyed by fire on the Restigouche within

six months. One above and one at Campbellton, one a»

River Charlo, and one at Nash's creek.

—Extreme dullness still characterizes the lumber market at

St. John. The mills are shipping, but not to any great ex-

tent, hoping for an improvement in demand and prices.

—A Liverpool correspondent notes the fact that Mr. Alex-

ander Gibson has piled on shipper's account on the Hornby
storage ground five cargoes, amounting in all to about 4,000

standards, instead of placing them on the market. These

deals (spuce) were all shipped from St. John.

—The clause in the McKinley bill which imposes a duty on

railway ties and telegraph poles will interfere to some extent

with an important industry in one section of this province.

Kent county, for example, has been shipping large lots of ties

l>y schooner from the port of Moncton during several years.

—Already the operators are getting their crews into the

woods for the winter's work. The favorable conditions of

last winter enabled the lumbermen to get out not only the

whole of the season's cut but any that had been hung up in

the previous year, thus making an unusually large amount

available. Considering the condition of the foreign markets,

it would be well if the lumbermen would avoid an overpro-

duction.

— fredericton Gleaner-! It is estimated that the number of

logs to be winteied after the closing down of the mills on the

St. John river this year will run up to 75,000,000 feet. The

percentage of the cut wintered on the Miramichi and Resti-

gouche will not be so large, but it is large enough to warrant,

with the declining price in lumber, a great curtailment in the

operations this winter. On the Restigouche, there will not 1 e

more than six millions got out. On the Miramichi the cut

will probably not be more than half of last year, and on the

St. John probably little more than one-third. Where thous-

ands of men were at work in the woods of this province this

time last year there are not two hundred at work to-day.

Mr. David Richards starts for the Restigouche with twelve

men to-morrow. Mr. Welch has gone to the Miramichi, and

Messrs. Mcintosh & Kilburn, David Kessick and Rob!. Con-

nors, of the St. John, have all small crews now at work.

MANITOBA AND NORTHWEST.

—Mr. Vogel, a timber land explorer, reports that in north-

western Manitoba he found a " limit " in which 150,000,000

feet of white spruce had been killed by fire last season. Most

of the bark and branches, besides a foot of the moss and vege-

table deposits upon the ground, were burned.

—W. J.
Mather has opened a lumber yard at Neepawa.

— It is estimated that upwards of seven million feet of lum-

ber have been shipped from Lake Winnipeg mills this season.

—This season's cut at the Lake Winnipeg Transportation

Company's mill, at the Bad Throat river, Lake Winnipeg,

up to date, has been 1,400,000 feet.

— Selkirk lumber dealers complain of the scarcity of cars

for lumber purposes.

BRITISH COLUMBIA.

—Genelle Bros, offer their saw mill near Sproat for sale.

—John Valentine has secured a timber limit on Greeley

creek, about six miles up the Illecillewaet, and will establish

a shingle mill, for which the water of the creek will be utilized

as the motive power.

— Several large transfers of timber licenses in British

Columbia are reported. The purchasers are the Branch Lum-

ber Company, of New Westminster, and the Ross-McLaren

Company. The bonuses paid range from $750 to $3,000 per

square mile.

—The Columbia River Company are operating two saw

mills at Beaver, near Donald. There is considerable valuable

timber in that region.

—The Davies-Sayward saw mill at Pilot Bay, on the east

side Kootenay Lake, is now near completion. The mill

owners have called for tenders for delivering 500,000 feet of

logs at the mill this year and 3,000,000 feet next year.

—A new shingle mill is in course of erection at Westminster

for Elmer Ward, a young man from Frederickton, New Bruns-

wick. The capacity of the new mill will be about 30,000

shingles per day.

—A refuse burner is being erected by the Royal City Plan-

ing Mills Co., at its mills on F"alse Creek, Vancouver, for the

purpose of burning up the refuse, instead of dumping it in

the creek.

—The new saw mill being erected on Burrard Inlet, near

Port Moody, will be a very large establishment. The main

building will be 300 feet and its height two stories. The

capacity of the mill will be 100,000 feet per day, besides

shingles and laths. A mammoth new burner to consume the

refuse will also be erected, 22 feet in diameter and 120 feet

high, with double iron casing and many new improvements.

The mill will be driven by two large engines, 600 horse power,

and six boilers. The company own some 120 acres of land

at the mill, besides large timber limits in different parts of the

province ; and from the mill lumber can be shipped by rail

and vessel to any part of the world. Next spring a large dock

will be built, IOO feet wide and 3,000 feet long, the whole

length of the mill on the north where the largest ship can load_

It is expected that the mill will be completed and running

early next summer. Mr. James B. McLaren, formerly of

Ottawa, is the business manager and part owner.

AMERICAN.

—The St. Louis Lumber Exchange is considering the ad-

visability cf admitting consumers to membership.

—The Morse Manufacturing Company, of Alpena, Mich.,

will bank 6,000,000 logs on Canada Creek and Thunder Bay

river this winter.

—
f.

C. Forsythe, secretary and treasurer of the Norman-

dale Lumber Company, Normandale, Ga., was shot and

killed at that- place by an unknown assassin, Oct. 7th.

— Lumber receipts at Tonawanda, N. Y., for September

were considerably in excess of the same month last year, the

total being 98,302,000 feet, and 7,100,000 shingles.

—During the past five years fifteen saw mills have burned

on the Saginaw river, having an aggregate annual cutting

capacity of about 250,000,000 feet, and three new mills have

been constructed in the same time having a capacity of about

60,000,000 feet.

—A very large transfer of Pennsylvania timber lands was

recently consummated at Olean, N. Y., it lxrir.g the purchase

of 18,000 acres of land in Elk County, Pa., by S. S. Bullis, of

Olean, the price paid being $360,00.). The land is heavily

I
timbered with hemlock and valuable hardwoods. It it said

to be the largest and most valuable block of timljer stumpage

remaining untouched in the Pennsylvania hemlock belt.

—The bridge being built across the Columbia river at Van-

couver, Wash., by the Union Pacific, will consume for its false

works about 5,000,000 feet of lumber. Of this amount 500,-

000 has been delivered. The bridge will cost over $1,000,-

000 and will be built of s'eel. It will be the finest one on

the Pacific coast

—The adjustment of the affairs of E. B. Holmes Ac Co.,

Buffalo, has not yet been accomplished. The creditors are

considerably scattered, and their signatures are not easily ob-

tained on that account. The business has meanwhile been

resumed.

—Since the Canadian Government removed the export,

duty on logs there has been a revival of trade at Oswego,

lumbermen having forwarded orders for more lumber.

—Nearly 300,000,000 feet of lumber have been cut in the

Duluth, Minn., district this season which has new dosed.

The exact figuies are not far from 289,500,000, w hich com-

pare very favorably with the cut of 1889, which was 250.608,-

000 feet, or with that of 1888, which was 263,330.000 feet.

—Large lots of timber are being cut in and about Tri-

adelphia, Morgan county, O., and shipped via Wheeling,

W. Va. , for England. The timber is nearly all oak, to be

used in the government ship yards at Liverpool. It is very

carefully inspected and brings a good price at the mill.

—R. G. Peters, of Manistee, Mich., one of the lumber

barons of the state, and who was interested in many big enter'

prise;, has made an assignment to Mr. A. M. Henry, of

Detroit. The failure involves millions of dollars worth of

property and will be far-reaching in its effects.

—Minnesota lumbermen are figuring on the cut of the season

preparatory to clossng down. The cut this year will exceed

that of last year by several million feet. The estimate places

it at not less than 325,000,000 feet and not more than 350,-

000,000. The season as a whole has been prosperous, the de-

mand for lumber being good and the price profitable. The
lumbermen generally are not arranging to cut as many logs

next winter as they did last, but do not mean that there

will be any less lumber cut next year. On the contrary, some

of the lumbermen think that next season will be the banner

sawing year and that the product will reach 400,000,000 feet.

There are now more logs in the Mississippi River than ever

before.

—The failure of the Empire Lumber Company, Chattanooga,

Tenn. , has caused a great deal of surprise. Failure to pay

notes for lumber to the amount of $200,000 precipitated the

trouble. Lack of logs on account of low water, money string-

ency, two accidents to the engine at Empire and the failure of

the Indianapolis Car Manufacturing Company to extend

paper are the reasons assigned for the embarrassment. The

company owns two plants. One is located at Empire, Ga.,

at the junction of the Empire & Dublin railroad and the

Georgia division of the East Tennessee, Virginia & Georgia

railroad. The other mill is at Seddon, Ala., on the Georgia

Pacific railway, 38 miles east of Birmingham and 28 miles

west of Atlanta, near where the road crosses the Coosa river.

The two mills had a capacity of 165,000 feet ; planing mill,

95,000 ;
shingle mill, 75,000 ;

dry kiln, 70,000. The two

mills and timber land art estimated to have cost about $600,-

000.

Notwithstanding the fact mentioned in another

column that Mr. E. W. Rathbun has gone to England

to effect a sale of his extensive timber limits, mills. Sac,

one of the biggest deals in lumber mills and timber

limits ever made in Canada will be shortly consummated

between E. W. Rathbun & Co., of Deseronto, and

David & Allan Gilmour, of Trenton, Rathbun & Co.,

have given the Gilmours a check for $10,000 to hold

open until the 1st of January, the bargain made for the

option of the purchase of their mills at Trenton, and

everything pertaining thereto, and all the timber limits

on the Trent river, etc. The deal represents about a

million and a quarter dollars. The capacity of the

mills is seven thousand logs daily.
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OUR ALBANY LETTER.

Albany, N. Y., Oct. 28th, 1890.

The amendment tariff now reads as follows :

'"Timber, hewed and sawed, and timber posts for

spars and wharves, ten pet cent, ad valorem. Sawed

boards, plank, deals, and other lumber of hemlock,

whitewood, sycamore ; white pine one dollar per thous-

and feet board measure. Cedar posts, paving posts,

railroad ties, and telegraph poles of cedar, twenty-five

per cent, ad valorem. Pine clapboards one dollar per

thousand, spruce clapboards one dollar and fifty

cents per thousand, lath fifteen cents per thousand

pieces, pickets and palings ten per cent, ad valorem,

white pine shingles twenty cents per thousand ; all

others thirty cents.

By the time another month rolls around business

will about have reached an end in this market, and the

dealers will be prepairing to go into winter quarters in

the city.

Albany while being one of the best arranged and most

convenient markets in this country for handling lum-

ber by winter is by no means what might be called a

railroad shipping point as the facilities for shipping and

receiving by car are very poor, the lumber having to

be carted long distances, consequently when navigation

closes the majority of the merchants shut up their

offices and yards in the district which extends along

the river front about a mile above the city and move

into town where they sit around until spring, though

some do a small car trade filling orders for consumers

who happen to run short of stock.

This month will wind up the receipts for the year.

Shipments from the mill are about completed and not

much more can come down the canal before it closes

We will not go into winter with as large a stock this

year as has been carried over in some previous years,

but there will be assortment enough to supply all the

requirements of the spring trade.

Both lake and canal freights have been low all season

and the dealers have been the gainers, but the boatmen

will probably have to crawl out at the little end of the

horn.

The trade in all grades of pine both Canada and

Michigan has held out only fairly well during the past

month as the bottom seemed to drop completely out of

the New York market and a moderate demand only

was the consequence. Still the present month will no

doubt see a good business doing for the wind up of the

season as the dealers below have scarcely got in their

full winter's stocks yet.

In Canada pine the demand has been paincipally on

the intermediate grades such as 1 and 1% inch cutting

up, 1 to 2 inch yard picks, dressing lumber, and 1%. and

1%. inch box. The demand for 1x10 boards and for

pine lath has also picked up somewhat of late though

the supply is not any too large. One inch box has been

scarce for some time past but the thicker grades are in

better stock. Prices on all thicknesses of box lumber

will probably advance a dollar or more before the season

ends.

The New York export trade has about cleaned this

market out of thick uppers, and the stock remaining is

very high.

It is rumoied that the Chicago dealers have this

week made a general advanee on all grades of lumber

of $1.50 per thousand, and that there was a possibility

of Michigan manufacturers following suit. How true

this is we do not know, but any advance of pines in

Michigan would hardly effect us this fall. Next spring

it might have a tendency to stiffen up pines here some-

what.

The condition of the spruce market remains un-

changed. The stock is by no means large, but the de-

mand continues with prices firm. Cull spruce of all

grades has had the largest sale. Cull hemlock of all

widths is in light stock but good demand.

Prices on several grades of cull spruce and hemlock

have recently advanced owing to light stocks and the

difficulty of obtaining a new supply.

The hardwood trade has come in for a good share of

the business of the past month and quotations rule

firm. On cherry and ash prices are stiff for choice

lots, while quartered oak is in good demand it being all

the fashion now for furniture.

John M. Winnie, of Saxe Bros., and Nelson H.

Salisbury, of Hughson & Co., were in Ottawa last week

buying stock for the fall trade.

Thomas Holmes, of Montreal, was in the city a short

time ago and visited around amongst the dealers in the

district. He did business for many years in this

locality and is well and favorably known to the trade.

He has many friends in Albany.

James. M. Irwin, of Peterboro', Canada, dropped in

on us a few days ago in company with his old friend,

Chas. H. Getman, formerly of Oswego, but now of

Stamford, Conn.

Mr. Irwin makes occasional trips to the States when

he has any choice stocks to dispose of, and his visit

here was for the purpose of placing some lots of lumber

with Albany parties. How well he succeeded we did

not learn.

Robt. A. Stuart, of Pierce & Co., Ottawa, was in

town about the same time, on about the same errand.

Mr. Stuart is well known to the trade in all the lumber

centres and is a hustler when on the road selling

stock.

Twenty-five thousand acres of spruce lands in North-

ern New York owned by L. Thomson Sc. Co., of this

city, recently sold for $5 an acre.

OUR BRITISH COLUMBIA LETTER.

The Burnette Saw Mill Co. are now running to

their full capacity and turning out work of all kinds,

mouldings, etc. They have trimmers for butting their

lumber to equal lengths, which is a great advantage to

all using it over the old way of uneven lengths. The
whole of their machinery is working very well.

A remarkable accident happened in their mill early

in October. A mechanic had his head caught by the key

of a shaft pulley as he was coming down a ladder after

putting on a belt and whirled round the shaft. In re-

volving the back of his legs caught in the ropes of the

rope-feed and wound round the shaft with him, and so

securely was he bound that the rope had to be cut to

pieces before he could be released. The rope so wind-

ing threw the belt driving this shaft off the pulley and
this is one cause which contributed to save the man's

life. The three inch shaft was bent. When he was
taken down he was insensible, but soon revived and is

at work again. All his clothing was torn offexcept his

overalls and boots.

The fires this year did very little or no damage to

timber in the New Westminster district.

The over due barque " Astoria" with the second cargo

of steel rails for the New Westminster and Southern

Railroad has at last arrived and is discharging at the

new wharf at Liverpool, B. C. The work of track

laying is going on rapidly and soon New Westminster

will be in direct communication with the States by rail-

road, terminating for the present opposite this city.

We were glad to see the prominent notice you gave

on first page October issue to the large sticks of fir sent

to Montreal.

The local demand for lumber keeps up and shipments

to Manitoba and the North-West Territory are ever

increasing.

A new departure in exports is shipments per steamers,

two being chartered during October for Melbourne,

Australia Freights continue high as vessels are scarce.

The Maclaren Ross Lumber Co. have added four

nice cottages to their village at Millside, to be occupied

by their employees. It is expected they will be sawing

to their full capacity shortly.

Messrs. Purdy & Dixon are building a mill to cut

about 25 M daily, three miles west of Mission St. on

t'le C. P. R.

Two local practical men have formed a company
with eastern capitalists and are applying for Incorpor-

ation. The capital is $500,000. Their intention is to

build on the Fraser River, which is undoubtedly the

very best position for such industries.

Building has been very brisk in Victoria, Vancouver

and New Westminster all summer and shows no signs

of falling off yet. Last week's steady rains retarded

operations, but they are again in full blast and it is to

be hoped that the present mild and fine weather may
continue.

Many of the farmers have improved their buildings

and fences, and the new settlers have also contributed
to the demand for lumber, and seldom a day passes
without lumber gcing either up or down the river.

Ship " Titania" now loading salmon for England
will sail for New Westminster about isl November.
This is the first direct shipment. The salmon is gener-

ally sent to Victoria for shipment.

Royal City planing mills here intend excluding local

orders and shipments to the North-West Territory,

while exports per vessels will be for their mills (The
Hastings) on Bunard Inlet.

Ship-owners and captains prefer coming here, as the

fresh water cleans the vessels as effectually as if put
into dock and scrubbed.

There are constant enquiries for timber limits for

American, English and Canadian capitalists.

Elmar Ward's new shingle mill at this city is turning

out a superior cedar shingle. Two car loads have been
sent as far east as Winnipeg.

The Simmons, Burpee, Elkin & Smith shingle mill on
Vancouver Road will shortly be under way.

The Mechanic's Mill Co. have all the orders they

can execute.

H. B. Beeton, Esq., representing the British Columbia
Government in London, Eng., has been busy collecting

all possible data re lumber, timber limits, sawmills and
their outputs, etc., for Whitaker's Almanac. Mr. James
Maclaren, President of the Maclaren Ross Lumber Co.,

is at present here.

H. G. R.

HOME AND FOREIGN TRADE REVIEW.
Office of Canada Lumberman,"!

Oct. 31st., 1890. /
The local lumber trade remains in about the same

condition as' it has for some months past, with the ex-

ception that there are more inquiries, but prices re-

main uchanged. Trade in the west has improved to

some extent as many of the dealers are laying in their

their stocks for the winter
;
early shipments for the east

are looked for. The old standing complaint of a scarcity

of cars is heard on every hand as no increase in the

supply of cars has taken place to date. This is not to

be wondered at as the increase supply was not promised

before the 15th of this month, and when it does come it

will be most too late to be of any material benefit to the

trade.

Since the export duty on logs was taken off, lumber

shipments in the Ottawa district have largly in-

creased, and the prospects for the rest of the season are

decidedly encouraging. Notwithstanding the lumber

for shipment at Ottawa will aggregate over 200,000,000

feet, the mills are nearly all in full blast, and as much
lumber is being turned out as at any period during the

summer. J. R. Booth's, Perley tS: Patte's, and the

Bronson & Weston mills are running day and night. It

is too early to obtain anything but approximate figures

as to the number of feet cut during the season, but it

has been less than last year. Messrs. Pearce have cut

more than they ever did. Just when the mills will close

down will largely depend on the weather, but most of

the mills will quit cutting by 'the middle of November.

At Montreal the lumber trade has only been fairly-

active during the month. There is, however, a better

demand for lumber locally, the trade requiring their

purchaces for immediate consumption. Within the past

two weeks the export trade has been working up some-

what as more business is being done in that line. Prices

remain unchanged.

The Quebec market continues without much change.

A raft ofvery good Ottawa pine recently changed hands at

prices which have not transpired. For hardwood there

is rather a better demand. The trade at that port,

may upon the whole, be regarded as dull, and is likely

to remain so until the close of the season. The ship,

ping houses have sufficient stock to mee f all present

engagements, and in the uncertain state of business in

Great Britain are not inclined to purchase as usual for

next year's requirements. There has been a slight un-
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improvement in the demand for oak, elm, etc. In deals

there is very little doing, and sales of pine and spruce

are only effected in small quantities for shipment.

One of our correspondents writing under date of Oct.

27th, has the following to say regarding the Quebec

trade: "Our opinion is that few sales will take place

in waney board cr square pine this autumn, as the

markets of Great Britain do not show much sign of im-

provement. Prices have dropt, and stocks are heavier

there than they expected they would be at this

season I In Quebec only some four or five Ottawa

rafts have changed hands this summer, and a few lots

of western waney apart from what has come forward on

contract, and the Quebec shippers do not seem at all

disposed to stock themselves as usual. We are in-

clined to believe they will rest on their oars, and pur-

chase next winter or next spring when they see a pro-

spect of reselling. The stocks of white pine here are

heavy, and if manufacturers will only keep entirely out

of the woods this coming winter and not make a stick

of pine for the Quebec market, things may come round

next summer. If they go on making even to a small

extent, it must be disastrous to the trade seeing the

large stock unsold in our coves. On the Ottawa we learn

that three or four rafts will be got out, a portion only to

come to market in 1892. We hardly think Michigan

men will compete as waney has been sold as low as

35cts. for 20 inch. Hardwoods have done a little bet-

ter, but the demand is very limited."

Following is a comparative statement of timber &c.

measured and culled at Quebec to date.

1888. 1889. 1890

Wanev White
Pine 1.968,547 3.702,703 4,95i>220

White Pine 1.661,884 4,222,906 3,694,678

Red Pine 567069 634,447 324,702

Oak 1,139,252 1,329,494 1,227,982

Elm 171,388 748,619 611,582

Ash '5°,36i 250,364 142,450

Basswood 770 2.635 456
Buf.enut 419 1, 573 2,U2
Tamarac 3,245 16,233 8,246

Birch .v Maple. ... 171,949 36r,98o 191,033

Masts & Bow sprits

Spars. 5 pieces 33 pieces

Std. Staves 72.3.1.27 60.0.1. 12 10.6.1.22

W. I. Staves 385.0.1.9 120.6.2.14 7-7-O.I9

Brl. Staves 16.0. 1.22 1.5.2. 14

FOREIGN.

The trade at London has shown some signs of im-

provement, the majority of dealers and merchants, as

also the yard keepers being evidently of the opinion

hat at the present level of spot prices there is very

little risk in buying either as a matter of speculation or

for stock purposes. The hardwood market continues

steady. A good consumption is going on, and a healthy

tone appears to pervade the whole hardwood trade,

while all other branches of the timber trade are as much
depressed. The American hardwood market remains

about the same. Black walnut of good quality is in

brisk demand at inflated prices, and there is a good

demand, stimulated to some degree by the scarcity of

mahogany.

The Timber Trades Journal, of Oct. 1 8th, says :

—

'There has been a good deal said about the present

stock of Canadian goods uow in London, and its influ-

ence on pricss,those immediately interested in this class

of wood holding the opinion that what the trade have

now to deal with cannot be called a heavy stock, and,

coupled with the predicted scarcity next spring, will

soon bring about a reaction in prices that must restore

the shattered condition of the market arising from the

destructive volume of stuff forced on unwilling buyers

at the public sales. That prices have undergone a

wonderful change since January cannot be questioned,

and, as regards pine, we are well within the mark at

putting it, all around, at £$?
The London Timber of Oct. nth, speaking of birch

at Liverpool, says :

—"The 294 logs of Quebec wood,

ex-Thomas Hilyard and Minnehaha, have landed fresh

ar.d of excellent quality, and have been secured entire

by Mr. F. Parker, of Manchester. The 174 logs of

0 .*-•,-.> >.'i'k\ '-./. Miriam, all iH inch and upwards deep,

have been soJd to Messrs. James Halsall & Son. The
large shipment of St. John planks, ex Catherine, are

anding bright, clean and of excellent quality. The

MacLeod brings 5,800 planks, the Ossuna 1,883 planks

and the Konoma 1,325, all from Richibucto. The

John Wesley also contains about 3,000 planks

from Halifax. The bulk of these arrivals are a further

burden upon an already depressed market. There is

rather more demand for planks, but prices are in a state

of chaos, and it would be difficult at the moment to fix

any market values." The same journal under date of

Oct. 1 8th, says :

—"The arrivals at Liverpool have not

been very numerous, and the quays' are chiefly covered

with Quebec goods out of vessels which have been dis-

charged during the last fortnight. There is no doubt

that the import from Canada this year has been a

little too large for the requirements, and in some cases

a great deal of difficult has been experienced in placing

the goods even at a reduction on the cost price."

, BRITISH BOARD OF TRADE RETURNS.

The foreign timber returns of the London Board

of Trade for the month of September do not appear to

be at all favorable to the timber importer. The Sept-

ember returns show a decrease on last year of 13,928

loads or something over \ per cent., although the de-

crease in value during the month, as compared with

last year is over 9 per cent. The official returns for the

month give the imports of hewn timber at 257,326 Ids.

in 1890 as against 286,136 Ids. in 1889; and the value

,£573,785 in 1890 as against .£689,839 in 1889.

In sawn timber the imports were 737,373 Ids. as

against 722,491 Ids. in 1889 ; and the value at £2,286,-

905 in 1890 as against £2,506,012 the same month in

1889, showing that whilst there was an increase of

14,882 Ids. there was a depreciation in value

of ,£123,053. The total Imports of hewn and sawn
timber for the month are set down at 994,699 Ids. as

compared with 1,003,627 Ids. the same month last year,

and thetotal value at £2, 286,9*05 as compared with 2,506,-

012 in September 1889. For the nine months ending

Sept. 30th we have the following : Hewn timber 1890,

1,722,329 Ids., 1889, 1,735,049 Ids. ; value ,£3,830,043 in

1890 and ,£4,048,808 in 1889. In timber, sawn or split,

planed or dressed, the figures for the same period are :

3,575,477 Us. in 1890, and 3,905,473 Ids. in 1889 ; value

,£8,452,257 in 1890 as compared with ,£9,668,638 in

1889. The totals of hewn and sawn for the nine months
are : 1890, 5,297,806, and in 1889, 5,640,522 ; value ,£12,-

282,300, this year as compared with ,£13,717,446 the

nine months of the previous year. The exports of tim-

ber for the month of September were 1,567 Ids. as

against 725 Ids. the same month last year, and for the

nine months ending Sept. 30th, 1890, 16,408 Ids. as

against 20,675 tne same period in 1889. and the value

of exports are ,£63,057 in 1890, and £77,274 in 1889.

GENERAL NEWS.

— Messrs. Burton & Bro.'s mill, at Bying Inlet, Ont., cut

this season up to Oct. 31st, 13,515,000 feet. They shipped

up to the same date 15,130,000 feet. Wages in the woods
along the north shore of the Georgian Bay will be much less

than last winter.

— M. Joseph Bedard, M. P. P., and Mr. W. R. Jones, editor

of the Richmond Guardian, called on the Dominion Govern-
ment the other day to ask for the reimposition ot the export

duty on spruce logs.

—Mr. Shaugnessy,managing shipper of theChaudiere branch

of the Canada Altantic Railway, reports that the shipping of

lumber has not been livelier since the branch was built than

it is at present. The demand for cars has been enormous and
he was unable to get half enough. For the past two or three

weeks some two and a-half million feet has been loaded at the

Chaudiere per week.

The Gilmour Bros, Ottawa, Ont., have sold out their entire

stock of lumber to American buyers. Mr. A. P. Cook, of

Whitehall, N. Y., was one of the largest buyers.

—Brennan's new shingle mill at Sundridge. Ont , is doing

some big cutting.

—Mr. David Gillies, the well-known lumberman of Carle-

ton Place, Ont., has been up in the Conlonge district where

he has a limit of 2,500 square miles and reports operations ex-

ceedingly quiet and has a doubt whether or not he will begin

work there this winter or not.

—The big saw mill at Bradford, Ont., has closed down for

the winter.

—The depression in the lumber trade has seriously affected

Temiscamingue, Ont.

—There is a large business being done in the way of lum-

ber and wood at Cold water, Ont., and no complaint of lack

of cars.

—Mr. Peter Milne, of Stayner, Ont., will erect a saw mill

near Angus.

—This season the Longford Co's shingle mill did not cut

half what it did las! year, and half of this season's cut is on
hand.

—The C. P. R. are going to greatly enlarge the lumber

docks at Owen Sound, Ont.

— Mr. Mclntyre, of Niagara Falls, N. Y., has made
arrangements for starting a steam pulp mill at Sturgeon Falls,

Ont.

— C. D. Smith, Boissevain, Man., is moving his saw mill

outfit to Vancouver, B. C. , where he will go into the lumber

and shingle business.

—Gould Bros., planing mill, etc., Amherst, Ont., have

dissolved ; business will be continued by C. E. & A. W. Could.

—The timber trade is brisk in Vancouver, B. C, all the

mills which go in for foreign trade having large orders ahead.

—H. H. Spicer, travelling agent for Slater's shingle mill,

at Vancouver, B. C, ha9 returned from an extended business

trip as far east as Chicago. Mr. Spicer succeeded in

making firstrate business connections in and around Chicago ;

he also did a large amount of business in Manitoba and the

Territories.

—Peter Shaw & Co., iumber merchants, Bracebridge,

Novar and Toronto, have assigned to E. R. Clarkson. The
Dominion Bank is a creditor to the amount of about $33,000.

The assets are estimated away up above the sums mentioned,

and a settlement will likely be effected with the bank. There

are nearly $35,000 worth of judgments against the firm.

—Walter J. Reed, of Ayr, Ont., in sending in his subscrip-

tion writes :
—" I am just busy setting up and refitting the

machinery of my saw and planing mill. Having secured a

small stock of logs last winter owing to the lack of snow, I

moved my saw mill in May to the pinery of Robert Easton, to

the south of Ayr. Having finshed cutting, I am now moving

it back to my own place. Lumbering has been dull here the

past season as little building has been done and our market is

mostly local. There has been a good demand however for

hardwoods, especially redj and white oak, and better prices

could be had but stocks were small."

—Messrs. McClymont & Co. "s saw mills at Xew Edinburg,

Ont., has closed down for the season. The season's cut is

about twelve million feet.

—James Maclaren & Co., Ottawa, will close down their

mills on Nov. 1st. The total cut it is said will be about 30,-

000,000 feet. A number of the men employed during the

summer will go up to their shanties on the Gatineau for the

winter.

—The Longford Company's shingle mill, atLonford mills

closed down Oct. 8th.

— Messrs. Thistle, Carswell& Mackay have contracted to

saw 18,000 logs belonging to Messrs. O'Brien & Barry. This

will keep their mills at Calabogie running until winter sets,

in.

—Mr. Thomas Boyes, of Barrington, N. Y., has been mak-

ing arrangements to begin lumbering operations on the Meki-

nak river, a tributary of the St. Maurice, Quebec. The tim-

ber limits purchased by Mr. Boyes for the managers of the

Morgan Lumber Company, Glen Falls., N. Y. : the Ticon-

deroga Pulp and Paper Company, of Ticonderoga, N. Y.,

and himself, are quite extensive, having an area of 536 miles.

Mr. Reed, an American Lumber surveyor, who explored the

limits, reports that they are well timbered with pine and spruce.

The purchasers will manufacture pine lumber for the American

market and supply spiuce wood to the manufacturing com-

panies named for pulp manufacturing purposes.

A man named William Tobin, who wts employed in Shan-

non's shingle factory, 458 Dufferin -Street, Toronto, lost his

life Nov. 1st. He was feeding a large circular saw, when he

slipped, falling forward, was caught by the teeth of th; saw,

which in an instant had cut through his stomach and side,

almost severing the trunk from the limbs.
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TRADE REVIEW.
Toronto, Ont.

Toronto, Oct. 31, 1890.

CAR OR CARGO LOTS.
i^and thicker clear picks. American inspection $20 oo^

1% and thicker, three uppers, American inspection. ..

1 £ and thicker, pickings, American inspection
1x10 & 12 dressing and oetter iS 00
1x10 4- 12 mill run 13 00
1x10 * 12 dressing 1400
1x10 * 12 common 12 00
1x10 * 12 spruce culls 10 00
1x10 * 12 mill culls

1 inch clear and picks 24 00
inch dressing and better 1800

1 inch siding mill run 1300
1 inch siding common 11 00
1 inch siding ship culls .. 10 00
iinch siding mill culls 800
Cull scantling 800
iK and thicker cutting up plank 22 00
1 inch strips 4 in to 8 in mill run . 1400
1 inch strips, common 11 00
1% inch flooring 14 00

1 % inch flooring 14 00
XXX shingles, 16 in 2 20

XX shingles, 16 in 1 20

Lath, No. I 1 70
No. 2

YARD QUOTATIONS.
Mill cull hoards & scantlingjio 00 Dressing stocks 16 oo^
Shipping cull boards, pro- iPjcks Am. inspection.
miscuous widths 13 00

stocks 14 00

Scantling & joist, up to 16 ft 14 00
" 18 ft 15 00

Three uppers. Am. inspect.

Cutting up planks 1% and
thicker dry 2

board 1

1 % in. flooring, dres'd 28 00

ijl " " rough ... 18 00
20 ft 16 00 1% " " dres'd f.m. 2; 00

: ft 17 00 " " undrs'd b.m.iS 00
24 ft 19 00 " " dres'd... 18 00
26 ft 20 00 " " undres'd 12 00
28 ft 22 00 Beaded sheeting, dress-
30 ft 24 00 ed 22 00

32 ft 26 00 Clapboarding. dres'd
" 34 ft 28 50 XXX sawn shingles

. . 22 50 per M 265
" 36 ft 30 00 Sawn Lath 2 00
" 38 ft 32 20 Red oak 30 00

40 to 44 ft 35 00 White " 35 00
Basswood, No. 1 & 2 18 00

26 00 Cherry. No. 1 & 2. .. 50 00
22 00 White ash, 1 & 2 25 00

Black ash. 1 & 2 20 00

!3° 00
37 00
25 00
20 00
14 00
15 00
13 00
11 00
9 00

25 00
20 00
14 00
12 00
11 00
9 00
9 00

25 00
15 00
12 00
15 00
15 00
230
:3o
1 90
1 70

>20 00
40 00
50 00

30 oc

22 00
28 00
19 OO
20 00

15 00

35 00
12 00

2 75
2 20

40 00

45 00
20 00
60 00

35 00

W 00

Hamilton, Ont.

Hamilton, Oct. 31, 1890.

Mill cull boards and
scantlings $9 oo@,io 00

Shipping cull boards
promiscuous widths. 10 00 . 12 00
Shipping cull stocks. 1400
Scantling and joist up
to 16 feet 14 00

do up to 18 feet 15 50!

do up to 20 feet 16 00

do up to 22 feet 17 00

do up to 24 feet 18 00
do up to 26 feet 19 00
do up to 28 feet 20 00

do up to 30 feet 21 00
Cutting up plank 1%
and thicker dry. ... 20 00 25 00

Cutting up boards 20 00

Dressing stocks $16 00

1% flooring, rough. .. 16 00
1 % flooring, rough. .. 1600
i'A flooring, dressed .

l'A flooring, dressed .

1 flooring, dressed . 21 50

Beaded sheeting 1. ..2500
Picks, Am inspection 32 00 3400

18 00
18 00
18 00

25 00

32 00

23 00

30 00

Three uppers Am. In.

XXX sawn shingles.. 260
Sawn Lath ,

Red Oak 20 00
White Oak 25 00
Basswood No. 1. 4 2.. 16 00
Cherry No. 1 4- 2 60 00
White Ash No. 1 & 2. 25 00

Black Ash No. 1 4- 2. 2000

4c 00
2 70
2 25

25 00

30 00
20 00

70 00

35 00

30 00

Ottawa, Ont.

Ottawa, Oct. 31, 1 i

Pine, 1st qual., M.$35 oo@40 ool Oak
2nd

" shipping
" 4th qua|.
" mill culls

Spruce. i=f M.
Hemlock . .

Ash

22 00
culls 14 00
deals 10 00

. . 800
. . 10 00

. . 9 00
1300

Bass 1200

25 00 Walnut ,

16 00 Cherry. . ,

12 00 Butternut
10 00 Birch
12 001 Maple, hard.
17 00 Laths
18 oolShingles.
20 001 " cedar

$40 oo@ioo CO
60 00 100 00

. 60 00
22 00
15 00
20 00
1 So
1 50
1 50

Pine, istqua'y fl M
Pine, 2nd " "

Pfne shipping culls

$M
Pine, 4th quality
deals »M

Pine, mill culls, if) M
Spruce, per M
Hemlock, lumber..
Hemlock timber
Ash

Montreal, Que.

Montreal, Oct. 31, 1

; oo@3> 00 Basswood
20 00 25 00

12 00 14 00

9 00 11 00
6 00 800
9 00 11 00

7 00 10 00
12 00 14 00
1300 20 00

Walnut
r M.

14 00

40 00

55 00
65 00
22 00

12 00
12 00
20 00

1 25
300
1 25

so 00

40 00
25 00
21 00
1 90
300
3 00

20 00

50 00
100 00
80 00

40 00
20 00

15 00
22 00

325
150

Spruce deals
Pine " -

Deal ends -

Scantling - -

Spruce, extra - -

" clear - -

" No. 1 extra

Pine, extra -

" clears -

" 2d clears

St. John, N. B.

St. John, Oct. 31, 1890.

Deals, Boards, Scantling, etc.

- - - - $12 oolSpruce boards - - - - 12 00
- - - - 15 otvPine " - - -12 oo@40 00

• - - - 6 00 Oak " 40 00
- - - - 10 00 Ash " - - - 15 oo@25 00

Hemlock "
7 50

Shingles.
- - - - $3 50: No. 1 1 25

- 3 00 Pine 1 25
2 25I

Clapboards.

35 ooJSpruce. extra

45 00; clear-

35 00 No. 1

No. 2 -

Flooring, Dressed.
6 in. .No. 1 12 00I4 in., No. 1 ------
" No. 2 10 oo| " No. 2

Miscellamous.
Staves - - - - - 3 oo@ 4 50 Laths
Heading 17 in. per pr. 04 IPickets 6 50

18 in. 04!^ o^KlRailway ties

22 in. 04K 06
I

- - 24 00
- 23 00

- - 15 00
- 10 00

12 00
10 00

1 80
5i5 00

Vancouver and New Westminster, B.C.

New Westminster, Oct. 31, 1890.

Car load and ship rates according to assortment. Bridge and
Wharf Plank and Timber.
10 to 40 ft. long, per M, net ...... . $11 00
41 tO 70 ft. "_«•»"

, _ _
» , _ j[ 2 oo@iS 00

Rough lumber, building material 11 00
" Sized . .

' . . . . . 12 So

Fir, Clear . . . . 17 jo

Cedar, Bench or Selects . . 25 00
" " " " " D. D . 30 00

/ in, rj£ i xAxb in.

T. & G. Edge, Grain and Dry . . . . 27 50
" " " Green . . . . - 25 00

No. 1, Dry - .... - - - - . 22 So
" 1, Green - - -. - - - - - - --20 00
" 2, Dry - - - - - - -' - - 2000
" 2, Green - -- -- -- ^ - 17 50
Cut to length, extra per M - - - - - - -2 50
D. Dressed - - - - - - - - - - 2 50

1 in, lYi i%x4 1.

Edge Grain, Dry - - ' - - -27 50
" Green - - . - - - - - - 25 00

T. & G. Edge Grain, Dry - - - - - - - 25 00
No. 1, Dry-------- - 25 00
" 1, Green - -- -- - ----22 50
" 2, Dry - - - 20 00
" 2, Green - - - - - - - - -,- 17 50

S. S. Planks for scows - - - -17 50
D. D. cedar, verandah cover, any length - 45 00
" '' " " cut to length - - - - 50 00

Shingles - 2 50
Lath . 2 25
D. D. clear Cedar 40 oo@6o 00
Pickets, rough 11 00
Five per cent, off above prices for cash with the order.
Delivery on scow to mouth of river.

20 M ft. and over 75c. per M. ft

10 to 20 M ft $1.00
"

Under 10 M ft. 1.25 " "

Boards, 1x10 in. each
Joist 4x6

2% in. and up, good..$
4ths
Selects
Pickings
to 2 in., good
4ths
Selects
Pickings

1 in. good
4ths
Selects
Pickings

Shelving Doards,i2 in.

and up
Dressing bds. narrow
Sapping boards
Box boards

Shingles, shaved pine
2d quality

Sawed, extra
Sawed, clear butts. .

.

Cedar, XXX

Albany, N. Y.

Albany, N.Y., Oct, 31

Hemlock.
i35£c. \2Ax4. each
33 I

Wall Strips
Pine.

158 oo@6o 00 10 in boards dressing
5300 5$ 00 and better ....J
48 00 50 00 Common
43 00 45 00 12 in. boards dressing
5000 5S 00 and better
4500 5? 00 Common '

4000 45 oo iVi inch siding.select-

35 00 40 00 ed
5000 5500 Common
4500 48 00 1 in. siding selected.

.

4000 43 oo Common
35 00 38 00 Norway, selected

Common
26 00 32 00 10 in. plk. 13 ft. dress-
20 00 22 60 ing and better, each
16 00 18 00 Culls
1300 15 do 10 in. boards, 13 ft.,

dress, & better each
Culls

Shingles and Lath.

4 80

3 5o

6 50

5 00
4 90

j 75

4 30

Shingles, cedar mixed
Lath, pine

Spruce
Hemlock

3 30(f

16 00

32 00
16 00

4300
16 00

43 00

1400
24 00
12 00

45@5o
23 25

28 33
17 22

2 60
2 25
2 00

1 75

834 00
22 00

36 00
22 00

45 00
21 00
46 00

19 00
26 00
15 00

3 00

2 30
2 20
2 00

Buffalo and Tonawanda, N. Y.

Clear. 1 to 2 in. all

width
Dressing, 1 to 2 in. all

widths

Buffalo, Oct, 31, iS

Norway
Common, 1 to 2 in. all

24 00 widths
4x4, 5x5, 6x6 turning.

.

17 004x4, 5x5, 6x6 common
White Pine.

No. 2 cuts, 1 to 2 in
and thicker $is 00^

Dressing, 1 to 2 in.. 22 00
Common, 1 to 2 in.. 14 00
No. 1 barn, 7 to 12 in 18 50
No. 2 barn. 7 to 12 in 16 00
Mill culls, 1 to 2 in . . 9 00

Up'rs, 1 to 4 in.

10 in $44 oo@58 00
Sl'cts & Picks,

1 to 4 in 39 00 50 oo
Fine common, 1 to 2

in. and thicker. . 32 00 45 oo
No. 1 cuts, 1 to 2 in

and thicker 27 00 3: 00
Mold strips, 1 to

2 in 30 co ;i 00
shingles

XXX, 18-in $3 65@3 751
XX, 18-in, or C. D 2 60 2 65 18 in. No. 2. or culls.

lb inch Shingles.

XXX, sawed 3 iolThick cut per square
C.B. " 2 35 XXX cut
No. 2 " 1 00
Thick cut. 3 40
XXX cut 3 15

X cut 1 50
No. 2 cut 70
Fancy ends or butts 4 50

12 50
22 00
16 00

!22 00
25 00
17 00
21 00
17 oo
10 00

Per
Si 2

X cut.
No 2 cut
XX
Dim. shingles, sawed, cut,

or planed

M.
5@i 40

2 50
2 25
1 00

55
2 10

425

Saginaw, Mich.

East Saginaw, Oct. 31, 1890.

CARGO LOTS.
Uppers 36 oo@3S 00

6 00

9 00
21 00
11 00

Norway 8 5o@
Box
Straight measure 12 so

Common
Shipping Cull;
Mill Culls . . .

YARD QUOTATIONS CAR LOTS DRV.
Siding.

Clear, 1% in— — 23 00IC, 1% in
- 46 00 Yt, in

20 00 No. 1,
lA in

39 ool % in
Finishing Lumber rough.

in. . @45 00 Fine common, 1 in. .

. . 45 00 iM & 2 in.

. . 46 00C, 7, 8 & 9 in.

. . 39 ooiCoffin Boards 16 in. & over
Joist, Scantling and Timber.

10 00120 feet
.... 11 00I24

"

Plank and timber, 12 inches wide, $1 extra.
Shingles.

XXX 18 in. Climax 3 50I18 in X fcull)

XXX Saginaw 3 35 XXX shorts
XX Climax 2 00 XX

iS in 4 in c. b 1 ool

Lath, and Pickets.

V% in
Select, il4 in .

.

7A in

Three uppers,
1 Y. & i]4 in

Selects,'2 in.

iY & 2 in.

12 to 16 feet

18 feet

. 33 oo(i

10 00
11 50
20 00

17 00

30 00
12 00
20 00

32 00
!34 60
26 00
18 00

12 00
13 00

Lath, No. 1 white pine 2 00
No. 2 " " Norway 1 50

Pickets, 2 to 2 l
/i in, 3 to 4 ft.

rough. .,

Dressed
i% in. square, rongh...,
Dressed

5o

2 00
1 25

15 50

20 00
18 00

25 00

V) in. clear $80 o
1 and iVt. inches 95 00
i

lA and thicker 100 00
Rejects 50 oo

New York City

New York., Oct. 31, 1890.

Black Walnut.
0 oo@82 oc Culls, 1 inch $3; oo@ 36 00

97 00 Culls, thick 36 00 37 00
105 30 Counter tops, 18 in.

and over no do52 30

y« in. 10 inches and
over 25 30@ 2600

Yx in. coffin boards ... 28 00 29 00
1 inch, 10 inch and
over 31 5o 32 00

Poplar, or White Wood.

Ash

1 inch. 8 in. and over 30 50
2% and thicker 33 00
Common 1 to 2 in 22 50
Saps, 1 inch & thicker 26 00
Culls, all thickness. . 1500

1 So 00

31 50

34 00

23 5o

27 00
16 00

1 in. white 36 oo@ 37 oolStrips clear 27 oo@ 28 00
lY to 2 inch 38 00 39 00 Black ash, good 26 00 30 00
2% to 4 inch 40 00 41 00 Black ash, com 18 00 19 00

1 inch plain sawed. 37 00 1

\Yi to 2 inch 39 00
Thicker 40 00
Quarter-sawed, white, all

Oak.
39 o<

40 Ou
41 00

clear,

> inches and over... 52 50^
i'hicker 54 00
Strips under 6 in 42 00
(Dimension cut size 25 00

1 inch
1 inch strips.

lY to 2 inch.
Rejects

Chestnut, clear
Chestnut common .

,

Basswood white
Basswood common.
Maple, clear
Birch, clear
Birch, is and 2s
Cottonwood

83 001

40 00

85 00

40 03

33 ooi?

20 00

30 00
21 00
28 00

32 00
26 00
21 00

53 00

55 00

44 00

27 00

<y 0$ 0( >A and thicker 95 oo@ioo 00
42 00 Counter tops, 18 in.

90 00 and over no 00 ns 00
44 oo'Culls, all thickness 16 00 15 00

Miscellaneous.

Cherry

35 ooHickery, old growth 50 00
22 00 Hickery, 2nd growth 70 00
32 00 Elm 20 00
23 00 Sycamore 24 00
30 00 Sycamore quartered 38 00
35 00 Gum •. . . . . 35 00
36 00 Butternut . . . . 45 00
22 00 Svcamore dressed fig 24 00

55 00

75 00
22 00
26 00
40 00

37 00

50 00
25 00

Boston, Mass.

Boston, Oct. 31, xi

Western Pine—by car load.

Uppers, 1 in $48 oo@5o 00

West'rr pineclapbds
4 ft. sap extra .. ..

Fine com.. 3 & 4 in.. 42 oo@46 00
50 00 No 2, 1 in. Fine com. 28 00 33 00
60 00 iK, i'A & 2 in 29 00
43 00 No. 1 strips, 4 to 6 in 40 00
45 00 No. 2 35 00
50 00 No. 3 24 00

Cut ups, 1 to 2 in ... . 24 00
38 00 Coffin boards 19 00
36 00 Common all widths . 22 00
38 00 Shipping culls 1 in
40 00 do 1% in

Eastern Pine—Cargo or Car Load.

Clapboards, 4 ft., sap
clear i0 00

26 00 Sap, 2nd clear .. .. 33 00
16 Co Heart extra 50 00
13 50 Heart clear 45 00

Bevel siding6in, clear 23 00

iY< iK & 2 in

3 & 4 in 55 00
Selects, 1 in 42 00

1%, iYz & 2in 43 00

3 & 4 in 45 00
Moulding boards, 7 to

11 inch clear.' 36 00
60 per cent clear 34 00

Fine common 1 inch 36 00

iY, i'A & 2 inch.. . 38 00

Nos. 1, 2 & 3 40 oo@43 00

4 28 00 30 00

5 23 00
Ship'g bds & coarse 16 00
Refuse

1 5 oc

15 50

3i 00

43 00

37 00
26 00

30 00
22 00
26 00

,s 50
16 50

Scantling and plank,
random cargoes . .

Yard orders, ordin-
ary sizes

Yard orders, extra
sizes.

Clear floor boards .

45 00 50 00

Spruce—by Cargo.

Coarse, rough

45 00

35 00

55 00
50 00

24 00

14 005

15 00

315 00

16 00

5

19 00

. 12 00
Hemlock bds., rough 12 00

" " dressed 12 00
Clapbds., extra, 4 ft. 34 00

Clear, 4 ft 30 00
Second clear . . .

No. 1 10 00

14 03

13 00

14 00
36 00

32 00

25 00
14 00

iS 00
20 00

No. 2 16 00 17 00

Lath.
Spruce by cargo 2 io@2 20

Shingles.

Spruce . 1 25@i 50
Pine, 18 in. extra ... 4 00 4 25

Pine, No. 1 3 00 3 15

Cedar, sawed,
Clear . . . .

Extra, No. 1

Cypress. No. 1.

extra 3 25 3 5c

3 00
2 50

5 co

Oswego, N. Y.

Oswego, Oct. 31, 1890.

Thrje uppers, 1%, \Yz & 2 inch $43 oo(£
Pickings, 1^, 1^ & 2 in 3500
No. 1 cutting up, iY< 1Y2 & 2in 30 00
No. 2 cutting up, 1%, i

lA & 2in 1900
1 in strips, 4 to 8 wide, selected for moulding strips, 14
to 16 ft 31 00

1x6 selected for clapboards 3200
Siding.

1% in selected 35 oo@
1% in dressing 17 00
i

lA in No. 1 culls 14 00
\Yx in No. 2 culls 13 00
xYi in No. 3 culls.. .. 9 50

1 in siding, cutting up
piks & uppers 30 oo<2

1 in dressing 19 ooli

1 in No. 1 culls 14 oo^
1 in No. 2 culls 13 oo(i

539 00
D21 00
i!i6 00
£14 oo,

ixi3 Inch.

12 & 16 ft, mill run 2000
12 & 16 ft. No. 1 &2, barn boards 18 00
12 & 16 ft, dressing and better. 2600
12 & 16 ft. No 2 culls

1x10 Inch.

12 & 13 ft, mill run, mill culls out 19 00
12 & 13 ft, dressing and better 25 00
12 & 13 ft, No 1 culls

(
16 00

12 & 13 ft, No 2 culls 14 00
14 to 16 ft, mill run mill culls out 20 00
14 to 16 ft, dressing and better 25 00
14 to 16 ft, No. 1 culls 16 00
14 to 16 ft, No. 2 culls 14 00
10 to 13 ft, No. 3 culls 950

/ 1-4x10 Inches.

Mill run, mill culls out 20 oo@23oo|No. 1 culls 16 Oo@
Dressing and better.. 2S 00 30 00! No. 2 culls 1400

1x4 Inches.

51900IN0. 1 culls 13005
27 0o|No. 2 culls II 00

1x5 Inches.

16, 7 or 8, No. 1 culls.. 15 00(3
21006, 7 or 8, No. 2 culls.. 1300
28 oo|

Shh.gles.

§3&J

Mill run, mill culls out 17 oo(S

Dressing and better. . 2300

6 7 or 8, mill run, mill

culls out 19 oo(g

6, 7 or 8, drsg & better 24 00

'45 00
36 00
31 00
21 00

33 00
34 00

S40 00
19 00
16 00
14 00
10 00

23 00
19 00
30 Oo
1500

20 00
27 00
17 00
15 00
22 00
27 00
17 00
15 00
10 00

U7 00
15 00

sI400
1200

:i6 00
14 00

XXX, 18 in pine 3 60
Clear butts, pine, 18 in. 2 60

XXX, 16 in pine 3 10

Stocks cedars, 5 or 6 in

.

3 20

5 oo|

Pickets.

15 00IN0. 2, 1x3.

20 ool

Lath.

Yi 2 00IN0. 2, 1 1-4

1-4 1 60I

XXX, iS in cedar 3 401?

Clear butt, iS in cedar., 2 40
XX, iS in cedar 2 00

No. 1, i^xiK
No. 1, 1x3—
No.
No.

9 00 10 00

1 So
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OUR TIMBER EXPORTS TO BRITAIN.

The following cargoes of Canadian wood have been

reported at various United Kingdom ports since out-

last issue.

AYR—Frecerikstad, Dalhousia, 16,388 fir deals,

AYONMOUTH—Indrani, Montreal, 826 boards.

BEAUMAEIS—Drapner, Miramichi, 16,576 deals and
ends.
BARROW—Pymdale, Quebec, 435 pes hewn fir, 80,865

•deals and boards. Carmel, Bay Verte, 31,101 deals, scant-

lings, and ends. George Linck, Quebec, 134 pes hewn
elm, 473 pes hewn fir, 2,285 deals and ends, 39 pes hewn
oak, 121 pes hewn pine.

BELFAST—Norman, Miramichi, 28,000 deals and
ends, 12 000 palings. City of Adelaide, Miramichi, 25,-

927 fir deals, 7,550 pes sawn fir. Valona, Miramichi, 23,-

427 deals and ends. Kong Oscar, Dalhousie, 13,175 deals,

scantlings, and ends. Nicosia, St. John, 33,282 deals.

BRISTOL—Kinght Companion, Montreal.10,709 deals,

9,339 boards. Constantia, Montreal & Quebec, 71 pes
birch timber, 120 pes white pine timber. 15,845 deals,

boards, and ends, 1,749 deals. North Erin, St. Johns,
43,516 deals and battens, 2,418 scantlings, 8,288 deal ends.

Ontario, Montreal, 1,375 boards 6,297 deals. 1,640 deals.

Maud, Quebec, 176 pes oak, 1,106 pes pine timber, 1,909

deals. Indrani, Montreal, 4,852 deals, 3,829 boards.

CARDIFF — Antoinette, St. John, 39,554 deals.

Chinampas, Halifax, 20,475 deals. Paola, Miramichi,
36,618 pes sawn fir. Alert, Miramichi, 25,437 pes sawn
fir. Fidicera, Miramichi, 23,256 fir deals. Oluse. Mir-
amichi, 15,364 deals, &c. Dronning Louise, Miramihi,
14,218 pes sawn fir. Accrington, St. John, 2,650 deals

and boards. Nepotine, Miramichi, 23,883 pes sawn fir.

Arcturus, St. John. 21,446 deals, 1,645 scantlings, 2,181

boards.
CARNARVON—Dusty Miller, St John, 13,760 fir deals,

<3,745 birch planks.

CORK—Marke To, Miramichi, 13,894 deals, battens,

and ends. Oscar, Halifax, 12,959 deals scantlings, and
ends. Petitcodiac, Hillsboro', 24,861 pes sawn fir. Ellen
Lines. Saguenay, 23,695 deals and ends.

DUBLIN—Artizan, Miramichi, 33,626 deals. Marie,
Quebec, 23,209 deals. Agathe, Quebec, 807 pes timber,

10 244 deals, 1,214 boards, 12,000 staves. Ashlow, St,

John, 18,176 deals. Progress, Quebec, 33,054 deals.

Clara, Quebec, 32,101 deals. Orontes, Miramichi, 23,016

deals.

DOUGLAS—Viking, Dalhousie, 8,985 deals boards,

and scantlings.

DUNDEE—Fortuna, Quebec, 50 pes hewn elm, 20 pes

hewn ash, 225 pes hewn birch, 281 pes hewn pine. 4,715

pine deals. Fremond, Montreal. 170 pes sawn fir, 189 pes

birch, 52 pes ash, 7,453 deals.

FLEETWOOD—Bianam Wood, St. John, 4,001 deals,

scantlings and ends. Otto, St. John, 50,174 deals and
boards. Penfront, Montreal,, 10,174 fir deals. Forjenlunn,

Bay Verte, 26,123 fir deals. Memoris, Shediac, 13,217

deals, 1,467 boards. Beltress, Montreal, 13,240 deals.

Freia. Bay Verte, 20,886 deals and ends, Duchess,
Montreal. 33.856 fir deals.

GALWAY—Luxor, St. John, 24,019 deals and ends.

GLASGOW—Circle, Montreal, 491 pes. oak lumber, 1

car lumber, 7,207 deals. Orion, Grande Paie, 752,617 pes

spoolwood, 1,928 deals . Pomeranian, Quebec 4- Montreal,

16,000 staves, 6,349 deals Norwegian, Quebec and
Montreal, 8,000 staves. 2,772, boards, 12,167 deals. War-
wick, Montreal, 9,829 deals. Amarynthia, Montreal, 74

pes oak lumber, 243 bdls. broom handles, Sarmatian,
Montreal, 12.232 deals. Siddartha, Bashurst, N. B., 8,-

728 pine deals, 173 pine ends, 8,170 birch deals, 1,922

birch ends. Brodrene, Bathurst, 40,963 deals and ends.

Siberian Montreal, 129 pes pine timber, 9,891 deals.

Alcides, Montreal, 8,524 deals. Skongsfjord, Quebec, 24,-

388 spruce deals, 2,518 spruce deal ends. Der Wanderer,
Tatamagonche, 853 pes birch, 6,440 spruce deals, 6,595

birch deals, 217 birch deal ends. Manitoban, Philadelphia,

and Halifax, 1,963 seaves, 8 poplar logs. Fabor, Quebec,
29,518 bdls. spoolwood, 1,907 deals. Buenos Avrean,
Quebec and Montreal, 170 pes timber. Colina, Montreal,

131 pes oak lumber, 2,710 deals. Carthagena, Montreal,
19.484 spruce deals, 988 spruce deal ends. Concordia,
Halifax and Baltimore, 2,204 staves, 1,382 pes oak lumber,
1.093 oak planks, 128 logs walnut. Circe, Montreal, 634

pes oak lumber, 4 cars lumber, 3,335 deals.

GLOUCESTER — Asta, Bay Verte, 18,437 deals.

Foldin, Quebec. 683 pes hewn fir, 176 pes oak, 114 pes

birch, 2.860 deals. 2,400 staves. Kalstad, Miramichi, 18,-

187 deals.

GRIMSBY—Straits of Gibralter, Montreal, 25,525 pes

sawn fir.

GRANTON—Madura. Quebec, 64 pes oak, 30 pes ash,

23 pes elm, 47 pes birch, 702 pes hewn fir, 3,496 deals.

G I<KKN'OCK— A n not Lyle, Quebec, 211 pes oak, 96 pes

elm, 71 pea square white pine, 674 pes w. white pine, 11,-

51- ttoves, 693 pine deals, 546pine deal ends, 3,078spruce
'!<•*:-. '.<" -pHic: *l'-al <inds. Natant, Quebec, 166 pes

,-irr- *,nk timber. 1 1 pes waney oak timber., 98 pes elm,

533 pes waney pine timber, 3,954 spruce deals, 2,302 spruce
deal end-. Bothmia, Greenock, 224 pes elm, 601 pes
waney w pine, 2,729 spruce deals, 139 pine deals, 1,170

spruce *leal ends. 988pipe staves, 3,600 pes w. o, w. i. staves,

273 pes b'reh. Sphynx, Quebec, 511 pes waney white
Pine, 'Mt pes whitewood, 19 pes oak, 1,803 w. o. staves, 477

pet white pine, 11,892 sprucedeals, l,349spruce deal ends,

15- pine deal ends. Sir John Lawrence, Quebec, 222 pes

maple, 159 pes birch, 483 pes s*piare pine, 707 pes waney
white pine, 4,234 pine and spruce deals, 1,647 pine and
spruce deal ends.

HULL—Michigan, Montreal, 17,465 deals, 3,106 boards,

IM pM WOt&. Seriea, Montreal, 36,834 pes wood.

KIRKWAL —Gien Grant, Quebec, 117 Ids hewn fir.

LANCASTER—Hamlet, Richibucto, 5,851 deals and
battens. Askoy, Montreal, 35 Ids hewn fir, 640 Ids sawn
fir.

LLANELLY—Lena, Buctouche, 5,851 deals a d bat-

tens, 3,817 pes hardwood. Wilhelm Ludwig, New Rich-
mond, 4,653 birch deals, 8,891 deals.

LEITH—G. M. Carins, Quebec, 120 pes hewn oak, 50
pes hewn elm, 58 pes hewn ash, 61 pes hewn birch, 558
pes waney pine, 3,469 deals and ends.
LIVERPOOL—Kate Cann, St. John, 32,212 spruce

deals and battens, 66 scantlings, 1,933 deal ends. Catalan,
Montreal, 14,979 deals, 8,396 boards, 3,465 ends, from
Batiscan, 16,237 deals, 3,234 ends. Lake Superior,
Montreal, 7,879 deals, 84 pes pine, 108 pes oak, 9,383
boards. Osmanli, Quebec, 658 pea of pine. 149 pes oak,

131 pes elm, 1 pc ash, 20 pes maple, 39 pes birch, 33 pes
cherry, 22 pes hickory, 7,994 deals, 2,549 deal ends.

Parisian, Montreal, 11,043 deals, 3,277 boards. Thomas
Hilyard, Quebec, 49 pes ash, 157 pes birch, 1,253 pes w.
pine, 4 114 spruce deals, 2,555 deal ends, 123 pes oak, 50
pes elm. Dominion, Montreal, 24£ ft spikes. Demure,
St. John's, 2,713 bdls. spoolwood. Oxenholme, Montreal,

32,187 boards, deals, and ends. AdaBrowne, Parrsboro',

22,572 deals and battens, 2,554 scantlings, 2,545 deal ends.
City Camp, Parrsboro', 25,316 deals and battens, 531
scantlings, 400 deals, 1 734 deal ends. Ragnor, Miramichi,
25,045 boards and scantlings, 16,273 deals and deal ends.

Claribel, Bay Verte, 14,642 deals, 1,237 ends. Lake
Huron, Montreal, 67 pes pine, 606 planks, 5,566 deals,

9,514 boards. Vancouver, Montreal, 4,303 spikes.

Ethandune, Hillsboro', 15,881 deals, 448 ends Miriam,
Quebec, 209 pes oak, 173 pes birch, 97 pes red pine, 68
pes chestunt, 641 pes waney pine, 2,467 pine deals, 2,400
pitch pine staves. Corean, Montreal, 9,355 deals. Carsten
Boe, Pugwash, 27. 150 deals, battens, and scantlings, 2,218

deal ends. Capenhurst, IViiramichi, 21,710 fir deal ends,

7 fir palings. Catharine, St. John, 9,815 birch planks,

376 birch scantlings, 2,202 birch ends, 22,458 spruce deals,

1,691 fnds, 51 pes scantling, Eremia, Charlottetown,
10,987 deals and battens. Strathmuir, Parrsboro', 5,237
scantlings, 32,203 deals, 2.898 deal ends. Dora, Q jebec,

718 pes pine, 153 pes oak, 2,345 deals, 3,296 deal ends, 68
pes birch. Queen of the Fleet, St. John, 26,881 deals and
battens, 193 scantlings, 3,577 deal ends. Minnehaha,
Quebec, 66 pes oak, 59 pes ash, 50 pes elm, 129 pes birch,

548 pes w. pine, 3,304 spruce deals, 856 spruce and 488
pine deal ends. Straits of Magellan, Montreal, 40,030
deals, boards, and ends. Edmonton, Quebec, 108 pes
oak, 37 pes hickory, 50 pes elm. 941 pes w. pine, 4,543
deals, 628 deal ends, 10,71 pine deal ends. Dominion,
Montreal, qty deals and ends, qty boards. Circassian,
Montreal, 1,770 boards, 2,620 deals, 557 pes splints.

Svalen, Bay Verte, 15,139 deals and battens, 2,555 scant-

lings, 1,864 deal ends. Marabout, Montreal, 10,681 w.
pine deals, 1,159 red pine deals, 499 spruce deal ends, 18,-

46b w. p. boards, 7,962 spruce boards, 4,538 pine deals, 1,-

326 pine deal ends, 13,025 sprucedeals. Toronto, Montreal,

10,318 deals and ends, 1,826 boards. Lake Nepigeon,
Montreal, 4,424 deals, 731 scantlings, 167 bdls. palings,

qty boards and deals. Leif Eriksen, Bay Verte, 21,800
deals and battens, 980 scantlings, 1,498 deal ends. John
Wesley, Halifax, 7,270 spruce and 2,848 birch deals, 1,199
spruce and 174 birch deals ends. Macleod, Richibucto,

5,106 birch deals, 11,823 sprucedeals, 2,193 spruce deal

ends, 696 birch deal ends, 2,140 scantlings, 3,656 boards.

D. H. Morris, Quebec, 120 pes elm and 234 pes oak tim-
ber, 239 pes w. pine, 2,361 spruce and 1,219 pine deals,

1,002 pine deal ends, 91 pes square and 827 pes waney w.
pine, 119 pes hickory. Olga, Chatham, 28,723 deals,

boards, and ends, 153,200 palings. Einar Tambarskjelver,
Quebec, 66 pes oak timber, 50 pes elm timber, 805 pes w.
pine timber, 3,397 pine deals, 2,133 Pine deal ends.

Columbia, Bathurst. 24,519 deals, scantlings, and ends,

Europa, Miramichi, 7,946 deals and battens, 6,887 scant-

lings, 1,697 deal ends, 24,899 boards. Ossuna, Richi-

bucto, 26,493 nr deals and ends, 1,823 birch deals and
ends. Joveid, West Bay, 13,084 deals, 1,453 ends. R- C.

Petersen, Halifax, 19,958 deals and ends. Nether Holme,
Quebec, 1,008 pes w. pine, 57 pes hickory, 89 pes butter-

nut, 45 pes cherry, 343 pes ash, 1,342 pine and 1,957 spruce
deals, 1,526 pine and 1 ,200 spruce deal ends, 1,118 pine
boards, 2,400 ppe staves. Helene, Bay Verte, 19,340
deals and battens, 4,091 scantlings, 3,010 deal ends.

Konoma, Richibucto, 28,229 fir and 1,325 birch deals and
ends. Lake Ontario, Montreal, 4,524 deals, 1,753 deal

ends, 1 8 1 bdls. palings, Clara, Shediac, 10, 158 deals and
battens, 1,864 ends, 2,044 scantlings. Glynwood, New
Mills, 8,766 deals, 2,36 boards, 1,240 ends. Sardinian,

Montreal. 694 deals. Lloyd, Parrsboro', 12,225 deals and
battens, scantlings and ends. Eurydice, St. John, 31.322
deals and battens, 3,753 scantlings, 4,935 deal ends, 5,471
boards. Brilliant, River Onelle, 33,655 deals and ends.

Kquator, Quebec, 124 pes oak, 56 pes elm. 899 pes w.

pine, 16.032 spruce deals, 2,258 ends, 2,047 staves.

Polynesian, Montreal, 3,410 pine boards. Lake Winnipeg,
Montreal, 10,686 deals, 393 scantling, 11,345 boards.

Oregon, Montreal, 40 Ids deals and ends, 127 Ids boards,

274 deals. Bella, Halifax, 14,325 deals and battens, 1,-

006 deal ends. Gleniffer, Montreal, 72,478 deals, &c.

LONDON—Johanna, Matana, 3,323 ends, 41,303 deals.

Naupactus, Montreal, 44,553 deals. Assyrian, Quebec,

1,346 cs splints, 1,693 deals, 42,120 bdls shooks. Forest
Holme, Quebec, 6,943 longitudinal sleepers, 7,727 deals,

4,163 deai ends. City of Lincoln, Montreal, 11,933 blks,

28,280 deals. Carl Gustaf, 6,755 deals, 13,921 deal ends.

Florida, Montreal, 5,227 spruce deals, 17,616 planks, 27,-

374 deals, 2,398 ends. Magnhild, Quebec, 1,500 Ids tim-

ber, 550 Ids deals. Medepad, Miramichi, 12.402 deals.

Damara, Halifax, 1,871 pcslumber, 1,139 doors, 168 bdls

mounds, 1,346 cs. splints, 293 pes timber, 6,143 deals.

Norse King, Montreal, 20,244 battens. Hovding, Quebec,

3,564 deaj ends, 36,679 deals. Emma Marr, St. John,
753 ends, 69 scantlings, 5,432 deals and battens, 1,545
planks. Jarlsberg, Quebec, 1,648 pes timber, 3,556 deals,

1,716 deal ends, 4,745 staves. Carin, Quebec, 31,195 deals,

873 deals 882 pine ends. Alice, Quebec, 206 pes oak, 24
[

pes, whitewood, 158 pes elm, 14 pes walnut, 60 pes ash,
86 pes birch, 236 pes pine, 13,288 deals, 1,899 ends. Man-
dalay, Halifax, 1,586 deals. Gerona, Montreal, 8 cs
lumber, 8.887 deals, 888 boards, 6 logs walnut. Brazilian,
Montreal, 9,622 deals.

LONDONDERRY—Juno, St. John, 26,771 pes sawn
fir. Gulmare, Quebec, 850 Ids sawn fir. Countess of

! Dufferin, Miramichi, 17,630 fir deals.
LIMERICK— Satellite, St. John, 9,159 deals and deal

ends. Bertha, Quebec, 27 pes hewn oak, 71 pes hewn red
pine, 52 pes hewn yellow pine, 13175 fir deals and ends,
1,787 oak staves.

MIDDLESBOROUGH—Gaspee, Quebec, 116 pes hewn
[
oak, 211 pes elm, 60 pes birch, 2 pes hickory, 393 pes fir,

9,939 deals.

EXCHANGE ECHOE.
London Timber.

Quebec ship laborers are paid from $3 to $4 a day of eight

hours, whereas ia Montreal the same class of workmen are

said to receive $2 a day of ten hours. Complaints are made
that this difference makes really against the chances of ship-

ping at the port of Quebec. But, after all, Mr. Dobell, Que-

bec's great shipper, is of opinion that sailing vessels can be

loaded cheaper in that city than in Montreal, but not steam-

ships. The great bulk of the Ottawa deals are shipped at

Montreal, and this must continue, for heavy freight will seek

the water at the nearest point. It remains to be seen whether

this does not also apply to the cattle trade, of which Quebec

is anxious to get a good share.

Northwestern Lumberman.

The lumber business between the United States and Cana-

da has for months been prominently discussed throughout

both countries, on account of proposed legislation having a

bearing upon the removal of the Dominion log export duty.

The consulate at Ottawa, Ont., has more to do with the lum-

ber industty than all other business transacted at that office,

and consequently it could naturally be looked to for infor-

mation, suggestions and assistance in determining allquestions

bearing on the log and lumber business between Canada and

this country. Ex-Consul Hotchkiss did considerable to ad-

vance the interests of American lumbermen while in office, but

the gentleman who was selected to supplant him has remained

as silent as the grave ever since he has assumed the duties of

office. He knew nothing about the lumber business when he

was appointed, and he has since given no indication of having

acquired such learning. The trouble with Mr. Hotchkiss was
that he was fitted for the position he occupied, and was on

the wrong side of the political fence.

PERSONAL.
Mr Robert Cain, of the firm of Peters & Cain, lumbermen,

of Midland, Ont., was a caller at The Lumberman office

during the month.

Mr. M. M. Boyd, the well known lumberman of Bobcay-

geon, Ont., received the nomination for parliament at the

Conservative convention held at Lindsay, Oct. 18th, but

has refused the honor owing to ill-health.

CASUALTIES.

G. Leader, of Barriefield, Out., was injured prettly severely

in a planing mill.

Jos. Dore had his arm badly cut on the slab saw in

Sicklesteel's mill, McGregor, Ont., a few days ago.

Peter Lewie working in the Big Mill, at Deseronto, Ont.,

had his hand so badly hurt that he will be laid up for some
time.

A shantyman named George Laplante, of Ottawa, Ont.,

had his left aim badly fractured while working in the woods

on the Keippewa.

Elphouse Beauchemin, in the employ of McLachlin Bros.,

of Arnprior, Ont., had his shoulder dislocated while working

in the woods on the upper Ottawa.

It is reported that the Rathbun Company, of Des-

eronto, Ont., have received an order fiom English cap-

italists for the purchase of their extensive business, in-

cluding all their timber limits. Mr. E. W. Rathbun

and Mr. John Bell, Q. C, his legal adviser, have left

for England, it is said, to consummate the deal. The

figures mentioned are an offer of $4,000,000, but the

company ask a much higher figure.
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SPLINTERS.
Mr. G. S. Murphy, of Quebec, has brought an

action for libel against Mr. Powis, of Bryant, Powis &
Bryant. London. He claims $25,000 damages.

_ * »

The exports of the Dominion for the month of

September were $1 2.649,538, as against $10,005,684 in

1889, giving an increase of $2,643,854. The products

of the forest amounted to $3,520,439.
*

* * y
The arbitration between the lumber firms of Gil-

mour & Co., of Trenton, Ont., and the Rathbun Co., of

Deseronto, has been brought to a close. Both parties

arrived at an understanding and each agreed to pay

the costs, which amounted to a large sum.

» *

Mr. Ira Flatt, the well-known lumberman of

Hamilton, Ont., is delighted with the McKinley bill, as

he has about twelve million feet of lumber for the

American market. Now that the export duty has been

taken off, Mr. Flatt says he will clear $12,000.

*

The United States treasury department has notified

the collectors of customs of the action of the Canadian

government in removing the export duty on lumber,

and instructed them that hereafter lumber from Canada

will be subject to the duty fixed in the new Tariff

bill.
*

* »

Assistant Secretary Spaudling has made a ruling

that lumber imported from Canada prior to the 13th of

October, but the entrv of which was not completed un-

til after that date, is entitled to the lower rate of duty

prescribed for lumber in the existing tariff law. October

the 13th was the date fixed by the Dominion for the re-

moval of the export duty on lumber.

*
* *

THE case of Thompson vs. Hurdman is now before

the courts in Toronto. It was heard by Chaceller

Boyd at the fall sitting of the Chancery court at Ottawa

last fall and adjourned. The action is for $134,000 and

is bought by Lemon Thompson, of New York, against

Hurdman & Co., Ottawa.

* * *

Mr. J. B. Charleson, forest ranger for the Quebec

Government, has returned from his exploratory trip to

the head waters of the Ottawa river. The object of the

inspection was to form a rough idea of the value of the

timber lands belonging to the province in that region

which are still unsold. He believes that a million dol-

lars' worth of logs could be procured from the limits

which are traversed by the Ottawa or its tributaries.
* *

The lumber dealers have organized an association

called "The Winnipeg Lumber Association," and

through their secretary are notifying manufacturers in

Ontario and Manitoba as well as in Minnesota, that

the association has been formed to prevent sales except

to dealers. The newly formed organization has shown

a disposition to co-operate with the Northwestern

association, and it is most likely the two organizations

will come to some agreement in regard to the policy

of protection against sales to consumers.

•
* *

The shareholders of the Essex Land & Timber Co.,

at Windsor, Ont., have decided to put it into lequid-

ation. This concern was simply the timber department

of the Anchor Manufacturing Co., of Detroit. The
Anchor supplied the capital to start with and is now
the principal creditor. A couple of American banks

and one Canadian bank are the next largest creditors,

the latter being well secured. There are a few other

creditors who, after the preferred claims are paid, need

not expect a large dividend.

* *
*

The City Engineer, of Toronto, is having estimates

prepared of the quantity of lumber which will be re-

quired for next season's operations. As soon as this is

done, he will recommend that contracts be entered into

at once, so that logs can be cut this winter which will

furnish such lumber as is required by the city. An
effort will also be made to get a portion of the lumber

in during the winter in order to take advantage of the

cheaper freight rates offered by the Grand Trunk.

MESSRS. Rochester & Dougherty's timber limit on

the Mattawa was offered for sale at the Russel House,

Ottawo, on Oct. 28th, but withdrawn after $400 a square

mile was bid. The limit consists of 127^ squres miles

and has a large frontage on the Mattawa. It was be-

ing sold to wind up the firm's business consequent on

the death of Mr. Dougherty. A large number of well-

known lumbermen were present. The five licenses

were put in one parcel and sold at so much a square

mile. The bidding was started at $350 and finally

went up to $400, and was then withdrawn.
*

Advices from Quebec are to the effect that the pro-

vincial government will grant to Messrs. Gilmour & Co.,

the well-known lumbering firm, partial compensation

for losses sustained through the litigation resulting

from the mistakes of the previous government. It will

be remembered that after selling to settlers certain

lands in the township of Eagan, the Ross-Taillon

government gave Messrs. Gilmour & Co. a license to

cut the pine, but the settlers protested and brought suits

for trespass aud damages. Mr. Mercier the present

premier felt it his duty to defend the titles granted by

his predecessors in office to settlers. A test case was

canied to the Privy Council and the decision of that

highest court in the realm was against the Gilmours.

It is now intimated that as the firm were in no way to

blame for the litigation and as they acted upon the in-

structions of the commissioner of crown lands in the

Ross-Taillon government, in taking the pine, Mr.

Mercier considers that the province should indemnify

them, to some extent at least.

*

IN contradistinction to the lying despatches which

have from time to time emanated from the American

northwest in regard to the wholesale stealing of timber

by Canadians in Minnesota, a despatch from

Washington says, that the Government has re-

ceived the following information from a gentleman who

went to make the inspection :

—
" I have never known

of any timber stolen in our section, and I have been

logging for years. Our firm and that of Loper & Rum-

ery are the only lumbermen up there, and we should be

pretty apt to have heard of it if such wholesale work

had been going on. I do not believe that the total

amount ever stolen since lumbering began on the

Little and Big Fork and tributaries would amount to

three million feet, a pretty small amount when it is re-

ported that the stealing is eighteen million feet a year.

On the Stuigeon river, for instance, where a St. Paul

sheet says the cut would aggregate five million feet,

there are thirteen flood jams, and it would take a good

many thousands of dollars to blast them out. In fact,

the only marketable timber there grows up on the head

waters, and the way would have to be opened before a

single foot could reach Rainy Lake river and the Cana-

dian mill at Rat Portage and Keewatin. On the Bear

river I have only seen an occasional stump cut close to

the bank, making it look as if some timber snatching

has been done. On Ryan creek and Bear river, where

a St. Paul paper estimates seven million feet have been

taken, I do not believe enough is gone to be worth

mentioning. The interest awakened by the Govern-

ment expedition into Northern Itasca county to investi-

gate and guard Uncle Sam's timber will, it is thought,

attract the attention of capitalists to that section. At

present lumbering is the only industry. The timber

cut for the season on Bear, Little Fork, and Big Fork

rivers will aggregate 21,500,000 feet."

Trade Notes.

The firm of Geo. Hastings & Co., Trust Building

Chambers, adds one more to the list of Toronto whole-

sale lumber firms. The new company is composed of

gentlemen already well and favorably known, not only

to the Toronto public, but to the trade throughout

Canada. Mr. Geo. Hastings, the senior member of

the new company, has for the past 22 years been the

principal of the firm of Hastings & Peterkin. Mr.

John Gray has for many \ears been associated with

Messrs. Bryce. Bros, and understands the lumber trade

of Canada perhaps as well as any man in the country.

Mr. H. Hancock is also well-known to the purchasing

and manufacturing community and has spent the last

few years in ccnnection with the firm of Gall, Anderson

& Co., of this city. The new company is there'ore

composed of men of business ability and integrity and
open out business in Toronto under the most favorable-

auspices. They will handle all kinds of pine and hard-

wood lumber and hope to do a fair share of the generali

trade.

Messrs. Robin and Sadler, of Montreal, have just

completed for the Manitoba Electric Light Company,
Winnipeg, a belt 85 feet long, 40 inches wide, 3 ply.

This belt is of 3 ply heavy leather. Each outer ply is a
single width of 40 inches, and the centre ply is two 20
inch strips. This is* the largest and heaviest belt in

Canada.

The Inman Line, running between New York and
Liverpool, have been using the Magnolia Anti-Frictions

Metal advertised on another page of this journal in use

in the journal bearings of the steamships for about

three years. Mr. Jas. S. Doran, the superintending

engineer says that this metal has stood the strongest

tests and given entire satisfaction.

J. J. Turner, the well known tent and awning maker,,

of Peterboro', Ont., has forwarded to this office a copy

of his catalogue containing descriptions and illustra-

tions. Mr. Turner pays particular attention to the

w:ants of the lumber trade, and his goods have invari-

ably stood the strongest tests in point of quality of

material used and mechanical execution.

The Dodge Wood Split Pulley Co. whose extensive

works are located at West Toronto Junction, have re-

cently opened out a general office and sales room at 83

King St. West, this city, where the city and country

trade can be served with anything in the pulley line.

Samples of all the different styles of pulleys and.

models, showing the different styles in which their

rope system can be applied, will be on exhibition, and.

where full information on the subject of power trans-

mission can always be obtained.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Power's creek, Madawaska, N. B., Oct. 18th, 1890.

Editor Canada Lumberman.

I find you are not prejudiced against any man holding an.

opinion of his own, and allow him to express it in your

colums even if it does not agree with yours.

In giving expression to my views in regard to the blunder

in abolishing the export duty on logs, I consider it seals the

destiny of our future and will drive the Dominion into bank-

ruptcy before ten years, unless the provinces follow the ex-

ample of Ontario, in selling their timber limits imposing strict

obligations on the purchasers to manufacture all timl>er cut.

in the province.

Our forest wealth is one of the greatest natural boons in the

Dominion, and I doubt if our fisheries would equal it, were it

properly protected from the reckless way our forests have been

handled and destroyed. To give a small idea of the value of

our forests to the Dominion, we must take into consideration

the labor and consumption required to place our manufactured

lumber into the market. By your valuable quotations of

prices of our lumber per 1,000 feet, we may safely place spruce,

pine and cedar at $20, per thousand feet. For instance

one thousand feet of cedar will cut out ten thousand feet of

shingles, at $2 per M., making the cedar to foot up to $20..

From the best informed men in the lumber trade we have itt

that about 200,000,000 feet of pine and spruce are exported:

in the round logs besides the cedar for shingles. Two hun-

dred million feet at $20 per M. makes the round sum of $40,-

000,000 pejr year which is thrown away to build up the-

American lumber trade, and further we are asked to allow

them 35 cents on cedar shingles and $2 per M. on clapboards,

for the privilege of continuing the slaughter of our forests.

The half is not told and I trust that the press of the Dominion,

will take the matter in hand and call upon public opinion to.

inquire into the facts regarding the wholesale slaughter of our

lumber resources by Americans.
P. O. Byram.

Dickie"s steam saw mill on the Stewiache river, N. S., was.

destroyed by fire, Oct. 4th, with an immense quantity of sawn^

lumber.

The C. Beck Manufacturing Company's shingle and plan-

ing mill, Penetanguishene, was destroyed by fire on Oct. i6th,

Loss $3,500, insurance $2,000.
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LIMIT OWNERS
AND

ON THE OTTAWA RIVER
ITS TRIBUTARIES.

The following statement of the area and location of

the various timber limits in the Ottawa district under

license from the provincial governments of Quebec and

Ontario has been compiled by the Ottawa Free Press :

ON THE QUEBEC SIDE.

John Charlton & Co.,

—

222% svuare miles, on the

'Ottawa river.

George Bryson, Aelx. Fraser, L. R. Church and J. &
G. Bryson—581 square miles on the Coulonge, Ottawa

and Black rivers, Lake Temiscamingue and in Block

A. north of the Quinze.

George Bryson, jr., and John Charlton, 398 square

miles on the Ottawa river.

Gillies Bros.—696^ miles on Lake Temiscamingue

and the Kippewa and Coulonge rivers.

Alex. Frazer, George Bryson, John Fraser and Pou-

pere and Fraser—809 miles on the Coulonge, Black,

Du Moine, Ottawa, Sweyo and Deep rivers, on Lake

Temiscamingue and McGillivray creek.

The Quebec Bank

—

323)4 miles on the Black, Du
Moine, and Coulonge rivers.

The Hawkesbury Lumber Company—75K miles on

the Du Moine, St. Lire and Sweyo rivers.

Perley & Pattee and J. R. Booth—200 miles on the

Kippewa.

Perley & Pattee—650^ miles on the Du Moine,

Coulonge, Black and Kippewa.

Ths estates of the late P. Thomson, W. E.Thompson
and P. N. Thompson— 165 miles on the Gatineau.

Thompson & Co.—235 miles on the Gatineau and

Ottawa.

E. B. Eddy & Co.—592X miles on the Colounge, Du
Moine, Ottawa, Kippewa and Lake Temiscamingue.

Carswell & Francis—261 miles on the Ottawa and
Kippewa.

D. Moore and the estate of the late E. D. Moore

—

441 miles on the Kippewa.

J. R. Booth— 1,424 miles on the Kippewa, Du Moine,

Ottawa, Coulonge and Black.

Jas. McLaren and Alex. Fraser—658 miles on the

Kippewa and Maganissippi.

McLachlan Bros.—220 miles on the Gatineau and
Coulonge.

Bronson & Weston— 1,321^ on the Du Moine,

Ottawa, Deep, Black, Sweyo and Coulounge and in

Block A.

The Bank of Montreal— 17A% miles on the Ottawa

and Coulonge and on Lake Temiscamingue.

The estate of the late Jas. G. Ross—704 miles on the

Gntineau, Kippewa. Coulonge and Ottaawa.

Estate of the late Hon. John Hamilton—934 miles

on the Catineau, Piskatoshin, f ean de Terre, Tomas-
sine and Coulonge.

J. Bell Torsyth—300 miles on the Ottawa..

Estate late G. Ross—390 miles on Kippewa.

Wm- McKay— 124 miles on the Du Moine.

Charlebois & Co.— 179'^ miles in Block A.

Jas. McLaren—795^ miles on the Bear, Pickanock,

Comtagama, Eagle, Dessert, Hibone, Tomassine and

Blue Sea Rivers and Old Woman's and Turtle creeks.

Jas. McLaren and W. C. Edwards & Co.—79^ miles

on the Du Moine.

La Banque Nationale—369 miles on the Jean de

Terre, Antistagen, Kippewa and Black rivers and Lake
Temiscamingue,

W. C. Edwards & Co.—415 miles in Wakefield

township and on the Kippewa, Gatineau and Coulonge.

Gilmour & Co.—3,486 miles on the Gatineau, Jean

de Terre, Kaza Bazua, Desert, Ignace, Tomassine,

Baskateng, Biskateshin, Du Sable, St. Joseph, Pichogan,

Quie, Comtagama and Ottawa and on Fish and St.

Mary Lakes.

Estate late Thomas Glover—330 miles on the Kip-

pewa and Du Moine.

J. K. Ward— 107X miles in Block A.

A Barnet—82K miles on the Ottawa and on Lake
Temiscamingue.

The Rathbun company—112X miles on the Cou-

longe and Ottawa.

These with several smaller limits make a

of 19,796 squares miles for which licenses

taken out from the Quebec government.

ON THE ONTARIO SIDE.

Wm. Mackey— 147 miles on the Petewawa
Madawaska.

The Rathbun Company—22X miles on the Mada-
waska and Mississippi.

Alex. Barnet—50 miles on the Petewawa.

O'Brien & Barry

—

26% on the Madawaska.

Wm. McClyment & Co.— 50 miles on the Petewawa.

Thos. Deacon—3K miles in the township ofSebaste-

pol.

Wm. Caldwell— 101 miles on the Madawaska and

the Mississippi.

total area

have been

and

H. V. Noel— 100 miles on the Ottawa.

John Smith—23 miles in the townships of Admaston
and Gratton.

Jas. Findlay—34 miles on the Chalk and Deep
rivers.

J. B. Dickson—24 miles on the Ottawa.

Gillies Bros.—72^ miles on the Madawasks and
Montreal.

McConnell & Riopelle—13K miles on the Petewawa.

John Halliday—10^ miles on the Madawaska.

J. & R. Stewart— 16^ miles in the townships of

Darling and Bagot.

McLachlan Bros.—967 miles on the Madawaska,
Petewawa and Bonnechere.

A. & P. White—163X miles on the Petewawa and
Ottawa.

Perley & Pattee—955 miles on the Ottawa, Bonne-
chere, Madawaska and Petewawa.

Bronson & Weston—335 miles on the Madawaska,
Chalk and Petewawa.

Bronson & Weston, and Pierce & Co.—636^ miles

on the Ottawa, Petewawa and Mattawa.

George Hay— 10 miles on the Petewawa.

Thistle & Egan 21 ^ miles on the Petewawa.

Thistle, Carswell & Mackay—95X miles on the

Madawask.

Thistle, Carswell Francis— 157 miles on the Pete-

wawa.

W. R. Thistle—55^ miles on the Petewawa.

Wm. Mackay—47X miles on the Matawin and
Petewawa.

The estate ofthe
the Montreal river.

J. R. Booth

—

1,370% miles on the Petewawa, Mat-

tawin, Ottawa, Madawaska and Mississippi.

Jas. Emin—4 miles in the township of Olden.
Alex. Fraser—294^ miles on the Madawaska, Nip-

issing and Petewawa.
A Caldwell & Son— 100 miles on the Mississippi and

Madawaska.
E. B. Eddy & Co.—229X miles on the Madaw aska

and Ottawa.
Canada Lumber Co.

—

278)4 miles on the Mississippi
Wm. Mason & Sons.—62^ miles on the Madawaska

Chalk and Deep.
John Rochester— 11 miles on the Deep.
R. Hendrinan & Co.— 126 miles on the Petewawa.

J. McCoal & Co.— 22 miles on the Mattawin.

J. McLaren &.Co.—203yz miles on the Ottawa and
Lake Temiscamingue.

Mrs. Bourgeau—89 miles on the Petewawa.
Alex. McLaren—21 miles on the Madawaska.

late R. Ryan— 100 miles on the

Herbert G. Ross. Box 273. Reginald C. Blaker

H. G. ROSS & CO.
Real Estate, Fire and Life Insurance,

Shipping and General Commission Agents.

ESfTimber Limits and Farming Lands a Specialty.

A.B.C. Code, Cable address, " Ross."

NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

The American Lumber Yard
HAMBURG, GERMANY,

Offers the best facilities for Yarding and Selling all kinds of

American Wood Goods.
Address :

ROSENBACHER & CO., CARL GARTNER, Agent,

Bankers, Hamburg. Hamburg.

MAGNOLIA METAL
ENDORSED BY

United States and German Governments
BEST ANTI-FRICTION METAL FOR

Steamship, Railroad, Dynam), Rolling Mill, High-Speed Engine, Saw Mill, Cotton Mill, Paper Mill and all Machinery Bearings.

MAGNOLIA ANTI-FRICTION METAL GO.

London Office, 75 Queen Victoria Street,

Chicago Office, 41 Traders Building,

Montreal Office, H. McLaren & Co.

OWNERS AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS,

74 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK.
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WANTED AND FOR SALE.
Advertisements will be inserted in this depart-

ment at the rate of jj cents per line each insertion.
When four or more consec.itive insertions are
ordered a discount of 2j per cent, will be allowed.
This notice shows the width of the line, and is set

in nonpareil type. Advertisements must be re-

ceived not later than the 27th of each month to

insure insertion in thefollowing issue.

HARDWOOD lumber, bought, sold or received
on consignment. TUCKER DAVID, lum-

ber commission merchant. 3i3Eleventh Avc.N.Y.

LUMBER YARD AND FACTORY FOR
Sale. One of the oldest established in Bran-

don, doing good profitable business of about forty

thousand dollars per year, an exceptionally good
opportunity for any one wishing to commence
business in the most thriving City in Manitoba.
Box 97 Brandon. Man.

STEAM SAW MILL AND SHINGLE MILL
—complete—for sale or exchange. Drawer

408, Orangeville.

WANTED.
ACTIVE or silent partner for well established

Wholesale Lumber business ; half interest ;

any good salary to right man. Correspondence
strictly confidential. Address A. B. C, Care of

Canada Lumberman.

TIMBER LIMIT WANTED.
WANTED to purchase at a reasonable price a

good Timber Limit. Principals only dealt
with. Address with particulars " Timber Limits

"

Witness Office. Montreal.

SHINGLE MILL FOREMAN RE-

QUIRED.
Must be experienced strictly temperate, and

with a good record. Capacity of mill about
100.000 per day. Address, giving references, ex-

pected remuneration.
THE RATHBUN CO .

Deseronto, Ont.

RAILS AND CARS FOR SALE.

Light Steel Rails for Tramways : good order.

Cars for lumber, cheap.

JOHN J. GARTSHORE.
49 Front St. West,

Toronto.

WANTED.
UEBEC BIRCH—Those who can furnish
choice lumber are invited to correspond

JOHN S. MASON & CO.
240 Eleventh Avenue,

New York City.

CASH FOR HARDWOOD LUMBER.
We purchase all kinds of Hardwood Lumber

and will pay you SPOT CASH for same F. O. B.
cars. Send us full particulars.

W. N. McEACHERN & CO.,
Toronto, Ont.

FOR SALE
TWO BOILERS. 54 inches in diameter, 16 feet;

50 4-inch Tubes, Fronts and Safety Valve

;

also one Engine, 20x24. with heavy bed ; large
Iron Driving Pulley and heavy Balance Wheel.
Apply to

MICKLE. DYMENT & SON.
Graven hurst.

FOR SALb.
p>LA.\TNG FACTORY, only- 2 years built, with

one hundred and fifty Horse Power Engine and

Boilers and Modern Machines, wita railway

siding and street car at door. Terms eas/.

WILLIAM LEAK & CO..

Lumber, Coal and Wood,
Dundas Street, Toronto.

TIMBER LANDS

FOR SALE
5000 Acres of Timber

Lands on the Manitoulin
Island,

Patented and unpatented, are offered at the

Low Price of

$5.00 PER ACRE.
Some of the lots have timber on them worth

$20 per acre, and the land is of fair quality for
farming when cleared.

The Dominion Government having recently
taken off the Export Duty on Telegraph Poles,
Railway Ties. Shingle Bolts and Saw Logs, the
value of the timber on the Island is doubled, owing
to its great facilities for shipment to Detroit, Ch£
cago.Toledo, Buffalo. Cleveland and all Lake ports.

The late owners. Messrs. Wm. and Robert
Henry, are both deceased, and there being no one
to carry on their business, these lands will be sold
low, in Block to close out the estate. Tenders
solicited and purchases liberally dealt with. All
necessary information can be ootained from th;
trustee and Solicitors,

Messrs. FRANCIS & WARDKOP,
Barristers, &c,

JAMES McGEE. Trustee. j Toronto
Toronto.

FOR SALE.

A WELL EQUIPPED SAW AND PLAN-
ING Mill, with full machines of all kinds,

and ample power for present and additional

machinery This mill is situated in one of the

best localities of Montreal and in the part which in-

creases with the most rapidity. Purchaser can buy
mill and machinerv apart and state their own
terms. Tenders will be received until the 15th

October. Privilege of rejecting any or all tenders
reserved.

D. PARIZEAU,
Corner Craig and St. Denis,

Montreal.

A. P. & W. E. KELLEY CO.
WHOLESALE Lumber dealers. Yards at

Tonawanda and Chicago. Correspondence
inv ited.

LAYCOCK LUMBER CO.
1V| ANUFACTURERS of Pine, Hemlock and
1
T

I Oak Timber up to S5 feet in length. Saw
Mills : Ackley. Pa , Black Ri ck, N. Y., Graven-
hurst, Ont. Office, corner Main and Seneca Sts,

Buffalo, N. Y.

C. P. HAZARD.
WHOLESALE dealer in Lumber, Shingles,

Lath and Fence Posts. Correspondence
invited from the Canadian trade. No 92 River
Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

WILLARD W. BROWN.
r% r\ o Main Street, Buffalo, handles all kinds
,cU<C of Hard Woods.

WHITE, RIDER &. FROST.
WHOLESALE dealers in Michigan, Wisconsin

and Canada Pine and other woods. Princi-
pal office. Tonawanda, N. Y.; branch office, New
York City.

COWPER & GREGORY.
RECEIVERS and Forwarders of Lumber,

Lath, Shingles, &c. Unexcelled facilities

tor shipping by canal or rail. Tonawanda, N. Y.

A. M. DODGE &, CO.
|\/| ANUFACTURERS of and Wholesale deal-

l~l ers in all kinds of Lumber, Lath and Shing-
les. Tonawanda, N. Y.

w
N. Y.

E. & B. HOLMES.
HOLESALE dealers in Lumber and Timber.

Office, Michigan and Canal Streets, Buffalo,

CHEESMAN DODCE
TIMBER and Lumber Merchants. Ship and

Boat stock. Railroad Ties, &c- Office. 16

West Seneca Street, Buffalo.

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co.
OFFICE and yard. 175 Louisiana Street, Buf-

falo. Holders of Hardwood stocks are in-

vited to correspond.

EMMET FLEMING
JNSPECTOR and Commission dealer in Lum-

Y.
ber. Office, 2^1 Louisiana Street, Buffalo, N.

THE TONAWANDA LUMBER CO.
MILLS at East Tawas, Mich.; office 106 Main

Street, opposite N. Y. C. and H. R. R. R.
Station. North Tonawanda. N. Y.

w
J. & T. CHARLTON

HOLESALE dealers in Masts and Spars,
Canada Round Pine, &c. Tonawanda, N.

L. A. KELSEY LUMBER CO., (Ltd.)
iyi ANUFACTURERS and dealers in Hard-
I I wood Lumber of all kinds. Describe stock
and write for pri ces. O ffice Tonawanda, N. Y.

BOVEE & HOWDEN
iyi ANUFACTURERS and Wholesale dealers
I I in Hard and Soft Wood Lumber. Holders
of Canadian stocks are invited to write for quota-
tions. Offices at Tonawanda and Le Roy. N. Y.

ESTABLISHED 1888.

THE INBdSTRlAb

REVIEW
Thos. E. Poweil & Co., Publishers,

MEMPHIS, TENN.

The Most Widely Circulated Commercial,
Financial and Industrial Journal

in the South,

THE INDUSTRIAL REVIEW
Is a Monthly Journal devoted to Trades and

Manufacturers.

IT GIVES SPECIAL ATTENTION
To the mining interest, the milling interest, the
railroad interest, the steel and Iron interest, the
textile manufacturing interest, the lumber and
wood manufacturing interest, the hardware and
machinerv trade, and is an authority on

Southern Industrial Development.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION ;

One copy, one year, $1. Advertising rates on
application.

MACHINERY FOR SALE
LIST of miscellaneous machines, etc., for sale

by H. W. PETRIE, Brantford and Toronto.

ONE corn and cob crusher.

FINE grain or feed mills.

ONE Craig wheat scourer.

ONE mill stone dresser.

ONE corn huser.

TWO corn shelters.

TWO paint mills.

ONE tile machine.

ONE clay crusher.

ONE copper-jacketed kettle.

TWO copper dye kettles.

TWO set cracer or biscuit machines, with dies

.

ONE sugar or sorgum mill.

ONE union leather splitter.

ONE steam rock drill.

ONE foot press for canner's use, with dies.

ONE fruit evaporator.

ONE Caligraph typewriter.

ONE clover thrasher and huller.

ONE ditching machine.

ONE Wiard sulky plow.

ONE hosiery or bobbin winder.

ONE set scouring rolls.

ONE Chase flock cutter,

ONE lot press plates.

TWO meat choppers.

ONE large clothes mangle.

ONE shooting gallery tube

ONE small bone mill.

ONE run 42 inch buhr stones.

10 water wheels, different sixes and makes,

ONE lot spur and bevel gears.

ONE lot shafting, hangers and pulleys.

ONE lot balance wheels.

ONE set cheese box machinery.

ONE lot Cook's patent levels.

TWO steam fire engines.

FIVE hand fire engines.

TWO hose carts

EIGHT steam pumps.

ONE No. 10 centrifugal pump.

THREE hydraulic rams.

ONE champion spark arrester.

ONE lot lifting jacks.

ONE lot new portable forges.

I also have Engines, Boilers of all sizes. Iron

and Wood-Wood Machinery, Send for descriptive

list. H. W. PETRIE, Brantford and Toronto.

Nt'Trquble

BUILD
if you start right.
The first step
should be an ex-
amination of Mr.

Sboppelrs building designs—the only largo
collection of designs that are artistic, prac-
tical and reliable. The estimates are guaran-
teed. Mr. Shoppell's publications are £3
follows : Prioo.
Portfolio of $l,0"0 nouses, 30 designs, $2 C1

' " 1,500 " cO 2C)
2 000
2,flC0

i 000
J.ECO
4 0CJ
: 0(0

COCO
7 U0
H'.oco

' tables

80
3)

U
£3

?
3

21

ID

2C)
2()
2 0
20
2C)
2 O
2 O
2 O
2 O
2C)

"The first Portfolio cont.-.irjs designs thatoo6t^j
low ae $5«i. $tXiU, $71 u and *8Wi.
Any y of tie above Portfolios for $5 : anv 7

for $10; tb<! complete set (12) for $15. Boun L

volume containing over 200 designs selected
from the various portfolios, price £5, return-
able if not satisfactory.

Address R. W. SHOPPELI,
Architect, 13 L'way, New York,

Wood Working Machinery for Sale

1 20 H.P. engine, boiler and smoke stack.

1 No. 3 planer and matcher.

1 No. 1 shaper.
t Scroll saw.

1 Rip saw bench,

1 Moulding machine to mould 4 sides.

1 Iron frame tenoning machine.

1 Morticing machine.

1 Swing sawing machine.

I Blind slat tenoning machine.

1 Double acting hand wiring machine.

1 Swing iron sand-papering machine.
1 Turning lathe.

And also a large quantity of Belting, Shafting
and Pulleys.

The above machinery is almost new.

Apply to

P.WHITE, - Pembroke, Ont.

ON THE"SOO."
The large forests of Pine, Hemlock and

hard wood on the line of the Minneapolis, St.
Paul and Sault St. Marie Railway ("SOO
LI N E") offer excellent opportunities for en-
terprising Saw Mill Men to locate in Wiscon-
sin and the Upper Peninsula of Michigan.

Information furnished, as-
jfar as possible, relative to
mill sites.groups oftimber,
p rice of stumpage.etc.M 1 1 L

Low Kates,
Good Facilities,

Prompt Service,

W. W. RICH,
'Soo* Railway, Minneapolis. Minn.

In the Matter of

JOSEPH CADILUX. Insolvent.

The Inspectors having refused the
tenders for the purchase of this mill,

it will be sold by

PUBLIC AUCTION
ON THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 20TH,

-AT—

214 Papineau Ave., Montreal,

with part of the machinery therein

contained.

This mill is situated in one of the

best parts of Montreal, and can be em-
ployed for any kind of manufacture.
Terms of payment will be furnished

on application, and given on the Auc-
tion day.

D. Parizeau, Benning & Barsalon
Trustee. Atictioneers..

N.B.—Catalogues will be sent on application.

?TftRAMER
roc sjf *

aiMewNDA St mom-
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C. C. CLEVELAND. G. F. CLEVELAND.

J. L. GOODHUE & CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

I^eiafclieir Belting
AND

JLAjace Leather.
TDj?^~£T^T3LJ-,JE: - - QUEBEC.

GEORGE BRUSH,
MACHINIST, FOUNDER & BOILER MAKER,

EAGLE FOUNDRY,
14 to 34 KING STEEE T,

MONTREAL, QUE.

RAILROAD, BANK & OFFICE

DESKS
TEES 6z CG.7

300 ST. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL.

STORAGE OF LUMBER.
We are prepared to receive any quantity of Lumber for storage.

Freight and money will be advanced on same. Also, Warehouse
Receipts issued, which can be hypothecated to banks and others.

Storage charges easy. For further particulars apply to

W. LEAK & CO.
Ijumtoer, Coal and Wood.

DUNDAS STREET, - - TORONTO.

GO0DBAY, BENSON & G0.
QUEBEC, F\ Q.

General Lumber a Timber Merchants,
f TTTT

Correspondence is solicited from parties having choice stocks of Hardwood and Pine
to offer, either in the log or in sawn lumber.

F
1

JOHN BERTRAM k SONS,

O-^IST^-XD^ TOOL WOBKS
DUNDAS, ONTARIO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

WOOD-WORKING MACHINERY
MACHINE TOOLS, ETC.

Write for Prices and Catalogrues

Packing Cases in Snooks-

Any Saw mill in Canada able to undertake

large orders for Case Boards is requested to

communicate with

W. & G. PANTIN
147 Upper Thames Street,

LONDON, ENG.

GEO. CORMACK
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

All kinds of LUMBER.
Lumber Shipped to all parts by Rail or Vessel.

WHITBY, ONTA RICh

The Millwrights and
Engineers Safeguard. A. T. ANDERSON & CO.,

CONTRACTORS FOB

No Hot Boxes. Stands any weight or motion. Best and cheapest metal
known for Machinery Journal Bearings. Reliable Machinists use no other. To
be had at every enterprising Hardware store in the Dominion.

ALONZO W. SPOONER, Patentee and Manufacturer, PORT HOPE, ONT

THE RATHBUN COMPANY,
DESERONTO, - - ONTARIO,

MANUFACTURERS OF

Honrs, Sash, Blinds, Stairs
AND ALL KINDS OF WOODEN HOUSE FINISHING MATERIALS.

Cedar Oil for Purging Boilers.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

THE MONARCH BOILER

'PATENTEO; AND HERCULES ENGINE.

Portable from 6 to 70 horse power. Surpass
portable (team power heretofore produced for

strength, durability ,
compactness, and the ease

with which they can be moved.
The 70 horse power can be taken over the rough-

est roe/i*. or into the forest, and set up as easily
and quickly as an ordinary 20 horse power port-
ui/.h and a? f.rtn a'-: a brick -set stationary
•nipr.e Engines and boilers of every size and des-

'.. Rotary Saw Mills, Shingle and Lath
ia*r..'.me*, Law Grinders, Planers, etc. Mill
machinery and supplies of every description.
Every boiler Insured against explosion by 2he
y.',..f-r Ir.Hijrance Sc Inspection Co. of Canada.
Write for circulars.

A fcOBB 4 SONS, ! Amhrrst Foundry and
Amherit, N S. Machine works.

(•tasusmco oven 40 vcans

TO MACKINAC
Summer Tours.

Palacc Steamers. Low Rates.
Four Trips per Week Between

DETROIT, MACKINAC ISLAND
Petoskey, 8ault Ste. Marie, and Lake

Huron Way Porta.

Bvery Week Day Between

DETROIT AND CLEVELAND
facial Suod»7 Trips during June, July, August and Sept.

Double Dally Line Between
CHICAGO AND ST. JOSEPH, MICH.
Our illustratcd Pamphlets
Hates and Exourston Tickets will be furnished

07 your Ticket Agent, or address
E. B. WHITCOMB, Q. P. A., Detroit, Mich.

Oetrolt and Cleveland Steam Nav. Co.

North Shore Navigation Co.

E2ECTJ-SaSXOiTS.
THREE DAYS, ) a r r\r\

Meals and Berth included, f 4>O.UU.
ROUND TRIP TICKETS FROM TO-RONTO AND HAMILTON, $ 1 O. B.

CUMBERLAND, Toronto; C. E. MORGAN
Hamilton, and a'l G T. R. Ticket Agents.

THE NEW PALACE STEAMER

CITY OF MIDLAND
Is intended to leave Colli rigwood every Mon-
day and Thursday at 8.30 a.m., and Midland
at 2 p.m., on arrival of G. T. R. morning train
from Toronto, Hamilton, Peterboro'
Port Hope, and all points on Northern and
North-western and Midland Divisions of G. T R
for Parry Sound, Byng Inlet andFrench River.
Returning will reach Midland at 2 p.m.

Wednesday and Saturday, connecting with trains
for Toronto, Hamilton. Peterboro',
Port Hope, Barrie, and all points Eastand South, on Northern and North-western,
G. T. R., and at Collingwood with trains'
North.
For freight ind passenger rates apply to all G.

T. R. Agents and on board steamer.
C. E. STEPHENS, Sec.-Treas., Collingwood.

W. J. SHEPPARD,
Genera! Manager, Waubaushene.

MARK H. IRISH

Broker and

Commission Agent.

Electrical and General Machinery.

Complete instalations of team and Hydraulic
Power, Electric Light and Power Plants', Wiring
and Construction for Arc and Incandescent
Lightin.'. Agents for the celebrated " C. & C."
Electric Motors.

75 Adelaide Street East,
Toronto, Out., Canada.

Estimates furnished and everv information
cneerfu ly given to intending purchasers
N. B.—Only first-class work on which a full

guarantee will be given.

LUMBER

TRUCK * WHEELS,

The Montreal *

Gar Wheel Co.

Special attention given to buying and selling

Saw Mills, Timber Limits and Mineral
Lands

In the United States and Canada.

NO SALE NO COMMISSION

Room 12 Mail Building, Toronto, Ont.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

MANUFACTURERS OF

CHARCOAL IRON CHILLED

Railroad Wheels
Offices: New York Life Insurance

Building, Montreal.

Works: Lachine, Quebec.

WE make a Specialty of Wheels suitable for
the requirements of Lumbeimen and

Street Car Service, and can supply them Bored,
Finished and Balanced.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED
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Friction jpulley Qoard.
The Best Materials ever used

for Frictions of all

# kinds #

-MANUFACTURED BY^

The

D [eathe OARD yOMPANY,

Nloiiti^^iil, Quebec.

Steam

Packing.

SAMPLES FURNISHED. PLEASE MENTION THIS PAPER. CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

TO MILL OWNERS, MANUFACTURERS
AND ALL WHO ARE USING

^ J* A. AAA A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A ft A AA A AAA A A A.A A A AtAAA AAAAA AA A A A A A MjJ

Leather*Belting
,V V V vW V VWWW VV WWWW W "W Wwwwwwwwwww'W&

-STOTT -Vsr^-ISTT BELTING
Which will Run Straight on the Pulleys,

Which is Thoroughly Well Stretched,

Which will not Tear at the Lace Holes,
Which will give Complete Satisfaction,

Gait* Machine* Knife* Works.

lillllB

MACHINE KNIVES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION FOR

Planing, Moulding & Stave Cutting.
SEND FOB PEICE LIST

TO

F\ E. Dixon & Co.

PETER HAY, GALT, ONT.

DESERONTO, ONT.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

MANUFACTURERS OF

PATENT LAP-JOINT STAR RIVET

^LEATHER IBELTING*
jo King Street East, Toronto.

vSole Agents in Canada for the

*TERRA*COTTA« FIRE-PROOFING *
For Use in Old and New Buildings.

Endorsed by Leading Architects. Absolutely Fire-proof. About as Cheap as

Wood or Brick. Weight One-Third that of Brick. Does not

Crack on application of Heat or Water.

Deadens Noise. Gives Warmth in Winter; Coolness in Summer.

NAPANEE CEMENT COMPANY
(LIMITED.)

MANUFACTURERS OF —

CELEBRATED PHCENIX OIL
The Dnly refect Belt Dressing.

All our Belting is sold at the Canadian price list. Please compare be-

fore nurchasing. Send for Discounts and our Pamphlet on Belting.

Hijdrraiilio Gement
Particularly adapted for Uams, Smoke Stacks, Foundations, Cul-

verts, Cisterns, Cellars, etc.

ENDORSED BY LEADING RAILWAYS AND CONTRACTORS.

For Building, Plastering, Gas Purifying, Paper Making, &c.

B. F. Sturtevanfs Patent Progressive Lumber Dry Kiln.
EELIAELE EiLPTD !

GUARANTEED
TO DRY

-IN—

Best Manner Possible

ALL KINDS OF

HARD and SOFT
WOOD LUMBER.

WRITE+FOR+CAT&LOGUF.

91 Liberty street
NEW YORK.

NO WARPTN G
CHECKING

AND BLUEING
-WITH THE-

STURTEVANT
Patent Hot Blast

Steam Heating

Apparatus.

31 N. Canal Street
CHICAGO.

8. F. STURTEVANT, Patentee and Sole Manufacturer, 34 Oliver Street, ( comer of Franklin street) BOSTON, Mass., U. S. A.

A. R. Williams, Soho Machine Works, Toronto, General Agent for the Dominion.
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The Only Successful Kiln fur Drying Oakm other Hardwoods

"THE ANDKEWS"
* NEW Lid/^BER #

DRY-KlbN
It-remarkable efficiency depends upon its peculiar mode of

applying heat to, and eliminating moisture from, the air used

in drying. We use no costly fan, engine or other device that

requires constant attention, nor do we waste heat by a special

chimney. The air circulates through the lumber, and the

moisture absorbed from it is extracted from the air by natural

methods. You can not afford to be without it.

Our Process Duplicates Nature. The following well-known furniture manufacturers

have recently purchased the "Andrews Kiln. :;

Estey Manufacturing Co., - - - Owasa, Mich.
East Shore Furniture Co., - - - Manistee, Mich.
Universal Tripod Co., - - - Grand Rapids, Mich.
Crand Rapids School Furniture Co., Grand Rapids, M.

Outside View of the Andrews Kiln.

New England Furniture Co.,

Milwaukee Chair Co., - - -

Oshkosh Furniture Co.,

Skandia Furniture Co.,

Story & Clark Organ Co.,

Rock Falls Manufacturing Co.,

Courey & Birely Table Co., -

Southern Spring Bed Co., -

Sidney School Furniture Co.,,

Grand Rapids, Mich.
Milwaukee, Wis.

• OshkosK Wis.
Rockfork, 111.

Chicago, 111.

- Sterling, 111.

Shelbyville, Ind.

Atlanta, Ga.
- Sidnev. Ohio.

New Richmond Church Furniture Co., N.Richmond, O.

A. N. Andrews & CO., Proprietors and Manufacturers
215,217,219,221 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

The Gasselman Lumber Co.

CASSLEMAN, ONT. W'

s

uccessors to FLATT & BRADLEY.

ESPECIAL GOOD FACILITIES FOR SHIPPING.

HEMLOCK BILL STUFF OF EXCELLENT QUALITY.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF

PINE, SPRUCE, ASH, MAPLE AND OTHER HARDWOODS.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

li^,&&TLAND J- & AINSLIE
H. R1XON \v. STODART

Maitland, Rixon & Co.,
Owen Sound, Ont.

Saw Millers t& Lumber Dealers
All kinds of Building Material kept in stork.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

LONG BILL STUFF IN ROCK ELM, PINE, CEDAR AND HELM LOCK,
QUOTATIONS FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.

F*. J. DRAKE
PATENTEE AND MANUFACTURER OF

SAW, SHINGLE t LATH MACHINERY
JBelleYillo, Ontario.

DRAKE'S PATENT DAUNTLESS SHINCLElLNDliEAinNcllA^
Capacity from 25,000 to 50,000 per day.

The frame of iron throughout, very heavy and rigid, strongly bolted and braced
;

carnage very light and strong, made of forged cast steel saw plate, running on steel

ways or tracks; will take in a block 18 inches wide and 19 inches long, adjustablefor
16 inch or 18 inch shingles.

Drake's Improved Shingle Edger.
With 40 inch saw will make more No. I Shingles from the same quantity of timber than

any Wheel Jointer in existence.

It has a heavy iron frame made for two operators, two inch steel saw arbor, with extra
long bearings; driving pulley 8 inches diameter, 7 inch face, saw 40 inches diameter, 16 gauge,
speed, 1,600 per minute.

Mill men who have once used this machine will not use any other. For capacity, remov-
ing sap-knots, rot or any other imperfections, for making parallel shingles and economy of stock,

it is superior to any other.

AIvo manufacturer of other kinds of Shingle Jointers, both self-acting and hand-feed Shingle Machines, Tacking Boxes, Drag Saw Machines, Bolters, Stationary and Portable Saw Mills,

l) ,. , • F>!g<:r<, Single E'lg'.-rs, Slab Saw Rig:;, Hull Wheel Rigs, Lath Mrchines, Lath Bolters, in fact a general line of Mill Machinery, with Pulleys, Shafting, &c. Satisfaction guaranteed in

ai: oaie». .Send for estimates on anything required, and the same will receive immediate attention.
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The Finest Tempered, Fastest Cutting

and Best Saw made on the Continent.

, THE LEADSR^fS
Manufactured of Triple Refined Silver Steel,

Rolled specially for us from Superior Ingots.

THE KIISTG OF* GROSS-GUT SAWS.
R. H. SMITH G0MPANY. liTD, St. Gatrarines, OnT.

Sole Manufacturers

Specimen Letters from Big Mills.

City

Office:

83 King

Street, W.

OFFICE OF THE

Brunette Saw Mill Company, Limited

NEW WESTMINSTER, B. C,

August 22, 1890.

To Dodge Wood Split Pulley Co.,

Toronto, Ont.

Gentlemen.

In reply to your inquiry as to how your Rope Transmissions are working, we

would say that they have worked well so far; we have not had them under a full

load yet. But we are sure they will give good satisfaction, and we intend putting

them in whereever it is possible. We are

Yours truly,

Brunette Saw Mill Co.

by H. L. DeBeck, Manager.

Factory 1

West

Toronto

Junction.

Send for Plans
and Estimates to Dodge Wood Split Pulley Co., TORONTO.

Established 1849. Incorporated 1884.

ADJUSTMENT

etroit Saw Works
MANUFACTURERS OF

Circular, Gang, Mulay, Drag and Cross-Cut Saws.

We use nothing but u. J. & Sons' English
Steel in our saws and the name speaks lor itself.

MOLDING AND PLANING KNIVES,

French Band Saws, Emery Wheels and General Mill Supplies.

66, 68, 70 and 72 Fort St. East, DETROIT, MICH.
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The Best is the Cheapest
This is true.

Especially

in Machinery.

OUR SPECIALTY

SAW MILL Machinery

BAND,
Circular and

Upright

Shingle and

Lath Mills.

Several Sizes Combined

PLANERS.

1

Our maxims have been "Nothing can be too well made."

"Make the machinery as it should be in every part and then

set the price at a fair profit considering the cost." " Never

cut the price and then cheapen the production to suit the

price." " That mill men and people generally can and do

appreciate a good article and will generally buy it, even if

first taken in with some cheap machine said to answer as

well," After forty years of successful business life on the

same premises, conducted on these lines, we have no reason

to regret having started out with this standard before us. It

has given us a reputation we are proud of, one that we can-

not afford to injure ; and one

that has kept us in full oper-

ation during these years,when

many shops have been closed

and others run short handed

or on short time.

WOODYARD
OUTFITS.

Portable Engines.

6 to 50 h. p. All descriptions

of boiler work, burners, tanks,

&c.

Friction Grip Pulleys.

Ewart Link Belting.
The Great Conveying Medium

WATEROUS ENGINE WORKS CO.,
Brantford,

CANADA.
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CEO. HASTINCS. JOHN CRAY. H. HANCOCK-

GEO. HASTINGS & CO.

Liiiixiboi" Merchants

TRUST BUILDING CHAMBERS,

Cor. Yonge and Colborne Streets.
TORONTO.

All Kinds of Pine and Hardwood Lumber.

BILL STUFF CUT TO ORDER A SPECIALTY.

Toronto Hardwood Lumber Co.

Wholesale Dealers and Shippers in all kinds of

DONOGH & OLIVER,
Wholesale Dealers in

LUMBER
OFFICE :

Nos. 16 and 17 Imperial Bank Buildings,

Wellington Street East.

TORONTO, ONT

DALTON MCCARTHY, President. J. H. EYER, Manager-

Toronto and Midland MFg Co.

HARDWOOD * LUMBER

83 Front Street West, Corner Lome Street, TORONTO.

OFFICES TELEPHONE MILLS

Hamilton, Toronto No. 1046 Gravenhurst, Huntsville

Windsor Katrine, Essex Centre

(INCORPORATED.)

Wholesale * Lumber + Dealers
AND MANUFACTURERS OF

DRESSED LUMBER, FLOORING
Ceiling, Sheeting, Siding, Shelving, Mouldings of all Descriptions.

Office and Yard

:

FOOT OF SPADINA AVE., - TORONTO-
Planing Mills : 3IIDLAND, ONT.

ROBERT THOMSON & CO.
DEALERS IN

i*ino and Hardwood

Mills Operating all the year round. Correspondence Solicited.

TORONTO OFFICE
j q3 g^y STREET,

TORONTO,

PORTER, ROBERTSON k CO.

London Canadian Chambers

THOMAS MEANEY,
REPRESENTATVE.

STOCKS

STRIPS

SIDINGS

BILLSTUFF

WHOLESALE

LUMBER sh

DEALERS

HARDWOODS
MLOCK
INGLES

LATH, ETC.

MillicJiamp's Buitdinr/s,

35 * Adelaide * Street * East,
TORONTO.

YARD : NORTHERN DOCK, FOOT OF BATHURST STREET.

T. J". TTTZR^IEIR,

Sail, Tent and Awning Maker.
251 George and 154 King Streets,

PETERB0ROUGH.
Canoe, Yacht and Boat Sails made to order.

Feifect Fits guaranteed.

Every description of Lumbermen 's Supplies
and Waterproof Clothing.

Electric LiGHTiNCApparatus
57, Adelaide. St. w.

TORONTO
GNT.

T. SHORTISS,
DEALER IN

PINE & MINERAL? LANDS
9 Toronto Street,

TORONTO, - ONT.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

MANUFACTURERS
OFPETER GERLACH & COMPANY,

Alligator Clr i e1-13it Saiars.
THE CHAMPION STAVE. HEADING AND SHINGLE MACHINE8,

ICE TOOLS AND MILL SUPPLIES.
CLEVELAND - - OHIO.

500 Carloads

Prime White Oak Small Boards.

i> I'/iei l% an^ rX 'ncn thick ; to 5 inch

wide, 2 feet and up long, wanted for cash at

the mills.

Further all kinds of HARDWOOD LUM-
BER AND LOGS.

Address

CARL GARTNER,
Hamburg, Germany.

Menasha Hickory Pulleys

We make the only
hardwood -bent rim.

spoke arm split pulley,

only small split pulley,

only wooden hangers
in the market. Send for

discounts & circulars.

Menasha
Wood Split Pulley Co.

MENASHA,' WISCONSIN.

FAWCETT & CO.,

269 Queen St. E., Opp. Seaton St., Toronto.

First-Class Goods and Trimmings. Workmanship and Fit Gauranteed.

All Orders Punctually Executed.
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OUR NEW QUARTERS.

The Offices of The Canada Lumberman have

been removed to the

CANADA LIFE BUILDING,

King Street, West, Toronto.

TO VISITING LUMBERMEN.

Lumbermen visiting Toronto are invited to use the

office of the Lumberman as their own. We shall take

pleasure in supplying them with every convenience for

receiving and answering their correspondence, and hold

ourselves at their service in any other way that they

may desire.

It has been conservatively estimated that the lumber

cut in the American Pacific Northw est this year will be

over two billion feet, valued at $25,500,000. Of this

amount Washington will cut about 1,250,000,000 feet

and Oregon about 750,000,000 feet.

The Superior Court of Quebec has recently been oc-

cupied in trying cases, dealing with matters arising

from the defalcations of Mr. C. G. Davies, of Quebec,

the local banks seeking to recover by them from Messrs.

Bryant, Powis & Bryant, Limited, of London, the sum

of / 1
3,000.

The lumber trade at Quebec continues inactive and

the demand is as slack as it was in the spring. The
only rafts sold were those of Thistle & Carswell, Hind

man & Co., William Mackay and Alexander Barnet, of

Renfrew. There are many millions of feet of lumber

lying in the rove, near the city.

A CARGO of over i,qpo,ooo feet of ship stuff is on its

way from Vancouver, B. C, per the ship Titian, to

Wilmington, Del. The material is to be used in the

ship yards of Wilmington and consists of big timber

and decking. The purchase was made by the George

W. Bush & Sons' Lumber Company from the Royal

City planing mills, and is due to the excellence of the

lumber as compared with the Oregon and Washington

saw mills.

Mr. J. B. Charleson, who was sent out by the Que-

bec Government to examine and report upon the unex-

plored forests at the headwaters of the Upper Ottawa,

reports that a region of 2,500 square miles north of the

Ottawa, from Abbitibbi in the west to Camachimaga in

the east, is fertile in soil, temperate in climate and

covered with rich forests of the finest pine, spruce and

other commercial woods of the greatest value, and that

the means of getting out this timber by water ate ex-

cellent.

The Grand Trunk railway has been unable to sup-

ply the demand for freight cars for some months past.

The trouble is attributed to incapable management and

the use of Canadian cars for carrying through freight

from the western states to the seaboard. Deputations

to the general manager have proved ineffectual, and

there is now some talk of shippers holding a meeting

to consider the question. It would appear that the

solution of the question lies in the assumption of the

railway system of Canada by the Dominion Govern-

ment.

For years past the large amount of British Columbia

lumber shipped to Australia has been carried in sailing

vessels, taking between two and three months on the

trip ; but these long voyages will soon be a thing of the

past if the scheme of shipping lumber by steamers

proves a success. The first move in the direction of lum-

ber steamers between British Columbia and the colonies

has already been made. The steamer Remus is at

Moody ville loading with lumber for Melbourne, Austra-

lia, and if successful the time between Australia will be

reduced from three months to one. which would not only

be the means of giving an impetus to the lumber trade on

this Pacific coast, but would increase our trade relations

with the Antipodes.

A MEETING of the Tonawanda and Buffalo lumber

dealers was held at the Merchants' Exchange committee

rooms in Buffalo, on the 1st Lilt., for consultation about

business generally, and to establish prices. A list of

prices was agreed upon, and a joint committee appointed

in order to more fully express the views of the two

associations, it being the intention to have a list of

prices printed by each association, following the plan

that the Chicago F.xchange adopted long since. State-

ments made by leading members of the trade divulged

the fact that there was a strong demand for low grades

and not enough lumber on hand or in sight to supply

the demand, and it was thought necessary to advance

prices materially, from No. 1 cutting up to uppers.

These markets now rank second only to Chicago as

distributing points.

THE Canadian Pacific railway has recently received

important concessions at St. John, N. B., which may to

some extent affect the lumber trade. It has acquired a

branch of railway running from its own line to the

wharves on the western side of the harbor, the property

including wharfand warehouse facilities. The property

was sold by the Dominion government to the city for

$40,000, and the city handed it over to the Canadian
Pacific under lease for 999 years, and also agreed to ex-

empt it from taxation for 20 years. The railway com-
pany engages to provide proper terminal facilities. In

1889 one hundred and thirty-five million feet of lum-

ber were shipped from Ottawa to Portland and Boston,

destined for the South American market, and it is con-

sidered by many to be within the range of probability

that the shipments of lumber from Ottawa to South
America may be diverted to the port of St. John.

The work in the woods in the Ottawa district during

the coming winter will be very small compared with that

o r former years, as hardly two-thirds of the number of

shanties in operation last season will be worked the

coming winter. Wages are a little in advance of w hat

were offered a month ago. Log makers demand from

$18 to $22 per month ; teamsters, $15 to $17 and roar1

makers, $13 to $15. Very little square timber will be

taken out by the lumbermen in the Ottawa district as

the market for square timber is dull, and the stock on

hand ready for sale is enormously large. Some 8,000.000

cubic feet were cut in the Ottawa Valley last winter,

whereas this winter there will only be about 500.000 cubic

feet. About the only lumbermen going into it this year

are Fraser, of Westmeath, Barnet & Mackey and Thistle

& Carswell, of Renfrew, who are taking out a small

raft each on the Pettewawa river, which will probablv

average 125,000 cubic feet each.

According to the report of the Commissioner of

Crown Lands, Province of Quebec, for the twelve

months ending June 30th, the total revenue of the de-

partment during that time amounted to the large sum
of $918,627.77, the highest figure attained since Con-

federation. Of this amount $59,870.99 were received

from the sale during the twelve months of 129,214

acres of Crown Lands, $51,580.98 for settlement lands,

and $7,985 for mining lands. On the 30th June, the

quantity of unconceded Crown Lands, subdivided into

farm lots, amounted to 7,368,066 acres, the increase

over the figure of the previous year arising from the

surveying of 72,722 acres more since then, and the re-

sumption by the Crown of 31,710 acres through the

cancellation of certain sales. Of clergy reserve lands,

3,780 acres were sold, and on the 30th of June last,

the extent of these lands still in the Government's

hands amounted to about 130,509 acres. $11,896.96

were collected from the Jesuits' Estates. Gold mining

licenses yielded the sum of $96 ; $9,81 1.75 were re-

ceived from the leasing of fishing privileges in the

salmon livers and inland lakes, while timber dues,

ground rents, produced the large sum of $806,051.69.

In his remarks the Commissioner says that the general

revenue of the Department has exceeded the estimates

by several thousand dollars, but he notes with regret

that the receipts from the Woods and Forests branch

has not come up to the mark, the circumstance being

due to the sudden fall in the price of square timber,

general dulness of the European market, and the

heavy import duties in the United States on sawn lum-

ber, all of which has contributed not only to prevent

the descent of the timber but to retard the collection of

timber dues and other important sums owing to the

Department. Mr. Duhamel believes, however, that

the abolition of the Canadian export duty on logs

will lead to a marked improvement in the actual state

of things, and that the revenue of the department nex

year will, at least, equal its figure this year.
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The New York Export Lumber Company, which

virtually represents the lumber trade between the St.

Lawrence and South America, has closed its yards at

Hochelaga for the season, having despatched its last

shipments. The shipment of timber of all kinds from

the St. Lawrence ports this year show an immense fall-

ing off as compared with last year. The total ship-

ments from Hochelaga have been 3,862,699 feet, as

against 22,876,132 feet in 1889, while the quantity sent

from other ports on the St. Lawrence has been 3,798,-

000, against 12,292,910 last year, making a grand total

of shipments from the St. Lawrence for 1890 of only

7,669,690 feet, against 35.3!3>573 feet in 1889. This in-

cludes for each year timber of every sort, viz., spruce,

pine, hardwood, and what is technically known as

"small stowage,'' and exhibits a falling off for the season

of 27,652.874 feet. The last smallest season within the

decade was that of 1876, when the shipments from the

St. Lawrence, all ports, were only 3,437,000 feet, or 4,-

223,699 feet less than this year. In 1877 the season

was little better, only 8,787,928 being shipped. The

falling off this year is attributed to the political disorder

in South America.

The cutting season of the Ottawa mills is now practi-

cally over, and as nearly as can be ascertained the out-

put of sawn lumber in the mills of the Ottawa district

w ill amount to about 598,000,000 for all grades high and

low, and the value of this lumber at the established

average would be $9,568,000. Although the amount is

much less than last year's output, nevertheless if is a v ery

creditable showing considering the reasons fcr the de-

crease are many. The estimates for the season are

given as follows :

J.R. Booth 85,000,000
Bronson & \VYston 62.0~0.000

Perley & Pattee 50.000.000

Pierce &Co.. 45,000,000
Hurdman & Co 24,003.000
MacLaren & Co. (Ottawa) 25.000,000

E. B Eddy & Co 10,000,000
McClymont 7,000.000
Gilmour 35. 000,000
McLaren & Co. (Buckingham) 10,000 000
Ross Bros 8,000.000
McCracken, Boyle & Co. (Templeton) 5.000.000W C Edwards (Rockland) 45.000,000
Hawkesbury Lumber Co 50.000.000
Ottawa Lumber Co. (Calumet) 12,000.000
Canada Lumber Co. (Carleton Place) 40,000,000
McLachlin Bros. (Arnpriori 50.000.000
Gillies Bros. (Braeside) io.ooc.ooo
Miscellaneous 25.000,000

598,000,000

Hakbur Commissioner Balcer, of Three Rivers,

in a report to the Dominion government, says the de-

cline of trade in that important lumbering centre is not

merely due to the general condition of this business,

nor the gradual reduction in the produce .of the timber

forests, but to the absence of proper shipping facilities

in the harbor. The want of the necessary space for

piling and sorting the lumber is forcing the merchants
and shippers to send the produce of the mills in the

district of Three Rivers by lighters to Quebec and to

MontreaI,for transhipment into sea-going vessels instead

of shipping direct, as in former years, and as both pro-

ducers and shippers intended to do when the harbor

commissioner was established, and hopes were enter-

tained that Three Rivers would prove to be the nearest

and most suitable and economical port for the shipment
of lumber. As for the importance of such establish-

ments it may be said that the River Nicolet alone

produces annually from 25,000,000 to 30,000,000 feet,

the Riviere du Loup, the Yamachiche, the Becancour,

the Maskinonge and some establishments along the

line of railway turn out a very large quantity all told,

without alluding to Ottawa lumber, the shipment of a
portion of which from Three Rivers has been enter-

tained for years, and is still entertained by some of the

most prominent firms in the lumber export trade.

A special general meeting of the Toronto Board of

Trade was held Nov. 20th, to consider the shortage of

cars on the Grand Trunk railway to meet the demands
of the lumber and grain trade. The president, John I.

Davidson, occupied the chair. There were present :

Messrs. W. M. Stark, James Harris, J. B. Eager, S. C.

Kennedy, James Carruthers, J. Carrick, W. Millie hamp,

J. N. Peer, J. C. McKeggie, J. D. Laidlaw, J. Mc-
Laughlin, D. D. E. Cooper, A. McFall, Wm. Kersteman,

jr., James Worthington, W. Christie, J. Donogh, W. B.

Hamilton, Wm. Thompson, R. S. Baird, J. H. G.

Hagarty, George Goulding, George Keith, George A.

Chapman, Thos. Tait, C. P. R. ; R. L. Nelles, G. T. R.;

J. N. Sutherland, S. James, G. M. Bosworth,

C P. R. ; A. M. Smith, H. N. Baird, C. Goode, G.

B. Smith, M. P. P., Paul Campbell, L. A. Tiley, R. W.

Elliot, J. Young, N. Weatherston. The president, in

opening the meeting, said the question had become so

serious as to require the interference of the Board. He
had accompanied the members of the lumber section

on Sept 20th to interview Sir Joseph Hickson on the

matter and he had promised that the grievance should

be remedied. It would be for the meeting to. say

whether this promise had been fulfilled. The ques-

tion was discussed at considerable length, pro and con.

It was then moved by W. B. Hamilton, seconded by

George A. Chapman, and adopted : That the follow-

ing be a committee to report to the council of the Board

on the railway question : Messrs. A. B. Lee, represent-

ing the hardware section. R. J. Stark, representing

the flour and meal section, S. Caldecott, representing

the dry goods section and J. Donogh, representing the

lumber section.

IN the Exchequor court judgment has been delivered

in the case of the St. Catharines Milling and Lumber

Company vs. The Queen in favor of the latter. It

will be rememhered that this company, which is com-

posed of Capt. Murray, of St. Catharines ; J. A. Gouin,

P. H. Chabot, Oliver Latour, and T. E. Chevrier,

Ottawa, obtained from the Dominion Government the

privilege of cutting a million feet of lumber in the terri-

tory which the courts afterwards awarded to the Prov-

ince of Ontario. The plaintiffs in 1882 obtained a per-

mit from the Dominion to cut 1,000,000 feet of lumber

in Keewatin, then a disputed territory. Under this

permit the company cut 1,6000,000 feet cf lumber and

paid the dues thereon to the Federal Government. The

logs remained on the limit, as the Canadian Pacific rail-

way refused to build a siding for their shipment. In

the meantime a title to the disputed territory was finally

granted to Ontario, whereupon the Government of that

province seized and confiscated 1,600,000 feet of lumber.

The company then filed a petition of right against the

Dominion Government to recover $1 59,525 for damages.

The Crown would only admit a claim to the extent of

$2,375.59, and tendered this amount to the plaintiffs.

His Lordship decided against the company and gave

judgment for only $2,375 reserving the question of costs.

The sum awarded by the Exchequer court was simply

the amount paid by the company to the Government as

timber dues. Their claim for damages, and even the

money spent by them in cutting logs, making roads,

etc., was rejected. It is understood that the company
will appeal the case to the Supreme Court of Canada.

A Baltimore correspondent writing to an exchange

on the recent change in the tariff on lumber says :
"1

am surprised at the quiet position of the lumber press

concerning the change in the tariff heretofore existing

between the United States and Canada. We may as

well acknowledge that we have been out-generaled, or

that 111 diplomacy the Canadians are our superiors. The
only people in the United States who have been bene-

fited are the few who did not unload their " crown

lands," and who may now tow logs from such lands to

American ports for manufacture. The Canadian lum-

ber comes in at a duty of $1 a thousand to compete

with our home product. Prices have not, and will not,

lower on white pine to consumers, but American
manufacturers lose the chance to supply exactly the

amount of lumber that comes from Canada. If I under-

stand the situation, Americans can now invest millions

of dollars in timber limits, but the product must be
manufactured in Canada, which withdraws just so much
capital from the states, furnishes labor to Canadians,

and builds up manufacturing towns, all of which are

consumers of Canadian product. Every foot ofcommon
grade from Canada debars the use of a like quantity of

home product, and it is a well-known fact that home
manufacturers are puzzled now to find markets for their

coarser product. I do not believe in giving something

for nothing, nor do I believe in giving Canadians a

"market for their lumber, and accept their gift, which

has "a string to it." If crown lands could be bought

with no restrictions as to where the logs should be

manufactured into lumber, Americans could then con-

tinue to furnish employment for American laborers at

home. With lumber manufacturers in the U nited States

the conditions are well recognized and party lines are

ignored. The fact is that a prohibitive tariffas between

Canada and the United States would benefit the many
thousand manufacturers of lumber and their hundreds

of thousands of employees, and would not raise the

price a single dollar a thousand to the consumer."

Commenting on the reports published in the Ottawa

press as to the results of Mr. Charleson's recent explor-

ation of the timber limits in northern Quebec, the

Chronicle says, the region explored by him extends

from the source of the River Ottawa to the point where

it expands into Lake Temiscamingue, a distance of

about one hundred and fifty miles. For the whole of

this distance the river runs from east to west, or in a

direction exactly opposite to its general course, which

is from west to east, through land for the most part

well fitted for settlement, and the forests which border

it are largely composed of valuable white and red pine

timber. And not only are these valuable woods to be

found in the river valley, but as stated a few days ago

by Mr. Bailey, C.E., of Toronto, they extend to the

height of land, and beyond it into the James Bay terri-

tory. Mr. Bailey states that the Ontario side of Lake

Temiscamingue, between that lake and Lake Nipissing

is even more valuable, the best -of white pine being

found in such quantities, that a Toronto company is

about to build a railway through these lands to Moose

Factory, on James Bay. There is one point in con-

nection with these valuable discoveries, which should

not be lost sight of. And that is as to how this timber

is to be manufactured and brought to market. Quebec

people must not imagine that they are going to control

it, as heretofore, if the ancient methods of doing the

business are to be pursued. The world moves, and

since the recent construction of new railroads, the old

plan of floating the timber and saw logs down the

rivers is being rapidly changed ; the logs are being

sawn on the spot and their produce carried to market

by rail as is done in the Western States. The great

bulk of the logs now made in the Province of Quebec

on the Upper Ottawa are sawn in Ontario mills at

Ottawa, and their produce, instead of coming to Que-

bec in barges, goes to swell the earnings of Ontario

railways, and to such an enormous extent, that last year

the Canada Atlantic Railway carried—nearly all to the

United States—the immense quantity of one hundred

and fifteen million feet of sawn lumber, and the Brock-

ville & Ottawa a very large quantity, probably the bulk

of the four hundred million feet transported by the

Canadian Pacific, of which it now forms part. If we in

Quebec had only had the foresight to build the long

projected railway from Quebec to Lake Superior, or

even as far as Lake Temiscamingue, the most of this

timber would have been sawn at local mills along the

line, a chain of settlements would have sprung up in the

interior, and Quebec Province and our port would have

had the benefit of the trade. If this line were built now,

not only would we secure the business of the one hun-

dred and fifty miles of the Upper Ottawa, the timber

of which is to a great extent untouched above Temis-

camingue, but a valuable impetus would be given to

the settlement of the interior of the Province, even

without resorting to the rather narrow policy of the

Ontario Government, which compels all logs cut on its

lands to be sawed in that province. If we don't do this,

it is certain as the sun shines that every log made on

the Ottawa river north of Temiscamingue will be sawn

there, and the produce carried to Toronto by the new

road via Nipissing and thence to the United States.

The question is a most important one, and merits the

attention of our business men and of the Provincial

Legislature. The territory in question, with the ad-

joining area in Ontario, embraces the most valuable

timber lands now left in America, and should be care-

folly nursed, and so administered as to secure the

colonization and devolopement of the country in which

it grows, as Providence intended it should.
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With the current issue the Canada Lumberman

closes its eleventh year, being the oldest trade journal

published in Canada. It has encountered the usual

number of vicissitudes during that period, but has also

experienced a degree of prosperity of which but few

journals in this country can boast .
We do not think

that we are overstepping the mark when we claim that

it has won the favor and esteem of ihe influential trade

it represents, and is becoming more and more popular

with each new volume. We hope that the twelfth year

will show equal, if not superior, results than during the

past, and it will be the publisher's aim to do his share

towards achieving that end.

It is reported that James D. Leary, of "big raft"

fame, has bought a large tract of forest land in Queen's

county, N. B., and should the weather be favorable for

lumbering this winter, he will get cut 30,000 pieces of

piling for use on crib work and other contracts in and

around New York. The sticks cut comprise the smal-

ler growth of spruce, tamarack and other trees, which

are too small for the New Brunswick saw mill men,

and have hitherto been little used for any purpose.

On being floated down the streams to the St. John

River, they will be rafted to St. John harbor, from

which place powerful tugs will tow them to New

York.

Messrs. J. & T. Charlton, of Tonawanda, N. Y.,

are a party to a couple of interesting suits recently

entered in the Supreme Court at Buffalo. John P.

Schell, a guardian for Louis Schell, a miner, sues to re-

cover $10,000 for injuries sustained by his son while

employed in the Charlton mill, which incapacitated him

from work, and in consequence of which he was "let

out " by the Messrs. Charlton, and the father is deprived

of the value of the son's services. The second suit is

for $50,000, and is entered by Schell himself to recover

damages for personal injuries sustained while in the

employment of the Messrs. Charlton.

SPLINTERS. •

Bcrland & Co., lumber dealers, Toronto, have held

a meeting of their creditors, and are said th have sub-

mitted an offer of 20 per cent, on liabilities of $4,000.

The Snider Lumber Co., of Waterloo, with a capital

of $40,000, has been incorporated by the Ontario gov-

ernment.
* #

*

The total exports from Canada of the products of

the forest for the year ending 30th June last, foot up to

the magnificent sum of $27,289,264.
* *

*
Though somewhat in advance we accept this our

last opportunity to extend to its many readers the

Canada Lumberman's best wishes for a very merry

Christmas.
* *

*

A CONFERENCE of United States lumber buyers

took place at Whitehall, N. Y., the other day, to con-

sider offers of lumber made by Canadian producers.

It is expected that several large sales will be the re-

sult.
* »

The lumber barge Wahnapitae. w hich lately went to

pieces at Cleveland, O., had a capacity of nearly 2,500,-

000 feet. It was almost a mine of wealth to its owners,

and will be greatly missed in the lumber trade.
• *

#

We trust that all subscribers who are in arrears to

journal will assist in making the editor's Christmas

happy by remitting the amount of their indebtedness

as early in December as possible. Does this apply to

you, reader ?
* **

MESSRS. Burland & Co., lumber dealers, of Tor-

onto, made an assignment on the 19th ult. At a meet-

ing of the creditors Mr. Burland made an offer of 10

rents on the dollar. The creditors adjourned for a

week in order to take the offer under advisement.

* •
*

At a meeting of the creditors of Willinott & Mr In-

lo*h, lumber dealers, Toronto, held last month, th^

offer of fifteen cents on the dollar for the estate by Mr.

Willmott was refused. Mr. W. J. Holliday, inspector,

J. O. Buchanan, J. Donogh, E. Farquhar and Dr.

Willmott, directors, were appointed and authorized to

realize on the estate as soon as possible.
* *

*

Canada exported nearly a million of dollars worth

of goods in excess of what she imported during Octo-

ber. The total exports for the month amounted to

$12,038,421, of which $4,036,342 were products of the

forest. The total for October last year was $14,034,-

274. For the four months, however, there is an in-

crease in our exports of nearly half a million.

» *
*

Mr. James McGhee, of Toronto, trustee of the es-

tate of Wm. & Robert Henry, deceased, is offering for

sale 5,000 acres of timber lands on the Manitoulin

Island, at the low price of $5 per acre. These lands

are patented and unpatented, and will be sold en bloc

to close out the estate. For particulars see advertise-

ment on another page.

*

The death is announced of Mr. Geo. Coy, a leading

partner in the well-known saw manufacturing firm of

the R. H. Smith Co., St. Catherines, Ont. Deceased,

though a comparatively young man, was a gentleman

of considerable prominence both commercially and

socially,, and his death, which resulted from phthisis

pulmonatis, will be much lamented by a very large

circle of friends.

HEAVY MORTGAGES.

Chattel mortgages to the amount of $625,477.25 were

given November 24th by the J. E. Potts, Salt and

Lumber Co., of Detroit, Mich., to different creditors,

and were filed with Au Sable city and Oscola township

clerks. The mortgages cover all lumber, timber, lath,

railroad fixtures, goods and personal property of the

said Company in the township mentioned and in others

in the state. Among the parties and amounts men-

tioned in the mortgages are as follows : George W.
Yarker, Toronto, and Sarah A. Tisdale, Simcoe, $51,-

900 ; the Union Bank of Canada, Montreal, $49,434.47 ;

Dominion Bank, of Toronto, $148,185.75 ; Bank of

Montreal, $170,994.79 ;
Imperial Bank, Toronto, $44,-

399.60.

The Company owns about 3,000,000 feet of stump-

age, upon which the Federal Bank, of Toronto, has a

contract lien, the original amount being $800,000.

Since the J. E. Potts Salt and Lumber Co. was organ-

ized in 1882, it has been doing business on borrowed

capital, and while J. E. Potts was in good health the

firm prospered and did an immense business. For

some months past the management of the concern

has fallen upon Col. Tisdale, president of the Company.

John E. Potts is a Canadian, who began life as a clerk,

and when at the age of 19 he established a store at

Port Rowan in company with Wm. Dawson, and met

with success. He first embarked in the lumber busi-

ness at Simcoe in 1865, and from that time on he was

remarkably successful in business. In 1876 he went

to Michigan and began operations at Au Sable, and

since 1884, Col. Tisdale, of Simcoe, has been his part-

ner. The Company owns several large saw mills, as

well as a magnificent domain of Michigan forest, also a

couple of lumber barges. The Company practically

owns a town of some 600 inhabitants called Potts, in

Oscola county. It is a settlement built up around one

of its big saw mills, and at the junction of several

branches of the Company's logging roads and in the

midst of a fine tract of magnificent pine. The posses-

sions of the Company in north-eastern Michigan are

enormous. It has bought pine wherever it could be

had and pushed its railroads into the tracts, cut the

logs and left. Pine fast disappearing, the hardwood

was next secured, until now the Potts deeds cover sec-

tion after section and mile after mile of maple and

beech timber.

Representatives of the creditors of the Company

met in Detroit on the 26th ult. Nichol Kingsmill, of

Toronto, represented the Dominion and Union Banks,

J. A. Worrell, the Bank of Montreal, M. Hay and M.

A. Gilbert the Imperial Bank of Toronto, George Kap-

pelle as solicitor for the Imperial Bank, and J. D.

Montgomery, solicitor for the Bank of Montreal.

Fred. W. Sibley, of Detroit, and George W. Yarker, of

Toronto, were also present. All seemed satisfied ap-

parently with the explanations made by Mr. Tisdale.

There is no disposition, so far as known, to close the

Company up at once. Mr. D. Tisdale, president of

the Company, is preparing a statement of the Com-
pany's business, which he hopes to have ready soon.

Alfred Lucking, attorney for the Company, says :

" Unless the mortgagees become ugly and sacrifice

things the business will go right along, every debt will

be paid in full and stockholders will have a handsome
surplus. No one knows the exact cash value of the

assets. The liabilities have not yet been figured up.

They are perhaps $200,000 over and above the mort-

gages, besides certain old indebtedness secured years

ago by other property, the amount of which I do not

know. There is no truth in the report that Mr. Potts

is insane. He has been very sick at his home, 32

Stinson Place, this city, since last July, but is now bet-

ter."

PETRIE'S NEW MACHINERY DEPOT.

Toronto secures anothor important industry by the

establishment of Mr. H. W. Petrie's extensive machi-

chinery depot, which is this month being removed from

the city of Brantford. The name of Mr. Petrie is too

well known to readers of the Canada Lumberman to

require an introduction in these columns. Commenc-
ing business in a small way some 15 years ago, in the

purchase and sale of new and second hand machinery

he has by strict attention to business and fair dealing

stepped up the ladder of business success, until to-day,

his establishment ranks second to none of a similar

character in the Dominion. Having decided that the

growth of his business demanded a more central loca-

tion and better shipping facilities, Mr. Petrie some

months ago completed the purchase of a tract of land

on Front street, a few yards west of the Cyclorama

building, and adjoining the Union Station, on which

he immediately commenced the erection of a solid

brick and stone building to accomodate the extensive

and varied assortment of machinery w hich he carries

in stock.

The fine structure has a frontage of forty feat and a

depth of one hundred and twenty-four feet, four storeys

high. The foundations are of the solidest description,

each post resting on a stone four feet square, and the

walls are also supported by stone foundations of equal

thickness. The front is of the best Burlington pressed

brick ;
plate glass windows, and the whole is support-

by steel girders. Massive timbers separate the flats,

and render the upper ones as firm as the concrete floor

beneath.

The handling of such extensive and heavy machin-

ery requires special appliances, and these have been

supplied in the form of two powerful, steam-propelled

hoists, one for light and one for heavy articles. The

precautions taken to guaid against fire and burglars

are thoroughly efficient. Two substantial vaults bid

defiance to all unlawful entry. The offices will be

models of neatness and beauty ; finished in natural

woods. The interior will be lighted by the most ap-

proved electric system ; in short, nothing has been

omitted that could add to the convenience and effici-

ency of the establishment.

To attempt a classification of the varied assortment

of machinery and supplies handled by Mr. Petrie

would be too endless a job to be undertaken here.

His establishment is a veritable Noah's Ark (without

the animals) in which can be found everything in the

machinery line, from a screw to the largest steam en-

gine and mammoth planer.

Mr. Petrie is especially to be congratulated on secur-

ing such an admirable location for his workes, being

within about one hundred yards of the L'nion Station—

from which a special entrance has been secured—and

directly in the businesscenter of the city.

The Lumberman extends its best wishes for Mr.

Petrie's future success, and hopes that his most san-

guine expectations may be realized.
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SHINGLE SAWS
BY KERF.

Shingle-sawing machines usually employ circular

saws, and these are more often flat or on vertical arbors

than otherwise. Some have reciprocating carriages

for the spalt or block, and otherwise have a rotary

motion ; some employ but one saw and other two or

more.

A drag saw is first used to saw logs up into lengths

required for shingles, 16 inches and 18 inches, some-

times 20 inches, for heading from 10 inches to 22

inches long. There are also bolters having

two saws which cut faster, as the saws are set the dis-

tance apart the bolt is wanted and driven together, as

both being connected to the sword piece. The bolter

is then used to cut rots and bad places out of bolts.,

also to split them and sometimes to sap or take off the

bark or sap from the outside.

The shingle machine takes the bolts and makes them

into shingles, the block or bolt being placed on the tilt

table. The slides are planed into the tilt table top, so

as to allow them to be moved ahead toward the saw as

the latter wears up. This table hangs on trunnions,

and oscillates as a tilt lever is moved from side to side.

The butts and points of the shingles are regulated by

four hand wheels, which are also used to set the table

top parallel with the track of the machines. The tilt

leaves do not have to be removed every time a shingle

is cut, but only as required to throw knots, etc., in'.o the

point of the shingle, when possible ; also so as not to

saw the wrong way of the grain. This handle is moved

bv the arm of the operator between the elbow and

wrist. The stops are set so as to give the lever the

same throw each side of the centre. The rock shaft to

which this lever is attached is cast with a crank on one

end, which oscillates the table. A one-sciew device is

arranged in the side of the tilt table to raise or lower

the table after being once adjusted. The carriage is

adjusted to different lengths of blocks. On the stan-

dard sized machine the saw is fastened by saw screws

to a 22-inch cast iron collar. The collars are faced to

make the saw hang somewhat low in the center. The

saw is 38-inch diameter, nine gauge in the eye, fifteen

to seventeen gauge at rim, and has about ninety teeth.

It is ranged or made to lead as required by swinging

the lower part of the yoke (in which are cast the arbor

boxes, entirely independent of the frame;, one way or

the other, thus raising or lowering the saw rim at the

cutting point. This ranging is done by loosening two

nuts on bolts on the back side of the frame and turning

the hand wheel, and then retightening the nuts. The

upper part of the yoke has a groove planed in, and the

frame has a rib cast on and planed oft" to correspond.

A spring lock to the tilt lever holds the lever against

the stop so that it will not rebound. When heading is

being cut the stops are turned down so as to hold the

table level. As heading is the same thickness from one

end to the other, and does not require a tilt frame

6hingle machine, the shingle goes to the jointer, who

joints them on the edges, either on a wheel carrying

knives or on knot saws ; also throwing knotty ones to

be sawed out on the knot saw.

In one variety of flat saw shingling machines, the

ways on which the block rests are changed to any thick-

ness or any taper by four hand-screws. The first

changes the shingle to thick or fine ; the second regu-

lates the butt ; the third regulates the top and is held

by jam nuts ; the fourth changes the rake in the saw on

the top. On such a machine, if a block is four inches

thick on one end and tenon the other, all the butts may

be sawed upon one end and all the tops on the other,

bringing the block even at each end, and making the

entire block into shingles except a thin slab. The saw

strikes the block on the side, which is considered to

make a smoother shingle

Evart's shingle machine also employs a flat saw, that

is one having a vertical arbor, and the bolt is entered

on the side by the saw.

Then the packers bunch them up, which work is

always done by hand. Aside from these machines a

"jack works" is used for hauling logs into the mill and

up to the drag saw, which is an endless chain generally

carrving dogs. There is also a sawdust carrier to take

sawdust, edgings, saps, etc., to where they are burned.

Sometimes the bolts are sawed in the woods and bolted

with an axe, in this way not needing a' drag saw or

bolter. Such a mill is called a bolt mill.

A new type of shingle dresser is a planer with an

endless wooden carriage bed, in which are made beds

in which the sawed joint shingle is put and held in

place by pressure rolls held down by springs, so that

they are sprung into a dished board transversely across

the shingle bed while being planed. When they come

out they have a convex upper face, thinned down at the

left edge, so that, in driving, the thick side overlaps

the thin edge, and thus the shingles when on^the roof-

rest on their two edges, leaving an air space between.

It is claimed for them that as soon as the rain is over

they dry at once, while joint shingles, lying flat together,

become water-logged and rot in the lap. A twenty-

four inch shingle of this kind is put eleven inches to

the weather, while a joint would be only seven and one-

half inches, thus covering more surface, saving one-

third inch lath, and being claimed to make a roof last

longer.

A UNIQUE CIRCULAR SAW.

Among recent important inventions which have been

brought under the editor's notice none is more worthy

the attention of the w^ood-worker than the B. M. T.

Circular Saw, which is now being introduced by the

Montreal Saw Works Go., Ltd., Montreal, Que.

In company with Mr. Chas. M. Whitlaw, manager

for the above company, a representative of The Lum-

berman visited a number of wood-working establish-

ments in this city for the purpose of testing the ability

of this saw to do, all that is claimed for it. The neat-

ness and thoroughness with which it did its work on all

classes of woods was a surprise even to the oldest
1

sawyers, and was generally acknowledged to stand ahead

of any other saw yet introduced for the finer classes of

wood-work.

A brief description will give the reader an idea

of how this saw is constructed and the class of work it

turns out : The teeth are arranged in sets of three,

each, and after each set is a recess or gullet for the re-

ception of the saw-dust liberated. There are two dis-

tinct kinds of teeth in each saw, two side cutting teeth,,

and one centre cutter and cleaner combined. On each

pair of side cutters the cutting edges are on opposite

sides, so that the bevels face each other, thus making

two parallel gashes in the wood. The clearing tooth is

slightly below the points of the side cutting teeth, and

formed like a common mortising chisel, with its cutting

edge at a right angel to the gash, and its purpose is to

cut away the wood which has been side gashed, and re-

move it into the recess or gullet before it, thus leaving

the next group of teeth free from obstruction to their

work.

The sharp chisel edge of the side cutting teeth leaves

the sides of the wood as smooth as though planed,

and as no set is required the saving of material is very

great, while the absence of roughness and fibres lessens

the friction, enabling the saw to work successfully with

much less power that the V tooth.

With this construction, the same saw will cross-cut,

rip or cut a mitre faster and better than any one saw

now made specially for any one of these purposes.

Each tooth acts like a chisel and cuts perfectly smooth.

The planing mill, sash, door and blind factory, pattern

shop, furniture factory, and, in fact, any establishment

where fine work in wood sawing is required, is working

at a disadvantage where this saw is not used.

HAMMERING SAWS
Take a piece of round saw plate about two and one-

half inches in diameter, place it on an anvil, and strike

it a blow with a hammer in the middle. The blow will

spread the steel under the place struck, the elasticity of

the surrounding steel will give, and it will not be any

longer in diameter than before struck. But cut it in from

the edge to the spread plate, this will relieve the out-

side strain, and it will then expand and will be more in

diameter.

A sawmaker, in hammering a saw, hammers all over

the plate, the hammer marks some little distance apart.

Imagine a finished saw cut into pieces, one for each

hammer mark, and each piece cut in from the outside

of each piece to the expanded place, and then try to fit

these pieces in place exactly as before cut. This will

give an idea of the shape or condition of a saw plate when
it is put to work in a saw mill.

It is expanded all over in spots, and surrounded by

pieces that want to expand inward ; the equilibrium of

the two expansions is a stright saw. The saw is put to

use in the saw mill and commences wearing. In keep-

ing it in order the plate is cut down in diameter. The
first cut of the file weakens the outside rim around a

hammer mark, and it will expand a corresponding

amount. By filing it down it increases the expansion,

and the result is a saw that is too loose on the outside.

If cut down by an emery "wheel and heated it relieves

the tension to an increased depth in the plate, and gives

a greater chance for expansion. If filed down and the

corners left square, the bottom of the teeth may come
near one of the hammer marks. The result is the steel

is already strained by hammering nearly to its break-

ing strength, and when the tooth strikes a knot or other

hard substance it makes it more than its breaking

strength, and the result is a crack in the saw, and the'

square corner gets the blame when not one-one-

thousandth part of the strain was caused by the cutting

of the saw, and the other nine hundred and ninty-nine

one-thousandths were caused by bad hammering. This

gives a reason why a saw should not be hammered by

an inexperienced person ; the result is likely to be an

unequal strain on the saw, and cracks in saw, and it

will have to be thrown away before it is half worn out

England's Favorite Hardwoods.

j

[Timberman.]

;

Owing to the fact of the extended commerce of Great

I

Britain, and that her trade relations bring her into in-

|

timate connection with every nook and corner of the.

! uncivilized as well as the civilized world, the varied pro-,

duc.ts of .every clime are familiar in all her great

' marts. This fact is quite as true of the department of

forest products as any other, and many woods are quite

familiar to cabine^ makers and other woodworkers of

Great Britain, which are almost unknown in this coun-

try. The list of hardwoods embraces the partridge, the

zebra w ood, the nrola, snake wood, the cocus wood, the

,
teak, the jarah and many others, whose names even,

are unfamiliar in this country.

Notwithstanding this fact, however, that the list of

woods used is much larger there than here, the princi-

pal varieties, furnishing the great bulk of the consump-

tion of Great Britain, are there as here, but few. First

among them comes the oak, and following in the order

named are ash, elm, alder, box, basswood, mahogany,

teak and greenheart. Of all these woods, in value and

variety of uses, comes first the oak. It is used by the

cabinet maker for his work, its beauty of grain and

enduring qualities recommending it highly for this pur-

pose. No timber can stand as many changes as this,

and it is extensively used in railway work, such as frame

work for passenger and freight cars ; it is used in the

country for carts and waggons ; for the frames and

spokes of wheels ; for all classes of agricultural imple-

ments, and is regarded with high favor by the building

trades.

The tough and elastic ash is also in great demand by

our English cousins. The cabinet maker and the ship

joiner use it extensively, as it makes splendid fittings,

and takes a good polish. Manufacturers of street cars

and carriage makers also buy large quantities of it.

American ash is highly esteemed, but the Hungarian

ash with its rich and beautiful figure, has the preference

for ornamental purposes. Elm is much used for a

variety of purposes, but it is preferred for indoor work,

as it will not stand the weather, the alternate wet and

dry, soon rotting it. Teak is a valuable timber, some-

what resembling oak, coming from India and Burmah,

and is sometimes called Indian oak. It is very heavy,

and highly esteemed for ship work, such as deck houses,

sash, sky lights, combings for companion ways, etc.

Some of the better qualities of this wood resemble rose-

wood, and it has a ver y strong smell, preventing insects

from attacking it. Sycamore which in this country is

coming to be valued highly by furniture makers and for
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interior finish by reason of the beautiful polish of which

it is susceptible, is used in England chiefly by the

coach builder, but will, in the course of time, become a

favorite with cabinet makers when they come to under-

stand its true value.

The treatment of woods, particularly furniture woods,

in finishing them, is somewhat different from that in use

in this country. The English woods are finished in

dark colors mostly. They do not do much with light

woods, like birch or maple, but when once the British

public comes to understand the exceeding beauty of

these woods when manufactured into furniture, they

will, without doubt, quickly become popular. A move-

ment is now on foot by furniture manufacturers of

Grand Rapids, for establishing a distributing centre for

their goods in some large city of Great Britain, probably

Glasgow, and notwithstanding the well-known conserv-

atism of the English people, it is thought that these

products will meet with ready sale, for sound sense and

ability to recognize a good thing when they see it, is

quite as prominent a British characteristic, as is their

proverbial conservatism.

The William Hamilton Manufacturing Com-
pany's Works.

The Wm. Hamilton Manufacturing Co's. works, at

Peterborough, Ont., may be justly classed amongst the

thriving industries of the country. The firm is well

known all over the Dominion and their works are

among the largest and most complete in Canada. The

firm supplies Canadian mills and factories with the best

and finest machinery that can be manufactured, making

a specialty of mill machinery. From time to time

additions and improvements have been made to the

buildings, and from a comparatively small beginning

the business has grown until it has assumed immense

proportions. Since the fire last summer a general re-

construction of the premises has been going on, and

now that they are finished the works have resumed

their wonted activity.

The plant is the very best that could be procured.

The shops are supplied with all the latest improved

labor-saving appliances known to the mechanical world,

and as a consequence the class of work turned out is

unexcelled. This is evidenced by the fact that the

company ship their manufactures from the Atlantic to

the Pacific coasts, and as fast as they can be supplied.

About 125 men are at present employed, but this num-

ber is expected to be increased during the winter.

A new brick chimney has been built one hundred

feet in height, which is no small triumph of the builder's

art. The base of the stack is ten feet square, which

gradually tapers off to 6 feet 6 inches at the top. The
chimney flue has a uniform width of 48 inches from top

to bottom. The burned buildings have been restored,

and an unbroken front of 300 feet of two story brick

buildings fronts on Reid street.

The pattern shop has been remodelled and the pat-

terns arranged and classed more conveniently than be-

fore. The old moulding shop will be the erecting room.

The erecting room is supplied with the largest planer

in Canada, a pulley lathe for turning pulleys 10 and 12

feet in diameter, and a horizontal drill.

The engine and boiler room have been about doubled

in size. Two mammoth boilers, 14x56 feet, will furnish

steam for the three engines which are necessary to run

the machinery. Two of the engines are situated close

to the boilers ; the third is in the new moulding shop
across the way. A big 80-horse Corliss engine gives

power to the machine shops, while a smaller Leonard
Ball automatic engine will run the forty-light dynamo.
On the east side of Reid street are the new moulding

shops and the pattern store house. The building is 1 50

feet long, with a truss roof 40 feet high, and wings 18

feet wide, the central portion being 32 feet in width.

There is a fifteen ton power crane driven by a wire

rope, and capable of liftirg the heaviest weights, and
also three hand cranes swinging on the support

columns. A narrow-guage railway runs the length of

the shop for conveying the castings to the front. In

the north-west corner of the building is the brass-

moulding shop
; next on the same side are the core

benches and two large core ovens with a 32-inch cupola.

On the other side of the shop, in the west end, is a 15-

horse engine, which is driven by steam conveyed from

the boilers in the main building through pipes stretched 1

underneath the street to the moulding shop. ThU
engine runs the travelling crane and drives the rattle i

mill, and the hoist which carries up the metal to the

cupola platform. The other departments in the main

building, the boiler and machine shops, have not been

altered. Every shop is heated by steam, and the

different sections are separated by fire proof walls. The
whole premises are now lighted by electricity, for which

purpose some fiftv lamps are required.

The Lumberman extends to the Wm. Hamilton 1

Manufacturing Co. its best wishes for continued

prosperity.

HARDWOOD LOC INSPECTION.
[Northwestern Lumberman.]

Log buyers who have handled white pine exclusively

can have but a faint conception of the trouble buyers

who handle all kinds of timber in the hardwood sections

have in regard to log inspection. Owners of timber who
have little or no experience in the saw mill or lumber

business have the most exaggerated and erroneous ideas

as to the relative value of the different grades of logs.

Two white pine' logs of the same size and length aprox-

imate each other very closely in value, but there is a

wide difference in hardwoods. There are but a few de-

fects in pine, and, as a rule, they are apparent at a

glance, but every kind ofhard wood is subject to numer-

ous defects, some of them pec uliar to each kind of tim-

ber, and many of them can only be detected by an eye

trained by long experience. A Tennessee red cedar

log may show perfectly sound at both ends and free

from hollow knots, and yet, if an expert can find any-

where along its length a "cat face," or a little hard fun-

goid protuberance, which is peculiar to this class of

timber, as large as the end of his little finger, he knows
the log is hollow and fit only for square stuff the full

size the log will make. A poplar log may look to be all

right to an inexperienced individual, and still be "pecky"

or full of black streaks. Oak and ash logs may have
defects that appear slight, but which reduce them one

or two grades, and make a very serious difference in

the total value of a large lot ; more especially is this

true in walnut, cherry and other high-priced timber.

An inexperienced seller is apt to think all his logs are

good, and naturally expects the highest quoted prices

for that class of timber, and is amazed at the result

when the logs are measured up. If he goes to other

buyers in the market, and they figure his logs out about

the same value, he is ready to conclude there is a com-
bination to beat him.

The following instance is reported from Nashville,

Tenn., very recently, and is a fair illustration : A gen-

tleman living in north Alabama wrote for prices on a

car load of walnut logs represented to be No. 1 in all

respects, and all black. He received a bid for all

grades, from cull to No. 1, which was accepted, and the

logs shipped, with a statement that they contained 5,-

280 feet, board measure. The logs proved to be what
is culled "hickory" walnut— little tight bark fellows al-

most as hard as ebony, 6 to 10 feet in length, 10 to 26

inches in diameter, knotty, some more than half sap

and some with double hearts—altogether about as hard
a lot as can be imagined. The mill man declined to

receive them, and the shipper visited the city to sell

them to some one else, but failed, and finally sold them
to the original consignee. The logs measured 1,450

feet, and came to $32. The freight bill was $36, and
the shipper's fare and hotel bill about half as much
more. The shipper is largely interested in iron and
coal production, and without experience in the timber

or lumber trade.

Economy in A Saw Mill.

J. H. MINER.

How much time is lost from belts would surprise mill

men who would take pains to investigate it. The loss

in this way is as great to the mill, ow ner as his belting

bill at the end of the year. What is first essential to

economy is the best belting
; second, a competent fore-

man. One mill man is entirely satisfied with his fore-

|
man, who in reality is incompetent. Others are not

J

satisfied with a better man.

A prominent lumberman on the Mississippi river has

had over a dozen foremen in the last ten years, and so

far has not procured the right man. In this case I

think the mill man was too rigorous. Good belting

well cared for need not to be duplicated in years of

use. True, there are machines overtaxed, and many
not so proportioned in size and width of pulleys to

justify the proper care of belting. All this a competent

foreman in purchasing or in changing of machinery will

overcome. Short, high-taxed belts should be obviated,

as they tequire much attention. Improper fastenings

have much to do with the life of the belt and of the mill

man's pocket. Every foreman thinks there is no better

plan than his. The result in many cases is that the belt

is put on too slack or entirely too tight. In both cases

the mill or machine has to shut down. If not a broken

belt it is a hot bearing. If the former, than a part of

the end of the belt or holes are pulled out. The life of

that belt ib short. A new belt should be put on with

clamps overnight which will help to stretch it. Such a

belt will go until the next night or noon hour, when it

can be taken up. Belts are often run too loose, and
when the machine is at work runs over to one edge,

thus chafing the edge. This is particularly the case in

gang edgers. The pulley is so closely housed that a

little variation will soon ruin the edge of a rubber belt.

Leather belting does not suffer so much from chafing,

but has its edges elongated allowing it to run farther

over. Uust in saw mills is a great enemy to the belt.

It removes the adhesive surface that any belt should

have, which soon chafes the rubber from the surface,

which virtually destroys a rubber belt. The leather

belt in this respect suffers less. Ample provision should

be made to keep belts clean by good, close sawdust

conveyors. The main saw belt should be housed. The
sawyer does not w ant to see its operation if it is cared

for properly. The adjusting is the life of the belt. End-

less belts should be used where it is practicable. A
long belt may have a good, well-balanced tightener.

Machines in some cases can be moved as belt slackens.

It is not always convenient to put on an endless belt

and if care and good judgment is not used, it will have

to be cut in a short while because of stretching. I ad-

vocate the very best "Extra" rubber belting for saw-

mill work, with Covel's belt fasteners. If used as

directed an endless belt is had all the time. They are

condemned by many from reckless application, and

from using cheap, worthless belting, soft and flimsy

separating between the plys. The best belting is firm,

w ith a light coated metallic surface, which it will retain,

provided " grips " in the shape of belt grease is not

used. A little castor oil may be used very sparingly.

No belt should be allowed to slip when sufficiently

tight. If it does it will soon be ruined. In lacing there

are two reliable methods, viz. : The "hinge 'and "zigzag."

Tw o rows of small holes are punched half an inch from

the end of the belt and half an inch apart, the second

row having one hole less. The former lacing is begun

in the center, the lacing passing between the ends of

the belt and coming through at opposite sides, thus

forming a complete hinge, which is not only a relief in

passing over small pulleys but in addition to the strength

of the holes the ends of the belt are clamped, thus pre-

venting any raveling or the pulling out of the holes, as

is frequent with the straight and crossed lace. Another

advantage of this lace is that one or more strands may
wear in two and the lace will not give immediately away

as there is no long ends to be whipping the lacing

loose. The foreman examining this lace can depend

or. it with certainty. The zigzag lace does not cross on

either side of the belt, both sides being precisely alike

when rightly laced. It is begun in the center, lacing
from the outside row to the inside row on the other
side of the belt, not taking opposite holes, but to the
one side or the other. This being completed, the other
row of holes is laced from the other side of the belt,

forming an X from opposite sides. This lace, as well

as the hinge lace, should be neatly hammered down,
and when a good, thin w hang is used a smooth running
belt is had. Thick lacing drawn twice through large
holes can not be relied on. The thump in passing over
the pulley will soon wear or pull the holes out. Rivets
can only be used on very slow belts. They require a
lap which throws the belt out of balance, and can not
be run but a short time at high speed. Good belting,

well cared for, need not detain a mill a minute at any-

time, adding greatly to the output of the mill, and sav-

ing the owner hundreds c.f dollars annually.
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Local trade, from what can be learned from inter-

views with the principal handlers of lumber, remains

in the same dormant condition as has characterised

this market for some months past. There is no dis-

guising the fact that the year^i8go has been by far the

most unsatisfactory period experienced by the Toronto

dealers. The local demand has been virtually dead,

and what with the temporary loss of the South Ameri-

can trade, and the uncertainty which so long prevailed

regarding the results of the McKinley tariff bill, the

movement of lumber from this section has been slower

than for years past.

Now that the winter season has set in, lumbermen

have made up their minds that no trade of any import-

ance can be done until the opening of navigation next

spring, so they have practically gone into winter quar-

ters.

The McKinley Bill has not yet been sufficiently test-

ed for Canadian dealers to determine the ultimate re-

sult, but it is generally conceded that it will result Jn

a much more extensive movement of lumber to the

United States in the near future. As to who will bene-

fit by the recent reduction in the import duty on Cana-

dian stocks, yet remains to be seen, but those who
ought to know give it as their opinion that the Ameri-

cans will realize the major portion of the amount here-

tofore deposited in the U. S. treasury.

The recent failure of Messrs. Willmott & Mcintosh is

still the subject of considerable talk among the dealers

here, and especially the creditors of the bankrupt firm.

The newly appointed assignee has received a new offer

from the insolvents of 15 cents on the dollar in cash

and 10 per cent in notes, covering a period of two

years. Notwithstanding the fact that it was gentrally

conceded by experts that the final winding up of this

estate will not realize more than 5 per cent, to the

creditors, the latter do not seem to favor the proposition

as above referred to. It is probable, therefore, that the

estate will immediately be wound up, and that the in-

solvents will be refused their discharge. The business

of Willmott & Mcintosh has, from evidence shown on

close inspection of the books, been a financial failure

for some years past, and in justice to all concerned, an

assignment should have been made at least four years

ago.

There is nothing new to report regarding the old-

time grievance of scarcity of cars, the lumbermen at

the present time having settled down to await the de-

cision of the freight agents of the G. T. R. to whom the

matter has been referred for adjustment.

The shipping of lumber by water from Ottawa has

closed for the season, the last tow having left the

Chaudiere docks two weeks ago. This will have a ten-

dency to increase the heavy demand for cars which

has existed for the past two months. The winter

rates, which are 15 per cent, over the summer, have

gone into effect. The increased rates to American

points made by the railway companies, will be disad-

vantageous to the lumber trade, as they will in a mea-

sure be an offset to the reduction of $ per thousand

duty. Coarse lumber does not appear to have fonnd

an outlet in the United States under the $2 per thous-

and duty to the extent anticipated. It was hoped that

with the reduction to one dollar, there might be a large

movement for that grade to the American markets
;

but with the increased tariff in railway rates this is not

likely to be realized.

At Montreal a fair business is reported locally, a

considerable quantity having been jobbed out at the

yards, but no very large transactions have taken place,

otherwise there has not been much doing.

The business of the season is over at Quebec, and
nothing but a local trade may be looked for until next

spring. Following is a comparative statement of tim-

ber, masts, bowsprits, spars, staves, etc., measured and

culled at Quebec to date :

1888 1889. 1890.

Waney White Pine .. . 2,029,043 3,770,782 5,082,772
White Pine 1,791,113 4,224,295 3,694,742
Red Pine 582,305 739.435 324,702
Oak 1,139,252 j, 359,660 1,227,982
Elm 171,388 750,526 611,592

Ash 150,361 250,558 146,450
Basswood 770 2,635 45°
Butternut 419 1,573 2,112
Tamarac 3,245 16,233 8,246
Birch & Maple 171,949 365,980 246,594
Masts & Bowsprits
Spars 5 pieces 33 pieces

Std. Staves 78.9.2. 6 78.9.2. 6 10.6. 1.22

W. I. Staves 386.3.1. 9 124.8.0.98 7.7.0.19

Brl. Staves 16.0.1.22 1.5. 2.14

FOREIGN.

The timber trade at London is still on the quiet

order, which at this period of the year is not unexpect-

ed. The rise is the Bank of England rate to six per

cent will no doubt be detrimental to the timber trade,

as it will insure an immense strain on the money mor-
ket throughout the country, from which the timber

trade cannot expect to escape.

The hardwood market has been very uneventful, and
generally speaking has undergone no change. Ameri-

can black walnut lumber is in fair demand. Quartered

oak is going better, but oak squares are very slow to

move.

Messrs. Farnworth & Jardine, in their wood circular

of a recent date report : The arrivals from British

North America during the past month have been forty-

four vessels, 35,181 tons, against forty-five vessels, 38,-

273 tons during the corresponding month last year,

and the aggregate tonnage to this date from all places

during the years 1888, 1889 and i89ohasbeen 347,565,-

464,515 , and 393,997 tons respectively. The import

during the month has been-moderate and the deliveries

fair ;
values, however, show no improvement, and

stocks generally are too large.

Canadian Woods.—Waney has again been import-

ed too freely ; the deliveries from the quay have also

been on a large scale, but the stock is still too heavy,

and recent sales show a further decline in value.

Square pine has been imported very moderately ; there

is rather more enquiry for first-class deckwood, but the

commoner qualities are quite neglected, and the stock

fully ample. Red pine has not been imported ; and it

it is seldom enquired for. Elm has not been en-

quired for
; prices are steady, and stock fully

ample. Oak has been imported in excess of the

demand ; the deliveries have been disappointing, and
prices have still a downward tendency ; the stock is

too heavy. Pine deals have come forward freely, and
the deliveries, although less than last year, have been
fair; there has been a little more enquiry, and prices

are firmer ; the stock, however, is quite sufficient.

Quebec spruce have moved off slowly, and the stock is

very excessive.

A decidedly more cheerful feeling is reported at Liv-

erpool, due, perhaps, to the fact that there are some
fair enquiries in the market, and that the import trade

is over. The season is now so far advanced, says the

correspondent of London Timber, that we are able to

compare with last year, as the difference at the end of

December will probably not vary greatly. The total,

up to date, are as follows :

—

1890. 1889.

Timber Ids. 144,781 144,386
Deals, &c „ 339,516 415,750

484,297 560,136

The decrease in 1890 is, therefore, 75,839 Ids., which

deficiency, it will be observed, is entirely in sawn

wood.

The general tone of trade at Glasgow is good, the im-

port being maintained on a moderate scale. There

are more inquiries for lumber and deals. The hard-

wood trade continues very active, and the demand for

the near future is likely to continue good. The cabinet

making, as well as the shipbuilding industry, both of

which are large consumers, are very busy at present,

and the prospective demands from these sources is

assuring.'

The Board of Trade Returns for the month of Octo-

ber show that there have been exceptionally large de-

creases in the imports from all the whitewood ports.

The importation of sawn goods from Sweden and Nor-

way, during the month, amounted to 228,328 Ids., as

against 275,533 'ds. imported during the corresponding

period of last year, a decrease of 47,205 Ids. From
Russia the decrease of these goods is still greater,

1 39»745 Ws. as against 254,244 Ids., decrease 114,499
Ids-, whilst from Canadian ports the decrease is 3,663
Ids.— 133,966 Ids., as compared with 137,628 Ids.

The only increases that are shown either in the im-
portation of sawn or hewn wood goods, are from hard-
wood ports. Of hewn timber the falling off compared
with last year for the month of October is 71,711 loads

valued at ^146,975, and of sawn or split .£172,835
loads, valued at ,£516,896. For ten months the de-

crease on hewn is 84,431 loads, valued at ,£365,740 ;

and on sawn and split, 602,831 loads, represented in

value by £1,733,277. The export of foreign timber
shows a decrease also, but the total amount of the

business done is comparatively insignificant.

EXCHANGE ECHOES.
Southern Lumbermen.

The attention of European buyers has gradually been drawn

to the South for oak, owing to the increasing scarcity and

high cost of Quebec oak, which, among American oaks, has

hitherto taken the lead in the markets of Europe. During

the last year there has been a fair amount shipped from Mo-
bile that included long lengths, large dimensions and heavy

cubic average. As there has been constant improvement in

the manufacture, selection and inspection of timber shipped

from this port, the prejudice of European buyers against the

Southern oak is gradually dying out.

Mississippi Vallay- Lumbermen.

The car famine still continues to a certain extent through-

out the South. Not only is it experienced by the lumber

shippers but also in other general lines, creating a general

clog of business. At many mills lumber has been held for

weeks, awaiting cars, and the only satisfaction to be obtained

is an occasional car now and then. Even when scattering

cars are obtained they are often of unsuitable size, short cars

being furnished for long stock, and shippers are thus compel-

led to pay freight for full estimated weights on partially loaded

cars. Less complaint is made at St. Louis as to the lack of

cars than elsewhere, most of the Southern lumber coming by

the Iron Mountain road, which seems to be able to furnish a

fair supply of cars on the main line, but mills on the branch

lines are experiencing considerable difficulty. In answer to

correspondents railroad officials are saying that the cars can-

not possibly be obtained, as the car manufacturers are clogged

with orders for new rolling stock. However this may be, it

would seem that the annual fall shortage has been a well es-

tablished fact for so many years that it should be anticipated

and supplied.

Chicago Lumber Trade Journal.

When the Canadian government removed the export duty

on logs it was believed to be a big thing for eastern Michigan

mills ; but the sober, second thought among some manufac-

turers has induced considerable doubt about the correctness of

that opinion, and some of the most practical lumbermen now

incline to the opinion that the Canadians have got the big end

of the bargain by the lumber schedule in the McKinley bill.

They say that the Canadian timber, tributary to Eastern

Michigan mills, is nearer to the Eastern markets than the

Michigan mills, and as it costs 75 cents more to tow the logs

than it does to pay the duty on the lumber, it will pay better

to cut the logs in Canada and pay the duty than it will to tow

the logs to Michigan ; and that some of the mills will be

moved across the border, where labor is cheaper, and where

there are other advantages in favor of the producer. What-

ever may be the result, there seems to be considerable reason

in their logic. It would be bad for the Saginaw River if

their theory should prove correct.

Trade Notes.
Messrs. Robin & Sadler, manufacturers of leather

belting, Montreal and Toronto, have just put in for the

Royal Electric Light Co., of Montreal, at their East

End Station, a three ply leather belt, 112 feet long and

32 inches wide.

The Waterous Engine Works Co., of Brantford,

Ont., are furnishing the machinery lor the new saw

mill erected by the North Pacific Lumber Co., at Port

Moody, on Burrard Inlet, B. C. The boilers and en-

gines, comprising six carloads, have already been ship-

ped, and they are now ready to ship the burner, that

will make about four carloads. They have also near

completion a pair of oscillating engines, 14x20, for

driving the carnage, a six block carriage suitable for

handling logs 6 to 7 feet in diameter, 80 feet long ; also

a very large and heavy husk frame with top saw rig,

and a six-saw Champion edger. This machinery will

be shipped the latter part 01 this year.
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Dixon & Furdy will likely add shingle mill machi-

nery to their new^aw mill near the Mission Station.

A Vancouver lumber firm have just opened a lumber

yard at the junction of the Mission-Seattle branch with

the C- P. R., and expect to furnish most of the building

material which will likely be employed in constructing

the new town which is springing up at this point.

Mr. George Munro, of the William Hamilton Manu-

facturing Co.. Peterboro', paid this city a visit during

the past week.

Several readers of the LUMBERMAN have been very

much amused at the article " Running Circular Saws,"

by J. W. W., in the October issue, and do not place

much reliance on the opinions there expressed.

Capt. George Cooper proposes to make Westminster

a salt water port in winter and prevent the formation

of ice in the Fraser anywhere near the city. As is well

known, a bridge is going to be built from the head of

Lulu Island across the north arm to the Westminster

side. Capt. Cooper proposes to lay a sill across the

river and parallel with the bridge, at low water height,

and give it solidity by filling it in with gravel at the

base. From a beam slightly above high water mark

will depend, on hinges, in the form of valves, a contin-

uous line of stout doors—flood gates, in fact—which

will swing open up river, but will close when the tide

sets down stream. The salt water from the gulf, flow-

ing in up the North Arm, will be allowed easy ingress

to the harbor through the valve gates ; the harbor

must then fill with the warm, briny water, and when

the tide begins to ebb it will be prevented from going

back by way of the North Arm and will be detained in

the harbor, slowly escaping, if at all, by way of the

South Arm. In two or three tides the harbor will be-

come thoroughly salt, and the possibility of ice forming

when the water is well impregnated is nil. It is true

that some of the water may percolate through the bar-

riers at the North Arm, but in too insignificant a quan-

tity to affect the general result. The harbor through

this means, says Capt. Cooper, will be kept perfectly

free of ice all winter, also the South Arm and the river

as far up as the McLaren-Ross mills. The doors, by

means of which this grand result is to be achieved, can

be taken down in summer and piled out of the way

for use during the ensuing winter. The fact of the

Japan current flowing continually along the coast and

the tidal fluctuations of the river bringing it right up to

the city every day during the winter, are the scientific

facts upon which Capt. Cooper bases his ingenious

scheme. The device, being simple and inexpensive,

is worthy of a good trial, but very few have any cenfi-

dence in earn ing it out.

At the last session of the Provincial Legislature the

following amendment was passed to the " Land Act :

" Notwithstanding anything in any Act contained, no

person shall be entitled to record or pre-empt any

land included in any timber lease, if the land which it

is proposed to record has on each eighty acres thereof

milling limber to the extent of ten thousand feet per

acre."

Timber leases are granted for a term of thirty years,

subject to the provision, however, prior to the above

amendment, that any person might at anytime acquire

a pre-emption claim to or upon any part of such leased

land, by complying with the requirements of the Act ;

which requirements among other things, prohibited the

pre-emptor from cutting any timber for sale, or for any

other purpose than for his own use and for the ( learing

of the same. Both this prohibition and the amend-

ment seem to have been designed for the especial pro-

tection and encouragement of the lumber industry, at

the expense of the agriculturist. The lumber industry

must be protected, but certainly not at the expense of

the agriculturist to such an extent as this Act calls for.

For example, only three trees the size of a flour barrel

which is very moderate; per acre would come under

'his Aft, and prevent any quantity of land being taken

up for farming, and on which, in many cases, the scat-

tered timber would never be cut for the saw mills.

James Mr Laren has returned to Ottawa after fully

inspecting hi& company's property.

There is nothing of note since my last re other

mills. They have all the orders on hand they can exe-

cute, and are running full time.

H. G. R.

THE FORESTS OF CANADA.

The general interest attaching to forestry in Canada

is opportune and hopeful. As the denudation of the

forests goes on the necessity for vigorous measures

looking to restoration and replacement becomes press-

ing. The Government has this matter in hand, and

under the immediate direction of Mr. John Craig, the

experienced and intelligent horticulturist of the experi-

mental farm system, an important work is being car-

ried on. In conversation with The Empire recently,

Mr. Craig spoke about the work in hand as 'ollows :

The climatic conditions in the interior of and above

a forest area are different from those of a large open

space in the same locality. This difference is due to

the protection of the soil from direct sunshine, and to

the increase of the area which radiates heat, to the

evaporation of the water from the leaves, and the me-

chanical obstacles presented to the circulation of the

atmosphere—the winds. In consequence, we find in

forests a reduced range of temperature—warmer in

winter and cooler in summer. It also increases the

humidity of the air, especially during the dry months,

and gives a more uniform degree of moisture in the

atmosphere. Where soil is exposed to the direct effect

of the sun's rays and unobstructed sweep of the winds,

it loses from six to ten times more water by evapora-

tion than when covered by forest growth. One of the

most beneficial effects of forests is that of breaking the

force and violence of the winds, which are the great

evaporators. The greater the velocity, the greater the

evaporating power the wind exerts, and the mere me-

chanical action of the forest in breaking the velocity of

the wind exerts a powerful influence in preserving

humidity. When we think of the chinook of-the Rocky

mountains and the almost unceasing winds of the

Northwest with the constant evaporation attending,

the question of re-foresting the plains becomes one of

vital importance. Again, the effect on springs and the

general water supply is important, as the character of

the forest floor and obstructions to evaporation from

the soil are such that the larger portions of the snow

water and rainfall filter into greater or lesser depths,

and assist in gradually feeding springs and rivulets.

In mountainous districts the forest is of the utmost im-

portance in protecting the soil from being washed

away by spring and summer torrents, which often do

so much damage to low, as well as high lands.

Forestry differs from other kinds of industrial enter-

prise from its requiring an accumulation of capital, ex-

posed for a long time to great risks, and from slow re-

turns of the interest on the capital invested in the

forest. Therefore, forestry offers but little encourage-

ment to private owners of land. The permanent ad-

ministration and continuity of action of a government

is needed to bring this form of enterprise to a success-

ful issue. It is with this principle In mind that the

Dominion Government, under direction of the Minister

of Agriculture, has undertaken certain lines of experi-

mental work with a view : First, to induce and en-

courage a desire on the part of the settler in the colder

and more exposed portions of Canada, fot tree planting

and shelter belts ; second, to ascertain by carefully

conducted tests in different sections which varieties are

most desirable, and third, to plant those varieties of

trees best adapted in such as will tend to bring about

the more favorable forest conditions as above noted.

Of course, this last proposition is one that can only be

taken up after the satisfactory solution of the second.

Belts of forest trees, 150 feet wide, have been plant-

ed on the north and west sides of the Central Experi-

mental farm, comprising about 10,000 trees. The one

on the west side is made up of forty or fifty different

species of deciduous and coniferous trees. They have

been planted in irregular groups, overlapping each

other in different forms, which detracts from the stiff

effect that square blocks present. The other on the

north side has the same varieties, with the addition of

certain hardy shrubs indiscriminately mingled at regu-

lar distances— somewhat approaching natural forest

conditions. This, when compared with the other, will

in time give accurate data in regard to the relative

benefits of what might be called mixed and individual

planting. Also in relation to hardiness, rapidity of

growth, freedom from insect pests, timber value, which

may be expected to add much to our present know-

ledge of timber culture. Thus far, none of the catalpas,

honey locust, Russian mulberry and American syca-

more have proved entirely satisfactory, suffering from

the cold each winter. Black walnut, when grown from

northern seed, promises to do well. Trees grown from

seed, three years ago and undisturbed, are now six to

seven feet high. Box elder, Russian mulberry, black

cherry, yellow locust and soft maple ( acer dasy carpum

)

are the most ra.pid grow ing varieties in the belt ; al-

though for economic purposes white ash is one of the

most valuable trees to plant.

One of the first things undertaken in connection with

this department of horticulture was to obtain a large

collection of the seeds of the hardiest Rocky mountain

and East European conifers, including the beautiful

blue spruces and magnificent firs of the former region,

and the hardy forms of Riga and stone pines of the lat-

ter. As a product from these collections, about 175,-

000 seedlings were transplanted from the seed beds last

spring and will be reserved, when of proper size, for

distribution to points where their usefulness has not

been tested. The branch farms, of course, will receive

liberal consignments of these, as well as other experi-

menters who can be depended upon to give careful re-

turns.

For the past two years distribution of trees has been

made to the C. P. R. gardens, 25 in number, and situ-

ated at different points along the line. The Indian

and mounted police stations have also been the recip-

ients of liberal collections during the same period. All

these stations, covering a variety of soil and climatic

conditions, will very speedily bring such light to bear

upon the forestry question in the Northwest as will en-

able the settler to select with greater certainty the

trees likely to be adapted to his locality.

The above work was supplemented last spring by a

distribution of 100,000 small forest tree seedlings, of

the hardiest varieties obtained from northern sources.

These were sent to voluntary applicants in bundles,

each containing 100, and were carried through the

mails free of charge. Very satisfactory reports have

been received as to their condition on arrival and the

growth made after planting. The reports to be sent in

after wintering will, however, be much more valuable.

Arrangements have been completed to continue this

line of experiments on a larger scale, and double the

number will be sent out the coming spring.

From present experience, the varieties most promis-

ing for Manitoba and the Northwest are as follows :

Box elder, variously known as Manitoba maple, ash-

leaved maple and negundo maple when grown from

northern seed. These lead in hardiness and general

adaptability. American elm and white ash also do

well when grown from Manitoba seed, and show in a

marked degree greater hardiness than those raised

from eastern seed. Yellow canoe and white birch, as

well as the cut-leaved varieties, are promising. Ameri-

can and European mountain ash are showing adapt-

ability to soil and climate in a surprising degree. Of

the maples (acer dasy carpum) the soft maple and

Norway maple are partially successful at Indian Head.

The Russian poplars, remarkable for their hardiness

and rapidity of growth, are destined to be of great

value to the settlers in the western prairie region,

where they form shelter belts for tenderer varieties in

incredibly short periods. Experiments on the branch

farms at Brandon and Indian Head thus far have de-

monstrated that in the line of shrubs, eleagnus argentea

and eleagnus augustifolia—this last commonly called

Russian w ild olive—Siberian pea tree (caragan aarbo) -

escens) and several varieties of the lilac, the Japanese

rose (rosa rugosa) will also be useful.

—Heathorn & Mcintosh have secured the Victoria

agency for one of the largest lumber mills in British

Columbia, and will carry a large quantity of building

lumber.
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THE NEWS.
ONTARIO.

—Mr. Smith, of Frank's Bay, is building a large saw mill.

— Gilmour's big mill at Trenton closed down Nov. 12th.

—Wells & Burnie, lumber dealers, Dresden, have assigned,

—Gillies Bros', saw mill at Braeside has been closed for the

season.

—Incorporation is sought next session for the Pembroke

Lumber Co.

— I. R. Booth's mill, at the Chaudiere, closed down for the

season Nov. 10th.

Wm. Laking's mill, at Fesserlon, is closed for the season

having cut 3,000,000 feet.

Large shipments of lumber, timber, bark, etc., are being

made from Burk's Falls.

llraham & Home intend moving their saw mill from Ver-

million Bay to Rat Portage.

—The C. P. & M. Railway is daily taking 140,000 feet of

luml>er from Harwood to Cobourg.

— The large mill at Longford has closed for the season. The

small one is going yet but will soon stop.

— Mr. Howitt, of Sturgeon Bay, intends taking out a large

quantity of cordwood during the winter.

— Mr. Wm. Higginson, of Inkerman, has just finished the

largest cut of logs he ever had in one season.

— Messrs. W. VV. Carter and M. Dean are building a saw

mill at Crookston for cutting logs, ties and custom lumber.

The large mill at Longford closed for the season on Nov.

14th. Many of the Longford men have gone to the woods.

Mr. J. O. Revell, who has mills at Coboconk, echoes the

general complaint of scarcity of cars for shipping lumber.

—The saw mill being built at Edgar's Mills, by George F.

Mitchell, for McRae & Granger, is nearing completion and

will be running soon.

—A shantyiuan down from Gordon Creek, on the Kippewa,

reports the weather as being intensly cold up there, but no

snow has fallen as yet.

—Mr. Archie Stewart, of Ottawa, recently sold a 10,000

acre timber limit in British Columbia to Messrs. Ross, Mc-

Laren & Co. for $20,000.

McLachlin Bros' mills, at Arnprior, have closed down for

the season, and they are now making arrangements to send up

men for the winter's work.

—Mr. Sherk, of Hamilton, w ho recently purchased the saw-

mill at Capetow n, has got in quite a large number of logs and

has the mill in full running order.

—The Dickson Company, of Peterboro", will put in a large

numl>er of men on the Scott limits, and it is said they will

take out twenty million feet this winter.

—Mr. Ferdinand Ahrens has secured the factory in Orillia

recently occupied by the Acme Manufacturing Company, and

will engage in the manufacture of veneering.

—There is quite a demand for men in the Nipis»ing district

to work in the shanties. Good choppers are getting from $20

to $22 per month, general hands $18 per month.

—Wages for the woods are ruling low, $16 a month being

the highest. Wages in the Ottawa and North Shore districts

are from $6 to $8 a month lower than last year.

— Mr. R. M. Cox, a well-known English lumberman, has

purchased Messrs. Perley cV Pattee's next year's cut of deals.

The cut is said to amount to about 20,000,000 feet.

—Jacob A. Shaver, Ancaster, has had a good season's run.

The mill ha-s been kept running since the first of fanuary and

he expects to keep it running until the end of the year.

—The lumbering operations in the rear of Peterboro' and

Haliburton for the winter promise to be light, with the excep-

tion of those by the Hazlett Co'y on the old Scott limit.

--Mr. ( Kolston, who recently purchased the whole interest

of the Rolston Bros', slock and plant, at Metcalf, is now refit-

ting the saw mill and will have it in running order by January

1st. ,

—Lumber shipments have been particularly brisk on the

Canada Atlantic Railway. About 400 cars have beer, des-

patched each week from Ottawa for American points, chiefly

to New Voru.

—Orillia Parke/: On Thursday evening the employees of

the Longford Lumber Company, to the number of one hun-

dred and twenty, were entertained at a banquet given by their

president, Mr. Win. Thomson, in the honor of the birth of an

heir. Mr. Maxwell Hall, Secretary of the company, pre-

sided, and the vice-chairs were occupied by the two foremen

and Mr. John Adams.

—The Rathbun Co. shipped from their sash and door fac-

tory, Deseront'o, last week, two carloads of material to Lon-

don, England, and one carload each to Leeds, Bristol and

Liverpool.

—Mr. James Dollar has started a camp in Brunei, in order

to get out stock for his shingle mill. Mr. Dollar manufactur-

ed over 8,000,000 shingles this season, all of which he has

shipped.

—Mr. W. H. Sparling has leased the west end planing mill

at Pembr oke. In addition to all kinds of work done in a mill

of that kind, he will give special attention to the manufacture

of shingles.

—The Wm. Hamilton ManufacturingCompany, Peterboro',

will estabilish a branch of their works at Nanaimo, B. C,
where they w ill go largely into the manufacturing of mining

machinery.

— Lumbering around Emsdale has been done on a small

scale this season. Mr. R. V. Fish, the owner of the Emsdale

mill is having about one-half million each of pine, hemlock

and birch taken out the coming winter.

—The Ottawa Syndicate that purchased about two months

ago the E. B. Eddy limits on the Clyde and Madawaska have

a force of about So men at work on the former. The Mada-

waska limit it i.N expected will not be worked this year.

—Some 200 employees of the lumber mills met November

26th in Lal>or Hall, Ottawa, to discuss the question erf wages

and long hours, and to consider the advisability of organizing.

Nothing definite was done, but another meeting will be held.

—The cold weather having set in, all lumber mills in Nor-

man and neighboring towns of Rat Portage and Keewatin

have been closed for the season. On the whole the mill-

owners have had a successful season and a large quantity of

lumber has been cut. Several parties have left for the camps

in the woods.

— Messrs. Young & Leslie Bros, have about completed their

mill at Owen Sound and will soon have it in running order.

McGregor, Gourley & Co., of Gait, furnished all the factory

machinery, and the saw mill machinery was furnished by

Kennedy & Sons, Owen Sound. The saws were from the

R. H. Smith Co., St. Catharines.

—During the week ending November 151I1 the Rathbun

Co., at their yards in Deseronto, handled 2,776,000 feet of

lumber, 203,000 lath, 520,500 shingles, 68,000 moulding

strips, 2,700 posts, and a large quantity of bush wood, etc.,

all of which were loaded for shipment. This may be consid.

ered a very good showing for an off week.

-About two months ago a crowd of 78 men left Ottawa

for British Columbia to work in McKenzie's shanties in the

Blueberry district. They were hired for $1.50 a day each,

but were recently discharged through operations being sus-

pended. Thirty-seven of the gang, who had just money

enough to bring them back, arrived in Ottawa the other day.

Tht others, it is said, have no means whatever.

— Alex. Kidd and James Reilly, of Sarnia, have formed a

partnership and gone into the lumber business. They have

purchased a large tract of timbered land in the township of

St. E:lmunds, in the Indian peninsula, near Tobermoray, and

will go into extensive operations in getting out telegraph poles,

railway ties, paving blocks and similar material, which they

will ship in their own vessels to Detroit and other markets.

They will put a large lorce of men to work in the wood; as'

soon as the snow falls.

—The Renfrew Journal says : On Sunday a shantyman

arrived in town on his way to Ottawa. He had been

employed above Combermere and was discharged. He was

refused his pay at the depot, and having no money,

had to walk to Dane from where he got a ride to Renfrew

and with sore and blistered feet started to walk to Ottawa. On
Monday night another, man reached here on his way to Ottawa.

He was emplo)ed at the Spanish river and was discharged

He walked to Sudbury, 75 miles, and had enough money to

pay his way to Mattawa. From there he had to finish his

journey on foot if fortune did not favor him.

—The Deseronto Tribune says : The Cedar Mill has dis-

continued cutting at night, having caught up in cedar. A
few more cribs of cedar are expected from Trenton. Vast

quantities of lumber continue to come in over the K. N. & W.
Railway. The Resolute carried a large quantity of ties to

Osweco during the past week. The floating raft at the pond

went adrift in the bay, and Ed. Lewis, S. Woodcock and Ed.

Breault went out after it in a skiff. These hardy mariners

had an exciting experience in the stormy waters of the bay

before they regained land. R. Woodcock climbed to the

top of the smokestack to fix the guy wires, a task requiring a

cool head. Mr. R. E. Northmore, foreman of the carting

department, has been on the sick list. There has not been a

breakdown of a character so serious as to stop this mill run-

ning over half an hour this season. This speaks well for the

skilful management of Supt. Roach and his staff.

QUEBEC.

—The Calumet slides at Bryson are being rebuilt.

—D. Bedard, a lumber dealer at Lachute Mills, has as-

signed, owing $8,ooo.

—The mills in Hull are all closed down for the season.

Work has been more plentiful than expected, and the sudden

though late boom in sawn lumber had a good effect.

—W. Somerville, Shawville, has signed a contract for the

taking out and sawing of one million feet of hardwood timber

for the Rathbun Company.

—The Buckingham I'laning Mill Company, of Buckingham,

will put in a new steel boiler. Messrs. li^nnerman & Powell,

of Ottawa, are to build it.

—The province of Quebec will exhibit a handsome wood

trophy of castellated design at the Jamaica exhibition. It is

62 feet long and 32 feet high, and will contain specimens of

all the woods grown in this province.

—A meeting of the forest rangers of the province of Quebec

was held Nov. 19th in Hull, when Mr. J. B. Charleson, chief

forest ranger, despatched seven rangers into the Gatineau,

Rouge river and other districts. They are Messrs. Schnobb.

Jonesse and Donovan, Gatineau
; Pouporeand Smith, Pontiac;

Philion, Greenville ; Andrew Grant, Shawville.

-— Pontiac Advance:—At Rock Lake, on the upper waters

of the Madawaska, the Messrs. McLachlin Bros, have a gang

camped making saw logs, the men have several times seen

two very large moose, a male and female, the buck being an

enormous fellow, he evidently considers that he has proprie-

tory rights in that section and objects to any intrusion on his

domain, as he has several times chased men when singly by

themselves in the bush. On Sunday one of the men started out

partridge hunting but after a short absence returned full speed,

nearly exhausted and shouting for help, to the camp, the

moose in full chase. When the moose came in sight of th

camp he turned and trotted off.

NEW BRUNSWICK.

—Mr. Gibson's mill, at Blackwell, has closed down for the

season. A fine lot of deal has been manufactured and put out

in good condition.

— F. Moore & Sons, whose shingle mill at Woodstock was

burned, are rebuilding.

—The International railway is calling for tenders for 300,-

000 railway ties and 100,000 cedar fence posts.

—Vaughan's mill at Point Wolfe, Albert county, has finished

a successful season's cutfing of 6,000,000 feet, an average of

1,000,000 feet a month.

—Charles Case, of Kingsclear, is rebuilding his steam saw

mill, recently destroyed by fire.

—The Douglas Boom Company has sent down stream about

150,000,000 feet of lumber this season. Navigation on the

St . John river is now practically closed.

—The St. John mills at the head of the bay have finished

cutting for the season. Probably 3,000,000 feet of deals will

be carried over by those mills in the hope of better prices in

the spring.

— Shingle machines have been put into Gibson's lath mills

at Marysville, and the cut of cedar shingles there this coming

winter will be large. The quantities of cedar lying above the

dam will lie floated to the mill at once.

—Judging from proposed operations in New Brunswick, the

aggregate cut will lie considerable less this winter than last.

The American firms that operate on the Aroostook will pro-

bably cut more freely than settlers on English account. Robert

Conner's will operate extensively on the St. John. He has

gone in with men and teams Men are also at work on the

Miramichi. Wages range from $15 to $20 a month.

— Harlow & Kempton, Milton, (Queen's county, have

built a new gang and rotary water mill. The work was done

by Duncan Buchanan, of Apohoqui, N. B. Several months

ago Mr. Buchanan put in a turbine wheel of his own inven-

tion at Nichol's mill on the La Have river. It will cut 15,000

feet of boards in 10 hours with a 10 foot head. Mr. Buchan-

an put in one of these also for Harlow & Kempton, and has

orders for two more. Their work surpasses his expectations.

Harlow & Kempton 's is one of the neatest mills in Nova

Scotia. That firm proposes to cut extensively this winter.

It will cut for the South American and West India market

chiefly.
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— The export of deals this season from the ports of Bay

Verte. Norlhport and Tidnish, near the isthmus which con-

nects New Brunswick and Nova Scotia, have been larger this

season than in any previous year. The total shipment of deals

from the ports named have been about 15,000,000 feet. Large

quantities of these deals are carried by rail to the shipping

point, which, it is claimed, can be loaded in the Bay of

Fundy after the completion of the ship railway, and forward-

ed more cheaply over that line.

—The tug boats engaged in hauling rafts to the St. John

have been remarkably fortunate this year. One tug boat firm,

which last year k>st 14 or 15 rafts and sunk about $12,000,

has this year wiped out that debt and cleared from $15,000

to $18,000 besides, having lost this year only one raft. Other

owners report like success, and the year has been for them the

most successful, probably, in the history of the river. The

river was high a good portion of the season, which made

navigation much more easy and rapid.

NOVA SCOTIA.

Extensive improvements and repairs are being made on Mr

Gibson's saw mill at Marysville.

—C. W. Johnson, a storekeeper of Greenfield, who also did

a lumbering business, has assigned. His failure is attributed

to losses on log contracts.

—The prosperous condition of the lumber business in Nova

Scotia last year led to the establishment of a lot of " jack

knife " mills in the vicinity of the Cobequid hills. Farmers

who had never been known to do anything extraordinary sud-

denly blossomed out as mill owners. There was a boom for

a while. Then the crash came, and there have been of late

several assignments in that region.

—The Amherst Sentinel says : Mr. Angus McPherson, of

Conn's Mills, has built I % miles of railway into his lumber

woods this summer and is now running a train on it. He
has already taken out a)>out 100 cords of hemlock bark, and

is now ready to begin to carry out logs. The rails he uses

are round spruce poles, probably six inches in diameter at the

large end, tapering down to half that size, and neatly joined

at the ends. The sleepers are small round poles to which the

rails are spiked. The rolling stock consists of a small up-

right engine, 8 h. p., and two flat cars, manufactured by A.

McPherson iV Co., Oxford. The tires of the wheels on both

engine and cars are made with a flange on both sides to pre-

vent them from leaving or spreading the rails, ami the wheels

have play enough on the axles to accommodate themselves to

any inequality in the width of the rails caused by the differ-

ence in size of the poles used. Mr. McPherson has gone to

no unnecessary expense in grading his track. He has follow-

ed around the hills, and says he has a comparatively level

track. The engine is .placed between the two cars he uses, so

he has no trouble in making up his train. He expects this

engine to do the work of eight horses, and he can carry on

his work all winter even if there should be no more snow

than there was dining the last two or three reasons. It was

the scarcity of snow in late winters that prompted Mr. Mc-

Pherson to adopt this means of getting his logs out to the

river. It cost about $300 to lay the track, and the engine

cost $400. W hat has already been done shows that the plan

is feasible.

—A correspondent w riting from Chatham says : The saw ing

and shipping season is now closed, all the mills on the river be-

ingdown, and no vessels in port or to arrive, although the indi-

cations are that we will have open watci for some days yet.

There is every prospect ot a dull season in the woods, and

with that in view a great many men have left for Maine and

New Hampshire, although wages arc not ruling as high as

last year.

—The St. John, N. B., Sun sags that the lumber cut of

Stetson, Cutler & Co. this season will be in the vicinity of

30,000,000 feet of spruce and pine lumber and 30,000,000

shingles. In their two mills and ten lime kilns this firm em-

ploys about 450 hands.

BRIITSH COLUMBIA.

—The Canadian Pacific Timber and Lumber Company is

l»eing organized at New Westminster, with a capital .-lock of

$500,000 to engage in the saw mill business. Andrew Mc-

laughlin and Alexander f-raser. of New Westminster, John

(. Moore, [ohn K. McHogh, and John Ward, of Vancouver,

are the principal* in the enterprise.

—The H. k. Mors* Lumber Mills, of Vancouver, has con-

tracted for the luinlier to be used in laying the sidewalks and

planking the streets at the new town of Mission, the terminus

of the Seattle, Lake .Shore :m<l Lastern Railway, where they

-,.n CTftllBf <-xi«T>Mv< wharves, warehouses, and lumberyards

Ui facilitate the Hade at that point.

I »»(il ruently the Brunette Saw Mill Co., at New Well

MMMler, La*r t*r«i rutiriinj; double time. They have been

shipping large quantities of lumber to Lastern points, and a

large number of foreign orders are on hand to be (died.

—The new saw mill to be built by N. Slaught & Co., at

Stereston, near the mouth of the Fraser liver, will have a

capacity of 200,000 feet per day.

—The monthly circular of Robert Ward & Co., dated Vic-

toria, B. C, 1st November, gives the arrivals and departures

of sailing vessels at and from that port, and others on Puget

Sound for October last. Quotations for coal : Departure Bay

or Nanaimo to San Francisco, $2.75 per ton; lumber from

Burrard Inlet or Puget Sound to Sydney, N. S. WJ

., 52s. to

52s. 6d. ; Melbourne, 65s. to 65s. 6d. ; Shanghai, same ;

United Kingdom, 75s. ; West Coast South America, 52s. 6d.

to 55s. ; East Coast ditto, $15.50.

—Lumber charters effected during the month amounted in

the aggregate to 10,694 Ions, and tonnage is scarce. One
steamer, the " Algonia,'' of 2,892 tons, is named for a cargo

to Melbourne. Three American schooners charter for Hono-

lulu : a ship and a barque for Melbourne, a barque and a

schooner to Sydney, various ships and barques to Chefoo,

Shanghai, Kahului and Iguique. There are arrivals of ship-

ping at Burrard Inlet from Hong Kong and Yokahama, and

clearances thence for Valparaiso (lumber and salmon), Callao,

Melbourne and Adelaide with lumber. The twenty-eight de-

partures of the month carried 46,444 tons of coal from Nan-

aimo and Departure Bay to San Francisco, Port Townsend,

Honolulu, Sitka, Alaska, and San Pedro.

MANITOBA AND NORTHWEST.

— Mr. S. Mclfraine is negotiating for the purchase of the

lumber yard of Messrs. Dick, Banning it Co. at Portage la

Prairie.

—There is going to be a good deal of activity in the camps

in the mountains this winter, says the Calgary Tribune. Ar-

rangements are being made not only for ties for the Calgary

and Edmonton Railway, but also for other purposes.

—Mr. Neilson, of Selkirk, is opening a lumber yard at Car-

berry.

—Six million feet of lumber have been cut on Lake Winni-

peg this season.

— 1. D. McArthur & Co. have succeeded in getting 110,000

of their ties, which have been stuck up in the Little Saskat-

chewan all summer, to Brandon. About 150,300 have been

frozen in.

AMERICAN.

— Shingles are scarce at Oswego, N. Y., and prices are ad-

vancing.

—Lumbering operations in the vicinity of Baraga, Mich.,

will be more extensive this season than in any other previous

year.

— Wages in the woods in the northwesta re reported consider-

ably higher this winter than last.

—Word comes from Maine that the cut on the Kennebec

this winter will be at least 10,000,000 feet more than last year.

I

Work has also vigorously begun on the east and west Pen-

1 obscot.

—The lumber cut in Minnesota will exceed that of last year

;
by several million feet. The estimates placed it at 325,000,-

1 000 teet and not mors than 350,000,000 feet.

The Ouelette-Curphey Lumber Company has just been

I organized in Vicksburg, with a capital of $50,000. Several

members of the new company are Canadians.

— In Honolulu the market for Pacific coast lumber is good.

—The shipments of lumber from Saginaw, Mich., for the

j
season will slightly exceed trrose of last year, and only about

one-half of the output of the mills for the season will be repre-

sented in the lake movement.

—David Whitney, of Detroit, Mich., recently bought 20,-

000 acres of timber land in a body. The price is understood

I
to be about $10 an acre. The land is situated on the banks

j

of the Miami and Kelshes rivers, in Tillamook county,

Ortgon. Competent cruisers say it will cut better than 100,-

OOO feet to the acre, of line yellow hr timber.

— It is discovered that somebody has stolen $1,000,000

worth of timber from the government swamp and railroad in-

demnity lands around Eau Claire, W is. Uncle Sam is said to

' suspect a railroad or two of the robbery.

— -The British steamer Suffolk, has sailed from Port Gamble,

I'uget Sound, Wash., for England. She lakes 2,500,000 feet

of lumber, the largest rargo_ever loaded on the Sound.

1 Ik destruction of saw mills by fire has alarmed lire in-

suram e companies, and a number of them have instructed

j

their agents in the Saginaw Valley to accept no more risks on

j

mills or lumber. It is estimated that the losses by tire during

the past five years aggregate $1,000,000.

—The largest sale of land ever made in New England was

perfected a short time ago, Messrs. Geo. Van Dyke and G.

E. Henry, of New Hampshire, purchasing of Mr. George B.

lames and the New Hampshire Land Company 90,000 acres

of timl>er land in Carroll county, N. H. It is reported that

1,000.000,000 feet of spruce are standing on the lot. Several

large mills will at once l>e constructed for sawing the timl^er

into lumber.

—The liarge Wahnapilae, in tow of«he propeller Hit (A,

lumber laden, from Washburn, Lake Superior, with a cargo

of 1,800,000 feet of lumber consigned to Fair|>ort, Ohio, was

completely wrecked against the Cleveland breakwater while

trying to make harbor during a severe gale on the night of

Oct 26th. Her cargo was strewn into the lake or dashed to

pieces against the breakwater or shore. It will prove almost

a total loss. Insurance $17,500. The Wahnapitae was the

largest lumber boat on the lakes, having l>een built to carry

logs from Canada to the mills in Michigan. The export duty

levied by the Canadian government practically took her out of

commission, and she was transformed into a luml>er barge.

CASUALTIES.

James Polley was caught in the machinery of McKee's mill

at Wellsford, N. B., and received fatal injuries.

While conveying some logs from the dam to the mill of J.

Wbodworth at West Branch, Gray's river, N. S., the other

day, E. Woodworth, son of the pioprietor, stepped on a roll-

ing log, fell in, and was drowned.

Mr. Thomas Callaghan, superintendant of lumber oper-

ations on the Trent waters for the Rathbun Company, while

engaged with a party of men exploring some timber limits in

the township of Effingham, w as accidently cut in the neck by

an axe, severing several veins, w hich came near causing him

to lose his life.

While John Evans, foreman at Ross, Hall & Brown's saw-

mill, Rat Portage, Ont., was engaged fixing some machinery,

his foot slipped and he was caught between two cog wheels

and his leg was instantly drawn in and crushed up to the knees.

Delbert Haines, aged twenty years, working for the Canada

Lumber Company at Crotch Lake. Ont., was killed a few days

ago by a tree falling upon him.

A man named Simon Tremblay had one finger of his left

hand accidentally cut off by a circular saw at E. B. Eddy's

saw mill, Hull, Que., a few days ago.

A young man named Ferrault had both of his legs cut off

by falling in front of a circular saw at Ross, Richie rt: Co.'s

saw mill, Three Rivers, Que., Oct. 22nd. He died shortly

afterwards.

The dome of the boiler in connection with Hugh McDon-

alds sash factory at Belwood, Ont., was blown off, on Oct.

31st. The roof of the engine and boiler house got a complete

scattering, and the smokestack was blown down.

E. S. Crossfield, son of Mr. S. B. Crossfield, owner of a

shingle mill at Sturgeon Falls, Ont., lost his life by being

caught by the circular saw. In some manner the teeth of the

saw caught his coat, and in an instant he was thrown up

against the framework of the machine, the saw7 cutting him

in the abdomen in a most frightful manner.

One of the large boilers in Peters & Cain's mill at Midland,

Ont., exploded November 19th, and went through the roof

of the boiler house, moving the other two boilers about 20

feet. One of the corners was knocked out of the mill. Sev-

eral men were injured, but not fatally.

FIRE RECORD.
Mr. J. A. Ellis' saw mill at Fenelon Falls was burned

November 21st. The fire was caused by the explosion of a

lamp.

Jesse A. Gilbert's saw mill at Brookbury, Que., was entire-

ly destroyed by fire October 7th. Loss from $2,500 to $3,-

000. No insurance.

The saw mill owned and occupied by C. J. Smith, situated

on Burnt River, about two miles from Kinmount, Ont., was

burned October 27th, together with the store house, boarding

house, supply store, 2.000 cords of wood and 20,000 ties.

The estimated loss is about $12,000.

The steam saw mill and lumber yard of J. & A. Carson,

Pictou, N. S., were burned November 8th. Loss $10,000;

insurance $1,600.

W. H. Leonard's saw mill at Hope Bay, Ont., was burned

November 4th. Insured for $1,000.

The planing mill at Pembroke. Ont., owned by K. F.

Beamish, and operated by Mr. Sparling, was burned Aw^n-
ber 20th. Mr. Beamish loses $2,500 on factory, and W. S.

Sparling, lessee, $600 on stock.
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LATEST NEWS NOTES.

—The last raft of the season recently passed down

the St. John river, N. B.

—Mr. S. D. Shier is erecting a new mill at the first

bend of the South Branch, Ont. It is intended to man-

ufactuie shingles only.

— Mr. Rainey, Severn Bridge, Ont., has had to can-

cel several large orders for shingles for want of cars.

He has four millions roofed in for the winter.

—During the year ending Nov ist, 1890, over half a

million feet of dressed lumber have been disposed of

to farmers around Gladstone, Manitoba, by Knox Bros.,

lumber dealers, at that place.

—Christy's saw mill, at Brandon, Man., has had a

good season. Forbes & Stirrettare busy at their plan-

ing mill. They still have work to keep them busy for

two months ahead.

— Canada's forest wealth is to be well illustrated at

the forthcoming exhibition at Jamaica, West Indies.

Adam Brown, the commissioner appointed by the

Dominion Government, is arranging with Canadian

lumbermen to make a magnificent display there.

—A. Robb & Sons, Amherst, N. S., have their new

building, which is to be used for a machine shop and

pattern shop, about ready to be occupied, and they

have now concluded to erect at once sales rooms and

offices on the old site, which is directly in front and

adjoining the building ahead}' referred to.

—A party of Tacoma capitalists are now in Victoria

with a view of establishing an extensive lumber busi-

ness on Vancouver Island. There is some difficulty

in the way of their obtaining timber lands, but if this

can be got over they will commence operations at

once.

—Since writing the editorial on the financial difficul-

ties of the Fotts Salt and Lumber Company, of Michi-

gan, which appears in another column, the Company
has made a voluntary assignment for the benefit of

creditors. Last January, according to the annual

statement, there was over $850,000 on' the right side of

the ledger. A statement of assets is expected to show

a large excess over their liabilities.

—Victoria Times :

—" The estimated cost of the

cable to connect British Columbia is nine million dol-

lars. Its total length will be eight thousand nine hun-

dred miles, Sidney being the terminus. The project

seems stupendous, but it is really less than the first

project of laying the cable under the Atlantic. The

great point, however, is that such a system would make
England independent of European lines and place the

Government at London in direct communication with

the most distant colonies. The projectors of the cable

only ask for a guarantee of two hundred and seventy

thousand dollars per annum, at three per cent, on the

cost.

—Application will be made on December 19th next,

to the Lieutenant Governor of Ontario in Council, for

an act to incorporate the Capital Lumber Company, of

Ottawa (limited). The objects for which incorporation

is sought are to manufacture and sell timber and lum-

ber of all descriptions ; also to carry on the business

of a planing mill, sash, door and furniture factory.

The operations of the Company are to be carried on in

Ottawa. The applicants are Messrs. P. X. Mason,

Wm. Lamb, jr., J. C. Edwards and A. J. Edgar, of

Ottawa City ; G. C. Edwards of Carleton Place, and

A. 1. Schryer, of North Nation Mills. The above

named will be the first directors.

—Reports from Ottawa go to show that a better feel-

ing exists among the lumbermen of that city and vicin-

ity. Confidence is expressed that next season will

more than make up for the dullness of 1890, and that

business will be brisk in the spring. The feeling is

general that a much brighter opening of trade in the

coming than last spring may be looked for as regards

the United States trade. As regards the English

trade, it will certainly not be any worse than it was

this season, and there are chances that it may be bet-

ter, stocks having run pretty low. With respect to the

South American trade, though matters are more set-

tled, it is generally admitted that the present low value

of gold will preyent an early revival.

—Mr. H. Pann, Inspector of engines, writing from

Hamburg, Germany, to the Magnolia Anti-Friction

Metal Co., of New York, has the following to say : In

reply to your inquiry regarding my experience gained

by using your Magnolia Anti-Friction Metal, readily I

state to you that I have used it for longer than a year in

many of the steamers belonging to this Company, with

the most satisfactory results. It has never cut, has

never become warm or melted, and has invariably put

a splendid surface on the journals. The lasting quality

of the metal is very great ; the saving of oil very con-

siderable. The Magnolia Metal is particularly useful

in re-lining worn out brasses. I consider it to be the

best of all Anti- Friction Metals in the market, and

shall continue to use it in our steamers.

OUR TIMBER EXPORTS TO BRITAIN.

The following cargoes of Canadian wood have been

reported at various United Kingdom ports since our

last issue.

ABERDEEN—Dracona, Montreal, 509 pes sawn oak.
BEAUMARIS—Triton, Bathurst, 17,297 spruce deals.

BELFAST— Donald Ferguson, Quebec, 60 pes hewn
elm, 15 pes. hewn birch, 370 pes hewn fir, 7,678 fir deals.

Agnes Lincke, Miramichie, 21,568 deals and ends, 8,250
palings. Greenock, West Bay, 35,023 deals, scantlings
and ends. Sheffield, Miramichi, 18,436 deals and ends,
14 Ids palings.

BRISTOL—Harold, St. John, 22,928 deals and Bat-
tens, 2,464 scantlings,, 5,243 deal ends, 3,488 boards
Arathusa, Richibucto, 10,994 deals and battens, 1,116
deal ends. Texas, Quebec, 300 cs. splints, 1,832 deals.
Curler, St. John, 38,296 deals, battens, scantlings, ends
and boards. Anna Casper, Miramichi, 22,622 deals,
scantlings, boards and ends. Strathsay, St. John, 34,-

973 deals, scantlings and ends. Knight Companon,
Montreal, 12,631 pes deals, 108 pes birch timber, 3,400 pes
boards..

CARDIFF—Antillia, St. John, 17,221 deals. Italio,

Miramichi, 21,049 deals, boards, scantlings and ends.
Tuskar, St, John, 57,015 deals. Armenia, Miramichi,
25,761 deals and ends. Primus, St. John, 32,788 fir deals
Mishanel, St. John, 30,100 deals.

COLERAINE—Urd, Chicoutimi, 6 591 deals. Falken
Miramichi, 8,553 fir deals

CORK—George Peake, Quebec, 10 pes hewn oak, 10
pes hewn elm, 8 pes ash, 5 pes white fir, 401 pes red fir,

8.144 deals, 100 deal ends. Titania, St. John, 13,021 pes
sawn fir.

DUNDEE—Udsire, Quebec, 109 pes timber, 5,158 deals
Fremona, Montreal, 9,672 deals.

DUBLIN—Henry, Quebec, 19,496 deals.

DUNDALK—H. W. Palmer, St. John, 15,152 deals,

battens and deal ends.

DROGHEDA—Buda, St. John, 12,562 deals.

FLEETWOOD—Cathinca, Shediac, 13,673 fir deals.

Southern Queen, Quebec, 728 pes hewn fir, 3,359 fir deals.

Gwico, Grand Pabos, 23,981, deals, boards and ends.
GLASGOW—Pomeranian, Montreal, 14,055 deals,

Scandinavian, Halifax, 2,462 staves, 16 logs whitewood.
Norwegian, Montreal, 4,610 deals, from Quebec, 6,706
deals. Warwick, Montreal, 2 cars oak lumber, 79 logs
walnut, 4,506 deals, 1,263 pes oak lumber, 27 maple logs.

Borghese, Montreal, 41,462 spruce deals, 6,146 spruce
ends. Sarmatian, Quebec and Montreal, 10,235 deals,

21,918 Staves. Amarynthia, Montreal, 818 pes oak lum-
ber. Canadian, Halifax, 2,285 hhd staves. Alcides,

Montreal, 11,827 pes oak lumber. Siberian, Quebec and
Montreal, 65 pes timber, 8,391 deals.

GREENOCK—Prince Eugene, Quebec, 111 pes elm,
133 pes birch, 66 pes red pine, 353 pes white pine, 1,433
pine deals, 1037 pine deal ends, 2,262 spruce deals. 200
spruce deal ends, 180 pes oak, 439 pes waney white pine,

39 pes square white pine. Prinds eopold, Quebec, 102
pes oak, 164 pes birch, 47 pes elm, 151 pes red pine, 162
pes square white pine, 759 pes waney white pine, 4,£40
spruce deals, 1,549 spruce deal ends, 440 pine deals, 10 -

800 West India staves. Australia, Quebec, 650 pes birch,

957 pes white waney pine, 434 pes square waney pine,

2,982 pina and spruce deals, 883 pine and spruce deal
ends, 1683 pipe staves, 172 pes oak,
GLOUCESTER.— St. Petersburg, Miramichi, 33,147

deals. Florida, Pay Verte, 24,723 deals. Peteropolis,
Shediac, 20,289 deals and battens. Alert, Alma, 24,721
deals. Calliope St. John, 39,976 deals and battens.
Vanloo, St. John, 47,352 deals and ends. Emma Par-
ker, Pugwash, 18,029 deal,, Nightingale, Bay Verte,
24,786 fir deals, 50 pes birch. Hanna, Richibucto, 14,-

469 deals and boards. Britannia, Halifax, 19,210 deals.

HULL—Ripon City, Montreal, 21,379 pes wood.
LANCASTER—Marcelo, Peterboro', 10,462 deals and

ends.

LEITH—Saga. Qubec, 39 pes hewn oak, 39 pes hewn
elm, 33 pes hewn ash,32 pes hewn birch, 10 pes hewn
cherry, 6 pes hewn maple, 398 pes hewn fir, 6,744 deals
and euds,
LIMERICK—Nimrod, Quebec, 20,315 fir deals and

ends.
LIVERPOOL—W. H. Corcar, St. John, 20,556 deals

battens, 8,779 deal ends, 362 pes white pine, 1,108 scant-
lings, 3,042 boards, 693 pes birch. Prince Charlie, Que-
bec, 454 pine, 22,355 spruce deals, 3,489 spruce deal ends,
165 pes oak, 111 pes elm. and 57 pes birch timber, 757
pes white pine. Monarch, Bay Qerte, 22,094 deals and
battens, 1,301 scantlings, 1,637 deal ends. Parisian,

Montreal, 13, 653 boards, 5,638 deals; 806 bdls hickory.
Prince Arthur, Ship Island, 346 pes hewn timber, 557
pes sawn timber, 1,014 deals. Lake Superior, Montreal,
24,338 boards, 13, 327 deals. Neopoyte, Quebec. 912 pes
w w pine, 3,872 pine deals, 2,020 pine deal ends. Dom-
inion (s), Montreal, 225 bdls broom-handles, 4,384 pes, 30
stds deals, 3,340 pes and 30 stds boards, .116 stds and
ends. Gerona, Montreal, 6 logs walnut. Bede, West
Point, 1900 staves, 200 pes shuttle blocks. Lucie Rad-
mann, Shediac, 12,056 deals and battens, 1,294 scant-
lings, 1,135 deal ends, 1,449 boards. Rossignol, St. John,
9,352 spruce deal ends, 4 pes birch, 215 birch deals, 35,-
220 deals and battens, 3,912 scantlings, 5,581 boards.
Lake Huron, Montreal, 17,119 deals, 3,569 bdls, qty lum-
ber. Vancouver, Montreal, qty deals and^ boards : from
Quebec. 45 cs spools. Corean, Montreal, 6,463 deals,
4,885 boards, 522 ash scantlings; from Quebec, 3,139,
deals, 2,046 deals, 775 boxes splints. Thyra, Bay Verte,
19,662 deals, 3,730 scantlings, 1,568 deal ends. Edith,
St. John, 1,032 pes birch timber, 1,015 birch planks, 26
birch ends, 8,670 deals and battens, 870 scantlings, 1,356
deil ends, 4,766 ends. Beaconsfield, Quebec, 220 oak, 90
elm, 399 wansy pine logs, 3C.> pine deals, 1,319 ends, 8,-

990 s ruce deals, 341 ends. HoliiowoolI, Quebec, 41 oak,
50 elm, 179 birch, 164 red pine' 522 waney, 222 square
pine logs, 4,372 spruce deals, 778 ends, 700 pine ends.
Primula, Dalhousie, 1,700 birch planks, 1,521 pine, 4,546
spruce deals, 723 battens, 622 ends, t tar of India,
Campbelton, 22,029 deal?, 2,827 ends. Abana, Quebec,
185 oak, 26 elm, 47 walnut, 223 square pine, 781 waney
pine logs, 2,669 deals, 1,980 ends. Vcerwarts, Halifax,
12,403 deals, 336 ends, 1,486 birch deals, 155 ends. Ash-
burne, 60,281 deals and battens, 76 fms firewood. Van-
dura, St. John, 41,620 deals and battens. Sagona, Richi-
bucto, 29,413 deals. Lake Nepigon, Montreal, 115 stds
pine deals, &c. Toronto, Montreal, 150 stds pine deals,
&c. Prinqe Patrick, .Campbelton, 24,157 deals, 2,10 5

ends. Lennic, St. John, 21,365 deals, 2,005 scantling,
7,520 ends, 2,879 boards, 234 birch deals. Lima, Halifax,
199,912 deals and ends. Satana, Newcastle, 6,868 deals,
6,688 scantling, 1,846 ends, 13,945. boards. Oxenholme,
Montreal, 34,851 pine deals, boards, &c. Vaini, St. John,
22,439 deals and battens, 2,198 Scantlings, 3,226 ends,
3,383 boards. Sarnia, Montreal, 172 stds deals, &c.'
Lake Ontario, 4,518 deals, 9,642 boards. Christian, Ba-
thurst, i6,092 deals, 1,204 scantlings, 707 ends. Ore,
Miramichi, 40,650 deals, 2,732 birch deals, 123,325 pal-
ings. Hilda, Bay Verte, 18,215 deals, 2,681 scantlings,
2,007 ends.

LONDON—Marie. Quebec, 19,922 deals, 3,838 deal
ends. Albion, Quebec, 1,098 deal ends 15.176 deals.
Bellona, Pictou, 1,046 pes timber, 255 planks, 465 deal
ends. George, Saguenay, 21,185 pes fir, sawn deals and
ends. Urania, Quebec, 41,375 deals, 1,266 ends. Erl
King, Montreal, 3,183 deals, 99 pes timber. President
Von Blumenthal, Chatham, 1,568 deals, 13,921 deals and
ends. Orion, Tatamagouche, 851 pes timber, 3,003 deals,
360 deal ends. Ilmatar, Chatham, 3.9.181 spruce deals
and ends, 2,211 birch ends. Svea. Miramichi, 13,048
deals and ends. Hedevig, Miramichi, 15,808 deals, Cen-
iso, Halifax, 1,812 deals, 219 bdls mouldings, 48 doors,
83 pes maple, 917 pes ash, 50 cs pegwood. Ariadne,
Chatham, 21,611 deals. Invermay, Montreal, 1,951
boards, 22,3i2 deals, 2,239 deals. Jarlen, Quebec, 27,455
deals, 400 pes timber, 4,293 deals. Hovding, Quebec, 32,-
480 deals, 3,359 deal ends. George Clarkson, Montreal,
16,903 deals, 22,333 deals, 4,366 deal ends. Ocean King,
Montreal. 8,992 deals. Assyrian, Montreal, 9,826 deals.
LONDONDERRY— Maori, Miramichi, 19,634 deals

and ends.

MARYPORT—Norma, Dalhousie, 12.240 deals and
batens.

MILFORD—Anna Dorothea, Quebec, 38 pes ork, 86
elm and birch, 503 pes hewn fir, 2,056 pes sawn fir, 1,329
deals.

NEWPORT—Muriel, Halifax, 19,413 deals and ends.
Manin Cichero, Newcastle, 18,888 deals, battens, boards,
&c. Frederick Stong, Miramichi, 36,536 deals, battens,
boards, Ac. Dunvegin, Miramichi, 34,195 deals, ends,
battens and ends.
NEWRY—Endrick, St. John, 12,523 deals and ends

Lydia, Quebec, 13,368 deals and ends.
PLYMOUTH—Kate Crosbie, Miramichi, 22,775 pes

sawn fir. Concordia, Miramichi, 10,167 P°s sawn fir.

SUNDERLAND—Satisfaction, Quebec, 360 pes hewn
fir, 125 pes hewn elm, 1696 deals and ends. Alma, Que-
bec, 748 pes hewn fir. 2,653 fir deals and ends.
SWANSEA—Cambain, Campbellton, 11,068 pes sawn

fir, 3,195 pes sawn birch.

TYNE—Silistria, Quebec, 77 pes oak, 63 pes elm, 41
pes ash, 149 pes birch, 258 pes square white pine, 81 pes
waney pine, 3,774 pine deals, 724 deal ends. Ocean,
Quebec, 1,926 pes timber and deals. Falkon, Quebec,
102 pes elm, 291 pes square white pine, i5i pes waney
white pine, 1,564 pine deals. 462 pine deal ends. Otto
Linch, Quebec, 43 pes oak, 57 pes birch, 756 pes white
pine, 1 105 pine deals, 1,974 pine deal ends, 67 pes elm.
YARMOUTH—Freya, Quebec, 17,077 deals and ends.

The boilers in E. D. Jewett's saw mill at South Bay, a few
miles from St. John, N. B. , exploded on November 25th,

killing six men and seriously injuring several others. The
mill had been idle for some time, but had recently been set in

order by Adams & Gregory for Mr. Dunn, whose mill was
destroyed by tire last summer. Over 60 persons were em-
ployed in this mill at the time of the explosion, most of them
being in the main building, which was not injured. Of the

six boilers two were blown out of the building in different di-

rections, and the other four were wrenched from their posi-

tions in the solid masonry. After the explosion the mill

caught fire and was destroyed. The mill was insured for $15,-
500 in a large number of companies.
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TRADE REVIEW.
Toronto, Ont.

Toronto, Nov. 29, 1890.

CAR OR CARGO LOTS.
t^aind thicker clear picks. American inspection $20 oo@3o 00
iA and thicker, three uppers, American inspection. .. 37 00
15J arid thicker, pickings, American inspection 2500
1x10 £ 12 dressing and oetter 1800 2000
ixioa 12 mill run 1300 1400
1x10 & 12 dressing 1400 1500
1x10 4 12 common 1200 1300
txio * 12 spruce culls 1000 11 00
»xio * 12 mill culls 9 00
1 inch clear and picks 24 00 25 00
1 inch dressing and better 1800 2000
1 inch siding mill run 1300 1400
1 inch siding common 11 00 1200
t inch siding ship culls 1000 11 00
linch siding mill culls 800 900
Cull scantling 800 900
*A and thicker cutting up plank 2200 2500
i inch strips 4 in to S in mill run 14 00 15 00
1 inch strips, common 11 00 12 00
iA inch flooring 1400 1500
aKinch flooring 1400 1500
XXX shingles, 16 in 2 20 230
XX shingles, 16 in 1 20 ! 30
Lath, No. 1 I 70 1 90
" No. 2 1 70

YARD QUOTATIONS.
Mill cull boards & scantling$io 00
Shipping cull boards, pro-
miscuous widths 13 00

stocks 14 00
Scantling & joist, up to 16 ft 14 00

18 ft 15 00
" 20 ft 16 00
" 22 ft 17 00
" 24 ft 19 00
" 26 ft 20 00
" 28 ft 22 00

30 ft 24 00
" 32 ft 26 00
" 34 ft 28 50

22 50
" 36 ft 30 00

Dressing stocks 16 00^
Picks Am. inspection
Three uppers, Am. inspect.

F. M.
i^in. flooring, dres'd 28 00

40 to 44 ft 35 00
Cutting up planks iA and

thicker dry 25 00 2600
" board 18 00 22 00

iA " " rough ... 18 00
iA " " dres'd f.m. 25 00

undrs'd B.M.18 00
' dres'd... iS 00
' undres'd 12 00

Beaded sheeting, dress-
ed 22 00

Clapboarding, dres'd
XXX sawn shingles
per M 2 65

Sawn Lath 2 00
38 ft 32 ool Red oak 30 00

White " 35 00
Basswood, No. 1 & 2 18 00
Cherry, No. 1 & 2. .. 50 00
White ash, 1 & 2 25 00
Black ash. 1 & 2 20 00

J20 00
40 00
;o 00

30 oc

22 00
28 00

19 00
20 OO

15 00

35 00
12 00

2 75
2 20

40 00

45 00
20 00
60 00

35 00
30 00

Mill cull boards and
scantlings % 9 00 1

Shipping cull boards
promiscuous widths. 10 00

.Shipping cull stocks.
Scantling and joist up
to 16 feet

do up to iS feet

•do up to 20 feet

do up to 22 feet
do up to 24 feet
do up to 26 feet

do up to 28 feet

do up to 30 feet .

.

Cutting up plank
and thicker dry..

.

Cutting upboards.

.

Hamilton, Ont.

Hamilton, Nov. 29, 1890.

Dressing stocks $1600 1800
1A flooring, rough. .. 1600 18 00
1 A flooring, rough. .. 1600 1800

12 00 iA flooring, dressed . 25 00

14 00 1 A flooring, dressed . 32 00
flooring, dressed . 21 50 23 00

14 ooj Beaded sheeting 1 . .. 2500 3009
15 50 Pick*, Am inspection 3200 3400
16 oo Three uppers Am. In. 4c 00
17 00 XXX sawn shingles.. 260 270
18 oojSawn Lath 225
19 oo Red Oak 2000 2500
20 oo

: White Oak 2500 3000
21 00 Basswood No. 1. * 2.. 1600 2000

J

Cherry No. 1 & 2 60 00 70 00
25 00 White Ash No. 1*2. 25 00 35 00
20 00 Black Ash No. 1 & 2. 2000 30 00

Ottawa, Ont.

Ottawa, Nov. 29, 1890.

fine, ist qual.. M.$35 oo@40 oolOak
" 2nd 22 00 25 00 Walnut ,

- " shipping culls 1400 16 00 Cherry. . ,

" 4th qual. deals 1000 1200 Butternut
" mill culls. . . 8 00 10 00 Birch

Spruce, V M. . . 1000 12 00 Vlaple. hard.
Hemlock .. 9 00 17 00 Laths . .

Ash 13 00 18 00 Shingles.
Bass 12 00 20 00 " cedar

$40 v/t.

60 00
. 60 00
22 00

iS 00
20 00

. 1 80
1 50

. I 50

100 CO
100 00
80 00

40 00
25 00
21 00

I 90
300
300

Pine, istqua'y V M
Pine, 2nd "

Pfne shipping culls

VM
Pine, 4th quality
deals* W

Pine, mill culls.VM
Spruce, per M
Hemlock, lumber..
Hemlock timber.. .

A»h

Montreal, Que.

Montreal, Nov. 29, 1890

$25 00^3$ 00 Basswood 1400
Oak, per M—
Walnut " ...

20 00 25 00

12 00 14 00

9 00 11 00

6 00 800
900 11 00
7 00 10 00
1200 14 00
'300 20 00

Butternut, per M

.

Birch, "
.

Spruce timber—

40 00
5500
65 00
22 00
12 00
12 00
20 00

1 25
300
1 25

2000
50 00
00 00
80 00

40 00
20 00
15 00
22 00

3 25
I 50

Spruce deals
Pin-
Deal end* •

Scantling -

Spruce, extra r - -

" clear - - -

" No. 1 extra -

Pine, extra - - - -

clear* - - -

" 3d clear* • • •

St. John, N. B.

Sr. John, Nov. 29, 1890.

Deals, Boards, Scantling, etc.

- - - $12 oolSpruce boards .... 12 00
- ... 15 oo'Pine " - - -12 oo@40 00

- - - 6 ooOak " 40 00
- - - - 10 oo'Ash " - - - 15 oo@2j 00

Hemlock '
7 5o

Shingles.
• - $3 50 No. 1 1 25

3 oolPine 1 25

2 25I

Clapboards.

3; ooSpruce, extra

45 ooj '* ' clears

3» H ."

4 in No. 1

No. 2

Flooring, /Jressed.
- 12 oo'i in.. No. 1

- - - 10 ooj No. 2 - -

Mi:cellaneou;.

Stave* 3 00© 4 So 'Laths - - -

Headisf 17 in. per pr. 'n Pickets - -

15 in Oi'A 'k'A Kailway ties

o*'A of>
|

No. 1 -

No. 2 - -

24 00
23 00
15 00
10 00

12 00
10 00

1 80

ij 00

Vancouver and New Westminster, B.C.

Nf.w Westminster, Nov. 29, 1890.

Car load and ship rates according to assortment. Bridge and
Wharf Plank and Timber.
10 to 40 ft. long, per M, net ..... $1100
41 to 70 ft. " .... $12 ootfjUs 00
Rough lumber, building material 11 00

" Sized . 12 Co
Fir, Clear . '. . . . . 17 50
Cedar, Bench or Selects . . . 25 00

" " " " D. D . . . 30 00
/ in, iA iVzXb in.

T. & G. Edge, Grain and Dry . . . . . 27 ;o
" " Green . . . . - 25 00

No. I, Dry .22,0
" i.Green - - - - - - 20 00
" z, Dry - a, oo

2, Green 17 50
Cut to length, extra per M - - - - - - -2 50
D. Dressed - - 2 50

/ in, iA i]4x4 1.

Edge Grain, Dry 27 50
Green 25 00

T. & G. Edge Grain, Dry - - - - 25 00
No. 1, Dry - 25 0o
" 1, Green -.- - - - " - - - -22 50
" 2, Dry ---2000
" 2, Green - - - - - - - - - - 17 50

S. S. Planks for scows ----17 50
D. D. cedar, verandah cover, any length - - - - 4500
" " " cut to length - - - - 50 00

Shingles - 2 50
Lath 2 25
D. D. clear Cedar . . ... . . . 40 oo@6o 00
Pickets, rough 11 00
Five per cent, off above prices for cash with the order.
Delivery on scow to mouth of river.

20 M ft. and over 75c. per M. ft

10 to 20 M ft . $1.00 "

Under 10 M ft. 1.25 " "

Boards, 1x10 in. each
Joist 4x6

Albany, N. Y.

Albany, N.Y., Nov. 29, 1890.

Hemlock.
14c. |2j^X4. each.
33 IWall Strips

Pine.
2 l/2 in. and up, good. .$54 xi@55 oolio in boards dressing

48 00

43 00

4ths
Selects
Pickings

1 A to 2 m., good 48 00
4ths 43 00
Selects 3800
Pickings 33 00

1 in. good 48 00
dtlis 43 00
Selects 3800
Pickings 33 00

Shelving Doards,i2in.
and up 26 00 „

Dressing ods. narrow iS 00 2200
Shipping boards 1600 1800
Box boards 1400 1620

Shingles, shaved pine 6 50
2d quality 5 00

Sawed, extra 4 40 4 io
Sawed, clear butts. . . 3 00 30
Cedar, XXX 400 420

and better $30 oo@34 00
Common 1500 2000

12 in. boards dressing
and better 2900 3600
Common 1500 2200

iA inch siding.select-
ed 40 00 45 00
Common 1500 2000

1 in. siding selected.. 3800 4200
Common 1400 1900

Norway, selected 2200 2500
Common 1200 1500

10 in. plk. 13 ft. dress-
ing and better, each 42(§>50
Culls 23 25

10 in. boards, 13 ft.,

dress,& better each 28 33
Culls 17 20

Shingles and Lath

50 00

45 00
40 00

50 00

45 00
40 DO

35 00

50 00

45 00
40 0.

35 00

39 00

5hingles,cedar mixed 2 85
Lath, pine 2 00

Spruce
Hemlock

3 00
2 10

2 15

i85

Buffalo and Tonawanda, N. Y.

Buffalo, Nov, 29, li

Clear, 1 in. & clear $19 oo@2o 00
Dressing, 1 to 2 in. all

widths 16 oo@i7 00

Norway

Up'rs, 1% in.

A to 2 in 45 00
Sl'cts 1 in 39 00

A, % St 2 in 40 oo
Fine common, 1 to 2

in. and thicker.. 3300 35 00
No. 1 cuts, 1 to 2 in

and thicker 28 00 33 00
Mold strips, i to

2 in 30 00

Common, 1 to 2 in. all

widths
4x4, 5x5, 6x6 turning.

.

4x4, 5x5, 6x6 common
Whits Pine.

4i 00 No. 2 cuts, 1 to 2 in

12 50
22 00
16 00

and thicker $18 oo@24 00
Dressing, 1 to 2 in.. 25 00 28 00
Common, 1 to 2 in.. 1900 2100
No. 1 barn, 7 to 12 in 10 00 12 00
No. 2 barn. 7 to 12 in 16 50
Mill culls. 1 to 2 in .. 900 1000
Thick 42 00 44 00

33 00
Shingles

XXX, 18-in $:, 75@3 9o|

XX, 18-in, or C. B 2 4c 2 50 18 in. No. 2. or culls

lb inch Shingles.

Per M.
$1 25@i 40

XXX, sawed 3 10

C.B. 235
N0.2 " 1 00
Thick cut 3 40
XXX cut 3 15

X cut 1 50
No. 2 cut 70
Fancy ends or butts 4 50

Thick cut per square 250
XXX cut 225
X cut 1 00
No 2 cut 55
XX 210
Dim. shingles, sawed, cut,

or planed 4 25

Saginaw, Mich.

East Saginaw, Nov. 29, 1890

CARGO LOTS.
Norway ........ 8 501

Box 11 00
Straight measure . . 12 >o

Uppers 36 oo@38 00

Common 16 00 21 00
Shipping Culls ... 9 00 II 00
Mill Culls

YARD QUOTATIONS CAR LOTS DRY.
Siding.

10 00
11 50
20 00

C, i'A in

No. 1, 'A in

% in

Clear, i'A in 23 00

y» in 46 00
Select, \

lA in 20 00

Yt in 39 00
Finishing Lumber rough.

Three uppers, 1 in. . @4S 00 Fine common, iin. .

iK&i&in . . . 45 ool 1X&2U1. . .33
Selects, 1 in. . . . 36 00 C, 7, 8 & 9 in. . . .

i!i&iK>n. . . 37 ooiCoffin Boards 16 in. & over
Joist, Scantling and Timber.

12 to 16 feet . . . 10 00I20 feet

18 feet . .
'

. . n 00I24 "

Plank and timber, 12 inches wide, $1 extra.
Shingles.

XXX 18 in. Climax 3 50 18 in X (cull)

XXX Saginaw 3 40 XXX shorts

XX Climax 2 00 XX
18 in 4 in c. b 80

Lath, and Pickets

17 00

30 00
12 00
20 00

31 00
00

26 00
18 00

12 00
13 00

Lath, No. 1 white pine 2 00

No. 2 " Norway 1 50

Pickets. 2 to 2]/2 in, 3 to 4 ft.

rough
Dressed
i'A in. square, rongh
Dressed

5o
2 00
1 25

15 30

20 00
18 00
25 00

y* in. clear
1 and iA inches.
i'A and thicker.

.

Rejects

K in. 10 inches and
over

K in. coffin boards..
1 inch, 10 inch and
over

1 in. white. .

.

1% to 2 inch

2'A to 4 inch

New York City

New York, Nov. 29, 1890.

Black Walnut.
$80 00*582 o-ICulls, 1 inch .%2s 00% 36 00
95 00 97 odCulls, thick 36 00 37 00
100 00 105 oolCounter tops, 18 in.

50 00 52 50 and over 110 x> isO 00
Poplar, or White Wood.

II inch. 8 in. and over 30 50
25 oofiS 2600 2!^ and thicker 33 00
28 00 29 00 Common [ to 2 in ... . 22 50

|Saps, 1 inch & thicker 26 00
31 50 32 00 Culls, all thickness.. 15 00

Ash.
36 00^ 37 ooStrips clear 27 oo@ 28 00
38 00 39 00 Black ash, good 26 00 30 00
40 oo 41 00 Black ash, com 18 00 19 00

3i So

A *
23 50
27 00
16 00

Oak.
1 inch plain sawed. 37 00^ 39 ooi'j inches and over... 52 %o&, 53 00
i

lA to 2 inch 39 00 40 ooU'hicker 5400 5500
Thicker 40 00 41 ooptrips under 6 in 42 00 44 00
Quarter-sawed, white, all clear, - Dimension cut size 25 oo 27 00

Cherry
1 inch— 83 oo@ 85 ot \2'A and thicker 95 oo4^ioo 00
1 inch strips 40 00 42 oolCounter tops, 18 in.
1
lA to 2 inch 85 00 90 ooj and over 110 00 115 00

Rejects 40 00 44 00 Culls, all thickness 16 00 18 00
Miscellaneous.

Chestnut, clear 33 00% 35 00 Hickery, old growth 50
Chestnut common . . 20 00 22 oolHickery, 2nd growth 70
Basswood white 30 00
Basswood common.. 21 00
Maple, clear 28 00
Birch, clear 32 00
Birch, isand2s 26 00
Cottonwood 21 00

32 00 Elm 20 i

23 oolSycamore 24 i

30 oolSycamore quartered 38 (

3; oojGum 35 i

36 oojButtcrnut . . . 45 <

22 oolSvcamore dressed flg 24

55 00

75 00
22 00
26 oo

40 00

37 00
50 00
25 00

Boston, Mass.

Boston, Nov. 29, 1890.

Western Pine—by car load.

50 ool Fine com.. 3 & 4 in . 42 00(^46 00
50 oo|No 2, 1 in. Fine com. 28 00 33 00
60 ooj ifi, 1% & 2 in 29 00
43 00 1

No. 1 strips, 4 to 6 in 40 00
45 00 No. 2 35 00
50 00 No. 3 2400

Cut ups, 1 to 2 in . .. 2400
inch clear 36 00 3S 00 Coffin boards 19 00
60 per cent clear 34 00 36 00 Common all widths 22 00

Fine common 1 inch 36 00 38 00 Shipping culls 1 in 15 oc
i'A, i'A & 2 inch.. . 38 00 40 oo| do 1% in 15 50

Eastern Pine—Cargo or Car Load.

Nos. 1, 2 & 3 40 oo@43 ool Clapboards, 4 ft., sap
30 00 clear 40 00
2600 Sap, 2nd clear .. . 3300
16 50 Heart extra 50 00
13 50 Heart clear 45 00

Bevel siding 6in, clear 23 od
45 00 50 00

Spruce—by Cargo.

Scantling and plank, Coarse, rough .... 12 00
random cargoes . . 14 oo@i5 00 Hemlock bds., rough 12 00

Yard orders, ordin- " " dressed 12 00
ary sizes 15 00 16 ooClapbds., extra, 4 ft. 34 00

Yard orders, extra
!

Clear, 4 ft 30 00
' sizes 16 00 18 00 Second clear . . .

Clear floor boards . . 19 00 20 ool No. 1 13 00
No. 2 16 00 17 ool

Lath.
Spruce by cargo .

.' 2 101

Shingles.

Uppers, 1 in $48 oo£
1 At. i

lA & 2 in . . . 48 00

3 & 4 in 55 00
Selects, 1 in 42 00

i'A, 1 A & 2in 43 00

3 & 4 in 45 00
Moulding boards, 7 to

4 28 00
5 23 00

Ship'g bds & coarse 16 00
Refuse 12 00
West'rr pine clapbds

4 ft. sap extra

3' 00

43 00

37 00
26 00
30 00
22 00
26 00
is 50
16 50

45 00

35 oo

55 00
50 00

24 30

14 00
Ij 00
14 00
36 00
32 00
25 00
14 00

[;2 20

Spruce 1 2$<§!i 50
Pine, 18 in. extra ... 4 00 4 25
Pine, No. 1 3 00 3 15

Cedar, sawed
Clear . . .

Extra, No. 1 .

Cypress. No. 1. 1

extra 3 25 3 5o

3 00
2 50
5 00

Oswego, N. Y.

Oswego, Nov. 29, 1890.

Thr^e uppers, 1%, i
lA 81 2 inch ... $4300^

Pickings, 1%, iA & 2 in 35 00
No. 1 cutting up, iA, iA & 2in 30 00
No. 2 cutting up. t%, iA & 2in — 1900
1 in strips, 4 to 8 wide, selected for moulding strips, 14

to 16 ft 31 00
1x6 selected for clapboards. 3200

Siding.

4s 00
36 00
31 00
21 00

33 00
34 00

1 in siding, cutting up
piks & uppers 30 oo@39 00

1 in dressing 19 oo@2i 00
1 in No. 1 culls i too@i6oo
1 in No. 2 culls 13 oo@i4 00

1 A in selected 35 oo^
i% in dressing 1700
iA in No. 1 culls 14 00
iA in No. 2 culls 13 00
iA in No. 3 culls.. .. 9 50

ixt2 h.ch.

12 & 16 ft, mill run 2000
12 & 16 ft, No. 1 &2, barn boards 18 00
12 & 16 ft, dressing and better. 26 00
12 & l6 ft. NO 2 CUllS

ix10 Inch.

12 & 13 ft, mill run, mill culls out 19 oo
12 & 13 ft, dressing and better 25 00
12 & 13 ft. No 1 culls 16 00
12 & 13 ft, No 2 culls 14 00
14 to 16 ft, mill run mill culls out 20 00
14 to 16 ft, dressing and better 25 00
14 to 16 ft, No. I culls 16 00
14 to 16 ft, No. 2 culls 14 00
10 to 13 ft. No. 3 culls 9 5o

/ 1-4x10 Inches.

Mill run. mill culls out 20 oo@23oojNo. 1 culls 16 004
Dressing and better . 2s 00 30 oo 1 No. 2 culls 1400

1x4 Inches.

81900IN0. 1 culls 13 oo(

27 oolNo. 2 culls 11 00

rxj Inches.

16, 7 or S, No. 1 culls.. 1500^
culls out 19 oo@2i oo|6, 7 or 8. No. 2 culls. . 1300

6, 7 or 8, drsg& better 2400 2S ool

ShiKgles.

XXX, iS in pine 3 6o@3 So,XXX, iS in cedar 3 401

Clear butts, pine, 18 in. 2 60 2 So Clear butt, iS in cedar., 2 50

XXX, 16 in pine 310 3 20IXX, iS in cedar 200
Stocks cedars, 5 or 6 in. 5 00!

Picked.

No. i, j%xiA 15 ool No. 2, 1x3 900 1000
No. 1, 1x3 20 ool

Lath.

No. 1. A 2 oo|No. 2, 1 1-4 1 90
No. 1 1-4 1 oot

Mill run, mill culls out 17 00^
Dressing and better . . 2300

6 7 or S, mill run, mill

?40 00
19 00
16 00
14 00
10 09

23 00
19 00
30 00
1500

20 oo-

27 00
17 00
15 00
22 00
27 00
17 00
15 00
10 00

17 00
15 00

14 00
12 oo

10 00
14 00

@3 70
2 70
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OUR ALBANY LETTER.

Albany, N. Y., Nov. 26th, 1890.

This month will close the season's work in the Al-

bany market, and from this out nothing but a limited

car trade will be carried on until spring, when naviga-

tion opens again. We have had only a touch of cold

weather so far with a few flurries of snow, but the ma-

jority of the boats on the canals have gone into winter

quarters, as the canals close officially on Sunday night

the 30th instant, unless closed sooner by ice. Ship-

ments on the Hudson from this point will continue as

long as the river keeps open, as there are yet many

orders to be filled, notwithstanding this has been a

very busy month with heavy shipments daily. The

coarser grades of pine have experienced the most

demand, with a liberal sprinkling of good lumber.

ix 12 inch shippers have been in good sale. One
firm in the district shipped this week nearly two mil-

lion feet of Canada stocks alone for the South Ameri-

can trade, while some others have done nearly as well.

The stock of Canada pine wintered over here will be

laige. as the lumber has been coming forward rapidly

ever since the duty was reduced to $1.00 a thousand
;

but there are two things the market is short on—thick

uppers and \ % inch of all grades—both of which have

been in constant demand all summer.

iX inch pine is practically cleaned out of the mar-

ket, especially 1J4.XI013 ft. plank, of which there is

scarcely a boat load to be had, although only a few

years ago there were millions of feet of them piled up

here with a good demand from all sources.

Everybody now wants 16 foot lumber, and dealers

find it almost impossible to dispose of 13 foot stocks,

which are slow sale, and as you cannot make ten inch

13 foot plank without making 13 foot siding, which no-

body wants, the plank trade has to suffer. Other di-

mensions have taken its place, but notwithstanding

there are daily inquiries for plank from old time con-

sumers who have used them for years, and would yet

if they could be obtained.

1x1013 ft. pine boards have also fallen off in the

quantity consumed of late years, although there has

apparently been a sort of revival in the demand for

them this fall, considerable quantities of them having

been shipped by boat and rail from the Ottawa district

to the Albany and New York market.

Prices on Michigan pine stiffened up in the west, and

also in the Tonawanda market, and its influence has

been felt here, as some grades have been advanced a

dollar or two in the last month. The trade has been

exceptionally good, but as some concerns have larger

stock than usual to carry over the winter, there is little

probability of the higher rates holding, as the tempta-

tion to undersell the market in order to dispose of sur-

plus stock is great.

In a few days now the dealers will have moved into

their winter quarters in the city and for the next month

will be busy figuring up accounts, after w hich there is

practically nothing to do until navigation opens again

in the spring.

There is always something of a demand, however

from the New York market throughout the winter for

odds and ends, which have to be shipped by rail ; but

the car trade from this point, taken all together, is

scarcely a drop in the bucket when compared with the

shipments by w ater during the summer season.

'

The Spruce and Hemlock men are anxiously looking

for an old-lime winter, w ith lots of snow and plenty of

logs, so there will be no danger of a shortage of stock

another year, as there has been this. Dealers say the

stock on hand here now is the lightest carried over in

years and the outlook for the spring trade is not very

promising, especially if there is much demand during

the winter months.

The supply of marketable spruce in the Adirondac
region is grow ing smaller every year, and already deal-

ers and manufacturers are looking to Canada to supply

their wants. It is an actual fact that better prices can

be obtained for spruce in Northern New York for pulp

manufacture than to bring it into the market in the re-

gular way. and the consumption of Spruce for that

purpose is increasing rapidly and the business is as-

suming enormous proportions. One big concern in

Albany, we understand, has already contracted for two

large spruce commission accounts with parties in Can-

ada, to supply their next year's trade.

The Outlook for Next Year.
[Southern Lumberman.]

As things are shaping themselves, 1891 will be a

good year for general business. The basis of all pros-

perity is in a prosperous condition of the tillers of the

soil. Farmers and, as far as our information goes^

cotton planters will plant large areas for the coming

season, having had satisfactory results this year. Ameri-

can and foreign markets have taken every thing offered

them at good prices. Should crops be good next year,

or rather should they be promising from the start, busi-

ness channels will feel the effect in an enlarging de"

mand. Preparations are being made among manu-

facturers, miners, railroads, jobbers, and all producing

and exchanging interests to do a heavier business.

There is a possibility that enterprise may overreach it-

self, but that result is not immediate. Business men
feel safe

; money lenders exhibit confidence in the

future, and they are generally the first to smell danger

to the general business interests. Railroad men are

fixing up a basis on which they can get more out of

traffic, and live without fighting. Ship builders have

a year's- work ahead, and car builders have as much
work assured as they can get through this winter.

Hardware manufacturers have been busy twelve hours

per day for two months in many branches. Iron and

steel makers have never had such a season, and new
and cheapening processes are coming into practical use.

Carriage and waggon makers are busy. Engine build-

ers are enlarging their plants, and many new ones are

going up. Miners of coal, ore, copper, silver, and gold

have requirements placed for additional machinery and

cars. Electricians are loaded up with an indefinite

amount of work. With all this activity, prices are low

—that is, they are as low as the individual, or firm, or

corporation can make them. Competition is doing its

work. Vast fortunes are not being made as they once

were. If one channel offers exceptionally high rewards,

it is at once filled by anxious competitors, ar d a general

level is soon reached. An honest living is about all

there is in business at present. The country is criti-

cally watching the effects of recent legislation, and

stands prepared to approve or condemn the legislation

as it is tested by experience. Too vasts interests are

at stake to tolerate errors of legislation, and the masses

of the people comprehend economic and commercial

questions in their entirety and in their relations to the

best interests of the whole community better than they

ever have. Business and manufacturing interests are

organizing themselves for easier and smoother opera-

tions. Gigantic combinations are visible on all sides,

but there are keen eyes watching them that they keep

within safe limits. The moneyed interests once so

powerful are now facing a country well informed on the

probable outcome of any new policy. Hundreds of

millions of capital are invested on the presumption that

wisdom and foresight shall prevail at the helm of public

affairs. British capitalists are finding this country

under its conservative management a profitable field

for heavy investments. The outflow of foreign capital

will continue doubtless until a sort of equalization is

effected.

The Compass in the Watch.

A correspondent of the London Truth sends the fol-

lowing :
" A few days ago 1 was standing by an

American gentleman, when I expressed a wish to know
which point was the north. He at once pulled out his

watch, looked at it. and pointed to the north. I asked

him whether he had a compass attached to his watch.

' All watches,' he replied, 'are compasses.' Then he

explained to me how this was. Point the horn hand to

the sun, and the south is exactly half way between the

hour and the figure XII, on the watch. For instance,

suppose that it is 4 o'clock, point the hand indicating

4

to the sun and II un the watch is exactly south. Sup-

pose that it is 8 o'clock, point the hand indicating 8 to

the sun, and the figure X on the watch is due south.

My American friend was quite surprised that 1 did not

know this. Thinking that very possibly I was ignorant

of a thing that everyone else knew and happening te-

meet Mr. Stanley, 1 asked that eminent travelerwhether

he was aware of this simple mode of discovering the

points of the compass. He said that he had never

heard of it. I presume, therefore, that the world is in

the same state of ignorance. Amalfi is proud of hav ing

been the home of the compass. I do not know what
town boasts of my American friend as a citizen."

FELLING FIR TREES IN OREGON.
A correspondent of the Southern Lumberman, writ-

ing from Oregon, tells how they fell large trees in that

State. He says : "Some of our tall timber will-

measure from six to twelve feet in diameter, and run

up three hundred feet. The way to get them down
perhaps will be interesting to some of your readers.

When a tree is too large to saw down we bore an inch

augur holestraight into the body of the tree about two-

feet from the ground, from eighteen to twenty-four

inches deep, and then we bore another hole about
twenty inches in a line above and let the augur range
down so as to strike the inner end of the first hole
bored. The points where they join must be near to the

center of the tree. Then we put in some maple coals

that are aglow with heat, and they fall down to the

junction of the two holes. Then we blow them into a

blaze with a hand bellows, and your work is done. They
will come down themselves, and once down the fire goes
out. The upper hole forms a stove pipe and the lower

hole forms the draught. Trees up to six feet in diame-
ter we saw down. We cut a small notch, say from eight

to ten inches deep, so it will be square, then we take a

seven-foot cross-cut saw and go on the opposite side

and saw straight into the notch ; we follow up with iron

wedges to keep the tree from going back until we saw
clear through, lackingthree or four inches. Then it comes
down and does not spoil your timber.

TIE TIMBER IN LATIN AMERICA.

The following data about the use of tie timber in-

Mexico and South America is inteiesting.

Argentine Republic.—East Argentine railway, hand-

erbay ; Western of Buenos Ayres, quehacho and urun-

day.

Uruguay.— Uruguay North-Western railway, creo-

sotei pine.

Brazil.—Hereobo and native hardwoods.

Chili.—Antofagasta railway, Chili oak
;
Copiapo rail-

way, Chili oak
;
Coquimbo railway, cypress ; Taltal

railway, white oak.

Peru.—Pisco and Yea railway, California redwood.

Venezuela.—La Guaira and Caracas railway, lignum:

vitae.

United States of Columbia.—Lignum vitae.

Mexico.— Merida and Prefeso railway, ironwood
;

other roads, yellow pine.

Hawaii.—California redwood.

Railroad Ties.

According to a government report on the consump-

tion of forest supplies by railroads, about 73,000,000

ties are annually needed for new construction and re-

newals by the roads of the' United States, which is

equivalent to about 365,000,000 cubic feet of raw ma-
terial. The various woods are estimated to be used in

about the following proportions : Oak, 45,000,000 ;

chestnut, 3,500,000; pine, 12,500,000; red, white and;

California cedar, 5,000,000 ; hemlock and tamarac,

2,500,000 ;
cypress, 1,500,000 ; redwood, 2,500,000 ;,

other kinds, 500,000. Thus oak furnishes about 60 per

cent, of the supply, and not only from choice trees

mainly, but from the young growth which may make

one tie to the tree or one to the cut.

The Canadian Pacific Railw ay have constructed large

lumber clocks at Owen Sound, which accommodate

over 7,000,000 feet. Since their completion large

quantities of lumber are being shipped over this road.

The company, it is stated, will make a direct bid for all

the lumber shipment of the north shore next summer.
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WANTED AND FOR SALE.
Advertisements will be iserled in this depart-

ment at the rate of /_> cents per line each insertion

When four or more consec.ttive insertions are

ordered a discount of 25 per cent, will be allowed.
This notice shows the width of the line, and is set

in Nonpareil type. Advertisements must be re-

reived not later than the zjth of each month to

*esure insertion in the following issue.

HARDWOOD lumber, bought, sold or received

on consignment, TUCKER DAVID, lum-
ber commission merchant. 313 Eleventh Ave..N.\ .

LUMBER YARD AND FACTORY FOR
Sale. One of the oldest established in Bran-

don, doing good profitable business of about forty-

thousand dollars per year, an exceptionally good
opportunity for any one wishing to commence
business in the most thriving City in Manitoba.
Box 97 Brandon. Man.

WANTED-TO BUY.

GOOD Canadian Timber Limits and Georgian
Bay saw logs. Address, BEN' BIRDSALL,

Whitney Building, Detroit, Mich.

CAPITAL WANTED.WANTED—A partner with about S12.000 cap-

ital, to take half interest in a well established

lumber and shingle business in British Columbia.
Timber Limits now secured to run mill 5 to 7

year*. For particulars address, H. H. S., BOX
297. Vancouver, B. C.

WANTED SITUATION, by a thorough office

man, 8 years experience with a large lumber-
ing concern; can furnish best of references,

address " BOOKKEEPER " care of ' Canada
LCMBKRHAii."

WANTED—PARTNER
WITH $30,000 to 575.C05 capital to invest in

timber limit and saw mills on line of C.P.B.

iu British Columbia, with three practical men.
Best thing on line of C.P.B. Address BOX 276,

Trenton. Ont., Canada.

TAMARACK TIMBER.

THE UNDEBSIGNED wishes to purchase a
large quantity of Tamarack Logs, from 8 to

20 feet long, »he smallest to be not less than 13 in.

at the top. A good price will be paid, delivered

at Shelbume, Melancthon, Corbetton and Eiver-

»iew mills. A. F. SPEABING. Shelborne or
Biverview.

FOB SALE in the vil age of South Biver.—

a

first-class saw and shingle mill, iu good run-

ina order: situated on the bank of South river.

Parrv Sound district. For particulars apply to

C. W. Burns, jr.. South Biver. Ont.

FOB SALE —Steam saw mill and l.usb lot in

the township of Egremont. Apply to Adam
Watson, Durham.

STEAM KILL—for sale, in the village of Cre-

diore. with a good lumber and log yard; out-

ing1 capicitv good; tt-rms reasonable. For
particulars apply to J. D. Greeuless, Alliston,

Ontario.

MIST BP: SOLD at any sacrifice, heavy saw-
mill machinery: first-cl ass site : good stock

of logs, and 200 acres of land : at junction of

G.T.K. with C P.K. Apply E. Garbow. Nipissing
Junction P.O . Ont.

WANTED—Competent man to run saw mi'.l in

British Columbia, at a rate per M. Must be
proficient in all branches of the lumber business.

Man with family preferred. Address A. Jones,
Lumberman Office. Toronto.

WANTED-FOR CASH -HARDWOOD
HARDWOOD Ll'MBEK Snares and Dimension

Stock, principally wa'nut squares, ijto 7 in.

thick, 12 in. and upward long. Apply for speci-

fications and prices. State full particulars of

stock on hand. P. O. BOX 1.144, New York.

UNDEKSIfiNED wants to buy or lease saw
mill where good business can be done. Ad-

vertiser. Leith, Ont.

RAILS AND CARS FOR SALE.

Light Steel Kails for Tramways ; good order.

Cars for lumber, cheap.

JOHN J. GAKTSHOKK,
49 Front St. West.

Toronto.

Q
WANTED.

'EBEC B1KCH—Those who tan furnish

choice lumber are invited to correspond

JOHN S. MASON & CO.
240 Eleventh Avenue.

New Vork City.

FOR SALE
TWO BOILERS. 54 inches in diameter. 16 feet:

tfl 4-inch Tubes. Fronts and Safety Valve

:

alvo on? Engine. 20x24. with heavy bed : large
It [triving Pulley and heavy Balance Wheel.
ApplT

' ' MICKI.E. DVMENT & SON,
Gravenhurst.

FOR SALL.

nUaMDM r ACTOR Y, only i yearn built, with

<n * 1 ir.'Jr«d and fift . Horn- I'owei Kngine and

fUni-.n arid Modern Machine, with railway

Hin^ Wm\ ItPMi <:»r ».*. do<r Tortus eaav.

WILLIAM LEAS & CO.,

f il«ii»
J
Coul and Wood,

U trnl*A v.i.jot, Toronto

Sealed tenders addressed to the undersigned,
and endorsed "Tender for Dormitory, Royal
Military College. Kingston, Ont.," will be received
at this office until FRIDAY, 12TH DECEMBER,
1890, for the several works required in the erection
of Dormitory Building, Royal Military College,
Kingston, Ont.
Specifications can be seen at the Department of

Public Works, Ottawa, and at the office of Messrs.
Power & Son, architects, Kingston, on and after

Friday, 21st, November, 1890, and tenders will not
be considered unless made on the form supplied,
and signed with the actual signature of tenderers.
Each tender must be accompanied by an ac-

cepted bank cheque made payable to the order
of the Honorable the Minister of Public Works
equal to five per cent, of tl e amount of the tender,
which will be forfeited if the party decline to enter
into a contract when called upon to do so. or if he
fail to complete the work contracted tor. If the
tender be not accepted thecheque will be returned.
The department will not be bound to accept the

lowest or anytender.
By order

A. GOBEIL,
Secretary.

Department of Public Works,
Ottawa, iqth November, 1890. D-26-L3

JUDICIAL SALE
-OF AN-

ISLAND IN LAKE HURON.

Pursuant to the Judgment of the High Court
of Justice made in the action of Rae v. Rankin,
there will be offered for sale by Public Auction,
with the approbation of Neil McLean, Esquire,
Official Referee, by Messrs. Oliver Coate & Co.
at the Mart King Street, Toronto, on

SATURDAY THE 27th DAY OF

DECEMBER, 1890

at 12 o'clock, noon

THE ISLAND CALLED FITZWILLIAM OR

HORSE ISLAND,

South East of Manitoulin Island, Lake Huron,
Ontario.

This Island contains over 15.000 acres covered
with an unusually heavy growth of cedar. There
is also tamarack, maple, birch, red oak, poplar,
spruce, balsam, etc.. on the island; the pine has
been sold About one third is good farming
land, and there is an immense quantity of good
building stone, there is a harbor perfectly land-
locked, with sufficient depth of water to float the
largest class uf shipping on the lakes. The Island
is about So miles from Owen Sound.
Ten percent of the purchase money will be re-

quired to be paid at the time of sale to the vendors
or their solicitors, and the balance within thirty
day-, thereafter without interest into Court to the
credit of the action.

The .other conditions of sale are the standing
conditions of the court.

For further particulars apply to JOSEPH
COZKNS. Esq., Sault Ste. Marie. COLONEL
ARTHUR RANKIN, Windsor, and SMITH,
RAE & GREEK, Vendors' Solicitors. Toronto.

Dated the 2fth day of November, 1890.

NEIL McLEAN, Official Referee.

Sealed tenders addressed to the undersigned'
and endorsed " render tor Caisson." will be re"
ceived at this office until Friday, the 5th day of
December next, inclusively, for supplying, erect-
ing and completing in place, a Wrought Iron
Caisson for the Dry Dock now in course of con-
struction at Kingston. Ont.. in accordance with
the plans on exhibition at this office, and at the
Engineer's office 30 Union street, Kingston, and
with the conditions and stipulations contained in
Form of Tender, copies of which can be obtained
on application to the undersigned and W. O.
Strong, Esq., resident engineer, 30 Union street.
Kingston, Ont.
Tenders will not be considered unless made on

forms supplied' and signed with the actual signa-
tures of tenders
An accepted bank cheque payable to the order

of the Minister of Public Works, equal to f per
cent, of amount of tender, must accompany' each
tender. This cheque will be forfeited if the party
decline the contract or fail to complete the work
contracted for, and will be returned in case of non-
acceptance of tender.
The Department does not bind itself to accept

the lowest or any tender. By order.
A. GOBEIL; Sei retary,

Department of Public Works,
Ottawa, Nov. 19, lfjqj.

TIMBER * LANDS

FOR SALE

5000 Acres of Timber
Lands on the Manitoulin
Island,

Patented and unpatented, are ottered at the

Low Price of

$5.00 PER ACRE.

Some of the lots have timber on them worth
$20 per acre, and the land is of fair quality for

farming when cleared.
The Dominion Government having recently

taken off the Export Duty on Telegraph Poles,
Railway Ties, Shingle Bolts and Saw Logs, the
value of the timber on the island is doubled, owing
to its great facilities for shipment to Detroit. Chi-
cago, Toledo. Buffalo. Cleveland and all Lake ports.

The late owners, Messrs. Wm. and Robert
Henry, are both deceased, and there being no one
to carry on their business, these lands will De sold
low, in Block to close out the estate. Tenders
solicited and purchases liberally dealt with. All

necessary information can be ootained from the

trustee and Solicitors, .

Messrs. FRANCIS & VVARDROP,
Barristers, &c,

AMES McGEE. Trustee, Toronto.

Toronto.

MACHINERYFOR SALE
LIST of miscellaneous machines, etc., for sale

byH.W. PETRIE, Brantford and Toronto.

ONE corn and cob crusher.

FINE grain or feed mills.

ONE Craig wheat scourer.

ONE mill stone dresser.

ONE corn huser.

TWO corn shellers.

TWO paint mills.

ONE tile machine.

ONE clav crusher.

ONE copper-jacketed kettle.

TWO copper dye kettles. % .

TWOsat cracer or biscuit machines.^with dies.

ONE sugar or sorgum mill.

ONE union leather splitter.

ONE steam rock drill.

ONE foot press forcanner's use, with dies.

ONE fruit evaporator.

ONE Caligraph typewriter.

ONEclover thrasher and huller,

ONE ditching machine.

ONE Wiard sulky plow.

ONE hosiery or bobbin winder.

ONE set scouring rolls.

ONE Chase Hock cutter.

ONE lot press plates.

TWO meat choppers.

ONE large clothes mangle.

ONE shooting gallery tube.

ONE small bone mill.

ONE run 42 inch buhr stones.

10 water wheels, different sixes and makes.

ONE lot spu r and bevel gears

ONE lot shafting, hangers and pulleys.

ONE lot balance wheels.

ONE set cheese box machinery.

ONE lot Cook's patent levels.

TWO steam fire engines.

FIVE hand fire engine

TWO hose carts.

EIGHT steam pumps.

ONE No. to centrifugal pump.

THREE hydraulic rams.

ONE champion spark arrester.

ONE lot lifting jacks.

ONE lot new portable forges

I also have Engines, Boilers of all sizes. Iron

and Wood-Wood Machinery, Send for descriptive

list. H. W. PETRI E. Toronto.

ST. LAWRENCE CANALS.

R API DE PLAT DIVISION.

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.

SEALED TENuERS addressed to the under-
signed, and endorsed " Tender for the St.

Lawrence Canals." will be received at this office,
until the arrival of the eastern and western mails on
Wednesday, tho jrd day of December next for the
construction of a lift lock, weirs, etc., Morrisbure
and the deepening and enlargement of the Rapid'-
Plat Canal. The work will be divided into three
sections, each about a mile in length.
A map of the locality, together with plans and

specifications of the respective works, can be seen
on and after Wednesday the rath day of November
next, at this office, and at the Resident Engineer's
Office. Morrisburg. where printed forms offender
can be obtained.

In the case of firms there must be attached to the
tender, the actual signatures of the full name, the
nature of the occupation and residence of each
member of the same, and further, an accepted
cheque on a chartered bank in Canada, for the sum
of $6,coo, must accompany the tender for Section
No. 1, and an accepted cheque on a chartered bank
in Canada, for the sum of $2,000 for each of the
other sections
The respective accepted cheques must be endors-

ed over to the Minister of Railways and Canals,
and will be forfeited if the party tendering declines
entering into contract for the works at the rates
and on the terms stated in the offer submitted.
The cheques thus sent in will be returned to the
respective parties whose tenders are not accepted.
This Department does not, however, bind itself

to accept the lowest or any tender.

By order,

A. P. BRADLEY

Department of Railw ays and Canals, \

Ottawa, 7th November, 1S90. \

Secretary

.

?TftRAMER

l\l*£U\H0k gr Toronto.

ESTABLISHED 1888.
T

The industrial*

REVIEW
Thos. E. Powell & Co.. Publishers,

MEMPHIS, TENN.

The Most Widely Circulated Commercial,.
Financial and Industrial Journal

in (lie South.

THE INDUSTRIAL REVIEW
Is a Monthly Journal devoted to Trades and

Manufacturers.

IT GIVES SPECIAL ATTENTION
To the mining interest, the milling interest, the
railroad interest, the steel and Iron interest, the
textile manufacturing interest, the lumber and
wood manufacturing interest, the hardware and
machinery trade, and is an authority on

Southern Industrial Development.

TKK.H.H OK SCBSCRIPTION ;

One copy, one year, $1. Advertising rates on
application.
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WILLARD W.

202 of Hard Woods.

BROWN.

COWPER &, CRECORY.
RECEIVERS and Forwarders of Lumber,

Lath, Shingles. &c. Unexcelled facilities

for shipping by canal or rail. Tonawanda, N. Y.

A. M. DODGE & CO.
MANUFACTURERS of and Wholesale deal-

I I ers in all kinds of Lumber, Lath and Shing-
les. Tonawanda, N. Y.

E. & B. HOLMES.
HOLESALE dealers in Lumber and Timber.

Office, Michigan and Canal Streets. Buffalo,w
N. Y.

CHEESMAN DODGE
TIMBER and Lumber Merchants. Ship and

Boat stock, Railroad Ties, &c. Office, 16

West Seneca Street, Buffalo.

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co.

OFFICE and yard, 175 Louisiana Street, Buf-
falo. Holders of Hardwood stocks are in-

vited to correspond.

EMMET FLEMINC
INSPECTOR and Commission dealer in Lum-

ber. Office, 251 Louisiana Street, Buffalo, N.

THE TONAWANDA LUMBER CO.
|V/f ILLS at East Tawas. Mich.; office 106 Main
1
T

I Street, opposite N. Y. C. and H. R. R. R.
Station, North Tonawanda, N. Y.

J. & T. CHARLTON
WHOLESALE dealers in Masts and Spars,

Canada Round Pine, &c. Tonawanda, N.
y.

:

-

A. P. & W. E. KELLEY CO.

WHOLESALE Lumber dealers. Yards at
Tonawanda and Chicago. Correspondence

invited.

LAYCOCK LUMBER CO.
\/| ANUFACTURERS of Pine, Hemlock and
I I Oak Timber up to S5 feet in length. Saw
Mills : Ackley, Pa., Black Rock, N£.Y., Graven-
hurst, Ont. Office, corner Main and Seneca Sts,

Buffalo, N. Y.

C. P. HAZARD.
WHOLESALE dealer in Lumber. Shingles,

Lath and Fence Posts. Correspondence
invited from the Canadian trade. No 92 River
Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

L. A. KELSEY LUMBER CO., (Ltd.)
iy| ANUFACTURERS and dealers in Hard-
1~I wood Lumber of all kinds. Describe stock
and write for prices. Office Tonawanda, N. Y.

BOVEE & HOWDEN
IV/I ANUFACTURERS and Wholesale dealers
I I in Hard and Soft Wood Lumber. Holders
of Canadian stocks are invited to write for quota-
tions. Offices at Tonawanda and Le Roy, N. Y.

Sealed tenders addressed to the undersigned,
and endorsed " Tender for Iron Superstructure,
York Bridge,'' will be received until Tuesday, the
9th day of December next, inclusively, for the
construction and erection in place of tfce Iron
Superstructure of the bridge now in course of
construction across the Grand River, at the Vill-

age of Yoik, Haldimand County, Ontario, accord-
ing to plans and a specification to be seen at the
Department of Public Works, Ottawa.

Tenders will not be considered unless made on
the form supplied and signed with fhe actual
signatures of tenderers.

An accepted bank cheque, payable to the order
of the Minister of Public Works, for the sum of
eight hundred dollars ($800.00), must accompany
each tender. This cheque will be forfeited if the
party decline the contract or fail to complete the
work contracted for, and will be returned in case
of non-acceptance of tender.

The Departmnnt does not bind itself to accept
the lowest or any tender.

By order,
A. GOBEIL,

Secretary,

Department of Public Works,
Ottawa, 18th Nov., 1890.

NOTICE

Re Ontario Crown

Lands

Crown Lands Department,

Toronto, November, 29th. 1890.

Notice is hereby given, that the lands lying
between the east limit of the Township of Awrey,
in the District of Nipissing, produced north and
south, and the west limit of the Townships of
Esten and Spragge, in the District of Algoma,
produced north, are withdrawn from sale or
location from and including the first day of De-
cember, now next, and no further sales or locations
will be made of lands within said limits until further
notice, except in cases :

(1) Where application has been duly made and
the purchase money has heretofore been paid into
the Department, or

(2) Where application has been made and a
large proportion of the purchase money has
heretofore been paid, and where a substancial
expenditure of money has been heretofore made
in developing or in completing a survey of the
location.

No application heretofore made unaccompanied
by the purchase money for lands in the said limits,
except as aforesaid, will be considered.

ARTHUR S. HARDY,
Commissioner of Crown Lands.

SAW MILLS
ON THE "SOO."

The large forests of Pine, Hemlock and
hard wood on the line of the Minneapolis, St.

Paul and Sault St. Marie Railway ("SOO
LINE")offer excellent opportunities for en-
terprising Saw Mill Men to locate in Wiscon-
sin and the Upper Peninsula of Michigan.

Information furnished, as
^ar as possible, relative to
mill sites.gTOups oftimber,
price ofstumpage.etc. MILL
MACHINERY TRANSPORTED
FREE OF CHARGE.

Low Rates,
Good Facilities,

Prompt Service,

W. W. RICH,
'Soo' Railway, Minneapolie. Minn.

NoTrouble— TO
BUILD
if von start right.
The first step
should be an ex-
amination of Mr.

Shoppell'g buildlne designs—the only large
collection of designs that are artistic, prac-
tical and reliable. The estimates are guaran-
teed. Mr. Shoppell's publications are £3
follows

:

of $1,000 Houses, 30
Price

designs, $2 00
" 8 0)" 1,500 30

" 8,000
"

30 " 8 C)
" 8,500 30 " 8 CD
" 8 000 3fJ " 2 0
" 3,500 3! " 8 CO
" <.000 1) 8 00
" COC'O S3 " 8 CO
" coco " £3 8 CO
" 7,500 r » 2 CO
" 10,000 si 2 CO
" Stables "

10 " 2 CO
•The first Portfolio con<:.ir.s designs that costu

low ae $500, StiOU, $T(K)ond *8U0.
Any 3 of the above Portfolios for $5 : any 7

for $10; tht; complete set (18) for$15. Bound
volume containing over 200 designs selected
from the various portfolios, price $5, return-
able if not satisfactory.

AUoresg R. W. SHOPPELL,
Architect, C3 L'way, ISew York.

North Shore Navigation Go,

$6.00,
THREE DAYS, 1

Meals and Berth included. J

ROUND TRIP TICKETS FROM TO-RONTO AND HAMILTON, $10 BCUMBERLAND, Toronto; C. E. MORG4N
Hamilton, and a'l G. T. R. Ticket Agents.

THE NEW PALACE STEAMER

CITY OF MIDLAND
Is intended to leave Col I i rigwood every Mon-
day and Thursday at 8.30 a.m., and Midland
at 2 p.m., on arrival of G. T. R. morning train
from Toronto, Hamilton, Peterboro'
Port Hope, and all points on Northern and
North-western and Midland Divisions of G T R
for Parry Sound, Byng Inlet andFrench River.

Returning will reach Midland at 2 p.m.
Wednesday and Saturday, connecting with trains,
for Toronto, Hamilton, Peterboro',
Port Hope, Barrie, and all point- Eastand South, on Northern and North-western;
G. T. R., and at Collingwood with trains'.
North.

For freight and passenger rates apply to all G.
T. R. Agents and on board steamer.

C. E. STEPHENS, Sec.-Treas., Collingwood.

W. J. SHEPPARD,

General Manager, Waubaushene^

SCRIBNERS

LUMBER

LOGBOOK
Over One Million Sold.

IV/l OST complete book of its kind ever published.
1
T
I Gives measurement of all kinds of Lumber,.

Logs, Planks, Scantling; cubical contents of square
and round Timber ; hints to lumber dealers ; wood
measure : speed of circular saws ; care of saws ;

cord-wood tables : felling trees ; growth of trees ;

land measure ; wages, rent, board, interest, stave
and r fading bolts, etc. Standard book throughout
the Lnited StateS and Canada. Get the new illus-
trated edition of 1882. Ask your book-seller for it..

Sent post-paid for 35 cents.

C. W. FISHER, Box 338, Rochester, N.T

or A. G. MORTIMER. Toronto, Ont

Herbert G. Ross. Box 273. Reginald C. Blaker

H. G. ROSS & GO.
Real Estate, Fire and Life Insurance,

Shipping and General Commission Agents.

Ir3fsTimber Limits and Farming Lands a Specialty.

A.B.C. Code, Cable address, " Ross."

NEW WESTMINSTER. - B. C
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

The American Lumber Yard
HAMBURG, GERMANY,

Offers the best facilities for Yarding and Selling all kinds of

American Wood Goods.
Address :

ROSENBACHER & CO., CARL GARTNER, Agent,

Bankers, Hamburg. Hamburg.

AGNOLIA METAL
ENDORSED BY

United States and Gorman Governments
BEST ANTI-FRICTION METAL FOR

Steamship, Railroad, Dynamj, Rolling Mill, High-Speed Engine, Saw Mill, Cotton Mill, Paper Mill and all Machinery Bearings.

MAGNOLIA ANTI-FRICTION METAL CO.
London Office. 7-

r
> Queen Victoria Street,

Chicago Office, 41 Traders Building,
Montreal Office. H. McLaren & Co.

OWNERS AND SOLE MANUFACTURERS,

74 CORTLANDT ST., NEW YORK..
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C. C. CLEVELAND. G. F. CLEVELAND.

J. L. GOODHUE & CO.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

I^eatlier Belting
AND

nD^isrvrx-X-iiE - QUEBEC

THIS SPACE FOR SALE

RAILROAD, BANK & OFFICE

DESKS
TEES £g CO.,

300 ST. JAMES Street
, MONTREAL.

STORAGE OF LUMBER.
We are prepared to receive any quantity of Lumber for storage.

Freight and money will be advanced on same. Also, Warehouse
Receipts issued, which can be hypothecated to banks and others.

Storage charges easy. For further particulars apply to

W. LEAK & CO.
Jjixnatoer, Goal and Wood.

DUNDAS STREET, - - TORONTO.

GO0BBAY, BBNSON & G9
QUEBEC, F\ Q.

General Lumber i Timber Merchants,
f ^\

Correspondence is solicited from parties having choice stocks of Hardwood and Pine
to offer, either in the log or in sawn lumber.

JOHN BERTRAM & SONS,

CL&.ITJ^D^ TOOL "vVOIElI^S

DUNDAS, ONTARIO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

WOOD-WORKING 31ACMINER Y
MACHINE TOOLS, ETC.

Write for Prices and Catalogues

Packing Cases in Snooks.

Any Saw mill in Canada able to undertake

large orders, for Case Boards is requested to

communicate with

W. & C PANTIN
147 Upper Thames Street,

LONDON, ENG.

GEO. CORMACK
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

All kinds of LUMBER.
Lumber Shipped to allparts by Rail or Vessel.

WHITBY, 0NTA RICh

The Millwrights and
Engineers Safeguard. A. T. ANDERSON & CO,

CONTRACTORS FOR

Electrical and General Machinery.

No Hot Boxes, stands any weight or motion. Best and cheapest metal
known for Machinery Journal Bearings. Reliable Machinists use no other. To
be had at every enterprising Hardware store in the Dominion.

ALONZO W. SPOONER, Patentee and Manufacturer, PORT HOPE, ONT

THE RATHBUN COMPANY,
DEHERONTO

,

ONTARIO,
MANUFACTURERS OF

Honrs, Sash, Blinds, Stairs
AND ALL KINDS OF WOODEN HOUSE FINISHING MATERIALS.

Cedar Oil for Purging Boilers.

Wood Working Machinery for Sale

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

THE MONARCH BOILER

(MTENTEOf AND HERCULES ENGINE.

Portable from 6 to 70 horse power. Surpass
portable steam power heretofore produced for

strength, durability, compactness, and the ease
with which they can be moved.
The 70 horse power can he taken over the rough-

est roads, or into the forest, and set up as easily
and quickly as sn ordinary?/) horse power port-
able engine, and as firm as a brick-set stationary
engine Engines and boilers of every size and des-
cription. Kotary Haw Mills, Shingle and Lath
machine*. Law Grinders, Planers, etc. Mill
machinery and supplies of every description.
Every boiler insured againKt explosion by ihe
Boiler Insurance Ic Inspection Co. of Cauada.
Writ* for circulars.

A ROB8 4 30N3,
I Amherst Foundry and

Amhertt, N 3. Machine works
iiTiiuiMct ouzn so rMHW.

TO MACKINAC
Summer Tours.

Palace Steamers. Low Rate*.
Four Trips per Week Between

DETROIT, MACKINAC ISLAND
Fetoakey, 8«ult Ste. Marie, and Lake

Huron Way Ports.

vary Week Day Between

DETROIT AND CLEVELAND
8p«cl.l Sunair Trip, during »>»>«, July, A ufrmt .ad s.pt.

Double Dally Line Between
CHICAGO AND ST. JOSEPH, MICH.
Our Illustrated Pamphlets
Bate, anri Exourslon Tickets will be furnishedbv your Tieke' Agent, or address
E. B. WHITCOMB, G. P. A., DETROIT, MICH

Detroit and Cleveland Steam Nav. Co.

1 20 H.P. engine, boiler and smoke stack.

1 No. 3 planer and matcher.

1 No. 1 shaper.
• 1 Scroll saw. .

1 Rip saw bench,

1 Moulding machine to mould 4 sides.

1 Iron frame tenoning machine.

1 Morticing machine.

1 Swing sawing machine.

I Blind slat tenoning machine.

1 Double acting hand wiring machine.
1 Swing iron sand-papering machine.
1 Turning lathe.

And also a large quantity of Belting, Shafting
and Pulleys.

The above machinery is almost new.
Apply to

P.WHITE, - Pembroke, Ont.

MARK H. IRISH

Broker and

Commission Agent.

Special attention given to buying and selling

Saw Mills, Timber Limits and Mineral
Lands

In the United States and Canada.

NO SALE NO COMMISSION.

Room 12 Mail Building, Toronto, Ont.

CORRESPONDENCE SOL'CITEO

1 Complete instalations of team and Hydraulic
Power, Electric Light and Power Plants'. Wiring
and Construction for Arc and Incandescent
Lighting. Agents for the celebrated " C. & C "

Electric Motors.

75 Adelaide Street East,
Toronto. Ont., Cauada.

Estimates furnished and every information
cheerfu ly given to intending purchasers
N. B.—Only first-class work on which a full

guarantee will be given.

LUMBER

TRUCK * WHEELS.

The Montreal

Gar Wheel Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

CHARCOAL IRON CHILLED

Railroad Wheels
Offices: New York Life Insurance

Building, Montreal.

Works: Lachine, Quebec.

WE make a Specialty of Wheels suitable for
the requirements of Lumbetmen and

Street Car Service, and can supply them Bored,
Finished and Balanced.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED
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Friction pulley JJoard
The Best Materials ever used

for Frictions of all

O kinds

-MANUFACTURED BY^

The

Dominion Leather |}oard Company,

IViorafcr^al, Quebec.

Steam

Packing.

SAMPLES FURNISHED. PLEASE MENTION THIS PAPER. CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

TO MILL OWNERS, MANUFACTURERS
AND ALL WHO ARE USING

Gait*.Machine* Knife* Works.

mm'

UN MACHINE KNIVES
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION FOR

Planing, Moulding & Stave Cutting.

HETES|

0^

SEiTJD FOE PEICE LIST

IE -2-OTJ -V^^nSTT BELTING
Which will Run Straight on the Pulleys,

Which is Thoroughly Well Stretched,
Which will not Tear at the Lace Holes,

Wliich will give Complete Satisfaction,

SENE TO

R. E. Dixon & Co.

PETER HA Y, GAL T, ONT.

MANUFACTURERS OF

PATENT LAP-JOINT STAR RIVET

^LEATHER tBELTING*
70 King Street East, Toronto.

Sole Agents in Canada for the

CELEBRATED PHCENIX OIL
The Only Peibcl Belt UrBssing,

All our Belting is sold at the Canadian price list. Please compare be

fore purchasing. Send for Discounts and our Pamphlet on Belting

THE BiLTHBUIT COH^IF5'^
DESERONTO, ONT.,

MANUFACTURERS OF

*TERRA*COTTA* FIRE-PROOFING *
For Use in Old and New Buildings.

Endorsed by Leading Architects. Absolutely Fire-proof. About as Cheap as-

Wood or Brick. Weight One-Third that of Brick. Does not

Crack on application of Heat or Water.

Deadens Noise. Gives Warmth in Winter; Coolness in Summer.

NAPANEE CEMENT COMPANY
(limited.)

— manufacturers of —

Illjclrjaulio Cement
PARTICULARLY adapted for Dams, Smoke Stacks, Foundations, Cul-

verts, Cisterns, Cellars, etc.

ENDORSED BY LEADING RAILWAYS AND CONTRACTORS.

fore purchasing. Send for Discounts and our Pamphlet on Belting. For Building, Plastering, Gas Purifying, Paper Making, &C.

B. F. Sturtevanfs Patent Progressive Lumber Dry Kiln.
RELIABLE EAZFTID ! CUDELS-IF I

GUARANTEED *^mm^ NO WARPINGGUARANTEED
TO DR Y

—IN—

Best Manner Possibe

ALL KINDS OF

HARD and SOFT
WOOD LUMBER.

WRITE+FOR+CATALOGUE.

91 Liberty Street
NEW YORK.

NO WARPING
CHECKING

AND BLUEING
—WITH THE—

STURTEVANT
Patent Hot Blast

StBam H Bating

Apparatus.

31 N. Canal street
CHICAGO.

B. F. STURTEVANT, Patentee and Sole Manufacturer, 34 Oliver Street, (corner of Franklin street) BOSTON, Mass., (J. S. A.

A. R. Williams, Soho Machine Works, Toronto, General Ar/ent for the Dominion.
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The Only Successful Kiln fnr Drying Oak and other Hardwoods

"THE ANDKEWS"
NEW LUMBER

DRY-KILiN
Itsremarkable efficiency depends upon its peculiar mode of

applying heat to, and eliminating moisture from, the air used

in drying. We use no costly fan, engine or other device that

requires constant attention, nor do we waste heat by a special

chimney. The air circulates through the lumber, and the

moisture absorbed from it is extracted from the air by natural

methods. You can not afford to be without it.

Our Process Duplicates Nature. The following well-known furniture manufacturers

have recently purchased the "Andrews Kiln."

Estey Manufacturing Co., - - - Owasa, Mich.
East Shore Furniture Co., - - - Manistee, Mich.
Universal Tripod Co., - - - Grand Kapids, Mich.
Crand Rapids School Furniture Co., Grand Rapids M.
New England Furniture Co., - Grand Rapids. Mich.
Milwaukee Chair Co.,

Oshkosh Furniture Co.,

Skandia Furniture Co.,

Story & Clark Organ Co.,

Rock Falls Manufacturing Co.,

Courey & rarely Table Co., -

Southern Spring Bed Co., -

Sidney School- Furniture Co.,,

Milwaukee, Wis.
Oshkosh. Wis.
Rockfork, I1L

Chicago, I1L

- Sterling, 111.

Shelbyville, Ind.

Atlanta, Ga.
Sidnev, Ohio.

Outside View Of the AndreWS Kiln. New Richmond Church Furniture Co., N.Richmond, O.

A. H. Andrews & CO., Proprietors and Manufacturers
215,217,219,221 Wabash Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

The Casselman Lumber Co.

CASSLEMAN, ONT. Successors to FLATT & BRADLEY.

ESPECIAL GOOD FACILITIES FOR SHIPPING.

HEMLOCK BILL STUFF OF EXCELLENT QUALITY.

ALSO MANUFACTURERS OF

PINE, SPRUCE, ASH, MAPLE AND OTHER HARDWOODS.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

J. W. MA1TLAND
H. RIXON J. G. AIN5LIE

W. 5TODART

Maltland, Rixon & Co..
Owen Sound, Ont.

Saw Millers ^ Lumber Dealers
All kinds of Building Material kept in stock.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

LONG BILL STUFF IN ROCK ELM, PINE, CEDAR AND HEMLOCK.
QUOTATIONS FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.

F. J. DRAKE,
PATENTEE AND MANUFACTURER OF

SAW, SHINGLE % LATH MACHINERY
Bellevillo, Ontario.

dImTpIt!^^ SHINCLE AND HEADING MACHINE
Capacity from 25,000 to 50,000 per day.

The frame of iron throughout, very heavy and rigid, strongly bolted and braced ;

carriage very light and strong, made of forged cast steel saw plate, running on steel

ways or tracks; will take in a block 18 inches wide and 19 inches long, adjustablefor

16 inch or 18 inch shingles.

Drake's Improved Shingle Edger.
With 40 inch saw will make more No. I Shingles from the same quantity of timber than

any Wheel Jointer in existence.

It has a heavy iron frame made for two operators, two inch steel saw arbor, with extra
long bearings; driving pulley 8 inches diameter, 7 inch face, saw 40 inches diameter, 16 gauge,
speed, 1,600 per minute.

Mill men who have once used this machine will not use any other. For capacity, remov-
ing sap-knols, rot or any other imperfections, for making parallel shingles and economy of stock,
it is superior to any other.

AUo manufacturer of other kind?, of Shingle Jointers, both self-acting and hand-feed Shingle Machines, Packing Boxes, Drag Saw Machines, Kolters, Stationary and Portable Saw Mills,

'.' Iv ;-<
. 1. ; r v . , m* Rig>, Bull Wheel Rigs, Lath Machines, Lath Bolters, in fact a general line of Mill Machinery, with Pulleys, Shafting, &c. Satisfaction guaranteed in,

^vr. Send for estimates on anything required, and the same will receive immediate attention.
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CEO. HASTINGS. JOHN CRAY. H. HANCOCK.

GEO. HASTINGS & CO.
1

Lumber Merchants

TRUST BUILDING CHAMBERS, TflRnNTO
Cor. Yonge and Colborne Streets.

1 Wr\LJlN 1U.

All Kinds of Pine and Hardwood Lumber.

BILL STUFF CUT TO ORDER A SPECIALTY.

Toronto Hardwood Lumber Go.

Wholesale Dealers and Shippers in all kinds of

±
HARDWOOD * LUMBER

83 Front Street West, Corner Lome Street, TORONTO.

OFFICES
Hamilton, Toronto

Windsor

TELEPHONE
No. 1046

MILLS
Gravenhurst, Huntsville

Katrine.

ROBERT THOMSON & CO.
DEALERS IN

IPirae and Hardwood

Vnmm^WnWBER]
Mills Operating all the year r<nind. Correspondence Solicited.

TORONTO OFFICE < n -* ony ^TRTTFTLondon Canadian Chambers 1 V J SJl\ 1 jj 1 IYJjEi 1
,

THOMAS MEANEY,
REPRESENTATIVE. TORONTO.

DONOGH & OLIVER,

Electric uchtihcApparatus
57/Adelaide. St.w

TORONTO
ONT.

J. J. TTTIRiTEE,
Sail, Tent and Awning Maker,

251 George and 154 King Streets,

PETERBOROUGH.
Canoe. Yacht and Boat Sails made to order

Feifect Fits guaranteed.
Every description of Lumbermen-'s Supplies

and Waterproof Clothing.

T. SHORTISS,
DEALER IN

PINE & MINERAL? LANDS
9 Toronto Street,

TORONTO, - - ONT.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

MANUFACTURERS

Wholesale Dealers in

L
OFFICE :

Nos. 16 and 17 Imperial Bank Buildings,

Wellington Street East.

TORONTO, ONT.

PETER GERLACH & COMPANY,
Alligator Chisel-Bit, Saws,

THE CHAMPION STAVE. HEADING AND SHINGLE MACHINES,

CLEVELAND
ICE TOOLS AND MILL SUPPLIES.

OHIO.

DALTON MCCARTHY, President. J. H. EYER, Manager

Toronto and Midland Mf'g Co.
(INCORPORATED.)

Wholesale + Lumber * Dealers
AND MANUFACTURERS OF

DRESSED LUMBER, FLOORING-
Ceiling, Sheeting, Siding, Shelving, Mouldings of all Descriptions.

Office and Yard

:

FOOT OF SPADINA AYE., - TORONTO.
Planing Mills : MIDLAND, ONT.

PORTER, ROBERTSON h CO.

STOCKS

STRIPS

SIDINGS

BILLSTUFF

WHOLESALE

LUMBER
DEALERS

HARDWOODS
HEMLOCK
SHINGLES

LATH, ETC.

Millichamp's Buildings,

35 * Adelaide + Street * East,
TORONTO.

YARD : NORTHERN DOCK, FOOT OF BATHURST STREET.

500 Carloads

Prime White Oak Small Boards.

I, I'Aej and I% inch thick ; 1
X/Z to 5 inch

wide, 2 feet and up long, wanted for cash at

the mills.

Further all kinds of HARDWOOD LUM-
BER AND LOGS.

Address

CARL GARTNER,
Hamburg, Germany.

Menasha Hickory Pulleys

We make the only
hardwood bent rim
spoke arm split pulley,
only small split pulley,
only wooden hangers
in the market. Send for

discounts & circulars.

Menasha
Wood Split Pulley Co.

MENASHA,*. WISCONSIN,

.

FawGett & Go.
Meechaitt m Tailoes,

269 Queen St. E., Opj>. Seaton St., Toronto.

First-Class Goods and Trimmings. Workmanship and Fit Gauranteed.

All Orders Punctually Executed.
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The Best is the Cheapest
This is true.

Especially

in Machinery-

OUR SPECIALTY

SAW MILL Machinery

BAND,

Shingle and

Lath Mills.

Several Sizes Combined

PLANERS.

0

Our maxims have been "Nothing can be too well made."

"Make the machinery as it should be in every part and then

set the price at a fair profit considering the cost." " Never

cut the price and then cheapen the production to suit the

price." " That mill men and people generally can and do

appreciate a good article and will generally buy it, even if

first taken in with some cheap machine said to answer as

well," After forty years of successful business life on the

same premises, conducted on these lines, we have no reason

to regret having started out with this standard before us. It

has given us a reputation we are proud of, one that we can-

not afford to injure ; and one

that has kept us in full oper-

ation during these years,when

many shops have been closed

and others run short handed

or on short time.

WOODYARD
OUTFITS.

•j

WATEROUS ENGINE WORKS CO.,

Portable Engines.

6 to 50 h. p. All descriptions

of boiler work, burners, tanks,

&c.

Friction Grip Pulleys.

Ewart Link Belting.
The Great Conveying Medium.

Brantford,GANADA
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The Finest Tempered, Fastest Cutting

and Best Saw made on the Continent.

Manufactured of Triple Refined Silver Steel,

Rolled specially for us from Superior ingots.

] 1 "J. mm

THE KING OF CROSS-CUT SAWS.
R. H. SMITH G0MPANY, lire, St. Gatrarines, Ont.

Sole XI ci 1 1 1 1factin'ers

The Dodge Patent System of

ROPE TRANSMISSION OF POWER.

The above cut represents a simple Drivefrom one shaft to another, aivd can be applied

in any case, or to any distance, in or o*t of doors. The ordinary space between centres

being limited, to say, 100 feet, after which additional Carriers can be added to any distance.

For full information and particulats, apply to

Dodge Wood Split Pulley Co.
City Office, 83 King St., W. TORONTO. TELEPHONE 2080.

Established 1849. Incorporated 1884.

^ w or,or 7-^ iJL, Detroit Saw Works
ADJUS.CJMENT MANUFACTURERS OF

Circular, Gang, Mulay, Drag and Cross-Cut Saws.

We use nothing but VV. J. U .Sons Englisl
Steel in our sawS and the name »peaks for itself

MOLDING AND PLANING KNIVES,

French Band Saws, Emery Wheels and General Mill Supplies.

66, 63, 70 and 72 Fort St. East, DETROIT, MICH.










